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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL
April 6, 1945.
SENATE,
United Stateus Senate.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have the honor to transmit herewith certain information in partial response to Senate Resolution 341, Seventyeighth Congress, agreed to on December 8, 1944.
The material forwarded at this time consists of the General Intro.
duction to the report and separate sections for the following schedules
of the Tariff Act of 1930.
Schedule 2-Earths, Earthenware, and Glassware.
Schedule 6-Tobacco and Manufactures.
Schedule 13-Rayon and Manufactures.
If, as I understand, arrangements are made to have this material
printed, the data with respect to other schedules of the tariff act will
be forwarded directly to the Printing Office in order that a printed
re ort may be available to the Members of the Senate shortly after
all of the material has been completed.
Sincerely yours,
OSCAR B. RYDER, Chairman.

The PRESIDENT

OF THE

THE PRESIDLNT

OF THE

SENATE,

April 6,

1946.

United Statee Senate.
DEAR MB. PRESIDENT: I have the honor to transmit herewith
material supplemental to that previously submitted in response to
Senate Resolution 341 78th Congress, agreed to on December 8, 1944.
The new material forwarded at this time consists of items in the
following schedules of the Tariff Act of 1930:
Schedule 1-Chemicals, Oils, and Paints.
Schedule 4-Wood and Manufactures.
Schedule 8-Spirits, Wines, and Other Beverages,
Schedule 10-Flax Hemp, Jute, and Manufactures,
Schedule 12-Silk Manufactures.
Schedule 14-Papers and Books.
The remainder of the material required by the Resolution will be
completed in the very near future.
Sincerely yours,
OSCARB.IRYDER, Chairman.
III

April 28, 194.
SENATE,
United State Senate.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I have the honor to transmit herewith the
final installment of the report prepared in response to Senate Resolution 341, 78th Congress, agreed to on December 8, 1944.
The material sent at this time consists of the sections covering items
in the following schedules of the Tariff Act of 1930:
Schedule 3-Metals and Manufactures.
Schedule 5-Sugar, Molasses and Manufactures.
Schedule 7-Agricultural and Fishery Products.
Schedule 9-Cotton Manufactures.
Schedule 11-Wool and Manufactures.
Schedule 15-Sundries.
Items on the free list of the tariff act have been distributed among
the 15 schedules which cover related dutiable articles.
Sincerely yours,
OSCAR B. RYDER, Cllinan.

THE PRESIDENT

OF THE

MaY 19, ID45.

9
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATEM
United States Senate.
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: I am enclosing a summary of the Commission's report in response to Senate Resolution 341. It is to be
inserted in the printed edition following the General Introduction and
immediately preceding the sections on individual commodities or,
groups of commodities.
This summary includes tables which total all the estimates made
in the report regarding domestic production and imports in the postwar long term under each of the assumptions made in the Resolution.
It also includes textual comments explaining how the totals were
made and setting forth the qualifications to which they are subject.
Sincerely yours,
OSCAR B. RYDER, Chairman.
IV
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF MAJOR COMMODITIES
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
This report is in response to Senate Resolution 341, 78th Congress
Second Session. For an understanding of the sections on individual
commodities, it is necessary to consider the terms of the resolution
and the general problems encountered in preparing sections under it.
SENATE RESOLUTION 341 AND ITS INTERPRETATION
Requirements of Senate Resolution 341

Senate Resolution 341 directs the Tariff Commission to examine all
articles which were imported in 1939 to a value in excess of $100,000
or which, in the judgment of the Commission are likely to be imported
in excess of that value after the war. With respect to each such
article the Commission is requested. insofar as it may prove practicable, to report to the Senate as follows:
I. (a) The quantity and value of United States imports in 1939,
and (b) the quantity and value of United States production, consumption and exports in 1939 of the like, similar, or competitive
article, (c5 the ratio of imports to domestic consumption, and (d) the
number of persons engaged in the production thereof; and
II. The probable short- and long-term effects, with specific estimates wherever possible, of the changes in conditions which have
resulted from the war upon the quantity and value of imports, and
upon the-production, the number of persons engaged in production,
the consumption and the exports of the like, similar, or competitive
article, under each of the following assumptions:
1. That national income is the same as in 1939 and that
duties are(a) The same as on July 1, 1939.
(b) 50 percent lower than on that date.
(c) 50 percent higher than on that date.
2. That national income is 75 percent greater than in 1939
and that duties are(a) The same as on July 1, 1939.
(b) 50 percent lower than on that date.
(c) 50 percent higher than 6n that date.
Interpretation of Certain Terms Used In the Resolution
In order to prepare the reports required by Senate Resolution 341,
the Tariff Commission has found it necessary to make the following
assumptions as to-the meaning of terms used in the resolution:
(1) The post-war short term Is a period long enough after the actual creation of
hostilities to permit fairly full conversion from wartime to peacetime production,
but not long enough to permit the reestablishment of "normal" peacetime con1
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ditions of production and trade, and particularly not long enough to permit the
full restoration
of industries in war-torn foreign countries, nor even to permit
United States industries to catch up with all'the backlog of civilian demand
created byv war.shortages. The second year following the end of hostiities rhas
b6n assuwed to be representative of this inteftnediate period.
(2) The p0o4-wr long term refers to the period, say, from 1961 or 1952 through
1955 or 1956. Since wide annual fluatnatlons in production, inlpots, acd exports
of many individual commodities may occur under special and temporary circumstances, all estimates have been-based on an averse year in that period. Moreover, since the magnitude of the population o the Ugnited States affects consumption, production, and imports, and since population increases significantly
each year, the population forecast by the Bureau of the Census for 1953 the
midyear of 1951-55, has been taken as representative of the average year of this
period., The estimated population for 1953 is approximately 10 percent greater
than that in 1939.
(3) The term national income means (a) not total national income but per capita
national income (under which interpretation account must be taken of increase in
population in determining total national Income); and (b) income in dollars
without any corrections for changes in the average level of prices.
Assumptions as to United States Prices in the Post-War Periods

Under the foregoing interpretation of the term "national income,"
it is necessary to make the following assumptions as to the general
level of United States prices in the post-war short- and lobg-termn
periods:
1. That in the short-term, period average prices in the United
States will be at the 1943 level, which was 34 percent higher than in
1939.
2. That in the long-term period, with national income at the
1939 level, average United States prices will also be at the 1939 level.
3. That in the long-term period, with, national income 75 percent
above the 1939 level, average prices in the .U'nited States will be at
about the 1941 level, or approximately 13 percent higher than in 1939.
The trend of prices of many individual commodities ay, of course,
differ materially from that of all commodities combined. So far as
data are available on which to judge post-war prices of particular
articles, the forecasts of values have been adjusted.
Total National Income in the Post-War Long-Term Period

Under these interpretations of Senate Resolution 341, total national
income in the long-term period,. for which the year 1953 is taken as
representative, would be as follows:
(1) Under the assumption that per capita national income in the
long-term period will be the s94me as in 1939, total national income,
owing to a 10-percent increase in population, will be 110 percent of
that in 1939, or about 78 billion dollars compared with about 71
billion.
(2) Under the assumption that per capita national income in the
period will be 175 percent of the 1939 figure, total nalong-term
tional income, owing to the 10-percent increase in population, will be
192.5 percent (110 percent multiplied by 175 percent) of the income
in 1939,- or about 136 billion dollars compared with about 71 billion.
This represents an increase of 65 billion over 1939. Of this increase,
about 7 billion dollars is assumed to result from a 10-percent increase
in population; about 43 billion from a quantitative increase of 55
percent in the per capita consumption of goods and sevices; and the
remang 15 billion from the assumed 13-percent increase in prices to
which reference has been made.
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ASSUMPTIONS AS TO POST-WAR CONDITIONS NOT; COVURED BY
ASSUMPTIONS IN SENATE RESOLUTION 341

peacetime condititsi,
So numerous, evem underanorml
are the ftao
a
and in rff
of change i-in national
income
tore involved' in the effect
rates on the future course of United States consumption production,
imports, and exports of particular commodities that 'any quantitative
predictions areI'extremely hazardous and subject to a wide margin of
error. Estimates of values introduce additional uncertainties about
pnice movements, which are also influenced'by manhycomple2W causal
factors. These difficulties -are further' intensified by uncertainties
about the political; economic, and social effects of a prolonged and
exhausting war. The estimates called for in 'the resolution, if they
are to have any value at all, must be based on stated assumptions as
to theec major uncertainties and must be r arded as contingent on
the realization of such assumptions. As only a very few of these
uncertainties are covered by the interpretative assumptions already
set forth, it has been necessary to make further assumptions, most of
which are moreIorless arbitrary, and some of which will probably not
be borne out by future events. Some of these assumptions relate to
the international post-war economic situation, some to economic policies of leading foreign countries, others to United State policies and
still others to special conditions affecting a particular commodity or
group of commodities.
International Monetary, Price, and Coat RelafonshIpsu
Post-war exchange value of the Cutrencee of the world.

A matter of supreme importance about which there is great uncertainty-,one-that might well upset all advance calculations-conterns
relative international currency values and relative price and cost levels
in the various countries of the world during the postwar period. The
Commision has found it necessary to assume that the currencies of
the world will be stabilized at the same relative values as existed in
1939. Obviously, this assumption is practically certain to prove incorrect, atlest for some countries. Nevertheless, it' is the only workable assumption, for it would be out of -the question to attempt to
predict now what will be the actual value: of. any given currency 8 or
10 years hence. Before the war the German currency had variouU
values in different foreign-trade Utrnsctions. The assumption is
made that after the war there will be but one exchange value of the
currency of each country, and that this value will have about the
same relation to the value of the United States dollar as prevailed in
pre-war transactions between that country and the United States.
Exchange control..
During the 1930's (and, of course, still more during the war years)
the governments of many countries exercised more or less' rigid cotrol over forpign-exchange transactions., These controls often greatly
affected commodity trade. They were frequency exercised in such a
way as to discrinpnae between countries., It is assumed 'that most
exchange ontrolswill hare been eliinated in the post-war long-termni
period, and that those which are continued will be exercised in a nondiscriminatory manner.
7123B &---St2
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International price and cost levels.

For the same reasons and with the same qualifications as those
which apply to, the exchange values of currencies, it is assumed
that the relation between general prce and cost levels in the different
countries of the world will be about the same in the postwar long
term as in 1939. In general, this assumption extends to the comparative prices and costs of individual domestic articles and like or
similar foreign articles. If, however technical; industrial, or other
changes are known to affect materially the competitive positions of
particular foreign and domestic articles, those changes are taken into
account in the sections on individual commodities.
Industries In War-Torn Countries
It is assumed that, by the post-war long term, industries, particularly export industries, in all war-torn countries except Germany
and Japan, will have been restored to about their pre-war competitive
position, especially in relation to United States industries making
like or similar products. It is further assumed that all direct war
industries, in both Germany and Japan will be suppressed. Beyond
that, no general assumption is made regarding midustries in those
countries in the post-war period. However, in the sections on those
individual commodities in which either Germany or Japan were important pre-war competitors in the United States and world markets
the section on each commodity considers the possibility of revived
competition after the war. For each commodity the estimates are
made on a stated assumption or on stated alternative assumptions.
Government Participation in International Trade

Before, and especially during, the war direct government participation in foreign trade greatly increased, and there is much uncertainty as to how far such government participation will persist after
the war. For purposes of Senate Resolution 341, it has been assumed
that, in general, international trade in the post-war long term will be
in private hands without any direct government participation, although it is recognized that in the Soviet Union, and perhaps a few
other countries, foreign trade will be wholly or largely a government
affair.
Cartel Arrangements

One of the. greatest difficulties in predicting the quantity and
value of imports into the United States, under different assumptions
as to rates of duty, arises from the possible influence of international
cartel arrangements and intercorporate relationships on the foreign
trade in certain commodities. No general assumption is made
regarding these arrangements in the post-war period. If it seems
possible that these arrangements may affect trade in a particular
commodity, the section on that commodity points out this possibility
and the further possibility that they may nullify the effect of changes
in duties on imports. Moreover, for some commodities, an assumption, or alternative assumptions, regarding cartel arrangements and
policies are made in order to make estimates possible.
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Uncertainties
Although many other variable, and often unpredictable, factors
may influence post-war production and trade, no general assumptions
are made regarding them. Problems relat to each commodity or
group of commodities are considered separately. Examples are questions relating to international commodity agreements among governments, surplus productive facilities created by war expansion of
certain industries, and agricultural' price-support 'proams which
may result in higher prices here than abroad. Regarding political
uncertainties no suppositions are made, except that enemy-occupied
countries will be economically restored, and that, world-wide state
of peace will be maintained.
Other

SCOPE, NATURE, AND LIMITATIONS OF THE ESTIMATES

Scope

This report covers all commodities the imports of which either had
in 1939 a value exceedn $100,000, or may possibly have a value
exceeding that figure in the post-war period, with the exception of
articles covered, y certain so-called basket classifications in the
import 'statistics. A list of the basket classifications for which esti-.
mates are not made is included under each schedule, together with
'the value of the imports thereof in 1939.
The Senate resolution directs the Commission to report the probable
short- and long-term effects of war changes on imports, production,
consumption, exports, and employment in the post-war period with
specific estimates wherever possible. The Commission has made
every effort to comply with this direction. For very nearly all the
commodities, estimates are made regarding imports, production, and
consumption. For many articles it was impossible to present estimates of exports or employment. Frequently, no data of pre-war
employment for particular commodities are available. Data are not
available on pre-war exports of some, and there is no basis for estimating post-war exports of others. Future conditions are so uncertain for a few commodities that no estimates are presented for imports
and production for the domestic market although estimates of
consumption are given.
i.. So far as data for both quantities and values are availble for the
prewar period, the estimates for the post-war period cover both
quantities and values. For many articles, however, only the data on
values are available.
Comparability of Statistics of Production, Imports, and Exports
For most commodities statistics of domestic production have the
same general scope as the statistics of im rts, although the composition of the imports, as regards sizes, types, grades, and price brackets,
often differs greatly from that of the domestic production. For some
classifications, however, the statistics of production either do not
exist or are not at all comparable in scope with those of imports; for
these rough estimates of production have been made on an approximatefy comparable basis. Similarly, a good many statistics on exports
are not closely comparable with those on imports of the same product;
statistics on some classes of imports are much more or much less
detailed than those on exports.
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Relation of Post-War Estimate. to 1939 Data

In accordance with the provisions of the resolution, the section
concerning each article give the available data for 1939 regarding
consumption, production, imports, exports, and employment. However, the year 1939 was not representative of the pre-war period as
regards some of these data. For example, defense activities, and (ini
the latter part of the year) actual wax activities, greatly affected the
production and trade of some commodities in, 1939. The data on a
good many other commodities in that year were not representative
or other reason, such as weather favorable or unfavorable for crops
As a basis for post-war estimates, therefore, the Commission has freqOuently chosen the data for some more representative pre-war year, or
the average data for a group of prewar years. Each individual section sets forth the pre-war basis for the post-war estimates.
Factors Affecting Consumption, Production, Trade, and Employment in the
Post-War Period

Prices.

It is presumable that the Senate, in adopting Resolution 341, was
particularly interested in the values of production, imports, and exports
m the post-war period, especially since data for different commodities
canl be combined into group totals only in terms of value. To estimate a given value, of course, requires an estimate of both quantity'
and price. Uncertainties regarding the future course of prices of
particular commodities are thus added to the uncertainties regarding
future changes in quantities.
In estimating data for the long-term post-war period on the as8
gumption of national income the same as in 1939, the Commission
has assumed that the general level of prices will be about the same as
in 1939. For most individual commodities, therefore,, estimates of
values under that assumption are based on prices in the United States
and in the fore' countries from which imports come, substantially
the same as before the war. Special factors, however, may make
prices, domestic or foreign, for certain articles higher or lower than
before the war. For example, if during the period between' the two
wars there was a general downward, or upward, trend in the price of
a given commodity, it is ordinarily assumed in the individual sections
that this trend will continue, so that prices in the long-term post-war
period will be somewhat lower, or higher, than before the war.
In making estimates on the basis of a national income in the post
war period 75 percent higher than in 1939, it is assupned by the ommission that- the general price level will be from 10 to 15 percent
higher than before the war. Here again, however, many individual
commodities are likely to depart from the general trend. High income tends to increase the demand for some commodities much more
than that for others, and this difference with respect to demand is
likely to be reflected in differences with respect to price changes.
Commodities differ also as regards the availability of supplies to meet
a strong demand, with consequent different effects on prices.
If imports of any dutiable commodity have supplied or may supply
a substantial part of the amount consumed, consideration has to be
given to the effect of a reduction or increase of 50 percent in the rate
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price of imports. For such a commodity a reduction in the duty
would 'probably usually lower the dut aid price of the imports, aid
might consequently lower the price of the domestic product.- Part of
the effect of a reduction in duty, however,+ might be reflected in an increase in the foreign price of the imported article. The extent of the
effect both on domestic prices and on foreign prices is obviously very
difficult to- estimate. Similar considerations apply to estimates of
domestic and fore' prices based on the assumption of a rate of duty
50 percent higher than in 1939.
Consumption.

Trhe factors affecting' the quantity of consumption of-the several
commodities are broadly similar to those affecting their prices, and the
assumptions made in estimating consumption are similar to ose
already mentioned in the discussion of'prices. For many commodlities
it is assumed that if national income in the long-term post-war period
is at the 1939 level, the per capitt consumption will be approximate
the same as before the war; the estimates must, of, course,'allow for
the increase in population, aken as about 10 percent. For many individual commodities however, special causal factors, often manifest
in pre-war trends, may result in a per capital consumption greater, or
smal&, than before the war.
JIn estimating consumption on the assumption of a national income
75 percent higher than in 1939, careful consideration has been gven
to the nature of the demand for different commodities, especially to
the degree of elasticity in demand with changes in income. Per
capita consumption of many articles which are virtual necessities
would be but little'greater under the assumed 14h national income
than under income as' in 1939. Other 'omimodtiets commonly regarded as necessities, however, are bought in onsiderably larger
quantities in good than in bad times. At the other extreme, per
capita consumption of luxuries and capital goods (whether producers'
capital or consumers' capital) is likely in general to be much greater
if income is high than if income is low. Each conmodity however
has to be studied by itself. Consumption of some commodities mighL
be as much as 100 percent greater than on the lower income level.
Post-war consumption of some commodities on the assumption of
high income, may be limited by the lack of sacient supplies, whether
in this country or in foreign 'sources of imports, to meet the strong
demand.
If imports of a commodity have constituted or may constitute a
substantial or large part of the amount consumed, consideration has
to be given to the possible effect on total consumption which might
follow a reduction, or an increase, of 50 percent in the rate of duty.
A reduction in'the duty that lowered the price of a commodity -in the
United States (whether -by the full amount of the reduction in' duty
or by a part thereof) would tend to increase the consumption, whereas
an increase 'in the duty that raised the price would tend to reduce
consumption. The effects on consumption would varyr widely for
different commodtie&, and estimates of consumption for many are
necessarily subject to a wide margin of error.
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Imports.

The factors to be taken into consideration in estimating post-war
imports of dutiable articles, on the assumption of rates of duty the
same as in 1939 are similar to those relating to duty-free commodities
In both cases the -presumption is usually, at least-on the resumption
of national income the same as in 1939, that the ratio of imports to
consumption in the post-war period will be about the same as in prewar years. In making estimates, however, account has been taken of
factors affecting individual commodities-factors which may already
have been manifest before the war or which seem likely to appear
in the post-war period; For example, if the known reserves of a
given mineral in the United States have been much depleted during
recent years, especially during the war, imports may constitute a
larger proportion of the amount consumed after the war than before
the war even with nd change in duty. Conversely, the recent development 0/tnew industries in the United States, especia ly during the war,
may cause imports to be smaller than before the war; cigarette paper
and rubber may be mentioned.
Usually the effects of an increase of 75 percent in the national
income on the imports of a given commodity- if free of duty or if the
duty remains the same as in 1939-are likely to be about the same as
the effects upon the total consumption; in other words, the share of
imports in the consumption is likely to be about the same on both
income assumptions. There are, however, important exceptions 'to
this statement. For example, if the imports under a given
category partake more of the character of luxuries than does the
domestic production, a marked increase in national income would
tend to raise the share of imports in the consumption. :On the other
hand, an increase in income in foreign countries which it is assumed
would accompany high income in the United States, may actually
lessen the quantity of some commodities which foreigners are willing
to release for import into this country.
The effects of a reduction of 60 percent in the rate of duty on
imports of dutiable articles naturally vary-widely. If the rate of duty
is already low, such a reduction may have little effect on the quantity
of imports, though even here much may depend on the nature of the
commodity and the profit margin under which domestic and foreign
producers normally operate.
oreover, if imports of commodities
taking the higher.duties have supplied a very small proportion of the
amount consumed a reduction of 50 percent may not be sufficient to
cause a substantial increase in imports. Again, although the lowering
of the duty may increase some previously insignificant imports by a
large percentage, they may still constitute only a small part of the
amount consumed, and thus have only a small effect on the volume of
domestic production. In contrast to these-commodities, others
under a reduced duty may be imported in much greater quantities,
both relatively and absolutely, with the result that domestic produc
tion, at a given level of demand, will be materially smaller than with
an unchanged duty.
The effects of a reduction in duty on the quantity of imports may
depend in considerable part on the relative composition of the imports
and the domestic production with respect to grades, types, and price
brackets. If in the pre-war period imports had been confined to very
'high priced articles, a reduction of 50 percent in the duty might permit
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of somewhat lower price to enter, with a resultant marked
goods
increase in total imports.> Such increase is, of course, particularly

likely if the duty is specific and is at the same rate per unit of quantity
over a wide range of grade of different price levels; a marked reduction of such a specific duty may, in some instances, permit large quantities of imports to enter in a price range from which they were proviously largely or wholly excluded.
From what has been said; it is evident that the ratio by which a
50-percent reduction in duties will increase imports varies greatly
with different commodities, and estimates of the effect must be subject
to a rather wide margin of error. Similar considerations hold with
respect to the effect of a 50-percent increase in the rate of duty. The
effect may be very small or it may be marked, and an estimate of it
requires careful consideration of all circumstances.
Estimates of post-war imports, under the several assumptions, relate
to quantities where pre-war data for quantities are avail able and, in
all cases, to value, that is to the foreign value. As already pointed
out, changes in the rate of duty may affect not only the quantities of
imports but the prices of the goods in the countries from which imported. Changes in the foreign value of imports may therefore not
closely parallel changes in the quantities imported. An increase in
the qualitity of some imports, as the result of lowering the duty by
50 percent, might be accompanied by some rise in the foreign prices,
so that the value of imports would increase by a greater percentage
than the quantity. On the other hand, a reduction of 50 percent in
some duties, particularly specific duties, would tend to permit the
entry of goods of lower erice range than before; consequently, the
average foreign unit value of all the imports might decline, so that
the total value of the imports would increase less than the total quantity. Similar considerations apply to increases in the rate of duty.
On a number of commodities the rates of duty in 1939 were subject
to tariff quotas; that is to say, duties had been reduced by trade
agreements on specified quantities of a given commodity, inports in
excess of the quota being subject to the-full rate of duty.. In forecasting post-war imports under the different assumptions regarding
rates of duty, the Commission has assumed that these tariff-quota
arrangements will continue in effect, with the quotas of the same size
as in 1939. For example, it is assumed that if duties should be reduced
by 50 percent, the reduction would apply, to the rates on imports
within the quota limits, and also to the rates on imports in excess of
the quota, but that the size of the quota would remain unchanged.
A similar assumption is made with respect to an increase in the rates
of duty.
Production for the domestic market.

;

-

The quantity and value of the production of a given commodity
for the domestic market (that is, production exclusive of exports) wil,
of course, depend on the magnitude of consumption and of imports.
If imports are small, production for the domestic market will be little
less than the consumption. If, however, as a result of reduction of the
duty, imports should become a much larger part of-consumption than
before, the absolute quantity produced for the domestic market will
be less than at the higher rate of duty unless there is a marked increase
in total consumption.
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Future production for the domestic market is difficult to estimate:
any error either in the estimate of Consumption or in that of imports
will be reflected in the estimate for production. Of course, these errors
may tend to offset one another. For example, an overestimate of
consumption may be largely offset by an overestimate of imports, so
that the estimate of production mav be nearly accurate. On the
other hand, the errors may be cumulative. 'For example, an .overestimate of consumption may be accompanied by an underestimate
of imports, resulting in a marked overestimate of production for the
domestic market.
The difficulty of forecasting prices, under different assumptions
regarding
rates of duty, adds to the
difficulty ofnational income and regarding
production
for the domestic market. Moreover, for some conmnodities there are no pre-war statistics
of the value of production but only statistics of quantities, and the
estimates of pre-war values which the Commission has made for these
commodities are subject to a considerable margin of error,-which correspondingly affects the post-war estimates of value of production.

estimating the value of

zSxports.

This report does not present data which; can be used to estimate
the total value of exports from the United States in the post-war
period. It covers only commodities of which there were in the prewar period, or are likely to be hereafter imports of a value exceeding
$100 000. There are many commodities of which the imports are
smali, or even nil, but of which the exports are large. Hence the estimates made in accordance with the terms 6f this resolution show only
in part the effects upon our export trade, and hence upon domestic
production and employment, which would flow from the various
assumptions made as to foreign tariffs and trade barriers, and as to
incomes in foreign countries. Moreover, no attempt is made to deal
in any definitive way with the effects of possible increases or decreases
in United States imports, arising from changes in ourftaf rates, in
increasing or decreasing foreign buying power for United States exports, and hence the levels of production and employment in our export
industries. Obviously, too, an increase-- in United States imports
resulting from a marked rise in national income would, by raising
foreign buying power, have a major influence on our export trade.
Although thus the present report presents no verysignificant picture
ofprobable post-war export trade, nevertheless many of the commodities most important in United States export trade are of sufficient
importance in the import trade to be covered by these reports, and
estimates regarding the post-war exports of these are presented wherever possible.
In estimating exports, factors often have to be taken into account
which
are not involved in estimating domestic consumption, imports,
or
production for the domestic market. Estimates of exports must,
therefore, be considered subject to an even wider margin of error than
the other estimated data.
Certain assumptions must necessarily be made in estimating exports. In the first place, it must be assumed that, if post-war per
capita income in the United States will be about thesame as before
the war, it will also be about the same in foreign countries, in other
words, that foreign buying power will be about as great as before the
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war. It must also be assumed that no great change will take place
in the relation between productive capacity' and costs in the United
States and in foreign countries. Of course, there are some conspicuous
case Lin which this aGsumption is unlikely to hold true, and in which
other assumptions on this point must be made. For example, certain
countries, notably in Latin America, have erected plants during the
war to produce various commodities formerly supplied most
entirely by imports; developments of this sort will tend, of coure
to reduce exports of those particular commodities from this and
other countries in the post-war period.
In estimating post-war exports it is assumed that, an increase of 75
percent in national. income m the United States will be accompanied
by a more or lees corresponding increase in the income of the rest of
the world.: If consumption of a given commodity in this country is
estimated to increase greatly with high national income, it is assumed,
in general, that, by reason of greater buying power in foreign countries, the demand for exports of the commodity will also be much
larger than! with no change in national income, Certain special
exceptions must,' of course, be made to this assumption.
Finally, in estimating exports it is assumed that a reduction of 50
percent in rates of duty on dutiable goods in the United States will
be accompanied by more or lees equal reductions on the part of
foreign countries not only in duties but also in other forms of trade
barriers, which often restricted trade in the pre-war period even more
than duties. In other words, it is generally assumed that a reduction in United States duties would be accompanied by greater
opportunities for the export of goods. Conversely, it is assumed
that an increase of 50 percent in United States duties would be
accompanied by increases in the trade barriers of foreign countries
which would tend to lessen our exports.
Total production for domestic market and for export.

If exports of a commodity have been small and are likely to continue to be small, total production in the United States will, of course,
be substantially the same as the production for the domestic market.
If, however, exports have been and are likely to continue to be
important, an estimate of the total quantity and value of production
in the post-war period involves a combination of the uncertainties
with respect to production for the domestic market and the uncertainties with respect to exports,
Employment.

Employment in the production of a given commodity in the United
States is, of course, related to the volume of production of that
commodity, both for domestic consumption and for export. Whatever margin of error is involved in the estimation of the total quantity
of production necessarily attaches also to estimates of employment.
Generally speaking, any cause which 'favorably or unfavorably
affects, domestic production, whether for the domestic market or for
export, will tend to affect employment in the industry in the same
way. However, is estimates cf future employment, it is necessary
to take account of possible changes in the productive capacity of
labor. Introduction of new labor-saving devices might reduce the
number of workers even in the face of an increase in output. More-
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over, the operation of plants their full capacity, under the assume
tion of strong demand resulting from high national income, is likely
to reduce the number of man-hours required for a given quantity of
output. On the other hand, in some industries, for special reasons,
output per man-hour may be lower in the post-war than in the prewar period. Finally, changes in the number of workers on the pay
rolls may not parallel changes in the number of man-hours of work
performed; prevailing hours of labor per week may be greater or less
after the war than before the war.
There are many commodities for which no statistics of pre-war
employment are available, and for some of these even rough estimates
of employment at that time can hardly be ventured.
Under the terms of Senate Resolution 341, estimates regarding
employment are necessarily confined to the particular indutrie
which qualify under the resolution, and to the number of workers in
these industries. Thus, no account is taken of the effects on employment in other industries (including various export industries)
which would result from larger or smaller imports of the various
products covered by the resolution, as those imports are affected by
the several assumptions regarding national income and rates of duty.
Similarly no consideration is give to the relative productiveness of
labor in different fields.

Interrelation of Commodities

In making estimates of post-war consumption, production, imports,
exports, and employment under the different assumptions regarding
national income and rates of duty, account must be taken of the
interrelationships among commodities, especially amorg those which
represent different stages of production-raw materials, semimanufactures, and finished manufactures; among those which are related
as joint products, or as primary products and byproducts, from a
given material; and among those which are capable of substitution
for one another.
This point is particularly important in considering the effects of a
reduction or an increase of 50 percent in duties. For example, a
given raw material may be free of duty, but its consumption, production, and importation may be greatly affected by a change in the
duties on semimanufactured or finished products derived from it, and
estimates must be made in the light of the estimates for these dutiable
articles. So, too, changes in the duty on a given dutiable article may
have as much influence on production and imports of related dutiable
articles as changes in the duties on these latter articles themselves or
possibly more. A conspicuous illustration of this second point is
afforded by the wool group-raw wool, wool tops and noils, wool yams,
and fabrics. So, too, a 50-percent reduction in the relatively high
duty on wool, although accompanied by a reduction in the relatively
low duty' on rayon staple fiber, might have a major effect on the ratio
of staple fiber to wool in consumption, production, and imports.
Another illustration is that of bauxite and aluminum (aluminum production in the United States is mainly from foreign bauxite); imports
of bauxite might readily be affected much more by changes in the duty
on aluminum than by changes in the, duty on bauxite itself, and in the

.opposite direction.
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It is, of course, assumed, in all estimates regarding interrelated
dutiable articles, that the duty status of the several articles in the
post-war period will be parallel-that the duties on all will either be
the same as in 1939, or,50-percent lower, or 50 percent higher, than in
1939.,
-Position of Philippine Trade
A number of commodities-chiefly sugar, leaf tobacco, cigars, copra,
coconut oil, desiccated coconut, canned pineapple, emlwerderecotton
articles, and cordage-were imported from the Philip0pime Islands in
substantial quantities before the war. At that time nearly all commodities which were dutiable from other countries were free of duty
when imported from the Philippines,1 although imports of sugar and
cordage from the Philippines were subject to quantitative limitations.
The Philippine Independence Act provides that when the islands
become independent, all imports from them shall become subject to
the "general" rates of duty which apply to other foreign countries
(except Cuba, which enjoys a preference of 20 percent or more, compared with the general rates). If this arrangement goes into effect,
the imports of major commodities from the Philippines in the post-.
war period may be much smaller than they would be if the duty-free
status were continued. Discussions are2 however, under way which
might. result in a different post-war tariff situation.This is one of
the important questions on which recommendations as to policy will
presumably be made by the Filipino Rehabilitation Commission, established by the Congress on June 29, 1944. Conceivably, the application of full duties to Philippine goods might be postponed for some
years after 1946, or there might be a gradual transition to the full
duty status. In the sections of this report which deal with commnodities of which the Philippines were major suppliers before the war
estimates of imports and of domestic production are, however, based
on the assumption that full duties will apply to Philippine goods.
Government Actions, Other Than Rates of Duty, Affecting Production, Prices,
and Imports

In 1939 the production, prices, imports, and exports of various
commodities were affected by Federal laws and regulations other than
rates of duty. For example, after September 20,1939, total imports of
short-staple cotton and fong-staple cotton, respectively, were limited
to specified quotas. Again total supplies of sugar allowed to enter
consumption in the United states were limited, and quotas of this total
were allocated to producers in continental United States, producers
in Hawaii and Puerto Rico, respectively, and to imports from the
Philippines, from Cuba, fnd from other foreign countries, respectively.
Moreover, the production and the prices of a number of other farm
products in the United States were affected by various provisions of
law and of Government regulations.
It is obviously impossible e to forecast what laws and regulations of
this sort may be in effect in the post-war period. Pre-war measures
may be continued, or modified, or withdrawn altogether; or entirely
new measures may be introduced. In the sections dealing with some
of the commodities, assumptions, or alternative assumptions, are made
with respect to these matters and their probable effect upon consumption, production, imports, and exports.
I

The only exception was that of the processing tax on coconut oil, which was 8

Philippine origin and 5 cents per pound on oil of other foreign origin.

cents per pound on oil of

POST-WAIS IMPORTS AND DOM8IO PRODUCTION
Margin of Error In Estimates
As already pointed out, estimates hereid presented regarding the,
quantity and value of imports, production, consumption, and exports
and the number of persons employed in the post-war period, are subject to a very considerable margin of error. In the first place, all the
estimates are based on more or less arbitrary general aumptions
regarding exchange, prices, and conditions in foreign countries, and
like matters which may prove unfounded in whole or in part.
Even if all these general assumptions sho;.uld prove to be substantially
corrde, there remains a wide margin of error. For some commodities
it may be hardly more than 5 or 10 percent in either direction, but for
others the estimates may be as much as 50 to 100 percent too high,.
or as much as 33%X to 50 percent too low. The figures presented,
however, represent the most probable levels of imports, production,
consumption, exports, and employment under the different assumptions specified in the Senate resolution.
A single estimated figure is generally presented with reference to
each aspect, under each assumption, for a given commodity. This
method of presentation makes it easier for the reader to note the
relation of one estimate to another. Estimates for a good many commodities, however are expressed in ranges. The ranges are kept as.
narrow as practicable, but some are necessarily wide because of marked
uncertainties. It is recognized also that the lowest figure given for
a range in many estimates may well prove to be too high, and that the
highest figure may prove in fact to be too low.
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In accordance with the instructions of the Senate Resolution, the
Commission is presenting the sections on individual commodities, or
groups of commodities, by tariff schedules, except that articles on the
free list have been distributed among the first i5 schedules which cover
related dutiable articles.
Combined totals for the commodities in a given schedule can be
presented only for values, or the number of persons employed; quantities expressed in diverse units cannot, of course, be added. For each
schedule (and the related free-list items) combined totals of the
estimated value of imports and production for the domestic market
in the long-term post-war period (not for the short term), under' the
several assumptions regarding national income and rates of duty, are
presented. Those estimates--are compared with the corresponding
figures for 1939. The estimates of post-war exports and employment
are so incomplete that no combined totals are given on those subjects
for any of the schedules.
It should be recognized that there is an appreciable margin of error
in these combined totals for estimates of imports and production. Of
course the errors in the estimates for individual articles may be in
both directions, and may thus offset one another to a considerable
extent, This offsetting is the less likely to result in trustworthy
totals if the number of articles is small, and especially if some one
or two articles dominate in the totals.

GENERAL SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION (FOR THE
DOMESTIC MARKET) AND IMPORTS
DUTIABLE AND FREE

COMMODITIN8

Table 1 summarizes United States production (for the- domestic
market) and imports of all commodities, whether dutiable or free,
which are covered by this report, for 1939, and the corresponding
timates for the post-war period under the several assumptions as to
national income and rates of duty. In presenting this general summary, it is necessary to call attention to a basic reservation regarding
the margin of error involved. In the nature of the case, such a general summary must omit the numerous qualifications and eplanations made both in the preceding introduction and in the sections on
the individual commodities throughout the main body of the report.
In the aggregate, these qualifications are of such importance that the
selection and use of particular figures from the summary, without the
appropriate accompanying explanations, involves a definite hazard.
t is true that in totals such as those presented in table 1 the margin
of error, within the given assumptions on which the estimates are
based, will probably be less than the martin of error for many of the
individual items because of the tendency of individual errors to offset
one another. But as pointed out in the introduction it' has been
necessary for the doMmission to set up a wide variety o/ assumptions
(apart from those set forth in S. Res. 341 itself) as a basis for its esti-mates. . Many of these assumptions may clot in fact be realized, and
errors#arising from that cause may be cumulative and important.
Because of the many uncertainties involved, estimates of the consumption production for the domestic market, and imports for many
individual commodities were expressed in the form of a range, sometimes a rather wide range. In totaling these estimated valus it has
been necessary to take the middle point of the rane in eack case
The combined totals thus have an apparent precision which does not
conform to the opinion of the Commission on the margin of error in
its estimates.
Table i does not include 1939 data, or post-war estimates, of total
production, including production for export, even of the commodities
covered by the report; still less does it cover production for export of
the manyn commodities which are important in the export- trade but
not in t e import trade, estimates for which are not called for by
Senate Resolution 341. Peculiar difficultie were involved in making
estimates of exports even for the commodities actually included in
the report. Changes in national income and in rates of duty would,
of course, affect not only imports but also exports.
15
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TABLE 1.-Summary of United States production (for domestic market) and imports
of all commodities covered by this report, for 1939, and estimates for the post-war
period £
Estimates for post-war long term
Per capital income as in
1939

19

Item

Duties
utes
as In reduced
193

Production for the I domestic market
(million dollars):
a. Gross ---b. Net (estimated. as 75 percent
of gross) ........-.-.-.-..
imports:
o. Foreign value (million dollars)
Estimated ratio of landed value
to foreign value (percent) .......
(mild. Landed value, estimated
lion dollars)-........ .
-_.
Ratio of imports to production for
market
(percent):
domestic
Based on a and o . -..... ---------.

p~Tcy
percentt percent

above 1039

Duties Duties Duties In.
reduced creased
as i
by 6by
1939 percent percent

-

41,218 49,647
80,914 37,235
2,052 2,182
126.4 126.4
2,594 2,758

5.0
6. 6
Based on b and o - 8.4
Bed on b and d .-1939
Ratio to
(percent):
100
Production for domestic market
100
Imports (foreign value)- Ratio to estimates at lower Income
level (percent):
Production for domestic market)--------- Imports (foreign value)
Ratio to estimates at unchanged
duty level (percent):
Production for domestic market ----Imports (foreign value)
----------

creased
by 50

Per capita income 76 percent

48,787
36,590
2,65

119.2

3,153
5.4

50,063 76,080
37,547 57,060
1,948 83,822
133.6 128.4
2,603 4,578

74,901
56,176
4,389

76,729
57,547
3, 20

119.2
6,232

133.6
4, 02
4.2
5.6
7.5
18

4.4
5. 9
7.4
120
106

7.2
8.6
118

IN.

3.9
6. 2
6.9
121
95

4.8
6.3
8.0
185
177

5. 9
7.8
9.3
182
214

100
100

100
100

100
100

153
166

154
168

15&
166

100
100

98
121

101
89

100
100

98
121

101
89
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I In totaling the estimated values, the Commission has taken the middle point of those estimates which,
because of the many uncertainties involved, were expressed in the form of a range.
I Does not Include production for export; see text.

Scope of Statistics

This report covers 454 commodities or groups "of closely related
comamodities. These include (with the exceptions stated below) all
statistical classifications distinguished by the Department of Commerce of which the value of imports in 1939 exceeded $100,000, together with a few items of which the imports in the post-war period
may, in the opinion of the Commission, exceed $100,000. The omission of items of which imports exceeded $100,000 mostly fall into five
groups: (1) "Basket" items, some dutiable and some free; (2) so-called
noncommercial items, principally United States goods returned and
household and personal effects; (3) duty-free works of art for which
even the pre-war value of domestic production could not be estimated;
(4) the large imports of certain minerals (principally copper but also
petroleum, lead, and zinc) for treatment in bond and export of the
resulting products, and also imports of petroleum products for supplies
of vessels; (5) crude petroleum, the production and imports of which
in the post-war period can not be forecast; and (6) imports of raw
sugar for refining and export.
The aggregate value of the imports in 1939 of the classifications
covered bythis report was 2,052 million dollars. The total value of
imports in that year was 2,276 million, so that this report covers 90.2
percent of the import trade of that year.
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Of the total value of the imports covered by the report, 994 million
dollars, or 48.4 percent, represented articles or groups of articles here
classed as dutiable, and 1,058 million, or 51.6 percent, articles clawed
as free. In general, dutiable articles are entirely separated from free
articles in the report. For a number of articles (including several
imports of large magnitude), however, the nature of the statistics
made it necessary to combine the two classes; the resulting item as a
whole was then treated in this summary as free or dutiable according
to which class dominated the imports in 1939.
The ratio for free articles of 51.6 percent in table 1.is much lower
than that in the total imports of 1939, which was 61.4 percent. , One
reason for this disparity is that most of the imports of the five groups
of articles omitted from the report are free of duty Another reason
is that imlnorts of Philippine products, which had preferential dutyfree entry in 1939, though dutiable when imported from other countries, are here included with the duty-paying imports of the same commodities, the post-war estimates of imports being based on the assumption that Philippine products will then be subject to the full rates
of duty.
It should be emphasized that in table 1 (and also in tables 2 and 3)
the 1939 data and the post-war estimates for domestic production
relate only to production for the domestic marketfand do not include
production for export. The Commission found it impossible to forecast post-war exports of many commodities.
Assuming that changes in national income as well as changes in
duties in the United States would be accompanied by parallel changes
in foreign countries production for export would, of course, be much
affected by such changes. For example, if duties throughout the
world should be reduced by 50 percent, the increase in United States
exports, which for decades have exceeded imports might readily
more than offset any reduction in production for the domestic market
resulting from the lowering of our own duties. A converse statement
holds as to the effect of an increase in duties throughout the world.
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Margin of Error In the Totals,

As has been stated in the introduction, there is a considerable,
frequently a wide, margin of error in the estimates of post-war consumption, production for the domestic market, and imports of individual articles, and this margin of error would remain even if all the
rather arbitrary assumptions upon which the estimates are made
should be realized. In the totals given in table 1, these errors tend
to offset one another, but an appreciable margin of error still persists
in the totals themselves.
This margin of error is probably greater in the estimates made on
the assumptions (at both the lower- and the higher-income levels) of
a 50-percent reduction or 50-percent increase in duties than in the
estimates made on the assumption of no change in duties. Moreover in the estimates a's to the effect of change iin duties it is greater
for production than for imports; the effect of a change in duty on the
quantity of a commodity imported is less difficult to forecast than
its effect on production for the domestic market.
According to the estimates in table 1, the value of consumption
(namely, the sum of the net value of production for the domestic
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market and the landed value of imports) for all commodities combined, would be less (at both income levels) with duties reduced
than with unchanged duties, whereas the value of consumption would
be greater with increased than with unchanged duties. In other
words, if duties should be reduced, the decrease in the net value of
domestic production (for domestic market) would,--at least apparently,.
somewhat exceed the increase in the value of imports, whether foreign
value or landed value. The converse situation appears on the assumption of an increase in duties.
This circumstance is due to two causes, which may best be understood by reference to the' estimates based on the assumption of a
reduction in duties (converse statements apply to the effects of an
increase in duties):
(1) The quantity of many commodities which will be consumed at
a reduced rate of duty has apparently been underestimated. Fre7
quently the possible increase in consumption with a reduction in
duty, if relatively small in terms of percentage, was not expressly
taken into account it being stated that consumption (at the given
income level) would be' about a specified quantity, or somewhat
larger or somewhat smaller if the duty should te reduced or increased
and no definite figure for consumption under these conditions was set
forth. This was done because of the difficulty of estimating the
effect of the duty change on consumption, though where the effect
might be expected to be farily large it was, of course, necessary to
make such an estimate, however lacking in precision.
It has been assumed that, even at the higher income level, domestic
production, of most commodities would be able to supply the entire
demand in excess of estimated imports, in other words, production
for the domestic market was computed by subtracting estimated
imports from estimated consumption. Under these circumstances,
any error in the estimate of consumption was carried over into the
estimate of production (for the domestic market). In the case of
commodities where the domestic producing capacity may (especially
at the higher income level) be limited by depletion ol natural resources or other causes, production was estimated independently.
(2) The data given in table 1 are values. A reduction in duty,
although ordinarily resulting in some quantitative increase lin consumption, is also likely to result in some reduction in the price of the
domestic product as well as in the landed price of imports. A reduction in price may offset, or more than offset, the increase in the quantities consumed, causing an actual decrease in the vplue of consumption; or it may only partly offset the quantitative increase. It shouldbe noted further that estimates of prices, both of the domestic and
of the imported product, resulting from change rates of duty involved much difficulty and are subject to a considerable margin of
error.
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The estimated net value in 1939; of production (for the domestic
market) of the articles covered by this report was 30.9 billion dollars.
The Department of Commerce estimate of net value for all commodities in that year was 37.4 billion, or 20 percent greater. A
large part, and perhaps all, of this difference is due to the fact that
the present report is less comprehensive in scope than the Department of Commerce figures; it covers practically no commodities'of
which the imports in 1939 were less tMhan $1001000 (and of course
none of which imports were nil), and among such commodities a
good many are of great importance in domestic production.
Basis of Import Staistics and Estimates
The import statistics of the United States are based upon foreign
value.' It is estimated by the Conmission, on the basis of data
furnished by the Department of Commerce and the Maritime Commission, that in the pre-war years 1937-39 the average freight charge
on all imports was about 12 percent of the foreign value. Adding to
this charge the average rate of duty in 1939, which was 14.4 percent
(calculated on total dutiable and free imports), gives an excess of
landed value over foreign value of 26.4 percent. This ratio may be
taken as fairly representative for the dutiable and free articles covered by the present report, taken as a group.
For the purpose of post-war estimates of landed value it is assumed
that freight charges will on the average bear the same ratio to foreign
value of imports as before the war. It is also assumed that if all
rates of duty are reduced 50 percent, the average rate on free and
dutiable imports would be reduced by 50 percent, i. e., from 14.4
percent in 1939 to 7.2 percent, and that an increase of 50 percent in
the duties would similarly raise the average to 21.6 percent.'
Estiated Increase of Post-War Over Pre-War Production and Imports
With no change In per capita national income or in duties.

Population in the long-term period is expected to be about 10 percent
greater than in 1939. Assuming that the general price level will be
substantially as in that year, and assuming no change in duties, one
might perhaps expect that, in the aggregate, the value of the production (for the domestic market) of the commodities covered by this
report, and also the value of imports, would be about 10 percent
greater than in 1939. The post-war estimates for imports based on
these assumptions, however, exceed the 1939 figures by only 6 percent,
whereas the estimates of production for the domestic market show an
excess of 20 percent over 1939. This relatively high percentage of
increase for production does not necessarily indicate that overestimates, which no doubt have been made for many commodities,
are not offset by underestimates for other items, although it may
perhaps point toward that conclusion.
Examination of the estimates of the value of post-war production
by tariff schedules shows that a very large part of the total increase
2 Petroleum is ao omlitteS not becae the Imports were less than $100,000 In igSO but becoa
of the
of making forecasts regarding either production or Imp rts.
Imposbility
a
price of similar dome~leprodded,
few exception where the basis is the American selifk
butThenve
-the vlue of the trade red on thIs basis is a very small part o the tota.
4 As a matter of fact, a 5perct reduction in duties would presumably nrePae ewhat the proportion
of Imports consisting of dutiable articles, so that the averse rate on dutiable and free artIcles combined
Increse I the duties the average rate
mightbcome somewhat higher than 7.2 percent; conversely, with an
might become somewhat leis than 21.6 percent.
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above 1939 (on the above assumptions regarding income and duties) is
attributable to seven of the schedules, namely, chemicals metals,
agicultural products, rayon, cotton, paper, and sundries. Tihe relatively large increase in production for items on the sundries schedule is
principally due to the fact that this schedule includes the war-created
synthetic-rubber industry.
The item of rubber is also of importance with regard to the estimates of total imports in the post-war long-term period. If a large
fraction of the synthetic-rubber industry continues in operation
during that period, imports of rubber, unless national income increases
are likely to be materially smaller than before the war.
sharply,
Deducting rubber from the figures both for 1939 and for the post-war
period, the increase estimated for imports (on the assumptions that
PST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

per capita national income and duties are as in 1939) is 11 percent,
compared with 6 percent when rubber is included.

With per capita national income 75 percent higher than in 19X9 and no
change in duties.

With so great an increase in national income, production and
imports of most commodities would be greater in quantity, often
much greater, than at the lower level of income, The Commission
assumes also that prices would be considerably hi her at the high
income level (on the average about 13 percent higher). As shown
in table 1, the estimates for production for the domestic market) in
the post-war 'period at the high income evel exceed the 1939 figure
by 85 percent; the estimated increase for imports is 77 percent (both
on the assumption that duties remain as in 1939), Production (for
the domestic market) is estimated as 53 percent greater in value
under the higher than under the lower income level, and imports as
66 percent greater. In terms of absolute amounts, net production
(for the domestic Market) is estimated as 26.4 billion dollars greater
at the higher than at the lower income level (on the assumption of
unchanged duties), and imports (foreign value) as 1.44 billion dollars
greater. The effect of high income in increasing imports would thus
be much greater than the effect of a reduction in duties. This effect,
,of course, would be expected, since high income would increase the
imports of duty-free as well as dutiable articles, and in 1939 articles
classed as duty-free in this report accounted for over half of total
imports.
Ratio of Imports to Domestic Production at Unchanged Duties
foreign value of imports in 1939 was equal to 6.6 percent of the

The
estimated net v'0alue of production for the domestic market (eliminating duplication); the corresponding ratio based on estimated
landed value of imports was 8.4 percent. Assuming unchanged pe
capital income and unchanged rates of duty, these ratios are estimated
for the post-war long-term period at somewhat lower figures, 5.9 and
7.4 percent, respectively An appreiable part of this decrease in
ratio 'is due to the anticipated effects of the creation of the' domestic
synthetic rubber industry. Te disparity between the estimated
increase in production under these assumptions and the estimated
increase in imports has already been discuvsed.
#As to the soeumioythe postowatast. of production on whic this rio is boa. X th
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The ratio of imports to domestic production, according to the .otimates
in this report, is likely (if duties remain as in 1939) to be some-is
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value for the articles And group clasified, dutiable in this report,
and. that 50-percent changes; in duties would result in average rates
in the post-war period of 18.7 and 56.0 percent, respectively.'
TAmi 2.-Summary of United Skate producdion (for domeec market) and imports
of dutiable commodities covered by this report, for 1939, and ntimate for tA. poet.
war period'
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994 1,137 - - 1,603
o. Foreign value (million dollar)
Estimated ratioof
lWandd value
130.7
.to foreign value (perosnt).-. 149.3 148.3
d. Landed value, estimated (mil)
,095
1, 07
lion dollars) -1, 4
Ratio of Imports to production for
domestic market (percent).
2.8
3.6
7
o
BuW onaand2.
4.8
3.4
..8
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63
5.0
5.3
Based on b and d -------------Ratio to 1939 percentt):
118
121
100
Production for domestic market..
161
114
100
Imports (foreign value) .
Rato to eatinlates at lower income
level (Proent):
100
100
Productlon for domestic market .
100
100
....-........
Imports (foreign value)
to
estimates
unchanged
at
Itio
duty
lvel (percent):
98
100
Production for domestic market-141
100
Imports (foreign value) .

...

.
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csed
byin

1si

4h 491 00,221
34,118 61,916
903 2 040
168.0 149.3
1,817 3,040

Dts

130.7
3,671

06,81
,4401
1,03
168.0
,732

66048

51,03
mga0

2.0
Z6
4.4
122
91

2.9
8.9
8.9
185
205

4.1
5.8
7.2
182
2:3

2.8
8.1
52
187
184

100
100

154
179

154
175

180

101
79

100
100

98
138

101

-

-

-

-------

80

I In totaling the estimated values, the Commission has taken the middle point of those estimates which
because of the many uncertainties Involved, were expressed in the form of a range.
2 Does not include production for export; wee text.

In 1939 the ratio of the foreign value of imports of all dutiable com.modities covered by this report (including some items conistin partly
of free articles) to the estimated net value of domestic production was
3.5 percent, and the ratio based on landed value of imports 5.3 percent.
These percentages are considerably lower than those based on all commodities, free and dutiableZ for the reason that domestic production
of many duty-free articles is small or even nil,
The ratio of the estimated post-war production (assuming no change
in: national income or in duties) toiictual production in 1939, is the
same for dutiable comn~odities as for all commodities, free and duti-1
able, 120 percent.7 A considerable difference, however, appears between the tw-o sets of ratios for imports '(114p4 cent of the 1939 e
in table 2 as against 108 percent in tsble 1). This difference is
largely explained by.the fact that rubber, which is duty-free, appears
in table 1 but not in table 2.
I We footnote 4.
I The possible exaggeration

Involved In this ratio ha bee6 disussed In the foregoing setio.

Table: Table 3.- Sum ary of United States production (for domestic market) and imports of duty-fre com odities covered by this report for 1939 and estimates for the post-war period1
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For dutiable oommodities, the estimated effect of a high-income
level on production and imports in the post-war period also naturally
resembles the effect on all commodities, free and dutiable. However,
the estimated percentage of increase in imports of dutiable commodities (foreign value) under this income assumption is considerably
higher than that for all commodities.
The estimated effects of 50-percent changes in the rates of duty
upon production (for the domestic market) and imports are, of course,
greater, in terms of Percentages, for dutiable commodities alone than
for all commodities, including those free of duty.
DUTY-FREE COMMODITIES

Table 3 summarizes for duty-free commodities (or composite items
principally free but partly dutiable) statistics for 1939 and post-war
estimates of production (for the domestic market) and imports. As
already stated, in the process of grouping articles into composite items
relatively little trade that is actually dutiable has been assigned to the
free category.

TABLE 3.-Summarj of United States p duction (for domestic market) and imports
of duty-free commodities covered by this report for 1939 and estimates for the postwar period I
lYstimates for post-war
long term

Item

1939.

Per capIta

ince as

Production for the domestic market (million dollars): I
4,572
3,870
-----. ------a. Gross -------------3,429
2,902
b. Net (estimated at 76 percent of gross) .....
Imports:
-1,044
1,038
dollars)
c. Foreign value
112
112
landed value to foreign value (percent)-Estimated rat o oo(miNion
-1,19
1,186
d. Landed value, estimated (million dollars)
Ratio of import to production for domestic market (percent):
2. 8
27.3
-Based onaAnd.o
36.56.4
Btsed on b a40.8
34.1
Based on b and d -----....------Ratio to 1939 (percent):
118
100
-..
Production for domestic market -.-.
99
Imports (foreign value).-.-....----,------100
income
level
lower
estimates
to
at
(percent):
Ratio
--100
Production for domestic market
100
.
Imports (foreign value) ----

Per wapita income 75 percent above
6,89
, 144

1,586
112
1,776
23.1
30.8

34.a

177
150

180
182

In totaling the estimated values the Commission has taken the middle point of those estimates which,
because
many uncertainties involved, ere expressed In the form of a range.
S Does ofnottheinclude
production for export; see text.

In presenting the data for free commodities, adjustments in the
statistics both of production for the domestic market and of imports
are made on the same bases as were used in table 1 for dutiable and
free commodities combined, except, of course, that in estimating landed
value of imports no addition to foreign vtlue needs to be made on account of duities.t
Table 3 gives only a single column for the post-war estimates ba on per capita income as In IMO
ad a single column or estimates at the higher income assumption, A' general reduction or a general increae in duties on articles now dutiable would, however, have an effect upon production and imports of
the dutiable manufactured articles. This, however, Is
certain duty-free commodities, which enter Into
true only In a limited number of cam and the effect is disregarded in this summary table.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
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The ratio of imports to domestic production is much higher for dutyfree articles as a group than for dutiable articles. In 1939 the landed
value of the imports of free articles was equal to nearly 41 percent of
the estimated. net value of the domestic production of these same
articles.
The estimated net value of domestic production of duty-free articles
in the post-war period, on the assumption of national income as in
1939, shows an increase materially greater than the probable increase
in population, whereas the estimate of total value of duty-free imports
shows a slight absolute decrease in the face of a larger population.
The explanation lies in considerable part in the estimates of production and imports of the onp commodity, rubber, to which attention
has already been directed.
The estimates indicate that a high level of national income would
have, on the average, less effect in increasing consumption of free
than of dutiable commodities; nevertheless, both for domestic produce
tion and for imports the increase over the estimates at the lower income
level is about 50 percent.

SCEDULE' 1. CHEMICALS, OILS, AND PATS, AND
RELATED ITEMS PROVIDED FOR IN THE FREE LIST
INTRODUCTION ANID SUMMARY
In this section of the report are presented separate comments on
each of the items in schedule I of the Tariff Act of 1930 which come
within the scope of Senate Resolution 341., The ony items ;omitted
are vegetable and animal drugs, advanced ifii value, n. e. s., the imports of which iii 1939 .were valued at $512,000, and certainiother
animal drugs; gums and resins, n. s. p. f.; roots; and flower parts
valued at $843,000. The nature of the numerous articles included
under these classifications is such that no estimate of postwar trade
appeared feasible.
In addition to these dutiable imports, the report includes comments
of which in 1939werevalued at 99.7
on free.products, t
million dollars, foreg imports
value.
This section covers individual items and groups of items the imports of which in 1939 accounted for well over-90 percent of all the
imports of chemicals, oils, and paints dutiable or subject to import
excise taxes,
The estimates of production for the domestic market and the estimates of impos under the several assumptions in the resolution have
been- totaled. Where the estimates are given in ranges, the average
of the high and lowha been used for -purposesof clulation. The
information available on exports and employment is notisufliciently
complete to warrant tabulation. To facilitate the discussion of these
totals, they have been divided into three groups as follows:
(1) Chemicals, oils and paints dutiable under schedule 1 or subject to import excise tax (except fats and oils).
(2) Free chemicals and related prodce (ecept- fats and oils).
(3) Fats and oils and oil-bearng materials, pary free and
partly dutiable or taxable.
Not- included in these totals. is one important item, crude petroleum, for which the Commission did not find it possible to make postwar estimates. In domestic production this item is exceeded in value
gasoline, among articles classified as chemicals.onlg bycomparison
is made between tho figures of production and imports since there is a considerable smount- of duplication in the- production figures where the values of row materis, semifinished, ad
finished products have been added o arrive at the total. Excluding
such duplication , it is estimated that the net value of production (for
the domestic markt) of the three groups combined would probably
be about 90 percent,. of the gross total. The relationships of tdh
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post-war estimates to the corresponding figures for 1939 are shown
below:
Period, income level, and toai treatment

Production for the domastic market

Ratio to

log

Po'Value
re

Percent

100

AM on
dOUarT
48 1

165
164
186
212
211
212

47.2
83.5
88 1
78. 1
101.0
67.3

98
132
79
182
210

100

99.7

100

694.

121
171

64.7

143.1

go
149

921.0

100

85.0

100

1,073.0
1,116.0
1, 458.0
1 434.0

116
112
121
168
168
161

98.0

116
139
94
147
173
125

Value.

Clmfcote, oWe., and paints, dutiabe and tambk (ucqU Million
dolare
fate and oWU)
1939-Z.....
%sm803.l
term:
Post-war long
Per capital Income as In 19:
Duty as in 193 -4,618 3
Duty reduced by 50 percent -------------------4,601.8
Dutyincieed by 60 percent .,
4, 629 1
Per capita Income 76 percent higher than in 1039:
931.2
Duty as In 19395
------,I------------------.-50 percent-6 907,4
Duty reduced by
by
increased
50
percent-.-.
Duty
5,9644
CmlW , oil, and Paints, free
..............................

7
1939-.....408
491.8

Post-war long term:
Per capita income as in 199
3-----------------------Per capita income 76 percent higher than in 1939Fate and oih and oil-bearing materials, partly free and
partly dutiabe or taxable
1939 rost-war long term:
Per capita income as in 193:
,Duty as In 1939Duty reducedby60 percent Duty increased by 60 percentPer capita income 78 percent higher than In 1039:
Duty as In 1939 Duty reduced by 50 percentDuty Increased by tO percent.-----------

Import.

1,032.0

1,483.0

118.0
80.0

125.0

147.0
106.0

atio
193 to
Perca

100

1.:9

'Most estimates made with respect to individual articles, under the
various assumptions in the resolution, are subject to considerable,
frequently wide, margins of error. In the estimates for-articles
included in each of the totals given above, the errors made are probably in both directions and thus may, to a considerable extent, offset
one another. Nevertheless the margin of error in the totals given
above, with the exception of those on fats and oils, is doubtless considerable, possibly as much as 10 percent. The margin of error in
the totals on fats and oils is probably about 5 percent.
Taking the figures as they stand, however, they indicate the probability that, regardless of changes in rates of duty, production for the
domestic market of articles dutiable or subject to iUnport-excise taxes
will,.in the post-war long term, exceed that of 1939 by more than 60
percent; much more than that caused by the assumed 10-percent
crease in population even if per capita national income remains the
same as in 1939. If the national income is 75 percent higher, then
production will be more than double that of 1939. The margin of
error does not appear to be large enough to invalidate these conclusions,
The probability of such an increase results from the fact that, even
with per capita national income the same as in 1939, demand in the
post-war long term for many of the important articles in the schedule-coal-tar products, for instance-will almost certainly reflect an increase
greater than that resulting from the increase in population.
Changes in rates of duty will have a considerable effect on the posts
war import trade in this group of items. The effect of the increased
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come is, howeverj, wch greater than that of the duty change.
it Isassumd that,
Without any changein duty
ifdthe
income is 7$
percent iher, inpqrts will be 60 to 70 percent greater tha in 19.394
It has been desir ble ito group, together certain similar commodities,
some of which are dutiable and.some of whichbre.free. -Apart-from
fats and oils, which are shown separately, the most important of these
mixed groups are starches, vegetable tanning materials and extracts,
essential oils( sodium sulfate, and salt. For most of these composite
items the bulk of the imports in 1939 entered free of duty, and most
of, them are included with the free items in the table. Vegetable
tanning materials end salt, . however, are -composite items which,
though including some duty-free goods, consist chiefly of dutiable
goods, and these items are included with the dutiable and taxable

items.,

The production of items free of duty related to cIemicals, oils, and
paints and not included in the group referred to above was valued at
407 million dollars in 1939,
estimated that in the post-war
period the production of these products will be 20 to 75 percent above
that in 1939 in value-the greatest increase coinciding with the h
level of national income. The principal items in production are
fertilizers, coal-tar crudes, asphalt im, and sulfur, the production of
each of which is expected to show substantial increase in the post-war
period. Imports in this group which amounted to 100 million dollars
m 1939 will probably not increase as much as the growth. of topulation, unless the national income is substantially above 1939; if income
increases substantially, imports are likely to increase by 40 to 50
percent.
In the absence of changes in per' capita income and in tariffs, the
value of post-war production of fats and oils for domestic consumption,
as well as the value of imports, would reflect principally: (1) A slight
per capita increase in the over-all quantity consumed; (2) increases
in the unit prices of fats and oils averaging about 10 percent; and
(3) a larger domestic production of soybean oil than was produced
in 1939. Changes in duties, within the limits premised in this report,
would probably have only small effect on the aggregate domestic
production, principally because the quantity and value of the domestic
output of the most important fats and oils (notably.butter, lard, and
cottonseed oily would be only moderately affected. The effects of
changes of duty on imports, however, would be considerable.
A per capita income 75 percent higher than existed in 1939, accompanied by the level of tariffs in effect in that year, would probably
result in a much greater production of byproduct fats and oils,
particularly lard and cottonseed oil, than was estimated on the basis
of the 1939 income level, but not in acorrespondingly higher consumption of all fats and oils used for food. As a consequence, the price of
lard and cottonseed oil and the other domestic oils most direetly
competitive with them might be somewhat lower than was estimated
for them on the basis of the 1939 level of income.
Price of-most other fats and oils, however, under the higher
income would probably be higher than those estimated under the
lower income level, partiuiarly those of butter, olive oAl, insed oil,
and tung oil. The value of production of all fats and oils for the
domestic market would probably be about one-thid higher thin thit
estimated under the 1939 level reflecting principally: (1) A larger per
t
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domestic fats ad oi, (3)vemuch
uc
used in pin varies, etc., and
substantialy higher prices for a number of the most importat oils
entering hee uses.
Aggregate imports would probably be substntiy hher in
value, but somewhat lower in quantity, uinder the higher income
level than under the lower, principally because there would be les
need for supplementary iprts of ols used in food and, to Soml
extent, those use i soap and in miscllantbous products.
Changes in the: levels of duties under the hi her income would
probably hare slgM y smaller effect on the total value of domestic
production, and shtly greater effect on the value of imports, than
that estimated under the premise of the 1939 level of income,
STEARIC ACID
Tariff paragraph: 1.
Stearic acid.
Commodity:
Rate of dity:
15% or 25% plus ia- Equivat r ad vatorem (1989): 4S64% (weighted average, 50%).
port-xcise tax on taxable ils from which
derived.
regardle of Value which was
Non.,-'bhe rate Ried in the Tariff At of 1g00 was 25 perocit ad valorem,
reduced b 16 percent on stesrri acd valued at more than 8 cents per poud, ethotlve January ,j iO, puto
tariff duty, the Revenue Act
In
the
addition
ap
ient
w
ith
wat to the trade
tbe United-Kingdom.
oftiNS Impend an Import-nsxe tax on the part ofa commodity (by weight) consisting of or derived from a
product taxed under the Revenue Act of 1O4 or 1938. This tax varies with the type of oil. For stearin
acid proportionate amounts are chaged, dependiong the quantities of te difent taxable oils used. To
give definite figures would necessitate Usds'g all types of stearic acid.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
item
Total

- For
For domes
exotmarket

motAPW
Imporspton

imos

to aim
sumpt"s

4
pounds)
1,000
quantity
1,278
*8,700
-3~3,674 1, 282 32,422
-------'17
3--..
---3,550 17
.
40 o *0.0 ..-.
us
poimA)-*0. 106 $04120
(ver1'W()'
-----------------'
Persons employed (number)------'-1---,
......................
..

value.
'FZoreign
I
ta l(po time).

---

Stearic acid is produced, jointly with oleic acid, from animal and
vegetable fats and oils, with glyceria and tar as byproducts. ln-

edible tallows and greases are the raw materials used in the United
States,
Stearic acid is used in rubber products, candles, pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics, shaving creams, lubricants, paint and related- toducts,
buffin conpuads, polishes, sizin, phonograph records and for
miscellaneous purposes. The fatty acids of hydrogenated fih oil
compel with stearin acid in some of its uses, as in the production of
rubber product.

about5
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Statesooneum tioaofstrc acid Ms responded tochg
the national income, probably
Qfthe wide range of uses,
Consume, O a inpreed dug the war; it is estimated to have been
million poundsin, 1043
UnIaited Stateroduction Ms alwsys supplied the gat bulk of ou
consumption. -he relatively small imports have come chiefly from
the United ngdom and the Netherlands.
in

, Unit4

POST-WAR SHORT TERM
United States consumption is likely to be somewhat less than during

the war but substantially higher than' in 1939. Imports are likely to
be relatively less important than 'in 1*39.
POST-WAR LONG' TERM
Consumptlon,Production, and Importi

The price of fats and oils, the' raw materials for the production of'
stearic acid, has a considerable effect on the price of stearic acid.
Prices of fats and oils were somewhat depressed in 1939. Probably
they will be about 10 percent above the prices in 1939 at the 1939
income level and about 10 percent below the prices in 1939 at the.
high income level. Increases. in prices of stearic acid might be about
10 percent above those of 1939 at both income levels.
Per capita income at 1939 levsl.

Consumption of stearic acid will probably be only moderately
higher than in 1939 and may possibly be 37-38 million pounds,
depending in part on the assumption as to the duty.
Duty as in 1989.-It is likely that iSports of stearic acid would
probably be a little more than 1.3 million pounds, constituting about
3.5 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of about $120,000
at a price of 9.2 cents per pound. United States production for the
domestic market might be about 36 million pounds, valued at about
4.1Jmillion dollars at 11.5 cents per pound.
Duty reduced bys 60 percent.-Imports might be about 3 million
pounds, constituting about 8 percent of consumption, with a foreign
value of about $275,000 at a price of 9.2 cents per pound. Produce.
tion for the domestic market would probably be about 34 million
pounds, with a value of 3.9 million dolIars at a price of 11.5 cents per
pound.
Duty increased by 60 perent.-Imports might be-reduced to less
than 500,000 pounds, constituting a little more than 1 percent of
consumption, with a foreign value of less than $46,000 at a price of
9,2 cents per pound. Production for the domestic market might be
about 36.5 million pounds, valued at 4.2 million dollars at a price of
11.5 cents per pound.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 19*.o

Consumption might be about 50 percent higher than in 1939 and
might total 652 million pounds, depending in port on the asump
h be a
4
t
i
tions regarding the duty.
tb
Duty as in 1939.-Impot
t4p
consumption and night ossibgy be about 2 million pounds, with a
foreign value of about $185,000 at 9.2 cents a pound. Production for
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the domestic market might be about 48-50 million pounds, valued at
6.5-5.8 million dollars at 1.5 cents a pound.;
Dug4 reduced by 50 percent -Am 50-pct reduction in duty might
result a -an increase of imports to 4 million pounds, constitutig about
8 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of $370,000 at 9.2 centa
per pound. Production for the domestic market might be about 47
million pounds, valued at 5.4 million dollars at 11.5 cents -a pound.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might be about 1 million
pounds, iath a foreign value of $92,000 at 9.2 cents per pound, and
32
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might constitute close to 2 percent of consumption. Production for
the domestic market might be about 50 million pounds, valued at
5.8 million dollars at 11.5 cents a pound.
Exports

Exports of stearic acid in peacetime have been small. During the
long-term postwar period they might be within the range of 1.3-2
million pounds, depending on world income and trade barriers.
Employment

Probably, less than 1,000 persons are engaged in the production of
stearic acid and the joint product, oleic acid, and. byproducts glyceri
and tar. On the basis of the above estimates, employment in the longterm post-war period would perhaps range from 1,000 to 1,500
persons, depending on the level of income.
VINYL ACETATE RESINS
Tariff paragraph: 2 and 11.
Commodity:
Vinyl acetate, polymerized, and synthetic
resins made In chief
value from vinyl acetate, n. s. p. f.
Rate of duty:
3f per lb. plus 15% ad Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 22%.
valorem.

NoTs.-The rate fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930 was 6 cents per pound plus 30 percent ad valorem, whieh
was reduced to 3 cents plus 15 percent, effective January 1 138, purmuant to the first trade eet with
Canada. The reduce rate was continued pursuant to th sAeod Caaitan ageement.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Polyvinyl acetate (vinyl acetate, polymeized), a resin made *fo
derived principally frwn
vinyl acetate is a synthetic organic
acetylene and aceti acd.E
Vmiyl reins are used for protective oats, insulantsand ja4eting
for wire and cables, elastic belts safetycgls interlayer, industrial
filter cloths, textiles, and other purposes. The most important
wartime application of the vinyl resinshas been as a rubber replacement.
In 1939 the applications of vinyl resins were still largely unexplored.,
Since then consumption and production have increased approximately
tenfold. in 1939- about 5 percent of consumption was furnished by
imports; in earlier years imports had been relatively more important
production developed earlier
owmn largely to the fact that Canadia
and Canadian owned important Unie States patents in the viny
field. The principal Canadian producer is now jointly owned by an
American and a Canadian corporation as the result of a merger consumated in 1943. Imports of vinyl resis are now negligible and
are not likely to be important in the post-war period.
The United States industry has tremendously expanded its producption capacity in connection with the war production program and now
apparently occupies a favorable world competitive position.
Synthetic resins in general and vinyl resins in particular still appear
to be in the stage of rapid growth characteristic of a young industry.
The rate of increase of production and consumption was rapid before
the war; direct and indirect military uses have required considerable
expansion during the- war. The potential peacetime uses for development after the war are constantly increasing.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the short-term period following the war, it seems likely that the
wartime level of production of vinyl resins-a total of about 50-75
million pounds annually-will be maintained. The speed at which
natural and synthetic rubbers are made available may somewhat
affect consumption of these resins but it seems likely that other
potential uses will more than absori the displacement caused by the
availability of rubber.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
; Consumption, Productdon, and Imports

It seems probable that imports will be quite small and will not
be likely to increase even with a S0percent reduction in duty;
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

In view of the constant development of new and improved plastics,
synthetic rubbers, and other competitive materials, lit is difficult to
predict the position any of them Will occupy 8 or 10 years hence.
Unless other materials should replace the vyl teems in their
most important present and potential applications, United Stateer
production for thp douesfifc market and coSUM0 on might oibly
be as large as, 70-80 million pounds. Assuming
h the uit value
thaat
will be inthe
pound,
of35
cents
hbhbood
per
the value of prote
within
for
market
range of 2&-30
the
be
domeasi
duction
may
million dollars.
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United Stat.. woducti&n for the domestic marketmight go as high
pounds, or even higr and might be valued at 30-40
million- dollars.
as 100 million

There were no exports of. vinyl,'resins in 139,'for the,production of
th resins inthe United States at that time was in an early stage
of development. United States exports of vinyl ,reins in the postwar
period wll depend to a considerable extent on. how well Grmany
will be able to compete with the United States in the world market,
and on how much that market will develop. Under favorable conditions, exportation of vinyl resins might well bome a sizable trade,
particularly if foreign tariffs were substantially reduced from their
1939 levels.
Employment
It is difficult)t6 segregate the employees engaged in vinyl-resinproduction from those engaged in other production in the same
plants, but the number may be roughly tmated to have been less
than 250 factory workers, with the output at 1939 levels. With a
production 10 times greater, the -number of factory workers would
probably not be more than triple the number employed in' 1939.
MONOSODIUM GLUTAMATE
(AINOMOTO)
Tariff paragraph: 5.
Ajinomoto and other monosodium glutamate preparations.
Commodity:
25% ad valorem.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Monosodium glutamate is a hydrolized protein obtained from both
vegetable and animal materials. Ajinomoto is the Japanese trade
name for an almost pure form of monoeodium glutamate. MoWosodium glutamate preparations are used as a con en for aching
or acesntuating various food flavors; they hkve only a weak flavor in
themselves but are particularly useful in enriching delicately flavored
foods such as chicken and mushrooms.

os.WA. mPOm' .an;D Down wuono*
C:mmeral
production of hionosedium glutamate isusually"from
wheat gluten, although soybean flakes, corn gluten Steffeh's, waite,
fl; caeWin, and- other.i matwials may be u. Whe*t guti d
wheat starch are 00pducts of wheat flour; Steffen's wasteis the
filtatefrom the St men's process of beet-suer manufacture. Other
hydrolized protein areomewhat competitive with the glutamate.

but are limited in their uses became of their strong flavor.
Monosodium glutamate has been practically unknown to the
average housewife in the United States and almost th entire supply
was consumed by food manufacturers. It is likely that in the postwar
period. the product will be sold not only to large food manufacturers
but also as a household condimet, causing a rapid increase i
consumption..
In 1939, imports constituted about one-third of the monosodium
glutamate consumed in the United States.
Domestic production increased during the war in response to
United Sttes, demand and to the cessation of imports. Although
the competition e strenth of the expanded domestic industry has yet
to demonstrate itself, it is assumed in the following discussion of post
war probabilities that the domestic industry wIl tend tto suppl a
larger proportion of consumption than before the present war.
In 1939, United States sports of monosodium, glutamate ftom*
Japan amounted to 65 percent of the total imports'of this material;
those from China, 25 percent; and those from Hong Kong, 10 percent.
POST-VAR SHORT TEUM

During the first few years following the war, the domestic consin .ption may be almost double the 1939 level; domestic production
will probably account for around 95 percent of the total, and imports
will supply the remaining 5 percent. Prices will be at a slightly
higher level than in 1939.;
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

It Is assumed that manufacturing methods and the raw material
used in the production of monosodium glutamate will remain about
the same as durngthe war. Greater consumption of monosodiumglutamate preparations would rIsult from increased population,
greater use of--the commodity by food manufacturers, and more
general household, use, Consumption of this material might not be
greatly affected .by a-50-percent inct"e or decreasing the rteof
duty, although the reduction in the duty would tend to narrow and
an increase in duty would tend to widen the margin of net profit to
United States producers because of theffect of the duty change on
the United States price of the imported product.
Per capita incoane at 1959 leli.

Domestic c0nsumptiot :of mono Udium-gutamate preparations may
be 75-150 percent larger fthanin 1939, or 4 million pod anually
Duty a.: in, 19892Imports may unt for about i1 percent of
domestic consumption and amount to possibly 00,000-900,000
pounds, with foreign value of about $530,000-$790,000. Production
m
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36',3 POST-WAR IMPOTS ANDDOMETIEC PRODUCON
would probably amount to 3.1-5.4 million pounds animally, valued

at about 3.1-5.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-If the duty on monosodium glutamate
were reduced to 1236 percent ad valorer, imports might be expected
to supply about 25 percent of consumption, or about 1.0-1.5 million
pounds annually. Such- imports would- probably have a foreign
value of 0.9-1.3 million dollars. In this situation, domestic production
would likely be in the range of 2.5-5.0 million pounds annually, valued
at about 2.5-5.0 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-If- the duty were increased to 37g
percent ad valorem, imports might supply about 10 percent of consumption, or 400,000-600,000 pounds annually. The foreign value
is likely to be $350,000-$530,000. Domestic production would
amount to about 3.4-5.6 million pounds annually, valued at around
3.4-5.6 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption would probably be about 5-7 million pounds annually,
valued at 53%-8 million dollars assuming a 10-percent increase in price
level over that of 1939.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Imports may possibly supply 15 percent of the
domestic consumption, and amount to about 750,000 to 1 million
pounds, valued at about $660,000-$880,000 annually (foreign value).
Domestic production would amount to about 4-6.2 million pounds,
valued at around 4.4-6.8 million dollars annually.
DIuty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might supply about 25 percent
of the estimated domestic consumption, or about 1.2-1.7 million
pounds annually. The foreign value of these imports would be about
1.2-1.6 million dollars. Domestic production would probably be
3.J-5.8 million pounds annually, with a value of about 3.6-6.4 million
dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.--Imports under this assumption would
probably account for only 10 percent of the estimated consumption,
or about 500,000-700,000 pounds annually. The foreign value of
the imports would probably amount to about $485,000-$680,000.
Domestic production would in these circumstances increase to 90
percent of the consumption, or 4.3-6.5 -million pounds, valued at
about, 4.7-7.1 million dollars.
Exports

Exports are negligible and probably consist mainly of exports by
United States food manufacturers to their branch factories in foreign
countries. It is not thought that they will increase significantly after
the war.
Employment

The total number of factory employees for monosodium-glutamate
in 1939 manufacture was probably in the neighborhood of 100. Under
the maximum possibilities with respect to post-war production, the
number employed in the production of this product would probably
not exceed 450.
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POST-WAR IMPOTS

MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SALTS
Tariff paragraph: 5.

Commodity:

Vitamins and vitasterol0X mnicinal&preprations of animal
origin; medicinal
preparations, n. s. p.
., not containing alcohol' salts and corapound of gluconio
acid, etc.
15 to 25% ad valorem. Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 24%.
Rate of duty:
NOTE.-The 1930 Tariff Act rato of 25 percent ad valorem was reduced to 15 percent on glueonlo ai1d sailt

and compounds effective February 15, 1936 pursuant to the trade agreement with Switzerland; and to 121
percent on medcinal preparations of animal origin, not specially provided for, effective November 15, 1941,
pursuant to the trade agreement with Argentina. Medicinal preparations of animal origin which are the
product of Cuba have been subject to the reduced rate of 10 percent ad valorem since January 5, 1942, pur.
suant to the trade agreement with Cuba.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are~given below:
Production
Item

________
_____F~Imports
Total
exFort domestic
market

~ ~Ap arent imtooos
consumpt

Imption

Ii~t

0 2,700 131,200
30,000 11,500
28,500
Persons employed (number):-------------- --.
3,000
_ -=- . - .---

Value ($1,000)

I Estimated.
3 Landed value;

foreign value was $1,919,000.

of

9

The commodities included in these classifications are the bulk
pharmaceutical products which are made from non-coal-tar raw
materials and from animal byproducts. Imports of gluconic acid
salts and compounds accounted for about 9 percent of the total imports of bulk pharmaceuticals, and products of animal origin accounted
for about 36 percent. Pro-war imports were -principally from Switzerland, Germany, and France.
In 1939, the foreign value of imports amounted to about 0 percent
of the value of United States consumption of the materials here considered. Imports were exceptionally high is that year, however, due
States pharmaceutical
to war-scare buying and the desire by Urtd
companies to build up large inventories, It i estiIated, therefore,'
that, if these factors had not influenced the demand for imports
apparent consumption would have been about 30.3 million dollars and
the ratio of imports to apparent consumption would have been about
a tendency to replace
6 percent. In recent years there hasvbeen
certain of the imported commodities either by similar domestic natural
commodities or by synthetics. The general trend of prices of these
pharmaceutical products has been downward.
- POST-WAR SHORT TERM

United States consum tion of these medicinal roducts in the shortprobably be somewhat larger tan in 1939, but im-

term period will

POSTWAR IMPOHS -ANDDOMIC
PAceMG
ports wi likely be les because the pbarniaoeutical industry in the
United States has, during the war, initiated production of medicinals
formerly imported.

008w

POST-WAR.LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Probably a 50-percent increase or decrease in the rates of duty would
-lot markedly affect total imports or domestic consumption of medicinal preparations because there is a strong consumer preference for
many of the imported products, some of which are not available from
domestic sources.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Consumption in the United States of those medicinals for compounding into finished preparations might be valued at 36.5 million dollars.
This estimate is based on the belief that the industry will be able to
retain part of its wartime gain even if national income drops back to
1939 levels. Imports might be about 4 percent of consumption, with
a landed value of about 1.4 million dollars (equivalent to a fore'
value of about 1 million dollars). United States production might
amount to about 39 million dollars in order to supply the increased
domestic consumption and a probable increase in exports.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939 with or without a change

In duty.

United States consumption will probably be valued at approximately 46.8' million dollars. This estimate is based on the fact that
consumption of medicinals tends to increase with an increase in per
capita icome. The landed value of imports might be about 1.8
minion dollars, equivalent to a foreign value of about 1.3 million dollars.
United States production might be valued at approximately 50 million
dollars, allowing for exports.
Exports

United States exports of bulk pharmaceutical medicinals of noncoal-tar origin and those derived from animal byproducts have been
principally to Central and South America. During the war exports
mereased considerably, kbut in the post-war long-term period it is
probable that the United Kingdom and- Germany will regain some
of their former markets. However, exports are likely to be somewhat
larger than before the war, particularly if there should be a higher
world income and lower trade barriers.
Employment

/

Much of the production of this group of medicinals is b highly
mechanized processes requiring comparatively little hand I lor.
In 1939, about 3,000 persons were employed in the manufacture of
these products. Increased production -in the post-war long-term
period would result in only a very small increase in employment.
The problem-<of supplying scientifically trained workers may prove
to be a serious handicap to the industry in the post-war period.
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Anmmonium chlordde is manufactured in two commercial grades,
white and gray. There is alo a small amount of a U . P. grade
produced for use in medicinals 'and laboratory work. The white
grade is used principally in dryr-cell batteries for flashlgrhts and port..
able radios and accounts for two-thirds to three-fourths of the domestic
production of: ammonium chloride. The gray grade, whichis slightly
more expensive, is consumed largely for galvanizing, soldering, and
in the processing of textiles.
The bulk of the ammonium chloride is produced as a bypouct i
the manufacture of soda ash (sodium carbonate) by the ammoniasoda process. In this process the quantity of ammonium chloride
produced can be adjusted to demand, the excess bein returned to
the process and re-used in the production of sodium carbonate or
sodium bicarbonate.
Domestic consumption of ammonium chloride has varied considerably owing to general economic conditions and variations in
production of dr-celli batteries. In 1933, when the notiomal income
was low and rhey the introduction of allelectric radios had heavily
cut the demand for dry batteries, consumption was 33 percent below
that in 1939. AfDer 1933, production of dry-cell batteries increased.
Accordingly, 1939 is probably a fairly representative year for recent
peacetime consumption of ammonium chloride.
Prewar imports, which were approximately two-thirds of the white
grade and one-thrd of the gray crade, were principally from Germndy.
mailer quantities have been imported from Belgium, Poland, the
United Kicngdom, and Canada.
POST-WAR SHfORT TERM
The consumption of aammonium chloride ill probably be greater
n the first few yers after the war than-in 1939 because of increased
demand for dry-cell batteries and galvanized iron products, the supply

404Po6WAA rMPRTSd AN)DOWWIC..

u(o
of which has been considerably restxict.4i,.1 e war. Imports

are expected to fall as low as 20 to 40-percent o imports in 1939
for Germany, the principal source of our pre-war importsrwill¶ prob
ably not be in a position to supply th matrinal. Exports may
increase somewhat in order temporarily to supply a portion of the
world trade formerly supplied by Germany and Japan. Accordingly,
domestic production will be higher. The price of ammonium chloride
is not expected to change greatly.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Consumption of ammonium chloride in the United States has
tended to increase as the national income has gone up and will probably continue the trend in the post-war long term. As domestic
manufacturers of this compound have increased their productive
capacity during the war, imports probably will notrbe able to regain
their former proportion of the United States market. The ratio of
imports to domestic consumption will probably be the same at both
the low level and the high level of income.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Domestic consumption of ammonium'chloride may be as much as
60-65 million pounds at this level of income, taking into account a
10-percent increase in population. Changes in either direction in
the rate of duty will probably not greatly affect domestic consumption.
The price is likely to be about the same as in 1939.
Duty- as in 1939. -Imports will probably not be more than 2-3
percent of domestic consumption, or 1-2 million pounds, with a foreign
value of $23,000-$45,O00 at 1939 prices if no imports are received
from Germany, and will very likely not be more than 5-8 percent
of consumption, or 3-5 million pounds, with a foreign value of $70000-$115 000 at 1939 prices if Germany is an important source.
United Slates production for the domestic.market is therefore likely
to be 55-64 million pounds, valued at about 2.5-2.9 million dollars
at 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports of ammonium chloride might
be twice as large a proportion of domestic consumption as under the
1939 duty. Thus they might constitute as much as 4-6 percent of
consumption and amount to 23X4 million pounds, with a foreign
value of $57 000-$92,000 at 1939 prices if Germany should not be
an important source of our imports. If Germany should be an important source, imports might constitute 8-12 percent of consumption
and amount to 6-8 million pounds with a foreign value of $115,000$184,000 at 1939 prices. United States production for the domestic
market might be 52-63 million pounds, valued at about 2.3-2.8
million dollars at 1939 prices.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-If the import duty on ammonium
chloride were increased by 60 percent, result in a rate of $1.87 4
per 100 pounds, imports of this product would probably fall to less
than 1 percent of consumption since the imported material, which
has had a foreign value of only $2.30 per 100 pounds, could not com-

POST-WAR IMPORTS AD- DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
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t ad valorem rate
pete with the domestic product over a eqIi
of 80-85 percent. Imports might be about 600,000 pounds with a
foreign value of about $14,000 at 1930 prices. Upped States production for the domestic market ight be about 60-64 million pou`nde,

valued at 2.7-2.9 million: dollar at 1939 prices.

Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1239.

The domestic consumption of smnuinium chloride may be 20-40
percent above that in 1939, or 65-75 million pounds. This estimate
is based on the changes in the relation of consumption to national
income as shown in past years. There is no, reason to expect' an
appreciable change in consumption or any significant change in price
if'the rate of duty is raised or lowered by 50 percent.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports, will probably be within the range of
1.5-2.5 njillion pounds, with a foreign value of $35,000-$58,000 at
1939 prices if Germany supplies none of this product, and will be
roughly double those amounts in both quantity and value if Germany
is a supplier. United States production for the domestic market
might be about 60-73 million pounds, valued at about 2.7-3.3 million
dollars at 1939 prices,
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports of ammonium chloride in the
post-war long-term period will probably be 2 -4 million pounds,
with a foreign value of $57,000-$104,000 at 1939 prices if the duty
is reduced by 50 percent and Germany is not: an important sour of
United States imports. With German imports, 5- million pounds.
of this material will probably be imported with a foreign value of$115,000-$207,000 at 1939 prices. United Atates production for the
domestic market -might be 56-72 million pounds, valued at about
2.5-3.2 million dollars at 1939. prices.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Ammonium chloride imports will
very likely be less than 1 percent of consumption if the duty is increased by 50 percent, or about 700,000 pounds with a; foreign value
of about $16,000 at 1939 prices. United States production for the
domestic market might be 64-74 million pounds, valued at about
2.9-3.3 million dollars at 1939 prices.
Exports

Exports of ammonium chloride durin 1939 were not se arately
classified and were very small, probably in the neighborhood of
50,000 pounds. There will probably be a considerable increase in
exports during the immediate post-War period, Estimated at 2-4
million pounds, in order to supply certain markets formerly supplied
by Germany and Japan. In the long-term post-war period exports
will probably be small as they were in pre-war' times.

Employment
The number of employees engaged in the production of ammonium
chloride is estimated to have been between 125 and 150 during 1939.
This number will probably increase to almost 200 in the immediate
post-war years and then decline to 150-175 in the long-term post-war
period.
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DGUMS ARABIC 0R SENEGAL
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@enegal jqwdFiEM ad elrem (IPSO): 7%.
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Data on United States impor.t (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
.Quantitj (1000 pou
*
9,200
ndd))
Value 1w,060)-a.,13
Unit value (per pound) -$ 069
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Gum arabic or senegal (acacia gum) is a widely used emulslifying,
thickening, binding, and sizing agent. It is employed in the manifua
ture ;of confectionery, pharmaceuticals, dheives textiles, printing
inks water colors, kalsomine matches, and so forth. For some uses1
guti' arabic is competitive wth mesquite Rum from Mexico, ghatti
gum from India, and various water-solube cellulose, strch, and
dextrine derivatives made in the United States,.
Gum arabic is obtained from various species of acacia trees. It
comes chiefly from the AngoEtian Sudan (the world's principal
source of supply) and the eneg region of French West Africa.
The duty is so small (7 percent ad valorem in 1939) that-a 60percent
increase or decrease is not likely to produce a change in price large
enough to affect consumption.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

period immediately follow the war, domestic
'In the short-term
consumption
and imports of gum arabic will probably increase slightly.
An assumed increase in the manufacture of confectionery products
will probably cause increased consumption of gum arabic.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption and Imports

Since gum arabic is used in the manufacture of articles for direct
consumption, such as confectionery, and also for industrial consume
tion, such as adhesives and textile sizes, the volume consumed is likely
to increase both with population increases and increases in national
income. Although substitutes are available for most usea) gum arabic
is lower in cost tha other satisfactory materials.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Consumption and imports of gum arabic will probably show an
increase as a result of the increase in population, and may be expected
to be 6-15 percent more than the imports and consumption in 1939.
This increase would put the imports at a level oft*-10.5 million
pounds As.uming a price of about 7 cents per pound, as in 1939,
the imports would have a foreign value of $650,000-$750,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.
With a national. income 75 percent higher than iin 1939, postwar

consumption might be expected to be 20-40 percent greater in volume
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
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Caein is the washed, dried curd of skim milk that has been soured,

naturally or by addition of acid, or eoagulated *wth rennet.n It i
produced 'in a large number of small plants which usually manufacture

casein only during the period of flush milk production and in a small
number of large continuous-process pants which also maks other
skim-milk. products.
The 12
The price of ein is uject io wide vacation. :entia
for.1939 is an average of prices as low as 8% cents and"
pound given
high as 19 cents pe pound. In regions ori seons. of 'kim-milk
* surplus, casein plant receive their rawu
mnteral
inlag0 volume lai
at low! cost. :But, when there is no surplus and manfsctus of
dieese and of evapocute
or dried skini milk are-bidding aginst tJw
casein plants prices of ain go up to whatever point is neeessay
to fill the demand At those times demand ismet by diverting skuii
milk from alternative uses or by attracting importsocasein.
In 1939, 71 percent of 'the total p
pon o asein ws used
for coated paper; 11 percent fr plastic; 10 percent .fpr glue; 4pecnt
for; cold-water paint; 1 percent for iwctide sprays; and 3 percent for
all other uses. But the pattern,of use in 1944.is quite dekrent as.
result of the shortage of casein and other ret developmets Th
amount used for coated a er is DOW but one-fifth OI the amount
used in 1939, and much o t loss is probably permanent-beca of
replacement by tarh, hich is les expen ive. On the other hand
two new uses have been developed: A synthetic woollike textilef

POOT-WAR IMPORT AND DOMUSTIC.PRODUOlI
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(trade name, Aralae) and a rosin-emulion pait together consumed
17-20 million pounds of casein in 1944.
Argentina has been the principal source of imports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the period immediately following the war the newly developed
uses for casein probably will more than compensate for the decreased
consumption by the paper industry. Consumption of casein will
probably be considerably greater han in 1939, and both domestic
production and imports are likely, to be at higher levels tha in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

After the war United States consumption of casein is likely to vary
with the general level of business activity as it has in the past. Consiumption of casemin its old uses (allowing for a decline in the amount
used for coating paper and for increases m its other established uses)
can be estimated approximately. But to estimate the- consumption
of casein in the new synthetic fiber and in resin-emulsion sface
coating is more difficult: although the demand for both of these
products appears to be still sending, this growth may be due in,
part to abnormal wartime conditions It seems clear however, that
post-war consumption of casei will be considerable higher than
consumption in 1939.
With increased United States consumption of casein, both domestic
prices of casein and the foreign value of imports may be expected to
increase more rapidly than the general price level. This divergence
inl prices will result from the need for additional supplies of skim
milk either in the United States, in Argentina, or in both countries, in
part by diversion from other uses.
Per capital Income at 1959 l.ep.

United States consumption of casein might be about 65 million
pounds:.
Duty at in 1959.- Imports might supply about 20-30 percent of
consumption, or 13-20 million pounds. These imports would have a
foreign value of about 1-1.6 million dollars at 8 cents per pound.
United States production might~be 45-52 million pounds, valued at
about 6.3-7.3 million dollars at 14 cents per pound.
Duty reduced by 50 percent. Imports might supply 30-40 percent of
consumption, or about 20-26 million pounds, with a foreign value of
about 1.8-2.4 million dollars at 9 cents per pound. Umted States
production might be about 39-45 million pounds, valued at 5.1-5.9
million dollars at 13 cents per pound.
Duty inreueed by 50 percent.-Imports might supply 10-15 percent
of consumption, or about 6-10 million pound, with a reign value of
about $420,000 $700,000 at 7 cents per pound. United States production might be about 56-59 million pounds, valued at about 8.14.9
million dollar at 15 cents per pound.
Fer capita Income 75 percent higher than In It95.

e United States consumption of casein might be about 110 million
pounds, almost double that of 1939.
Duty a8 in 1989.-Imports might supply 20-30 percent of conBumption, or 22-33 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 2.9-4.3
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million dollar ait 13 cents pe pound. Ufiited Stats production iight
be 77-88 million pounds, valued at 14.6-16.7 million dollars at 19
cents per wund.;
- sty retied by 60 percew-Imports might sipy 30-40 percent of
consumption, or 33-44 million pounds, with a foreign 'lue of about
6.0-4.5 million dollars at 16 cents per pound. Unitd Mats produce
tion might be 6-77million pounds, valued at about 11.9-13.9 million
dollars at 18 cents per pound.':
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might supply 10-16'percent
of consumption, or about 11-16 million pounds, with a foreign value
of about 1.2-1.8 million dollars at 11 cents a pound. United State
production ht be 94-99 million pounds, Valued at about 18.8-19.8
million dollars at 20 cents per pound.
Experts

Exports of casein are 'not separately reported in official'statistics,
but are believed to be negligible.
Employment

From 1,000 to 2 000 persons are employed in the casein industry
mostly onw.apart-time.hasls. Six men run a small casein plant and
even the large plant k~ufre only 8 men each per shift. Possibly 200
men are given fairly steady employment by casein blenders, who
grind, dry, sift, mix, and store the material. This number would
scarcely be doubled (400) by the largest production estimate given
above.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
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The tenn whitingg
y
whi is
to tru chalk
made bygrding crude chalk, a soft vaiety. oflinaiwton. LimMtone
whiting (iWtmb substitute), made from oier varieties of limestone,
and precipitai halh (eipi whiting), a cicallymanuton and i
chemical
featured *64uct are ml
tA t orue
ited
dba&, citing. All three et
chalk a imbut only true-chalk whiting and precip
only prdut herein
ported in significant quantities and are
conidered.
Chalk Whitn is used largely in the manufacture of paints, rubber,
putty, and paper, and for numerous other purpose of lesser importamc. Precipitated chalk, ghich is more expensive tha chalk'whit'
is generally used for the same puro
"T¶nited States consumption of cdh0whiting has been defining
since 1929, as chalk whiti' has been replaced in man of its uses by
limestone whiti ad preipi chalk. This shift has been accentuated duriniy the war, patly because of the scarcity of imported
chalk; and it is probable that many consumers who shifted from chalk
whiting will continue to use the other whiti. United States consunption of precipitated chalk b ineasd in recet pro-wr years,
more than offsetting the deline in the consumption of cak whiting.
tltd Statesproduction of chalk whiting i from imported chalk
as there aefew, if any, domestic debits of high ode crude chalk.
Lare quantities" of precipitated chilk are produced in the United
States from limestone, the primary raw material, which is abundantly
available.
In recent pro-wr. yeas Bi and te United K om have
supplied morO than 85 percent of the United States imports' of whiting.
The United Kingdom hasupplied more than 94 percent of the
United States imports of precipitated chalk.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

and precipitated
Consumption, imports, and production of
than i 1939, owi-g to
chalk taken together are likely to be largerwhiting
the large deferred civilian demand for products which contain thee
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, oductlon, and Imports

The combined consumption of chalk whiting andprecipitated cIk
has varied somewhat with national income and has show! an upward
trend (1933-39) notwithstanding thq decrease in the consumption of
chalk whiting alone. For precipitated chalk United States production
has supplied ialarger pat of consumption than it has for chalk whiting.
per capital come at 19*9 level.
Consumption of chalk whiting and precipitated chalk is likely to
be about 275-325 mIllion pounds.
DWY a. in 1919.-Imports may be expected to be about 8.5 percent
of consumption or about 25 million pounds, with. a foreign value of
$148,000 at 1939 prices. On the basis of these estimate, production
for the domestic markJt would be about 25300 million pounds, with
a value of 2.3-2.8 rilion dollars at 1939 prices.

'AND447.
Palrr-WA&OM
D4* reduced ,.by p sat.-A redotIn jIn-- dutye 6onp- eipitated
chlk probably would not have'* marked effect on importsof this
however, a
product: ;as I thedutad valvrm dut is I 5 cent);increa
sub
chalk whil poAbl'y would
reduction
atantially the imports of that produt. Imort. of the two comq.
modities might thnbe about 10. percent of consumption o about
31 million pounds, with a f *oigvalue of $1883QOO at 1939 pr .
Production for the domestic market migt be about 244-294 million
pounds with a value of 2.3-2.8 millien dollars.
Duty inceasd by 60 pereuz.-An
inicrease in the comwativelv low
chalk
on
precipitated
probably would- not have a marked fect
duty
on imports; an increase in duty on chalk whiting, on the other hand,
probably would decrease imv rts materially. Imports of both
products probably would be about 6.4 percent, of consumption, or
about 19 million pounds, with a foreip value of S112,000. Production
for the domestic market might be about 256-306 million pounds
valued at 2.4-2.9 millia dollar*
per capital income 75 percent higher than In It9.

4

At this income level the consumption of chalk whiting and pro.
cipitated -chalk probably will be about 50 percent higher th in
1939, or about 400-470 million pounds.
Dhity a'in 1939.-Imiports miht be about 8.5 percent of consum
tion, or 37 irillion pounds, with a foreign value of $248,000. On tSe
basis of these estimated, production for the dome tic market would be
about 363-433 million pounds, with a valued of about 3.8-4.6 million
dollars, allowing for a higher price of 1.06 cents per pound.
Duty reuoed -y 0 perce- -Imports probably would be about 10.6
percent of consumption, or 46 mil ion poud, with a foreign value of
$308,000. Production for the domestic market probably would be
about 354-424 million pounds, valued at 3.8-4.5 million dollars at
1.06 cents per pound.
Dty increased by 60 percew-Imports probably would be about
6.4 percent of consumptiOn, or 28 million pounds, with a foreign value
of $188,000. Production for the domestic market probably would be
about 372-442 million pounds, valued at 3.9-4,7 million dollars at
1.06 cents per pound.

-EBtrb

Exports of whiting or precipitated chalk are not separately clasuified. Canadian importtst4Xtiftc shaow 9.7 million pounds of whiting
received in 1-939 from the United States.
With world incomeat the 1939 level, exports in the longer postwar period probably will be about the same as iin 1939, or about 10
million pounds, valued at abot $$3,000 at 1939 pnioes. With world
income 75 percent above 1939 export might be 50 percent above

1939, or about 15 million pound, valued at about $141,000.

TherQ are no officiAl statistics ofhe employment
a in i industry
e
in 1939 wrere
but it is estimated1 t 175-200 wag e
%Un
in the production of iAJlk wh;ing ad pipitatd chr.
assumed conditions, qloyn ent probably would rangefon about
the same number as in 1939 k one-third more.

Table: [No Caption]
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CHEMICALS AND DRUGS, IN PILLS, CAPSULES, ETC.
Tariff paragraph: 23.
Che'mis dru, medicinal and similar substances, in capCommodity:
duty:
2seA
s l
etc.
Rate of duty:
2
dValolrem. ts, lozenges,
;
ct 10 w
percent ad vulm, Cuba prodota be$
NOw-Tbe HIsa rate ndi theTaim WA
satitled to a prtretial rnt of 20 pecnt. The rate on medical preotions of anim orn,
notsI
ly prow for, in pills espules, tc., asreduced to 10 percenterupttve
January
5,
p
1,
to
trsuVat
ThO
ar
n apllee to Cub produay.
trad= sett wih Cub.
eu:tle

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
item

e

Value($1000)em
(numb)

I

Foreign value.

Total
For
Total
e For

.....
.

103, 044
11,000

For

ApperentRA

oInt
rtsf
d
imp

o

f

motion1 umption
to=0f
to

oma

99,089

3,967

I436

10000-........
...

........

90,525
.........

0.4
.

Products under this classification include a wide variety of medicinal
and chemical preparations put up in capsules, tablets, ampoules, or
similar forms but consist chiefly of proprietary medicinals, including
gland extracts, iin the form of prepared doses. The statistics of production, exports, und imports shown in the foregoing tabulation relate
largel to medicines in prepared doses and are approximately but not
strictly comparable. Statistics of imports are given in terms of foreign
value; but, even if they were on the same basis as tizz. statistics of
production and exports, they would have supplied in .939 less than
1 percent of domestic consumption. Statistics of quantity are not
available. Pro-war imports were pncipally from tUh United King.
dom, Germany, France, and Switzerland.
In the past, the Qonstlption of medicines in prepared doses has
fluctuated with the national income; but t1r.' trend in per capita consumption has been upward, and this upward trend is likely to continue
after the war.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

United States consumption of medicinal in, prepared doses will
probably be considerably lrger than it was tin 1939, oing principally to a higher national income. Imports will probably be less
than half of those in 1939: German will not be m a position to supply
significant quantities of these pharmaceutical preparations and the
other European countries will probably have only comparatively small
quantities available for export.; Exports from the United States will
probably increase considerably above those in 1939 in order to supply
some of the markets formerly supplied. by, European country
particularly markets in South America. Accordingly, domestic production will probably be much grater than in 1939.

POST-WAR

XMPORN AND' DOMZ `PROVD 0X
POST-WAU LONG TERM
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Consumption, Productlon, and Imports

United States consumption of medicine in prepared doses has be
supplied almost entirely--by domestic production; in recent years
imports have furnished les than 1. percent of consumption. The
sale of foreign medicines in prepared doses depends largely on the
demand of oreign-born persons, comparatively small in number,
who prefer proprietary remedies with which they became familiar
abroad. Most of the population prefer domestic preparations To
most consumers the price is of secondary importance. It is doubtful
whether a 60-percent increase or decrease in the duty would have
much, if any, effect on.consumption or imports. Withba 50-percent
decrease, imports might approach the maximum, and with a 60-per,ent increase they might approach the m
um.
Per capita income at 1939 level.
Consumption in the 1960's of medicinals and drugs in prepared doses
may reach's value of as muclh as, say, 110-125 million dollars. This
possibility allows for an increase in the population and for the increasing tendency of the people toward the use of medicinals in the form of
prepared doses. United States imports might amount to $500,000$600,000, foreign value. This value-is based on the assumption that
German production of medicinals will not be restricted: or, if so, that
imports from Germany will be replaced by imports from other counIn these circumstances United States production would
tries.
amount to 115-130 million dollars in order to supply the increased
domestic consumption and a probable increase in exports.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

Consumption woud probably increase to 125-150 million dollars.
Imports might amount to $600,000-$800,000. Production, allowing
for the robable increase in, exports, would be valued at 130-155
million dollars.
Exports

Exports, which are principally to Canada and South America' have
increased considerably during the war and are expected to remain at
almost the same value in the immediate post-war period. However
during the post-war long-term period the European countries will
probably regain a large proportion, but not all, of their former mariet~, and the value of United States exports will amount to about 5-6
million dollar, which would represent an increase of 25-50 percent
above the 1939 level.
Employment

Production is largely by machinery, 'and employment will probably
not increase in proportion- to any increase in
output. Production 60
percent greater -in value than in 1939 would probably result in only
a 5-15 percent increase in employment. The maximum number of
persons employed in both the manufacture and distribution of these
medicinal preparations will probably not exceed 12,000-13,000 in the
post-war years.

Table: [No Caption]
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COAL-TAR INTERMDITES
Tariff paragraph: 27(a&);:
Coal-tar intermediates
Commodity
^
:
~~~~usefo'r
finished coul-taktpr '
ucts such as. dyes,
medininAls, photographia, oheuicals"
andI perfumYe~ ana
flavoring materials.
fig. of duty:
7t per lb. plus 40% ad Euivalent ad vakirem (1989): 45%,
valorem.
Non-Al a vaom rat under pagrph tan bed on Americ selling - or onunits! Sta
tt).

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

domestic
For
exotmarket

gumption

pound1s)

.
Quantity (1,000
2, 591
607)175 3,585 601,5o
7134..
.3,0
.........1,248
(l)opounds)

Vantfteg

$0.1 b
Unit value (per pound)... .
-7, 000
(l i5----Persons employed (nmber)
_O

M O

--

7.

OM

$0.2:l
.......

ito?4

Appt

For

Total

OK 181

0. 4

$1.17-0.
15

.-.-..-..-,---

... -... .. ..

.. _.__......

.. .

. ...

.

'Estimated.

' Foreign value.

Most finished coal-tar products paws through several chemical steps
or stages. Each stage results in an intermediate, which in turn becomes
the raw material of the next stoge. Ordinarily thee intermediates
are not. sold as such since producers find it more profitable tocarr
through to the finished product. -In international trade it is sometimes economical to import an intermediate because the duty on it is
relatively lower than tha on the finished product.
The coal-tar intermediates are organic chemicals derived from coal
tar used to produce dyes , medicinals, photogaphic chemicls, synthetic resins, flavors or perfumes, and other finished coal-tar products;
United States production of coal-tar intermediates in 1939 was 607
milliorrrpoulnds. Of the 65 firms engaged in this production, the 6
largest accounted for about 80 percent of the total. The bulk of this
production was consumed in the producing plants; sales in 1939
amounted to 269 million pounds. Production in 1943 was about 250
percent of that in 1939.
United States imports of coii4ar intermediates were ls t
Percent of domestic sales in 1939- and consisted chiefy of azo salts
tsand naphtho
bases, fast-color salts, textile",
derivatives This
. extremely low ratio idue not only to the size an4
efficiency o~ the United States industry but ao to the restrictive
effects of the duty rates applied to imports. Three sipeeialpoints wth
regard to theqe rates should be noted: (1) The specific part of the
compound rate virtually bars imports of low unit value. In 1939
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

unit values than it has heretofore been profitable to import. The
total value of noncompetitive imports is not likely to bo larger in
relation to, United States production, since a noncompetitive item
becomes competitive as soon as domestic production initiated.
In view of the fact that domestic production of many of the formerly
noncompetitive intermediates has been developed during the war, and
of the probability that some control will be exercised over the German
chemical industry, it seems likely that the future volume of imports,
particularly those from Germany, will be lower than in 1939., If
conditions in foreign chemical industries return to normal, new products
will probably be developed to offset part of these losses.
Per capital income at X939 level.

Because of increased demand for products made from intermediates,
United States consumption will probably be in the neighborhood of
1 billion pounds per year, or about 60 percent higher than the consumption of 1939. --These requirements will be supplied almost
entirely by domestic production. With an assumed average unit
value of approximately 15 cents, per pound, this production for the
domestic market would be valued at about 150 million dollars.
lThe volume of imports will probably be 1.15-2 million pounds.
With the unit value estimated at about the 1939 level ($1.15 per
pound), the value of these imports would be 1.7-2.3 million dollars.
If duties were reduced or increased by 50 percent, only a moderate
increase or decrease in imports is likely, to result, and that almost
entirely in noncompetitive items.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

It is anticipated that the trend in the consumption of intermediates
will exceed the general average consumption level. Consumption
-and IVnited States production for the domestic market will probably
be close to the peak wartime output of 1.5 billion pounds. Since the
trend of prices in the organic chemical industry has been downward,
notwithstanding the - upward trend in the general price level, the
average unit value of these intermediates will probably not be higher
than 15 cents per pound. The value of domestic production would
accordingly be about 225 million dollars.
Imports under these conditions would probably be about 2,%-33%
million pounds. Assuming a unit value of about $1.25 per pound, the
value of these imports would be 3.1-4.4 million dollars.
Exports

Although much depends on the future status of the German industry, it is anticipated that the United States will retain a substantial
part of our present wartime markets which were formerly-supplied by
Germany. If the world income in the long-term period is the same
as in 1931Vfan--world trade barriers are not increased, United States
exports of intermediates will probably be 200-300 percent of 1939.
Should the world income be substantially higher than in 1939, the
range of such exports may be 300-400 percent of those of 1939.
Employment

It is difficult to separate the employees engaged in the manufacture
of intermediates from those engaged in the manufacture of synthetic

Table: [No Caption]

POSTIWAR- IMPORTS
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organic products such as dyes, medidinals, and flavors. However?
the number of factory workers engaged in the manufacture of intermediatess in 1939 is estimated to have-been about 7,000. The number
now engaged in this industry is estimated to be about 10,000; at
least this number of employees would be required to produce the
quantities estimated' under a post-war income 75 percent higher than
in 1939.

FINISHED COAL-TAR PRODUCTS
Tariff paragraph: 28.
All finished coal - tar
Commodity:
such as dyes,
products
medicinals, photochemicals,
graphic
plastics, and flavor, ing materials.
Rate of duty:
30 per lb. plus 20% ad Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 45%.
valorem to 7¢ per lb.
plus 45% ad valorem.
NoTE.-AII ad valorem rates under paragraph 28 are based on American sellhig prie or on United States
value (see text). The Tariff Act of 1930 prescribed a rate of 46 percent ad'valorem plus 7 cents per pound for
the entire paragraph, except that synthetic indigo and sulfur black were dutiable at 3 cents per pound plus
20 percent ad valorem. The trade agreement with Switzerland, effective February 1I,1938, provided for.
the following reduced duties: On colors, dyes, and stains except synthetic indigo and sulfur blck_4
percent ad valorem, but not less than 35I cents per pound pius 22 percnt ad valorem; on artiflei musk22, percent ad valorem plus 7 cents per pound; and on belotropln-22g4 percent ad val~rem plus 3i cents
per pound.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption-for
are given below:

1939

Production
Imports ~~Apparent
consump-

--

Item

Total

uantty(l000
pounds) ...........
Value
($1,000) p-und...-----Unit value (per pound) .

.

..-

Persons employed (number) . -.....
I
I

or

"~Por

domestic

437,867 19,823 418,044
1179,525 8,379 1171,14i8
$0.41 $0:42
1$0.41

iporns

sumption

ton

market

RtoO

perce*s1.8

5,481 423,525
I,6863
$1. 58 .-

20 000 .
.
.

....-

.

-

--

----,,.

Estimatd.
Foreign value.

The coal-tar products covered in this section include dyes and
colors, medicinals, photographic chemicals, flavors and perfume
materials, resins and plastics, rubber chemicals, and all other miscellaneous finished coal-tar products. Coal-tar intermeliates (par. 27)
are described in a separate section.
United States production supplies all but 1 or 2 percent of United
States consumption of these finished coal-tar products. In 1939,
United States production was 438 million pounds, valued at approximately 180 million dollars.
In 1943, production of the same products
was 985 million pounds I valued at approximately 432 million dollars,
an increase of 125 percent in quantity and 141 percent in value over
the 1939 fig es.
Future consumption and production-of coal-tar products in the
United States may be higher in relation to the prevailing national
income than they have been in the past. There is likely to be an
Does not include synthetic rubbers or explosives derived In whole or In part from coal tar.
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increase in the nun e fcatrsnt~te sd ~in everyday, life,
TeValue Iof coal-ta prdcsmay Well increase more, than their
vlujme,.oowiinig-1to the production -of, a larger' proportion, of higher
priced _products,~such as the mjo're expensive vat, dyes'and synthetic
niedicinals(for minsance6, .the atyplhlitics, vitamins, and anti'
malarials).'
United State's iniports of all finished 'coal-ta-r produc'ts, in termIs of
quantity, have usually been equivalent to loss than 2 recent of the
domestic output:' 'MOre1 than 90'pe'rcent of these imports have consisted of coal-tar dyes and about 5 percent have consisted. of coal-tar
medicinals and photographic chemicah>-- Separ~ate data on the- United
States
roducton, imorts, and consumptonof, these two groups of
chemicals for 1939 follow:
Production
Total

156 M3
Quantity (1,000 pounds)-..
'blue ($1, 0)----------1106,015
Unit value (rpo d).----$0.68
'10,000
Persons etuploye ( -umb ------

domejstic
Fxort
exotmarket

17,062
7,188,
.$0.42'

139,870
'98.827

'$0.71'

Ir~r.Apparent
ti

imot
gumption

3.6
5, 155 145,025
2 8,439----------$1.64 ---------

'Estimated.

2Foreign value.

The low ratio of imports to consumption-~-3.6 percent for coal-tar
dyes, medicinals, and photographer chemicals and only 1.3 percent for
alfini'shed coal-tar products, combined-i u o nyt h
size and efficiency of the United States industry but also-to the restrictive, effects of the duty rates a plied to imports. -Two special points
with regard to these rates should -be noted: (1) If'the foreign product
is competitive, that. is, if any similar product is produced in the
United States, the ad valorem duty is applied to the American selling'
price of the similar domestic product (not to the foreign value, of the
imported article,' as is the usual rule with imports 'into the United
States). Thle foreign producers' net receipts after payment of this.
duty and the other expenses of exporting~will, therefore', usually' be
less than half of thle American selling price. Since thle foreign producer
can seldom afford to sell for less than half the price received by' the
American producer, current rates shutout most competitive coal-tar
products. (2) If a coal-tar prduct is 'not produced in the United
,states, the ad valorem (duty is applied to the United States value
(the-domestic price of thle imported product,, less the duty and ~costs
of shipping it to this market). The faihure to produce a product in
this country may be due to foreign ownership of, a patent; lack of
knowledge of production,, particularly in a now product; or to such
limited demand that domesticc, producers do not ~care to make it.
Most of the imports -of coal-tar products have been of 'these noncompetitive products.
Germany and Switzerland have been the principal sources of
imports.
In view of the, wartime eXpansion InI the domestic production of
many of the formerly imported noncompatitive products, the prob-~

P}OT-IWAK IMVORTB AND DOMICS
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abtyof widespread destruction of Japanese and German production
the facilities,
f~ciities, and the probability of- pst-war control over"
it seems likely'that tI eolume of imports iwi be les the pst-war
than in the pre-war period. When conditions: in foreign chemii
ir4dustries return to norma, new products may be developed Which
will partly offset these losses.
POST'-WAR SHORT TERM

Finished coal-tar products will probably be produced in quantities
considerably larger :than in 1939, Indrea3ed production of dBans over
the 1939 level will be necessary to finish the textiles whictLvill be
required to meet a large deferred demand in the home market, and
for a probable expanded volume of finished textile exports. Coal-tar
plastics and resins and coal-tar medicinals are also likely to be produced
in considerably larger volume than in 1939.
United States exports of finihed coal-tar products will tend to be
considerably larger than before the war because of the deferTed demand
for these products and the probable drop in German and japtnese
exports.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

United States consumption and production of coal-tar products
after the war may be expected to continue the---post-war trends and
also to show marked response to increases in the national income.
Imports of coal-tar products are Jlikely to be relatively less important
than before the war. The established channels of trade with Germany
bave been largely destroyed. With the duty on competitive imports
assessed on the American selling price, even a 50-percent reduction
in rates of duty might have little effect. Noncompetitive imports
will probably not increase greatly because a noncompetitive item
becomes competitive as soon as domestic production is initiated.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

It is likely that United States production of all finished coal-tar
products for the domestic market will be in the neighborhood of 650
million pounds (a 50-percent increase over 1939), which at 40 cents
per pound would be valued at about 260 million dollars. Imports
will probably be 3--5 million pounds, depending partly on the assumed
rate of duty. With the unit value estimated at about the 1939 level
($1.58 per pound), the value of these imports would be 4.7-7.9 million
dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

United States production of finished coal-tar products for the
domestic market will probably -approach the peak wartime output to
reach a volume in the neighborhood of I Ybillimripounds. Assuming
that a larger proportionwof high-priced products will be manufacturd,
the unit value of this production might be about 50 cents per pound,
giving a total value of about 625 million dollars.
Imports under these conditions would probably be 4-8 million
pounds, depending partly on the- summed rate of duty. Assuming
a unit value of $1.75 per pound, the value of these imports would be
7-14 million dollars.

Table: [No Caption]
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Exports

Before the Iwar, world trade in finished coal-tar products was largely
controlled by the International Dye Cartel and other similar cartel
arrangements centering in the German chemical industry. While a
great deal depends on the future status of the German industry and
the extent to which world trade will be freed from restrictive practices,
the United States may retain a substantial part of the wartime markets formerly chiefly supplied by Germany. These considerations
indicate that exports of finished coal-tar products may reach a level
as high as 100 million pounds, an increase of about 400 percent over
the corresponding 1939 volume. With an assumed unit value of
40 cents per pound these exports would be valued at about 40 million
dollars.

Employment
It is difficult to separate the employees engaged in the manufacture
of finished coal-tar products from those engaged in the manufacture
of closely, related products such as coal-tar intermediates and coaltar crude. However, the number of factory workers engaged in themanufacture of finished coal-tar products in 1939 is estimated to have

been about 20,000. The number of factory workers currently engaged
in this industry is estimated to be in the neighborhood of 25,000; at
least this number of employees, if not more, would be required to
produce the quantities estimated under a post-warincome 75 percent
higher than in 1939.
COBALT OXIDE

Tariff paragraph: 29.
Cobalt oxide.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
10¢ per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 9%.

NoTS.-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 was 20 cents per pound, which was reduced to 10 cents,
effective January 1, 1936, pursuant to the first trade agreement with Canada. The reduced rate was continued pursuant to the second Canadian agreement.

GENERAL

Data for United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

of
ApaetRatio
imports
Item~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Aprn
_
Imports consump- to
ForF'or

Item

For
export domestic
market

Total

Quantity (1,000 pounds) .-00
Value
($1,000)------------ ------'---2850
Unit value (per pound) -4 $1.70
--

0
---

2 500
'8850

'
a$1.70

tion

681

3 945

1, 181

con-

gumption
Percent

58

$1.39Persons employed (number) -100....

EstImate of production from Imported raw
X Estimated.
X Foreign value.
4 Based on domestic market quotations.
I Less than 100.
I

materials.

Cobalt oxide is used principally as a glaze or enamel in the ceramics
industry and as a pigment in the glass industry.. It is also used as a
catalyst and in the manufacture of cobalt chemicals. Cobalt salts
derived from the metal or oxide are employed in the preparation of
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paint driers, and as cattle and plant food, chemical reagents, and catalysts.
Cobalt oxide is produced from cobalt ore concentrates (described
separately under tariff paragraphs 1652 and 1664), all of which are
imported. Before the warl the concentrates came principall from
Belgium and Canada,, but since 1941 they have come principaly from
the Belgian Congo and Northern Rhodesia. In prwar years, United
States imports of cobalt oxide came from Belgium, Germany, France,
and Finland.
Before the war, international trade in cobalt was controlled by the
International Cobalt Association, composed of Belgian, English,French, and Canadian producers. The association, working in agreement with the German Cobalt Producers Association, controlled about
90 percent of the world's cobalt; it regulated prices and world trade in
both cobalt oxide and the ores and residues from which it is produced.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the period immediately after the war, conpumvtion of cobalt oxide
is likely to increase substantially because many of the nonessential uses
of cobalt oxide have been curtailed drastically by wartime restrictions.
This increase in consumption is likely to be shared by domestic production from imported raw materials and by imports from Canada.
Imports of cobalt oxide are likely to form a Lower proportion of consumption than before the war: Imports from Europe will probably
be small since, most of the producing facilities have been disrupted by
the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

In the past, consumption of cobalt oxide has varied with the national
income. It does not seem probable that there will be important new
uses to change the post-war outlook for consumption.
If the International Cobalt Association, or any similar group, should
control production and prices after the war as they did before it could
increase or decrease the profit of United States producers by shifting the margin between raw material and oxide prices. Assuming,
however, that a cartel operating after the war would pursue about the
same policy as the association did before the war, production and
imports would probably supply. about the same proportion of consumption in the post-war as in the prewar period.
The same prediction would probably hold if the cartel should not
be reestablished after the war, for past experience suggests that prices
of both cobalt concentrates and oxide would go down generally- in the
same proportion. Nor would the proportion of production and
imports be much altered if the duty should be increased or decreased
by 50 percent.
Per capita income as' 1939 leveI with or without a change in duty.

Consumption is likely to be about the same or slightly higher than
in 1939 and to be 1.2-1.5 million pounds. Imports may be somewhere
between 650,000 ana 1 million pounds of cobalt oxide and may
account fo'r 45-85 percent of consumption. With the great uncertainty as to prices, imports might have a foreign value of $485,000$1,400,000, with a unit value df $0.75-$1.40 a pound.

Table: [No Caption]
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-Witchconstimption nd'importi inthe magnitude indicated, UnitedStates production for the domestic market would amount to 200,00085f,0 powids (40-170 percent of 1939 production, and frm 1656
percent of 0o1sumption), valued at $200;000-$1,445,000, at $1.00$1 .70 a pud.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 199ith or without a chasee
i

duoty.
of cobalt oxide would probably increase 65-85 percent
Consumption
above 1939 and would be 2.0-2.2 million pounds. Imports may be
expect to increase to 1.1-1.5 million pounds, or to 60-120 percent
above the 1939 level and 50-475 percent of consum tion. Ptobabljy
the upper level of ;the possible range of price of cobalt oxide might
be somewhat higher, and the foreign value of the imports, tlierefore,
tight be within the range of $825,DO-$2,400,000, with a unit value
of $0.76-$1-;60 a pound. United States production for the domestic
market, therefore; would total, 0.5-1.1 million pounds (100-220
percent of the 1939 level, and 25-50 percent of consumption), with a
value of 0.5-2.2 million dollars at $1-$2 a pound.
Exports

Exports of cobalt oxide are not large and are not likely to increase
after the war.
Employment

The number of einp oyees engaged in the production of domestic
cobalt oxide is not available, but is believed not to exceed 100. A
40-80 percent increase in the post-war production would result in
only a small increase in the number of wage earners, for the production
is highly mechanized.
PLASTICS PRODUCTS, NOT SPECIALLY PROVIt)ED FOR
Tariff paragraph: 31 (a), (2), 31 (b) (2),
33, 1536, 1539 (a),
1639 (b), and 1558.
Articles, not specially
Commodity:
provided for, of cellulose acetate, other
cellulose combinations, casein (galalith),
amber, shellac or
copal, and synthetic
resin.
Rate of duty:
(See note).
Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 63%
(ranging from 20% to 104%).
NoTs.-Plastics products are variously provided for in the Tariff Act of 1930 at the rates shown In the
bIlowing Inomplete list:
Articles'of ctllulose acetate_ , , ,,
809 ad valorem.
--*,,
W0 ad valorem.
Articles of cellulose compound other than cellulose acetate
4 per lb. plus 50% ad valorem.
Articles of casein (galalith) --Articles of an-ber-20%- ad valorem.
Articles of shellac
ad valorem.
ynthetlc r is chief binding agent..
---Articles 16 whith
per lb. plus 40%0 ad valorem.
Articles of synthetic resin20% ad valorem.
The duty on cellulose acetate articles was reduced to 40 percent ad valorem, effective 3uxe 1,1938pow
muaht to agreement with France, and the duty on certain artlels of cellulose compounds other than cellulose
estate was reduced to 50 percent ad valorem, effective January 1, 1939, pursuant to trade agreement with
the United Kingdom.

or--opal.-30
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IEitImated landed vain; foreign value $437,00).

;The; foregoing statistic and the following statement relate to products composed wholly tr in part of Plastics materials, such as celuloi4
or bakelite, which are deschbed and provided fr in the tariff aw acPo
but which
ing to the kinds of 'plastcs ,of which they are ruaIe
arp
not usually described by' name or us6. 'This report does not lndlude
plastics products such as-plastics, paints, photographic film, brushes,
toys, combs, costume jewelry, fountain pens, mechanical pencils, ash
trays, phonograph records, or articles made of synthetic fibers. About 85 percent of these articles consumed in the United States
consisted" of plastic parts for use as components in, products of various
other industries. Examples of these are: Caes for ridis, fans, aind
for musical instruments; sockets, plugs, insulation
and other eleetrict4
fittings; handles-for cutlery and for small arms; gears, bearings, and
other mechanical parts; panels, trims, and other construction parts;
and parts for automobiles and aircraft. The remaining 15 percent
of the consumption has consisted of finished consumers goods surch a;
trays, compacts, dustpans, and tableware.
In the United Statis, production his about equaled consumption;
imports and exports have been relatively small. TheI value of tho
domestic output increased from 23 million dollars ini 1933:to 65 million
dollars in 1939 and this prewar progress suggests further expansion
in the post-war periiod- When the manufacture of peacetime products is
resumed. Domestic production has further increased since- 1939.
Trado estimates indicate that in 1943 the value-of output was at least
325 million dollars, or five times the value in 1939 and the quantity
of output was about four times that of 1939.
Imports have been insignificant, not because of duties but because
the principal expansion of the industry has been in making parts that
are used in making other products. Such parts have not been, and
probably will not be, imported to any considerable extent for the
reason that a large proportion are custom-made. This requires preliminary tests of materials and equipment, and even conferences between the customer and producer. In addition, frequent changes are
made in design and materials.
'In 1939 imports of the plastics products considered here, were
valued at $437,422; of this total, the valueof imports of synthetic
resin products represented only about 3 percent, or $15,158. Most
of the remainder in that and earlier years were articles of celluloid
and were, for the most part, finished consumers' goods.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
POST-WAR SHORT

TFRM

The value of production in the short term will probably be about
five times that of the immediate pre-war years. This forecast is based
on the likelihood that the full capacity of the domestic industry will
be utilized; that the bulk of the output will consist chiefly of peacetime products; that these products, therefore, will be made of lower
cost plastics than those used during the war; and that the downward
trend in costs of plastics materials, which began in 1942, will continue
for several years in the post-war period.
It is likely that in the short term nearly all the consumption will be
supplied from domestic sources. There will be a large accumulated
demand for ordinary industrial parts and civilian plastics products,
the supply of which has been curtailed since the beginning of the war.
In the short term the domestic industry probably will concentrate on
supplying this backlog of demand; in the long term it will continue
the manufacture of these articles and will introduce new products
based on wartime improvements in materials and-technique. It is
unlikely that plastics parts will be imported.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The substantial increase in domestic production and' consumption
of peacetime products, an increase in evidence before the war and interrupted by the war, should be resumed and continue into the fifties.
The value of production in this country will probably be nearer the
level of 1943 than that of 1939.
This estimate is based chiefly on the likelihood that consumption
will be supplied very largely by the domestic industry. The forecast
that the imports in the long term will continue to be very small in
relation to consumption is based chiefly on the assumptions that it
will be impracticable to import substantial quantities of parts, and
that imports of finished consumers' goods will continue to form a
relatively small part of the total consumption of plastics products.
If new trends should develop in the future that would be contrary
to this assumption, the estimates given below would be subject to
change.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Because of the backlog of demand for peacetime plastics products
that will probably not have been fully satisfied in the short term and
because of the gain in population, the value of consumption in the
long term should be in the neighborhood of 300 million dollars. This
amount would be less than the value of consumption in 1943 because
the costs of plastics mpterisals will probably be less than in-that year.
Duty as in 1939.-With the same duty as in 1939, the foreign value
of imports should be about 1.7 million dollars and the landed value
would be about 3 million dollars, or about 1 percent of domestic consumption. The value of production for the domestic market would
account for about 297 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-As stated above the present duties on
finished consumers' goods made of cellulose plastics not specifically
mentioned in the tariff act, which constitute the great bulk of imports,
are 40 and 60 percent ad valorem. The foreign value of imports of
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such goods might rise to about 3 million dollars and the landed value
to more than' 4 million dollars, or slightly more than 1 percent of
domestic consumnptiop. In this event,- the value of production for the
domestic market would amount to about 296 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-It is probable, under this change in
duty, that imports of the cheaper articles would cease and that for this
reason total imports would be less than if no change were made in the
duty. The foreign value of imports might be about 1 million dollars
(landed cost about 2 million dollars) or less than 1 percent of domestic
consumption, and the value of production for the domestic market
would thus be about 298 million dollars.
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMEMTIC PAODUCTION

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 19*39.

Plastics parts enter into the products of so many industries in this
country that a 75-percent increase in per capita income might result
in an increase in the consumption of at least 75 percent over the estimated consumption in the' long term with national income at the 1939
level or in the nei hborhood of 525 million dollars. Prices of these
articles will probably follow rather closely the upward movement of
commodity prices. It is likely that the ratios of domestic production
and imports to consumption would be about the same as at the lower
income level.
Duty as jn 1939.-The foreign value of imports might be about
3 million dollars and the landed value in the United States about
5 million dollars, or slightly less than 1 percent of domestic consunmption. The value of production for the domestic market would thus
be about 520 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent-Imports would increase somewhat and
have a foreign value of, say, 5 mi lion dollars, and a landed value of
about 6.7 million dollars, or slightly above 1 percent of domestic
consumption. The value of production for the domestic marketwould
then be about 518.3 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might have a foreign value
of about 2 million dollars (over 4 million dollars landed value), or less
than 1 percent of domestic consumption. Domestic production would
then be about 521 million dollars.
Exports

Because of the accumulated demand in foreign countries it seems
ucts should be nearly four times the exports of 19,39 with a value of
about 3 million dollars. Later the value of our exports may decline
to about $900,000, or a figure about 10 percent above the value in
1939. Post-war exports of plastics products will probably consist
largely of articles for use of the ultimate consumer. These articles
are likely to go principally to Canada'and other Western Hemisphere
countries which were the principal pre-war markets. Except as parts
of United States machinery sold abroad it is unlikely that plastics parts
will be exported.

likely that in the immediate post-war years, exports of plastics prod-

Employment

The number of workers in the domestic industry was 16,600 in 1939
and nearly twice that figure in 1943. It is robable that the totai
number employed in the post-war long-term period will approximate
30,000 under the lower assumed income level and 40,000 under the
higher. .

Table: ROTENONE-BEARING RO TS
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Tarff SROTENONE-BEARING' ROOTS,,
Comm iY
Cubi (timbo or bar rc)robt and derris (tuba o tube)
root:,
.35.
Advanced in val-

paragraph

1722.

Crude-

Rate of duty

10% ad val.
Free

NNor.-The duty of 10 percent ad valorem on cube
lad derTis root, advanced in values s rovided for
I the Tariff Act of 19$0, was reduced to 5 percent ad valorum pursuant to the trade agreements with VeanaeueLa and Peru, ectloise December le, iM, and July 29, 1I2, respectively.

GENERAL.
Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for
are given below:

1A39

- -5, 900
Quantity (1,000 pounds)
Value ($1,000)14
----61Unit value (per pound) -- ---o- 104.
Foreign value.

Cub6 and derris roots are, the principal rotenone-bearinF roots and
are used chiefly in the manufacture of agricultural insecticides. They
are particularly desirable for use on plants conumed as food, because
unlike most other insecticides, they are ordinarily nontoxic to human
beings-and domestic animals. Rotenon-bearing roots usually contain about 5 percent rotenone, the active ingredient. The roots are
prepared for use either by grinding to a dust and mixing with a carrier, or by extracting the rotenonie with solvents for use in insecticides
of the spray type.
There is no commercial production of roteno6e-bearing roots in the
United States. United States imports of cuby
have come principally
from Peru and Brazil, and of derris from British- Malaya and the
Netherlands Indies. Before 1939 about half of the United States
Sinde
imports of these roots were advanced in value b' grinding.
mg
1939 the bulk of the imports have been in the crude form.
In the post-war period, the new and potent synthetic insecticide
D.; . T.' will. be competitive with rotenone for use against certain
insects. D. D. T. will likely be used in various combinations with
rqtenone. Rotenone is also competitive in some of its uses with
pyrethrum, another important natural insecticide, made from imported pyrethrum flowers, and with inorganic insecticides such as
Bordeaux mixture, cryolite, and others. Synthetic organic alkyl
compounds produced in the United States will also offer some competition to rotenone.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Total increased consumption of, insecticides .may result in a smFaU
increase in the consumption of rotenone-bearing roots over the 1939
/
level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Consumption of' insecticides in the United States will probably
increase considerably after the war. Consumption of rotenone will
also be likely to increase despite the competition of the newly develI

Dlichlorodlphenyltricbloroethane.
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bne r incree6e proportionate.
A decrease or incrse of 50perct ii the rate odfduty on rotemoneinValuewould probably havv6n pronounced
bearing rootsgadvanedi'
effect upon- the total quantities imported. _Sinoe 1939, most impo
of rotenone-bearing root h0v` been crude nd of dity.
Per capital Income at 193J 1evel.

Imports of rotenonbearing roots are likely to increase about 50
percent Qver 'those in 1939, or to about.9 million pounds annually.
The foreign value of this quantity at 1939 prices would amount to
about $950,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than 1 19*D.

Consumption anid imports of rotenone-bearing roots might increase
to about 85 percent over the 1939 level, or to about 11 million pounds
with a foreign value of about 1.3 millionidollars at 11.8 cents per

pound. -i--:-

PYRETHRUM FLOWERS
Commodity

Tariff

paragragh
Pyrethrum flowers:
1602

Rate of duty
10% ad val.
Free.

Advan-ed
in value-36.

Cku&

-

Nonr.-The Tariff At ofi930 provided a rate of 10 percent ad valoremi on pyrethrum flowers advanced in
value. This rate was reduced to 6 percent ad valorem pursut to the trade agreement with Peru, effective
July 29, 1942.
-,,,

.;~ GENERAL
Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below.
Quantity (1,000 pou-ds)
,..13570;
Value ($1,000)- r ;.;-:--3,174
Unit value (per pound) ...I.. --$0.I234
-

I

Foreign value.;'

Dried pyrethrum flowers, which are nonpoisonous to human beings,
are used as araw material for the manufacture of organip insecticides,

particularly for household usee WNrtime developments and discoveries have resulted in new orgaf c isecticides and improvements
in the use of certain pre-war' insecticides, Ariiong -these improve
ments are certain fortifiers, which, when addedfto pyrethrum, strenigthen it and make it go farther. In the post-war period, the new and
will be competitive with pyrepotent synthetic insecticide D. D. T.w
thfiim for use against certain insects. D. D. T. will not entirely
dispIace pyrethrum, since the two are likely to be. used together in
various combinations. In some of its uses .as a garden insecticide,
pyrethrum 'is also competitive with rotenone, another important
natural insecticide made from imported cubt and similar roots, and
with inqrganic insecticides. suph as. Bord mixture and cryolite.
Synthetic organic alkyl compounds produced in the United States are
directly competitive with pyrethrum, particularly as a household insecticide. Newly developed insect repellents such as dihethylphthalate are also, to some extent,-indirectly competitive with pyrethrum.
In recent years there has been no commercial production, of pr
thruim flowers in the United States, although experinintal cultivation is being carried out in several areas.
I

Dichlorodiphnyltrlchloroethae.

Table: ALOES
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POeT-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

In 1939, over 99 percent bf the imports' were crude pyrethrum.
flowers (free of duty), and- less than 1 percent were processed and
dutiable. Before 1940, imports of pyrethrum flowers came principally from Japan. Since 1940, British East Africa has been the
principal source for crude pyrethrum flowers.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Increased consumption of all insecticides may result in a small
increase in the consumption of pyrethrum over the 1939 level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

United States post-war consumption of insecticides will probably
increase considerably; accordingly, consumption of pyrethrum might
increase, despite the effect of recently developed fortifiers and other
improved insecticides. Imports of pyrethruni will be in proportion
to increased use.
A decrease or increase of 50 percent in the rate of duty on the
flowers advanced in value would have practically no effect upon the
total quantities of crude flowers imported. Most of the imports are
of the crude flowers which are free; a 50-percent reduction in the
rate of duty on flowers advanced in value might bring about some
slight decrease in imports of the crude flowers and a slight increase
in imports of those advanced in value.
Per capita income at 1939 level with or without duty change.

With a population increase of about 10 percent, -United States
annual consumption of pyrethrum is likely to increase at least 10
percent over 1939 level, or to about 15 million pounds. At 23 cents
per pound, these imports would have a foreign value of about 3.5
million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

The annual consumption of pyrethrum may possibly increas& from
20 to 50 percent over the 1939 levels, or to about 18 million pounds.
At 27 cents a pound, these imports would have a foreign value of
about 4.9 million dollars.
ALOES
Tariff
paragraph

Commodity

Rate of duty

Aloes:
35
Advanced in value -10% ad val.
Crude1602
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent
are given below:

consumption) for 1939

Quantity (1,000 pounds) -865
Value ($1,000) -_ 1 232
Unit value (per pound) $0.268
I

Foreln value.

Table: [No Caption]
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POST-W4R IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

The crude aloes: of commerce are evaporated from the juice of the
leaves of several species of the aloe plant. They are used mainly
for the production of aloin, which, in turn, is used chiefly in the manu-.
facture of laxative preparations particularly in proprietary medichaes
There is no domestic production of crude aloes in the United States,
and imports are free of duty. Imports of aloes advanced in value
by grinding, which are dutiable at 10 percent ad valorem, are negli..
gible.
Most of the United States imports of aloes have come from the
Netherlands West Indies with lss important quantities from the
Union of South Africa and Venezuela.
United States imports of aloes seem to indicate that consumption
has declined during the last 20.yeaxs. This decline was probably
due to an increase in the price of crude aloes, and the shifting to other
laxative materials that were cheaper.,
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the first few years after the war, consumption of aloes
will probably remain at about the 1939 level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption and Imports
I

Owing to an increase in population, consumption of aloes will
probably increase slightly, provided prices remain at about pre-war
levels.
An increase or decrease of 50 Percent in the rate of duty on aloes
advanced in value will probably have no effect upon futurequantities
of aloes imported.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Imports of aloes might possibly amount to about 950,000 pounds
annually, or 10 percent above the 1939 level, with a foreign value of
about $255,000 at 1939 prices.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of aloes might possibly increase 25 percent above the
1939 level and amount to about 1.1 million pounds annually, with
a foreign value of about $330,000, at 30 cents a pound.
COCA LEAVES
Tariff paragraph: 36.
Coca leaves.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
6¢ per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 53.6%.

NOrz .-The duty of 10 cents per pound, the rate fixed in the TarifF Act of 1930, was reduced to 6 cents
per pound, effective July 29, 1942, pursuant to the trade agreement with Peru. An internal revenue
tax of I cent per ounce Is inposed in addition to the duty on imported coca leave; which have nuteen

decocainized.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
Quantity (1,000 pounds) -590
Value .81,000) -

Unit value (per pound) I

Foreign value.

110

$0. 19

Table: VEGETABLE TAN ING MATERIALS AND EXTRACTS
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Coca leaves; `a Orude drug, are the ouirce of the narcotic cocaine
and of a nonnarei e1trusedithe ma atute-of colatypE
soft 6dinks. Ml Biniports int
m the UnitedStates
rWe under the control
of the Bureaure if Narcotics.
Coc leave re not produced in the United States. The shrub
frpmiwhich the leaves are gathered and dried -is cultivated in Peru,
Bolivia, and the Netherlands Indies. The, Neftherlands 'Indies ppduct is higher in recoverable. cocaine content, but the Peruvian
product seems to be preferr-d--he--produlction of cbda-leif extract.
Peru has been the chief source of imports into the United States.
Consumption of coca leaves doubled between 1936 and 1940 as'a
itsit of the growing consumption of cola-type soft drinks. The
tretd toward increa consunption and als of imports. of coca
leaves may be expeed to continue after the war irrspective of a
50 percent decrease or increase in -the duty.
POST".WAR SHORT' TERM
Iinpo ftaof coca leaves will probably be considerably higher than
in 1939, owing primarily to increased production of the--fla-vring
extract for cola-type soft drinks. Most of the increased imports will
be supplied by Peru.
>
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Pr capita. Income at 1939 level.

Imports of coca leaves will probably be about 30 percent greater than
those in 1939, or about 770,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about
$146,000 at 1939 prices..
Per etpitel 'i6n*bn 75'percent higher than in 1939.
Imports of coca leaves will probably be about double those in 1939,
or about 1.2 million pounds, with a foreign value of about $250,000.
VEGETABLE TANNING MATERIALS AND EXTRACTS
Tariff
paragraph

Commodity

Rate
of duty

1670 Tanning materials, M hether ,rude or Free
advanced in value or condition by
shreddingt grinding, or any similar
process, of vegetable ongin, not
'
containing alcohol.
38 Extracts of the above tanning ma- 73% to
1 yS%.
trials, not containing alcohol.
1609 Gambler, prepared or unprepared; Free.
and extracts thereof, not contain-

Equivalent ad

valorem (1939)

14% (avg.)

ing alcohol.

No'r.-The rate fixed by the Tariff Act el 1930 on extracts was 16 percent ad valorem. The rate was
reduced on myrobalan andmangrove to 10 percent and 7yj percent, respectively, effective January 1, 13;
on Valonla to 7% percent, effective Mlay 6 193, and oil (uebracho to 7j percent, effective
1941, pursuant to the trade agreements with the Unlted Kingdom, Turkey, and Argentina, respectively.

November;15,
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GENERAL

Data on Sited States production, imports, and co'nsumptioui for

1939 are given below:

Production

.ta

; XTotal

Item -

For
or

For
doetstic

value---$10;0 ----2-|5M v, M i 24M
Value($i,OOO)-:,It601,8~ '4a
-----

--

----1-

Imports
a

_0M

oft

h
Appa

X
ti! -

PI

iTmp

umti%-a

2 0

*41O" 2:10
1 ~ 10M

'Lois reports.
' Estlintod.
* Imports in 1089 were kbout 28 percent above the level of 19*4 it Is believed that this exom went into
Inventory and therefore It bha not boen Included In consumption in I1 or considered in striving at the ratio
of ipots= t cnsuption.
,..Oanded value; foreign Value Wa $7,Q,

Vegetable tanning materials and extracts 'contain, among other
elements, a group of related chemical substances known as tannins.
These combine with the protein in hides and skins to produce leather.
Vegetable tannins are used almost exclusively in producing heavy
leathers such as sole and belting; other materials, principal chilmium salts, are the chief tanhi ng agents used in making lighter
leathers such as shoe upper, shoe lining; glove and garment loath ers.
The chief vegetable tannini materials and extracts used in the
United States are quebracho and chestnut,, which together account
for approximately 80 per nt of total consumption. Wattle ranks
next in importance,supplying about 10 peioent of the total. Other
kinds consumed in important quantities are mangrove, myrobalan
valonia, gambier divi-divi,`and sumac. All these tanning agents
are use(d general 'in the fori' of extracts blended l; proldicethe
desired -quality of leather. Althougkb the proportions of the `arious4
kinds used by individual tanners may differ somewhat qu9ebre'aho
and chestnut always form a large part of the formula. Wattle mayr
be used interchangeably to a considerable extent with quebrabho and,
to a. lesser degree, with chestnut,
The imports covered by this statement and the foregoing statistics
include vegetable tanMnig extracts and woods, barks and other raW
materials from- which such extracts "are derived. The figures for
domestic production cover: extracts derived from domestic material
but not those derived from` 'ported wood and bark. The production
of extract from imported materials is for the most part conducted by
a few plants distinct from those which process materials of domestic
origin. Imports of. wood and bark in 1939 represented only about
25 percent by va)ue of the total imports, of the mnaterials and extracts.
Imports of the wood and bark have fallbni-0'sharply during the war,
and it is probable that, they will 'not regain their former importance
in the post-war period. Even' Wfore the war extract plants were
being built in areas from which somee f the raw -maiterials were being
imported, and the largest of the domestic plants which had procease
imported material -ha recently been' dismantled. The aact that
imports of the matiriat have bei duty fveb and those of the extracts
dutiable apparently has had little bearing on the form of imports
and it' seems unlikely that any of 'the, levels of duty to be considered
in response to Senate Resolution 341 would materially affect the
situation.
712835----d

8g

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND. DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Domestic production of vegetable tanning agents consists almost
entirely of chestnut extract. Despite predictions for many years of
the impending exhaustion of chestnut wood, from which chestnut
extract is made, output did not decline until the war created a shortage of manpower and of truck tires. Because of a blight which has
affected chestnut trees in -the United States and is not yet under
control, exhaustion of the supply of the wood may be expected in
perhaps 20 or 30 years. United States production of vegetable
tanning materials and extracts is insufficient, both in quantity and
variety, to meet domestic requirements; they supply only about onethird of! consumption. The remainder, which must be imported,
consists principally of quebracho wood and extract (70 percent of
imports), mangrove bark-ad extract (10 percent), and wattle bark
and extract (slightly more than 10 percent). Quebraclio is imported
chiefly from Argentina but also from Paraguay; ma grove, chicly
from British East Africa, but also from Malaysia, Colombia, South
Africa, and Haiti; and wattle, from South Africa and British East
Africa.
Production and prices of quebracho and wattle, which account
for the greater part of the supply of imported vegetable tanning materials and extracts, are controlled -by a few companies. Through a
point government agreement between Argentina and Paraguay, production of quebracho is restricted and exports closely supervised.
Exports and prices of wattle bark and extract are controlled, to a large
extent, by an association of producers and exporters in South Africa.
The volume of vegetable tanning materials and extracts consumed
in the United States depends almost entirely on the production of
sole and belting leather, the tend of which will probably be about
the same as that of the production of all leathers. For that reason
estimates of the volume of consumption, production, and imports
in the post-war-period are based on estimates of the volume of leather
produced in that-period (see section on leather). Because of the
concentration of control in the quebracho and wattle industries, and
the possibility of competition from synthetic tannins should prices
of natural tannins increase beyond a reasonable level, prices will
probably not fluctuate to a greater degree than the general level
of prices.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Based on the estimated production of leather in th' post-war short
term, consumption of vegetable tanning materials and extractsprobably will be substantially above the 1939 level. Domestic
production might also be substantially above this level. Inasmuch
as imports in 1939 were about 25 percent above the 1936-38 average,
imports in the immediate post-war period might amount to no more
than those in 1939.

Vegetable

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
tanning extracts are used in almost constant

proportions.

Chestnut extract is practically the only kind produced in the United
States and its production is limited. Thus, demand for imported
extracts is quite inelastic, and domestic production and imports
probably will supply in the future, as in 1.939, about one-third and
two-thirds of consumption, respectively. A 50-percent decrease or

Table: [No Caption]
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increase in rates of duty (ranging in 1939 from 7j% to 15 percent),
under either assumption of national income, would probably have little
effect on consumption, production, or imports, because the kinds
imported are not produced domestically and are essential for the production of heavy leathers.
Per capita income at 139J level.

Consumption of vegetable tanning materials and extracts might be
about 10 percent above that in 1939, amounting to about 14 million
dollars at 1939 prices. Of this total, production for the domestic
market would probably account for about 5 million dollars and imports for about 9 million (landed value). The foreign value of these
imports would amount to about 7 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

At this income level the quantity of consumption might increase
about 30 percent over that in 1939; the value at prices 10-15 percent
higher than those in 1939, might amount to about 19 million dollars.
Of this total, production for the' domestic market might amount to
approximately 6 million dollars and imports t 13 million (landed
value). The foreign value of imports would be about 10 million
dollars.
Exports

United States exports of vegetable tanning extracts have been
rather constant, amounting to about 1 4 million dollars annually.
In the post-war period they might remain approximately at this level
perhaps increasing somewhat if the general level of United States and
world .income should be substantially higher than in 1939. Exports
consist almost entirely of chestnut extract, needed to supplement
other extracts in certain important leather-producing countries, such
as the United Kingdom, Canada, the Netherlands, Australia, South
Africa, and Mexico.
EDIBLE GELATIN
-Tariff paragraph: 41.

Edible gelatin.
From 12% ad val. plus Equivalent adl valorem (1939): From
2'd per lb. to 20%
23% to 2.7%.
ad val. plus 70 per lb.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Nor:.--The duty fixed by the Tariff ;Act of 1930 on edible gelalin valued at less than 40 cents per pound
was 20 percent ad valorem plus 6 vents per pound. That, rate was reduced to 12 percent ad valorem plus
5 cnts per pound, detective April 15, 1931, under section 336 of the tariff ac;. The rate was further reduced
to 12 percent ad vaorem plus 2X cents per pound, effective February 1, 193, pursuant to the trade agreement

with the Netherlands.

GENERAL,

Data for United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:
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0.4
7.7
Value
19a
192
9, i
($1,000)-----------9,473
Value (per pound)-..............
. . .
--------.38 $0.53 8 O.:37
$0.36
Personsemployed (number)1, 300-------------
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I

Partially estimated.

Foreign value.
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POST-WAX IMPOL ANDD AEbO''C: EODUCTISON
ImpotAs of gelatin are classified
for dut purposes 6a edible and inedible. Before 1933,
9t9 e Edible classifiea~txin included onlythat which
was sold for edible purposes. Following a ruling of the Court ;of
Customs and Patent Appeals i 1933,
p ic gelatin-which
was not specifically provided for in the Act and hadbeen clsified
previously as inedible-was reclassified as edible. Since 1935, imports
of edible gelati n (including photographic) have represented at least
97 percent, both by quantity and value, of the total imports of gelatin.
Exports are relative y unimportant.
Of the gelatin which is produced and sold for edible purposes (hereafter referred to as food gelatin), nearly 60 percent is consumed in
the form of jelly pQwder0; approxnmatelyE 35 percent, in the manrufacture of ice cream, candy, and biscuits (cookies); and the small reminder in meat packing, dair products, and other miscellaneus
uses. Photographic gelatin, the price of whieh is about double that
of ordinary edible gelatin, s used in the manufacture of photographic
plats, film, and paper. The consumption of food gelatin is afected
by an -increase in population and, up to a point, by an increase inper
capita national income. At a yery high income level, consumption of
gelatin desserts may drop off in favor of more expensive bnes. The
consumption of photographic gelatin varies in response to changes in
national income, since the demand for negative and positive materials
for both amateur and commercial use tends to increase as spending
power rises.
Imports of food gelatin have come principally from Belgium, the
Netherlands, and France; and those of photogphic gelatin, almost
exclusively from Germany. Although there has been an. upward
trend in the ratio of imports to consumptio, during th-e 1O years
preceding the outbreak of the w*..r in 1939, it' is doubtful whether
imports Will play as important a part it the future as they have in
the past because the domestic industry as a whole has strengthened
itself appreciably since the outbreak of.1hb war. Some producers who
used imported ossein as a raw material have erected their
previously
own ossein plants; and producers of photgraphic gelatin have met
the' greatly expanded wartime requirements so successfully that it is
doubtful whether this typb of gelatin will again be imported in any
large quantity.
76

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is probable that consumption of both food and pho p hi
gelatin may be somewhat greater than in 1939. Im."orts are likely
to be legs and United States production greater than in 1939,
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumptlon, Productdon, And Im;orts
Per eapita Income at 1939 level.

MDty as in 1939.-Consumption might be in the neighborhood of 31
million pounds, of which perhaps 27: million pounds would be food
gelatin and 4 million pounds photo aphic, Assuming that imports
If photographic gelatin will be small, imports would consist almnot
excusively of-food gelatin and might range from 1.25-1.75 Mmillion
pounds, or 4-5 percent of consumption, and from 45-45 percent of
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Po-AR

ExportA

For over a decade before the war, United States exports of food
gelatin have ranged from 250,000 to 500,000 pounds per year, And
have represented from 1 to 2 percent of annual production. There
have been no exports of photographic gelatin. Although ex sorts of
food gelatin may increase somewhat, after the war, it is Xoubtful
whether they will greatly exceed I million pounds per year, and they
may be much less.
Employment

-Before
wage

outbreak

earners were

tthe

employed

1939,
in

rimately 1,300
of

edible gelatin

cluding photographic). in the post-war period, under the different
assumed income levels, the number of factory wage earners might be
as high as 1,600.
HIDE AND EXTRACTED BONE GLUES
Tariff paragraph: 41.
Hide and extracted bone
Commodity:
glues.

Rate

of duty:

20% ad valoreui

2%0

plus Equivy1e: 4d valorem (1939): 49%.

per lb.

NOTE.-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 was 25 percent ad valorem
rate was changed to 20 percent plus 2yS cents, effective September 18, 1932,
under section 336 of the tariff act.

2 cents per pound. The
PlusPresidential
proclamnatiqn
by

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total

Quantity (million pounds) .----4.0
Value
8 129
8,($1,000)
Unit value (per

Apparent Ratiq tPt
For
Imports conau npPtion
option
For -domestic
xlotmarket
upto

2.3
62 .6
1. a
64.1
1.4
1134
7,867
.. .-.
$0.126
$0.087 -----pound) - .$....--O.
.
$0.127 $0.18?
Persons employed (number) --------------2-- 1,50w ------

ds).

202

-

--

---------

---

-

I Foreign value.
I

Estimated.

Hide and extracted bone glues are made from the skins and bones
of animals, especially those of the bovine species. They are used
principally in the manufacture of furniture, surface-coated abrasives,
matches, printer's rollers, gummed tape, and paper products.
The family of glues includes green. bone glue, vegetable glues, fish
glue, casein glue, and synthetic resin glues, as well as hide and extracted bone glues In general, each glue has a more or less distinct
market although some uses overlap. Hide and extracted bone gluies
come into some competition with green bone glue in the manufacture
of gummed paper products; and hide glue is meeting increasing competition from synthetic resin glue in the production of high-grade
furniture and surface-coated abrasives.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
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Because of the nature of their principal uses, the consumption of
hide and extracted bone glues shows considerable response to fluetuations in the national income.
The ratio of imports to apparentbconsumption was only 2.3 percent
in 1939, an unusually low ratio. The average ratio for the period
1934-39, or 4.5 percent, may be considered more representative of the
late pre-war years.
Imports have come principally from Germany, Yugoslavia, the
United Kingdom, and Rumania.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption may be considerably greater than inl the pre-war era
because of deferred consumer demand for articles which require
animal glue in their manufacture, and which were subject to wartime
restrictions on production. Domestic production probably will be
at a high level, compared with that in 1939, in order to satisfy domestic
consumption, to replenish depleted stocks, and perhaps to provide
for increased exports.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and-Imports

Although consumption of hide and extracted bone glues is likely to
be greater in the post-war period than in 1939, the degree of increase
is likely to be restricted by increased competition from syntheticresin adhesives, particularly in the manufacture of high-grade and
high-priced furniture and suiface-coated abrasives.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption might be in the neighborhood of 70 million, pounds,
an increase of about 9 percent over the 1939 level.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports are likely to be about 4 percent of consumption, or about 3 million pounds (an increase of 100 percent
over the 1939 imports but less than the average for 1934-39)., At
1939 prices these imports would have a foreign value of about $260,000.
United States production for the domestic market might amount to.
about 67 million pounds, with a value, at 1939 prices, of about 8.4
million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With the duty reduced to about 25
percent ad vilorem, imports might-increase to about 14 percent of
consumption, or to about 10 mi lion pounds. At 1939 prices, these
imports would have a foreign value of $870,000. United States
production for the domestic market might amount to about 60
million pounds with a value, at 1939 prices, of about 7.6 million

dollars.
Duty increa8ed, by 60 percent.-A duty of about 75 percent ad
valorem might reduce imports to about 1 percent of consumption,
or to about 700,000 pounds (about half of imports in 1939). At 1 939
prices thee imports would.-have a foreign value of $61,000. United
States production for the domestic market might be about 69 millionpounds with a value, at 1939 prices, of 8.7 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 193..

Consumption might be in the neighborhood of 85 million pounds,

or between 30 and 35 percent greater than it was in 1939. It is
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as

they

at the 1939 level.

3.5 million
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might o'
foreign value of $350,000,
at" 10 cents per pound. United States. production
the
market might be about.81.5 million pounds, valued at 11.8 million
dollars, at 14.5 cents per pound.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-.Imports might be about million
pounds, or about 14 percent of consumption, with a-foreign value
of 1.2 million dollars, at 10 cents per pound. United States production for the domestic market might be about 73; million pounds, valued
at 10.6 million dollars, at 14.5 cents per pound.
Duty itwreased
50 pereent.-Imports might be about 900,000
'or
percent
with, foreign value 'of
about $90,000, at 10 cents perconsumption,
pound. United States production
for' the domestic market might
about 84 million pounds, with a
value of 12.2 million dollars, at 14.5 ets per,pound.
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Exports

For several years before 1939, United States exports of hide glte
and extracted bone glue have averaged less than million pounds
per year, and haveseldom exbceded 2 p`4cent 6fproduction. For 2
or years after the war, it is probable that.Europeanglue producers

a;

willexperience a criticalshortage-of 'awv.
countries will exportles glue' than they did
of these conditions, United States exportsof
borhood of 2 million pounds per year for some 2

materials,

post-war long-term

anid
be

European

Because
the neigh-

the

or 3 years.
period,however,'United States exports 'are not

likely to exceed about

million pounds

annually.

Employment

Employment in1939wasabout1,500.
atthe higherasum edincomelevel, the

pbost-war conditions
number ofpersonsemployed
Under

might be in. the neighborhood of1,900.

AGAR-AGAR

Tariff paragraph: 41.
Commodity:
Arar-asair.
e of dtsy:
25% ad' valoren.

Rat

EquivaleM ad valorem (1939): 25%.
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Datafor United States production, imports, and consumption
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Agar-'

, knon al

as Beogal ii glasJapanese gelatin or

vegetable isinglase, is the commercial name for the dried,bleaied,
gelatinous extract of several species of Gelidium, a seaweed. As it is
used prinicipally in 'phirmaicutickd preparations and as a, eilture
in bacteriologieal work; it can be assumed .'that changes bi
medium
consumition aie more closely
related to population growth than to
national income.
Although for 20S years before the 'wr imports and apparent consumption have fluctuatedwidely and probably will continue to do so,
they appear to have increased at the rate of approximately 8,000
pounds per'year with little regard to the pAevailing national Income.
It should be noted that 1939 was not a representative year because

both imports and' apparent consumption were lower than average.
During 'the period 1937-39 annual 4'1erage imports were about. 600,000
pounds, and average annual consumption was about 610,000pounds.
Before the war, imports of agar-agar (almost exclusively from
Japan) represented at least 94 percent of domestic consumption, the
remainder being supplied by one domestic producer. Sinc the
outbreak of the war, and after imports from Japan ceased in 1942,
production wag undertaken by three or four other concerns in order
to supply essential domestic requifrmentse
The principal factor affecting domestic consumption of agar-agar
in both the post-war short and long terms will be whether imports
from Japan are resumed. If imports of agar-agar from Japan should
for any reason not be resumed,, domestic production might 1ex.
pected to remain above the prewar level but consumption' would
probably be greatly reduced by high prices and substitution of other
products in uses other' thin as a culture 'medium in bacteriological
work, for which use there is no-satisfactory substitute.
The statemernrs, made below regarding probable consumption
assume that imports from Japan will be resumed in about their
pre-war competitive position. 'If this should occur, there seems
little likelihood that agar-agar will be: produced either in this country
or in other countries in large quantities in competition with Japanese
production. Domestic concerns which undertook its production
during the war would, under these conditions, probably cease
producing it.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Assuming imports from Japan will be resumed, average consumption
for 2 or 3 years following the conclusion of hostilities both in Europe
and in the Far East probably will be in the neighborhood of 700,000
pounds Per year. Approximately 95 percent of consumption may be
importecd.

POST-WAR LONG TERM

Changes in the national income, or a decrease or increase in the
rate of duty by 50 percent are not likely in the light of past relationships, to have any significant effect on the volume of consumption.' In
the post-war long tenn, the average annual consumption-of agar-agar
might increase over,,t e average of the period, 1937-39 by.slightly
more than the lO percent increase of the population and would amount
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to about 725,000 pounds. The price may be expected to move with
the general level of prices.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Regardless of the national income, imports may
be expected to supply, as before the war, about 95 percent, of consumption. In an average. year, therefore, they might amount to
about 690,000 pounds, with a foreign value of, around $524,000, at
1939 prices, although, for any particular year, they might be appreciably greater or smaller. United States production might be
about 35,000 pounds valued at $48,000 at 1939 prices.
Duty decreased by 60 percent.-Imports might supply the entire
domestic consumption, and might average around 725,000 pounds
per year, with a foreign value of about $550,000 at 1939 prices.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-In this case, some of the domestic
concerns that undertook production during tho present war might
continue or resume production. Even if this should happen, imports
might still be expected to supply about 85 percent of consumption
because of the established consumer preferences for the imported
product. In that case, imports might average about 615,000 pounds
annually, with a foreign value of approximately $467,000, at 1939
prices. United States production might be about 110,000 pounds
valued at about $152,000, at 1939 prices.
GLYCERIN
Tariff
paragraph

42

Commodity
Glycerin:
Cruder-

-

Refined.

Equivalent

ad valorem
(1939)

Rate of duty
per lb. (Moe per lb. from
yiofCuba;
free from Philippine Islands).
1.as per lb. (11)jb6 per lb. from
Cuba; free from Philippine Islands).

10%
17%

NonT-.The rates fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 were I cent per pound on crude, and 2 cents per pound
on refined. The duty on cubancrude, Mo cent under the preferential arrangement, was reduced to fl cent
ceTeetive September 3,1934, pursuant to the Cuban trade agreement. The general rate on crude was reduced
to P1o cent, effective November 15, 1941 pursuant to the agreement with Argentina. The duty on refined
was reduced to 13i cents, effective February 1, 1930, pursuant to the Netherlands agreement, and was
further reduced to 17,4 cents, effective November 15, 1941, pursuant to the agreement with Argentina,

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and
1939 are given below:

consumption for

Production
Item
Item

>

Quantity (1.000 pounds) I...
Value
($1,000)-

Unit value (per pound) ---------------.

Persons employed ------------------I

Production from domestic crude.

STotal I
138,030

8 13,803

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Apparent

Imports consumnp` imptort
For
to con.
tion
sumption
Exports domestic
~~~~~~~~~~~~market

$0. 10
(I)...
.

7,140

959
$0. 13

.

130,890
12,844

$0.10

-..

.

perccnS

9, 1c9 139,9997
7
....758...
$0.08 .
......

-

.-..-v

I Converted to 100 percent basis at rate of 80 percent for crude and 903i percent for refined.
* Estimated.
1Foreign value.
I Probably less than 500.
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Glycerin has many uses, being employed in drugs and pharmaceuticals, f6od, paper, cosmetics, adhesives, textiles, and inks. The most
important uses are in industrial explosives (dynamite), synthetic
resins and ester gums (used largely, in surface coatings) cellophane,
and tobacco. Its use as an antifreeze, formerly important, is now
largely lost, and in/a number of its uses glycerin competes with substitute materials. in most of its uses, however, glycerin is preferred,
and in many, no really satisfactory substitute is available.
Glycerin is ordinarily a byproduct in the manufacture of soap or
fatty acids, and the output of these-commodities is the principal
factor governing the production of glycerin. Two other factors, however, also affect the output of glycerin. Certain fats and oils, coconut
oil, and other laurie-acid oils in particular, have a higher glycerin
content than others, and therefore the type of oil or fat usea in the
manufacture of soap and fatty acids affects the resulting amount of
glycerin. Moreover, the amount of glycerin which is recovered is
influenced to some extent by the price of glycerin: when the price is
low, some small producers do niot bother to recover it, and others
recover a smaller percentage than they do when the price is high.During the present war glycerin has been made from molasses or
sugar, and it can :be made from petroleum also. These processes,
however, would probably not be profitable unilessthe price of glycerin
were higher than that which usually prevails in times of peace.
In the pre-war period, United States production of glycerin increased
faster than the output of soap and fatty acids did. This circumstance
was due primarily to an increased recovery of glycerin, which in turn
was due largely to high glycerin prices. Production of glycerin reached
a record height in 1941 and then fell because of the declining use of
high glycerin-yielding oils and because of restrictions on the quantity
of fats and oils allocated to soap and fatty acids.
In 1939 United States imports of glycerin represented only 7 percent
of consumption and came chiefly from Argentina, Cuba, the Philippine Islands, and-the Soviet Union. Net imports (imports less exports)
have in most years been small, although somewhat larger than those
of 1939, and exports in 1939 were somewhat larger than usual., Both
consumption and productiQn are influenced to a considerable extent
by changes in business conditions and the national income. General
industrial activity and the consumption of products such as dynamite
and surface coatings, whose manufacture requires glycerin,% directly
affect the demand for and consumption of glycerin aIId thus affect the'
amount produced.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

After the war, both production and, consumption of glycerin are
likely to increase possibly almost to the
record height reached in 1941.
Production of soap and fatty acids will probably be from 15 to 20
percent higher than in 1939 and production and consumption of
glycerin will probably increase to about the samedegree, wit a large
demand for glycerin in dynamite, synthetic resins and ester vums,
tobacco, and other product tending toward increased glycerin recovery. Imports may be slightly lower than in 1939 because of the
time required by foreign countries to resume normal trade.
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*POSTWAR LONG TERM
'Consumption, Production, And Imports

As the duty on glycerin is relatively low, an increase or decrease
of 50- percent in the 1939 rates would probably have relatively little
effect on the consumption or price of glycerin or on the volume of

imports.

Per capita Income at .39 level.

Consumption of glycerin may be at least 10 percent higher than in
1939, or about 155 million pounds.
Duty as its 19,59.-Imports would probably rise above the level of
1989 about as much as consumption weuld,or to 10)-l million pounds,
suppling about 7 percent of consumption. .At 1939 unit values such
imports would have a foreign value of $800,000-$900,00(. United
States production for the domestic market might be about 144-145
million pounds valued at about 14.4-14.5 million dollars. (at 1939
Dut# reduced mi 60 percent.-Any increase in tMe volume of imports
"use(1 bv the reduction in duty would be small, probably not more
than 1-2 million. pounds. Thus imports would probably be 11-13
million pounds, supplying about 8$ percent of consumption, with a
foreign value of $I00,000-$1,00,000, at 1939 prices, United Staten
production for the domestic market might be 142-144 million pounds
valued at 14,2-14.4 million dollars (at 1939 prices).
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Any- decrease in- the volume of imports owifig to the increase il duty would be.small, probably not
more than; 1-2 million pounds. Thus imports would probably be
8-10 million pounds, supplying about' percent of consumption, with
a foreign value of from $650,000-$800,000, at 1939 prices. United
States production for the domestic market might be 145-147 million
pounds, valued at 14.5-14.7 million dollars (at 1939 prices).
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1MO9.

WA minimum of 35 perConsumption of glycerin might increaseto
cent over that in 1939 under a 75-percent increase in per capita-income. Supplies would come principally from increased- production
of soap and fatty acids. Consumption might then amount to about
190 million pounds. Imports would supply about the same i roportion of domestic consumption as they would under the lower level of

national income.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might increase in the same ratio as consumption under the impetus of a larger United States demand and of
higher prices. Imports might then be 11-13 million pounds, with a
foreign value of $1,000,000-$1,150,000, at a unit value of 9 cents per
pound. United States production for the domestic market might be
about 177-179 million pounds, with a value of 19.4-19.7 million
dollars, at 11 cents per poundM.
Thuty reduced by 50 percent. - mports might be 12-15 milon pounds,
with a foreign value of $1,40l 000-4$1350,000, at a unit value of 9
cents per pound. United States production for the domestic market
might be 175-178 million pounds, with a value of 19.319.6 million
dollars, at 11 cents-per pound.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might be 9-12 million pounds,
with a foreign value of $800,000-$1,100,000, at a unit value of 9
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cents per pounds United Sttnes produetion for the domestic market
might be 178-181 inillion pounds, with a value of 19.6-19.9 million
dollars, at 11 cents per pund.

I~ pestI
Exports of glycerini frm ,th United States have, g~neraly been

e
small. Tbheyincreased 'naterially aft 938 probably beau
foreigncountiess were -building up 8tock6 in anticipation of the outbreak of wair. They are likely to deli-n;ih the-futxbif6'to ailevel lower
than that of 1939 because of increased demand in the United StateB.
Exports might be from'2-4mllion pounds'ahually, valued at about

$2O,0004$500:0..
.'Employment

;

Glycerin is produced as a byproduct of the soap and fatty-acid
industries, and, except in' several of the larger plants, workers spend
only a part-of their, time on glycerin. The total number: of men employed in producing glycerin is relatively small, compared with those
employed in the production of the main products, and ise~tlirnted at
400-500 persons.
CAMPHOR
Rate of duty
Cam horr
---------.--. 10 peelb.
5 per lb.
Refined and synthetic .-

Tariff
paragraph
51

Equivalent ad
valorem (1988)
3.65

Commodity

/GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Produilon

Total

,

jpaetRatio
Apoeu mportsof
oonsumpImports
For
F
Ptloo
For
tioD gumption
export dometic
market

-0
2 50
5, 003
--)Pol~)-----200
2,500
-.
875
............
-875
'S
-.------- .... ..........
Unit
value
(.er
.on.d-.35
$0.35-.
Peraona
employed
numbere) .$0.35
-

50-40.............---

..

....................

I Estimated.

FForeign

value.

Camphor is a crystalline solid, which is available commercialy- both
as a natural product 'from the camphor, ttee ad a a- synthetic product
from turpentine. Natural camphor is optically active. : whereas syn.
thetic camphor is optically inactive; otherwise the properties of these
two forins of -eaniphor are about the'same. Natural camphor is produced in two grades, crude and refined. Competitive gdes of synthetic camphor, technical and U. S. P. medicinall),. are manufactured
by producers of the synthetic product.,
'A substance is optically active it, whm, polarised light bi peaed through it, th. plane of the polished
light is rotated.

'CA
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The apparent consumption of camphor in the United States hag
averaged about 6 million pounds annually over a long period, though
varying considerably from year to year. Refined natural and U. S. 'P.
synthetic camphor account for about 20 to 25 percent of the total
camphor consumption. More than half of the domestic consumption
of camphor is used in the production of nitro cellulose (pyroxylin)
plastics. Crude natural or technical synthetic camphor is employed
for this purpose. The rest of the domestic consumption of camphor
is used in the manufacture of insecticides, pharmaceuticals, and explosives.
United States production of synthetic camphor, which was begun
in 1933, supplied about one-half of domestic requirements in 1939.
Subsequent to United States entry into the war, domestic productive
capacity has been enlarged to supply all domestic, requirements.
Imports of natural camphor, both-crude and refined, have been almost
entirely from Japan (Formosa), where the trade is under the control
of a Japanese Government monopoly. Formerly imports of synthetic
camphor came principally from Germany, where it was produced
from American turpentine. Since 1941 imports of all types of camphor have not exceeded 35,000 pounds in any year.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

AUnited States consumption of camphor will be likely to increase
considerably over that in 1939 because of a probable slight increase
in the production of nitrocellulose plastics and a much larger consumption of camphor in medicinals and insecticides. The quantity of
natural camphor imported will probably be small, as the Japanese
industry will most likely be disrupted by the war. Imports of synthetic camphor are expected to he negligible, as Germany was the
principal foreign producer. Domestic production, expanded during
the war, can more than supply all United States peacetime requirements. Exports will probably be made in moderate quantities to
supply former markets of Japanese and German camphor.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

United States consumption of camphor is determined largely by
the production of nitrocellulose (pyroxylin) plastics, which, in recent
years, has not increased as the production of other plastic materials
hK.
Production of pyroxylin plastics mai-y be expected to remain
about the same as in 1939 at the 1939 level of income, but might increase about 10 percent at the higher income level. Consumption
of camphor in the manufacture of insecticides, medicinals, and explosives, on the other hand, will be likely to inerease substantially as
national income increases. Estimates for post-war consumption are
based on the actual average pre-war consumption of 6 million pounds
rather than on the calculated apparent consumption of 1939. Because
the pyroxylin manufacturers maintained sizable stocks, the actual
average figure is more significant. The following estimates are based
on the assumption that, as before the war, natural camphor will be
available from Formosa and Japan, and that Germany and other
European countries will produce synthetic camphor for export.
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Per capita income at 1959 level.

Consumption of camphor will probably be about 6'S million pounds.
Because of the greatly increased domestic capacity for the production
of synthetic camphor from turpentine, which is available in large
quantities, there will probably be no imports of the synthetic product.
Duty as in 1939. Imports of crude natural camphor might e about
1% million pounds and imports of refined natural camphor approximately 500,000 pounds, or a total of about 27 percent of domestic
consumption. The foreign value of these imports at 1939 prices would
be $350,000 and- $200,000, respectively. Domestic production would
'be about 4% million pounds, withya value of 1.66 million dollars, at
1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports of crude natural camphor
would change very slightly at a duty reduction of one half cent a
pound. They might amount to 1.3 inillion pounds, with a foreign
value of $363,000, at 1939 prices. Refinied natural camphor imports
at a duty reduction of 2% cents per pound might amount to about
750,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $300,000, at 1939 prices,
Total camphor imports would be approximately 32 percent of consumption. The domestic output might be slightly less than 414 million
pounds, valued at 1.57 million dollars, assuming 1939 prices.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports of natural crude camphor
would probably be about 1.2 million pounds, with a foreign value of
$335,000, at 1939 prices. Imports of refined natural would probably*
be only about 250,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $100,000, at
1939 prices. Imports of both crude and refined natural camphor
would be about 22 percent of consumption. The domestic production
might be slightly more than 5 million pounds, valued at about 1.75
million dollars, assuming 1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Domestic consumption of camphor might be about 7% million
pounds at this higher level of income. Prices of the various camphors
would probably increase about 10 percent above those in 1939. The
ratio of imports to consumption under the several duty assumptions
will be' approximately the same as at the lower level of income.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports of crude natural camphor will probably
be about 1.4 million pounds, with a foreign value Of $430,000 at 31
cents per pound and those of refined natural camphor, approximately
700,000 pounds, or, about-27 percent of consumption, with a foreign
value of about $310,000, at 44 cents per pound. The domestic output
would amount to approximately 5.6 million pounds, with a value of
about 2.2 million dollars, at 39 Cents per pound.
Duty reduced by 60'percent.-Imports of crude natural camphor
would probably amount to 1.5 million pounds, with a foreign value
of $465,000 , it 31 cents per pound. 'Imports of refined woM probably be 950,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $420,000, at 44 cents
per pound. Total crude and refined natural camphor imports would
be about 32 percent of consumption. Domestic production would be
about 5.3 million pounds, with a value of about 2.1 million dollars;
at 39 cents per poti4.Duty inreased by 60 percent.-Imports of crude camphor might be
about 1.3 million pounds, with a foreign value of $405,000, at 31 cents
per pound and imports of refined camphor, about 400,000 pounds,
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with a foreign value of about $175,000, at 44 cents per pound, or a
total of about 22 percent of consumption. Domestic production might
be about 6 million pounds, with a value of about 2.35 million dollars,
at 39 cents per pound.

Exports
Exports of domestic synthetic camphor were negligible in pre-war
years. During the immediate post-war period exports may be made
in moderate quantities. However, during the post-war long term
exports will probably again be very small.
Employment

The number of persons employed in the domestic production of
synthetic camphor, estimated to be 50-60 in 1939, might increase to
140-150 if the maximum estimated production were realized in the
post-war period.

MENTHOL

Tariff paragraph: 61.
Menthol (natural and
Commodity:
synthetic) .
Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 23%.
Rate of duty:
6yt
per lb.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below.
Production
Ap

Itemr.

Totnil I

|

r

Ratio of

Imports Apparent to OOFI.
tion
eprdomestic
gumption

For

527
120 .. ..
77
1.,47
Quantity (1,000 pounds) ........10..
: .........
84
Value ($1,000) ....00
30.......... )
$2. 0
$2.18 . ........
Unit value (per pound).$------------------2.
100.-Persons employed (number) ..........

------

-

-----

-----

EstImated.
Foreign value.
'L m than 100,

Menthol, both natural anf( synthetic is used principally in pharmaccuticals and me(licines, tobaccos, dentall preparations, liqueurs,
and confectionexry. Quite recently syntlhetic menthol has been recogiiized by the U. S. Pharrnacopoeia, and the two types may now be
considere(l almost wholly interchangeable. Natural menthol occurs
as colorless crystals or fused masses. It is usually produced from
essential oils that are (listilled from the Japanese peppermint plant.
The United States has produced only minor quantities of natural
menthol, Synthetic menthol is made principally from imported
citronella oil or from cresol a coal-tar product. Synth tic menthol
pro(luction in the United states has increased over the 1939 level
and, owing to recent newly developed processes and lowered production
costs, production will probably continue to increase in the future,
Before 1940, Japan was the world's principal source of natural
menthol and the principal source for United States supplies. In
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1940 China was the most important source of United Staes imprtd;
in recent years Brazil replaced China. In 1939 the United States

imported synthetic menthol chiefly from France and Germany
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the first few Years following the war, United States consumption
of menthol will probably
increase over the level in 1939. United
States production of synthetics will probably increase to more than
50 percent of consumption, as Japan will probably not be in a position
to export.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

An increase in the consumption of menthol over that in 1939 will
probably result from an increase in population, and possibly, increased
consumption of manufactured articles containing menthol. The
following estimates are based on the assumption that Japan will
resume its pre-war position ird world markets.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

United; States consumption of menthol will probably be about 10
percent higher than it was in 1939, or about 580,000 pounds, probably
depending somewhat on the assumed rate of duty.
Duty as in 19.39.-Under the present rate of duty of 50 cents per
pound, United States imports might be 60 percent of the menthol
consumed. This would amount to about 350,000 pounds annually
with a foreign value of about $760,000, at 1939 prices. United
States production would amount to approximately 40 percent or
230,000 pounds annually, with a value of about $575,000, at 1939
prices.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-If the duty on menthol were reduced to
25 cents per pound, imports might constitute about 80 percent of the
menthol consumed in the United States. Imports of menthol might
amount to about 460,000 pounds annually, with a foreign value of
about 1 million dollars, at 1939 prices. United States production
might be about 20 percent, or 120,000 pounds annually, valued at
about $300,000, assuming 1939 prices.
Duty iAlvreased by 60 percent.-With the duty on menthol at 75
cents per pound, imports into the United States might average about
30 percent, or 170,000 pounds annually, with a foreign value, at
1939 pri.'iicsa, of about $370.000. Domestic production might be
about 70 porcent of the United States requirements, or about 410,000
pounds annually, which, at 1939 prices, would be valued at 1 million

dollars.

Per capita Income 76 percent higher thanlin 1939.

The consumption of menthol might increase a third over that in
the 1939 level, or'around 700,000 pounds annually, possibly depending
somewhat on the assumed rate of duty.
Duty as int 1939.-With a duty of 50 cents per pound, United Staites
imports of menthol might amount to about 420,000 pounds annually,
or about 60 percent of the total consumption, with a foreign value,
at $2.50 a pound, of about 1 million dollars. Domestic production
of synthetic menthol might be about 40 percent of consumption, or
71285--7
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280,000 pounds annually, and, at $2.75 a pound, might have a value
of about $770,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-If the duty on menthol were reduced
to 25 cents per pound, imports might be expected to supply about
80 percent of the domestic supply, or about 560,000 pounds annually,
with a foreign value of 1.4 million dollars at $2.50 a pound. Domestic
production might be about 20 percent of consumption, or 140,000
pounds aniiually, which, at $2.75 a pound, would have a value of
-$385,000.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-If the duty on menthol were ian
creased to 75 cenes a pound, imports might be about, 30 percent of
consumption, or 210,000 pounds annually, which, at $2.50 a pound,
would have a foreign value of about $525,000. Domestic production
may possibly account for about 70 percent of the menthol consumed
in the United States. It would amount to about 490,000 pounds
annually, which, at $2.75 a pound, would have a value of about 1.3
million dollars.
Exports

Exports of menthol have been small and, except for possible increased exports immediately following the war, will probably remain
small.
Employment

The total number of factory employees for synthetic menthol
production in the UInited States is probably less than 100. With
the highest assumed income, employment will bsill probably be less
than 100.
ESSENTIAL OILS
Tariff paragraphs: 68 and 1731.
E'ssential oils.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Free-25 percent. Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 0% to 25%.
NOTV.-All dutiable essential oils except eucalyptus oil were dutiable under the Tariff Act of 1930 at the
rate of 26 percent ad valorem. Pursuant to various trade agreements the tariff on most of the oils subject
to the 26-percent rate was reduced to 12S4 percent,
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 and 1937 are given below:
Production
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Percent
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uantity 1,000 pounds) Value
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N
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I1 1, 36
Unit value (per pound) .
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................
.
Persons employed (number)
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- -.
- - -Quantity (1,000 pounds) -'------------- 5,139 1,884 ' 3,266
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3,000
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(per pound).j $1.00 $1.14 |$U.92
$0. 74 ..........
.

...........

.......

......
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..........

I
*

Estimated.

Foreign value.
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Essential oils are volatile aromatic oils obtained from the roots,
leaves, flowers, fruit, or wood of plants and used S perfume and
flavoring materials and in medicinal preparations. Essential oils consumed in the United States include anise, bergamot, camphor, cassia,
citronella, eucalyptus, geranium, lavender, lemon, lemon grass, lignaloe, lime orange, neroli, pettigrain, peppermint, spearmint, rose, and
many others. Since each of the essential oils is valued for its particular flavor or perfume, they compete with each other only in a very
general sense.
Most of the essential oils are produced outside the United States.
About three-fourths of domestic production is accounted for by
orange, lemon, and peppermint. oils, distilled from domestic materials; much of the remainder by oils of sandalwood, clove, and patchouli, distilled from imported materials. The value of production reported for 1939 is unusually high, therefore, statistics are given also
for 1937, a more representative year.
Imports usually supply up to three-fourths of consumption of
essential oils as a group. Most of the individual oils imported have
no domestic competition; the most notable exceptions are peppermint, orange, and lemon oils. Each imported oil has its own channels of trade; imports of thie group come from every section of the
globe. About three-fourths of the oils are imported free of duty.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports of essential oils may temporarily decrease from those
countries where there has been fighting because of'damage to the stills
and changes in crops. On the other hand imports of certain oils may
increase from countries which have accumulated stocks they were
unable to ship during the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

In the past, consumption of essential oils has increased with incrased national income.
As dutiable essential oils are only a small percentage of total
essential oil imports a change in duty would not liave a great effect
on total imports. A reduction in duty by 50 percent might reduce
domestic production of peppermint oil by 50 percent and increase
imports accordingly. Production of oils of orange or lemon might
be reduced somewhat but to a lesser extent, as they are produced,
along with other byproducts, from cull and surplus fruits.
Per capita income at 1939 level

Consumption might be about 12 million pounds of essential oils,
depending somewhat on the assumed rate of duty.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports might supply about two-thirds of consumption, or 8 million pounds, with a foreign value of 5.9 million
dollars, at 1939 prices. United States production for the domestic
market might be about 4 million pounds of oils, valued at about 4.4
million dollars; exports might be about 2 million pounds, valued at
2.7 million dollars. Both estimates assume 1939 prices.
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mLy reduced by 50 pecme.-If the duty were derweed 8.5 million
pounds of essential oils, with a 'foreign value of 6.3 million dollwo,

at 1939 prices, might be imported. United States production for the
domestic market might be about 3.5 million pounds, with a value of
3.8 million dollars, at 1939 price.
TDuy incrased by 50 percent.-If the duty were increased, imports
of essential oils might be 7.5 million unds, with a foreign value of
5.6 million dollars, at 1939 prices. ited States production for the
domestic market might be about 4.5 million pounds, with a value of
4.9 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Per capita Inwome 75 percent higher than In 199

Consumption might be about 15 million pounds of essential oils,
-depending somewhat on the assumed rate of duty.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might supply about two-thirds of bonsumption, or 10 million pounds, with a foreign value of 8.5 million
dollars, at 86 cents per pound. United States production for the
domestic market might be about 5 million pounds, valued at 6 million dollars, at $1.20 per pound, and exports about 3 million pounds,
valued at about 4.5 million dollars, at $1.50 a pound.
Duty reduced by 60 perent.-If the duty were decreased, 11 million
pounds of essential oils with a foreign value of 9.4 million dollars,
at 85 cents per pound, might be imported. United States produce
tion for the domestic market might be about 4 million pounds, having
a value of about 4.8 inillion dollars, at $1.20 per pound.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-If the duty were increased, imports
of essential oils might be 9 million pounds, with a foreign value of
7.7 million dollars, at 85 cents per pound. United States production
for the domestic market might be about 6 million pounds, having a
value of about 7.2 million dollars, at $1.20 per pound.
Exports

United States exports of essential oils include peppermint, lemon,
orange, and others. They will probably total 2-3 million pounds,
valued at 2.5-4.5 million dollars, depending on the per capita income
of the rest of the world.
Employment

Between 300 and 400 persons may be employed in the distilling
and refining of essential oils. Many others are employed part time
in the growing of the essential oil plants.
CRUDE OPIUM
Tariff paragraph: 59.
Crude opium containCommodity:
ing 8.5 percent and
over of anhydrous
morphine.
$3 per lb. (plus 16f per Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 77%.
Rate of duty:
lb. internal revenue
tax).

NoTE.-The rate of$3 per pond, fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930, was reduced to $18 per pound of anhydrous
then $1.80 nor more than $3 per pound of opium, effective June :*, 1944,
morphine content, but not
pursuant to the trade agreement with Iran.

Table: [No Caption]
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Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939.
are given below:
181
(1,000 pounds) CQwwtfty
Vaue ($1,000))-'1708
Unit value
(per pound)-- $3. 92

'Foreig value.

Imports were considerably higher in 1939 than the average during
1936-40, which was slightly less than 167,000 pounds, with an average
foreign value of $3.91 per pound.
The im portation manufacture, and use of opium and its derivatives
are strictly controlled by the United States Government; they are
therefore not determined by market demand in the usual manner.
The Government attempts to limit the use of opium to indispensable
medical needs. Importation of manufactured derivatives of opium
is prohibited by statute.
Crude or raw opium.is not produced commercially in the United
States and consumption is supplied b min ports. Imports of crude
opiu m contain about 14 percent morphine, the mostimportant opium
alkaloid. O1piunm is used for medicinal purposes, and no substitutes
equal the effectiveness of opium-derive m edicinals in some of their
uses. In other therapeutic uses, however, there c.re reasonably
satisfactory substitutes for certain opium derivatives.
Turkey has been the principal source of United States imports;
sale of opium from Turkey and Yugoslavia has been under monopoly
control since 1934.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Because of increased medical requirements resulting from the war,
consumption during the first few years following the war will probably
be above the 1939 level by about 10 percent.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumption and imports of crude opium are determined by medical
needs, and neither the rate of duty nor the level of national income
have any material effect upon its use. The increase in population
would tend to bring about a moderate increase over consumption in
1939 but the extra requirements. of wartime and of the immediate
post-war period may gradually decline. It may therefore be expected
that consumption will be about 10-20 percent in the post-war long
term more than in 1939, or 200,000-220,000 pounds, with a foreign
value of 0.8-1.1 million dollars, on the basis of a foreign unit value
of $44$5 per pound.

Table: [No Caption]
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PERFUME MATERIALS
Tariff paragraph: 60.

Commodity:

Rate of duty:

Natural or synthetic
aromatic chemicals;
all mixtures containing essential or distilled oils or natural
or synthetic aromatic
chemicals.
22q% to 45%; 4O lb. Equivalent ad valorem k19.S9): 22%%
to 45% (39% weighted average).
plus 30%.

Nor.--Under the Tariff Act of 1930 perfume material mixtures or combinations were dutiable at U*
rate of 40 ents per pound plus 60 Ileroert ad valoremni the unmixed materials were dutiable at 4 proent
ad valorem. Thead valorem portion of the rate on the mixtures was reduced to 30 peroent, effective June 15
1936, pursuant to the trade agreement with France; of the unmixed clasa, the rate was reduced on geraniol
and hydroxycitrotnellal to 30 percent and 2234 percent, respectively, pursuant to the trade agreement with
Switzerland, effective February 16, 1936.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939, are given below:
Production
Fr

Item

Total

I

For export

Fordore.

Imports I

(ic market

306
2,000
Quantity (1,000 pounds)
(1)
2,000
4 1,040
1, 420
Value ($1,000) ....................
(5)
1, 420
Unit value (per pound). .71
$0.
71
$3.
41
(J)
e l ed......
Persons employ
...100.......
(numirl
.......

..............

........ ........

.

...

.........................

......

..........

I Estimated.

Ratlo 'f Imports to consumption not given for reasons stated in the text.
Negligible.
4 FPreign value.
I

I

Perfume materials imported under paragraph 60 which are considered here include: (1) unmixed natural or s ntihetic odoriferous
or aromatic chemicals, other than those of coaItar origin; and (2)
mixtures or combinations containing essential or distilled oils or
natural or synthetic odoriferous or aromatic chemicals, provided they
do not contain more than 10 percent of alcohol and are not marketable
as perfumery, cosmetics, or toilet preparations.
The perfumery chemicals include such items as linalyl acetate
geraniol, hydroxycitronellal, ionone, rhodinol, safrol, terpineol, and
others. Imports were principally from France, Germany, and Swit.
zerland and amounted to $295,000 in value in 1939.
The perfume mixtures are usually semifinished perfumes, which
require only the addition of alcohol and to be packaged to produce
the final product. Perfume mixtures were imported chiefly from
France and chiefly 'by United States branches of foreign perfumery
companies. These imports amounted to $754,000 in 1939. Overseas
shipment as perfume mixtures, rather than as bottled perfumes,
reduces duty payments (both because the rate is lower and because
it is applied to a lower foreign value) and reduces transportation
expenses. As a consequence most "imported perfumes" on our
market are imported in this form, diluted to commercial strength and
packaged (often in imported bottles and packages) in the United
States.
The United States produces substantial amounts of non-coal-tar
odoriferous or aromatic chemicals. These domestic perfume chemi-

POST-WAR IMPORTh AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

on

Wels are in part the same as those imported and in part items which
are not imported. The United States has an established perfume
industry which compounds perfume mixtures to be used in produce
its finished products; these mixtures in the United States are not
ordinarily, however, an article of commerce.
Under these conditions, with both imports and production statistics
including perfume chemicals, but with imports also including perfume
mixtures, the usual calculations of apparent consumption and of
ratio of imports to consumption have little meaning. The much
higher unit value of imports than that of production is largely due
to this difference in the type of materials included.
During the present war, production of perfumery chemicals increased considerably. Imports of perfumery chemicals declined to
about 40 percent and imports of perfume mixtures to about 60 percent
of their values during 1939.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

United States consumption of non-coal-tar chemicals used in perfumery will probably increase considerably after the war because of
increased production of finished perfumes and toilet preparations.
Imports of the unmixed aromatic chemicals will likely decline because
of increased domestic production of these products, but imports of
the mixtures, which have been curtailed during the war years, will
probably increase.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Consumption of all the perfume materials covered by this report is
(lependent on the demand for perfumes and toilet preparations and
like that demand will be affected by changes in the national income.
United States consumption of perfume chemicals, both domestic and
imported, is chiefly for the manufacture of domestic perfumes, which
ini general sell in the lower and medium priced ranges. The consumption of imported perfume mixtures on the other hand, is for the prod(uction of so-called imported perfumes, which generally sell in the
higher priced range.
The imports of perfume mixtures and of about half of the imports of
perfume chemicals would not be greatly affected by a 50 percent increase or decrease in the duty, since they do not directly compete with
domestic products. The remaining imports, however, are identical
with and therefore are directly competitive with domestic products.
The values calculated for a national income at the 1939 level assume
the same prices as in 1939 and those calculated for a national income
75 percent greater than in 1939 assume an increase of 10 percent in
pi-ices.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Dquty as in 1939.-Imports of perfume mixtures are likely to have a
foreign value of about, $850,000 and imports of chemicals used in periamery a foreign value of about $1.50,000, a total 'of about 1 million
dollars. United States production is likely to maintain some of its
wartime gains and to have a value of about 1.8 million dollars at 1939
prices.
Diuty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports of perfume mixtures with a
foreign value of about $850,000 plus imports of perfumery chemicals

Table: PERFUMERY AND TOILET PREPARATIONS
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with a foreign value of about $250,000, t this reduced duty are likely
to total 1.1 million dollars. Unitea States production might amount
to about 1.7 million dollars at 1939 prime
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports of perfume mixtures are
likely to have a foreign value of about $800,000 plus imports of perfumery chemicals with a foreign value of about $100,000, a total
about $900,000. United States production might be about 1.9 million
dollars at 1939 price.

t0

Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Duty aa in 1989.-Imports of perfume mixtures seem likely to 'have
a foreign value of approximately 1.5 million dollars at a price level
about 10 percent higher than that of 1939. Imports of perfumer
chemicals might have a foreign value of $300,000 at such a price level;
imports would therefore amount to about 1.8 million dollars (foreign
value). United States production might have a value of about 2.8

million dollars.-'
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports of perfume mixtures are likely
to have a foreign value of about 1.5 million dollars and imports of perfumery chemicals a value of about $600,000, which would total about
2.1 million dollars at a price level about 10 percent above that of 1934.
United States production might amount to about 2.5 million dollars at
such a level.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports of perfume mixtures seem
likely to have a foreign value of about 1.4 million dollars and imports
of perfumery chemicals a foreign value of about $200,000, which would
total 1.6 million dollars, all at a price level about 10 percent above that
of 1939. United States production might have a value of about 3
million dollars at a similar price level.
Exports
Exports of both perfumery chemicals and perfume mixtures are
negligible and are not listed separately in official statistics.
Employment

The estimated number of persons engaged in the domestic produce
tion of chemicals used in perfumery (now approximately 100 persons)
seems likely to increase by 25 percent in the immediate postwar
period and in the postwar long term at the higher income level.
PERFUMERY AND TOILET PREPARATIONS
Equivalnt ad
valorem (1989)

(weighted
Tariff
Ratc of duty
average)
Commodity
paragraph
61
Perfumery, toilet preparations,
etc.:
per lb. plus
47%
Containing alcohol-4374% ad val.
37%
Not containing alcohol-_ 25% to 37%% ad
Val.
per lb. plus 75 percent
fixed in the Tarilf Act of 1930 on alcoholic perfumery we 40 cents ad
NoTE.-Theonrates
the rate was 75 percent ad vaiorem. The valorem portion of
ad
nonalcoholic
valorem;

perfumery

the rate on loholic perfumes was reduced to 374 percent, effective June 15 193, pursuant to the trade
sas reduced to 37H
agreement with France; the rate on nonalcoholic perfumes and perfumed bath.slts,
ad vaeedetlv[ June 15, 1936, and January 1, 1939, uruant to the trade agreements with
th Uie ndOM.

pranc`*and
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

item

Tota
167,So
..................
Value ($1,000), total
Pertues and toilet wats...............1.
v6, 3
141,027
Cosmetics and toilet preparations
14000
Persons employed (number).............
.

........

Ratio of

,Imporsppant
,_
imports
Fo
to oon(forenonsumpSrOS Ptdmit tFor
I hn
tion
ifl
~lP
For domestic
t-oiexport
mst

6,823
1220

O
6,03

1808,8MM
18,145
184,424

goo

6
M
3-0
167

151,8

16,70
134, 60

.......
..........

..................

IIncluding Imports at estimated laded vales (In $1,000) as follows: Total,
waters S8U, and ooze and toilet preparations, 238
'Rawto o0 estimated loaded value to value of apparent consumption.
I Estimated.
4 About 16,000,

,

0, a
352

.......

821; perfumes and toiM

The imports dutiable under paragraph 61 include perfumes and a
wide range of cosmetics and toilet preparations for application to the
hair, mouth, teeth, or skin. The table gives the totals of productica
and imports and a break-down into perfumes and toilet waters on the
one hand and cosmetics and toilet preparations on the other. The
figures on value of consumption have been adjusted to include the
landed value of imports, and the landed value of imports has been used
in determining the ratio of imports to consumption.
The UnideStates has a large cosmetic and toilet preparations industry. Imports are small in comparison with either production or
consumption and exports are important.
As shown in' the table, imports of perfumes are about 33% percent
of consumption. Production of perfumes, recognized as domestic, is
chiefly in the low- and medium-price ranges. So-called imported
perfumes sell in the higher priced range. But these categories do
not correspond with our statistics given above. The bulk of "imported" perfumes are actually imported as perfume mixtures (see
section on perfume materials par. 60) and then diluted with alcohol,
bottled and packaged in the united States. The $390,000 of imports
shown above does not include the bulk of the so-called imported
perfumes but only those imported in finished form. On the other hp.nd
the 16 million dollars reported as United States production for the
domestic market includes not only domestic perfumes but most of the
so-called imported perfumes which were imported as perfume mixture
and then -prepared for our market in this country.
Consumption of perfumery and cosmetics in the United States has
been greatly affected by the national income. Pre-war imports of
perfumery and cosmetics were principally from France. The United
Kingdom and Germany supplied smaller quantities of these products
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption and production of perfumery and toilet preparations

are likely to be greater after the war than in 1939. Imports will also
probably be greater than in 1939. United States exports are likely
to be higher than iin pre-war years as exporters will probably re-

tain some of their wartime trade.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

United States consumption and production for the domestic market
of perfumery and cosmetics will probably increase about 10 percent
in value above that in 1939 or roughly in proportion to the increase
in the population of the country. United States production for the
domestic market may accordingly be valued at about 166 million
dollars. Imports will probably not exceed 1 percent of the value of
United States consumption.
Duty a in 1939.-Imports of perfumery and cosmetics might be
10 percent less in value than in 1939, or have a foreign value of about
$500,000, because of the trend of foreign companies to utilize branch
houses in the United States and import unfinished blends rather than
the finished perfumes.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-If the rates on perfume mixtures or
blends under paragraph 60 were proportionally re(luced, imports
might. have a foreign value of about $600,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-If the duty on perfume mixtures or
blends were proportionally increased, imports might have a foreign
value of about $350,000.
Per capita Income 7o percent higher than In 1939.

Domestic consumption and production of perfumes would probably
increase about 80 percent and cosmetics and toilet preparations about
50 percent above the value in 1939. United States production for
the domestic market would probably amount to about 230 million
dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably have a foreign value of
about $750,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-If the rates on perfume mixtures or
blends under paragraph 60 were proportionally reduced imports
might have a foreign value of about $900,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-If the duty on perfume mixtures or
blends under paragral)h 60 were proportionally increased, imports
might have a foreign value of about $500,000.
Exports

Exports of perfumes antl cosmetics might be valued at approximately
7 million dollars in the post-war long-ternm period at the 1939 level of
income or about the samne as in 1939, andI might increase to about 10
million dollars at the higher level of national incoine. France and
some other European countries have an advantage because of their
reputation and experience in the trade, but the United States producers excel in mass production and in output of synthetic organic
.chemicals used in perfumery.
Employment
The number of persons employed by domestic producers of perfumes and toilet preparations was about 15,000 in 1939. This number
will probably not increase more than 10 percent in the post-war
long-term period at the low level of income and not more than 20
percent at the higher level of income.

Table: [No Caption]
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ACETYLENE BLACK
Tariff paragraph: 71.
Acetylene black.
Commodity:
10% ad valoremr.
Rate of duty:
Norv.-The rate fixed in the Triff Act oi 1930 was 20 percent ad valorem, which was reduced to 15 perot,
effective January 1, 193, and to 10 percent, effective January 1, 193, pursuant to the trade agreement;
with Canada.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
(1,000 pounds) -2, 382
Quantity
1248
Value ($1,000)

Unit value (per pound)

..

$0. 104

a Foreign value.

Acetylene black is a bulky black pigment, light in weight, produced
by the thermal decomposition of acetylene gas. Acetylene black is
used principally in dry-cell batteries; it is used to a lIss extent in
nonstatic rubber and to a still less extent in explosives. Before the
war, probably 60 percent of the output of dry cells contained acetylene
black; after the war this use is likely to increase as acetylene black
has proved to be superior to other products for dry cells. Acetylene
black cannot compete with the less-expensive carbon black as a piginent or in rubber compounding.
Acetylene black has not been made in the United States' In
Canada, with its large production of synthetic calcium carbide, it
has been economical to turn this chemical into acetylene gas and then
acetylene black. Germany had but one producer. In order to meet
the increasing wartime nec45 of the United States, including the creation of a stock pile, Canada had increased its annual rate of output
from 8 million to 1.1 million pounds 'by the end of 1944.
With the exception of a few thousand pounds imported from
Germany in 1937, all imports have been from Canada.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the post-war short term the deferred civilian demand for dry
cells probably will increase consumption above the 1939 level; but if
theo stock pile of acetylene black is disposed of rapidly, imports might
be less than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Consumption of acetylene black seems to fluctuate somewhat with
national income, Imports probably will continue to supply the entire
consumption, es})ecially since Canadian production facilities have been
increased,
The reduction in duty on acetylene black from 20 to 15 percent ad
valorem. in 1036 and to 10 percent in 1939 had little, if any, effect on
unit value. Not even a 50-percmt decrease in the ditty would make
it competitive with domestic carbon black.
Per capita income at

19'39 level.

With
acetylene black in dry cells after the war, consumption and imports might be 45-65 percent above the 1939 level,
or 3.5-4.0 million pounds with a foreign value, at 1939 prices, of
greater use of

$365,000-$415,000.

Table: [No Caption]
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Per capita Income 75 percent higher then In 1U0.

Consumption of acetylene black might be 110-160 percent grater
than in 1939, or 5-6 million pounds, with a foreign value, at 1939
prices of P520,OOO-$625,000. Prices of acetylene black incremed
only slightly in comparison with the increase of wholeale pris iii
the period 1936-41; with increased capacity installed, prices are not
likely to go much above the 1939 level.
IRON PIGMENTS
Tarij paragraph: 73.
Iron-oxide and iron-hydroxide pigments, n. i. p. f., natural and
synthetic.
15% ad valorem on the synthetic; 20% ad valorem on the
Rate of duty:
natural.

Commodity:

NoTr-Ali iron-oxide and Iron-hydroxide pigments, not specially provided for, were made dutiable In
*Wa
the Tariff Act of 1930, at the rate of 20 percent ad valorem. The duty on the sgthetic
ingdom.
reduced to 15 percent, effective January 1, IM39, pursuant to trade agreement with te UnIlmenta

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
of
paetRatio
A

Production .

Im~o.^J
i sportscona
Fordo

Item
I por
Total
-x~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o

Quantity I(,000 pounds) ............ ....
value(*,............
unit value (pe~r pound) ..........
employed
Persons amp
----((number) ..........
Person

--

um

er

............

81,&00
2,611
.

8,730
237
0.032 *0.027
120

..........

mestic
dFor
72,870

2,375

.........
..,----...... ..

1

aetimports

tioga

um

tooon-

-

8onP

S m

-------- ---

19

89,784
16,914
;
477....

*0.0239...........
.. _.. _.._....

.........

.....

..

I Estimated.
I

Foreign value.

This section covers all iron-oxide or iron-hydroxide pigments
natural or synthetic, The natural iron pigments are special typos o
iron ores which are the source of pigments. The synthetic pigments
are usually prepared from scrap metal and from waste pickling
liquors of the steel industry. They are both used principally in
paint.
Before the war, imports of iron pigments came principally from
Spain the United Kingdom, and Germany. During the war, imports
have ieen quite limited.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the post-war short term, consumption--imports, and production
of iron pigments are likely to be larger than in 1939, owing to the large
deferred civilian demand for paints.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
consumption of iron pigments has shown a marked

upward
The
trend since 1931. During the war the domestic industry has been
forced to expand its output and has improved both the quality and
variety of its product. It seems probable that some of this increase
will be held when imports are agam fully available.

?0STWAN IMPORtS A" DOMEC PWVDUCON

ohm

VD

Per capital Income at IlM free.
United States oozsumption of iron pigments might be about 117
percent of 1939 consumption, or about 105 million pounds depending
in part on the gumption regarding duty, and as a result of a ineae
in population end an expected continuation of the trend toward larger
use of these pigments. Because of the improvement in quality of
domestic products, imports will probably furnish a smaller percentage
of consumption than in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might be about 16 percent of consumption, or about 17 million pounds, with a foreman value of about
$476,OOO, at 1939 prices. On the basis of thew estamnes of consumption and imports and allowing 10 million pounds for exports, production would be about 98 million pounds, with a value of about 3.1
million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.i-This reduction in duty on iron pigments
to 7% to 10 percent ad valorem might increase imports to about 20
percent of comsumption. This would be about 21 million pounds,
with a foreign value of about $588,000, at 1939 prices. Production
would be about 94 million pounds, with a value, at 1939 prices, of
about 3 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.--This increase in duty to 223 to 30
percent adl valorem would probably reduce imports to about 12 percent of consulmption, or about 13 million pounds, with a foreign valie
of $364,000 at 1939 prices. Production would probably be about Lw.
million pounds, Withl a value, at 1939 prices, of about 3.3 million
dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

The consumption of iron pigments might be 180 percent, of that in
1939, or about 162 million pounds, depending in part on the assumption

regarding duty.
Duty as in 1939.-Inports might be about 16 percent of constuimption or about 26 million pounds, with a foreign value of about $832,000
at $0.032 per pound. On the basis of these estimates of consumption
and imports, and allowing about 15 million pounds for exports, prodpction would be about 151 million pounds, with a value of about 5.4
million dollars, at $0.036 per pound.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might increase to about 20
percent of consumption, or 32 million pounds, with a foreign value of
about I million dollars, at $0.032 per poun(l. Domestic production
would bo about 145 million pounds, with a value of 5.2 million dollars,
at $0.036 per pound.
Duty iflcreaqse( by 60 percent.-This increase in duty might reduce
imports to about 12 perceInt of consumption, or about 19 million
pounds, with a foreign value of $608,000 at $0.032 per pound. Production probably would be about 158 million pounds, with a value of
about 5.7 million dollars, at $0.036 per pound.

EXpWt.
Exports of iron pigments are not separately clarified in statistics.
However, it. is thought that in 1939 about 80 percent of the reported
exports of ochers, umbers, and iron-oxide pigments or 8.7 million
pounds consisted of iron-oxide pigments. Reexports of iron oxide
and imon-hydroxide pents, n. s. p. f., are not separately classified,
but are believed to be negligible.

Table: LITHOPONE, ZINC OXIDE, AND LEADED ZINC OXIDES
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With world income at about the 1939 level exports might be a little
higher than 1939', owing to increase in population, and might amount
to about 10 million pounds valued at $270,000 at $0.027 per pound.
With world income 75 percent above 1939, exports might be about
15 million pounds, valued at $465,000, at $0.031 per pound.
Employment

There are no official statistics on the number of wage earners. It
is estimated that there were about 250 wage earners in 1939. With
the amount of production predicated at the higher level of income,
employment in this industry might reach 380.
LITHOPONE, ZINC OXIDE, AND LEADED ZINC OXIDES
Equivalent ad
Rate of duty valorem (1939)
Commodity
Lithopone and other combinations of zinc
sulfide and barium sulfate containing by
weight:
64%
Less than 30% zinc sulfide-1-I per lb.
41%
per lb.
30% or more of zinc sulfide -and 15% ad
77
Val.
Zinc oxide and leaded zinc oxides containing not more than 25% lead:
1 4per lb.
390/
Dry -powderGround in or mixed with oil or water. - 2Y40 per lb.
26fi

Tariff

paragraph

-

sulfide was reduced from 1 to
NOTR,-'khe rate on lithopone etc., containing less than 30 percent zinceffective
February 1, 1936. The
pound under the trade agreement with the Netherlands,
I" cents per oxide
and leaded zinc oxides were reduced to 134o cents per pound on dry powder and to 14
rates on zinc
cents per pound on the material ground In oil or water under the trade agreement with Mexico, effective

January 30, 1943.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Apparent

Item
Total

to conImports Iopnsump impots
For
non
sumption
Fordomestic
export market

8,383 591,712
83, 329
Quantity (1,000 pounds)-599, 990 16,661
2 77926
27,888
(--,000)28,794
Value
.
3.3
5.6
4.8
4.8
Unit value (cents Per pound)?ersons employed (number)-* 2,000-

Percent

1.4

lConsisting of lithopone and othex combinations, etc., 5,282 thousand pounds, having a foreign value of
$131 000 at 2.5 cents per pound; zinc oxide and leaded zinc oxides, etc., 3,101 thousand pounds, having a
value of $140,000 at 4.7 cents per pound.
foreign
'Foreign value.
3 Estimated.

Lithopone, a brilliant white pigment, is made by mixing solutions
of zinc sulfate and barium sulfide (made from barytes) to form a
precipitate of zinc sulfide and barium sulfate, which is subsequently
treated to form the dry pigments of commerce. About 90 percent
of the United States production of lithopone is the normal grade,
containing less than 30 percent of zinc sulfide; the remainder is the
high-strength grade, containing about 50 percent of zinc sulfide.
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Zinc oxide is a brilliant, nonpoisonous white pigment. It is made
by the French process from either slab spelter or scrap zinc and by.
the American process directly from the ore. The French process
produces a lead-free grade; the American-process zin, oxide may be
in. the form of basic letad sulfate.
leadu-free or contain lead
Lithopone is used principally in paints and linoleum; leaded zinc
oxide is used almost exclusively in paints; and lead-free zinc oxide is
used principally in rubber and to a lesser extent in paints and ceramics.
All the white pigments compete with one another. Lithopone is
one of the less-expensive white pigments but zinc oxide, white lead,
and titanium dioxide although more expensive, are in demand because of their physical properties. (White lead and titanium dioxide
are not included in this section.) White pigments, arranged in order
of rate of growth of consumption in the United States during 1932-39,
the highest rate first, were as follows: Titanium dioxide, zinc oxide,
white lead, arud lithopone.
United States coifsumption of lithopone and zinc oxide has been
supplied almost wholly by domestic production. Imports supp lied
but 1.4-percent of apparent consumption in 1939 and were about
half the volume of exports.
Imports of lithopone have declined since 1928; the volume would
have been even less if there had not been a marked decrease in foreign
unit values. The Netherlands and Germany have supplied practically all imports. Imports of zinc oxide and leaded zinc oxide have
decreased since 1932, while foreign unit values have increased. The
United Kingdom, Belgium, and France were the principal suppliers.
During the war, imports of lithopone have ceased and those of zinc
oxide and leaded zinc oxide have become almost negligible and have
been chiefly from Mexico.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the post-war short term imports of lithopone, zinc oxide, and
leaded zinc oxides are likely to be much smaller than in 1939, since it
is assumed that Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and France,
which supplied most of pre-war imports, will be slow in restoring production and exports.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

United States consumption of lithopone and zinc oxides may be
expected to continue to be affected by changes in the national income.
Imports are likely to supply an even smaller part of consumption than
before the war.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

United States consumption of lithopone and zinc oxides is likely to
be about 600 million pounds or about the quantities consumed in 1939:
Duty as in 1989.-Imports may be about 1 percent of consumption
or about -6- million pounds with a foreign value at 1939 prices of
$198,000. On the basis of these estimates, production for the domestic
market would be about 594 million pounds with a value at 1939 prices
of 28.5 million dollars.
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12 million
Duy reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be about
value at 1939

pounds (br 2-percent of consumption) with a forei
prices of $396,000. Production for the domestic market might be
about 588 million pounds with a value at 1939 prices of 28.2 million
dollars.
Duty increase by 50 percent.-Imports might be reduced to negligible proportions. Production for the domestic market might be close
to 600 million pounds valued at 1939 prices at 28.8 million dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

United States consumption of lithopone and zinc oxides will probably be about 850 million pounds.
buty ao in 1939.-Imports might be about 8.5 million pounds (or
1 percent of consumption) with aorei value, at 3.7 cents per pound,
of $315,000. On the basis of these estimates, production for the
domestic market would' be about 842 million pounds with a value, at
5.4 cents per pound, of 45.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imnports might be about 17 million
pounds (or 2 percent of consumption) with a foreign value, at 3.7
cents per pound, of $629,000. Production for the domestic market
might be about 833 million pounds, valued at 5.4 cents per pound,
or 45 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might almost cease. Production for the domestic market might be about 850 million pounds,
valued at 5.4 cents per pound, or 45.9 million dollars.
Exports

During the war, exports'of lithopone and zinc oxide combined have
increased many times over 1939 figures. The greater part of the
increase in exports has been in shipments to Canada and to Latin
American countries. After the war it is probable that exports to
Canada will decrease drastically as; Canada has installed additional
production facilities and will probably turn to the United Kingdom
for most of her import requirements. The Latin American countries
may obtain their imports from continental European countries and
the United Kingdom.
With the world income at the 1939 level, exports will probably be
about 14 million pounds, or 84 percent of the 1939 level, which was
a bout 22 percent above the 1937-39 average. Exports might1lbe valued
at 5.6 cents per pound or $784,000. With world income 75 percent
above 1939, exports might be 20 million pounds or more, valued at
6.3 cents per pound, or 1.3 million dollars.
Employment

There. are ,-.o official statistics of the number of wage earners in this
industry. It is estimated there were about 2,000 wage earners employed in producing lithopone and zinc oxides in 1939. With the
increased production estimated for the higher level of income, postwar long-term employment might reaeb 2,500.

POTASSIUM CHLORATE
Tariff paragraph: 78.
Pot assium chlorate.
Commodity:
I % per pound.
Rate of duty:

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 27%.

Table: [No Caption]
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:'
Production
Item

Apparent

-

6000 6,000
uantity 100 pounds) 70
570
Vale
0
'U')-_
56
unitvalue (erpound) -------100 . . . .
Persons em oyel(number) -------------------------------

11 627
£644

.....

.

j
I

5imports

Ao
Imports consump- toaOD
For
expomrtlto
TotJ
tionsumption

.

17, 627

66

$0.06

..

Estimated.

Foreign value.

Potassium chlorate is a white, crystalline compound, with very
strong oxidizing properties, made from potassium chloride. In
peacetime usuallY about three-fourths of the United States consumption is used in the manufacture of matches. Most of the remainder
is employed in the production of commercial explosives, with relatively small amounts consumed in pharmaceuticals and cosmetics.
Since the outbreak of war, consumption has almost doubled. Not
only has the entire increase gone into the maniffacture of military
explosives but some of the production formerly going into other uses
has been diverted to this manufacture,
United States production of potassium chlorate from 1919 to 1938
was verj small owing primarily to the high wholesale cost of the raw
material, potassium chloride, used in its manufacture. Imports,
over half of which were from Germany with smaller amounts from
France, Switzerland, and Sweden, supplied almost the entire United
States consumption. Since 1939, however, production capacity in
this country has boen enlarged to 21-22 million pounds per year
using potassium chloride trom the southwest.
The apparent consumption of 17.6 million pounds in 1939 is high for
a pre-war year because it was the first year in which there was a
substantial domestic production. Imports and apparent consumption,
as United States production was then negligible, averaged 12.8 million
pounds annually during the 5 years, 1934-38.Since potassium chlorate has a direct military use it is assumed in
the discussion below of post-war probabilities that there will be little
or no revival of imports from Germany after the present war.
If the United States maintains a large Army and Navy after the
war, there will be some consumption of potassium chlorate in the
production of military explosives for their training. This consumption will probably be small in the immediate post-war period, because
of large stocks of explosives in ordnance depots, but will likely amount
to 1.5-2.0 million pounds a year in the post-war lbng term.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Probably domestic consumption of potassium chlorate will be much
higher than the average consumption in pre-war years, though not so
high as the apparent consumption in 1939; This increase seems
71283--4--8
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likely because of increase in population and a probable increase in the
per capita consumption of matches, the production of which has been
restricted during the war. If Germany is no longer a source, imports
are likely to be small compared with pre-war years and the domestic
industry will supply the great bulk of consumption.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

United States consumption of potassium chlorate, including military
requirements, will probably be about 16 million pounds, assuming
that at this level of national income there will be an increase in the
production of matches in proportion to the increase in population.
Average unit values of domestic production may be expected to be
about the same as in 1939.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Imports of potassium chlorate might supply 1319 percent of consumption, or 2-3 million pounds, with a foreign value
of $120,000-$180,000, at 1939 prices. Some of the domestic match
companies have formed subsidiary corporations for the production of
potassium chlorate since 1939, and it is improbable that importers
will be able to make sales other than to some of the smaller users.
Domestic output accordingly may range between 13-14 million
pounds, valued at $1,235,000-$1,330,000, at 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-If this reduction in duty should make
it possible for importers to supply almost all the civilian trade in this
compound, except that consumed by the large match manufacturers,
imports would amount to 20-30 percent of consumption, or 3.2-4.8
million pounds, with a foreign value of $192,000-$288,000, at 1939
prices, and domestic production would amount to 11.2-12.8 million
pounds with a value of about 1.1-1.2 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Duty increased by 60 percent.--Imports of potassium chlorate might
fall to less than 6 percent of consumption, or to less than 1 million
pounds valued at .less than $60,000, at 1939 prices, since at a rate of
duty of 2% cents-per pound imports would probably- drop to a low
level and domestic production might amount to about 15 million
pounds, valued at about 1.4 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Domestic consumption of potassium chlorate seems likely to increase only moderately as a' result of such a high level of national
income as this, for match consumption tends to vary more with population than with national income. An increase in consumption, including that for military purposes, up to about 18 million pounds, or
roughly 40 percent above the average pre-war consumption, is
expected. Average unit value of domestic production may be
expected to be about 10 percent higher than in 1939.

Duty as in 1989.-Potassium chlorate imports will probably be only
11-17 percent of consumption or 2-3 million pounds with a foreign
value of about $130,000-$200,000, at 6.6 cents per pound. The
quantity is the same as that estimated for the lower per capita income
level. As the increase in domestic consumption of chlorate of potash
will probably be principally by producers of matches, it is not likely
that importers will be able to secure much of the increased consump-
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tion., Domestic production might be 15-16 million pounds, valued
at 1.6-1.7 million dollars at 10.5 cents per Pound.
Duty reduced -by 6Opercent.-Imports will probably be 17-28 pert
cent of consumption or 3-5 million pounds, with a foreign value of
from about $200,000-$330,000, at 1.6 cents per Pund'; domestic
production might total 13-15 million pounds, valued at 1.4-1.6
million dollars, at 10.5 cents per pound.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be below 6 percent
of consumption or less than 1 million pounds with a foreign value of
not more than $66,000 at. 6.6 cents per pound, and United States
production would be in the neighborhood of 17 million pounds, valued
at about 1.8 million-dollars, at 10.5 cents per pound.
Exports

Exports were not separately classified in 1939 and the amount exported was very small. South American markets may absorb small
exports during the first few years after the war, but it is to be expected
that they may be lost to European competition thereafter.
Employment

The number of employees engaged in the domestic production of
potassium chlorate after the war will probably be from 10 to 25 percent above the 1939 level, but the total number is notlikely to exceed
125 persons.
POTASSIUM NITRATE
Tariff paragraph: 78.
Refined potassium nicommodity:
trate, or saltpeter.
1 cent per pound.
Rate of duty:
Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 27%.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:

1939

Production

Apparent Ratio of

Item

Imports consump-

For

Total

Frdomestic
export
market

timorts

stion umption

3 1,000
5,208
6,208
Quantity (1,000 pounds) -'
(1)
.1,000
8191 Value ($1,000) -----.--------'1 80
------180
()
Unit value (per pound).. .4 $0.08 -$0.037 .
$0.08
Persons employed (number).- .
100 .

84

-

based on trade information.
Not available; exports believed to be small, If any.
* Foein value.
4Based on domestic market quotation.
' Less than 100.
I Estimate

2

Potassium nitrate, or saltpeter, refined,- is obtained chemically by
combining potash- with- nitric acid or with sodium nitrate, or by refining crude Chilean potassium nitrate. (Imports of duty-free potash
and Cbilean nitrate are discussed separately under potaic fertilizer materials, tariff paragraph 1865.)
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Refined potssium nitrate is used chiefly in the manufacture of
black powder (gunpowder), in the heat treatment of metals, and in
curing meat. It is used to a lesser extent in the manufacture of
special high-temperature heat-transfer media, glass, enamelware, and
pytChnlCs and as a drug and chemical reagent.
The pre war United States production of potassium nitrate was
centered inl the New York area, using crude Chilean nitrates and
German potash. Domestic potash, poduced in New Mexico and
California, was not used because of the high transportation charges
to the New York area. German produce of refined potassium
nitrate, on the, other hand, using German potasb, *were able .to
supply potassium nitrate on' the east coast at relatively low prices.
As a result, production in the United States was small.
Pre-war imports of refined potassium nitrate came prncipally from
which supplied 78 percent of 1939 imports; France and the
Gemanyj,
Soviet Union supplied the remainder. All three of the foreign producers have large supplies of cheap potash.
Before the war, the United States apparent consumption of
potassium nitrate averaged about 4 million pounds annually, of
which 2-3 million pounds were imported. In 1939, the apparent
consumption increased to about 6 million pounds. This increase was
caused principally by new and expanded peacetime uses. As a result of the war, consumption has increased tremendously and now
amounts to about 25-40 million pounds annually, all of which is
produced domestically.
POSTWAR SHORT TERM

Immediately after the war, consumption is likely to drop Aharply
from the wartime level, but may amount to twice the 1939 ty0W'
gumption. Imports from Germany are improbable, but small amounts
may come from France and the Soviet Union. Under these circumstances domestic consumption would be supplied almost entirely by
domestic production.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The new and expanded uses which appeared in 1939 may be expected to continue after the war. The ratio of imports to consumption, however, is likely to resemble the pre-war situation. Manufacturers of potassium niitrate in France and the Soviet Union will
have available low-cost potash. The raw material cost of United
States manufacturers will be considerably higher whether they use
European, or United States potash, or Chbiean crude potassium
nitrate, mainly because of the high cost of transportation of the crude
materials compared with the cost of slipping refined potassium
nitrate.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The consumption of refined potassium nitrate may revert to an
amount between the average pre-war and the 1939 level, or 4-6
million pounds a year.
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Duty a, in 1939.-Imports may :be expected to amount to from
75-0 percent of domestic consumption, or 3.0-5.5 million pounds
valued at from $110,000-$200,000 (foreign value) at 1939 unit value.
United States pedcion for the dmeic market may be eeted
to drop to 0.5-1.0 million Ep~unds, valued at about $40,OOG-$80,000,
at 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-This change would tend to increase
imports to from 85-95 percent of consumption, or to 3.55.7 million
pounds a year, with a foreign value of $130,000-$210,000 at the 1939
unit value. United States production for the domestic market, on
the other hand, would-tend to decrease to about 0.SA-.5 million pounds,
valued at about $24,00-$40,000, at 1939 prices.X
Duty increaeed by 60 percent.-This change would tend to decrease
imports which may supply 70-80 percent of consumption, or 2.8-4.8
million pounds with a foreign value of $100,000 to $175,000 at 1939
unit value. United States production for the domestic market would
probably be about 1.2' niiiion pounds, valued at about' $96,000, at
1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19JD.

A per capita income at this level would tend to increase consumption
to 10-12 million pounds. This quantity would be 6(5-100 percent
above 1939 consumption.
Duty ae in 1939.-Imports aro likely to be about 8-11 million
pounds, with a foreign value of $400,000$550,000, based on a unit
value of 5 cents a pound. United States production for the domestic
market would tend to be about 10-20 percent of consumption, or
1-2 million pounds, valued at alout $90,000$180,000, at 9 cents a
pound.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might increase to 8.5-11.5
million pounds with a foreign-value of $425,000-$575,000, based on a
unit value of 5 cents per pound. United -States production for the
domestic market might be 0.5-1.5 million pounds, valued at about
$45,000-$135,000, at 9 cents a pound.
Duty increaed by-60 percent-Imports might decrese to 7-10
million pounds with a foreign value of $350,000 to $500,000 at 5 cents
a pound and United States production for the domestic market
increase to 2-3 million pounds, valued at $180,004$270,000, at 9
cents a pound.
Exports

Exports of refined potassium nitrate were negligible before the war,
and in view of the higher cost of domestic production, will likely
remain so after the war.
Employment
Data on the number of persons employed in the production of
potassium nitrate are not available, but it is thought to have been less
than 100 persons in 1939. The large wartime increase in production
may have caused only about a twofold increase in persons employed,
owing to the highly mechanized character of the process.
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SOAP

Tariff paragraph: 80.
Castile soap, toilet soap,
Commodity:
and soap, and soap
powder, ni s. p. f.
15, 20, or 30% plus ex- Equivaient ad valorem (1939): 17 to
Rate of duty:
51% (weighted average 28%).
cise tax on taxable
oils contained therein),
Noz.r-The duties fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930 on the commodities covered by this report were as
follows:
Castile soap, 15 percent ad valorem.
Toilet 'sop, 30 percent ad valorem.
Soap and Soap powder, not specially provided for, 15 recent ad valorem.
The duty on toilet soap, when valued at more than 20 cents per pound was reduced from 30 to 20 percent,
effective January 1,1939, pursuant to trade agreement with the United kingdom. Since 1935 soap has been
subject to a compensating import-excise tax when made from specially taxed oils. This tax is Included in
the equivalent ad valorem rates indicated above.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total

For

export

Apparent 'Rtoo

For
Imports consump- tompolrt
sumption
domestic

market

(1)
3,252 3, 628,863
s 448
...
..
13.8
0,191 ------- .

3, 56, 740 35,129 3,525, 611
3,448 260,799
7.6
9.8

Quantity (1,000 pounds) -.-.-...-...
Value
270, 247
($1,000)
-7.6
...........

Value (cents per pound)
Persons employed (number)

-....

' Less than 0.1 percent.
' Foreign value.

Soap is a product obtained by treating animal or vegetable fats and
oils with an alkali-usually sodium hydroxide-with or without the
addition of other materials. It is marketed in various physical
forms-bars, flakes, chips, granules, beads, powder, liquid, and pasteand is consumed for toilet and laundry purposes in the home, commercial laundries, and factories and offices. It is also used in certain
industrial processes such as manufacture of synthetic rubber and
wire drawings. The bulk of the output is consumed in the household.
Imports of castile soap have usually come principally from Italy
and Spain, the largest producers of olive oil from which the soap is
made. France and the United Kingdom have ordinarily been the
principal sources of imports of other toilet soaps, and such imports
have consisted largely of high-priced luxury goods.
During-1931-39 the quantity of soap consumed (measured by the
quantity of fats and oils used in its manufacture) rose faster than
population but only about one-half as fast as per capita national
income. The apparent quantity consumed rose to a peak in 1941
(even after taking account of accumulation of stocks) but declined
thereafter, largely because of restrictions imposed upon the uses of
fats and oils in soap manufacture.
Apparently the volume of consumption has been influenced less
by changes in price than by increasing emphasis on cleanliness,
improved sanitation, and increased use of power laundering in the
home. Consumption of industrial soaps appears to be closely correlated with industrial activity.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Annual consumption of soap might be about 15 percent higher than
in 1939. This quantity would be in the neighborhood of the quantity
actually consumed in the peak year 1941.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption and Imports

The quantity of soap consumed in the United States is not likely
to be greatly influenced by increase or decrease by 50 percent in
the duties either on soap or on the fats and oils out of which soap is
made. (The United States is on an import basis for such fats and
oils.) A very large increase in per capita income, moreover, might-result in only a moderate increase in the quantity consumed and
because of increased unit prices, a slightly larger increase in th9 total
value of consumption.
The share of the total consumption that will be supplied by imports
is not likely to be affected greatly by 50 percent increase or decrease
in duty or by changes in income levels. The proportion would tend
to be highest under conditions of low tariffs and high national income,
and lowest under opposite conditions. Under alf the assumed conditions, the total amount supplied by imports will no doubt be
negligible in comparison with the total domestic consumption. In,
1939, imports accounted for 0.1 percent of the quantity and for 0.2
percent of the value of domestic consumption.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The total quantity of soap consumed (imported and domestic) might
be about 15 percent above the 1939 level, principally because of the
increase in population, but also because of an upward trend in per
capita consumption. The total quantity would therefore amount to
about 4 billion pounds. The quantity of soap imported might amount
to about 3-4 million pounds, or about 0.1 percent of consumption,
with a foreign value, at 14.5 cents per pound, of about $435,000$580,000. United States production for the domestic market might
be about 4 billion pounds, with a value, at 8 cents a pound, of about
320 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With this high per capita income, about 20 percent more soap
might be consumed in the United States than in 1939, or about.
4.2 billion pounds. The quantity of imports might total 4-6 million
pounds, or a little over 0; percent of consumption, depending in
part on the assumed rate of duty. Their total foreign value, estimated at 15 cents a pound would amount to $600,000-$900,000.
United States production for the domestic market would be about
4.2 billion pounds, with a value, at 8.4 cents per pound, of about
350 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of soap from the United States have gone to many countries,
not only those in the 'Western Hemisphere but also the Philippines,
China, India, and European countries. Exports would probably
increase with increased world income and lowered trade barriers.
Exports might be within the range of 25-50 million pounds, valued
at 2.5-5.0 million dollars.
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Employment

There were 20,191 persons employed in the soap industry in 1939.
Of these, 13,624 were factory wage earners, The rest were salaried
employees (3,630), those engaged in distribution (2,521), construction
(386), and others (30). An increase in production would probably
not result in a corresponding increase in employment. A 20 percent
increase, for example, might result in only a 5-10 percent increase in

omploynnent.

SALT

Tariff
para-

graph
81

Bquivalent ad
Rate of duty valrem (1989)

Commodity

#at:

For curing fish or meat-Free
Other
40 to 7b per 20% to 39%.
100 lb.
-

P1No,3.-Packaged and bulk Impotts of salt were dutiable refeectively uOer the Tariff Act of 1930 at
the rates of 11 cents and 7 pents per 100 pounds. These rate. were reduced effective January 1, 199, to
7 cents and 4 cents respectively, pursut to trade agreements with the United Kingdom and Canada.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total

Imports
Apa-Ratioof
___________ent
Appn- ImportB
For
- suForet- mest
Free Dutf- tio.n
able
potmaiket

do.ent con-co

Percent
ntit~ (1,000 shorttons)
0.5
31
15
4. 9,200
9
m124 9,154
98.....
alue( (,0)-24,51--I
73
'101
2
611
23,9
S
..
Unittvalue (pershort ton).-$.64 $4.91 $2.01 $1.79 $2.40 $2120 ....
Persons employead (number)
4, 500.........

610

..

..

..

.

YForeign value.

Salt is produced in the United States as brine, evaporated salt
and rock salt. The proportion of the total annual output represented
by each form was relatively constant during the 10-year period
1930-39, and averaged about 45 percent brine, 30 percent evaporated,
and 25 percent rock. Brine is consumed at the point of production
in the manufacture of chemicals, Both evaporated and rock salt
are shipped to consuming centers and have many uses, chief of
which are in the manufacture of dyes and chemicals, in meat packing,
in the processing of foods, for livestock, for water softening, and for
table and household use.
Consumption has varied with changes in population and national
income,
During 1930-39, imports averaged less than 1 percent of consumption and exports. averaged about 1 percent of production.
In 1939, about 35 percent of the imports (largely from Jamaica)
entered free of duty for curing fish; 60 percent was dutiable in bullk
(largely from Jamacia and Canada) and 5 percent was dutiable in
packages (largely from Canada).
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The widespread use of salt as a raw material for and iin processing
of commodities indicates that shortly after the war both production
and consumption may be considerably higher than they were before
the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, aud Imports

It appears improbable that a 50 percent increase or decrease in
the duty on salt would have any appreciable effect on production or
imports. The United States produces more salt than it consumes
and imports considerably less than it' orts. Nearly half of the total
production is in the form of brine which is neither imported nor
exported, and about one-third of the dry salt inmported is duty-free.
Most of the dutiable imports, which represent about one-third of 1
percent of consumption, is imported in bulk chiefly from Canada
because of short hauls, and from, Jamaica because of low tranaportation costs to the southern seaboard States. Previous reductions
in duty (about 36 -percent on packaged salt and 43 percent on salt
in bulk in 1939) had no appreciable effect on imports.
Per capital Income at 1939 level.

Assuming no increase over the 1939 level of per capital income,
post-war consumption of salt in the United States may be in the
neighborhood of 10 million short tons. Imports, as in the past
decade, may account for no more than two-thirds of 1 percent of
consumption. In quantity, they may be about65,000 short tons,
or about 40 percent greater than they were in 1939, withI a foreign
value of approximately $143,000, at 1939 prices. Allowing about
100,000 short tons for export, production might be in the neighborhood of 10 million short tons, with a value, at 1939 prices ($2.64
per short ton), of about 26.4 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1919.

Consumption may be approximately 14 million short tons, of which
about 95,000 short tons may be imported 'with a foreign value of
about $240,000. -Allowing about 140 000 short tons for export,
production might be about 14 million iiort tons, which, at prices 1-5
percent above 1939 prices or at $3.04 per short ton, would have a
value of about 42.6 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of salt averaged about 1 percent of production during
1930-39. After the war they are likely to be 100,000-140,000 short
tons a year with a value, at $5 a ton, of $500,000$700,000.
Employment

The number employed in the production of salt was about 4,500
in 1939. With the assumed high national income, employment might
increase to as many 'as 6,000.
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SODIUM CHLORATE
Tariff paragraph: 81.
Sodium chlorate.
Commodity:
1S cents per poupd.
Rate of duty:

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 41.3%.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total

(est.)

8, 000
Quantity (1,000 pounds)....-.. ..
....00bo
.rg~a¶o, O);
$0. 06
ridou-nd)utt~vfflld~eS)
Persons employed (number) --.
I Foreign

For

For
market

export domestic

(e~st.)

10
1
$0.06

PtoO
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
A
p
a
r
ent
Importscsump- to conon

sumption

Per cent
32
11,749
4¶.-----------9
$..06. ,
7,990

3,759

40 to 60..
.
.....
----

value.

Sodium chlorate is a colorless crystalline compound which has
strong oxidizing properties. About two-thirds of the amount consumed in the United States is used for killing weeds on farm lands and
along railroad rights-of-way. The remainder is used for treating
metals (to clean surface before rust-proofing), in the manufacture of
soot-removing compounds, as an oxidizing agent in various chemical
processes, and in the textile industry.
United States consumption of sodium chlorate increased from about
12 million pounds in 1939 to approximately 23 million pounds annually
in 1943-and 1944. This increase is due partly to wartime uses but
principally to use by farmers for the removal of field bindweed in the
Western States. Under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, farmers
have received payments up to 10 cents per pound for chemicals used
in weed eradication.
Sodium chlorate is produced commercially by the electrolysis of
common salt. The United States is an efficient producer because it
has low-costelectrical power and abundant resources of salt. In
1939, when there was only one producer in- the United States, output
was estimated to have been about double the imports. Since 1939,
however, United States capacity for the manufacture of sodium
chlorate has expanded so that it now exceeds normal peacetime

requirements.
Post-war consumption of sodium chlorate will depend largely on its
use by farmers in the eradication of weeds. As long as that use is
subsidized, consumption of the product will remain substantial, even
if farm incomes decline. Consumption of the compound as a weed
killer on railroad property and in various industrial uses will vary to
a considerable extent witY changes in business conditions.
Because of economies in production, the price of sodium chlorate is
expected to remain fairly constant; domestic producers, utilizing their
expanded productive facilities, may be expected to supply a much
larger share of the domestic market than they did before the war.
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Post-war imports will probably compete with the domestic product
only in the eastern States, where they have an advantage in cost of
transportation.
Imports have-come principally from France, Germany, and Sweden.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Immediate post-war consumption will probably be- substantially
higher than in 1939. Imports may be quite small, as production in
European countries probably will not return to normal for some time.
Under these conditions domestic production would be considerably
larger in the first few post-war years than it was in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per aopita incoin at It"
level.

United States consumption of sodium chlorate will probably be
about 20 million pounds or about 70 percent over that of 1939, particularly if the.present soil-conservation policy of reimbursing farmers
for weed eradication is continued. Consumption will not be appreciably affected by changes in the duty on imports and prices will probably be the same as in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports will probably supply 10 percent of consumption, and amount to about 2 million pounds, with a foreign value
of $80,000. Domestic production would accordingly be about 18 million pounds, valued at 1.08 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.--Imports of sodium chlorate would
probably supply 20 percent of consumption and amount to about
4 million pounds, with a foreign value of about $160,000 at 1939
prices. United States production would probably be about 16 million
pounds, valued at $960,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would probably supply only
about 5 percent of consumption and would amount to about 1 million
pounds, with a foreign value Qf $40,000. Production would be about
19 million pounds, valued at 1.1 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Domestic consumption would probably be about 25 million pounds
at this higher income level, or 25 percent greater than at the 1939
level. Farm use of sodium chlorate as a weed killer does not seem
likely to increase greatly, but the industrial uses of this compound
would probably be much larger. Prices would not be likely to increase above those in 1939 because of the economies of large-scale
production.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably supply about 10 percent
of consumption and would amount to about 2.5 million pounds with
a foreign value of $100,000. Domestic production would probably be
22.5 million pounds, valued'at about $1,350,000. --Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would be likely to supply about
half the market in the eastern States and would amount to approximately 5 million pounds. This amount would be 20 percent of total
consumption and 33 percent above imports in 1939. The foreign
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value of imports would be about $200,000. Domestic production
probably would be approximately 20 million pounds valued at about
,
1.2 million dollars.
Dutyinereaed by 60 percent.-Imports would supply only about
5 percent of consumption and amount to only about IY million pounds,
with a foreign value of $50,000. Domestic production would thus be
about equal to approximately 23% million pounds, valued- at about
1.43 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of sodium chlorate increased to almost 100,000 pounds
annually during the war, but they are likely to decline to less than
half that amount in the inmediate postwar years and to become
very small or negligible in the long-term post-war period.
Employment

The number of persons employed in the production of sodium chlorate after the war will probably be almost double the number employed
in 1939 (40 to 50); accordingly, post-war employment will probably
range between 80 and 100 persons.
SODIUM SILICOFLUORIDE
Tariff paragraph: 81.
Commodity: Sodium silicofluoride or fluosilicate.
Rate of duty: 1 %f per lb.

Equivalent ad vaturem (1939): 78%.
GENERAL

Data on Unite-d States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

For
Total

exortt

eor

Apparent Ratiortf
Imports Aonsarun imports

domestlo
market

gumption

34
, 672
19,658
12, 88 .... 12,886
Quantity (1,000 pounds) -----.-.-.
1129-.$0.02 .
-.
..-,.
value (per pound)
. ........
Lem thin.... ..
..........
.......
...........
Persons employed (number) .e

492
482
.
...
($1,000). ... .,,,,,
Value
$0.04 -..-.$0.04
Unit
'-.-,-,,-

------.-

100

I Exports are not available, but are believed to be very small.
S Foreign value.

-.

Sodium silicofluoride (sodium fluosilicate) is derived from silicon
tetrafluoride, which is obtained as a byproduct in the manufacture of
fertilizer superphosphate from phosphate rock. It is used chiefly as
an ingredient in acid rinses in laundries and in the manufacture of iron
enamelware and opalescent glass. It is also- used as an ingredient in
household insecticides.
Production of sodium silicofluoride depends primarily upon the
amount of superphosphate produced, which, in turn, is governed by
the demand for agricultural fertilizers. The amount of fluoride pro-

-POTW$.

f

D.O

AlI

duced is further determined by. the fluorine content of the ores procesmed and whether the plants in operation have recovery facilities.
Uidtbd StaV&& cohsuiiiptioni of sodium ,silicofi 1d- is relatiVely
inelastic anld has increased ver little as a result of the ~ar. However,
domestic production has increased to about 20 million pounds, sufficient to replace the former imports.
Before the war Denmark furnished between one-half and twothirds of the toti United States imports, Germany, Italy, and the
Netherlands supplying most of the remainder.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The 1944 level of consumption of about 20 million pounds of sodium
silicofluoride, valued at about 1 million dollars, will probably be
maintained in the first few years after the war. This is equivalent to
only a slight-increase over the 1939 level of consumption. Domestic
production is not likely to var more than a few percent from the
present level of 20 million pounds, or 55 percent over 1939 production.
Imports, on the other hand, are not likely to be important, owing to
the disruption of European production by the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Prpductlon, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Duty as in 1939.-Consumption cf sodium silicofluoridewill probably
be about the same as in 1939, about 20 million Pounds. At this leveT,
however, a decrease li the producicnn of fertilizer superphosphate is
likely; consequently United State3 production of sodium silicofluoride
will probably decrease to about the 1939 level of 13 million pounds,
with a value of about half a million dollars at 1939 prices.. Imports,
therefore, may be expected to expand again to the 1939 level of about
7 million pounds, with a foreign value of about $140,000, at 1939 prices.
Duty increased or decreased by 50 percent.-The return to United
States producers might be slightly affected, but probably there would
be no marked change in the quantities produced and imported. In the
past, several increases in the duty caused little change in the level of
imports. Since United States production is as a byproduct, it will
probably continue to depend on domestic production of superphosphate, and imports will furnish only the deficiency of supply.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939..

Duty as in 1939.-Consumption might increase only by about 25-50
percent, or to 25 30 million pounds. Imports will probably total 8-13
million pounds, or 20-100 percent above those in 1939, with a foreign
value of $240,000-$390,000, at 3 cents, pound. United States production for the domestic market may supply about 17 million pounds
valued at about $850,000, at 5 cents a pound. This amount would
be equivalent to about 130 percent of production in 1939, and to 85
percent of present production.
Duty nrea Qor decreased by 50 percent.-At this income level as
well as at a 1939 level '(See above), Bnited States production may be
expected to depend on production of superphosphate and, regardless
of the ditty, to leave-only a deficiency in supply to be filled by imports.
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Exports

Exports of sodium silicofluoride are negligible and are likely to
continue so in the post-war period.
Employment

Data on the number of persons employed in the production of
sodium silicofluoride are not available, but the number is believed to
be less than 100 wage earners.
SODIUM HYDROSULFITE
Tariff paragraph: 82.
Hydrosulfite compounds and sodium hydrosulfite.
Commodity:
35 percent ad valorem.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Apparent Ratio of

Imports
For
For Imports consumiiConFor
tion
domestic
gumption

Item

Total

(1,000 pounds) -14,732
quantlty
236
.
alue ($1,000)
-------
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I Exports are

-

$0.15
()

~~~~to

export
exotmarket
)

()

--

14,732
2,236

$0.16

-

1,172
2 119
$0.10

15,904
.

Percent

7

.
. .-.-.
. .

believed to be very small, if any.

S Foreign value,
S Lss than 100.

Sodium hydrosulfite is a colorless crystalline compound derived
chemically from sodium bisulfite, which is obtained from the reaction
of caustic soda and sulfur dioxide. It is used as such or in the manufacture of hydrosulfite compounds and the suifo.ylates. Sodium
hydrosulfite.- apd its compounds are powerful reducing agents.
Sodium hydrosulfite is used largely in the textile industry to reduce
indigo and other vat dyes. It is used also in bleaching soan and in
certain chemical processes, such as the manufacture of the arsphenamines, which are medicinals derived from coal tar.
In the years immediately preceding the war, United States imports
amounted to about 5 to 10 percent of domestic consumption; Czechoslovakia, the United Kingdom, and Switzerland were the principal
suppliers.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Wartime consumption of sodium hydrosulfite and hydrosulfite compounds is probably two or three times as large as consumption in 1939,
or about 30 to 45 million pounds a year. During the years immediately after the war the demand for printed calico anid other vat-dyed
textiles is likely to be large but not sufficient to support the wartime

1-13
rate of production. United States consumption will probably drop to
about 25-30 million pounds. Imports of hydrosulfite were small
before the war, and it is likely that they will be still smaller after thewar. Thus, consumption in the United States will be supplied
principally by domestic production.
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

POST-WAR LONG -TERM

Consumption, Production, and Imports

The demand for sodium hydrosulfite and hydrosulfite compounds
is derived principally from the demand for vat-dyed textiles. It wAi
probably vary to a considerable extent with national income.
At any level of consumption, however, the division of the trade
between domestic production and imports seems to be only to a
slight degree a matter of price competition. The cost of the reducing
agent is a small part of the cost of dyeing and an insignificant part of
the cost of the dyed textile. Dyemasters will usually order their
hydrosulfite from a customary source 'and of a brand that they have
previously used, regarding price as a secondary consideration. It
seems probable therefore that an increase or decrease in duty by 50
percent will have little effect upon the volume of production and
imports. Prices may be expected to-vary with the general price level.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

With per capita income at the 1939 level, the apparent consumption
is likely to revert to the 1939 level, or to about 16 wiillioh bunds.
Imports will probably not exceed the pre-war average of about 5 to
10 percent of consumption, and may be expected to amount to about
1.0-1.5 million pounds, with a foreign value of $100,000-$150,000, at
1939 prices. As a result, United States production for the domestic
market -would be about 15 million pounds, with a value of about
2.2 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

A 75 percent increase in the per capita- income is likely to cause a
substantial increase in consumption, owing to the increased demand
for vat-dyed textiles. Consumption would probably increase by. 60
to 85 percent and amount to about 25-30 mi4iiou pounds. Jmpot4
may be expected to supply about the pre-war average of 5 to 10
percent of- the domestic consumption and amount to about 1.2-3.0
million pounds with a foreign value of $138,0004$360,900 at 11.5
cents a pound. United States production for the domestic market
would supply the remainder, 22-29 million pounds, with a value of
about 3.8-5.0 million dollars, at 17.2 cents a pound.
Employment

Data on the number of persons employed in the production of
sodium hydrosulfite are not available, but the number probably does
not' exceed too wage earners. Employment would be* affected okily
slightly by the increase in production estimated as a result of an
increased national income.
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CRUDE AND ANHYDROUS -SODIUM SULFATE
pariff
grcph.:
81
1766

Commodity

Rate of duty

Rauivalet ad
valorem (1939)

Sodium sulfate:
Anhydrous-$3 per long ton
Crude Free

15%

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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--
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Estimated.
Negligible.

S Foreign value.

Crude sodium sulfate, or "salt cake," is'produced chiefly as a coproduct in the manufacture of hydrochloric acid from salt. Anhydrous sodium sulfate is crude sodium sulfate which has been refined
and subsequently dehydrated. The crude grade is far more important
than the anhydrous, constituting in 1939 more than 85 percent of
the total production of crude and anhydrous, more than 95- percent
of the total imports, and about 90 percent of the total consumption.
The-most important use of crude sodium sulfate, aside from serving
as a raw material for the manufacture of.anhydrous sodium sulfate ana
Glauber salt (hydrated sodium sulfate) is in the manufacture of sulfate
pulp. Nearly 65 percent of United States consumption of crude has
been supplied by domestic production. Imports have come principally from Germany and Belgi-m.
Anhydrous sodium-sulfate is used chiefly in the dye and textile
industries. In 1929 United States production supplied about one-half
of United States consumption of anhydrous sodium sulfate. By 1939 it
had increased until it supplied about 90 percent. This change in ratio
was due almost wholly to an increase in production and consumption
while imports remained at about the 1929 level.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The rapid and continued growth of the dye, textile, and sulfate
pulp industries indicate that consumption of both crude and anhydrous
sodium sulfate will be much greater shortly after the war than it
was in 1939. This increase will be caused largely by the removal of
wartime restrictions on civilian consumption of wearing apparel and
kraft pulp and paper.-
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capital income at 1959 level.

It is probable that consumption might increase and be in the neighborhood of 390,000 long tons of crude and 60,000 long tons of anhydrous sodium sulfate.
Since crude is duty-free, it is probable that imports of crude. will.
continue to supply 35 percent of consumption as they did in 1939,
and will be in the neighborhood of 140,000long tons. At 1939 prices
the foreign value of imports might be slightly less than 1.5 million
dollars, or 5 percent higher than in 1939. United States production
for the domestic market might be about 260,000 long tons and, at
1939 prices might have a value of about 2.9 million dollars.
Duty as rn 1939.-It is probable that imports of anhydrous sodium
sulfate might represent th same proportion of consumption that they
did in 1939, namely 12 percent, and might be in the neighborhood of
7,000 long tons., At 1939 prices, the foreign value of imports would
be about $140,000. United States production for the domestic market
might be about 53,000 tons and, at 1939,prices, might have a value of
about $960,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-If the duty were reduced by 50 percent,
imports might supply about 25 percent of United States consumption
and might total about 15,000 long tons. The foreign value of imports
would be about $300,000 at 1939 prices. United States production
for the domestic market might be about 45,000 long tons, with a
value, at 1939 prices, of about $820,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-An increase of $1.50 per long ton in
the-duty on anhydrous might reduce imports to about 5'percent of
consumption, or to about 3,000 long tons, with a foreign value, at
1939 prices, of about-$60,000. United States production for the
domestic market might be about 57,000 long tons and might have a
value, at 1939 prices, of about $1,035,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption might be in the neighborhood of 482,000 long tons ofcrude and 78,000 long tons of anhydrous.
Production and imports might supply the same proportion of cone
sumption of crude that they did in 1939; in which case, production
for the domestic market would account for 309,000 long tons and
imports, for 173,000. United States production for the domestic
market at $13 per ton would have a value of about 4 million dollars;
imported crude, at $12 per ton, would have a foreign value slightly
less than 2.1 million dollars.
A change in the rate of duty on anhydrous might affect the proportion of consumption supplied by imports.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports of anhydrotis Ejght supply the same
proportion of consumption that they did in 1939, namely 12 percent,
and might total about 9,000 long tons, -with a foreign value of about
$210,000, assuming a price of $23 a long ton, United States production for the domestic market might be about 69,000 long tons, which,
at $21 a ton, would be valued at about 1.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percint.-If the duty on anhydrous were reduced
by $1.50 per long ton, imports might increase to 25 percent of consumption and might be about 20,000 long tons, or three times greater
than they. were in 1939. The foreign value of imports (at $23 per
long ton) might approximate $460,000. United States production
7128&-45---9
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for the domestic market might be about 58,000 long tons, which, at
$21 a ton, would be valued at about 1.2 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-An increase of $1.50 per long ton in
the duty on imports of anhydrous might reduce imports to about 5
percent of consumption. Imports might total about 4,000 long tons,
or 80 percent of the quantity imported in 1939. The foreign value
of imports at $23 per ton might be about $92,000. United States
production for the domestic market might be about 74,000 long tons,
with a value, at $21 per ton, of about 1.6 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of crude sodium sulfate and anhydrous sodium sulfate have
been and are likely to continue to be negligible.
Employment

The number employed in the production of sodium sulfate was
about 250 iin 1939. With the maximum increase in production assumed as probable, there would be little if any increase in employment.
STARCHES
Equivalent ad
valorem 1939

Tariff
Rate of duty
Commodity
paragraph
Starches:
(Potato -1- per lb.
1 perlb.
ICorn--83
Rice -1- perlb.
% Wheat 134 per lb.
-- 1
per lb.
Starch, n. s. p. f-Free
1612
Arrowroot
1753
Sago -Free
Tapioca -Free
1781

"4/1

-

31%
44%
41 %

50%

No'n.-The duty fixed by the Tariff Act of 1930 on potato starch was 24 cents per pound. That rate
was reduced to 1% cents per pound, effective February 1, 1936, pursuant to the trade agreement with the
Netherlands.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

_________ F
F
Ttl
Total I
export
exotmardomestic
market

Imports

~~~~~~~Apparent 'Ratio of

Aoiupp

imports
gumption

Percew
1,446,2811
Quantity (1,000 pounds) ------------ 1, 212, 833 192,491 1,020,342 425,919
($1, --)28,766 '8,54)0 ....
Value
4, 572
33,338
28
24
2.7
1.56
Unit value (cents per pound)
.
..
Pesons employed (number) -8,----6,800.--..

----

..

---

I Does not include production of starch converted Into
These census figures,
s5up, sugar,.g dextrine.
owing to sales by one plant to
however, report production for sale; about 20 percent is pr%6Ublyp#on
another for further processing.
2 Foregn value.

This section covers all starches as a group. Competition among
starches is chiefly between domestic cornstarch and imported tapioca
starch. Only for potatostarch-relatively~unimportant in the total
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starch field-is there significant direct competition between production and imports. This report does not include starches converted
into sirup, sugar, or dextrine; production statistics are limited to
starch sold as such.
The Netherlands Indies has been the principal source of tapioca
and sago starches; the British West Indies, the principal source of
arrowroot; and the Netherlands, the chief source of potato starch.
Starches are used in foods, in making textiles and paper, in manufacturing dextrine and adhesives, in laundries, and in a number of
other less important uses. Each starch has special characteristics.
The starch used for a--particular purpose is determinedchiefly by its
price a-ad its relaive suitably for the purpose to be served. Cornstarch, tapioca starch, and sago starch are usually the least expensive,
and in recent pre-war years tapioca starch has usually been somewhat
lower in price than cornstarch. Laundries and most textile mills
seem to prefer cornstarch. Manufacturers of wood glue use tapioca
starch almost exclusively. The paper industry apparently buys
chiefly on a price basis. Potato, wheat, rice, and arrowroot starches
are relatively more expensive; their consumption is limited to special
uses.
Consumption of starch in 1939 was somewhat higher than the average for 1935-39. About 68 percent of consumption was supplied by
domestic starches, chiefly cornstarch. The following ta ulation1
shows the relation between average apparent consumption of the
various starchl and average imports during t935X139:
Apparent consump
tion

Imports

Kind

Quantity

Percent
of total

quantity

Quantity

PPOSent Percent
of total

imports

I,000pounde
Corn....--.-.-------7'492
o. 2 1)((O)
.....%..-.-...
27.9
-22
a3,
X 87.8
Tarloca
Po to------------------2.
---2.8
30,754
9,868
--2.4
Sago-258........84.....
......
X64
"
7.56
All other-.
96
.
.2
1,952
Total1......0.8.8..........
100.0
345,979

OfPM
e

0012
gumuption

1ItOOWe

.

.............

.

27.
24
.1
31. 8

'Included in "All other."

Since the war has interfered with the importation of tapioca starch,
attempts have been made to supply a domestic substitute with similar
characteristics. The commercial growth and processing of waxy corn
was undertaken. Amylopectin, another substitute for tapioca starch,
is fractionated from common cornstarch. Neither is expected to be
able to compete in price with the lower grades of tapioca starch after
tie war, although they may continue to be used for some special purtioses in place of highgrade tapioca. Domestic sweetpotato starch

'Aay offer somewhat greater competition to tapioca starch than it
has in the past.
XCompiled from statistics of Corn Pners Statistical Bureau for production of oornstarcb, U. S. Depart.
meant of Agriculture for production of potato starch, *ad U. S. Doeputment of Commerce for imports and esx

ports.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM.

. Immediately,, after the war, imports of starch are 'likely to be congiderably snaer than in 1939 as it is assumed that the Netherlands
will nbt export potato starch and the Netherlands Indies will export
less tapioca. A number of large factories in the Netherlands Indies
that produced tapioca starch are thought to have been destroyed.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

It is assumed that the Netherlonds will again export potato starch'
that capacity of the Netherlands Indies to produce and export tapioca
starch will have been restored to the 1039 level by the reconstruction
of large factories, and that the price relationship of cornstarch and
tapioca will be approximately the same as in 1939. The future
competition of waxy cornstarch, amylopectin, and sweetpotato
starch is expected to be limited.
Before the war United States consumption of all starches manifested a long-term upward trend which is likely to continue. Consumption of starch may be expected to vary considerably with changes
in business -conditions.
Retaining the present duty on the dutiable starches-potato, rice,
wheat, corn and starches, n. s. p. f.-or increasing the duty or decreasing it by 50 percent would probably have little effect on the total
inI)orts of starch. Dutiable starches, chiefly potato starch, make up
about 3 percent of the imports of all starches. A change in duty
would have some effect, however, on imports of the dL'iiable starches.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption of starch is likely to equal that in 1939, or about 1,450
million pounds. Imports probably would furnish about 30 percent
of consumption, or about 435 million poiuids, with a foreign value,
at 1939 prices, of 6.7, million dollars. United States production for
the domestic market might be about 1,015 million pounds, with a
value, at 1939 prices, of about 28 million dollars.
Per capita Income T5 percent higher than in 1939.

The demand for starch might be about 35 percent higher and consumption might be about 1,960 million pounds. Imports probably
would be about 30 percent of consumption, or about 590 million
pounds (135 percent of 1939 imports), with a foreign value of 10
million dollars, at a foreign unit value of 1.7 cents a pound., United
States production for the domestic market might be about 1,370
million pounds, with a value of about 42 million dollars, at a unit
value of 3.1 cents a pound.
Exports

Exports of cornstarch are governed principally by the elation of
the price of corn in Chicago to that of Argentine corn in Liverpool.
United States exports of cornstarch have been large when the price of
Argentinei corn in Liverpool has exceeded the price of No. 3 yellow
corn in Chicago; they have been saCll when pziees in Live'ol have
been below those in Chicago. The British and continental factories
producing cornstarch (many -of them American-owned subsidiaries)
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will probably use Argentine corn to produce their own and other
continental requirements of cornstarch a long as the Livcrpoolprce
of corn is below that of the Chicago price.
Until the European output of starch and international tiade in
tapioca and sago reach pre-war levels, exports of cornstarch from the
United States might be substantially above 1939 levels.
If tho price of corn in the United States is above world prices after
the war the export of cornstarch will be handicapped unless exports
should be subsidized in some way. In any event exports of cornstarch
may be less than in 1939, when they were abnormally high. Very
roughly they may be estimated at from 100-150 million pounds
annually.
Employment

The number of wage earners employed by the industries producing
starch in 1939 was 6,764; about 94 percent were employed by the corn
wet-milling industry and 6 percent by the industries producing potato,
rice, and wheat starches. The corn wet-milling industry also produces
cornstarch, corn sirup, corn sugar, and other products, and the
same equipment is used up to a certain stage in the manufacture of
the several products. Changes in the quantity of corn ground and in
starch production are not quickly reflected in changes in the number
of employees since much of the equipment requires attention even
when not used to capacity. Under the assumed conditions, employment would probably be the same as in 1939 or 10 percent higher.
DEXTRINE
Tariff
paragraph
84

Bquivalent ad
valorem (1939)
71%

Rate of duty
Dextrine, made from potato starch. or 2%3 per lb.
I potato flour.
Dextrine n. s. p. f., dextrine substi- 20 per lb.
tutes, burnt starch or British gum,
and soluble or chemically treated
starch.

Commodity

47%

NOTE.-The duty fixed by the Tariff Act of 1930 on dextrine made from potato starob or potato flor
was 3 cents per pound. That rate was reduced to 2g cents per pound, effective February 1, 1936, pursuant
to the trade agreement with the Netherlands.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and1 consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
_________

Item-

For

Item

Total

uantity (1,000 pounds) ----10,000

value ($1,000)
-5, 250
Unit value (cents per pound) 3.5
Persons employed (number) .
;300

Estimated.

* oreig value.

For domestic
export
market
8,067

385
4. 4

~~~~~~RatioOf

I
Appareunt
mports
consum
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Imports

tion

3,371

141,333

4,885 ;133
3.4

-

.

144,704
-

3.9 -

sumption
l3
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'120Dextrine is produced by heating starches alone or with an acid.
Dextrines are largely used as adhesives, for sizing paper and textiles
and in textile printing and finishing. The dextrines produced from
different starches have different characteristics and each is preferred
in certain uses.
Imported dextrine, chiefly potato dextrine, is used largely for the
production of special finishes for fine textiles and in the manufacture
of library paste. Imports of dextrine have been chiefly from the
Netherlands and Germany.
Most of the dextrine produced in the United States is made from
cornstarch; large quantities are made from imported tapioca and
smaller amounts from imported sago and from domestic and imported
potato starch. United States production of potato dextrine has been
small but has expanded during the war. Potato dextrine is more
expensive than corn de-xtrine and tapioca doctrine.
United States consumption of all dext~rines showed a long-term
trend toward increase before the war and this trend may be expected
to continue after the war. It also may be expected from the nature
of dextrine uses that consumption will continue to show considerable
response to increases and decreases in the national income. Corn
dextrine and tapioca dextrine consumption will probably constitute
the greater part of the total.
POST-WAR SHORT TEAM

In the post-war short term, consumption and production of dextrine
are likely to be larger than in 1939 owing to the large national income;
however, imports of dextrine are likely to be small, since it is assumed
that the Netherlands and Germany will not be exporting.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

It is assumed that by this time the Netherlands and Germany will
again be exporting dextrine.
In the United States corn dextrine is made from domestic cornstarch; tapioca and sago dextrines from starches imported free of
duty. There is little likelihood oi large imports of these dextrines
which supply the greater part of United States dextrine consumption,
even if the duty on these dextrines were reduced by 50 percent (or to 1
cent per pound). United States consumption of potato dextrine in
1939 probably totaled not more than 5.3 million pounds, or only 3-7
percent of the consumption of all dextrines. This quantity may be
regarded- roughly as an upper limit for the ratio of imports to consumption in the post-war period. Actually it will probably be much
less, even with a 50-percent reduction. in duty, because some of the
wartime increase in United States production of potato dextrine is
likely to be retained.
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Per capita income at 1939 level.

United States consumption of dextrine will probably be a little
higher than in 1939 or about 155 million pounds. Production for the
domestic market would be about 152 millionpounds, with a value of
about 5.2 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Duty as in 1939.--Imports may constitute 1.8 percent of consump.
tion, or about 2.8 million pounds, with a foreign value of about
$109,000, at 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With a reduction in duty, imports
might increase to about 2 percent of consumption, or about 3.1 million
pounds, with a foreign value of $121,000, at 1939 prices.
Duty increased by 50 perccnt.-Imports might be reduced to little
more than 1.5 percent of consumption, or about 2.5 million pounds,
with a foreign value of $96,000, at 1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of dextrine might be 155 percent of that in 1939, or
about 225 million pounds. United States production for the domestic
market would be about 221 million pounds, with a value of about
8.4 million dollars, at 3.8 cents per pound.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports might be about 1.8 percent of consumption, or about 4 million pounds, with -a foreign value of about $176,000,
at 4.4 cents per pound.
Duty reduced by SOpercent.-A reduction in duty might bring about
an increase in imports to 2 percent of consumption, or 4.4 million
pounds, with a foreign value, at 4.4 cents per pound, of $194,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-This increase in duty might bring
about a reduction in imports to a little more than 1.5 percent of consumption, or to about 3.6 million pounds, with a foreign value of
$158,000, at 4.4 cents per pound.
Exports

Exports of dextrine consist largely of corn dextrine. With world
income at about the 1939 level, exports might be about 9 million
pounds valued at $396,000, at 4.4 cents per pound. With world
income 75 percent above that of 1939 exports might total about
13 million pounds and might have a value of $650,000, at 5.0 cents
per pound.
Employment

There are no official statistics on the number of wage earners producing dextrine. Three members of the corn wet-milling industry
produce corn dextrine along with cornstarch, corn sugar, corn sirup,
and other products of the industry; a few other large concerns make
dextrines and adhesives from purchased materials, domestic and imported. Probably 300 wage earners are employed in the manufacture
of dextrine.- With the amount of production-predicated at the higher
income, post-war employment might reach 375.
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SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE
Tariff paragraph: 90.
Commodity:
Spirits of turpentine.
5 percent ad valorem.
Rate of duty:
Norz.-The foregoing rate Is that fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930. It was reduce pursuant to the Mexican
trade agreement, effective January 30, 193, to 234 percent ad valorem.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total
.. ..

_

- -I.- ..--,.
..

30,239 11,86
Quantity (1,000 gallons) 7, 560 3,174
Value ($1,000) -.
.
Unit value (per gallon) -$0.25 $0.27
Persons employed (number) -3,400
I

~~~Ratio

of
Apparent
Apaetimports
Imports conotunpFor
to
c.on
For
tion -AUmption
export domrestio
market

18,374
4,386
$0.24

-M
a m
$0.14
.

I 19, 297
..
.
.

Percent

14.c8

Actual consumption estimated at 24 million gallons; ratio of Imports to this consumption, 3.8 percent.

X Estimated.
I Foreign value.

Spirits of turpentine is a colorless oily liquid derived from the sap
of the long leaf or slash pine tree through the intermediate products,
gum turpentine, wood turpentine, and sulfate wood turpentine.
Gum turpentine is the oleoresin collected from incisions in the trunk
of the living pine tree. Wood turpentine is Produced by the destructive or steam distillation of pine wood waste. usually pine-tree stumps
from cut-over forest land. Sulfate wood turpentine is obtained from
the digestors of paper mills, which use pine wood as a raw material
and the sulfate process to remove the lignin from the wood pulp.
In the distillation of spirits of turpentine, rosin is also produced,
being left in the still as a residue after the distillation process is completed. Production is roughly in the proportion of 1 gallon of turpentine spirits to 30 pounds of rosin.
Turpentine spirits is used principally as a thinner for paints and
varnishes. In this use it must compete with the less expensive
mineral spirits. Approximately 75 percent of the domestic-consumption of turpentine spirits is as over-the-counter sales to professional
painters. It is also used in shoe polish, as a raw material for the
production of synthetic camphor, and in medicinal, insecticide, and

disinfectant preparations.
The United States is the principal world producer of spirits of
turpentine,, usually producing between 30 million and 35 million
gallons, or about 60 percent or more of the world output. During
pre-war years the United States usually consumed about two-thirds
of its production, or between 20 million and 22 million gallons. Apparent consumption during 1939 was approximately 19.3 million
gallons; actual consumption, however, was about 24 million gallons,
domestic stocks having been reduced 4.7 million, gallons during the

year.
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The United States usually exported from 10 miHion to 12 million

gallons in pre-war years. Exports went principal to the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany, Canada, and Belgium. During
thie 'War years, exports have dropped to about one-third or less of
-

their former quantity.
United States imports of spirits of turpentine during the 5-year
period, 1936-40, averaged only 807,000 gallons a year (less than
10 percent of exports), and were practically all from Mexico. These
imports entered principally at El Paso, Tex., and were consumed
primarily in the adjacent area.
The price of spirits of turpentine has varied considerably. During
1931-40 the price ranged between a high of 47X cents and a low of 233;
cents per gallon and averaged 373 cents. Mineral spirits, a petroleum product which is used, like turpentine, as a paint any varnish thinner, sells at only 10 to 12 cents a gallon. Consumption of
mineral spirits is roughly four to five times that of spirits of turpentine. Spirits of turpentine, however, is usually preferred by the
painters, even at a price three to four times as high.
POSTWAR SHORT TERM

Because of greater activity in the painting of houses, United States
consumption will probably increase considerably after the war. Exports, which have fallen to about one-third of their pre-war volume,
will probably increase but arc not expected to reach their former
average. Imports will probably be about their pre-war average
volume.
POST-WAR LONGC TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

United States consumption of spirits of turpentine has varied very
closely with the national income. The production of turpentine
spirits is linked with that of rosin; and its consumption is affected by
its competitive position compared with that of mineral spirits, a
much cheaper paint and varnish thinner. A decrease by 50 percent
in duty will probably not increase the quantity of imports to any
great extent because the area in which imports can compete is so
limited and because Mexican production is small. An increase of
50 percent in the duty will probably cause a slight decrease in the
small imports.
The average price of domestic spirits of turpentine and the average
unit value of imports were unusually low in 1939. In estimating
post-war values, prices higher than those in 1939 and fairly close to
pre-war averages have been assumed.
Per capita income at

1939 level.

Consumption will probably be about 26.5 million gallons. Imports
will probably be 3 percent of' consumption or about 800,000 gallons,
with a foreign value of $2'iO,000, at 30 cents a gallon. Production for
the domestic market would accordingly be about 25.7 million gallons,
with a value of 10.3 million dollars at 40 cents a gallon.
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Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Imports might be as much as I million gallons or slightly less than.
3 percent of consumption. At 35 cents per gallon imports would
have a foreign value of $350,000. United States consumption might
be; about 36 million gallons. Production for the domestic market is
likely to be about 35 million gallons, having a value of 15% million
dollars at 45 cents a gallon.
Exports

United States exports of spirits of turpentine will -not probably
reach their pre-war level because of increasing production of this
commodity in foreign countries and the expanding use of mineral
spirits as a: paint and varnish thinner in world trade.
At the lower level of income, exports will probably be about 73;
million. gallons with a value of 3 million dollars, at a unit price of 40
cents a gallon. At the higher level of income, exports will probably
be approximately 10 million gallons, with a value of 4.5 million dollars,
at 45 cents a gallon.
Employment

The total number of persons employed (wage earners plus salaried
employees) in the production of spirits of turpentine is estimated at
about 3,400 in 1939, but those were also responsible for the production
of the coproducts, rosin, pine oil, and other naval stores derivatives.
During the long-term period at the lower level of income, employment
might amount to 3,800 persons and at the higher level of income to
about 5,000 persons.
VANILLA BEANS
Tariff paragraph: 92.
Vanilla beans.
Commodity:
15 cents per pound.
Rate of duty:

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 4.4%.

NoTr,.-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 was 30 cents per pound, whieh was reduced to 15 cents,
effective June 15, 1936, pursuant to the agreement with France.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are
given below:
(1,000 pounds) -1,018
(per pound)

Quantity
_3,502
Value
($1,000) -1
-$3. 44
Unit value
I

Foreign value.

Vanilla beans are not produced in the United States. They are
imported principally from Madagascar, Mexico, and French Oceania
and are used as a source of natural flavoring material for confectionery
foods, liquors, and similar products. Consumption in the United
States was about 1 million pounds, with foreign value of about 3.5
million dollars in 1939.
Cured vanilla beans contain approximately 12 percent extractable
oleoresins and other aromatic constituents, of which vanillin is the
most important. About 25 percent of the flavor of the natural extract
is due to vanillin, and the remainder to several other aromatic constituents that give the natural product a rich full aroma which has
never been produced synthetically. The average unit value of imported vanilla beans in 1939 was $3.44 a, pound, which is equivalent to
about $28 a pound in terms of the extractable flavoring principles.
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be~ns;the two
(There is considerable range in the quality of vanilla
are Mexican and bourbon.) Synthetic vanillin (100 per.
best varieties
cent) sold at about $2.35 a pound in 1939 arid the domestic.production
amounted to 608,614 pounds. It is apparent that, even at the much
higher price, natural flavor from vanilla beans is preferred by many
users.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the first few years after the war, the consumption and
imports of vanilla beans will probably increase from 10 to 25 percent.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption and Imports

A reduction or increase of 50 percent in the present duty of 15 cents
a pound on vanilla beans would probably not materials affect the
quantities consumed. The inelastic nature of the demand for vanilla
beans is due to the relatively small cost of the flavor to the total cost of
most products in which it is used and to the fact that the much cheaper
synthetic vanillin has already been substituted--generally wherever
the cost of flavor is important.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

With the United States-per capital income at the 1939 level, but with
a 10-percent increase in population, the consumption of vanilla beans
will probably amount to about 1.1 million pounds annually, valued at
about $2-$4 a pound, depending on the quality of the beans. The
foreign value of these imports would amount to about 2-4 million

dollars.

Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

If national income were 75 percent more than what it was in 1939
and population were 10 percent more, consumption of vanilla beans
might possibly increase by- 30-50 percent, or to 1.3-1.5 million poundil
annually, with a foreign value of about $2-$4 a pound, or 2.5-6.0
million dollars. This increased consumption of vanilla beans would
be due chiefly to greater quantities of high-quality ice cream and
confectionery consumed.
TONKA BEANS
Tariff paragraph: 92.
Tonka beans.
Commodity:
25 cents per pound.
Rate of duty:

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 16%

Norz.-The tariff act rate of 25 cents per pound was reduced to 12j oents per pound, effective December
16, 19, pursuant to the trade agreement with Venezuela.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
Quantity (1,060 pounds) -625

Value ($1,000)1 -945
Unit value (per pound)'-$1. 651
value
IForei
IThe unit value In 1939 was unusually high, the average unit value per pound over the period 1933-4
biing only $1.07.
.

Tonka beans are not grown in the United States. Im orts come
principally from Venezuela and Brazil, and, as a reexport, from Trini-

12B
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ldad end Tobg . They are imported-as assouxce of natural flavoIing
material, chiefly used to flavor tobacco products, but to a smeltir
extent in perfumes, in teuka-bean extract, and pend with vanillim MI
,artificial vanilla flvor. Coumxnrin, the principal flavoring cotituent
of twk beans, is resento the extent of about 3 percent of their
weight. At:3 percent, the 1939 imports of 625,000 pounds would
yield about 19,000 pounds of coumarin. The price of tonka beans is
affected by crop fluctuations more than by changes in demand; and
on the basis of the average price in the past the value of tonka-beaA
imports required to produce 1 pound of coumarin would be at least
$50. In 1939, the production of synthetic coumarima, produced from
phenol, a coaltar intermediate, amounted to 235,633 pounds, which
sold at an average price of about $2.88 per pound. The continued
use of the more expensive natural flavor is probably partly because
the beans contain other aromatic principles besides coumarin and
partly because certain manufacturers rather than change their
flavoring formulas for certain brands of tobacco products continue
to use tonka-bean extract for flavoring regardless of price.
For the purpose of this report, it is assumed that in both post-war
short and long terms, tonka-bean flavoring will continue to be used
in the same brands as it is used at present, and that there will be nio
material extension of its use. On this basis, the consumption of tonkk
beans will vary with the sales of those brands in which extract of
tonka beans is now used. Such sales will, in turn, vary with the total
volume of tobacco products consumed and with the proportions of
consumption supplied by those brands. If past trends hould continue, total consumption of tobacco and tobacco products :ill increase
with the population but will be affected by changes in per capita
income only to a moderate extent. The derived and inelastic nature
of the demand for tonka beans makes it probable that an increase or
a decrease of 50 percent in the 25-cent duty (now reduced to 124
cents per pound) would not materially affect consumption.
For the following discussion it is assumed that the consumption of
the brands of tobacco in which tonka-bean flavoring is used will-vary
proportionately with the consumption of total tobacco products.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It seems probable that the consumption and imports of tonka beans
might be 10-20 percent higher than in 1939, and amount to something
like 700,000-750,000 pounds annually. Assuming a price of $1 to
$1.10 per pound, these imports would be valued at $700,000-$800,000.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capita income as in 1939 with or without change in duty.

On the assumption that was made for the post-war short term,
consumption and imports of tonka beans might be 10-30 percent
higher than in 1939, or to, say, 700,000-800 000 pounds annually.
Assuming the same price, these imports would be valued at $700,000$900,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939 with or without change

in duty.

Again, under the same assumption, consumption and imports of
tonka beans might increase by 20-50 percent, or to about 750,000950,000 pounds annually. Assuming the same price, these imports
would be valued at $750,000$1,000,000.
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CRUDE PETROLEUM

ri~parraph: 1733. _
Crude petroleum.
Commodity.:
Free of regular duty,
Rate of duty:
but subject to import-exciee tat of 21#
per barrel

Equiva~et ad vaZlorem (l

):030%.

of O4 at persn
No*.-No duty wa imposed by the Tariff Ant of 1930, but an impft-d "
WAu
Imposed by the Rovenu Act of 1932, effective June 21,'1932. The tax was reduedto cant, elective
O
December1939, subject to taiff quota limitations, puracant to the a
t ith
ea.
January 30,164, the tax of j centPer gallon wfs made applicable to &U imports, witho quota 1itau~us,
pursuant to the agreement with Meximo.

GENERAL

Data onTUnited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

- .____

-Item

...For
Total

FWdomestic
export
market

Ouaatitymelion

barrels)
dollars)
(x.l.on
Unit value (per barrel)Peso-s
employed (number)-

|

..

.

1,265
1,294

$1.02
200, 000

1,193
1,201

72
93

$1.28

:

$1.01

'29
20
$0.09

A pamp
parent

~~~~~~~RatioOf
Tmots
ons ra-

sumption
s Lpton

I,2me

9

--

---

--

--

I As to significance of this column, see text below.
SNot including 5.5 million barrels, valued at 3.7 million dollars, imported for refining in bond and export
of the derivative products.
I Foreign value.

Crude petroleum is in demand only as a source of finished oils.
Virtually all of the consumption is in refinery plants. The crude
oil handled by United States refineries goes predominantly into
refined products for consumption in tWs country, but there are also
large exports of the finished products. In 1939 such exports of
liquid products (not including bunker oil but including "natural
gasoline" derived from natural gas) amounted to 108 million barrels
equal to about 9 percent of the apparent consumption of crude
petroleum. Those refined petroleum products which are import
items of consequence are discussed in separate sections.
The foregoing tabulation relates to crude petrle-um and does not
cover the large exports of refined petroleum products or the small
imports of those products. Apparent consumption, as given, consequently includes the crude petroleum (domestic or imported crude)
entering into the exports of 108 million barrels. The quantity of
crude required for a given quantity of refined products is approximately barrel for barrel. The apparent consumption of crude for
conversion into products for the domestic market in 1939 was,
therefore, about 1,115 million barrels. In addition to products
obtained from crude petroleum, more than 50 million barrels of
natural gasoline were produced and entered into cOnslumption;halso,
stocks wefe reduced during the year by more than 40'1iYilllon barrels.
Therefore, actual United States consumption of petroleum products
in 1939 was approximately 1,210 million barrels. The subsequent
estimates of consumption of crude petroleum (plus natural gasoline)
in this report relate only to consumption for the production of refined
products which are to be consumed in thie United States, a figure
which can be estimated. with some approach to accuracy.
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Imports of crude petroleum in the immediate pre-war period were
chiefly from Venezuela, with relatively small quantities from Mexico
and Colombia.
In 1939, in' addition to imports of crude petroleum, about 8 million
barrels of taxable refined or semirefined oils for -actual consumption
in the United States were imported, besides which about 19 million
barrels of such products were imported (tax free) either for further
manufacture in bond or for supplies of vessels (mainly fuel oil).
Difficulty of forecasting domestic production.
It is possible to estimate with some reasonable approach to accuracy
the post-war demand in the United States for petroleum derivatives
as a group, and for the principal individual products. The great bulk
of these derivatives destined for domestic consumption will presumably be produced in United States refineries, whether or not the
refineries supplement supplies of domestic crude petroleum by imports

of that material.
The question how much crude petroleum might b9 imported, under
given assumptions as to demand for the derivative products or to
rates of duty on imports, depends primarily on the volume of production of crude petroleum in the United States. To a less extent
it depends on the quantity of crude petroleum and refined petroleum
products exported from the United States. Under any circumstances,
however, both imports and exports of petroleum and its products
are likely to be fairly large. Various causes tend to bring about trade
in both directions--among others, geographic convenience and
economy of transportation, corporate relationships between domestic
and foreign concerns, differences in grade between domestic and
foreign crude oils, and temporary local variations in supply and in
prices.
Intercorporate relationships constitute one of the principal difficulties in forecasting both imports and exports of crude and refined
in
petroleum. Virtually all of the production of crude petroleumthe
Venezuela, Colombia, and Peru (which together account for
great bulk of South American production), as well as of the production
of refined products in the Netherlands West Indies (the dominant
center of refining in the Western Hemisphere outside of the United
States), is controlled by a very small number -of concerns, which also
produce and market both crude and' refined products on a large scale
in the United States. These and other large American concerns have
extensive interests in petroleum production and refining in the Eastern
Hemisphere, and in marketing petrofeum products in many foreign
countries. The policy of a concern of this sort with respect to imports
of its own foreign products into this country, and exports of its own
domestic or foreign products to other countries, may be materially
affected by its foreign operations. Notwithstanding the effects of
such international corporate relationships however, the ratio of
imports to exports of petroleum (in all forms combined), in the
aggregate, will still depend largely on the ratio-of production of crude
petroleum in the United States to consumption of refined products
in this country.
so
There are very few products the future output of which is the
difficult to forecast as that of crude petroleum. Production in
United States in the past has been, on the whole, steadily increasing,
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but the rite of increase has varied materially at different times.
Moreover, productive capacity has shown: even wider variations mi
the rate of growth than has actual current production. Chang in
productive capacity depend mainly on the rate at which- -new pools
and field-re--discovered. Without constant new discoveries, production is bound to decline. At times exceptionally large discoveries
have brought about large- overcapacity, and it has been necessary
to restrict production* severely, by government as well as private
measures. At other times, with less rapid discovery of new supplies,
oil has been drawn from previously developed producing areas at a
more rapid rate than was consistent with ultimate maximum recovery.
It, seems likely that if the present war continues for some time, the
huge military requirements for petroleum, despite civilian rationing,
will lead to current production at a rate which is uneconomic from
this standpoint.
It is quite impossible to forecast how rapidly new reserves will be
discovered in the United States in the future. Prospecting and
"wildcatting" in recent years have proceeded with a more or less
uniform pace, but with success varying widely from year to year and
from period to period. The richest field ever discovered in the United
States was that of East Texas, which began producing in the latter
part of 1930. For several years both before and after discovery of
the East Texas field there were rather large discoveries in several
other areas. Since about 1938 the rate of additions to known productive capacity has been much lower, but it is entirely possible
that it may again rise in the future. Opinions of experts with regard
to the extent of the undiscovered oil deposits of the United States
vary enormously. Almost as marked are the variations in expert
opinion with respect to the rate at which these untapped resources
will be brought into use.
If, between the present and the first half of the 1950 decade, the
rate of discovery of new supplies of petroleum should be at the average
rate of 1935-39 (a period not including the opeiuig -up of the great
East Texas field), domestic production would probably become
sufficient to take care of the estimated in'erease in the consumption
of refined products in the United States (even with a high per capita
national income), besides maintaining approximately the pre-war
volume of exports of refined, products. On the other hand, if the
rate of discovery should be no greater than that during 1940-44
domestic production would probably be insufficient to take care of
the estimated domestic requirements, even if there should be a
reduction in the exports of refined oils.
Since, under given conditions of national income,_the demand for
petroleum products in this country is very inelastic, bieing-only moderately affected by changes in price, whatever gap may exist between
domestic consumption (plus exports) and domestic production of
crude will be made up by imports. The practical impossibility of
forecasting satisfactorily domestic production of crude petroleum
makes it impossible to forecast the imports of crude, apart from the
uncertainties, already mentioned, concerning the policies of concerns
which have production facilities both in the United States and in
foreign countries.
Post-war exports of crude and refined petroleum will, of course,
also be much affected by the production of crude oil in this country.
I
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If production should increase faster thAo the domestic demand for
regne4 petroleum products, there woud probaWy be some mreae in
exports of finished petrolewvk produces, ad poeibly also in exports of
crude petroleum, notwithstanding thb fact that the competition
of foreign petroleum-producing counties inz world markets is likely
to be stronger than before the war. There would also be a tendency
to reduce the imports of crude petroleum below even the relatively
small figures of 1939. Couversely, if domestic production should
fail to keep pace with domestic demand for refined petroleum
products, there would be a simultaneous. tendency to reduce. the exports of finished petroleum products, and still mere'those of crude
oil, and to increase the imports of crude petroleum.
The production of crude petroleum in foreign countries apparently
will be materially greater after the war than before the war. New
producing areas have recently been discovered and further dis--coveries seem highly probable, since in few parts of the world has
exploration for petroleum been as extensive as in the United States.
Because of the abundant foreign supplies, the United States is not
likely to have serious difficulty, at least for a long time to come, in
obtaining the crude petroleum necessary to meet its requirements for
finished petroleum products, even if domestic production of crude'
petroleum should. fail to keep pace with those requirements.
Influence of imports on domestic production. 6
The relation between domestic production- and imports of crude
petroleum is not, of course determined solely by the degree to which
domestic production is able to meet domestic requirements for the
refined products. Imports may affet production. A relative
lowering of foreign costs, as compared with domestic costs, would
tend (subject to possible modifying influence of international corporate relationships) to cause United States imports (crude or refined) to increase, and United States exports to decrease, either of
which would tend to cut into the domestic production of crude.
Moreover, changes in the rate of duty on crude petroleum may
affect imports, and thus affect domestic production. Imports would
tend to be larger if the rate should remain at the present reduced
level of 1034 cents per barrel, than if it should revert to the 1939 rate
of 21 cents. Conversely, the imports would tend to be less if the tax
should be raised to 50 percent aboveethe 1939 rate. It seems impossible, however, to give any numerical statement of the, probable
magnitude of these effects, particularly in view of the circumstances,
other than tariff rates, which have been mentioned above ps influencing
the international trade in petroleum products.
Estimated domestic consumption of petroleum derivatives in the postwar short-term period.

The following paragraphs contain estimates of the probable consumption- of refined petroleum products, as a group, in the United
States during the immediate post-war period and the. longer term
post-war period. These quantities are assumed to represent the
consumption of crude petroleum for domestic purposes, apart from
consumptotn in production of export oils.
The demand for refined petroleum products -in the United States
during the second and third years after the, war seems likely to be
10 to 20 percent above the 1939 level. The chief factor working
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meat especi#Hy automobiles-and kousehold oil burners. New automobiles will probablynot be produced in numbers equal tp demands
for ssome tte time after the war. Meanwhile, as during the war,
geat numbers of c-# will have to be scrapped or put out of coln]UHs1 because replacements are not avilable. For oil burners,
conditions are likely to be more favorable because less equipment
has been scrapped and replacements may be more quickly available.
The equivalentOf an; iknred of a 10-20 percent in domestic cosumnptio of refined petroleum would represent a quantity of cr'Ude'bil
and natural gasoline of 1,330-1,450 million barrels.
Estimated domestic consumption of petroleum derivatives In the postwar long-term period.

Per capital income at 1939 level.-The upward trend in the per
capita consumption of refined petroleum products in the United
States, which began before 1920, seems likely to continue after the
war. In view also of a 10-percent increase in. population, consumption of these products might be 20 to 35 percent greater than in 1939,
when it was 1,210 million barrels (including natural gasoline). This
consumption may be expressed in terms of figures as the equivalent
of 1,450-1,630 million barrels. Since the prices of crude petroleum
are likely to be higher than before the war, even with no increase in
per capita national income and no change in the general level of
prices, the value of such a quantity would probably be Iithe neighborhood of 1,850-2,075 million dollars.
Per capital income 76 percent-hifAer than in 1939.--Experience has
shown that changes in national income affect the consumption of
petroleum products in the United States only moderately. A 75percent increase in per capita income, however, would probably be
reflected in appreciably larger consumption per capita than would
occur with income at the 1939 level. Consumption of petroleum
products might thus become 30-45 percent greater than in 1939
representing 1,575-1,750 million barrels of crude petroleum and
natural gasoline.' Prices would probably be even somewhat higher
than with national income at 1939 levels, so that the value of this
quantity might be in the rhnge of 2,250-2,500 million dollars.
Imports for refining in bond.

The statistics given in the table at the beginning of this section
regarding imports of crude petroleum relate only to imports for consumption. In addition to these imports, there were in 1939 relatively
small imports (5.5 million barrels) of crude petroleum which entered
into bonded refineries, without payment of tax, the derivative products being exported.
If conditions should arise in which do6mestic production of crude
petroleum would be insufficient both to supply the domestic demand
for refined products and to maintain a large export trade it would
theoretically be possible to keep up the export trade by larger importation of crude petroleum for refining in bond. This, of course,
would be practicable on a large scale only if the cost of refining in the
United States were enough below the cost of refining in foreign counvarious oMciial of large oil ompe
siderably higher than these.
71283-45---- 10
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tries to offset the additional expense of transportation involved in
the hauling of both crude oil and its refined products. Several factors
seem to militate against a lare increase in this practice of refining
in bond. ,They include; a probable great increase in production o
crude petroleum in the Middle East, the output of which, for geographic reasons, would not be likely to come to the United States for
refining and reexport; expansion of refining in the principal foreign
petroleum-producing countries, to which expansion Upited, States
capital may contribute to a considerable extent; and possible further
expansion of the pre-war practice on the part of various deficit
countries in giving preference to imports of crude petroleum over
those of finished products.
EMPLOYMENT

The total number of persons employed in drilling oil wells and
producing crude oil and natural gasoline was approximately 200,000
in 1939. Employment in the post-war period will probably be more
or less proportionate to the volume of production.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF RELATION BETWEEN CONSUMPTION,
PRODUCTION, EXPORTS, AND IMPORTS

The direction of the effects of the complex causal relations affecting
production of and trade in crude petroleum which have been described
may be made clearer by certain hypothetical illustrations, which are
not intended as forecasts.
In the pre-war period the petroleum position of the United States,
expressed in very much rounded figures, was somewhat as follows:
Million

Item
barrels
Requirements:
Domestic consumption of refined petroleum products-1, 200
Exports of crude and refined oil, principally refined-150
Total -----------------------1, 350
Supply:
Domestic production (including natural gasoline) -1, 300
Imports of crude and refined, mainly crude 50
Total 1, 350

In the post-war period consumption of refined petroleum products
in the United States will doubtless be materially larger than before
the war, the extent of the increase depending partly on the height
of the national income. For convenience it is assumed in each of the
following hypothetical illustrations that the increase in consumption
is 25 percent.
The first illustration is based on two assumptions, namely (a.) that
the consumption demand in foreign countries in the post-war period
increases in the same proportion (25 percent) as that in the United
States, and (b) that both the relative costs of production, and the
relative ability to supply the market, of the United States and of foreign
producing countries remain the same as before the war. Under these
assumptions it would be expected that each of the foregoing figures,
as representing the pre-war period, would be increased about 25
percent. No tabulation need be presented to show the resulting

quantities.
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The secoiid of the two assumptions last mentioned, however,' might
not correspond with actual facts in the post-war period. The situation might differ, to the disadvantage of the United States, from that
assumed, in two ways: (1) Even though the United States might still
have adequate productive capacity -to supply all domestic requirements
and also a large quantity of exports, the relative costs of production
might change in favor of foreign countries; (2) the productive capacity
of the United States might not expand in proportion to the increase
in demand in this country, whereas the capacity of foreign countries
might increase much more. The results might then be as shown in
the tabulations below.
Taking up the first of the two possibilities just mentioned, independently of the second, a relative improvement in the cost position of
foreign producing countries would tend both to increase imports into
the United States and to decrease its exports. The effect on exports
would probably be greater than, that on imports. Assuming no
change in the United States revenue tax, the figures in the foregoing
tabulation would change in the directions indicated below (this is
not intended as a forecast but merely as an illustration):
Item
batrels
Requirements:
Domestic consumption of refined petroleum products (pre-war
figure increased by 25 percent) -1, ;00
Exports of crude and refined oil, principally refined (pre-war
figure reduced by one-third) -100

Total -1, (00
Imports (100-percent increase over pre-war, partly due to incre:' ed tU. S. requirements and partly to displacement 'of
domestic crude) -100
Domestic production (an increase of 15 percent over pre-war) - 1, 500
Total 1, 600

Supply:

Of course, the reverse of the situation illustrated in the second
tabulation of the petroleum position of the United States might arise:
there might be a relatiVe improvement in the cost position of the
United States as compared -*lth foreign countries. It is unnecessary
to tabulate the obvious effects of such a change.
The second hypothesis mentioned above that United States productive capacity may not increase as rapidly as requirements, would
have certain efects independent of any change in relative costs of
production as between this country and foreign countries. The extent
of the modification in the balance sheet of requirements and supply
would, of course, depend primarily on the magnitude of the figure of
available supplies of domestic petroleum. If the relative cost situation should remain unchanged, these effects would be in the directions
indicated below:
Item
Miuion barron
Requirements:
Domestic consumption of refined petroleum products 1, 500
Exports (reduced materially by reason of inadequate domestic supplies, say 50 percent below pre-war-figure) -75
Total 1, 575
______
Assumed supply:
Assumed domestic production (about 10 percent over pro-war) _ 1, 425
Balance which would have to be supplied by imports (three times
pre-war) -10
Total 1, 57
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if the. reverse Of the above situation should aruse, rela-Obvious4,7
tive
supplies available in the United States mncreasiny instead of
deeresisg, changes in experts -and imports would be in directions
opposite to; those illustrated.
If in Addition to the, effects of inaequate supplies of crude petroleum
in the United States illustrate in the foregoing tabulation, the competitive positions of foreign- producers should b strengthened by a
relative lowering of costs, the domestic production, even though
capacity existed to. supply the quantity specified in that. tabulation,
wo preswnably not in fact reach that figure. The fqrsign producers
would probably take a larger-shate both of the domestiuad the. export
market. The effects illustrated in the second and third tabulations
would become cumulative. The results (hypothetical and not intended
as a forecast) might be somewhat as follows:
Item
Maion barred
Requirements:
Domestic consumption of refined petroleum products-1, 500
Exports of crude and refined oil, principally refined (one-third of

50
pre-war figure) 1,550
Total Supply:
200
Imports of crude and refined, mainly crude (four times pre-war)
Balance remaining for domestic producer (4 percent above pre-wvar) 1, 350
1,550
Total -

Again, if the reverse situation,should arise, with the United States
gaining in position both with respect to supplies available, and costs,
the exports might become very much larger, and the imports very
much smaller, than those illustrated.
The hypothetical illustrations of the petroleum situation of the United
States in the second, third, and fourth tabulations are based on the
assumption that the import tax on crude petroleum in the post-war
period will be the same as in 1939 (which was double the rate now in
effect). If the 1939 rate should be reduced by 50 percent or increased
by 50 percent, there might be considerable change in the relation
between imports and domestic production shown in each of these
tabulations (see subsection above regarding influence of imports on
domestic production).
GASOLINE AND NAPHTHA
Equivalent ad
Tariff
Rate of duty valorem (1989)
Commodity
paragraph
1733 Gasoline, naphtha, and finished light
products:
31%
Gasoline -$1.05 per bbl.
21 per bbl.
6%
Naphtha, etcNOT.-No duty was imposed by the Tarlff Act of 1930. The Revenue Act of 1932 imposed an import.
excise tax collected as a duty) of $1.05 per barrel on gasoline aid 21 cents per barrel on naphtha, etc., which
became elective June 21, 1932.
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Data on United States production, impiors, and consumption for
1939 are given hjbow:
Produatio.
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Not including Imports (reatively small) for further manufacture in bond and for export. Imports
shown consist chiefly of naphtha and finished light products having an average unit value higher than
that of gweline.
I Fotn value.
Total for refining industry.

Changes in national income or in rates of duty may have effects on
imports of gasoline that are different-from -the effects on imports of
crude petroleum. The revenue tax on gasoline is much higher per
gallon than the tax on crude oil. If domestic refiners lack sufficient
supplies of crude petroleum to meet requirements for gasoline, they
can import crude petroleum.
The possibility of imports of gasoline depends primarily on the relation between the cost of transforming crude petroleum into gasoline
in this country and the corresponding cost in other countries (especially those which themselves produce crude petroleum) plus the duty..
It may also be affected by international corporate relationships (see
section on crude petroleum). Imports of gasoline have been insignificant since the imposition of the duty in 1932, whereas those of crude
petroleum have been quite large.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of gasoline immediately after the war will-probably
be only moderately, perhaps 10 to 15 percent, larger than'in 1939
(naphtha is of negligible importance as a separate commodity) -notwithstanding probably high national income. The controlling factor
in consumption will probably be the number and condition of automobiles in operation. During the war several million cars will have
been scrapped. Of those that survive, many will be .in poor condition because of age, with complications resulting from subnormal
maintenance. Output of new cars may not be sufficient to fill the
demand for replacements and additions for 2 or 3 years after the end
of the war. ObviouslyP the longer the war lasts, the larger ill be the
temporary shortage of cars. On the-other hand, when wtime restri
tons are removed, consumption of gasoline per 'ar for cars actually
in operation may be somewhat higher than in 1939. Production of
asoline, whether from domestic or imported crude oil, will no doubt
be sufficient to take care of the moderately increased demand and to
leave an excess for exports. Imports will probably continue to be
negligible, if the duty remains unchanged.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption of gasoline, taking into account increased population,
may possibly total 750-800 million barrels annually, or ?0q-40 percent
more than in 1939. This estimate is based on the trend during 1920-40
when gasoline consumption increased much more rapidly than population and largely irrespective of changes in per capita income. Continuing improvements in both automobiles and gasorlne, which may
result in increased efficiency in terms of mileage per gallon, seem likely
to be more than offset by increases in the number of vehicles and
greater mileage per vehicle per year; increase in use of airplanes will

also affect the consumption of gasoline. The price of crude oil seems
likely to be higher than in 1939 and to be'reflected in higher prices
for all petroleum products, perhaps 20-30 percent higher. In that
case the value of consumption would be 2.2-2.6 billion dollars, Production, from domestic and imported. crude oil, will almost certainly
be sufficient to supply the consumption. Total, production will
depend on the magnitude of exports (see below).
A 50-percent reduction in the rate of. duty on gasoline would
probably not result in aany material increase in imports, assuming
that the duty on crude petroleum would also be reduced (i. e., below
the 1939 level; it has already been so reduced). An increase in the
duty, of course, would keep imports. at or below the small pre-war
figures.
Per capita income 75 per; ent higher than in 1939.

In the light of past experience, the large increase in per capita
income may be reflected in only a moderate increase in per capita
consumption of gasoline. Consumption might, however, be 15-20
percent larger than with unchanged income, and in the neighborhood
of 850-900 million barrels a year, or 50-60 percent more than in 1939.
In conformity with the assumed high level of prices (probably somewhat higher than with unchanged income) the value of the increased
volume of gasoline consumed might be 2.6-3.0 billion dollars. Imports
of gasoline would probably continue negligible. if the duty were reduced by 50 percent (assuming no change in the already reduced
duty on crude). Production at United States refineries whether from
domestic or imported crude would be sufficient to supply the entire
,Consumption, Total production would also be affected by the volume
of exports.
Exports

The magnitudeof the exports of gasoline after the war will be greatly
affected by the relation between domestic production of crude petroleum and domestic consumption of refined petroleum products. See
the section on crude petroleum.
Employment

The petroleum-refining industry produces a number of commodities
simultaneously from a single raw material. The number of workers
depends primarily on the quantity of crude oil processed, not on the
output of any one product such as gasoline.
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In 1939, about -100,000 persons were employed at United States
petroleum refineries. It seems likely that the number of employees
will increase at approximately the same rate as the volume of crude
refined and may therefore reach 130,000. Although some processing
methods have become more complex during the war, there has been
also a considerable advance in the use of automatic-control equipment.
Therefore, the more complicated processing will probably not require
any marked change in the number of employees per unit of volume.
FUEL OILS
Tariff paragraph: 1733.
Gas oil and distillate
Commodity:
file oil, residual fuel
oil, --unfinished oils,
and topped crude.
Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 11%
21¢ per bbl.
Rate of duty:
to 27% (average-24%).
No'rE.-This commodity was free of duty under the Tariff Act of 1930. The Revenue Act of 1932 imposed
an Import-exclse tax (to be collected as a duty) of 21 cents per barrel, which became effective June 21, 1932.
The rate was reduced to 10½ cents, effective December 16,1939, under a tariff-quota regime, pursuant to the
trade agreement ilth Venezuela. The quota regime was abolished, effective January 30, 1943, pursuant
to the agreement with Mexico.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
given below:
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I Not including bunker oil loaded on vessels In foreign trade, 37 million barrels In 1939; this Is Included In
pparent domestic consumption.
'Not including oils imported for further treatment In bond with exportation of the products, nor for the
suply of vessels (both duty-free); such imports in 1939 were 19 million barrels.

ogn value.

This group comprises distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, unfinished
oils, and topped crude. Distillate fuel oil also known as gas oil,
includes Diesel oil and: household fuel oil. iResidual fuel oil includes
heavy fuels for heating and for industrial plants, railway locomotives,
and ships. Unfinished oils and topped crude, which are mainly
fuel oils intended for further processing, are distinguished from fuel
oils only in statistics of imports. Imports are mainly from Netherlands W~est Indies (derived chiefly from Venezuelan crude oil).
If domestic refiners lack sufficient supplies of crude petroleum to
meet requirements for fuel oil, they can import crude, so that imports
of fuel oil need not necessarily increase. However, the rate of
duty on fuel oil is the same as that on the crude oil so that the possibility of imports of fuel oil depends largely on the relation between the
cost of refining crude in this country and in other countries, especially
those which themselves produce crude petroleum. Other factors
affecting imports are intercorporate relationships of domestic and
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foreign producers (see section on crude petroleum)) and differences in
grade as between Whe crude oils produced in this country and thowe
produced in Latin-American countries
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The probabilities seem to be that consumption of fuel oils during the
immediate post-war years will be approximately 20-25 Percent larger
than in 1939, or 50.0-550 million barrels. It seem's likely that the
strong upward trend Of recent years in the use of light fuel oils for
household heating will continue, and will be accentuated by the higher
national income.
The duty on imported fuel oils was reduced 50 percent in December 1939. In January 1943 the reduction, which had been limited
previously by a quota provision, became Applicable to all imports
regardless of quantity. Imports totaled 8 million barrels in 1939, 28
million in 1940, and 30 million in 1941; but thiwartime increase has
little bearing on post-war prospects. Because of wartime shipping
conditions, imports decreased to II million barrels in 1942 and to 4
million in 1943. Immediately after the war it seems likely that the
volume of imports will greatly exceed the 1939 quantity, if the reduction in the duty made in December 1939 remains in effect.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The consumption of light fuel oils has increased rapidly in the last
decade, chiefly because of the great convenience of the household oil
burner, and in spite of the fact that in most sections of the country
coal was a cheaper fuel. This circumstances likely to continue to be
of importance, even though automatic coal stokers for household use
will hereafter offer more competition to the oil burner.
Consumption of heavy fuel oils in industrial plants and transsporation is -more sensitive to price competition from coal. If the
pries of coal remain low after World War II, as they did after World
Wur I, while crude oil increases in price, consumption of heavy fuel
oil is not likely to increase substantially, even with a high, national
income.
By the use of new processes which permit the breaking up and
reforming of the various molecules it is possible to increase the yield of
gasoline and decrease the yield of fuel oils from a given quantity of crude
petroleum. To a less extent, therefore, will it be possible for fuel
oils to be abundant and cheap while gasoline is Sarce and-: rising in
prices. Consequently, fuel oils will probably f6in a relatively smaller
proportion of petroleum products derived from United States crude
petroleum. This fact may tend to cause larger imports of fuel oil
derived from the heavy crudes of Venezuela and Mexico, or of the
crude oils themselves.
Per capita Income at 1959 level.

Consumption of fuel oils, taking account of growth of population;
and general upward trend, may possibly increase to a volume of
535-580 million barrels a year, or from 25 to 35 percent more than in
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1939. Most of the increase would probably be in the distillate grades
(chiefly used in household oil burners) in continuation of the pre-war
trend. If prices, of petroleum Products should rise relative to the
general price level, it seems likely that the-use of-residual fuel oil in
industry would be restricted to some extent by competition with coal.
If the price of crude oil rises, as seems likely, there would probably be
an ap approximately corresponding rise in the unit value of fuel oil. The
total value of consumption might- be 650-750 million dollars.
If the duty should be the same as in 1939, imports (for consumption
and exclusive of imports for use of vessels) might be, as in 1939, about
2 percent of consumption, or, say 10-12 million barrels, with a fores
value of perhaps $1 -per barrel. With a 50-percent reduction in the
1939 duty (already now in effect), imports might possibly reach 20-25
million barrels, and with a 50-percent increase in duty they might fall
to about 5-6 million barrels.
Domestic production of fuel oil (including production from foreign
crude, if any), besides supplying most of the consumption, would
presumably provide some exports (see subsection on exports below).
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of'fuel oils would probably be appreciably, higher per
capita than with unchanged income, and might possibly reach a level
of 575-625 million barrels annually, with a value of 700-800 million
of the increase would probably be accounted for, by
dollars. Most
heating oil; it does not seem likely that the increase in
household
per capital income would result in any material increase in conumption of the heavy residual oils. Imports of fuel oils might supply
1-5 percent of the consumption or even more, depend& on the rate
of (iuty, on the policy of domestic refiners as to the relative production
of fuel oil and of' gasoline -from domestic crude, on the volume of
imports of crude petroleum, and on still other factors. Imports might
then total, say, 6-30 million barrels, with a foreign value of 7.5-37.5
million dollars, at $1.25 per barrel. The quantity produced would
depend in part on the quantity imported and exported (see below).
Exports

The magnitude of post-war exports may be much affected by the
theihexistin'relation between domestic production of crude petroleum
and domestic demand for refined petroleum products, a subject which
is discussed in the section on crude. petroleum.
Empoyment

(See section on Gasoline.)
-PARAFFIN WAX
Tariff paragraph: 1733.
Paraffin and paraffin
Cominodity:
-waX.
Free (but subject to an Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 38%.
Rate of duty:
import excise tax of
1~ per.1
NOTE.-No dut Us £mpeed by the Tariff Act of 1930, but an Import excise tx of I cent per pound wes
Imposed by the ITeveue Act of 192, effective June 21, 1932.
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Data on United States production imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
ItApparent Ratio of
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211,001...........
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I As to actual consumption, see text.
I Foreign value.

Paraffin wax, one of the minor products of crude petroleum, finds
its principal use in the manufacture of waxed papers and, food containers. - Other important uses are in electrical equipment and, after
chlorination, in treating fabrics to increase resistance to fire, moisture
and mildew. Other waxes and synthetic products may be substituted
for paraffin wax in most of these uses, In 1939 apparent consumption
was 270 million pounds. Taking account of the decline of stocks
during tbe year, actual consumption was about 325 million pounds,
which is a more appropriate basis for estimating post-war consumption.
Paraffin wax is produced as a byproduct of the processing of lubrieating oils; the volume of its production depends chiefly on the output
of such oils. United States production has greatly exceeded consumption, large amounts being exported.
Despite our large exports of paraffin wax, the United States has
imported substantial uantities in pre-war y~ears. These imports
originated almost wholly' from refineries in the Netherlands Indies.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The demand for lubricating oils, at home and for export, will
probably be strong in the years immediately after the war. United
States production of paraffin wax may, therefore be about 25 percent
higher than in 1939. Consumption may be about the same as in
1939 (actual not apparent).
Imports are likely to be small, because of probable delays in reachmig normal production in the Netherlands Indies. Even so, the
surplus available in the United States should allow exports at about
the same rate as 1939, or larger.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

There has been no definite trend in the per capita consumption of
paraffin wax, but, by reason of growth of population, consumption
might be 340-375 million pounds, or 5-15 percent more than the
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actual (as distinguished from apparent) consumption in 1939 (325
million pounds). Production of paraffin wax under thee conditions
cannot be closely estimated. It would depend, on the one hand on
the domestic production of lubricating oils from crude petroleum of
paraffin or mixed paraffin-asphalt base, and the proportion of the
paraffin extracted in the joint process; on the other, it would depend
on the magnitude of exports, which have been a very large proportion
of production in the past, as well as the magnitude of imports, which
have been relatively small in the past.
There is little reason to suppose that consumption in foreign countries will increase materially. Exports will,- therefore, depend chiefly
on the degree of competition encountered in foreign markets. The
principal production of paraffin wax outside of-the United States is
in the Netherlands Indies, where the crude oil has a very high paraffin
content, whereas the crude produced in most other foreign countries
has an asphalt base. It is obviously impracticable to forecast for a
decade or more the production of crude oil, and consequently of
paraffin wax, in the Netherlands Indies. Exports of paraffin wax
from the United States consequently may, on the one hand, be as
large as, or even larger than, before the war, or may, on the other
hand, be appreciably smaller than before, by reason of increased competition from the Netherlands Indies. They might be 200-250
million pounds, with a value,'at 1939 prices, of 7.0-8.5 million dollars.
Imports will also depend largely on the conditions of production in
the Netherlands Indies. They might be considerably smaller or considerably larger than in 1939, say, 30-50 million pounds, with a
foreign value $800,000-$1,300,000, at the 1939 unit values.
The production of paraffin wax in conjunction with the production
of lubricating oils is to some extent optional, that the domestic
'OutpUt will depend primarily on how much can be marketed profitably
at home and abroad. Under the uncertainties-regarding imports,
and still sMore so those regarding exports, total United States produce
tion might range rather widely, from, say, 490-600 million pounds
(nearly one-third more than it was in 1939). United States produce
tion for the domestic market might be about 290-345 million pounds
valued at from 9-10.7 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DObMETIC

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

In the past, consumption of paraffin wax in, the United, States has
not been materially influenced by changes in per ca ita income.
Consumption with a higher income level might, therefore, still be
340-375 million pounds. All that has been said in the foregoing
paragraphs about the quantities of exports and imports, and the
resulting figures for domestic production, would apply also under this
assumption as to national income, particularly since there is little
reason to suppose that the foreign demand for paraffin wax would
increase materially with increased income abroad. It may be assumed, however that with higher national income in the United
States and in Foreign countries prices domestic and foreign, of
paraffin wax would be somewhat higher tman before the war.
Accepting the quantities presented in the preceding subsection as
possibly representative also for conditions with .a her national
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under the second assumption, might be somewhat as follows:
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iflect of changes in tax.
Although the revenue tax of 1 cent per pound was equivalent to 38
percent ad valorem in 1939, it seems unlikely that an increase or a
decrease of the tax by 50 percent would have a very important effect on
imports. The fact that exports are several times Seater than imports
suggests that the imports may be the result of special conditions.
Imports of paraffin wax have been larger since the tax was -imposed
than theretofore. It is, of course, probable that a marked change in
the tax would have some effect on imports but a reduction of 50 percent
might result in an increase no greater than 10 percent in the volume of
imports, and an increase of 50 percent might not reduce imports by
more than 10 percent.
Experts

Exports of paraffin wax may decrease somewhat below the 1939 level
because of increased foreign competition. It is believed, however, that
the chief factor in the future, as in the past, will be the exportable
surplus of production over domestic consumption, which will depend
on the production of lubricating oils.
Employment

The petroleum-refiniii industry produces a number of commodities
simultaneously from a single raw material. Thisnumber of workers
depends primarily on the quantity of crude oil processed and the production of a single minor product such as paraffin has little effect
on the number employed.
WHITE MINERAL OIL
Tariff paragraph: 1733.
Mineral oil, medicinal.
Commodity:
Free (but subject to im- Equivalentlad valorem (1939): 0.8%.
RaSe of duty:

portv-exise tax of %0 per

gal.).
NoTo.-No duty wa imposed by theTari Act a1t0, but an Import-eilue tax of W per filo Us
of 1 , efectlve June 21, 1932.
Imposed by the Revenue
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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White mineral oil, a very minor product of crude petroleum, is a
lubricating oil so highly refined as to be virtually colorless tasteless
and odorless. It is used medicinally as an itesatinal lubricant, anS
industrially by bakers, confectioners, and manufacturers of salves and
ointments.
United States production- of lubricating oil is so laige in- comparison
with any possibJe co0nPUmption of white minehl oil that it is safe to, say
there is no technical limitation on its production in any volume
desired. United States production of white mineral oil is classified as
medicinal by the Bureau of Mines; but only part of it is used in human
medicine anid there is reason to believe that not all of it is strictly, of
medicinal grade.
The principal foreign supplies of white mineral oil hare bedn Germany and Belgium. The relatively high unit value of imports is
probably due to the fact that imports consist almost entirely of strictly
medicinal grades.
United States consumption of white mineral oil increased during
the 12 years, 1928-39, at arnore rapid rate than did the popWlation;
this increase was largely independent of changes in national income.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be slightly larger immediately after the
war than in 1939, in line with the anticipated increase in population.
Imports-will probably be neglible. Even if production in Europe
entire output will probably be
can be resu ed within the period, t ie

consumed locally.

POST-WAR LONG TERMJ
Consumption, Produetion, and Imports

The-duty on white mineral oil is 'so low in relation to the value of
the product that either a 60-percent inrease or decrease is not likely
to have an appreciable effect upon imports. United statess product
tiondwill bedMate' for anl needs at competitive prices. Consequently, although it is Faumed that European production will be resumed, the volume of imports is likely to depend on--the extent to
which former trade channels will be reestablished.
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Per capita income at 1939_level.

Consumption may be in the neighborhood of 8.6 million gallons,
or 20 percent more than in 1939. Production for the domestic market
will probably amount to about 8.1 million gallons, an increasb of about
25 percent over 1939. If, as seems likely, the price of white mineral
oil rises, the value of this production ma be about 4 million dollars,
at 50 cents per gallon. Imports are likely to supply-about 6 percent
of domestic consumption, or approximately 500,000 gallons, with a,
foreign value of $350,000, at 70 cents per gallon.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

In the light of pre-war experience, it is believed that the volume of
consumption would not be noticeably affected by an increase of 75
percent in per capita income. However, unit values would probably
be somewhat higher. Therefore, consumption is estimated at about
8.6 million gallons, and production for the domestic market at about
8.1 million gallons, with a value of approximately 5 million dollars, at
60 cents per gallon.
Imports may supply about 6 percent of consumption and Mount
to about 500,000 galons, with a foreign value of $400,000, at 80 cents
per gallon.

Exports of white mineral oil will probably continue in substantial
rolume, as in the immediate pre-war years. They may increase to
2 million gallons, DAually, or 20 p rcentmote than in 1939.
Employment
Only a few petroleum refineries produce white mineral oil. The
number of employees is very small, perhaps 100 to 200, and is not
likely to increase.
LICORICE ROOT
Tariff paragraph: 1602.
Crude licorice root.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
(.tENERAL

Data on United States imports less reexports (apparent consumption) foxr 1939 are given below:
(1,000 pounds) -62, 331
quantity
slue ($1,000) -1,131

Unit value (per pound) -

$0, 022

Licorice root is the natural root from which the flavor of licorice,
in the form of extract or paste, is obtained. It is not grown on a
commercial scale in the United States. United States imports of
crude licorice root have cohije principally from Turkey, Soviet Union,
and Iraq, in that order.
Licorice root yields not only the flavor but, as much less important
byproducts, aliquid used in fire-fighting apparatus and the root fiber
for wallboard or fuel. Licorice extract or paste is sold principally
to the tobacco industry and to a N1inor extent, to the confectionery
and drug industries. Whe United States consumption of flavor and
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therefore of root has declined in recent years chiefly because of decining use of snugf and chewing tobacco. Cigarette tobacco uses
much smaller amounts of licorice flavor.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

By reason of the downward trend, the consumeoption of licorice root,
during the first few years following the war will probably remain at
about the 1939 level. Imports will probably be fairly large because
the two processors will probably build up their stocks, of which they
usually keep about 2 years' supply.
P0STWAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income- at 1939 level.

A 10-ercent increase in population and an increased consumption
of cigarettes would probably not be sufficient to increase consumption
over the 1939 level, because of the over-all downward trend in domestic
consumption of licorice. Imports of about 62 million pounds, with a
foreign value of about 1.4 million dollars may therefore be expected.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With a 75-percent increase in per capita income and a 10-percent
increase in population, consumption of licorice root might increase
sonic*hat over 1939 hwvels or to about 656 billion pounds aimuAlly.
With a unit value of about 2.4 cents per pound, this would amount to
about 1.5 million dollars (foreign value).
Exports

Exports of crude licorice root have probably been negligible. Exports of licorice extract or paste have averaged about 2% million

pounds annually.

CRUDE TARTAR MATERIALS
Tariff paragraph: 1611.
Argols, tartars, wine lees, and calcium tartrate, crude.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of dftt:
NoTz.-Argols, tartar, and wine leas containing gO'pereent ot more of potassium bitartrate medutiable
at 5 cents per pound, but none have bee Imported since 19$0

GENERAL

Data on United States imports less reexports (apparent consumption) I for 1939 are given below:
(1,000 pounds) -20,
Value ( 1,0o0)
1, 428
07
value
--Quantity
Unit

665

-

(per pound)

$0.

Foreign value.

XIn addition,

are unavailable.

asmall amount of W-gols and wine lees

are obtuinedfrom domestic sours, figures for which
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Argols and wuine lees are the deposits and settlings formed in cask
4wing the fermenwttio of wine. :Agola usuallyoon in EM) to 85
percent potassium bitartrate And wmine lee 25 to 40 percent. Argols
and wine lees contain calcium tartrate,-tnd additional quantities are
produced when low-grade wine lees are treated with a lime salt to
prevent deterioration and to facilitate shipment. Argols and wine
les are raw materials for the production of tartaric acid, ctiesi of
tartar Rochelle salt and tartar emetid. Calcium tartrate is a raw
material for the production of tarric acid.
The bulk of the products made from crude tartars are used in food
products, soft drinks, baking powder, and pharmaceuticals. Relativtly small quantities are used for industrial purposes.
'United States production of crude tartar materials is quite small
Tartar raw materials have come principally from the important wineproducing countries bordering the Mediterranean, especially from
France, Italy Portugal, Spain, Algeria, and Tunisia. Argentina has
also 'been a source of supply. Imports in 1939 were somewhat lower
than average; imports averaged 28 million pounds in the 4 years
1937-40.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The supply of crude tartar materials after the war will depend
on the speed with which the countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea resume their more or le" normal activities and uwn
the price at which the crude tartars are offered. It is probable that
about as much will be available shortly after the war as during prewar years. There is likely to be a fairly strong demand for tartar
products in the United States despite competition from other products
such as citric acid.

largely

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Conutlon, Piodution, sad Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

At the 1939 income level, consumption of crude tartars would
probably be of about the same magnitude as in the years immediately
preceding the war-that is, about 25-30 million pounds-and practically,
all would come from foreign sources. The foreign value of imports
would probably be 1%4-2 million dollars at 1939 prices.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In I".

Consumption of crude tartars might be 15-25 percent higher than
in the immediate pre-war years and amount to 32-35 million pounds.
Because of competition with other products and because the supply
of tartar raw materials is limited, the increase in consumption at
higher income levels would not be in proportion to increased purchasing power. Assuming a 10- to 15-percent increase in price levels,
the foreign value of imports might be about 23-3 million dollars.
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WHITE ARSENIC
1614.
Tarpararaph: Arsenlous
acid or white arsenic.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Prduction
Apparent

orta consum
itemImpo
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Patlmarkqt

uasotlty (short ton)-9..........j341
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2,S33
494
$22

000)-~~~~~~~~~4904
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Unitmlu(perhotto)

14,674

87,012

$36......

9tort
to
hyrceu*i40
....

IAs reported by produceta to the Bureau of MInes.
a Partly
.sifath~d.
I Amounts to about $100
-

4 Foreign value.
I Value at plant.

Before World War II, United States consumption of white arsenic
ranged between 25,000 and 38,000 short tons a year, about half of
which came from domestic production and half from imports. About
half the imports were supplied by Mexico; and Swedenj France, Belgium, and Canada supplied the remainder.
About one-third of the white arsenic consumed was used directly
as a weed killer, one-half in the manufacture of agricultural incticides, and the remainder in the manufacture of glass, wood preservatives, dyes, enamels, pharmaceuticals, and meta-Mc arsenic. Duriiig
the war, mcreased amounts are being used in insecticides and in the
manufacture of arsenic trichloride, which is used in the manufacture
of chemical warfare gases.
White arsenic,.also known as arsenious acid or arsenic trioxide, is
recovered in most countries from byproduct flue dust resulting from
the smelting of metallic ores principally gold, copper, and lead, which
contain small percentages of arseruc. Consequently, the output of
arsenic is large dependent on the rate of operations in gold, copper,
and lead. Te-low price of white arsenic normally prevents the profitable smelting of ores primarily for arsenic. During the war, however,
the United States Government subsidized production from domestic
arsenic-bearing minerals to augment the supply of white arsenic.
World production of white arsenic has usually been in excess of
world consumption, and large stock piles-of white arsenic are common
in normal times, especially in Sweden, where the arsenic content of the
ores processed is very high. As a result, Sweden produces about half
the world's supply of white arsenic. It is reported that Swedish
stocks were 250,000 metric tons in 1936 and are now in excess of
350,000 metric tons.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the war, cotisumptiot of white arsenic has been about
40,000-50,000 short tons and this consumption will probably be main-.
tamned 'in the first few years after the war. This is about 20 percent
above the 1939 level of consumption. The extent to which consumption will be supplied by imports will depend to a. large degree upon
712-0-A 11
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the dost of ocean transport and on whether Sweden decides to sell its
accumulated stocks at very low prices.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productlon, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

With decrease of the per capita income to the 1939 level, consumption of white arsenic will probably return to about the level of that
year and amount to about 35,000-40,000 short tons. The large supplies in Sweden. may tend to lower prices and cause imports to supply
a larger proportion of domestic consumption. The strength of this
tendency will depend on the policy of the Swedish producers.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

A per capita income at this level would tend to sustain the wartime
consumption of 40,000-50,000 short tons of white arsenic, since it
would be in large demand as a weed killer and in the manufacture of
agricultural insecticides. The pressure of world stocks upon price
will probably tend to limit domestic production and increase the
proportion supplied by imports, the strength of this tendency depending on the policy of the Swedish producers.
Exports

Ordinarily, exports of white arsenic are not large and, in view of
the increased world surpluses, are not likely to increase in the long-

term post-war period.

Employment

The number of persons employed in the production of white arsenic
is small, amounting to less than 100 persons in 1939, and would be
affected only slightly by the assumed changes in the national income.
QUININE AND OTHER CINCHONA BARK ALKALOIDS
Tariff paragraph: 1619, 1748.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Cinchona bark, its alkaloids and their derivatives.

Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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Alkaloid derivatives contained in imported Java cinchona bark estimated at 9 percent
Foreign value.
a Estimated.
* Les than t0.
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Cinchona bark is obtained principally from several species of trees
of the genus Cinc4ona and is the raw material used for the manufacture of the crystalliza.le cinchona alkaloids-quinine, quinidine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine. Minor quantities of cinchona bark are
used in the production of totaquine, which is a mixture of all the
cinchona alkaloids, generally used as a low cost but efficient antimalarial.
Quinine (chiefly in the form of quinine sulfate) is the most important
cinchona alkaloid and is used principally as an antimalarial. Before
the present war, quinine was also used in considerable quantities in cold
medicines and in antipyritics, tonics, antiseptics, and antiperiodics.
Cinchonine and cinchonidine may be used for the same purposes as
quinine. Quinidine is used principally in treating certain cardiac and
neurological disorders; in this use there Is no good substitute.
Before 1942, about 80 to 90 percent of the cinchona bark was produced in the Netherlands Indies, and the remaining portion was produced principally in British India and Latin America. There is no
cinchona bark produced in the United States. Production in Latin
America has increased greatly during the war but even so it is likely
to remain a small part of total world production because of higher
production costs in gathering the wild bark and lower yields of cinchona alkaloids as compared with the cost of production of the Netherlands Indies plantation bark. Until the Japanese occupation of the
Netherlands Indies, world production of cinchona bark, and consequently cinchona alkaloids, was controlled by a cartel known as the
Kina Bureau. As long as world production of bark is centered in the
Netherlands Indies, production of quinine will probably continue to
be controlled from that source.
Synthetic antimalarials, particularly quinacrine hydrochloride (atabrine), compete directly with cinchona alkaloids. United States
production of this synthetic drug was tremendously increased to
supply the wartime demand for antimalarials, and is now cheaper
per dose than quinine. Because of competition from synthetic products, the post-war consumption of quinine as an antimalarial in the
United States might drop markedly below the 1939 level, but its consumption in miscellaneous pharmaceutical products such as hair
tonics and cold medicines might expand somewhat. Totaquine may
also be more important than formerly, as a cheaper antimalarial for
self medication, gut the quantity available for this purpose will probably be controlled by the cinchona bark producers. The recent
development of efficient insect-control agents also may tend to eradicate some of the malarial areas and lessen the need for antimalarial
medicines.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM

During the first few years following the war, United States consumption of antimalarials will be likely to increase considerably over
the 1939 level because of the development of latent or relapse cases of
malaria by persons who contracted the disease during the war. It is
also very likely that large quantities of antimalarials will be exported
to foreign markets and' that larger quantities will be used to treat
inhabitants of malarial areas in the United States.

POSn--WA imPOW.AND: DOMTIC PEODUTION
POST-'WAR LONG TERM
Consumptions Producton, and Imports
The quantity of cinchona alkaloids produced in the United State
will depend partly on the accessibility of foreign bark to American
producers. In the past United States imports of bark, from the
Netherlands Indies have rarely exceeded 50 percent of the Wtal-of
domestic consumption of cinchona alkaloids, the remainder being
supplied in the form of finished products imported principally from
the Netherlands and the Netherlands Indies. If bark is freely available from Latin America, the amount processed in the United States
may exceed the pre-war average.
Per capital income at 1959 level.'
Because of competition with the new synthetic antimalarial, con!
gumption of cinchona alkaloids inthe United States might possibly
total only about 3.3 million ounces annually, or about 50 percent of
consumption in 1939.
This consumption might be supplied by imports of about 1 million
pounds of cinchona bark, with a foreign value of about $422,000, at1939 prices, and imports of about 1.8 million ounces of cinchona
alkaloids and salts, with a foreign- value of about $700,000, at 1939
States production of alkaloids and salts from the
prices. United
bark
might total about 1.4 million ounces, with a value of
imported
about $840,000, at 1939 prices,

IN

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

United States consumption of cinchona alkaloids might amount to
about 5 million ounces annually, or about 75 percent of the consumption in 1909. This consumption might be supplied by imports of
about 1.5 million pounds of cinehona bark, with a foreign value of
about $712,000, at 47.5 cents a pound, and imports of about2.7
million ounces of cinchona alkaloids and salts, with a foreign value of
about 1.2 million dollars, at 44 cents an ounce. United States production ofoalkaloids and salts from the imported bark might be about
2.2 million ounces, having a value of about 1.5 million dollars, at 68
cents an ounce.
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NITROGENOUS FERTILIZER

MATERIALS

Tariff paragraph: 1625, 1841 81685 1766, and 1780.
Commodity:
Nitrogenous ferthlier materlak.
Free.
Rabo of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Item.
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4
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-

1

Foreign value.

S Less than 500 short tons.
Estimated.
,

I

Nitrogenous fertilizer materials are of two tyj)p-,: Inorganic, of
which sodium nitrate1 ammonium sulfate, and calcitun cyanamide are
perhaps the most familiar; and organic, such as veget a)be-seed meals,
animal excrements, and tankage. Of the two, the inorganic is the
more important, accounting, in 1939, for about 90 percent of United
States production of the two types of nitrogen; 95 percent of imports,
and 90 percent of consumption.
Although the inorganic or chemical nitrogen fertilizers are produced
and consumed in greater volume than the organic materials, the latter
command a considerably higher pice per ton of nitrogen. There has
been an increasing deman in recent years for these materials (particularly dried blood, animal tankage, and fish scrap and meal) for
animal feed purposes.- Since organic fertilizers not only supply
organic matter to the soil but have the property of absorbing moisture,
they are frequently incorporated in mixed fertilizers, where they serve
as "conditioners" by preventing the mixture from caking. Consumption of nitrogenous fertilizers has hown an upward trend, which
reflects an increase in population, and the continued necessity of replacing the nitrogen in the soil, which is gradually exhausted when it
is not adequately restored by animal manure or cover crops.
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United States production, imports, and apparent consumption of
the principal inorganic and organic nitrogenous fertilizer materials
in 1939, in short tons of nitrogen, are shown below:.
Production

Nitro-

Nitrogenous fertilizer materials

con-

tent

Total

For d

o

0-

_
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Appar-.Rtoo
Imports eon- to rts

P
~~~~~~sump- snp
tionsum

xmeskti.

Inorganic:
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Percent
.
20. 6 138,076 10,776 127,300 25, 262 152, 562
Ammonium sulfate---------------16.6
Ammonium phosphates-17.0
8,500
4, 317
4,183
6,663 10,846
61.4
--- 32,697
100. 0
22. 0
None
32, 697
Calcium cyanideSodium nitrate-1. 0 ' 70,000 -60.7
70,000 I0M 307 178, 307
All other -49.9
43, 467 17,924 25, 643 25, 436 50,979
46.6
260, 043 33,017 227,026 198,365 425,391
Total, inorganic-

Organic:

Guano -e
6.0
Castor bean ponmace -6-------.5
Fish scrap and meal -8.0
7.6
Tankage All other
--

Total, organic Grand total .

1, 2781278

8,816 --

31,568

421

291, 611

33,438

346

1,624
3,936
3, 079
17,541
8,816
3,840 12,656
31, 147
7,689 38,836
, 173 2,
464, 227

2,530------2,530
' 46
2,002
2,048
' 376 10,521
16,896

1,406
1, 077
1,020

21.3
35.7
35.0
5.8
30.3
19.8
44.4

' Estimated.

United States production of 'nitrogenous fertilizer materials is
usually supplied partly by byproduct ammonium sulfate produced by
the coke industry but mainly by various products derived from synthetic ammonia. This latter industry has developed since World
War I but by 1935 was supplying 60 percent of United States production of chemical nitrogen. United States capacity for producing
synthetic ammonia has increased very greatly during the war owing
to the military uses of that product. This new capacity is largely
Government-owned at present.
The total productive capacity, old and new, is roughly twice the
estimated post-war consumption of nitrogen and it. therefore seems
likely that much of the Government-owned capacity will be converted
to other uses or held in stand-by condition for an emergency rather
than be operated either by the Government or by private industry to
produce ammonia. However, it might be expected that some of the
new capacity would be operated and that imports of nitrogen would
be relatively less important after the war than in 1939.
According to a press release-from the State Department (No. 293,April 3, 1945) an agreement has been reached with the Government of
Chile that the United States Government does not intend to operate
'its synthetic nitrogen plants after the war and will consult with the
Government of Chile as to their sale to private interests "for the
purpose of reaching such accord with respect to' those problems as
would, while protecting the interests of the United States Government, give due consideration to the effects upon Chile, particularly
from the point of view of the competitive situation created by the
terms or conditions of the cession, sale, or lease of these plants."
This agreement to "consult" with Chile does not invalidate the conclusion reached above that some of the new capacity is likely to be
operated by private interests.
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Imports of sodium nitrate have been chiefly the natural product
from Chile. Calcium cyanamide has come chiefly from Canada..
Ammonium sulfate and the other inorganic fertilizer materials have
come frokn European countries, chiefly the Netherlands.- Organic
materials have come chiefly from. Argentina and Japan. As the
United States industry developed, the ratio of imports to consumption

dropped.
The United States nitrogen industry was able to increase its share
of the. domestic market in the pre-war years even with imports of
fertilizer nitrogen free of duty; therefore, it may be expected that
with new domestic capacity available after the war, the ratio of
domestic production to consumption will increase still further.
However, for certain- fertilizer uses, natural sodium nitrate and
calcium cyanamide are preferred, so it is probable that imports of
these products will hold up better than those of nitrogenous fertilizers
as a group.
Exports have been comparatively small in the past and are likely to
increase only moderately.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The temporary shortage of chemical nitrogen fertilizers which
developed during the war will ke relieved when' the war is over and
anhydrous ammonia again becomes freely available for the production'
of fertilizers. It is probable that for a few, years after the war both
production and consumption of nitrogenous fertilizers will be considerably higher than in 1939. Imports -will probably be somewhat
lower than in 1939 because of the disorganization of European pro"
duction.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and -Imports

Consumption of nitrogenous fertilizer materials will probably be
larger in the post-war period than in 1939 even if the national income
is at 1939 levels, largely because of the increase in population. On
the other hand, it may be expected to be somewhat less than the
estimated 620,000 short tons of fertilizer nitrogen consumed in 1943,
even though the national income is 75 percent greater than in 1939,
and though fertilizer nitrogen was in short supply in 1943. Consumption of fertilizer varies with farm income rather than with na-tional income and farm income in 1943 was high relative to national
income.
In the estimates below it is assumed that free entry of imports will
continue and that a substantial portion of the new wartime capacity
for the production of synthetic ammonia will continue to operate.
Per capita Income at 1932 level.

Should consumption of nitrogenous fertilizer materials increase
proportionately with population; consumption might be in the neighborhood of 512-O00 short tons of nitrogen, of which 128,000 short
tons, or 25 percent, might be imported. The foreign value imports
at 1939 prices of $128 per ton of nitrogen might be about 16.4 million
dollars. Production for the domestic market might approximate
384,000 short tons of nitrogen valued at 1939 prices of $157 per ton,
at about 60 million dollars.
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Consumption might be aIX~ut 30 percent grebtefr than in 1939, or in
the neighborhood of 600,004) short tons of nitrogen.; Imports might
amount to approdniatelyr 160,000 shorttons nitrogenn or about 25
percent of consumption) and, at $147 per ton, have a foreign value of
about 22 million dollars. Production-for the domestic market might
approximate 450,000 short tons of nitrogen and have a value, at
$180 per short ton of nitrogen, of about 8t million dollars.

Exports might range from 36,000 short tons of nitrogen 'at 1931)
Mncome levels valued, at 1939 prices, at about 6.4 million dollars, to
about 41,000 short tons of nitrogen, at, income levels 75 percent greater
than those of 1939, valued, at prices 15 percent higher than in 1939,
at approximately 8.4 million doll~ar.
Employment

It is estimated that approxiraately 6,000 persons were engaged in
the production of nitrogenous fertilizers in 1939. With the increased'
production estimated for the post-war period, the number employed
at the assumed higher level of income might amount to approximately
7,500 persons.
CRUDE BONES, OSSEIN, AND HIDI CUTTINGS
Tariff paragraph: 1627 and 1689.
Crude bones, ossein, and hide cuttings.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Apparent Ratim of
do- INtports8 IOD
FeFor
For
ex.
Total
lu~~~pijon to con-

Itet

576
0
Quantity (inIllile pounds)-^...6576
Value (ml lillon .ollars)--.
17
Unit value (pair pound)-$
$D 03
S03..0.

Persons empJ'oyed numberr)

-

.(2) " ...

. . .. .. .

...

105
'2. 4
$0.023
.. ..

Percen*

I&n
681
.
.,,

.

_
-........-.........

.. . .... .. .. . ..

_.

. .
. .
. ...............
..

Forelgp bones and hide cuttings are waste products of the tanning and
'Crude
meat-packing Industries; no data
are avyllr.ble as to the number of persons engaged in handling them. Some ossein Is produced from bone in
50.
value.

the United States, and the number of persons engaged In this operation perhaps does not exceed

Crude bones, ossein (made from; bones by dissolving out the mineral
salts with acid), and hide cuttings, are raw materials for the manufactire of animal glues and gelatins. Crude bones are also used in

!hist"#WAIA'PO0YS AND, DOMESTC PBOD1YCT16N

Product of bne chlai',bnil, and knife
smaller oawmainA,
handles, buttons, and similar articles.
Crude bones, pricipally from:Sout America account f about: 7
percent of the total imports; ossein, almost exclusively from Belgium,
accounts for about 10 percent; and hide cuttings, chiefly from the
United Kingdom and Canada, for about 15 percenT
POST.WAR SHORT TERM'.

In the-post-war short-term period cozisumption of these raw materials in the United State ma'y. be at a high level, compared to, 1939,
accompanind-by increased production of their finished' products in
order to satisfy deferred consumer demand and to replenish depleted
stocks.:. Imports and domestic production, are both likely to be subthan in 1939.
stantially lI
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productlfn, and Imports

Consumption of glue and gelatin raw materials in the United States
will tend to-increase with an increase in population and in per capita
income, but not proportionally because of increased competition
between hide glue and synthetic resin glues since 1937.
Per capita income at 1939 level.'

Consumption of crude bones, ossein, and. hide cuttings might be in
the neighborhood of 715 million pounds, of which about 605 million
might be produced domestically and 110 million, about 15 percent of
consumption, might be imported. At 1939 prices, production might
be valued at about 18.2 million dollars and the foreign value of
imports might approximate 2.5 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1D39.

Consumption might be in the neighborhood of 840 million pounds,
of which about 710 million might be produced domestically and 130
million, about 15 percent of consumption, might be imported. Bated
on prices 15 percent above the 1939 level production might be valued
at about 24.5 million dollars and the foreign value of imports might
approximate 3.4 million dollars.
Exports
There have been no exports in the past and exports in the postwar

period are likely to-be negligible.

Employment

As pointed out before crude bones and hide cuttings are waste
products of other industries, and no employment data are available
for these waste products. The number of persons engaged in the
production of ossein might approximate 100 with the estimated increased production in the long-term post-war period.
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PHOSPHATIC FERTILIZER MATERIALS
Tariff paragraph: 1627,1685, 1740.
Phosphatic fertilizer materials.
(~ommodli1/:
~ate of dudy:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production,
1939 are given below:

imports, and consumption for
Rati

Production

of

Appatent Imports

Item
Total

For
export

For domneatio
market

Imports I consurup- to coltion

SUMp.
tiontl

Gross weight (short tons) -1 4,113, 424 132,047 3,981, 377
66,.36 4,047,743
2
XXZ12. 49,9
......
47,867
.-;-50, 000 2,133
Value ($l,000)Available phospboric afied(P0)shr
4
tons), ------------------737,415 129,356 703,059 126,613 734,8:72
Value per ton of available phosphoric acid
,-v-.
$80
(PsO,)
.-$8
$73 - 7
.,
6, 001 -.
:.
.
Persons empl number)
-

I
I
I

Estimated,
ForeIgn value.
Includes commercially priced phosphoric acid in animal carbon and bone products.

The phosphatic fertilizer materials come from three principal
sources--phosphate rock, basic slag, and bones., Of these, phosphate
rock leads in importance. and supplies are available in practically
unlimited quantities, with deposits scattered throughout the world.
The United States is one of the world's largest producers of phos.
phate rock. Basic slag is a byproduct of the steel industry and is,
therefore, limited in output. Although produced in large quantities
in some European countries, United States production is very small,
due to the low phosphorus content of its principal iron ores. Comparatively small quantities of bones are available for fertilizer use.
The phosphatic fertilizer .materials include the superphosphates
(normal, concentrated, and ammoniated), ammonium phosphates,
basic slag, precipitated bone phosphate, animal carbon (bone black),
bone 4sh, meal, and dubt, and gi'ound phosphate rock. Phosphatic
fertilizers supply crops with phosphorus, which is one of the three
fundamental plant foods. Not all the phosphorus contained in phosphatic fertilizers, however, is available as plant food; some is present
in an insoluble form and has no commercial fertilizer value. The
soluble or available portion is sold and referred to by the trade asavailable phosphoric acid (P205)- In general- the phosphatic ferti.
lizer materials are interchangeable, if allowance is made for their
content of available phosphoric acid (P205).
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Estimated United States production, imports ' and consumption
of the principal phosphatic fertilizer materiausrin 1939, in short tons
of available phosphoric acid (P205), are shown below:
Apprxk|

IeaImote
__aI.

R

U. S. production

tio_
cn
Ra|t
p
of ImApar-

on
pot
po-For
~
phoneTotalFor ex- domes- '(
tetin
acdJ"r Market
(d0,

Item

Percent
16-18
Buperphosphate, normal Bupeiphosphate, concentrated -- 4-4
superphosphate, monlated -18
400
Ammonium phosphates 16
-----Basic lagPrecipitated bone phosphate-40
30
Animal carbon ------------------------25
Bone ash, meal, and dust -.(4)
Other phosphatic fertilizer materials.
Total or average -

M4,127
122, 738
6 260
24,000
3,200
6,000
3,000
6,250
&2,W840
737, 415

16,000 U48, 130
3,200 119, 38
6 260
(S)
10,159 13, 811
3,200
3)
(
6. 00
3,000
6 250
(
2,840
29,356 708, 059

oCn

t ~
tion

Pcrcmt

(3)
2
(1)
b8
2
1
3
15

2,449 550, r99
2,215 121,763
.26
5,286
19, 6S 33.439
6
3,268
7,037
1, 037
93
1 127

(3)

3,093
7.377

2,$40

-

26,813 734,672

4

Estimated; includes commercially priced phosphoric acid in animal carbon and bone products.
Less than 0.5 percent.
I Small, if any.
4 Various.
I Ground phosphate rock used as fertlirer.

I
2

Farm income is the, basic factoretermining the amount of fertilizer
used by American farmers. Changes in the farm- income are reflected
in the consumption of fertilizers, and in some areas the tonnage
consumed follows almost the same trend as farm income,. I addition,
cons umption of phosphatic fertilizers also shows a long-term tendency
toward increase owing to the depletion of the soil's phosphorus with
continued cultivation.
Thle United States apparent consumption of phosphatic fertilizer
materials in the period 1935-39 ranged between a low of 577,000
short tons of available phosphoric acid (P205) ill 1935 and a high of
806,000 ton1s in 1937, and averaged about 700,000 toIns. There
appears to --have been a steady upward trend in tle c nsumption
during this period, except for the abnormally large consumption in
1937. The consuml)tion of 735,000 short tons iiX 1939, therefore,
may be considered about normal. The apparent consumption in
1943 was about 1,300,000 toils in terms of available phosphoric acid
(P206), or about 75 percent above the 1939 level.
In the 5 pre-war years 1935--39, total United States production'
increased from 58-,000 short tons of available phosphoric acid (P205)
to 737,000 tons, with an exceptionally high amount of 800,000 tons
in 1937. About 93.5 percent of the output in this period was supplied
by thG superphosphates, 3.5 percent by ammoniumm phosphate, and
the remaining 3 percent by basic slag, precipitated bone phosphate,
animal carbon, bone meal, and ground phosphate rock. The manufacture of superphosphate is based on domestic phosphate rock, and
the plants are.economically.located in the principal fertilizer-consuming areas, particularly along the East coast, and in the Southern
cotton states.

D0M=T1DPROD'UMON
39
1i3
thee period
United States import for consumptioni
fluctuated bdween a low' of about 13,000 short tons of available
phosphoric acid: (PLOD) in; 1935 and a hig1h of 30,000 tons in 1937., Anu
averaged about 22,000 tons, or les than the 27,000 tons imported in

::1S
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1939. Import\ constituted only about 2 percent of United States
consumption in 1936 and 1936 and only about 4-percent in the period
1937-39. About 60 percent of the total imports consisted of ammoiiium phosphate Which came principally from Canada. Imports of
soperphos phate averaged about 28 percent of the total and came from
Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Germany. Of the remainng
phosphatic fertilizers, amounting to about 12 percent of the total,
imports of precipitated bone phosphate came principally from Belgium; bone ash, meal, and dust came variously from Argentina,
Germany, Belgium, China, and British India; an small amounts of
basic slag were imported from Belgium.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the first few years after the war, United States consumption of
phosphatic fertilizer materials is likely to be maintained or slightly
increased over the wartime level. United States production during
this period may increase in order to supply the requirement for the
rehabilitation of the liberated European countries and the Far East.
Imports, however, are likely to be small, consisting principally of
Canadian superphosphate and ammonium phosphate.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capita income at 939 level.

Consumption of phosphatic fertilizer materials is likely to be about
775,000 short tons of available phosphoric acid (P205), or 6 percent
above the 1939 level and 11 percent above the 5-year pre-war average.
Imports may total about 4 percent of the apparent consumption, or
about 31,000 tons. (This quantity is about 15 percent higher than
imports in 1939 and 40 percent higher than the pre-war average.)
Assuming prices as in 1939, imports would have a foreign value of
about 2.5 million dollars. With-imports at this level and consumption
as indicated, United States production for the domestic market would
total about 745,000 short tons of available phosphoric acid (Ps05),
(about 5 percent above 1939 and 10 percent above the 5-year pre-war
average). At 1939 prices, this production would have a value of
'about 51 million dollars.
Per capita incorne 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of phosphatic fertilizer materials might remain at
about the wartime level and~amount to about 1,300,000 short tons of
available phosphoric acid (P205), about 75 percent above 1939 consumption and 85 percent above the 5-year pre-war average. Imports
may be about 4 percent of the apparent consumption, or about 52,000
tons (about 90 percent higher than 1939 imports apd 135 percent
higher than the pre-wAr average). Assuming a 10-percent increase
in foreign prices over 1939; the foreign value of imports may amount
to about 4.6 million dollars. With these levels of consumption and
imports, production for the domestic market would be about 1,250,000
short tons of available phosphoric acid (PsO). Assuming a 10-percent
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the ajuea of domestic production would

amount to about 94 million dollars.

In the 5 years 193639, United States exports increased steadily frm
17,000 short tons of available phosphoric acid (PO1) to 29,000 tous
Exports consisted principally of
and averaged about 23,000 tons.
In tems of the available
superphosphates and ammonium phosphate.
phosphoric acid (PR0), about two-tlirds of United States exrt
went to Canada and Cuba as superphosphates, and the remainder was

phosphate destined principally for the

ammonium

PhiPpin"es,

the

1944, the greater part of the United
Netherlandi'Indies, and Japan.
States production of concentrated superphosphate was allocated for
export to the United Kingdom.
During the transitional years after the war United States exports of
phosphatic fertilizer materials are likely to be much higher than the
pre-war level. In the long-term post-war period, United States exports may be expected to amount to about the same proportion
1939, that is,' about 4 percent of the total United States production of
available phosphoric acid (PO,0). Thus exports would be about 32,000
short

come

tons

of

available phosphoric acid

under

the

as

lower assumed

in-

and about 54,000 tons under the higher assumed level
Employment

The number of wage earners employed in the manufacture of phosphatic fertilizer materials was about 6,000 in 1939, and increased to
from -7,000 to 7,500 in 1943, Since the United States post-war production of phosphatic fertilizers is likely to be between the 1939 and
the 1943 levels, the number of wage earners 'may also be expected to
vary in proportion and amount to from 6,000 to 7,500 in the post-war
period.
COAL TAR AND COAL-TAR CRUDES
Tarif

paragraph: 1651.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Coal tar, its crude derivatives, and crude light-oil derivative

Free.

GENERAL

Dat#a on United States production, imiaports, and consumption for

1939

are

given below:
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POST-WAR IPfORTS AND DOMNSTIC PRODUTOX

Products included in this report are those derived principally from
coal in the process of converting coal to coke, usually im byproduct
coke ovens, and to a lesser extent from coal or-oil in the process of
manufacturing industrial and illuminating gases. These products
consist' of light-oil distillates (such as benzene, toluene, and the xylenes), the-crude tar and distillates (such as dead or creosote oil, the
tar acids, and naphthalene), and road tars and pitch.
The United States is one of the world's largest producers of coal-tar

and light-oil derivatives. The quantity produced is largely dependent
upon the quantity of coke required by the steel industry. The coal
tar produced may be -completely distilled, "topped" (i. e., partially
distilled to remove -the components most in demand), or burned as
fuel. If coal tar is produced on too small a scale to warrant distillation
on the spot, it will not ordinarily be distilled as it does not pay to
transport it any distance. Thus the disposition made of the coal tar
depends on the conditions under which it is produced, on tjhe demand
for and the prices of the products of distillation (such as napthalene,
tar acids, and creosote oil), and on the price of fuel oils. This situation explains why the United States has, in the past, burned large
quantities of tar as fuel while at the same time it imported coal-tar
distillates. In 1939, about 30 percent of all tar produced in the United
States was burned for fuel but the proportion thus consumed during
the war was substantially lower, owing to restrictions placed on the
use of tar for this purpose.
Large demand during the war for the coal-tar and light-oil products
used in making explosives, aviation fuels, plastics, dyes, medicinals,
wood preservatives, synthetic rubbers, and other products has resulted
in a maximum production of crudes and the expansion of production
and processing facilities wherever possible. In 1939, United States
production of coal tar, all crude derivatives of coal tar, and crude
derivatives of light oil was about 8.0 billion pounds, valued at approximat~ly 67.6 million dollars, with an average unit value of 0.85 cents
per pound. In 1943 the production of the same products was about
11.6 billion pounds, valued at approximately 143.3 million dollars,
with a unit value of 1.2 cents per pound, an increase of 45 percent in
the quantity and 112 percent in value over the corresponding production in 1939.
Consumption of naphthalene has increased because it is a rawmaterial widely used in the manufacture of resins, phthalate plasticizers, insect repellents, and the- anthraquinone vat dyes. Demand
for these products will probably continue to be fairly heavy after the
war. The trend of United States production of naphthalene has been
upward since 1933; production increased sharply from 104 million
pounds in 1939 to 305 million in 1943.- The trend in the production
of creosote oil, used chiefly as a wood preservative, was likewise upward
before the war; production increased from 992 million pounds in 1939
to 1,576 million in 1943.
United States production of crude from coal tar, in the post-war
short- or long-ternuperiod, is not likely to exceed the peak wartime
volume, and an unusually high demand for individual products is
likely to be met by imports or, to some extent, by domestic products
obtained, by synthesis, from petroleum.
Imports in 1939, a normal pre-war year for imports of this group,amounted to 7.1 percent of the total quantity of all these products
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ame principally

that

ji
year. These'
and Belgium. The product
from the United Kingdom, Germany,
imported in thepmost significant quantities were creosote oil and crude
naphtalene, which together accounted for over 85 percent of all of
the group under consideration. Statistics for these two items are
shown below:
t
.f

Production
For doex.melo
Total
Ttl For
merktto
port

Item

Imparts AppantimpDots
tion
sumption

_

..ri
Quantity (1.000 lb.):
32
970, 598 4889 1,437.487
Creosote o
iln.
---.
9F178 21. 5
28
..
tne
-a---10..........
104,086 41, 104 145, 190 /
.104,088
Naphtha
32
Total1, 0G 284 21. 580 1,074,884 507, 993 1,582, 677
Value ($i,o0):.
* 5, 769
337
Creosote oil:-'--J13,450
13, 113
2 4,9
-..- ....., 7691,760
Naphthalene ..........
.
337
Total15,219
-2
14,882 16228
Unit value (cents per lb.):
1. 4
1.6
1.2
-1.4
Creosoteoil1.1 1---1.7
Naphthalene -1.7
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.2
Average ---------------------

-

I

.

........

Estimated.

I Foreign value.

Cost of transportation may sometimes favor' importation of the
coal-tar crudes for consumption in the Atlantic or Pacific coast
regions of the United States, since the rates on transocean shipments
of foreign crudes to these regions is sometimes less than the rail rates
from inland points in the United States.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In view of the marked upward trend in the domestic consumption
of coal-tar derivatives before th'e war, consumption will probably be
considerably larger than in 1939. Byproduct coke ovens will probably be more active than in 1939, and this activity will make adequate
quantities of domestic coal-tar and crude distillates available for refining.
Imports will probably be substantially lower than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG; TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

In view of the inceksed production of synthetic organic chemicals
which will probably follow a demand for larger quantities of coal-tar
crudes and crude distillates, it will presumably be profitable to recover
and refine a larger part of the products of the byproduct -coke-oven
industry than in 1939. Thus increased demand will be met largelyby increased domestic production. However, imports of crude
naphthalene, the tar acids, and creosote oil will probably be necessary
in considerable quantities, as in the past.
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United State consumption of PO tar, coaltr crudes, and&tAh
crude ight oils wiL probably be n the niorhood;O 9.6 billion
pounds, or about 115 percent of consumption in 1939. About 96
percent of ronsumption will probably be supplied by domestic pi
ducers, in which case production for the domestic market might, be
about 9.1 billion pounds, valued at about 77 million dolls, at 1939
prices. Imports might account for about 6 percent of domestic
consumption and might total about 600 million pounds. At 1939
prices the foreign value of these imports would be about 6 million
dollars.
P0 c4%pita income 75 percent higher than in 1i939.

United States consumption of the coal-tar items included -will
probably be in the neighborhood of 11.6 billion pounds, or about 140
percent of consumption in 1939. About 95 percent of consumption
requirements are likely to be supplied by domestic producers; thus
production for the dometic market might be about 11 billion pounds
valued at about 110 million dollars, at 1 cent per pound. Imports
might account for about 5 percent of domestic consumption, and
might total about 600 million pounds. At 1.5 cents per pound, the
foreign value of them-' imports would be 9 million dollars.
Exports

Before the war United States exports of crude coal-tar derivatives
(consisting chiefly of dead or creosote oil) went principally to Canada
and the Latin-American countries. Demand for these products will
probably expand owing to greater industrial activity in these countries.
With an increase in world income level exports might reach 500 million
pounds, with a value of about 10 mHion dollars, at a unit value of
2 cents per pound.
Employment

The number of factory workers engaged in the manufacture of this
group of products is estimated to have been about 5,000 in 1939.
The number of factory workers currently engaged in this industry is
estimated to be in the neighborhood of 6,000; at least that number of
employees would be required to produce the quantities estimated
under a post-war income 75 percent higher than in 1939.
SODIUM CYANIDE
Tariff paragraph: 1667.
Sodium cyanide.
Commodity:
Free.
Rat of duty:

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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ou`ompoundihed
Sodium: cAnide is a white, water soluble, jdis
prinipally in theq extnction of gold andd silver ore, in th fumigation
of.citrus trees :n-thedestruction! of ats and vein and iin tbw
production of synthetic eind special-purpo synthetic rubber
It is also employee for electroplating case gardening, adXasaflotia.
tion agent in minnal seprations^; 9rheprincipal source of imports
D
;oIwa IMPORTSAP
OSNo

lis been Canada, fror which is obtained chiefly the crude grade,
averaging about 60 percent sdium cyanides 1this crude grde is
used directly by the mining industry.- On the dther; hand, United
States production d imports from other sources than Canada concyanide,
8ist of the refined grade, contaiing 96 98 percent s
which is used in fumigation. and or most other -u, except in the
extraction of gold and silver and synthetic rubber; production. The
United States production of refined sodium cyanide is manufactured
from domestic materials (sodium metal, ammonia,- and charcoal) and
the imported Canadian crude grade.Duping the war years consumption of crude and refined sodium
cyanide combined has more than doubled owing principally to' increased requirements for case hardening, metal plating, special-purpose
synthetic rubber, and other uses. Production has icreased approximately three tifme that in 1939, and imports have risen to about 70
million pounds par year. Exports have al increased during the war.
The production, imports, and exports of sodium cyanide during 1939
were fairly normal for pre-war years.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The consumption of sodium cyanide in the United States during
the immediate post-war period may increase substantially above that
during 1939, as it seems probable that it will be used to a greater
extent for fumigation, production of synthetic rubber, and treatment
of metal, and that there will be a slight increase in e extraction of
gold and silver. It seems likely that production will increase with
the increased consumption of the refined grade and with a temporary
increase in exports, It also seems likely that imports will increase
in order to supply the needs for gold and silver extraction, for synthetic rubber, and for domestic production of refined sodium cyanide.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Consumption of the refined grade of sodium cyanide in fumigation
is likely to increase in the post-war period as the saving and advantages resulting froa fumigation ii-realized 'by more and more users
and as per capita income rises. An increase in domestic production
of refined cyanide will be reflected to some extent n increased imports
of the crude grade. Imports of crude are likely also to be increased
by an expansion of gold and silver mining which declined during the
war and for the production of synthetic rubber.
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Per capital Snonw at 1939 level.

At this low level of national income the consumption of both refined
and crude cyanide is likely to be less in the post-war long term than
in the post-war short term, although possibly higher than in 1939.
Consumption of crude will depend to some extent, however, on the
monetary value of gold in the United States and in other countries,
on whether or not the United States Government continues its silverpurchase policy of the 1930's, or similar policies, and on the domestic
production of synthetic rubber.
Net imports may be in the neighborhood of about 60 million pounds,
the foreign value of which, at 5 cents per pound, would be about 3
million dollars. As the foreign value per pound of the Canadian
material has dropped since 1939 from 7 cents to about 4 cents per
pound, owing to increased production at lower costs, the average
foreign value of imports in the post-war period will probably be only
slightly higher than in 1939. Production for the domestic market
will probably be 15-20 million pounds, with a value of about 2.1-2.8
million dollars at 14 cents per pound.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

At this level of national income,- consumption of refined sodium
cyanide would probably be much greater, possibly by as much as 50
percent, than in 1939. It is much more difficult to predict the course
of consumption of the crude, although it would probably be considerably higher than in 1939. Probably the most important factors will
be the monetary value of gold, the silver policy of the United States
Government, and the production of special-purpose synthetic rubber.
Production for the domestic market will probably be from 20 to
25 million pounds, valued at 2.8-3.5 million dollars, at 14 cents per
pound, and imports (less reexports), about 70 million pounds, with a
foreign value of roughly 3.5 million dollars, at 5 cents per pound.
Exports

Exports of sodium cyanide will probably be about the same duringthe post-war long-term period as they were during 1939. The principa markets for United States sodium cyanide have been Canada,
Mexico, certain South American countries, and the Philippine Islands,
and there is no reason to expect a considerable increase in their consumption or a change in our export markets.
Employment

The number of persons required for the domestic production of
sodium cyanide will probably be somewhat greater than the number
employed in this industry during 1939 if production is increased to
25 million pounds but will probably not exceed 75 factory employees.
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ANIMAL CLANDS3 FOR PHARMACEUTICAL USE
Pariff paragraph: 1669.
Commodity:
~Pituitary, thyroid, and other glands, crude
Free.
Rae of duty:
GENERAt-

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
________For doFor ex- mestic
Total

Item

Ini6rts

potmarket

uanttty (1,000 pounds)
I5,000
Value
($1,000) --------------------------a1,000
Unit value (per pound) -$0. 20

Apparent

~~~~Ratio of

tion

sumption

un~mp-

648
1134
11,000
$0.21
. .
I 50.
Persons employed (number)'.
.
-

I

2
I

$14

1 5,000

8,648

t

o>n~.

Percent
11.5

Estimated.

Negligible.

Foreign value,

This section covers the pancreas, pituitary, thyroid, and other
glands and glandular organs, except the liver, which are obtained as
byproducts by the packing-house industry. They are the raw materials from which insulin and other glandular medicinals are mnainufactured. These medicinal preparations are prescribed chiefly for
human diseases caused by abnormalities or deficiencies in the glands
of the patient,
Imports are chiefly from Canada, Argentina, and Brazil. Exports
have been negligible in the past and will probably continue to be.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

United States consumption of crude glands in the short-term
period will probably increase because of increased demand for glandular medicinal at home and for export to Europe an(l Latin America.
Imports will probably be larger than those during 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productlon, and Imports

--

Imports will probably furnish a larger proportion of consumption
than in 1939 because it appears unlikely that United States production
will be expanded to meet the increased demand.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption in the United States of these crude glands might total
about 9 million pounds. Imports might be about 15 percent of
consumption or about 1.35 million pounds, with a foreign value of
about 270,000 dollars, at 1939 prices. United States production might
be about 7.65 million poupds, with a value of about 1,530,000 dollars
at 1939 prices.
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Per capita IncOme 75 percent kijh4r thAn 14 139..

United States consumption of crude glands for conversion into
medicinal preparations might reach about l million pounds. Im,
ports mht be about 25 percent of consumption, or about 3 million
pounds, with a foreign value of $720,000, at 24 cents per pound.
United States production might amount to about 9 million pounds,
having a value of about $2,160,000, at 24 conts a' pound.
Employment

There are no official statistics on the number of wage earners. Itis
estimated that there were about 50 wage earners in 1939. With the
amount of production predicated at the higher level of income, postwar employment in this segment of the meat-packing industry might
reach 125.
PSYLLIUM SEED
Traiff paragraph: 1669.
Psyllium seed.
Free.
GENERAL
-Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

given below:

Quantity (1,000 pounds)
Value
($1,000) -.

-

Unit value (per pound) -

I

2,184
1200
$0. 092

Foreign vaue/,

Psyllium seed is the dried ripe seed of several species of Plantago
plants. It is used as a mild laxative. The two commercially important species are black psyIlium of France, and blonde psyllium of
British India. Black psyllium is preferred slightly to the blonde, but
the latter has captured the bulk of the domestic market because of its
lower price. Part of this product is sold as such by the retail drug
trade and part is compounded with other drugs in proprietary
medicinals.
Before the war there wars no domestic production of psyllium seed.
During the last 3 years a small amount of black psyllium seed, estimated at 20,000-30,000 pounds annually, has been produced in
southern Arizona. This small domestic output is likely to be discontinued at the end of the war because of the lower price of the imported
product.
Imports of psyllium seed averaged about 3 million pounds annually
before the war, but the trend has been slightl( downward. Since
1940, owing partly to shortage of transportation facilities the average
imports have 'been slightly less than 2 million pounds yearly. During
1<939, imported of psyllium seed from British India were roughly double
those from France.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports of psyllium seed will probably imoreasefsubstantially during
the first few, years after t;he war in order to build up 4dpleted stocks in
this country. Shipments from British India have been restricted for
several years, and practically none have been received from France
during the war years.
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POST-WAR LONG'TERM

Consuzm ihfnl in 'the, postsar long' term, practice y all of which 'rill
be supplied by niod6isA41 likely toke substantially higher tan before
the war because psyllium seed is likely to assume a more important
position among laxatives than before, owing largely to extensive
advertising,
ISOR level.
Imports of psyllium seed will probably be about 15 percent above
those in 1939, or about 2X million pounds, with a foreign 'value of
about $230,000 at 1939 prices.
Per capita Income at

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Psyllium seed imports will probably be 50 percent above 1939, or
about 34 million pounds, with a foreign value of about $325,000,
allowing for a moderate increase in prices.
FPAWPAW JUICJE OR CRUDE PAPAIN
Tariff paragraph: 1669.
Pawpaw juice or crude papain.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL
Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
273
-Quantity (1,000 pounds)
Value ($1,000) ------------------'138
Unit value (per pound)
----------------_----------- $1. 23
-----------

I Fomgn Vlue.

Pawpaw juice or crude papain is the dried juice derived from the
unripe fruit of the papaya tree.- It is obtained by sarifying the surface
of the papasya melon and collecting and drying the exuding latex.
Pawpaw juice or papain produced in this manner contains a digestive
enzyme somewhat similar to pepsin. Crude papain is used chiefly in
the manufacture of preparations for tenderizing meats.
There is no domgec production or export of crude papain. Imports
have been: principally from Ceylon and British East Africa. The
United States consumes the major portion of the exports of these producing countries.
M The trend of imports in pre-war years had been definitely upward,
the quantity of crude papam imported in 1939 being about 35 percent
above that in 1936. During the war years (1942-44) imports have
been between 255,000 and 265,000 pounds annually.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports of pawpaw juice or crude papain will probably increase
considerably in the immediate poet-war years.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

United States consumption of crude papain has increased as national
income increased in prd-wat years. However, this product, fairly
new on the domestic market', has not been widely advertised, and its
consumption might increase more rapidly than national income as its
use for tenderizing meats becomes more widely recognized.
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Imports of pawpaw juice or crude papain might amount to approximately 400,000 pounds (a' 45-percent increae over 1939), with a
foreign value, at 1939 prices, of about $500,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1P3*D

Imports of crude papain will probably be about 50 percent above
those at the lower level of income (120 percent increase over 1939) or
around 600,000 pounds, with a foreign value, at $1.40 a pound, of
$840,000.
FLORAL ESSENCES AND CONCRETES
Tariff paragraph: 1673.
Floral essences and concretes, nonalcoholic.
Comm-dity:
Rate of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
Quantity (1,000 pound) -7. 2
Value ($1,000) -1-- 862
Unit value (per pound) __-__-_---_$119.08
X Foreign value.

Floral essences and concretes are natural flower products used in
the manufacture of perfumery. Floral concretes are separated from
flowers by extractio'a with an organic solvent which is subsequently
evaporated. Floral essences or absolutes are made from floral
concretes by separating the floral waxes.
France has been by far the most important source of floral essences
and concretes. None of these products is produced to any appreciable
ext6ta in the United States. Before the war, the quantity of imports
of floral essences and concretes was decreasing in relation to national
income, although the total value f these imports was increasing.
Jasmin essences and concretes are the most irmportaut of these
products, accounting for about 90 percent of imports by value in
1939. Since the war imports have been replaced .to some extent by
low-priced synthetic-jasmin oils. When the natural product is again
available, it will probably be used in high-priced perfumes either
alone or blended with thle synthetic material. Synthetic jasmin will
probably continue to be used chiefly in popular priced perfumrns and
toilet preparations. A large increase in demand for loral essences
and concretes would probably be met by the use of synthetic products
as extenders. Other floral essences and concretes include rose,
orange flower, tuberose, and violet.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the first few years after the 'War, production of floral essences
and concretes will probably be resumed in France, but it is doubtful
whether the quantity of these products available for import into the
United States will be as great as in 1939. The unit value of. these
imports, however, might be considerably greater.'
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

With income the same as in 1939, consumption of floral essences
and concretes might be equal to or slightly less than in 1939, or
about 6,500 pounds. Imports would have a foreign value of about
$780,000 at 1939 values.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

An increase in national income would bring about an increase in
the consumption of quality perfumes, and an increased demand for
natural jasmin and other flower oils. Consumption, (and imports) of
floral essences and concretes might increase to 120 percent of the
1939 level, or to about 8,600 pounds. At $132 per pound (a 10percent increase over the unit value in 1939), the foreign value of
imports would be about $1,135,000.
Exports

Exports of floral essences and concretes are negligible.
COMPOUNDED AND MIXED FERTILIZERS
Tariff paragraph: 1685.
Commodity: .. Compounded or chemically combined fertilizers, and prepared
fertilizer mixtures,
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939

are

given below:

Production

__ For do-__ _ --*
doTtl
For Fex- For
mne-stlc
LQ~retX
Total
port market

Item

(1,000 short tons)
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($1,000)
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Unit value (per short ton)
--------

ImportsApparent

..
Imo
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ts

7
40
5,322
5,329
238 122,392
11,631
122630
$37.4
$23.01 $34.23
$23.00
-2.X 10,000 -

6, 32

-------- --

Persons employed (number) .-

-

Ron

toconsumption
Percent

.

7

-

-

.

I Foreign value.
I Estimated.

.This section covers all fertilizer mixtures or compounds which
supply two or all three of the primary plant foods-nitrogen, phosphorus, -and potassium. Most of these fertilizers are simply meclhianical mixtures of a nitrogenous, a potassic, and a phosphatic fertilizer,
but some of them involve chemical compounds of these elements.
Approxinitiilye two-thirds of United States consumption of fertilizer
is in the form of mixed; fertilizers. Domestic production supplies
almost all the mixed fertilizers consumed (99 percent in 1939). Imports of mixtures are small, -though several times greater than exports.
In 1939, they came principally (92 percent by quantity) from Canada.
Mixed fertilizers in international trade teid-to ,be specialties which
command relatively high unit prices. In 1939, imports accounted
for only three-fourths of 1 percent of consumption.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The shortage of chemical nitrogenous fertilizers during the past few
years indicates that both consumption and production of compounded
fertilizers and fertilizer mixtures may be considerably greater for a
few years after the war than in 1939.
/'

POST-WAR- LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The apparent consumption of mixed fertilizers was about 5.4 million
short tons in 1939. Owing to increased population, it may be somewhat greater than this amount in the post-war long-term period if the
niti-otl-inconme is at the 1939 level. On the other hand, 'even if the
per capital national income is-75 percent higher than in 1939, consumption is likely to fall somewhat short of the estimated consumption
of 7.1 million short tons in 1943, which was achieved under the stimulus of an exceptional wartime demand for farm products at good prices.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Assuming that consumption of compounded fertilizers and prepared
fertilizer mixtures would increase in proportion to the increase in
population, consumption might -be in the neighborhood of 5,9 million
short tons, of which about 45,000 short tons, or about three-fourths of
1 percent, might be imported. The foreign value of imports, at 1939
prices of about $37.50 per ton, might approximate 1.7 million dollars.
Production for the domestic market might be about 5.9 million :short
tons, with a value, at 1939 prices, of $23.00 per ton, of about 135.7
million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption might be about 25 percent greater than that of 1939,
or approximately .-7 million short tons. Imports might be about
three-fourths of 1 percent of consumption, or about 50,000 short tons,
with a foreign value, at $43.00 per ton, of about 2.1 million dollars.
Production for the domestic market might be about 6.7 million short
tons with a value, at $26.50 per ton, of about 177.6 million dollars.
Employment

Approximately 10,000 persons were employed in the production of
these fertilizer materials in 1939. Increased post-war production for
the domestic market and for export might result in employment
increasing to about tO S00 persons if the per capita income were at the
1939 lever, and to about 11,600 persons if the per capita income were
75 percent higher than in 1939.
Exports

Exports have been extremely small, amounting in 1939 to about
one-tenth of 1 percent of United States production. It is probable
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they may not exceed that proportion in the long-term post-war period.
Exports may range from about 7,600 short tons valued at about
$26O,000 at the 1939 income level, to about 9,200 short tons valued
at about $363,000 if income is 75 percent higher and prices are substantially higher than in 1939.
POTASSIC FERTILIZER MATERIALS
Tariff paragraph: 1685, 1745, and 1746.
Potessic fertilizer materials.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United -States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
R

Production

ItemI

|TotaTotal'
I

|

108 0

~~

A'

nipozts

Impormt -toio
For x- For dosump{ton
market
tn

Pout

meeti

Percent

7
. , 633 IM, 750 462, 883 287,2
Gross wojght (short tons)-K00 1190o
Value
' 11, 187' 4,447
($1,000)-3-----0,740 85,752-.........
Potash (KaG content (short ton-- 312,201 34,647 182050
8 57 94,297 352,894
27
Value per ton of potash (KO)
1.
$-$33
..$33
Persons employeed (number):
.1,518.

10,303

.

Includes both fertilizer and chemical potash.

S Does not Include 7 percent of domestic production sold as chemical potash.
3 Estimated.
'Value at plant.
* Foreign value.
* Calculated on a basis of 60 percent potash.

The potasnic fertilizer materials axe obtained principally from
potassim-bearing minerals and natural brines. Minor amounts are
also obtained from the Chilean nitrate industry, seaweeds, cementkiln flue dust, distillery and sugar-beet waste, cottonseed-hull ashes,
and wood ashes.,
Potassic fertilizer: materials are sold on the: basis of their potash
(K20) content and are usually called potash by the trade. Before
the war, about 93 percent of the potash produced in the United States
was consumed as an ingredient of fertilizer the rest being used by.
the chemical industry in the manufacture of chemicals, soap, glans,
and explosives. Usefuln'ess of these fertilizer materials depends on
their ability to' supply potassium in a form immediately available to
crops for the processes of growth. Although there are important
exceptions, potassic fertilizer salts are interchangeable, if allowances
are made for potash content. Potassium hlIoride, which includes
muriate of potash, manure salts, and kainite, is the most important of
these materials.
The estimated United States production, -imports, and variations
in consumption of the principal potasic fertilizer materials, in sh- rt
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tons of potash (K20), for 1939, with the approximate percentage of
potash (K20) contained in each material, are shown below:
Production
AppRatio Of
ApproxFor dImportst entc- to cont
Imate
tic
content 8ales
For
tion

Potassic fertilizer material

markets1

on'ump,

P_percent
PerceMuriate of potash.-.-..
60 285,000 62,000 2Z3,000 63,251 276,251
19
--.
.
Manure salts
- -30
652 30,652
60,000 20,000 30,000
2
Kainite ------------------14-20
0
81
1,000
1,000 4,160 5,100
81
.0
5,000 21,232 .26,232
5,000
SulfateOf potqesh -------------.45
Sulfate of potash-magnesia -22
0
0
0
100
3,405
3,405
Potassium nitrate, crude ----- '
44
0
0
0
3, 786
3, 785
100
Potessiuni-sodiumn nitrate mixtures,
---0
0-0--------O
100
14
7,723
7,723
0
-rude -1Other I'--89
------(1)
(3)
(,)
27
Total (actual KIO content) --434047 82,050 268, 597 94, 297 352,894
------

-

--.

I

-

Estimated.

Includes small amounts of wood and cotton-hull ashes and beet-root ashes.
Not available; believed to be small, if any.
Does not includal 7 percent of domestic production sold as chemical potash.
* Calculated on a basis of 00 percent KsO.
2
I

4

During 1933-41 the United States apparent consumption of fertilizer potash, in terms of contained potash (K20), ranged between a low
of 249,000 short tons (1934) and a high of 530,000 tons (1937) and
averaged 380,000 tons. Therefore, the consumption of 353,000 tons
in 1939 was 7 percent below the pre-war 9-year average. The apparent consumption in 1943 was about 580,000 short tons, or about 65
percent above the 1939 level.
The two principal potash-producing areas in the United States are
the ore beds in New Mexico, and thbe natural brines of California.
Small amounts of potash are derived from brine in Utah and as a
byproduct from cement dust and- molasses ini Maryland. In terms of
potash content, total United States production of potash, including
both fertilizer and chemical grades, exceeded 100,000 short tons for the
first time in 1933, It reached 317,000 tons in 1938 and amounted to
312,000 tons in 1939. Since 1939 it has more than doubled. Similarly
United States production of fertilizer potash for the domestic market
has shown a definite-trend upward from-about 91,000 short tons, in
terms of contained potash (K20), in 1934 to 219,000 tons in 1938
259,000 tons in 1939, and 423,000--tons in 1941. With imports of
potassic fertilizer materials shut off from Germany and France, domestic production has been expanded to supply all the domestic requirements as well as exports.
Germany and France were the principal pre-war suppliers of potassic fertilizer materials. These two countries, along with Spain and
Poland, were members of the International Potash Cartel, which controlled about 80 percent of the world's pre-war production of potash.
In the period 1933-41 imports of potassic fertilizer materials in-terms
of contained potash K10 fluctuated between: a low of 158,000 short tons
(1934) and a high of 336,000 tons (1937) and averaged about 180,000
tons. Imports of 94,000 short tons in 1939 therefore were abnormally
low- and the much lower imports of 1941 and subsequent years reflect
wartime conditions. From 1933 to 1939, imports ranged from 27
percent of the consumption (1939) to 63 percent (1934 and 1937), with
an average of about 53 percent for the period.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The wartime level of consumption-of potassic fertilizer materials will
probably be maihtikiied in the first few years after the war. During
this period production for domestic consumption may decline 5 or
10 percent from the wartime level as a result of sald impor ts'from
Spain, France, and possibly Palestine. The disrupted German and
Polish potash industries are not likely to furnish any supplies to the
United States during the first years after the war,.. POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports,

Consumption of potassic fertilizer materials shows a long-term trend
toward increase as the potassium in the soil of agricultural land is
depleted in crop production. Much more important, however, in
year-to-year fluctuations are the changes in farm income, since pur.chases of fertilizers by farmers.vary in proportion to farm income. In
wartime, however, farm-income has expanded more rapidly than
national income as a whole and may drop somewhat even if national
income is maintained at wartime levels.
In the y Ars- immediately preceding the war imports, largely controlled by the Potash Cartel, supplied the buik of the consumption
along the eastern seaboard and domestic production, the remainder.
Inasmuch as before the war a large part of the pre-war advantage of
European potash in that area consisted of lower cost of transportation
and inasmuch as this advantage is likely to prevail in the post-war long
term, European producers may again be expected to supply easternseaboard demand. If so, United States production and imports may
supply about the same proportions of total United States consumption
of potassic fertilizer materials as they did before the war.
,

Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption of potassic fertilizer materials may be somewhere
between the 1939 figure of about 350,000 short tons, in terms of
contained potash (K20), and 400,000 tons, which is about 15 percent
higher. Imports into the important eastern consuming area may
supply about 45 to 60 percent of consumption, or about 155,000 to
240,000 short tons. This quantity is from 60 to 155 percent higher
than the 1939 imports and from 20 percent below to 30 percent higher
than the more normal 1938 imports. Assuming foreign prices as in
1939, imports, in this quantity, would have a foreign value of about
9-15 million dollars. With imports at this level and consumption as
indicated, United States production for the domestic market would
amount to about 110,000-24t,,000 short tons of contained potash
(K20) with a value of 3.3-8,1 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of potassic Tertilizer materials might remain at about
the wartime level and total about 550,000-600 000-short tons, in terms
of contained potash (K20), or 55-70 percent above the 1939 consuMtion. Iinports, principally/ into the eastern consuming area, migt
supply as much as 45-60 percent of apparent consumption and amount
to 245,000-360,000 short tons, or 16(-285 percent above the more
normal 1938 level. Assuming a 10-15 percent increase in foreign
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prices over 1939, the foreign value of imports might amount to 16-25
million dollars, If these levels of consumptiq and imports should
actually be realized, then production for the domestic market would
be within the range of 190,000-L355,00O short tons, with a value of
7-13.1. million dollars at $37 per ton.
Exports

In the years immediately preceding the war, United States producers exported potassic fert izer materials, averaging about 50,000
short tons, in terms of contained potash (K'0). In 1939, however
United States exports of fertilizer potash rose to 82,000 short tons,
valued at 4.5 million dollars. Exports were principally to Japan and
western Canada, where United States producers had a transportation
advantage overEuropean. The principal post-.wat market. is likely
to be Japan, which, imported 25,000-35 000 short tons of contained
potash (K20) annually from the Unite States before the war, and
Canada, which imported 20,000-25,000 short tuns. In 1943, United
States export allocations of fertilizer potash amounted to 75,000 tons
of which 36,000 tons were shipped to the United Kingdom, 35,000 tQ
Canada, and 4,000 to Latin America.
Post-war short term.

The effects of the cartel are not likely to be felt immediately after
the war, and exports may be expected to Micrease to about 90,000100,000 short tons, in terms of contained potash (K20), valued at
56 million dollars. This quantity would be about 10-20 percent
above the 1939 exports and 80-100 percent, above the pre-war average.
Post-war long term.

Should the Potash Cartel be active as before the war, international
competition is likely to be very severe, and exports of fertilizer potash
might be gut to about 20,000-25,000 short tons in terms of contained
potash ('20), with Canada as the principal market. Should the
cartel not be operative, exports might be considerably greater.
Employment

The number of wage earners em loyed by the potash industry was
1,516 in 1939 and increased to about 2,600 in 1943. With the 76
percent increase in national income, employment might be about 2,000
wage earners.
VARNISH RESINS
Tariff paragraph: 1686
Damar, kauri, copal Qneluding kongo, manila, East India,
Commodity:
animi, acorodies, yacra).
GN
Rate of duty:
Free.
GEDNE3RAL
Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939

are given below:

41,893
.
Quantity-(1 000 pounds)Value ($1,060) ----, 036
$0.048
Unit value (per pound) -A Foreigfl value.
-

1
-175.
Damsr and JOI. bie generic erms used. to designat. groups of
natural resins with kauri usually being considered-as a copal. Dainar,
kauri, Pmd copal are usually referred to as the principal natural varmish
resins. These remains, exu nations of trees of many different genera and
species, may be from living tre or the fossilized products of trees
long dead. Damars are soluble mi alcohol and the common lacquer
IR
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solvents; the copals, in general,, are insolublein alcohols but after
suitable heat treatment are soluble in drying oils. These resins are
used principally in the manufacture of spirit and: oil vanishes and
lacquers.
Although the synthetic resins are us'ed in oil varnishes and lacquers
and have shown a greater growth in these uses than. the natural resens,
the latter ar extensively used alone or with the synthetic resins to
impart desirable qualities; furthermore, the natural resins are cheaper
than the-synthetic.. It is expected that the former, principally because
of their cheapness, will be in demand after the war and will share in
the increased use of varnishes and lacquers.
There is no-domestic production of these natural resins.''
United States imports of damar came principally from British
Malaya and the Netherlands Indies; imports of kauri came almost
entirely from New Zealand; and imports of copal came chiefly from
the Netherlaids Indies, Belgium (reexports), and the Philippines
Since the war, imports of damar have ceaed; imports of kauri have
been reduced drastically, and imports of copal have been reduced.
sharply, most of it coming from the Belgian Congo.
No postwar difficulty in reestablishing the resin industry in British
Malaya, the Netherlands Indies, and the Philippine Islands is anticipated since the resin is obtained principally from wild trees in areas
accessible only to natives. The cleaning, sorting and grading
require very little equipment and are carried out (hiedy by natives.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the post-war short term, consumption and imports of danar
kauri, and copals probably will be above the 1939 level because of
the deferred civilian demand for varnishes and lacquers.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Consumption of damar, kauri,, and copal combined, increased from
1931 to 1939 and fluctuated with business activity- and national
income. Imports will continue to supply the entire consumption.
Per capital Income at 1929 level.

Consumption and imports might be atwabou.t the 1939 -level or 42
million pounds, with a foreign value, at 192.9 prim, of, 2 million
dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In Ift*'

Consumption and imports might be about 150 percent of the 1939
level, or about 63 million pounds, with a foreign value, at 5.4 cents
per pound, of 3.4 million'dollars.
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TRAGACANTH, KADAYA, AND TRAGASOLTariff paragraph: 1686.

Commbodiy:
Rate of duty:

Tragacanth, kadaya, talk, and tragasolggums.
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
14,919
Quantity (1,000 pounds)Value ($1,000)-12,290
$0.154
Unit value (per pound) -Foreign value.

Tragacanth, kadaya or karaya, talk, and tragasol gums are not,
produced in the United States. Except for kadaya, which comes
chiefly from British India, these products are imported from the
Near East and Mediterranean areas.
They are of plant origin, differing from varnish gums and gum
resins in that they form mucilaginous colloids in water. They are
used principally in the preparation of foods, pharmaceuticals, cos-.
metics, other toilet goods, adhesives, mucilages, and leathers, and in:
textile finishing and printing. For most of these uses, the several
gums are used interchangeably and encounter competition from other
materials, both foreign material such as arabic gum, and from
domestic materials such as gelatin.
The imports in the 6 years 1935-40 of kadaya. (including small
quantities of talka, tragasol, and tragacanth averaged almost 11.6
million pounds annually. In 1939, total imports of these three gums
amounted to about 15 million pounds or 29 percent above the 6-year
average. Of the total imports during 1935 to 1940, kadaya (including talk) accounted for slightly over half, and tragasol and tragacanth accounted for about one-fourth each. Kadaya, tragasol, and
'tragacanth will probably be imported in the future in about the same
relative quantities. In past years, the unit value of imports of tragacanth has been on the average over three times as much as kadaya
or tragasol.
Reexports of these gums are believed to be negligible, and consumption approximates imports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the first few years following tile war, imports of the gums
being considered are likely to be slightly higher thanin 1939, owing
to increased sales of manufactured consumer goods containing them.
POST-WAR LON1G TERM
Imports and Consumption

United States imports of these gums in 1939 were considerably above
normal because of the accumulation of stocks in anticipation of the
danger of war.
Per capita income at-1939 level.

Imports of these gums in the early 1950's may range from 15 percent below to 10 percent above the imports in 1939. Imports would
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total 13-16 million pounds annually, with a- foreign value of about
2-2%4 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

The consumption of kadaya, tragasol, and tragacanth gums might
be about 50 percent heater than in 1939 and amount to about 22.5
million pounds annually, with a foreign value, at an average price of
17 cents per p6und, of about 3.8 million dollars.

CRUDE CHICLE
Tariff paragraph: 1686.
Crude chicle.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
14,679
Quantity (1,000 pounds) --Vau $1,000) ---------------------------'5,161
Unit value (per pound) -

$0.351

I Foreign value.

There is no domestic production of crude chicle, and imports have
been free of duty since 1930. For the last 18 years there have been
no imports of processed chicle, which is dutiable at 5 cents per pound.
Most of the United States imports come from Mexico with less important quantities from Guatemala and British Honduras.
The principal use of chicle is in the manufacture of chewing gum.
Chewing gum, on a weight basis, 'averages about 22 percent chewinggum base, the remainder consisting of materials such as sugar, glucose,
and flavoring. In the United States, the base is usually made up of
about 50 percent chicle and 50 percent of other gums, resins, etc.,
which are included to obtain certain desired effects in the gum base
and to extend the chicle. ' These extenders, which are less expensive
than chicle, include jelutong, hangkang, Perillo, leche. caspi, chilte,
hydrogenated oils; several of the guttas, and synthetic latex.
Imports of chicle for the years 1937-40 averaged 11,406,804 pounds
annually, but in 1939 they were about 30 percent greater. A change in
the present rate of duty on chicle, advanced in value, would not
affect imports of crude chicle, since it is duty-free.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports during the first few years following the war are likely to
increase over the pre-war average and may approximate the 1939
imports, which were unusually large for a pre-war year. The increased demand may result from a larger population and greater demand for domestic consumption and for export in the form of chew-

ing gum

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Imports and Consumption
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Allowing for a 10-percent increase in population, imports of chicle
may be from 15 percent below to 5 percent above the unusually high
1939 imports, or about 12.5-15.5 million pounds annually. With a
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unit value of about 35 cents poer pound, this would amount to 4.4-5.4
million dollars (foreign value).
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 19ifl

-Consumption of chewing gum might increase 40 percent over the
1939 level. This consumption would require about 20 million pounds
of chicle providing the chewing-gum formulas remain approximately
the Same. Although information as -to potential production in Central America is not available, it is quite doubtful whether as much as
20 million pounds would be available year after year. It might be
possible, therefore, that manufacturers of chewing gum would be
forced to greater use of chicle extenders. W.Lh this limitation in mind,
imports of chicle might increase 20-40 percent over the 1939 levelor to 17.5--20.5 million pounds annually. At 40 cents per potind,
imports would amount to a value of 7.0-8.2 million dollars (foreign
value).

Exports

There are no exports of crude chicle although considerable amounts
of chewing-gum base, as well as chewing gum, are exported.
CRUDE IODINE
Tariff paragraph: 1698.
Iodine, crude.;
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Total

Quan tity (I-,00 pounds)-1350..................
siue ($1,000) ........
--3. .... .
;82
Unit value (per po~und)-.1, 09
Persns employed (number). . 8 ......

.. . _ ,

I

Estimated.

2 Forelm value,
a Lessttan 100.

Ratio of

ApaotImports
-For do- Imports oonsumnp- to 0011e
th
u
sumption
Fportpor mket

Item

1 20
21
$1.09
~~~.......

330
361
$1.09
..........

Percent
200
a8
a0m
$168 ..
. ..........
$0. 84 ...
..

..........

......

.

._..

..

_._.. .__...

_...

Iodine, a purple-black--crystalline solid, is employed chiefly in the
production of potassium iodide and antiseptics. Potassium iodide is
used in the manufacture of photographic fms and papers and is used
also as an ingredient mi human and animal foods. The crude iodine of
commerce is a product averaging 99.6 percent pure elemental iodine.
About one-third of the United States consumption of crude iodine is
for medicinal purposes and approximately two-thirds for photographic
purposes.
In the United States crude iodine is produced principally from the
salt brine of petroleum wells. Domestic production normally ranges
from one-fifth to one-half the quantity of imports. Almost all imports ome from Chile, where iodine is produced as a byproduct in
the refining of sodium nitrate from its ore.
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There have been no important changes in the productive procSSe
of crude iodine during the war period. The small number of persons
employed in 1939 by domestic manufacturers may probably be 2?i-4
percent higher in the immediately postwar perod and 10-20 percent
higher in the poet-war long-term period. The number of employees
may not be more than 100 in either of these periods.
LAC
Thriff paragraph: 1707.

Cnmmodit%
of duff:
Rate

IAC.
Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
quantity (I 000 pounds) -51, 033
( 1,060) -.-13620
value
Unit value (per pound) -$0.'071
1

Forenp value.

Crude lac or stick-lac is a resinous incrustation produced by certain
insects on the twigs of various species of trees in British India and
'neighboring countries. Seed lac is made by first scraping the raw le
from the twigs and grinding, washing, and then drying this material.
Seed lac is further treated by heating and straining the semifluid mass
through woven cotton bags to produce shellac and button lac. Shellac
or other crude lace are bleached with sodium hypochlorite to produce
bleached shellac.
The principal uses of lace and shellac are in the manufacture of
spirit varnishes and in the production of phonograph records; each of
these uses accounted for about one-third of consumption in the period
1935-39. Shellac is used also in molded parts and insulating coatings
on electrical goods, in molded articles such as buttons, dominoes and
poker chips, in sealing wax, leather and shoe dressings, liquid floor
polishes, sizings for hats, and antifouling paints.
In some of its uses, especially in the manufacture of molded products
and as electric insulating coatings, shellac competes with certain
synthetic resins even though the latter are more expensive. A new
product similar to shellac, produced from eorn gluten, has been 11sed
during the war, but it is not expected to offei serious competition to
shellac when peacetime trade conditions are reestablished.
Most of the world output of crude lac comes from the Inidian states
just west of Calcutta, which is the principal trading center for this
commodity. Outside India only very small amounts are produced,
chiefly in Ceylon the Netherlands Indies, Indochina, and Thailand,
and practically all of this crude lac is sent to Calcutta.
Production of crude lacs and shellac in British India varies considerably from year to year, but in the period 1935--39 it averaged about
72 million pounds annually. Almost all of the Indian output is exported.
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United States imports of lac are in the crude state and as unbleached
and bleached shellac. During the period 1935-39, imports of crude
lac averaged 16.6 million pounds annually at a foreign unit value of
8 cents a pound; imports of unbleached shellac averaged 19 million
pounds a ear at a foreign value of 10 cents per pound; and imports of
bleached hllac averaged 279,000 pounds at a foreign value per pound
of 17'S cents-a total of almost 36 million pounds of al lacs. Imports
of crude lees and shellac, probably for building up inventories, amounting to 51 million pounds during 1939, were, therefore, unusually high.
The United States produces nIo crude lac. Domestic production of
bleached shellac in 1939, using crude imported laos as raw material,
was slightly over 16 million pounds at a value of 19'S cents a pound.
United States imports of crude lac and unbleached shellac came
almost entire from British India; imports of bleached shellac came
chiefly from Germany.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

United States consumption. of lacs and shellac will probably increase
considerably as domestic use of these products during the war has
been restricted 'primarily to the manufacture of military Supplies.
Consequently imports of crude lac and unbleached shellac from
British India are likely to exceed the pre-war average, by a considerable
amount. Imports of bleached shellac are expected to be small.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption and Impata

Consumption of crude lacs and shellac in the United States has
varied with the national income.
Per capita income at 19*9 level.

Imports of crude lacs and shellac might amount to about 38
million pounds with a foreign value of about 3.5 million dollars.
Probably 18 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 1.44 million
dollars, at about 8 cents a pound, will be crude laos. and probably
about 20 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 2 mlion dollars, at 10 cents a pound, will be unbleached shellac. Imports of
bleached shellac might amount to about the pre-war average of
280,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $49,000 (17.5 cents a pound).
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

As more shellac is likely to go into surface coatings and phonogph
records, United States imports of crude lase and shellac wull, probably
amount to about 52 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 5.4
million dollars. Imports of crude lace will probably be about 20
million pounds, with a foreign value of about 1.8 million dollars at
9 cents a pound, and imports of unbleached shellac will probably be
about 32 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 3.5 million
dollars, at 11 cents a pound. Imports of bleached shellac might be
400,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $80,000 at 20 cents a pound.
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ASPHALT

Thiff praTraqh: 1710.
Asphaltum and bituClmnoydAi:
men.
ad uorao m (Ing9);
Free (but subject to
Rate of dut:
&(see
_ivakit
note).
import-excise. tax of
O per gal. on liquid
petroleum asphalt).

%

i9o (Int Evreal
Nont.-No duty was liMd by the Twt Act of 190. The Re~unu Adt 1
Code, me. 3i) imposed an importescLse tax of ) eat per galon on liquid petroleum asphalt. IA 1M
H
bowor, there were no imports Or "iquid Caabt. Thi tat wa reduced to ceat per taon, ofietlv
January 80, 1943, pursuant to the trade sagemnt with Mexlco.

GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
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I Foreign value.
'Exports ae, on the average, of mch higher grpad than either production or Imports.

Asphalt and bitumen comprie a wide variety of materials, petroleum-derived and natural. About 90 percent of domestic production
is made at petroleum refteries; most of the rerxhitder is bituminous
rock.
Imports consist mainly of natural lake asphalt from Trinidad and
petroleum asphalt from the Netherlands West Indies and Mexico.
From 1932-42 imports of liquid petroleum asphalt were subject to an
import-excise tax (duty) of X cent per, gallon ($1.30 per long ton);
since 1943, the tax has been YX cent per gallon ($0.65 per long ton).
Natural asphalt and solid petroleum asphalt are free of tax or duty.
Principal uses of asphalt are for paving, roofing, and waterproofing.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Demand for asphalt immediately after the war wi. probably be
materially larger than in 1939. Road construction and maintenance,
which have lagged since 1941, seem likely to require large quantities
of asphalt. Residential construction, which is also an important

consumer of asphalt, is expected to boom when materials and labor
are available.
Domestic production will probably increase over 1939 approxi-.
mately in proportion to consumption, so that the volume of imports
may not change materially.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

In-the past, consumption of asphalt has tended to vary with national
income and general business conditions. This relation may not

-

W4 wews AW pqngpnq

necessarily hold, in the postwrperio.

ofw
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lage part offthe asphalt
is used for public works, especially roads. If Nation, Sta ad lo
authorities should pursu the policy of inning pulic
government
expenditures
to offset decreaes in private income, theX cnutio
of asphalt
in the direction opposite to
that; of in public orks might move<z¢s-;a
6aSt1S
Most of the United Stats pruction of asphalt is derived; fton
crude petroleum. The output of petroleum asphalt depends upon
the volume of crude petroleumrfid, and also upon the percentage
d by the
from the oi, which in turn. is tnflu
of recovery of asphtmay
price of asphalt. It
be assumed, therefore, that the prductiod
of asphalt will be adjusted fairly well o the demand, so that ineased
demand would not necessarily mea in mceae in the proportion of
importsinthe cnunption.
in all degrees of
retroleum asphalt is made solid
ha*r , Ad th'edim
is technical
There has ben no
tinction between liquid and
regularity in the rn ative proportion of imports of liquid petroleum
asphalt to total imports of petroleum asiphalt. The reduction in tax
might encourage imports of liquid asphalt
and an increase in the tax
night discourage them. However, it is doubtful whether any change
in the tax would greatly affect total imports of asphalt after the war.
Per capita income at1I3R level.
It seems probable that even with no increase in per capita income
the volume of construction of residences, roads, and other; work
consuming asphalt will be materially above the-1939. level. Taking
into account an increase in population, the consumption of asphalt
might be 40-60 percent greater than in 1939, amounting to &1-756
million tons. Production would therefore probably increase by nearly
the same quantity and the price would probably be considerably
higher than in, 1939, say $11 to $12 per ton. On these assumptions
the valueof production would be 75-90 million dollar. Iniports would
probably represent no larger fraction of consumption than-before the
war;
they might be 100,000-150,000 tons,: with a foreign value 'at
pries somewhat
higher than in 1939, amountIng to 1.1-1.6 million

nlational income.

*1lf

A

*>

dollars.

Per capitaIncome 75 percent higher

than

In 1Dt.

Consumption would Probably beonl r b6eely
greater at thfs
level of income than wii no change in per ?Qpk*AcomAe.ssunng
it to be troupd 10 'percent greater donsmpilon might be 7,0-8.5
miion

tons.

Production
ould stillbekeappreciably
newly equpXco
piowith
and the unitin value
higher
wouldwprobably
than
per
noincrease

inome. It might be $13.-$4
top in which ease
the value of productionwould be 90-:lU gi ion dohars. Imports
under these conditionsmight be''125,00Q-00,000 loon s, with a
value, 'at somewhat hher prices than with unchanged income,
amounting to perhaps1.6-2.4 million dollars.
Exports

Exports might increase moderately in line with production to the
neighborhood of 250,000 tons,valued at 5-7 million dollars,assuming
a unit value of $20-$28 a ton.
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'The petroleum-refining industry produces a number of commodities simultaneously frond single raw material; asphalt is one of the
less important products. The number of workers in the refineries
depends primary on the quantity of crude oil processed, not on the
output of any one product such asphalt.
ERGOT
a

as

Tariff paragraph: 1728.
Ergot.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:

GENERAL

Data on IUnited States production, imports, and consumption
1939 are given below:

for
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Quantity (1,000 pounds)-25
25........
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Unit value (per pound). ........1..164$1.64
(2)- -Z*-- a---o-**
.
Persona emoployed (number) ................

onm

7V
98
123
1148--...
..
$1. 614 .. .

Foreign value.

Leos than 50.

Ergot is a crude botanical drug, occurring as a fungus growth on
almost all cereal grains, principally ou rve. The crude drug contains
approximately 0.05 percent of active alkaloids, the most important
of which are ergotamine, ergotoxine, and ergonovine. Ergot, in the
form of a fluid extract, and Its alkaloids, are important medicinals in
obstetrics. Small quantities are used as medicinal for migraine
headaches.
In the Hained States ergot occurs sporadically in rye-growing soctions, particularly in Minnesota, the Dakotas, and adjacent States.
As the separation of ergot from rye-mill screenings or other grailns
requires extensive hand labor, there is no production in the United
States unless the price of the crude drug is high. United States output
in 1939 was about 25,000 pounds, valued at approximately $41,000,
or $1.64 per pound. Domestic production before 1939, when the
average price was about 65 cents a pound, was negligible.
United States imports of 98,000 pounds of ergot in 1939 were
abnormally low. During 1936-40, they averaged 207,000 pounds,
and during 1926-35, they averaged 253,000 pounds. The ergot
alkaloids imported under tariff paragraphs 5 and 23 during 1939 were
roughly equivalent to an additional 20,000 or 25,000 pounds of crude
ergot.
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Imports of crude ergot have come ptincipally from Portugal.
Most of the alkaloids have come from Swntzerland.
There re no exports of crude ergot.
POS'tWAR SHORT TERM
United States consumption of ergot after the war will probably be
near the pre-war averages. Most of the increased consumption will
be reflected in larger imports of the crude drug. It is not expected
that domestic production will be continued long after the end of the
war because of competition with the cheaper crude drug from European countries.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumption of ergot, both as the crude drug and its alkaloids, it
directly proportioned to the birth rate in the United States. Improved production processes by domestic medicinal manufactures are
expected to increase domestic.output of the ergot alkaloids and to
require imports of crude ergot. There will probably be no domestic
production of crude ergot.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Imports of crude ergot will probably be about 300,000. pounds, with
a foreign value of $195,000, at 65 cents per pound.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Imports of crude ergot will probably be about 350,000 pounds, with,

a foreign value of $250,000, at 72 cents per pound.

RADIUM SALTS
Tariff paragraph: 1749.
Radium salts.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total

of
ApaetRatio
Apparen
~~~~~~~~~~~imports
For do- Imports consumpto contion

'For ex- mestic
port

sumption

market

Percent

Quantity (gra s)-.............
X 61.6
.........
78.86
80
Os
Value ($1,000).-(*...............)
(.)
*.1,
........
9.I
Unit value (per gram) .................-,8...
.-.......-...........
...-.......
S
.. -....
.

.

Estimated.
into consumption channels. The bulk goes into medical uses where It lasts Indefinitely. Amount
destroyed in consumption estimated at about 8 gram.
Not available.
I

I Sales

4 Foreign value.
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Rdium is a rar mastqril oboned fomn pitchblede asnd nrnotite
ores. There are only twojwportant sourcs of rdiumerixw pi*blende, the Great Bear Lake Region of Caie Ad the Begia
Congq; Czechoslovakia is a minor source. The United Statehas
radium-bering carnotite ore with an avenge content of about 1
gram of radixM to 500 tons of ore. World production of radium in
1939-is etimaed at from 40 to 50 grams; statistics of United States
probably between 1 and
production are not available, butit
gramsin Ira4hat year. In 1939, imports of radium salt. were Abnormally h1 h owning to stock-piling bec e of unsettled world conditions
and the impending war in Europe, thyse imports were approximately
four times the average of 1933-38 whlich was about 20 gram per year.
Normal use of radium before World War II was approximately 85
percent for modicl purposes, chiefly in cancer ther ; 10 perant
(or luminous pa t for dials of watches and other instruene; an
5 percent for miullsrzeous A
Only the use for luminous paint.,
which usually required between 7 and 9 grWas per year, result in az
actual consumption of radium. In' other uses, radium Salts last
indefinitely.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM

No important changes in domestic production of radium are in
prospect for the first few yeas after the war. In view of the fact tt
1939 imports of radium represented substantial stock-piling for use Xn
thp defense program, short-term post-war imports may not be higher
than 40 percent of the 1939 imports, or about30grams annually.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Institutional facilities for treating cancer and related diseases te
likely to be largely increased after the war, but the availability of
satisfactory substitutes may decrease the sale of radium salts if these
substitutes are widely adopted by the medical profession. The cyclotron will probably have attained wide-scale use, making radioactive
preparations useful in cancer therapy available at a small fraction of
the cost of radium, which in 1939 was about $25,000 per gram. The
costs of concentrating and refi ing these salts are so hig that it is
difficult to see how the price of radium can be reduced sufficiently to
compete with these substitutes in medical uses.
It therefore seems likely that the consumption and imports of
radium salts will not be over 25 percent of those shown for i939or about 20 grams--arid that domestic production may have'ceased
entirely. The value of such imports will probably a bout 0,0.
The availability of possible substitutes rather than the national income will determine the post-war trade.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1139 are given below:
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PyrItW contn 2 to 47 percent sulfur combined with Iron rid other materll Its vekn pe tbu of
sulfur aontwt In not complb wih the mit vhwk of ott ssuW.
ativesultur only. Dmpkymet dat we not ava$bie br pyrltb whieb Is obtained ahnostemolnuty
i a bypabdut 11b cooa enged pitmly tk mWavy of Abet fro. ON* *r, o la the Pro-

duction of ixal.

Sulfur occurs in nature as native sulfur, and as combined sulfur.
The moat important Source, other that native sulfur, is pyrites,
which is a combination of stillur and other z11inira1s. The most
imporVwnt use of both native sulfur and pyrits in tbe m tiufoctiuer
of ulfifuric cid. In many of the other yses of sulfur, yt not
be used.. About 80 percent of United States consumption of sulftUi
is si plied by domestic- native Sulfur, thd tem&ining 2O prent by
pyiNt, about half of whld is imposed. It costs much more to pro(luce sulfuric acid from yrite thin from natural sulfur. Nevertheless, pyrites are also u because it pays some acid plants, origmnafljr
designed to use pyrites, to continue to do so rather than shut down or
undergo extensive redesiing. Because of the multiplicity of uses
of sultur and its compounds in the chemical and wood-pulp Indstries,
anld in agriculture, consumption of sulfur in the United States tends
to vary from year to year with fluctuations.in the national income,
but in the long term the consumption tends to increase with the
increase in population.
Tho United States is the world's greatest source of native sulfur
and exports one-quarter to one-third of its production.
United States imports of sulfur usually consist only of pyrities but
in 1939 a small artiount of native sulfur was also imported. Spain,
Canada, and Portugal have been the principal sources of imports.

1818188M lWAR 1KPORT1 AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
POST-WAR SHOUT TERM

It is probable that consumption of sulfur in the United States
This mcrease'is likely to be filled mainly by greater production of
native sulfur and partly by slightly increased imports of pyrites.

shortly after the war will be considerably greater than it was in 1939.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Por capital income at 1939 level.

Consumption of sulfur in the United State might be in the neiwhborhood of 2.0 million long tons, of which perhaps 1.6 million 4ing
tons might be native sulfur and about 400,000 long tons in the form
of pyrites.
United States imports of pyrites might be about 465,000 long tons
(200,000 long tons of sulfur) with a foreign value of about 1.3 million
dollars at 1939 prices. There are not likely to be any imports of
native sulfur., Imports of pyrities are therefore likely to supply
about 10 percent of the sulfur consumption.
United States production for theidomestic market might be about
1.6 million long tons of native sulfur, valued at about 24 million
dollars at 1939 prices, and about 480,000 lon tons of pyrites (200,000
long tons of sulfur), valued at about 1.4 million dollars at 1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of sulfur in the United States might be'around 3
million long tons, of which perhaps 2.3 million long tons might be
native sulfur and about 600,000 long tons in the form of pyrites.
Imports, of pyrites might be about 675,000 long tons (290,000 long
tons of sulfur) with a foreign value of about 2 million dollars, at
$7.00 a ton of contained sulfur.. There are not likely to be any
imports of native sulfur. Thus, imports will probably supply about
10 percent of the sulfur consumed.
United States production for the domestic market might be about
2.3 million long tons of native sulfur, valued at 39.1 million dollars,
at $17 ,a ton, and about 744,000 long tons of pyrites (310,000 long
tons of sulfur), valued at about 2.5 million dollars, at $8.00 a ton of
contained sulfur.
Exports
The United States exported 30 percent of the native sulfur produced
in 1939. Post-war exports of native sulfur might range from half a
million long tons, valued at 9 million dollars (1939 prices), to I million
tons valued at 20.5 million dollars, if prices were 15 percent, higher.
The United States has exported no pyrites in the past, and probably
will not in the post-war period.
Employment

The number of persons employed in the production of native sulfur
in 1939 was 1,369. The production of sulfur is so highly mechanized
that post-war increases in production for consumption and exert
might not increase the number employed. In 1943, 20 percent more
sulfur was produced than in 1939 with 8 percent fewer employees.
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IMPURE TEA, TEA WASTE, AND TEA SIT NGS
Tariff paragraph: 1783 (a).
Impure toa, tea waste, and tea siftings.
Comoditty:

Rat of duty:

Free.

GENERAL

Data on United-States imports (appairnt consumption) for 1939
are given below:
--7, 798
Quantity (1,OQOpounds)
-Value ($1,000)
1215
--$0. 0276
Unit value (per pound)
IFef

value

Impure tea, tea waste, siftings and sweepings are unfit for beverage
purposes. This material, which has an average caffein content of
about 2 percent is imported for the purpose of extracting the caffeine.
There i; no domestic production; imports come principally from
British India. Smaller quantities have been received from the United
Kingdom, Japan, and the Netherlands Indies.
Imports of tea waste vary widely from year to year, but over a
long period have-averaged shout 6 million pounds per annum; therefore, imports in 1939 were about one-third above the average. Imports have continued during the war, averaging about 8 million pounds
annually. The price of tea waste is usually between 2 and 3 cents
a pound, depending on its caffein content.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports of tea waste in the immediate post-war period will probably
depend on its availability but may be about 7.5 million pounds.
POSTWAR LONG TERM
Imports

As the United States takes practically the entire available supply
of tea waste, imports will be roughly proportional to the production
of tea in the supplying countries.
Per capita income at 1#J9 level.

Imports of tea waste will probably be 6-7 trillion pounds, with a
foreign value of $1500,00-$175,000, at an average value of 2% cents
a pound.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Because of a probable larger production of tea at this higher level
of income, the available waste tea may be pro portionately larger.
Imports of tea, waste may be as much as'9 million pounds. At a
unit value of 3 cents per pound, this quantity would have a foreign
value of $270,000.
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UXAIUM O Ilt AND SAL"h
Tariff paragraph: 1792.
Urnium oxide and ats.
Commodity:
Rat1 of duty:
Fre.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

item

nImport"

Apparent

os LuIUp- to01i
or do.
F~~~~orex
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mmo
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Portesnwe

Total
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oxide ourtaned In ores midOn the Unite4dtat. as report In th
Wtanutyour
U. Bureau of MiM.
.

U Not available.

Foreign vaka.

i Uranium oxide and salts are byproducts of the production of radium
from p iteblende and carnotite ores, More recently uranium Oompounds have been obtained in connection with the recovery of vanadium from carnotite ores. There are only two important sources of
pitchblende-the Great Bear Lake Region of Canada and the Belgian
Congo.
In peacetime the principal uses for uranium oxide and salts are M
a coloring material for ceramic ware, glass products, and paint pigments. Small quantities are normally used
us laboratory reagents,
in photography, and in textile dyeing. Starting in 1938, significant
quantities of uranium compounds were consumed in the domestic
manufacture. of florecent-lighting tubes. Although the future of
this type of lighting is promising, it is difficult to ?foretell to what
extent uranium compounds will be used in manufacturing the tubes,
in view of the continuing research aimed at developing a les-expensive
substitute for this material.
In the United States, camotite ore, found principally in Arizona,
Colorado, and New Mexico, was the source of small amounts of uranium compounds until 1940. During the war unusually large quantities of carnotite have been processed primarily to obtain increased
quantities of vapadilun for war purposes. ThL has resulted in an
abnormally large production of uranium compounds. After the war,
with the probable decline in the demand for vanadium, the processing
of carnotite will probably be reduced to something like peacetime
levels with a corresponding reduction in the domestic production of
vanadium compounds.
Before the war the bulk of United States requirements of uranium
compounds were imported and until the outbreak of the war came
principally from Belgium. The average annual constiption for the
5 years, 1933-37 was 254,000 pounds, of which about 237,000 pounds
were imported at an average foreign value of $1.16 per pound. In
1938 the apparent consumption was 438,000 pounds, of which 377,000
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pounds were imported, at: fort vlue of $1.38 per pound. In
1939 the apparent consumption was 1,509,000 pounds, of which
1,409,000 pounds were imported at a foreign value of $0.83 per pound.
Imports of these c pounds in 1939 were abnormal high chiefly
owing to stock-pililng for anticipated industrial and military requirements.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Allowing for some deferred demand for use in producing luxury
glass and comic wares, it seems likely that consumption of uranium
compounds in the first few years following the war will be somewhat
greater than in 1938 but only about one-third of the abnormally high
consumption of 1939, Production of uranium compounds in tle
United States is likely to be small; imports will probably furnish most
of the domestic requirements.
-POST-WAR LONG TERM
ConasuaioU, Prodptiedo, ad Impots

In view of-th. uncertainty of the extent to which uranium COmpounds will be used in the manufacture of fluorescent-lighting tubes,
it is dlifficult to predict the future over-all consumption. If this use
should continue, then the 1938 level of consumption should be usod
as a basis for determining the course of future consumption,
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

With a 10-percent increase i population, annual consumption of
uranium compounds in 1953 would probably be 400,000-500,000
pounds. Domestic production of urawnum compounds, which has
been greatly expanded during the war because of the increase in
vanadium refinig, will probably decline to a peacetime level of about
50,000 pounds per year, with a value of about $50,000, at $1 per
pound. Imports, therefore, would be 350,00.0-450,000 pounds, with
a probable foreign value of $350,000-$450,000, assuming a unit
of approximately $1 per pound.
value
Per capita Income about 75 percent above 1959.

A high national income will greatly increase the demand for luxury
glass, ceramic wares, and fluorescent-lighting tubes. It is probable,
therefore, that the consumption of uranium compounds Would be
450,000-600,000 pounds. This quantity represents an increase of
5-35 percent over the fairly representative 1938 consuraption. It
seems likely that most of this consumption will be furn'phed by
imports. Domestic production is not likely to be more than
50,000-100,000 pounds a tear since domestic wartime operations
for recovery of vanadium will probably be round uneconomic in times
of peace. At $1.20 per -pound, this production would have a value
of about $60,000-$120,000. If this assumption should prove correct,
then imports may be expected to be 360,000-s5,000 pounds, wiith
foreign value of $420,000-$660,000, assuming a unit value of $1.20
f
per pound.
,,e.
The number of employees Cngaged in the manufacture of uranium
compounds is very small; in the post-war period it' is not expected to
be significantly larger than before.
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VEGETABLE WAXES
Tariff paragraph: 1796.
Carnsuba, Japan, candelilla, ouricury, and other vegetable
Commrodify:
waxes.
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on Ufited States imports less reexports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are given below:
24, 380
'Qujantity (1,000 pounds) Value
($,000
Valle
($1,000)-'5,831
$0.24.0.24
Unit value (per pound)-$

_'--_------_----------------J------------_

a

lForsipn value.

Vegetable waxes include carnauba, candelilla, Japan, ouricury, and
others. As none of these waxes are produced to an appreciable extent
in the United States, imports approximate consumption.
About 75 percent of the vegetable waxes are consumed in making
polishes for floors, furniture, automobiles, shoes, and leather, and 25
percent in making carbon paper, water-proofing compounds, cosmetics,
c=wdlj, electrical insulation, and in other uses. Before the war, the
rate of increase in consumption of vegetable waxes was about double
that of the rate of increase in national income, probably owing in part
to increased demand for consumer goods requiring polishes.
Recently, synthetic organic waxes have been developed which may
be substituted for or mixed with carnauba and other vegetable waxes
for special purposes. These do not seem likely to displace vegetable
waxes for general purposes, but their different physical properties
frequently make them more suitable for certain special uses.
CarnAuba wax, produced exclusively in Brazil, is, the most important of all waxes used in polishes and accounts for about 70 percent
by quantity and 85 percent by value of United States consumption
of vegetable waxes. Though higher priced than other natural waxes,
carnauba is preferred on a quality basis. Candelilla wax, produced
exclusively in Mexico, and Japan wax, produced exclusively in Japan,
accounted for about 10 to 15 percent each by quantity of vegetablewax consumption in the years preceding the war. Consumption of
Japan wax has been decreasing in relation to that of other vegetable
waxes, whereas consumption of candelilla wax has been increasing.
Consumption of ouricury wax, produced exclusively in Brazil and first
imported into the United States in 1937, has been increasing rapidly;
it was, 3 million pounds in 1943. Other vegetable waxes are: Chinese
insect, Cochin China, bayberry, and fiber.
PQST-WAR SHORT TFRM
During the first few years after the war, consumption of vegetable
waxes might equal or exceed the wartime consumption of 32 million
pounds; decreased use of military, polishes might be compensated for
by increased civilian consumption.
It is doubtful whether there will be large imports of waxes from
Japan or China during this period, but increased imports of other
vegetable waxes, especially ouricury, will probably compensate for
this loss.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capita Income at iDID level.

Carauba will continue to be the most important vetable wax.
It may be assumed that imports of Japan wax will againle available,
but it is doubtful whether these iinports will be as large as before the
war; on the other hand, imports of candelilla and ouricury waxes wll
probably increase considerably. WWith a national income per capital
at the 1939 level and population increased by 10 percent, there might
be an increase in consumption (and imports) of all vegetable waxes of
about 10 percent, or to about 27 million pounds, with a foreign value
of about 6.5 million dollars, at 1939 prices.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

There might be a 50-100 percent increase in consumption of vegen
table waxes or to 35-50 million pounds. At 30 cents per pound imports would have a foreign value of 10.5-15.0 million dollars.

BEESWAX, CRUDE
Triff paragraph: 1796.
Beeswax, crude.
Commodity:
Free.
fate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item

Total

Rt

Imports ooOsump- umtionfl
to
o- telteion
Fortpotmarket

..............

I
I

Estimated.

Foreign value.

ptn
[tlh

For do-

Quantity 1,00pounds)3.000
0
13,000
750 .....-..
fVlue
(11,W00).......
1 750
unit value (per pound)' $0.25 .$0.25 . . ...

t

4i6
'2904
0.193

67
7, s007

.. .....
.

.

.

/

Beeswax is produced in almost every country in thie world. Ih
the United States before the war, beeswax was collected only from
the larger apiaries. Domestic production has not been large enough
to supply domestic consumption and has not been above 4 rtxillioh
pounds annually in recent years. About 60 percent of .tlI; crje,
beeswax consumed annually has been imported, principally from
South America and Africa. Although consumption of other waxes,
such as vegetable waxes, has increased rapidly since 1932, there has.
been, only a slight increase in consumption of beeswax. This.:is
due to a growing preference for vegetable waxes,
probably
It is. estimated that half of the beeswax consumed in the niiited
States is for' cosmetics and medical uses, one-fourth for candles, and
one-fourth for miscellaneous- uses such as polishes, carbon,, paper,
molding compounds, and food treatment.
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It seems likely that United States comumption of crude beeswax
.*ay incease 10 percent Iover 1939. Although dometic production
of beswx m form a somewhat-1ger percentage of consumption
m y have
:th in -1939, if the smaller apiares
t w
4on0 during te wr, imports are still likely to continue to furnish
,We major part of eonsmption.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumptin, Production, and Imports

Production of crud9 bqeswgx has ran
betwven 3 and 4 million
pO9fl49K wnually, and it seems probable that production will not go
yiuph. *bqve 4 znsIlxqn pounds aftoW4 e war,
Per capi(q UWOM 4199 slep-.
With income at the 1939 level and population 10 percent greater,
consumption of crude beswax might be sightly greater than in 1939',
or about 8-9 million pounds. Imports may account for I.0-5.6
million pounds with a foreign value of $9050 000-$1,000,000,at 1939
unit values, and United States production for the domestic market
may be from 3.0-3.5 million pounds valued at $750,000-$875,000, at

1939 prices.
i~r Q. iaiitbn;eu'tspere-nt higher than in 199..
There mIght be an increase int consumption of crude beeswax of
aboutu 15-'I5 ercent, or to 8.5-1O.0 million pounds. Of this quantity
imworl Wn - t supply .about 4427,Q million pounds. At 21 cents per
fl & 10 irontirwrease over 1939), the foreign value of imports
tight bE $W 0,0O4$I,500,000.i Prduction might account for 3-4
minhotipounds, vahiod at $825,0$1,100,00Q at 27.5 cents a pood.
I !1
EmWloyment
No statistics are available on the number of persons employed ini
production of crude beeswax, but the number is believed to. be very
small, since the wax is obtained as a byproduct of honey production
which is frequently a side line for farmers.
MINERAL WAXES
Tariff paruarqph: 1796.
Commodity:
Montan, ceresin, ozokerite, and other mineral Vat, n. a. p. f.
Free.
Rat of duty:
C(ENERAL

Data on United States imports less reexports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are given below:
Quantity (1,000 pounds)
Value ($1,000)
Unit value (per pound)
* Foreln value.

_

8,011
1835
$0.104
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compolie, wat
Mineral waxes ai~e used for
The principal
and other purposes.
pounds, electrical, insulation, vAious
mineral waxes are. months, chide oiokerite, and ceresin (refined
ozokerite).:Montan waxis the most important, daunting for about
three-fourtJs of the total imports.
Mineral waxes tre prod ednEurpe, pciply in Ger
Polabd. As- t~hey are not produced to any appreciable extent m the
United States, 'imports approximate consumption. Although the
United States demad for waxes of all types has steadily incr
during. the last J0 years, the increase hs chiefly beeinO the cosp
tion of the higher-priced vegetable waxes (such as carnauba) and of
petroleum microcrystalline waxes, which are used for the sme purposes as mineral waxes.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

As Germany and Poland are the principal sources of mineral waxes,
it may be assumed that there will be little or no imports in the first
few years after the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capita Income at 1959 level.

--

In the- early fifties it 'may be asumed that imports from Europe will
be resumed. Although mineral waxes will probably remain lower in
price than carnauba wax, increase imports of carnauba wax together
with increased domestic production of synthetic organic and petroleum microcrystalline waxes may result in a decreased consumption of
mineral,waxes. Imports and consumption might be from,75 to 100
percent of 1939 :quantity, or 6-8 million pounds, with a foreign value
of $600,000 to $800;0 at 1989 primPer capita income 75 percent higher than in 19t*.
There would be an increase Mi the consufrption of all waxes, and
mineral waxes would probably share in this increase. Under thee
conditions, consumption of mineral waxs might bt25 percent greater
than in 1,939, or 10 million pounds. If there were a 10 percent increase
in foreign prices, imports of mineral waxes would -have a foreign value
of about $1,150,000.

71233-45-14
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FATS, OILS, AND OIL-BEARING MITERIALS
Part 1. Summary
.Tarffpararagrdtp* Various.
Fats and oils of all varie-

Commodity:
Raueeof duty:

ties used for all purposes.
Free to 140 per pound.
Equivalent ad whorem (19S9): 0%
to 136% (weighted average in-

eluding duty-free imports 53%).

NonZ.-Fats, oils, and materials covered by this report were either free of duty or subject to various rates
ot duty under the Tariff Act of 1930. The Revende Acts of 1934 1935, 1938 and 1938 imposed Import excise
ta~es on some commodities and processing taxes on some others, th; taZes falling in some cases upon dut-fre
and in others upon dutleble Items. Reductions in duties or taxes were made on many Items pursuant
ioms
to Stion 330 of the tariff act (olive oil) trade agreements with Canada, Brazil, United Kingdom, Nethera, Argentina, and Iceland (vadousi; and under the terms of the act of September 17, 1942 (coconut oil

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and-consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Vroduction...

~~Apparent REatio(f

For do-F
For ex- mestic
Total

Item
Item

port

7,729
Quantity (million pounds) .. -...
Value (million dollars)--9-

342
25

market.

Imports consump- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~imports
to Ocntion sumption

7,387
921

1,800

X85 ..

9,187

20
----

I Estimated.
s

Estimated foreign value.-

with the exception of those on exports, are derived from data on consumption.
Norm-ThVsttsttics
of fats and oils obtained wholly from domestic materials Is classified above as "production

The consumption
for the! domestic market" and the consumption of fats and oils which are either imported or derived from
imported materials (including Philipplte copra), is classified as "imports." The same practice is followed
in all sections of this report dealing with fats and oils.'

Demand, Supply, and Consumption

Interchangeability.

Fats and oils of animal and vegetable origin are used in the preparation of (1) food products; (2) soap; (3) paint, varnish, linoleum, and
printing inks; and (4) many mismollaneous manufactures. Many fats
and oils used in food can be substituted for one, another either wholly
or in substantial degree; the same is true of many of the fats and oil
used in s6ap and, to a lesser degree, of those used& in paint and in miscellaneous manufactures. Some of the oils used principally in food
can also be interchanged with those used principally in soap and vice
versa; and some oils used in food can even be used in paint and in
various miscellaneous products. Palm oil, for example, is used in
shortening, margarine, soap, and in the manufacture of tin plate.
From a technical standpoint, other oils (domestic and foreign) are
just as satisfactory in making shortening, margarine, and most soaps,
not in making tin plate. Soybean oil is used in food,
Cut apparently
miscellaneous products, but from a technical standand
soap, paint,
is
it
a
preferred oil in few if any of these uses. Fish oils are
point
used in food, soap, paint, and vitamin preparations. For some purpeos, fish oils (i. e. those made from fish livers) cannot be replaced
other, but in the manufacture of soap, many other fats and
bx any
oils
can replace them.
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Other ois used principally or wholly in soap or in paint in the United
States are used largely ;or principally in- food in some other countries.
For etaple, many Europea countries use whale-oilin making marganne, but generally use it almost excessvely in making soap; and
the Rusians use linseed oil in Edible products butwe use it prim
cipally 'in paint. The chief use of coconut oil is for food'in some
countries and for making soap in others.. In the United States coco_
nut oil is used in large proportions both in food and soap and, during
the-war period, has been used insubstantial amounts in the manu
facture of synthetic rubber, and to some extent in the manufacture
of safety glass, alkyd resins, and lubricant additives.
Notwittanding the wide technical interchangeability of many fats
and oils, -there are no satisfactory substitutes for some.oils and fat in
certain uses The limiting factors 'may be price, difficulties in procing, or differences (real or fancied) sin the qualityy of the-finished
products. For example, the cleansing qualities of most-toilet soaPs
would not actually be impaired, by substitutinig in their manufacture
a domestic tallow for a imported palm oil. Many consumers, however, prefer soaps made of palm oil. Strong consumer prefoehees
exist ?or certin- other oils.- Many persons so mud prefer thie' taste
of olive oil that they will buy it even though it costs several times a
much as any other salad oil Much the same situation prevails in
the respective demands for butter and margarine. In the production
of certain paints and varnishes, tung oil is technically superior to any
other oil, but in the production of other kinds of paints'and varnishes,
it is not. Many other examples could be cited.
Factor Influencing demand.

The demsad for ay'- particular oil is influenced not on by the
demands for the various products into which it actually enters but
also by the demand for products into which it might enter under
certain circumstances, either in the United States or elsewhere. For
xaxmple, lard is generally used only for food but it can be used in
making soap and, in fact, has been so used in tile United States during
the present war. The demand. for soybean oil depends, in the: first
instance, on the respective demands for each of the various food
products, soap, paint, and miscellaneous manufactures into which it
enters. Changes in tariff duties and in national income would not result in uniform-changes in the demands for each of the finished products
into which soybean oil enters or into which most other oils enter. The
calculation of the demand for most individual oils, under various
assumed conditions, w ,uld therefore have to take into account the
demand for each of the products-not merely the principal productinto which they might enter. The actual or potential demand for
only a few important fats and oils-such as butterfat and tung oilis governed solely or almost solely by the "demand for only a single
finished product or class of products.
Factor, governing Supply.
Fats and oils are obtained by such diverse methods that the -pro-

duction of ,.ie is very responsive to
change, whereas the pr
duction of others is not at' all responsive' and the response in some
instances is rapid, and in others slow. For example, the production
of cottonseed oil is almost always a function solely of the quantity of
cotton produced. As long as the price obtained for the oil is expected
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to cover somethig more than the rushing costs los the value of the
oil cake, then the oil'will generally bei produced and sold for whatever
it will bring. :An exceptionally high price -or cottonseed oil could got
by itself have more than! a small influence onthe total quantity. proded in the world in the short run, and not a much larger effect on
the total quahtity produce even; in the long ray Th&,rductioa
of such an oi a soybean oil is likely to be at least as, resposive tohe
price offered for the oil cake athe price offered for the oil (the oil
yield of soybeans is only about 15 percent by wiit) Thee production
of tallow (including oleo oil) will depend principally on the slaughter
of livestock rather than on the price offered for taow. The product
tion of lard and inedible grades of hog greases is influenced by similar
considerations. Many. other examples could be cited showing the
correlation between prices and the production of individual oi and
the rapidity with which changes in output might be expected to follow
Changes in price.
Putti're consumption in the United State.

Future consumption of all fats ad oils in the United States, particuk1y in ter s of value, will be governed by a number of fctors which
cannot be very accurately trimated at present. Extb$ in a fe*
distance moreover, the estimate of the consumption in the United
State of any, particular fat or oil will be subject to greater margin
of error than: will bet the estimate of all the fats and oils that will
enter into each of such broad categories of use as food, soap, pait,
etc. To illustrate, it is possible to arive at a first approximation of
the total quantity of fats and oils that will enter into food, into soap,
into paint, and into miscellaneous products on the basis of various
assumptions as to levels of tiff and national income. It also
possible to arrive at somewhat less accurate estimates of the consumption of certain individual fsts Ad oil 'such as butter and olive oil
used in food, tung oil used in paints gad palm oil used in manufacturing
tin plate., But no estimates of the future consumption of the fats
and oils used in all foods, in all soaps, or in all paints, would Provide
the basis for very accurate estimateeroLhe amounts of each ft and
oil that would enter into any one, or into all, of these broad categories
of use.
In view of -the foregoing considerations, this rert does not attempt
to forecast the production, consumption, etc., of every individual fat
or oil in each or in all of its uses. Major emphasis is placed on forecasting the total quantities that will enter into each main category
of use. The astimkatsof..the foreign fats and oils that will enter
tox
each main use are arrived at by -various methods, eac Wof
whichwill
be described. Where estimates of individual fats and oils are given,
they are given wily in the text, and are expressed in terms of ranges,
that is, minimums and maximums.
Circumstances which would operate to brg about a maximum
use of almost any oil would operate to bring about amixinium (or
near minimum) use of one or more of some other The maximum
lard in
oil in soap, and tung oil in ait
cosumptlon of, Sy,
foYd,palm
would probably occur when there was a minimum onsumptiOn of
some one or mqre of the other oils entering respecely into food,
soap, paint, etc. This consideration has been takenr'ito account in
estimating the ranges of consumption of individual fats and oils i

OUtCPOU
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relation ' tii; esti d rgof 6consuintion of aI1 fats and oils
entering into eacof the four broad categoris of use.
To simplify the tabular presentation of the estimates under the
various asumed conditions, the valuw of production, consumption,
etc., are expressed nt6 sI the ranges given in the accompanying text
but rather, as single figures taken at the midpoint of those ranges.
All estt shown in the tabulations doverig fats and oils used in
fOo4- ap, paint, etc., as well *sin the over aUtabulations based
on- tese individual tabulations, should be so intereted.
United Stat.. Supply, 19W

shown in the accompanying table 1 and hart,
consumption of fats and oils in 1939
66 Connmption.-As
percent of United Stats total
entered into food products, 19 percent into soap, 9 percent into paint,
varnish, and linoleum, and 6 percent into aiscaneous products.
consumed were derived
Less than 20 percent of all the fats and
from foreign materials-inclusive of coconut oil made from Philippine
copr. The fats and oils of foreign derivation counted for 7 percent
tol used in food, 34 pert of those used in soap, 60 percent
of thae
pit (includg nb,-linoleum, and priting nks),
of those u
and 51 percent of those in miscellaneous manufactures.

Table: Table 1.- Fats and oils: Ap arent consumption in the United States, by major clas es, in 1939

TA3BL 1.-Fats and oil: Apparent consumption in the United States, by major classes, in 1959
[Quantity in millions of pounds]
Quantity

Product

Food

Paint and
Paint and
varnish,
Mscelvarnish,
aeos
linoleum
Ttllinoleum
and oilmanufac al ue Food Soap and oil.
cloth, and
tured
dloth,and
printing produce*
printing
0 ~~~~~~~pIntigk
inks

Soap

-

Percent of total

8

MIsoel-

laneous
lano
tured
products
rdut

otal,
anluses

A
I

t
0-4

Type of use
IV
Domnestic:
Butter (as butterfat)
.
Lard._
.
Cottonseed oil
-.--Tallow, inedible, and grease (except wool grease)
Soybean oil.
Linseed oil .
Fish oils (including fish-liver oils).
Corn oil.
.
Oko oil and edible aimal steam
Tallow, edible--Peanut oil
.
Marine mammal oils.
Olive oil, edible.All other .---------------------------.
Total, domestic.
---

-

---

----------- ---------

-------------

---------------------

Foreyn:
Coconut oil:

.

1,888.8
1,632.3
1,300.5

31.1
1,888
1,'3 2&69
0.2 1. . l1,384.5
(2)
21.4
3.1
3.6
.6
in-s 1. 077.7
0.1
51.1
32.3
21.8
28.2
1 -450. 6
123
-1.2
,.3
1.0
250.64.5 1 25& 1
31.0
.1
117.4
217.5
42.6
.3
36.8
6.9
&53
8.6
.
1I .j.
.7
3.7 1 143.5
21
.8
.3
.2
107.3
1.8
(2)
.6
93.0
1.5 (2)
2.8
.1.0 179.1
1.2
51. 1
.6
51.1
.2.9
..2
6.9
.1
11.3
.1
10. 7
2.0
_I
,
__
1, 165.5
322.8
260.0 + 7, 3. 7 g28 I 65.71
48.91
40.01

380.3
20.3
128.4
106.8
92.4
74.9

.---

--

-

---

-

- -

5,637.6

16G. 6
Linseed -oPalm oil.115.7
Tung oil.
Castor olL
------------------------------------.8iii*
Babasu oil
58.8--Fish oils (including fish-liver oils)
.
;
Olive oil, edible.
-.
Perilla oil.
Olive oil, inedible (including sulfur oil or foots)
.
Cottonseed oil.
Marine mammal oils.
.
Olticics oil
----------

i.

(2)

-

_.

,

,

--_-

.5

17.7
16.0
11.7
4.9
2.8
2.4
1.5
1.2
1.0
.9
a
.1
.1

55.1

,

410. 8

.9

118.7
1.0.
40.2

_._I_____--_
7

.7
298.3

Iit

103.12
11.8

"~ iz'i
---- --

(3)20.5

1

--

.1

.~

1.2

12~3
18.9q

(3)

600 1
305 2
292.0
105.6
79.1
87.68
68.9
-52 2
35.0
29.4
20.3
18.9

2.8

: .4
.9

.5

..

2.3.2
.1
&67
.1

.2.3

(2)

.__-----

I

I
0.

_

0

--

,

,

.

1

2.R

'1.1
10.3
.5
12.8
1.5
125
.
.8
.12.6
le

37.0
.

.2

1.1 .:~

23

(2)

i7
3.8

_

_

&33
3.2
1.1

2

.0

c

-.0
.6
.4
.3

.2

.2

12.5
__r_-------Corn o ol
-.
l
Palm-kernel oil -..
22.0o
All other-437.0
Total, foreign - 6-074.6
-Total, domestic and foreign-

.1

.81

9.4
Z; . 4 |

o607 4j-

-

(2)
483.8
806B.O

- ...........I l-

1,77219-1

.21

14.0
11.44
0.7

I

1.4

19.3
272.14 1.807.2
_:

.1

4.

.1
.5

.2

2

________

1_

7.2

%I06
5--I32.1
9 ]100

3S3
i100o

5L
_ e

1I

.8

.4
-

_

19.8

,

100.0

I0

' 100.0

Allows Ition of apparent consumption of domestic and foreign fats and oils, 1939
Domestic fats and oils
Foreign fats and oils

_

6
5
_,37.

-

437.0

-8,074t6
Total-

322.8

483.8

2B0

607.4

1,772.9

806 6

532.1

1,165.5

'The difference between this total and the sum of the amounts allocated to the sepsrate uses represents the refining loss.
3 Less tha 0.06 percent.
'Less than one-hall million pounds.
soap, linoleum and oilSource: Consumption of fats andoils in shortening, mararine,the
U. S. Bureau of the
by
cloth, and printing inks is factory consumption as reported
than
otber
shortenig and marin
and
oils
edible
fats
products
of
Census. Consumption
garine, in paint and varnish, and in miscellaneous products represents the difference between apparent disappearance, as reported by the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and

272.1

76.2
1,807.2 24.2
9,206.969&0

7,399.7

1.8

4.4

33.8

28.8

19.3

a8

-

5

100.0

15.1

100 0

&8

100.0

in shortening, margarine, linoleum and oilcloth, and printthe total factory consumption
inks, allocated aong to theatre of the ol Residues known as "footl" (which
ing
are used In scaps and fdemlscellaneon purpose) are obtained as a byproduct I thenof the Census
fining of oils. Somelosses also occur inthe refnig "ces" -itemThe Bureau
:which covers.both. In
does not report theoeparaely, but It does-repor
67
ns;
to
soap
21-percent
Is
percent
"Ia"-bnsn.beesnailoae
tabebthis
the above
reent to loss. The difference (20.7
to miscellaneous manufacturedproducts; and: 12
sh
asconsumed for-all purposes and
between the tot fats and oils
million

8
to.

pounds)
sents this estimated loss.

thesmofthe fats-ando-is shown as conamed in the individual categories of use repr6-

z

0

0_
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Table: Table 2.- Fats and oils: United States exports of domestic merchandise, 1937-39
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per-capita

tearing
consumptionof
each of
of use in 1939,fats
supplied
theThe
main categories
andand'
the ils
proportions ito
by
imports in each of these uswere not greatly different from those in
a number of preceding years. Prices of fats, and oils in 1939 not
only were somewhat lower than in the immediately preceding years,
but were slightly more depressed than general prices,
Exports.

United States exports of primary fats and oils in 1939 consisted
almost wholly of lard, coconut oil, cottonseed oil, and soybean, oil.
The aggregate quantity of all fats and oils exported in that year, but
more especially lard and soybean oil,'was very much greater then in
any of the immediately predibg years, as shown in the following
table. The explanation of the large exports was that domestic
production particularly that of lard was very high and European
buyers were finding it difficult at thAt time to obtain supplies "W. the
Far East, especially in Manchuria-notable for its exports of soybeans And soybean oil. Also, the imminence of hostilities in Europe
operated to encourage some stock-piling there, especially of fats ad
oils suitable for food.Tahfr'2 shows United Siates expotso all fats adtoils iaatepeiod
1937-39. Some United States exports, notably coconut, linseed
and castor oils, consisted of oils processed from imported materials,
and of these, only coconut oil was of a kind generally used for food.
Of the exports derived wholly from domestic materials, patically
all were of the kinds customarily used for food. It is reasonable to
suppose, therefore, that United States- exports of- fats and oils of
wholly domestic origin in the post-war period will consist almost
entirely of these same kinds, but predominantly of lard. 'The-United
States would 'not Appear to have any competitive advantage over
foreign countries in the production of any other fat. or oil -used; for
food, such as butter, fish and marine mammal oils, or vegetable oils.
It might, however, be able to remain on an export basis in soybeans.
TABLE 2.-Fate and oils: United States exports of domestic merchandise, 197-89
[In thousands of pounds

I

Commodity

i
f,

i.

Animal fats and oils:
Butter ' -.-----------Lard and neutral lard-.
...-

1,959
08
.
277,272
136,778
20403
edle
and
2x318
729
Tallow
Idble-1,149
8,3 0
8,48
Oleoo....,.
a ,711
- -18-1
l-5
Oleo stearin
---01
0 Mock2, 874
4, 4
---------891
54
884
Grease sterin845
907
616
Net's-foot oil ...---------1051, 174
771
Other animal oils, ine4lble ------------------------------

-----------------------

-

.

-

........

Other anmalgreAm sand fate ------------3,418
Total153, 72
M arine-nimal $ls-_..................
1,8 9 _
...............................
..........................,,.............................

1,890
219,848
2

2Z285
297.'029
'10, 5

I In terms of total weight, only about 81 percent of which Is bbitterfat content.
' Includes 14,254 thousand pounds of whale ll.
i,
I Inasmuch aslinseed oil made from lIdported flaxeed would be aubjet to a draw-back on being exported,
it may be asumed that virtually all the exports were made from imported rather than 4omestio materl.
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TABLU 2.-Fate and oil.: United States exports of domestic merchandise, 1937-39Continued
[In thousands of pounds
1937

Commodity

Vegetable oils:
9
......- --9-023
Coconut ...... ..
444
Corn----------------------------------------------------4Cottoned .......................7,591
Linseed ----------------------------987
------()
Peanut 5,748
Soybean '.......-6,4
.
.
Castor oil, medicinal i-4
4,832
.
.
Other vegetable oils,259
.--;----..---Total-2
184,350
Grand total -

-------------

-

|

1938
7 228
113

4,872
890
(5)
0,412
572
6, 780
26,873
249,398

1939

8,0311
*180
l6,"5
2 566

325

12,-Ill
1,348
13,841
70,054
383,316

' Crude plus refined converted'to crude by dividing by d:94.
4 Crude plus reftned converted to crude by dividing by 0.93.
* Not separately reported.
* Exports of soybeans were very large in this period. They amounted to 76.2 million pounds in 1937,
almost 159 Millon in 1938, and 628 ll on in 1939.
' Converted from gallons on the basis of 8 pounds per gallon.
I Tbis total exceeds the one shown In the table on p. it 6, principally because the preceding table does not
Epd oils made of IsportlGuateAsm
re
rted fats and oilssubsequently exported or exports of fob

Source: Forteio Cmrnerce and Navfption of the Unied Sates.

Notwithstanding the foregoing observations, it is possible that in the
inm ediate post-war period the United States may export many
varieties of fats and oils with a view to assisting in world rehabilitation.
Such exports, however, would be governed principally by considerations other than the levels of tariffs or per capita income in the United
States or abroad. The conditions most favorable to large exports in
this period would be low tariffs and high national income-the same
conditions that would be most favorable to large United States
imports of fats and oils.
In the long run, United States exports of fats and oils will depend
both on the level of per capita income iD the United States and abroad
and on the level of the tariff duties, particularly those in the United
States. United States exports will tend to be largest under conditions
of high incono.'and low tariffs -both here and abroad; theymwill tend'
to be smallest under opposite conditions.
Tariff Duties and Excise Taxes
--Most imported fats and oils are subject to tariff duties, and many
of them are in addition subject to excise taxes. Some duty-free
imports are also subject to excise taxes. A number of fats and oils are
exempt from 1)oth tariff duties and excise taxes.
The excise taxes are of two sorts-those which are levied on the
importation but not on the domestic production of materials and
those which are levied on the processing of materials, none, or virtually
none, of which is produced in continental United States, The import
excise taxes are administered by the Customs Bureau and are levied,
assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner as duties imposed

under the Tariff Act of 1930; they are, with certain exceptions, treated,
for the purposes of all provisions of law relating to the customs
revenue, as duties, Unlike tariff duties, however, they are not subject
to change in accordance withasection 336 (the so-called -flexib.tatif

25
provision) of the Tariff Act of 1930. Other differences are of only
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minor importance. Import excise taxes are regarded as identical with
tariff duties in negotiating agreements under the Trade Agreements
Act.
Processing taxes are administered by the Bureau of Internal Revenue
and are collected on the first domestic processing of the taxable
materials. The Trade Agreements Act does rot give authority for
reduqoipgprocessing-tax rates but it does authorize tke, binding of such
rats against increase.
The effects of changes in tariff and excise-tax rates given in this
report are estimated on the basis of the rates which prevailed on July 1,
1939. Inasmuch as some of the rates have been changed since then,
mostly as the result of trade-agreement concessions, the rates which
were in effect on July 1, 1939, and on Januaryl, 1945, are both shown
in the following table, AlU rates which have been lowered or bound
pursuant to trade agreements are so indicated in the table. Rates
shown in the "Total duty and tax" columns which are not followed by
the symbol "T. A." are (with the exception of-one of the rates on
olive oil)2 those which are provided for by the Tariff Act of 1930 or by
the, jqternal Revenue Code, or by both, Commodities for which no
duty br excise' tax is shown are free of duty or tax. For duty-free
commodities, "T. A." in the column "Total duty and tax" indicates
that these commodities have been bound free of duty in- trade agreements.
IEdible olive oil In packages of less than 40 pounds each was dutiable at 94 cents per pound under the
Tariff Act of 1930 but the rate was reduced to 8 cents per pound on July 24,1931, as a result of a Presidential
proclamation under the provisions of section 336 of the tariff act.

Table: Table 3.- Fats, oils, and oil-bearing materials: United States tarif duties and excise taxes in ef ect on July 1, 1939, and on January 1, 1945

TABLEz 3.LFat., oil, and oil-bearing material: United States tariff duties and excise atasin offlse-ton July 1, 1939, and,= Jan ,rj1,*45
entl
[Cents per pound unless otherwise indicated; "T. A." indicates that the tariff or excise tax staus shown is provided for in trade. g
Statusac January 1,4 5

Status on July 1, 13

Commodity

-

Excise!
Jta

Duty
Animal

I

fats and oils:

Butter.
Lard.
Oleo oil andoleo stearin.Edible fats, greases, and oils, n. S. P.

14_

_

__

__

Total duty and tax

. Excise

Duty

,__ __.__ 14..----------14 _-__
3.

I-------:-----

----

--

----4.-----

2D7*ad val-------

--

Tallow
Wool grease

rjoadTL

34

Containing over 2 percent free fatty acids
Containing 2 percent or less free fatty acidsdFor medical useNeat'sfoot oil and animal oils known as neat'-foot stock

a

--------

.-

3

2-

--------------------

ad vsl

20

Inedible fats, greases, and oils, s. p.
Marine animal oils:
Sod oil
Herring oil
Menhaden oil.
Cod oil and cod-liver oil
Shark oil and shark-liver oil, including oil produced from sharks
known as dotsk, n. s. p. L
Halibut-liver oil..
Marine animaloils, s. p. f
Whale (other than sperm) and seal oils..--

20% ad val

n.

------

.

20%,

per

6%

O7,
,

-

,

gal

ad val _
ad vaL_

ad va
per

3.17 -.
30. -a-

I.

..

2

IO% advat;

13

---

20%-ad val..--

Zt

----

per

3

-

3

sL-

--- ---

---

gal

Crude ---- ------------------------------------- '2Ht per gl-7¢ per gal
Refined ---------------------------------------------- -------Fish livers
Vegetable oils and oil-bearing maters

+

10.33T.A
0.93 T.

-O--

-

2W per p]

-.

70 per gw-,

-

3

--

0ad

3S7.

vt+134

l~o ad vaL
2Wc ad v.L +3.

-

Nondryfing

of materials from the
the
any other possessions of the U. 8.
Pnippines
oil
_-importecas
Other
In

U. S.

3

a

or

------

Other produced
Palm oil:
For tin
Other

or

the

I

JUi.

from foreign copra..

--.

a

5

terne plate.
---------

-

_

3

2

5

-

3

3~~~~~

3

3

3T.

-

3ST..A

---

.

.

.

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

_I

3.

7S.t t
A.

i.

.
.i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-.

_--_

Palm-kernel oil:
Rendered unlit for food __
'_
Other_ ---------------------------------------

7

3T.
3%T.
A
A.

-

3

I

4 T. A.
1.i T-A..

0.33 T. A.
0.93 T..A.

----------

V.

vat +14
_.
-v.a.+
20%, ad

3.8.

-----------

._

S"T. A.
iST. A..

lO#

sd

sdT

,0av

3s

2-T. A.
20%P ad val.
134 T. A.

T. A.
ad

-_
-1
s
-dv6204dal
IO

_

-----

--.--

3.

Wf per gal
.'_---- 2yj
-----per gal..

va-

3

Sperm oil:

.

_-

_..

--------------

ad vat. +3-----

OA T.

3
3

-

-

2- _:_ _

T. A.
l. +3----

3

- -i-

-------

4T.A--

20%i;

-~

tOadval

-------

A-------

3
3

pergal

rf per gal _

-

42T.__:------

334 T--

1

Coconut oil:
From, or produced

.!

Total duty and

I

'9
IC

.

l
.Bsbassu oi
--------------i-----------------Peanut oil .205%adval.
.,Kapok oL_
Teaseed o-L
Vegetable taow.
aCastnr oil ------------------------------------------_
Rend ered unftlafio ood
-Ad* (40 lb. or over) : _ _ -_-- 634
-I8
Packaged (less than 40 lb.)
Almond ol, sweett-Cashew ti and cashew nut shell ollor
Cop
rnels_-_-_
Palm nuts and pam-nut ke -------n
Babassunuts and kernelsels_
r
Ouricuy nuts and kernels
rn
Mumu-mum nuts and keels
-Tucum nuts and kenels
Pesnutt
-Vnsh --eit
--------

-

-----

-

--

-

-

-

4.~~~~~~~
-

-------

-

--

__led-.
Se.
e
es
.
Kpok s
----------------------------------Castor bea e:
Semidrynr.

-

-

.-

-

34-

_

--

_

---------------------

_-

-

-

-

-

j-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3-

ad

_-_-

-

3------------

9afflow

oL

--

-----------

---z

------

-

-

-

-

--

-

-----------

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.

-

TA.

--

8-.

--------7-----

T. A.
T. A.
4.~ ~ ~ ~ ~

436

2.

2.

T. A-_

-

-

20% ad va
--

-

-

4M

5.3S

4*§

43--

-

-

-

-

-

4T.- 'A.

----

-

20% ad

Va

3

_

-_--V.~~~~~~~

20%ad al

4

pergl-

I-

4

_--------2
24
al-----21
-- -- -- - - - --

3

20o

ad

vaL

%

-------

I0

-----

-------------

I

------i-

2-

L1B

2._

2_
2Eoalldva1 _

--

-_

234 T'. A.
-A.
9

2.
2.

234T.A.

3-

43

-M

-

3.

1-----------------

1L18

2.

-

--

T. A
T.A

.2

_

.

-------------:---------

4

val...

-

Oiticics
Poppyseed, oL._.
Rubberseed ol.-

_--

--

---

8.-

4M

__u.
Z per_

20%

-

--

--

_

~-i

8---

20% advhl

3

--

--

-

4.

20%d val. +4%.

8

-

--

3 _--

_

--

Corn oI.
I-Cottonseed o--.
l
Croton oi
__
Rapeeed eLk
Rendered unfit for fod:
For rubber substitutes or lubricattig oiLs_.. _
_
Other
Somme onl:
o
d.---Rendered unfit for food
---Other-_
Sunflower oil:
Rendered unfit for food
trOther
------------------------------Cottonseed
Rapied
dSeme sd
-.
Sunflower seedeed_- Apricot and peach knels
Drying.
Hempseed oil
Linseed
oI--------------------------ou
Peil

T. A.

%advWI_____.__ __

20% ad val. +43---

------

-

--

-

.-

T. A

4.

6.

lt--.------

'-44

_.-j
-

2-_

20

ad val.-------
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_ad VW
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_

_._ ___
_
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20oadvL

z

TABLE 3.-Fate, oils, and oil-bearing materials: United Statei tariff duties and excit taxes in effec on July I,1989, and on
January 1, 1945-Continued
(Cents per pound unless otherwise indicated; "T. A." indicates that the tariff or excise tax status shown is provided for in trade agreements]
Status on July 1, 1939

Status on January 1, 190

Corn odity
Commodity
Duty

Vegetable Wils and oil-bearing materials-Continued.
Drying-Continued.
Soybean oil -

334 (not under 45% ad
Tal.).

| Exse
taxt

1

_

Excis
Total duty and tax
Duty
Totduynda

334 (not under 45%1o ad 334 (not under 45% ad -.Val.).
Val.).

'rota duty and

tax.

.w

334 (not under
ad val.).

z

45%7

8

Walnut oil

Hemppseed
:-1.24 1.24
-.
- -1. 2
%4.
Flaxseed- Otperbu. of56s
1----1.16 -32--perbu. ofh56lb -- .58 T. A.
Perilla seed
--1.38 1.38- -1.38 18.
P-ppyseed -l---16t per 100 lbs--- 0.16 T. A ------------per 100 lb O--. IB T.
Rubberseed
Soyrbeans.-2 --2-2
2.
fling nuts.N
Expresd .or extracted oils, n. s. p.!-0 ad
-20% ad ml
ml8 ---_
__ __ _20% ad ml_29%sd ml.

Seedsand nuts, l. s. p. f., whenl oils derived from them are free of duty.

Fatty. aeid:
'.
Steark adid:
Valued not-over per lb2----------25%
a-val--)25%-- ad m-l.+ '--- 25%-va---(-)
ad
ad
:Z---va2+A
Valued over per lb --.----15% ad val-(1)
15% ad+l.
A..- val-.1--15% ad
i-ad
v---+'-T.
ad
Oleic acid.ad
ad
20%
0, va] +
ad val.+.'
20% val -()
20c val()
Linseed oil, fatty aCddS-20%0 ad mil.._
-43 20%E ad ;-aLA-4j.._. 20% ad v~al-_
- 43 20 ad ~al.+434.
Fatty
p.
aiuds,n. s. f-20%
ml.
ad
(--)
2ad
20%adva--+-.--(1_--)
ad
l-+1
- 2(va-Salts derived from fats ansd oils or fatty acids, not elsewhere specified; 25%t ad mal.(i) 25% ad ml..+ s- 25% ad mal
(1)
25% ad val.+.'
Fatty.alcohol and fattyacdssultted and salts of fattyacids, n. e. s.
Hysdrovested or harde~ned fats. and oils-_4 -_'i
®X 41-'--4-.
+
Lard couonds
and
substitutes.
' :I-..-----.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Y
A._
---5(1)
5s-Comints
eivdfon anldas
-:aother
mixurs
ndlardbutter
orfatqn oils;, with
1)
5+-s
witoutote!14
obre
25% adval
ad_-----(1)')
4l+
25Cd'l-------()
adval.+A25%0
2j%
- -.:
Oleomlargarine
substitutes
-14114
X
J+,
Fatsandials changed by vulcanizing,
o-xdizing, chlorinating, naitrating
25% ad val ---------20% atml-(1) 205% ad vm.+I4 Sd .+.
(1)
cr othie~cbemical process..¢Excise tax is at the rate applicable to the oil from which derived.

'Excise tax is at the rates applicbletocthc fats and oils contained in product.
Source: UJ. S. Tariff Commission.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM,

In the shortterm period immediately following the close of hostili,

totiesconsumption of all fats and oils (inclidinig oil-bearing;
materials estimated in terms of their oil content) may be expected t6
be about '110V billiopi pounds, 'annufuly, compared with Aftost'9.
be
billion pounds in 1939. The proportion supplied by imports
expected
between 10 and 15 percent, compared with 20 percent
in 1939. range
Estimates of the values of the respective shares-supplied
may

to

by domestic production and by imports cannot be satisfactorily m4de
for several reasons: (1) The demand for fats and oils is such that
small changes in supply could result in large changes in price; (2) the
with which world production can be brought back to normal
and government controls over prices be abandoned, cannot be readily
appraised; and (3) no detailed information is available on the extent
to which the United States will, as part of it; assistance toward
world rehabilitation, provide fats and oils (as well as products made
from them) to other countries and the extent to which these supplies
speed

will conm from domestic

sources.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, imports, and Exports

summary

The following two
tabulations show estimates of proimports,and consumption of allfats and oils used
for all purposes, under various assumptions as to levels of per capita
income and tariff duties. These tabulations may, therefore, be comcorresponding tabulation showing the supply of all
fats and oils in 1939, as indicated on page 196 of this report. The

duction,

exports,

estimatesof quan~ties an4 values iowninovir-all
ntbulstions
below are computed from the estimates given in the followingsections
of this report dealing separately with the fats and oils used in (1)
food, (2) soap, (3) paint, etc., and (4) miscellaneous products.
The estimated- effects of changes tariffs on the quantity and
value of production and consumption of fats and oils in the aggregate
of their uses are not large. The greater part of the consumption of
all fats and oils, both in terms of quantity and more especially in
terms of value,is in food. The effects of tariff changes on the pro(tiiction and consumption of the fats and oils used in food would be
small, principally for the following reason: The domestic production
of butter, lard, cottonseed oi, tallow and oleo oil, corn oil, and peanut
oil, group which hasgenerally accounted for 75 percent or more of
the total quantity of fats and oils used in food, is not likely to be
altered much quantitatively, or very much even in terms of value, by
changes in tariffs. The estimated effects of tariff changes on the
and value of fats and oils used other than food likewise
are not large. The estimated over-all effects of tariff changes on
imports are marked, whether expressed in terms of absolute or percentage change; but the corresponding effects on exports are large
in terms of percentage change, inasmuch as the quantities.
relatively small.
involved are
in

quantity

only;

foV

Table: [No Caption]
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Consumptionof

ftata

and oisini thei

four

main

uses

would reflect

e,
increase
population
of the
not ol, a
nty, but
cod, a wmewhatW
a
*olOX
sightly bighert pr capital
tlW co~sm
hle ctonsuption
soap, and still higher per capital consumption
eou products.
i ptiIit, etc., and in ase
The over all
conspmpt4)Ii would bS about
percent higher than
Prices. of fate
in, 939. s,
th e'bsence of tariff ch
ahid oilsare estimated,
to average
bduit 10 percent higher than in 1939, inasmuch as other prices in that
y*r wto not only. below their average during the 1920's.but were
also somewhat more depressed than general prices.
'Theprincipal effects that might be expected from tariff 'reductions
Would be: (1) An Scrase in thevolume of imports and exports but
particularly imports, (2) an increase in the spread in the United States
between prices of fats and oils used mainly in food anid those used
mainly in soap, principally by lowering the prices of domestic fats
axid
used in Moap; (3) a decrease in the pro dticton of vegetable oils

made

wholly from

domestic- materials, notably listed oil and soybean

-iI1; and! also the production of fish oil; and (4) a lowering of the dutypaid prices of imported fats and oils, but not by the full amounts of
the reductions in duties.
Increases in duties could be expected to have effects opposite to
those caused by tariff reductions.
Estimates of United States production, imports, and consumption
of all fats and oils, with income as in 1939, under various tariff levels,
are shown below:
Production

Tariff treatment
Total

Duty asIn130:
8,7865
QuAntity.;(m 1116n pounds)
Value (million dollars) --.......
1,0On
Iuty redpas by 5 percent:
QWZtlty (million pounds)a,
Vlue (mi l
DUty inereI elontas)-1,067
by 50 percent:
949
pounds) -.
Rl~antltv' (million
lion dollars)
1,130
..

.

----------------

I

Impott

For ex

For dot
market

256

8, 10
1,073

1,180

8 235

2 325

Iport

20
821

26

1,032
179 .8, 70
1,116
14

ApaetImports
Appr
to co,.

tion

1g

£118
1, 650

1_ so

10,4900
.....

sutlon
Percent

19

....

10,560
10,420
. . -.-.
-

22
16
-

Foreign value.

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of all fats and oils would probably be about 21 percent
higher than in 1939 and 6 percent higher than estimated on the basis
of the 1939 level of income. Consumption in food would probably be
about 234 percent-higher than estimated on the basis of the 1939 level
of income, consumption in soap about 5 percent higher, the consumption in paints about 25 percent higher, and consumption inl miscellaneous products about 16 percent higher. Domestic production of
byproduct fats and oils, notably lard and cottonseed, would be much
higher than estimated under the lower income level, with the con"quence that their prices would probably be lower. In such circumstances, imports of fats and oils directly competitive with lard and
cottonseed oil would be lower; more lard would be exported; more hog.

Table: [No Caption]
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greases and less fish oil would enter into domestic soap; imports of
olive ol, and imports and domestie'pirouction-of most ofthe oils Used
inpaint vrnish, and llolem, ad a number used in miscUneous
products woulddbehigher.:
Under thehigher income leiel but with tariffs unchanged, prices
are estimated as follows: in the food group, butter about 60 percent
higher than in 1939, olive, oil 35 to 45 percent higher, lard and tallo-w
10 percent lower, and most other fats, and oils at about their 1939
level-; in the soap group, most foreign oils and domestic fish oil the
same as in 1939 anost other dom tic fats and oils 10 percent lower;
in the paint group, fish oil and soybean oil at thie 1939 level, and
flaxsbed.and linseed oil (domestic and foreign) 20 to 30 percent hier,
tung oil 35 to 45 percent higher, and most other imported oils 20 to 30
percent higher; and in the miscellaneous group, castor oil 20 to 30
percent higher, fish liver oil 30. to 50 percent 'her, and oth fats
and oils as indicated in their other uses.
The general Wfects of Altering tiffs would be much the same as
estimated under the lower level of income, except that the effects on
the prices of the principal domestic fats and oils used in food and i'
soap would be somewhat less pronounced.
Estimates of JUnited States post-war production, imports, ad
consumption of all fat and oils, with income 75 percent higher thlan
in 1939, under various tariff levels, are shown beloW:
Production

Tariff tetat
!

'
F
For doex- meS~h
Tot41 :usl
Total

~~~~~ForPotmarket

Inports

Apa.n .Ralo ot

ianap Impo
w
lu Sumpaos
`

Prc
1
11,120
1,840
(mIliln
a
peoent:it1.205 ~19
~200

Duty u Ita19')
9,280
347
9,627
#uantity
podas)
24
1 42
45
(mIluion dollars) ----------------50
by
Duty reduced
Quniy(rllilon pounds) --9,4-------9, 005
20
1,4
Vahie (wiioti dollars)-.
.1,483
Dut incd by 50 percent:
280
9,625
9,80
pound)-,
tuatlty (m-llion
20
1,483
15
_--

......
...

147

-

....

.-..

.

O4
1,510 11,008
...6

I Forelga value.r

Employment

No estimates of the over-all employment of persons engaged in the
production. of fats and oils in the Uinited States :catn te made a
virtually all suchi materials are produced jointly with other products.
Some statistics of employment in the crushing midustry are available;
these are reported in the section dealing with paint, etc.
Part U. Fats and Oils Used in Foods
Tariff paragraph: ,52, 63, 54, 701, 708, 709,
1727, 1732.
Fats and oils used in
Commodity:
foods.
Equivalent ad vatorem (198): 0% to
Free to 140 Ber lb.
Rates of duly:
inludig
(weighted
average,
statemet
-- of t
y136%
:duty-free imports, 77%).

Nou.-For statement oftarif history see p, 190.
7123,40---.
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'GENERAL
a ata on United States production, imports, and nsumption for

1939 are given below:

,

Production

-

Item
Total

Au

For

,

,,,.

Forex

Port

315
sign
(mlowpUnds)90
A;mX
23
Iea83

6,07-

427
1109

-------------~~~~~..

SForuign YalUe.

t

mpo tdo- I or
ilt
mttoe
market

.....

7

. ..... ...

The fats and oils which enter into food in the United States are
consumed principally in the form of butter,' margarine, shortened,
cooking fats, salad-oils and dressings, including mayonnaise and sandwich spreads. The aggregate per capita use of fats and oils in food
has not changed material in recent years; in 1931 it amounted to
44.1 pounds, and in 1939 to 464 pounds, an increase of onlv about
6 percent. The per capita consumption of many individual fats and
oils, however, has shown a greater change.
It appears that the consumption of fats and oils in food in the
U-nited States is much more closely related to thl size of the population
than. to Ally other factor. With a sharp rise in national income,
people might consume more of the higher priced fats such
h4w*Verj
as butter and possibly less of the lower priced fats such as those used
in margarine: and shortening, and they would probably waste more
ft-' and; oils, by discarding left-overs, bacon grease, and dripping.
They would no doubt also eat out more frequently, a practice which
uld operate to increase apparent consumption. Changes in the
~woprices
oF mdi vidual fats and oils, such as might be expected from
alterations in the tariff and changes in the level of national income,
could Inot be expected to influence greatly the total quantity of fats
and oils consumed per person; hut they could be expected to have a
considerable effect on the quantity and price of some of the individual
kinds used.
The United States has generally been on an export basis for fats
and oils used mn food '(notably lard), but it has always imported some
kinds. Imports have consisted of two broad class: Oils for which
there is a special demand in certain uses and of which there is either
only a negligible domestic production (such as olive oil) or none at all
(such as the lauric- acid oils-coconut palm-kernel, and babassu); and
fats and oils which are used principllyv because of the favorable price
at which they are available. The latter group consists of some fats
and oils identical with those produced domestically, such as cotton-.
seed, soybean, and peanut oils, and of others which, though not of
identical derivation, have more or less identical uses, such as pall
oil, and the lauwic-acid oils in most of their uses. In 1939 approximately 93 percent of the fats and oils used in food in the United
States came from domestic sources.
'Throughout thiN report, "mless otfrrwlse noted, all data
content. Butter ordinarily contains 81 percent of butterfat.

on

butter are given In terms of Its bwtterfat
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In terms of quantity, but more especially value, butter was the most
fat used in 1939, and almost all of it was of;domestic
imporazit'sinlell
The increasing' acceptance of. margare since -1929 may
origin.
to lessen the demand for butter in, the postwar
possibly:.-opere'
period; (coisumption of butter defined dung World- War I but
shortly thereafter rose to the level which exwi before 'that wi;r.)
After- the present war domestic production of bbutter will no doubt
continue to supply nearly all domestic consumption under any of the
sets of conditions premised in Sthis report. The value of the production may be expected to be' considerably affected by changes in the
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level of income, but probably not by changes in tariffs.
Lard, next in importance to butter in terms of quantity consumed
in 1939 is generally used only in food, but it may also be used in soap
it has been. Production of lard varies widelyir but in"and inasfact
it is essentially a byproduct its output is not very responsible
much
to changes in prices.. The smaller the spread in price between edible
and
inedible fats,
lard output is
the more of
diverted to the production of greases used in soap and in certain iMcellaneous products.f' The output ofhiog fatA depends
principally on
the production of hog meat products. Under any of the sets of con
ditions assumed in this reportofall of such 'fats consumed in the United
domestic origin. But the levels of
States will continue to be
national income and tariffs, not only in the United States but to some
extent those in foreign countries, will: largely determine how much
of the production willgo into domestic food, how much will be exported and how much, if any, will go into domestic soap and miscellaneousproducts High per capita income in the United States would
operate to increase the production, exports, and'domestic consumption
in soap and in miscellaneous products; but it would operato to decrease the consumption in food principally because of the greatly
increased, domestic production of cottonseed oil that might beSexpecto4
under conditions of high national income. High per capita income
abroad would also operate to increase United States exports of lard
but would tend to diminish the domestic consumption of hog. fats
particularly in soap and miscellaneous products. Increased United

however,

the~potential

States tariffs on fats and oil1 would-operate to reduce exports of lard

and; to increase the' domestic consumption in all categories of use;
and increased foreign tariffs, especially on lard, would operate in the
same direction. Changes in theprice of lard resulting from alterations
in tariffs, either by the United State or by foreign countries, would
probably be small under any of the circumstances premised in this
report, particularlyunder the high-income level. Increases in United
States tariffs would operate to curtail United States imports of
vegetable oils used principally in making soapinothis country and would,
therefore, tend to depress their prices slightly in foreign countries
where United States exports of lard find their market. Sales of lard
would then have to meet increased competition abroad from the lower
priced vegetable oils, in which circumstances the United States
exports of lard could be expected to decline. Lard generally conmmaDds a price premium overvegetable oils in most foreign countries,
but it isgenerally sold below the prices of competitive grades of edible
vegetable oils in the United States.
Cottonseed oil is also- a byproduct the output of which will be
governed almost wholly by the size of the cotton crop. Under any of

2it
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the assumed conditions as to tariffs and national vQire,itually all
of the domestic production except the foote :(inedible residue) may
e
be expected to-enter 8s1oly into foods in the United StAtes.
volume of imports of cottonseed oil uder the low level of income
ight be influenced slightly b the level of tariffs; under high national
income, there would probably be no imports. Prices of domestic
cottonseed oil would probably be affected only slightly by changes in
tariffs.\
Production of soybean products in the United States has expanded
during a periLd in which technolo cal improvements have been made
in treating domestic vegetable oils, principally cottonseed and -soy
bean, so that they can replace imported palm oil in all of its food
uses and can replace the lauric-aid oils in virtually all of their food
uses. Under any of the assumed income and tariff levels, soybean
oil will probably supply a much larger fraction of the total quantity
of all fats and oils entering into food in the United States than it did
in 1939. The production of soybeans, however will depend quite as
much on the demand for soybesa cake as, for- tie Oil., The quantity
of soybean oil that will enter into food (as well as into each of its
other uses) is, therefore, extremely difficult to predict with any degree
of accura. Both the level of national income and the height of the
tariffs will be important factors. .-Production in the future, howover,
may vary inversely with the level of national income, because the
higher the national income, the greater the probable production of
competitive byproduct fats and oils, notably [ard and cottonseed oil.
Except in the short-run period, exports of soybean oil cannot be
expected to be large, but the United States may possibly remain on
an export basis for soybeans.
Corn oil is a byproduct of which the domestic output will vary
principally with the production of cornstarch (which is used either as
such or for conversion into corn isirup and corn sugar). All the corn
oil (except foote) may be expected to enter solely into foods in the
United States; imports of corn oil are not likely to be important, and
exports are likely to be negligible.
Eible tallow and oleo oil are byproducts of the production of meat
other than hog meat. Variations m their output would therefore be
only moderately affected by changes in national income and in tariffs.
At present only about 15 percent of the tallow and animal greases
goes into foods; the remainder goes chiefly into soap. Even under
exceptionaly favorable conditions, only a slightly larger sh-&e would
probably go into food.
The folowing estimates of consumption of fats and oils in food in
the United States under various assumptions in regard to per capital
income and levels of tariff are based on the considerations discussed
above. Under each set of assumed conditions total consumption in
the United States of all fats and oils entering all foods is based on
estimated per capital consumption. Consumption of butter and of
olive oil are each separately estimated; then the consumption of
cottonseed oil, corn oil, and edible tallow (including oleo oil) are each
arrived at separately on the basis of respective estimates of cotton
crops, cornstarch production, and her of livestock other than
hogs. The aggregate consumption of all fats and oil in fo, l
the consumption that will be supplied by the total of the individual
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peanut oil and by a wide variety of imported fats and oils
(other than
butter and olive oil),ofsuch as coconut, palm-kerneli, plm,

and babesu oils. Under an
the peiised conditions, most of
this residnal will be
supplied
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a
ol that can
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for
be
food
will
usdW
in such: use,
of
willStt
either be
exported -or will into
or
Uit
both. In the long run the level of national income and the height
of the tariff will latgely determine how large a share of the residual
will be supplied by imports. The higher the rational income, the
smaller the share, And the lower the national.income, the larger the
share. The lower the'tariffs the Ldgreae the share; and the higher
the tariffs, the
the
Moreover the iher the income
and- the lower the@

peiod United States production
Sbme
and oilstherfore,
go thesefats
inedible pductsin
the

smaller sare.
large will be uNited States exports of
income
lard;
and thehigher the tariff, the smaller
and
the
lower
the
such exports bj~l be. The principal
imports under any circumstces,
however,
consist of
laure-cid oils, and,palm
tariffs, the

will
1939, imports

olive oil, the
olive oil supplied

In
of
consumption, and they are likely

oil.

virtually all the domestic
to continue to do so in the future
under any of the income and tarifconditionsconsidered in this report.
The
value of the imports, however, are likely
to be moderately responsive to changes in the levels of both incomes
and tariffs.
The lauric-acid oils (coconut, pANhA kernel, and babassu) have two
distinct classes of use in foods in the United States. One is a specialty
use, such as ip the production of certain bakery and confectionery
products, for which no domestic oil is considered as satisfacto ry The
other class of use-ad a-much more important one-is onein which
the non-laurie-acid oils arejust as suitable from a technological stand'ont. Minimum use of lauric-acid oils would therefore be governed
bythe quantity needed to meet the specialty uses Consumption of
laurie-acid oils beyond this point would be governed by much the
same considers.tions as, would determine the consumption of palm oil
and other imported non-laurid-acid oils used infood.
Palmoil and most of the otherimported vegetableoils not separately
discussed above wereimported to meet essentially the same needs as
the domestic vegetable oils. Inview of the greatly inreased production of soybeans- in the United States since 1939, it is doubtful that
the imports
these other oils, considered as up,
will again be as important for use in foodaws theywere in that year,
under conditions of an unchanged per capita income
except-possibly
and reduced duties.
The principal exports in recent years of wholly domestic derivation
have been lard, cottonseed oil,and soybean oil. In 1939 the exports
of lard amounted to 277 million pounds out of a total export of 297
million'pounds of all animal fats and oils used for 'all purposes but
chiefly
forfood. Exports of cottonseed oil amounted to 14 million
pounds, and those of soybean oil amounted to 12 million pounds.2

quantity and the foreign
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There were also exports of 26'milioni pounds of coconut oil in 1939,
all of which were derived from imported materials. Exports of butter,oleonmrg~rine, and prepared cooking fats were neligible in the prewar period..
POST.WAR SHORT TERM

Total consumption of all fats and oils in food in-the United States
inl 1939 w~s 6.1 billion pounds,: or 46.6 pounds per capita. The per
capita consumption was about 2,' pounds less than this in 1943. or
capital consumption in the immediate post-war period may be expected to be slightly above the 1939 lev. Consumption of imported
oils will probably be comparatively small, irrespective of the levels of
tariffs and national income and will probably consist principally of
olive oil, palm oil, and the lauric-acid oils (coconut, palm-kernel, and
babassu).
The total consumption of all fats and oils entering into food in the
immediate post-war period may be expected to be 61F7 billion pounds,
of which imports may be expected to supply 1-3 percent of the total,
compared with 7 percent of the total in 1939. The volume of exports
will probably be governed less by the levels of United States tariffs
and national income than by the nature and extent of United States
efforts toward world rehabilitation. No satisfactory quantitative
estimates of exports in the immediate post-war period can be made
They will no doubt be substantial and will greatly exceed imports.
A large volume of exports could be accompanied by a large volume of
imports, a large volume of domestic production, or by both.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, Imports, and Exports
Per capital income at 1939 level.

At this income level, the per capita consumption of all fats and oils
in foods could be expected to be slightly above the 1939 level. The
total consumption -would, therefore, be about 6.8-6.9 billion pounds
compared with 6.1 billions in 1939. The share of the total supplied
by imports would be affected somewhat, both in terms of quantity
and- value, by changes in the tariff; changes in the volume of imports
resulting from tariff changes would probably be accompanied by corresponding but somewhat smaller changes in the volume of exports.
The volume and value of the import trade in certain individual fats
and oils, however, would no doubt be considerably affected by changes
in tariffs. United States exports'in the long run will be governed in
large measure by the level of tariffs elsewhere in the world but more
particularly by the, level of United States tariffs. The conditions
most favorable to large exports, both in quantity and value, would
be low tariffs and high national income, and conditions least favorable would be high tariffs and low national income. Consumption
of butter, cottonseed oil, and -corn oil would probably be affected only
slightly by changes in tariffs.; consumption of lard, tallow, and soybean oil would be affected somewhat more by such changes; and consumption of the principal imported oils (olive oil, palm oil, and the
lauric-acid oils) would be considerably affected by changes in tariffs.
Consumption of butter might be expected to be 1.8-1.9. billion pounds
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( terms of- butterfat content); lard, soniewhat over 2 billion cottouseed oil' about 1- billion; soybean oil, 1.0-1 .2 billion; the lau'i-acid
oils 10-300 million;ipalm -oil, -76-50 million; and olive oil 40-80
miOiD.

;

The unit values of fats and oils might be expected, in the absence
of tariff changes, to be ab6ut 10 percent higher than they were ih
1939 because in that year the prices of fats and oils were somewhat
depressed. Changes in tariffs might be expected to affect principallyr
the prices of vegetable oils-olive oil the most, and cottonseed oil
and the lauric-acid oils and palm oil (in terms of foreign value) the
least.
Estimates of United States post-war production, imports, and
of fats and oils used in food, with income as in 1939,
consumIption
under various tariff levels, are shown below:
Production
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Foreign value.

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

An increase in per capita income of this size could be expected to
result in about a 5-percent higher per capita consumption of fats and
oils than in 1939 or a total consumption in the neighborhood of 6.9-7.1
billion pounds. This would be about 2% percent larger than the consumption estimated on the basis of the 1939 level of income or about
15 percent more than was actually consumed in 1939. The greater
consumption would be accounted for principally by an enlarged use
of. bakery products, but some, part of it would be accounted for by
increased wastage. The' more expensive fats and oils such as butter
and olive oil would probably be in much -greater demand, but this
might be expected to result more in' an increase in their price than in
their per capita consumption.
Under conditions of a 75-percent increase in per capita income consumrption of oils and fats would probably be slightly less.responsive to
tariff changes than estimates on theo basis of the 1939 level of income.
Consunmption of butter might be 2.0-21 billion pounds; lard, about
2 billion pounds; cottonseed oil, 1.2-1.3 billion pounds; soybean oil,
0.9-1.1 billion pounds; the lauric-acid oils, 20-150 millioil pounds;
palm-oil, 5-75 million pounds; and olive oil, 50-100 million pounds.
The unit prices of most fats and oils, in the absence of tariff changes,
might be expected to be about the same as in 1939, but prices of awl
and- tallow might be about, 10 percent lower, butter about 60 percent
higher, and olive oil about 85 to 45 percent higher than in 1939.
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Estimates of post-war Urited Stat production,- imports, ald consumnption of fats and oils used in foods with income 75 percent higher
than in 1939, under various tariff levels, are show below:
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Part HI. Fats and Oils Used

in

Soap

Tariff paragraphs: 52, 53 54, 701, 1727,

1730, 1794.
Fate and oils used in
soap.
Free to 5f per pound. Equivalent ad valorem (199): 0% to
136% (weighted average equivalent
ad valorem (including duty-free im-

Commodity:

Rate of duty:

port8),

Novi-For statement of tariff history see p. 196.

99%).

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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A wide variety of fats and oils enter into the production of the
many different kinds of soaps made in the United States; and the oil
constituents of these soaps vary somewhat with the forms in-which
the soaps are marketed but more especially with their intended use.
Soaps are produced as bars, chips, flakes, granules, powder, liquids,
and paste; and they are intended for general toilet purposes,; for use
in household and commercial laundries, factories, and offices,' and in
a number of industrial processes such as in the manufacture of synthetic rubber and wire drawing. Changes in tariffs and in national
income are not likely to have uniform effects' on the demands for
soaps used for each of the above purposes. And since the constitu-
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ents of .the different soap8 vary, the demand for. the different fats and
cannot be=expecd
i *thd
themu
oils
used i
-to change uiforly
{s
OI'usd
Ca1x
ii
toilet' ad hoh'dlunr pr
intended
for gnral
Most sop4s
poes are made'o nmltlosadgess pal oil orf oli
combination with one o, more of the sclled laurie-acid oilsh
most common of which,' are coconut, palm-kernel, nd babsu
uin, pri
d
these l1urk-acid oils impart free-latheringiianild
erties :to soaps andi ark therefore nuch 'in demand for m in the
Jinds-used ini the- houhd for; most toilet and laudrvegpurs.
soa
non-lauiic-acid oils used in sues cBan
The ratio of laiurie acidito
be altered 'within considerable liits; but if the ratio is toohigthe
soap may cause skin irritation, and if too lot they will notprdueq
the desired latheting and sudsing properties Lauie-acid ois usualy
account for 20 to 30 percent of the Wtota bi1 -Inredient in toilet soaps
(bar, flake, granilar, and chip) and for 40 to 60 percent of the total
used in- white bar laundry soaps. -No lauri-acid oi ar produced
or Are likely to be producedd, in the United States; and no domtue
materials have been found which could replace lauric-acid oils i
ordtyh soaps.
Soaps used by commercial laundries (other than the small,so-called
hand laundries) contain little or- no lauric-acid oils and, theri~re,
need not necessarily contain any' treiil. Saps uSed in cleaning
offices and factories vary from the kand used in the household to
special types containing large adnitur of chemical detergents.
Soaps used in manufacturing synthetic rubber and for wire drawing
may orlany not contain laurie-acid oils but they do not require AnYs
Irrespective of changes in national income and in lvels of iffs,
the increasing emphasis on cleaines both in homeland faetories,
will operate to bring about a greater consumption of soap ini virtually
all of its principal toses An accompanying increase, in the level of
national income, would no doubt bring about a still greater increase.
With a high level of national income,' more home laundering would
presumably be done with washing machines, in which process soap
laundering
flaiWes; chips, and powders are generally use Such Ied.
erally takes much more soap than does hand-tub laundering, inwhicb
the use of bar soap is- common. But with an 'increase in national
income, presumably more laundering would also be done by conmmercia laundries. They not only use soap, muh more -economically
than the housewife but they use different kinds of soap, mostly of
the varieties which contain no lauric-acid oils. The ratio of the
amount of laundering done in commercial laundries to the amount
done in the home, however, will no doubt remain small even with a
large increase in national income.
With an increased national income, more soap would also be used
-in cleaning offices and factories, and very mu&h more would be used
in industrial processes such as in making synthetic rubber and in
drawing wire. Very little of such soap, however, would necessarily
contain any imported fats or oils.
Chanes in tariffs and excise taxes (not exceeding 50 percent) on
the fats and oils used in soap might be expected to result in not more
than a 5-percent change in the price of soap. Such a change would
probably have only a small effect on the total quantity of soap consumed in. any of its most important uses; the effects would probably
POST-WAR IMPORTh AND
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oumption.

presentt 085 Wt 90 percent of all soap used inl te United- States
*ft
ape o~f the household clas. And, since under any cmbination pg

tariffs a d national income premised mi this report this class will
account for the bulk of the soap consumed, the ,Jnited States must
on a substantial import basis for laurie-acid oils. It will no
remain
doubt also
continue
to import some inedible olive oil and plm oi for
textile
soaps and certain highly advertise brands of
making special
toilet soap containing such oils. How large the: total importation of
ion-lauric-acid' fats and oils will be, however, will depend both on.the
level'of the tariff and the height of the national income. The qitantity imported would probably vary inversely with the level ofhnational
income The reason is that the higher the national income, the greater
the production of byproduct fats and oils, notably those obtaitied from
cotton
and from hog slaughter; and, while there would be an accompa~nying increase in the consumption of these fats and oils in food, that
increase would presumably not be as large as the increasepin production.
Consequently, some of the potential output of lard would be diverted

to the production of greases for use in soap, thus curtailing imports of
fats and oils used in soap, particularly the non-lauric-acid fats and
oils.
The consumption of all fats and oils used in soap in the United States
in.1939 totaled 1.8 billion pounds, of which domestic fats and oils
supplied 1.2 billion pounds, Of the 0.6 billion supplied by imports,'
0.45 billion consisted of lauric-acid oil-the class of which there is
no domestic production The principal domestic fats and oils used
were tallows andgreases, fish and marine-mammal oils, and a number
of vegetable oils, Almost all of the vegetable oils consisted of foots
and off grades. Only a small part of the domestic fats and oils used
insoap would have been suitable for food.
oils consisted of the various laurieacidTheoilsprincipal imported fats and
and
babassu) and palm oil. Most of
suchoils (except the foots) could, after undergoing suitable treatment,_
be used for food. The other imported fats and oils consisted prin-cipally of olive oil not suitable 'for usein food.
Estimates of the future consumption of fats and oils thatwould be
psed- in soaps; in the United States under various assumed levels of
tariffs and national income are based on the estimated total consumption of all soaps, classified according to whether they are of the types
in 'whichlauuric-acid oils are'slsed, Next, separate estimates are mode
of the amounts of domestic tallows and greases, and curtain vegetableoil foots that will be produced as byproducts in the UnitedEStates.
The production of domestic tallows and greases used in' soap varies
almost directly with, the slaughter' of meat animals afnd not with- the
priceof tallow. About 70 percent of the animal tallows and greases
now go into soap. The output of foots from cottonseed,. soybean,
corn, and peanut oils also is largely unrelated to the price received for
these foots but separate estimates can be made only forthe output of
foots from cottonseed and corn oils.
estimates
madeAmong
onlytheforforeign
thegroupoilsofUsed in soap,oilssatisfactory
and for olive; oil. 'Incan-bethe
past, coconut oil has always beenthe most importantamong the lauricacid oils used, but once the Philippinesbecome independent-which
is to occur not !ater than July 4, 1946, on the basis of existing law-.

(coconut, palm-kernel;

laurie-acid
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this cireumatancO may cha e.t -If after that date, the United State
excise taxes should discriinate againit coconut oil fin compares n
with all other laurie-acid oils, the whole of the domestic consuption
of such oils could be supplied by -palmkern ad babassu oils. These
oils are fully interchangeable With coconut oil in the manufacture of
soap.
The olive oil used in soap is of the grade which is exempt from duty.
The consumption of the oil,, moreover, is closely identified. with the
sale .of certain highly advertised toilet Soaps and certain types of textile soaps, used in limited quantity. Imports -ire therefore not likely
to be influenced much by changes in the general level of duties.
The total consumption of all fats and oils used in soap, less the
aggregate supplied by those fats and oils for which separate estimates
can be made (as indicated above) represents a residual which could
be supplied from either domestic or foreign Sources, or from both.
The respective shares from each would depend on the level of national
income and on the level of tariffs. The domestic varieties in this
residual would consist of fish and marine-mammal oils; animal fats
and vegetable oils of the grades generally used for food; and the
accompanying production of soybean, 'and peanut oil foots. The.
domestic production of fish and marine-mammal oils would be fairly
responsive to changes in tariffs. The total output of the animal fats
would sot be, boIt under high tariffs,, less of them, especially hog fat,
would be manufactured into articles for export such as lard, and more
of them used in' the domestic manufacture of soap in plact of, say,
imported palm. oil. The foreign fats and oils which might enter into
this residual share would consist principally of palm oil, fish and marine-mammal oils, and a variety of vegetable oils apd oil foots. The
conditions most favorable to maximum imports would be low national
income and low tariffs, and to minimum imports, high national income
and-high tariffs.
Under conditions ofmaX1Mum. imports, the quantity imported would
be represented by the difference between (a) the total quantity of
fats and oils necessary to make the estimated consumption of soap and
(b) the aggregate quantity of domestic fats and oils that will be supplied by tallow and greases and inedible grades of vegetable oils, including foots. The imports would consist:of lauric-acid oils, fish and
marine-mammal oils, palm oil, olive oil, and a variety of other vegetable
oils and oil foots.
Under conditions of minimum imports, the quantity imported would
consist of (a) the hIuric-acid oils necessary to meet the minimum
lauric-acid required for the total soap production plus (b) the amounts
of olive and palm' oils necessary to make certain highly advertised
toilet soaps and some special textile soaps containing these oils.
United States exports of fats and oils intended for use in soap have
always been negligible and no (loubt will remain so under any of the
con(lltions pIremise(l in this report. In the immediate post-war
period, the United States might export some such fats and oils as part
I The exciun taxon coconut oil, Irrespective of Its derivation, Is now 3 cents per pound. Before September
17, 142, an additional tax of 2 cents per pound was levied on coconut oil that was derived from copras other
than those produced In the Philippines oN in other United States possessions, This additional tax was
suspended on that date, but It is to be resumed 30 days after the President of the Unite States, following a
request of the Philippine Government, proclaims that adequate suplies Of op And cout QU from the
Philippines are again available. Presumably this situation will arise fore the island becomeindependent.
Under existing legislptlon, coconut oilmode from foreign ooprx il then be subject to a 5eit excise tax
whereas palm kernel oil will be taxed at 3 enits a~d baboasu oill be exempt from both excise taxs and
tariff duties. The wording of Sec. 6024 of the Internal Revenue Aet of 14, however, leves oe doubt as
to whether coconut oil made from Philippine Sopra will be subject to a total ring tax of 5 cents or of 3
oents, after the Philippine Islands become Independent.
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of its effort to assist in world rehabilitationi7 but it is much more proboable th.t it would export finished, soap instead.
.The folowiing quantitative estimates of the production,e rts etc
of fata and oils used in sos pi the United Stato under various assumed
conditions are based on the considerations described.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of all fatosand oil"- usd in sop in the United
in 1939 totaled almost 1.8 billion pounds, or approxinately133; pounds
per capital. Taking into count the increasing emphasis-on the use
of soap, both in the home and in factories, the per capita consumption
in the immediate post-war period may rise to about 141 pounds per
capital. Total production of soap, taking into account the anticipated
increase in population over 1939, would then require a total of a little
more than 2.1 billion pounds of fats and oils. The share that will be
supplied by imports in the short term will be determined principally
by factors other than the level of tariffs and national income.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and ImpotS
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The total quantity consumed would be little influenced by changes
in tariffs, but the total value of the fats and oils used and the proportion supplied by imports would be, On the basis ofian estimated
per capital consumption of 28 to 29 pounds of soa.p, the total quantity
of fats and oils consumed would total 2.0-2.1 billion pounds. Of the
oils consrmed, the lauric-acid oils in the aggregate would probably
account for 410-570 million pounds, and palm oil for 200-300 million
pounds. In the absence of tariff changes prices could be expected
to average approximately 10 percent higher than in 1939. Changes
in tariffs would affect principally the prices of babassu oil and most
domestic fats and oils used in soap, but they would--also affect to
some extent the foreign prices of coconut, palm kernel, and palm oils.
Estimates of United States production, imports, and consumption
of fMts and oiN used in soap, with incomtfe as in 1930, under various
tariff levels, are shown below:
Production
__
__
_
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Tariff treatment
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50
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Per capita income 75 percent higher than in X939.
Under this income level the consumption of soap might be about 5
percent higher than that estimated on the basis of the 1939 level,-of
per,.capita income and about 20 percent higher than the quatty
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actually consume8;d in19~i39.>-M The quati offat adoils ne
to Iake this'munt of sap wouldbe 2.1-2. 2billion"pounds, of whkh
account for3001450 million pou
the laur
'iacid 'oil wo.dd proIbby
pouns.' Ca gesi di.-rtes
and-palm oil for1'50-260' alon
act ol cumptioii of fats ad oils only
duty w Idd N
tol value
^ ut woud haveor significant efeton
Islightly
Aenee 4, tariff
anid on the Iproportin supplied bY iniports. In: the their
chages, prices of most domestic oils used in soap ecept that o
oil woulld ptobably 'be about1Opercent lower than in1939; and fish
oil and most importd oiLs might be &bout the same price as iM:1939.
Changes in' duty wouldaffct priip ilthe prices 'of. babu oil
and to much ls ett the foi' prLi of the other lairie-acid oils
and the prices of th principal domestic fats and oils usd :in' soap.
Estimates of United States production, imports, and onsumpticn
of Lute and oils used in soap, with 'income 7 percent higher thanhin
1939, under various tariff levels, are shown: blow:
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14
1

1,62
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m

.-rUIo2
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..

2H

2,1IN

'-14 ...

28
.
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' Foreign value.

Part IV. Fats and Oils Used in Paint and Varnish, Oilcloth and

Linoleum, an&+rintlng Inks

Tariff paragraph: 52, 53, 54, 762, 1727, and
1732.
Fats and -oils used in'
Commodity:
paint and varnis-, oilcloth and, linoleum,
and printing inks.
Free to 4 per pound. Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 0% to
Rate of duty:
110% (weighted average equivalent
ad valorem-Including duty-free imports-27%).
Nons.-For statement of tariT history see p. 196.
'-GENERAL

Data on United States production,
1939 are given below:

imports, &nd conw

item

a

I

lb

.....

....

...........

.....

ion

I Len
foreign
'lEstimated
than 0.6 million.

Val"

option for
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The principal oils used in the so-called dryins-olt industries, tt ice
those which produce paint, vanish, linoleum
(includinglfelt-bseifloor
covering and oilcloth), and printing inks, are lise, tung, perilla,
oiticica, and castor. Soybeanhand fish oils are als used, but, they i
not 6nsldered holly satisfactoryfrom a technical stadpointbe
cause of their relatively poor dryinggproperties. Lineed oil accountd
for two-thirds of the total quantity used in these industries in 1939
and for about 90 percent in 1943.
Id the decade 1930-39, about 40 percent of the flaxseed from which
linseed oil was derived came from domestic sources:and about 60
percent was imported, mostly from Argentina. (Except for the
drought years during this period,, about half came from domestic
sources.) Tung oil, which onstituted 13 percent of the total in 1939
accounted for only 1 percent in 1943. Small quantities of tung oii
came from domestic sources, but almost all of the rest came from
China. Perilla oil, which comes from Manchuria and Japan, constituted 6 percent of the total in 1939, but the oil almost disappeared
from use by 1943. Oiticica oil from Brazil, castor oil from castor
beans obtained from Brazil, and soybean and fish oils, principally
from domestic sources, made up virtually all of the rest. Total consumption of oils in paint, and so on, in 1939 was about 800 million
pounds, valued--at about 60 million dollars, almost 60 percent of
which, both in quantity and value, was of foreign derivation.
Almost all of the linseed, tung, perilla, and oiticica oils consumed
in the United States are used in the drying-oil industries* .L
arguee
quantities of castor oil, mostly specially processed (dehydrated), are
also used in these industries. Somewhat over one-half of the castor
oil and the bulk of the soybean and fish oils, however, are used for
other purposes: Castor oil is used in making textiles, artificial leather,
hydraulic brake fluids, emulsion breakers, mnedicinals, etc.; soybean
oil; chiefly-in food; and fish oils, chiefly in soap.
A considerable degree of interchangeability exists among the socalled drying oil, but some of them, are much preferred to others for
specific purposes. Linseed oil paints are predominantly used on
outside surfaces. Tung oil is noted for its quick-drying properties
and is especially preferred in making rapid-drying-varnishes, or varnishes which may be exposed to moisture alkalis, and acids. It is
generally considerably higher priced than linseed oil. Giticica oil is
somewhat similar to tung oil, but tung oil is generally preferred.
Perilla oil is more directly competitive with linseed oil but has somewhat better drying properties. Dehydrated castor dil has generally
been found a fairly satisfactory substitute for tung oil. Soybean and
fish oils are generally blended with oils of higher drying properties,
but they can be treated (fractionated or otherwise separated into
components) to produce better drying oils. Such treatment, however, involves added costs.
Linseed oil has constituted the bulk of the oils used in the drying-gil
industries in the past and it is likely to do so for some time in the
future. It is derived from an annual crop which may be readily
expanded or contracted. Tung oil is a tree crop which can be incresed only slowly; production from domestic sources consequently
could supply only a small part of-the requirements for many years.
Suppplies from China, the world's chief source, are subject to considerable fluctuation, depending on political and economic conditions in
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that courty.Supplies of perilla' oil will -depqnd' oA the politcs ao~d
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therfor
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iE~diatepot-W~r period.
large inin- -thie
the fruit 'of .wild trees n Brazil, ad' thser ares limittiops ^kx fntfr
supplies. Production: of castr beas but inode espexatllr b
oils are idupd i
canb expanded or contracted rapidly. Fish'j-
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laige[ q-xntitis, bVx they"are ald subjecttiihitatioxs Prdutio
of soybeni a'nd fih oils will probably continue eto beiinlenced pr'inci
oils'pally by'factrs other than the denaind for the~ias dr
The' constimptioix 'of oils in the dyingoil iindustriesiisd etwo inedi
largely by thq levels of manufacturing uldin ; and repairinactivities;: which, In turi , ate generally cio ely; taed to the. Lv of
national incdme. -Per capita 'consutiqption of paints, and so ot4 *i
thW
in
low in 1P22,~ihcitased steadily to 1937, and declined somewhat
next 3 te"rs it theni ro ito a peak in 1941, largely because of wr
demands. Lack of svppli.i iind nanPowerannd restrictions incWilia
use caused coniunnption tb decline after 19412
There were 2,388 persons engaged lxi the production of liiiieed'oil
and oil cake (from both dom:btic and imported flaxseed) ih 1939 a1id
probably less than 250 engaged 'in the produLtion of tuing oil. 'Th'
number employed in producing the oils for use in paintt. et.1 i the
future will probably not change matkrially with change-in triffd` bAt
no doubt will wit changes in national income. The 'zmmber is
likely tovary approximately with the output of paint.
-

POST-WAR!'SHORT TERM

,'

Consumipton of-oils in paints and so on in the United Stte in IV39
was about 800O million pounds. Stimulated by the war, consuptui
exceeded 1 billion pounds in' 1941. In the 'yers immediately afteth6
war, there will probably be a very large civilian 4emax :for tait,
varnish, and linoleum, cause of the virtual suspension:of building
and repair activities during the war. Resuniption of civii4 deiiad
may result in consumption of oils for paint, etc., nearly ai. hi-gl a
occurred in the peak year, 1941 (about 25 percent higher tan1in 1939)'
Tung oil might supply-50-70 million pounds (less than in 1939b t
of unsttled economic conditions in Chin a and the increased availab4j
ity of substitutes); oiticica oil, 20-30 million pounds; castor oil,"40r75
million; anrd soybean anfish oils8 75-100 million, leavingapprti
mately 750-790 million pounds to be supplied by lieseed oil;. -TI
would require about 40-42 million bushels of iaxseed.Withcoz+
least 2
tinuation of Government su port of flgaxseed prices for at Ir
of
one-half
that
probable
is
the
the
suppbt of
about
war, -it
after
flaxseed will come from domestic sources and the- other haIf fro
foreign sources. Of the total quantity of oils used in paint, va#txish
and linoleum, probably 5055 percent, or 500 550 million pounds er
year, would be from foreign sources.'
-POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, Ilports, and Exports

Per caita income at 1$vl§e-et;-:

Under this level of income'tthe quantity of oils co&iumed in puili
and so on, might be expected to be 15-20 percent higher than in 1939
principally because of the larger population but partly because of a
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T;lhe total quantt coumed might fr expected to vqr .o
slihty with changes the leves f tariffs, principally for' the folop
reasons: (1) Chaes n duti nt e ing 50 pe V could: nt
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Wbein 'accountedaor by the cost of labor.) The total value of the
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ntilly wit c ges in the rates f duty,
probably change
b
sub
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of the impor>ance of flnseed
Amts,
dty of 6B5 cets bsl in 1939 but is
;Fle was bject to a ae
pows,,ulpject,,to. .r t~rade-ag~reemenwt:rate of,.32%-,.cavnts ,(Un~der-the
term of. thp .trade, agemet,. however, this rate xis' to be 'advanie
to50 cents 30 days after: the President anounces the tein; a
eed.) The
ofithe existing "abnormal station" of the. 'trade in Mln
cr poded to a rte
:rateof '65cents per bushel on flaxseed in 1939'
of abbut 48 cents on thetoil content of the sed, inasmuch as a drback of approximately 17 cets was paid on theexport of the oil caike.'
A chane in duty amoun'i to 50 percent of a 48-cent rate coulld be
exectedini the absence of a "control progranm"-to have an imporant e t on- the domestic price of nseed and o-n the proportion
.of Adomestic consumption supplied by imported fiaxseed;:',Changes in the rates of duty of other oils used principally in paint,
tarnish:,and lindeum probably would not havetany imprt
eect on either the foreign values ofsuech oils or on the prices of'any
important domesticoi ls. Tun oi and'oiticia oi ae fre ofduty,
andsupplies of them'
arenot quticki changed; and the dutly on castor
i.
use paints,
bes
islow.
The
demand
favor
i oa
andte on, is not likely to be animportant factoring determining'their
prices
Exports ,of oils used in pint, varnih, 'and linoleum will probablyy
b small: ip ectivel of thelevels of tariffs and of income in foreign
countries.' There are no drying oils produced' in the' United Statsi
which' foreign countries could 'not:'ordinarily obtain' at least as 'advAntageously from''oth'er sourcpes;rmost of teeal'nth tcouldobta
State.' ,the'
fromother sces at lowerprices than in Unitedp
'The etimates shown below are based on a nlloationsof 'a total consumitption 'of 930-970 -'million 'pounds' as follows: .'Tung .'oil, 90-110
millionn pounds;' oiticica-oil, 20-30 million; castor''oil, 30-SO .million;
soybean and fish oils, 65-85 million;'and linseed oil, 690-730 million
'(equivalent to 36-38 million bushels of flaxseed). The.'proportions
of these oilssuppli by edprt ar ume not o cha ae materiiy
with changes in tariffs except in those o'f flaxseed. With the duty
at the present level, imports of flaseedr (unless inlueince bry governaction other than through the tai) might account or about
mnt.
. drarw-back - on oxpta of cOke
not only with the rateduttfon
ebt aluowtth
e
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atv
value of thetke mn4 ethe
oil vidP
obtadpurposes
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Per capit; income 75 percent higher. then in 1919.

Such an increase in national neoxe wud pbably stimulate
building. activity sufflicintly above the. 1939. level to require a greatly
increased amount of. oilfor. paint,' vansh, and, so on-embl
1.1-1.3 billion -pounds, or- over one-quater more than etimated'?on
the basis of the 1939 level of income und 40a60percent morfethan the
amount actually consumed ini 1939.: The total quantity 8ise in these
circumstances
would probably not be 'appreciably affected by changes
7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'o
t^61
in the levels
of duty, o~r reasons previously inldicaited.l In-the absence
of tariff changes; prices of- soybean and fish oil might be about the
same as in 1939; prces of tune .might be 35 to 45 percent higher;
and lineed oil and most other oils about 20 to S*O percent higher.
Changed in tariffs would afect price. pricipally of' linseed oil. -Because of the importance of linseed oil in the total consumption of oils
used in paints, etc., changes in the rates of duty would have a considerable effect on thie total value of 'the oils sdi m-paints and on:th
share derived from imported materials. Lower duties, would operate
to decrease domestica prices both of flaxsees and of linseed oil and to
increase their foreign prices, Higher duties. would have the opposite
effects.C
of
o
The etiat show beo ar based Qnalocations
sumption- of 1r.1-10.3 billion pounds as ffollowsst T~in oil,-180-20
million pounds' obiticice/ojl%.054~
msdifllion; castor o^il, 5070million;

bushel# of fliaxseed.) -;It is 's-u~iid tht tes prop'rtion of; the ab0r
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oils supplied byi irn*ortwIxd po chang ~iterially with
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dutyrexceptonflaxseq1. With the duty at the 1939 level,itiscstimated
that imports would supply 20-22 million bushels; with' the duty 60
percent below the 1939 level, 26-28 million; and with the duty 5o
pent above the. 1939 levol,1-14 million..
oEstimetena of united States production, n forts, and consumption
of, ts and oils used in paint and vaniish, oilcloth and linoleum, an
.printmig mik with incoxne 75 percent higher than in 1939, under
various tari levels, are shown below:
Production

Tariff treatment
Total

For Imports o con to oS
For
sumption sumption
domestic
txor
market*___-

Pcren
Duty 4 in 199:
8
5
675
625
1,200
uantlty (nlllion pounds) .,,
3 72 .................,
1
63
aslue (mlllondollars).-.
Dtty reduced b tOpercent:
8
431
millionn pounds)
425
S80
1,225
65
1
42
41
1 83 ---------- -..
Vlue millionn dollus).-- ---.
by 60 percent:
Duty Inefeaed
4. 615
600
i(mllon pounds)-0.19
,
47
1,175
(mlln
Vslue
I
dollars) ----------6
.0

Quantity

.uantt

............

Foreign value.
Part V. Fats and Oils Used in Miscellaneous Manufactured Prqducts
I

Tariff paragreaph: 52, 53, 54, 701, 1727,
1730 (b), 1-732.
Commodity:
Fats and oils used in

miscellaneous nmpnu-

--ftured products.

Free to 5+ per pound.

Equivalent ad elorem (.1939): 0-108%
average Including duty
(weighted
__
imports,
30%).
..'.____..;Afree
NotU.-For statement of tariff history see p. 190.

Rate of duty:

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

of
ts
n.

ion

MY (millIon pounds) ....
_

V millionn dollars).

'Esimated.

'Estimated foreign value.

The quantity of fats and oils used in miscellaneous maiufactured
products otherh in food',.soap paint, And related products) in the
United Stitessin 1939 was 530 mihnopou~ds, or about' 6 percent of
the country' 8,total consumption of fats and oils used for all purposes.
Slightly more than 50 percI t of this quantity came fron foreign
sources or about 3 percent of the total cosumed for all urposes.
The principal domestic fats and oils used in these miscellaneous
products were inedible tallows and gre, fish oils (including fis h
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liver oils), soybean oil, ad cottopied oil foot. The fats and oils of
foreign derivationhonsisted principally of palm oil, castor oil, fish oils
(including fish-liver oils), marine-mammal oils olive oil, and coconut
oil. The products mto *bic these fats a'.d o;ii entered aretextre'iey
t
varied. They include vtih
products, rubber, insulation compounds, tin and teine plate, core bil compipoundi metal-working, comlieig ad "ptcbifngs,~, ttis,
pounds, hydraulic brakeifluids,
coated fabrics, natural leather, Artifrcial leather, gl and adhesives,
than
toilet articles disinfectant, detergents
(otecsr
pharinaceutical,
soap), fatty acids, candles, lubricating oils and greases, and many
others.
The inedible tallows 'and greases are used largely in the-production
of lubricating greases and fatty acids, and fish oils also are used to
some extent in making fatty acids, .The fatty acids, -in turn, are
used in the production of soaps, synthetic resins, candles, rubber, and
cosmetics. (Tallow, greases and fish oils enter into other miscel'laneous products as well.) l he fish-liver oilst which contain vtains
A and D, are used chiefly for human and animal Nutrition. Cod oil
is used largely in the leather'inldustry; sperm oil is used in the textile
leather, and metal-w okl industries and also in malking pecialize
lubricats; and rapeseed oil is used largely in making hibdcants for
marine reciprocating engines. Palm oil is used chiefly in the tin and
teme'plate industries4 Castor oil is used'in hydraulic brake fluids
and emulsion breakers- in the textile and leather industries, and as a
medicinal. Inedible oiive oil is used largely in the textile industry
and the lauric-acid oils (coconut, palm-kernel, babassu, and ouricury)
are used in the pioductioh of synthetic rubber, safety glass, and certain
other specialized products such s hydraulic brake fluids and additives
for lubrih~iits.' Wool grease is used entreating leather and cordage
in making cooling compounds, lubricants, ointments, cosmetics, and
so on.
The consumption of only a few fats and oils entering into only a
small number of miscellaneous products can be predicted with any
degree of accuracy. Estimates could be made, for example, of the
amounts of fish-liver oils that will enter into vitamin products and
the' amounts of palm oil that will go into tin and terne pate.' But
it would not be feasible to make estimates for every fat and oil that
will enter into each miscellaneous product. The list of such products
not onily is being constantly changed but is growing. Consumption
of fats and oils in miscellaneous products in 1943, or example, was
nearly twice as high is in 1939.
In view of the foregoing considerations, no. attempt -is here made
to, arrive at estimates of the amounts of fats and oils that will enter
into any of the individual miscellaneous uses. Instead, the estimates
are based on the consumption in all miscellaneous uses in 1939, taking
into account: (1) The rising secular trend of consumption; (2) the
highly inelastic nature of the demand for most of the miscellaneous
products; and (3) the limited degree of competition between some of
the more important foreign and domestic oils entering into miscellaneous uses. The qua,4tity, and veuls of the total consumption might
I In most of thee us
i
a Of
the lauric aid Is thecoonstltuent of the ol that dnasmuchzuoa
s gely a uitt&
acid t weigt
ntain substantial and not greatlyhowever,
the laurid o
differinx $*rcentae
o1thiuoeur
aci such
the still lower
of Indiffere Seih of them is used. For some
c cur these os In much Iallererntges than n lici and
as caprylic, are desired. Thoe
the percentages vary somewhat. Coconut and ourimay oils, r etaamp
,oze larger perceage of tha
lower molecule weiht acids than does palm-kernel oi; they would theree ordinary be used Ia produotb

requiring tech acids.
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be very responsive to changes in
expected to rise and
therefore bet6
cpita income but not very responsive to changes in tariffs.

-per

POST.WAR SHORT TERM

of ats and oils in gmeellaneous
During the wAr period, consn
products was at a muchiherlvelrthan in 1039, paibecause of
the intresd production of miscellaneous products of the kinds preoviusly made and partly because of the production of new, articles,
especially those needed by' the military. Consumption in the early
post-war period might be expected to- be about midway between the
levels of consumption in 1939 and in 1943, which would be 650-750
million pounds annually
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumpto*, Production, Imports, and Exports
Per capite income at 19o9 level.

At these levels, the quantity of fats and oils consumed in misaellaueous manufactured products might be about 15 to 25 percent higher
than in, 1939, partly because of the increasedpop'htiod pary
because of the development of now miscellaneous Products or processes
into which fats and oils enter. The total quantity consumed' in all
miscellaneous uses might therefore be 600-660 million pounds anmight be expected to average about 10 percent higher
Pric
nually
than in 1939, on. the premise of no change in duties.
It is not likely that changes in duty would result in any material
of individual fats and oils consumed
change either in the quantities
The demands for most of the
consumed.
the
total
or/in
quantity
miscellaneous products under review are hihly inelastic. Moreover,
some of the more important foreign oils (including those derived frm
imported materials) enter free of duty, suc4 as cd -and ,cod-liss oil,
fish livers and the palm oil used for tin and terne plate; or are subject
only to low rates of duty, such as castor beans and most fish-liver
oils other-than cod and cod-liver. Changes in the rates of duty
would affect principally the prices of domestic tallow and greases,
fish oil, and linseed oil; but they would probably have little effect on
the foreign prics of any with the exception of flaxseed.
Estimates of United States production, imports, and consumption
of fats and oil-inr miscellaneous uses, with income as in 1939, under
various tariff levels, are shown below:
Production
Producti
treatment
Tariff
Tarf
treatment
Total For
export

Appsr~~~ Ratio of
Imports ent
conFor
d merticmumption
market
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toports

.pernt
Du ai
In s:
3 ..
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.
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1
17
l.
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17 X 00
350
317
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.
1
'17 ...
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14
1
-dolvalue (mlion
Duty Inaed bypoIt:
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333
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Per capitalLtecome 75 percent higher than in 19*.

This increase in income would probably result in a sharp rise in the
demand for the miscellaneous products into which fats and oils enter.
The quantity of the fats and oils thus consumed might be within the
range of 700-800 million pounds, or about one-sixth more than
estimated on the basis of the 1939 per capita income level and about
30-50 percent higher than in 1939.. On the basis of unchanged tariffs,
the diift prices of tallows and grebes would probk-bt-bbe about 10
percent lower than in 1939; the unit prices of castor oil might be 20-30
percent higher; and those of fish-liver oils about 30-50 percent iher.
The level of tariffs would affect principally the proportion of the
consumption of tallows, greases, and linseedoil supplied from domestic
sources, but would probably have little effect on the consumption of
palm, castor, and fish-liver oils or such other imported oils as are on
the free list (or subject only to a 16w rate of duty) and which meet
little direct competition from domestic fats and oils. Decreases in
duties would operate to lower prices principally of domestic tallows
and greases, fish oil, linseed oil, and flaxseed; and to raise foreign prices
of flaxseed; increases in duty might be expected to have the opposite

Estimates of United States production, imports, and consumption of
fats and oils in miscellaneous uses, with income 75 percent higher than
in 1939, under various tariff levels, are shown below:
Production

Tarin treatment
Total

Duty as In 1939:

Quantity millionn pounds)
Value (million dollars)
Duty reduced by 60 percent:of
Quantity (million pounds) -.-.Value (MUllon dollars) .
Duty ins by 50 perosnt:
-

-

Wmlon pounds)
uantt
Value
(mUb. dollaruw. .--

........

I Foreign value.
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2
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1
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SCHEDULE 2. EARTHS, EARTHENWARE,: AND
GLASSWARE, AND RELATED ITEMS PROVIDED
FOR IN -THE FREE LIST
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Below are presented separate comments on all items covered by
schedule 2 of the Tariff Act of 1930 which come within the scope of
Senate Resol-'ion 341. The only exceptions to this statement relate
to certain so-called basket classifications, which are as follows:
Tarj""&
parw
Tariff

--Commodity
commodity

DutyeValue
Duty
~~status imports,of

Lime and limestone

203 Dutiable
$109, 386
214 - do -- 25884
Earthy and mineral substances, n. s. p. 1.----.
Carbons and electrodes.
10, 905
--------.
-216
-do.Biological, chemical, otc.,articles of glAss. -218 (a) -o-.
17, 170
Alabaster and jet
233-do -.-------------------.153,804
Altars, pulpits of marble, etc. .- .1,774 Free.--.
236,089
190,44
Quartiite, D. S. p. f------1,775 --do
---Stained windows and picorialpaintings on glass (works of art).
do
141.36
1,810
Total ------------i----------- ------ - -- - ------------.-.
1, 432, 046
--

--------

-

--------

-

Each of these basket classifications covers many unrelated articles
which are subject to different influences. FQr such classifications it
would be clearly impossible to say anything signiflcanV concerning the
effects of changed conditions. resulting from the war, on post-war
consumption, production, imports,. exports, or-employment, and still
more impossible to make sIgnificant estimates.
Imports of the 24 dutiable articles or groups of articles which fall
under this schedule and upon- which report is made were ,vluedi in
1939 at 22.8 million dollars, an amount which constituted 92 percent
of the total value of all commodities ported under this schedule.
In addition, report is made on 5 free-list items which are related to the
items dutiable under schedule. 2. The total value of the imports of
these free-list items in 1939 was 10.5 million dollars.
Estimate of post-warproduction 4(forthe domestic
market) and
post-war imports of these reported articles have been totaled. (Where
the estimates are not given in a single figure but in the form of a
probable range, the middle point of the range has been taken for
purposes of tabulation). The following tabiulation compares theso
233
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total estimates with actual production for the domestic market and
actual imports in 1939:
Production for domestic
market

Piod, Income level, and tariff treatment

n
rEm, earthcnwac, and Auwware, dutiable axsd .fr.

'Ratio to -Freign Ratio to
value
19
1939

Dutiable items:
dollars
Percent,
1939 .4..............
4 4
.............
100
Post-war long termm'
Per capita national income same as in 1939:
2
121
I..
Duty as inl4
533.8
119
Duty reduced 50percent -....
123
Z 6a
Duty Increased 0 percent Per capital national Income 75 percent higher than
in 1Q39;
;0
233
1 061.1
......................
DutyasInlO39229
Duty reduced!O percent-1, 030.6
increased
238
50
percent
Duty
1,071.8
Related free Items:
19394.7
100
Post-war long term:
117
5I,'
c19F-&
PM 9¢ItIIDln
11Y~ #me
W6me 7 pher' than
higotIlbalh
347
..........
16.3
....
in 19 .. ..1.
........

......

...

.....

...

.

......................

....................................

!t'C
.

.

.....

Imports

dolars

218

Percent
100

30.5
39.6
23.4

134
173
103

67.9
74. 5
45 3
10.5

254
327
199
100
126
321

13.3

33.8
..

It should be emphasized that the production figures given above do
not-include production for export although, a indicated in the general
introduction, the sections on particular commodities discuss the postwar export probabilities. It should also be emphasized that, as
pointed out in the general introduction to this report, the estimates
made for individual articles under the various assumptions in the
resolution are subject to considerable, frequently wide, margins of
error. In the estimates for articles in schedule 2 and for related freelist articles, the errors made are probably in both directions and thus
may, to a considerable extent, offset one another. Nevertheless, the
margin--of error in the totals given above is doubtless considerable,
possibly as much as 10 percent in' either direction.
Taking tha.figures as~they sta&d1 however, they indicate the probability that,' in the pos-war Iong term, assuming no change in rates of
duty, both production for the domestic market and imports will increase over 1939 by considerably more than the 10-percent increase
in population, even if per capita national income remains the same aA
in 1939. The margin of possible error does not appear to be large
enough to affect this conclusion. The probability of such an increase
results from the fact that even with per capita national income the
same as in 1939, demand in the post-war-long term for most of the
important articles in the schedule-jiotably, magnesite, portland
cement, and. window and plate glass-will almost certainly rise faster
I
the'tble shows that the estimates of
than population. Moreover,
production and imports -under the assumption of higher income are
almost double those under the assumption of per capita income the
same as in 1939. This increase is forecast because a large part of the
commodities covered by schedule 2 are either (a) materials for construction such as cement and glass; (b) materials which enter into
other clauses of capital goods, such a§ bauxite and mica; or (c) consumers' goods of a semiluxury or luxury character, such as pottery and
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Demand for coMmoditile& of, these tre
Flasswuie*etl Wtahihnina alinoe.
increase

I

012
K
&".Wj

classes tw to
calle to thsatta for one of te
Attention asimtporist&i
tant schedult
2 itemis on. which ""report, is, made~ (bxite.) it is es9timiated tht lfcr-,
tamn ~stated assumnptions.&s to the import inddomias~ticO production of
aluminum. should provei correct, hots4 in -the' post-wa long term
woulId be4 sm:aller with~the; duty' redued by 60' percent thanuadet 1939,
duties (Se the section onbuite.
MAGNESITE

Trif raraaph: Magneste,ded
Commodiy:
-burned, grass, .,and
Rate Of duty:
2.3/40Oo~f TO p'e.r l1b.:(11.50
* per short toni).

"

204.

Bguivaltt ad valorem: M4%

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption, for
1939 are given below:
Ptoductiou
--

Item

Total

0
077
Quantity (short tons)-.............
0
($1,000)----------------'1, 895
Vxlue
Unlt value -------$22-.....

Persons employed

'Corn

-------7
(number)-...........

~~~~~~Apparent

obt
orImports oonsump-to00
domestic
tionn
Fxort
exotmarket

34
80,077
44,420 130,497
'801 ...........
3,895
$22
$18.----0W...........
................
-----

on basis of open market value, f. o. b. wainos.

Dead-bir'ned maIgnesite~(hereafter called magnesite,, this section

not covering either crude mageite or caustic-calcined manste)
is a basic refractory used in steel, making and the smelting: of nonferrous metals, that is, in the construction, maintenance, and repair
of furnaces, Since the bulk of ~ the consumption is' in, steel' 'making,
the activity-of the steel Iindustry may bergre stecnrollin¶
factor in the demand for magnesite. -During the,.1930's'an Iaverage

abot poundss of magnetite was consumed per short tno ai
open-hearth And electric steel produced, but during the war, for various
reasons, the ratio has been much higher-about 7 pounds per ton.
Domestic productioii-of magnesite falls 'into two classes, the maintenance grade and theinore--valustble'br'icmnkoidng 'rde (for mjlaking
bricks for furnace, linings)4i-n-weight, about 70 -percent of the consumm
tion is of the former and 30 percent i's of the latter. In Aust~ria, the
principal pro-war source of imports (Manchuriawas usually, the only
other significant so'.urce), aill the output' liso high enough quality for
bricknia'king, and European steel maske'rs largely us his quality,1for
both maintenance and britk., Before -the lwar the -unit value of the
brick grade inthe United'Sta~tes, onacmaal eivery bss a
about 10-20 percent higher than that of thie maintenance grade.

PO9T-SW4 IMPORTS AN DOMT PRO
Bdore the trt war te .Unit Stte prodPd lst
re mned in
w fro
fiwl the temainanc grae; the prductioA
pad
th
lute
only by
brick
wg~atop, which couP be1 lo~n verte
slomewhagtcostly press. Almost the entire prdqction was qi tbs
hai of one co mprny wthiph w;sjoinitl~y owned b'y two eorpora^tiqn.
These-corporations were, and still are, the principal manfa tuetse f
iagesit brick and also manufacturers of man~r, ethe refractory

.W6

.materxals.. :By ageemtent between these two c~rorationis and thie
Austuian producers, domestic cnuoption,of the brick grade before
the war was largely supplied. by> tmpprts; and little or none of the
imported product was used lot maintenance. In quantity, imports
in 1939 were about 34 percent of consumption, but in vajue (oW-a comparable basis of deliver) the- proportion was somewhat higher.:
During the- war imnports have practically ceased-. ;The largest domestic producer, mentioned above, has erectd facilities for th4' p&
auction of brick-gde magneite both from the ore (in Washington)
and froma sea water (in New Jfersey).-- Another plant (iD California)
hasR become of some importance in the production of dead-burned
magnteite. Certain other concern, chieflyy interesting theptoiluction of magnesium metal or of caustk-calcined magnesite, are also
pradtig bdead-burned mag ite and ,uld produce muchr large
quantities. The United States has thus become self-sufficient in
both grades
Aurhaarisen
dommagnesite.
Annualshort
consumption,
coin-t
of the gref
tons, bothofbecause
to apoutl300,00
bine,
increase in steel production ed' because, for certain technical reasons,
the quantity of d esite used per ton of steel has been abnormally
large. .

POSTWAR SHORT TERM

n the short-term period- immediately following the close of hostilities the deferred ciyiian dand for steel is likely to maintaini steel
production at approximately- war levels. In that 6ase, however, the
consumption of magesite maynbe expected, to bu considerably below
the wartime level of 300,000 tons annually because of-areduction from
the abuotinl consumption per tonof steel, the actual consumption
may be between 210,000agnd 235,000 tons.' It is impossible to forget
what maybe the imports i of ausiteautingethe im'ediste postwar
Eurpe (epeciall in Austria)
period. Conditions of production.ein
in 'Europe
demand for
and Manchuria, and conditions of magnesite
and Japa, will be; major factors. It seems doubtful -whether,
regardless of' the' rate of duty,'Oimports in' the immediate post-war

period will be of,

c importance.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
LConsumption, Production, and Importo
Per capita Incoime at 1939 level. -3

-Ae

-It is probably that the production of basic open-hearth and electr
steel Would bef about the same asg hi 1939 (49: million tons), but the
increa 'of population'migt rest in a total production of about
55-cn million tons. HoWev b,thex er capital consption of steel
mightIso decline that total consumption would ndt- increase'oeu the
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diht evendres sightly. '.,.suxuint the quntity
1939; lel
per ton-of selto be 4lo7.-'punds (as before (the war),
of magesiteu e.d
conswnptino$ magit"lmight
range from 130, to 150,000 tons.
It W0 w ne thatthe pro-war restrictive' agree
t betwo
domestic and'foreignproducerswillnotberestoed. Ifdthere
shouWild
be an agre nt, there is-ofo se no possibility forecastlg its
cha~raictr and..itg;eflection.-impoorts. or r
indicat6edl above,
var~iation,.in' the quantityof imports (all orpratically al of quality
suitable for brick)willuchiefly affect the 'dome ducion ofthe
brickmakin grade,, domestic producers probably continuing to hold
all, or mu the greater part, of the mar
ormagneste for repair
and maintenancework..
Duty as in 19$9.onsumption might'possibly be supplied entirely,
or almost entirely, Trndomestic sourc. W -The, two principal domestic
producers hero
novwfacilities adequa to prucethe entire national
requirements- of the bickaking grade as well as the maintenance
grade. ,Thir'cs (eia if alowance for depreciationand return
on capital were reduced to a minimum)) may readily be l0s tha n dutypaid prices of " imports in. the re-war period, it is impossible to forecast, however, wbat will be tte costainl foreign counrisi, especially
iwAdstriaatid Manchuria.. Imports atthe.pientrate of duty tight
amount to 25,00030,000 tons annually,tdepending on the total volume
of consumption, with a foreign value at pre-war prices of fromn$450,0,00
to. $550,000...
If, imports should reach these fgures, domestic production, .do.
pendngon: the,volume of consumption, would probably. be 108,000120,000 tons, mainly of maintenance grade, with -a value of perhaps
2.7-3.1 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60. percent.=This reduction might result in considerably larger imports than would 'occur with no change in duty.
The two largest consumers,' hoe ver, might bet disposed t use,
&-sfar'
as possible, the product of the dqomesticconern which th join fly
'as 15 perc6ntto -as high
own. The imprt might range from s low
as 35 percent of the domestic conbumption, or from 22,000 to 45,009
tons, with a foreign;valu'e, atthe 1939u'nitvalu'e,aof from- $396000
to $8,10,000. Dometic production' might range from 86,Q000to
(miniuimnx consumptionn' withmaximum- perentige oof imports) t
128,000 tons
(mAtximuim conumption wit miniiu p tage of
"E kmigt reach 0aout
imports.' The value'
2.0-3.3 million dollars, the
value being' affected by the proportion of the two grades in the output.
Duty increased bg 50 percent .-It'is'' probable' that this increase wod
close the domestic market to. all imports;
Per capital

income 75-percent higher than in'199.-

Taking- into account an increa in population, it is'probable tiM
the domestic production of steel would be approximately equai to tbe'
wartime production, say, 80-85 million tons of basic open-hearth and
electric steel. In that case, :assuming also that the .-average consumpt he' pre-war level of
tion of nmagnsitee per tPn of steel, wouldrever6t
4.7 pounds, the total domestic consumption, of .'magnesite would be
between 190,000 and 200,00 short tons, or about 150-160 percent of
the consumption in 1939. .

thief

POT-WAR -IMPOBI AND DOMMSTIC' PO NCTION
.6,
O
w-v

aji
at
l~~J08in 199.--Irfortsinit ragerom 50,0)O tBo8,00 of;0
the foreign unit value would probably ba 101 peer than in
1939 and
ht r;h 1.0A4.2 millionorign ale o imot
:dolaisb Doinestio, production, depedig on the vol of both
consuniption and iport6, iigh range frm 130,000 totashigh .s
-

160,000 tons. :Te unit value of ea grade would probably be 10-1
percent higher than in 1939, and the total value wouldalso be affected
gtheprcportion oflthe two grades in. prodction (which, in turn,
wouW depend mainly on the magnitude of imports). The value of
pruction might-be 3.9 4.5 million dollas.might range f: 30,000 to
pe
b:60N t.-Irnports-P
Duty. ;
70-000 tons' (from 15 to 35 percent of Consumption), with a foreign
vaiue (assuming an advance in price) of $10,000;-$1,425,000.
On the bals of the above timat for consumption and impos,
domestic production, might range from 120,000 tons (minimum Consumption with maximum-perntage of imports) to 170,000 tons
(maximum consuMPtion with minimum percentage of imports), with
a value Of-3.-5.1 million doll'rs.
ThDtijreased byj 60 psercenL--Even if- the duty, which,-is specific,
should be increased 50 percent strong demand in the United States
plus higher unitpnea. igl&pe-nitam ein io although.>this
possibility is problematical.
Expworb

There is little reason to expect exportation of magnesite from the
United States in the postwar period, whatever happens to world income or to rates of duty in foreign countries.
EmplIoyment

the domestic m sitee industry is small. Al;Employmen~in
.
though the ratioof imports to production under different assumptioDs
a to national income and rates of duty might have some effect on
emipyiment, other factors may readilyoVe tb be more important.
The number employed in producing a given quantity of magesite in
the later post-war period WMi be afflted both by tlhe ratio between
production of sea water tagnesite and that of magnesite derived from
mindedore, and by possible changes in equipment and production
methods in oth these branches of the induatryr. Naturally, if more
is produced in the United States, assuming the same efficiency of production, more labor will be employed, and vice vers, but it is impossible to-state how much more or less.
CEMENT
Tariff paragraph: 205 (b)
Roman, portland, and
Commodity:
other hydraulic cement
Rate of duty:
4.56 per 100 lb. (includ- EQuitalent d vd.orent (9S9):18%.
in weight of container or 170 per bbl.
of 378 lb. gross

Noru.-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1i0 wa 6 Oents Per 100 ponds whicb wu reduod to 4.6 MU,
effective May 1, 1945, pursuant to the tade agreement with Belgium.
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D DOMSTC PDUCTOW

Data pn Vpited State pdon,i
,
tbelw

1939 ativen

up

and co

f

Fr d,,}.,hprs
-~~~
---,s

export
markepat"c

usnt

~

Ite

__

___

Total
1"'

ort.
O tn]
V
.
Imp.,
*

,9
'1,1*'
iA*Ob~~rre.s)-IIZ...
8 '112,0
3180,8M t78,UOI,7
2.858
54
..l,6(0). ,,,-,
Unit vulue (per --rrS):
$1. 47 4. 02W
.
$094
$1. 47
Pexeonid
(number)}z**.*.
, 28000l too
---.

.-.....

.. ..

----

--

consump-sumptio
123,.89
.

....
---

....

..........

is
uVun aLk, .o. plnk..
4ExoosM over unt valupvftproduftiot duo to Incluslon of freightbatus to port of shl-Mtnt,*ao
psobkaf (4 bow). sd to 'a lr rogortlon (about 10 parent) athO reaiely etpeaaln whit

Priactically all the cement product , or imported into the Tite'
States, is of the portland type, Estiated distribution of United
States uses of cement in 36,' whn cosumption was abowt 7 percent'
less a th of 1939, wrs as follows: Build" otructiox (commercia, public, residential, etc.),34- percent; pvg (i ,
23 percent conservatoz. (foo control, drastreets, runways, et1c.),
age, power projects,- tc.), 14 percent; ru,9 percent;sewers ad
2 p t; d
water supply, 7 percent; bridges, 4 percent;irailroads,
I percext.rbisceflaneou;s
Pro-war import competition, largely from Begium, was confind to
seaboard markets, principally on the Alntic cot, because of low
ocean freight charge compared with hea inazd Vfeit
chiart.
Wartime imports have been eligible. Imports inA 1939,"the largest
the-nl
7 prcnt mo hn
of anyyew during the thirties6and
in
1936-39,
supplid
only
1.5
pe of toal domestic conaverage
sumption; at certain seasbosdmarkets,
however teysupplie frm
5 to 20 percent of consumption. When cement w
onditlly
--free of duty during most of te 1920's aual impot did nte t
2.3 percent of domestic ohiumptin. A increase or :d in the
duty by 50 percent and chanes in naiozail irom Wiould niot. matrially alter the ratio of importstotb tl csumptidn bti the r tio
of impo'ttAto consumptiort'iMeboard
mat ots
mighttbe-'onsiderably
affected.- In ntrast,iaterior markets would Je little ect by
such changes in the -duty because a O-percent reduction, amoutti
to 8.5 cent per barel,Mis
not sufficit to pa the::usual switching
charge on imported meant within metropolitan centers on the
1

seaboard.

POST-WAR .SHORT TEM

Because ;of the huge backlog 'In demaifor construction accumalated !during the war aAd-of the 'projecttedFederal-aid- highways and
flood contrdl-, it seems likely that usuallylage quantities of kement
will be required in the immediate post-war period. Consumption,
1Source: Portland Ceoment Assoclation; Qur for later yeas ar not avallble.

*A'A
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may be expected to riee aboie the 1939 level by more than
therefore,
the rise in real national income, possibi by as muc as :50 to 60

percent over 1939. Domestic cement will probably sIpply more than
99 percent of con umption inasmuch as the rebuild of cemet
and the hu reconstruction-needs for
plant continental
will be Europelikely, to preclude sizable exports from Beli um
cementi-mtherein
arid other European countries in immediate post-war Tuears.
she
imports may be far below what they were in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Under both of the
per capita income levels, it is probable
that three-fourths or Ssumed
more of the total domestic consumptioi4 of
cement will be accounted for by heavy construction and nonresidential
building, although the assumed expenditures for such construction
represent about 58 and 54 percent, respectively, of the value of Wil
onstruction under the lower and higher income levels. Thus increased residential construction will not increase cement consumption
as much as it will increase the consumption of many other building
materials.
Comments below regarding imports under the three duty levels
(and under both income levels) are based on the assuption that
cement-consuming markets on the seaboard; will obtain their proportionate share of increased construction compared with 1939.
Per capital income at 1939 level.

Because of additional stimulation expected in cement consumption
through demands in highway and airfield construction and in power
conconsumption might increase
projects And flood control domes
about 20 percent over that of 1939 and thus amount to somewhere
in the neighborhood of 150 million barrels. Domestic production for
consumption (under the three duty levels listed below) would prob.
ably rrage from 1473 million to 148X million barrels (or from 98.2
to 98.9 percent of consumption), with a value of from 216-218 million
dollars on the basis of 1939 prices.
Dtdy £8 in 1939.-By the early 1950's, the European cement
industry will- probably have a sizable surplus available for export
because plant rebuilding and the reconstruction of devastated areas
should then be fairly well completed. Even then, however, imports
of Europeanc4Ment into this country may be. no more than $5 to
20 percent higher than they were in 1939, probably being so where
in the neighborhood of 2Y million barrels, with a foreign value of
about 2.1 million dollars on the assumption of the same foreign
prices as in- 1939.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might increase from 40 to
50 percent above those. of 1939 and total, say, 2% million barrels
(about 1.8 percent of consumption), with a foreign value of about 2.6
million dollars on the basis of 1939 import values.
'Duty increased by Q0 percent.-Imports might be 10 to 16 percent
under those of 1939 asnd total about 1% million barrels, with a foreign
value of about 1.6 million dollars on the basis of the same import

values as in 1939.
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Per tepitaiIncome: 75 percent higher tfln
I:n 19*.

OAn the, Om ptio 4hat the value of all construct ,wi b bout
200 percent greater h tof 939 (basedpon
a,,94 1O i pepcnt
increase in' jn~es),. domestic topsnon of emet migbt habo#
160 peret gretr han that- of 1939, 'or in the geigibotod of 3
ineaof 178 jxterent rn the value pf
million barrels, .tl assuzdq
nonresidunti l construction governig this estimate. fa more. thwthe
230,percentjincrease inthe value assumed for residentialcontructio.
Domestic production-for consumption (under t thiliee duty lev
listed below) would probably range from 314X million to 31l(i3ntlion
barrels (or from 98.2 t 98.9 Prceat of consumption), with a Value
of from 522 million to 525 million dollars on the basis of a 13-percent
increase in price over 1939. In order to supplyt the foregoing n
gumption, tihe United States cement industry wo'ld have to increase
its capacity- by about 35 percent.
In comments relating t6ini:port values listed under the following
headings, it is assumed that foreign prices will be about 13 percent
higher than.in 1939.
Duty as; in1939.-Import might increase over 193$ inabout the
same proportion as thee increase in total consumption (about 160 percent) and thus total about 4.9 million barrels, with a foreign value
of about 5.2-million dollars.
Du#y reduced by 60 'percent.-At this tariff level, imports might
increase in- the neighborhood oj 200 percent over that of 1939 and
thus total about 5% million barrels' (about 1.8 percent of consumption), with a foreign value of about 6 million dollars. Duty increased byO6 percent-Under this increase, imports might be
from 80 to: 90 percent greater than those of 1939 and total :about 3%
million barrels, with a foreign value of about 3.7 million dollar.
Exports

Under peacetime conditions, United States exports of cement,
largely to Latin America, have seldom exceeded 1 percent of domestic
production because the domestic industry has been unable to" cmt
pete abroad with Belgian and- other producers- in the '-most widely
used types of cement, except to a very limited extent. Much of the
pre-war exports of'domestic cement consisted of white -portland
cement, a relatively expensive, type which wfs often purchased by
Latin-American users on the basis of quality. n' the immediate
t ill- probably increase. over the
post-war years United -States expots
1939 level because European. produ cers are not likely to have a surplus for Latin-American and other overeas markets. Plant rehabili,
station and European eeds for rebuilding devastated areas will
tend to preclude as Euiopean' surplus of ceent' at that time. Later,
when European' producers will~ag be ompeting tivy i Lati
American markets;,United States sports will probably decline to
about half a million barrels (about half that of199) a might have
a value of about 1 % million, dollars. Tbis level of a orts prevailed
bly continue
during most of the thirties. L'atin America wil
to reduce its imports because of its already expanding local cement
industries.
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*Sinoee~thes output pe ma-ibit In th domestc- cemnzt Inldustry
bat %viet idi finreasing
b
o ut id the g
pod
ill probably no increase in pr rtior to incee production. If
domestic ptoduction increases by 160- percent over that of 1(i3g,
and wage earnrsi might
employment may iucrfae abqut 125 p
Sthetefore number about 50,000. Probably no vcry substantial
would- take place Secaue off a 50-perent
cange in employment
decrease or micrea 'in the duty..
Tariff paraaph:.207-.

BAUXITE

(ude bauxite, not reat of duty:
$1 per long ton.
Equivalto ad vaerem (19D): 14%.
on
Noy-Bee motions ulumbns and abasves, under J..du Le
GENERAIL

Cmmodity:

Data oon Uitd States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

t_
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.)..;......

Considerble quantities of United states bt
then retupned to the United states
andvalue.
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a
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Into Cnada, where It ia converted into abrasve

OIO.~.
.I.'l.l

In the past about 50 percent of world bauxite production has been.
sed in the manufacture of aluminum, 25 percent ii abrasives, and the
remainder in chemicals, absorption med ia, refractories,-and fluxes.
-Recently, however, the percentage of bauxite used in aluminum has
increased to 70 percent or more.,
Beforethe war the United States mines produced about 350,000tons
ofbauxite annually, of which about 175,000 tons was used in the abrasive and chemical udustries and about the same quantity in :the manufacture of aluminum. Domestic bauxite has a relatively low alumina
content; when used for aluminum production, it is generally blended
with the higher-grade imported oras. The domestic product is,
however, stisfactory for most other uses. Preo-ar imports averaged
about 371,000 tons, most of which was ed for producing aluminum.
Imports thus supplied about 53 percent of total consumpti of
bauxite d perhaps about 65 percent of the quantity u for e
manufacture of alumin. . Nearly all the imports came from Surlnam (Dutch ,uiana). In the pre-war perod the United Sta
consumed about 30 percent of the world output of bauxite, whereas
its known reserves were only about 4 percent o the known total.
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ton, is
to le th % cat per
The duty. on bauxite, Sfper 0uiivalent
pound on aluminum, which is now priced at 4cet pet potind- t
has had no significt inlue6e on the quantit of Import. tMoreover, th foreign baux depolts which supply: the Uuted- States
market are controlled y the principal manuactur of aluminumin
this country. Theme concerns also contl the bulk of the domestic
deposit. of bauxite.
Cosutmption of -bauxite, both for aluminum productioh and for
other uses, has increased enormously during the war. The difficulties
of transportinig South American bauxite under war conditions has led
to a very great expansion of domestic production. The already
greatly depleted deposits of high-grade ore have been more sharply
cut into. Flities have been, provided to beneficiate the lower grade
bauxite ores, making it possible to use them for the manufacture ot
aluminum with less admixture of foreign bauxite. Tin process,
however, is necessarily rather costly.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of bauxite, whether domestic or foreign, wil depend
largely on the disipositioh of Government stocks of both bauxite and
alumin-um. Should the large aluminum stocks be placed' on the
market, the primary aluminum industry might not operate even at
pre-war levels. If, however, alumnum war stocks should not be
marketed for some. time, the domestic production would be much
greater than before the war, although there might also be a considerable increase over pre-war figures in the imports of aluminum, especially
if the rate of duty should Xbe reduced. Under this assumption the
domestic consumption of bauxit for the manufacture of alium
would probably be much larger than before the war; the greater part
of this clams of bauxite would presumably be imported.- The consumption of bauxite for chemicals, refractories, and abrasives would
probably also be much greater than before the war, perhaps about
295,000 tons, and more than half of this would be supplied by the
domestic industry. Both domestic production and mrt of
bauxite, therefore, would probably be decidedly higher th during the
immediate pre-war years.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumption, Production, and Imports
The following principal factors must be considered in timating
consumption, production, and imports of bauxite in the post-war longterm period:

(a) Bauxite is consumed mainly in the nilnufacture of aluIn
but large quantities are used for other purposes. Changes in national
income decidedly Affect consumption for alfithese uses.
(b) Even with nat;oial ineome at the 1939 level, the requirements
for aluminum, and for bauxite for Its manufacture, are likely to- be
much higher thalitbefore the war; the requitements of bauxite for other
purposes might exceed the pte- War requirements only by the approximate percentage of increase in the population.
(c) Knlown domestic' bauxite reserves are limited, nd most of the
domestic ore'is inferior to imported ore for conversion into metal.
71284

--17

Table: Table 1.- Bauxite: Estimated United States requirements under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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(d) Changes of 50 percent in the rate of duty on bauxite; itself will
have little effect on the relative proportion of the consumption supplied
by domestic production and imports.
(e) Changes in the rate of duty on aluminum may have an important effect on the domestic production of that metal, and hence on
United States demand for bauxite for conversion into aluminum. In
the report on aluminum it is estimated that, even at the 1939'rate'of
duty, imports -of the metal (unless limited by corporate relationships
between domestic and foreign concerns) would be materially greater
than before the war; that a 50-percent reduction in the duty would
cause much larger imports still; but that an increase in the duty would
lesson imports only moderately.
(f) Changes in duties on other commodities into which bauxite
-nters will have no significant effect on its consumption.
Table 1 presents estimates, necessarily approximate only, of the
requirements for bauxite in the production of aluminum, under different assumptions as to levels of income and rates of duty on aluminum,
together with estimates of consumption in other uses. The figures for
consumption in aluminum merely express, in terms of bauxite, the
estimates given in the section on aluminum.
TABLE 1.-Bauxite: Estimated United States requirements under the assumptions of
Senate Resolution 541
In1 thousands of long tons)
Bauxite requirements
Production
of

Period, income level, and tariff treatment

olumni-

(mostly
3111nun
imported)_I

Ior other

purose
dat.

Total

706... .. *. ..
'494
..........
'212 ...
..115
'Averge 1935-36..~..-..
90
230
1,
920215-230
5-I, 220
In
........I
230 1,000-1,130
180-210
775- 900
Duties reduced by 60 percent230 1, 2201, 0
990-1,000
280-235
Duties increased by 50 percent8
Per capt national Income 76 percent above 1939:
Soo 1,790-1,990
-----.325-375 1, 440-1,600
Duties as in 1939.-------------------....
390 1, 3-1, 790
225-325
970-1,400
Duties reduced b 60 percent
9
700
1 2, 090
376-400
1,600-1,
-.
percet
Duties inreased by 60

national income as in 1939:
P~rcapla
.Duties as 1939

--

. .

a Assumes 4.3 tons of imported bauxite will be needed for I ton of aluminum.
I Estimated.
8 Principally effects of change In duty on crude aluminum, although a change In

might have some effect. (ee text.)

Per capita Income at 1939 level.

duty on bauxite itsel

At the 1939 level of income, consumption of bauxite for purposes
other than the manufacture of aluminum might, by reason of increase
in population, be about 10 percent greater than before the war, or
approximately 230,000 tons.
Dutie8 on aluminum and bauxite u8 in 1989.-It has been estibited
in the report on aluminum that, on this assumption, production of
aluminum in the United States would be about 215,000-230,000 tons,
requiring about 920,000-990,000 tons of bauxite. . Of the bauxite
consumed for this purpose, probably at least 80 percent would be imported, say, about 740 000-800,000 tons. -The domestic production
for this use would probably not exceed 180,000 tons. O the timated consumption of bauxite for other purposes, on the other hand,

Nus
a little more than half (peraps 50-55 percent)would be produced
the total
tons.' Consequently,
or,,say, about be120,000
domestically,
in
the
of
3
00,000
tons,
neighborhood
might
production
domestic
with a
at approximately the prewar prices, of about1.8
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dollars. Theimports might be valued, at pre-war prices, at
million value,
6.2-6.7 million dollars.
by
in the duty on
Dutie8havereduced
would
little effect on the trade.
O the other hand, the production of aluminum in the United States, with a reduction of 50 percent
in the duty on that metal,-wouldprobably be considerably smaller
than with no change in duties (assuming normal economic forces in
. It might total about 180,000-210,000 tons, requiring
operation)
Imports of bauxite,
of bauxite.
775,000-900000
about the bulk of the tons
for
material
the
of aluminum,
manufacture
supply
with
be
less
dutiesas
somewhat
thian
presumably
wouldaccount
therefore,Taking
of the factors already discussed, it seems
1939.
of bauxite might be
able that the
and 830,000
700,000
of
and
about
dollars;
the total
million
5.1-6.0
tons, with a value practically
not
affected
the
difference
in duty,
by
production,
domestic
about
of
with
a
value
1.8
million
roughly
300,000 tons,
might be
of bauxite in the
Duties States for'bythe605percent.-The
United
of
aluminum
would
probably be
production
somewhatgreater than with no chare in the aluminum dut , and
of bauxite would probably be somewhat
er.
imports
consequently
between 920,000 and 930,000 tons, with a value
Imports
might
be
of 6.6-6.7 million dollars. Domestic production would be about the
same as with no change in duty.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.
In the section on'aluminum it has been estimated that the conof aluminum in the United Stateswould be about 70 percent
sumptionwith
income at this level than with income as in 1939- United
greater
States consumption of bauxite for the manufacture'of
would be affected by the rate of duty on aluminum; the effects
be parallel to those estimated'above on the basis of the
presumably
for
lower
income assumption. It is probable that the
bauxite for other purposes would also be not far from percent
with a high national income than with income as in 1939. The
greater
of income would
level
involve some increase in the
high
domestic and foreign prices of
but
probably by not more than
about-10 percent. (See report on aluminum regarding prices of the
metal.)
It is doubtful whether the domestic production of bauxite (known
reserves suitable for the manufacture of aluminum are very
procould be increased in
to the increase in United
duction of aluminum proportion
national
would
which might be about 225,000 tons, or about
the production of that

perce-Reduction

between

imports

bauxite
which
in
prob-

dollars.X
consumption
increased
lax

aluminum
would
requirements
70:

presumably
bauxite,

mimuted)
States
income;
high
accompany
type income as in 1939. Consequently, tAh
one-fourth larger than with
be much greater than estimated
imports of bauxite would
in the discussion of the presumably
assumption. On the other
income
lower
the
mines
could
increase their production of
domestic
probably
hand,
bauxite suitable for abrasives and chemicals sufficiently to take care
I A relatively amallproportlon of the bauxite going to aluminum plante Is ed forother purpose tbanfor
making cue aminum.

Table: Table 2.- Bauxite: Estimated United States consumption, production, and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

Table: Table 3.- Bauxite: Sum ary of estimated United States production and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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of the increased demand for these purposes resulting from high national
income, Taking these circumstances :into account, the domestic
production, consumption, and impor o bauxite under the higher
income assumption may be roughly estimated in terms of quantity
as ohown in' table 2. Corresponding etihates as to unit prices an
values for production and imports are presented in table 3.

TABLE 2.-Bauxite:under
Estimated
Jnited States consumption, production, and import.
the assumptions of Senate Resolution 341
[In thousands of long tons]

Production

Claumption
Period, Income level, and tariff

- - _
Ttl
FFo ulm-Ohr
Oe

treatment

For

alumi- Other Total

160
215
5
870
160
lt-684...
.PorcajitanationallncomebeInl9:
Dutie s - In 1939.2 - 99'0 280 1,16-1, Z1 180
120

Imports,
total I
0

375

85- 9 D
300
-Duties reduced by50 percent . 775- 900 230 1 000-1 130
180
120
300. 700- S0
800
M
180
30 1, 2f-1, 230
120
920- 980
90-1,000
Duties ilcreaod by percent.
Per capital national income 76 percentabove 1939:<.
150
375 1, 41-1,0i1
utines sin 1939- 1,400-1,800 890 1,7901,9090 :22
Duties reduced by 0 peroentir 2 970-1,400 3so 1, -1, 790 225 160 375 981, 415
226
Duties Increased by percent 1,0 O-1, 700
3O 1, 9-2, 090
150
375 1,815-1,715
.

I The greater part asumed to be all for production of aluminum.
' PrinciphIly effects of change In duty on crude aluminum, although a change in duty on bauxite
might have mome eagect. (aee text.)

itsel

TABLE 3.-Bauxite: Summary of estimated United State. production and imports
under the assumption. of Senate Resolution 34)
Production
Period, Income level, and tariff treatment

Price

Qatf
pr ton
PriceVau
Q"anN-2
ton Value Queaitity v(ole
t~typer
Price
1
.ity

9 -..;...........
Per capital natlonaltnoome as In 1W3:
Dutwes as in ...39-.
.
reent
bY
I
reduced
)0
Dutrs

tone
376

.

............

.
,Voome 775 jerCi~t
sioiuYUproent
Pat Dutaog
< piWta 1naCtin
above 109:

Duties as

93.-...

Dutimreduwd by S0 percent I
Duties increased by 50 percent I

.

.

.........

'Principally effects of change in duty
might have somi efect (see text),

Imports

on

$277
300 I. 00
8 00
300
00
8.00

doars
2, 188

375

375

8 00
8.0

8.60

3u
value

,00o doiars

620
850- 90
700- 830

$7.24,70
7.26 8,610-8670
7.2565076-8,017

2,475 1, 41-1, 615
2, 476
96-1,416

8. 00 11,320-12920
8. 00 7,80-H11, 32

1,800

1,800

tOD

375

1000) tone

Foreign

920- 930

2,476 1,615-1,716

7. 26

470- 6, 742

8.00 12,920-13,720

crude aluminum, although a change in duty on bauxite itself

No exports 3 of bauxite are expected, as the United States is defi'eient
in high-gradp ores. There should be substantial exportation of aluminuni and abrasives but only as finished manufactures.
Employment

During high levels of domestic bauxite:mining, employment has
reached about 1 400 men, but during periods of lower activity this
figure would probably be around 700., With deepening of the mines,
there might be a tendency toward a slightly increased employment.
*Shipments of bauxite ores to Canada, -which ar subsequently returned
considered exports in this rport.

a

abrasei mat*a, an nt

Table: [No Caption]
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CHINA CLAY OR KAOLIN
Tariff paragraph: 207,
China Isay or kaolin.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
$1.75 per long ton ($1.56 Equivaien* ad valorem (I9S9): 18%.
per short toin).
NoTz.-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 was $2.8) per long ton which was reduced to $1.7, effelwt
January 1, 1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with the United indom.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Fot
Imports conlpAppiredm
Im~~~~~~Fo
Ito 6on-'
in
domestic
sumption
.. : . ~~q r' marke.t .-

Strum
_
- For
Itsm

Total

export

781a 16
,
(1,000 short tons)
Quantity
*
IO
0
Value ($1,000)o
.

...
..............
.
----------..
.
.

Unit value (per short ton)
Persons employed (number)

$7.94 '$10.00
,0X...........

13
75
116 . 6
l
;
.
.....$7...
.
. .....
........
.
......

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

-

-

. . . . . .

.

XEstimated; statistics not separately reported.

3 Approximate.
a Foreign value.

China clay, or kaolin, is a hig-grade clay. About thiee-quarters
of that used in the United States goes ito the paper and pottery
industries; the remaining one-quarter, which is virtually all domestic,
goes principaly into the production of rubber, refractories, and cement.
In the early 1920's (1921-26) imports supplied about one-half of the
total United States consumption of kaolin and a substantially larger
part of the consumption in paper and pottery, Owing largely to the
progressive improvement in quality and lower delivered prices of domestic kaolins, especially of paper clays, imports thereafter declined.
By 19839 they supplied only
a 13 percent of total United States consumption and about 15 or 16 percent -of that used in the paper and
pottery industries, which use most of the imports Since 1939, partly
because of war conditions, imports have declined still further to about
6.5 percent of total consumption
:
The decline in the use of imported kaolins has been particularly
noticeable in the paper industry. Just before the. beginning of the
war imported clays sup l only about 10 percent of consumption
in this industry; during the war the amount supplied by imports has
fallen to less than 5 percent. Under the present duty, domestic kaolins possess a price advantage over imp&rte kaolinat most points
of consumption in the paper industry
Since the late 1930's imports of kaolin have gone principally into
the pottery industry.' Fowever, the percentage of the pottery lndusimports fell frm 40 percent
try's consumption iof kaolin supplied Aby
before the war to about 30 percent in 194143. How much of-this
decline is due to war con' ietfon cannot be deteminied. A. large part
of the pottery industry still prefers to use English china clay, although
its delivered price is frequently somewhat higher than that of the:
domestic product.:
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'Leaving the duty unchanged or deeresjng or increasing it by 50
percent will have little effect on the United States consumption of
kaolin and only a moderate effect on the: volumeneof imports at-a
given level-of national income. A 50-percent change in the duty
equals 78 cents per short ton, equivalent to less than 5 percent of
the average delivered price of paper and potting kaolin in 1939.
Transportation charges from mines in England and the United States
to points of consumption range from $4 to $15 per short ton, and a
small change in these charges might offset the effects of a 50-percent
decrease or increase in duty. After the duty was increased from $1.25
to $2.50 per long ton in the Tariff Act of 1922, average annual imports
in 1923-26 rose about 55 percent above the average prevailing in
1919-21; however, since United States production between these- two
periods increased about 85 percent, this increase in imports actually
represented a 5- or 6-percent decrease in the ratio of imports to total
consumption. Although the, duty on kaolin was lowered by 30 percent, effective January 1, 1939, imports in that year, which were little
affected by the war, declined to less than the average for the preceding 3 years, whereas domestic production rose to a level higher than
in any preceding year.
Throughout the remainder of this section it is assumed that the
trend toward an increased use of domestic kaolins will continue,
although possibly at a slower rate because of the continued preference of many domestic potters for English china clays.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Owing to higher national income and increased po ulation, the domestic consumption of kaolin will probably be much higher than in
1939. The paper industry is using inreasing quantities of clay (more
than 600,000 tons in 1941), and the backlog of demand for all kinds
of pottery products is expected to cause a large consumption of potting
clays in the immediate post-war period. However, because of the
tendency toward, increased use of domestic kaolin, it may be that
imports -will not rise much, if any, above their 1939 level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Considering the increase in population, domestic consumption of
kaolin might increase about 15 percent above that of 1939, and the
tonnage used, therefore, might be in the neighborhood of 1 million
tons.
Duty as in 1939.-It seems probable that imports willconstitute,
say, 7-10- percent of total United States- consumption in quantity.
If so, they would amount to 70,000-100,000 short tons with a foreign
value of $620,000-$886,000 on the assumption of the same import
values as in 1939. Domestic production for consumption might then
be somewhere between 900,000 and 930,000 tons, with a value of
7.1-7.3 million dollars on the basis of 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-This reduction, amounting to 78 cents
per short ton, might lead a few paper mills which had previously purchased the domestic product at a delivered price less than 78-tcents
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under the foreign to switch to imported clays. This change might
add, say; 15,000-20,000 tons to imports, bringing them up to 85,000120,000 tons (or 8.5-12 perieht of consumption) with a foreign value
estimated at $750,000-$1,060,000, based on the'same import values as
in 1939, Domestic production for. consumption might then be
880,000-915,000 tons, with a value of 7-7.25 Million dollars on the
basis of 1939: prices. Increased imports of potting kaolin would
probably be negligible because the saving in duty would not warrant
the factory expense incidental to making a shift in raw materials.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-The increase of 78 cents in duty
would have an effect; the reverse of the decrease of that amount, and
a few paper mills which before the war purchased the imported material at a delivered price somewhat less than 78 cents under the
domestic might then shift to domestic kaolin. ,This change might
reduce imports by, say, 15,000-20,000 tons; bringing them down to
50,000-85,000 tons (or 5-8.5 percent of total United States consumption) with a foreign value of somewhere between $440,000 and
$750,00 ,assuming the same import values as in 1939. Domestic
production for consumption might then be 915,000-950,000 tons, with
a value of 7.25-7.5 million dollars on the basis of 1939 prices.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

Domestic consumption of kaolin might be about double that of
1939, or in the neighborhood of 1,75 million tons. This increase in
consumption would result largely from the increased use of high-grade
paper and from the high level of residential construction calling 1f1r
such products as sanitary ware, tiles, and tableware. Imports would'
probably supply about the same proportion of consumption under
each of the duty assumptionsmade below, as they would if national
income should be at the 1939 level. The comments below are based
on this assumption and, further,, on the assumption that domestic
and foreign prices will be about 10-15 percent above those of 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Under all the assumptions made, imports, in
quantity, would amount to 7-10 percent of consumption, or about
125,000-175,000 tons, with a foreign value of 1.25-1.75 million dollars.
Domestic production for consumption might then be 1,575,0001,625,000 tons, with a value of 14.0-14.5 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-This reduction would largely affect
the purchases of those paper mills located where there is comparatively little difference between the delivered price of the, domestic
and imported clay. An increased differential favorable to the importers of 78 cents per short ton might permit them to increase
sales by, say, 25,000-30,000 tons, thereby bringing total imports up
to 150,000-205,000 tons (or 8.6-11.7 percent o consumption), with
a foreign value of about 1.5-2.0 million dollars. Domestic producetion for consumption might then be 1.5-1.6 million tons, with a value
of 13.75-14.25 million dollars,
Duy 'increased by 60 percent.-With a 78-cent differential in favor
of the domestic producer, imports might be lower by 25,000-30,000
tons than they would be with no change. in duty, that is, 100,000145,000 tons (or 5.7-8.3 percent of consumption), with a foreign value
of about 1.0-1.5 million dollars. Domestic production for donsumption might then be 1,605,000-1,650j000 tons, with a value of
14.3-14.75 million dollars.

Table: FLUORSPAR

Table: [No Caption]
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Statistics of''exports of domestic kaolin are not separately reported.
f!hey are known, however, to be relatively small and have probably
averaged less than 2 percent of domestic production for many years.
Canada is the most important export xnket. International trade
mn kaolin has long been dominated by the English china-clay industry,
which has large reserves of high-gade material.
Employment

Employment in the domestic kaolin industry ordinarily ranges
abM ut three-fourths
rm 2,500 to 3,000; Georgia normally account for
of the total. If, however, domestic production increases by 100
percent in the 1950's, under an assumed per capital income 75 percent
greater than that of 1939, the number of wage earners might reach
4,300-4,80Q. New refining processes, involving inureasid mechaniLation,~have redue~f~d labor requirements per unit of output- during
the last decade. -If further new mechanical efficiencies are achieve
the number of persons employed in the post-war long-4erm period
would be ess than proportional to the estimated increased production.
FLUORS3PAR'R
Tariff
paragraph
207___._: Fluorspar:

-Equivalent
ad valorem
(1989)

SPAR
-LUO

Rate of duty

Commodity

Containing more than 97 percent $4.20 per long ton
calcium fluoride,
Containing not more than 97 per- $8.40 per long ton-cent calcium fluoride.

18%
112%

Nosy-The rates fixed in the Tariff Act'of 1930 were $5.80 per ton on fluorspar containing More than
9 percent calcium fluoride and $8.40 per ton on that contaIning 97 peTemnt or less of calciuin fluoride. The
C.CO rate was reduced to $4.20, effective January 1, 1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with the United
Kingdom; and the $8.40 rate was reduced to 8.30, effective January 30,1943, pursuant to the trade agreement
with Melelco.

GENERAL

Data on-United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

~~~~~Rntlo
imports
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Apparent
tiou

of

-----

Item
Item

Total

Quantity (short tonls)-.-....-.182, 771
Value ($1,000)-3
, 760
.
Unit value (per short ton)- $20. 27
About
Persons employed (number)-.-.-. ,
.

Feport
F

domestic

2,976
74
$25.01

179, 795
3,631
$20. 19

con.
gsuption
to

For

16 302
177

196, 07

$10.84 ...

.

8.3

-

1,000

I

Foreign value.

Fluorspar, a nonmetallic crystalline mineral, is technically pure
calcium fluoride, but the term fluorspar is also used in the trade to
design ate the ore from which the mineral is obtained., The -ore is
graded according to its- content of calcium fluoride, of which the acid
grade contains at least 98 percent, the ceramic grade from 95 to 98
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parent andlthe meta llwgialgre at le-t
85 plight. The ?xtho
mum ilica content of, the aid grde is I percent, of theceraic
grade
tbse
3 perctit, anof
m alrictil
grademt
peeit
-i
Run~of-the-mine fnorsar 'all 'over the world hkbs j gettera thu
same calcium fluifide content
Fofmerly, acid 'aid Aehi gad
Were 'obtained -only in' limited' quantities ;by: manual selction." ?Iki
the 190's,* however, a xiechuncal prcssslctive froth flotation-'
was developed for ituno-the-rine
ore into ghe
converting
higher rade
acid andWceramic fluorspard In 1943m the United Stte prodwted
q
124,000 tons of fluorspar of the: higher calcium fluoride content by
flotation.
Of the fluorspar consumed in the United States in 1939 72 Operent
wm of the metallurgical grade, which is by far the most important
flux used :in the manufacture of steel by the basic open-hearth proce;
11 percent was of the ceramic grade, which is used as an ingredient
of opalescent Ilan, pottery, and enamel; and the remaining 17 percent
was of the acid grade, the basis for the manufacture of hydrofluorib
acid and many other fluoride chemicals. One of the most important
of these chemicals, artificial cryolite, has largely displaced the natural
mineral rcryolilte in the production of aluminum. Increasingly
important uses- of hydrofluoric acid are in the production of highoctane gasoline and in the manufacture of refrigerants and insecticided.
With the enormous 'expansion in aluminum production during the
war, the use of acid fluorspar has much increased. Whereas in 1939
only 31,0d00 tons, or 17 percent, was of the acid grade, consumption of
this grade rose in 1944 to 124,000 tons, or 30 percent of all fluorspar
consumed. Consumption of the metallurgical grade wa 100 percent
greater in 1944 than in 1939 because of the increase in the production of open-hearth steel.
During the 1930's the United States was becoming practically
independent of imported fluorspar, because the flotation process made
it possible Vq satisfy most of the requirements for the ceramic and acid
grades from run-of-tbe-mine material. In 1939, imports of the acid
and Ceramic grades represented approximately 6 percent of' the
domestic consumption of these grades, and imports of metallurgical
fluorspar represented only 10 percent of the domestic conissumption of
that grade. Imports of ceramic and acid grades were probably
brought in largely for special purposes, for which flotation material
may not have been suitable. The, small imports of metallurgical
fluorspar usually came from western Europe and were used, it is
believed, mainly in steel furnaces on the New England coast.
During the war the United States Goverinent has encouragd
Mexico to develop its large de'lposits of fluorspar with the result that
the MAIexican
in 1944 amounted tb 80,000 tons, practically
all of which was exported to the United' States. In addition Alumunulrn, Ltd., of lanada, closely affiliated with the Aluminum Co. of
America, has developed the substantial fluorspar d'posits of Newfoulidland.
In 1944 the fluorspar producers of New Mexico, Colorado, and other
western States contributed About 100 000 tons, or 25 percent of lthe
total domestic production of approximately 400,000 tony. Before
the war these States had furPnished only about 15 percent of the
national production. As yet, these western producers have probably
not encountered much competition from the imported Mexican
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fluorspar because most of the Mexican product was brought in during
the war by the United States Government free of duty, and apparently
most of it was stock-piled. In late 1944 and early '1945 large quantities
of the metallurgical fluorspar imported from Mexico were converted
domestically into an acid-grade product. In making theofestimates
under Senate Resolution 341, this stock pile, the expansion domestic
production, and the possible post-war importsefrom Mexico and Newfoundland must be taken into consideration.
By 1944 the price 'of the metallurgical grade had increased 68
had creased 46
percent, and the price of the ceramic and acidmwade
percent above what they were in 1939. The greater increase in the
price of metallurgical fluorspat narrowed the spread between the prices
of the acid and metallurgical grades. In 1939.the metallurgical grade
was $12 cheaper than the acid grade, but in 1944 it was only $6
cheaper. Apparently the increase in the price of the metallurgical
grade was due largely to the lowering of the cost of converting this
grade, by the flotation> process, to the ceramic or acid grades .Thus,
industries which formerly had to have acid or ceramic fluorspar
became purchasers of metallurgical fluorspar, which they can convert
to whatever grades they require. The price differential between the
three grades of fluorspar will probably remain narrow and may even
decrease during the immediate post-war period and the 1950's because
of greater efficiency in conversion.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of fluorspar in the Uinited States during the immediate
post-war years may be nearly double what it was in 1939 because of
the probability that the production of both steel and aluminum will
be maintained at high levels and that the consumption of fluoride
chemicals for the manufacture of high-octane gasoline and other
products will be substantial. The volume of both domestic-product.ion
and imports of fluorspar will depend on what is done with the Government's stock pile at the end of the war. If the stock pile is large and
is liquidated rapidly, domestic production and imports would be
smaller than if the stock pile is frozen or liquidated slowly.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Total consumption of fluorspar during the early 1950's may be
somewhat more or somewhat less than 250,000 tonls, depending in
part on the asumptioiis as to duty. This estimate is based oil an
anticipated steel production of no more thaifl 60 million tonls, an
anticipated aluminum production of no more than 300,000 tons, and
a substantially increased production of fluorspar chemicals.-- Since
it is probable that during the early 1950's the proportion of the higher
priced acid and ceramic grades used will be larger than in 1939, thle
average price of fluorspar may be somewhat higher than it then was.
Duty as in 1989.--Because of the expansion of the Mexican industry-and probably, to a lesser extent, because of the expansion of the
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Newfoundland industry-the quantity of imports ma'y be twice as
high as they were in the pre-war years (193-09, inclusive) - ling
16 percent of' consumption or, about 40,000 tons, havin a foreign
value of about,$440,000.
'oVhis estimate ume a 'foiein value of
about $11 a ton,approximately wihat it was in;1939. The quantity
of imports here anticipated implies a domestic production of about
210,000 tons, with & value of 4.3 million dollars at 1939 prices.
Duty reduced by' 60 percent.-If the duty, is decreased by 50 percent,
imports of metallurgical fluorspar may increase to as much as 80,000
tons, or 32 percent of consumption. Even though but little acid or
ceramic fluorspar mayr be imported, considerable quantities of the
metallurgical grade would probably be brought in, part of which would
be converted to the higher grades. Imports in this quantity will
probably have a foreign value of somewhat more than three-quarters
of a million dollars, assuming an import price approximating that of
1939. The anticipated quantity of imports would imply a -domestic
production of about 170,000 tons, valued at about 3.5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-If the duty is increased by 50 percent,
imports will probably not be much in excess of about 20,000 tons, or
8 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of about $220,000.
It is here assumed that even a higher duty will not result in a greatly
increased price of fluorspar when national income is low. Domestic
production would probably be about 230,000 tons, valued at about
4.5 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939,

The total consumption of fluorspar during the early fifties may be
350,000tons,. or 75 percent higher than in 1939. This estimate is
based on an anticipated steel production of 80-90 million tons, an
anticipated aluminum production of 375,000-400,000 tons, and a
greatly increased use of fluorspar chemicals.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports may amount to 17 percent of consump-'
tion, or about 60,000 tons, valued at more than $650,000, and domestic
production would probably amount 'to 290,000 tons, valued at 6.9
million dollars, allowing for a moderate increase in prices as compared
with 1939.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports would probably amount to
about 31 percent of consumption, or 110,000 tons, valued at possibly
1.7 million dollars. An average foreign value of about $15 a ton is
used in this estimate on the assun~ption that the importers would take
advantage of the decreased duty to advance their prices, especially
during a period of large national income. Domestic production
would probably then be about 240,000 tons widt a value of 5 million
dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports miijht be about 8.5 percent
of consumption, or 30,000 tons, most of which would probably be of
the higher priced acid grade, on which the duty is relatively much
lower. This grade would be especially predominant in imports if the
Mexican producers introduce the flotation process. The average import value might then be as high as $24 a ton, in which case the imports
would have a foreign value of $720,000. -Domestic production might
then total 320,000 tons, valued at 7.7 million dollars.
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little reson' to expect any appreiable-1xportation of
fluo0tpar from the Untited States in the pos-a7r period, regaidlt if
worldqinome or rates of duty in foreign countries. The mi eI
iccurs in Hin~ countries, and most of them exploit their own depit.
-mployment
* Employment in the domestic fluorspar industry is small. ApproxiInately 500 men are employed for each 100,000 tons of fluorspar produced annually. Future employment may vary from 600 to 1,800
workers, depending on both per capital income and the rates of duty.
BALL CLAY
Taiff paragraph: 207.
Clays common blue and
Commodity:
ball, 'nwrought
$1 per long ton (equiva- Equivalent ad vaiprem (1939): 11%1.
Rate of duty:
lent to about $O.893

...
,-.,~~i
There is'

per short ion)

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

ot
Apparent Ratio
Imports

imports

Item

Totalexport'

cons

sumpticn

domsotlo

128.826 5
167.1
(1,00 short tons)-128.6
()
Quantity
---93677 82a33Value ,)...-..

Percent

18 2

18----2
$8.
$7.28
Unit value (per short ton)-7.
-)
v
v_0_-----------..
Persons employed (numbet)
..........

-----

----

-

Statistics not separately reported.
negligiblee.
N
8 Foreign value

I

4

Estimatd.

Ball clay, including common blue clay, a type of ball clay occurring
in Englandl, is a highly plastic clay used almost entirely in the manufacture of pottery products, including sanitary ware, tableware,
electrical porcelain, and art pottery, and in the manufacture of highgrade floor and wall tiles. The greater part of the tonnage used
enters into three products-sanitary ware and tiles; used chiefly in
residential construction, and tableware.
Virtually no imports of ball clay enter in the wrought or manufactuired condition, dutiable at $2 per ton. Imports, practically all
from the United Kingdom, compete almost entirely with ball clays
from Kentucky and Tennapssee, which have been inoreasingly displacing the English product over an extended period. In 1936-39
average annual imports of 29,000 tons, valued at $264,000, supplied
about 20 percent of total United States consumption in quantity;
since, 1939, however, this ratio has declined - to about 10 percent,
partly because of war conditions and partly because of a combination
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of other factors, includinga otinuation' of th pri
mpr~v ent,
dancement
in quality of the domestic product further tenihnological
in its use, and delivered price Sower than those of the imported,
Price differentiate; favoring domestic ball clays at consumprodiat.
ing markets have often bee ias mucfh as $4 or $65pr short ton. Impo's, therefore, have 'entered largely on the basi of the pre nc
nd
which manly pottery nxanufacturem have for English clays ahenr
reluctance to change their complicated batch formulae after many
years of, satisfactory -use.
A percentt change in the rate of duty on ball clay equals abut
45 cents per 'short ton and is equivalent to about 2 or 3 percetti
representative delivered prices, Inasmuch its; the cost of ball rlay
used inMost products is usually less than 5 percent of the totld costs
of production, the effect of a 50-percent change in the duty on such
costs would be negligible. It appears, therfore,,that the voluxne'of
imports might be little affected by a 50-percent increase or 'decrease
in the duty.
Changes in national income will affect the activity of the cerawnic
industries aid will,- therefore, affect:the onlmumption of ball clay. In
forecasting the-relative importance of' imports, consideration must be
given to the probable continuation of the long-established trend toward
greater displacement of imported by domestic ball clay.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
III immediate post-war years, United States,

consumption :of ball
clay might be about 50"percent greater than that of 1939 owing to
increased demand arising from the production of sanitary ware antd
of floor and wall tiles used in residential construction and to increased
demands by other ceramic industries, especially-the industry making
tableware.- Assuming that domestic potters will tend to' shift from
imported to domestic ball clay, imports would supply a somewhat
lower proportion of domestic consumption soon after the war than
they did in 1936-39; they may thus account in this post-war period
for about one-sixth of consumption instead of i, fith4` Domestic
production might then be about. 53 percent greater than that Of 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 lev.el.
Based on an estimated expenditure for residential construction
about 10 percent above that of 1939 and -on increased demands by
ball clay users making products not directly connpeted with such
construction, domestic consumption might 'increase by about 10
percent over that of 1939 and thus amount to about 175,OOQ short
tons. Assuming that in the early 1950's domestic ball clay will
continue its gradual displacement of the imported product, imports
are not likely to supply more than 15 percent of domestic consumption, whether the duty is changed or not. They might, therefore,
of about
in the neighborhood of 26,000 tons, with a foreignvalue
$212,000, assuming prices to be about the sarmae as in 1939. Domestic
production 'might then be in the neighborhood of 150,000 tons (about
16.5 percent over 1939), with a value of about 1.1 million dollars on
the basis of 1939 prices.
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PAr capit. income 75 percent higher thanin 19*9.
On the assumption that the, value of residential construction will be
about 230 percent. greater than that of 1939 (involving a huge micrease in the consumption of sanitary ware and floor and wall tiles)
And, further, that a much lower increase would take place in the
consuihiption of clay-using products not directly connected with
building, domestic consumption of ball clay might then be about 150
percent greater than that of 1939 and thus total in the neighborhood
of 400,000 tons. As under the 1939 income level, imports are not
likely to supply any more than 15 percent of consumption; they
Miht therefore, be il the neighborhood of 60,000 tons with a foreign
vale of about $550,000, on the assumption of a 10-s15 percent incrfAwe
in foreign prices over 1939. Domestic production might then amount
to 340,000 tons (165 percent over 1939),- with a value of about 2.8
million dollars, likewise based on a 10-15 percent increase in price
over 1939.

Exports
United States exports of ball clay have long been negligible, and
there is little likelihood that exports will increase Pignificantly after
the war.
Employment
If domestic production increases by 165 percent in the 1950's, under
an assumed per capita income 75 percent greater than that of 1939,
then employment might increase by about the some percentage because
the somewhat greater demand for processed domestic clay, requiring
more labor, would offset the curtailment of labor through an anticipated increase in mechanization. Thus, wage earners might number
between 800 and 925.

MICA

Bquivalet

ad valorem

Tariff

Rate of duty
(1989)
Commodity
paragraph
35%
per lb. - 25% ad val208 (a)-Sheet mica
4f
-40%
films
MSheet
-40'
208208
(a) (o)-tMica
25%..-25%
splittings---

1

Valued at more than 16 cen ts per pound.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item
Item

_
Total I

....

.....

Poawna employed (number)
I

_

-

epFor
export

~~~~~~~~~~~Apparent

Raioo

Imports ounsump- ltb
co
For
onsumptim
domestic
IJt41
market

l

97
148
8,416
3,267
911
........
--loo
$0.674
$0. 279.
.
-10 ..................-

148
usantity (1,000 pounds)
100
tlue
($1,000)
unit value (per pound) -.... .$0. 674
........

-

Exclusive of Alm..

0
0

-

...

..........

I

Foreign~ralue.
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Mica is a nonmletallic itneral, which is easily split intothin sheets.'
These sheets ate flexible, transparent, water- and fire-prof, and area
excellent insulators of heat and electricity. It isa an insulator of
electricity that mica is priicipally used speially in the manufacture
of radio and radar apparatus. Substantial quantities of imported
splittings are made in the United States into' built-up mica plates
which are used in place-of natural sheets of mica as electrical insulation.
Built-up mica plate, however, is not imported into this country in any
appreciable amount and is not included in this report.
Imports of mica, which come very largely from India, comprise
several kinds, qualities and sizes the most important being sheet
mica with a foreign value of more' than l5 cents per pound, mica
splittings, and mica films. These are the only kinds here considered.
Sheet mica with a foreign value of more than 15 cents per pound is
the most strategic type of mica since only the best quality sheets have
been found satisfactory as insulating separators in the manufacture of
many types of essential radio condensers, radar, and other electronic
equipment necessary in modemrnwarfare. No completely satisfactory
substitute for this purpose has been developed. -United States
production of sheet mica in 1939 amounted to 148,000 pounds valued
at $100,000. Imports which supplied about 80 percent of our requirements amounted to 600,000 pounds with a foreign value of $237,000.
Mica splittings are sheets of mica not exceeding 12/10,000 of an
inch in thickness. As indicated above, most of the splittings, practically all' of which are imported, are used in making laminated platesbuilt-up mica-the thin splitting being cemented together with
shellac or some synthetic resin. Although not possessing thethigh
insulating value of the natural sheet, built-up mica has an insulation
value sufficiently high for most purposes and is used especially where'
extra large sheets are required and where the working temperature, is
not high. Their principal application is in electric power and general
eating machinery. In 1939 imports of mica splittings, which supplied
almost all of domestic consumption, amounted to 2,413,000 pounds
with a foreign value of $548,000.
Mica films are sheets of the better quality of mica, split to from
1/1,000 to 5/1,000 of an inch in thickness, and used in the manufacture
of radio condensers. Most of the highest quality sheet mica, both
that produced domestically and that imported into the LUnited States,
is converted'in this country into mica films by manufacturers of radio
condensers for their own use. It is estimated that domestic production of films amounted to 560,000 pounds in 1939, or about 70 percent
of the total United States consumption. Imports of mica films in 1939
representing about 30 percent of. the United States consumption,
anmounte~d to 254,000 pounds with a foreign value of $126,000. During
the war imports have supplied practically all of the United States
requirernents of micd film.
Sheet mica, miasplittings, and mica films are almost always incorporated into fairly expensive and often complicated apparatus and,
though the mica is indispensable, it is used in such small amounts in
each piece of apparatus th$s it represents a negligible part of the total
cost, A great amount of hand labor is required in the production
and preparation of mica and a country with extremely low- wages
(such as India, the principal producer and exporter) has an almost
insuperable competitive advantage over countries with high wages.

i'owr-POST-W xtoAsD.D DOXTIC 'PRO)UCTION
A 50-percent increase or decrease in the duties on the kinds of mica
bere conidered at any of the assumed inoodn levels would probably
ton
;hae a Comparatively small effect on quantity of United- States
import
of
value
unit
The
imports
foreign
At
sumnption, production,
somewhat
and
were
reduced
if
the
larger
somewhat
-be
duty
*Wq1d,
smaller if tho duty were increased. Domestic production is achieved
largely by the, part-time employment of persons eugaged pnDcipally
i4 other activities.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In, the immediate post-war yersw, domestic production and imports
of pica will probably be somewhat less than in 1939 because of the
reduction of the present large wartime stocks to pre-war levels by
industrial concerns and the probable release of Government stocks
of nonstrategie mica collected (luring the war period. This probality applies espiecially to splittings, which represent a major part
of. consumption Md which havA been stocked by industry and tfie
Government in very large quantities. Consumption will probably
be somewhat higher than in 1939, a substantial part of which will be
supplied from stocks in the United States.'
POST-WAR LONG TERM
- Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

The total consumption of mica in the form of sheet with a foreign
value of more than 15 cents per pound as splittings and films, might
probably amount to about 5.15 million pounds. Imports might
supply about 97 percent of consumption and might amount to about
5 million pounds with a foreign value of 1.0 million dollars. Under
these circumstances domestic production would amount to approximately 150,000 pounds valued it $100,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Total consumption of the three forms of mica here considered
might amount to about 7.45 million pounds. Imports would supply
about 98 percent of consumption and might amount to somewhat
more than 7.3 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 23£ million
dollars. Domestic production would amount to about 150,000 pounds
valued at $113,000.
Exports

'The United States has never been and probably never will be on
an export basis with respect to sheet mica, mica films, and splitting.

Emiployment
In ordinary times, very few people in the United States receive a
major part of their annual'income through production of sheet mica,
and it is doubtful whether employment in this activity will increase
significantly in the post-war years.
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production, imports, and consumption for

given below:
R.o-

Production
Item

For Import8 aPnu P import
For -domestic
tion
a
Total
.;
tdopteon
port
Tota' exortsmarketsan1o
Percent

231
10
26
236
267
Quantity (1,000 short tons) ..
4 406
96
Value ($1,000)-.
2, 5W
2,541
.
$15.73
Unit value (per.....................--short ton) -$10.--76 a $19.00
$10.80
Persons eraployed (estimated number).
,.0.0....
,....
----------

.

-------

...

of ppbyllte.
a small quantity
'Estimated; export clsi fMcation Incltides figures for crude material and soapstone slabs.
IImports dutiable at 17-percent rate: 13, tons valued at $136,200 (value per shott ton, $9.86; computed
specific rate of duty, $1.73 per short ton).
Imports dutiable at 35-pereint rate:.12,100 tons valued at $272,000 (value per short ton, $22.42; computed
specific rate of duty, $7.88 per &bort ton).
4 Foreign value.
to prt of shipmdnt
tExcess of this value Over average unit value of production is due to Inlandd frelgh
i
and to quality lightly higher than average production,
I Includes

Talc, -steatite, soapstone, and French chalk are nonmetallic minerals similar in physical properties, being featured by their softness,
anid containing hydrated silicate of magnesium in varying proportions.
The compact massive variety is usually known as steatite and the
impure massive variety, containing as little as 50 percent talc, is
generally called soapstone. French chalk, often referred to' as
tailor's chalk, is a soft, conipact variety which will mark.cloth. These
varieties account for practically all of the imports and for most of
the United States production; the term "tale" is used hereafter to
designate them as a group.
Most of the Uhiited&States consumption of talc, in both quantity
and value, is in the ground form. About 30 percent, of the domestid
in quantity, is in the paint (including
consumption of ground talc, 12-15
putty) industry, and about
percent in each of the following
roofing
material, and paper. Chif
industries: Ceramic, rubber,
'
,
other
ground
'talc
are toilet preparations
products qving
among
foundry facing, insecticides, and textiles. Because 'of inherent
differences in physical and chemical properties, material from different
deposits cannot be applied equally to all uses.
71288- -18

PO8T-WAR IMPORTS AND OMESTIC PRODUCTION
The United States is the world's largest producer and consumer of
ground tale. Consumption in 1936-39 averaged about 234,000 toni
anniually, of which imports supplied about 11 percent;,but the' corresponding percentage in 1940-43, when similar consumption equald
B$0 000 tons, declined to about44 .:percent, and in 1942-43 it was
largely to
only about 2 percent. This decline in imports was duesource
and
wartime conditions curtailing shipiietsa-from European
to a marked increase, in domestic output. In 1936-39 Canada supplied about 53 percent and France 25 percent of the quantity imported
iu the lower price bracket, which constituted about half of the total
Of the other half, entered in the higher price bracket, Italy supplied
60 percent, France 19 percent, and Canada 9 percent. The foreign
value of this part of the imports constituted about three-fourths of
the value of all imports of ground tale.' Most of the small wartime
imports have been supplied by Canada and entered largely in the
lower-price bracket.
Much of the French tale and most of the Italian tale, especially-that
for cosmetics, have been imported on the basis of their high quality,
but competition offered by Canadian tale with the domestic product
has been largely direct.
Whether the duty remains unchanged or is decreased or increased
by 50 percent, it will probably have little effect on United States
consumption of ground tale.

266.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The domestic consumption of ground tale is likely to rise above the
war level, which is about 35 percent higher than in 1939, because the
increased demand by certain industries, especially thQse supplying the
building trades, will probably more than offset the decline in certain
war-stimulated uses. Imports are likely to be above. the 1939 level,
but domestic production will probably supply a larger proportion of
consumption than in 1939, domestic talc being particularly suitable
and economical for products entering building construction.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and'Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Owing largely to the expected increase of 10 percent in population
and the deficiency in housing facilities, domestic consumption of
ground talc might increase about 15-20 percent above that of 1939,
and the tonnage used,- therefore, might be in the neighborhood of.
300,000 tons.
Duty a8 in 1939.-It seems probable that imports will supply, as in
1939, about 10 percent of domestic contjumption and thus amount to
about 30,000 tolls, with a foreign value at 1939 prices of about
$470,000, on the assumption of the same relation in entries under the
two tariff brackets as in 1939. Dormestic production for consumption
might then be about 270,000 tons, with a value- at 1939 prices of
about 2.9 million dollars.

'

From 1936 to 1A38, by the first Canadian trade agreement, the lower value bracket went all high as $12,0
per long ton, and by the second trade agreement with Canada, effective January 1, 1A, went as high as
14 per long ton.
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Dv4y redve by 60 Psrent'.--hmports might supply about 13 percent
'of domestic consumption and thus be ins the neighborhood of 40,000
tons, witk~a foreign value of about $690,000 at 1939 prices but withsome adjustment upward to account for the somewhat larger proportion of higher. valued imports expected than in 1939' IDomeatic
production for consumption might then be about 260,000 tons, with a
value of about 2.8 million dollars on the basis of 1939 prices.:
Dut tncreased by50percent- Imports might supply about,7 percent;
of consumption and thius amount to about 29,000 tons, with a foreign
value of about $300,000 at 1939,prices, but with some adjustment.
downward because the promotion of higher valued imports is expected
to be somewhat lower than in 1939. Domestic production for consumption might then be about 280,000 tons, with a value of about
3 million dollars on the basis of 1939 prices.
Per c;apita income 75 percent higher than in- 39.
At this income level, domestic consumption of ground talc might b
in the neighborhood of 600,000. tons, an increase of about 130 to 135
percent over that of 1939 and double that already estimated under a
per capital income the same as in 1939. Much of this increase in
consumption will result from the high level of building construction
and from demands in the divertified field of nondurable consumers
goods using ground talc. Consumption of such goods, however, is
expected to increase at a considerably lower rate than that of products.
used in buildix construction. Inasmuch as imports will probably
supply, at the gh level of construction, a lower proportion of the talc
employed in building materials, imports are expected to supply a
somewhat smaller part of total consumption than they would if per
capita income should be at the 1939 level, because domestic tale is
more suitable and economical than the imported talc for use in building
materials.
The following estimates are based on the assumptions that domestic
and foreign prices will be about 13 percent more than those of 1939
and that imports will consist of a somewhat larger proportion, say
60 percent of the higher valued material than they did in 1939 (about
47 percentS owing to the high income assumed.
Dut as8 in 1939.-Imports might, supply about 8 percent of consunption and thus be in the neighborhood of 50,000 tons, with a
foreign value of about 1 million dollars. Domestic production for
consumption might then be about 550,000 tons, with a value of about
6% million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might supply about 11 percent
of consumption and thus amount to about 65,000 tons; with a foreign
value of-about 1.3 million dollars. Domestic production might then
be about 535,000 tons, with a value of about 6'S million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might supply about 6 percent
of consumption and thus amount to about 35,000 tons, with a foreign
value of about $700,000. Domestic production might then be in the
neighborhood of 566,000 tons, with a value of about 6.9 million dollars.
E - Ad

Domestic

experts

Exports
of ground talc are not separately reported, as

combined with -the ciiie material and soapstone slabs.
Available information indicates, however, that annual exports of the-

they

are

Table: [No Caption]
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ground mateial in 1936-39 averaged in the zrwhborhood of 4,000 tons
iw prewar expo of
withS a. value estimated at about $80,000
gw nd tala probably accounted for lees than 2 percent of domestic
production in quantity and for about 3 percent of the tote!1 value.
The United Kindom was the principal export market.
There is little likelihood that the domestic lc industry will develop
a sizable export trade in ground tlc after the war. Only ihly
industrialized countries arelarge consumers of talc, and most ofthem
hive their owvn deposits ot can obtain- their requirements from nearby
sources with relatively low transportation charges. The smai
tonnages used by nonindustrialized countries are predominantly highgrade material, such as that supplied by Italy and France.
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Employment

Employment in the domestic ground talc idust i small; only
out 900 wage earners were employed- in 1939.- If domestic Production increase by 135 percent in the fifties, as is here estimatecfoz
a igh -level of national income, the number of wage earners might
reach about 1,800.
POTTERY TABLEWARE
Tariff paragraphs: 211 and 212a.

Earthenware', stoneware,
china and porcelain
table and kitchen articles.
From 30%+51 per doz- Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 69%.
en pieces to 70% + 10¢
per dozen pieces.

Commodity:

Rate of duty:

NOTrZ.-The rates fixed In the Tarift Act of 1930 on earthenwAre and stonere veered by thi rert
were 10q per dozen p)icoes plus 45 or 60% ad valorem , depending on whether the ware was undeoorWtedoL
decorated. The ratos fixed in the act on chinaware and Poroelain ware covered by this report were 60t
on the undeoorated and 70% on the decorated, with an additional duty of. l0 per doten pieces on all such
ware. Dutles on various items were reduced pursuant to the Czeehoslovk, United Kitgdom, and Mexieai
trade agreements, detective Apuril 16, 198, January 1, 1939, and January 30, 1943, resjeeIely., The original
tariff-act rates on the Czechoslovak items were restored April 22, 19, upon the suspension of that agreement.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

ApaetRatio of
Item~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Aprn
Pwor
_ _
Imports onsurmnp. irnpiorts
For
lto ontion sumption
For domestic
Total

Item

export market

Quantity (1,000 dozen pieces) 33.............
> 100
,' 8, a0
Value ($1 000)
$1. 16
Unlt value (,er dozen)-..............
Persons emp oyed (number)-.-.
18,000
I

United States factory value.

t Foreign, value.

100
1200
$2.00

33,000

1 S100

$1. 15

18
(1 600
39, 600
4,700.
$0.72.

;. *
...

U

Pottery table and kitchen articles, used in preparing, serving, and
string food and drink, may be classified roughly into two groups:
Opaque pottery known as earthenware, and translucent potteryknowu
as chinAware. Chinaware is of two types, hotel china and household
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thim . Before the wiipractitally the eitie hotelchna market
this country was supplied -by domestic production but'nearly all the
household china was imported, The bulk of ; the ioushold' earthenware consumed in- the, Uniutd','states ws produced here. Although

earthenware imports were substantial, the greater volume of coimpetition with domestic earthenware- am6 gfxo i imported chinaware,
the.cheap chinaware imported from Japan1. In the 19a0's,
espeoiallq
taking ll types and grades togethr, inpots e.;chief from
in
193's theyi
Germany dnd other 'ntral Europ6tincouitries;thIe
came chefly from Japdan. In both de aAdesij: the United Kiigdom was
the principal 6otrceirof imports of the expensive grades of household
china and earthenware The valneof United States production of pottery tableare tripled
between '1915 And .1923, remained high from 1923 to 1929,,dehlxned
nearly to the 1915 figure in 1932, andiron to theaverage of tie 1920's
by 1940.
Since the begin of World War I, there has been a strong general
downward tend in the proportion of consumption, by .valu, supplied
by imports this trend, however, was interrupted during; 918-7,
when the proportion supplied by imports rose substantially from the
low level to which it had fallen acWorld War I
From 1932 through 1937 total imports supplied, in terms of quantity, from 25 to 27 percent of United States consumption. Imports
from Japan during this period supplied 18-23 percent and averaged
21 percent of consumption. During this period Japanese producers
had the gradually diminishing benefit of a depreciated yen not fully
offset by correspondingly higher Japanese costs. In 1929 and 1930,
before the depreciation of the yen, Japan had supplied only 13 percent
of United States consumption, or one-half the total quantity of iinports 'in those years.
After 1937' the' percentage of consumption supplied by imports,
particularly imports from Japan, declined, total imports falling to II
percent in 1938, 16 percent in. 1939, and-14 percent in 1940. Thus
imports in 1939 cannot be taken as representative of imports in prep
war years. The two important factors causing this decline were the
transition of Japan to a war economy and the boycott of Japanese
goods in the United States.
After 1941, imports' from Japan ceiwed entirely and the small imports
which have 'continued during the war (representing about 2 percent
of the quantity consumed) have come almost entirely from the United
Kingdom. .Domestic production increased about one-third from 1939
to 1943, but the total supply available for consumption increased only
about one-fifth. Abnormally high civilian buying power, plus military
requirements and restricted production. resulted in a demand much
in excess of supply.
Pottery production is technically more efficient (i. e., owing to the
use of improved mechanical equipment, fewer over-all man-hours are
required' per unit produced) in the United States than in any other
country, although in recent years such efficiency has increased in all
countries. So far 'as costs are concerned, however, the greater
efficiency in the United Stites has continued to be more than offset
by the lower wages in the potted industries in foreign countries. Ih
1939 hourly pottery wage rate in Great Britain, Germany, and Japa
(including perquisites in addition to direct wages) were about 40, 30,
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and 10 percent, respectively, of those in the United States, Domestic
producers, however, may gain some advantage from their nearness to
the market, and ordinarily the delivery time from United Statesfactories is shorter than from those abroad.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Demandmwill probably be considerably greater than in 1939, due to
high national income and to the backlog of demand carried over from
the war period. This demigod will probably exceed the present pro.
-ductive capacity of the domestic industry (which is roughly 50 million.
dozen pieces per year). Under the conditions which are expected
to prevail, imports mdy not exceed 50 percent of the 1939 quantity.
England and, possibly', France and Czechoslovakia will most likely
be the chief foreign sources of supply. It is assumed that thete will
be few, if any, imports of pottery from Japan and Germany in the
post-war short term. It was the- third year after World War I
before Germany was able to export pottery to the United States inE
large quantities.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Assumptions regarding Imports from Japan and Germany,

The most important factor in estimatin'gthe ratio of imports toW
United States consumption of table and kitchen pottery is the extent
to which imports from Japan will be resumed; of some, Tut much los,
importance is the extent to which imports from Germany will also
recover. If it be assumed that imports from both these countries
will not in the post-war long term become important factors in the
United States market and that per capita income is at the 1939 level,
total pottery imports would probably not attain anything like their
1939 proportion of domestic consumption regardless of what is done
to the pottery tariff. ' Without large supplies frona Japan or Germany,
imports would not be likely, under these assumptions, to approach
their 1939 figure or 6.5 million dozen pieces. It is possible, though
not probable, tha't under the assumption of a. 75i-percent increase m
real income per cApita combined with a 50-percent reduction in duty,
the quantity of imports might approach the 1939 levedl even without
any shipments from Japan or Germany. Under these assumptions,
the value of imports might well rise somewhat above the 1939 level,
partly because of a general rise in prices, including those of pottery,
but also because imports fromn European countriesrother than Germnany are much higher in price .than those from Japan.:,
The estimates which follow are based on the assumption that the
.pottery industrieo-s in Japan and Germany 'will resume operations
within a few years after the close of the war and that their products
will receive as favorable treatment in United States markets as .the
products of the pottery industries of other countries. They are based
also on the assumption, that prices of pottery produced in the foreign
countries, converted into dollars, will bear about the same rel-aflion.
to the prices of pottery produced in, the United States as they did in
1939. Under these assumptions, Japan, would again become a major
factor on; the United States market, but (lermany's share of the
domestic market in both quantity and value would ver likely remain
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continue,
much smaller thanit was in the 1920's and would probably
to be much smaller than the share of Japan
asin. most of the
and possibly also smaller than the share of the United Kingdom.

1930'8,
at 1919 level.
Per capita
Income
a
Duty in 1989.-Per. capital consumption of table pottery would
1939 level, but with increase inpopulation
be around
probably
the
from the 1939 figure to 10 percent or
total
might vaT 40-44
million dozen pieces. Imports
it.
It
more consumption
above
mightbe
would probably supplyabout the same proportion of consumption as

the 3 years d36-38 (the figures for 1939, when imports. from.
during
war
and Czechoslovakia were adversely affected bymight
Japan, Germany,
not representative). Imports
and by boycott, are

preparatibos
thus be 20-25 percent of consumption, totaling 8-11 milliondozen

values as in 1939
pieces, with a foreign value, atabout the same unit
be somewhere
would
of 5.8--7,9 million dollars. Domestic
with maxiconsumption
30
million
dozen
(minimum
pieces
between
of
and
35
imports)
mum percentage minimum
at
of imports), with a
percentages
1939 factory prices, of 35-40 million
dutyreducedby60 percent.-If. reduced duties result
Duty
1
might
be
about
of
the
consumption
products,
prices
imported
paid
say,
duty,
dozen pieces more than with an u
million
imports would be
by
million dozen pieces. The,
from 25 to
with an unchanged
higher
than.
with
dozen
be
thus
would
33 percent. They
1939
than
in
higher
a foreignvalle (atunit values
somewhat
because of a probable increase: in the proportion of imports from
in that case
million dollars. Domestic
Europe) of 8.5-13.0
value,
a
with
to
million
dbzen
factory
from
27
34
might
of
proportion
of
for
the
some
at 1939range
lowering
prices (but allowing
better patterns), between 30 and 38million dollars.
a
In the years 1933-37, when the
21
to
supplies
they
offset
not
yen
depreciated
by
23 percent of United States consumption in terms of quantity. With
might, according
50-percent reduction in duty, Japan
smaller or a
at the time, supply a
which
than in those years. Imports from
centage
on
in the years
4-5 percent of United States
the other hand, would probably supply a much
term because sales
consumption in the post-war long low
o in the early
pottery
European
be
the assumed 50-percent reduction in duty*
with the United
reduction in duty in the trade
upon the on
from
country
that
the types of
Kingdom
hotel
of
quantities
Considerable
continental European countries.
china might again be:import d
the higher
increased by 60
no
less
of Duty
be
might a little
consumption
imported
pottery,39-43
share
The
million
pieces.
in
change be duty, say, to,. 15-20
totaling
of consumption,
would
at
values pqsunit
value,
foreign
with'a
million
dozen
pieces,
5.9-8.6

production

consumption-with

million dozen pieces (maximum
value,
dollars.
in-lower
41-45
changed
supplies
proportion
might range.pieces,
andmillion
duty,1015
probably

pieces,production
had the advantage of
Japanese
costs,
yen
increased
to conditions
larger
somewhat
Opersomewhat
Europe,
SUIphied
1933-37, of
consumption larger proportion
priced
ofhigand because
1930's,superimtiosed
were unusuall
would
ageement antd
pottery coming.fr-m.
duty-paid
percent.-Because of
withPrice
thanof-imports
percent
reduced, shy, dozen
from the, higher'ost
less than in 1930 (because imports
somewhat
sibly
3.8-.8
restricted),
be
would
Britainl
Great
countries, particularly
million dollars. Under these assumptions, domestic production would
of
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be 31-37 million dozen pieces, with a factory value , at' 1939 Prices
(but allowing for ome increase in the proportio' of bett~erpatterns)

of 37-43 million dollars.

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in IS9.

With a given population the total quantity of pottery consumed
tends to increase at nearly half the rate of increase in per capita
income. The probabilities would seem to be that- under cach of the
three assumptions 'concerning rates of duty, the share of this increased
consumption furnished by imports would be about the same as estimated in the preceding section, where per capital income is assumed to
be the sane as in 1939. The quantities of consumption, imports,
and domestic production might, therefore, be 45-50 percent higher
than the respective estimates made for the 1939 per capital income
and the several rates of duty.
Increase in per capita income has a still greater effect in increasing
-the value of consumption since the consumers not only pay the higher
prices generally accompanying higher income, but they also tend to
uy better grades of ware. The, unit values of both imported and
domestic ware mi ght-be-30-40 percent greater, therefore, than those
estimated under the respective rates of duty an-d per capita income
at the 1939 level.
Duty,a in 1989.-Takin accunt of increase in opulation, it seems
likely that the quantity of pottery consumed woud be 584-6 million
dozen pieces. Imports (taken as 20-25 percent of consumption) would
probably be. between 12 and 17 million dozen pieceS. The foreign
value of imports, assuming a 30-40 percent-increase in unit value,
might be about 11-17 million dollars. On ;this assumption;, domestic production would be 44-53 million dozen pieces, with a factory
value of 66-84-milion dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Consumption might be, within the
range of 59-68 million dozen pieces (possibly 1-2 .million more than
with no change in duty). Imports (25--33% percent of consumption)
would then be 15-23 million dozen pieces, with a foreign value of
16-27 million dollars. Domestic production might amount to 39-51
million dozen pieces, with a factory value of 57-80 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Mith an increase in duty, consumption might be 57-65 million dozen piece s. Imports (15-20 percent of
consunintion), -in that event, would probably be 8.6-10 million dozen
pieces, with a foreign value of 7.2-12 million dollars. Domestic production might amount to 46-55 million dozen pieces, with a factory
value of 70-90 million dollars.
s

-

B~~~~~Jxport

United States exports of table and kitchen pottery will very likely
decline to their pre-war level of $100,000-$200,000 annually by 1953,
unless exports from Japan and Europe are restricted in some manner,
Employment

Employment in the United States industry in 1953. would probably
vary, in accordance with thesforegoing estimates of prodiiction, from
abut 13,000-5,000 under the 1939 income rate andAicreased import
duties, to more than 30,000 if the per capita income were 75-percent
higher and pottery airport duties were increased 50 percent.

Table: [No Caption]
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ART POTTERY
Tariff rgaph: 21i and`12,..'
Art and decorative potCommodity:
tery.
Rate of duty:
70% or, Q% + Bq-uioslnt ad valorem (19$9): 66%.
40%to
1 per doien pieces.
e
d by this re'rt ranged fom -00
eth W oi
No'rr.-The rates fixed i the Tarff Act ot 19 aron
to 70%70 on china and from 45% to 50%+100 per dozen pieces on eeitbenware. Ructions in duties Qn
various items were made in the trade agreoment with the Unitd Klngdom, effective Janury 1, 1O9, and
with Mexioo, effective January 30, 1943.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:"
Production
________
_____For
: Total
Fxport domestic
eprt market

~Ratio of

App'

consbu
nIcprts
sumption

....)-Om.).-.5,6 .0
Quantity (1,000 dozen p.eo
7,000
()
10,- - 0
'3,00.
Value ($1.000) -'..7.000
----------Unit value (per dozen)
----------Persons ee)......
600
.,
---

-

-

-

-

---

---

--

......

-----

-

........

'Negligible.
*Estimated United Sitatee factory value.
'Landed value; foreign value wao $1,943,000.
Estimated.

Pottery art and decorative ware includes earthenware stoneware,
china and porcelain vases, figures, lamp basest and decorative bowls,
ash trays, and similar articles.
Consumption of art and derative, pottery, while following changes
in consumer inMcome, shows a long-term upward trend since 1929.
Whereas consume ption amonted to 9 million dollars in 1929, it
amounted to 10.6 nmllipn dollars in 1939, a year with a lower national
income than 1929 and ros'e further t4 12.6 million dollars in 1940 and
to 14.2 million doilarsin 1941.
At the sfome time that consumption of art pottery rose, tbe ratio
of imports to' consumption declined, That ratio was 66 -percent in
1929, 53 percent in 1932, 60 percent in 1937, 34 percent in 1939, and
15 percent in .1941.
Before the war imports came chiefly from Japa and Germany.
Czechioslovasia, tfe United Kingdom, China, ItaXy, and France also
supplied appreciable amounts.
Corresponding o the decline 'in the rat4o 4f imports, to consumption
and to the increase of domestic cohsuxnptlon, domestic production, has
risen greatly during the 1930's. This rise received further emphasis
with the outbreak of the war and&with the cutting off of most of th
foreign supplies. Domestic production is estimated to have doubled
in value from 1939 to 1942. This increase. was posible largely because Qf expanded plantacpacity resulting from tfhe construction of a
large number of small irt potteries especially in California
The domestically produced ware has, on the average a higheruinit
value than the imported it pottery.
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POST.WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of art pottery may be expected to be high, possibly as
much as 100 percent over 1939.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital income at 1939 level.

-

Taking into account the increase of population and the upward
trend of the value of the consumption of art potter, consumption may
be somewhat higher than in 1939, depending on the level of duty.
iduty as in 1939. Consumption might be 10 percent higher than il
1939 and be valued at about 11.5 million dollars. Of this, imports may
supply about 45 percent, with a landed value of about 5.2 million
dollars and a foreign value of about 2.8 million dollars. Domestic
production would have a factory value of about 6.3 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Consumption might amount to about
10.5 million dollars. Imports might supply about 55 percent of consumption with a landed value of 5.8 million dollars and a foreign value
of- 3.8 million dollars.' Production might have a factory value of
about 4.7 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent-.Consumption might amount to about
12.5 million dollars.2 Imports would supply about 40 percent of the
amount consumed and would have a: landed value-of about 5 million
dollars and a foreign value of about 2.3 million dollars. Production
might then amount to about 7.5 million dollars,
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

In view of the fact that art pottery is somewhat of a luxury, consumption of the commodity might be expected, with increased incomes, to increase at a relatively rapid rate, owing partly to purchase
of article of higher ave'rage unit value. It is estimated that consumption would double, more or less, depending on the rate of duty, what
it would be if the per capita income were at the 1939 level.
Duty as in 1939.-Consumption might amount to about 22 million
dollars. Imports would supply about 40 percent of consumption and
would have a landed value of about 8.8' million dollars and a foreign
value of about 4.7 million dollars.. The factory value of production
might thus amount to about 13 million dollars.
Y utVy reduced by 60 percent.-Consumption might amount to about
19 million dollars. Imports would supply about 50 p-ercent of consumption and would have alanded value of about 9.5 million dollars
and' a foreign value of about 6.2 million dollars. The factory value of
production might thus amount to bout 9.6 million dollars.
Dutyl increased by 60 percent.-Consumption might amount to about
25 million dollars. Imports would supply about 35 percent of cona landed value of about 8.8 milliondollars
sumption and would have
and a foreign value of about 4 million dollars. The factory value of
production might thus amount to about 16 million dollars.
I The ratio of totoin value of imports to their landed value changes in Inverse proportion to the level of
duty because the latter value hinludes not only transportation costs but also the duty paid on the merchandise.
I The value of consume tion a' Insert rates of duty tends to be higher beiae larger quantities of domestlo ware of relatively high averge unit vlue tend to displace imported water of lowrvrAgo unit value.

Table: GRAPHITE, NATURAL
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-Exports

Exports of art pottery are expected

to

remain

negligible.

Employment

Employment night be as little as about 2,000 persons at the assumed
lower lvel of post-war national income with import duties reduced by
f50 percent, -and it might be as uch as about 6,000 persons with the
per capita income 75 percent higher t4nan in 1939 and with dUties
increased by 50 percent.
GRAPHITE, NATURAL
Tariff paragraph

Commodity
Amorphous, natural
Crystalline flake---

213

E uivaleta*
advalorem

(1939)

Rate of duty

5%-5
36
30%, with a specific minimum of 0.825¢ per lb. and
a specific maxinmum of
1.O65 per lb.
-

_

-

Crystalline lump, chip, 15% --5%
and dust.
morphotis graphite,%
fxeod
Tsn td161o6 cents per pound on orystaite
flake. The rateawere
chipdor
sn lyfie
:

NOT.-Th

4r~n
reduced to
January 1,
with

rat

in
mp,

the

Act of
dt,

d vaem on

were

thdicated above pttsusat to the trade agreement with the United Kingdom, effective
(ooverinhg amorphous, and crystalline lumnp chip, or dust), and the trade agreement
Frm, effective June 15, 1 (cvering crystalline flakes.
tb6e

19

GENERAL
on United States
are given below:

Data

1939

Item

production, imports, and consumption for

~

Production
.
Imports
J Total For export I
"

976
110
$112

I00
Quantity (short tons)
224
( I , O
aluee O)---------------------1 $48
Unit vgiue (rer ton) -.$4
.----.....

Persons employed

........

t

21,000
I...
$19.--

21,537

'410

(number)-453 ........................

Refied and blended natural graphite.
Foreign value.
4Empoyed principally In refining and blending imported graphite.

I
I
I

_Apparnt
oonsump-

............

Estimated.

i

Natural graphite is elemental carbon, dark Iray to black, with a
soft, unctuous feel and a metallic luster. it is classified for tariff
purposes as crystalline flake and flake dust; crystalline lump, chip,
and dust' and amorphous lump, chip, and dust.
crystalline lump, chip, and flake graphite is used principally in 'the
manufacture of metallurgical crucibles and other refractory products.
Crystalline dust and flake dust graphite and amiorphoIu graphite are
used formaking foundry facings, core washes, lubricants, and paints.
Natural amorphous graphite is employed chiefly for pencils, dry batteries, shoe and stove polfshfs, and paints.
About 30 percent of the total domestic consumption of graphite is
used in foundry facings and core wash, and- about 15 percent in
paints, pencils, and shoe and stove polished. The crucible industry
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accounts for only 10 percent of the, quantity, but nearly 40 percent of

the value of total consumption..
Since only negligible quantities of crystalline graphite of crucible
grade are produced in the United -States, domestic requirements are
supplied almost wholly by imports' from Madagascar and Ceylon.
Domestic grades of graphite are suitable for most all purposes, except
for making crucibles and pencils. Mexico supplies' the bulk of the
p1ncil-grade graphite, imports of graphite for consumption in the
United States, by kinds, for 1939, were as follows:
Commodity

Quantity

Unit value

Skort Mton
I -75 - --, 046
$14.41
Amorphous, natural ...-----.
48.882310,406
Cryst~alline ftke'
60.58
Crystalline lump, chip, and dust - . x02
30/,421
1
9- _
Total
2
...............8.
...........

......

I---------------

......

I

..

..

...

----687----

Includes Imports of fake dust.

When, during the war, imports from Madagascar were shut off and
:output was required largely, by Qreat Britain, the United
.Coylonts
States Government subsidized production of crystalline graphite in
this country in the hope that a domestic supply of this much-needed
crucible-grade material could be developed. Numerous tests by
crucible manufacturers indicated that the domestic product; when
used ,alone, was unsatisfactory except iJ the smaller sized crucibles,
By the end of 1943, imports from Madagascar had been resumed, and
the Government-financed plants were shut down. Domestic produetion, which increased to nearly 10,000 tons in 1943, now consists
entirely of nonstrategic grades, and was estimated at 3,000-4,000
tons in 1944.
The prices at which different grades-otgraphite can be obtained is
tle sole determinant of what is used for foundry facings, core'washes,
paints and shoe and stove polishes.
An uncertain factor in estimating the future imports of graphite
relates to its use in crucibles. During the' war silicon- carbide has
been used as a substitute for a part of the graphite in crucibles, and
it is reported that though silicon carbide is more expensive, it improves the quality of the crucible for some uses. If this development
leads to a reduction in requirements of crucible graphite, it would
affect the value of total imports much more than the quantity.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Although; graphite crucibles are likely to be needed in- muchlarger
quantities than before the war to 'reclaim nonferrous metals in copper
and other alloys from enormous quantities of obsolete and scrap war.
material, a substantial part of the needs -may be supplied from the
large stocks of crucibles that have been accu emulated during the war.
If this possibility should prove true, imports of crucible-grade graphite
might not be greater than in 1939, On the other hand, the probable
increase in demand for graphite for lubricants and pencils of the better
grades (production of Wlhch was greatly curtailed during the war)
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might cause ttl imiports of graphite' inquAntitytbe as much

as

say? 20 percent higher than in 1939, with a foreign value of about $26
per ton, auming for pices to be about 35 percent .bove the
1939 level. If, however, thq stock of cruoiblee on handIat
the end
of the war should 1Qit besuflicisnt to meet the inereased demand,'then
a
the quantity qf unpoitmight'be
as much a say, 40 percent higer
than i 1939.,. With the higher unit value ot- imports, owig to'the
larger prOportion of; ible grades, the. foreign. value might be as
hiMh as $33 per ton.; ln- any case, production for domestic market,
chiefly of the amorphous variety might drop from 3,000-4,000 tons
(1944) to 1,000-1,500 tons annually.
PO$T.WAR LONG TERM,
:Consvmptlioi, Production, and InujortsPer capita income @t 1939 ievVL

During the early 1950's consumption of natural graphite in the
Unitedsmtatesmthtbe at the average for 1936 and 1937, that is to
say in, the neighborhood of 24,000-26,000 tons.
Duty a$ in 198&9.-Consumption would, probably be supplied at
approXimately the same extent by imports and domestic production
as in pre-war years. Four or five companies, all of which import,
refine, and market graphite, have built up foreign
and domestic procesng and distfibuting facilities ever along period of ypa.
In the face of these arrangements d under existing tariffs, produce;
tion for domestic market :would probably not much 'exceed 1,000 tons.,
With prices about as in 1939'0,nd 23 000-25,000 tons of import, the
foreign value of the iminortl wouid be $4Q000-$550,000. The
heater spread in the value than in the quantityi attriutable to tfhe
larger proportion of the higher priced crystalline graphite
DUIe8 reduced by 60 percent.-This condition would not result in
any large increase in imports since graphite is practically indispensable in most of its uses and since even under 1939 duties domestic
production supplied only a small part of 'consumption. Impots
would probably not increase by more than, say, -1Q00 tons -or to
24,000-26,000, tons. Since the increased imports ;would ho in the
lower priced grades of graphite, the foreign values would probably be
increased by a reduction of duties in less proportion than the quantities and might fall in the range of from $440,000 to $560,000.i
Duties increa8ed by 60 percent.-Since practically the entire supply
of. graphite is imported, an increase in duties might have little or no
effect on consumption. Production of graphite for domestic market,
however, may share up to 10 percent of requirements, and account
for 2,500 to 3,000 tons. The value of this,production might range from
$100 000 to $165,000, dependingg u the amount of crystalline
graphite produced. Imports would then be from 21,000 to 23,500 tons
with a foreign value of $400,000 to $520,000.
Per capital Inco.ne 75 percent higher than In 1939.
In the early 1950'swith per capital income at sulch a high level, it
nmay be expected that 35000-45,000 tons of natural graphite would
be consumed anlnually. Phis would represent an increase of QO-110
percent over consumption ip 1939. With such a-rate of industrial
activity, prices of graphite would probably be somewhat higher 'than
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they were in the pre-war years, possibly on the average of 10-16
percent.
Duties atin 1939.-With duties at this level, imports would probably
supply about the same proportion of consumption as in pre-war
years. If however, there has been no post-war depression preceding
this period, production for domestic market might supply as much as
3,000-5,000 tons a year. If so, and with prices 10 to 15 percent
higher than in the pre-war years, imports might be from 32,000 to
40,000 tons, with a foreign value of $675,000 to $1,000,000, depending
upon the amount of the oher priced crystalline grades imported.
Dutie8 reduced by 60 percent.-A reduction in duties would probably
reduce production for domestic market approximately 1,000 tons
valued at about $65,000, but it is not believed that consumption of
graphite in the United States would be materially, changed, either in
quantity or value. Imports, therefore, would amount to about
34,000-44,000 tons, with a foreign value of $780,000-$1,000,000.
Dutiea increased by 60 percent.-Production for domestic market
under such. rates might increase to as much as 5,000 tons, with a
value of $325 000. Imports, therefore, might amount to 30,00040,000 tons, with a foreign value of $625,000-$1,000,000.
Exports

A relatively small part of the total imports of natural graphiteless than 5 percent in 1939-was refined and blended for export. In
the post-war period, exports of ntstural graphite will continue to be
made up larger of imported material, refined and blended in processing
plants in the United States. At the 1939 level of national income,
exports would probably be no greater than in 1939. A 75-percent
increase in national income over the 1939 level might result in exports
increasing as much as 50 percent.
Employment

Before the war, employment in the domestic gra hite industry was
small and was limited principally to refining and blending imported
graphite. If domestic production of natural graphitetoafter the war
increases to as much as 6,000 tons, it may employ up 500 persons.

Table: [No Caption]
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ILLUMINATNG GLASSWARE
Tariff pararaph: 218(¢).
Glass prisms, lamp

Commodity:

chimneys, globes,
shades etc
or 70% ad Fquivaknt advalorem(1939): 54%.
55%,
valorem.

6ONA,

Rate of duty:

NOT.-The rates shown above are those oxed In the Tariff Act of 10. These rates were reduced, eflective April 16, 1938, pursuant to the trade agreement with Czechoslovakia, but the otiginal rates were restored on April 22, 19, upon suspension of the trade agreemeDt.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total

pprxtRatio of
For
Emports' s0e3Mt to
tionsumptlou
For
domestic
ezotmarket

on)ii

' 680
473
.
Value ($1,000) --,4
11,031
11,711
5, .........0.........
.......00...
Persons employed (number)
..

I

8
...

United States factory value.

value; foreign value was $374,000.
* Estimated.

I Landed

Illuminating glassware includes lamp chimneys, globes, shades, and
other articles such as prisms and chandeliers. It is chidfly handblown and hand-pressd, but some is pressed in semiautomatic and
automatic machines. Illuminating glassware may be made of transparent, translucent, or colored glass, and the articles may be plain or
decorated by cutting, etching, sandblastihg, or painting.
United States production of this commodity amounted to about 11
million dollars in 1937 and in 1939. Imports in 1937-39 averaged
about 0.5 million dollars, foreign- value annually, or about 0,t9 million
dollars, landed value; they were equivalent to about 7% percent of the
values of consumption (the sum of United States production 'value
plus landed value of imports).
Czechoslovakia and Germany have always been the chief sources of
imports, supplying together about 90 to 95 percent of the total. After
1932 Germany's share decreased and Czechoslovakia's share increased.
During the war United States production increased, reaching an
estimated 14.5 million dollars in 1941, the latest available year.
Imports -declined to a foreign value of $30,600 and a lan(ed dutypaid value of $50,000 in 1941.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

For several years after the *ar the demand for illuminating glass-ware might exceed that of 1939 by about 75 percent because of the
estimated high building activity. The valuo of domestic production
may be 100 percent above, 1939, assumig; prices about 40 percent
higher than in that year.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Per capita income at 13J level.

Because of a 10 percent increase in population, the value of consumption will probably be in the neighborhood of 13 million dollars,
o.r about 10 percent higher than in 1939, and the factory value of
United States production~ will be about 10 percent higher than in 1939,
.or a little more or less than 13 million dollars; depending in part "on
the assumption regarding duty.,.
Duty as in 1939.-The landed- duty-paid value of imports probably
would be about 1.2 million dollars (0.7 million dollars, foreignvalue),
or about 9 percent of the value of consumption.'.
Duty reduced by 650 percent.-Imports might have a landed value
of about 1.6 million dollars (1 million, foreign value)- and might amount
to, seay, 11 percent of value of consumption.
Duty increased by /;0 percent.-The landed value of imports might
be about 0,9 million dollars (0.45 million, foreign value) and might
be about 7 percent of value of consumption.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in19A9.
Data for the period 1929 to 1941 hidicate that

the consumption:
value might be about 25 million dollars, or more than twice that of
1939 (Assuming prices about one-third higher thaen in that ear),
and that the factory value of United States 'production misit be
about 24.6 million dollars, or more than twice that of 1939. Although
the data indicate that, under constant rate of duty, the laded Value
of imports-increases, with increasing income, at a rate somewhat
faster than rate of consumption or production,' imports furnish such
a small percentage of total consumption that a 50 percent reduction
or increase in duty probably would affect consumption or production
estimates only very moderately.
Duty ae in 1989.-The landed duty-paid-value of imports might be
about 2.8 million dollars (1.6 million, foreign value) and might account
for about I1 percent of value of consumption.
Duty reduied by 60 perceht.-Imports might have a landed value of
about 3.6 million dollars (2.5 million, 'foreign value), or about 14
percent of the value of consumption.
D`Wy increased by 50 percent.-The landed value of imports might
be only about 2 million dollars (with 1 million, foreign value), or 8
percent of the estimated value of consumption,
Exports

Exports have, in past years, been roughly proportion to priuc'
tion; therefore, exports might be about 0.6 million dollars if the total
national income is 10 percent higher-than in 1939. If the per capital
income il the 1950's should be 75 percent higher than in 1939, the
value of exports might be about 1.2 million dollars.
Employment
Employment might vary according to the forigong estimated from
mininium of about 5,000 to a maximum of about 8,000 persons.

Table: [No Caption]
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HAND.MADE GLASS PERFUME BOTTLES
Tariff
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GENERAL

Data

on

United States production, imports, and consumption

1939 "are given' below:

~~Producton

*D
Item

'.._
For

Total

For

for

domestic

export mrnakot

Imports App0
to i

1,700
8460
1,28
11,2.0 (5 )
Vlue ($1,0009
(estimated number . :
.
Persons emp...oyed
.
=. .
.,
_
a Estimated United States factorY value.
I Negrlgibb- 'Landed value; orelgn value was $21,000.

In the 1930's, United States production of hand-made glass perfume
and cole bottles is timated to have ranged from bout 0.5-1.2
million dollars, factory value. There has, of course, been a mrch
larger production-of machiinemade bottles, which are not included in
this import classification.
The foreign value oifimports 'increased from 0.3 million dollars in
1932 to 0.6 million in 1937; then declined to $3(,000 by 1941. Their
landed, duty-paid value increased from about 0.5 million to 1.1 milloa
;
dollars, and decline to about $60,000.
Before 1933 France was the chief foreign supplier. However, I
that year, Czecholsovakia surpased France and retained the lead
until 1939. These tw0 cou tes togeth r usually suppied 751to 85
percent of all imports. Other mportt suppliers were the Uited
Kingdom, Japan, and German Iports in the 1930's supplied
about 30 to 60 percent of United Stat consume tion value (dometic
production plus larded value of impot~s). The lower perceagen
correspond to those years when Czechoelovakia was not an important
supplier, and. 1939 is sdch a year.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM
In the post-war short term the consumption of hand-made perfume

and toilet water bottles may be as much as 50 percent greater than in
1939, or about 2.5 millioxi dollars because of the' higher consumer
income available for d6cor*tive And luxury. articles. ometic pro.
ducetion might be as much as 1.75 million uollaunless imports from
Czechoslovakia fre again available in large quantities.
7128345

9

'
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POBT.WAR. LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

The total value of consumption 'of hand-made perfume bottles
probably will exceed that of 1939 and may amount to around 2 million
dollars. Assuming that Czechoslovakia again becomes an important
supplier, imports probably will have a landed value of about 1 million
and this may supply in the neighborhood of one-half of the
dolars
consumption value. Their foreign value may range from about 0.8
million dollars, if the duty is reduced 50 percent to about 0.5 million
dollar, if the duty is increased 50 percent. bomestic production
may range from a little less than 1 million dollars, if the duty on imports is reduced by 50 percent, to a 'little more than 1 million dollars,
f the duty is increased by 50 percent.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption might be more than double that of 1939, possibly in
the neighborhood of 3.6 million dollars. Imports might have a
landed value of about 1.75 million dollars or half of the total. Their.
foreign yalue might range from about 1.5 million dollars, if the duty
were reduced by 50 percent, to 0.7 million, if the duty were increased
50 percent. Domestic production might be a little less than. 1.75
million dollars, if the duty on imports ail reduced. by 50 percent, or a
little more, if the duty is increased by 50 percent.
Exports

Exports will be negligible.
Employment

Employment in the United Stated industry in 1953 might range
700 persons.
according to the foregoing estimates, from about 500 WNo
CHRISTMAS TREE ORNAMENTS
Tariff paragraph: 218 (f).
Christmas tree ornaments.
Commodity:
60% ad valoremn,
Rate of duty:
Norz.-The &bQve rate I( that died

in the Tariff Act of 1930. Pursuant to the.trade agreement with

COechoelovakia, effective from April 16, 1938, to April 21, 139, Inclusive, and which has been suspended,
the rate of duty on Christmas tree bnaments was reduced to I0 percent.

GENERAL,

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
of
-tem
Y
or For Ratio
Apparent
p
Fr
Imports Imports
itemToa
cnup
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tlon
Uit
Total
export domestic
market
ii 572 .
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VouN $1,0003-20
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Lsaded value; foreign value was $MOM.
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Glas Christmas tree ornsmen, are 'thin blon gl aticltte pr
id
duced in many shapes and colors, Most generally they reroui ad
decorated in ;solid colors. 'They. are inexpensive;' heretoforej1ly1
producld by hand laltor in foreicountries. In thie pat, labors
constitutei a large ptoportione of the total cost of theiforeign prodhet.'
Before World War II about 90 percent of the ristmas tree orn
moent consumed in' the UniWe States were;supplied by imports from
Germany, Japan, Ozehoeltovakia, ad Pola . When these countries
were no gerablet to supply the United
because of wa condition
States market with ornaments, several doifestic producrs bean to
manlficture-them. One manufacturer, by mass production methods,
produced this article at the rate Off several hundred awminute on!the
same continuous ribbon machine that produced electrinclight bulbs.
So far, ornaments produced ty tbis machine have been restrictedta,
comparatively few shapes. and decorations,' Domsti manufacture
was discontinued in 1943 because of' the nonessential character of thi
roductionarenot available,'but domestcG
produc.
production probably supplied a substatial part of ,the amountO &onsumed in the United States dur4n the arly y of the war.,
Since gla Christmas tree ornaments are used principally for decorate
tions the domestic demand follows closely the perr capita income of
the united States.,
,POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Because of the deferred demand the annual consumption $ C t
mas tree ornaments
for, several years after the war 'may amount to PA
much as $2,750,000 or 75 percent more than was consumed in this
country in 1939. -bomestic manufacturers will probably supply a
large part of United States requirements.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The demand for glaWshCristnaks tree ornaments mat still be large
during the eary 1950's. Altho' h other forms of decoration, sich as
incazidescentelectrie lamnps, wreath and tinsel, are likely t6 be idely
used, the glass ornaments will undoubtedly continue to retain their
popularty. With machine production in this country, the price' of
ornaments niay decline, thus encouraVing increase use. There is a
possibility that as plastics are further developed-, ways may be devised
to use them in place of glass for ornaments, but, so far, few plastic
ornaments have been sold. Glass is cheaper than plastics and will
probably continue to be used.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

The value of glass Christmas 'tree ornaments consumed annually
during the early 1950's may not be so high as in the immediate postwar-period lut may amount to 2 million dollars, about 25 percent
more than in 1939. ..Domestic production may supply most of the
demand exccept for certain shapes and color styles ich are not consumed in sufficient quantities in this country to warrant their production.
Duty as 'in 1989.-Imports might have a foreign value of $230,000
and-a landed value of about $400,000 and thus supply about 20 percent
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of consumption. Domestic production would then amount to about
1.6 million dollars.
Duty reducd by 60 pereUnt.-Imports might have a forei& value of
about $340,000 and a landed value of about $500,000 and thus supply
about 25 percent of consumption. Domestic production would then
amount to about 15 million dollars.
Duty increased by, 60 perent.-Imports might have a foreign value
of $170,000 and a landed value of about $350,000 and thus supply
about 17 percent of consumption. Domestic production would then
amount to about 1.7 millibn dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 199.P
With a substantial increase in the national inCome, United States

consumption of this article 'of decoration might reach a value of 3
million dollars, or approximately twice the value of the 1939 consumption. Imports under these conditions would be expected to represent
the same percentages of consumption as under the lower income level.
D}uty as in 1989.-Imports might have a foreign value of $340,000
and a landed value of about $600,000 and thus supply about 20 percent
of consumption. Domestic production would then amount to about
2.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent-Imports might have a foreign value of
$500,000 and a landed value of about $725,000 and thus supply about
25 percent of consumption. Domestic production would then amount
to about 2Y4 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent,-Imports might have a foreign value
of $250,000 and a landed value of about $500,000 and thus supply
about 17 percent of consumption. Domestic production would then
amount to about 2.5 million dollars.
Employment

The estimated number of workers employed in tbe glass Christmas
tree ornament industry in the United States was about 50 in 1939.
With a high national income and a domestic production valued at
2.5-3.0 m on dollars the industry might give employment to about

360 workers,

Table: [No Caption]
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HANDMADE GLASSWARE
Tariff paragriaph: 218-tf).([)t
Hand- xde glass table
Commodity:
and decorative ware
Rate of du*y,:
to 80%!
'ift

.-Te

t0%ad valorem on the otheriarti"
thh
eacn
was reduced from WQ to 30% under the trade
articles in th* group were
rates
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p.

BquivaeMn

ad walorem (1939): 57%.
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t
the other
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redue, rrm Apr11 10,
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vnmed articiea valued
not le
45%
under
the
agreement
with
waseduced
to
than $1 each, other thn those
covered by
8weden,
the agreement with the United Kingdom effective January 1, 1939. The rate on bubble glssware was
reduced from 80% to 30%p pursuant to th rade agreement with Mexico, effective January 30, Im.
on

1938,

or
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
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/
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I Not

(I)
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p
8, 300
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~~~~~~~~~~Total
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..........

available.

'United States factory Value.
'July-December
4Landed value; foreign value was $1,37,0

Hand-made glassware includes hand-blown and hand- ressed tumblers, goblets, bar ware, plates, cups, saucers, dishes, bowls, vases,
figures, ashtrays, and so forth. Most of the imports are hand-blown
ware, whereas production is about equally divided between handblown, and hand-pressed ware,
United States production of this commodity in the late 1930's
ranged from less than 11 to more than 13 mi lion dollars (factory
value), Inmports ranged from 1.3 to 3 million dollars (foreign value);
their landed duty-paid value was 2.3 to 5,4 million dollars, or about
15 to 30 percent of the sum of United States production value plus
landed value of imports (hereafter called consumption value).
From 1935 through 1938 the value of domestic consumption averaged
about 16 million dollar per year, factory value of domestic production
about 12 million, and the landed duty-paid value of imports about 4
million, or 25 percent of the value of consumption. It appears,
therefore, that 139 wns not a reprosesltative pre-war year,
Total imports, and particularly thloso from Czechoslovakia and
Japan, tOe, princip ll sources of low-priced imports increased from
1935 to 1937, both in value and in ratio to total united States imports, From 1938 through 1941 inports-as a whole, qnd especially
those from Czechoslovakia and Japan, declined markedlv. After
1941 imports, except in' reduced amounts from the United kingdom
and Sweden, practically ceased.
Because of an increase in United States demand and the decline in
imports, domestic production increased in value from less than 12
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million dollars in 1939 to more than 19 million in 1941, the latest
available estimate. This increase was possible without expansion of
the capacity of the industry because much of the existing capacity
was not previously in use.
Methods of production are much the same in the several producing
countries and the high proportion of hand work required gives competitive advantage to countries with low wage levels.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM
In the post-war short term the consumption of hand-made glasware, owing in part to deferred demand, may be 50-75 percent greater
than in 1939. The volume of possible sales may exceed the present
domestic production capacity plus available imports if, as is assumed,

imports from Japan and Germany should be negligible, The domestic
industry, moreover, might not expand its capacity to meet the potential market unless there were considerable assurance that demand
would continue at a high level. Imports would probably come chiefly
from Czechoslovakias f production in that country should be revived
immediately after the war, and from the United Kingdom, Sweden,
and other European countries. Though reduced in volume because
of high prices, imports might have a higher total value than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

It is assumed that, as in 1935-41, sales of hand-made glassware will
follow the trend of national income with, however, a slight lag. In the
discussion which follows, the estimated consumption values and the
indicated ratios of imports to consumption may seem large compared
with 1939. However, for reasons stated, the value of imports in 1939
was only about 60 percent, and the value of consumption, consequently, was only about 85 percent, of what might have been expected
with thd national income of that year.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Duty as in 1939.-The total value of consumption of hand-made
glassware might amount to about 17 million dollars, or 120 percent
of 1939 consumption, assuming prices o be about the same as in 1939.
Imports might supply as much as, say, one-fourth of the value of consumption, or possibly 4.3 million dollars landed, duty-paid value
(2.4 million dollars, foreign value); probable domestic production
would then be a little less than 13 million dollars.
1)My reduced 1.i60 perbn.-A reduction in price of imported ware
following the reduction in duty, might increase consumption to nearly
18 million dollars. Imports might supply as much as, say, one-third
of the value of consumption, or roughly 6 million dollars landed value
(equivalent to 4 million dollars, foreign value); and domestic pioo
auction would then be about 12 million dollars.
Duly increased by 60 I)ereent.-If Jrices of imports are increased,
to possibly 16 million dollars. Imiports
consumption might decline
would be (considerably less important than at the 1939 duty and might
not supply more than, say, one-sixth of the value of total d4mn tic
Consumption, or about 2,7 million dollars (1.3 million dollars, foreign
value); and the probable domestic production would then be somewhat more than 13 million dollars.
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Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of hand-made glassware, in view of its past trend
relative to national income, might amount to about 25 million dollars,
or about 175 percent of the 1939 consumption. During 1934-37,
with growing national income, imports increased at a considerably
faster rate than domestic production did, partly because there was a
greater increase in demand for hand-blown ware (the principal type
imported) than for hand-pressed ware. With higher income, there s
apparently a considerably greater increase in demand for hand-blown
table glassware such as goblets, wine glasses, etc., than for handpressed glass articles such as bowls, figurines, and ash trays. It is
assumed that after the immediate post-war reconstruction period this
trend will continue unless import duties are altered appreciably. It
is also assumed that prices will be about 25 percent above those of
1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Assuming a consumption value of 25 million
dollars, imports might account for about 30 percent, or 7.5 million
dollars, landed, duty-paid value (their foreign value might be about
4.3 million dollars). Under these conditions domestic production
should be about 17.5 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.--Reduced prces of imports might
increase consumption to say, 26 million dollars. Imports might
amount to possibly 10 mi lion dollars landed value, or something over
35 percent of the value of consumption (their foreign value might be
6.7 million dollars). If so, production might be in the neighborhood
of 16 million dollars.
Duty increaed by 60 percent.-If prices of imported ware increase,
consumption might be reduced to possibly 24 million dollars. Imports.
might be about 20 percent of consumption, or 4.8 million dollars
landed value (the foreign value might be about2.3 million dollars),
United States production would then be about 19 million dollars,
factory value. Should the volume of possible sales of domestically
produced ware exceed, in tha long term, the present capacity of the
United States industry, the industry would undoubtedly expand its
capacity to meet the demand.
Employment

Employment in this U'nited States industry in 1953 might vary,
according to the foregoing estimates, from about 5,000 to 10,0
employees.

Table: [No Caption]
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SHEET GLASS

Tariff paragra ph: 219.
Commodity:
Cylinder,' crown,' and
sheet glass.
12% to 2'%s¢ lb. Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 60%.
kale of duty:
(depending on the
superficial area).2
Notra-The Tarff Act of 1930 Impeoed rates ranging from 1,4 to 34 cents per pound, depending on
wrerficial areas with a minimum rate of O percent ad valoremon glass weighing ln than 16 but not Ise than
ounces per square foot. The rates were reduced one-fourth by proclamation of the Presedent, effetive Jan.
ary 1, 1932, under sexton 336 of the tariff act. The rates were further reduced during the period April 16,
1938, to April 21, 1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with Czechoslovakia, which has been suspended.
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Sheet glass, commonly known as window glass, is the type of glass
generally used for glazing dwelling-house windows, factory skylights,
conservatories, and greenhouses. It is also used for picture frames,
in small mirrors, for watch crystals, and to some extent in the manufacture of safety glass for automobiles and airplanes.
The great bulk of the world's sheet glass has been produced in a
few countries-the United States, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, the
Soviet Union, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France.
Exports from these eight countries, which averaged about one-half
billion pounds annually during the decade&before World War II,
comprised virtually the total international trade in sheet glass.
World capacity is estimated at between 5 and 6 billion pounds
annually. About one-fifth of this capaqity is in the United States,
which it-ads in production. Three companies account for over 75
percent of the total United States output. In all producing countries,
productive capacity in most years exceeds actual production by a
wide margin. In 1939, domestic production amounted to only about
50 percent of the domestic productive capacity.
Consumption of sheet glass in the United States depends to a large
extent1 upon the amount of building construction. During the 10
years preceding the present war, consumption fluctuated from a low
of about 300 million pounds in 1932 and 1933 to a Mglih of nearly 800
million pounds in 1l937. ilSe largest consumption, nearly 900
million pounds, was reached in 1941 partly because of purchases by
the Government for construction of barracks, cantonments, and
temporary housing units.
I The terms "v'ylinder" and "crown" refer to obsolete methods (if producing this type of glass.
* Gsam weighing less than 16 ounces but not less than 12 ounces per square foot Is subject to a minimum
rate of 3736 percent ad valorem.
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Formerly, imports of sheet glas me, principallyvornA Belgium,
Czechoslovakia and Germany, but they have practically ceased during the war. in the 1920's, when building activity was high and
United States industries 'were shifting from hand methods to machine
methods of production, imports supplied on the average 10 percent
of the amount consumed. During the 1930's, when building activity
was low and domestic industries were fully mechanized, they averaged
less than 5 percent of the amount consumed under varying rates of
duty.
A large part of the world production and an even larger part of the
world trade in sheet glass in recent pre-war years was controlled by
six interrelated companies-two in the United States, two in Belgium,
one in France, and one in England. This control may have been
more effective than customs tariffs in restricting world trade.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Civilian demand for building materials of all kinds, so long deferred,
may reach a record height after the war. The building deficit plus a
presumably high national income in the immediate post-war years
should ciuse great activity in building construction and, in general, in
repairs and remodeling of buildings. Automobile production will
probably be resumed on a large scale. Under these conditions United
States consumption of sheet glass may amount to as Imuch as 800-900
million pounds (35-40 million dollars at 1943 prices) a year, or about
50 percent more than consumption in 1939.
It is difficult to estimate United States imports of sheet glass during
the immediate post-war period. Conditions of production in Europo
(especially in Belgium and Czechoslovakia) and conditions of demand
in Europe will be major factors affecting imports. Within 2 or 3
years after the war European producers of sheet glass may not have
rehabilitated their industries sufficiently to permit them to satisfy
urgent local demands and at the same time to export to the United
States much larger quantities, if as large, as they did in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

The principal conditions affecting domestic consumption of sheet
glass in the post-war long term (1953) will be the state of the United
States building and automobile industries at that time and the
growth of new uses of sheet glass such as double glazing of windows.
A large part of the huge demand accumulated during the war for
sheet. glass for building construction and for automobi0es will probl.
ably be satisfied by 1963, but it may be 8 or 10 years after the war
before the deferred demand is completely met. As building construction in tl.e United States will probably still be fairly active in 1953,
and as double glazing of windows in homes will likely have become
more general, consumption of sheet glass in this country at that
time, even at the low level. of national income here assumed, may
amount to 700-900 million pounds a year (30-40 million dollars at
I

Prices were the same in 1939 as in 194

el"
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1939 price levels), Consumption in the United States of sheet glass
in the post-war long term would probably not be materially affected
by a 50-percent decrease or a 50-percent increase in tariff rates.
By 1953 the rehabilitation (and possibly the expansion) of the
European sheet-glass industry will probabiyi have been completed.
If by that time the abnormal post-war demand in Europe should
have begun to subside and if, as seems probable, exports to Latin
America should have become greatly reduced by reason of the development of sheet-glas industries in some Latin American countries,
European producers might desire to obtain an increased outlet in the
United States. Their ability to do so would depend upon their
competitive, position in this market, which, in turn, would depend
UpOD such unpredictable factors as comparative wage rates, comparative currency values, the height of the UnitedStates tariff on sheet
glass, the existence or nonexistence of cartel arrangements, and the
character of any cartel arrangements that may be in effect. Unless
factors of this kind should be markedly more unfavorable tq the
domestic industry than in the immediate pre-war period, imports in
the post-war long terni are not likely to form much, if any, larger
percentage of United States consumption than they did in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports will probably form about the same
ercentage of the amount consumed as in 1939, say, 4 to 5 percent.
ff700-900
this should prove true and if United States consumption should be
million pounds, then imports would amount to 30-45 million
pounds with a foreign value of $720,000-$1,000,000.
Domestic production then would range from 655 million pounds
(minimum consumption with maximum imports) to a high of 870
million pounds (maximum consumption with minimum imports),
valued at 29 to 38 million dollars.
Du'y reduced by 60 percen.-If European building has caught up
with the deficiency and United States building is active, imports may
supply as much as 6-7 percent of United States needs, or 40-65
million pounds (1.0-1.5 million dollars, foreign value). Domestic
production would range from 635 million pounds (minimum consumption Nvith maximum imports) to 860 million (maximum consumption with minimum imports), valued at 28-38 million dollars.
If, on the other hand, European building is still very active in 1953
and United States building has receded, a reduction in duty would
probably not result in much, if any, larger imports than in 1939.
Duty increased by 50 percent.- It is quite likely that this increase
(which would result in a duty equivalent to about 90 percent ad
valorem on the basis of 1939f prices) would cause a drop in imports
of glass into the United States to about 10-15 million pouilnds a year
($240,000-$360,000 foreign valuel.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

With a 75-percent greater national income in the United Statos
domestic building construction would probably be very active, more
repairs and replacements would be made, automobile production
would be high (possibly at the rate of 6-7 million cars a year) and
there would be a greater use of sheet glass iriother industries. Under
such conditions, the consumption of sheet glass in the United States
in 1953 might easily reach 1Y billion pounds a year.'
Duty as in 1939.-With a huge demand for sheet glass in the
United States at prices somewhat above the 1939 level and with
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building in Europe past its peak, United States imports might amount
to as much as 4-5 percent of United States consumption or 50.0-62.5
million pounds a year (1.4-1.8 million dollars). Domestic production under these conditions would be around 1.2 billion pounds,
valued at about 60 million dollars,
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With a 50-percent reduction in duty
and so large a volume of demand in the United States, imports might
supply 6-7 percent of United Stateo consumption, or 75.0-87.5
million pounds with a foreign value of 2.0-2.4 million dollars. Domestic production under these conditions would be slightly less than
1.2 billion pounds (about 60 million dollars).
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Notwithstanding a high national
income and active demand for sheet glass in the United States, if
duties were increased 50 percent, it is doubtful whether imports
would be much, if any, larger than they were in 1939, or about 25-30
million pounds, having a foreign value of $690,000-$830,000. Domestic production under these con(litions would be slightly more
than 1.2 billion pounds (over 60 million dollars).
Exports
Except during World Wars I and II United Statues exports of sheet
glass have been small compared withi domestic production or with
imports; they have seldom exceeded 1 million pounds a year, less
than 1 percent of production. In 1943 however, United States exports amounted to more than 53 million pounds. The domestic
ln(lustry has usually been unable to compete abroad with European
an8( Japanese producers. In the immediate post-war period, however, United States exports will probably be considerably greater
than in 1939 because foreign producers are not likely to have a
surplus for export. In the long-term period when European producers will again be competing actively in foreign markets, United
States exports will probably decline to the pre-war level, or to less
than 1 million pounds a year. Several South American markets,
to which the United States formerly exported sheet glass, are likely
to be self-sufficient in this product by that time.
Employment

There has been a steady increase in man-hour output in the sheetglass industry over a period of years. If, this increase continues,
employment will not increase in proportion to domestic production.
It is likely that in the long-term period, with a production of almost
1%Y billion pounds a year, the industry would give employment to
about 10,000 workmen.

Table: [No Caption]
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PLATE GLASS
Tariff parap4h:- 222 (a).
Commodity: js Plate gas
to 3M.oO per sq. ft. Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 58%.
Rate of duty:
8ot
(depending on the
superficial area); a
minimum rate of 50%
i provided for plate
glass measuringe
in.or over in thickness.

Novx-The Tariff Act of 190 Imposed rate. ranging from 124 to 199 cents per square foot,
on. cal area, with a minimuam rate of W4% ad valorem on glass measuring one-belf Inch or over in
The #eolfl rates were reduced to those bhown above pursuant to the trade agreement with
thlMkness.
Belgiam, edletlvo May), 15.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
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I Imports
Apparntttogcond
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I Foreign value.

Plate glass differs from sheet (window) glass and rolled glass in that
it has been wholly ground and polished on both surfaces. Grinding
and polishing make the surfaces perfectly flat, parallel, and highly
brilliant. This glass is produced in thicknesses ranging from 1 i
inches, used only in small quantities for limited uses, to %4 inch, used
extensively for making laminated safety gIasa. Before the war
about 75 percent of the plate glass produced in this country was used
in automobiles, about 15 percent in buildings, and the othel 10 percent in mirrors and in other uses. During the war much plate glass
has been consumed for the manufacture of bulletproof glass, for use
in bombers and other military equipment, and wherever possible, as
a substitute for optical glass.
Before the war the United States regularly produced more plato
glass than all the European countries combined. Belgium was the
largest European producer, followed by Germany. United States
imports, which came principally from Belgium, were significant only
during the 1920's. Disadvantages in competition in raddition to the
duties and costs of transportation have prevented the Belgian plate
glass manufacturers from giving the United States industry any
serious import competition in recent pre-war years. The domestic
manufacturers of plate glass are geographically placed where they can
Advantageously serve the automobile manufacturers, with whom it
would appear that they have had contractual relations-of long standing. There is no evidence, however, that they have any such ad-
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the first few years after thie war, the deferred civilian demand for
automobiles, build furiture, and mirore- is likely to increase
domestic consumption to 1804200 million square feet. Although the
Belgian and other foreikk producers ma w t to port plate gla
to the iUnited States "soas tb obtain dollaU credits, their most liely
immediate post-var markets may be the devastated cities of Europe.
It seems unlikely therefore, that they will send ny sicant
quantities to the United States, regardless of the height of the United
States duty.
*
*

*POSTWAR LONG TERM
Caosumptbn, Producthn, and Importb

Per caplta Income at 1939 lvel.;

The. pre war rising trend in plate gl eonwumptiorin iil likely
continue during the next decade or longer. SVhn during. the early
1950's our population wilb9ave increased about 10 percent over what
it was in 1939, the demand for plate glass ip the automobile, construction, furniture, and other industries will doubtless maintain domestic
consumption at about '&O' million square feet, valme4 at bout 60
milliQadoll ars, eyon if national income is no higher than it was i 1939.
By that time the foreign manufacturers of plate glass may have
up with theif" deferred post-war Europeans orders, and, may
caughthave
again
some gh4s for export markets. It does not seem likely
that a 50-perpent increase or decrease in duty would materially change
the volume of c01oxum'ption.
Putt as in 19$9.rFor the various reasons enumerated, he &sti
duties on plato glas may not have any great influence on our import
trade duing the 1950's. Temporary spurts in demand for imported
plate glass in domestic markets close to the seaboard may, under
present duties, cause sporadic increases in foreign shipments, but it
does not seem very likely that the total in any year will exceed 600,000
square feet, with a foreiii value of' about $135,000, assuming foreign
prices to be about at the 1939 leVel.
Duty reduced' bi 60 percent.Despite the difficulties of European
producers in s&6lling any great &mount of plate glas to the United
States, they might be able to increased
appr'eciablt their exports to
this country if the duties were reduced' by 50 percent. With the
lower duties, imports might increase in the long-term post-war period
to as much as 1% million square feet, having a foreign value of about
$300,000.
Dity increased fi O0 petcent.-It seems likely t4at a 50-percent
increase in the duties op plate glass$ would practically "eli unat8 all
imports except special grades and sizes not produced by the domestic
industry. These imported specialties would probably not amount to
much more than, say, 300,000 square feet, and have a foreign value
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of perhaps around $100,000, even with a total domestic consumption
of as much as 200 million square feet.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than to 19*.

If the normal upward trend in consumption of plate glas were
further augmented by a 76-percent increase in the national income,
the United States might consume as much as, say, 250 million square
feet, having a value of about 85 million dollars, assuming prices
about 10 percent- higher than in 1939, and regardless of whether
duties remain the same he in 1939 or whether they are reduced or
increased by 50 percent.
Duty as jn 1989.-Imports would probably not increase to more
than a million square feet, with a foreign value of something over
$225,000. Although there is the possibility that an unusual temporary upsurge in demand in some seaboard areas might raise the
quantity and value of imports somewhat above this figure in a particular year.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-It is extremely difficult to estimate
the probable increase in imports of plate glass if the duties were to
be reduced by 50 percent during the period when the United States
will be enjoying a greatly increased national income. In this situation -there might very well be a materially increased demand for
foreign plate glass, especially along the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards. Imports of plate glass might amount in an average year in
the post-war long term to as much as 5 million square feet, or about
2 percent of the amount consumed, and the foreign value of such
imports might be as great as 1% million dollars, and, in case of an
unusual temporary upsurge in demand in some seaboard areas, to as
much as 10 million square feet, or about 4 percent of the amount
consumed, having a foreign value of about 2.5 million dollars, in a
particular year.
Dutyincreased by 50 percent.-If the duty on plate glass were to be
increased by 60 percent, even though the United States were enjoying
a high level of national income, importation 'would probably be
limited largely to specialties and special shipments to meet emergency
needs which in the aggregate would\probably not exceed 500,000
square feet, having a foreign value of about $200,000.
Exports

During the immediate post-war period, the United States plateglass manufacturers may be able to export their product in substantial
quantities. After the European plate-glass industry has been revived, however, they will probably not be able to export much, if
any, larger quantities of plate glass than they did during the 1930's;
i. e., about 4 million square feet a year.
Employment

With the increasing mechanization of the plate-glass industry, thenumber of workers per unit of product -has declined markedly. In,
1939 from 5 000 to 6,000 workers were employed 'in the domestic
industry. Tbis number will probably be but relatively little increased
after the war even though production expands materially. With a
production of 200-250 million square feet the domestic industry
might give employment to 7,000-8,000 workers.

Table: [No Caption]
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LENSES OF GLASS

Tariff paragraph: 226.
Optical and ophthalmic
Commodity:
lenses of glass
Lenses with edges un-,
Rates of dutyj:
ground, 25% or 40%
ad val.
Lenses with edges Bquivalentadvalorem(1939): 35%.
ground or beveled,
100 per dozen pairs
and 35%
ad val.
Novx.-Rates fled in the Tariff Act of 1990 were 40% ad valorem on lensas with edges unground and
pairs + 35% ad lorem on lenses with edges ground or beveled. The rate on spectacle and
0¢ per dovan
eyeglass lenses (icludig pino or coquille glasses) with edges unground and valued at $10 or more per
dozen pars was reduced to 25% ad valorem, effective January 1, 1959, pursuant to the trade agreement
Kingdom.
with the IUnted

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below: '
Production

Item

Value ($1,000) -------------------------.
Persons employed (number) -.

~~~~~~Apparent Ratio of
Fo
Imports consurmnp- to on
For
For domestic
ainumption
Total
Tota export
market

8380
258 1 14,000
14, 28X
.
2,000

. ..

. .

..

14,380
......

is
....

I Estimated.
I
8

Includes some photographic and projection lenses.
Landed value; foreign value was $24, 000.

Lenses of glass are made of optical glass (par. 227) which is treated
in a separate section. Glass lenses can'be classified for convenience
as "ophthalmic" and "optical." Ophthalmic lenses or those used in
spectacles and eyeglasses range from the inexpensive colored or tinted
lenses used in sunglasses and goggles to the more expensive multivision (bifocal or trifocal) lenses used in spectacles to correct defective
vision. Optical lenses are those used in such high-precision instruments as telescopes, binoculars, microscopes, and range finders.
Although use of optical instruments in research and industry has
been steadily increasing-and should continue to increase-lenses for
optical instruments accounted for only 10 to 15 percent of United
States consumption of all lenses before the war. The demand for
ophthalmic lenses has also shown a steady upward trend, which will
probably continue. The industry, however, has so materially enlarged its plants during the war for vital military and increased civilian
requirements that it may have more thazi enough capacity to meet the
country's post-war needs for some years to come.
Before the war two large- and a number of medium-sized and small
concerns produced glass lenses in the United States. The two large
firms produced over 50 percent of the total output. One of these
firms manufactured both kinds of lenses, ophthalmnic and instrument
largely for its own use'in the production of spectacles and optical
instruments. The other produced only ophthalmic lenses for sale as
such or in the form of spectacles.

Soi20i'T-WAE IMPORTS ANDO2MXBTIC PRODUCTION
Imports of glas lens before the war came principally from
Geriany, the United Kingdom, and Japan. Imports from Japan
consisted chiefly of spectacle lenses.
Lenses made of plastics are less brittle, but more easily scratched,
than glass lenses. Although glass is cheaper than most plastic
materials, some lenses made of plastics may eventually be as chep
and as serviceable as comparable gl lenses. It is doubtful, however, whether plastic lenses will supplant many glass lenses for most
purposes.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Returned military equipment in which optical lenses have, been
incorporated and the optical instrument lenses made and being
proceed will doubtless meet a large part of military requirements
for several years. The deferred demand for optical glass needed for
educational and industrial instruments will probably not be sufficient
during the immediate post-war period to employ the capacity freed
by reduced military production.
Stocks of spectacle lenses have been greatly reduced during the war
and consequently the demand' for them will probably be much increased. U nited State consumption of these lenses masy perhaps be
60 percent more than in 1939. It seems likely that the domestic
industry will supply practically all domestic needs.

POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

There will probably be a larger consumption of instrument lenses
during the early 1950's than in 1939, especially if the Unitod States
should maintain a larger military force after than before the war.
Increased consuunption of ophthalmic lenses for spectacles also can
probably be anticipated. The domestic industry will probably continue to supply practically all domestic needs.
Per capita Income at the 1099 level.

The value of consumption of optical and ophthalmic lenses will
probably not exceed 20 million dollars, if per capital national income
during the early 1950's is no hit`g}er than it nas in 1939.
Duty ao in 199.98-Imports might amount to about $200,000 (foreign
value).
reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might amount to about
lauy
$400,00 (foreign value),
luty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would probably consist
almost exclusively of specialties and might amount to about $100,000
or Ics (foreign value).
Per capita income 75 percent higher then in 19*9.

Consumption might amount t an much at 30 million dollars.
D)uty ae inr 1939.-inports might then amount to " much as
$300,000 (foreail byvrlle).
Nlty rece by, 60p)ercent.-tnport. might amount to about
$00,000 foreigna Value,).
JhIVy increasd by/ 60 percent. Import. might amount to about
$10,000 (foreign value),

Table: [No Caption]
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The value of United Staite.xports of lenes prior to 1939 wai-about
equal to the foreign value of Imports. The domestic industry, however, has expanded its lAtiVities during 'the war to such an extent
that it is now not only meeting its own civilian and military requirements but is exporting lenses to markets formerly supplied by Germany
and Japan. fow soon, if ever, Germany and Japan can recapture
these export markets cannot be predicted.
Employment

The estimated number of Workers employed in 1939 in the lens

industry in the United States was about 2,000. With a 75-perent
increase in national income the industry might give employment to
about 4,000 workers.

OPTICAL GLASS

Tariff paragraph: 227.
Optical glan.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
70% ad valorem.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
_-
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The statistical data given above and the statement following rotor
to domestic production, imports, and exports of optical glass, as such.

(For information on lenses, prisms, and othor advoced articles made
froin the material, see statements on lenses and optical instruments.)
Optical glass is a clear glass which must meet precise specifications
as to chemical composition, homogeneity, ald freedom from physical
defects, III some uses, however, the material need not meet as exactilln speciflcations as in others. As a rosilt, optical glass may be divi led into two main categories: (1) inftstrenl glass suitable for lenss
or prisms in optical instruments; and (2) opAAamio glass for use in
sl)wetacles. The latteris not subject to as rigid speciflut4ons as instruinent glass and is manufactured in a manner similar to plate glass.
Intstrument glass is prpduped by special processes in small bathehs,
from which frequently 'only small parts ar recovered " usable
materall
The demand for instrument g1ls for mIcroscopes binoeular, photographic lenses, and other instrunmonts used in eAucatioaW rZ'oew
7128-----40
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and medicine and in industry has long been increasing. Before the
present war, however, this glass accounted for only 5 to 10 percent
of United States consumption of optical glass. The demand for oph
thalmic glass has also shown a long upward trend. It will probably
continue to increase substantially and considerably more than otherwise if a high level of national income encourages people to seek more
optical attenti6n. A similar trend and relation to the level of national
income is likely to. be shown in the consumption of instrument glass
because of expanding educational and industrial research.
There was some production in this country of ophthalmic glass before World War I. Production of instrument glas in the United
States began when the National Bureau of Standards.erected a pilot
plant to develop formulas and processes, With the. encouragement
thus provided, a few private concerns undertook to make instrument
glass. - After that war the Bureau of Standards continued to make
small quantities, but only two private concens continued in the business. One of these later ceased making instrument glass but continued
to make ophthalmic glass; the other continued to produce both types.
Before World War II about half the United States consumption of
instrument glass was imported from Germany, the United Kingdom,
and France. In the early war years small amounts of such glass were
imported from the United Kingdom and Canada for use in the production of instruments, some of which were exported. Because instrument glass is essential for the production of much military equipment,
it is designated as a critical material, and, with our expanded armament program, it was required in greatly increased quantities. Several domestic companies were encouraged to undertake its production.
In the inter-war period domestic production of ophthalmic glass
supplied about 95 percent of the amount consumed; imports from
Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, and France supplied only
about 5 percent. During the war there has developed a considerable
military requirement for this type as well as'for instrument glass since
many men in the armed forces with. impaired vision are being fitted
with spectacles.
The present United States facilities are considered adequate to fill
military and civilian requirements for both instrusnent and ophthalmic
glass and it is unlikely that peacetime consumption will be as large as
the amount these facilities are capable of supplying.
The use of plastic materials for lenses and prisms has been considered
for some time., These materials offer advantages, principally because
they are less brittle and possibly can be cheaply molded into the final
forms; glass lenses are made by grinding and polishing. A disadvan-.
tage of plastic optics so far developed is that they are more easily
scratched. Some plastic parts are in use in the armed services but
the following analysis of the outlook for the future of optical glass is
based on the assumption that plastics will not be greatly used. It is,
however, by no means certain that this assumption will prove to be
correct.
Another principal uncertainty with respect to the future trade in
optical glass arises from the fact that Germany and Japan were important sources of imports. Germany especially, was the principal source
of imports of instrument glass. Thusdevelopments in future import
trade may be closely related to the program of the United Nations with
respect to the economy of enemy countries. There is a possibility that
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Germany and Japan may not be in a position for some time to supply
optical glas6 for export and it is likely that the industry of no foreign
country other than Germany will quickly, if ever, attain as dominant a
position in optical glass and lenses as Germany formerly occupied. It
is quite possible, therefore, that United States iAdustry will in the
future supply the bulk of doxnestic consumption both of ophthalmic and
instrument glass with only smiall imports of certain specialties which
are not consumed in sufficient quantities in this country to warrant
their production here. On the other hand the production of- instruament glass is not a major interest of most oi the concerns now engaged
in the business, and it is probable that a large part of the present
facilities will cease to be operated when needs are less urgent. A 8ubstantial production of optical glass has been developed in Canada during the wrar, and it is- probable that the United Kingdom and France
will have productive capacity in excess of their requirements.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Followvingthe war, military demands for optical instrument glass will
diminish 'The return to this country of equipment in which optical
glass has been incorporated and the optical ihntrument glass already
made and being processed Will for several years doubtless meet a large
portion of military. requirements. The deferred
demand however,
for educational and industrial instruments in which optical instrument
glas is an impbtft part ill likely be considerable and the consumption of optical instrument glass, therefore, Swill probably remain at
about 250,000 pounds, or the same as it was in 1939.
United States stocks of, spectacle lenses have been greatly reduced
during the war< and consequently the demand for ophthalmic glass will
be much increased. Annual consumption of such -glass,
therefore, may amount to as much as 5 million pounds (worth probably 2.5 million dollars at 1943 prices) a year, around-50 percent more
than was consumed in this country in 1939. It seems likely that the
domestic industry will supply practically the entire consumption of
ophthalmic glass and probably alhso a greater percentage than before
the war of the domestic consumption of instrument glass.

probably

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumpfton, Productloh, and Imporb

Large consumption of instrument glass is especially to be anticipated
if the country should maintain a larger military force after than
before the war.
of

The maintenance such forces would involve a large
demand for the newest and most improved fire-control and other precision instruments. The consumption of optical glass is not greatly
affected by price changes because the price of the glass accounts for
only a minor part of the value of the finished lenses and other finished
forms and still less of the value of the products in which the optical
glass is incorporated. Thus, the level of the duties on- imports would
have little if any effect on- the volume of consumption. Domestic
production would likely supply not less than thE same proportion of
this total than in 1939 and might supply practically all of the amount
consumed. The most reasonable guess would seem that, under the
same rates of duty as prevailed in 1939, imports would supply about
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half as much as they did in 1939, sa, 4 percent of total COnsumption.
Probably the influence zof the different rates of d-uty: tbe considerp4
under Senate Resolution 341' is aspch tbAt 6- percent of lConsumptioli
light. be supplied under the lower rate of dut, ipre with 2 percent ;under the higher rate.:#. The effects-of variations of imports :hat
might result from different
levels; of duty ;on the -volume of domestic
production would not b~e appreciable in relation to the margin of
errorinvolved in any estimate of future wnsumption.
.er cappita income at the 1939 ilekel.
> Consumptionmiight amout to aout 5. million pounds, or approxinately 40 percent mor than it was in 1939.
Duty as, t4 1939'.-mports raright aiount to 4 percent of consumption' or about I220,000 pounds.0 Since itis probable the impotS
would consist lurgely of specialties, aiid have a somewhat hgher
unit value than the-imporfts in 1939,- their toal foreign value would be
about $250,000. Domnestic production would then be about 5.3
million pounds with: a value of about 3.3 millio-on dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would probably be 6 percent of
consumption or about 330,000 pounds with, a foreign value of about
$350),00. Domestic production would th be;:abiout 5.2 miiou
pounds with -a vfauep50 about3.2 million dollars.
Duty increased byr percent.-Inports udr thasncfrcutnstanes
would, probably- consist almost .exclusively -of speciities and iiit
amount to 2 percent of consumption, or about 1I 0)6O pound, hvig
a foreign value of, say, $165,000.. Domestic production would' then
be about 5.4 million pounds with.a value of about 3.4 million dollan.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1S9*9.

-If the normal upwardl trend in optical-glass consumption_ were
further augmented by a material increase in the national Mcome, the
United States might easily consume nearly 8 million pounds of optical
glass annually, or approximately 100 percent more 'than ain 1939.
Duty-as in 1939. -Importstmight then amount'to 4'percent of consumption, or about 320,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about
$375,000. Domestic production. would then' be about 7.7 million
pounds, with a value of about 5.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might supply 6 percent of
consumption, or about 480,000 pounds, having foreign value of
about $520,000. Domestic production' would then be about 7.5
million pounds, with a value o about 5.3 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports-might then be 2 percent of
consumption, or about 160,000 pounds with a foreign value of about
$240,000. Domestic production would then be about 7.8 million
pounds with a value of about 5.5 million dollars.,-

United States exports of optical glass have been small in pre-war
years. The United States industry, however, has expanded its
activities during the war to such an extent that it i now' meeting
bot only its own civilian and military requirements, :but is exporting
optical glass to some of its Allies. The continuance of this, export
trade after the war depends on unpredictable factors, especially the
future of the, German optical-glass industry.

Table: [No Caption]
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The number of workers employed in the optical-glass
indust'r
the Unitd State has evr been large, and was about 200 in 1939.
With a high national iincQne
.and a production around 7.5 nullhoa
pounds, the industry might employ from 300'to 500 workers,

OflICAL INSTRUMET
Tariff paragraph: 228.
Commodi?,:
Optleal' lstrmxent.
5Rate of dy:
30%, 35%,'`4%, and 00% Aeag, ad valorem risk: 47%.

ad valorem,

di rem. Theon oert
NOT3.-ihertesfid 1 a Tift A-t of 100 were0% 46%
bluoculos w red fro OQ% to 46%e, 1dterstq on operaoprafield
pal photor"phic1U 8tes
glowes md
*4b% to 35% a 300, rspeetlMYy, ectv une 15t, l,ant tO the trade
toent with Frmnle.
Fore period od aproaimatey 2 Yrs the ad valorelm duty oQ cen prism Wn u(o) ws_
onthp beats of Americaseling Prite rst to a Presidential wroclainat
son not t T

-.GENERAL-

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:.Production
item

Iprs
'ForI"P
10

Total

Ic
ddomstlo

Value ($1,0OO)-.......
10, 812
' 2,028
ON6...10,467
.*
. . Persons employed (number)
.0---,,s 00 -----

ApoarenPt
W

oAon
sumptUr

1286

Pere$*

t

.........

Landed value; foreign value Was $1,200,00.'

This section covers photographiand protection lenes, binoclArs
field and opera glasses, telescopes, microscopes, ophthal ic mea
and testing instrunents, and wide variety of industrial, 'military,
laboatir',
hospital-and scientific mAuring and tetig instruments
in wiich optical eents or systems are tlie predom.
and apparatus
ting feai te 1
.Before the war there were two large- and a number of medium- or
small-sized concerns which produced okticalinstru nent in the United
States. Production data for, optical instruments are not available
since these companies alo made other products in quantity, including
lenses, spectacles, goggles, an4d professional and scientific instruments
other than optical. The two larger companies produced optical
glass, but the other concerns obtained tleit requiremeits- o the glass
from o outsidee sources, foreign or domestia. All these companies undoubtedly have increased their capacity during the war because of
the great demand for optical instruments not oly for military equip
ment but also for measuring 'and inpecting commodities being
manufactured for the war effort. it is bleved that, from the -expeI The atiel covered by tlhis r*r
ept ce of which th
those dutiable under pgp
a covered along with ptbet
lens assembly aeounts for tl~chlt part of the value. Such c
e
section. The tleh
herein consdered cont
elements sitU.
(dutiable under per. i165) in a separate
Car to those treated In another setiothos article covered by par. 22 whh provides for all lenses exept
photographic and projection lene.
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rience gained in recent years, the domestic concerns probably are now
in a position to produce any and all types of optical instruments and
.-apparatus.
In terns of value' about 60 percent of the imports, including all
types, before the war came from Germany; about 20 percent came
from France, and 15 percent from the United Kingdom. Imports
from these three countries were very largely.of precision instruments.
Some nonprecision low-priced glasses, magnifiers, and telescopes came
from Japan.
During the war there has been increased industrial use of optical
measuring and inspecting instruments and apparatus that formerly
were more largely restricted in their use to scientific and professional
purposes. The estimates that follow presume that this widespread
industrial use will continue and that the bulk of such instruments will
be supplied by domestic production. Moreover, it is not expected
that imports will supply as large a part of the photographic and projection lenses as they did before the war. In pre-war years this
category of imports accounted for nearly 40 percent of the total
imports of optical instruments.
Precise optical products are vital to modern warfare, and it is possible, therefore, that the German industry may be suppressed in the
post-war years. In the absence of information regarding the program
for the German economy, the estimates are given-below for domestic
production and imports under both assumptions-that German
industry will and that it will not be a factor in competition. These
estimates, however, are not made for the immediate post-war term
since there is no reason to believe that the German industry will be an
important factor for that period.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the war the domestic production of optical instruments has
undoubtedly been directed to a greater extent to such commodities
as binoculars, range finders, bomb sights, ophthalmic instruments,
and those used in medical and surgical work than would have been the
case in peacetime. In view of the backlog of civilian demand it
seems probable that the total United States production of optical
instruments in the immediate post-war years may. be equal to, or
somewhat greater than, the output of 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Probably a greater consumption of optkqal instruments and devices
may develop in the long term for industrial, professional, and educational purposes. Likewise a larger military force may be maintained
than before the war, requiring heavier replacements and introduction
of new or improved types of optical devices used for military purposes.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Consumption of all optical instruments might increase 30 percent or
amount to about 15 million dollars.
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Duty a8 in 1939.-IImports might be about 10 percent of consumption or 15. million dollars -(foreign value) and domestic production
about 13.5 million dollars.
If the German industry should-be suppressed, imports would probably not exceed 5 percent: of consumption or $750,000 foreign value,
in which case domestic production might be as high as 14.5 million
dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent'.-Imports of binoculars, field glasses,
lenses, telescopes, microscopes, and some of the optical measuring
instruments might be 30 percent greater under this rate of duty than
under the 1939 duty in which case imports might be about 13 percent
of consumption or somewhat overt 2 million dollars (foreign value)
and production in the United States about 13 million.
If the German industry should be suppressed, imports might be 7
percent of consumption or 1 million dollars foreign value, and
domestic
production as high as 14 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would be about 3 percent of,
consumption or about onehalf mlion dollars foreign value, with
domestic production approximating 14.5 millions.
If the German industry should e suppressed, imports might be a
little less than 2 percent of consumption, or $250,000 foreign value,
and domestic production 14.8 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With probable increases in industrial, educational, and other uses of
optical instruments, consumption might rise 50 percent above that of
1939, or to about 18 million dollars.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Imports, at this duty rate, might amount to
2.5-3.0 million dollars (foreign value) any production to 15.0-15.5
million.
If the German industry should be suppressed, imports might be 14
to 17 percent of consumption, or 1.2-1.5 million dollars foreign value,
and domestic production 16.3-17.0 million dollars.
Duty reduced by percent..-Imports may be -in the nei-hborhood of
20 to 22 percent of consumption, with a foreign v ue of about
3.5-4.0 million dollars. Production may be 14.0-14.5 million.
If the German industry should be suppressed, imports might be
10-11 percent of consumption,' or 1.8-2.0 million dollars foreign value,
and domestic production 15.7-16.5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 pdrcent.-Imports, at this higher duty, would
probably be about 6 percent of consumption, or 1 million dollars
(foreign value) and production about 17 million dollars.
If theX Germnan industry should be suppressed, imports might be
about 3 percent of consumption or $500,000 foreign-- value, and
domestic production about 17.5 million dollars.
Expwts

The value of United States exports of optical instruments amounted
to $300,0004$400,000 before the war. While Canada took about
one-fourth of the total; thd remainder went to nearly every country in
the world, very largely'in small lots. This possibly was because some
domestic firms enjoyed a fairly good foreign tradTe in spectacles and
goggles and in addition sold a few optical and ophthalmic specialties

Table: [No Caption]
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to buyers of those commodities. It- seems probable that post-war
sports may be somewhat greater and rise to, say a half million dollar.
Employment:

It is estimated that 5,000 to 6 0000 woier were employed in 1939 in
the manufacture of the producits covered by this report. With hig
national income and increased demands for optical instruments, the
industry might employ 8,000 to 9,000.

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMPS

Tariff paragraph: 229.
Incandescent electric lamps with metal filaments.
Rate of duty:
20% ad valorem.
GENERAL

Commodity:

Data on UAited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

-'.-

______________

Item

Total

For:

For
domestic

market

Imports

.

Apparent

conhump-

~~~~~Ratio
-RtoRts

of

.

sumption

No
_
......s
1,0 ,,
18
982
98
1,078
Quntitr(milions)-',,1,000
, *
($1,000)-.73,086
, , . 14
1783
,'
71, 62
0. -8Unit value per lamp (cents)3l-,
7.8
7.7
7.3
, ,,,,,
9,600 .
-.Penumber) .-....

,

Value

..... .. ...,..

...

9

--

-

Approximate.

S Foreign value.

'In domestic production, medium and large sie lamps predominated (unit value 118. cents). Miniature
lamps constituted about go-percent of total imports (unit value 0.84 cent) medium and large lamps about 18
percent 1unit value 1.84 cents). Consequently, unit values of Imports and domestic production are not

The common incandescent lamp consists of a fine tungsten wire,
surrounded in a glass bulb by a vacuum or an inert gas. Thi type
has nearly superseded the less efficient carbon lamp, but is now in competition with the new and more efficient fluorescent lamp.;
Before the depression the consumption of incandescent lamps had
for years increased at an average rate of about 25 percent a year;
following a moderate decline dur the- depression, it resumed its
rapid rise,; at somewhat less than 115 percent annually.
Owing to a reduction in price, the value of consumption for civilian
use, however, was only about the same in 1944 as in 1927. Consumption has increased largely because of the growth of electric power
facilities with an accompanying decline in the cost of electricity, and
because the cost of lamps has also decreased.
The future course of consumption is difficult to forecast, principally
because of the uncertainty as to how rapidly the use of the fluorescent
lam p may increase, but also because of 'the possibility that new tech-'
nical developments and the progress of large power projects may
make electricity available, at lower rates, to many more people:. The
sp ed at which the fluorescent lamp may replace incandescent lamps
depends partly on whether its use will be actively promoted by the
principal manufacturers who also dominate the incandescent field.
However, sales of fluorescent lamps were about equal to incandescent
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lamps in 1944, (in value) and displacement may be fairly rapid,particularly inl newly constructed homes and in, industrial, commercial,
and institutional' instalation'.Incandescent lamps are: made by. several companies in the United
States, chiefly under patents oof one; company which controls about
90 percent of the- domestic output through its own plants or by licensing other manufacturers to use its processes and methods'.
International trade: in electric lamps has been influenced by agreemerits among the major world producers including, the largest United
States producer. Agreements to which the United States concerns
adhere deal largely with market allocation, each company being
guaranteed its home territory and a share of the market in countries
where lamps are not produced.
Imports into the United States' come chiefly from small companies
not parties to the international agreements. They- have consisted
mostly of low-priced miniature lamps of inferior quality which were
made in Japan. .On a value basis, they 'supplied ess than 2 percent
(A' consumption. The largest Japanese concern was involved in the
market controls..
United States exports have been small, going principally to Western
Hemisphere countries and the Philippines.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will Probably be large, owing to the resumption of;
building deferred during the war. - Imports, however, will probably
be small since Japan was a major and Germany a minor source of
imports, and these; two countries may not resume their pre-war

exports.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
. Consumption, Production, and Imports

A 50-percent increase or decrease inl the duty is not likely to have
an appreciable effect on the- level of consumption, production or
imports. United States producers are apparently able to sel highgrade lamps more cheaply than their competitors, and the duty on
inferior grades whih.constituted the bulk of pre-wwar imports was a
negligible proportion of their selling price (it was about one-sixteenth
of a cent per lamp in 1939). Moreover, the market control agreements
of the major forei, producers may continue to affect international
trade even if pending litigation under the ant'trust laws succeeds in
preventing the participation of United States producers iin such
agreements.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.
The consumption of incandescent laps mnay be about 1.0-1.4
billion.' This is about the same as in 1941, and is therefore somewhat
higher than in 1939. However, the history of lamp consumption
indicates that their use does not usually decline with a recession in
the level of income which seems only to interrupt the upward trend.
The value of production will come within 800,000 to 1 million
dollars of equaling consfimption,- since imports are likely to be at about
the same ratio to consumption as in 1939, or about 100-120 millionlamps, with a foreign value of about $800,000-1i,000,000, depending
partly on the assumed rate of duty.

Table: GLAS MIR ORS

Table: [No Caption]

POST-WAR

IMPORTs

AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Although the experience of the past 25. years would indicate a consumption four times that in 1939, it is unlikely that such a large increase will occur, because, among other things, the fluorescent lamp
may well make more rapid progress at a high level of income. There
doubtless will remain, however, many applications for incandescent
lamps for which the fluorescent will be impractical or unwarranted.
Consumption may reach the neighborhood of 1.5-2.0 billion lamps.
Under these conditions imports might amount to about 125-176
million lamps with a foreign value of 1.0-1.4 million dollars, assuming
the pre-war ratio of imports to consumption will continue. The
value of production would approximate consumption.
Exports
If relations among electrical manufacturers of the world resume their
pre-war status, exports from the Uinited States will probably be confined to the Western Hemisphere and parts of Asia, Africa, and
Oceania. They would probably increase somewhat, owing to an
increase in demand throughout the world, with the uncertain exception
of the effect of the displacement of the incandescent lamp by the fluorescent. It is possible, however, that this displacement will not
progress to the same degree in the less developed export market.
Exports in the post-war long term may be about 25 million lamps.
Employment

In 1939 about 10,000 wage earners were reported in the industry.
The tendency has been toward a higher production per worker, as
automatic machinery has been further developed. This trend may
continue but is likely to be rather gradual. At the high level of national income, employment may be as much as 15,000 persons.
GLASS MIRRORS
Tariff paragraph
223, 224
230 (b)

Equivalent
ad valorem

Rate of duty
(1939)
Commodity
50. 1
Glass mirrors, exceeding 150, 20o, or 230 per sq. ft.,
depending on superficial
144 sq. in. in size.
area.
Glass mirrors, not exceed- 50% ad valorem-50. 0
ing 144 sq. in. in size.

Nosr:.-Rates under par. 223 and 224 are subject to a minimum ad valorem rate of 45 percent. If bent,
beveled, etched, decorated, etc., an additional duty of 5 percent ad valorem is imposed.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939

are

given below:
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The chief requirements of a good glass mirror are high reflectivity
and absence of distortion of the reflected image. Consequently, the
best glass mirrors are those made from the better grades of plate glass.
Those made from. cylinder or sheet glass (window glass), wbich represent about 25 percent of the total, are usually of an inferior grade
Mirrors are classified for tarifT purposes into ,two groups, based
on size or superficial area. An area of 144 square inches is usually
considered the dividing line between a small and a large size. Large
mirrors may be framed or unframed, and either plain, bent, beveled,
etched, or decorated in some manner. Those of moderate price are
usually made of undecorated sheet glass while the more expensive are
usually decorated and made of the highest quality of plate glass. Although the most important ue for large sizes is in the home, either
separately or as an integral part of furniture, large quantities are also
used in hotels, theaters, restaurants, barber shops, and in mercantile
shopA of all kinds.
Vanity-ase, pocket shaving, puzzle, dental, surgical, and novelty
mirrors are, in general sin41U in size, They are usually made from
cylinder or sheet glass (window glass), and most of them are framed or
cased with nonprecious metals leather, paper, or wood. There are,
however, some small automobile mirrors made of plate glass by the
same manufacturers who produce the larger sizes.
Production of mirrors is not reported by sizes in official statistics
but trade estimates indicate that the value of Production of small
mirrors (not over 144 square inches) has averaged from 1.5 million to
2 million dollars a year, or approximately 10 percent of the value of
total mirror production. 'Plate-glass mirrors, chiefly unframed, CODstitute the greater part of domestic production.
In 1939 there were tnore than 500 manufacturers in the United
States reported as making glass products including glass mirrors. The
number making mirrors' is not separately reported. Most of those
making mirrors are small establishments, located mainly in- the larger
cities. -Tthelarger sizes are manufactured for the most part in separate
plants located in or near important furniture-manufacturing centers.
Substantial quantities of mirrors are produced by plate-glass manufacturers. There is also some production of large mirrors by concerns
engaged in manufacturing miscellaneous glass products.
Imports of glass mirrors constitute only a negligible part of domestic
consumption. In 1939 imports of the larger sizes were only about 5
percent of the total imports and represented it is estimated, only a
very small fraction of our consumption of those sizes. They came
principally from France, the Netherlands, and the Uriited Kingdom
and consisted mostly of special types. The remaining 95 percent of
imports consisted of irirrors in the smaller sizes, and came largely
from Japan. Most of these were of the inexpensive types, imported
for sale in chain stores or by manufacturers of leather case goods and
toilet sets.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The deferred building demand and the desire to alter or modernize
present homes after th'e -war will greatly increase the demand for
mirrors, especially of the larger sizes. , They will probably be used in
mereasing quantities in homes not only because they have 'become
popular wit! decorators, but also because of their light-reflecting
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owners
properties. As more houses areandbuilttisorwill also increasethei
the demand
will probably want
for mirrors. During the war there bas been- an increasein- the quantityof small mirrors used in novelties andhandbags but this trend
mayor maynot continue.
UnitedStates annual consumption of mirrors,-both large and small
havea value of 35 million dollars at least, or 75
may
sizes,
therefore,
than
that of consumption in1939.
percent greater
as
of our: imports before the war werem the
the
bulk
inasmuch
small sizes and came principally from Japan, it ismost likely that
imports of mirrors after the war will be negligible.
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modernized,

new-furniture

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The demand for both large and small mirrors may still be large
during the early 1950's, especially if itbe assumed that theprewar
trend in their use continues. There is a: possibility that asplastics.
are further developed, ways may be devised to use them for mirrors,
but glass is cheaper than plastic materials and so far few, if any,
plastic mirrors have been sold.
Per capitaincome at1939 level.

The value of mirrors consumed annually during the early 1950's
in the immediate post-war period but may
may ,nottobe25as high asdollars,
about 25 percent more than in 1939.
million
amount
Domestic production and imports would likely supply about the same
of the total consumption as they did in 1939. Domestic
proportions would
be able
supply most of the: demand
producers
probably
for
certain
and
which are not consumed
framed
types,
except
engraved
in sufficient quantities in this country to warrart production.
The difficulty of protecting the silvered surface of largeglass mirrors.
from injury, during ocean transportation as well as the advantages of
deliveries from domestic producers located nearby, which
prompt
makes unnecessary the carrying of large stocks, encourages the use
of the domestic product.
With the duty the same as in 1939-imports might have a foreign
value of $150,000, and a landed value of about $240,000 aned thus
percent of consumption. They
supplybeon a value basis,if theabout 1 were
reduced 50 percent anId have
might
higher
duty
slightly
a foreign value of $200,000 and a landed value of about $320,000, and
about 1.5 percent of consumption. They might possibly
supply
thus
be somewhat lower if the duty were increased 50 percent and have a
value of $100,000 and a landed value of about $160,000, and
foreign
thus supply about eight-tenths of 1 percent of consumption.

to:

Per capita income 75 percent

higher than In 1939.

United States consumption of this increasingly popular article of
decoration might attain a value of 40 million dollars, or approximately twice the value of the 1939 consumption. With a duty, the
same as in 1939, the value of imports might increase and have a foreign
about $400,000, and thus
value ofabout
$250,000 and ofa landed value ofWith
a 5-6ercenet reduction
1 percent consumption.
supply
in duty imports might be even slightly higher because' of the demmand
for large foreign mirrors for homes in coastal areas and have a foreign
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value of $370,000 and a landed value of about $600,000 and thus
supply about, 15 percent of.consumption. With a 50-percont increa"
in duty they might be somewhat lower and hare a foreign value of
$200,000 and a landed value of about $320,000, and thus supply about
eight-tenths of 1-percent of consumption.
Exports

Probably very few, if any, mirrors have been exported, although
there are no official statistics to corroborate this statement. Mirrors
are quite generally produced in most foreign countries, perhaps largely
because of the difficulties and expense of shipping them aiy distance.
Employment
Employment in 1939 was 2,500 and at that level of income would
remain approximately at that number; and with a175-percent increase
in income over 1939 or a 40-million-dollar production the industry
might give employment to 3,000 or-4,000 workmen.
MARBLE, ONYX, AND BRECCIA
Tariff paragraph: 232.
Marble, onyx, and brecCommodity:
cia, in the form of
blocks, rough or
squared only.,."
Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 20%.
6$-per cubic foot,
Rate of duty:
NoTr.-IRate on onyx reduced to 32W per cubic foot, effective November 15, 1941 under the trade agrwment with Argentina.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
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Total
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to conAiparet sumptift

()
73, 7M7 207,487
133, 750
quantity (cubic feet) --.-133,75-0
)
945 $236,746.,
-...
$304
ue.-------$3. 21 .
$2.30
-2..30
Unit value (per cubic foot)
. ..
.................
Persons employed ..........., .-.(--,---

----------$306,'I

.

,.-

86

.

-

-..,.._

..,

RExports of stone we not distingushed as between marble and other building and monumental stone
or dressed. They are probably hegligible,

rough
I
0

Foreign value.
Not available.

Imports of marble, onyx and breccia7 are mostly in the form of
blocks, rough or squared only, and are the raw material for the manufactuire of slabs and pieces to be later used as'initerior decoration in
building construction, mantels lamp base, desk' ets, clock cae, and
'oduionof blocks of marble, breccia, and
novelties. Dom-estic
onyx, to be liter sawe into slabs, etc. is not separately reported
but for compu rative prpses the domestic production of tough
dimension stone in these materials (marble, breccia, onyx) for interior
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decoration, is accepted as a material corresponding to these imports.
Production of ordinary structural marble is not included.
The United States use of marble, breccia, and onyx has-been' declining over a considerable period of years, and it is believed the trend
will continue. The imported product, which comes mostly from
-Italy, is usually desired for its appearance and is more expensive than
the domestic product.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption, imports, and production will probably not be much
different from the pre-war period.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

In view of the probable continued decline in popularity of marble,
onyx, and breccia, it is assumed that consumption will be about the
same as in 1939, or about 210,000 cabic feet, despite the increase-in
population. A decrease -or increase of, 50 percent in rates of duty
would not be likely to affect quantities imported, but might be
reflected in changed foreign values,
With the duty as in 1939, imports would probably be about 75,000
cubic feet, or 35 percent of consumption, and have a foreign value of
about $235,000. With a 50:- percent reduction in duty, the foreign
value of imports might be about 10 percent greater, or $250,000, because Italian producers would probably take advantage of the opportunity to increase prices. With the duty increased by 50 percent,
imports would not decrease and might still be valued at $235,000, because the demand for imported material is very inelastic.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

It is improbable that an increase in the national income will result
in a similar increase in the consumption of decorative marble. The
volume of public construction, where such marble is used mostly,
represents usually a smaller proportion of total construction during
periods of high national incomethn -during periods of low income,
although the actual volume may be smewhat greater. Moreover,
there has been a definite trend in recent years towards the substitution of decorative glass for marble.
For these reasons it is probable that. consumption of this type of
marble in the United States may not exceed 275,000 cubic feet annually or about 33 percent more than the 1939 consumption. It is not
likely that the volume of imports will be appreciably affected by a
reduction or by an increase of 50 percent in the rate of duty, although
the value may change somewhat.
With the duty the same as in 1939, the foreign value of imports
may amount to as much as $270,000; with a 50-percent reduction in
duty the foreign value may increase to about $300,000; and with a
50 percent increase in duty the forei value would probably be about
the same as with no change, or about $270,000. Domestic production
under these conditions tight be about 200,000 cubic feet, valued at
about $520,000.

Table: [No Caption]
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Exports

The export trade in stone is relatively small, and two-thirds of it
is with Canada. Statistics for such exports include marble, granite,
and other building and monumental stone; marble, breccia, and onyx,
for interior use, are not separately reported. Exports of these particular types of stone are probably negligible.
Employment

Since the production of marble, breccia, and onyx for interior use
is but a small part of a large industry, separate statistics are not

available as to employment.
GRANITE, HEWN, DRESSED, SAWED,
POLISHED, OR OTHERWISE MANUFACTURED'
Tariff paragraph: 234 (a).
Granite for monumental
purposes, partly or
wholly manufactured.
Rate of duty:
30% ad valorem.

Commodity:

--

NoTr.-The Tariff Act of l930irmposed a rate of 60% ad valorem. The rate was reduced on paving blocks
to 40% under the trade agreement with Sweden, effective August 6, 1936, The rate on the whole class,
including paving blocks, was reduced to 30% under the trade agreement with Finland, effective November
2, 1936.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Production
_________Total

Ratio of

For

export dometic
mre

~~~Apparent
Imports consump- imports
tin

sumption

Percent
7.8
310,900
(1)
310,900 26,482 387,382
Value --------------------$1,991,342 - $1,i991,342 '$126,168---------41
.; Unit value (per cu. ft.) -$8.W-41-.-$6.V----$476
.
...
Persons employed (number) 1, 580.

Quantity (cu. ft.) -

----------

I

Not available.

2 Foreign value.

The figures given in the table for domestic production include only
that of grades suitable for monuments and account for. only about
3 percent of the total granite quarried in the United States. The
remaining production goes into road and building construction. Very
little, if any, imported granite is used in this country for such construction.
Granite for monumental purposes, used mostly in tombstones, is
quarried in many widely separated sections of this country; certain
colors are, not found in some of the areas of production, and the
demands for granite of,special colors occasion transportation of the

stone over-considerable distances. Certain groups of consumers hold
preferences for certain colored granite for tombstones. Such granite
is imported largely into the coastal areas, especially when ocean freight
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on imports are lower than rail freights from distant inland quarries
where similarly colored granite may be obtained,
of
Imports of granite for -monuments are largely in the form d0ised
blocks or somewhat further advanced form, but only a small part of
the imports are of finished monuments. Granite usually accounts for
something les than half-in some cases very much Iess than half-the
value of finished monuments. Thus the ad valorem duty result in
considerably higher collections of duty on imports of finished monuments than on imports of unmanufactured granite. The production
of the monuments, however, is largely on a "to order" basis so that
under any likely tariff duties the great bulk of imports would probably continue to be of granite for further processing
Some of the larger domestic companies enIaged i the production
of monuments have both quarries and finish plants and use both
imported and domestic granite in their iishng plante, For most
such concerns however, the production of monuments represents only
a small part of their total business, which consists principally in quarrying and processing granite for other uses.
During the past two decades there has been a 50-percent decrease
in the annual consumption of granite in monuments. This is because
the trend has been toward the use of smaller tombstones, and because
granite tombstones have become less popular than formerly.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Despite the downward trend in the consumption of granite for
monuments it is to be anticipated that consumption in the immediate
post-war period may be considerably greater than in 1939 because of
the probable increased construction of memorials during that period.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital income at 1939 level.

Under these circumstances the downward trend in the consumption
of granite for monuments might be expected to be resumed in the long
run. Probably a reasonable expectation as to consumption in the
early 1950's would be somewhat above or somewhat below 330,000
cubic feet depending in part on the assumed rate of duty.
Duty as in 1939.-There is no reason to suppose that imports under
these circumstances would supply a materially different proportion of
domestic consumption than they did in 1939. Imports might, therefore, be about 7.5 percent of consumption, or 25,000 cubic bet with a
foreign value of, say, $120,000.
Duty reduced by60 percent.-Imports might be reasonably expected
to be about 9 percent of consumption, or about 30,000 cubic feet; with
a foreign value ofsay, $150,000.
Duty increasedby0percent.-Imports might. be about 6 percent of
consumption, or 20,000 cubic feet with a foreign value of, say, $80,000.
Per 6 pita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.
Taking account of the factors which have tended to reduce the consumption of granite minmonuments, as well as of the higher level of
income, it would seem reasonable to expect that in the early fties
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consumption ight be about 50 percent higher than it was in 1039,
say 500000o cubc feet.
*as in 1 i89.-mports would under these cirump
ably account for a slightly higher proportion of consumption than. i
1939, possibly 8 percent, and might amount to 40,000 cubic feet. If,
as it seems to be reasonable to expect, the price should 'be somewhat
higher than in; 1939-, these imports might have a value of about
$216,000.
Duty decreased by 50 percent.-Imports might amount to 10 percent
of consumption or 50,000 cubic feet., with a foreign value o abbut
$300,000, because a much larger part of these imports would probably
consist of finished monuments.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Under these circumstances it would
seem reasonable to expect that imports might amount to 6 percent
of consumption, or about 30,000 cubic feet with a foreign value of
possibly $135,000.
Exports

Export statistics for granite are not available. A rather small
quantity, however, is known to be exported to Canada. Exports are
not expected to become a. factor of much importance to the domestic

industry.

Employment

It is estimated that about 680 workerss were employed in the quarrying of monumental granite in 1939 and probably about 1,000 workers
were engaged in the processing of the granite into finished monuments. It follows from the foregoing estimates that employment in
these oper'tlo6 might be less to the extent of about 2 percent i' the
early fifties if the level of national income in that period were about
what it was in 1939' and possibly 40 percent greater at a level of
national income 75 percent higher than in 1939. The level of import
duties under consideration might affect volume of employment to the
extent of possibly 5 percent.
ASBESTOS, CRUDE
Tari paragraph: 1616.
Asbestos, unmanufactured, asbestos crudes, fibers, stucco, and
Commodity:
sand and refuse containing not more than 16 percent of
foreign matter.
Rate of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption-for
1939 are given below:
Production

_Total

Item

- -.----~~Apparent Raioo
imports
Imports consump- to con.
For
For doetction sumption
exportmarket

For

12,9%

242,

d5 53

-15,459
quantity (short
294
813
$9V
9,095-..
&-,5ue
($1l
ooo)_-4
. ....I
$8
$37 .
$23
$33
Unit value (per
----------------tons)

..
.

ton)

-

Persons employed (number) ..........X Foreign value.

71233-45-21

2, 473

..

......

.

151...............
..

.,.v

........

95
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Asbestos is a term applied to fibrous varieties of several mineral&.
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The commercial varieties are chrysotile blue asbestos (crocidolite),
and amosite. These minerals, because they differ widely in composition, strength, -flexibility, and length of fiber, vary considerably in their
ap lication and usefulness.
On the basis of use, asbestos falls into two classes-spinni and
nonspinning. fibers.- Spinning fibers cornre the longer grades of
these three types, and are used principally for clutch facings and brake
linings in automotive equipment, and for fireproof curtains and
clothing, electrical tape, sheet packings, insulating blankets for steam
turbines in naval vessels, -gaskets, -and acid filters.- The short or
nonspinning fibers are employed in the production of many types of
building materials.
Asbestos is produced in this country in only a relatively few States,
and only in Vermont consistently, where the output is used principally
for paper- and cement-asbestos products. Arizona has produced some
excellent spinning fibers,-but mining costs and freight rates to eastern
consuming markets are high. About 83 percent of both the total
quantity and value of the domestic consumption is imported, principally from Canada. The Union of South Africa supplies some chrysotile and all 'of the crocidolite and amosite asbestos imported into the
United States.
Imports for consumption in the United States of asbestos spinning
fibers in 1939 were 27,085 short tons, valued at $3,471,463 ($128.17
per ton) and nonspinning fibers were 215,476 short tons, valued at
$5,623,075 ($26.10 per short ton).
Of the total consumption of crude asbestos in the United States,
spinning fibers accounted for 11 percent of the quantity and 38 percent
of the value, in 1939, whereas nonspinning fibers accounted for the
remaining 89 percent of the quantity and 62 percent of the value.
Exports of crude asbestos from the United States are composed
largely of blended fibers employed in the manufacture of asbestos
roofing and siding shingles. The principal markets have been Japan,
Mexico, Italy, and Germany. Reexports of imported asbestos have
exceeded in some periods those exports classified as domestic, but this
trade was negligible for several years before the war. Exports of
manufactured asbestos products have always been comparatively
large, exceeding 3.3 million dollars in 1939.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the years immediately following the close of the war, the deferred
demand for building construction and for automotive vehicles, will
probably be reflected in an increase in consumption of crude asbestos
amounthig to from 40 to 50 percent over that of 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.
Consumption of nonspinning gades of asbestos fiber for use in the
manufacture of cement-agbestos building materials may increase to as
much as 20 percent over 1939, or to approximately 300,000 tons.
Domestic production of crude asbestos, almost entirely of nonspinning
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grades, is likely to account for only & small part -of 'consumption,
possibly 23,700-28,700 tons, having a value of $780,000-$980,000.
Assu1ming a potential post-war yearly demand of about 4 5 million
motor vehicles, a large consumer of spinning-grade asbestos, the0
coinsumption of this type of asbestos may possibly exceed that of 1939 by
30 percent, and amount to about 35,000 tons supplied almost entirely
by imports.
The demand in the early 1950's for all grades of asbestos, therefore,
would be about 335,000 tons, or an increase of approximately 30
percent over that of 1939. The foreign value of the imports of nonspinning grades of asbestos, assuming no advance in prices over those
of 1939, would be.about 7 million doIlars, whereas that of the spiinrii
grades would be approximately 4.5 million dollars, making a total 61
11.5 million dollars.,
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Per capita Income 75 percent higherthan In 1939.

With higher national income, consumption of crude asbestos might
rise to 770,000 tons, composed of about 720,000 tons of nonspin
grades and 50,000 tonp of spinning-grade asbestos. Of these quantities, imports might. account for about 680,000 tons of the non.
spinning and nearly all of the spinning grades. Assuming an increase
of 10-15 percent in prices over those of '1939, the foreign value of the
imports of the nonspinning grades would then range from 20.4-21.4
million dollars, and that of the spinning grades would be from 7.0
million to 7.5 million dollars, or a total of 27.4-30.0 million dollars.
The -value of tht: domestic production oft crde asbesto% prinpi ally
of nonspinning grades, wouldrange from about 1.6-1.7 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of crude asbestos did not exceed 5,000 short tons in any
year in the immediate pre-war period. Mexico and Japan were the
principal purchasers. The bulk of the exports were of shingle fiber
grade and were used for the manufacture of cement-asbestos products.
It is not probable that Japan will be able to take its place as one of the
principal importers of United States crude asbestos in the immediate
post-war years but exports to certain Latin-American countries w re
steadily increasing in the pre-war period and this -4pwaid trend
be revived after the war. In the long run, exports of crude asbestos
from the.`Uwiipd Statr ay increase as much as 50 percent over 1939
with a value of about $370,000.

may.

Employment

The number of persons employed in asbestos mining in the United'
States has not exceeded 200. Should domestic production in the post.
war period increase 100 to 150 percent over that of 1939, it is likely
that the domestic mining industry would employ from 300 t,6 350
persons.

Table: [No Caption]
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QUARTZ CRYSTAL (BRAZILIAN PEBBLK)
Twif paragraph: 168
Quarts crystal (Brazillan pebble), unanufactured,
Commodwy:
Free.
Bake of duty:

GENERAL
Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
67, X 2
Quantity (pounds)
Foreign value --$138,695
$2.07
Unit Value (per pound)-Quartz.crystal, 4 crystallized form of silicon dioxide, SiOC is ve
hard add occurs in colored as well as clear, transparent ystas. The
deeper colored varieties are cut "and polished as semiprecious gemstones, and they, as well as the colorless variety, are frequetlycarved into small ornaments. The fractured and broken crystals
serve as a raw material for the manufacture of fused quartz. The
most important use of quartz crstal, however, is in the manufacture
H radar,I and telephonic equipment. This
of oscillators for use radio,
bible because of its excellent piezo-eleciric
use of quartz crystal is,
to
property or the ability respond to pure by becoming charged
lectricaliyJ or to respond to an electric charge blyvibrating. Sections
of quartz crystal, when cut in a given direction in relation to the axis
of the crystl, land to a given thickness, will respond only to a particular radio frequency. These sections are called quartz oscillators by
means of which it is psible to maintain the frequency transmission
rate of a radio transmitting station within very narrow limits. Oscilla.
tors also mtke possible the filtering out of particular radio frequencies
a goup of several. This application in telephony makes it
from
possible to send and receive many messages at the same time over a
ingle wire conductor.
Only a small part of the total quartz crystal produce is suit ble
of quartz
for the manufactuorE of oscillators. AS' the production
all
the
of
is
States
requireUnited
practically
the
negligible,
in
crystal
Brazil
which
eonfrom,
are
largely
this
of
imported,
country
ments
known
world's
the
of
supplies.
most
trols
the grat-importance of radio communication in modern
Owin
increased
warfare, United states consumption of quartz crystal has
Government
the
United
States
the
in
war
1939.
since
Early
greatly
contracted to purchase for a specified period all of the quartz crystal
in the United
purchased by private interests
produced in Brazil not reason
to
was
this
insure to this
for
agreement
States. The apparent
country an adequate supply of the strategic high-grade crystal suitable for the manufacture of oscillators. Imports from Brazilofduring
more
the war have exceeded 3 million pounds with a foreign value
imported
the
of
A
large part
than 11 million dollars in some years.
crystal has not been suitable for manufacture into radio oscilators,
with the result that imports of the lower-quality crystal have greatly
the
exceeded requirements and substantial quantities have gone intosubincreased
have
stocks
and
industrial
Government stock pile
will
stantially. Stocks at the end of the war of high-grade crystal
of
oscillabut
substantial
small
quantities
be
probably comparatively
tors may be salvaged after the war from obsolete or surplus war

equipment.
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In recent months Brazil as- followed the policy of requiring that a
certain proportion of the quartz crystal sold abroad AAR consist of
partially or completly manufactured sicllitors- Brazil would be
perfectly able to follow' sucha policy after thE wrt becait eof her
monopolistic control of the supplies of crude crystal.- Under such a
policy United States total imports of quartz crystal woud probably not
be matenally" affected. The imports of crude crydt iould, however,be much smaller and oscillators would be imported in a correspondingly greater degree although the duty on oscillators under paragraph 233 is 50 percent ad vglorem. Oscillators are almost aways
used as iindispensable components of complicated and expensive
apparatus and the cost of the oscillator represents a negligible part
of the total.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of quartz crystal in the immediate post-war years; may
be somewhat greater than im 1939. It is -somewhat doubtful, how-ever, if any substantial amount of crystal will be imported. because
of large. domestic stocks, Government as, well as.private, and bease
of the;lubstatial quantities of oscillators that may be salvaged during the first few years after the war.
..OBT.WAI LONG TERM
Consumtdon, Producton, and lmpwrts

Extension of the walkie-talkie radio 'and similar devices to lawenforcement agencies and interdepartmental colnunicatlons in- in
dusty will probably-bring about a greatly increased consumption of
quartz crystal in the early 1950's.
Per capital Income at 19*9 level.

Imports may amount to about 120,000 pounds-60 short tonshaving a foreign value of about $260,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then in 19*9.

It is possible that under this high income level much greater ue
than il the past would be made of low-powered radio transmitters
Consumption of quartz crystal, therefore, might amount to 260,000
pounds, with a foreign value of nearly $600,000.

There is no United States production of quartz ctal, henceeifo
employment. Before the war there-were no firma engaged solely iii
the manufacture of quartz-crystal oscillators and,,althoughin194t
there were 110 firms making such apparatus, few of them wer olely
engaged in that activity and statistics of eiployment are tota'v
able. About 15,000 employees is a very rough estimate for employment in the industry during the war.
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CRYOLITE
Tariff paragraph: 16683
Cryolite (natural and artificial).
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Ratio of

Production
Item
Total

Apparent
Imports consumpFor
ex-

pore

tion

Imports
to

con1-

gumption

percent71
2 311 3 11, 435 4 16,124
Quantity (short tons)-I 5,000
712 .--- .-.-.-.Value ($1,000) --------- --- .
.
-- $62. 27
.
...-.
$175.89
Unit value (per short ton)
Estimated, all synthetic. Does not include refined material produced from the Imported natural
Cr7ollte.,
All natural, refined.
8 All natural, except 875 short tons.
4 Estimated.
* Foreign value.

The natural mineral cryolite, sodium aluminum fluoride, occurs in
commercial quantities, so, far, as is known, only in Greenland. Artificial cryolite, designated in the trade as synthetic erj#olite, was
developed in the 1920's by the Aluminum Company of America.
The aluminum industry i8 the, largest consumer of cryolite; cryolite
is also used moderately in the ceramic, insecticide, and other industries.
For practically all purposes, withthe exception of use in'abrasives,
synthetic is interchangeable with the natural. During the war the
capacity to produce synthetic cryolite has been increased peliaps
eightfold.
In
the foregoing tabulation imports of natural cryolite are shown to
have had in 1939 an average foreign value of $62.27, as contrasted with
$175.89, the. average value of exportedcrryolite. This great divergence between the import and export values is explained by the difference in quality brought about by' concentration. Whereas imported
natural cryolite contained offly about 72 percent of the pure mineral
the exports were refined and virtually free of impurities. As imported
cryolite had to be beneficiated before it could be used, the cost of a
was probably somewhere between $175
ton of refined natural cryolitev
and $200 in 1939. No unit value is shown for synthetic cryolite of
domestic manufacture in the above table, because no reliable figures
are available.
The Greenland mine is owned by the Danish Government, and distribution in North and South America of imports of Greenland cryolite
is controlled by one United States corporation which is the principal
grinder of cryolite to be used as an insecticide. It may be assumed
that this company will continue after the war to import a limited
quantity of natural cryolite for uses other than in the manufacture of
aluminum.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DO
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is anticipated that production of aluminum during the immediate
post-war years will recede from the peak attained during the war, but
will remain considerably above the 1939 level. For this reason,
consumption of cryolite will likely be considerably-greater than it was
in 1939. Because of the greatly increased domestic capacity for
producing synthetic cryolite and large and increasing stocks of natural
cryolite, the chances are that imports will be small.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capital income at 1939 level;

Consumption in terms. of refined cryolite may amount to about
30,000 tons. The probable production of aluminum during the 1950's
would require probably about 20,000 short tons of synthetic cryolite,
practically all of which will probably be produced in this country.
Another 7,000 short tons of synthetic cryolite will likely be produced
for use in the ceramic, insecticide, and other industries. Domestic
production of the -synthetic material will, therefore, probably be
about 27 000 short tons, the value of which cannot at present be
estimated. Possibly 4,300 short tons of natural cryolite, equivalent to
3,000 tons of refined cryolite, with al foreign value of about $270,000,
may be imported primarily for use b, industries other than the aluminam industry, especially for use as i secticide.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than 1939.

Total consumption in terms of refined cryolite might amount to
about 40,000 short tons, of which 37,000 tons will probably be s nthetic and produced in this country. Imports of natural cryolite
would still be only about 4,300 short tons, with a foreign value of
about $300,00, because of its limited use and of the substitution of
synthetic materiall.
Exports

Since most countries with aluminum industries now produce or
have the means to produce their requirements for synthetic cryolite,
exports of this material will probably not be very large.
Employment

Synthetic cryolite is manufactured in conjunction with other products so that no-figures for the number of workers employed are available. They cannot be very large, and probably Only a few workers,
are needed for the refining of imported natural cryolite.
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FLINT AND FLINT STONES
Tariff Patraph: 1679.
Natural flint, natural fints, and natural flint stones, u-u
ground.
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Commodity:

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
R atio of

.imports
Item~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~pae
Item
Iormports
con.
_.
ForMnpxrnrto
.
.
For
tion
I
domestic
Total
sumption
Apparent

~---~--_
_
_
_
_
_
_
-~

export mre

(short tons)..
nutty
u - -.- - ----

.

.....

$14..(,
006 (2)

)

1,139

11,981

13,128

91

.

..........

$14, 00 '$116,019 ...
$ .82-------- $1282
$9.68
Unlt value (per ton)
.....
..........
la..5... ..
Pbrons employed (nuxnbet3)-1-----------..

..........

.

.....

......

' Average for the yea1986-89, 19ON poduotion statistics aft confidential. This av~rete Is composed
of 44 tom of grinding pebbles valued at $4,024 and 695 tons of tube mill liners, valued at V0,581.
3 Not separately recorded, prob~b~y' noe.
P Foreign

vnlue.
This classification includes flint pebbles in their natural state;
grinding pebbles mechanically rounded from blocks of natural flint
or other natural siliceouS tncterial; ahd roughlyKhKw blocks of
natural flint or quartzite. Flint and guiding pebbles ranging in
size from 1 to 8 inches in diameter, are uted ha abrddie' nedia is
bill and tube mills. Hewn blocks are uged in *ar in sires to line
the grinding surfaces of the interior of these mills. Some of this
material not suitable for' grinding pebbles or liners is crushed for use
as an ingredient in pottery.
Steel balls have largely replaced flint and similar materials in many
grinding operations but a moderate demand for flint pebbles contixutes for pulverizing ceramic rtw materials it whic ,fon c46ntWMin~tion must be kept to a minimums In some domestic arme siub-.
stantial 'quantiti of selected pebbles, of rhyolite, basalt, grani t,
and other hard, tough rock are collected locally and used for grinding
media -but these do not enter established market channels and are
not closely competitive with the imports. Some domestic Oroduction, however, by one or two concerns, largely of flint liners but also
of small quantities of mechanically rounded quartzite pebbles, enter
regular market channels and only this is covered by the figures for
domestic production in the table at the beginning of the statement.
Domestic production in the few years immediately preceding the war
was substantially less than it had been some years earlier when
domestic production supplied about 30 percent of the quantity and
40 percent of the value of the total pebbles and liners entering cojnmercial markets. During the war, United States consumption hias
increased to about 16,600 tons and with the substantial rise in price
of the material this consumption is valued at about $270,000. Domestic production now supplies all but about 5 percent of these
requirements. Some of the domestic production, however, is at
costs very much higher than pre-war prices.

POW['-R sIMPORT8 Amp DOMWTIW PRODUCTION
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The bulk of the imports came from Denmark, France, and Belgium.
The so-called Danish pebbles originated in Greenland, whence they
were shipped to Denmark for cleanig and sorting, and these were
the most preferred gidingg pebbles. The import,4 from Belgium
were principall of ft liners and were known as silex liners. In
the years before the, war the averge unit foreign value of imports
ranged from $7.60 (1936) to $9.68 (1939) a ton. With the increasing
scarcity of the high-quality material, the unit values are to be expected
in the post-war period to be at the upper level of this range or some.
what higher, especially if there is a heavy demand.
P6ST-WAR SHIORT TERM
Thei domestic demand for ceramic materials, the largest users of
grinding pebbles and flint liners, in the period immediately following
the close of the war, should increase the requirements for these
products to possibly that of the war period. The value of this consumption will probably be materially higher than it was in the prewar period, possibly remaining at the level attained during the war.
Imports will probably regain their pre-war status and supply about
70 percent of the domestic requirements.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per.capita income a: 1939 level.

Steel enameling has expanded considerably in recent years gad the
demand for ceramic materials for this usp as well as for ceramic products in general will probably require somewhat more grinding pebbles
and flint liners during the early 1950's than was used in the pre-war
period. It is possible that consumption of these products may aCnount
to about 14,000 tons annually. Under the assumed conditions, imports might be expected to supply about 12,000 tons of t14 consunption and to have a foreign value of about $110,000, Domestic production may be valued- at about $26,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

It is probable that consumption of -grinding pebbles and flint liners
in the early 1950's might increase about 40 percent over that of 1939
or to about 18,000 tons. Under these conditions imports would
probably be about 16,000 tons, with a foreign value of about $165,000.
Domestic production may be valued at about $44,000.
EXpotS
Exports of grinding pebbles and flint liners are not separately
recorded. The United States products arenot comparable to those of
France, Denmark and Belgium, and it is not believed that any of
the domestic pebbles or liners are exported under the export classification "All other natural abrasives."
Employment

Before the war the iib-er of persons engaged in the mining Ed
preparation of fit gridg pebbles and fit liners in the United
states, was very small, never exceeding'15 workmen. If. d4'natkic
production after the war increases about£0 percent over that of 1Q39
as many as 25 or 30 persons may be employed.
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Tariff paragraph: 1743.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

GYPSUM

Plaster rock or gypsum, crude.
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Rati

________________-Apparent

of

ItemImotcosnp
n
t pos
For
n
Imports
For
Total export I domestic
t gon
gumption
u

cop

uantity (1,000 short tons) -value ($1,000)Unit value (per ton)Persons employed (number)

3, 227
4,431
$1.37

9
41

$4. 66

3,218
4,390
$1.36

1,308
21,174
$0.90

Percent
29

4,526
. .

..
.

.

1,327......
--

I Includes
I

ground gypsum.
Foreign value.

Gypsum is a hydrous sulfate of calcium which, when burned in kilns
at low temperatures (under 400° F.), loses a part of the combined water
and is known as calcined gypsum or plaster of Paris,
Gypsum is used as follows: (1) 70 percent in making calcined gypsum I for the manufacture of numerous building construction materials;
(2) 20 percent as crushed rock for use as a retarder in the manufacture
of portland cement; and (3) 10 percent as ground gypsum for fertilizers
and as fillers in paints, paper, and textiles.
Commercial deposits of gypsum occur in many States. It is mined
and processed in locations that serve most of the large centers of
population without unduly long freight hauls. The outstanding exception, however, is the Atlantic coastal States, in which region
Canadian gypsum is used almost exclusively.
Canada supplies more than 95 percent of the total imports, and
Mexico furnishes most of the other 5 percent. In 1939, imports from
Canada were 1.2 million tons, or 27 percent of the total United States
consumption of 4.5. million tons. At tidewater along the Atlantic
coast, for a number of years, large processing and fabricating plants
were constructed for the sole purpose of using Canadian crude gypsum
in the manufacture of building materials. Several new plants were
built in this area just before the present war but were operated only
a short time when the scarcity of Canadian gypsum forced them to
curtail drastically their production of gypsum building products.
Plans are now being made for building several new plants in this area
immediately after the war, primarily to use imported gypsum. The
comparatively low cost of transportation by water from Nova Scotia
to these tidewater plants and their proximity to large centers of population are important factors favorable to the use of Canadian gypsum.
Canada, before the war, also supplied the bulk of the land plaster
(fertilizer) used in the South Atlantic States. Imports, particularly
from Canada, therefore, are likely to share in the post-war period a
larger proportion of the domestic gypsum market than they did in the
immediate pre-war period.
I

Calcined gypsum in dutiable tinder par. 208 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930.
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The total calcining capacity of the gypsum industry in the United
States is estimated at about 8.8 milion tons. If the industry is
operated at full capacity, about 10 million tons of crude gypsum would
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

be required. The calcining capacity of the gypsum industry in the
Atlantic coastal area, including that of' the new plants built or proposed, is estimated at about 2 million tons of calcined gypsum, or in
terms of crude rock, about 2.4 million tons.
Wartime controls over construction and lack of shipping space for
imports of crude gypsum adversely affected the domestic gypsumproducts induItry, especially that located along the Atlantic seaboard.
The industry in this and other areas suffered from a reduced demand
for gypsum in the construction of residential and office buildings, but
this was compensated for in part by a strong demand for cement
retarder, agricultural gypsum, and certain highly processed prefabricated products suitable for the economical and rapid construction
of small, low-cost war and military housing.
The average unit value for the production of crude gypsum in the
United States for the years 1936-39 was about $1.48 per short ton.
The average foreign value of imported gypsum for the same period
was $0.95 per ton. It appears that these prices are more representative for the immediate pre-war period than those reported for 1939,
which were the lowest for a number of years.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the first year or two following the end of the war, with the removal of wartime restrictions and the revival of import trade, the
deferred demand for building construction will probably increase
domestic consumption of crude gypsum to as much as 65 percent
more than in 1939. The unit value of this consumption would
probably be materially higher than it was in the pre-war period,
possibly at the level attained during the war. For the reasons previously set forth, Canada's share in this consumption might increase
to as much-as 35 percent.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Post-war building construction and the consumption of crude
gypsum after World War I did not reach its peak until the middle
1920's, or 7 years after the Armistice. Since restrictions on private
building have already been in force for a longer period during this
war than during the previous one, a proportionately larger demand for
gypsum, lasting throughout the early 1950's, may be expected.
Per capita Income at 1939 levgl.

With total construction activity assumed to be 10 percent higher
than in 1939, consumption of crude gypsum would amount to about
5 million tons.
Imports might supply about 30 percent of this demand and amount
to as much as 1.5 million tons, of which only a small amount, perhaps.
100,000 tons, would be from Mexico and the remainder would come
from Canada. The foreign value of these imports would probably
be about 1.4 million dollars. Domestic production would then
account for about 3.5 million tons, with a possible value of 5.0 million
dollars.
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Per gapStq Incomn IS percent higher than In'1j9.

Upon the assumption that total construction in the Jnited States

may increase to as much as 200 percent over that of 1939, * correspondintincreae in the amount of crude gypsum consumed appears
ease consumption of gypsum may rise to as much as
13.5 million tons. 6i this amount, imports might supply as much as
30 percent or more, or up to 4 million tons With a foreign value of
about 4.3 million dollars. Under these conditions, 'it would be necessary to expand considerably the present processing facilities throughout
the country, particularly in the States along the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts. Assuming an increase of 10 .to 16 percent in prices over those
of 1939 the value of domestic -production (about 9.5 million tons)
would rise to something like 15 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of crude gypsum will probably not increase significantly
over those of the pre-war period, since most countries have an abundant supply of this raw material. Because of its low value per ton, gypsum cannot be transported economically over long distances. it
moves from one country to another only where the sources of supply
are relatively close to or connected by water with the consuming
markets.
Employment
There has been very little variation in the output of crude gypsum
per man-hour over a long period of years, Assuming that the domestic
industry continues to produce about 2,600 short tons per man per
year, the number of workmen employed in the production of gypsum
would probably not much exceed 6,000 persons, even under conditions
,of maximum probable output.
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SCHEDULE 3. METALS AND MANUFACTURES, AND
RELATED ITEMS PROVIDED FOR IN THE FREE
LIST
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
All items covered by schedule 3 imports of which in 1939 exceeded
$100,000 are covered in this report, except the basket items listed
below, for which estimates of post-war production and imports seemed
impracticable.
)
Commodity

I

Cj ommodity

gra~~~~~~~~~h

Tariff pars Triff status
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value of

__ ____
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........................,,,_

1
Iron and steel manufactures, n.
f.............f.............
307 Du bI......
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do .22
897
Alloys Wised in manufacture of atool or Iron, n. a. p.
302
40o........
I
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The total number of the dutiable articles for which comment are
presented is 47, including copper, which is on the free list of the tariff
act but is subject to a revenue tax. The total value of the imports of
these articles in 1939 was 97.3 million dollars, an amount which
represents a very large proportion of tthe value of all dutiable items
(including copper) imported under this schedule. In addition to the
dutiable items this section includes reports for 16 duty-free items,
imports of which in 1939 were' valued at 99.2 million dollars
Articles dutiable under schedule 3 fall into three groups: -(1) Heavy
iron and steel items; (2) nonferrous metals and ferroalloys, mostly
unfabricated; and (3) miscellaneous, consisting largely of advanced
manufactures of metals, including items huge in domestic production
hut small in imports, such as electrical apparatus, machinery, motor
vehicles, and tools, as well as many items of less importance; iron and
steel are the, basic materials for most of these articles, but other metals
are used in important quantities, especially in electrical apparatus
an(l clocks and watches. Among the duty-free articles classed with
this third group are two nonmetallic articles of major importance;
uiniely, coal and coke.
The following tabulation summarizes actual production (for the
domestic market) and imports in 1939 of these thiee groups of dutiable
articles, together with those for the related free aicles, and compares
these statistics with the postwar estimates of production and imports
under the several assumptions as to national income and levels of duty:
819
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mot
IProduction for the Imports
doinestio markt

Period, income level, and tariff treatment

HEAVY IRON AND STEEL ITEMS
Million
Dutiable
dollars
9
1W9-0
..-...
3,642.7
Post-war long term:
Per capital national income same as in 1939:
4,056.5
Duty as in 1394,056.5
.-.- .
Duty reduced by 50 percentDuty increased by b0 percent -4,OM.i5
Per capita national income 75 percent higher than
in 1939:.
7,201.2
--- Duty as in 1939 7,201. 2
.
Duty reduced so percent 7,201.3
Duty increased d0 percent...-

Percent of
109
.
100

Percent of

Million
dollar

15.3
19.5

1939

100

128
147

111
111
11

22.6
16.1

198
198

30.7
38.3
23.2

Related free items (iron ore)
1939-147.1
Post-war long term:
182 5
..
Per capita national income same as in I939 -

100
124

295.0

201

5. 9
8.7
16. 5

149
281

100

53.4

100

114
100
120

58.2
88.0

192

231.9
305.7

-

Per capita national income 75 percent higher than
-in 1939
NONFERROUS METALS AND FERRO-

ALLOYS
Dutiable
193 ........-....................
408.3
.Post-war long term:
Per capita national income same as in 1939:
464.6
Duty as in l139-48
405.
Duty reduced 50 percentDuty increased 50 percent88.7
Per capita national income 75 percent higher than
ln 1939:
781.4
Duty as in 1939 9.5
:
Duty reduced 50 percent 849.0
Duty increased 60 percent------------------

-

198

165
209

Related free item&

10a

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

-

-

................

Ratio of imports to production In 1939-dutiable articles.

162
100

109
165
49.492

187.2

87.6
100
31.3
----Post-war long term:
102
88.
32.1
.
Per capita national income same as In 1939
3218
Per capita national income 75 percent higher
142. 3
144
45.0
in 1939 -!
ITEMS
(MAINLY
OTHER METAL
ADVANCED MANUFACTURES)
Dutiable
100
28.6
8,370.7
139............
term:
Post-war long
Per capita national income same as in 1939:
34.0
118
Duty asin 1930-9,918.5
55.7
118
9,895.4
Duty reduced 50 percent22. 1
119
-9,935.0
,-.Duty increWed50 percentPer capita national income 75 percent higher than
in 1939:
60.0
199
16,639.5
Duty as inl939.-16,.
198
111.0
16,595.1
Duty reduced 60 percent199
37.7
50
increased
16,668.8
percentDuty
Related free items, including coat and coke
100
5.7
1,060.0
1939 Poet-war long term:
5.5
106
Per capital national income same as in 1939 -1, 125 9
Per capita national income 75 percent higher than
206
12.4
2,186.7
I939----------------------------------------1939

201
250

434
572
351

100
101

162

100
119

195
77

210

389

132

100
96

216

The group of heavy iron and steel products consists of four items,
namely, pig iron, spiegeleisen, and iron and steel scrap, all of which
are subject to low rates. of duty, and the Ogeneral group designated
as "iron and steel products," comprising the heavy articles produced by
steel works and rolling mills, the average rate of duty on which in
1939 was equal to about 20 percent ad valorem. The sum of the
1g39 figures for the value of production of these four items is 3,643
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million dollars, but this total involves extensive duplication of articles
in different stages of manufacture. It may be roughly estimated
that without duplication the value of the domestic production of this
gup in 1939 would have been about 2,000 million dollars. The
foreign value of imports in' 1939 was 15.3 million dollars, equal to
about 0.7 percent of the adjusted figure for domestic production.
If duties and importation expenses were added to the foreign value
of imports, this ratio would of course be higher.
The sum of the 1939 figures of value for the production of dutiable
nonferrous metals and erro-alloys was 406 million dollars. This
figure involves relatively little duplication; it may be roughly estimated that without any duplication the value in 1939 would have
been about 350 million dollars.. The foreign value of the corresponding imports was 53.4 million dollars, equal to about 15 percent of the
domestic production. This percentage would be higher if imports
were valued on the same basis as.domestic production. The ratio
of imports to production varies greatly for different individual commodities. For several of the 'metals there is little or no dorm estiq
production; the most important of these is nickel, which accounted
in 1939 for nearly half of, the total imports of this group (the duty on
nickel was equal to 10 percent ad valorem). For copper, which
ranks first among the items of this group in domestic production, the
ratio of dutiable imports to domestic production, in terms of quantity, in 1939, was 1.5 percent.' Much of this dutiable copper was
subsequently exported in advanced manufactures with benefit of
draw-back.
The sum of the 1939 figures of value of production for the items of
the, third dutiable group distinguished in the table (conveniently
designated as advanced metal manufactures) was 8,371 million dollars.
This figure involves only a moderate amount of duplication of articles
in different stages of manufacture; it may be roughly estimated that
without duplication the value would have been between 7,500 and
8,000 million dollars. The foreign value of the imports was 28.6
million dollars, equal to around 0.4 percent of the adjusted value for
domestic production. If duties and importation expenses were added
to the foreign value of the imports, this ratio of course would be higher.
For the great majority of the numerous individual articles falling
in this group, the imports are extremely small in ratio to domestic
production. This is true, for example, of three items, the domestic
production of each of which exceeded 2 billion dollars in 1939, na mely
electrical machinery, motor vehicles and parts, and other machinery
and vehicles. In the case of two or three items of this group, however,
principally watches and jewel bearings, imports furnish a large proportion of the consumption.
Relation of post-war to pre-war production and imports.
It is estimated that with no increase in national income and assumitig duties as in' 1939, domestic production of heavy iron* and steel
would exceed the production in 1939, in terms of value, by only about
I In addition there werein.1939, as in other pro-war years, ver3 large Imports of oopperore and concentrates
and unrefined copper for smelting or refining in bond (with no payment of duty) in the United States, the
resulting product behin exported. These duty-free imports are, of course, not included in the above table
under dutiable items; they are also not Included under duty-free items, on the ground that these transao.
tons scarcely constitute import and export trade in the ordinary understanding of those terms, and alo
because of the virtual Impossibility of making post-war estimates regarding them. Statements similar to
those concerning copper also hold with respect to lead and vinc, though to much less important extent.
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.the percentage of- groth in`population. tprt, although very

small in ratio t production, would probably shoW a somewhat grate
percentage, of increase, because certain reductions ih duty which
went into effect January, 1939 (tirde agreeient"with the TUite
Kingdom) are expected to have somewhat more influence on imports
in the postwar period thn ey were able t exercise in 193) itself
On the same- assumptions regarding income and duties,' it is estimated that the domestic production: of dutiable nonferrous etals
and ferro-alloys in the post-war period would exceed that in 1939 by a
little more th the percentage of increase in population, but that the
increase in imiports would be small. As regards the gre4t gtoup of
dutiable advanced metal manufactures, it is estimated that under
these conditions the post-War production 'and imports would both
show increases rsver 1939 fires appreciably exceeding the percentage
of growth of population; this fact is explained- chiefly by the getefil
upward trend in- the use of machinery, vehicles, and apparatus both
by producers and consumers-a phenomenon particularly marked in
the case of electrical equipment.
Effect of high national income on production and imports.
It is estimated that with national income 75 percent higher than in'
1939, and with no change in duties, the value of the domestic produc-

tion of heavy iron and steel in the post-war period would exceed the
value at the lower income level by about 80 percent, and that the
imports although still small in ratio to domestic production, would
show almost as great a percentage of increae. For dutiable nonferrous metals and ferro-alloys the difference between the low and the
high income level with respect to the value of domestic production is
about 70 percent, but the imports might be as much as four times
greater (with no change in duty) uncer the higher than under the
lower level of income. 'The reason for the difference between production and imports in this respect lies in the possibility that, with
the depletion of their reserves accelerated by the war, domestic producers of the principal nonferrous metals (copper, lead, and zinc)
might not increase their output proportionately to the great increase
in. consumption which would likely take place. With respect to the
third group of -items distinguished in the table, dutiable advanced
metal manufactures, the effects of high income on production and
imports would be substantially similar to those mentioned as to
heavy iron and steel.
Effects of changes fit- duties on production and imports.
For heavy iron and steel and advanced metal manufactures the
effects of: 50 percent changes in rates of duty upon production and
imports would be much smaller than for the second group of nonferrous metals and alloys. Of course, if national income should be
75 percent higher than in 1939 and at the same time iates of duty 50
percent lower than in 1939, there would be a, cumulative effect in
increasing the combined foreign value of the imports of all items
dutiable under schedule 3 above the 1039 figure; this effect would be
itost substantial with respect to the group of nonferrous metals and
ferro-alloys, for reasons already suggested.
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3

Duty-free Itemr.-

The only duty-free item in the group of heavy iron and steel is
iron ore, of which the imports are rativel small compared with the
domestic production. it i estimated tat both productive and
imports of iron ore will be materially larer. in the post-war. period
than in 1l939 even -if national income shows no change, and that with
hi h national income the increase in both wold be ver marked.
The number of duty-free articles in the group of nonerrous mes
and ferro-alloys is large, most of them being alloyii metals; of some
of/ these there is ver little production in thle Ltnit~ed State. In
1939 the total value of imports of duty-free articles of this Vogup was
nearly three times that of the domestic production. It is9 estimated
that with national income as in 1939, both the production and the
imports of these articles would show less percentage increase over the
1939 figures than that in population. Both production and imports,
however, would be much larger if national income -were 75 percent
higher than in 1939.
There are relatively few dt ty-free advanced metal manufactures,
the most important items being agricultural machinery shoermachinery, barbed wire, a'nd needles. However, coal and Coke, which
are more closely related to schedule 3 than to any other of the davyfixing schedules, are major items in domestic production and of some
importance- in imports; they are included with the duty-free articles
of metal in the figures given for the third group in the table. The
total value of the domestic production of the dut-free articles in this
third goup is many times gAtater than that of the imports; this is
true also of most of the individual items. It is estimated that, with
national income as in 1939, the post-war production and imports of
these duty-free articles 'would not be very different from the 1939
figures, but that an increase of 75 percent in the national income would
approximately double production and imports.
Margins of error.

As pointed out in the general introduction, the summary estimates
in the table above are subject to appreciable margins of error. The
margin of error is probably greatest in the group of heavy iron and
steel products, both because the number of items is small and because
of the dominance1 both in imports and in domestic production, of the
one large coniposte item designated as iron and steel products. For
the group of nonferrous metals and'ferro-alloys, and the group of dutiable advanced metal manufactures, the total number of items is large
and even the number of big items is considerable, so that the errors
in the estimates for the individual items may tend to offset each other.

712833-22
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PIG IRON
Tariff paragraph: 30 1.
Pig iron.
Commodity:
$0.75 or $1.125
Rate of duty:

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 6.3%
(average).

per long ton.

NOTz.-Pig iron is subject to additional duties for alloy content. Imports of alloy pig iron were ni In
1939 and have been nil or very small in other years.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

item

l For

Total

quantity (1,)000 short tons)

-4......34 809

-.
~~~~~Apparent Raioo
pot
morsosup
Imports
dototno
Fr
tons
ex
m
.
-

-por

-stc -.
potmarketsunto

198
3,436
$17.00

34,611
687,000

Pere#*.

43
0.1
34,654
'683.
.
)
$15.
-

alue ($1,000)-'590,000
$17.00
$17.00
Unit value (per ton)Persons employed (number)19, 500- - - -

........

I
2

......

Approximate value at blast furnace as reported by U. S. Bureau of Mines.
Foreign value.

Because of war conditions, imports were abnormally low in 1939,
being 63--percedt less in quantityy and 57 percent less in foreign value
than in 1936--38. For that reason, a summary table of production
exports, imports, and consumption for a more representative and
fairly recent pre-war period (1936-38 average) is shown below:
1938 (annual average)

Item

.-..
(I,O00 short tons) --Quantity
*
slue ($1,000)
unit value (per ton)I

S

Ratio of
.
Imports
For doApparent to conFor
tion
Production portex- maet
sumption
Imports

31,693

540,000

$17.00

468

8, 88
$19.00

31,237

531,000

$17.00

115
31,362
3 1,-6
.
$13.00

Parceut0.4

-

Approximate value at blast furnace as reported by U. S. Bureau of Mines.

Foreign value.

Pig iron is a product of the blast furnace and is used, generally
together with iron and steel scrap, in making steel ingots and other
ferrous products. Most of the pig iron is consumed in the same plant
where it is produced, and usually in the molten condition in the
continuous process of making steel. Normally, only about 15 percent
of the output is sold in the open, market going chiefly to iron foundries
and small steel plants without blast-furnace facilities. Production
for sale averaged about 5.4 million tons annually in the years 1936-38;
imports were equal to about 2 percent of this figure. Imports compete directly with the part of the output produced for sale. Because
of transportation costs, imported iron is consumed within a relatively
short distance from the port of entry.
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Except in time of war, supplies of scrap are usually plentiful, and
the industry as a whole uses slightly more scrap than pig iron As pig
iron and steel are the foundation of practically all industry, production
and consumption of them follow changes in national income rather
closely. These statistics are important components in most indices of
business activity and are sometimes considered to be, in themselves,the most reliable indicators of the level of industrial activity.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Production and consulmptio of pig iron may be very much above
1939 levels because of the huge backlog of civilian demand for iron and
steel and tie assumed high level of per capita income.
Imports are likely to be small because India and the Netherlands,
the principal pre-war suppliers, probably will have much less pig iron
for export than formerly. It seems likely that India will need more
of its pig iron for the local manufacture of steel, During the war,
Indian steel capacity has been expanded more rapidly than blast
furnace capacity. It is probable that less Netherlands pig iron will
be available for shipment overseas -because it will be required for
reconstruction in Europe. It is understood that the Netherlands blast
furnaces have been bombed.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The equivalent ad valorem rate on pig iron is low, amounting to 6.3
percent in 1939. In the following discussion it is assumed that duty
changes within the limits stipulated would have no effect upon the
rate of consumption and but little on the rate of importation.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

It seems probable that consumption may be 38-42 million tons;
tb- .t is, 10-20 percent above the 1939 level. The growth of population
.Juld account for most of any increase that may occur.
Imports (on all three assumptions as to duty) may be 100,00150,(00 tons (1.5-2.2 million dolars, foreign value), or equal to 90-130
percent of the 1936-38 average. The unit value is taken as unchanged
from 1939 ($15 per ton): As previously explained, imports were
abnormally low in 1939 because of war conditions. In these later
post-war years, foreign countries may have-larger quantities for export
than in 1939.
Production for the domestic market may be 37.8-41.9 million tons,
with a value of 640-710 million dollars ($17 a ton, the average for
1936-38, and also for 1939). Assuming that only about 15 percent
of the production will be sold outside the producing plants (as before
the war), the imports estimated above would be equal to 1X-234 percent of the production for sale.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

The consumption of ,pig ,iron may be about 60-65 million tons, or
70-90 percent above the 1939 level. Large quantities of pig iron and
scrap will be required for the production of steel ingots and other
ferrous products at a rate equaling or even exceeding maximum
wartime levels.
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Imports of pig iron (on all three asumptions as to duty rates) may
be about 150,000-200,000 tons (2.5-8.4 million dollars, foreign value).
On this basis, imports would increase from 30-75 percent in quantity
above the 1936-38 level. The unit 'talue of imports is taken at SlY a
t, compared with $15 in 1939, more or less in conformity with anticipated increases in general price levels. It ems likely that foreign
countries will have more pig iron for export to the United States than
in 1939, although there may be shifts in the relative importance of the
various sources.
Production for the domestic market may be 59.8-64.8 million tons,
with a value of 1,200-i 300 million dollars ($20 a ton, or about 17%
percent.higher than at tie lower income level).
Expetts

Foreign tariffs on pig iron in normal United States export markets
are generally low. Such changes as may be made probably will have
little or no effect on the trade.
Depending chiefly on world income levels and relative foreign and
domestic costs and prices, exports may range from about 10,000 to

100 000 tons, compared with nearly 200,000 tns in 1939. The export
trade of the United States was abnormally large from 1937 to 1941
because of war conditions first in Asia and later in Europe.
Employment

About 19,500 workers were employed in the blast-furnace industry
in 1939. Because of greatly improved blast-furnace practice and
efficiency, increases in employment in this branch of the industry may
not be as great as in many other lines of production. Employment
will probably increase somewhat less than production as estimated
because of this factor.
IRON AND STEEL SCRAP
Tariff paragraph: 301.
Iron and steel scrap. Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 7.6 perCommodity:
cent (average).'
Rate of duty:
75 cents per long ton.
NoTz.-Subject to additional duties for alloy content. Tbesaealoyod Import represent a very small
of duty Sor the
part of the total. Under Public Law 497, 77thCong., ffetive Mrd 14,
duration of the emergency.
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GENERAL

Data on *United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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were abnormay low in 1939 largely because Canada, our
Importssource,
restricted eort i orde to conserve supplies for
prncipal
the manufacture of armaments hi 1939 im rts were 65 pernt lew
in quwatity and 69 per t 1e v foreign vaue thaIn 1936-38. For
that reuont, a summary table of production, exports imports, and
consumption for & more representative pro-war period L1936-38 avers
age) is shown below:
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The iron and steel industry ordinarily uses somewhat larger quantities of scrap than of pig iron in the over-all production of steel
ingots and other crude ferrous products. Normally about one-half
of the scrap consumed by the industry is produced as a byproduct
of its own operations; the-remainder is purchased from dealers and

railroads or from vlutomotive and other concerns which process iron
and steel into more finished articles.
Except during periods of peak iron and steel production as during
the present-war, the supply of scrap is plentiful. Most of the scrap
is used in the manufacture of steel ingots and catrt , but considerable quantities are also used in the manufacture of iron casti
and other iron products.. Since the cost of transdrting scrap is hg
in relation to its value, United States foreign trade has generally bee
small. Imports come mostly from Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and other
nearby countries. The abnormally large exports in 1939 went largely
to Japan, the United Kingdom, and Italy, and were used in their war
programs. During the period from the end of World War I to the
time when Japan began military preparations for the invasion of
Manchuria (1919-30), United States exports of scrap averaged
222,000 tons annually.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During this period, deferred civilian demand is likely to maintain
steel production at hiogh levels, although- probably somewhat below
mata
the wartime peak. The supply of ap from supl
and other sources probably will be adequate to permit the restoretion of the normal ratio of scrap to pig iron in the making of crude
iron and steel.
Imports may increase above the level of 1939, but probably will
continue to amount to only a fraction of 1 percent of consumption.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
The equivalent ad valorem rate on scrap (7.6 percent in 1939) has

been so low that changes in the rate of duty within the limits stipulated would have little or no effect on importation or consumption.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

It seems likely that the consumption of scrap may be about 40
million tons. This would represent an-increase of 10 -percent above
the 1939 level, attributable to the growth of population.
Imports may be within the range of 50,000-100,000 tons ($450,000$900,000 foreign value), or much above the abnormally low level of
1939. It is assumed that the unit value (foreign) of imports would
be about the same as in 1939. It seems likely that Canada and other
nearby countries will have ample supplies to restore the rate of irnportation to normal peacetime levels. In any event, it is probable
that imports would represent less than 1 percent of consumption.
Production for the domestic market might amount to about 39.9
million tons valued at 559 million dollars ($14 per ton).
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

At this income level, the consumption of scrap may equal or-even
exceed the wartime rate, possibly amounting to 60-65 million tons.
With a high income level, the iron and steel industry probably would
be operating at a high rate, and very large quantities of scrap would
be required. Pig iron and scrap are interchangeable in use within
certain limits. Ample supplies of PI' iron probably will be available
from expanded blast furnace facilities and that fact may tend to
maintain scrap prices at fairly low levels. Supplies of scrap probably wi be adequate.
Imports may be about 100,000-150,000 tons (1.0-1.5 million
dollars foreign value). The unit value 'of sports is estimated at
$10, compared with $9.13 in 1939, in line with anticipated increases
of general price levels. Production for the domestic market would
then be nearly equal to total consumption (estimated at 60-65
million tons, with a value, at perhaps $15-$16 per ton, of 900-1,050
million dollars).
Exports

Because of war programs, first in Asia and later in Europe, United
States export trade in scrap reached abnormally high levels from 1933
to 1941. In the long-term post-war period, it seems likely that exports will decline to peacetime levels. As previously indicated, they
amounted to an average of 222,000 tons in 1919-30. They may be
100,000-500,000 tons with world income at the 1939 level or higher.
It is probable that exports will be very small in comparison with
the large domestic production.
In our principal export markets, scrap is usually free of duty, or
the rates are so low that the trade would probably be little affected
by changes in tariff levels.
Employment

Nearly 16,000 workers were employed by the scrap dealers in 1939.
The number of workers per ton of scrap may not vary appreciably
from the level of 1939. Labor used in steel works and fabricating

Table: [No Caption]
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plants which might be allocated to scrap production cannot be
segregated.
SPIEGELEISEN
Tariff paragraph: 301;
Spiegeleisen (less than 30%0
Commodity:
manganese, more than 1%
carbon not containing
dutiable alloy).
Equivalent ad valorem (19$9):
Rate of duty:
75f
per ton.
2.2%.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Ratio of
imports to
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£ Exports not separately clsifved. A total of 2,923 long tons of ferromanganese and spiegeleidsen, valued
at $247,798, wis exported.
Slig'g 'y overstated since exports are not deducted.

Forexwn value.

Spiegeleisen, an alloy of iron and manganese containing about 25
percent manganese, is consumed exclusively by the steel industry.
United States production, principally from domestic ores, has ranged
from 65 to 85 percent of domestic requirements. The remainder has
been largely imported from Canada; minor amounts have come from
Norway. The imported material has a lower carbon content than the
domestic alloy, the difference being due to the method of manufacture.
Spiegeleisen and ferromanganese, both alloys of mnganese and
iron, can be manufactured in the same electric furnaces abroad.
Imports of spiegeleisen have fluctuated inversely with the operating
rate of the steel industry. This is because it is more profitable for
the foreign producers to manufacture and export ferromanganese, as
its value is at least double that of spiegeleisen. When the operating
rate of the domestic steel industry is high, the foreign furnaces are
taxed to capacity producing fertomanganese, so that little or no spiegeleisen is produced for export. When the operating rate of the domestic steel industry falls below 75 to 80 percent, the demand for imported ferromanganese falls much below foreign furnace capacity, and
the excess capacity is then utilized in producing spiegeleisen. This
condition is likely to continue unless the, foreign producers increase
their furnace capacity. In 1939, imports of spiegeleisen from Canada
alone amounted to 37,470 long tons, then declined in the following
years of high steel production until they were practically insignificant
m 1943.
Spiegeleisen is used mainly in the manufacture of high-carbon steel
by the Bessemer process. The foreign, or low-carbon, alloy can be
used to a limited degree as a substitute for ferromanganese in the
open-hearth and electric furnace. The use of the high-carbon alloy
in such furnaces is generally impracticable because too much carbon is
introduced into the steel iin proportion to the amount of manganese.
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Considering the low equivalent ad v'lremi rate (2.2 percent), it
seems improbable that imports would be affected by changes in duty.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

/

If it is assumed that the steel industry will probably be operating
at a rate about 10 percent below the present peak,1 it will consume
about 160,000 long tons of spiegeleisen, an increase of approximately
23 percent over the quantity consumed in 1939. It is expected that
imports will continue in about the same ratio to consumption, and
come from the same sources.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Impports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

By reason of increase in population, the steel industry (producing
55 to 60 million tons of steel) should consume something like 140,000
long, tons of spiegeleisen, approximately S percent more than in 1939.
Assuming imports to supply 30 percent of consumption, they would
probably amount to 42,000 long tons having a foreign value of- about
1 % million dollars. Domestic production would then be about
98,000 tons, valued at approximately 23 million dollars. (Both value
estimates are based on 1939 average unit values.)
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1936.

With greatly expanded national income, steel production should be
60 percent greater than with income as in 1939,' and total 90-95
million tons. The consumption of spiegeleisen would rise proportionately, probably to 210,000 long tons.
As in the past, at the higher operating rate of the steel industry,
imports ofspiegeleisen would be insignificant, probably amounting to
not more than 2,000 long tons, having a foreign value of only $80,000.
Domestic production would then have to reach 208,000 long tons,
valued at about $6,240,000. Value figures are based "on average
unit values somewhat higher than those of 1939.
Ezpoert

In 1943 there were only six furnaces in the United States producing
four of which were owned by the major steel companies.
spiegeleisen,
It is probable that only a small part of the industry's output reaches
the open market. Since the industry is geared to serve only domestic
requirements, the United States is not likely to become an important
exporter of this commodity.
Enpoyment

Statistics on employment in this industry are not available, but
the number of workers is relatively small.
Seo sectioni ti ts swm o Iron mad td.

Table: [No Caption]
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MANGANESE ORE, METALLURGICAL
Tariff paragraph: 302 (a).
Manganese ore (containing 85% 'and
over of manganese).
Rate of duty:
H per pound of man- .Equivoent ad valorem (1939): (on duti-

Commodity:

ganese content.

able imports) 43%.

NOTZ.-The rate fixed in the Tarift Act of 1931 was 1 oent per pound on manIanese content, which rate
cent per pound, effective January 1,1A6, pursuant to the tire
emt
with
Brn.

was reduced to

J

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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'Includes ore Imported duty-tree from Cuba.
'Excludes production of Imscelleneous" manganese of reported to havy been 20 long tws in 193.
Foreign value.

Manganese ore containing 35 percent or more-of manganese is used
production of steel. ihe United States has only small known reserves
of this high-grade ore and large imports are essential to sustain the
domestic steel industry. Soviet Union, Cuba, the Gold Coast,
Brazil, and British India have been the principal sources of United
imports.
State
Since the major part of manganese ore is absorbed by the steel
industry the rate of consumption is governed almost entirely by the
trend of steel production. Moreover, the demand is determined by
formula requirements for metallic manganese and has little relation to
price. It may be presumed therefore, that variations in price that
might result from changes of duty in either direction would have
little or no effect on consumption.
The United States Bureau of Mines has been conducting research
to improve the method of beneficiation of domestic low-grade ores.
Although until now the results have not been promisig it may be
possible that the experiments will eventually proVe more successful.
If this should happns the estimates given below of domestic production
and, of course, Smports, would be greatly affected.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
On the aesumption that in the ye i ieditly f6llowing the War
at about 10 peilt elow its
the steel industry will be opelLating
i l cosume 1.41.45 mil
log tons of
present wartime Pak,1 i
the 19
manganese oxr of metallurgical grade, or a little over twi9e
tonnage. As in the past, the LJnited State will have to rey on
foreign ore for 90-95 percent of its requirements.

principally in main ferroman anese, which is consumed in. the

1'Bee section on Iron and steel in this seies.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.
,

Duty as in 1939.-On the assumption of a 10 percent increase in
population, steel production (and hence the, consumption of manganese
ore) may expand about proportionately, and perhaps-little more.2
This expansion would require about 725,000 tons of manganese 6re,
about 95 percent of which would probably be imported. On the basis
of 1939 figures, such imports would likely have a foreign value of
9-9% million dollars. Production might possibly be somewhat
greater than in 1939, possibly attaining a level of 35,000 tons, valued
at $970,000; such an increase, however) is doubtful.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-It may be presutmed that an even larger
proportion of consumption would be imported under a lower duty.
The absolute increase in imports, however, would be rather small.
The increase in imports might displace two-fifths of domestic production (leaving about 21,000 long tons valued at approximately
$580,000), in which case they would be about 2 percent larger than
estimated above, or about 704,000 tons, having a foreign value of
about $9,850,000.
-Duty increased by 50 percent.-An increase in duty would result in
a small decrease in imports. An increase of 35,000 tons in-domestic
production to a little more than double the 1939 figure (about 60,000
tons valued at approximately $1,665,000) might occur, but this would
still ieave imports somewhat above the level of 1939, or about 665,000
long tons, having AI foreign value of approximately $9,310,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Duty as in 1939.-Steel production, on the basis of a larger population and greatly expanded national income, should be nearly double
that of 1939,2 and consumption of manganese ore will rise pmoportionately. It would probably therefore amount to 1,300,000 tons.
Domestic production might supply, depending on tariff treatment'
(within the limits of change specified mn the Senate resolution), a
minimum of perhaps 1 percent, or a maximum of possibly 4 percent of
this amount (say, as an intermediate figure 32,500 long tons, valued at
about 1 million dollars).
The price of manganese ore may be expected to follow general
changes in world price levels, since it is drawn from many sources,
moves freely in international trade, and is not under cartel control.
Should the general price level be about 15 percent higher than in 1939,
United States imports amounting to perhaps 1,267,500 long tons
might have a foreign value of approximately 19 million dollars.
Duty reduced by S0 percent,-No decrease in duty would affect the
regular rate of consumption of the steel industry. A decrease
however, would probably mean that domestic production would
decline, which would result in a corresponding small increase in imports. Assuming a 50 percent decrease in domestic production (to 16,250 long tons, valued at about $500,000), imports may reach 1,283,750 long tons, having a foreign value of approximately $19,500,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Consumption would not change;
$

domestic production might perhaps increase to a limited degree and,
- See section on the steel Industry In this series.

Table: [No Caption]
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as heretofore, more than 90 percent of our requirements would still
have to be imported, possibly 1,225,000 long tons, having a foreign
value of about $17 600,000. Domestic production may increase to
almost 6 percent oficonsumption, or approximately 75,000 long tons
valued at $2,400,000.

MANGANESE ORE, FERRUGINOUS

Tariff paragraph: 302 (a).
Commodity:
Ferruginous ore (containing more than 10
and less than 35 percent manganese).
Rate of duty:
%0 lb. on manganese Equivalent ad volorem (1939): 77%.
content.

NOTS.-The rate of duty fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930 was 1 cent per pound on manganese content,
which rate was reduced to J§ cent per pound, effective January 1, 1936, pursuant to the trade agreement
with Brazil.

JENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
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a Foreign value.

Ferruginous manganese ore is used to- make spiegeleisen, which
enters into the production of certain kinds of steel. Unlike manganese ore of metallurgical grade (over 35 percent Manganese content),
reserves of which are meager in the United States, ferrifginous ore
with its lower manganese content is relatively plentiful.
The Union of South Africa was the sole source of imports in 1939.
Ferruginous ores vary in grade, and only those of somewhat higher
grade than domestic ores are imported. Some of the imported ores
also have a lower phosphorus content than the general run of dome
tic ore and are thus preferred for some metallurgical operations.
The amount of manganese used in the production of a ton of steel
is determined by formula requirements and is largely independent of
price considerations. Consumption of ferruginous ore is governed
entirely by the trend in steel production. The relative proportions
of consumption supplied by imports and domestic production will be
affected by tariff changes, although the dissimilarities between do.
mestic and imported ores (slight though they may be) will prevent
this effect from being as 'great As if the two classes of ores could be
perfectly substituted foe each other.
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PoST-wAAR SHORT TERM

If-the steel industry in the first few yeaafter the waf operates
at the rate of about GO million tots annually,1 consumption of ferruginous ore will probably be about 650,-700,0 long toms. Although this consumption would be 2% times that of 1939, it would. be
about 10 percent less than present wartime consumption. Imports
might be expected to furnish 10-12 percent of total consumption, as
in 1939, if Government stock piles are not liquidated; otherwise they
would furnish a smaller amount.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capital Income at 1939 level.

Assuming that the steel industry is operating at an annual rate of
about 55-00 million tons Ia- 10 percent increase over 1939 because
of growth of population-the consumption of ferruginous ore might
approximate 300,000 long tons annually. Consumption would not
be materially influenced by changes in the rate of duty.
lWti as. in 1989.-Assuming that the competitive position of the
imported and the domestic product remains about the same as in
1939, imports might supply 30,000 long tons annually, with a foreign
value (at 1939 unit values) of $125,000. Domestic production woud
then run 270,000 tons with a value, kt 1939 price, of about $1,000,000.
Du4 reduced by '60 percans.-Notwithstanding 'a high equivalent ad
valorern (77 percent in 1939) and unit values much in excess of those
of domestic ores,' foreign ores have been imported in substantial
amounts. It is probable, therefore, that under a lower duty they
would be imported in considerably larger volume, perhaps as much
as 200 percent Heater than in 1939, or 100 000 tons annually. The
foreign value of imports, therefore, on the basis of 1939 uMit values,
would be about $425,000. Domestic production in that case would
amount to 200,000 long tons, with a value of $780,000.
IDly incssed by 60 pcteb. More 19368-when the duty on
imports of maganese Ore n all grades was 1 -eent a pound on manganese content, only ore with a manganese content of 35 percent or
more was imported. The duty. ar presumably prohibitive for the'
lower grades of-ore. -Under the oneohalf cent a pound rate in 1939,
low-grade ore waS imported, but only in On amount equivalent to
about one-fifth of total imports of manganese ore. It appears, -therefore, that restoration of the 1 cent rate would again be prohibitive of
imports and that a Ykeat rate (50 percent increase in present rate),
might bring about the same result, or ht leiat a strongly restrictive
effect. It seems likely that imports would not exceed 10,000 tons,
with a foreign value of perhaps $42,000. Domestic production would
then be 29.0,000 long tonvalued at about $1,130,000.
Per csapits Ineorhe IN percent hijhOr than 1(a 199.0
Under this assumption stMee production might range from *0 to 95
million tons,' and the consumption of ferruginios ore under those
conditions would probably be 550,000 lon tot annually. Consmption would not be much-affected by changed in price or tariff
treatment.
IBe usection on Iron and stoel in th" Serie
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Du.y,8ine 1989.-There would' b no reason, Wuider these onditions,
to eipect the 'competitive relatiotwhip of imported rddomstic prowold 'exst
Ouction to be substantially different from thAt I hich
at the lower income level. Import Vmight 8uppy
5,000 long toAs
annually. -The unit values would probably be 1I Vrcnit higher than
in 1939, bringing foreign import vlue6 up to $275,000. oduMtiob
might amount to 495,0(' tone, with iralue per tom about 10 to 15
percent higher than in 1929, or about $2,225,000.
Duty reduced bV 60 perctnt.->:For reasons outlined above, redution
of 50 percent in the rate of duty would stimulate imports considerably,
perhaps to as much as 30 percent of consaimption. They might- thi
amount to about 165,000 long tons, with -a foereg value of about
$825,000. Production would, therefore, amount to 386,000 long tons,
having a value of $1,732,000.
Duty increeed by 50Q perceCt. An increase in -the duty would
probably have a sharp effect in curtailing imports. The ratio of
imports to consumption might be no-more t4 haIlf as great as
1939. This would assume imports of 30,000 ln6g tons annually,
valued at $150,000 (foreign value). Production Would then apprd.timate 520,000 long tons, with a value of $2,34Q,000.

TUNG(N

0

Tariff paragraph: 301 (c)Tungsten ore (concen:
Commodity:
trates).
Rate of duty:
5O0 lb. (on metl con- Equivalsa ad 6oemon du
tent).
impo4t (1939): 60%.

GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and conumption for
1940' are given below.
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Includ imports of tungsten in ore only. 1Iports In other forms Inalnplaut.
4 This g Onludes 52 tons of tungsen on whih draw-back of ddty was paid upon exportaton otmans

factured articles containing tungsten.

Approximately 75 percent of the tungsten ore consumed in the
United States goes ito ferrotun sten(m turn ued for allowing stel)
or is used directly in making tungten alloy steels. The reini 25
percent goes into making tpngsten metal, tungsten carbide, nd van-.
ous chemical. Practically l tung consumed ini the United
1940 is used because 1 Impbt were abnormally low. Oomprbl figures for 13 ar as follows:
United States mine production,-2,040 short tons valued at $4,402,000;
duty-fteb imports, 295 short tons valued
at $414,000 (foreign value); imports for domestic consumption, 743 sort tons valued at 99,000 (foreign
value; exports (withdrawals from bonded smelter), 296 short tons; apparent oonsumption, 2,783 short sou;
ratio of Impors for consumption to apparent consumption, 27 percent.
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States is ultimately used either in tools for cutting steel or in steel
all~oyrs of great strength, hardness, and resistance to heat. Tungsten
tools are essential for mass production. Over a considerable period
the consumption of tungsten has increased both absolutely and relsa
tively, compared with steel, although this tendency has become less
marked because substitutes such as molybdenum are now being used.
Molybdenum cannot be substituted for tungsten in all its uses, but as
long as the price of molybdenum remains substantially below that of
tungsten many of the wartime substitutes for tungsten may be continued alter the war. There is possibility of a wider use of high-melting point alloys containing tungsten in equipment such as supercharger and gas-turbo-generators.
United States consumption of tungsten in ore for the period 1929-38
is estimated to have averaged about 2,000 tons annually, reaching a
low of 200 tons in 1932 and a high of about 4,500 tons in 1937; the 1940
figure was materially higher.
The world price is largely determined by Chinese and other Fat,
Eastern production the domestic mine value of tungsten is usually
higher than the world price by about the amotint-of the United States
import duty.
Domestic mine production practically ceased for a period of 4 years
or more after World War I, but reached 500 tons annually in the late
1920's and about 1,500 tons annually in the late 1930's. New deposits
have been discovered in the United States since 1940. EWith the aid of
increased prices, domestic output reached a peak of 5,679 tons in 1)44.
Most tungsten mines in the Uinited States are relatively short-lived,
a fact which must be remembered constantly in considering forecasts
of domestic output for any extended period.
Duringthe 1930's imports supplied about 45 percent of domestic
requirements. In years of high industrial activity imports amounted
to about 2,200 tons, but in years of reduced activity they fell almost
to the vanishing point, and domestic mines then supplied the greater
part of the total requirements. China furnished 65 to 75 percent of
the pre-war imports, but during World War II Bolivia and Argentina
have supplied important amounts.
Substantially all our export trade in tungsten products is the result
of free entry of ores for treatment. Some tungsten is exported in
other manufactured products, with-benefit of draw-back.
The war demand not only. greatly stimulated;domesti mine production, but also increased output in Latin America. Prices 2 averaged $1.60 per pound for the period 1941-43, compared with $1.34 in
the period 1937-40 and $0.75 in the period 1926-29. During the war
imports increased nearly as rapidly as domestic production, and large
stocks8 were accumulated. By October 1944 the, Government stock
pile contained 16,856 tons, or an equivalent of 3 years' consumption
at the 1940 rate. The entire United States war industry was greatly
"tooled ups" and there is tow a very large supply of cutting tools.
The following analysis is based on the assumption that the Government stock pile will be maintained and kept off the market.
XTbs calnukod vim ane basd on avr*
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POST-WAR SHORT TEMS
Lu this period steel ingot output is likely to, total about 80 million
tons aDnually,' which would indicate a Consumptioti of tnten of
5500 to 6500 tons, a marked incretse over 1940. Owing to the p.bworld-mie capacity, prices of tungsten may deline greatly,
able exc~
even to a figure well below that which prevailed; in 1940. The price
decline would not materially affect the quantity of tungsten consumed. Because of the price decline, however, domestic mine output
of tungsten would probaby decrease markedly, though perhaps at a
slower rate than prices, and toward the ed of the short-term period
production might be very much less than in 1940. Imports would
probably decline from the recent level but remain above that of 1940.
POSTWAR LONG TERM
Cessnaipd, Production, and Iaporte
Although changes in United States import duty would have a
material effect on the demand fer foreign-produced tungsten and therefore might affect the price thereof, no basis exists for evaluating the
probable changes in price. The values of imports given in the foilowmug discussion ar based on the assumption of constant foreign prices
under the respective income levels, regardless of the rate of the United
States duty. Imports for processing in bond and export are referred
to under the section on exports.
PST-WR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC

Per capital income at 1535 level.

At this income level the production of steel, taking account of increase in population, would probably be about 50-60 million tons,3
and the consumption of tungsten about 4,000-4,500 tons, a decrease
below 1940. Because of the large supply of high-grade foreign ore,
especially in the Far East, the world price might be somewhat below
the level of 1940, possibly as much as 15 percent lower, which would
be about 70 cents per pound.
Duty ac io 1939t.-Assuming a corresponding domestic mine value
of about $1.20 per pound for tungsten, domestic production might be
1,500 to 2,000 tons, with a mine value of approximately 3.7-4.8
million dollars. Imports might be 2,500-3,000 tons (about the same
share of coIsmption as in 1940), with a foreign value of 3.9-4,2
million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With the import duty reduced by 25
cents perpound and assuming that domestic producers would have to
lower their price correspondingly, the domestic mine value of tungsten
might decline to about 95 cents per pound. Because much of the ore
mine.. Mi this country is of relatively low grade, at this price level
domestic producers would be unable to maintain their former Share of
consumption. Thus domestic production might decline to 700-1,200
tons, valued at 1.3-2.3 million dollars. Imports ht become about
three-fourths of the consumption totaling 3,200-3,800 tons, with a
foreign value of 4.5-5.3 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-A 75-ct per pound import duty
would probably result Ivaw domestic mine value of about $1.45 per
pound, and the high prices in the United States might result in some
&se section

on iron

and steel in thswims

DOMESTIC ODUCTIQ
3%83 P"OT-WAR IMPOR ANDMW
decrease in the obnsuifiption of tungsten particularly in uses where
thore can be a subsf4xtituo of molybdenum, wl4h is relatively
abundant from domestic soew. Import. ,ight dec8r""eto 1,6002,000 tons, having a foreign v'aluof 2.1-2.8 million dollar, and
domestic production might be 2,000-2,600 tons, havmig a mine value
of 5,8-7.2 million dollars, the.higher price permitting the mining of
lower-grade deposits.
Per capital income T5 percent higher than In 19*9.

At this incdme 1evel steel production would probably be about 90
million tons,' arid the consumption of tungsten in the Unitd States
would therefore be about 6,500-7,500 tons. The increased demand
for tungsten would cause an increase in the world pric0, possibly to
$1 Per pound.
Duty al in 1939.-With a corres rding domestic mine value of
$1.50 or slightly more, production of tungsten ght amount to 2,300
to 2,800 tons, having a mine value of 6.9-8.4 million dollars, And nu.
ports might be 4,000-4,800 tons, having a foreign value of 8.0.6
million dollars.Duty reduced by 60 recent. duty of 25 cent perpound might
result in a domestic mine value of about $1.25 per pound. Domestic
production. might be around 1,600 to 2,200 tons, valued At 4.0-5.5
million dollars, and impose might be as high as 4,800-5,500 tons
having a foreign value of 9.6-I1.0 million dola S.,
Duty increased by 60 percent.-The high domestic prices that
-would probably result from this increased duty would- tend to pro
mote thQ substitution of molybdenum for tungsten, aswell as economies
in the use of tungsten, and as a result the total consumption of tungsten might be reduced by as much as 500 tons as compared with
consumption at an unchanged duty. Domestic production might be
around 2,500-3,500 tons, valued at 8.7-12.2 million dollars, And imports might be 3,000-4,000 tons, having a foreign value of 6-8 million
dollars.
Experts

Future exports are likely to consist of metal or advanced tungsten
products, such as tools, made from imported ores on which either the
free-in-bond or draw-back regulations apply. It Uis unlikely that any
domestic tungsten will be exported owing to the hiher domestic
price. The extent of bonded exports or those under draw-back
canot be forecasts
Employment

a

Employment in United States tungsten mines, based on information
from the United States Bureau of Mines, is estimated t6 have been
700oin 1940, but increased rapidly to 1,400 in 1943, the peak employment period. Under the various assumptions regarding product on
indicated above, the number of employees might e bout 200-1,000

people.

See section on iron and steel in tAsries
Ms
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used
is
principal
manganese,
recent in the open-hearth furnace.'There
isTrelatively little
cFCIn¶steel
substitution of other products for. fomangnese.
In normal times, domestic production ofermangae , manuf
from import ore, supplies aiond 90 percet of rotured kntinly
quirements. Norway, France, the-Netherandi Czechosl'akia
a and Japan have been the p clsources of Unit
.*
States imports. -.XU*.;.-0,
The tjnited States is dependent, upon imports of .m gawee, either
alloy or ore for most of it requirements On th bas of quantity,
o iing not le than 4 percent carbe*
imports of ierotee
shiof
theother two tad combined,
are usually twice aslarge
of
for
and in 1939 accounted 63,percent the total imports. .;Demand is
detennined by activity in the steel industry4, A 60-percent change
in tariff treatment would not materially affect the over-all quantity
rd or of ferrong s consumed. No ch e
of mnas
in duties which apphid equally to ore and alloy wuld alter the
relative proportions n which they are imported.
The Gn stock pile of fer nae s s Ml comparing
with the average nul co option and a rapid disposal of this
2
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reserve after the war *obld have' -libte effect upon the domestic
industry. At the be ing of 1945, the stock pile of manganese ore
was equal to about 8 months' wartime consumption.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The operating rate of the steel industry duringthis period may
Ow to the
long ton, of ferromanganese axnualgy.
require 0 6B,0QO
were the
formerly
which
ies
the
-count
eCin
rehabilitation
s e;
only
the
reac
may
Norway
sources
of
principal
imported,
how much would be imported is problematc.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Coxwumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1959 level.
On the basis of a steel production of 55-60 million tons,1 about
340,000 long tons. of ferromanganewould be required, or almost 1o
percent more than in 1939. Imports may be 10 percent of consump

tion i(the average price forth priod 1936-9), or 34,00 Ilong
tons, with a foreign value; (at average unit prices a in 1939) of at
2.4 million dollars. Domestic production mught approximate about
306,000 long tons, valued at perhaps 26.2 miion dollars. The consumption, and the ratio of imports to production, would probably
not beo affected appreciably by 50-pertfit dianges in the rates of-duty.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

At this level of income, steel production may be nearly double that
of 1939, or about 90-95 million tons. Annual consumption of ferromanganese may then reach 650,000 long tons, or about 60 percent
more than with income as in 1939. The, share supplied by imports
would probably be about the same as under the lower income level;
they may amount to about 65,000 tons annually, with a foreign value
of about- 4.5 million dollars. Domestic production would then be
495,000 tons, -valued at about 48 million dollars. This assumes an
increase of about 15 percent in the prices.
Exports

It appears unlikely that the United States will export significant
quantities of this product.
Employment

Total employment in this industry in 1939 amounted to only 1,200
men. With maximum production at the higher income level, employment might reach 2,500.

FERROSILICON
Tariff paragraph: 302 (i).

Commodity:
Rae of duty:

Ferrosilicon (8-30 per-

cent silion).'
1 cent per pound of con- EAwalen ad valorem (t939): 10percent.
taised silicon.

NoTx.-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 19n ont errouollon containn a t80percent suoonwas 2cents1,
Pursuant to the Ant trade agreement with Canada, effective January
per pound on the Silion content.
per pod of silicon
ood to t centf
re
on(ffolwlloon of t
1Wthue
erduty
the rate further
Cnadian arment, efetive January 1, 1a9
beond
Content, and pursuant to the

=educed to 1 cent per pound.

see section in this sries on trp and sted.
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Data on United Sttes production, import, an consunpton 9r
1939 are given below:
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magnesaim in the Pilgeon process., In recent years crusedand
sized ferrosilicon has been used- in the new sink-and-float method of
ore concentration. For many of its use as a deoxidizer, sbstituts
such as 'silico-manganese or silicopiegel, and calcium bicid&.'fre
available.d Ferrositicon is made in electric or blast furnaces. 'ie
cost of electric power is an important item in the former method.
United S4ta1i productli6 in the pre-wr period- raned fro- 160,000
to 400,000 long tons yearly. Imports, 'mostly from Canada, ranged
from 4,000 to 13,000 tons.
Thek- movement of thehighlicon
-grades i somewt stled
by maritime safety' regulations, as they -are. chemically active under
certain conditions. In the lower grade freight is a considerable item
of cost, as prices are relatively low. Ihe main producers in CanadA
and Europe exporting to the United States are financially associated
with the principal domestic maker: of the -bigh rdes of electric
furnace product, The availability of low-cost letic power probably
deter ed to some extent the importation of the high grades from
Canada. Norway has been the most important European supplier in
the past. It is likely that the proucin plant there has been damaged
or.destroyed dug hostilities. The Ijuited Stat capacity is probe
ably larger th f cetime requirements. E ps are not recorded
separately, but were probably very small and possibly destinld for
nearby areas in Canada.
The United States is the world's largest market for ferrosilicon.
European cartel producers have been at a \disadvantage in selling in
this market by reason of transportation c"ts and shipping retrictions.
In spite of the relatively low 'rate of duty,'' there have been no significant imports for the past 10 ears or more. It- would, therefore,
appear that changes in duty of 50 percent in either direction would
not greatly change our trade position inferrosilicon.
molten iron and steel.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of feriicon is closely related to the activity of
the steel industry. 'ith- a 'high level of national income, an increase
over the 1939 figure of perhaps one-third in quantities consumed and

Table: [No Caption]

pot.-wa no & noWun PEDW CTON'
believe that
produced might be anticipated; Thaer little reason toconsumptjon;
zmpor4F will furnish more than 2 to 5 Prcen t of domstecti
androtild probAbly be6from Cafaian plant near our steel-man
areas.
PQST-WAR LONG TERM
VnAu ,Sa. Pndnihs, sd" Impors
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Per cqplt Income at Z199 len?.

Future consumption of ferrosiicon will be related to the level of
steel' output. At this level of income domestic produetiouniht
be about 390,000 tons valued (at the 1939 price) at about 19.5 million
dollars. Imports might be about 9,000 tons, with a foreign 'value of
roughly $260,000.
Per capita inwomeu pee"t higher thn 4n W199
Pomeptic: production, would probably be about. 590,000 tops,
lued at a pric about 1o PerOent higher thin 1939, or 32K million
dolp's. Imports undecthfiis high level of demand might be 33,50
torn, with a foreign value of about $435,000.

There is no reason to expect ;ny change in owr insiicnt expot

Employment issmall, but cannot be estimated, as most of the plnts
make many product with e e new.
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ata on United States importeior 1939 are given below:.
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The alloys of aluminum and silicon in this class are sed princip
in foundries as deoxidizers for molten steel and for the pu of
adding aluminum, silicon, or iron to certain slloys; the quantity used
per ton of steel is very small. There are several competitive deoidxers which serve much the same general purpose in fact;, this prtiCir
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'll portion of the total
group of dedizer. form onl av
volume used in ste and honferrous alloys, althou they are
tively important in a sl n ber of i f des.
There are no statistical data on the production consumption or
sports. It is know that several concerns in thei kued Stat are
equipped to produce these alloys. Most of the production is bj Secondary smelters which handle aluminum srpa. It is timate' that
during th ar o'nly about 1,00,000 ounds of thi t of aly
being produced annually in the United States. Sie there wre no
figure reprents wartime consiptqltlo
lias be6n the sole source of imports in th6 past; they
KMvltziraud
have beenthe produtt of a single concern spelling m g other
aluminum allo.- No exports of alloys in this group are kno~n to
have been mnue in recent years.
When the duty was redued from2. to 1% cet per pound i
193, im rts inased about fivefold in the suceding year. This
was due at let in P to incraied usage at tt
increasejiowever,
o
in a
e
time n special casting which would proby
(Ren ste benaB ter economy i usage ofthese Odi8.)
The continue lowen ofthe fori value in 1938 may didwte
a high de of competition with the domestic reduction of the same
or substitute deoxidize. Apparently the Unite Sts thI
only export market for the Si ppducb. A O-percent increase or
decrease in the duty would probwiblr not -be an important factor in
determining the volume of post-war unports.
POST-wa SH1t ThEM

Imports at likey to be very smll beause of the abundance of
low-priced aluminum scp that ca ere asan oxidizer.
PBTsWAR WNON ThEM
.d .
ap"Si
-CoasumpiS.., P ede.a s

It

It apper likely sthatour producing ctaeity5 anid supply will 1*
much grate afte the wtr. Oonumtloxz *illpi bably be muth
higher with a national income 75 percent higher thai In 1039, tl
with an unchanged income..
Per apits income at 19* level.

The fatut Iport tradeiv ucertain but t .ms likel that
less than
pounds of this aloy, ith a foreign vue Of $0,000,
would seek tue Cattd States market.
Per capital inonme 75 percenthiher thn n

'

Even at this income l vel, imports might be le1s than 1 million
pounds, with a for 'alue Of &bbut$12,0.

There is no reason to expect an export trade in these alloys.
The production of thes aluminum-nilicon aloys in the United Stat.
i8 carried on in conjunction with the beconda smetingand found
industries and for this rtas no employentfire ar ailabln:
The number of men involved is probably very small.
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CALCIUM SILICIDE
Tariff paragraph: 302;(n).
Calcium; silciide (calcium silicon).
Commodity:
25% ad val.
Rate of duty:

GENERAL
Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for
Iare given below:

1939

Quantity (1 000 pounds) -3 973
1225
-value ($1,060)
$0. 056
Unit value (per pound) V

Fogein NQ

Calcium silicide is used in the United States to a limited extent in
deoxidizing and cleansing molten iron and steel from which special
castings are made, and also as a deoxidizer and cleanser in' the manufacture of' certain nonferrous alloys. Thui. product is-competitive
with other deoxidizers, although its price'duriig the war (13 to 14
cents per pound) is higher than some of the competitive materials
In the UJnited States there is only one producer, which began operation late in 1939, when shipments from Europe were discontinued as
1939 the entire United States supply of
a result of the war. hBefore
calcium silicide came from 'Europe, approximately three-fourths from
a plant ii Norway which is owned by the one United States concern
now producing the product in-this country. Exact data on United
States production and consumption are not available, but domestic
output has probably Averaged about 4,000 Ens annually during the
Tar. Domestic production of calcium silicide& and other deoxidizers
is in the Great Lakeseindustrial area, an important center of the electrochemical' industry Power, the principal item of production cost,
is probably higher in the Great Lakes area than in Norway. The
domestic producer,- however, has facilities for the production of calcium silicide on the Pacific- Coat, where power-is cheaper than in the
Great Lakes area and may be cheaper than in Norway. These
Pacific Coast facilities cat be used for the production of calcium
8ilicide after the war!.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be considerably less than it has been
during the war. Imports are likely to be small, as it will take -some
time n Norway and other foreign sources to reestablish production
for export.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption. Produeiwon, and Imports
Imports of calcium silicide will depend very largely on the policy
followed by the one domestic producer, who also owns the plant in
Norway that supplied most of the pre-war imports. The policy of
this producer will probably be determined largely by the rate of duty
on this product. If the duty is not- changed, the domestic producer
mht find it to his interest to continue to produce substantial quayn
titles of calcium silicide in the United State, and at the same time
import from his plant in Norway. If the duty were decreased by 60

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

1145

percent, it is possible that the concern would find it advantageous to
discontinue production in the United States and to import large
quantities; from Norway. On the other. hand, if the dtfty were
increased by 50 percent, it is likely that the producer would operates
the P1ant in the United States-and discontinue imports from Norway,;
It should be noted th*t although Norway was the principal pre-war
source of United States imports of calcium silicide, supplying about
three-fourths of the total, significant quantities were also imported
from other sources.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption might be about 10 percent greater than in 1939 and
amount to around 4.5 million pounds. Prices would probably be
about the same as in 1939 if the duty were unchanged, but would be
affected by duty changes.
Duty an in19s9.-Imports might amount to about 2.3 million pounds
with a foreign value of about $130,000 (5.6 cents per fouid). Domes.
tic production would thus be about 2.2 million pounds valued at $240,000 (11 cents per pound).
Duty reduced by 50 percent-Domestic production might be discontinued, in which case imports would supply all the domestic market
and amount to about 4.5 million pounds, with a foreign value of about
$285,000 (6,3 cents per pound).
Duty increased by 50 percent-Imports from Norway might: cease
entirely, but there would probably be some imports from other foreign
sources. Imports thus might amount to 100,000 pounds, with a
foreign value of $50,000 (4.9 cents per pound). DDomestic production
might amouin`t to 4.4 million pounds, valued at $5830,000 (12 cents per

pound).

in
1h39.
Per caitan Income 76 percent higher thqn

Consumption might be oneibW- lairkg than with income as in 19839
and amount to 6.0 million pouds, ri-es would bepprecably
higher than, at tlv lowerlevel ot inco.me.
Duty; as in ;1 D-Imports might mlow
I1 .to, od3.0 million
pounds, with 4Iforeign vQlue 44 $190,000 (8.33 cents per pound) and
domestic productiqn might afloaut to 3,0 million pounds valued at
$380,000 (12 cents per pound),
bry 50 prcent.-Imports might supply all the; dotic
Doet reduced
wold. t amount to 8f0 million pounds, with a foreign
ed1
market
peropound)
(6.9 cents
of
value $4020,000
Duty increase~by 50 erce.- Imports might aout t 20,
(5.6 cet per poun4). Domi*
pounds, with a foreign value of $e11,000
tic production would then amount to about 5.8 million pounds valued
at about $755,000 (13 cents per pound).
Exports
United States exports of calcium silicide after the war will probably
be negligible.
aEmployment
Employment incalcium silicide production is believed to be very
small; thus the changes indicated in this report would result in insigmificant shifts in employment.
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IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTS1
Tari pararapA: 303-328, 1800.
Iron and steel prodC6m6odshs:
VariouB.
84aet of duty:
Bquivaknt ad valorem (1989): 20% (approximate average).
of
mlloy, nd other gr
Nora.Theee products embrace mo than
Iron and steel products. The average equivalent ad valorem of mot the rates raed between 10 and
o perosit.

GE:NERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production (rolled products)

Total

For

_

tion

domestic

|export

market ~

~

sumnption

~

J'cm

19
0.5
38,667
2, 93
36,475
Qatity (I short tons) .............
% 000
V lX 16
18,001-..
'
........176,82
.2,720.
$00
6.
$668020
Ue
Persons employed n sel wurksrvll
mills, andondrie..

'A?' (

UMltalupe to)$0.000
------------

.

.

.

------

.

.

-.---,-'-----Z.

..

Value of steel works and rolling-mill products as reported by the U. S. Burau of the Cenmu. Tbere is
Foilp value.

aesiderable
duplication.
a

Because of the many grades and classes involved, the present report
primarily covers iron and steel products as a OiJgle group. .,It also
includes considerable discussion of individual products. In sum r
tables, such as that shown above, the scope of the statistics of imports
and exports is somewhat more inclusive than that of the statistics of
production. Imports and exports -cohist cem-fly of olled product,
but also include relati ely small quantities of cat and forged prducts.

On the other hand, the statistics of production refer oky t roiled
ad
products, becAuse complete data respcting the output of ca dt
-foiged rducts are not available. Thus, the statistics of production,
export. imports; and doniumption ar ol roughly comparble.
he figures for production and consumption involve cdrable

-duplhiatioras.War conditions reduced impo to an bormaIly ldwpoint in 1939
(about 30 percent less in quantity -nd 20 percent less in value than in
19364-). For that reason, statistics comparisons of production,
exporti, imports, and consumption for a more representative p -war
period (1936-38 average) are shown beloW:Production (rolled products)

Item

Total

~~~~~~~For
eor domestic
market

Imports consump- tocn
tion

273
096
32,106
34,202
Quantity (1,000 short tons).2259, 000 116,077
Vue ($1,000)-2,-- 0,
231,$34277
$70.00 $89 00
It value (per ton) . ............... . .
0

immpionb

smto

32,379
,.'.....

08S

...... ..
.
..

tFoeD value.
on census date and avee quoted price of n*shed stee. The latter were at approximately
.
the some level In 193-38 a I 1939
I Zcludes Iron ore, pig iron, and iron and steel crap, which are described in other sectIons
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Steel is cheaper and stronger than most of the competing materials,
and 1ismade in many forms:and grades for innumerable uses. Iron
and steel represent; (by Weight) aCut 95 percent of the production
and consumption of all metallic products. Enormous quantities of
basic
raw materials-iron ore, coal, and limestone-are required by
the industry
especially in periods of peak production. It also re.
quires considerable
quantity of
materials, such as min-

ganese, chromium, tin, refractories,acessory
and many others. In fact, for
many these materials the industry the princpl consumer,
of

is

so

that the rate of steel production determine in large Measure the rate
of consumption of the accessory materials and hence the rate of
production, imports, or- both. Many of these accessory materials
are discussed in other sections in this series.
During the war,
capacity, which limits
the effective output of rolling and otifer finishing lilies, hasL been
increased about onei.xth above prewar levels. Annual stel ingot
capacity now amounts to about 95 million tons, equivalent to about
65 million tong of rolled products. after sqrap losses and uses in other
than rolled forms. The industry now has the greatest ca acity in
its history and most of its facilities are more modernand efficient
than ever before. However, some of the anargial facilities both for
steel making and for rolling,
represent) about percent of the
over-all capacity, maytheybe scrapped
or held in
condition
after the warbecause
not
be
able t compete in a post-war
may
economy. On the whole, the iron and steel industry will have no
great difficulty in converting to peacetime production. The operast
ing rate and
dependmore on income levelsthtion
any other
The United States has been a net export ofironad ste pro&
ucts for many years. Before the war,, imports suppliedles than 1
percent df-our consumpion, h
3
f
t'of the output was. exported. Germany,Belgium-Luxemburg, and France were
the principal
imported low-priced tonnage steels and
Sweden
ad sources of
Kingdom
of
special
steels. To a considerable exte'nt-the special steels, especially those
from Sweden, may be regarded as supplemental torather than competitive with the domestic product. Manyof these items sell on a
prestige basis, and many of theindividual transactions are too skaf-II
to be of interest toUnitod States prodicers. Because of the cost of
railtransportation in the United States,
marketfor
or
tonnage steels-is limited to areas near the ports of entry. igherpriced steels are much more widelydistributed, but the over-all consumption is but 'a small fraction of that of tonnagestels.
Except for barbed wire, which is free of duty (tariff pargraph
1800), practically all of the iron and steel products covered by this
section are dutiable (for
under aragrapha 303-328. The basic and adoy
ditional rates
of
duty
content and advanced processing) for
group
nh tire averagedabout 20percent in equivalent ad valorem
in 1939, most of the duties in the various brackets ranging from about
10 to 35 percent. Some Qf the rates were reduced pursuant to the
Trade Agreements Act~of 1934, but nearly all of the reductions were
made before mid-1939.
The Unitedstates is
an export basis fr-tonnage Meel,but
animport basis for special steels of the kinds imported from Sweden

United States steel-iaki

sandby

-employmentwil

factor.

the United

theimpdre higher-pric
t

im

on

on

Table: Selected iron and ste l products: United States production, exports, imports, and consumption of leading imports, 1939
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exports
Kingdom. Before the, wari United States export
and the United
were widely distibuted. Cauadw was usually the ptiieipl Market,
with Japan, Mexico, Brazil, the Philippine Islands, and the Sovet
Union ranking high among our foreign outlets. In the export of iron
and steel-products as such, 'however, the United States was surpassed
by Genmnany, BelfiuM-Luxemburg, France, and the United Kingom,
chiefly because of lower wage rates in Othose countries or because of
tariff advantages, such as those enjoyed by the United Kingdom in
British Empire markets.
The preceding general statistical comparisons of iron and steel
products as a single group are supplemented by the table below.
The competitive position-Of the many branches of the industry varies
considerably. The table shows the production, exports, imports, and
consumption of the six leading products or groups of related-products
in import trade in 1939 (foreign value basiss, together with an "all
other" column.; It also shows the average equivalent ad valorem of
the duties on the several groups. Barbed wire has been on the free
list for many years; the average equivalent ad valoremn for, the other
selected groups ranged from. 11 percent (for wire rods) to 26 percent
(for seamless tubes).
In terns of foreign value, the aggregate imports of the- selected
products represent 64 percent of the total imports of rolled, forged,
and cast products in 1939. Except for barbed wire, imports accounted
for less thai 2 percent (in most cases less than 1 percent) of the consumption of the products or groups listed in the table. For practically all tonnagesteel'-products,' imports were greatly exceeded in
volume by exports. For some specialties not -shown separately - in
the table, the ratio of imports to consumption is much higher than
for these groups.
Selected iron -and steel prod ucs: United States production, exports, imports, and
consumption of lead import, 1939
stripe | m
1am tr'
Stip

s

Item

tu

Steel
bea's

AU
Total
Wire
Barbed
other,
rods
wire

Quantity (1,000 short tons)

Production ...
Export.

.......

---------------

Imports ......
Apparent consumption.
.

.

,
-

*

1,735
123
20

1,827

8,359

1,731

3,232

100
4

61,41

171
44

4,872
184)
21
4,713

230 23,368
160 1,9
86
17
187 21,508

3,580
35
12

3,857

39, 0&
2,M93
192
88

'Value ($1,000)

Exports.
Imports ..

., 13,2986
2,301

60,53

1,728

9,055
1, 331

12,897
1,108

3,744 129,453 176,328
927 4.687 1i,00

1,330
9

Unit value (per short ton)

$BM

Exports................... . $108
79
Imports 8.----------- . _

490.

$72

M4

$38

$03

78

.2..
64

$67

$6

22

1

72

M

Average equivalent ad valorem (percent)

,...
Duty.~~~~~~~

..... ......... ........

*

sj

181

i31

2f

ii

Free

Ratio (percent) based on quantity

_

Imports to coasumjtion-.. *LB8
7.1
Exports to production -..
' Includes

30

0.2
5.5

1.4

5.1

0.4
3.7J

-0.3' 9.11
o
2_8.i

bll-bearing tubes -- 'Excludes concrete reinforcement tao.

I

0.3
a2

Foreign value.

0
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A disussion of each of the selected groups'of productsfollows:i
Sedmne>s tubes.n t sof foei n aue, eaiesube wor
imported to.-a greater extent than ny other Bir. and steproduct.
Nevertheless, imports supplfr only 1.8 pent of coution
quantity, and were coiiderably less than exports; The bulk of the
imports consisted of carbon steel tube, chiefly for use in oil gelds In
1939, iport of £alloy steel:'ball bearmg tues represented about 9
percent of the; quantity and 18 percent of the value of imports of all
seamless tubes. In some years imports of ball-bearing tubes have
supplied about one-third of consumption, coming chiefly from Sweden
and Germany. A large domestic ball-bearing producer controlled by
Swedish interests accounted for most of the imports, and normally
obtained the bulk of its supplies of these tubes from the parent plant'
in Sweden.
Strips.-Jinports of strips of all grades are small in quantity in
comparison with production oAnd sports. Imports consist largelyof high-priced razor blade strip, whereas production afd exports ar:
chiefly of low-priced grades such as are :used by' the automotive
industry. Trade reports indike that' beforehthe wat, unports of razor
blade strip not over 6/1,000 inch in thickness supplied more than
one-half of consumption. TheyIcamelargely from Sweden, and many
consumers preferred the imported product because of its high quality.
Structural' 8h4pe8.-Pre-war imports consisted almost entirely of
low-priced iihfabricated grades. They uppied 1.4 percent of consumption in 1939 in qualitity, and were greatly exceeded by exports.
Imports came chiefly from continental Europe (Germany, France, and
Belgium-Luxemburg) and were sold on a price rather than a quality
basis. Because of transportation costs, consumption of the imported
material was restricted to 'seaboard markets.
Steel bar8.-Imports consisted largely of low-pr cod grades from
Belgium-Luxemburg, France, and Germany. Higher-priced tool steel
bhrs came ehifly from Sweden and the United-'Kingdom. Imports
supplied only a small fraction of 1 'percent of the consumption of
tonnage steel bars, but about 10 percent of the relativey small consumption of tool steel bars. The United States was decidedly on an
export basis for tonnage steel bars, but on an import basis for tool steel
bars. Most of the latter weresold in our markets on a prestige basis
Wire rod8.-Most of the imports consisted of high-pricd grade,
largely from Sweden, whereas most of the production and exports
consisted of low-ppriced grades. Many consumers preferred the
imported product because of its high quality, and to a considerable
extent imports may be regarded as supplemental to rather than
exceeded imports
competitive with the domestic product. Exports
PO
both -in quantity and value.
Barbed mnre.-Imports of barbed wire (duty-free), su plied about 9
percent of co nsumption in 1939. They came chiefly from Germany
and Belgium-Luxemburg. They were sold on a price rather than
quality basis, and to, a large extent were distrtbu'ed by mail-order
houses. The domestic product is of higher quality, end exports
i
exceeded imports by &a'cnisiderable margin.
All other iron and steel prdct8.-Tous ensi1lleous group repr
rented in 1939 oily about one-third of the, imports, in quantity, but
nearly thiee-fifths of the domestic production. Consdered a
single group, imports accounted for 0.3 percent of consumption i-
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nil,
1939. .eAo Ige UnitedSpto of p s
reement ba, hchare
r
welded pipe, tin ple, , and mcen
the princiPol productO in ti cate ry (bed onc-iies
oonis
sued), aiMost
entirely supplied' by th domestic indutay
Importa of sevrerai of these products, however, ,eeede $100tOO
in active pe-wro year. The prncip#l products imported (in terjns
offoreign value) include low-piced tonnage steel itews1 such s hoo
and bands, concrete reinforcement bar, rails (cbiefly light rasil), and
hither-priced specialties such a wire land wire rope andi strand. Imptts of high-priced wire came largely from Sweden and to some
extent may be regarded assupplemeintl to the domestic output.
PO8T-WAR SHORT TERM
It seems likely that the deferred civilian demand both here and.
abroad, will be sufficiently large, at high income levlIs, to maintain
steel production and consumption at high levels for -several yers
after the war, though probably somewhat below the wartime peak.
Some of the marginal facilities may be scrapped or held in a stand-by
condition.
i
During this period, it is probable that imports il be considerably
below averge prewar levels, chiefly because European countries,
especially on the Continent, will have luche iron and steel avails
a result of the war, the over-all proable for shipmentt o
duction of 'iron and steel in Europe may fill belqw pre-war levels,
especially in Germany, and more of the output sill be required, for
reconstruction in devastated areas. Sweden and the United Kingdom may be able to resume normal shipments to the United States
more promptly than other European countries.
POS-WAR LONG TERM
Conqlgfptitn, Prodctlon, sad ImpsU
Per capita Incomes at 19*9 level.

Consmption of iron and steel products may be somewhat abVE
the 1939: level, chiefly becI se of the growtlopopltiQ. JIn view
of the influence of other; con'pmiq factors, favorable and unfavorable,
which it is impossible to orsee consumption may be estimated at
38-43 million tons, or 5-l5 percent higher than in 1939. The production of steel h`igots may be about 55-0 million tons, equivalent
after scrap losses to about 40-45 million tons of rolled products.
Capacity operations seem unlikely, at this assumed level of income,
because backlogs of civilian demand will no doubt have been made
up by these latex years.
It is probable that changes in the rates of duty within the limit
specified would hve 6zily insignificant effect on over-all domestic
consumption, production, or price levels, in view of the fact that
imports normally supply lss than 1 percent of the consumption.
Production of rolled products for the domestic market might total
37.7-42.9 million tons, value at 2,640-3,000 million dollars ($70 per
ton, the 1939 average). With the duties as in 1939; the average Wit
value of liiports would probably not vary appreciably from the 1939
level of $68 per ton.
anges of 50 percent In the duties, in either
direction, might result in shifts in the composition of imports from
higher to lower grades, or vice versa, and thuss lower or raise the
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averageUnWitvi~S, eveh6 itrce

fth
des niiafl sae
Mo
unchanged. iThe
y
t
c pso
fa
of imports we, however, s plex that itis ipusibte toort
uin av
it vtaluest, An they r th for her
Duties 8 in. 1.99.-Imports May be abt 200,4OOO50,000 te
with a ialueof-14417 miMu deiats. Thes 6qititiesand iVUes
are cosietably grate
the abu-oially low figure Of 193%9
but ae less th t averages for theye bd 1936-38. Althotgl it
seems likely that foreign countries WMll, in the logm poetf
period, have larsr quanities avable:for extofto
to: he itead
Statesthan in the years itameatdly aifterthewor, it s doubtilW
whether they can export as nui& as in non pt re.. ke
cover from the devastation which th-e cdtinal E peai istel
indistry,. espeially.-that of Gemanya suffered ing t rn
will probab* not, be complete during the estherp t ofte 190b
decade. Moreover, the abnormal demds for s f ge
is
construction on the.European continent will probably not yet have
been fully met. It is possible t that the activity of the-Geran
steel industry ma be retricted bv aion of the United Nation
d 6 p
.
s
die r
tu
iiltte itbout
one-fifth lirtrger thn with no change itx dut.t twxpottsnit b;e
about t 2t50,00,OO
'tng,- valued' at 17-t
fill6ojdol's
tcii3
the unit value -at the 1939 level. fler is only a li-ited' 0
market for hig ade toil and
stels te '
that
Orts
in-p
fothtszoufte'
not-lk~
safe
gd~t
the lit ob
reducion
withinno
Atip
aee
rates of tduty
tht imortin fromta
soutear
ikeyh¼ltd~Ipr.o
tonnage steels might increase somewhat, sinee they couM
be
m~rketd
farther inland, but the quality ig soniehat infrior t> that ofthe
domestic product and iMlprted steels are genay not' avz.lable :in
all of the sizes and grades required
Tzd& ivrdasd by 60 pricet.-Impor tight be tot onefuthi
less than with lunchainged duties tad might be atbouit, A1S0,6&204)
e uniit yaE
16-14 nihon dollrs, aituwnffg the
tons), nhed at
as in t19
Tho iMP of t age Steels Woud ptbAbly da Ie
more tfh those of- ipiatl
teels, beckt pri ofsiderations are of
greater importince to cosues of row-rde 0t eI.:
of

Per eapita Inon
oe75 parent higher thap In J"U.

At this income level, the demand for produced and coI`mer
capital goods' may be so, great as to result in production of; iro. and
steel at rates equaling or even exoeding wArtiaeo lnel. The productio<t of steJ ingots anouted -to nearly 9 million tons in 194,
and migltreach 9-95' million tons is the Idqgt4si period, equivalent
after scrap losses to 63-O million tone Of roBed products (60-76
percent higher tha in; 1939). The presumption i that under thiso
conditions additionalsteel-making capacity wlhav beencOstructd.'
* 'cieesio exports over pots onwmption may be
Bee use of the
60-65 million tons, or 6.-76 percent highe ti 939.-;
.:
It seems-likely that changes in th ra of duty t hein
theWO
percent linit stipulated would hae lit1e'ept
o d oestic onsumption or oroductin
levelt I ptv of t duty clang*
producing of rold products for the dometie flztsh * t tota
59.5-64.8 million tons, ued at 4,760-5,180 million do
the
average unit value is here assumed to be about P0 per ton, Or t;
1O-15
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percent higher than ill 1939. It is Fasumed that imports would; be
valued at $75 per ton, compared with $68 in 1939, regardless of duty
changes. Theseestimated increases in domestic and foreign price

are more or, les in line with anticipated increases in general price
levels. As already stated, duty changes might affect the composition,
and hence the average unit value, of imports.
hduies as in aDr9.-Imports might be about the same proportion
of consumption as at the lower income level; they might total about
300,000-400,000 tons, valu.Ad at 23-30 million dollars, exceeding the
average annual imports of 936-38, but below the peak level of 1929.
Duties reduced by 60 percent.-This might result in importslf about
tons, valued at 30-38 million dollars.
400,000-970,000
Duies increased by 60 percent.-Under these conditions, imports
might be about 200,000-300,000 tons, valued at 15-23 million dollars
Because of the cost of transportation, the marketing of foreign
tonnage steelproduct.s would be more closely restricted to areas near
the ports of entry than if lower duties prevailed.
ExporOs
The long-term prospects of the United States in export trade in
iron and steel product will probably depend more on world-income
levels than on jany other factor. But the ability of the domestic
industry to compete in export markets may also be affected bsy other
considerations, such as relative foreign anddomestic costs and prices,
cartel policies, the level of foreign tariff, and other trade restriction
and possible controls by the-United Nations over the iron ad steel
industries of Germany, and Japan.
The growth of the iron' and steel industries of Canada, Brazil,
Mexico? and other smaller producing countries may not, have any
adverse effect on the United States iron and steel industry. Most
of these countries will- not be able to produce a full line of products,
and will probably still' be dependent on the United States for tin plate
'and other specialties-'in which this country has certain competitive
advantages. Furthermore, as foreign industrialization increases and
the standard of living is raised, there may be an increased demand
for American industrial machinery, automobiles, and other manu.
factures of.which steel is the main component.
With world income abotut the same as in'1939, United States exports
may be 2-3 million tons, 'valued at 140-200 million dollars, or from
about 25 percent below the 1939 level in quantity and value to 15
percent above that level. United States export trade in 1939 (2,593,.
000 tons, valued at 176 million dollars) was abnormally large because
of war conditions. In 1936-38 exports amounted to 2)096,000 tons,
valued at 131 million-dollars.
Withb a world income 75 percent higher than in 1939, it is conceivable that United States exports may exceed previous peacetime
peaks. They may be 3-4 million tons, valued at 228-300 million
dollars, thus increasing 15-55 percent in quantity and 30-70 percent
in value above the level of 1939.
The estimates given above have been mr ade on the assumption
.that foreign tariffs would remain at the same level as in 1939. Our
trade would benefit from 'decreases in foreign trde-restrictions, and
conversely would suffer from increases. The ade would also be
affected by international cartel policies.

Table: WIRE ROPE AND STRAND

Table: [No Caption]
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Before the war,; theinternational Steel Cartel Ad ita syndicates
controlled bout fivc-sixthA of thei world trade in iron aMd steel, and
The
to some extent renderd foreign tariff' barriers ineffective.
members of the- intnationl catels and syndicates included pro;.
ducers in Germanjy (ijhcludint the Saar), Frae Belgium, Luxembtir8,
Czechoslovia, Au trial Hungary the United ingdomi and Polan.
Through the former Steel Export Association of America, the principal
producers in the United States were represented in the rail and tinplate cartels, and hadl previously been represented in- the tube cartel
which collapsed in 1935. Producers in the Soviet Union. Japan, and
of the cartels
Sweden
ere not members of
syndicates. The
Soviet Union and Japan were important producers, but were not
influential Fin export trade. 'Sweden was a small producer, and
exported only high-gride special steels, which were not competitive
with the tonnage steels controlled by the cartels.
or

quotas to the :producers in each
The cartels. assiinod global
of the exporting countries, and the sales syndicates maintained
control over export prices. Prices were quoted- f. o. b. European
ports, -but it was sometimes isecessary to make price concessions in

certain markets because of competition from outside producers. "In_
than those
it may be assumed that prices were more
have prevailed
of
to

stable
general,
which wouliif there had been unlimited conipetitIon.
It is difficult
foresee the post-war position these cartels and
syndicates, butit seems possible that they may be less influential
tban before the war,--.

Employmie nto-

According to statistics of the Bureau of the Census, 491,949 persons
employed 4i. steel works, rolling millo, and tfo~ndries in A939.
that time, many larer and more efficient production fa iitie
have been constructed. It is probable that in the long run, the
number; of workers, required. to produce an equivalent: tonpage of
iron and steel produlets will decline4 Wage rat may continue at
high levels, and there will be a strong incentive toward fTrther
mechanization.
uiv
WIRE ROPE AND STRAND--- .
were

Since

lent ad

Tariff
raph
para
3 (a

Commodity
Wire, rop and strand:
;Rope-.
...-------

Rate of duty
per I, but not less

2ythan

17)W%

nor

more

36%ad val-ad

than
strand

----35%---

vat rom
(1959)

-

NOTL.-Tbo rate 1*ed the 1'atiff Adt of 1930 on wtre ron. and wire strd was3 percent ad uorem
hedutyont wiE the J Mwe hw .ed4 as inditetd sioove: ottv January 1,193 pursuant to the tVds

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

Production
i
t |o
Tota,
__ Fort
278,8M-40 V1*7
uatity (1,00 pounds)-..........
V ulue ($1,000)-....
1,615
....41,700
Unit value (per pomd)-.
HO J 112
........*.
Foreign values.

For do Imports Apj toent
p
e i .t
o r
t I
SUMPtion

2S,2WXO
40,284
$0.152

725
21
$0.078

594O
..

....
..

L4
....
...

..

w-d_.s~vApc

Table: [No Caption]
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mpot were abnormally lw in 1939 because of war conditions in
Germmny, the United Kindom, and Japan, which were the principal
sources of U4ited States imports. In 1939 imports were 42, percent
les in quantity thanthe average for the yea 1935 ad 1937. Hence,
a statistical comparison of imports with production, consumFption
and exports for more representative pre-war period (average of the
census year 1935 and 1937) is shown below:
ProdUcti.m
|
Item

TotalbFor eo

U~~~.............

......

,4n

Rob of

doIptaap

tidn

all

90.147
a. e
...106

:
140f
0- 1

....

.

~ ^
._

'Forelgn value.

i

'W
-

7'p'

-on

ti

'

h'ig a

Bwe rope conists of a number of twisted wire strds having &
core of hemp, wire strand, or other material. Each strand is made of
twisted wires, usually of steel but sometimes of phisphor bronze
monel metal, or other materials. Wire rope is made in; many different,
grades, and is used chiefly in oil drilling, elevators, logging, and aerial
tramway operations. Wire strand is sometime used separately zither
than as a component of wire rope., In that event, it is usually galvanized for resistance to corrosion, and is used chiefly for supporting
poles and for other guying purposes and for highway guard fences.
The largest producers have their own steel-making facilities, but a
part of -the output is manufactured by concerns which purchase
large
their steel1 in the form of either wire rods or wir.e
The United States is the leading producer, but the United Kingdom
and Germany normally have a larger export trade. In recent pre-war
years Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom were the principal
sources of United States imports. The- German and Japanese rope
was inferior to the British and American rop6, and was sold at lower
prices.
Imports constituted only a small proportion-of the United States
consumption. It is probable that 50 percent chngmin the rates of
duty would have practically no effect on domestic consumption and
only a minor effect upon domestic production.
Before the war, the Philippine Islands and Mexico were our principal
export markets. Canada,'Panama, and Cuba, and other Latin American countries were also important outlets;POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It seems probable that the deferred civilian demand, both here and
abroad, will be sufficiently large at high untcome levels to maintain the
production and consumption of wire rope and strand at a high rate
several years after the war possibly considerably above the level
for
of 1939. It is likely that oil drilling, mining, logging, and construction industries, the principal consumers of wire rope and strand, will
be ver active durig this perio&

5
.1355
Inx port. may be subs~tially below average pre-war levels because
of the devastation of war, espe alyin Germa adJapan. Imports
from the United Kingdomn however, may be rested on a normal
basis shortlyafter the close of the w4r.
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POST-WAR LONGS TERM
- Consumption, Produetion, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumptioi and production of wire ope and strand may grease
of. the growth of
percent above- the level of 1939, because
may
that
total about 300
estimated
is
It
population.
consumptlhn
and domestic' price levels are likely
million pounds, and that foreign
to be abut the same asin 1939k
PU*?g as in 19s9.-Imports may be abut6 million pounds with a
foreign value of $470,000. If the industries of Germy and Japan
are restricted during this period other foreign countries may become
relatively more important sources of supply for the United States
market than they were before the war. Production for the domestic
market would amount to about 204 million pounds, with a value of
about 44.8 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-This reduction might resultit considerably larger imports than those with no change in duty in view
of the fact that the normal rate of duty is higher-than for most steel
products. Imports may amount to approximately 12 million-pounds
having a foreign value of $940,000, increasing in both quantity and

about 10

value about 100 percent above those that would be made if the duty
were unchanged. Under these conditions, imports would represent
about 4 percent of estimated consumption. Production for te
domestic marketmay amount to about 288 million pounds, with a
value of 43.8 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-It seems probable that this increase
in duty would result- m a substantial reduction in import trade.
Imports might approxinate 2 million pounds, having a foreign value
of $160,000. Production for the domestic market might approximate
298 million pounds, valued at 45.3 million dollars.
Per capita income 76 percent higher than in 1939.

At this income level, consumption may amount to about 450
million pounds. This quantity would represent about 50 percent
more than with income at the level of 1939. It is assumed that,
regardless-of duty changes, the unit value of the domestic output
would increase from 15 cents (1939) to 17 cents, more or less inline
with general price rises and that import would be valued at 8.8
cents per pound, compared with 7.8 cents in 1939.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports may be in the neighborhood of 7 million
pounds, having i foreign value of $620,00. TIe presumption is that
adequate foreign supplies Iwod- be available eyen if the Germaan and
Japanes industries were restricted Other foreign countries may gain
in relative imjrtanw ap sup~ies of the United Statea market.
Production for the domestic market my amount to about 443 million
pounds, with a value of 75.3 million dollars, (at 17 cents per pound).

Duty reduced bi X0 prCent.-Tbhis reduction iA duty might result in

increasing imports to about 14 million pounds valued at $1,240,00.
71288-5---24
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Production for the-dom.stic market might amount, to about 436
million pounds, valued at 74.1 million dollars.;
IDuty incAd , by. 60 JCK.-Imports ar roughly estimated at
4 million pounds having a foreign value of $350,000. Production for
the domestic market would amount to approximately 446 million
pounds, valued at 75.8 million dollars.
Exports
The long-term prospects of the United States in export trade in
wire rope and strand may depend more on word incoe levels than
on any other factor. With income levels comparing favorably with
1939, it seems likely that United States exports may be as large as or
larger than they were in that year (13.5 million pounds, valued at
$1,500,000). The domestic product is sold on a quality rather than
a price basis.

Employmzunt

Data respecting employment in the industry are not available. The
industry has been highly mechanized for many years and at equivalent
production rates, the number of workers may not vary appreciably
from pre-war levels.
WOVEN-WIRE CLOTH, FOURDRINIER, AND CYLINDER WIRE
Tariff paragraph: 318.
Woven wire cloth, Fourdrinier, and cylinder wire.
Commodity:
Rate of duly:
Equivalent ad valorem (19390: 58%.
'12,4%oto-75% ad van.
NoTz.-The rate of 60 percent ad valorem Impoied by the Triff Act of 190 on Fourdrinlie and cylder
wires suitable for paper-making machines and on Woven-wire cloth having over 55 meshes per ncb suitable
for making these wires, was increased to 76 percent by proclamation of the President under section 388
effective Apr1l 16 1931. The statutory rates of 25 or 4 percent ad valorem on other woven-wire cloth not
finer than 90 meshes per inch were changed to specific rates and decreased about one-third (on the basis of
1939 imports) pursuant to the trade agreement with Canada, effective January 1,- 1939.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:

1939

Item

Production
.______
Apparent Rsato of
e
conm
sports
do
For otion impons
ForextTotal
markesto
gumption
ps

Value ($1,060) --3292
I

794

31,80

'310

32, 206

I

Landed value; foreign value wha $177,000.

The scope of this report covers woven-wire cloth, gauze, fabric, or
screen of all metals. insect screening accounted for 39 percent of0the
value of production in 1939; Fourdrinier and cylinder wire for papermaking, 16 percent; and other woven-wire or cloth used for filteng,
sifting, screening, conveying, straining, and similar purposes accounted
for 45 percent.
Imports were low in 1939 compared with the 3-year period 1935-37,
during which years imports averaged $345,000 (foreign value) &nnually, or with the 5-year average 1935-39 of $280,000. About 55 per-
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cent of the value ofimportsis Fqurdriniier wire used in the manufaor
ture of paper, '3Q percent is wvreniwire or cloth 90 mesh or fiher, Mid
wire o loth; coairsr than 90 mesh. The esti15 percent is"wove
mated foreign- unit vdues; of thes three classifications for 1939 aft
o
Imports are reportedin
$1.14; 910, and Fib pound, reepethely.
squar feet. Production is reported in pounds. Conversion facetr,
generally used in the trade, were iged to obtain the estimated values
per pound of imports; i. e., anarerige of 3'squave feet for 1 poudd for
x
and 1% square feet for 1
Fourdrinier and woven wire 90 mesh finer,
pound as a general factor for the imported woven wire coarser than 90
mesh. The aveage value of Foirdrimier and cylinder wires used for
-paper making produced in he United States in '1939 wAs $1i.7 per
pound, compared with;an estimated $2.20 per pound (landed valtie)
for the classifications of Fourdrinier imported. There are no reailky
comparable production data for the two other import categories.
Imports of both ferrous and ononferious insect screening 'have bee
unimportant.
In 1939 Germany supplied a little more than one-third of the value
of imports, and France and the' Netherlands each-about one-sixth.
Sweden and Canada were the other important sources. fHo*ever, for
the period -1935-37, about half the imports camefrom Germany;, -20
percent came from Austria; and France, the Netherlands, Sweden, ad
Canada supplied most ofithe remainder.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is anticipated that the production of paper may bs 50 percent
greater in the ilmmediatepost-war. years than in, 1939, owing to accut.
mulated civilian demands and'depletion of reserve stocks; this will make
a strong demand for Fourdrimer wire Demands for insect wire and
for woven wire for a wide rane of articles will probably be in considerable quantity, as production of these for civilian consumption we
restricted in war years.
It seems likely, therefore, that theremy be a much greater consumption and production of Woven wire that in 1939.' Imports,
however, may be somewhat loss thanmi 1939, s t seems reasonable to
expect that wire mills (particularly those in Germany, Austria; France,
'require several years to return to
the Netherlands, and Belgium) will
peacetime production.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumepton, Production, and imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Probable consumption of insect screening may be about at the 1039
may reduce the
level or slightly less, as ak-conditioning of build
over-all demands. Substitutes which have been developed during the
woven-wire manufactured articles
war for a number of the sm 0e.*
us'd., On the other hand, it is anticipated ,tt
may continue to be
the production of paperni&y lf 10 to 20 percent greater than in 1939.
In addition, considerably more of the finer-mesh wires, which are much
higher in Price tin the it wire (about four'to fve times for the
nonferrous and two to three times for the ferrous), may be required by

W5
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and food proe industries; both bf these imdustties
may use i little greater olume of stainless iud nonoorroivew*ire than
bTeore the. war, Other industries may add somewhat to -the
increased volume of demad In the 'aregate, cobSumption may be
20) to 30 percent greater in value than in 193% or,*ay, about 40 million
dollars. Chang in the rates of duty puby percent, would affect
,aonumnption somewhat, but hardly. enough to warrant separate estimate under the several duty assumptions.
It is resumed that the productive capacity of Germany will be
restored"
u*y.08as fnt1989-With greater demands,nticipated for fine Znesh
nonferous metal wire)nd paper(includig more alloy steelbeand
making wires, imports may 25 p'eit
greater n value ithan ih 1937
($400,00,0 foeign value), when Germany was more active in this feld
than in 1939iand may have a foreign valu$ of about $500,000 ($900,000
lauded value). Imports may be about 2 percent of consumption.
Production for the domestic market would then be about 39 milion
dollars.
Duty reducd by 50 percens.-This condition might stimulate importation of the fine mesh wire, including wires used mi paper manufacture
(which categories account for 8-10 million dollars of production), but
probably would not affect the coarser cloths and screening. Imports
may be around 4 percent of consumption, and tbeir foreign value may
be about 1 million dollars (1.6 million dollars, landed value). Production for the dometic marktt may be about 38 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent..-It seems unlikely that this would
greatly reduce the volume of imports of fine mesh and special type
below that which would prevail with duty at the 1930 leve. Imports,
however, might be a little le's than 2 percent of eofsnmp tiou and
have a foreign value of about $40(,000 ($700,000, laned Value).
Might
Production for the domestic market would then be about 39.3 Tmillion
thece

dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.
At this level of income the production of paper mit be 50 percent
greater than in 1939, but demands for other wire covered in this section
may not increase more than 10 to 20 percent in terms of quantity.
The value of both production and imports will show greater increase
than the quantities, on account of theeadditlost of alloy 8teels
and the anticipated larger use of nonferrous wires and nonferrous
screens. The value of consumption would probably be about 50
million dollars. The share of imports in consumption would probably
be higher than at the loer level of ineoie, sinte te imports are mainly
of the higher priced articles.
Duty as in -989.-Imports
might be about 3,1 percent of consump)a
and
have
tion
foreign vatue of' about million dollar (1.7
might
iilion dollars, landed Valute); production for the domestic srrket
Might be about 48.3 million dollat'..
Duiy redued by 60 perceM.-Inp6rit may be twice It tetswith
unchanged rate of duty becau of t seasons stated abo They
be 7 percent of consfimption and might:hae a, foreign value
miikht
of 2 million dollars (3.5 million dollars, landed value). Production
for the domestic market would then be 4W% million dollars.

Table: ANTIFRICTION BEARINGS
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totVl

be
value of ios
Dut- inrezed hj 560 percnt.-~--The
Import
20 to 30 pe t beow tht ith 1093dutyirtes previraiing. might
then might be 6bout 3 permt of consumption ad mit he
foreign alue of about $800J0Q0 (.4 million dolars lande alue).
Production, for the domestic market then would be around 48X(
million dollars.
war, United State exports of thee wire products conBefore
crtng. 7'he Phlippi, Meioo, VYe Zue'l,
sisted verythelargely of
Cuba, and Canada t4ok, about hf of the total valu. It see
reasonable to expect somewhatgreater demands- abroad for the g
quality screening and woven wire during he long-term! post-war
period. With per capital income, at the 19391evel, exports Way be
40 to 60 percent greater thyn in 13, 2r m n ol.
ith
per capita ncome at the h er level and .a ger use of nonrraus
greater,
and alloy steel wires, exports may be 20 -to 30 percent ,r
about 1.5 million dollars.
Employment

According to commercial directories, 100 to 125 concerns produce
these commodities. No separate data are available regarding employmentas rost of thee wire-drawing mills nake other classes of: wire
products in the same plants. Employment may not increase under
greater production in the same proportion, owing to improvement in
mechanization.

ANTIFAICTION BEARINGS
va orem
-,
Tariff
Rate of duty
(19)
Coinotodity
paragraph
321 -Antifiiction berings-8:Balls and rollers
--- 8I per lb. +25% ad
46%
vsl.
49%
ThAJ1 bearin and parts (ex- 8i per lb, +35% ad
cetbll)
Val.
Roller bearings nd parts (ex- 8 per lb. + 3% -54%
cept rollr).:
NOTIr-Th fliXdin th Tariff Ait of 103 Wotoe paper ound plu 45 peroant ad vdrezm. This
was reduced to 8 gents plus 36 pprot, fective Aust 4, 19, put to ths. tra agreement wt
Sweden, and on Yanuary 1,1939, the rate on balls in roller wa further dued to 8 oenta plus 2b pee

cent, pursuant to tb. Untd Klngdom trafd agreunet.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:'
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While domestic production, exports, and consumption were"not
unusual in- 1939, the usual correlation between imports of bearings
and automobile' production was reversed. From 1938 to 19.39 motor
vehicle production rose while imports of bearings fell. Because of
this departure from the normal, this discussion is based on the average
consumption for the years 193.5-39 ($105,000,000) and the average
imports for the same period ($800,000 foreign value). The average
ratio of imports to consumption was three-fourths of 1 percent.
Ball-and roller bearings (antifriction bearings) are widely used in
machinery and vehicles. They are practically essential in many
articles of both consumers and Producers' equipment; for many other
articles they are superior. The largest pre-war user was the automobile industry, which took from 50 to 60 percent of the output.
Other large uses are in machine tools, agricultural implements, and
airplanes. In armaments they are of the greatest importance.
In the United States there are 20 to 30 manufacturers, the largest
of which is a subsidiary of an automobile manufacturer. Two large
firms are affiliptted, respectively, with a Swedish and a British bearing
1
maker.
The Swedish company (commonly called S. K. F.) has a large plant
m Sweden and subsidiaries which are the largest producers in Gerand France. The pre-war output of this company is estimated
many
at about one-third of the world supply. The Soviet Union, -Great
Britain, Italy, anid Japan are large producers.
The principal exporting countries before the war were the United
States, Great Britain, Sweden, Germany, and Italy. Imports into
the United States have consisted mainly of two classes: (a) Shipments
from the Swedish and British firms to their affiliates in the United
States (these shipments were of certain types of bearings which were
not in great demand here and which these companies could supply to
better advantage from the home plants); and (b) shipments of competitive products, principally from Germany. If any bearing in the
first class should come to be in substantial demand, its production
would probably be undertaken in domestic plants. Imports into ihe-6United States during recent pre-war years were very small (le than
1 percent) in relation to domestic production. The many types required for stock to meet the users' needs, and the exactitude specified
by consumers in the United States are obstacles to a general import
on a large scale.
It is probable that the cost of producing those types of bearings
which are made on a small scale 'is lower in Sweden than in Great
Britain, and possibly lower in both than in the United States.
Inasmuch as the largest users of antifriction bearings are the motorvehicle producers, production of antifriction bearings will tend to
follow the same trend as the production of automobiles; the latter
is especially sensitive to changes in national income. Price may in a
few cases influence, the choice between antifriction and plain bearings,
nd that extent affect consumption of the former.

trade

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

After manufacturing plants have been reconverted to regular production, the production of motor vehicles will probably reach an
annual ou'tput of about 6 million units. Attthe same time the output
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of other machinery requiring ball and roller bearings is likely to be at
. Inthe rst few years following the war it may be exa high level.
of bearings will be substinthat annual1939domestic
pected
level. Imports of bearing may not be above
tially above
the 1939 level, as Germanywas then an important source and probablywill not be able to produce on a large scale for sometieafter
the war. Moreover, the demand for bearings in foreign producing
countries themselves is likely to restrict the quantity exported tO the
United States.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption# Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.
was abnormally low in 1939 in
The production of
relation to national income, so it seems probable that even with the
same income production might be about 30 percent'greater, or 15-20
above the average for 1935-39. Allowing for a parallel inpercent
crease in consumption of other kinds of machinery, consumption of
bearings might increase to a value of 120-140 million dollars annually
What effect changes in the duty may have on inporttrade high
uncertain. At lower rates of duty the market for bearings of special
and sizes might be more largely supplied by imports, whereas
types
at higher rates of duty there would be a tendency for. more such
bearings to be produced in the United-States.
Duty as in 1939.-It seems probable that imports would remain at
about the-same ratio to consumption, approximating a foreign value
of 0.9-1.0 million dollars annually. This range is also consistent with
the past correlation between automotive production and imports of
bearings.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.--A decrease in duty might possibly tend
to expand -itnports by as mueh as 5 or 6 times, compared with-what
could be no
they would be under the 1939 rate of. duty. But
assurance that the imports would expand appreciably, say, by more
than 50 percent. Consequently the imports might amount to 1.5-5
million dollars (foreign value).
increaIed by 60 percent.-As the duty under these conditions
Duty
would approximate 75 percent, a sharp reduction in imports might
occur. American subsidiaries might tend toward domestic production, and importsxmigbt fall to $300,000 or $500,000, foreign value.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.
Automotive production of 6-7 million vehicles mi ht be reached and
This would
the consumption of other machinery might be
indicate a consumption of bearings about 75-100 percent' above the
average of 1935-39, amounting to 200-22f5 ftillion dollars.
Duty as in 1939.--With no change in duty there seems no reason to

production

t~he

autqimol)iles;

is

there

doubled.

to domestic consumption.
expect a change in the relation of imports
million
dollars, foreign value.
Imports might th6n range from i 3X-2considerations
under the
discussed
Duty reduced
by 60
percent.-The
range as
a
with
to
the
lead
imports
of
lower income
might
assumption
foreign value.
as 2-10 million

dollars,
might result in a proportionate
Duty increased by 60 percent.-This
decrease of imports similar
to that under the lower income, of $500;000
wide

to-$750,000, foreign value.
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Eport

In 1939 direct exports were about 3 percent of production. Canada
was the principal market. Canadian branches of American #utomofbile companies use a large peart of theme bearings, Canadian productiOIl of motor vehicles is Iaout 4 percent of the American output.
Other prewar markets for United States bearings were Japan. the
Soviet rUion, France, and Great Britain. In addition to direct exports, automobiles'anid machinery exported in very large volume
contain many antifriction bearings.
Employment

Employment in this industry i.s reported together with that in the
production of, gears, chains, and other power transmission apparatus.
The value of bearings produced is more than half the total value of
output of the group. Total wage earners Jin the group in 1939 amounted to 30,000, and would probably increase or decrease about in ratio
with the value of United States output.
CYLINDRICAL TANKS OR VESSELS
Tadifparagraph: 328.
Cylindrical tanks or vessels (mainly of steel).
Commodsfy:
Rate of d ray 25 percent ad valorem.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Imports were abnormally low in 1939, chiefly beAuse of war conditions. In 1939 imports were S0 percent less in quantity and 38 percent less in value (foreign) than the average for the two earlier -census
years. Tie average consumption for the thre years 1936, 1937, and
1939 was valued at about 41.5 million dollars, which may be a satisfactory basis for estimating post-war consumption; production for
the domestic market averaged about 40 million. . A summary -table of
production, exports, imports, and consumption for a more representative pre-war period (average of census years 1935 and1937) is shown
below:
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In 1939 there were 64 establishments in the United States enad
in the production of steel barrels, kegs, and drumns, with a
primarily
at about 49 million dollars. The industry included
total output valued
of,
both subsidiaries steel producing companies and independent
concerns.
Imports in 1939 sad in previous yrs accounted for only a small
part of consumption and were greatly -eeeded by exports. The
bulk of the containers imported oae, from Greece, Gernany, Spain
Italy, the United Kingdom, France, and Japan; they were nearly ai
filled rather than empty, commonly with a wide aret of commodchemicals, were
ities, of which quicksilver, olive and other oils, Cand
most
importantitems.perhaps the
Whether full or empty, these containers are dutiable upon o l
importatinI at- 25 percent ad valorem, except filled one -times"
containers (not capable of refuse), wbich are not dutiable sepkartely
from their contents.
ompred to the value
1
The value of containers is generlly small
impot
of tbeir'contents, and imports are largely determined by thte
trade in their contents. Chance of 50 percent in rates of duty on
xnot iely to have much eect on imports. Changes
cntainers' re
in duties on commodities imported in these containers may, however,
affect imports of the containers. No exact estimate can be mnad
of this effect, but in the aggregate it is likely to-be only fiodeftteirid
resultant changes in imports of containers are not likely to affect
domestic production appreciably.
POST.WAI SHORT TZRM
It seems likely that the deferred civilian demand both here and
abroad, under presumably high income levels, will result in a high
rate of consumption and prduction, probably considerably above
the level of 1039. Because of the devastation of war i Europe and
Asia it i# probable that imports (mainly of filled conti) ill b
consideroy below even the low alevelu of 1939. tb
under
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1$* level.

The past trend, if continued after the -war, is likely to result in
a per capital consumption and production of containers somewhat
larger than the 1.935-39 average; production for the domestic market
might reach AO million dollars. Imports will probably bear about
the same relation to consumption as in 1935 and 1937, and might
amount to about $1,760,000 under-dl three duty assumptions.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

A large increase in national income over the 1939 lve)l, by affecting
general business activity favorably, would encourage the consumption and production of containers, They might bo 50-60 percent
higher than with income at the 1939 level; production for the domestic
market might be 75--80 million dollars. Imports' would probably
be 3-4 percent of consumption, and might be valued at 2.3-3.2
million dollam.-

Exports
The long-term prospects for export trade will presumably depend
more on world income levels than on any other factor. With income
levels about the same as in 1939, United States exports might equal
or exceed those of that year (about 4.1 million dollars), assuming
that world tariff and other trade restrictions would be about the same
as in 1939; with world income much higher, exports would probably
be much higher. Our trade would benefit from decreases in foreign
trade restrictions, and would be adversely affected by increases in

them.

Employment

There - were 6,964 persons employed in the domestic industry in
1939. After the war the number of workers will probably vary
about in proportion to the quantity produced.
UPHOLSTERERS' NAILS AND THUMBTACKS
Tariff paragraph: 331.
Commodity:
Upholsterers" nails and

thumbtacks of two or
more pieces of iron or
steel.
Equivalent ad Halorem (1989): 17%,
Ram of duty:
4, per pound.
Noar.-Tbe We aved in tw Twifd Add 130 was 3
nd,whch was tncreasd to 4E aw
.efetWi Jomary 13,1933, by Presidentlal proatmuion under ston of the ToM Act.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Production in 1939 was about. equally divided between upholsterers
nails and thumbtacks, but in periods of higher levels of lnlcome the
pmrductiorL of upholsterers' nails, which usually follows tile trend of
furniture outp ut, is likely to inreae faster:thai that of 'tumb'abcka
Production of those nails and taks amountedWto about hAlt n millioi
dolls in 1929, declined about onehalf to 1931, and theeaftr in
creased steadily to 1939. The production of these nails and taWk
accounts for only a relatively small part of the total output of 1he
firms that make them, as they are engaged primarily in the mnanufaoture of a large variety of other types of articles.
Before the war Germany was the.principal foren supplier, account
ing lor 75 to 90 percent of the United Staites ports, The German
thumbtack industry, like other iron and ste1n
industries was, subject
to catels.
fom 1929 to 1932, in cpntsto tlb
Imports incr
decline in domestic production Mi the Same period. In 1933 the rate of
duty was increased from 3 cents to 4K4 ts per pound, and thereafter
the ratio of imports to consumption declined steadily.
Exports_from the United States are not rep dr separately, but
are believed to be small.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be considerably greater than in 1939,
due principally to a large backlog of consumer d e id for furniture
and to the expected continued high level of per capita income. Imports might supply about one-fifth of the demand, Os mi 1939,
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption. Predaefltn, sad Imports
Per capital Income at 1939 level.

Consumption migt be greater than in 1939 by about the percentage
of increase in population. Gerny will probably ain be ompeW;
tive. Changes in duty would probablr not influence consumption
materially, but would most likely affect imports. Consumption might
amount to about 4.3 million pounds.
in
would probably supply. t same share
i
n
market
i 1939, or about one-fifth, which would
of the domestic
amount to approximately 850,000 pounds, with a foreign value ofabout $220,000. Domestic produotion in that case wourd be bout
3.5 million pounds, valued at $1,375,000.

sDuy as 1939.-Imports

Table: [No Caption]
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Duty reduced by 50 pei.-Importsmight supply about twofifths
of conisumption, or approximately 1.7 million pounds, With a foreign
value of about $450,0, and United States production abolat 2.6
million pounds, valued at I million dollars.:
Duty increased by 60 percenM.-Imports would supply a smaller
part of the United States market, probably 5 to 10 percent. They
might amount to approximately 325,000 pounds, valued at about
$85 000. Domestic manufacture would tfien account for about 4
miiion pounds, valued- at $1,570,00.
Per cqplta Income 75 percent higher than In 19S9.

Conoumption might be about 15 percent greater than with no
change in income and probably amount to about 5 million pounds,
owing principalluto an ticrease of 25 to 50 percent in the demand for
_
upholsterers -nails.Duty as in 1939.-Imports nil ht supply about 1; million pounds,
or onefifth of cosumption, with a foreign value of approximAtely
$300,00, if prices increase 10 to 15 percent. Domestic reduction
would then amount to at. last 4 million pounds, valued at about
$1 775,000.
S)tzty reduced by 60 percen*.-Importe might e tc about 2
u a about
tw fth of conumption, valued
million poudosor
$800 000 at the higher price level. The domesiic indusar -ould
supply about 3 million pounds, valued at about $1,330,00.
2 tmp probably would supply no
Duty increased b6u0
more than about 35,000 pounds, or 5 to 10 peetit of eotnsumption,
valued at about $110,000. Production would then supply about
4,625,000 pounds, valued at about 2 Million doUllars.
WIRI NAILS
Tariff paragraph: 33i.
Wire WU, spikesj;b,
Cowhemity:
brad and staples.
Rats of duty:
Equivalent ad valorem '(1939): 19%.
yet and Y per lb.
GENERAL

Data tin United States produttion, imports, and consumption for
1939 an, given below:
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wg1auvalut
The United States is the world's leaing producer and consumer of
wvire siiiLs fnd related product.. Production usually exeeds one
billion pounds, and consists principally of wire nails. Demand follows
*
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ul
i the bidin'
the general txen of bsines activity,p
industry and is little affected by paie cha.ga
p of AteUnite St
a s
Import generally sp
eMthep ipal f n
hv
consumption. ' Germany and B6m
S
o t
t
;Canada normallr d third. to
uppl have
been esatrictedalo&entirely areas onuous t
product:
ports of entry. The product. ar lbwreedpi d the added cost of
transporting them a coniderable distance eliminates any competitive
advance of the import. It is doubtful; herefore, whether a change
in duty- woul4 alterthe position ofipott in thedomestic market to
any greft
exceptossibly in area adjacent to ports of entry,
Should G6eran production be curtaled after the war, the following
import estimate would tend to be too high.
United States exports are usually somewhat reater thn mpo.
but represent only small part-of domesi output Theyare sipped
principally -to markets in Ltini America and AsiaPOST-WAR S RT TERM

During the first few yen ter the war, isption an production
j 939 as'the will e4at a btck,
will most likely be muetA gre~r 7a
impose ot oy by th war tut ky the underibuldp
log of dead
in the 1930'-. This icreae is not likely to impoaz
ster the relaivs
'
tance of importss in the domesti, parkeot

POSsrTWAR WNQ TERM
Covuape P'QdUtffon-, amd Ii*tpfl
Per capital Income at 1.-, el, -,
b
It is: probable that the increase in the consumption of nails weill
at least commensurate with the increase i population. Consumption

may total 1,60,mion pounds. It,is as probable that imports, a
formerly, will supply only a relatively small paP of the market.
Under thes 1939 ratet of' duty,-; imports might total 15-25 million
, 0 if foreign nit vaiies
pounds, valued at roughly $3000(
remain the s ae in- 1939 (2.0$8 ehtt per pound). If the rate of duty
were decreased 60 percent, imports might inceas to 25-40 milli
pounds, valued at, $500,000-$860,Q00W. With a 50 percent increase,
they rnight;drop below 15 million pounds, valued at, say, $300,000,
~United Stites rddction (hiicludint that for exportY would ptr4>
ably amount to about 1.6 billion pounds under the 1939 rate of auty.
the cnesla duty because imports
It would vary only slightly wthb
represent only a negligible part of consumption. The value of production for the domestic market would ke s4bout 50 million dollars.
75 percent
th ion" 19*.
Per capital IncomeWe*r
It has'bin estmnited that-buildixig activity may be ever 175 e;rcoxt
greater than in 1939. It seems unlikely, however, that the production
and consumption of nails wi ll inreae atfthe same rat because of
natural limitations on the auppW of£etainn"ail-usig building matelumber) r w~ci We substitution of- metal and
rials (particularlAhy
other materials may occur. Moreover, improved construction techniques mayreduce the edB for the toinmon nail. On theiotr head
there are certain purposes for which nails are usedwhich Are not
governed directly by the use of lumber, e. g., the laying of shingles,

POST-WAR MI P0T AND: DOMEST. P.RODUCTION
tiles, and other roofing Material,' d geneAl farm purposes Taking
these factors into consideration, production -and consumption, might
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be so-$
percent heater than, in 1939. Consumption might total
about 2.3 billion pounds, of which 25-35 million might be supplied by
imports if the 1939 rate of duty were effective.. If prices incerase
10-15 percent over 193% the foreign value of. these imports might
amount to $600,000$800,000. With a 50 percent reduction in the
duty, imports might increase to 3540 million pounds, valued at
$800,00-$1 400,000 (foreign value). With a 50-percent increased
they might drop to 20-30 million pounds, valued at $500,000-$700,000
(foreign value).
,;United States production- for :the domestic market would probably
be about 2,27 bilion pounds under the 1939 rate of duty, valued at
*bout 82 million dollars-,. There would be some variation in pduction if the rates of duty were changed, but it would be re actively
small because of the preponderance of domestic nails in the United
Sittes market.
Exports
Before the war the lower price of the Gerian product gave that
country an advantage in world markets. 'If Geammny resume$ its
former position in foreign trade, the ratio of United States exports to
domestic production will probably remain about the same as ih 1939,
or about 5 percent. Domestic exports would then probably be about.
70 million pouds, valued at over 2 million dollars if prices remain at
the 1939;11ev1, or at over 2.3 ailliow-dollas if prices rise 10 to 15
percent under the.,higher level of income. If Germany's ability to
supply this trade is reduced materially, the United States may be ini
a better competitive position and may increase its exports substantialL .articularly in areas outside Europe where Europea producers
not have the advantage of lower transportation costs. The
reasonableness of such an. assumption is supported by the fact that
during the First World, War and before the European steel industry
recovered from its effects, American manufacturers were able to profitably export substantially greater amounts of nails than in recent
Any expansion in export markets naturally would be reflected
years.
in domestic output.
EmpIoymeat
There are no official statistics on the number of workers in this

industry.

SILVER-PLATED WARE
Tariff paragraph: 339.
Silver-plated table, bouiehold, kitchen, and hospital utensils,
Commodity:
and hollow or flat ware (except cutlery).
If plated on xickl silver or copper, 36 percent; if plated on
Ross of duty:
othermetals, 50 percept.

Nom--Tbe rate of duty Wxed In the Torft Act of 190 on sllverplated warse was 50 perAnt. Tbhtrado'
3:
prmntrateshown above
has beeeffecttve sinc JI'nr 1,1939, pursuant to the Uniated KinWdom
aemn.The bulk of the imports in IM enteredati tfhat rte.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:

Table: [No Caption]
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$454,000,
Landed value; foreign value warn
' Not available; employment n the bsnoh of the silverware Industry that makes slver-plote-won Is
estimated at 9,000.
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Modern silver-plated hollow ware considered in this report includes
tea sets, bowls, trays, and similar articles Silverplated knives and
forks are the subject, of a separate section; (cutlery,'p r}355);-also
s3ilver-plated articles made prior to '1830 (antique silriare, par.
1811). Importedhollow ware comipets principally with high-quail~y
domestic ware. A substantial prportion of the domestic' output
consists of low- and moderate-priced ware manufactured largely by
mechanical means.
Larfe manufacturers of silver-plated ware generally make a complete line in severall different grades, including finest, quality plate'
unbranded silveiwaret premium ware, and low-priced ware for ditribution 'by chain stores. Hotel; retrfrants8-,clubs, rilrods,: and
steamship lines usually purchase 'good quality ware. Most silverplated hollow ware articles are'simple in design and construction and
the large modern plants' producing them are highly mechanizd.
Silver accounts for a relatively small Part of the cst of production.
Articles to be plated are commonly made of nickel silver (a coppernickel-zinc alloy), white or Britaannia metal (a tin-ontimony 49loy),
and copper or brass. Nickel silver, and Britanrtia metal are the most
satisfactory bases; copper and brass, which re c:heapjr but less
durable, are used for many hollow ware articles, particularly reproduction of antiques.
The United Kingdom has been the principal source of imports.
Mucl, Qf the imported Britih4 ware is electroplated on nickel silver
or copper, and consists of- ep rodictions ofold designs.
During the war little silverplated: hollow warp has been made.
What has been made has conisted primarily of flatware for the armed
forces. Curtailment of production for civilian use became necx73ary
in order to conserve critical materials such as nickel, silver and copper.
The largest establislments manufacturing silver-plated ware have
been converted almost entirely to the pro4ution of war products
such as shell Cases nd aircraft parts.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
There will probably be a stroong domestic demand for silver-plated

hollow ware after the war to, plezish stocks 'of rkail stores and to
meet the accumulated needs of, restaurants, hotels, and institutions.
Domestic consumption may be at least twice as great as in 1939 for
1 or 2 years after the *ar.
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POST-WAR IMPOWZS AND, DOM IUO fPODUCXTON
POSTWAR LONG TERM

Cosumpdam, Prdsdn, *ad Imports
Pop capital incme at f

kOnL

Conumption of silver-plated hollow e and millaneous article
will probably increase more than proportionately with the increase
in population, since the trend in per capital consumption has been
upward. New public service, such as travel by aine are opening
up new markets for the industry. Because imports consist largely
of high-quality ware with prestige value, a 50-perent change inthe
duties in either direction would probably affect the imports only
moderately, and the effect on total consumption' and on d tic
production would be too small to justify separate estimates for the
different .duty levels. Consumption mit be around 10 million
dollars and domtestie, production (including exports of .$200,000)
might be valued at oround.9.5 million dollars.
Duty as in 193-Impot woul4 probably continue to consist chiefly
of silver-plated ware fromn tie United Kingdom,; nd would; probably
supply, the s proportion of cqusumption as in 1939.- They might
have a sldd alue of about $80,000 ($550,000' foreign value),
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports from other countries as: well
from fthe United Kingdom would doubtle increase appreciably,
and the total ht rise to about 10 percent of domestic consumption.
have landed value of close tom1Milliondollas ($775,000
They might
foreign valde)
Duty increaed by 50 percent.-Imports would probably b limWited
largely to high quality utensils from: the United Kingdom, and perlips would have a landed value of $660,00 ($4000 foreign vsue)
annually. They would constitute about 6 percent of dometic con
suniption.
Per capit income TS percent higher then in 19*.
With greatly increased' purchasing power, the demand f4 plated
would expand accordingly- Production (includsilverware
ing exorts of $300,000) Might risi to about 17 million dollars. -Con
gumption might be 80 percent higher than with no increase in mieomne,
and reachM 18.0-18. million dotl m. In one pte-war year (1927)
consumption amoufited to 17 million dollars (i. e. 120 percentabov
1939). Because of this level of income, imports, which consist chief
of the better grades, might hive 'a somewhat higher ratio to-suaption than under the lorer income leave.
Trutvj as in 193l9.-The United Kigdom 'woUl#l doubtless continue
to be the predominant supplier of impori, but other countries would
perhaps paticipate in the 6trde to a somewhat heater extent' than
formerly. Imports might hiv*e a landed 'Vlue of 1.5 m~i'on dolls
(about 1 million foreign value), or e about ,8 percent of 'domestic
consumption, mount being taken of an&l inlCe in unit values which
might be expected to accompany a moderate increase in the general
price level.:
price level.
50 percent Competition between domestic and
foreign goods would p>Mbly increase appreciably. Imports might
have a faned vue of about 1.8 million dollars (1.4 million foreign
value). The competitive position of the higher priced British ware
would be, especially benefited.

p;bably
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Dut inen bSo psrtnt-Mthugh import would decn, a
considerable demd for British ware of high quality would coatim
Imports might still be as high as $1,20OOO ($750,000 foreign value).
United States exports of silver-pated hollow ware mad niiellazeous
articles geneAlly amount to 2 percent or less of domestic production.
They consist chiefly of utensils exported to cotries WIout silverplating industries and of specialties expod to other countries AS
well. In the long-term post-war period with incomes at the 1939 level
exports might amount to $200,000; with a higher world inuome they
might increase to P300,000.
In the longterm post-war period employment in the silver-plated
ware branch of the industry- might rise to 10,000 persons on the bes
of the estimated production at the 1939 income level. With nationit
income 75 percent higher, the number of people employed might be
15,000-20,000.
UTENSIS, BASE MfETAL
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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Base-metal utensils consist of a wide variety of cooking household
and hospital wares made of aluminum, iron or steel (plan, enameled,
galvanized, or japanned), tinware, stainless steel, nickel silver (unplated), pewter, and other nonferrous metals, including copper, brass,
and bronze. Domestic manufacturers are in a strong position with
respect to most of these items, the production of whichlis highly mechanized. Imports are largely limited to ornamental wares and occa..
sional specialties.
Aluminum and enameled utensils have constituted approximately
50 percent of the total value.of production over a long period of years.
Imports consist of a great variety of specialties from many countries and include decorative household articles. Copper and brass
utensils the largest single class have come mostly from China 'the
United kingdom, and British India. Imports of enameled ware Lave
come principally from Sweden and Czechoslovakia; aluminum ware
from Italy and Germany; antimony ware from Japan- specialties
such as meat and food choppers, from Czechoslovakia, §weden, and
Germany; fly swatters (in chief value of metal) from Japan; and ornamental wares, such as vases, candlesticks, trays, and bowls, from
many countries.
Demand varies both with family income and changes in national
Income. In normal times, high-income families purchase the better
grades of ware and se4om make additional purchases; low-inooe
failies, representing most of the American consumer market, purchase lower priced, shorter lived utensils, which need replacement
more frequently. When the per capita national income is low,, both
types of users are likely to postpone renewals; when the income is
hih, the normal market is extended through replacements, increased
saes of hher priced goods, introduction of new types, and improvements in desig arid styles. The utilitarian lines, such as cooking
utensils, which cotitute the bulk of the domestic output, are less
influenced by changes in national income than ornamental wares,
which constitute the bulk of imports.
Domestic production of base-metal utensils, which was valued at
about 100 million dollars in 1929, declined to 50 million dolUars in the
depression years, and ros& thereafter until curtailed by war requirements of the metals used in their production. With the entry of the
United States into the war, the kitchen- and householdutensil
industry began to produce large quantities of utensils for military use
and to make implements required in warfare. Many utensils for
military u&c are of designs and sizes quite different from those for
civilian use; production for civilian use has been sharply curtailed
and imports have declined greatly.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

All types of utensils can be produced without much delay when
metals again become available. Replenishment of dealers' stocks
and meeting the accumulated demand may cause annual production
for 1 or 2 years after the war to be as much as twice the 1939 value,
or about 200 million dollars.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Taking into account a 10 percent increase in population, consumption might rise to a value of about 120 million dollars annually.
Production for the domestic market under any of the assumptions
regarding duties would be but little less than the total consumption.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably constitute about the
same proportion of consumption as in 1939, and might amount to
perhaps $625,000 foreign value ($935,000 landed value).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports of specialties and ornamental
wares might increase considerably and might be valued at about
$850,000 foreign value ($1,100,000 landed value). It is doubtful,
however, whether imports of the standard, mass-production articles
could compete effectively with similar articles of domestic manufacture.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports would probably be confined
largely to the higher-priced wares, with a total value perhaps not in
excess of $500,000 foreign value ($850,000 landed value).
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Per capita quantitative consumption would probably increase
somewhat as compared with that under an unchanged income, and
would comprise a larger proportion of higher-priced quality goods,
such as stainless steel. PVrices would probably also be materially
higher. Consumption would perhaps be valued at about 200 million
dollars annually. Imports would doubtless share in the improved
market, but would hardly supply more than 1 percent of the total
value of consumption, even if the duty ilhould be reduced by 50 percent.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Imports might rise to about 1 million dollars foreign value (1.5- million, landed value).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would perhaps reach about
1.5 million dollars foreign value ($1,950,000 landed value).
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports would probably be confined largely to higher priced ornamental wares and specialties, but
higher purchasing power in the United States would perhaps sustain
imports at about $800,000 foreign value ($1,350,000 landed value).
Exports

Although exports of these commodities before the war were substantial, they constituted only about 1 percent of domestic production.
A similar situation is probable in the post-war period. Most countries
manufacture utensils of these typos, but many of them also import,
but not ordinarily from the United States.
Employment
Because production of th9se wares is highly mechanized, employmnent will not rise proportionately with the higher domestic output.
Maximum predictable production might call for the employment of
25,000-30,000 persons, compared with about 20,000 in 1939.

Table: [No Caption]
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SAWS
Tariff paragraph: 30.
Saws.
Commodity:
Jewelers' saws, 40 cents Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 31%
Rates of duty:
per gross; other saws,
12%, 16%, or 20%
ad val.
NOTS.-The rates fixed in the 'Tarif Act of 1930 were 40 cents per grows for Jewelers' saws and 20 percent
ad valorem for all other saws. The rate for hacksaw blades, oroascut, hand, back, and other (hand-working)
saws not specificlly provided for If valued over 8 cents each, was reduced to 15 percent ad valorem, and
the rate for steel hand, pit drag, and mill sews was reduced to 12 percent ad valorem, both effective August
6, 1'3, pursuant to a tid"e agreement with Sweden.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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L eded value; foreign value was $146,000.

This report embraces the entire wide range of saws made in the
United States. They range from inexpensive items such as hacksaw
blades, with an average wholesale value of about 4 cents each, to band
and Fang saws for sawmill operations and large circular saws for metal
cutting, the values of some of which run into hundreds of dollars each.
Woodworking saws represented 50 percent of the value of production
in 1939, half for power-operated blades and half for hand saws.
Metalworking saws accounted for about 40 percent of the total
output, and parts and accessories for saws (teeth, handles, frames,
etc.) for 10 percent.
In 1939 low- priced hand woodworking saws, and jewelers piercing
saws accounted for 85 percent of total imports. The jewelers' saws
are very small, and a considerable part of their cost is in labor. Most
of the hand woodworking saws were for inakintg up sets of children's
in low-price stores for occasional home use.
tools, or for sale
in
quality or performance with the lower
did
not
compare
They
in
States for similar outlets. j than
saws
made
the
United
priced
1 500 machine saws and about 2.5 million mediujt ity hak W
blades accounted for the remaining value of imports. During 193-39
imports averaged $138 000 (foreign value). Germany suaut
55 percent of the total, Sweden 37 percent, and the rein cader me
from a number of other countries.
The estimates in this report are based on probable conditions in the
lumber, wood pulp, paper, metalworki equipment, and construction
industries. Since there is a substantial difference in the estimates of
post-war conditions for these different industries, they have been
combined and a composite estimate is used as a basis for the following,
statements. Assuming national income as in 1939 it seems likely
that the requirements for saws for the production of pulpwood used

separately
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in making paper and paperboard may increase substantially more
than those for saws used in the production of lumber. Tie construction industry is a large consumer of saws. The anticipated
large immediate post-war activities in this field may partly level off
by the long term. Activity in 'the metalworking industries may not
exceed the 1939 level as much as that in paper manufacturing.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It seems probable that demands for woodworking saws in forestry,
sawmills, and construction may continue at wartime levels, while new
metalworking saws may be required only in about the same volume
as in 1939, because of the probable reduction in the volume of production in the metalworking ndustrie and the transfer of these longer
lived-saws from wartime to civilian production. It seems reasonable
also to expect that consumption of hand saws for home and comndercial uses may be considerably greater than in 1939, reflecting the
deferred demand of war years. Domestic production of saws may be
considerably greater (say by 50 percent in value) than it was in 1939.
Germany will probably not be in a position to export, and consequently
total imports may be much less than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Produetion, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Taking into consideration anticipated greater requirements for
in the pulpwvood and construction industries and increase in
in
poj)pltl ion, consunptioxi may be 20 to .30 percent greater19 than
1039, and may have a value, at 1939 price levels, of about ntillion
(1011oa's. Collsunmption would be only slightly affected by changes of
50 percent in the duties.
Duties as ir 1939.- I-inports may supply a somewhat higher share
of consumption than in 1939 because in 1939 the imports of cheap
sawswere somewhat below average. Imports may amount to nearly
2 percent of consumption or $360,000 landed value ($250,000 foreign
value). Production for the domestic market then would be about
18.6 million dollars.
Iaties reduced by 60 percent.-Under this condition, considerably
more of the low-priced jeweler's piercing saws might be imported, as
there would be a reduction in equivalent ad valorem oin>om 75 to 80
percent to 35 to 40 percent. Importation 6f machine saws and the
medium-quality woodworking saws might increase 100 to 200 percent
in value if these lower duty rates prevailed. Imports might be about
3 percent of consumption0, or, say, $600,000 1nded value ($400,000
foreign value). Production for the domestic market then would be
18.4 million dollars.
Duties increased by 60 percent.-This might reduce the value of impOr"tation of cheap saws by 20 to 30 percent, ahd that of higher-priced
hiand and machine saws by40 to 60 percent, as compared with imports at the 1939 rates of duty. Total imports might be little more
than I percent of coniumptfion, or, say, about $220,00 landed value
($150,000 foreign value). Production for the domestic market then
would amount, to 18.7 million dollars.
saws
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Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1D*D.

This level of income would bring about increased activity in both
woodworking and metalworking industries, and hence greater demand
for hand and *t.chine saws. AISO with this higher income, a greater
lumber of finer quality and higher priced saws may be purchased for
use it) homes as well as in industrial and commercial establishments.
'urthe1rore, prices of saws of any given grade and type might be
10-15 percent higher than at the lower income level. The total
value of consumption might be 40 percent greater than if 1939 per
capital income prevailed, or, say, about 27 million dollars.
Duties ai in 1,939.--Imports might be a larger proportion of con.sumption than at the lower per capitu income level; they might be
about Q24 percent of the total, or, say, $600 000 landed value ($400,000
foreign value). Production for the domestic market might amount
to 26.4 million dollars.
Duties reduced by 60 perrent.-Imports might amount to nearly 4
percent of consumption or about $900, 000 landed value ($600,000
foreign value). Production for the domestic market then would be
26.1 million dollars.
ThDti8 increased by 50 percent.-Inports would probably be
about 1 percent of consumption, or, say, $300,000 landed value
($200,000 foreign value). Production for the domestic market then
might be 26.7 million dollars.
Exports

Saws are exp)orte(l from the United States to nearly every country
in the world. Canada the United KIindgom, France, Argentina,
and Mexico were the largest foreign markets in 1939. Hacksaws
accounted for 67 percent of the total value exported in 1939 (J .75
million dollars); woodworking hand saws, 30 percent; and machine
saws, 13 percent. It is anticipated that some of the lumbering
activities opened in war years in South America will be continued in
the post-war period, and that new metalworking industries started
there after 1939 will not be abandoned. It is also possible that other
areas-for example, Russia-may increase lumbering activities.
Probably the value of post-war exports at 1939 income levels may be
30 to 50 percent larger than before the war, or, say, about. 2.5 million
dollars, With increased world income, the value may rise by another
third, or, say, to 3.3 million dollars, particularly as a greater quantity
of high-quality saws would presumably be used in foreign countries at\
higher income levels.
Employment

It is estimated that in 1939 nearly 5,000 persons were employed in
manufacturing saws in the 80 to 90 establishments in the f.nited
States where edge tools comprised the principal products. There was
a fairly high ratio of skilled and semiskilled labor. Employment
might be 6,800-6,000 in the post--war period if per capita income is at
the 1939 level, and 6,200-6,500 if the per capita income prevailed.

Table: [No Caption]
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PINS
Tariff paragraph: 350.
Common pins, metal hairpins, safetypins, and miaceflaneous
Commodity:
)ins.
30 or 35% ad valorem.
Rate of duty:
NoT.-The rate fixed In the Tariff Act of OM30 on all pins covered by this report was 35 peant ad vailorem.
The rate was reduced to 30 pereent on hairpins and dressmakers' or common pins, efectve January 1, I1,
pursuant to trade Crreenient with the United Kingdom. From April 16, 1938 to April 21, 19A, a rat
o 30 pwernt was in efect on saetypins, pursuant to the trade agreement. with Ctechoslovakia, which ba
been suspended.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Pro
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Impo"Import.
Item
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-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~mot
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15
6481
2
" 1318
Value ($1,000) 1 .......................
Ab. ........... ........
..t
Persons employed (number).........b..........I.....
...................

3,000

9

.....-.

I Quantity not available. Very little of thO production is exported
Landed value; foreign value was $130,000.

I

The United States is one of the world's leading producers of ins.
Domestic demand is supplied largely by United States output. Uonsumption of all types combined follows roughly the trend of per
capita income. Sorpe types are influenced more by styles and other
factors than by income, but population changes generally have only
a moderate effect on the demand for pins.
Imports supplied a declining share of the United States market
for a number of years before the war. This downward trend will
probably continue after the war. In 1939 about one-third of the
imports consisted of safetypins; one-fourth, hairpins; and the balance,
common and miscellaneous pins. The United Kingdom supplied 45
percent, Germany 28 percent, Czechoslovakia 19 percent (principally
safetypins), and Japan 5 percent (principally miscellaneous types).
Germany and the United Kingdom were important suppliers of all
types.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is probable that production and consumption of all typos of pins
will be considerably greater than in 1939. Imports may also increase
but will probably supply a smaller part of the domestic market
because the relative importance of imports was declinng steadily for
a number of years before the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Domestic pins will prhibly continue to supply

practically the

entire demand in the United States, as before the war. Changes in
rates of duty would probably have but little effect on consumption.

Table: PENS

878

POST-WAR IMPOWTS AND DONMTIC PRODUCTION

Per capital Income at 1 le.

Consumption will probably be only somewhat higher then in 1939,
say about 6S million dollars.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports would probably supply the same proportion of consumption as in 1939. They would probably amount to
about $135 000 and domestic production to $6,615,000.
Duty Tiun;d by 60 percens.-Imports might increa to about
$170,000 (foreign value); domestic production might then be about
$6,580,000.
uhty increased by 60 percent-Importa would probably amount to
less than $100,000 (foreign value) and United States production to
about $6,6B0,000.
Per capital income 7S percent hither than in 19Mt.

There might be a commensurate quantitative increase in the consumption of pins. Consumption might amount to 12.5 million dol,
lars, if prices increase 10 to 15 percent.
Du~y as in 198-9.-Imports would probably amount to approximately $250,000 (foreign value) and production to $12,250,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might amount to about
$325,000 (foreign value) and production to $12,175,000~
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would probably supply lees
than 2 percent of consumption, amounting to less than $200,000 (foreign value), whereas domestic production would probably amount to
more than 12.3 miUion dollars.

ExporV
The United States has always been relatively unimportant as an
exporter, and it is not likely that its position in foreign markets will
change materially, especially if Germany resumes its pre-war position
in the industry.
Employment

On the basis of the above estimates, employment will probably
range from 3,000 to 5,000 workers, depending upon the levels of duty
and national income.
PENS
Bquisia.
len4 ad
Tariff
vsharem
Rate of duty
paragraph
Commodity
(1S39)
351 Pens, metallic (except gold):
..
9% ,
Carbon steel 120 per grosss.6Other metal-140 per gross
,. 2%
14
Nib with bwrel156per gross-14.%
Nouw.-The rates fixed In the Tziff Act of 190 were 15 oent aerD r on arbon steel DIs oets pw
pass on pnof other meta, and 20 out per gros onjpesan
one ps. Te rsw
wers rdued, effective Jaua 1,192, pursuant to hee trade Cemt with the Um Kigdom.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

Table: [No Caption]
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Pen points are commonly made of high-carbon- strip steel. Some
are made of brass, nickel silver, or stainless steel; other 'are plated
with tin, brass, silver, or gold.
Approximately 75 percent of domestic consumption is sold to large
users such as schools, banks large industrial concerns, and government-- agencies; the remainder to private consumers, 'with whom
"brand preference" is an important consideration. Per capita consumption of pens declined from 2.6 units in 4930 to 1.5 in 1940. This
decline is attributed largely to (1) increased use of fountain pens,
(2) substitution of mechanical equipment for handwriting, and (3)
the increased usage of more durable pens.
The United States industry consists of five manufacturers who
employ about 370 workers.
Exports in most years have been less than imports. Imports,
which have accountd for 20 to 25 percent of total consumption mn
recent years,' supply a somewhat larger proportion of plated pens and
pens of nonerrous metals than of steel. Approately 80 percent
Of imported pens are the products of two British concerns, whose
brands have an established market in the United States.,
Sales of pens of domestic manufacture have increased markedly
during the war as a result of strong demand caused art] by high
industrial activity and partly by cessation of imports an enlawed
exports resulting from British restrictions on exportation of pens.
Relatively few firms here and abroad compete for the testing trade
in pens which, perforce, is limited. The trade situation is unlikely
to change greatly with time or increased national income. Duty
changes would probably have. little or no effect on the volume of con-.
sumption but might alter the ratio of imports to domestic production
and would affect the toted consumer expenditures for pent
POST-WAR SHORT TEAM

Under the assumption that national incoMzn per capital on the basis
of 1939 prices will be a-bout 40 percent greater than in 1939, cona
sumption will probably be somewhat less than during the war years
but materially greater than in 1939, perhaps 25-35 percent greater;
prices will pensmwilltb
higher than in 1939. Import.
probably be 20-25
and may furnish about the same p'oof British
British ens will beroumedpercent
the duty unchanged.
portion of consumption 1in939, assu
Exports'-will probably decrease materially, raps to about'the 1939
figure.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Comnumpdon, Production, and Imports

Per capita income at 19*9 level.

Per capita consumption might be somewhat smaller than in 1939
because of the same factors which were reducing the use of pens in
the pre-war decade; these factors, however have probably already
largely spent their force. The decline might be sufficient to offset
the increase in population, in which case the consumption would
probably be 1.3-1.4 million gross, with a value at 1939 prices of
perhaps $850,000-$1,025,000, the range being wider than that for
quantity because the value depends also on the share of consumption
supplied by imports, the value (especially the foreign value) of which
per gross, is much lower than that of domestic pens.' Exports would
probably be about the same as in 1939, or 140,000 gross valued at
about $126f,000.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would Probably be about the same as
in 1939, or 270,000-290,000 gross, with a foreign value at 1939 pric
of $100,000-$110,000. Assumin exports about the same as Li 1939
(140,000 gross, production would be about 1,150,000-1,250,000 gross,
with a value, at 1939 prices, of 0.9-1,0 million dolars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-The share of imports in consumption
would probably increase materially and might be 35-45 percent,
or, say, 450,000-600,000 gross, with a foreign value of $170,000$220,000. Domestic production, including exports, would probably
be 850,000-1,100,000 gross. The unit value might decline somewhat
on account of the increased competition of imports, and the total
value might amount to $650,000-$825,000.
Duty tncrea8ed by 60 percent.-Because of the brand prestige of
certain imported pens, the share of imports in consumption would
probably decline only moderately, perhaps to 17-20 percent, compared with 21 percent in 1939. Imports might thus range from 220,000
to 280,000 gross, with a foreign value (at 1939 unit values) of
$80,000-$105,000. Production would then be slightly greater than
under the first assumption as to rate of duty, say, 1,200,000-1,275,000
gross, valued at $1,000,000-$1,050,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Perhaps half the use of pens is in connection with business operations, and consumption for that purpose tends to rise or fall with industrial activity and national income; consumption for other purposes,
as in schools, is little affected by such changes. It is probable that
the factors which during the pre-war decade were causing a reduction
in per capital consumption will continue with sufficient strength to
offset the increase in population. It seems unlikely, therefore, that
even an increase of 75 percent in real income per capita would result
in a consumption of pens exceeding that in 1939 by more than 25-40
percent, which would give a total consumption of 1.7-1.9 million
gross.
Duty a8 in 1939.-The share of imports in consumption would probably be about the same as in 1939 (21 percent), or 350,000-400,000
gross, with a foreign value, assuming some advance m prices, of
I To avoid complexity, separate calulationa of value of consumption ar not made fo different AuUMp
tons as to rates of duty and shares of Imports in consumption.
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perhaps $150 000-4160,000. It is doubtful whether United States
exports would be materially greater than before the war even with
generally high levels of prosperity in foreign countries. ll that ca"
the domestic production (including that for export) would probably be
1,500,000-1,650,000 gross, with a value, at prices perhaps 10-15
percent higher than in 1939, of about $1,360,0004$1,00,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Assuming that imports would increase
to 35-40 percent of consumption, they would amount to 600,000850,000 gross, with a foreign value (at somewhat advanced prices) of
about $250,000-$350,000. Assuming exports to be about the same as
in 1939, domestic production might range from 1.1 million gross (minimum consumption with maximum percentage supplied by imports) to
1.4 million gross (niaximuni consumption with minimum percentage of
with a value of $1,000,000-$1,250,000.
imports),
Thdy rncreaeed by 60 percent.-On the foregoing assumption as to
the slightly reduced share of imports in consumption (17-20 percent),
imports would probably be 300,000-375,000 gross, with a foreign value
of $125,000-$150,000. Domestic production, including exports,
might be 1,550,000-1,700,000 gross, with a value of $1,400,000$1,550,000.
Exports

United States manufacturers have encountered severe competition
in foreign markets, especially from Britain. The increase in exports
during the present war like that which occurred during the First
World Wa', will probably be only temporary, and exports during the
longer post-war term seem likely to be about the same as in 1939, more
or less regardless of the degree of prosperity in foreign countries and of
their policies regarding duties and trade restrictions.
Employment

Since the'. domestic industry is already highly mechanized, it is
doubtful whether changes in methods of production in the post-war
period, compared with pre-war years, would have great influence on
employment. Consequently employment (in the sense of man-hours
rather than number of persons on the pay rolls) will probably be more
or less proportional to output. Output, in turn, as pointed outI will
depend both on volume of consumption and on the proportion supplied
by imports. On the basis of the extreme range of possible figures of
domestic production given above, and assuming no change in working
hours, post-war employment might range from about 350 (on the basis
of a production of 1,150,000 gross) to about 550 (on production of
1,800,000 gross), compared with 370 in 1939^.
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS, EXCEPT LAMPS
Tariff paragraph: 316 320, 339, 353 397,
1754% to 45 % aa vtai. Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 31%
(for a few items
(average).
compound rates are in
effect).

Rate oJ duty:

NOTI.-The articles covered by this report ae provided for In the Tariff Act of 1 under various claf.
fications and raes of duty. T Revenue Act of 1932 Imposed an import-excie tax, In addition to the tariff
ct duties, on toe copper contained in Imported artices, but copper i only small port of the value of mot
e)~,t~ol
appraus.The r~naltariff aict rates were reduced on many Items psattotdearmnts
wth Seden (defetive A t6 193) Netelands (effetive Febuay 1, 198) Swltasran efctv
F ebruary 16, iPS), U~nitd"l1ngdom
January
1,
1939).

~

January~
1, 1989), and Canada (eftive January 1, 196, and
~(dekettve~

Ibm~ ~Total
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are3 given below:
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I Landed value; foreign value was $1,231,000.

The electrical manufacturing industry includes 20 or more branches,
producing goods differing widely in character and in the conditions
under which they are made and sold. There is some overlapping
between the electrical and other industries in such products as vacc,
um cleaners, refrigerators, and other articles operated by electric
motors and control devices. Several of these products are included
in this discussion as they are made in large numbers by electrical
manufacturers.
The relative importance of the principal groups of electrical products is shown in the following tabulation, which gives roughly comparable statistics of the value of production, exports, and imports in
1939.
Product

Production

Exports

a Imports

1,000 dAllbrT 1,000 dollar# 1,0 dollar.
16
365
Engineering equipment.................................0............
ON
25,035
, 8, 611
31
motors
small
mud
24, 105
aome equipment
48
apparatus.-202,432
I~~adio
177
3~~~~
~~~~~~~2,
~
0:
and cabl......................................
111219
Instead
62
48 ¢7
1, 43:
Rdo
pacttu s wires
X
flatteris-311,219
..........
2....................................
101,14
3,6,457
( 1)
Llt lng fltures113, 7
1,607
- 4
3,679
1409
n
.....1..................
I
i
21
1,16f2
Automotive eletrical equipment-r106, C3
64
3,0
Telephone and teleorrph equipment-W.4,9
1
Other-182,440
182-440 X 24,095
881...........................................
1,7*
109,620
Total....................................................... 2,127,635
.................................

..........

...... ..

..... ..... ............

...... ....

----

...........

I

Foreign value.

8 Not available, but not more than $18,000.

There are nearly 3,000 manufacturers of electrical apparatus in the
United States but, as in other leading industrial countries, La few
large firms with extensive facilities for making both heavy equipment
and other types of electrical goods occupy a commanding position in
the industry. In 1939, the largest firm supplied about 17 percent of
the total output of the United States industry Other producers
range in size from large enterprises to small shops making simple
specialties.
The use of electrical equipment has grown tremendously for several
decades because of the constant development of new applications for
electricity, the lowering of prices, and the increasing supply and
decreasing cost of electric power. The increase in consumption has
not been unbroken, however, for sales have generally declined rapidly
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when-national incmehasdiminished. With rising income, consumption tends to expand faster than income.
The manufacture of electrical goods for civilian use has been
restricted during the war, but the industry has been extremely active
in produce inumerable items'for war industry and the armed forces.
The value of only oie group of products, electronic and related app.
ratus, has, in fact; been twice as large as the value of the total output
of the electrical industry before the war. Many new products have
been developed and many old ones imroved daring the war,
United States producers have by far the la t hoe market in
the world for electrical goods. Thi has give them the opportunity
to employ low-cost, mass-production methods and to make large outlay for research which have kept the United Stats industry in the
lead in respect to quality and progress in develop new products.
Although these advantages apply unequally to different items, they
have nevertheles been partly-responsible for the fact that imports
have been small, and far lI" than exports,
International ¶eements among producers have also been influential
in determining the level of imports. Before the war the larIst
manufacturer in the United States was a party to a series f thes
agreements, which included the leading producers in five of the principal European countries and Japan. X pending complaint under the
the antitrust laws alleges that these agreements provided that none
of the foreign parties should sell electrical equipment in the UnitZe
States, and that the American company should not sell in the home
countries of the other participants. The agreements were cemented,
by an extensive interchange of stock ownership. Another large
United States electrical manufacturer was party to a similar, though
les comprehensive, sries of agreements.
The salient factors affecting the competitive situation of the principal branches of the electrical industry ar discussed below:
Engineering equipment,-This group includes large generators and
other equipment for public utilities and industrial firms. Much of
this group, particularly the heavier units, can be made only by the

largest firms in the industry, and this fact often gives these firms an
advantage in the sale of other types. The high quality of domestic
apparatus, the advantages of close contact between buyer and seller
and ready access to the source of replacement parts, and the restriction of competition from the largest forei builders by reason of
international agreements, together with the protective duty, have
nearly eliminated imports in this field.
Merchandieing good8.-Examplh of this group are small motors,
refrigerators household appliances, and radio sets. These goods are
consumed i the United States in large numbers and are, therefore,
adapted to mas-production methods. Foreign competitors are
handicapped by the need for servicing facilities, which can be more
readily established and maintained by domestic producers. Imports
have been negligible in comparison with production.
Insisated wire and cal4e.-Telephone wire and cable is made mostly
by a subsidiary of the principal telephone operating company. Other
types are made principally by large electrical firms an subsidiaries
of mining wrporations. International agreements have affected
imports of insulated wire, and partly for this reason imports have

been very small.
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axteri.-Domestic storage batteries are of good quality and
their prices are relatively low because they are made in great numbers
by maeproduction methods which minimize the amount of hand
labor. This reason and the fact that some automobile manufacturers
are affiliated with domestic battery producers have kept imports
small. There is a possibility also, that understanding among manufacturers have restricted international trade, although large electrical
firms which have been the most conspicuous adherents to these
arrangements do not make storage batteries.
Primary cells (such as dry batteries) are made in the United States
either by machine or hand, depending on the size of the cell. They
are made by hand in a number of foreign countries where wage rates
are low; but the quality does not usually meet United States standards.
Imports have been very small.
Automotive electrical equipment.-Subsidiaries of the automobile
builders and other firms in close contact with them make this equip.
ment. Imports are small and are unlikely to increase much even if
the duty were reduced by 50 percent.
Telephone equipment.-A subsidiary of the principal operating telephone company is the outstandih% manufacturer of telephone appal
ratus. Imports, which are small, are mostly for the Puerto Rican
telephone system, and unlikely to expand.
Wiring devices, lih lg fixurC8, ftashiipht8, and similar goods.-These
products are simple; and do not require much technical knowledge
or expensive equipment for production. For this reason foreign
producers may have a cost advantage over domestic-because of
lower wage rates. Apart from the duty, the fact that building regulations in the United States have established standards for many of
these devices which cannot be met by the foreign articles has tended
to limit imports.
X-ray apparatus.-The United States has at times imported substantial amounts of X-ray equipment because some buyers have
favored a certain foreign make. Thisefirm, however, is now producing
in the United States.
Uncla8sfied articles.-The foregoing classes of goods represent by
far the greater part of the electrical industry. However, one-third to
eleone-halfof the imports are reported as machines with electrical
material
of
this
Much
electrical
goods.
as
miscellaneous
ments, or
was no doubt of the specific classes discussed above which apparently
was not properly classified at the time imported because of insufficient description. The remainder of the imports classified as "other"
in the above table consist. of a great variety of novelties, component.
for various apparatus, special devices, and electrically operated machines of many kinds. These imports are probably least affected by
intercompany affiliations, but are in direct competition with domestic
products only to a slight extent.
POST-WAR 8HORT TERM

Consumption is likely to be large, owing to the deferred demand for
consumer goods and the probability of continued expansion of power
project.
In 1939 about 70 percent of the imports of electrical goods, other
than lamps, came from Germany. It seems unlikely that the former
place of Germany in the United States import trade will be taken.by

Table: Electrical ap aratus (except lamps): Estimates of post-war consumption and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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other European countries. Therefore, imports are likely to be even
smaller than in 1939.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Importu

The following estimates regarding the effect of a continuance of
the 1939 rates of duty or of 50 percent changea in those rates take into
account two entirely different possibilities: (1) That the pre-war agreements and similar arrangements between large domestic and foreign
electrical manufacturers will continue and will restrict trade in about
the same measure as before the war, and (2) that no such arranements will exist, or that, if they do, they Will be much less restrictive
on the import trade than before the war.
Under the first assumption, with duties at the 1939 level, imports
would probably be about the same proportion of consumption as in
1939. A reduction of 50 percent in duties would have relatively little
effect on imports of the passes of goods which constitute the bulk of
the consumption, although it might result in a considerable increase
in the trade in other classes which, though constituting the greater
part of the pre-war imports, represent only a relatively small fraction
of the total consumption of electrical goods.
Under the second assumption regarding international agreements,
imports even at the 1939 level of duties might be a materially larger
proportion of consumption than before the war, since imports of heavy
and standardized articles might become of appreciable importance.
A 50 percent reduction in duties might increase by a very large percentage the imports of such articles, as well as increasing the imports
of the other types. Even under this assumption, however, imports
would probably be a small fraction of 1 percent of total consumption,
because of the competitive nfvantages of the American industry,
which have already been set forth, especially in regard to heavier
and more standardized articles.
All the estimates of imports presented below are expressed in the
form of a range, the lowest figure representing the estimate of the
minimum amount of imports which would be likely to enter if international agreements and similar arrangements continue in effect;
the highest figure represents the estimated maximum amountof imports if these arrangements should be nonexistent or be but little
restrictive on trade. These estimates are summarized in the table
below.
Electrical apparatus (except lamps): Estimates of post-war consumption and imports
under the assumption of Senate Resolution 341
(In millions of dollars_
tP

Period, inoome level, and tArif treatment

Im~~~~~~
..............................................................................
.,..,,,

.

oFmoti 2,_0_

.

Post-war long term:
Per capita Income as In 1A:
............................
Duty as in 3
1.
12-50
..
....... .. ...
..........3...
Xbooby000
Duty reduced by80 percent-1. 0*^
Duty Tonaed byj50 percent. ...... .. ....................
Per capit income 75 percent hlhor'than In 193:
Duty Min 1939--1
1
6
.......4
.5..
-.........
Duty reduced by 50 percent....................0......
3. O
. . 0005,000
Dutyr icread by dopercent ....................
- .-0
40
.............. ......

..

...

.

......

.... ............

2

Slightly exceeding production for the domestic

Foreign value.

market.
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Since under any assumption regarding duties or international agreements the imports are not likely to exceed one-fifth of 1 percent of
consumption, it is not worth while to estimate different figures for
production for the domestic market, or for total consumption, under

the several duty assumptions.

Per capta Income at the 199
lenvet.

Per capita consumption of electrical equipment would probably be
somewhat larger than in 1939, since expansion in the applications of
electricit is likey to continue and charges for electric current to
decline further. Wartime developments have hastened the trend
toward new applications of electricity, particularly in the vast field of
eletronits. Taking account of population growth, the value of
consumption (at 1939 price levels) may amount to 2.63.0 billion
dollars, or 25-S0 percent more than in 1939.
Dutits as in 1939.-Imports might range from about the 1939 figure
to 2 or 3 times as mpch, depding on the situation as to international
agreements. They might be 1.5-3.5 million dollars (foreign value).
Dutie reduced by 60 percent-Imports might be 40-50 percent
heater than with duties in 1939, perhaps 2.2-5.0 million dollars
(foreign value).
DTug minced by 50 percent.-Imports might be 30-40 percent
smaller than with no change in duties, and be within the range of
1.0-2.6 million dollars, depending on the situation with respect to
international agreements.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher then In 19t*.

The consumption of producers' goods and durable consumers'
goods in general might readily increase, even in terms of quantities,
parallel with the increase in real (as distinguished from money) income,
and electrical products would probably sare fully in this expansion.
In view of an increase in prices of probably 10-s15 percent, it seem
likely that the value of consumption of electrical goods might be
50-75 percent greater than with income as in 1939, and might amount
to 4-5 billion dollars, Imports would presumably represent ap.
proximately the same ratio to consumption, under the several assumptions regarding duties, as estimated above on the basis of per
capita income the same as in 1939.
Exportu'
Exports have been affected. by the same international agreements
among producers that have restricted imports, but to a less extent, as
in many cases only the home and adjacent territories of large producers are governed, leaving large markets outside of the unrestricted
countries.
Although often at a disadvantage in respect to wage rates, United
States manufacturers have in their favor high quality, low costs because of mechanization and mass production, and in some cases international financial affiliations. However, many buyers in export markets do not value quality as highly as it is valued in the United Statee
and parts of Europe. Moreover, the tendency of United States firms
to establish branch plants in countries where t4e demand became lre
and duties are relatively high has also affected export trade adversity.
Exports have been largest in merchandising (mass-production) god.
Latin America is the largest outlet for United States export.
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It seems robable that in the long-term period at the sme worldincome levls exports might be somewhat above those of 1939, and,
with increasing development of demand in countries which produce
little or no electrical apparatus, might be perhaps 125 million dollars.
With a higher world income and reduced trade barriers, they might
roach 175-200 million dollars, and ight be still higher if unrestricted
by manufacturers' agreements.
Employment
Employment will probably vary in about the same ratio as production. With income at the 1939 level, it might be about 450,000
and, at the higher income level, perhaps 750,000.
CUTLERY-HOUSEHOLD AND TRADE
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND

Tariff paragraphA 355.

Table cutlery, butchers';.
kitchen, and artisans
knives, and related
cutlery, including
blades without bandles.
Rate of dufy:
Specific rates of 2¢, 4A, Equivalent id valorem (1939): 47%
8, lof, and 16* each,
depending upon the
handle material and
the length of the
blade plus 25%,. 35%,
ad vaforean.
or
NoTt.-The teS fixed In the Tariff Act of IW0 were 2, 8, or 18 cents each, depending upon handle miat

Commodity:

45R

real and earth of bladeu s4% ad valorem. Thes rates were vrioudly dueod, afeetaiv January 1,
1939, pursuant to the trsde agreement with the United Kingdom.

GENERAL-

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939

are

given below:
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Estimated.

Landed value; foreign value was $22000

The United States produces cutler of all kinds. Many articles

are made by machine in a comparatively few simple patterns for which
the demand in the United States is sufficiently great to permit mass

These articles include certain types
production.
kitchen cutlery,, and some kinds of trade knives.

of table cutlery,
Domestic manu-

facturers hold practically the entire domestic market and are sub'
stantial exporters of some of these products. Other articles require
a large amount of skilled manual labor, and the demand is not su fficiently great to permit. mass production. Foreign manufacturers of
71283-45--26
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some of these products are important participants in the United
States market.
About 25 percent of the total quantity and 50 percent of the total
value of imports in 1939 consisted of relatively high-priced table
cutlery and trade specialties, whereas the remainder consisted of
ordinary table, kitchen, butcher, and similar cutlery with considerably
lower unit. values. In domestic production sterling silver cutlery
accounted for about 20 percent of the total value, silver-plated cutlery
for about 50 percent, butchers' knives and cleavers for 8 percent, and
other types of table, kitchen, and other cutlery, for about 22 percent.
Germany and the United Kingdom have been the principal suppliers
of imports, but imports from other European countries have been

important.

During the war output of luxury types of cutlery has been curtailed;
imports have declined to a low level; and exports have expanded, going
largely to Western Hemisphere markets.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Production and
of household and trade cutlery will no
2 or 3 years at least after the war. In particular,
doubt be large for consumption
production for civilian use of good grades of table cutlery has been
severely curtailed during the war and a large backlog of demand
exists. Dealers' stocks have been practically exhausted in some lines.
Imports are not likely to.reach any appreciable volume for some time
after the war, and if the experience after the last war should be repeated, there will be a substantial demand from foreign countries for
household and trade cutlery of American manufacture.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption in the post-war long-term period is likely to show little
change from the 1939 level per capita but to reflect the general increase in population; it might be 25-30 million dollars. Changes in
duty would not have any marked effect on total consumption, although
they might appreciably affect consumption of some types. They
would, however, be reflected in the proportions supplied by imports.
luty as in 1939.-Many of the duties applying to cutlery were
reduced at She beginning of 1939, but the trace in that year probably
did not fully reflect thelong-run result of these changes. Imports in
the long run might, therefore, represent a somewhat higher share of
consumption than in 1939, amounting, perhaps, to a foreign value of
$300,000$350,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-A reduction in duty might result in
considerably greater imports of certain types of cutlery in the lowerpriced brackets, in which competition is most keen. Imports of this
portion of the trade would perhaps double in value, and total imports
might rise to $400,000-$450,000 (fQreign value).
Duty increased by 06 percent.-This increase would affect imports of
the medium- and low-priced articles much more than those of specialties
and prestige wares. Imports might amount to $150,000$200,000.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in

12an

19*9.

In quantity, the per capita consumption of cutlery would increst
somewhat with an increase in income, and there probably would be
a decided increase in the proportion of higher-priced articles sold, so
that value of consumption might be 30-40 percent greater than with
an unchanged income, and might amount to 35-40 million dollars.
Since luxury articles constitute a larger part of imports than of
domestic production, the effect of high income would probably be to
increase imports by a somewhat higher percentage than domestic
production. As stated above, changes in duty would have little effect
on total consumption although the might affect materially the consumption of some types and the share of imports in consumption.
Duty as in 1989.-Importa would probably supply a little higher
the lower income level; they
proportion of consumption than at and
$c00,000 (foreign value).
htamount to between $500,000
Duty reduced by 60 percent,-Under these conditions imports might
amount to $650,000-$750,000. Increased foreign competition would
be expected both in ordinary types of cutlery and in prestige wares.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports of high-grade specialties or
luxury items, with high national income, would be sold in this market
in considerable quantities irrespective of the higher prices which
might result from a duty increase. Total imports might, therefore,
still be valued at $300,000$400,000 (foreign value).
Exports

Under ordinary circlumstances the principal export markets for
table and kitchen cutlery of domestic manufacture are Canada, Cuba,
South and Central America, Mexico, and the Philippines. Very little
again beexpensive cutlery is exported. Until European producers
States
United
that
exports,
come active in foreign trade it is possible
largely because of the accumulated demand, may rise to a high level.
In the long run, however, exports are likely to return to pre-war
levels and amount to $400 000-$500,000 annually, being affected to
some extent by the level of income in the foreign countries to which
the exports go.
Employment

Employment in this industry does not vary greatly with moderately
increased output since many of the manufacturing processes are highly
mechanized and production can be readily accelerated. The industry
requires a relatively high proportion of specialized skilled labor especially in the manufacture of sterling silver tableware. At a highi level
of demand total employment might be 7,000-8,000 persons.
SURGICAL AND DENTAL INSTRUMENTS
Tariff paragraph: 359.
Surgical and dental InCommodity:
strumente.
70%, 0%,, 55%, and Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 48%
Rate of duty:
(average).
35% ad valorem.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

Table: [No Caption]
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The articles covered in this reprt are hd ad soft metal surgical
and dentid instruments, including hypodermic syringes (partly of
metal), dental burs, and instrument attachments for dent
Surgical instruments accounted for 80 pecnt of the value of pro
duction of these articles in 1939, and dental instrum eats for 20 percent.
Imports amounted to $800,000 (forein value) in 1937 and the 5.yer
average for the period 193-39 was about $640,000. It is estimated
that 20-30 percent o'e the imports consists of special types of instruitem iulported
ments required only m ver small lots. The principal
in 1939 were dental bus (27 percent of the total), surgical and dental
force (25 pert), and hypodermic syrines (10 parent). Germany
was the principal source, providtzw 65 percent of the total, and Swede,
Japan (almost entirely hypodermic syringes), and the United Kingdom
each supplied about 10 percent.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM.

The war very greatly increased the requirements for surgical instruments and also for dental instruments. It is probable that consider
ably rer quantities of both may be consumed than in 1939. Probably imports may fe smaller than in 1939 because of the large demand
for intuments in the principal producing foreign countries, and on
account of -the time that will be required before soene countries resume
production on a large scale.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Per capita Income at 193 level.

With increased population and more emphasis upon improvement
in the general health, the value of domestic consumption might be 15
percent greater than in 1939 and amount to 10.5 million dollars.
changes
in rates of duty would not affect consumption appreciably.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might supply 12 percent of domestic
consumption, or 1.3 million dollars, landed value ($800,000, foreign
value). Production, then, for the domestic market might be 9.2
million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-A lower duty would probably increase
imports substantially, particularly of the higher-priced instruments.
Imports might be 50 percent more than if 1939 duty rates pre-ailed and
be about 19 percent of domestic consumption or nearly 2 million dollars,
landed value (1.2 million dollars, foreign value). Production for the
domestic market then -might be 8,5 million dollars

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRDUCTON
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Duty increased by 50.percent.-This increase in duty would probably
have little effect upon imports of specialties, but might result in a
substantial reduction in imports of standard types. Imports might be
nearly 8 percent of domestic consumption or about $800,000 landed
value ($500,000 foreign value).
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Under a higher national income, a great deal more would probably be
spent for medical and dental care, resulting in a substantial increase
in consumption of surgical and dental instruments. The value of consumption might be 35 percent greater than if per capita income of 1939
prevailed, and amount to about 14 million dollars.
Duty a .in 1939.-Imports might be about 12-13 percent of consumption, or, say, 1.8 lion dollars, landed value (1.1 million, foreign
value). Production for the domestic market then might be 12.2
million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be 18-19 percent of
consumption, or; say, 2.6 million dollars landed value (1.6 million
dollars Foreign value), or about 45 percent more than with unchanged
duties. Production for the domestic market then might be 11.4
million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent-Imports might be, 8 percent of consumption or 1.1 million dollars landed value ($700,000 foreign value).
Production for the domestic market then might be 12.8 million dollars.
Exports

United States exports of surgical and dental instruments amounted
to nearly $700,000 in 1939, of which surgical instruments accounted for
93 percent. The United Kingdom and Canada took about 45 percent
of the total and the Union of South Africa, Mexico, China Venezuela,
and Cuba together received 20 percent. It seems probable that thc
value of exports will be much greater in. the post-war years
During the war most of the Allied countries have obtained large
quantities of surgical instruments from the United States for military
and emergency needs. Exports averaged nearly 3 million dollars for
the period 1941-43, or over four times the value in 1939. It seems
reasonable to expect that these wartime exports will result in larger
foreign markets after the war, as experience shows that surgeons are
strongly inclined to purchase for. replacement, types and styles of
instruments to which they have been accustomed. It is possible that
post-war exports might amount to- 1.5 million dollars if the per capital
national income is at the 1939 level, and to 2.5 million dollar if the
income is at the higher level.
--Employmet
Of the 50-60 concerns engaged in the manufacture of surgical
and dental instruments, apparatus, and supplies in the United States
during 1939, probably 40-60 percent produced instruments. There
were three to five relativply large concerns; the others were smaller,
some shops employingtohly 1 to 5 men. It is estimated that there may
have been 2,600-3,000 persons engaged in instrument production. in
1939. After the war, employment wl probably increase proportion
ately to the increase in production; 2,800-3,200 may be employed if
the 1939 income prevails, and 3,000-3,500 at the higher income level.

Table: FILES

Table: [No Caption]
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FILES

Bquiva-

Tariff
Commodity
paragraph
362-Files, rasps, and floats:
2W' long and underOver 2,I", not over 4%" long
Over 4X" and under 7%"
long.
7" long and over-

Rate of duty

lent ad
wvalorem
(1939)

20 per doz -14%.
- -16%.
25¢ per doz
35¢ per doz21t%.
4 per doz15%.
-

NoiTz.-PFlosts are single-cut flies, usually coarse. As fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 the rates on the
items shown above were, reepectively, 25W, 47W, 62%0, and 77%0 per dozen. The reduced rates shown
above became effective pursuant to the trade agreements with Sweden, effective August 5, 1935, and Switzerland, effective February 15, 19.

--

GENERAL

Data on Urited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Partly estimated.
Foreign value.

Files and rasps, used in working metals, wood, and other hard substances, are made in thousands of patterns, sizes, and cuts. Files 7
inches or over in length are mostly for ordinary shop use; those under
7 inches are largely precision-type files used by watchmakers, jewelers,
die sinkers, and other craftsmen.
All types of files are produced in the United States, but ordinary
files 7 inches and over m length predominate. From trade reports
it is estimated that less than 10 percent of the domestic output consisted of precision files. Imports consist chiefly of precision files
under 7 inches long, which are supplied mostly by two Swiss firms,
and have a duty-paid value 50 percent or more above the average for
all sizes in domestic production. Imports of files 7 inches long
and over are chiefly from Sweden. In the period 1936-39, imports averaged 52,000 dozen a year valued at $103,000.
Over 98 percent of United States consumption is supplied by about
20 domestic firms who are primarily engaged in the manufacture of
files and rasps, and in recutting and resharpening files. During the
war, United States production and exports, because of the requirements of war industries, have increased substantially. Ain output of
8 million dozen files valued at approximately 13 million dollars has
been fairly representative of peacetime production in peak years of
business activity. By 1943, however, production had risen in value
to 24.5 million dollars under the stimulus of war demand. Consumption is closely associated with the scale of industrial activity.
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The United States is in a strong competive position with respect
to both home and foreign markets in standard sizes of files and certain manufacturing specialties. Competition from foreign producers,
both here and abroad, has been confined largely to small precisiontype files where highly skilled labor requirements are most exacting.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Annual domestic production in the United States will probably
decline in some lines for a year or two after the war as demand from
war industries decreases, but will no doubt be offset to some extent
by the demand for types of products required in peacetime production, so that output w1i presumably be much above pre-war levels.
Precision-type files from Switzerland will also probably be in somewhat--greater demand as producers of luxury goods again become
active.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption of files will probably level off after the short-term
post-war period, but with a 10 percent increase in population, consumption will probably rise proportionately, or to about 5.7 million
dozen valued at about 10 million dollars. Exports might rise to
about 2.4 million dozen valued at about 2.8 million dollars; domestic
production of about 8 million dozen valued at approximately 13
million dollars would possibly be required to meet the demand.
Production and consumption would probably be little affected by
a 50 percent change of the duties in either direction.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports would probably be about 10 percent
higher than in 1939 in keeping with the rise in population and amount
to about 60,000 dozen with a foreign value of about $116,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would perhaps increase about
40 percent above their 1939 level and amount to perhaps
80,000 dozen, with a foreign value of perhaps about $155,000. Such
an increase in imports would result from a greater demand for Swiss
files by a larger proportion of the domestic industries using precision
files, which could perhaps purchase them at lower prices than similar
domestic files, by reason of the cut in duty.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might be 10 to 15 percent
less than with no change in duty and might decline to about 50,000
dozen valued at about 95 thousand dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Inasmuch as files are required in practically every manufacturing
activity, United States consumption would perhaps rise commensurately with the increase in per capita national income, to about
9 million dozen, and be valued at about 16 million dollars, assuming
some increase in the general price level. At the higher income level,
with increased foreign industrial activity, exports might increase* to
3 million dozen with a 'value of approximately 3.9 million dollars,
resulting in domestic production of about 12 million dozen valued at
about 20 million dollars to satisfy domestic and foreign requirements.

Table: SHOTGUNS
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might be around 70 percent greater in

Dut# than with 6n unchanged income, aMounting to 100,000
quantity
dozen valued, -on the basis of a 10 percent higher averse unit value
as in

199.-Im

at about $210,000 (foreign value); the quantity would be about 86
percent greater than in 1939.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might rise to a level about
135 percent higher than in 1939, or to 130,000 dozen valued at about
$275 000. The lowered duty would affect principally the precisionfile lass.
Duty increased by 50 percent.--Imports would be probably about
10 percent higher than in 1939, or 80,000 dozen, with a foreign value
of possibly $165,000.
Exports

The United States is one of the leading exporters of files, about
one-third of the annual output being exported. In the period 19361939, annual exports averaged 1.9 million dozen, valued at 2.2
lion dollars. In 1941, there were exported. 2.6 million dozen,
valued at 3.9 million dollars. The United States has important
markets both in files less than 7 inches long and 7 inches or longer.
In 1939, exports consisted of 1.3 million dozen files less than 7 inches
long, valued at 1.1 million dollars, and of slightly less than one
million files 7 inches or longer, valued at 1;4 million dollars. The
leading markets in that year were British India, Mexico, Netherland
Indies, Colombia, and Canada Under the most favorable post-war
conditions, United States exports might rise to 3 million dozen.
Employment

Immediately after the war employment will probably decline
somewhat from a relatively high wartime level to 3,500-4,000 workers.
With a decline in per capita national income to the 1939 level and
accompany' slackened manufacturing activities, employment would
probably be between 3,000 and 3,500 workers. If the per capita
national income later should rise 75 percent above 1939, employment
might increase to about 5,000 persons.
SHOTGUNS
Tariff paragraph: 365.
Commodity:
Shotguns.
Rate. of dty:
Various.
Equivalent ad valorem (09): 39%
(average).

Norx.-The rates fixed in the Tarilff Act of 1930 for these classifications were:
..... 1.60 each plus 45 percent ad valorem
..........$................
Value not over $5 each$4.00 each plus 45 percent ad valorem.
....-.- ..
Value over $5, not over $10 each .........-.....
$10,
not over $26 each
Value over
$- .00 each plus 45 percent ad valorem.
t ad valore.
Value over $25, not over $50 each
$10,00 each plus 46 p
percent ad valorem,
each Value over -0
These rates were reduced 60 percent pursuant to the tide agreement with Belgium, effective May 1,19U.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

Table: [No Caption]
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Shotguns were produced by 14 establishments in the United States
in 1939. The output consisted of single-barrel single-shot sinkglebarrel repeaters (automatic), and double-barie sporting hotguns.
The Census of Manufactures for 1939 does not show. data cover
repeating shotguns separately. In 1937 repeating shotguns accounted
for 30 percent of the number and 51 percent of the value of the total
shotgun output. In 1937 the average unit value-for repeating models
was $2240; for single-barrel single-shot models, $5.24; and for, doublebarrel models, $20.40. The average unit value in 1937 for all models
was $13.20 compared with the average of $12.55 in 1939.
Imports in the period 1927-39 were very largely an merican
automatic gun made under contract by a Belgan concern.
patented
In 1939 this t of pn accounted for 99 percent of the total number.
The foreign value of these guns Was about $20 each. ' The few other
shotguns imported were very high in value ($500 to $1,000 each),
being hand-finished. These are purchased almost exclusively b
very wealthy hunters, and it is unlikely that the demand for them will
be affected substantially by changes in duty rates or by either high
or low per capital income. The reduction of 50 percent in the duty
rates which became effective in 1935 appears to have had no effect
on the importation of these high-priced guns, nor did it result in any
appreciable imports of very low-priced guns.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM

Only a small number of shotguns have been made during the war
and these are distributed under priorities for the purpose of keeping
down wild animals which destroy crops. It seems probable that there
will be a large unfilled demand' and thatconsumption may be considerably above that of 1939. it seems doubtful whether the Belgian
producers will be in a position to resume manufacture for some time
after the war; if not, imports may be insignificant.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Per capita income at 1939 level.

By reason of increase in population, domestic consumption may be
slightly over a half million shotguns.
Duty as in 1939.-Assuming that the Belgian concern which was the
principal source of United States imports in the 1930's holds its prewar contract status, imports may amount to 4 percent of domestic
consumption, or about 21,000 shotguns, with a foreign value of about
$425,000 (averaging about $20 each). Production for domestic
consumption might be about 490,000, valued at about 6.3 million
dollars (average unit value about $13).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Although domestic users appear to
make their purchases on the basis of performance of trade-name guns
rather than on price, this reduction in duty might bring about the
importation of a few thousand guns of lower price than those imported
before the war (foreign value ranging from $4 to $8), and also an
increase of perhaps 3,000 guns in imports of the automatic type in the
$10 to $25 range (foreign value). Imports might aggregate nearly 6
percent of domestic consumption, or about 30,000 shotguns, with a
foreign value of about $500,000 (averaging $16 to $17 each). Produc.
tion for domestic consumption then might be about 480,000 guns,
valued at 6.2 million dollars (average unit value $13).
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports of all types under $10 each
foreign value) would probably be insigiiificant (as before the war);
the number of automatics imported might fall to about 10,000.
Total imports might amount to about 2 percent of domestic consumption, 'or 10,500 guns, having a foreign value of $225,000 (averaging
about $22 each). Production for domestic consumption then would
probably be nearly a half million guns valued at about 6.5 million
dollars (average unit value about $13).
Per capita income-75-percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption might be 20 to 30 percent greater in number than at
the lower income level, or 640,000 units. Prices of standard domestic
and foreign makes would probably rise 10 to 15 percent. The proportion of high-priced guns sold wou also rise.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might increase in number at about the
same rate as consumption, but high-priced hand-made models would
increase more than machine-made, so that the average value would
rise appreciably. Imports might be about 4 percent of domestic
consumption, or 27,000 guns, with a foreign value of about $675,000
(average unit value $25). Production for domestic consumption
might be 610,000, valued at about 9.5 million dollars (averaging about
$15.50 each).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With higher income it seems unlikely
That any greater quantity of low-priced foreign guns of unknown performance would be sold than at the 1939 income level. Accordingly,
imports would probably be principally of medium-priced guns; the
limited number of high-priced gun imports would scarcely-rise with a
reduction in duty. Total imports might amount to 5.5 percent of
domestic consumption, or around 36,000, with a foreign value of
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$900,000 (averaging about $25 each). Production for domestic consumption might-be around 600,000, valued at 9.4 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-As this would raise the average ad
valorem from about 40 percent to 60 percent, imports of guns in the
$10 to $25 (foreign value) price brackets would probably be considerably less than with duties as in 1939. It seems unlikely that highpriced guns would be greatly affected. Total imports might amount
to 2 percent of domestic consumption,- or about 13,000 guns, with a
foreign value of-about $325,000. Production for domestic consumption
might be about 630,000 valued at nearly 10 million dollars.
Exports

United States exports.of sporting firearms were for a number- of
years twice as great as the number imported. However, exports have
been largely in the lower price brackets so that the total value has
been about the same as the value of imports. The average unit value
of exports in 1939 was $8.30, and in the 5-year period 1935-39 was
$8.70. English-speaking countries are the principal markets. It
seems reasonable that changes in exports may. about parallel changes in
domestic consumption and may be 45,000 to 50,000 guns valued at
$380,000 to $420 000 with per capita income at the 1939 level. With
a higher income level, more guns may be exported, including a larger
number of the higher-priced models so that exports may amount to
about 60,000 guns valued at about $600,000 (averaging $10 each).
Employment

Shotguns were produced in 14 establishments in 1939, including
manufacturing concerns, their subsidiaries and branch plants. Most
firms make other firearms such as rifles, revolvers, and pistols at the
same plant'and report employment for the aggregate output. It is'
estimated from such trade data as are available that from 2,100 to
2,200 workers were engaged in shotgun output t in 1939. With slightly
greater production after the war at the 1939 income level, from 2,300
to 2,400 might be employed, and the number might increase to 2,500 to
2,600 in the post-war long term with income at the higher income level.
WATCHES AND WATCH MOVEMENTS
Tatiff paragraph: 367.
Watches and watch
Commodity:
Rates of duty:

movements.

Various.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 63%
(average).

NOTIr.-The rates fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 for watch nmovemeiti having not more than 17 jewels
rained from 70h to $2.60 each, according to 7 sies, with an addltilnal dnityoL65 for each jewel in excess of 7.
Adatitona charges of $1 each were provided for each adjustment and for any movement operting In excess
of 47 hours without rewinding or u self-winding For movements having more than i7 jewels the at pro
vided a flat rate of $10.76 each. A number Of compound rates were provided for watch cases.
The basic rates and additional duties on movements with up to 17 jewels and the rates on cam were
reduced pursuant to trade agreement with Switzerland, effective February iS,1936. On the basisof imports
In 1939, the duty reductions averaged approximately 38 percent.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

Table: [No Caption]
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Quwtft
wes interm of mvement produoed i the Unite Stat"nd imported. Of the
atimted domestic productfq%4 the bulk consists of oased watches and the value figures Include the value
of the ;e.e.! th Imports In 18 only about 7 percent were cased wetes nd thevalue of thesecue
hs not been added to that of the movement. Watoh po-ms - suoh ars not Included in any of the GuM;
dataon quasttltes are not available; Imported pts are largely (or
tan repairs.
*Freig-n valus.

"'Jewel type watches," a used here, include both those of plate and bridge-type and those of clook-type
oosnatnilon. lf Jewrels are ued se bearings.
*About 28,00

The domestic watch industry may- be said to comprise three
branches, as follows: Manufacturers o jeweled watch movements and
complete watches, of nonjeweled watches, and of watcheases. The
aggregate value of production in 1939 of watches, movements, and
parts, as recorded in the Census of Manufactures, was 52 million
dollars, a figure involving considerable duplication. This value
includes a considerable number of imported movements on which
additional work was done in the Uni ted'tates by large asemblers,
including the value of cases. Based on estifiiates made fromn available
published data, the jowoeled watches produced in the United States
(for domestic consumption) from American movements, which comprise the bulk of the United States watch output directly affected by
wiports, amounted to 3 million watches, with an estimated value of
4 little more than 30 million dollars (averaguig $10.10 each). The
remaining 8.5 million watches with American movements, produced for
domestic couption (referred to in this report as "nonjeweled
watches"), had a ttal value of about 6 million dollars (averaging 70
cents each). From 10 to 15 percent of the nonjeweled watches were
of higher quality than the others and their estimated average unit
value was about $1.60; the remainder (about 7.5 million watches) had
an average unit value of about 60 cents each.
About half of the output of the domestic watchoase industry in 1939
totalingn a little under 6 million unit) was purchased by producers of
domestic jeweled watchs, or aeuired through interlant transfer
ad their value is included in te value of nI
ttes jewel
watches. A substantial number of the imported jeweled movements
were cased in the United States by a few large concerns which produce
watcheas". However, a heater number of the imported movements,
it is believed, were c"s by asemblers and distributors", who are
w ttolele distributor and not tnanufturera. The rave
clas
w
quantites. and values of the caw produced are helpful in compAng
values of complete United States watches with imported movements.
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About 4.5 percent of the total number of cases manufactured in the
United States wee platinum, gold, or silver, and these accounted for
23 percent of the total value'of -the domestic watchcse output;
22 percent of the number and 41 percent of the value were "filled ' or
plated- with precious metals; and the remainder-73 percent of the
total number but- only 36 percent of the total value-were predominantly composed obf base metal alloys. The average value per
case in these three broad groups, each composed of a variety of sizes
and weights- wre about:$8, S3, and 80 cents, respectively.
Separate data on the value of domestic-made watches and movemente are not available; nor are there any data on watches o tmovements -by principal jewel clasifiatios. Domestially produced
tam
7 or more jewelsi. Predominat types are those containing 15 or 1
jewels. Based- on oEfial statistics of th Census Bureau it is
ihat jeweled watches made with purchased cin talishmets
producing the movements had an avrge alue of approximatey
$14.24 each. The average value-of jeweled watches mada in estate
lishments producingboth the movement and the case, together with a'
number of movements produced for sale sepa&
comparatively small each..
rately, was about $5
Imports of jeweled watch movement are almost exclusively from
only about 0.2 percent of the total number imported in
Switzerland,
1939 coming fromFrance and other countries In that year imports
of watch movements totaled 2,919,000 units, with an aggregate foreign
value of $8,058,000 averagee unit value $2.76)., Of the total imports
only about 7 percent, or approximately 212,000, were imported with
ease, the separate foreign value of the cases being about $350,000
(average uniforeign value $1.63). Nearly 90pecnt ofthe-imprted
cases were of base metal, with ad. average foreign unit value of about
80 cents.
The general pattern of imports of watch movements in 1939 was
follows:
o
With
to 100,000, all th ported-mnvements wore, mod $ havig1 to 17 jewels, inclusive..
About 41 percent of the imports were 8. and 7-jewel models, whereas
17-jewel models
than
More
of
for 42
twoMthird
the entirenumber imported were wrist-wathmovements more than
0.6 inch, but not more: than0.8inch, i width. Among wrist-watch
each, foreign value) were
movements, about 835,000 (averaging $3.29$327
each forei value)
17-jewel classifications; 150,000 (averaging
wr 15 jewel; 829,000 (averaging $2.17 tach, foreign value) were6 or
7towels; and 151 000 (averaging$1.25 each, foreign value) wer model
with I orno ewel.
Before thewar1 United States unPorts of Swisswatch movements
were mIaterially higher in quality andof betterfinish than the average
of those exported by SwitzerlidtoWooerlgeoo num g countries,
While detailed data concerning watch producuon are not published by
Switzerland, 90 to 95 percentofthe number of watches and movetobe for xport Of the totl
mentsmanufactured ar undetood
In
of the 3 yews, 193749,naly 25
peret, or an average of about' 9 Amillion,wer wrist w tces? with
average unit alue i Swltarlad of 70
cases of base metal,hvig an
to 75 cets; and 1,2 millionwere pocket watche with easeof bas
umetal, havin an avoraff unit value in Switzerland of 40 to 48 cml..

jeweled watch-movements consist verylargely of-movements

the exception Msosiblr 59,000
accounted percent.

numberof watcsexported e
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Practically no watches of these cheap types were exported to the United
States. However, it is significant that the Swiss industry has the
factory capacity to manufacture these low-priced timepieces, which

might be sold in the United States in competition with the domestic
output of nonjeweled watches.
For the immediate pre-war period, the year 1939 appears fairly
representative for both domestic production and imports. However,
in 1937 total imports of watch movements from Switzerland exceeded
3.1 million units, as against 2.9 million in 1939, and in each year since
1.939 they have been mateia1Iy in excess of 3 million units, increasing
f 8 million in 1943. A significant
from. 3.5 million in 1940 almost
change in* the character of the imports during these years. is the very
pronounced increase after 1941 in the number of finished watches;
that is, of movements in cases. In 1942 the proportion of case movements to the total number of movements from Switzerland was 21 percent, and in 1943 it was 37 percent, compared with an average of approximately 7 percent for the pro-war years.
The explanation of the large wartime importation of watches lies
principally in the fact that since about the middle of 1942, only precision watches for use by military and railway personnel and a very
small number of clock-type watches have been produced in the United
States. The domestic'jeweled-watch industry has been engaged in the
manufacture of military precision timepieces and instruments, and the
nonjeweled-watch industry has devoted itself to quantity production
of certain military devices and precision parts.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The domestic jeweled-watch industry estimates that' a period of 9
months after the close of' the war may be required to reconvert their
plants and equipment to the manufacture of watches for civilian requirements. Two or three months more may elapse before the finished
products are well distributed in consumption channels.
During the reconversion period, it seems likely that imported Swiss
watches and movements will continue to supply practically the entire
domestic demand for jeweled watches, estimated at between 6 and 7
million units annually. Gradually, however, domestic producers of
both jeweled and nonjeweled watches will presumably again attain
their pre-war level of production and sales. Although the watch industry does not have a backlog of pent-up civilian demand comparable
with that of some other industries, it would seem, nevertheless, that
during the war years a considerable consumer demand, especially for
the well-known, high-grade domestic jeweled watches, has been deferred to the post-war period.POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Because of the marked difference with respect to the competition of
imports with domestic production as between jewel-type watches (of

which imports are large) and other watches (of which import are msigificant), the following estimates distinguish these two classes and
relate principally to the effects of changes in national income and in
rates of duty upon the imports and production of the jewel-type

watches.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
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Per capita Nncome at 1939 level.

The number of watches of both types "consumed" (purchased) is
likely to be about the same per capital as in 1939, and the average unit
value of the watches of each of the two main types substanti ly the
same as in that year. By reason of the increase in population,
domestic consumption of jeweled watches might, with the duties
as in 1939, amount to about 6.5 million units, and of watches without
jewels to about 10 million units. The consumption of jeweled.
watches, in number, might be affected considerably by a 50-percent
change in duty in either direction.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports, as before the war, would consist almost
exclusively of jeweled Swiss watch movements to be cased by domestic
assemblers. The imports would probably account, as in 1939, for a
little less than half the domestic consumption of jeweled watch units
(estimated above at 6.5 million), or about 3.2 million units, with an
aggregate value of about 9.6 million dollars (the average unit foreign
value being about 10 percent higtier than in 1939, or $3 each). The
character of imports appears to be changing, 45- and 17-jewel movements accounting for-nearly 70 percent of the total in 1943 compared
with 51 percent in 1939. Certain improvements have been made
which seem likely to be retained. Average unit foreign values were
15 percent higher in 1941 than in 1939, 30 percent higher in 1942,
and 50 percent higher in 1943. Production of jeweled watches in
the United States (which would be almost exclusively for domestic
consumption), would amount to about 3.3 million units, with an 6stimated value of about 33 million dollars (average unit value about
$10). Imports of watches without jewels would be negligible, and
production for domestic consumption would probably amount to
about 10 million units, with a total value of about 7 million dollars
(at an average unit value of 70 cents, as in 1931), The estimates of
quantity and value for this class of watches would also hold for the
other two assumptions regarding duties, at the 1939 level of income.
Duty reduced by 50 percent-A horizontal decrease of 50 percent in
all the rates of duty applicable to jeweled watches and watch movements (including the additional duties for extra jeweling, adjustrnentsr.
and self-winding mechanisms) would probably increase total consumption by about 5 percent, or, say, to 6.S million units. The reduction
in duties would have a #iour effect on both the total number and the
composition of the imports of jeweled movements, and converse
effects upon the number and composition of the domestic production.
The duties are relatively more restrictive on the importation of lowpriced goods than on that of high-priced goods. A 50-percent reduction in duties would probably make it possible for the Swiss nmanufacturers to sell much larger numnoers of cheap jeweled watches in
the United States than heretofore, with the result that the average
unit value of imports would be somewhat lower under the reduced
duties than with the duties as in 1939, This influence on the average
unit value would, however, be partly offset by the probability that
the Swiss producers would take advantage. of the reduction in the
duties to increase somewhat their foreign prices for the higher grade
watches, The effects of the reduction of duties on the composition
and averse unit value of the domestic production would be the
converse of the effects on imports. There would probably be a reduction of output in each of the grades of jeweled watches, but the
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reduction would be much greater in the -cheaper than in the hither
priced watches, with the result that the average unit value of all the
jeweled watches produced would rise materially, even if, as is probable,
the producers should make some reduction in their prices for watches
of any given type or grade in order to meet the lower duty-paid prices
of imported watch movements.
I O~n the basis of these considerations it is estimated that a 50-percent
reduction in the duties on jeweled watch movements might'raise the
.share of consumption (taken As 6.8 million) supplied by imports, in
terms of number of watches, to about five-eighths, the number imported becoming, say,, 4Y million units (about onethird more than
with no change-in duties). The average unit value of imports might
be about $2.80 each, or about 7 percent lower than with the duties
as in 1939, in which case the total foreign value of imports-would be
about 11.9 million dollars. Domesticiproduction of jeweled movements would then probably be in the neighborhood of 2,560,000 units
and, since production would be more concentrated on higb-priced
watches, the average unit value might, be about $12 each (about 20
percent higher than in 1939), giving a total value around 30.6 million
dollars.
Duty increased by 50 pereent.-A uniform 50-percent increase in all
duties applicable to watches and watch movements would give an
average ad valorem equivalent rate of over 90 percent. As a result,
total imports would decline substantially, and consumption might
decrease to about 6.3 million units. The reduction in duties would
affect the different grades of movements imported in different ways
but probably the imports of the higher priced movements would
decline somewhat less than those of the lower priced, so that the average foreign unit value of the imports might be slightly higher than
with no change in duties. Conversely, the average unit value, of
domestic watches produced would probably be a little lower than with
no change in duties.
It is probable that such an increase in duties would reduce the
imports of Swiss watch movements in terms of numbers of units, to
about three-eighths of the domestic consumption of jeweled watch
movements, or to about 2,350,000 units, with a foreign value about
7.3 million dollars (average foreign unit value estimated at $3.10).
Domestic production of jeweled watches might be about 3,950,000,
with a value around 38.4 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.

The number of watches purchased under such a level of income
would be considerably greater than with income as in 1939, but
perhaps equally important would be the effect in raising the average
grade of watches purchased.
Consumption of watches without jewels, which are less of a luxury,
might not be more than 10 percent greater ill number than with per
capital income as in 1939, but a larger proportion would consist of
better grade wrist watches. so that the average unit price would be
higher, in addition to the efect of the general upward trend of the
price level of commodities. Production of these watches for domestic
consumption might be 11 million units, with a value of about 11
million dollars. This figure would probably not be affected by
changes of 50 percent in the duties.

Table: Jeweled watches and watch movements: Post-war consumption, imports, and production under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

AM
Poa-wA IMPOT AND DOnaw nouxo
Consumption of jeweled watches, in terms of number, might be
about 25 percent greater than at the lower income level, amounting

(on the. asswuuption of no change in duties) to about 8 million units
The average unit value of both production and imports (on the-same
assumption regarding duties) might be about 25 percent higher than
at the lower income level, partly by reason of a higer proportion of
the more expensive watches and partly as the result of an increase of
10 percent or more in the general' price level.
The effects of changes in duties on Wtota consumption and on the
proportion of the consumption of jeweled watches that would be supplied by imports would probably be substantially the same at the high
income level asat the income level of 1939. Moreover, the effects of
changes in duty on te composition, and hence on theaverage unit
values, of imports and of production would be parallel to th6o estimated for the lower income level. On that basis the quantities and
values of imports and of domestic production of jeweled watches
under the several assumptions regarWing rates of duty, Would b8e
approximatelT -s, shdwn in the second section of the following table,
which also summarizes the estimates above presented on the assumption of national income as in 1939.
Summery of eatimut".
The foregoing estimates regarding jeweled watches aire summarized
in the table below:
Jeweled watches and watch movement: Poet-war consumption, imports, and
produdion under the assumptions of Senate Resolution

841
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Exports of watches are reported urder two classifications: Jeweled
and nonjeweled. The latter are the more important, amounting in
1939 to nearly 368,000 units, valued at $301,000 (average unit value
71233-48--27

Table: [No Caption]
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The exports of jeweled watches numbered a little less than
820).
25,000 and were valued at $289,000 (average unit value $11.30).

It is not anticipated that exports of jeweled watches will become
important in either of the post-war periods. On the other hand, it is
possible that the domestic nonjeweled watches may be exported in
substantially larger quantities than before the war, especially if
world income should reach a high level. This increase would be all
the more likely during the period preceding the return of the German
and Japanese industries to full production.
Employment

It is estimated that a total of 8,000 to 10,000 persons were employed in the jeweled and nonjeweled watch industries, including an
appropriate proportion of watchcase workers making cases for domestic
movements. Increased production owing to larger population and
income may augment employment bv 10 to 20 percent. With per
capita income at 1939 level and with no change in duties, empldyvfiiint
in the long-term post-war period might be 10,000 to 11,000, and wvith
the higher per capita income it might be 12,000 to 13.000. It would
be difficult to predict with any accuracy the effects of reduced production and increased imports, or- of increased production with reduced
imports. Some of the worke.rs.laid off by manufacturers would find.
employment with assemblers of imported movements and vice versa.
JEWEL BEARINGS
Tariff paragraph: 367.
Commodity: Jewel bearings for clocks, wvatches, and instruments.
Rate of duty: 10 percent ad valorem.
GENERAL

Data on U4ited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Prod

teitionI

nantity (mlllons) ------------'------ 5.0
----------------0------------alue ($1 -----------9,00
Unit value (per tbwusand)-$200

~~~Apparent

mportpconscump43.7

4& 7
913.

atof

tion

go

8$28.

IExports are negligible.

X'Estimated.
'Landed value; foreign value was $21.

In 1939 there were 10 to 15 lapidary shops in the United States,
which may have cut as many as 5 million bearings; these were very
largely specialties. Domestic consumption may have been 45 to 50
million bearings. Prices for bearings made~in the United States, according to the trade, were $200 or more per thousand, compared with
an average of $21 a i. :ousand (foreign value) for those imported.
Imports were practically allfrom Switzerland. Domestic production
has increased materially during the war, and may now be 15-20 million annually, at unit prices still averaging about $200 a thousand.
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The largest -consumer of jewel bearings in the United States is the
jeweled-watch industry, which uses from 7 to 23 bearmigs in each
watch, according to its required degree of precision. The highest
quality wrist watches made by that branch of the industry which
produces mainly watches without jewels (clock-type watches) have
ewel bearings, up to 7 in number. A relatively few clocks have these
bearins, but it seems unlikely that the consumption for clocks exceeds a half million. There are 2 to 4 jewel bearings in electric gas
and water meters, and in a number of other types of electrical and
mechanical control instruments and apparatus. Likewise they are
used in a number of aeronautical instruments, as well as in some of
the similar devices used as aid in water navigation.
Estimates made in this report are based on the probable domestic
use of these articles for all the foregoing purposes. The quantities
for domestic consumption may vary considerably under the different
conditions of income and duties because these may affect watch productiop and consumption; imports will vary more or less correspondingly.'
POST--WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The domestic watch industry may not be able to return to peace.
time production for 9 to 12 months after the war. Probably uiediate postwar domestic consumption and imports of jewel bearings
will be substantially less than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The jeweled-watch industry is likely to be in a position to produce
at full peacetimle capacity. Demands for all types of navigation instruments may be about at the 1939 level or a little higher. It many
be expected that a substantially greater quantity of jewel bearings will
be required for use in recording and control instruments and mechanisms. It seems unlikely that the domestic output will be greater than
10 million bearings under any of the assumptions as to income and
rates of duty, in view of the great variance in unit values between
those produced abroad and those made in the United States. As the
production of jeweled watches in the United States is likely to vary
considerably under the different-conditions of income and duties,
consumption of jewel bearings will change correspondingly.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Duty as in 1939.-Domestic consumption may be about 50 million
bearings. Imports may account for about 84 percent of the consumption, or 42 million units, valued at a little over 1 million dollars ($25
a thousand, foreign value). Production then would be about 8 million
units with a value of $960,000 ($120 a thousand units).
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-With a corresponding reduction in
duties on watch imports resulting in substantially less domestic
production of watches, consumption of jewel bearings would be
reduced and might be about 40 million units. Imports might amount
to 82 percent of consumption, or 33 million units, valued at about
$830,000 ($25 per thousand, foreign value). Production might be
7 million units valued at $840,000 (about $120 per thousand).

AnA
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*Duty increasedby 50 perceni.-Domestic jeweled watch production
might be greater under this change in duty rates, and consumption of
jewel: bearings reach 59 million units. Imports might be 86 percent
of consumption, or 50.5 million units, with a foreign value of about$1,250,000 ($25 per thousand foreign value). Production then would
be 8.5 million units with vale of about 1 million dollars ($120 per
1,000 units).
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1*9

With higher income, more watches, instruments, and other devices
in which jeweled bearings are used might be produced. Probably
domestic watches will have higher jeweling. Prices of domestic and-foreign jewels (foreign value) might be 10--15 percent higher than at
the lower income level.
DThy as in 1989.-Domestic consumption might be about 72 million
units, or about 40 percent' more than with income as in 1939. Imports
might amount to about 87 percent of consumption, or 62.5 million
units, with a foreign value of 1.7 million dollars (about $28 per
thousand). Production then would be 9.5 million units with a value
of nearly 1.3 million dollars ($135 per thousand units).
Duty reduced 50 percent.-Domestic consumption might amount to
only 67 million units. Imports might be about 85 percent of this
total, or 58 million units with a foreign value of nearly 1.6 million
dollars ($28 per thousand). Production would be about 8.0 million
units, with a value of nearly 1.1 million dollars ($135 per thousand
units).
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Domestic consumption might be
about 85 million units. Imports might be about 89 percent of
consumption, or, 75.5 million units, with a foreign value of a little
over 2.3 million dollars ($28 per thousand). Production
then'would
be about 9.5 million units, with a value of nearly 1.3 million dollars
($135 per thousand units).
Exports

United States exports of bearings have been negligible, and there
appears to be little reason to expect them to be otherwise in the postE
e
war period.
#
~~Employment
No data are available regarding employment. It may be assumed
that the number has 'increased appreciably in war years. Manufacturers already have in production commodities, such as very small
precision plug and ring gages, which may provide employment for
this personnel.

MOTOR VEHICLES

(ANI) PARTS)

Tariff paragraph: 369.
Motor vehicles (and parts).
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Passenger cars, 10 percent; parts, trucks, and busse, 25
percent.

Data on United States
1939 are given below:

GENERAL

production, imports, and consumption for

Table: [No Caption]

Table: New motor vehicles:1 United States production, imports, and exports, 1936-41
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--------------

Average, 1936-41 -.....

1986-4.1

Produo-Importost
Factory'

Faorys
subs

...............

imports, and exports,

0.461
1.442
.188
.29
61
A4
W0

4,140

.....

Complete vehiles.

Quantity
288
89
277
283
193
229

Value

Parts for

Total

assem).ly value'I

6,8
157,79M
234,96M6
5ga8l
172,298
49291
184184
58,831
145,48
209,038 71,788

240,213
Wt, 427
$3722
M,3
K

M461 887

3&W 881.

.....-----

IUua abou 20 percent of vehicles produced'are commereWa cars and trucks.
oue ot for replacement.
4Des otlpcud
for replacement or
for export..

I

P"rt
purts
The mnotor-vehicle industry is among the first in value of production'
in the United States. There are about 10 masnuffacturers of passenger
cars and twice as many of trucks. Three firms produce about'90
percent of the passenger cars and many of the trucks. A very' large
industry has gown up, composed of many, firms supplying parts to
the automobiles builders. Important arts uuch atramnes, w ieels,
carburetors, and radiators are
hefly by specialty' makers.
The census reported 1,0O4 firms in the e~t~ike -industry in 1939.
The' large population and high income of: the Unaited Sstates ,has
afforded. the motor-vehicle manufacturer a .unique market. He has
taken advantage of this by installing a vast amount of mass produc-.
tion manufacturing equipment, the heavy 'investment in which -is
repaid by the low unit cost at which cars and trucks can 'be sold, and
the resulting great vol~ixau of sales.;
As% a consequence,, American motor vehicles are exported in large
numbers to every country in the world. Imports into the United
in relation to the dowMetkc output. ' In
Statfo )ave bem
recet yews they aegfigtie
have OOXiWisWe mainy eof three 41asses: (a A few

s'UplieS
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very high-priced cars, mostly from Great Britain; (b) several hundred
very small, low-priced cars, chiefly from Italy and Great Britain, the
total value of which approximates that of the few high-priced cars;
AWnd (c) parts for trucks, made by a German affiliate of an American
car and truck builder, imported for assembly in the United States
and for reexport, which constituted two-thirds of the total imports
German control of exchange was doubtless the principal cause of this
practice.
Production of passenger cars was stopped in the early part of 1942,
and all manufacturing facilities converted to war purposes. Production of trucks continued on about the same scale as before, but only
a small part of those made were allotted to civilian use.
There were about 34 million cars in the United States at the close
of 1941. Since then the number in use has been declining by about
2 million yearly, compared with ail annual pre-war increase of about
1Y million.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the immediate post-war period, reduction of automobiles, because of the huge deferred demand, will be at a peak, and production
may approach 6 million units in addition to production of parts.

Allowing for a 10- to 20-percent increase in prices and an increased pro-

portion of higher-priced cars, resulting from anticipated high national
income, production, including parts for export, might have a value of
5-6 billion dollars. Imports will probably be at a minimum.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

In the long run, United States consumption of automobiles will depend largely on national income. The American people as a whole
probably place automobiles next to food and clothing in their spending.
Changes of 50 percent in the present duty will have negligible effect
on.consumption and only slight effect on imports. These factors
are taken into consideration in making the estimates which follow.
Per capita income at 1939 level.,

Assuming that the accumulated demand for cars and trucks has
been satisfied, the long-run demand at 1939 income levels, taking into
account increase in population, would be perhaps 4.5-5.0 million cars
annually, with a value (including parts but exclusive of duplication)
at 1939 prices, of 34-4 billion dollars. The production of 3% million
cars in 1939 was well below the pre-war average and below its usual
relation to the national income. Imports fluctuated greatly in the
pre-war years. In the long run they might be 0.5-1.5 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1o9t.3

Consumption of cars and trucks under a greatly increased income
might total 6-7 million which, at increased price levels and with a
probable tendency toward the use of higher grade cars, would probably
have a value of 5.5-6.5 billion dollars, including parts (without duplication). There might be somewhat larger purchases of high-priced
foreign cars, with imports ranging from 1-2 million dollars.
Exports

With the natural or fostered growth of the automotive industry
abroad, the United States has supplied a decreasing share of the foreign
market. In 1929 about half of al motor vehicles registered in foreign

Table: [No Caption]
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countries were American cars; in 1939, only 38 percent The value of
exports declined drastically after 1929, when they reached a peak of
500 million dollar. With wod income at 1939 levels, exports might
total 300-350 million dollars annually. With larger world income
and with- less pressure for the control of international trade and the
support of home industries, the superior position of the United States
industry would probably enable it to recapture, at least in part, its
former position. Under these conditions exports might be about
400-600 million dolls annually.
Employment

In 1939 there were slightly under 400,000 wage earners reported for
the industry, including the production of parts. There is a gradual
trend toward still more efficient methods of production, but far-reach.
ing changes are not probable in the near future. Under the most
favorable conditions as to volume of production, employment in the
long-term post-war period might reach 600,000.

PLEASURE BOATS
Tariff paragraph: 370.
Motorboats yachts, sailCommodity:
boats ana motor-propellei canoes and
rowboats.
Rate of duty:
Valued not more than Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 17%.
$15,000 each, 15%;
valued over $15,000
each, 30%.
Note.-Tbe rate fied In the Tariff Act of 1930 w 30%lo ad valorem regardless of value. The reduced
rate of 1% on boats valued at not more than $15,000 each became effective January 1, 1939, pursuit to the
ade agreement wth Canada.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

19394are given below:
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2.5
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motorboats with enes installed, irrespective of use

Estimated; sesuali maxima

F The United States hqas a, large fleet of recreational craft including
over 300,000 numbered niotorboats and documented yachts, all but a
small percentage of which were built in the United States. The domestic industry produces pleasure craft of all kinds. In value of
output, inboard motorboats and sailboats predominate; numerically,
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rowboat., outboard motorboat., and canoes ae the most important
group,.
The domestic industry occupies a strong competitive: position.
In the past, a limited number of pleasure craft have been imported
annually from Canada,, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom,
and a very few expensive motor yachts have been imported occasionally from Germany. On a value basis, Germany has been the chief
supplier.
During the war there has been limited activity in the pleasurecraft trade. Many motorboats formerly used for pleasure have been
acquired by the Government for official purposes. Domestic production of boats has been limited to war requirements; and imports and
exports of pleasure craft have been negligible.
sales qf pleasure boats rise with increased national income. The
lowering of prices of these boats, together with the greater use of automobiles which has enabled more people to take advantage of water
sports, has helped to widen the market.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

After the war there will probably be increased interest in boating,
and the demand for pleasure boats will be great. Part of the demand,
however, will be satisfied by the sale of surplus boats which were Lbuilt
for (or converted to) military purposes but can readily be converted
to pleasure use.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Per capita income at 19*9 level.

Annual consumption of pleasure boats in the post-war period may
have a value of 6 million dollars, or only slightly greater than in 1939.
Changes in duty are not likely to have much effect on consumption.
Duty as in 1939.-Total imports in 1939 were valued at approximately the same as in 1938 in spite of a 50-percent reduction in duty,
effective January 1, 1939, on boats valued at not more than $15,000
each, although a considerably increased number entered from Canada
in 1939. It is not believed that the post-war import trade under
duties now existing would be much increased over 193% or to about
$150,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-There probably would be a considerable
increase in the value of boats imported, principally from Canada.
The foreign value of imports might be about $250,000, or about twice
what it was in 1939.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-This change would leave the duty on

boats valued at less than $15,000 one-fourth lowethan the rate before
1939; an increase in the duty on to higher valued boats would not be
particularly effective since relatively few of them have been imported
in the past. Imports under these conditions might be half or twothirds of what they were in 1939, or about $70,000-$90,000 (foreign

value).

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in It".

The value of consumption of pleasure boats would probably be
around 65-75 percent higher than with no change in national income,
and might have a foreign value of about 10 million dollars.
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Duty 8. iae 1939.-Imports would probably share in the increased
market in about the same degree as beore the war and might be valued
at $250,000 f-oreign value).
Duty re dy 60perent-Imports might supply a decidedly
higher proportion of consumption than with an unchanged duty, and
would perhaps be valued at $500,000 (foreign value).
D~uty increased by 60 percent-Imports would probably have a
foreign value of about $150,000.
Exports

In the past the export trade has been limited somewhat by restrictive
measures operative in many foreign countries because of the desire to
for certain
I
maintain boatbuilding as a home industry However,
types of boats, such as speed and racing boats and small pleasure
craft, there is a considerable foreign market. Exprts in almost all
pre-war years were greatly in excs of impor. In the periodl938
1939, exports averaged more than 1 million dollars annually. With an
increase in world income levels and some lessening of import restrictions in foreign countries, the average exports of pleasure boats might
increase to 2 million dollars annually.
Employntet

Since boatbuifdin is seasonal, it is difficult to estimate the number
of people employed in producing pleasure craft. It may approximate
3,000 persons in the season of maximum employment. Under higher
income levels, employment might increase to 5,000 the incree being
restricted because of greater standardization ot models and the
substantial use of new kinds of material.
MACHINERY AND VEHICLES OTHER THAN AUTOMOTIVE OR

ELECTRICAL'

321,397,412,
337, 164,
371 1604,
372,

Tariff paragraph

1648, and 1791.
Machinery and vehiales (other than
automotive or eleotrical) and parts
and accmsorles..
Some article are EquioolenS ad valorem (1989): All
free of duty; rates
items, 20%; dutiable items only,
on others rango up
28%.
to an ad valorem
equivalent 'Of $4
percent.

Commodity:

Rates of duty:

NOnz.-In vouw trade areembeat with SweSden effetive Augut 51fl5 swlterhad, .ffwte FAmh
19r the
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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The principal items of machinery and vehicles (other than electrical
or automotive) which were imported in amounts of $100,000 foreign
value or more in 1939 are shown in the following table, together with
the values of their production, exports; and imports in 1939. All
those classes of machinery included in this report which wore imported
in amounts less than $100,000 each are shown in the table as "all

other."
Of the total foreign value of imports in 1939, about 31 percent, consisting mostly of agricultural machinery and implements, were admitted free of duty. About 40 percent, were dutiable at rates in a
range of 21 to 30 percent ad valorem, 4 percent dutiable at over
40 percent, and the rest were divided between the duty 'ranges of
0 to 20 percent and 31 to 40 percent duty.
The relatively small LUnited States imports have consisted of a few
patented machines, some specialties not in sufficient demand here to
be attractive to United States producers, and types of equipment,
such as certain textile machines, which are competitive with domestic
production. A substantial proportion of imports has consisted of
parts for machines previously imported. The difficulty often incurred in obtaining repair parts for foreign-made machines acts as a
deterrent to imports.
Many manufacturing and mining industries in foreign countries,
espe ally those operating on a mass-production basis, have long
depended upon the United States for certain equipment. This condition is unlikely to change greatly for a considerable period, as industrialization is a slow process and much time is required to develop
production of mechanical equipment.
Although most of the United States factories have been producing at
unprecedented levels during the war, the amount of machinery and
vehicles available for other than war use has been very limited.
Brief statements regarding the production of and trade in each of the
,rincipal classes of machinery covered in this report follow:
uachtne tools and metalworking machinery.

The value of the output of machines for cutting and forming metal,
such as lathes, millers, planers, grinders, presses, forges, and rollingmill machinery, ranged from 74 million dollars to over 400 million
dollars in the census years 1925 to 1939. Exports of 117-million dollars
in 1939 were over one-fourth the value of production in that year.

Table: Machinery and vehicles other than automotive or electric: Production, exports, imports, and duty by clas es, 1939
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Machinery and ekicka other than automotin or A1.ct*: Psducion, expo*
imports, and duty by dclm, 195
.Production
Valu

tools and metalwoing maMaohine
chinetry~...............

ExportW

e
-ad

Import

VS

l.nt ad
Pe
Foreign Percent valored
,C

"at

66
39
&1
416,800 14.3 116,670 28.8
Agricultural machinery, tractors, and
M
12.8
cre
16.6 3,060
28.3
Fr$e
separ ators . .367,84
67,100
25
236
1.7
2.2
21
Printing machinery ..8...
8,895
,0,456
895 , 2
453
Shoe machinery .............-10
.4
4.1
Free
....10 03
1
24
2.6
488
288
,1
3,337
Tobacco manery 25
.6
3" & 4
Wrapping and packaging machwnery18,270
(X)795 ..0..
1.3
21
.2
146
.8
Pulp- a'd paper-mill machinery - 23,81
9
.4
101
go
1.518
1.1
toam turbines -.
30,96
372
Diesel englue45
4 { 22
6
1.58 '452
A,,525
Textile machinery, including sewing
4.5a
1 8,195
S. 9
machines-............................. 113, 7
,8 28 8a1
.*
.o
.8
2
Bicyoles 4 .....,467
,
22,46
18 6.5
All other-................1,816,305
4& 3 2,002
62.2 187,115
Total
100.0 10,914 100.0
-2.921.742.100.0404, 2
,

.......................

....

..........

....

I The census report, on the manufacture and ase of farm-equipment and related products Includes
$48,250,000 of miscellaneous equipment such as bimn and barnyard and poultry equipment In addition
to the amount shown here.
I Not separately reported in export statistics.
S In addition, $672,194 worth of marine Diesel engines were exported.
4 The value of complete bicycles only was reported in the production statistics of the United States
Bureau of the Census.

Imports, which supplied from 0.18 to 0.27 percent of domestic consunption (purchases) between 1931 and 1939, are dutiable at 15, 30,
or 40 percent ad valorem. They consisted in part of general-purpose
machines which are fully competitive with similar tv pes made in the
United States, and in part of specialties, such as lgh-precision jig
borers and watchmaking equipment. The usual sources of imports
were Germany, which supplied about 60 percent of the total in 1939,
Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.
In spite of the large amount of machine tools produced during the
war, production in the early post-war years, particularly of specialpurpose machines, may be at about the 1939 level, which was 60
percent above the average for census years from 1927 to 1939. Domestic industry will need retooling for a high production of civilian
goods, as well as for some expansion of exports to replace wartime
destruction and to contribute to the increasing industrialization of
other countries. Foreign production may be at a low level for some
time. Imports in the immediate post-war period -are likely to be
much less than before the war.
Because of the possible surplus of general-purpose machine tools
for some years after the war, and the act that production in 1939
was somewhat above the pre-war annual average, production and
trade might be about the same in the long-term post-war period as
in 1939, assuming no increase in per capita income. With a 75percent increase in income, however, production of these machines
would increase markedly,'since they are indispensable to practically
all manufacturig processes. Although 50 percent changes in duty
ma increase or decrease imports of metal-working machinery,
such variatons could have only insignificant effect on domestic
consumptioq.and production, the ratio of imports to consumption
being very low.
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Arkicultural machineryg,,

Imports of agricultural machinery, which are free of duty. amounted
in value to 3.0 million dollars it 1939 domestic production, second
in the machinery group only to macie tools and metalworking
machinery, amounted to 368 million dollars. Much of our imports
of agricultural machinery is probably composed of interplant exchanges by comprniee which produce in both the United States and
Canada. Canada supplies most of the United States imports except
creAm separators valued at not more than $50, which are mostly
from Sweden. The separators are imported in much higher ratio
to consumption (28 percent in 1939) than agricultural machinery
as a whole (1.15 percent in 1939). Tractor imports are usually not
over 1 percent of domestic consumption; they were only 0.2 percent
in 1939.
United States exports of agricultural machinery in 1939 were over
21 times the imports in value.
Probably 80 percent or more of the United States output of agricultural machinery is produced by a relatively few large companies eight
of which are full-line producers. Annual production in the Junited
States has increased since 1939 by jan average of about 44 percent.
Exports and imports have also increased during the war. Production
of and trade in agricultural machinery, in both the early post-war
ears and in the long term at the higher-income level, might be much
larger than in 1939. Even without an increase in per capita income
in the long-term period, a slightly higher level of general purchases of
agricultural machinery might materialize than could be ascribed to
population growth alone, because of increased mechanization of small
farms.

Printing machinery.

Imports of printing machinery are subject to a duty of 25 percent ad
Valorem. In -1939 Germany supplied about 77 percent of United
States imports, the total of which was only $226,000, or 0.54 percent of
United States consumption. Imports consisted mostly of the Germanmade "Heidelberger", a small high-speed platen press widely used in
small job shops. German presses for two-color printing and for
printing on metals and glass were also in some demand. Early postwar imports may be even smaller than before the War, and probably
in the longer term will constitute no larger proportion of consumption
than in 1939. Exports of printing machinery ($8,895,000 in 193)
have always been a substantial part of production. They might be
considerably higher in both the short- and long-erst periods at the
higher levels of income. Although a little over 50 percent of export.
in 1939 iwent to five countries--Canadi, the United Kingdom,'Axgentina, Sweden, and Austrilia, the total market consisted of 94 coumnties.
Changes of 50 percent in the rate of duty would probably affect the
volume of imports to only a limit degree, because of the specialized
nature of imports. Such variations could have only insignificant effect
on domestic consumption or production.
Sh"o machinery.

The, production of shoe machinery in the United States, which wa
valued at 10.6 million dollars in 1939, is dominated by one large
corporation, which before the war maintained subsidiaries in Germany,
Prince, England, and Canada. The product of -this corporation
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distributed for use only o a lase basis. The many seller comoffer & faily competitive line for
shoe, machinery
panies sale. Imports
of shoe m ryachinr, which Are free of duty.,
outrightSproduc
were only about one-half he reports in 1939, in value. The servicing
of machines leawsd by the dominant United States manufacturer, and
the difficulty of, obtaining repair parts and service on foreign-made
machines, are factors tending to restrict imports of shoe machinery;
Exports declined from 17 percent of production in 1919 to about 6.15
percent in 1935,; they were 8.5 percent in 1939, Increased sales of
shoes would doubtless result from an increase in per capits national
income, and thus stilulate the long-run production of shoe machinery.
Tobacco machinery.:

Tobacco machinery' includes cigar- and cigarette-maki, and la
processing and cutting machines, and other machines used in making
tobacco products. Although there are many foreign-mae machines
in use in the United States, pre-war imports consisted mostly of repair
Carts of special machines or attachments not built i ths country
because of patt rights and the small number in' demand. Recent
improvements in tobacco machinery of United States manufacture
indicate the probability of smal sports in the post-war period.
Production and trade have been erratic. In 1939 more than 75 percent of United States imports on which the duty ranged from 22%
to 273A porcnt, were from the tnied Kgdom; Sweden, Cnada; and
Germany supplied the remainder. Wartime restrictions on production and the intensive us -of existbw machinery may result in greater
demand, lower imports, and somewhat larger exports for 2 or3 years
after the war than in 1939. In the long-term period, at the 1939
income level, domestic purchases of tobacco machinery might increase
slightly over 1939. Changes in duty might affect imports, and consequently United States production, of tobacco machinery much
more than in the case of most" other lines of machinery, because of a
ratio of imports to consumption (9 percent in 1939) much higher than
for most machinery items. At the higher income level, purchases of
tobacco machinery might increse considerably above those in 1939.
With no change in duty, imports at the 1939 ratio to consumption
might be about average or somewhat higher than in 1939. Production might also be somewhat higher. At the lower rate of duty imports might increase considerably, with a corsponding reduction in
domestic production. With increased duty, imports might be much,
lower and production equally higher.
Wrapping and packaging machinery.
The import duties on wrapping and packaging machinery are 17%,
27A, or 35 percent ad valorem. In 1939 the duties on imports aver-

aged 25 percent.
This machinery consists of four major groups, known to the trade as
packaging, loose-wrappmg, bottle-filling, and shipping-container
inserting and sealing machinery. The types range from fully automatic to simple manual units.
Imports in 1939 were only 2 percent of domestic purchases. They
consisted mostly of caddy and cigarette wrapping and packaging,
machines from the United Kingdom and razor-blade-wrapping machines from Germany. These machines were specialtiVsof the two
countries of origin.
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As a result of new uses for classes of machinery developed during
the war, production may be considerably greater after the war than
before. In the long-term post-war period, even with national income
at only about the 1939 level, demand-and production may be about
25 percent higher than in 1939. Exports also will probably expand,
but imports, particularly those of a specialized nature, -will probably
not be much larger than in 1939 unless duties are reduced. A substantial increase in national income would perhaps result in an increase
in production of as much as 75 percent' over the 1939 level Exports
might be expected to increase by a somewhat less percentage, and
imports iin only moderate degree. Imports of a general nature would
respond to 50-percent changes in duty, but these changes would have
much less effect on imports of those machines which might be classed
as specialties.
Machines for making paper pulp and paper.}

Consumption (i. e., sales) of this kind of machinery follows the
trend of industrial activity generally, and is particularly responsive to
the prospective demand for paper and paper products.
The United States was on an export basis before the war, exports
being equivalent to about 3 or 4 percent of domestic production and
imports to less than 1 percent. Imports, consisting mostly of machines embodying special patented features, have come principally
from Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Germany. The rate of
duty was reduced from 27 to 20 percent ad valorem in the trade
agreement with Sweden, effective August 5, 1935.
Demand and production may be fairly high immediately after the
war, to replace worn equipment and to supply an accumulated export
demand. Imports will probably be smaller than before the war because of industrial disorganization in Germany and the necessity of
using industrial equipment for -more pressing needs in the other
countries which have been sources of United States imports.
In the longer post-war--period, it is unlikely that changes in duty
will have important effects on imports. Because of the specialized
nature of imported machines, it is probable that they' will continue
to meet the needs of only a small part of the United States market.
With no increase in the per capita national income over 1939,
domestic production may rise roughly in proportion to the increase in
population.' Exports and imports would probably increase similarly.
average per capita income 75 percent larger than in 1939,
WVith
it is estimated that consumption of paper and paper products may
register an increase of around 60 percent over 1939 figures.3 The
demand for machinery to provide for this consumption and for an
increased export trade would probably raise machinery production to
an annual value possibly double that in 1939. Imports might increase proportionately.
Steam turbines.

The principal uses for steam turbines are for driving electric generators and propelling ships, but there are also many uses for smaller
sizes. Turbines range from small machines for lighting mounted on
steam locomotives to power-station units valued at more than 1 million
dollars each. The volume of production depends mainly on expansion
I

5.g
Ste ond on pulpwood, wood pulp, and ppw In this wries
T4=.
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of electric power service and on shipbuilding. In 1939 domestic
production of turbines amounted in value to about 31 million dollars.
Large turbines are usually built, as units with electric generators,
by electrical manufactiag firms, which generally furnish much of the
accompanying equipment. Domestic producers have an advantage
over foreign competitors, both in the usual prelimiary technical
collaboration between buildertnd buyer, and later in their ability to
supply suitable equipment for plant extensions.
'the largest domestic producer and some of the principal foreign
electrical firms were parties before the war to an extensive series of
agreements dealing with electrical equipment and steam turbines.
The Department of Justice alleges in a pending complaint that these
agceements provided that the foreign parties- would not sell in the
United States and that the American company would not sell in the
home countries of the other participants.
Imports have been largely of special designs, some of which domestic
builders did not find it worth while to make, There has been a rather
steady importation of parts for turbines previously imported. In
19$9 total imports of this class of machinery amounted to- about
$1
foreign value, of which 40 percent consisted of parts.
Byuse of the high unit value of some turbines and the special nature
of / he demand, imports are likely to vary considerably from year to
.year and not to be greatly affected by duty changes. The present
rate of duty is 20 percent ad valorem.
Diesel engines.

Diesel engines, using fuel which is heavier and cheaper than gasoline
are efficient sources of power for small and moderate-sized sZtips and
power stations, as well as for motor vehicles, for farm engines and
tractors, and for many other purposes. As they tare producers' and
consumers' capital goods, consumption is likely to vary closely with

industrial activity-and national income.
In 1939 the value of domestic production was about 44 million
dollars, of exports about 3 million, of imports about $372,000 (foreign
value). In the long-term post-war period, with national income at the
1939 level, consumption might be somewhat above that of 1939; with
national income 76 percent above that of- 1939 it might increase to
about 100 million dollars annually. Technological developments
might also increase demand.
Imports have been mostly of high-grade, slowep enins, of a
few horsepower each, and parts for engines imported in earlier years.
Engines of these small sizes are also made in small numbers i the
United States, but not by the larger firms. Since imports depend
largely on preference for certain foreign designs, duty change of 50
percent probably would affect imports only moderately. It seems
unlikely that they would become very large under a reduced duty, as
substantial demand for any type previously imported probably would
result in further development and large-scale production of that type
by established domestic builders.
The present rates of duty range from 17$ to 2734 percent ad valorem,
the average in 1939 being aout 22 peent.
Textile nachinery.

Textile machinery is dutiable at rates ranging from 15 to 40 percent
ad valorem. The clas includes sewing machines, and spinning,
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weaving, and other equipment jorodun yarm arid fabric. The
one of the two
United States is the-world's largestis eran&hd
production usually exceds )100 on
Domestic
la West producers.
16 percent.: iexrted.
pors,
dolats in value, of wtilch about,
igdom
,

prncipally from the United
many, France, and Switzerusually supply les! than 5 percent of domestic consumption.
lCnd,
The domestic textile-mchinery
industry is composed of a number

of distinct branches. Although the ratio of total imports to total
production is low, -certain branches meet strong competition from
imports. The competitive tpes, consisting principally of fullfashlioned hosiery machines, equipment for producing worsted yarn by
the Bradford system, and card clothing, reesent over 50 percent of all
Imported.
textile machinery
changes in duty on these compotiwould have
a Anybearing
tive
on imports and therefore on
domestic production. The group of producers who meet oonparatively little corn edition from abroad include the manufacturers of
looms, circular knitting
cotton- and woolfm-yarn machine,
n winders,
There is alo
ii
some importation of textile machines of types not pluced in the
United States. This group includes lace and embroidery machines.
During the first few years after the war, and also in the post-war
long term ifincome should be at-a high level, production andconsumtion in the United Stateswwill probably besubstatially gater than in
1939. In the long term, however, with income at the 1939 level,
consumption might be only slightly higher than in 1939, Under the
1939 rates of duty, the ratio of imports to cnsumptionmigbt be about
the same as in years before the war; but, with a 50 percent increase or
decrease in rates of duty imports of the competitive types would
probably change considerly.
In the short term, exports might be greater and imports smaller than
in 1939, as the United State producers will doubtles be able to reconvert to peacetime production in a shorter period than, many of the
foreign producers. Furthermore, when foreign manufacturers are
again in operation, they will probably not be able to regain their former
position in foreign trade immediately, asthe larger part of their output
is likely to be required to rehabilitate the textile industries in.their
own countries. By the long-term period foreign producers will
probably have regained their pre-war positionin foreign markets, and
the ratio of United States exports to domestic production might be
about the same as before the war.

types

direct

machines, finishing machines

Bicycles.

machines.

Bicycles and frames are dutiable at specific rates, with a minimum
of 15 and a maximum of 30 percent ad valorem. Parts are dutiable
at 30 percent.
Domestic consumption varies with the popularity of riding. A
vogue lasted for a few years about 1900; another began about 1936,
In the earlier period, consumption reached 1.2 million bicycles anin 1940 it reached 1.8 million. Between these periods itavernually;
a
&l about 350,000,-sometimes varying inverselywith national income.
Consumption in 1939 was about 1.3 million, valued at about 22.5
-million dollars.
Japan and the industrial countries of Europe are large producers,
some exceeding the United States in volume of production. InmOst
foreign countries the bicycle is a staple means of adult transportation,
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and a ighteightyp i fod; i the U e Sta p bly 95
percent of th outpt is of heavy type: The light type has recently
been finding some. favor I the Unid States.
Imports of complete-biycles have benm of the light types, d have
come mainlyfrom Great Brtain and Genrany. In 1.939 a third of
the imports,mostly of parts, cane fromi J
3n
nn.X
Future consumption is not likely to fall below the long-term leel of
about 350,000 bicycles, but the advent or duration of pids of peak
consumption Snot be predicted. Consumption might reach 2
million or more annual.
Imports will depend on the popularity of bicycle, riding, on he
fnvor in
degree to which the ligh-weight fores type of bicycle ids
the United States, on the extent wich domestic producers turn to
the manufacture of this type, and onidutychanges,:
Other macinery and whcfs (iot invidong automotive and electti).
a d
The's pecificgroupsdesibed in
m the preceding pa
in 193Ofor nearly four-f t of the imports but for lees tha two-fifts
of the domestic production of machine and vehicles (other than
automotive and electric). The group of "all others shown in the
above table, oonsistschiefy of various kinds of po*er-genentingt
machinery, construction and conveying machinery, mini well an
pumping may , office appiances, and numerous:, kiniof Idustrial machinery. A l>rge' part of' the machines in this !misellaneous
group is manfatured in the United States by m-productioa
r adapted
methods. Moreover many of the machines are pe
.
to the methods of industry practiced in the UniteId S
pe;tition of imports is therefore very limited. For the "all other" group
as a whole, the foreign value of imports in 1939 Was equal to only
about one-eighth of 1 percent of the domestic production, and to about
1.1 percent of the exports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Demand for new machinery and vehicles may bring production well
above 1939 levels in the fint 2 or 3 post-war years. The basis-for
such a large production would be normal consumption under high.
income conditions, an additional amount to meet deferred demand,
increased population, and a greater volume of exports.:
Assuming tat Germany and Japan will be unable to export machinery in large volume, the United States may purchase more from other
foreign sources than it did before the war. It-is not likely, 'however,
that the ratio of imports to consumption will exceed the 1939 rate of
0.54 percent; it may be considerably lower.
POST-WAX' LONG TERM
Conwmpidon, Produedon, *ad Imports
Population growth, the spread of mechanial training and experience
among our younger men during their war service new deve opmet
in commodities and in methods of production, new machines likely to
be devised aft 'the end of the war, and increased industrialization in
many foreign countries' (calling for increased exports of machinery

from this country) will influence the consumption #nd production of
machinery and vehicles.
In the United States, methods of mas-prod uction, and continued'
research and development in the field of machinery, hate kept import.
7128385--28
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to a minimum, and limited them chiefly to special mahinsno re
quired in large numbers in this country.- Te United States is in a
strong export position with respect to machinery in general, ad
changes of 60 percent in the rates of duty on imports likely to have
little effect on consumption or production (for the domestic market)
of machinery in the United States, and to have only a moderate effect
on imports.
Per capital incme at 199 level.

ties as in 1939.-Under these conditions, population growth,
industrial advancement, and industrial expansion in many parts of the
world may increase the United States production and export trade in
machinery and vehicles. Consumption (purchases) may be about 18
percent above 1939, orx say 3 billion dollars. Production for domestic
consumption would be only slightly less. Imports may increase in
about the same ratio, and amount to about 13 million dollars foreign
value; exports may increase still more, to perhaps 645 million dollars
Duties reduced by 60 percent.-Imports mit be twice as great as
with unchanged duties, amounting to about 26 million dollars foreign
value, which would not appreciably affect the estimate of production
for domestic consumption under the preceding condition.
Duties increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be only about half
as great as with 1939 rates of duty, amounting to perhaps 7 million
dollars foreign value. Increases (as well as decreases) in duty would
probably be more sharply reflected in the importations of tobacco
machinery than in most other lines.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

The machinery discussed in this report is of so great a variety and
volume and is indispensable to so many industries that the value of
production, talking into account some advance in prices, might be
expected to increase by about the full percentage increase in national
income. An increase in real national income for any extensive
period would be impossible without an increase in the production of
machinery. The following estimates are based on this consideration and on the further consideration that the trend for many years
has been toward increased mechanization in industry.
Duties as in 1939.-Consumption (purchases) of machinery and
vehicles, therefore, might be 75 to 80 percent gater than at the
lower income level, and amount to about 5.6 billion dollars, the increase being due partly to higher prices. Production might reach
6.7 billion dollars. This estimate allows for increases in exports to
about 1.1 billion dollars, and imports of approximately 26 million
dollars foreign value, which is in about the same ratio to consumption
as in 1939. Production for the domestic market would be nearly
equal to total consumption.
Duties reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be doubled as compared with the amount above estimated, and might amount to about
52 million dollars foreign value, with a consequent reduction in production for domestic consumption; the latter would still, however,
remain nearly as large as estimated under the preceding condition, or
about 5.6 billion dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be 50 percent less
than with unchanged duties nad amount to abut 13 millica dollars
foreign value. Some machines manufactured abroad under patent,
or foreign-made machines of special design, would doubtless continue

Table: ALUMINUM
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to be imported. Parts for foreign-made machines already in operation in this country would also-be imported almost regardless of
tariff considerations.

Exports

Exports of machinery and vehicles ranged from 10 to 15 percent
of production in the years 1929-39. For the post-war, short4erm
period, and for the long-term period at the assumed higher level of
world income, exports may amount to about 1.1 billion dollars, or
about 20 percent of estimated production,
As Germany and Japan, may for many years be able to export
machinery only in quantities much smaller than before the war, the
United States will probably share largely in supplying the needs of
their pre-war customers. Because a number of countries in Latin
America and Asia--may become more industrialized, the United
States may be called on to furnish larger quantities of machinery
and vehicles than before the war, even if world income should not
increase.

Employment
In 1939, with a production of over 3 billion-dollars' worth of maehinery and vehicles (other than motor vehicles), -these industries employed, according to the Census of Manufactures, X20,998 wage

earners. Improved methods and machines increased the output per
worker during pre-war years, and new developments indicate a continuance of this trend. The number of workers will, therefore,
probably increase at a slower rate than the value of production.
Employment may perhaps be about 610,OQO at the 1939 income level,
and up to about 1.1 million persons at the higher income level.

ALUMINUM
Tariff

paragraph
374- -

advalorem

Rate of duty
(1939)
Commodity
metal and
Crude aluminum
alloys and aluminum scrap:
3 per lb -20%
Crude metal and alloysScrap 3f per lb -40%

Norz.-Duty on crude metal nd alloys and rewap reduced from 4 cents to 3 cents per pound by trade
agreement with Canada, effective Jaeury 1, 19A. Effective March 14, 1942, aluminum ecrap was made
duty-free for the period of the emergency by Act of Congress.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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industries during 1933-38 was as follows

*~~~~~~~~~~WW.f ta

Transportation (land, air, water) -Cooking utensils

29
14
10
15
8

Eleetri conduatorsl_
Macvery and eloctrica appliances
Building construction
..-.
Chemical- -5
Misellaneous foundry and metlworking
-4
-Ferrous and nonferrous metallutgy
Food and beverage 6
-General miscelaneous
4
Total -100

During the 20 years between the two wars, the United States output
of aluminum increased at a slightly greater rate than that of other
structural metals, except magnesium.' This growth was due largely to
iproveient inX alloys and in fabrication techniques, advertising,
ux lowering of prices.
Before the war almum accunted for about one-half of 1 percent
of -all the g i metal ownumed. Steel alone accounted for
94 percent of the total Steel glaw, and some plastic structural
mateil have- been and are likey to rain cheaper tha aluminum
slloya,ald, therefore, the use of aluminum is likely tobe confined to
Application in which its physical properties make it especially
appropriate. It is uncerin whether aluminum will account for a
larger proportion of the total of all engineering metals consumed in the
post-war years than before the war; thk proportion is not likely to be
naller.
United States production of aluminum (primary and seconIdajr)
for the period 1935-39 averaged about 177,000 tons anualy, rough y
double the average of the preceding 10 years. Exports of crude metal
and scrap for the same period averaged About 1,300 tons annually,
or somewhat less-than 1 percent of domestic production. In addition
the United States has exported regularly substantial quantities of
aluminum in fabricated form, manufactured from material imported,
principally from Canada, under draw-back provisions. Exports
were several time larger in 1939 than the average for 1935-38,
presumably because of preparations for war in foreign countries.
The United Kingdom, France the Soviet Uniont, and Belgium were
the principal markets in crue -metal for United States exports in
1939.
United States imports for consumption during the period 1935-39
averaged about 12,500 tons 'annually, equivalent to about 7 percent
of domestic consumption. Canada, Norway, France, and Switzerland were the main sources of imports, which consisted of crude and
memicrude forms.
The war demand for alum for aircraft and other military uses
resulted in an eightfold increase in United States capacity. Private
capacity (ingot metal) reached about 500,000 tons in 1943, and plants
built by the Government and leased to private operators had a capacity
of 616,000 tons. The United States and Canada together now have
a capacity much larger than the pro-war world total.
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At the cose of the wsra. 1v
eq 'vnt Wperoh
forms wlld be on hana in the QUitedS
from 3 to 6 yeres of proWar primy production. Many of t*e wa
uses req e alloys of a type not used extensively in p i ; thw
much of the parti lly fabricated matri in tock will have doubtful
value for immediate civilian pur . The accumulation of waa
scrap in the fomn of crashed aircraft and obsolete planes will be lae,
but full utilizatin of-this material will require improvements i
present teenolog, Canada and, the United Kingdom misc wil
ave stocks of Bith prma metal and scrap.
During the 1920's and 1930's imports of aluminum into the United
States were probably- leas affected by the duty (4 cents per pound
before 1939) than by corporate relationships between domestic and
foreign producers and by cartel ogantions.
If all the capacity for the prduction of aluminum created in the
United States during the war remains capable of operation after the
war, this country wi almost certainly have capacity far in excess of
the maximum' pobable demand. Even if a considerable part of the
plants built by the Government during the war should cease to operate,
there might still be an excess of capacity. An excess of capacity in
this country, however, does not preclude the possibility' of importatocome
tion of aluminum. Imports, if ay, would be most
from Canada. During the war there ha ben a Seat increase in
Canadian aluminum capacity, which is still owned by a siigle producing company. It is no many times greater than Canada's requliements for finished aluminum products, and although there has also
been a marked expansion in fabrication plants in Canada during the
war, the utilization of the whole, or the greater part of the primarmetal capacity will be possible only if larg6 quantities of the unfabricated metal are exported.
Although costs of production of aluminum in the more favorably
situated plants in the United States are probably lower than cots in
most European countries they are probably somewhat higher than
Canadian costs. Canada obtains its bauxite almost entirely from
British Guiana. The greater part of United States consumption of
bauxite before, " woW as during the war, has been obtained from
Dutch Guiana (Surinam), where presumably costs are about the
same as those in British Guiana. The principal aluminum plants
in Canada are able to receive their bauxite directly by sea; this is not
true of most plants in this country. In Canada bauxite is free of
duty whereas in the United States it is subjeeo a duty ($1 per ton)
which is, however, equal to only about one-fifth of 1 cent per pound
of aluminum. The principal advantage which Canada possesses for
um consists in ;the abundance of chimp
the production of l
water power.
It is possible to fort, though only very roughy, how- muc
aluminum would be imported from Caniad into the united States in
the post-war period if tere were no relationships of common owners
ship between, United States and Canadian producers It is impossible
to forecast whether the satihips which cited before the war will
persist in the postwar period. f hey should remain substanti
unchanged the extent to which alunum would move fm Canada
to the Thutd States would probably be determined more by the
policy of the two great companies concerned than by the rate of duty,

likely
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notwithstandng the fact t production in e United States is no
longer p'racticaly confined to a sine company
also relationships, more or les
In the pre-war period there
indirect, between the principal United Stae albumum producer And
certain producers in continental Europe. Cartel organiation was a
conspicuous feature of the European aluminum industry. It is
obviously impossible to forecast what will be the situation in these
respects in the post-war period; it may be affected by national legislation or by international government measures regarding cartels.
World trade in aluminum after the war may also be affected by economic and political conditions in Germany, which before and during
the war has been far the largest European producer, and by the policy
of the United Nations toward German industries.
Whatever ma happen in the'future with regard to importation of
aluminum into this country for final retention here, there will probably
be an appreciable importation of crude and scrap aluminum for conversion into shapes in this country and export with-bengfit of drawback.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Excess capacity and large accumulation of stocks in the United
States, in Canada, and in certain European countries, may have a
depressing effect on the price and production of crude aluminum in
the United States during this period. Presumably consumption in
this country will be much larger than before the war, both because of
assumed high national income and because of the big backlog of
demand for civilian commodities containing aluminum which could
not be supplied during the war. However, even if consumption
should be two or three times the 1939 figure, and even if none of the
large accumulated stocks are- -thrown on the market, not more than
30 or 40 percent of the present total- United States capacity will bee
required. Nevertheless, if the only factor limiting imports in this
period should be the present rate of duty, there would probably be
some imports from Canada; imports from Europe would be insignificant particularly in view of the strong demand in Europe for
rehai tation purposes.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
-Consumption, 'Produetion, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level

It is likely that the pre-war upward trend in consumption will
continue, both because uses for aluminum are still in process of
development and because production costs and prices are likely to
continue to decline. Total consumption of primary and secondary
aluminum might, taking account of increase in population and new
uses, be from 60 to 80 percent greater than in 1939 (195,000 tons),
amounting to somewhere between 310,000 and 350,000 tons. Sec4
ondary-production, with a consumption of this magnitude, would
probably be about 80,000 tons, so that consumption of primary
aluminum might be 230,000-270,000 tons. The mean of these two
figures 250,000 tons, is used as a basis in the following estimates
regarding imports andk.domestip production. It is improbable that
any change in price resulting from an increase or decrease of 50
percent in the rate of duty would be of sufficient magnitude to affect
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the quantity consumed by more than 1 or 2 percent, and in the
following estimates no allowance is made for such an effect on consumption.
If the only factors affecting imprts were the comparative domestic
and foreign costs of production and the rates of duty, it seems likely
that witb the duty as in 1939 imports would be 20 000-35,000 tons
(roughly 5-10 percent of consumption); that with the duty reduced
by 60 percent imports, not includeg those for reexport with
benefit of draw-back, might be about twice as great, or, say, 40,00070,000 tons; and that with the duty increased by 50 percent they
would probably be 15,000-20j tons. The foreign unit value of
imports might be somewhat lower than in 1939, when it amounted
to 12 cents per, pound ($240 per ton). Assuming it to average 11
cents per pound, the value of the imports under the foregoing assumptions would be about as follows:,
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

With the duty as in 1939, 4.4-7.7 million dollars'
With the duty reduced by 50 percent, 8.8-15:4 million dollars;
With the duty increased by 50 percent, 3.3-4.4 million dollars,

Primary production in the United States includes, besides metal
for final consumption in this country, a certain quantity exported as
shapes. On the basis of the above estimates concerning consumption
and imports, the primary production for the domestic market would
be-somewhat as follows:
With the duty as in 1939, 215,000-230,000 tons'
-With the duty reduced by5 0 percent, 180,00O-i10,000 tons;
With the duty Increased by 50 percent, 230,000-235,000 tons.

The price of the domestic. product might be somewhat affected by
the rate of duty. In view of the fact that the price of aluminum was
reduced during tfe war to 15 cents per pound, it is not likely that, with
per capita income as in 1939 and the duty as in 1939, the price in the
post-war period would exceed 14 cents. A reduction of 50 percent
in the duty (although the reduction would be 13% cents per pound)
would probably not result in a lowering of the domestic price by more
than one-half cent, or say, to 1334 cents. With an increased duty the
price might be about 1434 cents. On the basis of these assumptions
regarding prices, the value of the production of primary metal for
domestic consumption would be as followsWith the duty as in 1939, 60.2-64.4 million dollars'
With the duty reduced by 50 percent, 48.8-56.7 million dollars;
With the duty increased by Mdpercent, 68.7-68.2 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1959.

A high level of national income would tend to increase the consumption of all classes-of commodities containing metals, which
consist mainly of producers' capital goods and of consumers' capital
goods; most of the latter are above the level of basic necessities.
Large quantities of aluminum are used iii building construction and
transportation equipment, and it is probable that an increase in
national income would particularly stimulate these uses. Anticipated
large use of aluminum foil for packaging under high income conditions would also be an important factor. Under these conditions
consumption of aluminum (primary and second) in the United
States Might be approximately 60-70 percent higher than with no
change in 11comes say, about 530,000-00 000 tons. Secondary producti6n might be about 140,000 tons and consumption of primary

Table: Table 1.- Aluminum: Estimated post-war consumption, imports, and production under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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metal390,000-80,000 tons. The-intemediate figure of 425,000 tons
Mu used as; by or the following stimates.
Even- te very large total consumption estimated above would be
ls than he Pre t Pa.actyof the Unid States al
um industry
Imports, however, would presumably occur if trade depended only on
cost differentials as between the United States and foreign counties
specially Canada, even if the 1939 rate of duty should be increased
by 50 percent4 Imports under eac of the three assumptions regardmig the rate of duty might be approximately twice as great as the
figures presented above on the basis of income as in 1939.
Price of aluminum both in the United States aid in formiP countries would probably be only moderately higher with a national in-come 75 percent above the pre-war level than with an unchanged
income, perhaps not more than 1 cnt per pound higher, for the reason
that the very large output would tend to reduce costs. The average
foreign unit value of imports might thus be around 12 cents ($240
per ton). The quantity and value of imports under the three assumptions regarding duties would, therefore, probably be within the
following ranges:
With the duty as In-1989, 50,000-100,000 tons, with a foreign value of 12-24
million dollars;
With the duty reduced 50 percent, 100,000-200,000 tons, with a value of
24-48 million dollars
With the duty increased 50 percent, 25,000-50,000 tons, with a value of 6-12
million dollars,

The production of primary metal in the United States for the home
market may be estimated on the basis of above figures of consumption
and imports. The domestic prices of the metal under the three
assumptions regarding rate of duty might be respectively 15 cents,
14$ cents, and 1534 cents per pound. The resulting figures of production, in quantity and value, would be approximately as follows:
With the duty as in 1939, 325,000-375,000 tons, with a value of 97.5-112.5
million dollars;
With the duty reduced 50 percent, 225,000-325,000 tons, with a value of
65,3-94.3 million dollars'
With the duty increed 6i pent between 375,600 and 400,000 tons, with
a value of 116.-124.0 miRli7doilars,
Summary of estimates.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the foregoing estimates of consumption,
imports, and production.
TABLE 1.-Aluminum: stimated post-war consumption imports, and produdion
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Exports

Before the war, except in 1939, the United States exported vey little
crude aluminum, though it had appreciable exports of fabricated
shapes as well as more highly elaborated aluminum article'such as
cooking utensils. Since the import trade in crude aluminum, unless
restricted by corporate relationships between domestic and foreign
concerns, is likely to be materially larger in quantity in the post-war
period than before the War, there seems little r n to epect an7
considerable exportation of unfabricated aluminum. Limited
qantities may go to some of the Latin American countries.
This report does not in eral, cover aluminum shapes, but it may
d
io
be stated pt there
k to be a moderate 'export of such shapes in
the postwar period, nlot. tending thegeat expansion of Canada's
leat, of the;exports
capacity for the manufacture of shapes. bm
of shapes are likely to be made from crude aluminum imported from
Canada the duty being subject to drawback when the products
are

exported.

Employment
During 1944 employment in the aluminum industry proper-that
is, in the -conversion of bauxite into alumina and the conversion
of alumina into aluminum metal-numbered about 17,250 persons
(the employment in fabricating plant was r m i lager but this
branch of the business is not covered by the present report?. The
number of persons employed in- the long-erm postr perzo4 will
presumably be materiallysmaller, probablyround 5,000 persons.
Employmet i, of course, depend to a considerable extent on the
volume of output, estimates concerning which have alrea bee
presented. However, a given increase in the production Of priTary
aluminum is not likely to cprry wth its fully correspond Per tage
of incre in ramploment; t rse would hold true of a des

in production.
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ANTIMONY

Traiff

paragraph
.376
1008

Equivalent -ad
valorem

Rate of duty

Commodity
IAntimony, an regulus or metalantimony
Antimony ore.
GENERAL

(1939)

3:8C%

21 2'037

lb
yg per lb
Free
2.

fLiquated

per

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Mine _ro-

ductfion

mport to

consump-

oonsump-

tion

Quantit (abort tons antimony content):,3
-.------.393
Antimony ore
q ..
L equated
.
.
u
.d....
....-.-.-.

9,841

9,448

............................

Regulus

Apparent

Imports

160
1,045

e

g
100
100
97

100
1,045

393
110,853
11,048
Value ($1,000):
Antimony ore --------97
'1,132 .............
Liquated-.-3.
................................
2 197 ....
Regulus ...Total .-......-...-.-..
97
,9 ..........
Unit value (cents per pound antimony content):
ore
12.35
--------------------------3
6. 99
Antimony
Liquated -2.
.----- . 9.41 ...........
Regulus------------------------2------ 9. 42.----------86.38.
12.35
....-...-.
-------------------Average-Persons employed (number) .-..0.........
8W

Total

--------------------------------

.......

-----

-

.. . 30... ....

--

....

.....

....

........

.

.

.

-------

----

....

....

.........

...

.

...

......

I Includes 232 short tons of antimony used after importation in making certain articles which were exported with benefit of draw-back of duty.
I Foreign Value.
NoT.-Antinony ore is not to be confused with antimony-bearing lead ores; much of the antimonlal
lead produced in the United States Is smelted directly from imported antimony-bearing lead ores, the
Antimony content of which Is not included in this report.

Antimony, as a constituent of antimonial lead,-is used in the manufacture of storage-battery'plates, antifriction bearings, and type metal;
as an oxide, it is used in fiameproofing heavy text es such as canvas'
and in metallic form it is used in the preparation of certain industrial
chemicals.
The United States, although ranking third as a consumer of. antimony, is almost entirely dependent upon foreign sources for its supply.
Only 3 percent of the consumption in 1939 was obtained from domestic
ores. Of the imports, ores (principally from Mexico) accounted for
'90 percent; regulus or antimony metal (from China, Mexico, and
Belgium) accounted for 9.8 percent, and liquated antimony or crude
antimony sulfide (from the United Kingdom and China) accounted
-for the remainder.
China has long been the largest producer of antimony in the world
and until 1932 was the principal source of imports into' the United
States. In 1931 an antimony smelter was erected in the United States
by British interests to process imported ore which is duty-free. The
metal produced by this smelter was sold on the United States market
in competition with imported Chinese regulus which was dutiable at
2 cents a pound, and soon practically displaced the Chinese metal.
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It is generally accepted that this smelter is able to compete with the
Chinese metal only because of the duty on the regulus, which in 1939
was equivalent to 21 percent ad valorem.
Domestic production of antimony ores was negligible before 1932
because of the lack of smelting facilities. Althou4 a large smelter
now exists, post-war domestic production of ore will probably not
exceed 600 short tons a year because of limited deposits in this country.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consump tidn will probably he almost twice the consumption in 1939
reflecting the large backlog of demand for products in which this meal
is used-. Imports may be very large or very small, depending upon the
policy followed by the United States Government in disposing of its
wartime stock pile of antimony, which at the end of the war is likely
to equal twice the 1939 rate of consumption. If the Government
disposes of this stock pile rapidly and at low prices, imports of antimony in the first year or two after the war will be very small. If, on
the other hand, the Government withholds all or a large part of the
stock pile from the market, imports might be twice as large as in 1939.
Whether imports of antimony in the immediate post-war period will
be in the form of ores or metal will depend upon the policy followed
by the.Chinese Government. Should that Government, in order to
obtain.dollar exchange, drastically reduce the price of regulus, imports
of ores would be negligible. Otherwise imports are likely to be largely
in the form of ore from Mexico.
POST-WAR- LONG TERM
Consumption, production, and Imports

The post-war consumption of antimony (except, perhaps, at very
high levels of national income) is likely to follow closely the activity
of the automotive industry. Domestic consumption and production
probably would not be materially affected by a 50-percent increase or
decrease in the rates of duty; total imports of antimony likewise would
probably not be significantly affected, but, a 50-percent reduction in
the duties would probably mean that imports would consist entirely
or almost entirely of antimony in the'form of regulus and a 50- percent
increase in the duties would probably mean that imports would consist almost entirely of antimony in the form of ores. Thus the foreign
value of imports would be materially affected by changes in the duties,
as the unit value of antimony in regulus is higher than the unit value
of antimony in ore.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Because of increase in population, consumption might be about 10
percent greater than in 1939, or inl the neighborhood of 12,000 short
tons. Domestic production probably would not exceed 600 short tons
valued at $150,000. Imports would amount to about 11,400 short
tons, the foreign values of which would vary, depending upon the rate
of duty, as indicated belo*.
Duty ae in 1939.-The foreign value of imports, about 90 percent
of which probably would be in the form of ore and about 10 percent
in the form of regulus, might be about 1.5 million dollars at 1939 prices.

Table: [No Caption]
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Duig tded 60 perceAt-The fore' value of imp would proby
ablr be about 2.3 mmillion dollars as the imports would consist almost
entirely of regulus.
Duty increased 60 ?ercen.-Except for a few hundred tons of
hIs
imports would pnszit of ores and total imports of antimony woulI
probably have a foreign-value of about 1.6 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1959.

Domestic consumption of antimony might be 50 percent greater
than in 1939 or about 16,000 short tons. Domestic production would
probably -be in the neighborhood of 600 tons valued at $160,000.
Imports of antimony would thus amount to about 15,400 short tons?
the foreign value-of which would depend upon the duties in effect as
indicated below.
Thsty as in 1989.-The foreign value of imports, about 90 percent of
which would be inf the form of ores and 10 percent in the form of regulus,
might be in the neighborhood of 2.3 million dollars, allowsi for the
higher price that are likely to prevail under a larger national come.
Duty reduced 60 percent.-The foreign value of' imports, all of which
would probably consist of regulus, might amount to about 3% million
dollars.
Duty increased 50 percent.-The foreign valuq of imports, which
except for a few hundred tons of regulus, would consist of ores, would
probably be about 2.4 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of antimony obtained from domestic ores have been negliso in the post-war period.

gible and will probably continue

Employment

The maximum post-war employment in the antimony industry in
the United States will probably not exceed 350 persons, of whom 50
may be employed in mining domestic ores and the rest in smelting
botI domestic and imported ores.
BISMUTH

Tariff paragr4ph 377.

Commodity:
Rat of duty:
d4 a

Bismuth (metal only).

7$% ad valt
rate sho aove 1 that fm in the Ta At of S. Thisrate wswreduced to 3Hpri
,effectivee July 29, 1943, pursuant to the tde eapoment with Ne.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
- ,I
, -(Io
----188
Ursntity
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: _~-1154
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I------I
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total consumption wu in medicine. Te war crested n unual
demand for bilmuth AforAmy a&dNavy medicine, ammunition
solder, metallurgical Applications, use in-master patterns. and for
testing and beading gasoline land oil tubes in aircraft assembly.
Domestic requirements are estimated to have doubled, reachingover
2 million pounds.
There are only three regular producers of bismuth in the United
States, all of whom recover bismuth as a byproduct of lead and popper
smelting and refining. It is estimated that sinse 1923 yearly output
produce
t.his
Much of
has ranged from 250 000 to 1.4 million poundsand
r~sidues
tion, however, was fom foreign ores, lead-base billion,
imported for smelting and refining. The United States output is
uneven from year to year because the residues are stoked and then
treated only when market and refining conditions are favorable. To
some extent bismuth production varies with the output of load, although at very high levels of lead smelting the ratio of bismuth pro-.
duction to lead production tends to decrease somewhat. Consumption
of domestic bismuth in 1940 is estimated to have been about 650,000
pounds.
During 1932-40 imports, mostly from Peru, ranged from 19,000
to 183,000 pounds yearly. In addition to imports classified as
bismuth metal, substantial but uinrecorded quantities of the metal
is
contained in lead bullion (par. 392) were imports. This bullion
estimated to have contained from 200,000 to 400,000 pounds or more
of bismuth annually. (This is included in the domestic production.)
Much of the-bullion from which this bismuth was derived was a special
type with hi h bismuth content often nearly 50 percent; this type
came from Mexico and Peru. Upon the outbr of wr, stocks of
bismuth-contaiing residues at United States refineries were tiy
depleted. Certain quantities of bismuth ores were purchased from
other Latin American coutries to supplement the imports from
Peru, and by December 1943 the Me" Reserve Company had
accumulated a stock pile of over 800,000 pounds, equivalent to about
1 year's supply.
World prkcO, to a large extent, have been set by the London market
and the Peruvian output. In recent years the price has bee fairly
stable at from $1 to $1.25 per pound.
A decrease or increase of 50 percent in the duty on bismuth metal
would not appreciably affect consumption or imports since the rate is
low, the demand in fairly inelastic, and much bimuth nters
FOready
and lead bullion treated n bond for the recovery of other
ores
free in
metals,
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Wartime metallurgical developments inM methods of producing
alloyed nonferrous metals and in their uses will probably twd to
future
increa"o the Use of bismuth, one of the alloying metls, in the on
will
depnod
tho
chiefly
probably
medicinale
Consumption for
n
this
field
uses
new
be
developed
may
growth 9f population, though
and there may be a laneir per capita consumption for tablished
a y
uses, The consumption of aloyed nonfrous mOtWs
affected by nation income. Assurlng that income Win be dd
var,
ably higher -the immediate potwr y tha befor theim
actual consumption of bismuth may be well above that in the
diate pre-war years, though. lee than during the war. Howorw',
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in many of its wartime applications bismuth has not been used up,
and substantial supplies will probably be available in the form of
bending, alloys and die alloys at the close of the war. Over against
this consideration but not entirely offsetting it stands the fact that
smelter stock piles of bismuth residues have been greatly depleted in
this country.
POST-WAR LONG'TERM
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

With the trend toward greater use of alloyed nonferrous metals,
including presumably those alloyed with bismuth, the increase in
population, and possible greater demand for bismuth medicinals, the
consumption of bismuth may be 15 to 25 percent greater than ui
1939. The proportion supplied by imports and by domestic produce,
tion cannot be forecast; in any case, much of the domestic production
will probably be from high-bismuth lead bullion imported from
,
Mexico and elsewhere.
Per capita Income 15 percent higher than In 1939.

At high levels of industrial activity relatively more nonferrous
alloys would be 'used, increasing the demand for bismuth; however,
from 50 to 70 percent of the metal will continue to be used as medicinals, wherein the use would probably be less flexible. Consumption,
taking account of increase in population, might becomne.35 to 45 percent greater than in 1939. The proportion supplied by imports in

the form of bismuth metal cannot be forecast.
Employment

Employment in United States bismuth production is not recorded
since such production is carried on 'in conjunction with lead and
copper smelting and refining, and labor employed in bismuth production alone is not determinable, but is probably very small. Thus, the
changes which might occur dueto differences in level of activity would

be insignificant.,

CADMIUM

Tariff paragraph: 378.
Cadmium metal.
Commodity:

Auivalent ad valorem (1989): 18%.

7$0 per lb.

Rate of duty:

NoT.-The rate fied In the Tariff Act of 1930 (15 cents per pound)
January 1, 1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with Cana.

was

reduced to 7½ cents, effective

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Item

tity alQ pounds)

------

Total

4,412

%03
'
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'
-. 59
Unit value (per pound)
,
Persona employed .-(.
.
.
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--

Foreign value.
' Not available.
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Metallic cadmium is a byproduct of the smelting and refinjD¢ of
zinc and of the production of lithopone (of which zinc is the principal
constituent). -Dbomaestic output is derived from--the treatment of
foreign and domestic zinc ore and also from the treatment of imported cadmium-bearing zinc flue dust (the latter being imported
chiefly from Mexico in intracompany shipments of the American
Smeltmg and Refining Company). Although figures are not directly
available on the proportion of the total cadmiuri production derived
from each of these sources, the cadmium content of shipments of the
Mexican flue dust averaged about one-fourth of the total domestic
production during the period 1935-40.
Since there are no commercially exploitable deposits of cadmium
ore in either this or other countries, the production of the. metal is
limited by the amount of activity in the zinc industry, and the maxim
mum output of cadmium may be roughly estimated in terms of output of zinc. The greatest pre-war world production of cadmium was.
m 1940, when total output was estimated at a little les than 9% million
POST-WAR IMPORTS AmD DOMESTIC PRODUCTION'

pounds.
Cadmium is used primarily as a protective coating applied by
electrolytic deposition on other metals. The next most- important
but comparatively minor use for the metal is as a constituent of hearing metals. Together these applications have accounted foi more
than 90 percent of the domestic Consumption of cadmiwm.
The extensive use of cadmium has dated from the early 1930's8
when the automotive industry began to use large amounts in plating
and in bearing metals. Before that time the supply had been greater
than the demand, and large stocks had accoumulated. Be
about in 1935, the demand far outstripped the current promnin,
driving the price up and depleting stocks; Imports of metal, rose
rapidly to supplement the domestic supply (which was also augmented
by increased imports of Mexican cadmiium-bearing flue dust), and
were equal to 15 and 20 percent respectively, of the domestic production in 1936 and 1937.' A decline in automobile. production1 in,
1938 cut consumption, and imports declined sharply. Consumption
has increased yearly since 1938. During the war substantial amounts
of cadmium have also been used for military airplanes.
In general, the United States imported about 10 percent of its con.
gumption of cadmium during the pre-wexr years; Production tended
to lag behind changes in demand, with the result that prices fluctuated
widely during periods of heavy demand.' Imports of metallic cadmium originated in Canada and western, Europe, particularly Belgium, the Netherlands, Poland, and Gerjpany.
POST-WAR SHORT TERkM
The greater part (perhaps 80 percent) of the demand for cadmium
will come from the automobile industry, principally for electroplating applications. The current estimate for the annual automobile
production during this period is about 6 million units, and on this
basis the demand for' cadmium will probably be about 8 million
pounds a year.
of
' Between 1935 and 1940 the price of cadum varied between a low of M cents a pound at the
the period, a high of $1.42a8 pound during part of 1937,and SO ients i9. A ceiz prlceofennng
9O0 entsm

-pound was established In 1941. (All of the above prior apply to cadmium stick; pried ofbated play
shapes, ued lh the electroplating industry, are approximately S *enteia pound higher.)

:
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Domesti production will be limited by the amountoIsine rescues
available for treatment, including bth the ruidues from domestic
pant. and imported material. Iti probble tt these residue
b suilfficient o supply aut 76 percent of the ded ad: te bslace
must be imported, if -available1 in the form of? forei metal. The
bulk of the imported metal will probably originate in Canada and
minor amounts will come from the Belgi Congo a urce developed
during the war. Imports from Europe, if any, wil be sall because
of wartime destruction of plants and mcreased demands in the European market.
POST-WAR LONG TERM.,
Comaption, Producton, and' Ipoerb

Even if income levels should not increase, demand would pbabl
expand at a rate somewhat greaterfthan the exansiot of the domestic
Supply of raw materials (from both doti d Mexin zinc
treatment plants, in spite of effort to develop cadmium-rich zinc
ores, Although increase in domestic zizc production will probably
bN limited, World hlcxrodiuction (and consequently world catiun
production) is expet6 totbe capable of expansion to meet inraied
post-war demands. For these reasons, a much larger proportion of
the domestic cium supply than formerly wil proably be obtained
from imports of foreign metal.
It is probable that under these conditions of supply and demand the
minimum pst-war domestic price of cadmium (even with no increase
i national income) will be about 90 cent a pound (equivalent to the
wartime ceiling price and 50 percent higher than the 1939 aven
price). Consequently, sidce the world price is largely influenced by
the demand for the metl in the United Stae (the largest consumer),
the foreign value 2 of cadmium may be expected to be increased con
siderably.
hanges in the United States import duties of 50 percent (3% cents
a poind) i either direction would have very little effect on the domestic production of the metal.
-In estimating the probable future demands for cadmium, activity in
the'automotive industry is taken as the major index, since the- major
post4Lr Luses of the metal will be closely relat to that industry.
the war use of cadmium in miitaty airplanes should cahy over into
peacetime production of aircraft, it, is posisble that' the estimates
given below on consumption and imports might prove somewhat low.
Estimates of maximum domestic production of cadmium are derived
from the estimates eL zinc poduction (see the section tis series
on zinc). These estimates are adjusted to reflect the quantity de.
rived from imports of Mexican cadmium-bearing zinc flue dust.
Per captia income at 195, leveL.

The demand for cadmium, on the basis of the estimated long-run
automobile production of 4W-5 million units at this level of national
income, maty be about 56 million pounds or sonewhAt more than the
maximum probable supply which could be produced in the United
States at the prices for zinc which wduld prevail at such an inAcome
level. The value of the probable maximum domestic production of
UAs used in thi

"fni

Stt, is. duty, twt behn

"rto theetmatd vaeoftemeeriu ladIntheUited,
bale ftoducting freight chages

no sttibdtory
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cadmigm (5.2 milWn pounds) may be about 4.7 million dollas at a

unit value of abut 90 cents a.:pud.
rts of mum metl mlht amount t6 400,Duty
000 pounds, with a fo.eia value of ;$260,00 (forei unit vlue, 6
cents a.pounad or.about50Opereent higher thanb in1939).
Dutt reduced 50 pcent.-Imports might be,500,000 poud, with
a foreign value of about $350,000 (foreign unit value, 70 cents a
pound).Duty iiwreaed 60 percet.-e probabe imports might be 300,00'0
pounds with a foreign value of $180,000 (fotign it aue, 60 cents, a
pound).
Per capitol income 75 percent higher then' in 9*.
The demand fdr eadmium might riws to apprqinately

8% million
pounds, on the basis of an; eoti'nate automobie powduetion of 67
million units at this level of income. Domestcproduction-limited
by maximum potential activity, inthe:dometic zinc industry, might
be able to supply about 6o tiiiPonpounds, having z value of 6.2
million dollas (nit value 95 cents). Th re ner, about 2 million
pounds, would have to come frm abroad. ,Under. these circumstances
variations of 3% cnts a pound in the United States inportduty on
cadmium would not affect the volume 'of imports. The foreign unit
value of imports would probably average 70 cents per pound, being
affected only slightly by changes in duty, so that imports might amount.
to about 1.4 million dollars in value.
Employment

Because the production of cadmium is very closely integrated with
other nonferrous metal output, employment directly chargeable to
cadmium is not separable from the total persons employed in these
industries.

BRONZE TUBES
Tariff paragraph: 381.
Bronise ooidenser tubas.
Comnmity:

Rate of duty:

4 per pound (plus 4f Equivalent ad valorem (198): 29%.
per lb. on copper content,

tax).

im.port-excise

per pound whieb was redwued to 4 mtit
NOTn.-Tbe re fixed in th Tari Act of iwo tas
effective Januaq 1,1,3. pursuant to trade sgrenent.w tte United tindom. The Renue Act
1932 impsed an
eaxi addn the duty, ol4 aents per pound on copper contt,
effetiv Jue21, 1 (t ena R e Cd, eec. $43).

%eu

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
(1,000 pounds) ---4-9
Quantity
._____------_ '108
Value ($1,000)'Foreign value.

Bronze tubes are manufactured ip large .quantities in the United
States but condenser tubes of the type imported have been a specialty
of a British concern and were not produced before the warrin this
country. The, ijmportdd0ttxbes were of. a special idiminwn-bronze
alloy and were purchased directly from the -Britih manufacturer
for use in naval vessels. Imports were unusually- large -in 1939.
owing to a special purchase for experimental purposes.
7123----29
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An adequate alloy and a better method of aplyin the tubes has
been developed in the United States since 1939, and the 6pecifications have been changed to fit the domestic product; Under these
circurstances it is unlikely that imports of more than $25,000 will
enter the United States after the war. The amount of the trade will
not be affected by the levels of national income or changes in tariff

rates.

ALUMINUM FOIL

Tariff paragraph: 882 (a).
Aluminum foil low than
thick.npt less Bquivient ad valorem (1989): 25%.
11%ooo
perinch
Rate of dty:
lb. but
than 20% no' more
than 40%O ad ial.

Commodity:

'ot3.-The rate fGd In the TarAct of 1S0 was " ad valorem, which was reduced to the rateobm

above, deetive Febru.ary
15, iWS pursuant to the trade areemt with Switzerland.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Total

Fre-For
Fr.mestic

do.

1000 pounds)0
1 .000 1,133 '23,867
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488 '
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. ........
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I Estimated. Production data have not been published sinee I9.
IPForeign value.
I Not available.

Aluminum foil is a rolled product of commercially pure aluminum.
Very thin foil is sometimes backed with paper ana is then dutiable
under paraph 1405 of the Tariff Act of 1930. Aluminum foil is
produced in plain, frosted, colored, printed, or embossed types.
Primarily because of its attractive appearance and strength, aluminum
foil has widespread use as a wrapping material for tobacco and food
products. It is also used in radio condensers and in thermal insulation.
Aluminum foil is one of many products of the major manufacturers
of ingot aluminum (the basic raw material for foil) and is thus in a
favorable position to profit by the research and marketing experience
of these large organizations.1
For a few years before the war, imports ranged from about 1 million
to nearly 3 millionpounds annually. They have invariably increased
in years of increasing business activity. Switzerland has been the
chief source of imports since 1935; before that year Germany was
the p
ale 80source.
demand for aluminun foil has led to production at an anThe"wapr
nual rate in excess of 30 million pounds. Imports have virtually
ceased.
weagsed In the production of aluminum WL
IAowding to a remnt trade report eIght phasm
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The postwar bvke for aluminum foil will depend on the develop
ome
meant
of new uses and the extent to which it can proactive wrer
with other product used for sar purposes AsBsuessfully
f,
for peble oods, aluminum foil competes with tin and
waxed paper, parchment, pliofilm, and cellopha; as an uasulamg
material it competes with asbestos, cork, mineal w , and paper
comrntion board. The raw material cost of tin is higher th that
of aluminum, and the cost of aluminum is higher thin that of lad.
ing of a migl
The general adoption of aluminum foi in th
widely distributed product, such as soap, would iease consumption
of foil several fold. United States manufacturers are pdicti a
post-war production far in exacm of any previous peacetime output.
POSTWAR SHORT TERM

Civilian demand for aluminum-foi pekng of products mis likely
to be greater after the war than before the war. Waime improvement mi- manufacturing and fiishint techniques will doubtless cone
tribute to increased consumption which may even exceed the high
levels of the war period. Most oY the consumption will doubtless be,
supplied by domestic producers.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productlon, and Imports
Per capita income at lsit level.

It is probable that the per capita consumption of aluminum foil will
be greater than in 1939. Lowe priced protective wrappers for periihable goods and lower priced insulating materialswill continue to comapete with the more expensive aluminum foil. But a probable further
lowering of aluminum costs, and preference for this particular type
of wrapper, may enable aluminum toil to more than hold iti own.
Allowing for an inrease in population, the consumption of aluminum
foil might increase to perhaps 35 million pounds annually.
TDy as in 1939.-Asuming imports to have about the same ratio
to domestic consumption as fore the war, they ht tot about
4 million pounds annually. The foreign value would perhaps be about
1% million dollars annually. Domestic production would probably
be about 32 million pounds, allowing for exports of 1 million-po
valued at about $430 000.: Value of production on the basis of unit
values in 1939 would be about 15 million dollars annually. This
valu might be lower if the long-term trend in the price of foil continues downward.
Thdy reduced b 60 percen.-Imports might increase considerably,
since Sw manufacturers would be able to sell their fancy grades at
substantially lower prices than formerly. Imports might rise to as
much as 7 million pounds annually and might have a foreign value
of more than 3 million dollars. In this event, production would
probably decline correspondingly to perhaps -29 million pounds,
valued at about 14 millioli dollars. However, the lower duty mijht
result in a slight increase i conumption, in which event production
would be somewhat larger.

AND DOMETIC PEDUOflON
imp
is doubul ether
Dy iscreeed by 60 pet.-It
except
rheV speialties would enter. Impotswould pe
at o
1 million pnds, with a foreign' value of s
ot x
than half a million do . Domestic production woild then probably be mi the neighborhood of 35 million pounds, with a value of
perhaps 17 milliondollars.
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An 1959.
Percapita Income 75 percont-hiher than

Increased national income ad the desire of manufacturers to packtheir Froduets attractively would poiibly increase consumption
bIaXuh 80 million 'poundsoor about 70 percent more than with
no change in income. Exrt market migt incrIas t twice their
volume; at- the' lower micome level and rult in exports of about
2 million pounds.
Duty as in 1989.-On A,6 basis of the same ratio to domestic consumption as under; tht jowrc level of inc:o, imports would perhaps
inerease to about 7 mifl1oiA ;pounds. Unit values being somewhat
greater than in 1939, the total foreign vale of imports might resch
on dollars. With this volume of imports,.adome*tic p
3,5
4duction of 55 pilllbirpounds wold be necsy to mee timatedrequirements for consumption and exports. With 'slightly increased
aunt values over 1939, total value of production' would perhaps be
bout 30 million dollars.
Duy reduced by 50 percent.-Imports would increase considerably,
perhaps to a total of 12 million pounds annually, with a foreign value
of slightly more than 6 million dollars. Consumption might b some
what greater, so that domestic production ht be in excss of 50
million pounds annually, valued possibly at about 28 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 perent.-Oly the higer-pricedspecidlles
would be imported, thus reducing imports probably to abot? million
pounds annually, and permitting production to ripe to perhaps 60
million pounds. Foreign value o iunports- might be some'wht in
excess of million dolla" and value of production about 33 million
dollars.
~~Export.
With lower production costs after the w, larger export than
previously may be expected so long as German and other lower cost
products are out of the market. Otherwise, keen competition can be
expected as formerly in foreign markets. At the higher income level
exports might be twice' as large as in 1939 and be valued at about
$980,000. An unknown amount of aluminum foil is exported annually
in the form of wrappings of packaged goods.
9

Employment

Employment in the foil branch of the aluminumn-industry is small;
total production of foils of all kinds, including lead, tin, alinum,
an-d composition foils,(approximately. 81 million pounds, valued t
19 million dollars) required the services of only 1,328 workers in
1939. If the per capita national income should rise 75 percent above
1939, employment in the foil industry might increase to about 2,000

persons.

Table: TINSEL PRODUCTS

Table: [No Caption]
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TINSEL ?RODUCTS
Tariff
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o
Wduty~~~~~~~~Rateof
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Tine!~duc&,~+
.W5..~
0per lb. +10% ad val
Lame orhi bllalinon and 8* per lb. + 0% ad yalk.
ad val Bein*s
and other
srtices,
not speally
provided
for. 80%
Woven fsibrs, ribbons, and 40% ad val

(
(IMP

180%.

Noft.-Bhds of thisel, low, 0oi~, 4 'ria dutii-teIn per. 10 (a)'of
de Taitf Act #t
193. Only, the rate shown above. on tinsel wirandam or lab arethee. Axed In the TarOf At& of
The orloDlal Tariff Act naes bullionand m
ribhW, W., an O*-w t
f gsprp
bone, a4nd
35 percnt,
45
au3 t toernt.
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I na
1 percet,
-mI,
th trade
agreemt w

1M.

teselsedet"'
wert,
ednt_,
oer ..
pho
wtb
*
Franoe.

~~~~GENERAL
Data on 'United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:'.-,
I

Apparenat
Aopi
imposU

GnntIes

Va.u_

Persons employed (number)

....,.

............

-

4

O

.-1000 ........................

t~

wspti

il.
............

'Estnte fromunblsohed data.
J," v*e*s
foreinvalue we. $50

The United States produces the bilk of its requirements of tins.!
products used in the prodwt of coarsevarieties of goods Suchas
metallic string, tassels, fringes, electric cord, and fabcfor garment
linings and drperies. United States requirements for the finest
grades of raw materials and finished goods are otly supplied
imports. The demand for metallic dress -goods and decoratonsbyis
greatly affected by style. Dres fabrics of gold and silver lame are
relatively hih priced and limited in dend=
In 1939, imports of raw materials used the production of tinsel
products, such as bullons and mel threads, lame or laha (flattened
wire), and tins w , constituted 68 percent of ;the total value of
imports of this ruand' finished articles (woven fabrics, rbbons,
tassels and; bel inip), couatituted 32 percent. France sup lied 85
percent of the total value of imports, and Germany nearly all of the
remainder.
The demand.for tinsel gift-packagingmaterials and for dress and
drapy fabrics is likely to increase with a rise in the national income.
In depression periods the demand for these materials declines sharply
but staple line such as metallic strin,- eectric-light cords, a
Christmas-4tee decorations, help to sustain the market.
During the war, imports havebeen drastically reduced, and domestic
production of tinsel products for civilian us ias been curtailed,.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of decorative metal products suh as those considered
here may imcreas substantially after the- war. The bulk of the deo
mand, as in necint pre-war years, will probably be supplied by domesi not 1iely that, in this period, imports will be
tic producers. Its
as large " in 1939, because of the time that will be required before
the foreign producers can resume exporting on a substantial wale.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Coasumidon, Production, and Imports
Per capital Income at 19*9 (wL.

It is probable that the per capital consumption would not differ
greatly from that of pre-war years, but as a result of an increase in
be larger by about 10 percent.
Population, consumption would probably
iF
as 1939.-Imports might have a landed value of $670,000
Duty
($480,000 foreign value) and production, for the domestic market
might be value ed at about 5.5 million dollars.
Dhty reduced by 60 percek.-Relatively larger imports of raw materials might be expected, as United States manufacturers of finished
goods, would probably find it profitable to obtain a larger proportion

ofetheir requirements abroad. Imports might have a landed vlue
of $840,000 ($670,000 foreign value) annually, or about 25 percent
more than with the duty unchanged, and production for the domestic
market might be valued at perhaps 5.4 million dollars-Duty increased by 60 pureent.-Imports might have a landed value of
$460,000 ($300,000 foreign value), or about 30 percent less than with
the duty as in 1939. In this event, production for the domestic
market might be valued at about 5.$ million dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher then in 19*9.-

At this higher income level, the demand for these products might
be decidedly higher and might be met by substantial increases in
both domestic production and imports.
Dty as tn 1939.-Imports might be 85-90 percent larger than under
the lower income assumption, with a landed value of about $1 260,000
($900,000 foreign value) annually. Production for the dom ic
market miuht be valued at about 9.5 million dollars.
er national- income
Duty rJW0d by 60 perent.-With both a
and a reduction in duty, the fashion for tinsel drew fabrics might
create a strong deand, and result iii imports with landed value of
1.1.6 million dollars (1.2-1.3 million dollars, foreign value) anally,
comparable to the 4-year average of the years 1934-37, which is the
most recent prod of popular demand for these products. Produce
tion for thedomestic market might be valued at about 9.3 million dollars.
Duty incraed by 60 percent.-The higher per capita income would
no doubt sustain a relatively high level of consumption, and imports
would probably still have a landed value of $775,000-$930,000
(0.5-0.6 million, foreign value), or between 25 and 40 percent ess
than with the duty as in 1939. Production for the domestic market
would probably be valued at 9.7-9.8 million dollars.

Table: [No Caption]

Table: [No Caption]
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POST-WAR IMPORTS An

Although United Ststes exports of tinel products are nt separatel
reported, they are known to have been- small; ir the past and wil
trade
probably be small the post period. Much of
has been supplied by European produc-ers.
the foreig

in

Bt~~~mployment

-

the long-term post-war period might range
1,000 and 2,500 prso, depending on
assumptions as to national income, tariff duties, and al (in any
rien year) on style factors affecting the'demand for certain items

Employment dur

anywhere

between,

say,

m this group.

MERCURY (QUICKSILVER)
Tariff paraph: 38*.
Mercury
Commodity:

( aickeilver).
25t per lb. equal to $19
per flask).

Rat of duty:

Eqtsiualem

ad

(1959): 20%.

waiorem

_

GENERAL

Data of United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

'

Apparent

lo do-oImport4 *P
For
ti
moatio
market

r

F

Tots)Fl n
port

port

tam
nptYon
wupto

-N
Pe16
266
1,324
092
1,410
1, 50
Quantity (1,000 pounds) .-.
'1337 ..........
137
Value
1,800
-1.,937
($1,000)
$1.36
Unit value (per pound) ......... 4. , $1. 50
$1.-27
721_...
.........
:.--..
Persons employed (number) -..

..........

...

.

I

.

.

.

...

.

Foreign value.

The year 1939 was scarcely representative of United States pre-war
production and trade in mercury, production and exports being relatively high and imports and consumption below average. The prevailing price was also above average. The average figures for the
years 1933-39 are shown below:
Priodnction
Ibem

Total

A(
..,

eperpti

-e1

year0(,000 pounds).

1,220

imports
i

do-m.
x
ForFe-For
astlec
ihar
tket
1,170
150
$LOS
1$..2 0.

l.I$1.22
zr$1.06
taluo
Unst
t1
.05
...........
...

.

881

Appuant

imp

to Oma-

ptlon

tion

1,051

.0U--o5-v.e*
.

._

..

..

.
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..

'4yar average; not separately claimed before 1936

The United St4tes rTnks third in world production qf mercury,
although the long-time trend of production in this country has been
markedly downward. Domestic resources are now decidedly limited
During the years 1933-39 imports on the average filled 43 percent of

;A-44tOTWWAR-t IlMPORT.,MDWM3IrC "PODUCflION
domestic requirements. The principal sources of imports are Spain,
rae
fo r
turn by theletricaI 'an'd paint industries.'. The military
(a
detonating
of
mercury
Infulminate
le
quantities
sing
not for high explosivs), in tracer bullets, and inl some pyrotechnics.
medium
The pro-war world output and sae- of mercur were controlled to a
large dere by th~e international mercur cartelj composed of the
Spanish and Italian producers, which accounted foramore than 80
perchent of world prdciUion.
-.
Duriup te war trong ?demand ad high price have brougt about
temporal
rked increase in domestic production from the already
limited resoure. Since 1940 the Metals Res~rve Company and,
later the Unite Stat Commercial Company (a Government gency)
thf metal duty'.free.
haov been making purchases abroad, importing
Domestic merury wasalso purchased i lvolme. When the
stock pile became sufficeintly large to meet requirements, domestic
purche contracts were canceled, thse mercury observation order was
revoked, and other restrictions moved (February 1944). Domestic
a
production immeately fell off.
POST*WAR SHORT TERM,

Consumption will probably be considerably ler than before the
rar. If little or none of the aihernment stock pile is liquidated, and
if foreign mercury is offed at a price not unduly enhanced by cartel
action, imports will probably be from two-fifth to three-fifths of
domestic consumption.
POS3T-WAR LONG TERM
Cnrsumpd", Preduction, sad Imports
T copiesUneome at 199 fGovLn

Consumption will. probably excceed the pre-war levels because of
developmentofmnew uses and the upwir trend in present uses. The
use of mercury inl drugs, pharmaceutical;, dyes, and; in agriculture
will probably increase maseilly. This may be offset in: part hy the
of new drugssuch sulfa
as a andpeniclli.mThe pre-wrs
increase use
upward trend in the uses of mercury by the electrical industry ain
4 automatic
the manufacture of control andrecordi!itFruaryients,
switches, awon tubes, and fluorecnt lamps, is expected to continue.
A use introduced in 1944, in the maufactur of new type of lolasting dry cell for the armed forces which ;requires mercuric oxide
asa prime component, willalso incrs consumption.
All th estimatespresed herinafter with respect the imports
(and conversely the domestic production) Qf mercy, under different
asuptions regarding national income ad rates of duty, are necenarly subject o qualification by reason of untinty as to the future
existene and policies of an internal cartel in h field. If ther
should be active Competition between Spanish and Italian producers,
Ports Intomhe United States mt different,: perhaps materal
o,in quantity and in price,than if thepr-war relli reestealishud
in oragso, theradeumightdepend'in considerable
Ese if a cartl isd

AAQ
FOS'.-W* WIMPOMT AD OStTIO IO KON
degree. on th na"ture of theolic It pum ,hether oits own
motion or unde govene
infence
The etimate4.of Unitd Sta produce a
Iso suject
4't
qualification by reason of anotherfactor of unceanty
e
indusry th It l dii
regarding the eXtent to which domestic
e
resource, further depleted. bj the abnormal la wrie produ
tion, can produce mercury atr the w'arat costs ow enough t meet
the competition of the imported metal. some of the timates of
on t account. Ox the other hnd,
production may prove too
of course, if large new deposits should be daovered, the estimates
might W undullow.
With 0 pret increase in population, the annual gumption of
mercy might approximate 2.6 million punds pr nearly one-fourth
morethn the avrage for the period,193339. It a m bl th
a decrease or incrase of 50 percent in the
dutyh eve if fully,related
in the pflce of mercury would affect consmption mat
ae it
is virtually indispb in mostof its u..
Diay s#in1W939If importS should meet about the same portage
of domestic requirements (43 percent) as before the war, they would
amount to about Li million pounds, having a fbr value close to
$776,000. Domestic production would then be about 1.4 million
pounds, valued at perhaps 15. million dollars (both value estimates
based on 1933-39 average unit vles).
D tedtsect 66sO0per.ent-If the pcinmthe Uited States should
decline by the full $9.50 av faak whach ,would be warranted by the
reduction in duty, or by th greater part of: that amout, imports
might increase to about percent of consumption, in whihcase they
would amount to about 1.4 million pounds a year, and have a forei
value of about $950,000. Domestic production would th be aut
1.1 million pounds, valued at bout 1.1 million dollars (based o the
av e 1933-37 unit value les 10 cets per pound); the operation of
some depts in thi country wotdd probably be 4iacontinued entir.
Duty ncref 60p t-If te increase in duty were reflected
more or les completely in prices, domestic production might be
somewhat greater than with an uncanged duty, but, because of the
limited reserves of ore and their decreasing metallic content, the increase would probably be small. Poducuon might increase to 60
percent of consumption (57 pere nt iin 193339), or around I.5 million
pounds a year, wit- a value of around 1.7 million dollars, based on a
unit price about cent above the pro-war average. I would
then be in the neighborhood of 1.0 million pounds, having a forei
value of about $700,000, AsumIu that the foreign producers would
not reduce their prices materially uelow prewar levels.,

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in tg*#.

Although an re i national income would have ittle t on
the consumption- of mercury in some of its uses, in others the effect
would be marked. Total consumption might approximate 3.2 million
pounds annually, or 25-30 percent more than with changed income;
With such a aar in rese in demand, together with the probable
general advance in comihodity price Idels which would accompany
such a high- national income, the price of mercury might, on the

Table: Table 1.- Mercury: Estimated quantities of consumption, imports, and production under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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asumption of no Change in duty, be around on-ffth hiher than with
an unchanged income. The price of the domestic product might be
around $1.25 per pound ($1.06 in 1933-39), and the foreign price of imports around 80 cents (69 cents in 1033-39). It is possible that a
reduction or an increase of one-half in the duty might affect somewhat
both the price of thedomestic product and the foreign price of the
imports. ~Bec~use of the strength of the demand, however, the effect
would be relatively much less marked than in the case of such changes
in duty with'national income as in :1939, and in the following estimates
*nwo adjustment of value has beeI made on this account.
Dty as in 1939.-Additional domestic production would probably
contribute~little to the increased consumption. It might rise to 1.5
million pounds, with a value of perhaps 1.9 million dollars.' Imports
would then be in the neighborhood of 1.7 million pounds, with a foreign
value of perhaps 1.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent-If the price of imported mercury should
be lower by the full amount of the duty reduction (which is not at all
--certain because of cartel control), imports would increase to perhaps
2 million pounds annually, or nearly two-thirds of domestic consump.
tion. -The foreign value of such imports might be about 1.6 'million
dollars. Domestic production would decline b about the same
quantity that imports increased. Production might thus total about
1.2 million pounds annually, valued at about 1.5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Domestic production would probably
be only slightly greater than with no change in' duty, amounting to
perhaps 1.6 million pounds, valued at 2.0 million dollars. In that case
imports would probably also be about 1.6 million pounds, having a
foreign value of perhaps 1.3 million dollars.
Summary of estimates.
The foregoing estimates are summarized in tables ;1 and 2.
TABLE 1.-Mercury: Estimated quantities of consumption, imports, and production
under the assumptions of Snate Resolution 341
[In tbouando of poumdsl
w

Period, lnoome level, and tarift treatment

ontion

2050
8
4-ZO...
1
S.-.*.,.................
Postwar long term
Per capita Income as in 1939:
-2,00
s in9Muty,
500
Duty reduced bg 5rent Duty Icreae"d DMS
pcet-........2,500
in
cpi
income
percet
higher
Per
than 1939:
76
3,200
Duty asin I
Duty reducbe 50 percent, 200
3,l200
Dutyi yd 50 perCent- _
.

.........

.

..................

~~~~~~~---------,:_-

~~~Imports
m

Quantity

Percent

880

43

Domestic
production

1,170

1, 100400
1,
1,375
55
1,125
40
1,50o
1,000
53
1,700
1,200
1 200
'2X000
62%
1,00
50
1,000

Table: Table 2.- Mercury: Sum ary of estimated post-war production and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341, in quantity and value.

Table: NICKEL
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TAsLa

Sumtnary of eWimated postwar production and import tiunder
2.-MvCury:
auumptione
in
oJf Sinat Reeolution 841,

quantiti

and

Production

walus.

Imports

Period, Income level, and tariff treatment_
I

Valu

81,170

POr
$1.06

doW#r

1, 400
1,126
1, 00

1.06
9
1.16

1, 475
1,080
1,740

1, 375
1,7000

.70
.70
.70

1, 500

1.25
1.25
1.26

1,875
2, 000

1,000

.80
.80

Quantity ,
1,000

1933-

------

------Post-war
long term:
9

Per

capital

-------

income

as

in

------

------

as

.

Foreignl

1,

1

Per

000

pound
$0.09

40

1006

1939:

I)uty In 1939
Duty reduced by p0 percent..
Duty Increasec by 60 percent.
Per capita Income 76 percent higher
than in 1939:
Duty as in 1939
.............
Duty reduced bY 50 percent .....
Duty increased by 50 pereent.._
* LASS

1,00

Quantity value VIal"e

.

1,200
1,000

1,00

1,600

770

700

1,36
1,a

1,300

.80

value.

exports.

Exports

In the past, United States exports have -been relatively small, Vs
competition in the world markets with foreign mercury is severe. ft
is not likely that this condition will change.
Employment

Peak employment, reached erlr in 1944, was approximately 1,270
of 76 percent over 1939. On the basis of the estimates given abo ve, employment in the long-term post-war period may
range between 450 and 600 persons.
men, an increase

NICKEL
Equiva-

IeW ad

Tariff

paragraph

Commodity

Rate of duty

valorem

(1989)
Nickel ore, matte, and oxide
Nickel and alloys, chief value f 2%0 per lb
10%
nickel (pigs, ingots, shot, cubes,
grains, cathodes, or similar
formal,
NOvz.-The rate on nickel and alloys In pigs, ingots, ftc., rws fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930 at 3 cent per
and was
to

1734

--

Free

389---

reduced 234 cents per pound, effective January 1, 1939, pursuant to trade agreement with
pound,
Canada. Nickel scrap was made duty-free effective March 14, 1942, until the termination of the national
emergency.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Primary ReexportI ~~Production
Prmalon
for domes-

productiontic market

Imports

788
()
uantity (1,000 pounds, nickel content).....
1,627
129, 375
'
alu ($1,000)
(-)-(-)
()
2 975
2)
Unit value (per pound)
$0. 224
......................

..........

.....

.

.

Apparent
consumption

128,836
.., ...

...

'Expokts of imported nickel contained in nickel, monel metal, and alloys with benefit of draw-beck of
cutoms duties. 'Dow not include the large exports of more advanced manufacture with benefit of draw-

back.
8
a FNot available.
vahns.

Table: [No Caption]
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Th
Ee
^ yer 1939 wras one in which imports, exports and apparent consumption were abnormally high,
here and
partly because f de
abroad in preparation for war; average data for the period 1937-39
are given below:
1'rodue-

ee.thnfor
produation pROrt I d omest4Ica
market
riay
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100

---------

E
Exports of Imported nickel-ooatained in nickel, monul metal, and lloys with benefit of driw-back of
lustoms duty. Dows not Include the large exports of more advanced manuctures with beneilt of draw'4Not available.
. Foreign value.

Nearly all United States imports of primary nickel normally come
from Canada. Domestic production of primary nickel, al1Sa byproduct of gold and copper refining, accounts for lese than 1-percent of
the apparent consumption. The future primary domestic production
will probably continue to be unimportant regardless of changes in
national income, activity in gold or copper refining, or in tariff treatment.
Normally about onequarter of the aggregate imports of nickel in all
formscenterr the United States duty-free (aE content of raw materials,
principally Ca~nadian nickel ore or nikel-copper matte), for the domestic production of the special nickel-co-pper alloy called monel metal.
The balance of the imports is in the form of nickel metal,- which is
subject to duty. During the war, as a, result of production-developed
in Cuba through United States Government assistance, appreciable
quantities of nickel oxide have entered duty-free mFo mestic refining
into metallic 'nickel. This development is not expected to continue
after the' war in the face of very serious competition by imports of
metallic nickel from Canada, although strenuous efforts are being
made to create a market for the direct use -of the nickel oxide in the
steel industry.
Most of the Canadian nickel metal (as well as the nickel matte)
imported into the United States is the product of the International
Nickel Company of Canada, Ltd., the dominant world producer.
This company is largely under United States financial "control and
imports should be regarded as intracompany transactions because
they are principally for further treatment and fabrication in companyowned plants in thei United States. The United States is the principal market for Canadian metallic nickel and is the sole market for
the monel matte.
The quoted domestic price of nickel has remained constant at 35
cents, a pound at New York since 1928, even during the war years,
although there have been some variations in the London price. The
reduction of the tariff rate from 3 cents to 2% cents. a pound by the
Canadian Trade Agreement of 1939 was not reflected in a lowerU.nited States price for nickel.
The principal consumption of nickel is in the manufacture of alloy
steels which are largely used in consumers' durable goods, such as

POST-WAR IMPOflS AIID DXMTC PbODUCTION

orT

automobites and in the ptodetio of heay -mechanized equipment.
Monel nea i ued:ins the autonmobile idustryand i the maiufa
ture of corrosion-resistint equipment:in the chemical Midustry, ahiid
other applications where'' the handling.of corrosive mate , i inwlved. 'The automotive,
aborbed about one-fourth of the
immediate pre-war years and Ithe quantity
total supply of nickel in theindustry
imported into the Uaited Staes during th yeaws 1930-39 sho* w
close relation to automobile production which,,in turn respbnd64to
changes in .pr Capitaa national income. Because other large consuming industries are,,. to a great--extent, subject to the same demand
considerations as the automobile industry and because there isi an
established technological demand for nickel and a lack of satisfatoy
substitutes in the production of alloy steels,' it is probable thatithe
future per capital demand for the metal will reflect, at least roughly,
changes occurring in general business activity,
Official statistics record exports of about. 19,000,000 pounds of.
nickel manufactures in various forms in 1939. In view of the small
domestic production of primary nickel, it is obvious that the great
part of the exports were processed in the United States from imported!
materials. Therefore, apparent consumption can be obtained by
deducting from the sum of the imports and production that part of
the exports which is in the form of nickel metal, monel metal, and,
alloys, which in 1939 amounted to 1.6 million pounds. There were
no exports of nickel ore, matte, or oxide. The remainder of the total!
of nickel exported, amounting to 17.4 million pounds, consisted principally of manufactures of nickel in bars, rods, sheets, etc.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
in the first few years after the war, it seems likely that consumption

and imports of nickel will be 50-75 percent greater than the average
of 1937-39 perhaps 150-175 million pounds, valued at 36-40 million
dollars. these estimates derive further support from the -fact that
the production of alloy steels (a major consumption of nickel) is
expected to be approximately 100 percent greater than in 1939. 'A
major factor will be the large backlog of deferred demand for automobiles and other articles which are the ultimate consumers of nickel.
-It is probable that imports of nickel and nickel raw materials will
originate almost entirely in Canada as they did before the war, since
imports of nickel oxide will probably cease if Government support is
withdrawn from the Cuban development,
POST-WAR LONG SRM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Per capital income at 1939 level.

Consumption anid imports of nickel will be somewhat higherthan the
average in the period 1937-39 because -of *the increasee in population,
and the continuance of 'the pre-war' trend toward larger per capita,
consumption' of nickel? .Consumption may reach the level of 110-125.
million pounds per year valued at re-war unit values) at about 2&

million dollars.
It is probable, that neither a 50-percent increase nor a:' percent
decrease in the relatively low tariff rate on metallic nickel would

Table: LEAD

Table: [No Caption]
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substantially affect the volume of imports and consumption, even
though suchi changes were wholly reflected iin the price of nickel in
the United States.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1in9.

It is probable that the imports of nickel would rise, roughly in proportion to the assumed rise in per capita national income in the longter period, since the production of those articles which consume
nickel in their end uses is expected to follow in a general way the
fluctuations of income. Taking into account the expected increase
In population and the pre-war trend toward increased per capita
consumption of nickel, imports of the metal may be in the range of
190-230 million pounds. This situation would remain essentially the
same should the present level of duty be either maintained, or increased or decreased by 50 percent.
If the pre-war price of nickel were to remain unchanged as during
the war, the foreign value of the imports would be 43-52 million
dollars. Were the foreign value to advance with the general price
level, the value of- imports would be considerably- greater.
Exports

The exports of nickel not consumed by domestic processing are
expected to be insignificant and will probably amount to less than 1
percent of the available supply.
Employmert

Employment in the domestic production of nickel and nickel
alloys is not separable from employment in the principal industries
of which nickel is a byproduct and cannot be determined.
LEAD
Tariff
paragraph

Rate of duty Equivalent
pound metal ad valorem
'(Per content)
. (1939)-Commodity

-34. 6%.
391 -Lead-bearing ores, flue dust, and' 15matte of all kinds.
2-- --45.1%.
Lead bullion and base bullion..
--14.9%.
2
392
BLead pigs and bars
45.7%.
LReclaimed, scrap, and alloys-- 2%¢ - -

NOE.-The above rates are those fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930. Lead-bearing ores, etc., and lead and
base bullion entered for smelting, refining, and reexport are duty-tree under bond. Pursuant to the trade
with MexioD. effective January 30 1943, the rate on ore, etc., was reduced toI cent Per pound,
agreement
with the proviso
and the rate on bunlion bars, pigs. reclafmed, etc., wa reduced to 1.. cents per pound
that, effective 30 days alter the termination of the emergency, the ratesmores, etc., will increase to 1 cents
per pound and the rate on the other products will increase to 14 o cent per pound. Under Public aw 497
of the 77th Congress, effective March 14, 1942, the duty on lead scrap was suspeded for the duration of the
emergency.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Unit v"t

QuantityJVahu

I,000 I Per 8

te
adortons
dolarJ
Production:
42 618
and be bullion) .42..96.
$10i.00
Z2, _7
Primary (from domestic ores....................800
8.72
......118890
secondary .....2.1..
8.22
.
_6
61,767
Total, or average.............................................3.
=
.

v

...

,

,,

-

w

_

--_

Table: [No Caption]
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Quantity

Item

Unit value

Value

1,409 . too
$74. 0
-o.18,to887 doPerr

For domestic consumption
.....' ,
(Including Wad entering Into articles exported with draw-back
of duty).
icr smelting, refining, and export

Imports:

.

.....

.

I

1

78,481

.....

5,'44
' 7,083

2 73.90
95,388
Total, or a average
.................................,..........
Exports:
Withdrawals from bonded warehouscs .. .(-.)..
in pigs and bars domestico
duc) (.._
... ....
Refned lead
pro
Total .............
74,392 ......
-0,743,,
,,,,,......662, 74a ....
...................-.
Apparent consumption.
to
for
domestic
the
Ratio of imports
consumption
apparent consumption (percept)-.................
.
.0
er)-'18,00_..
Persons employed (n00b
'

..

...

_

..

.

.

.

............

I 10,379 short tons of lad entered Into articles exported In 1939 with draw-back of duty.
2Foreign value.
'The statistics for exports In 1939 contain an apparent discrepancy In that the total exports are reported
to be less than the withdrawals for export from bonded smeltersand warehouses. There were probably
no exports of led produced from domestic ore.
4 Estimated.

Because exports and imports in 1939 were abnormally high and
because there were wide fluctuations of imports, exports, and domestic
productio among the individual years -of the period 1935-39, it is
not possible to give an example of an actual normal year during this
period. Data or the average of the entire period are presented
below.
Average 193l
-_

Item

Value

Quantity

J
.
_

Unit value
Per Sor*

&Od tmu doars
ion
Production:
37,798
378, 8gm
$99.77
Primary (from domestic ores and bae bullion) .,,.......
96.44
24,334
Secondary .....-.... ....,......,.0.
,960
,
96. 2
2, 132Total, or average,
6M, 815
Import:
868
For domestic consumption -,.,,..
.
2 726
11,308
,.
,,,
(Includipg lead entering into articles exported with draw-back
on duty)
' 1, 5
For smelting, refiing, and export ................................
24,527
2638.34
2,281
063.86
Total, or average............................-...36,,835
Erports
- ,,
Withdrawals from bonded warehouses24,527 ..
..... ....
8,601-.
Refined lead in pigs and bas (domestic product)
,--.....
.
Total
33,128
638 522...........--Apparent consumption-....................
Ratio of imports for domestic consumption to the apparent con..............

.

........,..

.

--

...........................,........

....

......

.

...

sumption,,(peroent)

....................
..-

....-

1.4

.

O__-.
...__

I An average of 9,061 sbort tons of lead per year entered into articles exported during the period 198
with draw-back of duty.
Foreign value.
!

I

Somewhat over half the lead consumed in the United States is used
in storage-battery plates, cable coverings, and building equipment
(gutters, pipes, etc.).- There is practically no substitution for the
metal in these uses. Another considerable quantity, probably about
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6ome-sith, I used in e , *here It encounter active competition
s particulaly zinc.
fro other matei lThe
remaining;onethird
enters into a variety of othr products, chiefaong w
aunisolder) talking and bearing metals, and tetraethyl-leaded
tion;~foo
gasoline.
Secondary recovery of lead is normally about 40 percent of the consumption of refined lead in pigs and bars.
Except for the period 1936-37 the United States has long been a
net importer of lead; the excess of imports over exports prior to 1940,
however, was very small. About three-fourths of the imports during
the period 1935-39 entered duty-free under bond for smelting, refiliing, and export. The lead content of dutiable raw mates imported wras, in most years, -about equal to the lead content of exported
manufactures (mainly batteries, cable, and lead pigments) upon which
draw-back of duty was paid.
During the war the domestic consumption of lead has increased to
unprecedented levels (1I126,000 short tons in 1943); the increase in
impert (mostly imported by the Governmet duty-free) has been
very much greater than that in domestic production, and for the first
time a large proportion of the United States requirements of lead have
been supplied by imports.
Practically all of the imports of lead, both before and during the
war, have come from Mexico (the chief source), Canada, Newfoundland, and Peru. From about 1933 until 1941 imports were principally in the form of ore, bullion, and base bullion; imports of refined lead, scrap, and other forms were of minor importance during
this period.
In general, tile mining of lead ore has been under separate ownership and control from its treatment in smelters and refineries. The
single exception has been in the operations of the American Smelting
and Refining Company, which treats ores, concentrates, and bullion
produced by Mexican subsidiaries of the company in smelters and
refineries located in the United States. The treatment plants of this
organization in the United States produced about three-fourths of
the total refined lead output of the United States. (from domestic and
foreign ores) in the 4 years 1936-39, but a large proportion of the
material treated originated at mines other than those owned by the
company.
Except for 1936 and 1937, when the United States was a net exporter of lead (even without counting lead in articles exported with
benefit of draw-back of- the duty), the New York price of the metal
has generally exceeded the London price by about 1N cents per
pound, or the amount of the tariff on lead in ores and-matte. World
production of lead has been rather sensitive to price change, and price
increases have soon resulted in more metal being placed on the market;
conversely, price declines have resulted in curtailing the supply.
It is probable that the maximum United States capacity for mine
production of primary lead is somewhatless than 500,000 short tons
a year. Depletion of ore bodies, declining grade of ore, and -nreased
mining costs as development is carried further underground, all
limit the production from known domestic sFuryes It is, of coutnle,
impossible to foresee possible discovery of new sources, but for V,
fairly long period in the past no major discoveries have been made.
That price increases. will not materially raise the maximum figure of
--
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b
eapaiyha ben`eyidene4$d by' th* eerie th,waiinie ptemthim
price pa ents. TI. In 1942, w ithnavere raied price of neay
7 cents eiwpod
( Inelig :pretmu n pytent), X Umpaid th a
market price 6f 5 't 0 cets, the domestic industry produced oilyt.
little more than :40,000 shoit atons of primaty lead. In 1943, with
the realized price increased by 14 percent t an average of more than
8 centsp' t pound, the pouction Wasleos than in 1942 but this was
mine
rather than
ixtadequate
largely due to manpower shortage
capacity. 'It is probable that in the long-taem post-war period, domestic production frnih present known sourcsw-*ill not rise mtuch if
any, above 450,000-500,060'tons. It is obvious that iif imprtnt
new discoveries are made, this estimate might be entirely too low.
In an emergehey it might, be possible to' increase the production from
present known sources temporarily to more than 500,000 tons.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the first few years after the war the great backl of demand
for automobiles and new construction will, in all probability, be
reflected in demands for lead in'the neighborhood of twice the 1935-39
average.. Secondary recovery of lead will probably -be well -below
the normal percentage of consumption, because of the loss of battle
scrap which will not be available to the domestic industry. Lmports
many times larger than in the pre-war years will probably be needed
to supplement primary domestic production.
POST-WAR LONG tERM
Consumption, Producdon, and Imports

The basic causal factor, affecting the relation between production
and imports in the post-war period will presumably be the fact,
mentioned above, that unless unforeseeable new sources of supply are
developed, the average annual output of domestic mines will probably
not exceed 450,QOO-500,000 tons, even if the price of lead should be
much higher than before the war. Secondary recovery is substantially
proportional to consumptionn. being normally equal to about 40 percent of the quantity consumed. Whatever may be the excess of
consumption over domestic production of primary and secondary
metal must be-made up by imports.
Per capita income at 1935 level.

Duty as in, 1989.-The per capital consumptionl of lead would presumablyI be omewhat greater than before the war because of the'
general trend toward greater use of articleswhich contain lead, such
as batteries. This factr together with th6 increase in population
might result in an average consumption, 'With no change in duty, of
about 750,000 short tons annually, as' compared -with the average of
637,000 tons in the pta-war period. About 300,000 tons would then
be recovered 'from secondary-souides, leaving the requirements for
primary ltad about 450,000 tons.
The price 'of lead iti the United States would probably be about
the same' 'as during; ths pge-war period, or about $100 per ton! 'At
this level domestic production of primary lead would probably be
Many In the Industry contend the price will be higher. If a higher price Is assumed, estimates of
post-war production and trade would have to be modifed.
71283-45-80
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somewhat below maximum capacity, amounting to, perhaps 425 000
tons- with a value of about 42.5 million dollars. Imports (not including material smelted or refined in bond, or',material entering into
articles exported with benefit of draw-back) might be of the order of
25,000 tons, with a foreign value (at about the average pre-war level
of $64 per ton) of around 1.6 million dollars.
Duti reduced by 60 percent.-Consumption of lead, at a given level
of national income, is relatively inelastic. Nevertheless, changes in
duty by as much as 50 percent might increase or decrease the-price of
lead enough to affect somewhat the amount consumed. A reduction
of the duties by 50 percent might result in the consumption of asmuch
as 775O000 tons, as compared with 750,000 tons with duties unchanged..
Such i reduction in duties would have a material effect on the ratio
of-imports to production. If, as a result, the price of lead in the
United States (about $100 per ton in the period 1935-39) should
fall to about $95 per ton, the working of certain domestic deposits
and ores might become unprofitable. Hence the domestic mine production might be appreciably lower than with no change in duty
amounting perhaps to around 400,000 tons having a value of around
38 million dollars. The foreign producers would probably raise their
prices somewhat as well as their share in the supply. Imports might
become about 75,000 tons, or about 17 percent of consumption of
primary lead with a foreign value of about $70 per ton, amounting
to about 5.25 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-The domestic price of lead would
presumably increase somewhat, perhaps to $105 per ton. This might
have some effect in reducing consumption, perhaps to around 725,000tons, requiring around 425,000 tons of primary metal. The great
bulk of this requirement would presumably be supplied by domestic
mines, their output at the price suggested above, being valued at
about 45 million dollars. Imports, apart from material for reexports,
would probably be very small.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

High per capita income favors large consumption of capital goods
and of luxuries and semiluxuries. Demand for many products containing lead is, therefore, materially affected by the level of income.
On this income assumption, the consumption of lead might be from
50 to 60 percent greater than with income at the 1939 level (estimated
above at 750,000 tons). With the duty as in 1939, therefore, it might
total Li-1.2 million tons annually, compared with an average of
637,000 tons in the pre-war period. Secondary recovery from scrap
lead would presumably be around 450,000 tons annually, leaving the
consumption of primary metal of the order of 650,000-750,000 tons.
The strong demand for lead with high national income, particularly
if it be assumed that income in other countries will also be at a high
level, would, of course, tend to raise the price. With no change in
duty, the domestic price might become from- $120 to $130 per ton as
compared with about $100 before the war. The stimulus to production would be so strong--that, whatever be the level of the duty,
domestic mines would probably be operated close to their maximum
capacity, above estimated as from 450,000-500,000 tons annually.

Table: Table 1.- Lead: Estimated post-war consumption, imports, and production (primary) under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341, in quantities
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production to be
Tidy as in: 1989.-suming primary beltweep
450,000 and 600,000 tons, is v UB at the price level above mentioned,
would be from 54 to 65 million ollas. Imports would supply the
remainder of the consumption, or somewhere between 150,000 tons
(based on minimum estimate of consumption minus maximum
estimate of production) and 300,000 tons (maximum estimate of
consumption--minus minimum estimate of production), or 2 O40
percent of primary consumption. The foreign unit value of imports
would probably be about $100 per ton.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Some reduction in price would presumably take place, which might--increase the consumption 3 to 4
percent above the figure estimated on the bris of an unchanged rate
of duty. Consumption thus might become 1,135,000-1,250,000 tons,
including 685,000-800,000 tons of primary metal. With domestic
production from 450,000-500,000 tons, imports would be within the
range of 185,000-350,000 tons, or roughly 25-50 percent of primary
consumption. Estimates of unit prices and total values of production
and imports are given in table 2, the methods used being parallel to
those already set forth.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-As the result of a slightly higher
price, consumption of primary metal might fall to between- 615,000
and 700,000 tons. Domestic production would stilfbe at maximum
capacity (say, 450,000 to 500,000) and imports would range between
115,000 and 250,000 tons, or 18 to 35 percent of consumption of
primary lead.
Summary of estimates.

The foregoing estimates are summarized in tables 1 and 2.
TABLE 1.-Lead: Estimated poet-war consumption, imports, and production
mvzry) under the assumptions of Senate Resolution 341, in quantities
[In thousands of tonxa
Imports
Consumption
- ____-_-- Period, income level, and term treatment

Total

I

From domestic ores and bae btdllon.

Produc

Percent of

Second. Primary Quantity prim

637 -25
382
19-39 ;.............
Post-war long term:
Per capita income as in 4939:
460
750 . 300
..
.
...
.
Duty as In 1939 ...
300
776
476
Duty reduced by W0 percent........
6
42
300
...
Duty increased by 60 percent....
Per capit income 76 percent above
6-750
450
Duty as in 139 .1,10..1,200
8-8
450
Duty reduced by 0percent. ,136-1, 250
450 016-700
Duty increased by 60 Iroent-1, 1610

(prim

triuo-

(tI
ary)P

11

3

379

2X

6
16

426

75
.....

150300
l83b
116-280

..........

23-0
27-44
19-36

400

425

40-500
450-00
48-500

Table: Table 2.- Lead: Sum ary of estimated post-war production (primary) and imports for consumption under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341, in quantities and values
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40

0 115-126
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51 7-42,5
a8 7-7.65

425

4.0-.

50-500
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r

105, la4-& 7
9 lOL 92

domestic ores and base bullion. As to unit prices, see footnote 1, p. 451.

Exports

The exports of lead produced from domest6 fre (though not reported separately from the general domestic t.. p r of other lead)
Are known to be small, the maximum2 volukne _Ing represented by
the difference between total domestic exports of lead and the withdrawals of lead from bonded smelters and warehouses. During the
period 1935-39 this difference averaged 8,601 short tons compared
to a total domestic production of 633,815 short tons, or iess( than
1 % percent. In tables 1 and 2 the production estimates include no
allowance for exports of lea-of domestic mine origin. It seems inprobable that the future export trade in domestically produced lead
will exceed its insignificant pre-war volume, and it may readily cease
altogether.
Employment
1939 about 8,000 persons were employed in the domestic lead

In
mnines and about 8,500 in lead smelters. The figure for employment
in lead mining may include some workers engaged primarily in zinc
minin- because of the association of the two metals in the -ore. Employment does not vary proportionately with variations in the amount
of lead smelted; under certain conditions, an increase, of 10 percent
in the number of workers would probably be sufficient to handle at
least 50 percent more smelter production.
' The actual eipoits of lead produced from domestic ore may be somewhat lewa than this maximum beCadie there Is - limited exportation of lead metal derived from Imported ore Dr bullion which has paid duty
(instead of being treated In bonded smelters or warehouses) but which receives a drw-back of that duty

when exported.
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GENERAL

Data on United Statee productioiB, in~ports, exports, and consumption for 39 are given in the following table:
item

Quantity'

Unit ak.lU

Value

.of tow.
$1-IIO
Cea7e per l.
. Perf
United States mine produdtin
I 0 ..,710
i ..
,
............0......
......
from
400
old swrap-4,00
Recovered
Total production-.....408
#104
6
.
.a #07
Imports:
r,
;-!
_
_
--z
3a3
33
y'or ultfyand o(ree in bond).-9,217
1.0
For do eto conumptlon ..................-4,885
0
2;
3, 233
Total ImPors----48
4
367*
........3.......,5...
7t,
tO2
.......

............

.......... .. O.
¢w.,
......

..

... .,.,

.....

...........

......

-----

Exors

from bonded smelters
9,217
.
-Wilthdrawals
I5 , 143
Domestic expOr-

324.

-

..----......

-1,7752 . . ............
Total eXports
145
7.2
.-----------------------.14,360
2, 076
4
Apparent cansumption-_. ....................
071597
.,
-8,-9
---&
Ratio of Imports for conumption to apparent con-

.................

.--plorp

r

t ----

....

--

.

.

.

--sumption (Percent)-.*.9-..,
--

--

--

-

--

--

--

--

.

.

.

.

..

.....

.....

...........
-

- All quAntityl* gure refer'to metal conent.' Value estimated in tetms of metal and does not reprfment value of ore at mine. Hereinafter value ot
domestic jroductho s exped In samoe maer.
1939 draW-back was paid on Ly,= tons of sino in manufactured artiles ,wiielxprtation.
Duoreng
Unit value for ths combilnaton of class h little meaning because of the great diffierime tae unit
values of the individual products.

for conversion to
About 85 percent of all zinc ore goes to smiel
metal; the remaining 15 percent is. used directly in the production of
zinc oxide and other zinc chericaLis The' metal is used largely, in
galvanizing, in alloyin with copper to make bra 'i,
and inboiler plats,
die castings, and varnus' other Metallurgical uses. United States
consumption of zinc metal over lc period before the wAr inreased
i cerain
per year,
at an average rate of al6u7t 5 percent;
although
years it fluctuated widely, depending upon economic conditions . Consumption (including primary and secondary metal) ra'ged frm' l6't
300,000 tons (1932) tkinearly 700,000 tons (1939). The 19353 8
annual average of approximately 600,000 tons
more represents
tive of pre-war consumption than the 689,000 itns consumed in 1939.
During the- period 1936-38 the average annual mine production
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fte United States was 559,000 tons, and the average annual imports
for domestic consumption, 19,600 tons.
The unit values of 1939'for domestic production and imports are a
fairly
satisfactory basis for estimating-unit values in the post-war
period. In that year the average unit value of the domestic mine
was 5.2 cents per pound, or $104 per ton, while the average
production
or the zinc contirrt-of imports (for domestic consumption) was $50
per ton. This wide difference was due only in part to the duty and
the costs of transportation. It resulted -largely from the fact that
the value for the domestic products is computed on the basis of the
extracted metal including the cost of smelting and refining, whereas
a large part of the imports entered in'the form of ore or concentrates,
the unit value of the metal contained being exclusive of the costs of
smelting and refining.' It is likely that in the post-war period imports will also be largely in the form of ores and concentrates, and
unit values'of imports have been estimated on the assumption'that.
the ratio of ores to extracted metal in the imports will be about the
same as before the war. In recent years imports have come mainly
from Mexico, Canada, and Peru. In addition, crude metal has been.
imported from Mexico, Canada, Belgium, and Poland.
The United States zinc-smelting capacity at present is much larger
than the domestic mine capacity; as part of the smelting capacity was
built to treat foreign concentrates. After 1935, because of a rising
consumption and a decline in the grade of domestic ore, it became
necessary, even before the war, to import increasing quantities of
ore or concentrates. The war has accentuated the dependence of
the United States upon foreign sources for part of its consumption of
zinc-bearing raw material. Imports during the war,whether of
ores or metal, have been largely brought in by Government agencies,
free of duty.
The United States smelter capacity has increased in the war years
by 35 percent (the major expansion occurring in Montana and
Texas), and'during this period 40 percent or more of the ores and
concentrates treated by domestic smelters have been imported, notwithstanding a marked increase in domestic mine production. Imports previous to 1939 werelargely ore entered free in bond forsmelting
refining, and re-export, and crude metal on which draw-back of duty
was paid on exports of products containing zinc. In 1939 and subsequent years imports for consumption became much larger. A
substantial part of the imports has been material produced by
American-controlled concerns.
Zinc ores in most foreign countries are much higher in zinc content
than those in the United States. Before the war,, thedomestic price
of zinc metal was approximately the world price plus the duty.
Domestic mine outputbas varied directly with the United States
price of the refined metal. Cost of production varies widely from,
mine to mine; as prices go up, more mines come into production,
and as prices go down, many mines become submnrginal andcease
to operate. In the past with zinc at 4 cents per pound,mine pl.t'
auction has been roughly 400,000 tons; at 5 cents, 550,000 tons
at 6 cents, 650,000 tons; at 7 cents, 700,000 tons; at 8 cents, 750,00
I
InJW, IAO tonsof 40tiablestln waee mrwot the km ofkbt*,pFix or RO,,, of which tb~o
unit Yoksoe w about $4pW to", Abou tons(dutble)
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tens. In view 6f depletion of the higher gride ores in som6 areat,
domestic production in the long-term post-war' period may not be
able to adjust itself so readily to changes in price.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM'

Assuming national income to, continue high, consumption of zinc
is likely to be substantially above the average in 1935-38, because of
the widespread u:se of zinc in civilian products for which there is a
large backlog of demand, as wel as exceptionallylarge -requirements
for repair work, replacements, and industrial rehabilitation. Primary
production iln the United States may continue at about the. rate
in 1939 (which was above the 1935-38 average) if the price is maintained at approximately present lvels. Production, however, is
likely to be considerably below the wartime figures. Imports for
consumption will probably be two or three times greater than in 1939.
The bulk of the imports will probably be in the form of ore.
POST-WAR LONG TERM _
Consumption, Production, and Imports

In the following analysis it is intended to estimate, as
ely as
practicable, the imports of zinc,. whether in the form of ore or of metal,
for final consumption in the United States, and the domestic mine
production of zinc, exclusive both of secondary. zinc !produced from
scrap and of zinc smelted or refined from imported material. There
may be in the future an even larger business than before the war in
the importation of ores for treatment in bonded smelters, without
payment of duty, and expo, tation of the resultant metal. This
branch of the business is, of course, independent of changes in the
rate of duty.
The basic assumption which underlies the estimates of domestic
production and imports is that the long-time past trend toward depletion of deposits of zinc in the United States, particularly of low-cost
deposits, will continue, and that domestic production may not hereafter be able to react as readily to in, ze' in demand or advance in
prices as it did before the war. If this' assumptionn proves to be correct, the very large consumption of zinc uider conditions of high
national income would result in a groat increase inl imports and only
a moderate, increase in domestic production. On this assumption also,
a 150-percenit reduction of duty would tend materially to increase imports and to reduce production' because the consequeflt lowering in
price would mal-*-ome of the domestic mines unprofitable' on the
other hand, a 50-percent iInerease in duty'would increasO domestic
production and lemsen imports only within relatively narrow limits.
It is, of course, possible that fairly large new deposits of low-cost
zinc may be discovered in the post-war period. In that case all the
estimates hereinafter presented regarding production would be too
low and those regarding imports too high.
Per capita income at 19ot level.
The per cpita consumption of zinc in all forsn might be about
one- eighth greater than the pre-war average, as the result of growth
of population and of some expansion in the use of the metal. Consumption,' with no change in the rate of duty, might thus amount to
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roughly 675,000 tons, -of which about 80 000 tons wold be secondary
metal roewvered
from old sp and abot 81500 tons would be
50 percent change in the duty in either diction
A
primary metal.
would raise or lower prices considerably ad might afect consumption by as much as 3 or 4' percent or possibly even more.
-DE. as; in 199.-Although it is probable that the price of zinc,
even with no increase in national income, will- be somewhat higher i
,the post-war period than before the war, domestic production- of
primary zinc may not be as t before the war, for reasns alleadysuggested. It my be 500,000-550,000 ton, compared with 559,000
tons i4-935-38, with a-value of about'120 per ton, or a total of-606
million dollars. Oni this assumption regarding production, imports
(for consumption)- might be 65,000-115,000 tone, which; at average
unit value ,perhaps 20 percent higher than before the war, might have
a foreign value of 3.9-8.9 million dollars.
Duti, reduced by 50 percent-This would presumably result: in a
domestic price about $10 per ton lower than with the duty asM in 1939.
As a consequence2 consumption might be 3 or 4 percent greater thav.
with no change m duty, or possibly even more. The lower price
would presumably make the operation of some United States minlles
unprofitable. Production of primary zinc might be about 10 percent
les than with no change in duty, amounting to 450,000-500,000 tons,
with a value of 49-55 million dollars. Imports would increasewith
the increase in consumption and the reduction in domestic production;
they might;amount to 140,000-190,000 tons.- Presumably the foreign
Price of zinc would rise somewhat, so that the imports might have a
value-of 0-12 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-The price in the United States would
probably rise appreciably, perhaps to $130 per ton. This would
lessen consumption somewhat, stimulate domestic -production to a
degree, and reduce imports materially.- Domestic production of
primary zinc might be 525,000-575,000 tons (about 6 percent more
than with the duty as in, 1939), with a value between 68-25 million
dollars. Imports might be from 15,000-65,000 tons, which, at a unit
value presumably, somewhat lower thn' with no change in duty,
might have a total foreign value of 0.8-3.6 million dollars.
Per capita Income 76 percent higher than in 19*9.

At a Yghh income level the demand for both' producer And consumer
goods cc +aining- zinc would be strong. It is improbable, however
that the a*unsumption would be ;affeted as much as would 'that of
most-of the other metals for the reason that it is more possible to
economize in the use of zinc and to substitute other metals and nonmetallic materials for it. Consumption might be about one-third
greater than with income at the 1939 level, in which case, assuming
the duty to be as in 1939, it would bearobund 900,000Atons annually,
of which presumably about 820,000 tons would consist of primary
metal. The consumption of primary metal might be about 25,000
tons greater if the-duty were reduced by 50 percent and about 25,000
tons less if it were increased by 50 percent.
It is. possible that domestic mines, with their limited reserves could
not increase their production in the same ratio as the increase in consumption, even though prices would probably be materially higher
than with income as in 1939.
-hDus2 as in 1939.-Under the stimulus of high prices, domestic
production of primary zinc might be about 50,000 tons greater than

Table: Table 1.- Zinc: Estimated quantities of post-war consumption, mine production (for domestic market), and imports for consumption under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

Table: Table 2.- Zinc: Sum ary of estimated post-war mine production and imports for consumption under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341, in quantities and values
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an.
unchanged
income; it might total 550,00-00,000
on the assumption of un
ht rise to a h as
a $150 per to,tons which ita price which
wouid haVe 'a;ilue& of 82.540 ilhioh dolUrs. Aitry cnsierble
would have tobe met by imporit.
of the lar su4ptioi
propoition
which n'iit be fromh 226tlO-270,000 tons' d `might have a unit
value of ar6u&d $7b6pe' t. , on which basis the tota foreign value
would be 16.5-20.2 million dollars
Duty redned orsnzeaed by 60 perit.-The hng es in coisumption, pOrod tioi imports and prcs which would result from a re-.
duction or' a increae of 50 percent in the duty would be of th6 same
nature as udier the assumption of national innmei asin 1939.
MO

Summary of estimates.

The foregoing estimates are summarized in tables 1 and 2.
TABLE 1.-Zine: Estimated qnitiee f post-war consumption min4 production
(for domestic market), a import. fo consumption under tfi aesumpione of
Senate Resolution 341
[In tb',unnds of short tous metal content]
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TABLYJ 2.-Zinc: Summary of estimated post-war mine production and import. for
consumption under the assumption. of Senate Resolutton 341, in quantities and
values
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Exports

As already stated, the present report does not cover the business of
smelting and refining foreign zinc ores and concentrates in bond with
the exportation of the resultfnt product. There was before the war
a rather small trade of this character and the quantities may be somewhat greater in the post-war period.
Before the war there was practically no exportation of ores and
concentrates or of metal of domestic origin. Moreover, most of the
exports of manufactures of zinc in more advanced forms (principally
sheets and strips) were manufactured from imported metal on which
there was a draw-back of duty. It is improbable that the United
States will export domestic zine ore or metal in appreciable quantities
in the post-war period.
Employment

At its wartime peak the zinc industry of the United States had a
total employment of about 25,000 (10,000 in mining and 15,000 in
smelting). Figures for the pre-war period are not available but they
may have been from onefourth to one-third lower. If the preceding.
estimates regarding domestic production of zinc in the post-war
period prove to be correct, the employment in the mines in this countrwill not be very different from the Pre-war figure, It will be
affected to some extent by changes in national income and in the rate
of duty. If, however, imports for consumption in the post-war
period are large, and if a large fraction of the imports enter in the
form of ores and concentrates, the zinc-smelting industry of the
United States may employ as many persons as in the pre-war period,
or even perhaps considerably more.
MECHANICS' HAND TOOLS, N. S. P. F.
Tariff parara ph: 396.
Mechanics' hand tools, n. s. p. t.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
45% ad val.
Noz.-The rate fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930 was 46 percent. It was increased to M6 percent on alumli
num folding rules only, effective January 13, 1933, by Presidential proclamation under section 336 of the

tariff-act.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Produotloni
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XLanded value; foreign vale was $176,000.
Estimated.

This report covers a variety of hand tools such ae axes, bits, braces,
calipers, chisels, countersinks, gimlets, gouges, hammers, micrometersphanme, pipe tools, rules, screw drivers, vises, and wrenches.
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The industries which manufacture these articles also produce other
hand tools used by carpenters farmers, garagemen, plumbers, 4nd
iron workers, which, are covered by other tariff provisions.
Hand tools manufactured in thfe United States enjoy a high repu.
tation for quality both in this country and abroad. This accounts
for substantial exports in many of the classifications.
Imports of these tools in 1939 were exceptionally small. For
example, imports amounted to, $380,000 landed value ($238,000 foreign
value) in 1937. Measurbig tools were the predonpinant items imported in 1939, accounting for approximately two-thirds of the total
value. In 14)39, as well as in 1937, Germany. supplied about twothirds of the total value of all categories. Sweden was the next
largest source. Previous to 1939, Japan shipped to the United Sites
sundry low-quality tools,,.
Price mav be a relatively unimportant factor in the selection of
tools by skilled mechanics; they are -inclined to buy tools made by
well-known American concerns rather than foreign tools of led certain quality. On t'he othershand, it may; be assunmed that price is an
important factor in regard to tbols sold fr occasional home and commercial use, although even here brand reputation has much ifuene.
Accordingly, the effect of reductions or increases in the duty might
be confined, largely to the "utility" and the lower-quality articles.
The imports of some high-grade tools produced from special steels
might also be increased by a lowering of the dutiefor example,
certain alloy-steel tools made in Sweden.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Distribution of most kinds of mechanics' hand tools has been
restricted during war years largely to those directly engaged in the
war effort. This has resulted in an accumulated demand from other
users. Production of these tools in the immediate post-war years
may, therefore, be substantially greater than in 1939. Imports will
probably be much smaller than before the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, production, and Imports

19*9 level.
Because of a level of construction activity considerably higher than
in 1939 (even with no increase in per capita income), consumption of
these tools may be 25 percent greater in value than in 1939 and may
amount to about 50 milion dollars; part of this increase in value may
result- from the use of better quality (higher priced) steel than was
used in the 1930's in the production of many of these tools. This
may apply particularly to edge tools, as well as to tools exposed to
heavy duty or exceptional wear. It' is likely also that a higher
quality of metal will be employed in most imported tools.
Duty a8 in 1.939.-Imports may account for nearly 1 percent of
domestic consumption, or about,*$450,000 landed value ($300,000
foreign value). fnthat caw, production for the domestic market
would amount to about 49.5 million dollars. Because imports are
so small a part of consumption, this same figure may be taken as the
Per capita income at
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approximate value whether the duty should be decreased or iicreased
by 50 percent.
Duty reduced btj60 p.ereent-This' my have z6onide;ble effect
with respect to imports of precision measuring tools (mroetr
rules, bevels, and the; like) as well as of some of the-higher-priced
edge. ools. It might also cause ain imports of low-pri
t"ls from Japan. Imports might be about 1% percent of domestic
consumption, or sy, $800000 lauded value ($500,000 foreign value).
Duty inwr'eae by, 60 percent.-Tis would ffect adverely importation of measuring and other tools of higher qualities as well as of
cheap Japanese tool. Imports might fal off to not much, over onehalf of 1 percent of domesticc-onsumption, or sayO to about $300,000
landed value ($200,000 foreign value.)
i

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

At this higher level of income, which would cause avery rge
activity in constructAQn, ri substantial increase in d d for mechanics' hand tools, bth forei and domestic, w d presumably
occur, amounting to about 40 to 60 percent above the consumption at
ay b
the 1139 income Jerel. A substantial part of the zcre
ie
an
inc
the result of higher qualities and partly because of
reah
ight
prices for tools of a given graie. Domestic consiumption
a value of a p proximatey 75 million dollars. Pioduetion for the
domestic market would be not much above or below 74 million dollars
of three assumptions regarding the duty,
any
under
in
as
Duy
1939.-Imports might be aout 1 percent of domestic
consumption, or approximately $750,000 landed value ($500,000
foreign value).
1Duy reducety 60 percent. Import ht be about I% percent
of domestic consumption, or 1.1 nlion dollars landed value ($700,000
foreign value).
Duty increced by 50 percevn.-Importo miht tal off to about
three-fourths of 1 percent of domestic consumption, or about $00,0
landed value ($300,000 foreign value).
Exports

About 7 percent of the value of the United States production of
these classifications of hand tools in 1939 was exported. Canada,
the Un(ted Kingdom, Australia, Mexico, and Brazil were the leading
markets. . Probably the value of export may amount to 4 million
dollars in the long-term post-war period if per capital income is at the
1939 level,- and may be 6.5 million dollars if the per capital income
increases 75 percent.
EmPloymeat

These hand tools are to a large extent produced in industries
which also manufacture other tools and associated articles. It is
estimated that there may have been ini 1939 around 7,500 workmen,
mnost of whose time was engaged iri the manufacture of the tools
covered by this report. Probably 8,200 to 8,500 might be so employed
in the post-war period if the per capita income of 1939 ptervils, while
9600 to I0,000 may be So engaged with an income level 75'Ofeent
aiove that of 1939.

Table: [No Caption]
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SIDE FASTENERS
Tariff paragraph: 397.
Metl Zippers (slide fastners).
CommodityV
Rate of duty:
66% ad va.
oiWO wa. 4
NoTS.-Tbe rate Impsed by tbX

W percent,

efetive Jul 3,1W6,by

dental protlo
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Data on United Stites' Orduction, imports, and consumption for
"
1939 are givenfbelow:
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The United States is the leading producer and consumer of slide
fasteners. Production increased steadly from about 25L million zipped
in 1929 to Approximately 500 million in 1041. Most of the fasteners
were sold to manufacturersho inmrporated them in-articles which
they produced. Probably not more than 5 pert were soldat rtil.
In 1935 over half of ti-zippes sold- in the United States (domestic
and imported) were used Oni handbags, sweaters, and jacket.. The
rest were used on a wide variety of wearing appar3l, blo luggage,
brief cases, and other articles.
The domestic producers met severe competition in the- domestic
market from foreignn ufacturers during e firsthal of the 1930's.
ecuded from.entry
Certain types of ftner and parts were thlen
into the Unted Sttei on the ground of p t ifriment, and the
rate of duty, was incread a 6ut- 5 percent b Presdetromn
tion. However, nports eontnued to increa until 198 w e
44 million zippers were imported, representing About 20 percent ofy
total domestic consumption.
Japan has $enelly supplied 85 to 90 percent of the United States
imports, but n 1935 and 1037 Cizeesilgoviakia sPplie40 percent and
Seva oth E a countri and Can-.
20 percent, reectiveVYada have suppled iult aqusnities at tis. The panese fas .
om other countries
teners are considerably lower in price tha h
in
and have, in general, been lower in quality, and e uiforM PM
During the war, pucton of slide fastenersh been severely curtailed becauseity of mals; imports have been vrma.
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nsumptio' will probably be subsantlly higher than ini 1939
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being found for slide fasteners. The demand will be supp Hi chiefly
by domestic manufacturers, imports probably supplying lee, than 10
percent.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Produceton, and Imports
Per capita income at 199t level.

Consumption might amount to about 400 million fasteners annually
or about 20 percent more than in 1939, by reason of increase both in
population and in the number of ways in whic ippers are used.
Changes in rates of duty would probably not have sufficient effec
on consumption to warrant separate estimates. They might, however,
affect materially the ratio of imports to domestic production.
Duty aein 1989.-If imports of fasteners continue to decline as
before the war, they probably would supply not more than 5 percent
of consumption, or about 20 million with a foreign value -(at pre-war
unit values) of about $440,000. Domestic production in that case
would -amount to about 380 million fasteners, valued (at pre-war
prices) at about 23 million dollars.
Duly reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would probably supply a
substantially larger share of the market than in 1939, .probably
between 15 and 20 percent, or about 70 million. They might include
a larger proportion of higher-priced fasteners than with an unchanged
rate of duty, and have an average foreign unit value 'of about 33%
cents each; in that case the foreign value of imports would be
about 2.5 million dollars. United States production would then total
about 330 million zippers, valued at about 20 million dollars.
Duty increa8ed by 60 percent-Probably only about half as many
fasteners would be imported as under the 1939 rate of duty, or about
10 Million zippers, valued at about $220,000.. United States producers
would supply about 390 million fasteners, valued at about 23.5
million dollars.

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19".9

Slide fasteners enter into many articles for'which high income tends
to increase demand greatly. Consumption might be about 50 percent
higher than at the lower income level, or about 600 million zippers
Prices of the fasteners might be 10 to 15 percent higher than with
income as in 1939.
ratio of imports to consumption would
Duty. 7s in 1939.-The
as under the lower income level, about 5 perprobably be the
cent. Imports in that case would amount to about 30 million fasteners
with a foreign value of about $750,000. Domestic manufacturers
would then supply around 570 million fasteners valued at about

some

238.5 million dollars.
Duty reduced bya 60 psecent.-As under the lower income level,
imports would probably be much larpr and include a larger proportion of higher priced fasteners than under the 1939 rate o duty.
Imports might supply 15 to 20 percent of the total consumption or,
say, about 105 million fasteners with a foreign value of 4.2 miflion
dollars.; United States production would then amo?,4t to/approximately 500 million fasteners, valued at about 33,5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent-Imports. would probably supply
(around 15 million zippers or onl about half as many as under the 1939
rate of duty, with a foreign value of about $375,000. United States

Table: [No Caption]
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production would then account for about 585 million, valued at
roughly 39.5 million dollars.
Exports

Exports have been small and 8s foreign producers can undersell
the United Sta tes pmducers, in foreign marketA, it is not likely that
the United States will materially improve its position as an exporter.
Employment

The number of workers employed will probably rise, especially
undei the high income level, and might range between 10,000 and
15,000 persons.
SILVERWARE, STERLING'
Tariff paragraph: 397.
Sterling silver tableware (except cutlery) and silver mianu.
Commodity:
fractures, not specially provided for.,
Rate of diw:
50% ad V-l.
Nor:.-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 was B6 percent ad valorem, which was reduced to 50 percent
effective January 1,1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with the United Kingdom. The ratewast urther
reduced to 32S percent, etTective January 30, 1943, puirs t to the trmde agreement with Mexico, with
reservation ofthe riht to withdraw or modify the redu tion after termination of the emergency.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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'Sterling silver hollow ware, novelties, trophies, toiletware, and other articles; total production of sterling
ilverware Including flatwae (which Includes cutlery) was valued at $17,109,000.
Landed value; foreign value was $19m,000.
No avaiable; employment In the sterling silver branch of the silverware industry is estimated et 3,000

Modern sterling-silver tableware and silver manufactures dutiable
under paragraph 397 include chiefly hollow ware such as tea --sets,
bowls, vases atnd compotes. Similar silver articles made before 1830,
which are duty-free, are the subject of a separate section in this
report (antiqtie silverware, par. 1811); silver knives and forks also
are described in a separate section (cutleiy par. 355).
Except in hollowware and novelties, domestic manufacturers of
sterling silverware have little competition from foreign producers.
A large part of the domestic outpilt is iitilituian and consists of articles
manufactured partly by mechanical means. Hand-wrought and
ornamental articles also are produced to some extent.
ImportA have come largely from Denmark and the United Kingdom.
English Ware has been valued highly because of the prestige of the
British hallmark, and Danish silverware has been popular because
Silverware of United States manufacture is invariably ostelino grade or 0.95 fine. Thi standard I
so nd by the major foreign participants in United Stt Import trade.
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of its unique design. Imported silverware generally ells at higher
prices (duty-paid) than comparableypes and grades of domestic
ware.
Consumption of sterling-silver hollow were, novelties, trophies,
and the like is decidedly sensitive to fluctuations in national income
and general busnmeqs activity. Although consumption greatly decreased in the 1930's, compared with the 1920's, in 1939 it was slightly
higher than the annual average for 1931-39.
During the war, little sterling-silver hollow ware has been made.
Not only have many of that silverware manufacturers been engaged in
the manufacture of war products, but the quantity of silver used by
the industry has been limited to 60 percent of that used in 1941 or
1942, and most of the available silver has been used in the production
of the more essential flatwate. Manufacturers' and retailers stocks
of hollow ware have-been greatly reduced. Imports from Denmark
have ceased, and imports from the United Kingdom have declined
greatly. Imports from Mexico have increased but they have been
small in comparison with pre-war imports from the principal sources.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Domestic demand is likely to be considerably greater than in prewar years. The value of the domestic output may be twice that of
1939. Manufacturers will require 6 months or a yea to replenish
both their own and the retailers' depleted stocks. Imports are likely
to be small until foreign producers can resume operations for the
export trade.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 193t level.-

On the basis of an increase in population, consumption may be
about 1(-percent more than in 1939. Production for the domestic
market mnght be about 8 million dollars. Since imports in any case
would be a relatively small fraction of consumption, changes in duty
of - 50 percent, although they might have a fairly marked effect on
imports, would only moderately affect production and consumption,
at this income level, and no separate estimates for them are shown under
the various duty assumptions.
Duty as in 1959.-Imports, as formerly, would supply perhaps 6
percent of domestic consumption and have a landed value of $500,000
($300,000 foreign value).
Duty reduced by 60 perceh.-This would probably result in substantially increased imports not only from the United Kingdom and
Denmark, but also from less important suppliers, such as Mexico.
Imports might supply 8 percent of consumption and have a lided
value of $675,000 ($500,000 foreign value), or about one-third more
than with the duty as in 1939.
Dut increased bpy
60 percent -Irnports would probably are a
landed valu8 of about $375,00($20,0 fre value); or alit onefourth less than with duty as in 1939. They would be likely to cnsist only of tie higher priced specialties and to supply sihtl leg
than 5 percent of domestic consumption.
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Per capite Income. 76 perceMt higher than in 1IDS.
The dmand fq' lury goods such as sterling-eilver hollow ware

and novelties, ma be expected to inc e markedly with a large
increase in national income. Consumption might b 75 to 80 percent
greater than with unchanged income and be about 15 million dollars,
especially since unit values of- silverware would be likely to reflect Sony
increase in the general price level which might company a higher
national income.
Duty as in 1039.-Because of the prestige of British and Danish
silverware, it is probable that greater purchasing power in this country
would incresa somewhat the ratio of imports to domestic consumption
Should this ratio rise to about 7 pernt, ports would have a landed
value of perhaps 1.1 million dollars (0.7 million foreign value) annually,
or twice as much as with incomes in 1939, and the2Value of production
for the domestic market woud be about 13.9 million.
Duty reduced by 60 percent -A strong potential demand for imun ed
luxury ware doubtless exists; therefore Demand would perhaps respond
quickly to a reduction of 50 perceht in duty. Imports migt iaWreae
to as much as 1.4 million dollar landed value (I million dolar foreign
value) annually, or about 9 percent of domestic consumption. :Po
duction for the domestic market would probably be somewhat less
than with the duty asin 1939, or about 13.8 million dollars.
would probably -decline to
Duty inerearwed4 Iy5
about, $050,0O0 landed value ($450,000 foreign value) annually.
Imports at this level would supply about 6 percent of domestic'consumption. Production would change but little.
Exports
United States exports of sterling-silver tableware and miscellaneous
manufactures of silver have been comparatively small, and it is not
probable that they will be materially larger after the war.

p4ceni.-lImports

Employment

Employment in this branch of the silverware industry is small but
includes some of the most highly skilled workers in industry. Years
of training are required for workers to become sufficiently skilled to
meet the requirements of manufacturers engaged in theoproduction of
the finest quality of silver articles sice many of the products-are
sold because of their artistry and dn the reputation of the maker.
With increased' production, employment would rise proportionately
and would require the training of new workers.
CHROME ORE OR'C"ROMITE
Tariff paragoaik: 1647.
Chrome ore or cbronlte.

Commodity;
R~ate of duty:

, Free,

-GENERAL
Data ontiteA States prd Ution, imports, and conSImM option for
1939 are given below:
712
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The United States normally produces less than 1 percent of its
requirements, " the domestic deposits are small and of low grade
unsatisfactory for most of the consuming industries The principal
sources of pre-war imports were Rhodlesia, New Caledonia, Cuba, and
South Africa.. The variety of sources is different at least partly due
to the differences in specifications of the ore demanded by manufacture.rs of alloys, refractories, and chemicals.
Consumption of chromite is governed( largely by the volume of pro
auction of the steel rnlustry, which absorbs from 70 to 80 percnt of
the entire supply in the form of melAlu clt ore and refractories.
The remainder is consumed by the c-hemicalindustryr.
The Metals Rerve Co. has a stock on hand equivalent to about
30 months' normal consumption, Private industry has accumulated
a like amount. Although production of domestic ore has been materially increased during the war it has been lly of submetallu ieal
grade and has not been readily accepted by the steel industry. -The
major part of domestic production has been placed in stock piles.
The cost of the domestic ore is relatively high, copsidering its poor
quality, and it appears unlikely that production will continue on any
significant scale in the post-war period.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

On the assumption that the steel industry will be operating at
about 10 percent below the present wartime peak,' consumption of
cdromite may be about 900,00 long tons. As in the past, the
United States will import nrly all of its-requirements. Imports.
may be received from the Soviet Union in addition to the former
source.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Csmpdw, redrectim, ma Imports
Per cmpite income at 1" kLevL
With a 10-percent increase in

population, steel production' and
chemical manufacture may expand proportionately; this would
require about 350,000 long tonw of chrmite, 98 percent of which would
probably be imported. On the basis of 1939 price levels, such
imports would probably hare a foreman value of lightly more than
4 million dollars. Dome c productill would probably. not exceed
7,000 long tons, valued at about $0,000.
I

ma
oft suulm In tli mwl"Go

"a) hww"ut.
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ibahi r than In 19s.9
Per cupUt Income 75 porcnt

Taking accunt of a larger population, with greatly expanded
national income steel prduction should be nearly double that of
1939.t The demand of this industry, together with that of the
chemical industry would probably ruire about 600,000 long tons
of clromite, nearW -a1 of which would be imported With a unit
value ewhat higher by reason of an increase in the general price
level, 'ttal foreigng) value of imports might AproxiA 8 m~lion
dollars,. Domlesti production would probably be little greater than
at the lower level of national income and wouid be valued at about

$120,000.

It is not likely that domestic exports will reach significant proportions in the post-war period.

EmplIoyent

Pre-war employment in thme chromite-mining industry was very
small, and this is likely to be the case in the postwar period.
COKE

Tariff paragrapph: 1660.
Coke.
Commodity:
$2.24 per too- (iLnort. Bquivaient ad vatoren (1939); 33%.
Rate of duty:
exoi8e tax under oev,
enue Act).
an tport-exce. tax of 10 ons per
Impomd
NoTr.-The Revnue Act of lW, ffectiv tune 21, 10I
100 pounds on imported coke made from woal. Bauseo of the ondition application of the tax And treaty
obligations, this tax has bemIneffetive,

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given- below:
Production
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Foreign vakue.

Restrictions placed by various goveifiunents on the publication of
statistics in many of the major coke-producing countries have resulted
M incomplete records since 1938. In that year United States production ranked second to VWat of Gexrwany, being 32 49,000 long tons,
or alindet 22 percent of the world's output.- import. supply
inaignii¢Mt proportion of domestic nsunption an areo
tance only for household use in a few localities (principally wthe
England). Coke was imported chiefly from Canaa, B
' Idem.
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tVnited Kingdom, and Germany. The higher foreign unit value is

ePlained partly by differences in grade and also by the faot- that
prices in theaeas uto which imports e ntea higher
'dotoeno
coke:
than.-the average price of totol domestic prouctio
.Sice coke breaks.up into dust or undesirable smaLpiecs when
handled-to much, the best practice requires that it be used as near
the place of production as possible. This factor tends to limit international trade in coke.
Of the-total -volume-of woke mAnufctured in the United States, 66
percent is consumed by the producers, the rest being sold. Over 75
percent of the total production is consumed by the iron and steel
industries, 17 percent in domestic heating, and the balance by foundries, nonferrous smelter, and miscellaneous industries. Consumption
of coke in the future tvLerefor6, as in the past, will be determined
largely by the production of iron and steel.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

On the assumption that during the short term domestic production
of steel may be about 10 percent below the profet wartime peak,
coke consumption will probably be 60-65 million long tons. Imports
will probably continue to be very small in comparison with consump-

tion.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per:'capitafncome at 1939 level.

As estimated the section on iron and steel,& the per capital consumption of iron and steel would probably; be about the same as in
1939.he per capita consumption. of coke for all purposes would
probably show little change from 1939, but with the increase in popular
tion the total consumption might be 40-45 million long tons. If
imports and exports showed corresponding changes, the imports
would'amount to 130,000-145,000 long tons,_valued (at 1939 unit
values) at 1.4-1.6 million dollars, and exports would amount to 535,000-400,000 long tops, valued at 3.9-.4 million dollar. Domestic
production would thus be a little more than the option, and

would have a value, at 1939 prices, of 215"240 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.
Steel and other industries using coke as material would probably
under these circumstances, consume (taking into account increased
population) 80-100 percent more coke than before the war. Although
there would probably be a considerably lower percentage of increase
in the relatively sma onsumption for domestic heating, consumption
for all purposes might be between 70-80 million tons. Assuming
similar changes in iport sand export tr*de, imports w6uld be 225,000250,000 tos;, with a value (at it pric perhaps 10-5 percent higher
thak in 1939) amo'uiti to 2.8 -3.1, :1ion dollars; exports uld
amount to 95Q,000-1,0t0, ton, with a value of perha&'7.98.7
million dollara.i The domestic pi 4u0ction, which woIllighty
exceed the conswptioh, might' be valued at 400- 506miilfi& dollars.
asogoan Weand A itn a&
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Experts

In 1939 Unitd Ste oxrt~sof coke went t;mainyc ti ,.
Canada and Fae wer the ke
t ets, the former alone-takng
75 percent of the total. Canada a economic cor0&tzons
tend to patalpl
those of the United StU4e. Estimate of ports have already been

presented~

Employmet-

Employment in 1939 amountndl to 24,080 wten, with e production
per ni.6of 1,650 long tons. It aestiniated that ow maximum labor
requirement on'the ais of the longwrn expansion which may result
from bhigh national income' WillM probably amount to 40,00050,00
men; the approximate number employed during the war.
COAL

Tariff paragraph: 1685.;
Anthraclte and bituminous coal.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Fre.
Not.-Tbe Rovene^ A ol efOUtv JI
ampd
aantWPecuW Wtdipow 10
WI
do4 almnoat,
e of o4tb tad trey tblet,
DeaB otn

GENELData on Unid State ptductior, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below`:.
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quaathtief &
prce ad vm d by the same ompani,
which do not enter the ope markicet7The Unt$d Stats uonllyr produce oser 80 percent of thevworldg's
output of bitu u coal and over 0Opercent of all anthracite. Of
the 1939 domnestctuction of coal, *8,percent.was bitmin and
the remainder ath ite Exports of both t-y of coal together
amountWt 3.5 percent of domestic production w e imports supplied
0.13 pqroent of; consumption. Imports came principally from
6ansra, the United Kingdom,.aid the Soviet Vnion. Most coal
imports came into New Egand, but some came from Canada iatIo
other areab which are a deficient M
Thi stedin"dustq and he ilraso nne oer 256 t of
f
domestic prodilcti6n of bituminon'oal, a lr part
their own mines. No separate data are valuable on the production
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of these,"captive" mines. The trend in steel production and rail
transportation in the post-war years will- overn to' a considerable
degree th6 consumption of coal, particularlybituminous,
Estimates of post-war, consumption of coal airs necessarily rough
approximations. It is certain, however, that, regardless of Lbe level of
national income or rates of duty, domestic production will depend
essentially on domestic demand (plus the relatively smalleexports)
and in otily insignificant degree on the quantity of imports.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the years immediately following the war, assuming high business
activity, domestic consumption of coal may reach550-400 million
long tons, equivalent to an increase of 40-60 percent. This consump.
tion would be one-tenth below 1944 peak war production. Imports
may probably be less--than before the war, owing to the disruption of
the industry in Europe, but exports may be greater.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Feir capita income at 1939 level.'

There would be little change from 1939 in per capita consujnption,
but with increased7 population, consumption of coal might be Slightly
above 410 million long tons, an increase of about 6 percent over 1939.
Import -from the United Kingdom may decline unless the British
mines improve their relative efficiency compared with the United
States mines. This loss.might be partially made up by increased
imports from Canada and the Soviet Union. Total imports, however,
would probably be less than-in 1939, or about 425,000 tons, having a
foreign- value o about 2% million dollars. Allowing for nomIal exports
of 16 million tons, valued at about $75,000,000 domestic production
would probably be 425 million tons whose value would amount to
about $977,500,00.
Per capitj Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

On the basis of an expanded national income and increased population, steel consumption would probably again reach the level of
1943-444 Transpotion of goods would also increase because of
expanded physiCal production. 'Coinsumptiono'f coal in other manufacturing mdustries would probably follow the same course. That
for household and related 'heating, however, would be little affected
by income. Under these conditions, onaumption Hit $ -i-htly
more than 700 million tons annually Imports from Cenda and the
Soviet Union would probably increase and the total imports might
reach 1 million tons, having a foreign value of about 7 mlion dollars.
Exports might be about 25 million tons valued at 140 million dollars4
Domestic production would then be about 725 million tons, with a
value perhaps double that in 1939;Experts
United States exports have in the past one to mny counties St
prixip.pJMy to Canada. nearlyl 90 percent of the total m 1939), biuba,
Brazil, Argentina, and the Canal Zone. These will probably be th,
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leadigii roarket.foi exporti after the ai'. The coal industry in -the
Unite Kindomi will a
por to those maiiketW ifter the war, but
improvement in efficietecy ir the British industry is essential 'before
that country would be in a position to increase its export greatly over

pre-war levels.

Employment

The total number of men employed in the coal industry in 1939 was
488,000, whereas at present it is about 495,000. With the increasing
-mechanation underground, the present employment peak will probably not be reached again, even though post-war production achieves
wartime levels.
COBALT ORE AND METAL 1
Tariff paragraph: 1652.
Cobalt (ore and metal).
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of dutiy:
GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below':
1 2, 238
Quantity (1,000 pounds) -Value
($1,000) -' 2, 766
-1.23
-$Unit value (per pound)
I Estimated cobalt content of orenndplusImports ofmetal. Metalpcontentoforesis
not reported
and basis for the estimate was the value of imports a *n assumed average unit value of 60 cents pr
In
ct cobalt content, approiatly the price tor cobat In ore 1939.
3

Foreign value.

Imports for 1939 were abnormally high. A more accurate basis
for peacetime imports may be obtained by using the yearr average
1935-39, as shown below:,
1,200
-Quantny (I 0Q0 pounds)
Value ($1W,60)-,--------------------------------1 420
Unit value per pound)----------------------------------$1.19
-

-

--

--

Estimated metal content of ore plus metow.
alhu.

I Foreign

The largest single use of cobalt' is§i in stellite (a cobalt-chromiumtungsten ufIoy usea forhigh-speed cutting tools) and in stellite-type
alloys th use absorbingabout 39 percent of the total cobalt con-:
sumne. Other important uses are in manets magnet steels, highspeed steels, and other tool-cutti material s'iV steel, welding rods,
and carbide-type alloy. The 'Idted States' is the world's largest
consumer of cobalt, but domestic prouction is negligible. Under war
Governconditions some domestic mines are being operatedGthrugh
ment subsidy, but they will probably be u able to compete in post-war
markets. Import'figres are taken to indicate domestic consmptionin the pre-w period.,
Radical changes have occurred in the soure of imports sinc 1939.
Formerly imports consisted of refined metil from Belgium; and ore,

concentrates, and. metal from Oan6da. The invasion of Belgium in
1940 eliminated that source and depletion of ore reserves, hs xelegated
Can~ad 'to' a position of minor importance , Major producig ,
1A s

in this srise has been prepared on cobalt oxi
action
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are now F`ench Morqcoo, elgian Congo, and Rhodsia.African.
production Is a boduct of copper ming, ad -te pot r prduc.
tion from this area would- be governed by copditon in
copper
industry. At the close of the war the United Staite *1 ben a position to refine most of the metal required, so that import may eter
chiefly in unrefined forms.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Should accumulated Government stocks of cobalt be sold on the
domestic market, there would be little, if any, need for importation
until stocks are liquidated, which ht be from 1 toW3yean 'Should
accumulated stocks be withheld from the domestic market, the
deferred demand for consunler goods into which cobalt enters might be
large enough to require the importation of 2.0 million pounds annually
with a foreign value of 2.5 mfion dollars.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumptlo, Produetlm, and Impors

There will probably be no domestic production, so that all reqwre
ments must be imported.
Per capita Income at 1s99 level.

BY reaon of increased population and the normal upward trendin the use of cobalt, consumption is likely to be 15-26 percent higher
than during the 5-year period in the late 1930's, or perhaps 1.4-ES
million pounds, with a foreign value of 1.8-1.9 million dollars, at
about the average pro-war price.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Cobalt requirements may be 75-100 percent greater than with
income as in 1939, or 2.5-3 million pounds; with a unit value of perhaps
$1.40 per pound, the foreign value might be 3.5-4.0 million dollars.
COPPER
Tariff paragraph: 1858.
Commodity:
Copper ores, concentrates, nmtte, blster,
refined and CrMp.
From Philippine Irlands Equivalent ad valorem (195): See
Rak of duty:
and Cuba, free for
note.
melting and reining
In bond and export,
free; other, 4t per
pound on copper
content.
omodIt coved by this rport we
of duty under tbe TarS AAt of LOSS. Tbh rate
don copper
oonteut, soWwn abov, isan mportecse tax lpd by the Reus At1 of
matt, pect;
follows: Concentrates,
Equivalent d vr on37dutiable lmpwts were
,4 p
M 14,
lt,
t. Ictlvo
red, percent: and
blster, 47 6rog
77th
Congrs.w
duringfroDI
t
d te emergy uerPublc LAw M7,
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GENERAL

Data on United States prodution, exports, imports, and consump.
tion for 1939 are given below:
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Copper is used principally in the manufacture of electrical equipmenlt and wire, automobiles, building materials; and in a number of
alloys, of which brass and bronze are the most common. Compeetitive materials have to a small extent displaced copper, but it is
unlikely that this displacement will assume major proportions,
because copper has useful properties (ductility, electrical conductivity, and corrosion-resistance) not possessed in equal degree by
other substances in the same price range.
Before 1927 more than 50 percent of the primary copper produced
in the world was extracted from ores mined in the United States.
Immediately before the present war, only about 30 percent of thie
world's output originated in this country. Maximum peacetime
output was reehed in 1929 when about 1 million short tons were
produced, by United States mines.. The 1929 average price was 18
cents per pound.
During the war, domestic output bas been increased to about 1.1
million short tons annually (1943). About 75 percent of this copper
has been produced under a price ceiling of 12 cents per pound, the
remainder being subsidized by ,Governnient premium payment.
This production has come largely from mines already in operation at
the beginning of the war. Only one important new ore body has been
developed, despite extensive exploration for new resources.
The enormous increase in the demand for copper during the war
has to a large extent been met by a great expansion in imports, both
of ores and unrefined metal and of refined copper. The greater part
of the imports have been brought in by Government agencies free of
duty. Exports, mainly to the United Nations, have also been abnormally large during the war.

POST-WAR IMPORT8 AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
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United States imports, both before and during the war, whether for
treatment in bond or for final consumption in this country, have
originated chiefly in countries where United Statep interests operate
important copper properties-Chile, Canada, Peru, and Mexico.
Apart from these countries the principal foreign production of copper
is in Africa, where United Btates capital has relatively small holdings.
Before the war United States exports of copper, whether of domestic
or foreign origin, went principally to Europe, but in the immediate
pre-war years Japan took large quantities. Minor quantities were
exported to Latin America. These same consuming areas also took
the major part of the output of the other principal copper-producing
countries in the pre-war period.
The duty (import tax) was first imposed in 1932. Before 1930
exports of copper exceeded imports. Imports at that time consisted
chiefly of ores and unrefined copper for smelting and refining in this
country, but there were also considerable imports of refined copper.
Exports consisted chiefly of refined copper. During the years 1930-32
total importA somewhat exceeded total exports. The act imposing
the duty on copper provided for free entry of ores, concentrates, and
unrefined copper for smelting or refining in bonded manufacture
plants, the resultant product being exported. Imports for consumption in the United States from 1932 through 1939 were very small,
Part of these imports were ores and concentrates imported free of duty
from the Philippines and Cuba, under the special tariff regime applicable to those countries. The copper on which duty actually was paid,
most of which entered in refined form, was practically all used in the
manufacture of advanced products of various kinds, which were exported with benefit of draw-back of the duty on copper. In other
words, there was in the pro-war period practically no importation of
copper for permanent retention in this country, except small quantities
from the Philippines and Cuba. In every year from 1933 through
1939, inclusive, total exports of copper, not including shapes and
advanced manufactures, exceeded total imports, the excess representing the product of domestic mines.
The present report makes no attempt to forecast the post-war
imports of copper free of duty, for treatment in bond, or the exports of
refined copper derived from such imported material. This trade will
probably continue to be large, and changes in the rate of duty will, of
course, have no effect upon it. Moreover, no estimates have been
made regarding the quantity of duty-free imports from Cuba and the
Philippines; they are likely to be in the future, as in the past a relatively small factor. The estimates bf possible~imports under different
assumptions with respect to national income and rates of duty relate
only to imports of dutiable copper for actual consumption in the
United States,
The year 1939 was scarcely representative of pro-war condition
with respect to United States production of and trade in copper. Net
exports of copper were exceptionally large because of the abnormal
demand in countries preparing for war. The year 1937 was more
nearly representative. Those data for 1937 which are particularly
significant for forecasting the post-war situation were (in.tIousandsof

tons)

as

follows:

Table: [No Caption]
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Production:
Primary copper from domestic ore, smelter basis Beoondiry oopper----

83
409
Total -1, 244
Imports, other than for smelting and refining in bond:
From Cuba and the Philippines (free)
- --15
Dutiable (practically all obtaining benefit of draw-back) - 15
Total ---3
Excess of total exports over total imports, representing product
of domestic mines exported -63
Consumption --------------------- I 1, ON
-

--

-

-

-

-

ITakint amount of inBrya of 7,000 tons In #dks.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Although After peace
consumption of copper in the United
States will decline sharplycomes,
from the high war levels, itis likely,
in view
of high industrial activity and high buying power, to be much greater
than in the average pre-war year. Consumption may be 1.2-1.3
million short tons, including both virin and secondary copper 800,000900,000 tons of this quantity may e pri
copper.
The domestic production during this period, as well as the dutiable
imports (if any), will depend largely on the policy of the Government
with respect to the large stocks which it has accumulated. If the
stocks are held as reserves, the domestic production will resumably
be considerably larger than before the war, though less than during
war years; how much, if any, dutiable copper will be imported can
scarcely be forecast.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 19t9 level.

The per capita consumption of copper in the United States would
probably be approximately the same as in the average pro-war year
(the year 1939 was fairly representative as regards consumption).
Taking account of the increase in population, total consumption of
primary and secondary, copper might total 0.9-1.0 million tons, dependmg somewhat on the rate of duty. The quantity of secondary metal
availablewould probably be somewhat greater than before the war,
since the supply of scrap has been increasing. It may be estimated at
350,000 short tons' so that the consumption of virgin copper, on this
assumption regarding income, inght be 550,00-650,000 tons.
Estimates regarding imports If dutiable copper under the several
assumptions with respect to rates of duty are necessarily, uncertain,
except that it appears improbable that there would be any such imports if the duty should be increased by 50 percent. Corporate relationships between United States copper-producting concerns and
concerns in the principal foreign copper-producig countries, as well as
cartel or other restrictive arrangements among producers, may exercise an important influence onimports in the post-war period, as they
probably did in the pre-war period. If no cartel arrangements should
exist and if domestic producers owning also copper mines in foreign
countries should follow the policy of obtaining supplies from their
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cheapest
then the major factors affecting Imports would, of
tts and other oonditionsot production in the
o da
course be ciffern
In
United Stae and in the principal foreign producinlg countries, and the
rate of duty.
During the pro-war Tmars, after the imposition of the revenue tax,
Xte tax was far from being fully effective. At no time was the.exces
of the Now York price over the Landon puie s much as 2 cents per
pound, or one-haIf of the rate of diy; usually the difference was
much smaller. It seems probable that the price policies of foreign
and dometic producer, and of international cartels, were important
factors in keeping tjx price differential down.
It is vident tht if n the poet-war period oonsumption should be
no greater than before the war, and if conditions regard prices, and
egardig policies on the part of producers and cartels, should be
similar to those in the prewar period dutiable imorts (i. e., imports
for actual consumption in the United states) would, as before the war,
be negligible if the present duty should remain in effect, and' that a
reduction in the duty by 50 parent would be unlikely to result in any
considerable quantities of imports. If, on the other hand, foreign
producers should take full advantage of their robable low costs of
production1 and particularly if, " is possible, the costs of production
In the United tates should rise, becuse ofdepletion of loHwcost
deposits or other causes, small quantities of duty-paying copper might
enter even at the present rate of duty, and there mught be rather
substantial imports if the duty were reduced to 2 cents per pound.
The estimates of imports of copper hereinafter presented are based
on the assumptions that no large new low-cost reserves will be discovered in the United States, that the differences between foreign
and domestic prices will be greater than Mi the pro-war period, and
that if price differences should warrant it, United States concerns
would import copper from low-cost properties abroad rather than
continue producing from their marginal mines in the United States.
They are also based upon the assumption that a reduction in duty
tend to lower the price of copper in the United States and to
would
increase the price in forein ooun tries, and that an increase in the duty
would tend to raise the dometic price and to lower the foreign price.
United States consumption is so large a fraction of world production
that any change in conditions here would have an important repercussion on world prices. A change in the price of copper in this country;
however, would not have a great effect on the quamtiti consumed
here. In the following estimates, it is assumed that2 on both assumptions regarding income (i. e., income as in 1939 and income 75 percent
greater), the reduction in price resulting from a reduction of the duty
by 60 percent, or the increase in price resulting from an increase in
duty by 50 percent would affect consumption somewhat, but on account of the uncertainties involved the tops and bottoms of the
ranges in the estimates have not been changed by uniform percentages
to take account of these effects.
Duty as in 1939.-As already stated the 4-cent duty virtually
excluded imports of dutiable copper during the" pre-war period.
Assuming that with national income as in 1939, consumption of copp
would be only moderately greater than before' the war, a similar satu
tion seems probable in the post-war period if the present duty is
continued, even though domestic costs may rise somewhat owing to

if7
M
the depletion otf low-cost deposit.. As already std, however
both to foreign prics and the influence ot
with res
conditions
and cartel ;ht be such that imal
relationships
intercorate
uantities of copper might enter even undr th c
Assuming that dutiable import. would be insgnificant, the domestic
production of primary metal for onsumption in the UnitedI State
would be b50000-450,000 tons. The Price would probably be -omewhat higher tan before the war, about 11 cents per pound (03cents
in 1939), so that the value of production would be 121-143 million
dollar.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-The marked uncertainties with respect
to the post-war conditions of competition in the international tade
in copper, already discussed, make any estimate of imprts of oopper
under a 50-percent reduction in dutr very difcult. The motp
able estimate as to the quantity of dutiable import would seem to be
50,000-100,000 tons. It hould be distinctly understood, however,
that conditions might be such that imports would be lower or higher
than these figures. With import in the 60,00-100,00 ton range,
and with coumption of prmry copper perhaps in the 600 0650,000 ton rang^, domestic production of primary copper might be
h5O0 00000,000 tons.,
lP, taking advantage of low foreign costs, the foreign unit value of
imports should be somewhat lower that before the war, despite the
reuced duty, or about 8 cents per pound (8.5 cent. in 1939 for to1
imports of copper for consumption) the foreign value of 6o,00
100,000 tons of imports would be 8-1 million dollars. In thi situation the price of domestically produced copper might decline to I10
cents per pound, so that a rod action of 500,0000,0 tos might
0
have a value of 100-120 million dollars.
unlikely
sems
that with a duty
Duti increawed by 50 percent.-It
be
would
there
dutiable
6
imports for final
any
of cents per pound
with
States
as il 1939.
in
the
national
income
united
consumption
11.5
domestic
cento
(about
price
The somewhat higher
04j
to 850,000 sund)
ight reduce consumption of primary copper
Domestic producers supplied the whole of this, the value 4-produc
tion for theadomestic mar et would 'b 126-138 million dolltii.
Per capits income T7 percent higher then In 15n.
During the 20 years preceding the war the onsun Ution of popper
varied quit. closely with national income.. This parelism is due to
the fact that, like other metals, copper enters into producers' capital
goods and consumers' capital goo s, a large proportion of the latter
being above the razk of necessities. With this asumption regardinr
the level of national income, the consumption of primr and seconc-;
ary copper in the post-war period might be about 75 percent greater
thati with income a iin 1939; it might be 1,625,000 1,775,000 tons
depending in part on the,rate of duty. The supply of econdar
copper would not increase in proportion to the consumption it might
he about 400,000 tons, so that the consumption of primary copper
000tons.
milht be 1,225,000-1,375,
The m6t impor4int point in connecdon witirthe estimates of pro,.
duction and imports, under this asumption regarding national income
is that, unless major new deposits of low-cost copper are discovery
in this country, it is unlikely that domestic production could increase
POST-WARlIMPOSM
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Table: Table 1.- Cop er: Estimated quantities of consumption, imports, and production under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

Table: Table 2.- Cop er: Sum ary of estimated post-war production ? imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341, in quantities and values
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at all proportionally to the increase in consumption. It is highly
probable, to be sure, that with so great an increase in United States
demand for copper (which, it is assumed, would be accompanied by
large consumption in other countries), the price would be much higher
than before the wear. As against an estimated domestic price of about
11 cents per pound1 given above on the basis of the assumption of
national income as n 1939 and the duty as in 1939, the price iht
be of the order of 14.5 cents per pound. TThis high price might stfi-rulate domestic production very considerably, but the greater pat of
the increase in requirements would still probably have to be suppie
by imports. With no change in duty the foreign price might be of
the order of 1 cents per pound.
8ummarg oa eCtimates.

The estimates are summarized in tables 1 and 2.
TAsLI 1.-Copper: Estimated quanitice of consumption, imports, and production
under the assumptions of Senate Resolution 841
Irn thouwan of short tons)

Produ_-

Consumption

Perlod, Income level, and tariff treatment

Total

r

Pd
I
sty1

_

domec td,
market
able)

~~(primary)

918
37
713
Pr"a .........................................
Poet-war long term:
wimn as In 1939:
38
Duty asIn 1939 ..............900-1900
WMO-I
9 00480
6.
Duty reduced by 80 percent 9..100
5*-w00
Duty Inresed y a0 percent 900.980
O380
Per capi Income 75 percent higher than in
1939:
1625-1778
400 1225-137
Duty - In 1939 ...........
.
1725177
400 1328-1378
Duty reduced by 80 prcent
Mrpercent
162-1678
400 1-1276
Duty inaed by
.

.

713

860M.800-000

Virtually
nil.
......

60 i00

..
,0-W0

8

80-1000
780-880
87e-on

37f-4ot
8*F-57
IOU-I

oonsumption of secondary copper assumed to be produced in the Unted States.
TABLE 2.-Copp-: Summary of estimated 'poet-wur production Md imports.under
the aseumtione of Senate Resolution 841, in quantities and atluea
All

Douestio primary production

Imports

for domestl market

Period, income level, and tariff treatment

_

,

Quantity j Prl,

Value

Forelgn

Quantity value
per lb.

MUN
C Ic
dollars
............ ..........
.........-...
. i.
?Puwiw~ ons& term: as 1939:
Per api inoome In
8.8
880480
121-143
11.0
as In 193
Duty
10.0
100-120
601t00
.......
Dut reduced by 50 proent....... 800400.
11.8
.128138
Duty increased by 80 percent..... 880-40

JI000
Cto" Co10.4

...............

Per capital income 7 percent above
Dut t 1
..............
Duty rodlced b J0 percentt......
0 porcunt...
Duty Increased

G

11..........

800-1000
78088
878-97

14.6
13.0
18.8

us0-0m V-25
68275
300-SW

198-221

271-302

Value

M.
4.Vere..

.

11.0

1116

10.0

121-133
60-70
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Exports

As already stated, the present report does not undertake to discuss
the amount of copper, in the form of ores concentrates, and unrefined
metal which maybe mprted into the United States in the post-war
period for treatment in bond and exportation of the resultant refined
metal. Consequently, it does not attempt to offer any estimate as
to what the total exports of copper may be, including copper produced
from imported material.
Whether there will be any exports of domestically-mined copper in
the post-war period will depend presumably both on the level of
national income, and the consequent demand for copper in this
country, and on the rate of duty on imports for consumption in this
country itself. If per capita income is the same as in 1939 it is
possible that, as in most pre-war years, there will be a surplus of
domestically mined copper available for export. The posibility of
exports will, however, be affected by the policies of foreign producers
and of any international cartel which may then exist. In any case,
it seems improbable that the net exports would be as large as they
were in several of the pre-wat years.
Employment

According to the Census of 1939, the number of persons engaged in
the copper-mining industry (wage earners and salaried employees)
was 26,762. Besides these,-a rather large number (not separately
reported) were employed -insmelting and re fing copper, including
the smelting and refining of considerable quantities of foreign ore and
unrefined metal (mainly in bond for export of the resultant refined
metal), and including the recovery of secondary metal.
It is probable that if national income in the post-war period should
be at the 1939 level, and if there is no change in the rate of duty on
copper, the number of persons employed in the copper-mining industry would be not materially different from the number in 1939. If a
reduction of 60 percent in the dutyr should result in reducing the
domestic production of copper (as estimated on page 479) the nilmber
of persons employed in the industry would decline, possibly more than
proportionally because of the tendency to reduce, first, operations
involving high labor costs.
With national income 76 percent higher than in 1939, and with
probably decidedly higher price for topper, the domestic mine production of copper (a estimated in table 1) might be around 50 percent
greater than with income as in 1939, and result in the employment of
40,000 to 46,000 persons. This might result in a more than proportions,
ate Increase in the number of mine workers, because of the tendency
to expand operations involving relatively high labor costs. The
number employed under this income assumption would be somewhat
less if the duty should be reduced by 60 percent than if it should
remain As in 139.,
It is impossible to forecast *vhat would be the number of persons
employed ii} smelting and refining copper in the post-war period.
It would undoubtedly be greater with national income at a high
than at a low level. Workers in the smelters and refineries ban de
both domestic and foreign ores and unrefined metal, and a change in

Table: [No Caption]
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the ratio of the domestic to the foreign materials handled may have
little effect upon the total number employed. The effect of a reduction of duty would depend in part on the proportion of the imported
copper which would enter in the form of ore, unrefined metal, and
refined metal, respectively.
CORUNDUM ORE
Tariff paragraph: 1672.
Corundum ore.
Comnodily:
Rate of duty:
Free.

~~GENERAL

\

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
utantit (long ton) --- 1, 754
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Corundum ore, a natural abrasive, is used principally in the manufacture of snagging wheels, which are large, course-grained grinding
devices used by foundries for grinding off rough spots on malleable
irqi castings; and for grinding and polishing optical elements. No
othr abrasive has been found to be as efficient for these
operations
Cqnmmption of the ore has been rigidl controlled during the present
eniorgency to direct it into these channels, which are essential to the
prosecution of the war. For other operations, artificial abrasives
have been successfully substituted for a number of years,
The consumption of corundum is governed principally by demand in
the metalworking and optical industries. The United States produced
some corundum during World War I and also during the current war.
Normally it is dependent entirely on imports and takes more than 60
percent of the ore mined in South Africa where practically the entire
world supply is produced. The United kingdom and Germany have
been the principal markets for the balance of the South African pro.
duction. After the war the United States will no doubt continue to,
depend upon imports for the bulk of its supply.
United States imports are erratic. In 1939 they were 'low, 1,754
ton, compared with an average of about 2,700 tons annually during
the 7-year period 1934-40. After 1940 imports increased sharply
because of war requirements. Import values per ton' have varied
considerably. The average foreign value in the 6-year period 1919-23
was $90; from 1924-33, $67; 1934-38, $69; and 1939-41, $58. After
1941 the value increased steadily.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Consumption and imports of corundum ore might possibly be more
than double that of 1939 in view of the increase in population and,
the large backlog of deferred demand for automobiles and other

consumers' durable goods.

Table: [No Caption]
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POST-WAR LONH TERM-,

Consumpton, Prioetlos, mud Iuhport
The estimates which follow should be increased if the German optical industry isi restricted after the termination of the war, in- which
case United States optiesi manufacturers might expand their produce
tion and thts' increase the domestic demand for corundum.
Per capitq income at 19* level.i

Consumption, and therefore imports, might toItl about 3,
tons, with a foignvalue ofapproxzmanly $18Q,000. These timates are based on average per capita consumption before 1941 whicha
was considerably higher than the 1939 level), on an estimated
population of i44 mIllion, 'and unit values about the same s in
1939.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 19*J.
Consumption and imports might be about 4,000 tons, allowing for
a general increase in industrial activity. The total forei Value of
this tonnage might be about $270,W, at prices, 10 tO 16 percent
higher than in 1939.
Exports of corundum from the United States are in the form of
manufactured abrasives, rather than in the form of ore, and this is
likely to continue after the war because of the prestige of the United
States products.
CRUDE ARTIFICIAL ABRASIVES
Tarij paragraph: 1672.
Silicon carbide and sluminous oxide.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty.:

GENERRAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
[tem

Production

onup-tonnt
Amot

0.1..
0
171,
uantity (abort tons),.'
Value ($1,000) ...............
1,4.
-..................
(per short ton
Unitv
..........................
.

.

o3f

....

.....

'EtChnstd.

Silicon carbide and aluminous oxide 'are the principal artificial
abrasives. After crushing and grading, the abrasive material is unsd
for coating paper and cloth, and is made into wheels and various other
forms, It is also used, but in mMch smaller amounts, for refra toriep,
nonskid tooriiig, and other hibnabrasive purposes. Beuse of its
greater hardness and brittlenes, silicon carbide i better adapted
than aluninous oxide for operations on very hard materials and on
materials of low grinding irestanc. Aluinnous oxide, which is
fl285-5----f

IAIQA
7"y-z
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*tougher, is more adaptable for grinding material's of high tensile
strength, and it is used in a greater variety of applications because
its physical properties can be varied to a greater extent.' Both

abrasives have replaced corundum and other natural abrasives in
many fields because they are harder and because their quality can be
more easily controlled.
The UnutedStates is tbs principal con er of auticiul abrasives.
Consumption probably increased about 10 percent in the 5-year
period 1935-39 as compared with the 5-year period 1925-29. Since
1941, owing to war-production activity, average annual consumption
probably has been 150 percent greater than before the war.
Most of the'abrasive material consumed in this country is from
United States-owned plants in Canada, where the were established
to take advantage of low electric-Power rates. Rese abrasives are
produced in electric furnaces, and electric power constitutes one of the
major manufacturing costs. The bulk of the Canadian as well as
domestic production is in the Niagara Falls area. The Canadian output is usually shipped in crude form to the United States, where it is
.twushd, and gradedbefore iurther processing.
Separate statistics are not available for United States production
but it is known that domestic output supplies about 10 percent of
consumption. Imports fluctuate with general business activity and
averaged about 75 000 tons annually during the 5-year period 1935-39.
This average is higher than imports in 1939 because it reflects the
large volume imported in 1937.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

As domestic demand for artificial abrasives depends largely upon
industrial activity, particularly in the metalworking industry, rather
than on price, it might be assumed that consumption of artificial
abrasives might follow closely the output of crude steel, which is-a
reliable index of industrial activity. It is assumed, therefore, that
the consumption, production, and imports of these abrasives might be
from 40 to 50 percent over 1939 lev*, thp~pereensge.increase being
the same as that estimated for crude steel in this period.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

Assuming that the demand for abrasives might follow closely the
demand for crude steel, and that a somewhat greater amount of crude
steel might be used than in 1939, the consumption of crude artificial
abrasives will probably be about 80 000 tons. Of this amount, 72,000
tons might come from Canada, with an approximate foreign value of
3.9 million dollars, and about 8,000 tons might be produced domesti-

ealler.

Ppr Capota Income 75 percent higher than In 1*$9.

*lased on an estimated increase in the output of steel of 70 to 80
percent over 1939, consumption of artificial abrasives might approximate 125,000 tons probably about 90 percent of which would come
from Canada, or about 110,000 tons, with a foreign value of about 6.5
million dollars, assuming that prices will increase 10 to 15 percent over
1939. On that Lasis domestic production would be about 15,000 tons.

Table: PLATINUM AND AL IED METALS
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PLATINUM AND AILID METALS

Tariff paragraph
1699
Iridfutm,

Rate

Cmmdift

rhodium, and rutbenium, and native combinaaons thereof with each
other and with platinu.n
'Ores of the platinum metals
Platinum, pmanufctured orin ingots barsebeets,
or plates not less than %6 inh
tcLness, sponge

1734
1744

osmium, palladium

of duty

Free.

Free.
Free.

or scrap.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, exports, imports, and apparent
consumption for 1939 are given below:
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estimated $20,000, the

Because 1939 was a year in which imports, exports, domestic production, and apparent consumption were abnormally high, average
data for the period 1935-39 are given below for comparison:
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Including an estimated 90 percent ol the Alaskan production of crude platinum which was sent to the
Unite Kingom for refnig but not seply r
in the export statistics.
$ Foreign value.
IThe employment in the mining of palaumbout prAons. The employment in the renin of,
platinum s not known but is estima at abotat the sni INM
number.

Platinum and' the platinum.grovp metals (osmium, palladium
iridium, ruthenium, and rubidium) are u"d primarily in the chemical
and electrical industries, in dentistry', and ia the manufacture of
jewelry. They are, generically speaking, silver-white metals characterized by easy workability, resistance to tarnishing and cosion,
and good electrical Qonductivity. Although their largest single use is
in jewelry, abbut, 6V percent of the congitmptiti, is divided among
various applications in dental, chemical and electrical equipment4
Platinum (here used to refer to both platinum metal and to the ret
of the metals of the soacalled platinum group) has a very hgh unit
value compared to most other metals. Because the cost of transportation is minor as compared to the unit value, the metal moves freely in
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nonexistent and
international trade! Tprff bawleare Virtu
the direction of the international trade is largely the result of the
historical development of the business.
Substantial Quantities of refined platinum e produced in the
a considerable volume
also
United States. 'This country ha pro&du
of crude platinum, mainly in Alaska. Before the war, however, little
of the domestic crude was refined in this ooutry. Trade connections
developed before the war resulted in the shipment of the largest part
of the domestic crude platinum (that opting in the GJoodnews
Bay mining district of Alaska) to the United Kingdom for refining.
In addition to these export. of domestically produced crude platinum,
there was a considerable export trade in refined metal.
The United States has been on a substantial' net import basis with
respect to both crude and refined platinum. The imports in all forms
have usually exceeded exports by about 145,000 ounces and have
accounted for 86 to 95 percent of the apparent consumption, including
the large consumption of secondary metal. Imports have been in the
form of crude metal from Colombia and the UmoA of South Africa for
domestic refining as well as in the form of refined metal and scrap
from the Unitedkingdom.
As a result of the war, domestic refining capacity has been expanded
to treat the Alaskan and a portion of the Canadian production which
was formerly shipped to the United Kingdom for refining. It is
probable that the greater part of these wartime shifts in the refining
trade will be retained after the war; this development will have the
effect of decreasing both imports and exports of platinum by about
30,000 ounces a year, but will have no influence on the country's
net import position.
The applications of platinum are such that consumption in jewelry
and in expansion of industrial plant equipment is accelerated when
national income is high and industry ative; conversely, conumption
declines markedly when income and industrial activity are low.
The prices of platinum and its allied metals have not fluctuated
greatly during the past 10 or 15 year and, in view of this stability,
major pacec ch es are not anticipated in Xthe future. The value of
production, not Iirectlr available, in the statistics, is estimated in
terms of an average price of $32 per troy ounce.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Consumption of platinum may increase somewhat (about 10 percent) over the prewar average level, from the impact of the improvements in industrial technology which have taken place during the war.
Domestic production of crude platinum probably cannot be increased
considerably unless new sources of the. metal are discovered, It is
likely that the domestic refines will continue the wartime practice
of treating the Alaskan crude ores. This will have the effect of
tending to reduce to some extent the amount of imports of refined
metal. If Government-held stocks of platinum should be thrown
on thq iarwt, this would tend to decrease further the volume of
imports of rdflned metals which alo may beltrictediomewhat by
awn indeterminate demand in Europe for industrial reconstruction.
POST-WAR IMPOR

Ad~mpuou,
rrnmuas, sad impyis
Domestic production of crude platinum (mainly in Alask) will
probably reman at the pre-war le!e of appr mately 35,000 ounce
per year, rpidlm of -at in mA cornM, and will probably
rdn# chit in te United Stats, " during-the war
continue
of platinum
period. The at bulk of the domestic suplyr
tudoubt-=
arr ed metal adas
edly wills by ete war, be imported
sponge and scrap for domestic refining. Seconday production, an
important factor, as a more or les constant proportion of oonsumption, about one-fourth.
Per capital income at 19* lenl.

Consumption of platinum and the platinum-group metals may be
about 275,000 troy ounces Domestic primary and secondary production may supply about 40 percent of the consumption, or about
106,000 ounces. Production for the domestic market may have an
estimated value of 3.1 million dollars. Imports may thus amount to
about 170,000 ounces, having a foreign value of about 5.5 million
dollars (unit value, $32 per troy ounce).
Per capfta inome 75 uwr'ent hgher them in 199.

It may be that consumption will be in the neighborhood of 600,000
troy ounces, or about 80 percent greater than at the lower income

level. About 30 percent of this demand may be supplied by domestic
primary and second production of about 160,000 ounces, with an
estimated value of 5.1 million dollars, and the rest, perhaps about
340,000 troy ounces, may be imported. The foreign value of the
imports may be in the range of 10-12.5 million doIIrs (unit value
$29-$38 per troy ounce).
EKporta

The post-war exports of platinum are expected to be somewhat lee

than those of the immediate pre-war period. The portion 'of domestic
crude production which was exported for refining in the United
Kingdom will probably be refine in the United States. Increased
consumption in this country may absorb all of the metal derived from
the Alaskan crude, as well as some which was formerly exported after
being domestically refined from imported crude material.
Employment

The employment in mining (about 100 persons in 1939t is not likely

to vary unless important new sources are discovered. Employment
in refining and processing is likely to increase to some extent but the
total employment under any probable epaion in the industry may
not exceed 300 persons, inclusive of those in mining, refining, and
treatment.
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IRON ORE

Tariff paragraph: 1700.
Iron ore.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:

GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

--
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'Approximate value at mine as reported by U. S. Bureau of the Census.
Forelgu value.

Iron ore is the basic ferrous material for the manufacture of pig
iron. The United States has large reserves of iron ore, although it is
becoming necessary to utilize more of the low-grade ores as the reserves
of high-grade ores are rapidly being exhausted. For many years
about 85 percent of the output has come from the Lake Superior
district, where the high-grade deposits may be exhausted in about 10
years at present production rates. The reserves of low-grade ores
should last for hundreds of years.
Iron ore has been on the free list since 1913. Chiefly because of
the advantage of low-cost water transportation, a small part of United
States pre-war consumption was imported, for use largely by plants
along the Atlantic seaboard. Most of the imports came from Chile,
Cuba, and Sweden. Practically all of the exports have gone to Canada, where they enter free of duty.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption, production, imports, and exports seem likely to be
substantialy above the 1939 levels, because of the huge backlog of
demand for iron and steel and the. assumed hiohincome level. Con-sumpt ion of iron ore may, however, be somewhat lower in relation to
crude steel production than during the war, because scrap, for which
substantial amounts of iron ore have had to be substituted because of
limited scrap supplies, may again be more plentiful.
Assuming that adequate shipping facilities will be available, imports
of iron ore may exceed 1939 levels by a considerable margin. Plants
utilizing imported ore have been greatly expanded during the war
and may operate at a high rate in the immediate post-war years,
producing iron and steel for domestic and export markets.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1391*9 level.

The consumption of iron ore (expressed- in terms of the same iron
content as before the war) may be in the range of. 65-70 million
tons, or from 10-20 percent above the level of 1939: Apart from
growth of population, changing habits tending to increase per capital
consumption of iron and steel seem likely to be a major factor.
Because of thefurther depleflon and increasing cost of domestic.
ores, imports may stipply6-6, percent of consumption, compared with
4.5 percent in 1939. Imports may be 3-4 million tons, with'a foreign
value of 7.5-b10 million dollars; the unit value is taken as '$2.50 a ton,
compared with $2.17 in' 1939, largely because a greater part of the
imports may consist of higher-grade ores than in 1939 Thus, imports
may increase from about iO-50 percent above the 1939 level in quanutity and 30-70 percent in value (foreign). Domestic production of
iron ore for the domestic market (expressed in terms of 'ore of the same
iron content as before the war) may be 61-67 million tons, with -a
value (at prices somewhat higher than before the war because of resoit
to less accessible and lower' grade ores) 'of 175-190 ihiillion dollars
($2.86 per ton, or about 10 percent higher than in 1939).
Per capita Income 75 percent hihter thanin 19*9.

Under these conditions, the consumption of iron ore may-be from
about 50-60 percent greater than with income as in 1939, ranging from
about 100-110 million tons expressedd in terms of ore of the same grade
is before the war). Large tonnages will be required to support a
crude-steel production which may equal or even exceed maxMum
wartime levels. (In 1942 the apparent consumption of iron ore
amounted to 116 million tons and crude-steel output to 86 million tons.
In 1944 crude-steel output reached nearly 90 million tons.) It seems
likely that supplies of scrap which in the manufacture of steel may be
substituted within certain limits for pig iron, will be more plentiful
than during the war. If this proves to be the case, less iron ore would
be consumed for an equivalent steel production than during the war.
Because of the still heater depletion and still higher cost of domestic
ores which would result from large domestic production, imports may
supply from about 6-7 percent of consumption, or 6-7 million tons,
valued at 15-18 million dollars. Production for the domestic market
(in terps of ore of pre-war grade) would then be 93-104.million tons
with a value, at, say? $3 per ton, of 280-310 million dollars.
Exports
It is probable that practically all our exports of iron ore will continue
to go to Canada, where they enter free of duty. The large iron and
steel plants in Ontario may still be heavily dependent.upon iron ore
from the Lake Superior district of the United States. Some new
mines have been opened in Canada during the war, but they may be
able to supply only a small part of the consumption of these inland
plants. Transportation costs to inland, Canadian blast furnaces from
foreign countries other than the United States probably would be
prohibitive.
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United States export trade in iron ore may de end more on income
levels in Canada th on any other factor. Na tiona income is likely
to show the same trends in Canada as in the United States.
Under
favorable conditions, exports may exceed the level of* 1939, especially
when due consideration is given to the fact that the Canadian iron
and steel industry has been substantially expanded during the war.
Employment

About 20,000 persons were employed in the iron-ore industry in
1939. Despite increased mechanization, the number of workers per
ton of ore sipped seemslikely to grease in the long run because of
the depletion of high-grade direct shipping ores. In the Lake Superior
district, about or 6 times as many workers will be required to produce
concentrates from low-grade taconite as are required to produce an
equivalent amount of high-grade open-pit-ore. It is likely, however

that the transition from low-grade to high-grade ores wilIbe spread
long-period so that the increase in employment will be gradual
and, in the period being considered,' employment is unlikely to be
greatly affected by this factor. Therefore, the number of workers will
volume of ouitput.
probably vay about in proportion to

over a

TANTALITE AND COLUMBITE
Tariff paragraph: 1719.
Commodity:
Tantalite and oolumbite (ores of tantalum and columbium).
Rate

Free.

of duty:

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are
given below:
Qulsntlg

166

(pound)

Value
Unit value (per pound)

----------------------------------------

Foreign

-

1120
$0. 78

value.

Imports in 1939 were abnormally low. A more accurate measure
of peacetime production and imports is provided by an average of the
5 years 1935-39, as shown below:
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' No sports reported
T Forelg value.

Tantalite and columbite usually occur together as mixtures, and the
ore is classified for statistical purposes according to the element which
predominates. Columbium is used almost entirely in the manufacture
of stainless steel. One-third of the tantalum consumed is used mi thee
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form of, metal.in electronic tub for radar equipimt, one-third in
compounds for catalysts in synthetic rubber production, and one-third
in alloys for cutting tools and serial istrumets. The commercial
use of tbesb metals is a comparatively recent development and dates
back only to the late 1930's.
The United States is the world's latest copsumereof these metals
and domestic production bas been and s likely to continue negligible.Both tantalite and columbite are rare mitls sad, duri th war
production has been at capacity i Nigeria, BelgianCongo, and
Brazil, the only important sourcs of imports before and during the
war.

POST-WA4 SHOR? TREM.
Consumption might be slightly greater tha in the late 1930's and
might total 0.9-1.0 million pounds. Imports might be very smalor
substantial, depending upon th policy foow in disposing of the

large Government stock piles whici

exist atr he war.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumpdon, Produetdon, and Imports
Per capfta ncome at 19*9 lepei.

Consumption, which will probably be supplied almost wholly by
imports, mikbt aproxiiate thit o the late 1930's, and might tot
800,000-900,000 pounds, with a foreign Value of $600,$700,00.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then In 19*.

Consumption and imports might be 50 percent greater than in the
late 1930's -or 1.2-1.3 million pounds, with a foreign value of 1.1-1.2
million dolla, allowing for some inreae in foreign prices.
VANADIUM ORE
Tarff 'paragraph: 1719.
Vanadium ores and-conoentrates.
Commodiy:
Bat. of duty:

Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Ivwm inga
.~~~~~~~~~rdo
t
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1.000 punds mdium content)
11
417
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2 Unit value s been estimated from the quoted pri of vanadium oxide. Vaadium oxide ctain O
with a market prie of J7nota VW poWudaolde, a pound ofmetal would be
worth about 60 cents.
' Foreign value.
.......

.000)-~~~~~~~~~~~~~wQoI

.

........

........

percent =edium; therefore,

The figures for 1939 were abnormallyhih. A more representative
picture of prewar production, cosumption, and iports my be
obtained from the statistics for the -5-year average 1934-38, which
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have been uied as a basis for the post-war estimates and which appear
below:
Item

~

Apparent Ratio of lmtionto

onmp- cotsu

942
1,000oiid vaadlium content) .80
1,522
6
t
Itant(ty
tct
Blue ($1,000)-1 290
313
of confined anadbm)
1 0.0
Unit value (per pound
0.40..
--

I
I

Estimated on byuis of unit value for vanadium oxide.
Foreign value.

-

- --

Vanadium is used principally for making fine-grained alloy steel
and iron. It is used both as a deoxidizing agent and for benefits
which residual vanadium confers upon steel, The United States is
the world's leading consumer of vanadium and Peru is.the outstanding
producer. Most of the production in, the United States and in Peru
is controlled by one United States company.; Between 1939 and 1944
imports remained at 1939 levels, while domestic production was
quadrupled to meet expanded war requirements Principolly by exploiting low'ade ores and by reco'Vezuig viehit f 'asi a byproduct
from complex iron ores. A large part of thbe increased output is
produced at a high cost and probably will not be continued after the
war. Post-war domestic production will probably be below the 1939
level, which was much higher than other pre-war years.
Imports have generally provided about one-half to two-thirds of'
the United States vanadium requirements and are likely to continue
to supply a major part of our consumption.
About 95 percent of the vanadium consumed in the United States
goes into the manufacture of alloy iron and steel, principally in
high-speed steels. Alloy steels containing from 2 to 5 percent of
vanadium are considered preferable. Because of the greatly expanded production of alloy steels during the war, for which even the inm
creased supply of vanadium from domestic sources was inadequate,
wartime vanadium-steel alloys have generally been made with about
1 percep't of vanadium. It may be expected that after the War
high-vanadium steels will again be made, and that the pre-war rel6tion of vanadium consumption to the total production of steel (about
0:056 pound per ton of steel) will be reestablished.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the immediate post-war period the production of steel will
probably be 75-80 million tons.' On this basis, consumption of
vanadium would probably be 4.0-4.5 million pounds, of which 2.5-3.0
million pounds might be imported.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 139 levelA.

hProduction of stiel in :the United States would probably approxi,that of 1939, or would be 55-60 million tons. Under these
:&ate:
conditions domestic consumption of vanadium might be 3.0-3.5
' ee section on Iron and steel in this siles.
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millions pounds, of which domestic production would probably not
exceed 1 million, with a value ,at 1939 prices, of about: 5B million
dollars, and imports would probably be 2.0-2.5 million pounds valued
at $950,000 to $1,200,000 (foreign value).
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In ID93.;

Domestic production of steel mit amount to 80-90 million tons,1
indicating ftr averageanim al consumption of vanadium of'4.5-5
million poimnci", of whichi34' million pounds valued at 1t8-2.1
million dollars might be imported, and about 1 million pounds produced in the United States, with a value of perhaps $570,000. In
estimating the values, a price increase of 10-15 percent has been allowed to conform to an assumed general increase in price levels.
Exports

In view of the paucity of vanadium deposits, the United States is
likely to export any domestically produced metal after the war.

not

Employment

At the estimated rate of domestic production during the long-term
post-war period, about 400-500 workers are likely;to Be employed in
'
the mining and proceeding of 'lvadinm.;-

ILMENITE

Tariff paragraph: 1710.
Ilmenite (including ilmenite sand).
commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:
GEMERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
hem
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Unit value
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.-
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Foreiln Yah".

I None

I

Ulmenite, a natural oxide of titanium and iron, is valued principally
for its content of titanium oxide. Approximately 93; percent of
domestic consumption is in the manufacture bf pigments for paint,
varnish, lacquer, paper, linoleum, rubber, coated textiles, leather
printing ink, soap, and cosmetics, The manufacture of alloys and
miscellaneous products consumes the remainder.
_ Before 1942 the United States depended principally upon imports
of ilmenite to fill domestic r uirements, the principal sources being
British India, Ceylon, and eustralia. Since that year, owing to
greatly expanded production in this country, the major part of requires
ments has been filed by dom stic ilmenite, the 1943 imports being
See section on iron end

el in this Sase .
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only 26 percent as great as in 1039. It is expected by the trade that
the United States will soon be practically self-sufficient inismineral,
and that the domestic product can compete effectively with duty-free
imports.
The Government stock pile,of ilmenite on January 1, 1045, was
sufficient to supply approximately 9 months' wartime consumption.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The' cilian and industrial deferred demand for titanium oxide,
mainly in the form of pigments, may result ing atvolume'f consumtion only sghtly less than during h war and much grater than in
1939. On the basis of the increase production of the domestic
industry, little if any ilmenxite will proba be imported.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumptlon, Produetlos, sad Imports
Per capita Income at 199 leveL

-

Allowing for the increase in population, domestic consumption of
ilmenite may be about 33%,000 short tons, or about 10 percent more
than in 1939. Domestic production would probablybe around 300 000
short tons valued, at the pro-war price at about 2.4 million dollars
whereas 'imports may run 30,000 shw tons; having a oReign value
of about $120,000.
per capital Income 75 percent higher thea in 19t".

Following the general business trend, consumption of ilmenite may
be about 40 percent greater than with the lower income level, or,
about 475,000 short tons. Domestic production might supply as
much as 75 percent of this amount, or 355,000 short tons, valued at
3.2 million dollars. Imports would then be 120,000 short tons, having
a foreign value of about $530,000.
Exports

Exports of ilmenite in 1939 were negligible, and it is unlikely that

they will be significant in the post-war period,

Employment
The number of persons- em loyid bdob th`rar-in mining d
milling ilmee cannot bewstatfhiefily¶ sfrqated from thoseengaged
in associated operations. If domestic production develops to the
point of supplying total consumption, employment will be probably
10 times greaterthan before the war.

NEEDLES1
Tariff paragraph: 1724.
Commodity:
Needles, hand sewing or darning.
Jat of duty:
Fre.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939

are given below:

In additn to
nediM doued bawin, sn
bnts (par. SU3). had4awftg
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Hand-sewing needles have never been produced in the United States
on a commercial basic They are imported in a varietyy of sizesand
grades designed for particular uses, such as ordiay hand-sewing
needles and darning needles, and trade needles usedbytailors,milliners,
glove makers, bookbinders, and upholsterers.
Needles differ greatly in quality. Those of superior quality are
well pointed, smooth-eyed usually gold plated), and do not bend or
break easily. English needed and needles from the Netherlands have
constituted the higher-priced group among imports, while those of
German, Czechoslovak, and Japanese manufacture have supplied a
lower-priced demand.
In 1939 the United Kingdom supplied 53 percent of the total
imports;
quantity and 79 percent of the total value of United States
Germany and Japan eachsupplied about 22 percent of the quantity
and 9 percent of the value.
During the war, American requirements are being supplied almost
entirely by British manufacturers. Wartime requiremnts for
needles used in sewing airplane fabric have increased substantially.
The average unit value of imports from the United Kingdom rose
from $1.12 per thousand in 1939 to $1.70 per thousand in 1942, but
declined somewhat in 1943..
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The demand for hand-sewig needles for use in the home is relatively
is triviaL
inelastic and the household expenditure for such articles
On
of
the
in
elastic
trades.
account
is
Demand only slightly more
2
or
first
in
the
hence
imports)
larger population, consumption (and
3 years after the war will probably be about 5 percent greater than in
1939, or about 760 mon needles a year. The unit value of imports
will probably Sbew eater than in 1939 because of the preponderance of
high-grade Britis needles in imports; hesnce the towal foreign value
may be about 0.8-1.0 million dollars.
POST-WAR LON(T TERM

Essentially the same factors affecting consumption and import
apply to the lon term as to the short term. Changes in national income will probably have little effect on the quantity of hand-ewing
needles used, the more ort factor being the increase in population, which may result in imports of 750850 million needles.
Per capita Income at 1#9 level.,
Assuming the average price of 1939 to prevail, the slightly increased imports would be valued at $560,000-4650,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in I*S9.
ihctma of this magnitude may be accomIncrease i per capjta
panied by o-n increase inmthe goperal pricnje v4, over 1939, of Ipeha
15 percent, and the foreign prices of neles wilprobably follow the
general price trend. If sour of imports are approx tely th
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same as before the war, the average uit value of imports may be
10-,5 percent N'gher than before the war and the total imports may
have a foreign value of $650,000 to $800,000.
SELENIUM
Tariff paragraph,; 1758.
Commodity:
Selenium.
Rate of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item
Item
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No exports shipped.
Foreign value.

All selenium of commerce is a byproduct of the copper industry.
Anode, sludges from the electrolytic refining of copper are processed
and the selenium content recovered. United States plant capacity
has been increased to approximately 750,000 pounds Ier year (during
the war), but output is limited by the amount of sludges available.
Some of the production of selenium in the United States comes from
blister copper imported for refining.' The United States is the world's
largest consumer of selenium. Imports are largely from Canada.
The largest market is the glass industry, where it is used as a red
colorant and, in lesser amounts, to neutralize the light green color
caused by iron oxides. The metal is also used in light-sensitive cells
for fire detectors, burglar alarms, and other products of a similar
charter; in the ubbet-goods or artkflcial-ruhler industry for reducing
the length of the curing period, and increasing the tenisilo strength of
the rubber; in the stainless-steel industry for increasing the machinability of the metal; and in red-paint pigments containing cadmium
and barium. At, present domestic stocks are equivalent to about one
year's supply. This is the normal situation of the industry, and,
therefore, the problem of disposal of surplus stocks does not exist.
The United States has now the capacity to supply all metal required
for domestic consumption as far as selenium sludge is available, but it
is possible thAt imports from Canada will continue, since Canada will
have a surplus resulting from tho refining of copper produced in that
country. The sole Canadian producer is advantageously situated with
respect to United States consuming industries.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The selenium industry will not be confronted either with~the
problem of accumulated stocks or of competition from secondary
metal or substitutes. 'A strong demand for selenium will result from
I aeetn report on copper in ti mites
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in which more glass will be
heavy construction! (especially hou8in',
used than formerly), and an increasing use of devices which incorporate
selenium cells. It is likely that thesenidustrial activities will obtain
full development shortly after the close of the war. The limiting
factor inthe use. of selenium is the amount of electrolytic copper
treated and the selenium contetit thereof. Factors similar to those
causing a strong demand for seleniui*w ill preu W cause, a strong
demand for copper, and the quantity refined in this country (including
foreign crude metal) may be sufficient to provide all tie selenium
required. Domestic production might be 400,000-500,000 pounds,
valued at $700,000$900,000. However, imports from Canada are
likely to continue.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Consumption of glass in which selenium is used may be about 40
percent greater than in 1939 at the 1939 income level, and about 100
percent greater at the high income level.' As the glass industry is
the principal consumer of selenitun these assumptions have been used
in preparing the following estimates.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Domestic requirements of selenium may be 500,000 pounds. Because of the great increase in domestic production capacity during the
war, the proportion of consumption' supplied by imports would
probably be considerably smaller than in 1939, Imports might be
50,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $80,000 ($1.55 per pound).
Production for the domestic market would then be 450,000 pounds,
with a value, at 1939 prices, of about $800,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With the demand for glass assumed to be 100 percent greater than
1939, domestic requirements of selenium may4 be 750,000
pounds. Domestic production may be 650,000 pounds, with a value
of. about 1.3 million dollars, and h2nports 100,000 pounds with a
foreign vilue of $175 000 ($1.75 per pound). In estimating unit
values, allowance has been xm4de. for an increape of JO to 15 percent
to conform to the assumed general increase in price levels.
Exports
As in the past, exports in the post-war period are likely to be
insignificant or none.

dur

Employment

As selenium is a byproduct of the copper industry, employment in
the post-war period might be about 50 persons with national income
as in 1939 and about 100 persons on the high-income assumption.
XSee section on gins and glswae under cbsdule 2.
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TIN- ORE, OXIDE, AND METAL
Taiff paraTariphf

1785

1786

Rate' of duty
Commodiy
Tin ore and oxideFree.
Tin in bars, blocks, pigs, -Free.
et

GENEItAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item
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The United States has never been a substantial producer of tin
ore. In 1939 production amounted to only 34 long tons tin content
and was essentially a byproduct of gold dredging, principally in
Alaska. Extensive surveys conducted by the United States Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines have failed to locate promising
ore bodies. The United States, the world's largest consumer, must
therefore rely almost entirely upon imports of virgin tin,- ore, and oxide. Malaya and Great Britain are the principal sources of imports.
Before the present- war, export taxes imposed on tin ore from
British colonies destined, to countries other than British territory
precluded shipment to this country of hi -rae ore. Consequently
Bolivia remained our only source of the ore. However, these Bolivian ores are low-grade and require sweetening with high-grade ore.
Deprived of high-grade material, tin smelting in the United States
was compelled to close in 1924. Not until thb opening in 1942 of
the new Government smelter in Texas was the industry revived.
The future position, of the new smelter is uncertain. It began by
importing ore from Bolivia only after an agreement had been reached
with England, which normally contracts for Bolivia's entire output.
After the cessation 'of hostilities, the greater part' of this ore may
again go to the United Kingdom.
An international cartel has been in existence since 1931 for the
control of production and prices. Known as the International Tin
Committee, it represents about 90 percent of the world output. The
Committee sets production quotas for each country and establishes
prices that have remained stable even during the war years. . If this
control is discontinued, it might be possible to obtain sufficient
Malayan and Bolivian concentrates to enable the smelter in Texas
to operate on an economical basis.
In 1939 about 40 percent of the domestic consumption of tin was
in the manufacture of tin plate. Other important uses are infsolder,
which varies largely with tin-plate production and ir bronze and other
copper-base alloys, which follow the trend of steel production rather
closely. In 1939 the consumption of tin, primary and secondary, was
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1.6 pounds per, capital. Beginning about 1937 the amount of tin
used by the tin-plate industry per ton of steel has been declining :bs.
cause of'the use of a.
er eating. The o ,procedure ofcoati
steel plate by the hot-dip method require'd'1.5 poundsofp6r
tin,
bse
box (i.e. 100 pounds of tin plate), Under the'new electrolytim process
only 0.5 pound is required per base box, and some tin plate has even
been made that contains as low -as 0,25 pound or 0.10 pound per base
box. To date, however, electrolytic deposited tin plate is used odly
in dry-pack canning. Wet-processed food must await additional
research, now under way, for the development of electrolytic' tin
plate of high corrosion resistance. Even so, in 1944 electrolytic
tin plate constituted about one-fourth of the total produced, and its
use is estimated to'have conserved about 10 million pounds of tin.
Other trends which tend to reduce the consumption of tin are the
use of lacquers to protect the metal in steel cans and the use of glass
containers to replace tih cads. Although these methods of conserving tin have been necessitated by war conditions, and in fact largely
prescribed by governmental orders, they may nevertheless persist in
considerable measure during peacetime. Still other wartime econo'mies in the use of tin are less likely to persist in the future; these include the replacement of tinfoil by aluminum, lead, cellophane and
wax paper, and the replacment of tin by aluminum in collapsible
tubes. Some solders using silver as a base during the war are likely
to displace permanently small quantities of tin. The expansion of
the frozen-food industry has also tended to reduce the requirements
for tin plate containers; this trend will undoubtedly continue.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Because of the severe restrictions placed upon the use of tin by the
War Production Board, the consumption of the metal in 1943 was 15
percent less than in 1939. With the removal of these restrictions,
the high national income in the immediate post-war period, together
with pent-up demand, are likely to cause a consumption considerably
greater than before the war, notwithstanding the- tin-conserving practices described above. Consumption of primary tin may amount to
from 90,000 to 105,000 long tons. This quantity of tin must be
imported, whether it be in: the form of metal or of concentrates for
the Texas smelter. There will probably be some delay in satisfying
the demand, since the mines and smelters in the, principal Producing
countries of southeast Asia may need a year or more for rehabilitation.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 19.9 level.

The increase in population would tend to add to the consumption
of canned goods, but the effect upon the consumption of tin plate
wouldprobably be offset, or even more than offset, by the changes in
methods of making tin plate and in methods of conserving
which have already been described. The consumption of tin infooddo
other
uses would probably increase proportionally to population growth.
The total consumption of tin, primary and secondary, might be greater
than the 95,000 tons consumed in 1939, say, 100,000 tons. About
three-fourths of the consumption will be primary tin, which will have
to be imported. Imports thus would probably be about 75,000ons,
712
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with a foreign value, at the pre-war level, of about $1,000 per ton,
If ir ports should be mainly in the form of ore, the foreign value
might be 15-20 percent lower. Domestic production of second.
ary tin would be 25,000 long tons, valued at about $21,400,000.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.

High per capita income does not tend to increase the consumption
of canned goods (it rather tends in the opposite direction) and in
view of the trends mentioned above, consumption of tin for hi p ur.
pose might be no greater than in 1939 or even somewhat less, The
quantity of tin usd in bronze and other copper-base alloys and for
most other purposes, however, tends to increase, along with that of
steel, when business activity is high. Combining the effects of these
factors, per capita consumption of tin (primary anld secondary),
which was 1.6 pounds in 1939, would probably be 1.8-2.1 pounds,
resulting in a total consumption (primary and secondary) of 130,000
long tons. Such a conrumption would require imports of 100,000
tns of virgin tin. Assuining foreign prices to be about 15 percent
higher than in 1939, the value of these imports would be in the range
of 105-125 million dollars, provided imports consisted chiefly of t le
metal itself. Should they be Inainly in the form of ore, the foreign
value would be 1.5-20 percent lss. Domestic production of 30 000
long tons of secondary tin would be valued at about 29 nrillion dolalas.
Exports

As in the past, little or no pig or bar tin will be exported.
Employment

The Texas welter employs about 600 person, Production at
present is approximately 30,00 tons, although its rated capacity isi
report to be between 70,000 ald 90,000 tons, If sufficient conientrates should be available to operate the smelter near the rateid
ceapaity employment may retwh 700 person, If, however, the
smelter 1e permanently (lowd after the war, there will remain only
the s8i1l number of persons employed in the recovery of secondary
weW,

TIN PLATE SCRAP

TariJ wprafr4,ph 1 786,
Tin plate scrap.
Free,

C0mmJ.4yiJi:
&ate of duiy:
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Data onl United States production, Imports, and consumptil f(or
1939 are given below:-
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Tin plate scrap is the waste product resulting from the fabrication
of tin plate into finished articles such as cans, bottle caps, and stamp.
ings. The United States tin can industry, which furnish by far
the largest production of scrap, consists of more than 75 plant
scattered in at least 24 States, The scrap metal is pressed into
bundles and shipped to the nearest detinning plants,
The domestic detinhing industry (seven plants in 1939) had sufficient caag'eity to handle about 350,000 tons of scrap annually, whereas production in normal times is said to have been about 275,000
tons. In the past Japan has been by far the largest market and has
paid prices so higi that the domestic detinning industry petitioned
the President for issuance of, an executive order against exportation
of tin plate scrap. The export licensing bill, subsquently passed
b~y Congress in 1939, included exports of tin plate scrap. In 1939
all licenses issued (172) named Japan as the country of destination.
In 1943 the) Government built a detinning plant in Birmingham, Ala.,
for the treatIri ont of reclaimed tin cans, Production, however, did
not begin until 1944.
No statistics aro available on the -production of tin plate scrap1
hiut trade reports indicate the scrap amounts to approximately 15
percent of total tin plate production which in 1939 amounted to
2,237,535 long tons,
imports of tin plate scrap have always been small and came principally from cane plants in Callada. Exports formerly moved to 16t or
more countries, the major portion to Japan, China, Hong Kong, and
the Netherlando.
Till plate mT1de b)y the hot-dip process formerly required 1,5 pounds
of tin per base box of 100 pounds of tin plate, Since 1937, the amount
of tin used by the tin plate industry per ton of stoel has been declining
because of the use of a thinner coating oven by the hot-dip process.
Unider thie new electrolytic pitobess only 0.5 pound of tin is required
per base box; whiereafs oime tin plate has' been made that contains only
0,25 pound and in someo instatnces as little as 0,10 pound per base box.
D)omestie production -of tin plate s(rap dependss chiefly upon the
domestic prod action of tin plate, prinelipally that going into food
conitainse*'
The following estimatos bf scatp production are based upon the'
past relationshipsp betWeon total stool output tin plato output, and
scrp recovery. Whon tin again bConws( aVA'lable in adequate- quavtity, it is assumed that future average use will be about I pound p
Wx of tin plate, which mnls that the Average value of sorap tin plate
will be muelh lower than formerly. It is further assumed in tihe fllow4ig estimates that allc4n-plant scrap jo returned for detinning,
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Witi the removal of wartime restrictions on the use

of tin, it is
alitlplanited thait muc110h more til plate sorap will be produced thau i"
1039 1hu4t, becaull. of Its IOW01r tin eontpnt, the value of the acrap mry
ho no larger thain in 1939. 1Unporto mry reach 14,00
tons , iW
. foreign value of about $140,00o.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Producton, andilmports
Per capital Income at 1t9, level.
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With the rate of steel production at a level of 65-6 million tons a
year, production of tin plate may be about 2% million long tons. Procm
Hessing of this plate should rest in the production of approxim'utly
41i,000 long tons of scrap, or about 24 percent more than in 1939.
The value of this output at a price of' perhaps $10 per ton,
because of reduced tin content, would be around 4.1 million dollars
'Froducti9n for the domestic market would probably be around
380 000 long tons with a value of 3.8 million dollars, Imports will
probably depend largely on the rate at which tin plate is consumed
en manufacturing in Canada and Cuba, the most important sources
of United States imports. If consumption in those countries increases at about the same rate that is expected in the United States,
;enough scrap should be produced to permit United States imports
to rise to about 16,000 long tons a year. Since unit values of imports
also will probably be less because of the reduced tin content, total
foreign value of imports may approximate $105,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

The steel industry may produce about 3.6 million long tons of
tin platefor the domestic market, the fabrication. of which would
yield aapproximately 640,000 long tons of scrap, or about 30 percent
more than with income as in 1939. Assuming a similar increase in
scrap production in Canada and Cuba, United States imports of
scrap may be about 22 009 long tons. Adjusting the value of production and imports for tle/decreased tin content on the one hand and
for a moderate increase in the general price level on the other hand,
the total foreign value of imports ma be about $155,000. Production
for the domestic market would probably be about 500,000 long tons
valued at about 5.7 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of tin-plate scrap are difficult to predict, because they
fluctuated considerably before the war, and in 1939 some importing
countries, particularly Japan, were probably building up war stocks
of itine If, however; they were to approximate the same ratio to
domestic production as in 1939, total exports would be about 33,000
long tons under the lower-income assumption and about 43,000 under
'the highei-income assumption, with values of $330,000 and $515,000,

respectively.

SILVERWARE, ANTIQUEF
Tariff paragraph: 1811.

Commodity:
Rane of duty:

Silverware produced before 1830.
Free.
GENERAL

In 1939, United States imports (apparent consumption) amounted
to $720,000 (foreign value). This amount was somewhat below the
pre-war annual average of $859,000 for the period 1937-39.
The UnitedStates is an important market for antique silverware.
Some consumers prefer antique ware to modem ware, even at a higher
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price. Not all imports of antique silverware are distributed through
commercial channels, some being sold directly tb museums or private
collectors. Retailers' mark-ups on antique ware vary accordn to
the condition of particular articles, their design and history, and- the
price at which they were acquired. Consideration is- also :given to
prevailing prices of similar modern ware.r
The UniltedKingdom is by far the principal source of United
States imports; other sources include France and the Netherlands.
Imports .consist chiefly of sterling silver hollow ware but also
include Sheffield 'late produced by welding sheet silver to a sheet or
Most Sheffield plate, like antique sterling, h
bar qivpper.
siderable
prestige value.
Imports compete to a certain extent with modem sterling and
silver-plated hollow ware, domestic production bf which had a total
value of about 15 million dollars in 1939.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The volume of. imports to be anticipated. immediately after the war
unpredictable. Although it seemsdoubtful that there will be any
substantial increase compared with 193t0, it is possible that many
European owners of antique silverware may wish to sell their holding
in order to purchase more essential goods, in which case imports might
exceed substantially the pre-war level.

is

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capital Income at 19*9 level.

Imports (and consumption) might be 0.8-1.0 million dollars (foreign
value) annually, or somewhat more than the average for 1937-39.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.

Imports (and consumption), because of the increased means which
more people would have to satisfy this particular taste, might be
1.5-2.0 million dollars (foreign value), or 90-100 percent more than
with no change in income.

SCHEDULE 4. WOOD AND MANUFACTURES, AND
RELAND ITEMS PROVIDED FOR IN'THE FREE
LIST
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
All items covered by schedule 4 of which the imports in 1939 exceeded $100,000 are included in this report except the basket classification covering miscellaneous manufactures of wood or bark which
had an import value of $801,000 in 1939. This classification included
many unrelated articles which are subject to different influences, and
it would be impracticable to say anything significant concerning
effects of changed conditions upon post-war consumption, production,
imports, and exports. The number of dutiable articles for which
comments are presented is i2. The value of the imports of these.
articles in 1939 was 22.0 million dollars, out of a total value of 23.5
million dollars for all articles imported under this schedule.
In addition to the dutiable items, the reports which follow include
10 duty-free items which are related to the dutiable items. The total
value of the imports of these free articles in 1939 was 25.6 million
dollars.
By far the most important item in the dutiable imports under
schedule 4 is softwood lumber, of which the imports virtually all from
Canada, in 1939 were valued at 15.0 million dollars. In domestic
production softwood lumber ranked second among the articles dutiable
under schedule 4. The imports in 1939 were equal to about 334 percent
of the domestic production. The largest item! in domestic production
is wood furniture, which is subject to a duty of 25-40 percent ad
valorem, and of which the imports in 1939 were equal to about onesixth of 1 percent of the domestic production.
As measured by imports, the principal duty-free items covered by
this group of reports are pulpwood shingles, hardwood lumber, and
cabinet wood logs. Except for cabinet wood logs, these items are
also very important in domestic production, but seve-ral other articles
rank high in domestic production although relatively low in imports.
Shingles are duty-free only up to a specified quantity.
505
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The following tabulation compares actual production (for the
domestic market) and actual imports in 1939 with the estimated
poet-warproduction and imports under the several assumptions as to
nation come and levels of duty:
Production for the'
domestic market

Inot

Period, income level, and taiff treatment
value

doleart
Wood and manufatures, dutiable and taxable:
1,019.6
9.....................
Post-war long terVfl
in
s
1939:
income
capital
Per
1, 021.5
Duty a In 1939.
1,020.2
-..
Duty reducedtl0peent
1,022.8
50percentDuty
.... ... . Per capita Izeome 75 percent more than ID 1939:
uty as
1 729.6
un 191
-;
1,727.4
Duty reduced 50 pent
Wouand
d m nufctreasd pereent-..........
1,731.8
item.:
Wood and i ~n~fa~tzr free
1939284.9
Post-war long term:
318.7
Per capital Income w in 1939 .. -.. .
4417
Per capita income 75 percent more than In 1939

RtlIo
1939 to

Fr"eign
value

to
Ratio
1939

Pferen
100

d1i1ara

P*WW

Po

.........................

....

10
100
100.
170
1i0
170
100
112

1i5

2210

100

:23.7
25.6

108
116
98
19
178
147
100

28.1
43.4

li1

21.6
8 0
387
32.4
2& 6

170

In 1939 the sum of the values of production (for the domestic
market) for the dutiable items covered by these reports was 1,020
million dollars, and the value of imports was 22 million, imports being
equal to about 2 percent of the value of production. This ratio is
understated to some extent, but not greatly, by reason of. duplications of values in the production data. The production .of the 10
related duty-free items was, valued (including relatively little duplication) at 285 million dollars sand the imports at 25.6 million, equal to
about 9 percent of the'domestic production figure; the ratio of inports to production is fairly highbor shingles and pulpwood.
On the assume tion of national income the same as in 1939, estimated
production of the dutiable article covered would probably be only.
slightly greater in the long-term post-war period than in 1939 notwithstanding growth in population; production also would probably be only insignifi canyy affected by 'a 50-percent change im the
rates of duty in either direion. Moreover, such chatysin the duties
would have only a moderate effect on the imports. This is explained
chiefly by the fact that the principal item in the import trade, softwood
lumber, is subject to low rates of duty, averaging 6 percent ad *alorem
in 1939.
According -to the estimates, an increase of national income by 75
percent would result in increasing the value of the production of the
major articles dutiable under schedule 4 by about 70 percent, a result
owing largely to higher prices for lumber and other forest Products.
Increase in the quantity of lumber consumed would probably be
restricted by the limitations in the productive capacity of the forests,
of both the United States and Canada. It is estimated that the ratio
of imports to production would be about the same at the higher -as at
the lower incorhe level, under each of the three, assumptions as to rates
of duty.
It is estimated that the value both of production and of imports of
the free items, in the long-term post-war period would probably be

Table: SOFTWO D LUMBER
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about 10 percent greater than in 1939, ifper capita national income
were the same as in that gear, An i
of 75 p t i the
national incomewodd probably have leseffect, pcentagewise, ii
increasing thev-ialue of productionujut somewhat more effect in icreasing the value of import, than on that ,ofdutiable itSm.
Th4esuTnnaty estimate in the aboe table ae subject to a-n ppreciabltmstgf of error, notwitstanding: the tedency of eFrrs in 4he
estbnates for individual ites to offset one another. Moreover, as to
imports of ddtiable articles, the dominance of the one im o softwood lumber is conspicuous, and any error in the estimate regardig
imports of softwoqd would be coMpicuously reflected in the total.
So, too, the dominance o£ two items in the statistics of dometiic production, namely furniture. and softwood lumber, tends to lessen the
trustworthiness of the combined totals estimated for domestic production although any errors in the estimates for these two items may
tend to offset one another. The offsettin of errors is probably more
effective in lessening the ari 'of error in the group totals of dutyfree articles,-. The number of these articles is considerable and no one
of them is dominant either in iniports or domestic production.
SOFTWOOD LUMBER
Tariff
paragraph

401

-------

~~~ E~auivaloa
.l.ak

Commodity
Softwood lumber:

Rate of duty

(1989)

Westernwhiteipruoe, $0.50 per M B. M
Northern white
and Norway
pine,
ne,

Other spruce and
pine, and Bir, hem. -lock, and larch.

2%

$2.00 per M B. hi

-

10%

1803 (lear.......
Cedar-1.50 per M.B.M
3%
NOn.-TheTriff Ac ot1 Imed duty of $1 per tound
feet oz all lumber coveid by thk
report ot Pt cOdar, wbich was dutTr.
Reen Ac tf1962 Imooed i hportexcls tax od
thousand Ja ot, 1eotVe J4ne 21, 1932,The
on all such lumber, wbhi tax was in ditlon ttera
duty. On
to the first trde ureereit with COnada, the duty was reduced to
196. Ireiat
p
d thetax
6W cents or
th4nd
a to $1 0, a quot beingtxed on importsof Douglas nr ad
tVhrdeeta
nWa*

ern hem1ok which could be entered at the reduced rates, Efective July 1,198, the Revenue Act of 19
removed the Importexcie tax on Northern white pine, Noray p e, d Wesmrn white spruce. TW
reduced rates oftand t4 were continued purut to theond Cadian
nt, Jaanuay
ve
1,1939, but the t quot on Dopla fir and Westerni hemlock was removd.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Softwood lumber is produced in the' United States principally in the
Pacific Northwest and the South, although other regions; including
the Northeast and the Lake Stats, also produce substatial quantities.
Although some species of softwoods poss specific qualities which
make them~preferred for certain specialized purposes in many uses
one species may be readily substituted for another. This fact
coupled -with the relatively high transportation cost involved i
shipping lumber, makes proximity to the market an important factor
in determining the species used for various purposes in different
localities.
Imports of softwood lumber consist primarily of spruce, fir, pine,
hemlock, larch, and cedar. The total quantity imported; in 1939
constituted about 3 percent of domestic consumption, but the im.
ports of three species, namely, spruce, Northern white pine, and
cedar, represented much larger proportions of the consumption of
these species. The proportion of consumption of a given species
supplied by imports does not indicate fully the competitive position
of imports in tbe domestic market, as differences in quality are important in some instances. Wheregi imports of Douglas fir, hemlock,
larch, and Western red cedar compete directly with domestically
produced lumber, imports of some other species do not compete
directly with domestic lumber. For example imported Northern
white pine is generally of higher quality than domestically produced
lumber of this species and is used for more specialized purposes..
Nearly all of the imports of softwood lumber come from Canada
bVut small quantities of ponderosa pine and other species are obtained
from Mexico and some Parana pine from Brazil. Most of the lumber
imported from eastern and central Canada enters markets aJong the
northeastern seaboard and the Great Lakes. Some imported softwood lumber enters the Pacific coast market, but relatively little
enters the South.
Normally from 60 to 70 percent of all softwood lumber consumed
in the United States is used in construction, about 10 to 20 percent
goes into boxes, crates, and shipping, and about 5 to 10 percent is
used in manufacture. During the war the proportion of such lumber
used in construction (including military construction) has been reduced to about 50 percent, and boxes, crates, and dunnage have used
more than 40 percent. In the post-war years, it is probable that the
normal pattern of use will eventually be restored, although the
proportion of lumber used in construction may be above pre-war
normal in the early period.
Exports, which normally amount to less than 10 percent of production consist mainly of Southern pine, Douglas fir, and ponderosa
pine. Japan, China, the United Kingdom, and Argentina were the
principal markets for United States exports during the decade before
the war.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption and production will probably remain at a high level
for several years after the war, owing to a large accumulated demand
for new construction, maintenance and repairs and to the vast
requirements in manufactures and other industrial uses. It has been

Table: Table 1.- Softwo d lumber: Estimated quantities of consumption, production, and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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variously estimated that from 6-10 million or more dwellin units Wilt
be erected during the first decade following the war as wel as a large
amount of heavier construction. The capacity of both the United
States and Canada to produce softwood lumber without undue
depletion of the stands is limited. During the wari production in
both countries has exceeded the rate of growth. It seems likely that
if the demand in the immediate post-war years is extremely strong,
this practice of over-cutting will continue for some time. Consequently, consumption and production --of softwood lumber may be
from 40 to 60 percent greater in quantity than in 1939. The average
price of lumber, including both softwood and hardwQod. has materially
mcreased during the war. Although it is probable that lumber prices
will decline somewhat from the war levels, softwood lumber will
presumably be considerably higher in price than in prewar years. It
is possible, therefore, that the value of consumption and of production
in the immediate post-war years may be from 100 to 130 percent
greater than in 1939,
Probably imports will increase over those in 1939 in about the
same ratio as production.. However, a larger percentage of increase
may occur in exports, which might possibly be 125 to 175 percent
greater in quantity and 240 to 280 percent greater in' value, than in
1939. Exports will be affected by the policy of the United States
Government in supplying foreign requirements for rehabilitation, by
the financial position of importing nations, and by other factors.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Estimates of consumption, production, and imports in the postwar long term, compared with 1939 data, are summarized in tables
1 and 2 and are described below.
TABLE 1.-Softwood lumber: Ectimatd quantities of consumption, production, and
import. under the assumptions of Senate.Resolution 841
Iin millions of board fetd
Consuption

Production for
domestic
market

1939---------..........................................21 04

21, "I

am

18,400-22,300

600-700

Period, Income level, and tariff treatment
Post-war longterm:
Income as iii IM9:

Duy as in 19so....9-...........10
Duyincreased by 50 percent-............
nt over 1939:
in
Dntya- X 1939-Duty reduced by
0prcnt-25, 000
W7, 000
.Duty ynperdent

...............

....

imports

0-65018450-22,35W
24,25:1150 '780-98
24,2D-26,100 .800-900
700-0
2X 0
O

~ ~ ~Quwt1zflni.rlce~r

Table: Table 2.- Softwo d lumber: Sum ary of estimated production and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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TAsLx lumber:.
Summary of eima ejodudin im
uime
-Softuood
the aumpto Of Senake R1Sion 41 and,
Production for domestic market

Period, Income level,
b and tariff treatment

liQ

Valu ($1,1060)

l 384.
41 Klag
....*...
Postwar long term:
Income as In 1i98 ..
Dutyasf In9
18, 0012, 300.
.-.- 18, 5 , 250
20.50
Duty reduced Ipe nt .-.
76,00046%006
..
1
..
...
Duty IffreaedbyKby percent22,30
Income 78% over 1989:
..9...
Duty as inIm..........1..9-...
A 2 1616
j.
00
Duty reduced by 80 percent.269-2.,100
00oo-5,6,
.00-, 200
Duty Increased by 0 percent..
........

-

--

-

..................

....

--..............
.

........

.

...

.

-

Imports

196900
,,,, ...
,,,,83'
.*,2,,,
....
...
_6
.x $18,049
,s
Poet-war long trm:
income -Ins 1969:
15-00
a-700 1
Dutymain 199 7.......................-..0..........
8 17,so
200
050-70
A
I18b 2018,760
Duty reduced by 50percent-.............
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

..

.

.

_

Duty reduced by 0pecet-80-0 i
M W
aed y percent0...000.....................

Duty

300

2X4,000-2a7,560

21,000-12,000

Per capita Income-at 19 level.

It seems likely that construction in general in the long-term postincome
war period will be greater than before the war, even if national
is at the same level as in 1939. However, aroat part of the increase
in construction would probably be accomplished through, the use of
basic materials other than wood. Moreover, the pre-war trend toward
greater use of plywood, wallboard, and similar materials in interior
construction in place of lumber i likely, to continue, though this trend
may be partly offsett by-new detelopmnente in the chemical treatment
of softwood for use for such purposes. There is considerable uncertainty as to the result of these conflicting factors upon the consumption
of softwood lumber.
Despite a large volume of construction the consumption might be
somewhat less than in 1939, notwithstanding the assumed increase of
10 percent in the population. On the other hand, the.consuWtion
might be greater than in 1939 by about the percentage of increase in
population. Consumption might thus range frbm, say, 10 percent
lesa than in 1939, or about 19 billion board feet, to about 10 percent
more than in that;year, or about 23 billion board feet. Prices of softwood lumber at this income level are likely to be about the same as il
1939. The volume of consumption is not likely to be affected appreciably by a decrease or an increase of 50 percent in the duties. The
share of consumption furnished by imports will vary somewhat with
the-rate of duty, but in any case the imports are not likely to reach 5
percent of the consumption, so that the percentage effect of a change
in duty upon the domestic production would be small.
uty as in 1989.-Imports would probably be about 600-700 million board feet, with a foreign value, at prices approximately the same

rosT wA IMPT
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in, 1939, of 15.0-17.6 million dollars. The domeQtic pduction
for the domestic market, on this asiilption regarding imports, would
be about 18.4-22.3 billion board feet, wit a value, at 1939 prices, of
376-458 million' dollars.
Duty reducd by 50 percen4,-Tbh effect. might be somewhn t to
increase the imports of Douglas fir, hemlock and sruc (ezcepb
Western white sprucee, which constituted about one-half of the volume
of ninpdft in -1939; thb are moderately priced woods and beat higher
rates of duty.than the other principal softwood specie imports of
which would be affected only to an insignificant d agree by, the reduction in duty. Imports might total 659-750 million board feet, with &
foreign value-of 16.0-18.5 million dollars. Production for the dome.
tic market would be substantially the same as on the frt duty
assumption.
Duy increased by 0 percent.-The imports of Douglas fir, hemlock'
and Eastern spruce might be 10-20 percent less than with unchanged
duties. Total imports might amount to 550-660 million board feet,
with a foreign value of 14-16 million dollars. Production for the
domestic market would be substantially the same as on the first dutiy
as

assumption.

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than tin 1*..

With such a hi h national income, the volume of bufdind construe
tion would probably be very large and the demand for lumber, if that
demand could be supplied, might constitute about the same proportion of the total demand for basic construction materials as under the
lower income assumption. If it were possible to obtain all the woft.
wood desired, the consumption might be 30 billion board feet or
more.
It is improbable, however, that such'quantities of lumber would
be forthcoming in the United States and Canada. If the.demand
were recognized as ternpos, it might be met by unduly rapid
cutting of the forests, but if lumber producers conidered strong
demand to be likely to continue they would hesitate to adopt that
policy. Moreover, the Governments of the United States and Canada
are increasingly exerting pressure, on ,producers to pursue, sustainedeeeem
yield practices.
It
doubtful whether acttial cmoiption of
conditions
would exceed 26-27 billion board
lumber under these
feet. On' the other hand, the assumed strong demand would.
tend to raise prices considerably; they might be 20-30 percent higher
than in 1939.
There is little reason to suppose that the share of imports in supplying the United States market under this income assumption would;
be materially, different, whatever the sate
of duty from their s e
in supplymingthe smaller consumption Asumed on deis of incbme
as in 1939, Comments` on this schedule esuze that hi national
income in the United States would be accompanied by hi ncome
in other countries. This assumption.mean that costs of production
would tend to rise in Canada as in the United States, IdSalso twt
the demand for exports of Canadian lumber to countries other than
the United States (especially to te United Kingdom) wou e
strong. Under these conditions, Caadian pduce would Scarely
be likely to seek to divert lumber from other export markets to the
United States market.
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Duty aw in 19$9.-Impors might be 750-850 million board feet,
which, at prices perhaps averaging $30 per thousand (in 1939 the average was $24.83), would have a foreign value of 22-25 million dollars
Domestic production for the domestic market would then probably
be 24.3-26.2 billion board feet, with a value, at prices averaging
perhaps $25 per thousand, of 605-655 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might total 800-900 million
board feet, with a foreign value of 24-27 million dollars. Domestic
production for the domestic market would be only slightly smaller
in quantity or value than on the assumption of the duty as in 1939.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports-might be 700-800 million
board feet, with a foreign value of 21-24 million dollars. Domestic
production for the home market would be only slightly larger than
Dn the first assumption as to duty.
Exports

Even for as, much as a decade after the war the production of
lumber in Europe may be less than before the war. Many forest
'havelbeen seriously damaged or destroyed. Even in the lohg-term
post-war period there will, therefore, probably be a strong demand
for exports of lumber from the United States. That demand, however, will have to compete with the demand of the domestic market,
and particularly 0o if income in the United States and in other cointries is far above the pre-war level. Under these conditions, it is
virtually impossible to forecast the exports of lumber in the long-term
post-war period, although it is likely that in the short-term period
they will be somewhat greater than before the war. Exports will
depend to some extent on the trade policies of foreign countries,
particularly the policy of the British countries with respect to Empire
preference.
In 1939 United States exports amounted to about 800 million
board feet. In the long-torm post-war period they might be 1.0-1.5
billion board feet. The average unit value of exports before the war
was Much higher than that of production for the domestic market;
it was nearly $33 per thousand. Prices of -export lumber would
probably sti be higher if world income were high. The value of
exports might conceivably vary anywhere between 30 million and 60
million dollars under different conditions with respect to world income.
Employment
Data on the number of wage earners engaged in the production of
softwood lumber are not available, but the census reported a total

of 361,000 workers in the lumber and timber basic products industry 1
in 1939. Softwood lumber~constitutes about 85 percent of the total
lumber production in the United States. On this basis, it mnay be
assumed that approximately 307,O00 workers were employed in producing softwood lumber and other softwood products in 19P9.
Considering the long-term production, it is probable that 275,000325,000 wage earners would be employed in the production of softwood lumber (and related products) under the 1939 level of income;
and between 350,000 and 400,000 if the national income increases 75

percent.
s., I11.
i

operptiot&

sawmimls,

planing mUlls, plywood plants,

veneer

and cooperag stock

mills, and loagg

Table: CABINET WO D LUMBER
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CABINET WOOD LUMBER
--

Tariff
paragraph

Rate of duty
Co*nmodity
Cabinet woods, sawed, and
sawed planed, and
tongueA and grooved:
404
Spanish cedar, lance- 15% (plus import-excise
wood, ebony, box,
tax) (6% from Cuba).
granadilla, mahogany, rosewood, satinwood, Japanese

1803 (1)

Em uiviln
adairem
(1989)
(Weightd

average)

12%

white oak, and
Japanese maplenot further manufactured than
sawed (rough) or in
the form of flooring.
Above species planed, Free (subject to importexcise taxes).
or tongued and
grooved and -other

2%

WoOCdR.

NoTz.-The species specified above b name, ifnt further manufactured than sawed, or if in the o rnm(
flooring, were dutiable under the Tint Act of 1030 at 16 percent ad valorem; It planed, or tongued and
whether-in one or the other foregoing stages of iman
grooved, they were duty-free as were other species
free (except flooring of mapb
acwture, The Revenue Act of 1932 imposed on all lumber whether dutiable'or
birb, or beech), an Import-excise tax of $3 per thousand board feet, On September 3,1934, the preferential
and
the
12
tax o $2.40 pet thousand
on
was
reduced
to
6
of
Cuban
preferential
percent
percent
mahogany
duty
board feet on such mahogany was reduced to $1.20, pursuant to Cuban trade agreement. Pursu. t to the
first Canadian trade agreement, effective January 1 1938 the tax on all these species was reduced to $1.80.
and on January 1, 1939, the tax on the species tanenloned above by name was restored to $3 per thousand
board feet, as a result of the second agreement with Canada. Pursuant to the trade agreement with Peru,
effective July 29, 1942, the duty on Spanish ce ar, granadilla, mahogany, redwood, and satinwood (in rough
form) was reduced from 16 percent to 74 percent, and the tax on these species was reduced once more from
$3 to $1.60 per thousand board feet. Phllipplne products were free of duty In 1939.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Apparent

Ratio 6f

Imo
ox- For do-c
iSon conlP
~~~~~~~~For
pto
TotalFport ~~mestio
Total
market

Percau
Quantity (M board feet):
Par 404------2,940
27,292
130,232
0,631
3
33
..
.
.Par. I (1)------Value ($1 000)0
10
50
-- . 3,65
Par.04.
. .s
3,217 {
.1,622.
Par. 1803 (1) -..............
- $49
$173
Unit value (per M board feet) ------------ - $121
......
Persons employed
.
--(-)- .-....
.............__*,.__m

551

...................

.._

........

Mahogany and Isuan only. Production data are not avilable for other species, but relatively little
of such species Is converted into lumber. As to walnut lumber see footnote to text.
I Foreign value.
I Several

thousand (estimated).

GENERAL

Mahogany, lauan (Philippine mahogany) Spanish cedar, Japanese
white oak, lancewood, ebony, box, granadila, rosewood, satinwood,
and other cabinet woods commonly imported into the united States
are not grown commercially in this country,1 although lumber of some
I As to walnut, major cabintt wood which'i produced In
cabinet wood logp.

this

country, on tho

uotc

in

this

grbesa
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of these species it manufactured rin
4iiS country from imported logs.
T AND

Lauan (and a few associated' species) from the Philippines, which
entered:duty-free, made 'up two-thirds of the cabinet wood lumber
imports in 1939, and mahogany, chiefly from Mexico, Central America,
Peru, and BrazilI constituted more than one-fourth. These woods
are-normally usei principally for furniture,- ship finish, pgrtitions, and
other cabinet work, and for pattern stock, but during the war the
have been used mainly, in aircraft and boat, construction.
It is probable that the proportion of 'lumber, compared with logs,
imported in the future will.be eater, because of the increase during
the war of facilities for manufacturing lumber in foreign
consequently the share of domestic production in the total countries;
consumption of cabinet wood lumber will probably decline.
Changes of 50 percent in the rate of duty would have no: material
effect on the quantities imported, or cause' any 'substantial shift in
imports from lumber to logs (which are duty-free), or vice vorpa.
Very little of the imported lumber is subject tothe ad valorert rate
provided in paragraph 404, since it is -either planed on one or more
sides and, therefore, further manufactured than sawed or consists
of species not enumerated in paragraph 404., Consequetly, most of
the lumber is subject to the free-list. provisions of paragraph 1803 (1)
of the tariff act. Although all of it, except shipments from the Philippine Islands, is subject to tho tax of $3 or $1.50 per M board feet
provided for in the revenue act, this represents a very small ad
valorem equivalent.
Hardwoods from the Philippine Islands consist almost wholly of
several species of lauan, usually marketed as Philippine mahogany.
In the event of Philippineo--indepenidence and of the suibjection of
products of the islands to United States tariff duties, these
woods are
species which would be subject to the tax of $1-.50 per M board feet,
but not to the ad valorem rate provided in paragraph 404. Inasmuch
as the tax s relatively small, 'the change to dutiable status probably
would not affect imports from the Philippines.
Domestic production of this type of lumber in 1939 consisted principally of mahogany. Exports were entirely of this species. As
mahogany is one of the higher priced woods of this group the average
unit values of domestic production and exports are 4xbstantdfly
greater than those of imports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be substantially greater than in 1939,
owing chiefly to the strong demand for furniture of these woods.
Imports will probably be considerably greater, while production might
increase in moderate degree. Prices will likely be considerably higher,
so that the value of production and imports might be much greater
than in 1939.

POST-WAR LONG TERM.
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.
By reason of increase in population, consumption of cabinet Hood
might be 1O percent greater than in 1939 or about 67 million bard

feet. Imports might, however, be 15 percent greater than in that,
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about 38 million 'board feet valued at $1 86OOOO foreignn
1939. iroduction, incuding expolts of
perhaps 3 million feet, dight be about 5 percentt greater than in 1939,
and range in the neighborhood of 32 million board feet, valued at
$3,880,000.

year, -or

vaue), prices remaining as

Per cpitoa

Income

75

in

percent higher than

In

i1D,.

At this level of income`'the fu nishng of homese, particudrly with
the m-ore expensive class of furniture, and a greater demand for ples

ure craft, partitions, and other comniodities would probably result
in a consumption of cabinet woods about 5o percent greater in volume
than in 1939, or approximately 90 million board feet. Prices might
be 15 percent higher than in 1939. Imports might reabh, a volume
of 50 million board feet (50 percent above 1939), with foreign value
of approximately $2,900,000. Production, including exports, might
be about 43 million board feet, valeied at $6,000,000.
a

Exports

Exports have consisted mainly of mahoganyy lumber and the United
Kingdom, Canada, and Japan have been the prihcipai markets.
It is probable that exports in the. lorg-term period at the 1939
level of income will' be about 1o Percent greater than inm 1939 or approximately 3.2 million board feet with a value of $55,000. Should
the national income be 75 percent higher, exports might be as much a8
20 percent greater than in 1939, or about 3.5 million board feet, with
a value of about $700,000.
.'
~Employment
Data concerning employment are not available, but it is probable
that several thousand wage earners are engaged in producing cabinet
wood lumber in the United States.
CANE, REED, CANE WEBBING, AND SPLIT RATTAN
Tariff paragraph: 409.
Cane, reed,
Commodity:
Rate of duty:

rattop,

n.

cane
a. p.

20 percent.

webbing, and split
f.

or

partially manufactured

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption
given below:

Ratio 41
| Production | Imports -| - Appmn4 |mot
tlob
msunp

~~~~~~~~Appsent
stonsUM tion

If
Item

Value ($1,000)

...................................

are

..

-

-i 1,068

14.7

Estimated; exports are not reported but art small.

Estimated landed vlue; fo

value ws $116,000.

Cane, reed, and cane webbing (woven cane), and split or partially
manufactured rattan are iat~rials derived from rattan by a splittig
or cutting process. They are used extensively for seate, backs, panels,
71283-45- 84
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spline, molding, and other purposes in wood furniture, in woven reed
and cane furniture; and for covering seats in public vehicles. Other
uses include snowplow, street sweeper, and push brooms; baskets,
trays, and bags; hatbands, toys, and many other types of utility and
novelty products. Other materials utilized for many of Wte same
purposes tend to limit thp use of ratten.
Cane, reed, and cane webbing are produced in the United States
from imported rattan partly for sale as suih and partly for use in
further manufacture by the producer.
Pre-war imports were chiefly from Hong Konog, China, and Germany. They comprised some grades and types of lower quality
than the.domestic products, but also some that competed directly
with them.
Imports in 1939 were smaller than usual; in value they averaged for
the 5-year period, 1936-40, about $150,000, equaling a landed value of
approximately $205,000.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM-

Demand is likely to be large, but the supply is likely to be insufficient,
to meet the potential requirements, because both domestic production
and imports will probably be limited by scarcity of rattan. Imports
of unmanufactured rattan may be considerably lower than the average for 1936-40. The pre-war accumulated stocks have been depleted.
Consequently, the domestic production of reed, cane, and webbin is
likely to be below normal. Imports of these products are also likely
to be less than the average for 1936-40, since it is probable that the
export demands for unmanufactured rattan will restrict the quantities
that may be processed in the exporting countries (see report in this
series on unmanufactured rattan).
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1*93 level.

Production of wood and reed furniture would probably be equal- to
that in 1939, or exceed it by approximately the percentage of population growth. Some of the other products in which rattan materials
are used may be produced in slightly increased volume. As an offsetting factor there may be greater use of substitute materials. It is
probable, therefore, that the value of consumption of cane, reed,
webbing, and split rattan may range from-about the 1939 value to
about 10 percent above it, or, say, about $1,100,000.
DWty as in 1939.-With no change in duty it is probable that imports would be about equal to the average for 1936-40 arnd that the
prices would be the same, givi about $150,000 as the foreign value.
The value of domestic production would thus be about $950,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With duty reduced imports might
increase.by about 10 to 15 percent over the average for 1936-40, or to a
total of about $170,000 (foreign 'value). In part, these increased
imports might consist of lower grades and types of cane and reed
which may be usedJ in connection with various cheap or novel articles
or used in place of other types of material in articles sucl as'brooms.
They would, however, probably also include grades and qualities
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nem
that would directly orapete with domestic
production migbtbe yvalu databut
$930b000Duty incr(ed bySO percnst.--ThiswoulAptobably have a relay
small effect in reducing imports below the: 1936-40 level. The materials that are regularly. imported have fairly weU-Established market
outlets and the small acditioni toupice which the-irereoae in duty would
cause *oildl: -not seriouy affect the cost of the arblDses in whichth
imported materials are used. Imports, however, might decline to
about $140,000 (foreign value), and the value of domestic production
would then be about $960,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in

199.

Products, with some exceptions, in which cane, reed, and webbing
are used, especially furniture, are sensitive to income changes, and
would probably be produced in greatly expanded -_luime. The
use of cane and reed might not increase in the same ratio as the end
products, since, in the case of furniture for instance, prosperous conditions may result in a greater proportion of luxury types utilizing other
materials, or a greater. use of. ploatic materials either. asa matter of
preference or as substitutes for cane and reed. The standard uses of
cane and reed, however, in all likelihood would be large and it is also
probable that the prices would increase in about the same ratio a the
general price level, or about 10 percent. As a result, value of consumption might be 50 to 60 percent greater than in 1939, or approximately $1,600,000.
Duty a8 in 1939.-It is probable that the foreign articleswould be
subject to the samt price increases, or about 10 percent, as the total
consumption and that they would be in approximately the same ratio
to consumption as before the war. In this event the foreign value of
imports would be about $200,000, and the value of domestic production
$1 ,400,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-The reduction in duty would permit
greater imports. A part of these might be put to uses where they
would not compete witi domestic cqW or reed, and theirby increase
our consumption slightly. A substAhtial part of the increase, however, might be of qualities and grades that would compete with the
domestic product. The foreign vale of imports might be about 70
to 100 percent greater than- in 1936-40, or abut $275,000, abd the'
value of domestic production might be $1,325,000
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports Would probably be a little
less than under the 1939 rate of duty, say, $185s000 (foreign value),
with a value of domestic production of about $1,415,000.
Ex orts of cane, reed, and cane webbiniig are not separately recorded,
but they probably are insignificant.

Eu~loiment
There are only about five or six domestic concerns engaged in DnaSM
ufacturing cane, reed, and cane webliing from imported rattan.. The
cutting or splitting of the rattan and the weaving of the webbingare
done by machines in this country, but attendants or operators are
required for each machine. Some of the concerns are engaged solely
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in the production ofmtrials o thi type; ot are enga in
ufacturing a wider range of prduct. The number bf workers engaged
in the- manufacture of cane and red i8s snail.
MANUFACTURES OF RATTAN, BAMBOO, AND WILLOW
4.Tatiff -pemraph:
Ratan, boo, Boer or willow ufactures (except furniture
Commodity:;
Rate of duty:

45 percent.,

GENERAL

and
Data
United States productin, imports,
1939 areoigiven-below.

Apprte
nt

Produe.

Item

consumption for
tion-

Value($1,000)Prmona employs1 number)----)-----------......

.

.

1,1,7*t

......

.

1 Po"Iblincludes som edpu not
data not available u
I Estimated landed vaue; forei
v =
wAs $187,000.
I

tion
1-

........

pwoted
Imbb
teartles. Export.

Sovoral hundred.

GENERAL

Manufactures (except furniture and baskets) of which rattan, bamboo, and willow are the principal componets include many articles,
such as garden rakes, paper parasols, paper lanters, lamps, table mats
trays, bird cages and carpet beaters. Many of these commlies.
wit values an& personal preference
are novelty articles withesmall
largely governs the buyer in the choice of the article,
Imports normally amout to about one-fifth of onsumption. Japan.
supplied about three-fourths of' the pro-war imports, adhina ad
a small
au
the Uttited Kingo most 'of th Imaindq, gixct
doused
in
the
rattan,
bamboo,
and
willow
of
quantity willow, the
mestic manufacture of these articles are imported.
POST-WAR SHORTT TERM

The value of consumption will probably be substantially les than.
in 1939, owing to the reduction of imports caused by disturbed conditions in the Far Eastern countries., The value of imports wil likely
be about one-third of that in 1939. Although the imports of manufactured, rattan as material for domestic production o thee tiles
may betbelow the 1939 figure, inasmuch s the Neterland Indies
Malaya, and the Philippine Islands may not have regained normal
production, the value of the domestic output of articles made of rattan, bamboo, and willow may be as high asWa 1939 became of icreased
prices.
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POST WAR: LONG TEMJW
Cnu* ,- Prouc, ad Imptta( f'
Per capit inconmeQt *t9 leWe.

Value ot conux pi6 migh be about, 10 percent greater tha iz
1939, or-nay $1,300 000, by reason et e d popultion. rce
be t~sa apinan
would
Prob~b~r
Duty
a
is
$9$Lrodu4*eo
in proportion to conumpionand be vluedat $960,000 an a lIded
value of $360,000 ($20,000f n value), respectively.
et grete
Duty reduced b 60 pe t-Import ht be 25
in 1939, or about $260,000.(reign vaue).
than with the duty
Production would probably be valued -at about $900,000.:Duty inweased by 60 -percent,-Imports might be 10-4i percent less
than with the: duty as in 1939, or about $185,000 (foreign value).
Production might be about $1,0 ,00.

1939.pobl,,or
imo4,wolapoaby64oe

.Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1959.

The value of consumption might be 35-40 percent greater than
with income as in 1939, or, say, around $1,800,000, allowing for
prices probably about 15 percent higher.
Duty as in 198.ru t p mjwports also would probbly be
.about the same proportion ofconsumpeion as in 1939 and reacha
value of about $1,300,000 and $280,000 (foreign value), respectively.
Duty. reduced -by6O pcent-Imports might be as much -as 25
percent greater than with an unchaned duty, or about $360,000
(foreign value). Production might be approximaly $1,200,000.Duty incrazed by 60 percent.-Imports might be about $260,000
(foreign value). Production would likely be m the'neighborhood of

4$1,400,000.-

Employment

Employment data are not available, but the number of employees
engaged inaking articles of rattan, bamboo, and willow is knownt more than a few hundred workers.a
to be small;
FURNITURE OF RATTAN, IREED, WIULL9W,. GRASS, OR FIBER
Tariff paragraph: 409.
Furniture of rattan, reed, bamlboo, oBier or wniow, malc,
Commodity:
grass, eag, or fiber of any kind.
Rate of duty:
60 percent ad X*lpiJ

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and
1939 are given below:.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMElTIC PRODUCTION

Furniture of rattan,'reed, bamboo, willow, and other fiber consists
chiefly of chairs stools, settees, sofas and related seating and lounging
pieces, praciply for porch, garden, summer home, and recreation
use. It may be of woven or basketwork construction, 6r, when made
from whole rattan (as distinguished from reed or cane), of the type
known as stick rattan furniture.
Formerly this furniture had wide use as living room and library
furniture and domestic production was large. This general use declined, Sand since 1933 the value of domestic output has been less
than 4 million dollars annually. The domestic products are made
chiefly of. rattan, reed, and fiber, the last named consisting of paper
sized with glue, twisted or spun into strands:- During the war the
manufacture of rattan and reed furniture has virtually ceased because
of the short slpply of rattan (which originates in thear East).
Some simulated rattan furniture made from hardwoods -has been
manufactured, but it would not be covered by the tariff classification
under consideration.
Imports are chiefly of furniture made of rattan, reed, and peel
(cane). There are also some imports of willow grass and bamboo
pieces, but virtually none made of paper fiber. some of the imported
articles have novelty or special appeal which would permit them to
be sold here irrespective of duty increases. The Philippine Islands,
Hong Kong, and China are the predominant sources of imports,
Duty-free imports from the Philippines, first reported separately in
1936, have shown a decided upward trend; after 1937 (until interrupted by the war), they constituted about two-thirds of the total.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Over-all demand for furniture is likely to be large, with furniture
of the class xlnder consideration sharing in the general expansion to
the extent that supplies are available. However; both domestic
production and imports of rattan-base furniture are likely to be
limited by scarcity of rattan. Increased production of fiber, rass,
and willow furniture may to some extent counteract the relative
but it is not probable that the comshortage of the rattan
of furniture of all the materials included in
bined supply and salesproducts,
this classification will expand in the same proportion as furniture in
general
There probably will be some imports, as the manufacturing and
export organiz'itiona-.in the Far Eastern surces, special in the
Philippines,' may be partly restored within a, short period after liberation. But these sources are not likely to recover sufficiently to
export at normal pre-war levels for several years. Imports from the
Philippines probably would not. be seriously affected if they became
subject to duty by virtue of Philippine independence, in view of the
strong demand for, and limited supplies of, rattan furniture in the
immediate post-war years. Later on, however, the situation would
probably change to the disadvantage of Philippine suppliers.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productln, and Imports
tt
income 1939 leve..
Per capital

With per capital income at the 1939 hovel substantial increase I
the sales of this furniture, or shifts to higher priced articles which
wotld tend to increase the total value of consumption of furniture of
rattan, etc., are not prob4Vle. The effect of population increase may
be wholly or partly offset by substitution of furniture of other materials Value of consumption is likely, under theee conditions; to
be 3.8-4.2 million dollars. Estimates of imports under different
levels of duty are based on the assuxnption that'full..duties will apply
to Philippine goods, hut as stated in the introduction to this series of
reports a different post-war tariff situation may result with respect
to the Philippines. The imposition of a duty probably would have
a serious effect on shipments from the islands, but would not be
likely to result i-i entire discontinuance of the manufacture of this
type of furniture in the Philippines for export to the United States.
However, whether the duty were changed by 50 percent, or whether
Philippine furniture became dutiable, the domestic production would
probably be not far from 90 percent of the total sales, or, say, 3.54
million dollars.
Dwtas in 1939.-Imports from the Philippineasmight be about 50
percent lower than in 1939 When they were duty-free, and those
from other sources slightly farger than in 1939, the foreign value of
imports from all sources probably amounting to about $190,000, or
about 80 percent of the 1939 foreign value.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.- Imports from the Philippines might be
only slightly smaller than in 1939 (when they were free of duty),
although those from other Far Eastern sources might be somewhat
larger, and imports of low-priced willow chairs from Europ e, which
virtually ceased some years before the war, might be resumed. Under
these conditions, foreign value of all imports would probably be
about $315,000, or nearly two-thirds greater than if the duty were
unchanged.
Duty increased by 60 percent.- Imports from the Philippines probably would be only slightly less than with an unchanged duty whereas
those from other sources would probably be substantially smaller.
Total foreign value of imports might be about $135,000, or approximately 30 percent less than with duty at the present level.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.

Under conditions of high national income there would probably be
larger demand for furniture of special, functions such as resort, club,
summer house, porch, and garden use, which probably would result
in increased sales of furniture of rattan, teed, and other fibers. In
addition to increases in quantity the total value would probably be
greater because of the larger proportion of luxury or higher priced
types that would be used, although it is unlikely tiat the price level
of comparable items would be much higher than in 1939. However,
the percentage of increase in the demand for fiber furniture may be
somewhat less than that in the over-all demand, since it is probable
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that furniture of metaliand. other
ranewly
adopted and synthet mterials, wo'uldbel
these
widl-aatetorspecial uses. Itm probable, ereorett t sle of furniture of
rattan, willow, and other fiber would be about 40 to 55 t peate
tlhV fin 1939, or about 5.44.0 million dollar Rouhly 9 percent
of this total would presumably be prducd in this country "or, say,
t value of 6.0-5.5 million dollars
uinture l
Duty asa Ifl9.-Th effect of imports fom thie Philiine Inds
.becoming dutiable would be somewhat less restrictive under the higher
-then under the lower income level, for Prith the higher income there
would be a relatively greater demand-for novelty and specialty items
which ar6 not seriously affected by duty changes. The value (foreign)
of imports from all sources if the rate of duty were the same a in
1939 might be about $300,000, or 80 percent greater than under conditions of lower income at the same duty level.
Dty reduced by 60 perent-A reduction in the rate of duty, in
combination with increased demand, would be likely to result in
substantial imports from Europe and other sources of novel and standard types of hand-made furniture, in addition to increased imports
from other sources include the Philippine*. Total foreign value
of imports nAIibt beX 0 percent greater than if th rate -of duty were
unchanged, or about $450,000.
Duty increaed by 60 percent-The value of imports probably would
be about $230,000, or about 25 percent smaller than if no change in
duty were made.
Expor

Exports of furniture of this type are small and are not recorded
separately.
employment

Employment statistics for this type of furniture are not reported
separately. Hand labor is largely employed, although the manufacture of webbing of paper fiber is a machine operation. The number
of concerns making the furniture is small. It is probable that the
total number of workers does not exceed 800 to 1,000.
BASKETS AND BAGS5

Tariff pavwraph: 411.
Baskets and bag of bamboo, wood, straw, papier mAch, palm
Commolydi:
leaf, or compositions of wod.
Rat. of duty:
50 percent.--Non.-Tbe rate ohm above h that fled In the Tactof 1000.It no reduced to I pemt ad
1943. punuant to the Mexican trade agreement, with reseraon of the right
ofecotIve
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The baskets covered by this report include clothes and shopping
picnic, toy, Easter, flower, d bbaskets, self-serviceA baskets
fancy
baskets for spcial
usaes. Te
sewing
baskets,
candy,
and
under consideration are generally similar to basket, but are uualxy
flexible. Veneer baskets for ippi fruits and vegetables, although
they would be covered as baskets of wood in paragraph 411, are not
considered in this discussion, because imports areineglible and their,
use is distinct from that of most imported basket.s
Before the war, the bulk of United States imports of baskets and
ba consisted of clothes and market baskets of willow, chiefly from
Poland, and fancy baskets of wood or wood composition, mostly from
Japan. Bamboo and straw baskets and bags, comprising most of the
remainder, came chiefly from China and Japan, Snmce the beginning
of the war in Europe imports of straw baskets and bags from the
British West Inidies and wilow baskets from Argentina have increased.
Domestically produced baskets and bag are made principally of
veneer or splint, reed, rattan, 'and willow.- Rattan, reed, and. most
of the willow- used in domestic manufature are imported, either in
the crude or semiprocessed form. Exports are small.
-

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The number of baskets and bags consumed in the earlj postwar
years, may be about the same as in 1939, or possibly slightly less
because of lack of availabilif;y' of normal imports. Lliports ill
probably be nuch smaller thn in 1939, probably no m than halfo
since Japan probably wll -export no-ne, tothis countryandChl a,
Poland, Germany, Belgum; and other countries whose prduction wa
interrupted by the war will have fewer of Ai communities for export.
Domestic production of rattan, reed, and cane baskets and bags may
be less, owing to shortage of raw materials, but increased production of
splint, willow, and other tp-es may compensate for thbes. Priees
will probably be considerably higher than in 1939. The alue :of
intports night bb somewhat less than in that year, owing to their
reduced quantity, but the value of production is likely to be grater.
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POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productlon, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1959 level.

By reason of increase in population, the consumption of baskets and
bags of these materials might-be about 10 percent greater than in 1939
or about $4160(O, prices remaining as in 1939;
:Dty ax i* 194-Production and imports would probably:supply
about the same proportion of the consumption as in 1939, and be
valued at approximately $3,550,000 and $525,000 (foreign value),
respectively.
utay reduced by 5Opercent.-Imports might possibly be 35-40 percent
greater in value than with no change in duty, or about $725,000
(foreign value). Production would probably, be valued at about
$3,200,000, or approximately the same as in 1939.
Duty-incresed by 60 percent.-An increased duty might result in
imports being about 20 percent less than with the duty as in 1939 or
about $425,000 (foreign value). Production would probably reach
a value of $3,700,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher thaw in 1DM

At this income level, the consumption of baskets and bags, particularly flower and Easter baskets and fancy baskets and bags,
would probably be considerably increased. the greater use of paper
bags and of metal and plastic baskets and bags might tend to offset
this increase, but the total value of consumption, including the effect
of probably higher prices, might be about 25 percent greater than
with income as in 1939, or, say, about $5,700,000. Prices, both
domestic and foreign, might be 15 percent higher than with income
Ms in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Production and imports will probably increase
in about the same proportion and, therefore, range in the neighborhood of $4 500 000 and $675,000 (foreign value), respectively.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With a reduced duty imports would
probably supply a larger proportion of the total consumption, since
foreign producers would be likely to avail themselves of the advantage afforded by the higher prices and lower rate of duty. The value
of imports might be 40 percent greater than with no change in. duty,
or about $50,000 (foreign value)' Production would probably
approtimate' $4,000,000.
ADul increased by 60 percent.-Imports at this level of duty might
be 20 percent lees than with duty as in 1939, or about $525,004
(foreign value), while production would probably be valued at about
$4,750,000 (50 percent greater than in 19n).
Exports

Very few baskets and bags of these materials are likely to be
exported.
Employment

The Census reported 1,377 persons engaged in 1939 in the manu-.
facture of rattan and willowware (except furniture) and baskets
other than fruit and vegetable baskets. Most of these (estimated
1,000) were probably employed iin making baskets and bags. Assum-
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mg the same ratio of employment to production as in 1939, the
number of persons employed in the longer post-wa period would
range between 1,000 and 1,500, on- the bsis of the above estimated:
production.
BENTWOOD FURNITURE
Tariff -paragra: 412..
Bentwood fturnitue and parts of.
Commodity:
Rate of dity:
42 percent ad valorem.
rate Rzed In the Tariff Act of 1930 was 471i percent ad valorem, which was reduod to 424
N06.-The
perent
efectve
uly24,196, b Prsidntil poclmatonunder section 336 of the tariff act.~ A further

reduction to 22 perent wa ad ffetv o auay3,.93 pursuat to the trad teagreemnt wthll Mexco
with reservation of the right to withdraw or modif the reduction afeLeriaion of the emergency.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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This total has little significance; we text below.
X Estimated.
' Foreign value of knocked-down chairs and arts. Value of domestic
complete, chairs manufactured entirely in the Uted Stats.
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production is that of set-up, or'

Bentwood furniture consists principally of light-weight chais of
which the component sections are made of wood bent to shape, as distinguished from sawed pieces comnmoly utilized in cut-wood furniture.
The chairs are used chiefly in institutions such as restaurants, schools,
hotels, offices, assembly halls, and similar places of public assembly-.'
Imports are in the form of knocked-down- chairs or standard parts
which are fitted and set up in the United States before the chairs are
ready for domestic distribution. The import, or entered value, as
given in the above table, is the foreign value of the knoeked-down
parts, and represents onlyrabQut.40; percent of the ales value of the
chairs when they are set
up ready for marketing ini-he United States;
this as value includes cost of transportation to this country the
duty, and the cost of setting up the parts. Calculated on this basis
the market value of imports in- 1939 was about $700,000, aparents
consumption was about $1,500,000 and imports represented about 47
percent of total consumption. TRe comparable figures for 1937, a
more representative year as regards imports, were about $2,000,000
for consumption and $1250,000 for imports, which accounted for
about 62 percent. In tie following discussion the "value of consumption" will be given on the basis of estimated United States sales
value of all chairs. The United States sales vul e is also the basis for
estimating the value of domestic production. 'Value of imports,"
however, where used alone and not in reference to value of consume"
tion, will refer to the foreign value of the knocked-down chairs and
parts.

'In t n
Oren y (bf 1939)te iSloe in,t' Uniter
ntdd char were m he atetthanslsof
States bi imported
chain of o;hily domt icautacture.oThe ywar 1939 w not,
representative of normal imports because of the unsettled cdnditions,
in Csechdslovaki tand Polind, which werete dominant sources.
Since the outbreak of the war in Europe the manufacture of bentwood chairs in this country has been undrken by e formeradingEuropean producer whose product had bee uarketd here japrowar
days by an importing representative. Whether this concern will
continue, after the war, its entire manufacture of chairs including all
arts)- in this country, will manufacture some infull and unport part
others, or will import all the parf nd conduct only the setti-up.
for
operations here will probably be determined by post-war tariff policy.
Whether or not this concern discontinues importing parts, there will
probably be some imports by other concerns.
Only a few domestic concerns manufactured bentwood ch before
the beginning of the war, and such furniture constituted less than 1
percent of the total output of furniture in the United States.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

in general will be larje, and bentwood will
Demands for
in this demand because of institutional requirements
probably share furniture
that have been defed during the war. It is probable that the valuor
of consumption may be substantial greater than in 1939. Domestie
production, which is likely to supply nearly all of this, will probably
be much greater than in 1939. Because of war's ravag in Europe,
particularly Poland, imports are likely to be very small; the European
industry, as rapidly as it can be reestablishedi will probably dispose of
most of its output to supply European rehabilitation demands.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

;O g to the probable continuance of the trend toward greater use
of materials other than wood for furniture, consumption of bentwood
furniture, despite population increase, may be somewhat less tha in a
normal pre-war
year (as stated above, 1939 was not a normal year),
though it might somewhat exceed the prewar 6figre, which was
furniture
about $2,O000 000. T'e value of thle. domtic ad for
together (uding cost of, stting up the feign furniture etc.)
mght be between $1,t950,0 and $2,100), if the duty should be as
in 1939. The change in the duty might somewhat affect the value of
consumption, but -the extent cot be estimated.
Duy as in 1939.-Under the. ratoe of duty Mi effect in 1939 (the
present rate having bee fixed in 1943), normal pro-war import (on
the basis of sales value in the American market as above calculatd>
were approximately fiv-eihighth of. the total consumption. Thii
proportion would probably be restored in, the post-war lom
pewod1 unless the loge former European concern whichis now operatiN in this country on account of war conditions suddecide to
a
proportion, of thepirs which ites
continue tom al, oricrtai
in this country isted of importing .
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(a) If this company should M
eazfacture all ofispartsher,
_.
share of the mpeFted furniture in cnumptin would probably be ot
onethdart as in 13; it might bearond 20 I
,
more
in
iesports
in finishd Addtin
of
$150,00 to 8170,000, corspong to a
$390,000 to $420,000. Domesti, production : accounting for: about
So percent of the total vialue of conoumpton, might range fom
$1,550,000 to $1 700,000, or approximatly double the prewar
figure.
(b) If on the other hand the concern mentioned Should decide to
import ah of its parts from larope, the imported product would ai
probably represent about fi6e-eighths of the total-consumption, the
value in finished condition being around $1,200,000 to $1,300,000, corresponding to a foreign Value (for the parts) somewhere between
$480,000 and $520,000, roughly the value of the 1937 imports, Under
this contingency the value of production would be slightly below or
slightly above the pre-war figure, ranging perhaps from $740,000 to
$860,000.
Duty derea8ed by W0
erent-Urnder this condition the large concern
mentioned would most probably import all. of its parts and knocked,
down chairs. Moreover, it, together with other foreign producers,
would have:a better position in competition with the domestic('industry. The imported chairs might come to represent as much as 70
would

va

percent of the consumption, with

this country, for the
This

value

a

product, somewoere'between $1,350,000 and $1,475,000.
would correspond to a foreign value for the parts of perhaps
to $590,000. Domestic production would then have a valu,
where between $585,000 and $630,000.
finished

$540,Q"O
some-

Duty increased by 60 percent.-Under this condition thee concern
mentioned would probably make most of its chairs wholly in this
country) and the imports of other concerns would also be smaller than
with an unchanged duty. The value of the imported furniture in
finished condition might not be over 15 percent of total consumption
The total foreigdi vlue of imports in that case might be between
S1115,000 and ^,25,000,,1ess than ont-fourth of the value in 1937.
Production would be correspondingly larger than with an unchanged
duty, perhaps ranging from $1,675,000'to $1,800,000.
the foregoing estimates of values ($1,000) ray be summarized, as
follows:
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199.-:
With this income the number of amusement and institutional places
using bentwood chairs would expand and replacements would be made
more promptly. Total consumption (at least on the assumption of
no change in duty) might be about 50 percent greater than with an
un6hanged income, amounting to perhaps 2.9-3.2 million dollars
With thi Pger incomeU4te proportion of the consumption supplied
by imports would probably be about the same, under each of the three
rates of duty, as with an unchanged income. Applying the methods
of calculation used above, the resulting estimates of values might
be somewhat as follows ((a) and (b) refer to the corresponding alternatives described above):
Per capital income 75perent higher than n

No change in

Item

duty

Estimated conumption-

~

United States value of finished furniture (1,000 dollarsV
2,90D-3, S00
Share supplied by imports (percent) -b---------------- 20
f
United Sta vae of imported product (1,000 dollar)
1,( 50- 84000
(a) t0- 260
of
Foreign value imports
(40
percent of United States
(hbp 300-Z
72RV 800
vana f100 dlars).
Z
produetlon (1,000'dollars)a Z1,100-1,200
vaile
..............

Duty

Duty
nrxi

reduced

2,900-3,200

2, 03,200

70

16

>

175- 190
82- 90o
-l,OM O 2,42, 765

Exports
Very few bentwood chairs are exported from the United States.
Employment

Total employment in the manufacture of bentwood furniture is

relatively small. In 1939 it is estimated that 300 to 350 workmen
were employed. During the war this number has increased considerably, and if the domestic industry continues to manufacture the bulk
of the chairs sold in the United States, the number of workers will
probably be doubled.

-

WOOD- FURNITURE
(Other than bentwood)
Tariff paragraph: 412,
Commodity:
Chairs, and furniture
of wood and parts,
P.S.p..
Rauof duty:
Chair, and parts of Equivalent ad valorem (198): 29%.
wood furniture
(wtd. avg.),
n. a. P. ft
-40/
valorem; furne
of wood, n, a.. p f.wood (Idudlagehuln), .n4 paf, were 4uthbh pader T 'Act oa 193 at the
2
pea ruD
rtNot-trkwee
ad valorem. The rate on
*t40
prist
tcV
Jammiy1.1fl4wuuhaton
t~be laeduem
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
-Production
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Foreign value.

'E stimated.

Wood furniture includes household, qffice, public-buildn
titu
and
and
professional
office
and
furniture,
store
fixtures
and
tional,
partitions. The last-named category includes some items which are
not covered by the tariff provision for wood furniture, and upholstered
wood furniture, which also is included in production, is susceptible of
tariff clarification according to component material other than wood.
However imports of items under either of these except ions are rare.
Household furniture constitutes about 80 percent of the total domes.
tic output, and most of it is produced on a commercial basis with
extensive use of mechanical equipment and by mass-production
methods. A small part, about 2 or 3 percent, of the total consists of
a type known as custom, or noncommercial, furniture. This type,
hereafter referred to as noncommercial furniture, is distinctive in
design,- requires a largeamount of hand labor in its manufacture and
appeals to a limited class of customers.
Imports in the main are household furniture of this noncommercial
type. They consist in part of newly manufactured articles, in part of
oldfurniture that does not meet the requirements for free entry as
antiques, and in part of knocked-down hand-carved frames for upholstered pieces. The finished, or complete, articles are imported chiefly
from the United Kingdom and France and the frames come principally from Italy. I*itports have seldom amounted thoas much as I
percent of total domestic consumption, although constituting a substantially larger proportion of the consumption of noncommercial
furniture., Although imports in general are of a distinctive or special
character, or in the nature of luxuries, changes in the rate of duty
would affect their quantity., It is not probable, however, that foreign
furniture will be able to compete with Whe grt bulk of the domestic
product, even with a 50-percent reduction in the duties.
IFOST.WAR SHORT TERM

Furniture consumption in the post-war short tem is likely to be
exceptionally large because of the pent-up demand resulting from war,time, deferred purchaes. and thO require ts arise frwartime
and post-war marriages and increased reidentiil construction.
In view of these conditions, it is likely that production of wood
furniture (including wood-frame upholstered furniture) wrill be sub-

If 3
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stantially larger, than in 1939, as it is probable that the industry can
quickly adjust itself to the great demand.
- Impors are likely to be lower than in 1939. The industriesmin the
United Kingdom and France may be reestablished sufficiently-to. produce some furniture for export, but the -trade with Italy and other
European countries will probably take longer to become reestablished.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumpfton, Producdon, and Imports
Per capital income at Its# level.

With income at the 1939 level, it is likely that wood furniture consumnption will be equal to about 95 to 105 percent of the 1939 total, or
about, 475-525 million dollars. Increased demand resulting from
population growth will probably be offset in large part, if not: more
tban offset, by greater use of furniture of other material, and the fact
that extensive purchase of new furniture during the short term after
the war will be likely to result in a low replacement demand for
several years, unless national income is much h* her than in -1939.
Domestic production would be substantially tseame as consumption, i both imports and exports being. relatively: insig"ifLcant.
Duty as in 1939.-The rate of duty-on furniture of wood, n. s. p. f.,
except chairs, was reduced from 40 to 25 percent ad valorer January
1, 1939.' The effect of this change wes not fully reflected in imports
prior to the outbreak of the war, and it is probable that under normal
trade conditions it would result in an increase of about 25 to 30 percent
in the imports of the furniture on which the- duty was reduced.. Assuming no change in the considerable imports of articles (mostly
chairs) on which the duty was not reduced, this would increase total
imports about 20 to 25 percent over 1939, or to $950,000-$1,000,000
foreign value.
D.ty reduced by 60-percent.-A further decrease of 50),peroent in, the
duty on furniture other than chairs (or from 25 to 12% percent). might
result in some additional .increase in imports. A reduction of 50
percent in the present rate of duty on chr might result in a asub.
stantial increase. The average increase over 1939 in all imports
might be as much as 30 to 40 percent, giving a total foreign value of
about 1.0-1.1 million dollars.,
Duty irncreased by 60 percent.-An increase of 50 percent- in, the rate
of duty on chairs might result in a substantial redution of imports
below the 1939 level. The effect, of an increase in the rate on other
furniture, however, might be less decisive, since the increased rate
would be lower than that in effect before 1939. Moreover, the demand
for the special types of furniture which are imported abnly moderately
affected by increase in price. The -declne in chair imports might be
as much as 25 to 35 percent, but thetaverage declineblow
1939for
au furniture would probably not be more than 10 to 15 percent; total
foreignvalue of imports in such event being about$675,000to$750,000.
in si
Per capital Inome 75
t'han
parent higher
Furniture consumption readily responds to. increased; national
come, as under prosperous conditions=individuas and busiest and
industrial organizations either buy more fir4niture .or buy fri'ture
of a better grade and higher, price. Also, requirements multiply for
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than the probableincrease of
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more, the greater' relative use of materials other than' wod may, to
some extent, leen the increase in wodd furniture con umption.
Nevertheless, the purchases of wood furniture. would
probably, be
and
percent
ht
be
80
to
grter
than in i9' ,
large,
l00
very
in dolls annually., The value of production
900 million t
would be substantially the same 8s, the value of consumption.
DuTty as in 1939.Under condition of increased national inco
dhem' a
there is likely to be af greater peentage of increase in te
for foreign articles of furniture, which are luxur articles wnth a
specific appeal from artistic or other standpoinits,.than for the domestic
furniture. With duties, t the present rates (the rate onw furniture
other than chairs is already only 6234 percent of'that in effect before
1939), it is probable that imports 'would increase 100 "to 160 percent
over 1939, or to a total of about 1.8-.0 million dollars.
.
Duty reduced by J ypercert--A decrease& in the rat of duty hy 5
percent would probably result in greater imports from the customary
sources, and possibly relatively larger increases fom other' sources.
For instance, Belgium, which for a few ears was a large exporter to
the:United States, -might again increase ts shipments to this country.
It is probable that imports under these conditions might increase by
1f50 to 200 percent over 1939, or-to a total of aopout 2.0-2.4 million
dollars.
Thury increased by 60 percen.-Such an increase would- tend to- hold
down imports, but 'in view of the increase in income, with resting
demand for luxury articles, imports would probably be somewhat,
greater than in 1939. The increase might be in the neighborhood-of
20 to 30 percent, the total value of imports being about $90,000 to
,O00.oO
$100
-

.

~~~Exports-.

Exports of wood furniture in late pre-war years and during the 7war
have amounted to about 1.5 million dollars annually.- Beore 1*30
they. ranged :in vtlue 4rom'3..5- million dollars. -Canda and
Mexico have been the principal markets, but sh pments were made to
many other countries. :They are of the general or commercialtype,
and include office, upholsterd and nonuphotered furiture. In the
post-war short term there is likely to be & need for furnifire from the
United States for 'rehabilitatio n the deva"tated countries. -Moreover, in man other countries there. will probably be a backlog of
demand' which could not be supplied durig the war ye.
t is
probable therefore, tht exportO will experience considerable expansionl, probablyincreasing to about 5-6 million dollar, or there to four
times ,as large as in' 1939. This amount piotably will not persist
when' the rehabilitation emergency is over, but for the long term
the
under conditions of. 75- percent icras in- ime inUnnited
States, which is assumed to- be accompanied :by hih --income abroad,
exports might amount to 3-4.million dollars annually.
7via, a
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.d-Employment
:t
Totol employment in the furniture idustry as a whio1e, excluding
the mattressindustry but micluding furniture other than wood in 1939
was 187,000, of which 159,000 were classed as wage earners. 'Irobably

about threefouiths of the total, or 140,000nd 120,000 respetively,
were-connected with wood furniture manufacture, During 1944
employment in the:indllstr, which is partly engaged in war production, was near the 1939 level, but it was estimated by the industry that
with the probable strong demand in the immediate post-war period
100,000 to 150,000 more workers can be absorbed. In the long term
the number employed will probably be substantially in proportion to
the value of production, as estimated above, or about 270,000 persons.
WOOD FLOUR
Tariff paragraph: 412.

Wood flour.
25 percent.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

NoTs.-The rate of duty fixed in the Tariff Act of 1980 was 334 percent ad valoreti. That rate was
reduced to 2X percent ad valorem, effective March 7, 1931, by Presidential proclamation under section 336
of the tariff act.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1
1939 are given below:
Production
Item
'Cota.

Quantity (short tons) ................-.....
Value ( 1l000))
nalue,unit
bbe
Pe o MP

J

1.
01.
1.. ..
...... ... ------------........$1,0$2.

..

.

..

...

Frd-Impo~rts

Fmordtpr'market

For ex-

toO

App6rent
conl

imports
oo

gumption

14.2
300
A M
48,368
8,008
5% 3768
3
778
781
.........
$. 10.41 .......
$18 ..04
$16.04 $0.00
..........
- ............-....
..........

.

.

.

'Estimated.

'Foreign value.

Wood flour is wood of nonresinous species which has been ground
and screened to the fineyem of flour. Its principal pre-war use-was as
a filler in the manufacture of two widely different articles, linoleum and
dynamite, with a small quantity goinginto the production of plastics
and other manufactures. Under war conditions the chief use is
probably in the manufacture of dynamite, with the volume consumed
as a filler in-plastic manufactures exceeding that for linoleum. Wood
flour used in manufacture of plastics is usually better in quality and
higher in price than that used for either dynamite or linoleum. Norway was the principal source of wood flour imports into the United
States in the pre-war period; no imports have been recorded since 1940.
Exports have always been small and have, gone chiefly to Canada.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The domestic production of wood flour, which increased somewhat
during the war, will probably exceed 1939 output, with a shift in the
proportions going to the consumers' goods industries. The quantity

M33
used for dynamite is expected to decrease materially from the war leiel
POT-WARE IMPORTrB AND: DOMITIC LPRODUCTION

on the other hand the quantity required in the manufacture. 01
linoleum *ill be suSrtaintially geatger hazn 1i939 because of Abe
backlog of deferred demfiand.; Other uses, such s min; rubber mahu
factures, roofing felts; plastic wood, and wallboard, are ahio likely to
expand above pre-war levels. Information as to the status of the
wood flour mills in Norway is not available;- however, imports vill
probably not attain pre-war volume in the immediate postwar years.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumpfton, Production, And Imports
Per capita income at 199 level..
Consumption of wood flour is likely to be approximately 35 percent
greater than in 1939, or about -75,000 tons, owing to increased requirements in pre-war uses and the addition of new uses developed in recent

years.

Duty as in 1939.-Domestic production would possibly be stepped
up to about 65,000 tons and, with an increase of 10 percent in unit
value, amount in value to approximately $1,150,000.- Imports
may be about the same proportion of consumption as in 1939;
amounting to about 10,000 tons; allowing for an increase of 10 percent in unit value imports might attain a value of $11s,000 (foreign;
value).
Duty reduced by 50 percet-Imports would perhaps be 20 percent
greater than with no change in duty, amounting to about 12:400 tWns
with a foreign value of about $140,000. Domestic production wo"i
then be about 63,000. tons, with a value of $1,110,000.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-A higher rate might cut imports to:
less than one-half of the quantity with the duty as in 1939, or, say,
to about 4,000 tons with a total foreign value of $45,000. Production
would probably be 70,000 tons valued at approximately $1,250,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 199.

With a greatly increased per capita income,- consumption of woodflour might be 20 percent greater than with income as in 1939, attain-ing a volume of 90,000 tons.,
Duty as in 1939.-Owing to the larger demand and the fact that
the increased consumption would probably be mainly of the higher
priced grades, unit values may be. expected to be about 35 percent-greater than on the lower income level. Under these conditions domestic production, might reach 77,000 tons, valued at 8pprxiy
$1,665,`000. I ports might reasonably be expected X 6bp about thc
same proportion. of consumption as in 1939. .If .4, kbey_ would.
amount to about 13,000 tons with a total foreign value, allowing for
the expected 35-percent increase from the unit value under the lower
income level, of $200,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percen*.-A lower rate of duty might result in,
imports of about 16,000 tons; the foreign value might bo about
$250,000. Domestic production might be about 74,000 tons; value
about $1,600,000.
DuWy incretsed by 50 percen$.-Imports might be curtailed by a
ghiher duty to possibly 6 000 tons. nI' that case the ta forei

value would be about $95,000. Domestic production might, therefore, amountnto about VA]00
tons talued at $1,800,000.
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The manufacture of woid flour is essentially a mechanical Process
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
.Ita.
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to a limited extent inthe making of shingle, d th specie, m
become importantin theindustry in thie post-warera 'Sine coosumption varies ina lrei measure with bild in ty, but: varia-A'
tions are affected by charcter. of construction d competitio- of
other %kix1~ls of roofing. Woo4 iles are.not suitable for omet
s
of structues, such flaat-rof
aMd third uses
biildins
by
San congested
municipal ordinance in many urban
areas. restricted
They meet
severe competition from other roofin, especially locost ompoeition roll roofing and strip asphalt shingles. Over a lonj period of
years there haa been a decline in the quantities of wood shigeBs used,
notwithstanding greatly increased consumption of roofing materl
of all tpes combined. The toc
consumed in 1939 w
of allr
tOhan e total 9ugntity
y y of the pre-war decade
and of the war years.
Imports of red cedarshingles exceeded the annual duty-free quota
in 1940, 1941, and 1942; in 1943, howrevr, imports were equivalent to
57.6 porcentaind in 19A4 to 07.4 peret ofthe duty-reequotas of the
respective years owing to relatively low Canadian production resulting frol wartime labor shortage and otherwartime codi tion d to}
reservation by Cainada of 50 peren of he production for the domesti
market in Canida.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of shingles i; the immediate poster years will
probably not greatly exceed the 1939 quantity but the total value will
be somewhat greater.: New construction andrepairsandrenovation
during the first 2 or 3 years after hostilities cease probably will create
a demand for wood shingles reter than that during the war, whet
construction has :been restricted, and grater than that of the
average for the prar decade: Prices may possibly remain t a
level of wartime ceilings, and this will adversely affect wood shingles
in comparison with the lower priced competitive roofingp. The quantity of red cedar shingles that will be entitled to duty-free entry under
the present law will be small for several year because of: the low oonsumption ne United Sta during th war ytan, but, in view of
the high prices the duty of 25 cents per square will be: low in ad
valorem equivalent and probably till not confine imports to the dutyfree quota, Exports of wood shingles are of it volume and
will probably remain so, inasmuch as outide of the United State
and Caa there is relatively little uSeof such roofing.
POST-WAR LO;NG TtRM
Consumption, ftouet~ea' iSa Impost.~

It is assumed in the following estim regarding ipor that e
present legislation- regarding duty-free and dutiable red cedar shines
will continue in effect; that is to say, that there wi be a dutyree
quota equivalent for eahyear to 30Nperen of the anual average
consumption (i. e., domestic shipments pl im ) urig -the pr
of the quot et ined
ceding 3 years, and that imports in
annually. will continue o b dutiable. It way be. p
t u*u6tat,
owing to
increasing ditficul
taiopg
timber for the production of shingles
the in ed cost of process

SUB6
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ing, prices of red cedar shingles will increase substantially. Because of higher prices the equivalent ad valorem of the present duty
of 25 cents per square is not likely to exceed 7 percent in the longterm post-war period. It is doubtful, furthermore, that if the duty
were 50 percent higher (373 cents per square and equal to an ad valorem
rate of 11 percent) it would of itself be restrictive of imports to any
grt extent.
-As the quota for a given year is based upon combined domestic
shipments and imports in t~he preceding 3 years, the quota will
increase over a period of years in which the national income is high
and consumption is increasing. In the long-term post-war period
with a high niational income, therefore, it may be expected that the
duty-free quota on rod cedar shingles will be substantially greater
than it would be under a low national income.
Per capifta Income at I959 level.

It is believed that residential construction in the agegate will
exceed construction in the pro-war period by somewhat more than the
increase in population, but construction using wood shingles may show
no such increase, both because of a general trend toward use of more
durable materials in construction and because of a continuance of the
pre-war trend toward substitution of other roofing materials for wood
shingles even on housws built of wood. Consumption of wood shingles
in 1939 (9.3 million squares) was considerably above average. Consumption in the post-war long-term period might range from about
8.4-9.3 million squares. For reasons already stated pricm both of
domestic production and of imports are likely to he considerably
higher than in 1939, even with income at the 1939 level; the increase
may be about one-fourth, or, say, to about $3.20 per square for domestic production and $3.50 foreign unit value for imports.
It seems improbable-that, even if the duty on, imports in excess of
the duty-free quota should be reduced, the imports would materially
exceed the quota, which is fixed at 30 percent of consumption. Imports, therefore, might range from about 2.5-2.8 million squares, with
a foreign valu& of abut 8.7-9.8 million dollars. Domestic production
might thus be somewhere between 5.9 million and 6.5 million squares,
wifli a vslue of 19-21 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.

It is probable that with such a high level of income, construction
general would be much greater than with income as in 1930, but
it is also probable that the increased demand would be greater for
construction materials other than wood than for those of wood.
Moreover, as pointed out in the report on lumber, the limitations of
timber stands in the United States, and in Canada as well, would
probably prevent the production of wood building materials in
quantities sufficient :to meet the demand which would otherwise
exist. This statement applies to wood shingles as well asoto lumber.
It is possible that if supplies were readily forthcoming, either in the
United States or-Canada, the consumption of wood shingles under
this high income level would be 30 to 40 percent greater than at the
lower income level. It seems improbable, however, that the actual
consumption will be more than 20 percent greater at the higher income
level; it might thus range from about l10-1i million squares.
in
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Unit values of shingles would probily be considerably hiherl than
at the lower income level; both because of the; general advance in
commodity prices which would probably take place and because of
the physical difficulty of supplying such an -increased quantity of
shingles. The unit values of domestic production and of imports
might be 15 percent higher than at the lower income level, or, say,
about $3.89 for domestic production and $4.iO for import (foreign
value).
The quantity of imports would probably be approximately 30
percent of the consumption, imports in excess of the duty-free quota
probably being small even if the duty should be reduced. Imports
might thus range from 3.0-3.4 million squares, with a foreign value
of 12.3-13.9 million dollars. The domestic production would then
be between 7.0 million and 7.8 million squares, with a value between
26.6 million and 29.0 million dollars.
Exports

The quantity of shingles exported annually from the United States
is an insignificant part of production. In most foreign countries
various other roofing materials are available and are commonly
utilized.
Employment

The output of shingles per man-day is large and the number of 5,000
persons shown as engaged in the industry in 1939 is regarded as a
liberal estimate. Any increase or decrease in production would affect
employment proportionately at the maximum production above
estimated, employment would probably be about 6,000.
LATH

Taritpararaph: 1803 (2).

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Lath.
Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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'Foreign value.

Lath are rough-sawed strips of wood, most commonly made % inchin thickness, 1S inches wide, and 4 feet long. For the most part they
are manufactured as a byproduct at sawmills, utilizing slabs, edgi
and short lengths which might otherwise be wasted. They are used
chiefly as a bas for plastering walls. Consumption has usually fol-
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ved, in fafr d , h g ral building trend. However, in recent
nthe geatus oft plywood nd vaiou
board- and the
mistiwlion of.metal screen ad other Ps"te uppo r
trials
have redued t * use of lath. Btweren 1937 and 194l when residentil instruction increased rapidly, the consumption of lath
declined. Any large expansion in the prefabricated-houss industry
migt turtbe reduce lath consumption, Imports, :which supply
about one-ourth of the lath used in the United Stats, ar -almost
ntiy fnom Canad* principally the astern Ptovinces. United
Stas exrt. an smalL
POSTWAR SHORT TERM
Following the war a lare increse in residential and other building
to varous
0-10
tru is ant' I~pbted. IAccording,
prb from
iB1
AooitXio
cnsaction
sr1 reports,,

million or more dweling units may be erected in the first poet-w
decade. The cnmption of lath will probably increase over prewr figures, altu probably not in the same ratio as new construction because of t trend toward the substitution of plywood and
wallzn, and the use of other p114ber-foundation materials. Production and imports will probably icrea in, about the sae proportion as consumption. The price of lath, andconsequently the
value of production and imports may be considerably greater thn
in 1&V39,
POS-WlU LONO TERM
per coplae lace.

159

leVeL

Consumption of lath might vary from 90-110 percent of the
1939 quantity, or frow 60-810 million lath, depending on the extent
to which the probable increa in construction ctivity offset the
effectof the downward trend in the consumption of lath. Imports
might range from 160-1 95 million lath, with a foreign value of $480,000
to $S5,000 and production, including that for exports, from 470655
million lath, valued at 1.6-2.2 million dollars on the basis of 1939
Per otw inem. VS percent igher then In 1#M.

The larger volume of construction which would likely result from

an increase in income would probably be reflected in a somewhat
greater use lat.onsmption migt be 110-120 percent of the
n lath. The price of lath
1939 amount, or about 810-5

would probably follow the general pnice of softwood lumber, and
aight be 20 pent above that in 1939. Production and importS
wold p y i e oportionately to consumption, in whch
case imports wld amount to about 195-210 million lath, with a
foreign value of about $725,000, and production, including that for

exports, would be about 80-095 million lath, valued at 2.52.8

million dollars.

Exports of lath ar small, amouning to ls than one percent of
in
1939. It s imprbable that lath will be exo
e ntwie ter the war, arw to their low value, which doe not
justify heay freight charge to dstat market. In most consuming

prouction is
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countris, lath are available ro arby.ourc. With national
incme at the 1939 level, exports might a from 9-10 percent
of that in 1939, or about 2.5-.1 million lath, vlued at $10,800$13,20. Should the natiotial (and world) income be inicreed,
export ght be slightly larger; or approximately 3.13.4 million
lath (11-10 pernt of 1939), with a value of $15,800$17,300 (130'1456 percent of 1939)L.
A relatively small number of wag earners are engaged directly in
the manufacture of lath, possibly 2,600 workers.
TEAK
I SOS
1e3
Tarim podarap: Teak
umber; tEsk lops.
foWif:
Lumber rnd Umber, $ Rqtivalen ad valorem (198): 1.4%.
Rate of dAV:
per M feet -oard
me"Urse (Imp.rt-ex-

elsetx); logs, f
tyi~uty4erc
NOyT.-Nek IUmbrw
T Aot of 100. Thq Revenue Act of 1062 imposed
an ImpolhI tax of
1902 (1 R. .e. c. 8424),whlob
Offective
measeand
t, 'htb=
JoAW21,
to 6160, ehentv Janry 1,'Ii6, punts;to the flst trd agreement wllb Canada. Tbo
warea"uMd
and
the
$8 rate was toured, effective lautm
Item was omlttedtmw the second Canadiln tagreement,
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Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
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production of teak logs. Teak is a dense
There is no
growing commercially in southeastern Asia, chiefly
hardwood found'domestic
in Burma, Thailand, ad Jaava. The wood'has highresistance to
wear, Water absorption, And decay. The principal use in the United
States is in the construction of ships and boats especiallynaval
vesselsmwostly'for'decking and to a minor extent for gun platforms,
rail, ladders, and fittings. Import are'chiefly in the'form of large
squares 10" x 14"-14'. The low tax on import of sawn tea, frst
imposed in 1932, has n~ot appreciably: inuenced- imports; imports of
logs have continued insignMtcant. Asai'Subtitute for' teak, the
of Doua
UInitedStats Navy has turned during the6war to the
fir and Southern yellow pne of domestic origin for decking.
PO8T-WAR SHORT TERM

The Japanese invation of southeastern Aia halted shipment. of
teak to the United Nations. The extent to which the Japanese have
carried on teak-logging operations is not known, nor is it known what
damage has been one to the teak sawmills, whether to prevent their

&M0
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use by the enemy, or through enemy action itself, an interval of a
year or more usually occurs between the girdling of a teak tree 7preparatory to its felling and the time the logs reach the sawmill. If the
have seriously curtailed loing operations and logs and
sawed material at the mills are depleted, it may require from 1 to 2
years after hostilities cease before sawing can be resumed. Imports
are likely for a time to be small, but may a little later become as large
as, or considerably larger than, in 1939.

3a=ater

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consuapdon, Producdon, and Impors
Per capital Income at 1s" level.

The construction of naval vessels has largely determined imports in
,the past. What the naval building program of the country will be
in the long-term period is not apparent. In any event, however, a
large amount of refitting will be required to offset the wear and tear
of the long service of most ships. Of. importance as acting imports
will be the decision to be reached by the Navy Department as to
-whether the use of domestic softwoods, as a substitute for teak, undertaken as a war measure, shall be continued. On the other hand,
considerable passenger ship building is likely to occur to replace the
casualties of war, and such construction might involve teak. In view
of the uncertainty of Navy policy, imports of teak may be at approximately the same level as in 1939-1 S-2 million feet annually, or ma
be much larger. The foreign value of imports (at the 1939 pride level)
may range from $400,000 to $450,000, on the basis of imports of pre-wai
magnitude, to a much larger figure. A 50 percent reduction or a 50
percent increase in the low tax would have no influence on imports.
Per capital income 75 percent hither then in 1939.

Such an increase in income would tend to widen the uses of teak,
particularly in yacht construction. Interest in yachting will doubtless
be heightened because of the many men who have acquired experience
in navigation during the war. If it be assumed that the Navy will
not use much more teak than in 1939, but that increased consumption
in other fields will follow expanded construction both of passenger
ships and of small boats or yachts, imports of teak might be 30 to 50
percent larger than in 1939, or from 2.4-2.8 million feet. Since teak
cannot successfully compete with other desirable woods if the differs
ence in cost is excessively large, it is probable that even in the face of
heavier demand, foreign unit values would not advance more- than
$25 per thousand feet, or say to about $240, about 10 percent higher
than In 1939. This would bring the total foreign value of imports of
the quantity stated to approximately $575,000 to $675,000 annuHaly,
If the Navy should use much more teak than in 1939, the import
figures would be much larger. A change in the low tax would have no
effect on imports.

Table: [No Caption]
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BALSA WOOD
Tariff paragraph: 1803 (1), 1803 (2).

Commodity:
Rate ot d'y:

Balsa wood lumber and
balm logs.,
Lumber, $1.650per thou- Bquivtlent ad galorem (1989): 5%
sand feet, board mea*-u re (import-excise
tax); logs, free.

Noex.-Balsa lumber aduty-free un4er the Triff At of 1930. An Import-exe tax o$3per thousand
feet, board measure, was Imposed by the Revoeue Act of 1932, effetive June 21, 192 (I. R. C., sec., 4M).
This tax was reduced to $1.60 per thousand feet, board measure, effective January 1 193, pursuant to the
trade agreement with Canada, and the reduced rate has remained In eFfeet pursuant io the trade agreement
with Ecuador,

GENERAL

Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
Imports (apparent consumpto)
itemn
Lers

(1,000 board feet)4
Quantity
Value
0.9
------------..-.-----..--.

($1,000)

.. ...................

--

..
Unit value (per 1,000 board feet)...
.....

Sawed
,425

'1 190
$9.8
.

Total

,467

£191
.

Foren value

Balsa wood does not grow, in the United States but is imported
chiefly from Ecuador, with small quantities coming from Colombia,
Guatemala, Costa Rica, and Mexico. It is the lightest wood known,
aii(d weighs from 7 to 22 pounds per cubic foot being much lighter than
cork bark. In the pre-war period its principal use was in the manufacture of model airplanes. Because of its exceptional buoyancy, balsa
has been utilized in larger volume during the war in the making of life
rafts, life preservers, and buoy floats, and for the core of plywood
parts in the construction of certain 'types of airplanes. Balsa is imported mainly in the form of lumber; in recent years the quantity
brought in as logs has been insignificant.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Balsa lumber imports during the war years have been four to five
times greater than in 1939, Assumin sharp curtailment of the emergency shipbuilding program, the requirements for balsa in 'making lifesaving apparatus will substantially decline. However, it will undoubtedly continue to be widely used for lifesaving devices -Further
the war has stimulated interest in air navigation so that model plane
building with balsa in all likelihood Xill be resumed with greater
impetus. War also has demonstrated the thermal- and acousticinsulating properties of balsa, and this field should add to the demands
for the wood, The quantity and value of imports will probably be
well above 1939 levels.

Table: [No Caption]
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POST.WAR LONG TERM
Coesumption, Productlio, ad Imports
Per capita Income at 1959 leel.:

3xpnaded uwes of balsawood in the industrial field, largely because
of it succeWul substitute for other materials through
t4e eg ieS
of war, nqay be pected to continue. With thee wid d usesof
balsa and growth of population, imports may be larger by 30 to SO
percent than in 1939, or total 8%-9% million board feet., keen competition among the producers who will be operating at h than half
of wartime capacity, will probably keepprices at little if any above
the 1939 leveL. The tata foreign value of imports would probably
be about $250 000 to $290,000. To increase or decrease the tax
whichh bi low) by 50 percent would affect very little the total volume
of imports in the form of sawed wood.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.

Higher per capital income would doubtless increase the demand for
the products into which balsa wood enters and, in turn, result in
larger imports; the might increase to the extent of 50 to 75 percent
over the 1939 volume, or to from 10-11.5 million feet annually.
Heavier demands oik the producing mills in Central Amcrica would
probably bring about prices higher, by 15 to 25 percent, than those
prevailing in 1939. The foreign value of imports might thus range
from $340,000 to $425,000.
HARDWOOD LUMBER
Tariff ptragraph: 180I(1).
Commodity:
Hardwood lumber
(other than cabinet
woods, balsa, and
teak),
Free of regular ciotoms Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 4%.
duty; subject to tmiort-excise tax of
per M board
U1.t0
feet,

&4.e of duty:

Norv.-No duty was Imposed by tm TariT Act of 16 on
vqtod by this report. The 1Q2
fet bara memure, effective June Revqnue
Act of ll2 ImpO0d to WpoXciu tUs of $3 per thousandlumber
21,
a reducd to IIi, efctlre UY1, 19, purruaptto the nriladfan trade sgremnt,
Tat
rrduced nat was centiu±4 puruat t4 tbe eozd Caid

agreee.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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This sectionicersall hardwood lumber except inet woods of
forei types (including walnut which rinks s a cabinet odbut i
tiOt importd), bals and tea. The imports under consideraon
consist chiefly of mapl, birch and beeh, but there hve also bee
some imports of oak and of other species. Hereaf theater,
"hardwood lumber," as used in thl* statements to b un ood t
exclude foreign cabinet woods, balsa, and teak. Hardwood flooring
is considered an advanced manufacture of lumber, and though thre
are small imports and exports of hardwood flooring they artnot: includedin the foregoing statistics.
The domestic production qnder consideration, in addition to oak,
mayple6-tir&h, and beech, consists of red gum: nd tupelo, yllow
poplar cottonwood, ah, basswood, hickory, and other species. In
1939 the domestic podaction was made up approximately as follows:
Oak, 40 percent; maple, birch, and beech, 20 percent; red gm andtupelo, 17 percent; and other species, 23 percent.
Some hardwood lumber is used more or l interchangeably with
softwood lumber in construction and ih boxes ai rates, but the
hardwoods are preferred in' certain Ipplications, such as- in floorip
and in some fixtures and r illwork. alardwood lumber also finds
preferredandoutlets inforfurniture,'Invehicles, ra wa cars, fa iplehandles
tools.
1940, 28 percent of the hard, ood
monts,
lumber produced 'in the United States went ifito floorln; futnituxe
accounted for 27'perdeit, and boxes and tttes f6r 24 percent. -During
the war about 50 percent of all hardwood lumber consumed has gone
into boxes, crates and dunnage, while that used in construction and
in manufactures, furniture retc has been considerably rduced. The
pro-war jittorn of use will probably be restored ;afterthe War. It is
possible, however, that hiemica1lly treated softwoods may displace
some hardwood in flooring and furniture and that plastic materials
may displace hardwoods to a considerable extent for tool handles
an( some other purposes.
The imports of maple, birch, and beech lumber alloome'frm
eastern Canada, but Canada itself imports a substantilI qi~antity
of hardwood lumber (lar'el oak, but also red gum, yellow onar
walnut, and other species) from the United State
In the Unite
States market, maple, birch,' and beech import in 1939 amounted
to less than 2 percent of the Itotal domestic conu nption of hardwoods but 'repreented about 8 prent of the Uniited- Stat consumption of thee three species. The imports compete prnst directly
with the domestic production of the same species, for the most pat
in the northeastern quarter Qf the United States. The unports
compete to some extent, but len diretly, with domestic oak but
virtually not at 'al with the domestic pruction of walnut, hickory,
and otr hardwood species.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is probable that a large demand will exit, Estimates of rsidential constructionI during the first post-war decade varvy from 6 to
10 million or more dwelling units, many of which will require bard.
wood luznber for flooring, and interior finish. In addition, a large
increase may occur in the production of furniture. The manufacture
of vehicles, farm implements, and other products which utilize hard-
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wood lumber will probably be considerably greater than in 1939, not
only to supply the domestic market but so for export. Hardwood
I
thereof, will probably be exported
lumber, as well as manufactures
in large quantities to meet reconstruction needs in Europe and else.
where.
both domestic
Under these conditions of consumption and exports, 'bot
reduction and imports may be substantially larger than in 1939.
The price of hardwood lumber has increased materially during the
war and although some reduction in price may occur during the short
term it probably will remain considerably above that in 1939. The
value of consumption, production, imports, and exports, therefore
may be much greater than in 1939.,
POST~AWAR LONO TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Per capita income at 1939 level.
With an increase in population, the volume of wood, soft a4ndihard
used in building may or may not increase by the same percentage.1
Whether or not consumption of hardwood lumber expands as much
as that~of softwoods may depend upon the extent to which Mplastics,
cherrieally treated softwoods, and other materials are 8ubstituted for
hardwood lumber, and also the extent of the depletion of the 'domestic
stands of hardwood timber during the war. Cutting during the war
has been from the most accessible hardwood timber, and although a
large volume of timber will still exist, it may not be economically
accessible at the 1939 prices, which would probably prevail at this-

level of income,4 Any sctjrcity of domestic hardwoods could hardly
be made up by increase in imports, since, accesible stands in Canada
are also limited. Under these conditions, therefore, the consumption
of hardwood lumber might range from 90 to 110 percent of that in
1939, or from about 3.2 to 3.9 billion board feet.- Domestic production would supply the bulk of this consumption, and production for
the domestic market may be estimated at the intermediate figure of
about 3.5 billion board feet, valued at approximately 90 million dollars (assuming prices as in 1939). Production for the domestic market
would vary only slightly under different duty levels, since the rate of
duty is low.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might be 90 to 110 percent of 1939
imports, pr about-60 million board fret, with a foreign value otpproximately 2.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced &Y 60 percent.-Although the duty is low, imports
might be about 10 percent greater than with the duty as in 1939, or
approximately 55 million board feet, with- a foreign value of 2.6
mlion dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be about 5 percent
less than with no change in duty, or 57 million board feet, with a
foreign value of about 2.3 million dollars.
I It Is probable tbat total consumption of baic construction materials, including brick, cement, and
stone, as well as wood, will exceed the pre-war volume by more than 10 percent. See discussion of the
consumption of softwood lumber, 0. 50o.
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Per capital Incomne 75 percent hgfpter then tn 199.
It is probable that the constrution and manufacturingdemand for
hardwood lumber would greatly iereasi.: Hwever, with the tad.
ing timber led readily available than in Her year extensive pu
stitution of other materials for hardwood lumber would probably talle
place for some uses. Under these conditions the ?rics of hardwood
lumber might be about 20 percent higher than withincome as in g939,
and consumption about 20 to 30 percent greater in volume, or. about
4.2-4.6 billion board feet. Production for the domestic market might
amount to about 4.3 billion board feet, valued at approximately 135
million dollars.
Duty -a in 1989.-Imports would probably be around 75 million
bowd- feet, with a foreign value of 3.6 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might amount to-about 80
million board feet, with a foreign value of approximately 4.0 million
dollars.,
DDuty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might be 72 million board
feet, with a foreign value of around 3.6 million dollars.
Exports
Before the war the United States exported hardwoodlutmber to
nearly all nations of the world, but the United Kingdom and Canada
were the principal markets. In the short term postwar period the
quantity of hardwood lumber exported may be affected, not only by
the available supply in this country, but also by the policies of the
United States Government regarding rehabilitation in war-torn countries, and by the financial position of foreign countries.
Owing to the probable continued strong demand for lumber in foreign coun tries for reconstruction purposes even in the long-term period
rather large exports may continue. At the 1939 per capita income
level, exports may amount to 120-130 percent of the 1939 figure, or
about 280 million board feet, valued at approximately 14 million
dollars. If the national income is 75 percent higher than in 1939, the
larger domestic demand would! compete with strong foreign demand
(since income in foreign countries- is also assumed to be high), and it is
impossible to forecast what would be the effect on the volume of
exports.

Employment

In 1939 the Census reported 361,000 wage earners employed in, the
lumber and timber basic products industry,2 most of whom were engaged in the production of softwood and hardwood lumber. Since
hardwood lumber represents approximat ly 15 percent of all lumber
produced in thel United States, it maybe assumed that at least the
same roportion of wage earners were engaged in its production
(incluing allied products), or about 54,000; the proportion may have
been appreciably higher Acceptig 54,000 as the basis for estimates,
it is probable that 50,000 to 60,000 workers would be employed in
producing hardwood lumber in the long-term post-war period if the
national inwene remains at the 1939 level; and from 65,000 to 80,000
if 4henational income increases 75 percent.
S Includes

awmnills, Plsnibg mil veneer and cooperagstook mii, Ed l

gopeartlona:
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ata on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 ar given below:
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Posts, poles, and piling are utilized in large amounts in the United
States. The principal arWteristics required in thoe products are
strength, and resistance to decay to attacks by insects, and to other
destructive ageies under the vanous conditions of use. Naturally
durable woods, such as cedar, cwe chastnt, and locust, have long
et depletion of the supply
been preferred for these uth.
ofsuch species and more g l employment of creosote and other
preservatives have resulted in greeter use of other species in recent
It i estimated that domti jduction of poles consists of about
60 percent Southerw pine, 20 pentred cdar, and 20 percent Northen white, cedr dwood, lodgepole pine, d other species. About 50
percent of domestic piligis of Southem pine, 28 percent of Douglas.
fir, and the remaig 22 percent of oak, cypress, and, other kinds..
Pots, being m tyflocal orgin, include a wide range of species,.
y predominate; cedar, lowcut, and pak
although hardwoods p
are exteiviey -usd..
reased
Weserrative taXeat$tent of pos, poles, and piling ha
rgipidly fin rant years. SuchUestt double or trebles the life of
such products,ad it-is probabe thit the anua requirements n thebe matisfy reduced. Cocretio and metI
future wlo
of po,, polW, ad piling, hut tbe
the
fab
are utized n
wod
.increased use of
PrestrrAt4ve wrilljbbbly reduce thevompetition of other i-Mters with wOWd in

future.
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Transportation cost i sAiporta toIhe makeingof po%
ples, and piling, because oVf
Iif bulkinse an rlsvy lw vaus
igtahiw. rnovezn.it: largely rid to .speild.nd
e of i
r in
sizes of poland 'piig. C
the cief
the United Stats;.: No detailed data are availableo inog the
species importidfrm that cooztinty but h all proba'bilitj polea
posts aeredomiantly' of Western rid cdr ndNohe whi
cedar and pil of Douglas fir4,- Moderate quantit of piling of
a d
roeneart and other pecies are imported fxm Sriti
Cuba.
-I'
.;.
.
POST-W$R: SHORT TERM
The pre-war consumption of fence pots probly ra d from 30
400 million poet. anaually- F¢en corp
d hreha
lAegged d-ring the war. andithe reqtoxn ts forp"ost in te y
much
in13 . Many.
oat-war years probably; will behigher-thane
farnxo er probably have been able to make replacement: -vth posts cut
on theoir- own laudt but extensly~e repair wil still! reutaji to be don
ighay additional
and tiloads,
on alog
farns,'and
quanttieroe
of posts will be nUedd
ffor fec
ru
will probeably grealy
The extension of ralP
lectifiation
i of secondary
increase the ciosmpti o of-pole. Repairs
ywetlin
telephone lines, and telegrapDh un es iot aequately mutdl durin g
the war may also increase demand for pole. New building utilizing
piling for foundations, anttthe construction and repair of river a
harbor installations, may increase considerably the conawption of
piling.
Imports of posts poles, and piling will probably supply about the
sallo proportion of consumption as in 1939. Exports 'of pole.and
greUter than in 1939, owig to the de
piling may be substantially
mand for repair 'of war-damaged structures in foreign countryi
Exports of posts before -the war were negligible, and need not be
considered. Inasmuch as the prces of these products are likely to be
materially higher than in 1939, the value of production, imports, and
exports might be iuch greater than in that year.
POST-WAR LONG. TERM
Consumptlon, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 l eve

Expansion of power transmission and telephone lines is expected to.
continue into the long-run period even if national income should be no
higher than before the war. In view, however, of the probably increased employment of preservative' troatmet, consumption might
he only about 10 percent above that in 1939, corresponding to the
increase in pop elation. Consumption might, therefore, be appmatly 365 million posts 5.2 million poles, and 55 million nar feet
of piling. Production- (including relatively small expor) on is
basis, might be about 65 million post., 4,8 million pols, d; 5
million feet of piling the respective values being bout 44 ilion,17- million, and 10 mdlion dollars. Imports might be about the sm
proportion of crumptions in 1909 and aount t about 90 ,0
posts valued t $88,000; 415,Q pole,.yaued at su,2o>ooo,,ad
410,000 feet of piling, valued at'$0l0t0 (all forei valus).

Table: [No Caption]

POSTy-WA IMPORTS AND DOMESTC PSODUMlO
Per capital incme 7 percent hiher tha n 19*;Consumption would probably be about 25 percent grater in volume
than'in igag9;or about415mlilion posts, million poles, and 60 million;
feet of piling. Prices might be about 15 percent Move the 1939 level.
Correpondingly production (including expor) might be about 415
million posts, valued at 57 million doll; 5.5 million pole valued at
22 million dollars; and 62 million feet of piling vaued at 13&million
dollars. Similarly, imports might be approximately 1.1 million posts,
470,000 poles. and 465,000 feet of piling, the respective foreign values
being about $115,000, $1,665,000, And $75,000.
548

Exporba

Japanl was 'by far thb la pre-*r maket,'for; piling, Mltftgh
China, Venezuela, Cana a;' bxico, wtd certain other 6gnttrie Were
important. Poles were marketed pr'inenially itt Canada, buit substantial quantities also went to Mexico, FAnme, Argentina, and elsewhere.: Eports of posts were negligible.
With world income at the 1939 level, exports of poles and piling
cnifly for reconstruction purposes in the long-term. post-war period
mighi be 20 percent greater than inV 1939, or about 65,000 pOols and
2.2 million feet of piling, the respective values being about $240,000
and $455,000.. Should the income beo 75 percent greater, domestic"
consumption would probably require most of the production of these
products and smaller quantities would probabl y be available for
shipment to cthor countries. Exports might be aZout tho same as in
1939, or approximately 55,000 poles, valued at $235,00()0, and 1.9
million feet of pilinlg valued at $450,00, prices being about 15 percent.
higher than in 1939.
Employment

_

These productsare produced largely by numerous small operators
and by farmers, and the number of workers engaged varies widely from
time to time. No statistics are available concerning employment.
SOFTWOOD LOGS
Tariff paragraph: 1803 (2).
Commodity:
Logs of fir, spruce, Western hemlock, and cedar.
Rate of duty:
-ree,
GENERAL
--

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Ratio Of
tea
o
FreI FS~e t Imports | oonsumpZApprt ~~~~~~~imports
liem
Total

po
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bosrd feet) .'.... 7,023 J 77
.910
' 118
7,061 .-... 7
F .1ueJtity (M--0)------.
*...*-*- 1 92,275 1,013
91,232 41,387...
.
Unit value (per M boerd feet) -.-......-IS14-14 $13.654 --,---$11.77
Ponsmpld (number)-40w.
................................
OU,UUU I'I
'Calculaed from various tatical data and adjust to exclude logs utilize fo pulpwood.
2Includes a very sml quantity of hewn timber.
Excludes an etmatd quantity utilized to pulpwood, not covered by reported statistic of pulpwood
which arelarer.
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4 Forign Valu.
Estimad.
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This section is concerned wi log of firZ,
spruce, Weten hemlock,
%nd cedar, except thos-mainly W tern hemlock-used for pulp.s
wood. The latter are included in, a spIratsection
on pulwood.
This statement covers the bulk of the imports of lop for manufaoture
into lumber, shingles, or lywoo. There are snall addition in
ports of severl species, bvt ,they are negligible, not only in related
to domestic production of such species, but also in relations to the
total -imports of logs, The imports of logs herein considered Scomne
lmost: entirely frome Brtl~h Columbi and are proceed, along with
similar domestic lo,: into lumber. or other products in mills-Ohiefly
in the State of Washington (about tihreequarters of the total domestic
and imported cedar logs are converted shitoihngles and a small part
of the Dotuglas fi-rntodtenoer for. usein plywod)
The impot o 16 of4fir, spruce, Western hemlock, aind ceda ha
represented les than-2 percent of 'the domdl¢etit con~utption of audi
logsy From some logging: areis in Canada, howeer, it-is about a
convenient and ae economical to move 'logs to millt hi theo United
Stat as to Canadian mills,,.and such areas have been sources of raw
material of considerable importance to some United States lumber aid
shingle mills and plywood plants. Probably the im rtition of lois
would haye occurred on a somewhat greater scale had British Columbia
regulations not restricted the exportation of timber in unrnanufttetured
condition (from some types of land holdings). The importation of'
logs, however, under any circumstances would not be likely to be a
unajor factor in United States supplies of softwood lumber, even of
those species which have been imported in largest amounts, In recent
txenn imports of lumber of the species.. Coerned-the lop
years duty-fre-may
bein
have tended somewhat to promote the import.
tion of logs. The taxes ont the imports of'lumbor, however, have been
low and cannot have been important in relation to other factors beating
upon the trade.
Under the circumstances above described it is nt possible to foresee
how future developments will influence the importation of og.Probably' the most reasonable expectation is that such imports will
constitute about the same proportion of total consumption of logs of
the species concerned as they did in pro-war years. The following
estimates are based on that expectation.
Consumption of softwood log is, of course, determined by consump tion of softwood lumber. The probable postwar consumption of
lumber is discussed in the -report on that commodity. Availability of
supplies would probably be a limiting factor under a high national
income.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

A large increase in building and construction is anticipated in the
early postwar years and, whereas the quantity of plumber consumed
might not increase, in proportion two total construction, nevertheless
large quantities will be required. The consumption, production and
imports of logs of fir, spruce, hemlock, and cedar will probably be
considerably greater than in 1939, and therefore the value of produce
tion and imports might be much greater than in that year. Log
exports mightirease somewhat, although the"dotiestic demand will
probably tend to restrict their shipment to other countries.
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Consumption -ad production includingg a small production for
report) of logs of fir, pruce, hemlock,
cedar would--probb be

about the samne as In1939, or slightly more than 7 billion bo-ad feet,
valued at about 95 million dollars. Mtnporti al
so might be comparable
to imports in 1939, _an mount to abut 120 million board feet, with
a foreign value of $1,400,000. Prices for production and import are
assumed toremain main 1939.
Pir SCpifta Income 75 percent higher then in 19*9.
Consumption and production of log might be 25 percent grater
than in 1939, or about 8.8 billion boaM feet. Imports would be likely
to increase proportionately and therefore beabout 150 millionb6oad
feet, more or less. Prices would probably be about 20 percent higher
than in, 1939, or about $15.75 per thousand board feet for production
and $14.25 for imports. The value of production might be about 140
million dollars, and that of imports 21-million dollars (foreign value).
Exports
Pre-war exports of softwood In consisted largely of Douglas fir,
with smaller quantities of hemloc, cedair, spruce, and other species.
The bulk of exports were of medium or lower grade logs, although some
peeler logs were included. China, Canada, and Japan were the principal markets in 1939.
WVith the income at the 1939 level, a fair export market would
probably exist in countries deficient in timber. Exports might be
25 percent greater than in 1939, or about 95 million board feet valued
at about $1,300,000. Should the world income be 75 percent greater
domestic consumption of logs would likely restrict exports of the bettergrade logs, but a larger volume of lower-grade logs might also be produced which it would be as profitable to export as to manufacture into
lumber. Exports, therefore might remain at about 95 million board
feet. Prices, however, would probably be about 20 percent higher
than in 1939; consequently the value of exports might be about
$1,500,000 (50 percent above the 1939 value).
EMPLOYMENT

Wage earners engaged in the production of logs are not reported
separately by the census. However, it is probable that from 40,000
to 60,000 workers are employed under normal conditions. A substantial increase in production might be reflected in employment; probably
50,000 to 70,000 wage earners would be employed at the higher income
level.
-..
CABINET WOOD LOGS
Tarif paragraph: 1803 (2).
Hadwood cabinet woods, in the log.
CemWedic:
ote qf dauy:
Free.

Table: [No Caption]
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Data on Ukl Sttes imports for 1939 are given below:
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Hardwood cabinet wood logs, including mahogany, Spaih cedar,prima vera, satinwood, oriental wood, rosewood,
n4 other spces, a.
imported from many countries., Mahogany, which represent tWOthirds of the total imports in 1939 comes principally. from British
e c, Braul and western Afneia; other speHonduras, Honduras, MexIV
cies are derived variously from Mexico, Guatemala, Brazil, Celon
Australia, western Africa, and other countries. The woods covered
by the import statistics are not produced commercially in the United
SLates; therefore, consumption is identical with imports. Reexports
of these species if any, are negli'ible. The principal domestic species
which commonly ranks ax a cabinet wood is black, walnut of which
there are no imports. The production- of walnut lumber in 1939 was
27 million feet. There is only limited and indirect competition between imported cabinet woods and walnut.
Furniture, ship finish, partitions and other cabinet work, and pattern
stock are the principal peacetime uses of these species. The' bulk of
the logp are converted into lumber and the remainder into veneer.
During the war consumption has increased because of the demand for
mahogany chiefly for Veneer fbr aircraft and boat construction.
Facilities for manufacturing lumber have increased during the war
in some of the countries where the various species grMw; consequently
it is expected that in the future a larger proportion of the Uited
States consumption of cabinet woods will be supplied by imports of
lumber. For ihis reason the estimates of log imports which follow
are lower than they might be otherwise.POST-WAR'SHORT'.TEXtM.'

For a period of several years after the war the volume of consumption and imports will probably be considerably greater than in 1939,
chiefly because of the demand for furniture made of these woods.
Prices will probably be substantially higher, therefore, the value of
imports might be much greater than in 1939.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1l;" level.

Per capita consumption (imports) of cabinet wood includingg that
imported both as logs and as lumber) would probably increase but
per capital conamption of logsi alone might, for reason indicated;
decline somewhat. Nevertheless, owing to increased population, the
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total consumption of logs might increase slightly, say 5 percent, over
that in 1939 and approximate 33 million board feet valued at around
valuee.
2.7 million dollars oregh
Per, coAtta income 75 percent htgher then In Z191.
With a largr incotne, niahtapny and other (abmet woods would
probably be used in greater volume for furniture, partitions, and other
purposes. Prices would likely be about 16 percent, higher thah in
1939. sImports of logs might be about 30 percent greaier than with
income as in 1939, or about 42 million board feet, valued at approxiInately 4 million dollars (foreign value), or about 55 percent above
that in 1939.
PULPWOOD
Thriff paragraph: 1803 (2).
PuipvOd.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

GENERAL
Data on United States exports; imports, and (iolsumption1 for 1939
are given below:
Wood oonsumedZ
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Im-Ra
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lnimported Domestic Total Imported
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$7.02 ' 0g,7347
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I Quantities and value of pulpwood reported donsumnd by million 13. Separation of (lomeotio and'
Imported wood estlmatd on basts of partlal gegation in U, 8. Census reports. Owina to time lag and
the of inventory wood, domtic production is not etual t6 oonsumption minus Imports in a given year,
or are imports and Imported wood consumed the same in a given year.
Ipt Iorts
for consumptionr
adjusted to Ilnlude pulpwoodd clIfled In imort statistics as 1o.
between Imports" and "imported wood consumed 'is in part due to time lag
'I~iffemufe in unit vahme 1X',
and in part to fact that value of "imports" is forign valuo while that of "wood consumed" Is value at the

'*g^tet

Imports of pulpwood represent one of the three forms in which
foreign forests contribute to United States wood fiber requirements.
Though the imports of pulpwood have- been an important factor in
supplying these requirements, they are less-important, even in terms.
of weight, than imports of either paper (chiefly newsprint) or wood
pulp. In terms of value imported paper and wood pulp are of course
of still greater relative importance.'
Southern pine, spruce and balsam fir, hemlock, white fir jack pine,
and poplar and cottonwood are the woods most extensively used for
the production of wood pulp, but various other softwoods and hardwoods are used in smaller amounts. Some woods are more suitable for
conversion into wood pulp by some processes than by other processes, and the character of the pulp' industry in the several producing
regions of the UnitfA States is attributable in large degree to the
varieties of timber in the forests of each region.
In the northeastern and L*ke regions, whe* United States pulp
production was first developed, spruce, balsam -,fir,¢ and easte
1 Foe wwd pulp and paw ae

*ibe 14.
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hemlock predominate in: the pulpwoodEproduction All of these
are preferred species for uso in the sulphite and groundWood proare used, mainly
esses, and the puips produced by these proceseprinting,
writing, and
in the production:of 'white"' ppr, suc as
white wrapping papers. Jack pine and hardwod als ocur in thiee
regions, and are usIe for the productionof sulphte, sda;, and seial
grades of sulphjte ptilp. Soda pup accounts for only a nml part
of total national production, and the northeaitetn and Lake Stats
account for only a minor fraction of the production of slphatepul`p
The accesible timber in the northeastern and Lake regions has been
greatly reduced by years of cutting for pulpwood saw timber, and
other products Most of the pulpwood that is importd Into the
UnitedStates comes from Cainadn and is consumed in the northeastern
and Lake States. The imports are of principal importance in supplementing the wood supplies of thesq regions for- the production'of
white pUtlps. The northeastern quarter of the country accounts for
a much larger portion of total consumptionAthan of the total proas most of the
duction of pulp, and most of the imported pulp,asDwellfrom
that for
domestic- pulp- produced for isale (as Idistiguished'
consumption by the same concern) is consumed in; this area.
Small amounts of pulpwood are also imported from British Columbia
into the Pacific northwest, but in this region the imported wood is
only a, small portion of the total consumption of the pulp mills
Here, Western hemlock is the species of chief importance in pulp

production, white fir, spruce, and Douglas fir also being used' during
the war some-Western red cedar has also been used as pulpwood.
Douglas fir is 'chiey used for lumber production; limited quantities
are used for pulp, chiefly sulphate. The timber stand in this region
is enormous but the forest drain for all purposes is greatly in excess of
growth. Wood is probably available or a substantial expansion of
production by the existing pulp mills but there is some question
whether under present practices of cutting the region coud permanently support much additional pulp-mill capacity. This situation
may change someWhat with more general use of Douglas fir and of
waste'from lumber production for pulp, and if wood from 'Aaska
becomes available for such use.
The South is the region of latest development in wood-pulp production. Here Southern pine is the species most extensively used.
Formerly this species was not economically convertible by the sulphite or ground wood processes and the sulphate process predominates in the southern industry, though some sulphite (chiefly dissolving grades) and mechanical and special kinds of pulp (chiefly-used in
building boards) are also produced from Southern pine. Unbleached
sulphate is brown in color and is suitable chiefly for coarse papers and
boards where strength is desired but where color is not important.
During the war there have been extensive developments in the use
of bleached and semibleached sulphate and, if this continues in the
post-war period, Southern pine may contribute in large measure to
Upplyg the increased requirements for white paper. :, Estimates of
the Forest Service in 1936 indicated that in the southern region the
current dtain and growth were about equal. Cutting for pulp and
lumber has; increased since then, but the s-ands oft ber are or
Jai*e
and restocking is more rapid than elsewhere in this county m
Canada, especially in tree of a size suitable for pulnwood. There
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probably, the n, room for con iderable further expansion of
TV available supply of pulp timber in general issuch that for a
period of: tie enough pulwoo could be produce to- met greatly
expanded *demand, but under prent patites of cutting of pulp
wood, sawt;uber, And Awod for other frest industries this oid in
time result in ;exessive depletion of reseres. The puipw supply
ba will probably be, uented by wider use of hr oods and of
secie Of softwOod, such-as Douglas fir of which little has heretofore bete used for pulp, by the use of Aikan wood, and by better
of wo but cntinuous production of pulp at higher
utilization
lve1s. could probably be maintained only by general adoption of
consermtion measures such s trOe faing and austinedryield forest
managment. The widespread practice of conservation measures
might tend temporarily to retrict the supply of availablefwood but
the Forest Service has reported that under a national program of
forest management the forest land's of the United States could be so
developed as to support greatly expanded lumber and pulp produclion.' Althou Ih Restori and groth of timber to suitable size for
pulpwood woud be more rapid than for saw timber, pending the
increaed yield as a result of such developments bihe use of imported
wood in large increasd volume would probably be neceary for
any marked expansion of wood-pulp production in this country.
The imports of pulpwood, almost entirely from Canada, in recent
years have accounted for a somewhat smaller percent of domestic
consumption than they did in the 1920's. This is partly attributable
to the rapid growth of the southern industry, using entirely domestic
wood; and partly to the expansion of the Canadia pulp industry, and
the increased importation of its products, in the form of pulp or of
newsprint paper, into the United States, in the place of pulpwood.
Imports of pulpwood from Canada have increased during the war,
but may not remain at wartime levels, since shipments of wood from
Cadaae limited not only by the requirements of the Canadian
forest industries, but also by government restrictions on the export
of unmanufactured wood, which apply generally to timber froth
Crown or public lands and in some instances to land held under
private tenure. -Greatly increased demand for pulpwood might result
in lare imports from te Soviet Union, but any forecasts regarding
this am purely conjecturl. Iurge experts from that country to the
United States would probably require exploitation of additional
irein-ixber territor and the development of new transportation
facilities, which would probably not be undertaken unless the demand
became urgent and promised to continued Wood from the Soviet
Union could probably be used for most kinds of pulp, and would be
acceptable to many illaithat have hitherto obtained at least part
of their wood from this country itself and from Canada. It is not
probable that there would be new construction of mills depending
entirely on wood from the Soviet Union.
49A NatIoal Pla O Ams*= FoAstry and 'Natoal }ltpad Ppr Requkmets tn Rela to
U. S. .Fotet errk% Semi. DOMMniNo. IZ 73d Cog. (1t Sm.), aSd SOM
Ismat CowwatuM.
Downmwat No. Ilk~74th Cong. (1it Suow)
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POSTWAR SHORT TERM,

rebuilding,

of pulpwood.
for paper, toeIber. wi
Heavy demand,
will probably sult in pulpwood demanMs
greatly in
inventorie,
of
1939
and
some:
greater
thn
the
w*r
dring
excess
years, whea
civilian consumption of paper6and boad h bee rstrcted.Prices
arc likely to remain ab ut the level of the wartimOrgonal ceiings
which aro onsiderably higher than the :1939 prle. Imports t
Uno European, source woild
probably be entirely from Cnda, as
probably be in a position to ship wo
this ount soon ft the
war. Imports are likely to beomuch larger than in: 1939,but probably
will not suply as large a percentage of thetotal as in that- yee
because oft elarrger production of pulp in the South where dometic
wood is used entirely. It is to be expected that shortages of labor
and equipment which hae resticted pulped production durit
the war will be alleviate after dA nobiistion, and that domAetic
production will be greatly in excess of 1939 both ii--Volune and 'value.
POSTW*AR LONG:TERM
Consumption, Preduction, Ond Imports
Per capita income at 19.

lerel.

The consumption of pulpwood is likely to increase about 20 percent
over 1939, or considerably mlore than the increase in population.3
It may reach a total of about' 13.2 million cords. The price of wood
is likely to be slightly higherthan in 1939. Imports are likely to be
about the same as in 1939 or about 1.3 million cords, with a foreign
value of about 11.5 million dollars. Imports will thus be a somewhat
smaller percentage of total consumption than in 1939, aq a result of a
considerable expansion of -he pulp industry in the, ,South, where
imtporteed wood is not likely to be used in appreiable Ouantities.
Consumption of domestic wood under these conditions would be
about 11.9 million cords or about 24 percent more than in 1939, valued
at about 89 million dollars, or about 30 percent more 'than the value
in 1939.

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1959.

Under conditions of increased income, consumption of pulpwood in
domestic manufacture of pulp may possibly amount to about 17.5
million cords, or al~out 35 percent' more than with income at the 19039
level and about 60 percent more than tfie 1939 consumption. Cutting
of pulpwood in thtis volume is likely to be accompanied by an increase
of about 20 percent over the 1939 prices.
from aout 1.5-2.5 million cords, or from nbout
Imports may ra-nge
20 to 100 percent greater than in 1939, valued at from 1525 million
dollars (foreign value). The higher figure of this range is predicated
on the assumption that imports in large volume might be made from
sources outside of North America. If imports a available o~ily
Canada they probably will be nearer the lower total, Domestico
consumed under theseconditions would amount to fnm 1-1 Pillion
cords, valued at from 130-140 million dollars.
8Fordu of tlhenmud i *#w .tat.ment7,."ardlg p&Mmd
arddub 14.
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Exports are small. Some shipments are made to Canada, but it is
probable that they will not exceed 50,000 cords in post-war years.
Employment
Cutting

pulpwood

of

seasonal

in

is

and

substantial

also

amount it represents part-time labor of farmers. Probably 30 percent of the total is farm-cut wood. It is estimated that the number of
workers engaged in pulpwood cutting in 1939 was equivalent to an
average' of about 32,000 full-time workers, although a substantially
larger number of persons mar have been engaged at times, The
number of workers. would vary in about the same proportion as
production, and might amount to the equivalent of 40,000 men under
the 1939 level of income and from 50,000 to 55,000 persons with
income 75 percent greater than in 1939.
so

RAILROAD CROSS TIES
(Except switch and bridge ties)
Toriff paragraph: 1804.
Railroad
Commodity:
Rae of duty:
Free.,

cross

ties.

GENERAL

Data
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are

United States production, imports, and consumption for
given below:
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Railroad cross ties comprise hewn and sawed ties, whether treated
with preservatives or untreated. Switch and bridge ties are sawed
pieces of timber of dimensions which would permit their use in various
construction jobs and they are, therefore, omitted from the claa>.
fixation. Hewn ties are the produtof thousands of workers, a large
proportion of whom cut ties when other work is slack, as in the cas of
fannezs working in their wood lots mi winter. Sawed ties are produced
by sawmills awd commonly form but a small part of the total output of
a given mill. Direct data of production of railroad ties are not
available, and the figures shown above are estimates based on -the
number of tics reported by the clas I railroads of the United States
as used for replacements and for construction of new -tracks. By far
the greater put of the total consumption is for the
tenance of

existing roadbes

PO8T-WAK IMPSORT AKDD- OMTIC PRODUCTIO17
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of -cross ties may increase in the immediate post-war
years over the 1939 figures, because the unprecdented v-olume of
freight and-passenger traffic during the war ha resulted in accelerated mechanical wear on, rails and ties and a shortage of rniutWnaxoe
manpower has'. confined current tie replacement to a nunimun.: To
bring roadbeds up to pie-war standard, the railroads will need to
make tie replacements annually' for several:years in greater volume
than has been possible during the war. Imports.:of ties, normally
very small relative to, domestic production, are likely to mcrease in
the same ratio as production in thCeUnited States.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

As no new construction requiring a large volume of ties is foreseen
the principal use of ties wil continue to be in the maintenance of
existing roadbeds.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

With per capita income the same as in 1939 the quantity and value
of consumption and imports of cross ties would -probably be approxi,mately the same as in 1939.
Per capita Income 75-percent higher than in 1939.

Inasmuch as railroad-roadbed upkeep must necessarily be maintained to insure the safe and speedy movement of traffic, railroad
cross-tie consumption is only slightly influenced by per capita- income
levels. A per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939 would,
however, result in heavier rail movement with consequent greater
mechanical wear on cross ties and therefore somewhat increased
replacement needs. However, the effect would probably be to raise
the quantities produced and consunied relatively little above 1939
levels. Production might reach 52 million ties and, with an increase
of perhaps 10 percent in unit value, the value might be about $45,000,000. Similarly imports might increase to about 400,000 ties with a
foreign value of about $335,000.
Exports

War has taken heavy toll of European railroads and it seems likely
that the United States may be called upon to increase its exports of
cross ties in the years immediately following the war, possibly to the
extent of 100 to 150 percent over 1939i. 'In such event, total exports
might be from about 2.4 to 3.0 million ties valued at approximately
$2,540,000 to $2,700,000'. Normal channels of tie supplies in Europe
have been severely disrupted by the war and probaby several years
will elapse before these normal sources are restored. However, tunbr
is available in many countries of Europe and the production cost of
cross ties abroad would not warrant continued imports of ghigher
priced tie from the United States once the pro-war sources of supply
are reesablished. For thepostlwar long-tetm period, Unitd Statet
exports of cross ties may eceed th ose of 1939 by 5 percent, amount
to 1,250,000 ties valued at $1,325,000.
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Employment!
No data are available on the number of persons engaged in, etting
out ties. Hewn ties are cut principally by workers who put in only
part tune, while sawed ties are usually but a smnai!part of the lumber
output of a given sawmill.
PICKETS AND PALINGS
Tariff paragraph: 1805.
Pickets and palingc.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Free.
-GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:-
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Pickets or palings-are small strips of wood used chiefly in building
fences. They are most commonly made of softwood, the species do.pending maitnly upon its relative availability. The more durable
wods, suetb as cdar, cpr, and redwood are generally preferred,
but undoubtedly the greater volume of pickets are of pixw, firs spruce,
or other species. Pickets can be produced at: moot of the numerous
sawmills and planing mills throughout the country, but no statistics
of total production are available. A considerable propotion
i
troduced by retil lumber dealers to fill local orders. Imports, which
are valued at about $260,000 annually, are almost wholly from
(Canada, principally from the eastem provinces.
Picket fencs are nowadays usually built for their distinctive appearance, as well as for their utility, copsequently there seems to be no
reawn to believe tbat metal or other mate' , or hedge, wil hereafter replace wood for this purpose to any eat extent. There wa
probably in earlier decades some shift in this direction, but it-bh
apparently run its ourSe.
]POST-WAR SHORT'TERM
The demand for pickets and pasingo in the short-term peod ny
be quite larg, in view of the antiaip b6ool in reesideutia$ construction, a th probable lge qi-remet for repair postponed dug
that the consumption ad podetion of
pticket inwr.
1939 Assume
were in normal relationip
to residtil build it
s 1 e tha onu,7tiiond production itthe only post-wvr
larger iii volue. Impot ti prvf
seesbd.isSsny
~ R

proportionately. The price of pickets wall probably b a
teally higher than in 1lf9, consequetly the aSlue of consumption,
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production, and imports: (f6rign value)'
thdtyea.
-

be much larr th
.POST.WAR, LONG TERM
Consumplton, Production, nd Im'orts

in-

Per capital income 0 1959 v-.
;

Although building construction is expected to increase substantially
compared with 1939,Tconstruction which utilizes pickets ad palig
value of consumption and
might not inerease proportionately .

production of pickets might be .10 to 20 percent greater than in 19894
Consumption, therefore, might range from 2.7 to 3.0:million dollars ands
production from 2.5 to 2.7 million dollars. Imports may ilso be eater
in val iiuiabou~thes"ame ratio to i939, say appromately $2845,0W
(foreign value).,-,
Per capita income is percent NOWr than $n 199.

Residential building would presumably increase considerably eAt a
higher level of income, and, pickets for fences, would probably be in
greater demand. Csumption and production .might b 2 to 36
percent greatr in volume then; in 199., e price of pickets mrnight
and
consumption
value of
be 20 percent higher tn 1939 andthe
production 50 to 60 percent greater. The value of consumption under
these conditions would probably be about 3.7-4.0,million dollsand
that of )production. 3.4-3.6 inillion dollars. The foreign .valua of im
ports might-be greater in similar proportions and reach about $386,000.
Expot
Export statistics do not show-pickets, or' palings, separately, but
indications are that exports are negligible, as compared with production and imports.
Empl;yuwnt
;
sm*bYMent
Pickets are only one of a number of products ntaufactured at Sawmills, planing miHs;, or retail lumber yards, and no data are available
concerning the number of wage earners eongaged in their prouction;

RATTAN (UNMANUFACTURED)
Tadif paragraph: 1806.

Commodity:

Ra~t of{ d4y:

Rattan, WufliwnfflftUfl..

Fr, GENERA-

Data on United State imports for 1939 and 1937 are given blowl
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Rattan is a climbing palm, resembling a vine, yrhich is ntive
to the Malay Archipelago, Ceylon, and Burma. It may be used whole
(or unprocessed), or converted into reed, cane, and cane, webbing.
In these various forms-it is adaptable to many use, including itse
as the principal material ii rattui and reed furniture and for seats,
backs, spline, molding, and other purposein enerd furniture; for
material to cover seats in public vehicles; for baskets, trays, and bag;
walking sticks and umbrella handles; snow plows, street sweepers,
and brooms; stock whips, ship fenders, and numerous other uses.
During thewar it has en restricted to essential us, iillding sHip
fenders, wheel chairs, military hat bands, and in occupational therapy
Other materials used for similar purposes tend to iithe-demand
for rattan. Furniture made of wood, metal, or plastic is used for the
same purposes as rattan and reed furniture; imitation leather or other
synthetic fabrics are used to cover car seats in place of cante webbiing;
and plastic webbing materials can also be substituted for cane webbing
in some use.
Although rattan grows wild, extensive organization is required for
its collection in jungles, assembling and moving it to interior and
coastal depots, and its transfer to principal collection centers for
cleaning, sorting, and grading for export markets. Its collection
probably has not been wholly abandoned during occupation of the
producing area by-the enemy1 but the extensive system necessary to
maintain stocks for international trade in all likelihood has been

disrupted.
Rattan is not found in the United States but reed, cane, and cane
webbing are produced here from imnported raw material Imports
come predominantly (75 percent or more) from the Netherlands
Indies, with smaller quantities from British Malaya, China, Hong
Kong, and the Philippines. Since 1941 imports have been cut off,
except for relatively small shipments from Africa which were not of
standard grades.
Imports in 1939 were smaller than usual. In the preceding table
imports for 1937 are also shown, but they were somewhat above the
average for the 5-year period, 1936-40, which amounted to about
6,750,000 pounds. Actual consumption in 1939, including withdrawals from stock, was probably substantially larger than, the unports
of that year.
The consumption of unimanufactured rattan in the United States
(and consequently the imports thereof) depends on the combination
of two factors: (a) The demand for furniture wholly or partly of rattan and (to a ess extent) the demand for --other products made, of or
containing ratta, and (b) the proportion of that demand supplied
by imports of sinanufactured rattan (cane, reed, and cane webbimg) and of finished articles of rattan (furniture and other products).
Uinmanufactured rattan is duty-free but the imports of this material
are to some extent affected by variations in the imports of the semimanufactures and finished manufactures of rattan. These products
are dutiable (except from the ippines) and a change in the duty
might affect the imports appreciably, and thus affect the domestic
production of the corresponding articles from importedaw rattan.
During the 5 years, 1936-40, the average annual value of i'nport of
unmanuisetured rattan was $349,000, while the average value of the
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of rattan.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Increased production of furniture on account of posted demand
will be likely to create a demand for rattan and its derivatives in
excess 6f the supply. With imports from the principal -sources cut
theovkst infthe-United States probably are'ttefr
off since' late '1941;
exhaustion. Exports from the Far Eastern sources" ay be resumed
to some extent within- a short time after the liberation of these areas,
but it is not probable that for some year 'the collecting and exrtig
organization! can be' fully reorganized so that exports can reach
normal level. Imports of unmanufactuured rattani (as well as of the
advanced products) into the United States are therefore likely to be
considerably lower than the average for the period 1936-40.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 19*9 level.

Domestic production of furniture, (of wood or other materials) under
this assumption would probably be about 10 percent greater than in
1939, by nson od increase -in. popultin. Whether the produtiWn
of furniture containing rattan would increase correspondingly - is
uncertain; this would -depend on both style factors and the possible
substitution of other materials in place of rattan and of wood furniture
in general. The other uses of rattan are subject to more or less similar
causal influences. It seems fairly probable that the total consumption of rattan, in whatever form iinport~i, may be no'-greater than iln
normal pre-war years, other causes tending to offset those of increased
population. If at the same time the proportion of imports-consisting
of unmanufactured rattan should be about the same as before the
war, the imports of the raw material would presumably be' about
equal to the avenge for 1936-40, namely 6,750,000 pounds. Tbhe
price would probably be about the same as in 1939, which would give
a foreign value of imports of manufactured rattan of about $340,00.
A 50 percent reduction in the rates of duty on semim anufactures
and finished manufactures of rattan might cause a significant increase
in the imports of these articles 1 and result in lessening the, import
of the crt product Wjc- rhaps 10 to '15 percent; the qun-tiyirtight
thus be about 6 million pounds, with'a value of a Vut $300,000.
Conversely, a 50 percent increase inl the states of duty on semunanu..
factures and manufacturers might incre't~e the imports of unmnufac.
tured rattan by 10-15 percent, so that the quantity might reach 7,5
million pounds, with a value of $376,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than' In 1*9.
Consumption of furniture in goAeral, particularly in terms of value
as distinguished from number of artile, is decidedly affected by
changes in national income. The at is Vrue, though perhaps to
dutiable from countries other ta the Phlppln. No forecast is oUted
'That is of imports, whichre
the Philippines (hitherto dutylfree) which, dependent on their ttus at that time.
regarding importsbefrom
may or may not affected by changes in duty. See sector on furniture of WWtten, etc., pag 519.
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somewhat Iss. exza "of the comsuptIon of other artie intowhih
ratta enters. O , tZoothet, had
whigh national income there
I
might. be ,more .ubtutIAaof; oer aterIals for ttn,
ndJfor
wood futniture- in gneral, than ould ocur with n unchaneod
It may beroughly ti d tat in the absn ofA change
income.
an the duties on the semmanufacttred na finished rattanprdut,
theim '"rt of"ratta might, underthi amumption recording oe
be 11525 p cnt gter thin the avege for terwa period, and
The price of rattan
pounds.
amount to about 8-5 tniion
might preumably
sod be about
the
inrease
whit;
if
inraesome
would
10 perent over the 1939 figure, the value ofimport would be
$470 000
A.owing th tnothodis'of alculatng, n pres*lttd, a reduction
in the rateof duty on rattan d6rivtivesmight ctI do. the imports
of unm'arufactured rattanfrom the bove figre to 7.5million
with a value of perhaps $410,000. An increa in. those dutim might
raie these imports to about9.5 million pounds, with a. value of about
$520,000.
about

pounds,
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.ThriJ- paragaphi: 1808. of
S~ticks bamboo.
Commodityt:
we
Ratfduty.,

GENERAL

:inied States importi' (apparnt consumption) for 1939 had a
value of $288 0.00
forcisn
Sticks of baMbo, L the rough or no rttiei advanced than cut to
length, wre imported into. the United States before- the .war in the
for
value of about $259,000 annually, Thes sticks are utiWised
rods,
ski
fishing poles and g poes, and in the manufacture of fishing
and vaulting poles, sunshades, parasols, alkin canesg and imir
quantities are used in furniture, novelties, and toys.
products.was Sall
Japan
the prinnxal source of bwabow imports before the war,
countries upplied smaller
British
India, nd other
although Chna
is
not
in
commercial
quantities in the
produced
volumes. Bamboo
United States.

POST-WAR SNORT TERM

It is probable that the consumption of atl of banboo will be
inctasd in, th str yea Greaterdmands for
substantially
sporting goods, partilr fising rods and pole,ud iu physical
and for rectiol purposes, night be inrreabilitation progir
portn iaeto. Also alare consumpin of rug pole, un ades
and similar commoditi4 will prob*ly be associatdA withi the building
imports of finished aticms' of
furnishing of homes
and
bamboo mightobe ter, iteisprobable that domesticof production
such articles and, therefore, th importtion of sticks bamboo, will
also increase. Inasmuh s the pric might be onsiderably higher,
the value of imports will probably be much greater than in 193*. It is
possible that disuption in the industry caued ;by the w might
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restrict imports, but inauh production consit of little more than
cutting and bundling of the bamboo tem, rapid recovery would be
expected.

?POST.WAR LONG TERM

Per cupite income at 19*9 CveD.

The factors which :will probably intuen e favorably the use of b&ni.
boo products in the early years after the war will be likely to continue
to operate duiting the lonerm period. Consumption might be
maintained at a somewhat higher level than in 1939. Prices remain.
ing the same as in 1939, imports rriight be aS much as 20 percent
greater than in 1939, or about $320,00, foreign 'vlue.
V
Per cApitf incom 7 percent higher then In'99.
With a higher income th demand for porting good, household
articles and othor commoditie made of bamboo would probably be
materially greater than st the lower income level. Pries would
probably be somewhat higher. The value of imports would thus be
about 75 percent greater than in 1939, or approximately $475,000.
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SCHEDULE 5. SUGARv MOLASSES, AND
MANUFACTURES
INTRODUCTIO4 AND SUMMARY
This ieetion include's all Ltem imported under schedule 5 which in
1939 or in' any other recent year were Valued at as much as $100,000.
Thtee imports had a value of about 136 million dollars in 1939 aid
accounted for all but i minute fraction of the imports under the
schedule. The remaining items conisted of saccharides (rare
sugrca, dextrose sirup, and a few other items, the total
sugar)
value o whichmi 1939 wa less than $17,000. Note of thes remaining
items have been imported in recent years, or are likely to be jimported in
the future, in quantities that are significant in relation to total imports
under schedule 5 or domestic production of similar goods.
There are no free-list items closely related to, those covered by sehedutle 5 of the Tariff Act, but a substantial part of the imports under the
schedule were ente'dduty-free. from the PhilippineI lands. These
duty-free imports in-1939 were valued at about 50 million dollars,
accounting for more than one-third of the total value. The, geat
bulk of-the remainder were from Cub and were therefore dutiable aet
rates lower than those applicable to imports from couitrxes subject to
the general United States tariff.
In1i$9 im orts of raw and refined cane sugar, which are covered by
the first of the following comments, had a foreign value of almost
125 million dollars, accounting for more than 90 percent of the total
foreign value'of imports under schedule 6. In some prewar years,
mainly account of considerably larger imports of inedible molasses,
the imports &f-dryugar represented a somewhat smaller proportion of
the total. -In all years, however, dry sugar accounted for by :ar the
greater part of the imports under schedule 5and will undoubtedly continue to do so in the future. Consequently the estimates for Ie ture

imports in this section are dominated by the outlook for the' traie in
drysuga.
United States production and imports of sugar, moreover, in recent
pre-war years were influenced primarily by the quota system, which
was applied first under the Jones-Costigan Act of 1934 and latr uridee
the Sugar Act of 1937. Under this quota system, import duties have
not been a controlling factor on prices of Sugar in United St~t$t
markets, or on the share of consumption supple by the several areas,
domesticc or foreign. Tariff treatment, however, had consider ble
influence on the foreign value of Cuban and Phili pine-sugar imported
into the United States. The' quota system has Ibeen suspended as'
emergency measure during the'war, but 'the' estimates called for byr
'Setnate Resolution 341 have been made under the assumption that,
58.
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when normal peacetime conditions return, sugar quot. wil again be
in effect.
Trade relations of the United States with the Philippine Islands
are of considerable importance to the import trade i sugat. In the
years the Philippine Island supplied but one
immediate preAwar
third of toWta Unit oStat imports of sugar and about ohnseventh
of total United States sugar onsumMtion. The Sugar Act of 1937
provided for a quota on limprts of Philippine u in bout those
ratios to total imports and to tota United -&Sta consumption.
If, however, Philippine ar shoud become dutiable at the general
rates, as the present provisions of the Philippine Independence Act
provideand If the general ratosof, duty be thoseof flyi I,139
no,i effet), it
(which We ui high than th
ishd0_ubtful
wouki
Isand
whether the Philippine
upply muc i a y ,sgr
to the United State. Thus, in estimating futurp iportItli
been assumed, not that the present allotions underthe Suar Act
of total imports among Cubs, the Philippine Islands, snd other
foreign countries would b retained, but tht the quota system would
beapplied so as to be no mo rtrietivO of to import than' it was
,on, uly J. 1939.
the lae ptvportion of imorts under che 5
of and
account
On
mounted for by
wil probably continue to
which have been
as
regad
future
the 'quo
the
made
dry sugar, the assumptions
system are far more important to the estimates of future rt.
and domestic production -than any other considerations If the
quota system Dweeb ijhed or substantially modified the timat
and the whole outlooktor United sta imports ad production of
su*ur would bt gretly changed. Cuban
sugar on July1 1939, were
The rates of du-ty on im of
less than half the rates nera rates) on imports from fullsdu
countries. This situation ulted from the trade element with
3, 1934, inwhich the dies on imports
Cuba, effective September
of Cuban sugar were reduced without comparable reduction of the
general rates. However, the Cuban preferential rates had usull
been only 20 pe t l fan general rates, nd after the element
of 1942 with Peru the Cuba pnferetial on sugar again became
20 percent. It seems probable that in thee long-term period the
percentage of preferetial tarff treatment of imports of Cub" sugar
or
will be 1os than it was in 1939. The analysis of the prospects
Senate
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must, jbowever, upder the teflsof
the future tride in
th Cuban d
Resolution 341, be bas on the same a tio et
general rates as that which eiton July 1, -i9g.
Only two items in schedule 5-maple sugar an sirup, a supr
not closy rated in their proton
candy d confectionery and
the imp
of the two acco ed
to the main sugar indust,
for les than 2 percent of the tg imporunder the schedule. The
remaingimports oovered byauchule 5, on whieh prate cents
follow, are liquid sugar, edible mola, and inedible molse, and
these are coproducts or byproducts of the sugar indtry..
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The estimates of quantities and values of inports ad domestic
pruction of individual commodities under the various assumptions
as to national income and levels of duty are subject coasidrabli
frequently wide, margins of error. Because of the predominance 4
dry sugar among theites covered by shedule 5, the margins of
error,'in vi*- of the assumptions mOade as t the fturi agota cnt
of sugar are attributible mainlyto uncertainties tOt e
e of
Uni.td gtea, conumption, and the future price of sugar. In addition,
consid erb uncetainty is involved in tates o the vowune of
consumption of inedible molasses, the sicondd ost important item of
imports in schedule 6, :This uncertainty arises princelly as to the
demands for industrial alcohol and the -extent to which mols may
constitute., the raw material for- it production in the future. In the
other less important itemis of the schedule, of course, there are thi
usual indeterinate influences on the vi lume of consumption and the

competition between foreign and:domestic production.

Table: SUGAR, CANE AND BE T

Table: [No Caption]
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SUGARt CANE AND BEET
Tariff
parafraph
501

Commodity
and beet:
General rate

Sugar

.

vatoae

Rate of duty

cane

(If8)

j

per ao.+ 0)28*25#
1.28437O
per lb. tot each sitgar

484%.

(1L87PN

Cuban

sugar

.

--

degree over 75
on 96 su gar, 1.9875 on
100° sugar)r
0.61 85 per lb. + 0.0135* 61%.
per lb. for each sugar degr over 75 (-=IP.90 on
96 sugar, 0.954* on 1000

Fugar).
Philippine sugar, up to 1'ree.
850,000 long tons of
which 50,00 mny be
refined (excess shipmentm subject to the
general rate).

NoT15.-Se subsection on tariff history in text.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Apparent
(for demes- Imports ExportsI Net im. consump.tic market)
porter
tion

Itent

uantity refinedd basis) (1,000 short tons)..
vue ($l,OO) (partly estimated) - ..
tlnit value (cents
per pound)

..

.

-

Persons employed In factories and refner.
if
Number of farms producing cae or beets
including those in Puerto Rio sd
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3, SM 4 2, 753.3
I 28 4>6 8124,844
871
9
....

4

,.0

HawaiL-7
....7................
7874

124.6
6,984
2.8D4

.. .... *44WW.
.........

RPati
too

Of

mpt

2,628.7 6,483.1
40.5
117, M0 .
.......

.......

......

...
,
......
.,

....

i

.....

..

RePreents mainly exports, with beneslt of draw-back, of refind sugr made from imported duty-paid

raw SUM.
' The values ae exclusive of the excie tax of O.A cent por pound. This tax, therefore, must be added
to the unit value shown In order to approximate wholesale price quotations on refined ar.
aForeign
The mainland cane sugar reflneseu wely
cane sr ang
plvuprom m
rawsupr produced
from Puerto Rican, lIawalia, or mald ae.

value.,3.~

The figures given above for quantities and values of domesic
production are of the refined sugar recoverable from the 1939 sugarbeet and sugarcane crops of continental United States and Puerto
Rico and Hawaii. They do not include the production of refined
sugr from imported raw sugar. The imports include both raw and
refined sugar, but for many yars 4iae consited mainly of raw sugar
for refining-in this country. In prepping the table the quantities of
raw sugar imported were converted to their refined sugar equivalent
to give a single total for the irrports corresponding to that Lor the
refined sugar derived from domestic sugar crops. The unit values of
the raw and refined sugar imported differed considerably. The foreign
'vlues of imports from diMferent sources also varied on account of
their respective tariff treatment on importation into the United States;The quantities, values, and unit values of imports from different

Table: Cane sugar, raw and refined:1 United States imports for consumption, by principal sources, 1939
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sourMe, distinguishig raw and refined sugar, are shown in the table
below.

Cantc sugar, rtaw aod rPO.fIed.'l Unittd Stat imports for conmumptioi, by pr;i'pal
gourcee, 19*9
Raw

Country nd item

Re,-ned

No
'Cuba:.

uttty (0, o tons)s

Other

Tot*l

40. 4 1, 8. 9
41, 07
16,577 87 0
oenta
per pound)
- -.
1.9
1.8
1.~84
1
1.W
.
PhilippineUnt
*
702.9
896.4
102.6
uhtity(,O..tOn.)
....
Total ($1,0)
4413
39,900
Unit (0ntaper pound) -.-WM
.2.9
other' (I ll'4t)
4
71. 4
71.8
Quantlitg(,0 tons).
(2,)013
10
2,029
T'otol
Per pound)
Unit ( peots
,41
2. z
1.41,
Total:
1
589.3 2,818.1
Quantity ( lowtons)..
,7;8
Total ($1KOM
..28a23
2,100 105 130
Uhlt- (ets
.1
208
hoa.o09
-(M per- pound)
Total ($1,0)

1,114.8

....... .

hieln~daesln).

.

,5091

.

-

M

Total
TotW Ireflvi

1-tb
821.3
18 187

1, 87.2
72,771

1 784.8
.......

380 . ... .
M. 9
951.3a
9.

4 144
it

49, t7
.

-.1

......

.

5.2
72.8
77.0
i32l7 .1.......

.,I.

.

..
......
...

883.4 2,900.8
2, 78.3
19,418 124,84 .
2.5i4. :::::
..........___

Imports of beet -t rwere Insinificant.
I Representing silmply the aggregate o sugars Imported, pound for pound, without adjiutmnent for 41$.
ferenoe In polvlattion.
IRaw sua r of Various tests converted to refined on the basis ot 107 pounds ot 96. =uO=1O0 pound of
refined suguu
4 Prinolplly from Diominican Republic and Peru.

Tariff htitorl.

In the analysis of changes in sugar duties only the rates on refined
sugar are specifically stated; when rates other than those applicable
July 1, 1939, were in effect, the rates on' unrefined sugar were higher or
lower than those of that date in the same ratio as those of refined sugar.
The Tairiff Act of 1930, 8a originally enacted, provided for a general
rate of 2.65 cents per pound on 100 sugar, with rates per pound on
raw sugar graded downward by 0.0376 cent per degree. The then
existing Cuban preferential (20 percent below general rates) resulted
in a rate of 2.12 cents on 1000 sugar from C(uba, with the downward gradation on raw sugars of 0.03 cent pOe PIege. On June 8
1934, the duties on sugar were reduced 26 percent by Presidentiai
proclamation under section 336 of the tariff act, resulting in rates of
1.9875 cents per pound on refined sugar subject to the general rate ef
to 1.59 cents per
duty and, by virtue of the 20 percent preference,
pound on sugar from Cuba. The duties on Cuban sugar were further
reduced by 40 percent (giving 0.954 cent per pound for 1000 sugar)
by the trade agreement with Cuba which became effective on September 3, 1934. The general rates were not affected by the agreement
with bCuba and the rates on Cuban sugar thus became less than half
the general rates.
Before establishment of the Philippine Commonwealth in accordance
with the provisions of the Philippine- Independence Act, sugar from
the Philip ines had been import fre of duty in unlisted uantities.
During the Commonwealth period of approximately, 10 years,
ending July 4; 1946, the Independence Act as amended provides for
an annual duty-free quota of Philippine sugar of 850,000 long tons,
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of which not more than 50,000 long tons may be of refined sXfgar:
The total duty-free quota is 0quivplont to approximately tk16,0Oo
short tons in terms of refined sugar.' Imports from the Philippines in
full general rates of
excess of this quota are subject to the dMuty
The foregoing paragraphs explain Vhe tariff treatmenttof sugar in
effect July 1, 1939, but important changes have since been mde.
The first of these had to do only with the duties applicable to Cuban
sugar during the latter part of 1939. The trade agreement with Cuba
of 1934 provided that 'the reduced rates (0,964 cent for 1000 sugar)
were to be applicable only during the, existence of a quota system
similar to the one in effect at the time the agreement was signed
The quota systemfwas suspended on September 11, 1939, it the result
of events caused by the outbreak of the European war and the duty
on Cuban sugar reverted to the pre-agreement rate `.59 cents for
1001 sugar).
Bih~
effective
Dece By supplementary agreement with Cuba, hever,
effective December
27j-1939 tAhe tes on Cuban sugar provide for
by the 1934 agreement (0.954 ceht per pound for 100 sugar) were
restored, and on January 1, 1940, the quota sytem w re-sumed
In a subsequent trade agreement with Cuba, effective January 5,
1942, and one with Peru, effective July 29, 1942, the rate on sugar
were reduced :to 50 percent. of those- established by Presidential
proclamation in June 1934; that is, to 0.795 cent per pound on 1000
Cuban sugar and 0.99375 cent per pound on sgsar from other foreign
countries. For the duration of these agreements the rates stated are
to apply whether or not a quota system is in effect.
The quota

agytem.

The conditions in the United States sugar industry and trade in
1939 wvere in large part attributable to, the Sugar Act of 1937, which
with amendments, is still in effect;yand superseded somewhat similar
legislation of 1934, the Jones-Costigan Act.:
The Sugar Act does not affect rates of duty but provide for the
imposition of quantitative restrictions on imports and al on the
marketing of domestic sugar. The President is authorized in cgse of
emergency to suspend these restrictions; in the absence of suspension
the Secretary of AgricUlture is directed to determine the quantity
of sugar needed for each calendar year to meet the requirements of
consumers in continental United States. The Act provides that
the quantity so fixed shall not be so small as to result in prices excessive to consumers or higher than necessary to mainta the
domestic sugar industry as a whole. Portions, specified in the #ct,
of requirements are to be the quotas on the permissible markets
from different sources of supply.
T~he initial quotas for aL domestic sources taken together ae,
under the Sugar Act, ordinarily to be 55.69 percent, and the quota for
all foreign sources combined make uip 44.41 percent of the total. rethe combined quotas
quirements. The Act provides, however,
for domestic sources are not to be le than 3 7 million short tons
expressed in terms of 960 sugar (equivalent to about. $3. million
short tons in termsrof refined sugar), and tt, if b&.s9 percent of the
total requirments is less than tis amount, th combi quotas for
foreign sources are to the the balae of tt requirement. over the
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minimum domestic quoti. Of the total for domestic sources 41,72
percent is to b the quo of the mainland sugarbeetgrowing ate.;
11.31 po i¢cet, that of the midland sugarcane-gowing areas; 25.2
percent, that of HAwaii;' 21,48 perent,- that of Puerto Rico'2 an
0.24 percent, 'that of the Virgin Islands. Th ttal quota for foed
sources is divided as follows: 34.70 percent for the Philippineiiaiif
but not less than the duty-ftee quantity provided forin the Inde
pendence Act,;64.41 percent for Cuba; and 0.89 percent for other
countries.
foreign
Provision- is made for adjustment of the initial quota to meet
current changes in consumption, and also foe-the adjustment of the
area' quotas and- for reallocation oft the amounts by which particul
areas fail to supply their full quotas, Any d6ficiency of Phiipine
shipments is to be allocated among foreign sources other than Cuba'
In the event that any domestic area or Guba fails to supply its quota
the deficit is to be allocated among the other areas in this;group
(domestic areas and Cubs).::
.:
When the quota system is in effect, the Act also provides for protection of the continientpl sugar-tefning industry: against increased
deliveries of ined sugiarfrom Cuba, the Philippine Islands, Puerto
Rico, and Hawaii.A' The'maximum-portions of the quotas of these
areas which may consist of refined sugar Xare, like other quantities
referred to in the Sugar Act, expressed i terms -of 960. sugar.' The
approximate refinedsugear equivalent of the specified amounts are
as follows: For Cuba, 350,000 short tns; for the Philippine Islands
76,600 short tons;, for Puerto Rico, 118,000 short tons; and for Hawaii
28,000 hort tons.4
The United States sugar industry and trade was regulated by the
quota provisions of the Sugar Act from 1937 through the first months
of 1939; it had previously been regulated since 1934 bv somewhat
similar arrangements under the Jones-Costigan Act6 The- quota
system was, bowevor, suspended on September 11,1 939, by executive
action owing to the high prices of sugar caused by unusually large,
purchases following the declaration of war in Europe. -With suspension of the quotas the, iMrketihgs from domestic sources increased
considerably, but a, similar mncreas did not occur 'in imports from
Cuba, partly because of the return: to the higher rates of duty; -this
accounts for the fact that, in' the year 1939 a a whole, sugar from
domestic sources supplied .a larger, nd that from foreign sources a
smaller proportion of total consumption than the quota arrangements
would ive 'maintained. In this respect the statistics for the year
'cThe nmpi reqrmitu Peto RW ad Hawaii' separtely detetmined, but th'
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1939 do not accurately indicate the operation of the controls provided
for by the Sugar Act.' The figures for consumption in 1939 -ven
at the beginnmg of this section however, are only slightly higher
than the average consumption of pre-war years.
The quota system was restored at the beginning of 1940 but as 4
result of United States entry into the war ahd particularly of the
interruption of shipments from the Philippine fTlands, the q uota
system was again suspended in April 1942, and to) this date (May
1945) it, has not been restored(.
Cuba hers long supplied the bulk of the imports into the Unit.cd
States of dlu1tial)Ie sugar, and before the intro(luction of the quota
system the price of sugar in United States markets was ordinarily
above the export price in Cuba and in other large sugar-exporting
countries by about the amount of the (Puty on iniports of Cubtin
this price relationship was ehlinisugar. Under tho quota system
nate(l; the United States price I was deternine(l by consumer demands
for the slppiy as restricted by the quota system, and this price was
regularly a hove "the free world price" by more than the duty and
delivery charges on imports from Quba.
As a result of the United States quote system the sugar trade was
so organizc(l in Cuba that, notwithstainding the fact that Cul)a
exported sugar to markets other than the United States, the producers in that country obtained on permissible deliveries to this
market the United States price mintus thie (uties payable and delivery
charges. There probably woul(l have been an incentive for similar
organization of the trade in countries whose contril)butions to the
Unite!( States sugar supply are subject to general rates of duty, if
the United States price ha been
o
above tim worll price I)y more than
the amount of the general rates of duty. This situation, however,
(lid not regularly ap)pe(r, and frequently these countries did not realize
on their sales i thle United States higher prices than on deliveries
to other markets; in fact, the full-duty countries sometimes did not
supply their full quotas.Under the quota system the rates of duty oln sugar ceased to be a
critical factor in determining the level of sugar prices in the Unlited.
States or the volume of imports or domestic production. Moreover,
not only the domesticc (continental and insular) &nd Philippine prol(uors but also the Cuban producers obtained higher prices on their
deliveries to the United States than they would have obtained in
the absence of the system. The primary importance of the rate of
duty onl Cubhin sugar un(ler these circumstances wasI that it determinied tho divisioii of the United States market value of the Cuban
deliveries between, the Cuban producers and the United States
Treasury.8
*In two other respects the statistics at the beginning of this report are not perfectly appropriate for an
analysis of the quota system. In tho frst place, the Ngure given for domestic production Is for the refined
sugar recoverable from the 1939 cane and beet crop, while the quotas refer strictly to the permissible annual
marketing, which may In any particular year be quite dlfleront from production. In addition, the fgure
for apparent consumption includes consumption of Puerto Rico and 11awall, while the requirements from
which
the main quotas are determined are those ot continental United States only.
I The United States
here referred to was exclusive of the excise tax, which was levied on sugar durn most of the period price
when the quota system was In effect. The price to consumers, of course, Included
thstax.
Exclusive of the processing tax later described, which under the Sugar Act Is levied on all sugar marketed
In the United States.
If the general rate of duty had been materially lower, or If the spread had come to be greater between
the United States market prim~and the free world price, the general rate of tiuty might have b4 a simlhg
relation to the price yielded to producers in full-duty dountrles on deliverle3 to this market.
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BeneAt payments.

The Sugar Act also imposes a tax of 53.5 cents per 100 pounds
refined sugar basis, on all sugar marketed in the United States," and
provides for benefit payments to domestic (continental United States,
PulertQ Rican, and Hawaiien) growers of sugarcane and sugar beets.
The eligibility of individual growers to receive benefit payments is
con(itioned onl, among other things,10 their confining their production of sugarcane or sugar beets to such amounts (or acreage) as may
)((determined in the allocation of the quotas for domestic sources.
The benefit payments in 1939 were at the rate of 60 cents per 100
)ound s of recoverable raw sugar, on production up to 500 short tons
)y tiny ~individltltd grower; on production in excess of 500 short tons
the rate of benefit payments was scaled downward, the minimum
rate being 30() cents per 100 pounds on any quantity exceeding 30,000
short tors.hl These benefit paymnents represent advantages to the
doomestic producers of sugar, additional to the spread between price
of domestic and foreign sugar, attributable to the restriction of
imports ,of sugar by quota.
The Philippine Independence Act.

The Philip p ine Independence Act provides that the Philippine
Islands shall become a sovereign state not later than July 4, 1946,
and that thereafter Philippine products shall be subject to the same
rates of duty as the products of foreign ceuitries generally. Appli(ationl of the 1930 general rates, or even of substantially lower rates,
may render resumption of Philippine exports of Philippine sugar to the
JIlite(l States, onl anything 1ike the pro-war scale, unprofitable.
However, the Independonce Act provides for further consideration
of ithe future trade relations between the United States and the.
Philippine Itep ublic and in June 1944 Congress authorized the establishment of a Filipino Rehabilitation Commission to consider, among
othel things, these trade relations,
The following analysis of the post-war prospects for United States
production and imports of sugar, however, necessarily is bawd on the
assumption that in post-war years the general rates of duty will be
applicable to imports of Philippine sugar. Should other arrangements
be made whereby Philippine sugar would receive, for a period of years,
tariff treatment more favorable than it would under existing legislation, some of the estimates made below might need revision.
United States exports.

The exports of sugar shown in the statistics at the beginning of this

report are virtually all of refined sugar exported with benefit of
(raw-back. Under the administration of the Sugar Act the raw sugar
imported for refining and subsequent export is not charged against the
quotas of sugar marketed in the Unite States for fnla consumption.
The exports mi 1939 represented more than 23 percent of the total cane
sugar refined in the United States. Although this was a' somewhat
I The tax is levied at the refinery on sugar refined In the United States, whether from Imported or doniestlo raw sugar. On Imports of reined sugar, the tax is collected by the Customs Service.
to The other conditions have to do with the growers abiding by certain standards of wages, child labor,
and soil conservation.
11 The benefit payments were Increased to smaller growers by an amendment of the Sugar Act In 1940
and In later years have ranged from 50 oents per 100 pounds down to 30 cents.
In addition, beginning with 14§, incentive payments have been made to offset the increased couts of
prodjicing sugarbeging
cGNaops oalsed by w.rt devel pmetd. The Uynh
re
pr tonfQf
Gwvar
sugar beets and starcane and var' with the sugar content
gd from yew to year. For the sugar-bbet
crop In 1944 they were equivalent on the average to about 85 cents per 100 pounds of recoverable sugar;
for the manland cane crops, to nearly 80 cents per 100 pounds of sugar; and for the Hawaiian and Puerto
Rcan cane crops, to about 120 cents per 100 pounds.
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larger figure than the average for recent pre-war years, the refining of
foreign sugas for export was in those years of considerable import'mce
to the United States caneugar-refining industry. Possibly in the
few years after the war, while refinin capaity is beig restored in tPome
of the European countries and while shipments of sugar to foreign
countries for relief purple may lJe substantial, this buiees of
refining for export may be considerably larger than in the 1930's.
Since, however, the United States, in the future as in the past, will
undoubtedly be on a substantial net import basis as to raw and
refined sugar taken together it is improbable that exports of refined
sugar wil
of ally appyecidble importance to the domestic producers
of sugar crowd Morvew'r,
since there was a fairly rapid development of
refiunng eapa 'the tropical cane-growing areas ill the inter-war
period, and( since this deVelopment may well continue in the future, it
is possible that the refining in the United States of imported raw sugar
for export will be less important in the future than in the immediate
pre-war years. The main analysis following, therefore, has to do
entirely with the production and imports of sugar for final consumption
in the UJnited States.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
The quota system and the prospect for the United States sugar trade
after the war.

Immediately after the war there may well be shortages in world
supplies of sugar rather than surpluses such as in the decade before
the war. Ill thie Philippines it would probably take a few years to
restore production to pro-war levels, even if sugar production should
offer M favorable employment for Philippine resources as formerly. In
Java and other former sugar-exporting areas of the Orient which have
been uwder Japanese control, similar uncerteintvy exists as to productive capacity in the immediate post-war yetrs; also in the beet-sugargrowing areas of Europe production is likely to be below pre-war levels
for at least a few years. The pre-war level of consumption in wartorn areas may be possible only if outside financial assistance is
given and if there is rapid restoration of economic activity. However, it appears probable that in the short term the prices of sugar in
free world markets may be substantially higher than before the war.
The situation therefore, may not be such as to render necessary the
resumption of quota controls in the poet-war short-term period, and
the following estimates of sugar production and imports are made on,
that assumption.
Consumption requirements of the United States in the immediate
post-war years might be 8-12 percent higher than in 1939, say, 7.0-7.5
million short tons. Taking all uncertainties into consideration, the
most reasonable expectation is that all domestic areas combined might
produce in the short-term period at about the level of 1939, say,
3.7-4.0 malion short tons, refined basis. This would leave a balance
of 3.0-3.5 million short tons to be supplied by imports, which would
come mainly from Cuba.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Assumption regarding the future of the quota system.

The Sugar Act of 1937 providing for quota control of both domestic
production and imports of sugar would, in the absence of further action
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, expire at the end of 1946. Such control, however, has
by Con
been provided for by legislation since 1934, and the present Act has
alrey been extended three times with amendment only in detail.
The policy represented by the Act, therefore inIluding arrangements
which would maintain United States production of sugar at the
levels contemplated by the Sugar Actf neceary by quantitative
restriction of imports-will presumably continue to be & policy of this
Government independent of the tariff treatment it acds to imported
sugar. Moreover, it is highly probable that, under any of the levels
of duty to be considered in responding to Senate ReSoFution 341, the
duties on imports of Cuban sugar would not, in the absence of quans within the limits set in the
titative restriction, 'keep tot
Sugar Act or maintain prices to United State producers in the meas
ure contemplated by that Act, In analyzing the relation of different
levels of duty to the volume and value of United States imports of
sugar in the post-war long term, therefore, it is assumed that the quota
system will be restred, For reasons later to be explained, however,
it seems inappropriate to assume that the present provisions of the
Sugar Act regar ing the allocation of imports among different foreign
sources (the Philippines, Cuba, and other foreign countries) will be
maintained.
In many ways the assumption of a return of the quota system simplifies the problems.of making the estimates called for in the Senate resolution. ' In the first place, a corollary of the assumption is that the
spread between the price of sugar in United States markets and the
free world price will not be directly controlled by the'rates of dutv
applied to ifportd,.but will beedeterlnined primarily jythe quotas."T
Another corollary of the assumption is that imports will' consist in
about the same proportions of raw and refiled sugar as in pre-war
years.
One complication in making estimates of postwar' imports arises
out of the change in the tariff treatment of Philippine sugar which will
occur under existing legislation. It is not probable that the Philippines
would supply much, if any, of the quota which would be initially
allotted them under the present provisions of the Sugar Act, if
Philippine sugar becomes dutiable at the general rates. Moreover,
under the present provisions of the Sugar Act, any amount by which
the Philippines fall short of supplying their quota (usually something
more than 916,000 tons, refined basis) is to hre otd t fogn
countries other than Cuba. With the general rates of duty as of
July 1, 1939, it is doubtful thit full duty countries would in fact
supply a substantial part of the Philippine duty-free quota. Thus
the present quota regulations of the Sugar Act if unmodified, in
conjuui6tion with the changed tariff status of iphifrppie imports
would (with duties as of July 1, 1939) be more restrictive of total
imports than they were in pre-war yeah.
The estimates below are based on the assumption that provisions of
the Sugar Act would be so modified as to permit imports in about
the same ratio to total United States requirements as contemplated
under threxisting law. This modification would probably increase
the quota of Cuba to the extent by which imports from other foreign
sources, including the Philippines, failed to attain the volume cont(nplated under the present provisions of the Act.
!J Tho United State prices here referred to ae the prices ouizd by the Unlted States producers of s
not the prices paid by consumeA, wbich Include oxieo taxes

r,
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The amumptions hereintmade as to the future application of the
quota system are not to ho- understood as a prediction of what will
actually occur, or as indicative of what the Commission might consider appropriate policy1 The Commission is not undertaking to forecast the legslation which the Congress will enact. Congress may or
may not continue a quota system of the type in existence before the
war, or it may continue th; system but may change materially the
allocation of (quotas to thle several (omestic an(d foreign Souire(S,
However, thle Sugar Act is still the law arid the Commissionl has
imsumned that it will continue to be, If'the quota system sho101( he
greatly modified or entirely abandoned, thl 'ratios of imports to
domestic production under tile several assumptions regarding rates
of (Ity, would he (iocidedly (different from, those herein (3stimated.
halnasstlump)tiOn), however, would 1)4b Rtoij#(ft to tn
Oll
Estimates on
extremely wide margin of error and no such estimates are ma(ie in
tlis report.
Onl thie assumption that. the quota system to be aptXplied would be,
no more restrictive of total imports 13 thall it was il immediate prewar years, tha only effect of various levels of duty would be on the
foreignl value of t6e it1fl)o1pto*. rhieS values WOu p()robabl)ly 1e,4,
they have beell ill tlle past under the quota sVstoI, approximately
th(e United States price minius duties and dltivery (Ilbarges oil thle
imports. H however, the foreign, value of imports from Cuba ntld full4illty sOIurI'c&)S wou 1(l difrer (eolisi(lerably, p)rinci pailly oil accouIn t of the
factu that thle general rates of duty on .July 1 1939, were little e more
thall twic(, thiOse 011 imports fromt Cuba. 1'ho estimates, therefore,
reflect the expeetation1s as to how mnuch of the total itnmports would,
1udter the various assflhil)tion)s as to l(vel of (lilty ill thI r(Petllt ion,
have to coixie fl\o) Cuba ilU order that tile total imports .rvpresvlnt
about, 45 p)eret'fl t of estimated(l conslulim)ption.

'07B

Assumption regarding future Cuban prefereneca.

Under the provisionss of Senatte Resolution 341, esftimat(S as to
imports il the post,-witr period must of necessity be based onl the
relationship betweenl tle full-duty rates and the rates on Cuiban Sugar
which existed oni July 1 1939, when the rate on1 Cuban sugar was l('ss
than half of the generai rate. However, at most, previous times the
(Culball prefrence' had b)een 20 percent, and since tle agreements of
1942 with. Poru it is now again 20 percent. It seems probable that
in the long-term post-war period the reference 11 will not l4 .as it
ws.^inj 19:39, but will be 20 p(er-ent. Yf the duties oil imnports fron
Cuba were th')see of July 1, 19:39, anld these rates represent ted ouly 20
pereent preference below thle general rates, full-duty countries might
supply the bulk of any quotas that were allotted therm. Moreover
with duties 50 percellt higher than those just referred to, the.general
rates would be about 10)percent lower than those of July 1, 19:39, and
there would be thie possibility therefore, of obtaining more sugar
from full-duty sources than witfi the July 1, 1939 rates.
"s It somo poart of any unflled Philippine uota w¶re to be allocated to domestlo production the following
of Imports would he too nigh.
estimate off the quantities
14it o,
course, Conceivable that the preferene would be elIminated altogether as the result of some
multilateral Intemnallonal agreement,
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Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 19

level.

Taking into account the 10-percent increase in population to be
anticipated by the early fifties it seems probable that United States
consumption of sugar, with per capita income at the 1939 level, would
be about 7 million short tons (refined basis). This would represent
an 8-percent increase over 1939 which was slightly higher than the
average for pro-war years. Ott account of the assumptions already
set forth the quantity of (onlestic sugar production at all levels of
(dIuty is estimated at about 3.9 million short tons and the quantity of
at about 3.1 million,
imports
t is uncertain how labor conditions and increased mechanization
of farm operations may affect the costs of producing sugar a decade
from now. If, as we are assuming, the policies representeol by the
S"nar Act are continued, such costs will be relevant to the price
which is considered "sufficient to maintain the domestic sugar industry as a whole." Benefit paynients are, however also a Thature of
the Sugar Act and servo to maintain the returns to Aomestic producers
of sugar. lJnder these circumstances the appropriate prices on which
to base the estimates of the values of domestic production and imports
are doubtful. Ontt the whole, and mainly because sugar prices (exclusive of excise taxes) were lower in 1939 than the average for the few
yoar before the war, our estimates are predicated on unit values somewhlat higher than those of 1939, With the average unit values realized
b)y U1lite(1 Statmi refineries otl their production of refined sugar 6
r(erent above those for 1939 shown at the beginning of this report,
the value of domestic production in the post-war long term with per
('pita income at the 1939 level is estimated at about 320 million
dollarss. This estimate would, on account of the assumptions previously explained, be the same for all levels of duty. The rates of
dluty, however, are relevant to the estimates of the foreign value of
imports.
tDuties as in 1.989.-With duties at suchIa level apd Philippine
.sugar subject to the general rates, it may well be that only negligible
and sporaldi deliveries of sugar if any, would be made from the
lPhlilippine Islands or the present full-duty sources. If all the imports
('camle from Cuba they would probably have a foreign value of about
143 trillion dollarss, and the value might be 5 million dollars less if as
mutch as 250,000 tons (probably the maximum to be anticipated)
were imported from full-duty sources (including the Philippines).
Duties reduced by 50 percent.--It seems probable that with such
(luties about the same amounts of sugar, as under the present
(lonta provisions arc allocated to the Philippine Islands and present
countries1 might be obtained from them and the remainder
f(ull-duty
from Cuba, On that basis the value of imports is estimated at 160
milliondollars,
Duties increased by 50 percent.-With such duties probably all the
imports would be of Cuban sugar, and imports would have a foreign
va tie of 114 million dollars.
Per cahdlta Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With this level of income, consumption would probably be in the
neighborhood of 7.7 million tons (10 percent more than at the lowerincome level) and the value per pound of refined sugar might be
about 20 percent higher than with the .1939 level. On this basis the
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quantity of domestic production is estimated at 4.3 million tons, the
quantity of imports at about 3.4 million, and the value of the domestic
production under all levels of duty at about 425 million dollars.
Possibly such a volume of domestic production would require some
revision of the percentage distribution of the total among the several
mainland and off-shore sugar-producing area.
Duties as in 1939.-Imports would probably have a foreign value
of about 215 million dollars if all the imports were from Cuba and
possibly 5 million dollars less if as much a 250,000 tons of the imports
were obtained from full-uty sources.
Duties reduced by 50 percent.-Imports would probably have a
foreign value of about 235 million dollars imports being shared betWeen full-duty sources (including the ihilippines) and Cuba in
about the proportions contemplated by the present provisions of the
Sugar Act.
Duties increased 60 percent.-Imports would probably all be from
Cuba and their foreign value would be about 180 million dollars,
Exports

In the few years immediately following the war, exports, on account of the time it will take to restore refining facilities in the wartorn areas of the world and on account of relief activities may possibly
attain a level of 200,000 tons. Since the exports are likelyeXoksist
of refined sugar produced from imported raw sugar an since the
raw sugar imported for this purpose is not included in the estimated
domestic consumption, the figures for imports would be increased
somewhat by these imports, In the long term the exports of refined
sugar are more likely to be of smaller than of greater importance than
in 1939.
Employment

On the basis of available information as to the average labor
required per acre to grow and harvest sugar beets an(1 sugarcane, it is
estimated that the 1939 production of domestic sugar crops provided
employment equivalent to about 125,000 man-years. The number of
persons 'actual y engaged in the production of these crops was, of
course much larger than this because most of the labor was engaged
for onfy part of the year on the production and harvesting of sugar
crops. increased mechanization of operations on sugar-beet and
sugarcane farms has occurred in recent years and this trend may be
expected to continue after the war. This will tend to decrease the!
number employed in the production of sugar crops btit this decrease
would probably be offset in the long term at the 1939 level of income
owing to the increased production of sugar; probably agricultural
employment in sugar crops would be somewhat greater at the higher
level of income considered.
Mainland cane-sugar refineries operate fairly regularly throughout
the year, refining both imported and domestic raw sugar, but the
beet refineries and the raw-sugar mills of the mainland sugar areas
operate only about 3 months of the year. In Puerto Rico and Hawaii
the raw-sugar mills usually operate from 6 to 9 months of the year.
The number of persons employed in domestic sugar factories and
refineries in 1939 was 42,800. Increased production of sugar at the
higher income level might increase processing employment possibly
from 48,000 to 49,000 persons.
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WODUCTION

LIQUID SUGAR
Tariff
paragraph
bO2

Commodity
Liquid uar:

.

General rate

........

Cuban sug ar...

adWorm

Rats of duty

.

(1959)

Ys%per 1ge. +0.2750 per 59 .
gil, lor eaah pernt of
total sugaroper 48%7.
%0 per gal. +0.220 per 40%0,
gal. for eaeh percent of
total sugar over 48%.

sad sucar sirups were duable t
Nor.-Undpr the Toi, of tO all typo of edible
rt* sbowl abore but unr te ttkd agrwnttpm moltearohwere muated hIto two Ol"d
ficatlonn aooording to the contnt of nonaur old.
tS
In o trade rap t with the UnIed Kingdom,
on moael and sugarluis containing nonsugar solids equil to tomr
efoctls January 1, 1"93, the
than i percent of the totel soluble aclidm were redutvd by one-third while the dut41. on sIrups with a A per.
cent or le proporti of no gw sold, rmined at the stutory r. It b the latter type of *lrupe
which is covered by this section.
In the trade Agreement with Cuba, eff lye Januar ,12, th duti nn al ible type of Cubaw
molaSO and su ar sirups, lnXlodia the 7quild sugr here under conslderation, were reduced J0 pert,
The reduction of duty under the Cubn arement did not affect the ras applable to Import. of movies
and sugar sirupe from other oountrles.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1930 are given below:
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Uldt value (cents per gain)
16.7
............

...............

..

...........

..,........

.....

..........

..................................

..........

.....
.

..

..........

.....

I About 2,1 millionaIons of liquid sugar with a value of 9.6 million dollars w'ite marked in 1W by
domestlo refneries, Ths sugar was probably derived tWth from domestic and Imported raw sugars ad
wa Included In the total onummption otocne and bet sugar shown In the mAlu suar report, per, 01, It
would not be alptopriato to regard this domesti production of liquId sugar aud the employment involved
In prolulng It as additional to the domestic production and empiciyment shown In the maIn sugar report,
I1)ata on export. of liquid sugar ae not seartely reported but ther are believed to be small. The bulk
of Sthese miall exports undoubtedly consist of sugar derived from Imported
raw suegr.
source of Imports:

Country
Cuba ...........

Forelg
vale

PIllars)

Unit

Value

(per gallon)

,1,7,7W7

1, 2M

16.2

Total .......9,270

1,480

1U.7

All other
' Forehn

Quantity
(I )

oountrla..................

2DI

1 1I

value.

The liquid sugar covered by this report i# distinguishable from
other varieties of edible sugar sirups, which have distinctive flavors
ftnd are used in ways different from dry sugars. Liquid sugars, on
account of their low content of nonsugar solids, are relatively colorless and flavorless. In recent years use of liquid in place of dry sugar
the manufacture of ice cream, baker products, and confections has
greatly increased. In 1939 liquid sugar accounted for about 2 percent
in this section Include only entre of tbosesmups whos nomu oo utt p torin
ot oImportadf
lube solids.
of

71233-40--38
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of the total United States consumption of domestic cane and beet
sugar. Most of the demand for liquid sugar has been supplied by
domestic refineries, and under the quota system the amounts of sugar
marketed in this form by domestic refineries, whether derived from
domestic or imported raw sugar, are included in the total requirements fixed by the Secretary of Agriculture. (See section on Cane
an(d Beet Sugar, paragraph 501.) huls the domestic production of
liquid sugar is included in the figures for total consumption of sugar
in the section on cane and beet sugar, and the domesticc production of
liquid sugar is not properly to be consi(lere(d an addition to sugar
covered by the other section. The imports of liquid su ar, however,
inder the Sugar Act, are subject, to a separate ant( absl utA quota of
8.8 million gallons---8 million from Cuba, and 0.8 million from the
Dotninican Republic. Th(e imports of liquid sugar provided for by
quota were equivalent to about, 35,000 tons of refined sugar. These
imports, therefore, represent relatively small (little more than onehalf of 1 percent) contribution to totaf United States consumption.
The quota provisions of the Sugar Act, including those limiting the
imports of liquid sugar to 8.8 million gallons, were suspende(l on
September 11, 1 939. Tile quota control wns restored at the beginning
of 1940 but was again suspendd(l in April 1942.
The duties oln imports of liquid sugar from Cuba oln July 1, 1939,
were ap precial)ly lower per unit of contained sugar than. thle (Ities oil
Cuban 3ry sugar. This was the case even though the (luties on Cubab
dry sugar hI been reduced inI 934 tinder' the flexible tariff provisioll,
tile (lIties
tand again by the first trade agreement with Cuba,
Ta riff Act, of I 930.
oln liquid sugar remained those provided for by the 'whereas
The general rates of duty in 1939 were very sul)stantially lower than
the general rates on dry sugar' and thlis con(lition would prevail under
aill levels of (luty to be consi(ldred 'in Senate Resolution 341. If the
quota controls are restored thle quota on liquid sugar will probably
always be filled; if the quotas are not restored there might be a very
Considerable increase in the imports of liquid sugar.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The qulota controls of domestic production an(d imports of sugar
may not be restored in the year or two following tihe close of the war.
If quotas should not be in effect, the imports of liquid sugar will
probably be much larger than in pre-war years but may not be as
large as they might I)e if return of the quota systein were not to be
antliipatel in the long termi.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

On account of tile foregoing consi(lerations, no estimates for domestic production of liquid sugar in' the post-war period are given
below. Whatever sugar may be marketed in liquid form by domestic
refineries is covered by tile estimates in the section on dry cane and
beet sugar.
It is assumed in the section on sugar, that the control of domestic
production and imports of sugar quotas will be restored in the postwar long term. It is also assumed that the quotas on liquid sugar
will be in effect in that period. On these assumptions the quantity
of imports of liquid sugar under both levels of income and all three
levels of duty to be considered would be 8.8 million gallons. The
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main effect of the different levels of duty would be on the foreign
values.
Per capital income at oIst level.

If prices of dry sugar should bh higher that) in 1939 by 5 percent, as
is possibly the most reasonable expectation, the prices of liquid sugar
will also probably be higher in the sameJ proportion,
Duties a8 in 1939.--fmports would probably have a foreign value
of about 1.45 million dollarss.
Dutin8 reduced by 60 percent.---I imports would probably have a
foreign vnluet of abopt, 1 .75 million d01lars.
viiies ifcreated by 60 percent.-lmport8 would pJrobably have a
foreign value of about. 1.1f5 million dollars.
Per capita income 76 percent higher than in 1D9.
If prices of dry sugar should be about 20 percent, higher than at, the
lower-income level, as is estimatna(l in the main report on sugar, the
I United States prices of liquid sti-ar will probably also be higlher in
bout the same proportion, and t1le following estimates are made oil
tlia1 I basis.
Duties a# in 1939.--- .niportRs wotnll probably have a foreign value of
aibouit 1,.75 million dollars.
I)uties reduced by 6(0 percent.---- Imports would probably have a
foreign value of about 2.0.5 million doll azrs.
Ditde8 increased by 60 percent.---lmports would probably have a
foreign value of about 1.4.5 million dollars.

EDIBLE MOLASSES AND SUGAR SIRUPS (EXCLUDING LIQUID
Tariff

paragraph

')2.

.

SUGAR)

Commodity
Edible niola&4em arid sugar
tiru pm, of which nonmugar
molilds accouflt for inora
than 6% of total soluble
solids:
General rate --

Hatc of duty

pe gal. + Iso,
Ir
per gal, for each
percent of total
u- ugars over 48° n
Cuban iIIola,*m -------_
~ 160 per gal. + 'A's
per gal. for each
percent of total
mugarm over 48%.

Equivalent ad

valorem (19.89)

(Under (In exqu(ota) ceM of
q uot~a)

17%

26%

46%

96%

NOTE.-These rates appliicale to entries up to 1.5 million gallons annually. Imports In excess of such
quantity dutiable at rates 60 percent higher. The Tariff Act of 1930 established a rate on edible molass
arid sugar airups of 0.25 cent per gallon plus 0.27h cent per gallon for each percent oi sugar content over 48.
Tho rates on the Cuban product were 20 percent less than those spelfled In the Act by virtue of the general
preferential arrangement t with that country, The duties on molasses and stmar sIrupo of which leus than
94 Parent of the total soluble solids consisted of bugar--the classification here under consideration--were
reduedIn the trade agreement with the United Kingdom, effective January 1, 1939, by one-third, thus
establishing tho rates shown above, The Iniports from all sources, however, at these reduced rates were
limited to an anual quota of 1.6 million gallons.
In the trade agreement with Cuba effective January b, 192, the duties on t11 edible types of Cuban
molasses and sugar sirups, Including lhose here under consideration, were reduced to 0.10 cent per gallon
plus 0.11 cent lor eawh percent of sugar content over 48. The reduction in the Cutban rtes, however, did
riot affect those applicable to Imports of molasses and ruar sfrupfrom other countries. TI'he Cuban agreenient provided that the Imports from Cuba wene not to be chargeable against the quota provided for In
the trade agreement with the United Kingdom. As a result, imports from Cuba of the doltases and
sirupe under ooms~eration ar now enterlile in ul)imlted quantities at the reduced raes provided for by
the agreement q:th ~uba; imports from other countries to the ant of l. millon allonsanuIlv are
dutiabhe at the r0 provided for In the aeement with the United Kingdom; imports from countries other
than Cuba In escess of 1.6 thilllon gallons are dutiable at the rates originally provided for In the Triff Act of
The Imports here under consideration are not, as are the imports of liquid sugar, subject to quota retric.
lIons under the provisions of the Sugar Act ot 1137.

Table: [No Caption]

Table: [No Caption]
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, import., and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Itern

Total
Quantity (1,06 0p14W) ...........
Value ($1,000)-...~............
unit v.1l, (cents per gallon) ........
Poisons employed ............

Ratio of

Fo1.For domeoricx*

12
41,08'ZW
964
17,347
40.8
41.4
(')
....

A pparent
Iprscnum-Imports
tro% on.
Imo ts 0Du~

9,530.W

tpon

6

US41.*9

16,383....I.....
14.2 ...........
41.4
..........

..........

ItIpretseports of "sirup" only, Including blended products.

Data on United States imports under and in excess of the tariff
quota in 1939 are given below:
tariff
treatment
and
Source

and
treatment
Source
tariff

Quantity

Quant

Foreign'

U nit value

rlus

(per gallon)

I,"~ 1UeIXN dc4lexe
Cuba:
Under quota ....................... .....06.4
22.3
332
Over quota............................
I301
88.7
Total.1...........................
Other: I
96.4
399
Under quota ...........................
138.6
a
Over quota ......88......................
23.0
Total
.......................97
823.7
2,W8
Combined total.........................
...

Ceue

6.8

8.7
688
24.1

23.8

23.8
14.2

IPrincipally British West Indies,

The molasses and sugar sirups covered by this report are principally
products derived from sugarcane; sorgo~sirups are also 'important in
sorgo sirup produced in the United
domestic, production. In 1939
States amounted to about 10 ml ion gallons. Of the remaining
approximately 32 million gallons of domestic production, 22 million
were of cane sirup (sirup derived from cane juice without extraction of
consugar); about 6 million gallons were of molasses produced in were
junction with raw sugar in cane-sugar mills; and about 4 million
Of refiners' sirup, a byproduct of cane-sugar refining.'
If all economically recoverable sugar is extracted. from the cane
by a raw-sugar mill, the residue 'is inedible molasses, but with some
sacrifice in the recovery of sugar much of the residue can be ordinarily
sold as edible molasses. In refining cane sugar some of the molasses
residue is converted into refiners' sirup by filtering and other
few
ing; unless so treated the residue is inedible molasses, In the and
of
edible
molasses
years before the war the United States output
refiners' sirup was equal to about one-fifth of the inedible molasses
and sugar syrups produced.

process-

I Not covered by this section or the foregoing statistice, are corn sirup and maple sirup, which are dutiable
under paragraph 80M. Ina I92 domestic production of corn sirup was about 99 million gallons and imports
ot corn sirup were insignificant. Information on maple sirup Is given in a eeparatk section.
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Sorgo and cane situp. produced on farms or in small (custom) sirup
mills are for the most part consumed on the farms or marketed locally.
Molasses and cane situps produced by raw-ugar mills nd refiners'
sirups, which find wider distribution through large food-processing
and marketing concerns, are frequently marketed as table sirups or
blended with corn situp, clear sugar situps, or maple situp Molasses
is also used extensively by the baking industry. The prices of sorgo
sirups and cane sirups produced for local sale are frequently twice or
more those of molasses and refiners' strups.
Before 1939 virtually all of the imports here considered were from
the British West Indies and were of the type known as Barbados
niolasses, This product is produced from whole cane juice in an openkettle process. Barbados molasses has a certain flavor which none
of the domestic products has and, therefore, has had a special market,
particularly for b)lendiing purposes. The imports of Barbados molases
tll average foreign value of about 25 cents a gallon. Although
artl(i
l)efore 1939 there were virtually no imports from Cuba of the type
covered by this section, in that year Cuba was the principal source.
r'piese Cuban sinhps were made by raw-sugar mills from surplus sugarcarte, and sirups so, produced do not have the flavor characteristic of
Barba(los molasses. The imports from Cuba had an average foreign
value of less than 7 cents a gallon.
Before the war there was a downward trend in the consumption of
the' molasses and sugar sirups here under consideration. This decline
wals accompanie(l by increased consumption of corn sinrps, which, as
already indicated, tire sometimes blended with molasses and refiners'
siruip. Presumably, the farm and "custom" mill production of sorgo
andle cane sirup will continue to serve demands largely independent
of those for other sirups. Molasses, both that produced by domestic
raw-sugar mills and that imported from the Bntish West Indies, will
probably also continue to supply special demands. The consumption
ill the future of cane sirups (sirups made from cane juice without
extraction of sugar) produced by sugar mills is more uncertain and
will probably depend partly on the relative prices of such sirups and
corn sirup. The prices of cane sirup are closely related to conditions
in the sugar trade; when sugar mills can profitably market all the
sugar recoverable from available cane, they tend to produce less cane
sirup than when a surplus of sugarcane exists.
In 1943 and 1944 consumption of edible molasses and sugar sirups
was about 25 percent greater than in 1939. This increase was probe
al)ly owing to the difficulties of wartime marketing of sugar, and the
r(eIsulting
increased prices of sirups and increased production of
molasses and refiners sirup. These types of sirup accounted for most
of the* increase in production. Production of cane situp and sorgo
sirup was approximately the same in 1943 and 1944 as in 1939.
When the tariff quota was provided for in the trade agreement with
the United Kingdom it evidently was contemplated that the bulk of
tlevimports in this classification would come from the British West
Indies, as they had in the past, and no provision was made for allocation of the quota among sources of supply. ImportsfromCuba in 1939,

however, accounted for almost 70 percent of the imports within the
quota, and, though the imports from the British West Indies were lees
than two-thirds as much as the quota, about 60 percent of the swiups
from the British West Indies were entered after the quota was filled
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and were, therefore, dutiable at the pre-agroement rates, Imports
from Cuba also accounted for large portions of the Squota in 1940 and
1941. This situation w0s altered by the agreement with Cuba which
becom. effective .January 6, 1942, The latter agreement made a
further rcoduetion in the duty onl imports from Cuba and in.addition
provided that the imports from Cuba would inot be chargeable against
the tariff quota on imports uen(er trade reement with the Utited
Kingdom. In the anialysis to follow of thIe probal)ilities regarding
prod ictlioii an(d iniports of molases, and sugar sirlpS it is Ssul`ed
(1) that, tole tariff quota arrangement will apply only to imports from
cotintri4e other than ('luan wn ('2) that imports trom Csuba in unlimited
qua4tities will be dltltibll)le at 20 percent less thaii the rates applicable
to imports within thle quota from other countries. If these assumnpjtiotns should prove iticorreet, the estimates to follow would have to b,
revised substantially.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

When Sugar cease(s to be rationed , per (cap)ita co(Ilsumnpt ion of edible
molasses nd(l other eane-suigar sirtups is likely t) return to about t1h
pre-war level, or, if the downward trend in the consumption of sirups
r
toSoethiing less thall thel,
deri ve(l from stigarca ne should bbe
pre-war levels, Ill the post-war short termn, imn^ports will probably
F)e considerably'y snialler than in 1939 ill Volume, beausteI the (eflliall(I
for Cubati sugar may be relativity strong and there iny, therefore, be
less illelinatioll for tlle Cuballn J)r)(lueers to market cane siruj)s ill tlle
United Stats. Ill this perio , therefore, the in pOrts4 of Barba(olos
nmolasses will probably be inl greater proportion than in 1 939, Domnetic, prooluction may probably be somewhat larger than in 1939,
the increase being probably accounted for largely b)y molasses fromn
raw-sugar mills all(l by reflners' sirup.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

There is great uncertainty as to the volume of consumption of molasses and sugar sirups in the future. An increasedl proportion of
total sirup consumed will be accounted for by corn sirup, and the
downward tren(l in United States consumption of sirups derived from
sorgo and sugarcane which appeared before the war will be resumed.
In addition there is also uncertainty as to the proportions in which
United States consumption of sirups olerived from sugarcane may be
supplied by imports and domestic production. If there is surplus production of sugarcane in foreign countries, anld especially Cuba, there
may be diversion of part of the surplus to the production of cane sirups, an(l imports into this country of the type which were importe(l
from Cuba in 1939 may he largo. If there be no such surplus production of sugarcane in Cuba, imports into the United States of the
sirups here under consideration may be confined largely to Barbados
molasses. This factor is likely to be much more important in influencing the quantity of imports than are the levels of duty.
The uncertainty regarding the sugar market in Cuba and the important effeEt of 'conditions there on the volume of airports' of'cane sirup
from Cuba are responsible for the wide range of the estimates given
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below. The wider range in the estimates of quantities as compared
with those of values of imports is due to the expectations that if imports
reach the larger quantities within the range, they will (consist in large
part of the lower priced Cuban product.; if iniports are in smaller
quantities. the comparatively stable importation of the much higher
priced Barbados molasses will constitute a large part of the total.
Per capital income at 1MS9 Ivel.

Per capital consumption of molasses and sugar sirups in the postwar long term with this level of income is likely to be smaller rather
thlan larger than, it was in 1939. Total consumption might range
from 40-44 million gallons, (lepen(lin in part on the rate of dut,.
Importation of Barbados trolasses would probably be affected to oniy
a limited degree by the rate of duty. Such imports would probably
not f.'xceed the quota of 1..5 million gallons at any of the levels of duty
to be considered. Average unit values for the group as a whole are
assumn-ed to be about the same as in 1939,
Atdies as in 1939.--lmports might be about 2-4 million gallons,
(lepen(ling on whether considerable imports from Cluba, are available.
Thl( foreign value of import mbay range from $350,000 to) $500,000.
Domestic production would probably be about 37-40 million gallons,
w'ith a value possibly of 15-17 million dollars.
DutieR redtueed by 60 yereent.-mrnports, especially of the low-priced
sirllps from (hlubl, would probably increase considerably and might
he 4-6 million gallons, with a foreign value of 0.6--0.8 mfilion dollars.
I)o)mestic pro(luction might be 30--39 million gallons, valued agt 14-16

million (1d1ollas.
Duties increased by 60 percent.-Such an increase would restore the
dIuItiem within the quotas to those int effect, before 1939. Imprts would
)roblably be confined largely to Barbados molasses and would probably
)e a bout 1,5 million gallons, with a foreign value of possibly $250,000
to $300,000. Production might be expected to be 40-44 million gallons, with a value of 16-18 million dollarss,
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 9*99.

Consumption might be 10 to 20 percent greater than i. 1939 owing
to a substantial increase in commercial baking and possibly to some
increase in direct consumpttion of 11)olasses and sugar sirups, Consumlption is, therefore, estimate(l at, say, 45-50 million gallons.
Average unit values for the group as a whole are assumed to be about
20 percent over those in 1939.
Du4ie8 a8 in 1939.-Imports might be about 3-5 million gallons with
a foreign value of, say, 0.8-0.9 million dollars. Domestic production
Would( probably be 40-46 million gallons, with a value of from 19-24
million dollars.
Duties reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be about 5-7 million
gallons with a foreign value of 1-1.3 million dollars. The prices of
domestic sirups might be somewhat lower under reduced duties. Production might be about 39-45 million gallons, and have a value of
18-22 million dollars.
Dute increased by 60 percent.-Imports would probably consist
principally of Barbados-type molasses and might be about 2-2.3 million
gallons, with a foreign value of $500 000 to $550,000. Domestic production would probably be 4446 million gallons with a value of 22-25
million dollars.
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Exports

Usually, a small part of the domestic production of edible molasses
and sugar sirups is exported.' In official statistics exports under the
classification "sirup," probably consist principally of blended sirups
including products composed of mixtures with invert sugar sirup or
corn sirup. The large exports of these sirups in 1939, amounting to
2.4 million gallons valued at 1.0 million dollarsi40.5 cents per gallon)
were 6%h times as large as the average for the 4 preceding years; in
those years the average unit value of the exports ranged between 27
and 46 cents per gallon. In the immediate post-war period United
-States exports of edible molasses, sirups, and related products will
probably be in great demand, especially in European markets, but in
the post-war long term, domestic exports will probably not be greatly
in excess of the pre-1939 level, or about 365,000 gallons.
Employment

Cane molasses and refiners' sirup are byproducts in the manufacture of sugar and any extra labor involved in their production and
packing is included in the employment data for the cane- and beetsugar industry. Cane sirup and sorgo sirup, however, are produced
chiefly on farms. Data published by the Department of-Agriculture
indicate that, including production and harvesting cane and making
and packing the sirup, an 8-hour day is required to produce 63 galIons of cane sirup or 5% gallons of sorgo. On this basis in r939 the
equivalent of possibly 15,000 fUll-tinie persons on a year-round basis
were required to produce the reported output of cane and sorgo sirup,
exclusive of cane sirup produced by sugar mills in Louisiana for which
separate employment data for making sirup are not available.2
The production of cane and sorgo sirups on farms and by custom
sirlup mills may not greatly exceed that in 1939 even though the total
production of sirups under consideration ma , uiider certain circumstances previously discussed, exceed that Ltal. The estimated
figures for employment in 1939 on these farm sirups will probably not
be much exceeded in the future. Variations in the production of
edible molasses and refiners' sirups would affect the number employed
in the sugar industry only slightly.
INEDIBLE MOLASSES
Tariff paragraph: 502.
Commodity:
Molasses, not for further
extraction of sugar or
for human consumption.
Rate of duty:
0.03 cent per pound of Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 5%.
sugar content.
NoTE.-The rate of 0.03 cent per pound of total sugar content of blackstrap molasses is equivalent to
approximately ye cent per gallon. In the trade agreement with Cuba, effective January 5, 1942, the rate on
Cuban molasses was reduced 00 percent from 0.024 to 0.012 cent per pound of sugar content. The general
rate of 0.03 cent per pound of sugar content, provided for in the Tarid Act of 1930, has not been changed.
'Coin sirup, however, Is an important export product of the United States, the exports during 1939 amount
in to 49.6 million pounds (equivalent to approximately 4.3 million gallons) valued at 1.4 million dollars.
'Tbis employment is listed as part of the employment in the sugar industry. (See separate report on
Cans and Beet
Sugar).

Table: [No Caption]
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
rt

Apparent
importsM

Item

Total

For
I
port ex-

.
146,960 19,886
uantity (1,000 gallons) 44
- 494
alue ($1,000) -4,9---------.-2.74
Unit value (cento per gallon) -3-.-& 37

stic

maret

o

127,075 ' 203,487 330,5682
4,410 ' 4 -0.
. 16
.
8.47

sumption
Perman

62

-

I Official export statistics do not differentiate between inedible and edible molasse; therefore, these figure
include smanlquantities of molases exported for edible purposes and to this extent the apparent oonsumption
4
Is underestimated.
' Actual imports from Cubs of 16004 million gallons wae estimated to Iclude about 20 percent high-test
molasses. One gallon of high-test molass is equivalent, as regards sugar content, to approximately 1.4
gal lons of blackstrap molasses. The approximate figure for imports of high-test molass was converted to
to obtain the figures here shown for Imports and apparent consumption.
blackstrap equivalent
'Foreign value.

The term "molasses," as used in the following discussion, is to be
understood exclusively as inedible molasses; that is, molasses not fit
or not used for human consumption, as distinguished from edible
molasses and sugar sirups which are dealt with in a separate report of
this series. Inedible molasses as discussed here consists of two major
types, namely, blackstrap molasses (that is, final molasses obtained as
a byproduct in the manufacture of raw sugar and also in sugar refining,
with a sugar content of from 50 to 55 percent) and high-test molasses,
made from surplus cane, without the extraction of sugar, chiefly in
Cuba, and with a sugar content -usually of at least 75 percent, or
an average of about 40 percent greater than that of blackstrap molasses.
All of the domestic production under consideration consists of
blackstrap molasses. Until the early thirties virtually all of the
imports also were of blackstrap molasses but after 1935 a considerable
proportion of the imports was high-test molasses from Cuba. Possibly 30 million gallons of the imports in 1939, and larger amounts in
the 2 or 3 preceding years, consisted of high-test molasses. Since
for the most important uses of inedible molasses the sugar content
is the important consideration, the gallonage of -imports shown in
official import statistics has been adjusted to arrive at the figures for
imports and apparent consumption shown in the foregoing table.
The principal uses of inedible molasses in the Umted States are in
the production of industrial alcohol and in mixed feeds for livestock.
Virtually all of the high-test molasses is used in the production of
industrial alcohol, and on the basis of. sugar content, alcohol producdhcdon in 1939 accounted for about 190 million gallons. From 50-75
million gallons of molasses were used annually in recent prewar
years in mixed livestock feeds. The remainder was used in the production of yeast, vinegar, citric acid, rum, and butyl alcohol. Separate
figures for the amounts used for the latter are not available.
The computed figure for apparent consumption in the United States
of 330 million gallons of molasses for all purposes in 1939 wa probably
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10 to 15 percent less than the average annual consumption for the
years 1935 to 1939.
Annual domestic production of blackstrap molasses varies with the
volume of sugar produced and in this respect the year 1939 was
reasonably normal. Approximately one-hal of the domestic output
of molaasesrwas canesugar molasses produced in Puerto Rico and
Hawaii, and the other half consisted of both beet-sugar molasses and
cane-sugar molasses (from raw-sugar mills and refineries) produced
in continental United States. Of the molasses produced in Puerto
Rico and Hawaii during 1937-39 nearly two-thirds was shipped to
continental United States and the remainder was used on the Islands
for making rum and for other purposes.
Cuba has been the principal source of Urited States imports of
blackstrap molasses, contributing about 90 percent of total imports
during the immediate pre-war years. The Dominican Republic and
Netherlands East Indies were other important sources. The total
imports in 1939 were about 15 percent less in quantity -than the
average annual imports for the years 1935 to 1939 And 40 percent
less in total value.
The average wholesale price 1 of blackstrap molasses. at North
Atlantic ports in tank-car lots was 5.3 cents per gallon in 1939, or
24 percent less than the average of 7.0 cents for the years 1935 to
1939. This decline was probably due partly to the increased supply
of high-test molasses from Cuba and partly to the decline in price
of industrial alcohol, the principal outlet for molasses.
In 1939 about 70 percent of the United States production of alcohol
was made from molasses, 22 percent from petroleum, and 8 percent
from grains. The production from petroleum is a fairly recent
development and it is possible that there may be in the future afurther expansion in the production of alcohol derived from petroleum.
As raw material for the production of alcohol, molasses provides
a much cheaper source than grains.
During the war the enormous increase in the demand for alcohol
for direct military use and for the production of butadiene, used in
making synthetic rubber, resulted in a great increase in the production of alcohol. In 1944, probably as much as one-fourth of the
total output of alcohol was made from molasses; the remainder was
made from grains and petroleum.
In post-war years molasses will probably resume its position as
the principal raw material for the production of industrial alcohol.
However, a large expansion in the production of alcohol from petroleum
with or without a great increase in the demand for alcohol might
greatly change this outlook. If there should be a substantial production of synthetic rubber, with alcohol used for the production of
butadiene, a very large production of alcohol would be required. In
that event byproduct molasses would almost certainly not provide
material for nearly as large a percentage of total alcohol production
as in pre-war years. Unless the production of alcohol from petroleum
were greatly expanded there would probably be a great increase in the
production of high-test molasses and possibly also a great increase in
the production of alcohol from grain.' 'Under these circumstances
the price of alcohol and of blackstrap molasses would probably be
substantially higher than in pre-war years. In the face of these
' OIl,.Paint, and Drug Reporter quotations.
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uncertainties it seems reasonable to base the estimates of future production and imports of inedible molasses on the customary uses of
molasses and the products derived therefrom in the pre-war period
and on such new uses as are fairly closely related to the old ones. In
the following analysis, it is assumed that the synthetic-rubber program
on expansion of production of alcohol from petroleunr ilH riot be a
dominant factor in the post-war production and imports of molasses.
Our estimates, however, could be very far off the mark if these assumptions turn out to be wrong.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The demand for molasses in the normal pre-war outlets may considerably exceed the relatively low level of 1939. Because of thip and
the\restrictions, during the war, in the use of alcohol for nonmilitary
purposes and of molasses for feed, and because of the assumed increased industrial activity over that in pre-war years, the demand
during the immediate post-war years for blackstrap molasses in its
normal pre-war uses might easily exceed that in 1939 by 30 percent.
Domestic production would probably increase with the assumed increase in the production of sugar but the larger share of the increased
demand would be expected to be supplied by imports stimulated, by
the higher prices which would be likely to follow the larger demand, the
duty being a minor part of the landed cost of molasses.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The consumption of blackstrap molasses for livestock feeds and for
the production of citric acid, yeast, vinegar, acetone, and butyl alcohol
will probably be appreciably above that in 1939 as a result of increase
in population and in continuance of a slightly upward trend in the
pre-war use of molasses for these purposes. There will probably be
also an increase in the consumption of ethyl alcohol, in its ordinary
industrial uses, to say nothing of its possible application in synthetic
rubber. New uses for alcohol in the chemical industry are also likely
to be found. On the supposition that molasses will maintain its position and excluding its possible use for making alcohol in manufacturing
rubber, United States consumption may ,be in the neighborhood of
400 million gallons, which would be approximately 20 percent more
than the relatively low apparent consumption in 1939. Of this,
domestic production, on the basis of estimated sugar production,
might supply, say, about 160 million gallons. It seems probable that
the price of molasses would be 10 percent higher than the low unit
values prevailing in 1939, and the total value of production would thus
he about 6 million dollars. Imports might be about 240 million gallons with a foreign value of possibly 8 million dollars.
It is assumed that a 50-percent increase or decrease in the rate of
luty in effect in 1939 (equivalent to only 5 percent ad valorem on the
basis of relatively low unit values prevailing then) would have an unimportant effect on volume of United States consumption and imports
of blackstrap molasses and thus have only a minor effect on United
States prices of this commodity. The duty at present on Cuban molasses is only half that of 1939.
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Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

At this high level of purchasing power, it may be expected that the
consumption of molasses for stock feed, for pro-war industrial outlets,
and for a number of similar but new uses might increase to as much as
45 percent over the relatively low level of 1939 andaimount to 'possibly 475 million gallons. Of this, assuming the present or similar
sugar-quota system to be in effect,; domestic production of blackstrap
molasses would approximate 185 million gallons with a value of possibly about 8.2 million dollars, assuming a domestic price of molasses
about 35 percent above 1939. The higher prices for molasses might,
result in imports approaching 300 million gallons with a foreign value
of possibly 12 million dollars.
At the higher domestic prices, an increase or decrease by 50 percent
in the rate of duty would have only -minor effects on the volume of
United States consumption and imports of blackstrap molasses.
Molasses requirements for any significant alcohol synthetic-rubber
program would be in addition to the quantities estimated above.
Exports

No data are available on experts of blackstrap molasses because in
official export statistics they are combined with edible molasses. It
is estimated, however, that exports will not exceed 10 million gallons
annually.,
Employment
Blackstrap is a byproduct of sugar manufacturing. For discussion
of employment see section on sugar, paragraph 501.
MAPLE SUGAR AND SIRUP
Tariff para-
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 and 1946 are given below:
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The'United States and' Canada consume and produce virtually the
entire world supply, of maple sugar and sirup. About three-fourths
of the United States consumption is used for food as straight or'
blended 'sirups, as flavoring, and as maple sugar. This part of the
demand tends to vary somewhat with changes in national income and
inversely with price changes. Approximately one-fourth of the
consumption is used by tobacco manufacturers chiefly for flavoring,
From year to year this part of the demand is influenced somewhat
less by price changes. The general trend of consumption has been
downward particularly since about 1930, partly owing to the discontinuance of the use of maple sugar by some tobacco manufacturers.
In both the United States and Canada these products are made
from the. sap atkeiersl
from napJC trees. which grow wild in forests
and groves. Production in each country ranges from 20 to 30 million
pounds annually in terms of sugar, assuming 8 pounds of sugar to
one gallon, or 11 pounds, of sirup. The average annual domestic
production declined from about 30 million pounds in 1919-23 to 21
million pounds in 1936-40. The number of trees tapped and the
weather determine the volume of production in any one year; the
number of trees tapped declined from approximately 17 million to 11
million between the 5-year periods mentioned above, owing in part
to the cutting of maple trees for lumber. Canadian production has
been maintained at about 26 million pounds annually.
Usually, from 15 to 25 percent of the Canadian production has
been taken by the United States. In 1939, United States imports
were exceptionally large and amounted to 11.5 million pounds, which
represents about 40 percent of the Canadiaa production. This
increase in imports was due to damage to maple trees in New England
by the hurricane of September 1938 and its anticipated adverse effect
on the domestic crop, to the unusually large 1938 Canadian crop,
and to the tariff reduction from 4 to 3 cents on sugar and from 3 to 2
cents on sirup, effective January 1, 1939.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is assumed that during the first few years after the war, the consumption of maple products will be somewhat less than that of 1939.
Domestic production will probably not be very much higher than
before the war, although there may be some increase owing to some
less accessible trees bewg tapped, n view of the higher prices which
may be expected to prevail. Imports would probably be somewhat
lower than the unusually high imports of 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

In view of its long-time downward trend before the war the probabilities ore that United States production of maple sirup and sugar in
the 1950's will be somewhat lower than the average during the
imntnediate pre-war years, and will amount to, say, around 20 million
pounds valhwd at about 4.2 million dollars at 1039 prices. This volume will probably be the same whether national income is as in 1939 or
75 percent higher and whether duties remain the same or are increased
or decreased by 50 percent. At the higher level of income the value of
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domestic production might be expected to approximate 4.8 million
dollars. With domestic production more or less stabilized at about 20
million pounds, increased demand in the post-war long term would
tend to be satisfied largely by imports. If this should prove to be true
and if imports should conformA to the probabilities indicated below,
then consumption in the post-war long tern might be as low as 25
million pounds (with national income at either the 1939 level or 75
percent higher and with a 50-percent increase in duties) or as high as
31 million (with income at the 1939 level or 75 percent higher and with
a 50-percent decrease in dutAties).
Per capita Income at 199 level.

Duty as in 1939.-Imports in 1939 were unusually large and, therefore, post-war long-term imports may not amount to more than 60 to 70
percent of the 1939 imports-that is, 7-8 million pounds at a foreign
value of about 1 million dollars.
Dity reduced by 60 percent.-This would tend to increase somewhat
the price Canadian producers could obtain on the United States
market. Consequently the United States importers might obtain a
larger proportion of Canadian production, and imports may amount to
7-11 million pounds with a foreign value of 1.0-1.4 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might decline to, say, 5-6
million pounds, with a foreign value of 0.7-0.9 million dollars'.
Per capita income 76 percent higher than in 199S.

The higher national income and increased population would tend to
raise demand for maple sugar appreciably. However, neither the
production in the United States nor that in Canada can be expanded
significantly, and the demand in the Canadian market, under the
assumption of a corresponding increase in the national income of
Canada, would compete with the demand by United States importers.
Thus, no material increase seems probable in the quantities consumed,
produced, or imported over those which have been given as probable
in the case of per capita income as in t939.
The price of maple sugar both in the United States and Canada,
however, may be expected to be from 10 to 15 percent higher than in
1939, and hence the foreign value of imports would be correspondingly
higher. With duty s in 1939, imports might have a foreign value of
1.(-1.2 million dollars; with a decrease of duty by 50 percent, imports
might have a foreign value of, say, 1.2-1.6 million dollars; and with an
increase of duty by 50 percent, imports might have a foreign value of,
say, 0.8-1.1 million dollars.
Employment
Employment involved in the production of maple products is confined chiefly to the gathering of the maple sap and boiling it down to
the consistency of sirup or until it crystallizes into sugar. The "run"
usually lasts about four weeks and during this period the whole operation is completed and is thus highly seasonal. The work is usually
performed by the 30,000 farmers who are the producers and their
families, with the addition of some local labor depending on the
number of trees to be tapped on the particular farm. Variations in
national income and rates of duty should affect employment to only a
minor extent and this would be local and seasonal.
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SUGAR CANDY AND CONFECTIONERY
Tariff paragraph: 506.
Sugar candy and conCommodity:
fectionerv..
Rate of duty:
20% or 40%.-

Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 21%
(average).

Noex.-The rate of 40 percent ad valorem wua fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 on Ougar candy and oonfectionery regardless of value. Pursuant to the trade agreement with the United Kingdom, efectiveJanuary
1, 1939 the rate on these commodities, when valued at 6 cents or more per pouzid, was reduced to 20 percent.
In addition to the duty, an import tax of approximately ocent per pound of tota sugars was imposed by the
Sugar Act of 1937 on articles in chief value of manufactured sugar (Internal Revenue-Code, W. 3M00)..

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Imports of sugar candy and confectionery valued' at less than 6
cents per pound m 1939 constituted only about 5 percent of the total
volume of imports of this commodity.
The group sugar candy and confectionery includes not only articles
generally accepted as candy and confectionery but also the competitive
chocolate products such as chocolate bars made bv the cocoa- and
chocolate-products industry. The term "confectionery"- as used
hereafter will include sugar candy, confectionery, and competitive

choccolate products,
Per capita consumption of candy and confectionery appears to have
been comparatively stable with a slightly upward trend during the
pre-war period. During the 3 years 1937-39, the average total annual
consumption was 2,021 million pounds; in 1939 it was 2,082-mi;lion
pounds with a total value of 309 million dollars. A survey by the
Department of Commerce indicates that the average wh9lesoll price
of confectionery in 1943 increased about 50 percent and the consumption per capita about 20 percent over that of 1939,
For many years before the war imports have amounted to not more
than one-fourth of 1 percent of consumption and in recent pre-war
years have amounted to less than half as much, Usually the larger
part of imports consisted of high-quality candies packed in fancy containers. Imports during the war have increased to a record quantity,
in excess of 35 million pounds, or about 1 percent of consumption.
The bulk of this increase, consisting chiefly of htrd candies, came from
Cuba and Mexico, where the industry was recently developed on a
commercial basip and a part of this trade may be expected to be continued after the war.
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POST-WAR

PRODUCTION

SHORT TERM

It is assumed that ample raw materials, such as cocoa products and
milk will be available to the domestic candy manufacturer, and that
the consumption of confectionery will tend to increase somewhat in
line with the increase in purchasing power. With prices and income at
the 1943 level and raw materials more freely available, consumption
may increase from 20 to 25 percent over that in 1939. The great bulk
of this would be supplied by domestic production, even if imports
should continue at-the high level attain during the war. However,
when ample quantities of sugar are again available to domestic
manufacturers, imports may decline to between their war and their
1939 levels and, if so, imports would probably not exceed the equivalent of 1 percent of domestic consumption.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital Income at 1959level.

It may be assumed that the per capita consumption of confectionery
under these conditions will be substantially that of 1939 and taking
into account increased population would result in a 10-percent increase
in total consumption, bringing it to about 2% billion pounds. Owing
to the tendency of domestic manufacturers to increase the type of
candies permitting mass production, unit prices may be slightly
lower than in 1939, say,from 14 to 143, cents per pound, resulting m an
approximate total value of consumption of 300 350 million Collars.
Since both inpQrts and exports represent such a small part of domestic
consumption, neither domestic consumption nor production, when expressed in hundreds of millions or in billions of pounds, would be much
affected by the changes in the volume of imports which may result
from the assumed changes in the rate of duty..
Duty aq in 1939.-In view of the greatly increased imports from
Cuba- and Mexico during the war it seems probable that impos will
continife at a level appreciably above that of 1939, although below the
war level, and amount to as much as, say, 10-15 million pounds with a
foreign unit value of from 12 to 15 cents per pound, and a total
foreign value of 1-2 million dollars. This would be considerably less
than 1 percent of domestic consumption.
Duty reduced bySO percent.-This might result in somewhat larger
imports but such imports would probably consist chiefly of lowerpriced items. There might be an increase in the volume of imports to,
say, 20-30 million pounds or 1 to 1 X percent of consumption, and at
somewhat lower unit values would indicate a total foreign value of
3-4 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent .-Such an increase would, no Idoubt,
have a retarding influence on imports but certain specialties and hard
candies would probably continue to come in. It is estimated that
imports might amount to, say, 6-8 million pounds, valued at from
0.5-1 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

It is possible that with the higher per capital income and with prices
from 10 to 15 percent higher, consumption per capita might increase
as much as 30 percent over that in 1939, bringing total consumption
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to about 3 billion pounds, valued at 475-500 million dollars. Since
imports constitute such a small part of domestic consumption neither
consumption nor production, when expressed in millions or billions of
pounds, would be much affected by the assumed changes in the rate
of duty.
Duty a-8 in 1939.-Imports might not be much larger in proportion
to estimated consumption than assumed under 1939 level of incomes
but might include a slightly larger proportion of the better types, thus
possibly increasing the foreign unit value of imports. Imports might
amount to as much as 12-15 million pounds, with a foreign value of
approximately 1.5-2.5 million dollars.
dtty reduced by 60 percent.-The reduction in duty would probably
result in appreciably larger imports both in quantity and value, but
particularly in value, owing to, the imports having possibly a larger
proportion of higher grade candies and reach, say, as much as 30-45
million pounds or 1 to 1% percent of consumption and have a foreign
value of from 3.54.0 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent. -Such an increase would likely have
a retarding influence on imports of certain types,of candy but might,
be less effective on the hard candy trade developed during the war.
Imports might equal 8-10 million pounds, with a foreign value of
approximately 1fi4-1) million dollars.
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Export

Exports in 1939 were less than one-half of 1 percent of domestic
production but more than twice that of imports; moreover, on the
basis of export statistics during the 15 years precdig 1939, foreign
demand for United States confectionery will probably be small in
relation to domestic production with duties by foreign countries as
before the war. More than 40 percent of the exports went to LatinAmerican countries. The other principal countries were United
Kingdom, taking about 25 percent; Phillppine Islands, with 18 percent; and Canada, with 5 percent of total exports in 1938 and 19.3*.
A reduction of duties on confectioner particularly in Latin America,
where they are very high, might result in some increase in exports but
how much cannot be predicted.
EmployMent

The trend in the domestic production of confectionery has been
toward lines of goods which permit of mass production thus requiring
les labor per unit of output. For instance, the total production
reported for the candy and confectionery industry in 1939 was about
10 percent greater in volume than in 1929, but the number of employees
engaged in the industry had declined more than 20 percent. Consequently, if the demand for confectionery should increase materially
during the post-war period, &the number of employees required to
supply the larger demand would increase proportionately less.
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SCHEDULE 6. TOBACCO AND MANUFACTURES,
AND RELATED ITEMS PROVIDED FOR IN THE
FREE LIST
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
All items in schedule 6 except cigarettes (the imports of which in
1939 were much less than $100,000) are covered in this section.
The only article of tobacco which is not subject to duty is tobacco
stems not cut, ground, or pulverized (free under par. 1787); imports
of this article are quite small, and the domestic production is not
known.
The number of dutiable articles which are presented under schedule
6 is five. The total value of the imports of these-articles on which
duty was actually paid in 1939 was $36,050,000* imports of the same
articles valued at $4,370,000 entered from the Philippines duty-free.
These five commodities thus accounted for $40,420,000, out of a
total value of $40,450,000 for imports under this schedule, the only
other item being cigarettes.
It must be noted that cigarettes, by far the most important form of
manufactured tobacco in United States production, are not covered
inl this report. The total value of the production of cigarettes in 1939
is estimated to be 3.54 million dollars, excluding excise taxes. Imports
in that year were only $30,000 (foreign value), whereas exports
amounted to 12.6 million dollars
There is no close comparability between the domestic production
and the imports. The unports consist either of special types and
grades of relatively high p'ice, or of the product of the Philippine
Islands, hitherto duty-free and very low in price, compared with
the domestic product.
Leaf tobacco requires aging (which involves much shrinkage in
weight) before it is suitable for the manufacture of cigarettes, cigars
and other tobacco products. The crops of the different kinds of leak
vary materially from year to year, whereas the consumption of the
aged leaf is much more constant. In the summary of estimates the
pre-war statistics used for the value of production for the domestic
market relate to the consumption of domestic leaf, in shrunk condition. The forecasts of future production are on the same basis.
A considerable proportion of the total imports of cigar filler tobacco
and of cigar? irto the United States in the pro-war period came from
the Philippines, free of duty. In the estimates regarding- post-war
imports Sand production, data are given on the assumption that the
Philippine tobacco and cigars will be subject to the full rates of duty.1
Even if those rates should be reduced by 50 percent, imports of leaf
tobacco and cigars from the Philippines would 'become insignificant.
Thbs point Is dlsudae4 in the general lntroductlon.
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In order to make a worth while comparison between -the pre-war
totals and the post-war estimates for imports, it is necessary to exclude the pre-war imports from the Philippines.
Estimated production for the domestic market (not including the
large exports) and imports under the several assumptions regarding
income and rates of duty are su mrnaized below:
Production for domestic market

Period, Income level, and tariff treatment
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It is estimated that, with per capita income at the 1939 level and
with no change in the rates of duty, the combined value of the production of the several articles in the long-term pDat-war period will
exceed that in 1939 by about one-ixth, or consideiably-nme than the
assumed increase of 10 percent in the population. The explanation
lies partly in the fact that the per capita consumption of cigarettes
(and consequently of cigarette leaf tobacco) is likely to be considerably
higher than before the war, following the steadily increasing trend in
earlier years. A second factor explaining the increase in value over
1939 is that the price of cigarette leaf tobacco in 1939 was abnormally
low, and the estimate of the price of such tobacco in the post-war
period is based on the considerably higher average unit price which
prevailed for a number of earlier years preceding the war.
The estimated total imports of the articles covered by this table in
the postwar period, assuming no change in per capital income or in
the rates of duty, are somewhat less than the actual total imports in
1939 which included considerable quantities from the Philippines, but
somewhat greater than the imports from countries other than the
Philippines. A reduction of 50 percent in the rates of duty, with nationail income at the 1939 level, would, according to the estimates,
result in imports about one-third greater, in value, than with no
change in duty but would have little effect in reducing domestic production for the domestic market.
The consumption of cigarettes and of cigars (more than that of
smoking and chewing tobacco and snuff) is much affected by the buying
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power of the population. The estimated of the value of production for
the domestic market under the higher income assumption exceed those
under the assumption of income as in 1939 by more than 50 percent,
part of the excess
attributable to Materially hIgher ptice.
are a luxury, the consumption of which would
Since Cuban cigars being
probably incre"e very greatly with high national income, the combined estimates for imports at the high Income level exceed the estimates at the lower income level by an even greater percentage than
that shown for production for the domestic market.
The preceding ummar of estimates does not cover exports. Xcxports of cigarette leaf tobacco are normally large, and estimates regarding them for the post-war period are presented in the report on
cigarette leaf toba.
There follows information regarding) each of the tobacco items covered in this report.
LEAF TOBACCO (UNSTEMMED) FOR CIGAR WRAPPERS
Tariff paragraph: 601.

Commadiuy:

Leaf tobacco (unstemmed), for cigar
wrappers.

Rateof duty:

General-$1.50 per Equizlent ad valorem (1939): 88%.
pound; Cuba-$1.20.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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The leaf used for wrapping cigars is a special type of tobacco.
Except for a small portion of leaf in the lower grades, wrapper tobacco
has no alternative uses. The consumption of w pper leaf, as a
result of the greater output of cigars. increased from 1938 through
1942, but has decreased since, following the trend of cigar production.
The tobacco consumed in a specified year does not include any af
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produced during that year, because tobacco is Aged, usually for 2 years
or more, before it is used. In this process the weight shrinks about
17-18 percent, The consumption comprises domestic leaf taken from
stocks and imported leaf which has been aged before beii, brought
into tilhe country. The estimated (consumption of wrapper Ieaf in the
United States indicated'above, for 1939 has been based on the "disappoaranice" of domestic wrapper leaf (atnstemmed-processing basis,
i. o., shrunk-weight equivalent) as reportedi by the U. S. Department
of Agriculture, plus imports for consumption. The crop of 1939 was
abnormally large, and much above the consumption of (lonlestic leaf
in that year.
The entire domesticc pro(luctlon of wrapper tobacco, which is grown
un(ler shade in the Connecticut River Valley an(1 in a limited area of
Georgia anid Florida, is used( in this country; exports have been neglisix1le for many years. The range of (lohlestic production has been
W1(lO, the greatest annilutil production on a shrunk-weighlt basis since
1930 being 9.4 million pounds (11.4 million pounds farm sales weight)
in 1939 and the lowest, 5 million p0illig(1 (0 million pouLndis fa'm sales
weight) in. 1933. Annual iunports (lIring the satme period have rangv.d
between 4.2 million pounI1s in 1932 antd 1.7 million pounds for both
1937 and 1938. Sumnatra hls accounlte(l for roughly 90 percent of the
Wrapper importe(d andl CuIJa has accounte(d for most of the remainder.
Wrappers affect the appearance and smoking quality of cigars.
Once a brand is established the same typo of l(eaf is ordinarily used,
regardless of minor fluctuations in (cost. Sin(,,e 1930, manufacturers
in developing pl)o(luction. formulas have use(l (lomestic wrappers in
increasing proportion. Thus in recent years the trend lhas been toward
greater use of the domestic )ro(ld(ct. The proportion of total cigars
wrapped with domesticc leaf increased from one-half in 1930 to threefourthis in 1939. Cuhon leaf has been imfpolrteld exclusively for use
on the comparatively small number of all-Hfavana cigars made in the
United States.
A considerable quantity of Sumatra leaf was shipped into the United
States shortly before the fall of Singapore in 1942. Until recently
these stocks have been fairly large, but certain grades have now been
exhausted, an(l the remaining supply is being rapidly depleted. As
the wrapper industry in Sumatra has prol)ably been greatly disrupted
during the Japanese occupation, it is expected that much time will
be required to reestablish- production sufficient to provide exports of
high quality leaf similar to that formerly sent to the United States
market. 1Therefore, Sumatra leaf may not be available to the donrestic l)roducer of cigars for some time after the war.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Witt, per capita income at a level corresponding to that of 1943, it
is possible that the consumption of cigar wrapper tobacco, because
of an expansion in the production of cigars, will amount to between
15 and 30 percent above that of 1939. On the assumption that it is
unlikely that significant quantities of Sumatra leaf will be brought
into the United States during the immediate post-war years and
because imports of wrapper from Cuba, owing to their special use,
will be relatively small, nearly all of the wrapper leaf used in the
country will have to be of domestic production. Prices are likely to
continue to be much higher than in 1939.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

It is a reasonable possibility that domestic leaf will constitute a
greater proportion of the wrapper tobacco used by cigar manufacturers than it did in 1939; the proportion may become as high as 90
percent and very probably exceed 80 percent, It is not likely that changes in the rate ol duty by as much as 50
percent would after materially the total consumption of cigar wrapper.
The~y might affect somewhat the ratio of imports to consumption. The
effect of changes, however, is so uncertain that no specific estimates
of it are offered in the following statement,
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

At this level of income, consumption of tobacco for cigar wrappers
is likely to be 9.3-10.3 million pounds, This quantity would be in
proportion to the probable post-war production of cigars under these
conditions as subsequently indicated in this section. If 80-90 percent
of the total wrapper leaf used were domestic, the consumption of such
leaf would be 7.3-9.3 million pounds, valued (at 1939 unit values)
at 6.0-7.6 million dollars. The unshrunk or farm sales weight would
be 8.8-11.2 million pounds. With the increase in the proportion of
domestic leaf, imports might fall to 1-2 million pounds with a foreign
value (at 1939 unit values) of 1.7-3.4 million dollars, or 45-90 percent
of the 1939 figures.I
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

With the increase in per capita income and in population total consumption of cigars and, consequently, of cigar wrapper icaf would
probably be 50-65 percent higher than in 1939, indicating a consumption of the leaf between 14-15.5 million pounds. If 80-90 percent of
this quantity was domestic tobacco, consumption of such tobacco
(shrunk-weight basis) would be 11-14 million pounds, corresponding
to a farm sales weight of 13-17 million pounds, The unit value would
probably be considerably higher than in 1939. On the basis of 1941,
prices (average price paid to farmers, 98 cents per ound) the value
of the consumption of the domestic tobacco would be about 13-17
million dollars. Notwithstanding the increased total consumption,
imports would probably be not much greater than in 1939 and might
be appreciably smaller, perhaps 1.5-3.0 million pounds. The foreign
unit value of this tobacco, however would probably be around 40 percent higher than in 1939, so that tie range in value of imports might
be 3.5-7.0 million dollars, the larger figure being somewhat more likely
to be reached if the duty should be reduced by 50 percent.
Exports
Exports of wrapper leaf from the United States are not separate
classified in official statistics, but are known to be relatively insigii
cant. There is little likelihood that they will become important il
the future.
Employment

Wrapper tobacco in the United States is produced on about 250
farms, many of them incorporated concerns. Although these farms
have year-round employment for some persons, much of the work is
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Seasonal. Any increase in production probably will be achieved without a corresponding increase in the number of farms but the level of
employment, especially seaonal employment, could be expected to
increase in proportion to the production.
CIGARETTE LEAF TOBACCO (UNSTEMMED)
Tariff paragraph: 601.
Commodity:
Cigarette leaf tobacco
(unstemmed). '
Rate of duty:
80 cents per pound.
Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 64.5%.
NoTz.-Cigarette leaf tobaco, unstemmed, was dutiable under the Tariff Act of 1930 at M3 cents per
Mrod. The rate wa reduced to 30 cent pursuant to the trade agreement with Turkey, effective May 6,
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
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I Tohoo is aged, geerally at loet 2 years before It Is ued. During itf aging It undergoes certain
ohsngw and loe weight, Tobacco production is reported on a term-sales weight bas, and the unstemmed
procesng equivalent represents the tobacco a shrunken and ready for use, thus making It readily comr
parable with consumption, imports, and exports. No tobacco enteaf manufacture during the year of its
pr~ouction.
the manztacte of cigarettes, too, nd
Bad on the quantities of leaf (unstemmd bi) used an
unuft as reported in the Arnwat Pwport of the IU . Commissoner of internal Revenue. None of the types
of tobwo included here Is actually used in snuff. About three-fourth of the total ws used in the production of cigarettes and the remainder in smoking ad chewing tobacco. Tbh consumption wa much
es than domestic production plus imports minu expts, Jar a quatits ing dd to stck The
of domestic leaf actually used in 1939 was aot 114.4 mlllon dolkws.
value
' Estimae.

'Foreign value.
Tobseco of the light types frequently referred to as cigarette
tobacco because of its principal use, has accounted for four-fifths or
more of both the total production and the total exports of domestic
tobacco every year since 1935. Cigarette leaf has also been the principal type imported, usually amounting to about two-thirds of the total
in quantity and value.
In the above table the statistics for consumption (estimated actual
consumption, not" apparent") and imports relating to 1939 are fairly
representative of the immediate pre-war period. The statistics of
production are entirely unrepresentative. Not only was the crop of
1939 exceptionally large, so that arge quantities were added to stocks,
but also, for some years preceding 1939, production exceeded consumption plus exports, so that stocks were being accumulated. As a
basis for estimating the post-war production of cigarette leaf tobacco
in the United States, the significant pre-war figures are the actual
domestic consumption of domestic leaf and the exports. The consumption of domestic leaf in 1939 was 650 million pounds 1 (total
IAll Ue i this report on a shru-weiht
bs;
roonverted
IJ
to farm-weight basi the quantities
would be about 1 peent lrer d the unit vaues 1 pern slr.
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consumption minus import. of 50 million) and this w" approxate'
the average figure for the period 193(4. Thuhout that pen,
imported tobacco accounted for about 7 percent of the coneuvption
(which averaged about 700 million pounds) and domestic tobicc for
about 93 percent.
The domestic cigarette tobaccos (the light tobaccos) comprise
flue-cured Burley, and Southern Maryland types.4 Of the total production of light types for the period 1938-42 flue-cured leaf acounted
for about 68 percent, Burley for 29 percent, and Southern Maryland
for about 3 percent. North Carolina is the leading producing State;
Kentucky Virginia, Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgiaj an( Maland are also important.
The imported cigarette tobacco, commonly called Turkish, comes
mostly from Tuikey and Greece, with-some from other eastern
Mediterranean countries.
The great bulk of the light leaf used in the United States is manufactured into cigarettes, which accounted for about 75 percent of the
consumption in the --period 1936-40. The remainder" is used in
smoking and chewing tobaccos, in which it is much the largest
constituent.
For a long period before tho war the consumption of cigaettee
showed a strong general upward trend, and this carried with it a
decided upward movement in the consUMption'of cigarette leaf,
notwithstanding the fact that the quantity of such 6af used In other
forms of manufactured tobacco was stationary or declining
Practically all cigarettes manufactuted In the United states for
consumption here are composed of blends comprising all three of the
types of domestic leaf above mentioned and in most cases including
some imported leaf. During the immediate pre-war period about
10 percent of the leaf used in cigarettes was imported, the prorAioh
in those years was considerably lower than in earlier decades. Turkish
tobacco has distinct qualities of aroma and flavor, and cigarette manufacturers find it advantageous to include a certain proportion with
the domestic leaf.
Consumption of cigarettes and consequently of, cigarette leaf
tobacco, has been exceptionally high during the present war. However, imported leaf has represented a smaller prportion of the total
cigarette leaf consumed in the United States. Whle the consumption
of domestic cigarette leaf has increased greatly, imports have remained near pre-war levels. On the otberthnd, exports of domestic
leaf were much smaller than before the war, until 1943, when they
again reached pro-war levels.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The annual per capita consumption of cigarettes may decli
somewhat as compared with the exceptionally iqgh war figures, but
will probably remain well above the 1939 consumption. The total
quantity of cigarette leaf consumed by manufactures both of cigrettes and of other tobacco products may be a third greater ths:
in 1939. Turkish tobacco imports are likely also to be considerably
greater than during the war, and may approximate, the same proportion of the total consumption " M immediate pre-war year.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUMTION
Because of wartime shortages of tobacco in the major European
countries, exports may be much higher than before the war. Consequently the total production of domestic cigarette types is likely to
be large.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital Income at 1939 level.

In view of the general upward trend in the per capita consumption
of cigarettes, the consumption in the long-term post-war period may
approximate 1,600 cigarettes per capita, as compared with 1,318 in
1939. The consumption of light leaf in smoking and chewing mixtures, which has shown a general downward trend, is likely to Be less
per capital than in 1939..In view of the increase in population, it is
probable that the domestic consumption of all cigarette-type tobacco,
domestic and imported, will be about 25 percent greater than in 1939,
or in the neighborhood of 875 million pounds. A though the quantity
of imports may be considerably affected by changes of duty of as
much as 50 percent, the effect on total consumption of cigarette leaf,
would be too small to warrant separate estimates; it might be 1 or 2
percent greater with a reduction in the duty, or 1 or 2 percent less
with an increase in the duty, tban, with the duty as in 1939. The
consumption of domestic leaf would be affected to only about the
same extent by duty changes. It is likely to be in the neighborhood
of 800-810 million pounds, with a value, at a unit price probably about
22% cents (higher than the unusually low price in 1939, which was 17.6
cents per pound), in the neighborhood of 180 million dollars. Estimates of exports and of total production of domestic leaf are shown in
a subsequent section.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably be about. the same
percentage of consumption as in the pre-war period, namely 7 percent,
in which case they would amount to around 60 million pounds. The
foreign unit value would probably be somewhat lower than in 1939
(49 cents) when it was above the pre-war average. It might be
approximately 45 cents per pound, with a resultant total foreign value
of imports in the neighborhood of 27 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-The reduction of the duty from the
present rate of 30 cents to 15 cents per pound would tend to reduce
materially the duty-paid price of Turkish tobacco, and hence would
tend to increase the consumption of it. However, part of the reduction in duty would probably be absorbed by the foreign producers in
higher foreign prices. The imports might be 20 to 3q percent greater
in quantity than with no reduction in duty, amounting perhaps to
75 million pounds. Greater increase in imports would probably
be prevented by consumer preference; the admixture of a much larger
proportion of Turkish tobacco than is now customary would change
the flavor of the cigarettes and would probably not be welcomed.
If the foreign price should averages say, 5 cents per pound-higher than
,with no change in duty, the foreign value of the imports would be
about 37.5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-An increase irk the duty would reduce
imports, though' the effect would be less marked than that of areduction in the duty, because of the more or less inelastic demand for the
Turkish tobacco. The quantity might fall to 55 million pounds. The
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foreign average unit value would probably also fall somewhat, posily
to as low as 40 cents per pound. On that basis the value of the imni
ports would be about 22 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Although the de.Mand for cigarettes is comparatively inelastic, an
increase of as much as 75 percent in per capital income miglit well
result in a per capita consumption approximately one-fourth greater
than with.no change in income. On the other hand, high income
would tend to reduce consumption of smoking and chewing tobacco
and of the cigarette leaf which enters into them. Takn both
factors into consideration, it is probable that the ,consumpnon of
cigarette leaf would be between 15 and 20 percent greater than with
no increase in income. It might amount to about 1 biJlion pounds,
assuming no change in the rate of duty, and might perhaps be 1 or 2
percent more if the duty should be reduced, add 1 or 2 percent les if
the duty should be increased. Domestic leaf would constitute somewhere between 90 and 93 percent of this consumption, amounting to
somewhat more than 900 million pounds. The average unit price of
doomestic leaf would presumably be considerably higher than with
income at 1939 levels. It might amount to approximately 34 cents.
per pound, a price nearly twice as high as the unusually low unit value
of 1939, but considerably less than the value in the years since 1941.
The value of the domestic leaf consumed would thus be in the neighborhood of 305 million dollars.
Duty as in 1989.-Turkish leaf would probably constitute about the
same proportion of the consumption as in the pre-war period, about
7 percent, and imports might therefore amount to about 70 million
pounds, with a foreign value, at an average price considerably higher
than would prevail with no change in income (say 60 cents per pound),
amounting to nearly 42 million dollars.
Duty reduced by J0 percent.-The imports might be 20 to 30 percent
greater than with no change in duty, and might amount to 85-90
million pounds. The foreign unit value wouldl;robably be somewhat
bher than with no change in duty, perhaps 65 cents, and the total
value of the imports might be 55-59 million dolrs.
Duty increased bity 50 percent.-The imports might be about 10
percent less than with no change in duty, amounting perhaps to 6065 million pounds. The foreign unit price would als be somewhat
less, say, 55 cents,'so that the total value might be 33-36 million,
dollars.

Exports and Total Domestic Production

Since exports normally constitute about one-third of the domestic
production of cigarette leaf tobacco, no estimates of total production of
such tobacco have been made in the preceding sections, which deal
with consumption of domestic tobacco and with imports. Normally
the United Kingdom is much the most important export market, and
takes the hher priced grades; China ranks next, buying for the most
part leaf of low grades. The expansion of exports to the United
Kingdom during the pre-war period was checked in considerable
measure by duty preferences granted by that country to Empire
tobacco. Notwithstanding these preferences, however, the United
States continued to be by far the principal 'G'ov'Tice of the steadily
increasing total imports into the United Kingdom.
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In connection with the trade agreement with the United Kingdom
effective Janur 1, 1939 tat country undertook to negotiate with
Empire countries with reierence to a reduction in the amount of the
preference for Empire tobacco. In 1943 the extent of the preference
was somewhat reduced. It is impossible to forecast what may be the
effect of this action on exports from the United States in. post-war
years, asuming that no other change in United Kingdom duties
takes place.
Another consideration that may affect exports of domestic cigarette
tobacco is the steady expansion, even during the war years, of the production and export of types like or similar to those produce in the
United States in certain foreign countries, particularly Canada
India, and Rhodesia It is possible that their production will increase
further after the war.
If 'world income levels are assumed to be about the same as those
in%'1939, it is reasonably possible that exports in the long period may
beConsiderably smaller than in the pre-wa period, They might be
no more than 250 million pounds. This quantity, together with the
pounds previously estimated for consumption, would
8001million
indicate a total domestic production in the neighborhood of 1,050
million pounds, with a value of perhaps 235 million dollars.
Were there a marked reduction in foreign tariffs and other trade
barriers impeding United States exports of cigarette leaf (say, by half),
the exports, even on the same assumption as to world income (i. e. at
the 1939 level), would probably increase substantially, possibly to as
much as 276-300 million pounds, There seems little likelihood of a
general increase in foreign duties on leaf tobacco if it should occui,
the reduction in actual quantities exported wouid probably not be'
great unless the duty increases were very large; but thie dollar receipts
from exports might decline in greater proportion.
If national income in the United States should be 76 percent higher
than in 1939, it may be assumed that income in foreign countries
would also be much higher than before the war. In that case the consumption of cigarettes, and consequently of cigarette leaf tobacco, in
foreign countries which are markets for United States exports, would
probably be 20 to 25 percent greater than with no change in world
income. On this assumption exports from the United States might
beW30-325 million pounds, i} present rates of duty and other trade
barriers in the foreign countries remained unchanged. Total domestic
production (consumption of domestic leaf plus exports) in that case
would be 1,200-1,225 million pounds, with a value of 410-415 niillion
dollars.
iThe above figure of exports might be 10 to 20 percent greater if
duties and other trade barriers in foreign countries were markedly
reduced; they would be somewhat smaller if such barriers were
increased.
Employment
The tobacco of the cigarette types is, in general, raised on compatively small acreages, Frequently it is the major enterprise on a far
and often is the only source of cash income, Any etra libor involved
by additional production would in most cass be supplied through
increased family effort. Because it is estimated that 454 man-hours
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required to produce an -acre of flue-cbured tobaco, and 304 ianhours, an acre of the other cigarette types, it follow that the total
labor requirement for -the unusually lre 1939
was about 80
million eight-hour man-days. On the basi of the estimates of United
States production made, the labor requirements for the long-term
post-war period would range between 64-7-5 million 8-hour man-days.
TOBACCO FOR CIGAR FILLERS
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939jlare given below:
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Th
M imports in 1939 were as follows (there were no imports, except
'from Cuba and the Philippines):
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Cigar-filler tobacco is used primarily for the core of cigars and on
an average represents three-fourths of the weight of cigars. fhe filler
used determines to a large extent the flavor and aroma of the cigar.
The greater part of that used in the United States is'domestic being
produced in the States of Pennsylvania and Ohio, and in Puerto
Rico. Certain grades of the cigar-filler types have alternative uses,
and varying quantities are exported. The most important source
'of imported filler is Cuba, but before the war considerable quantities,
usua y in the form of scrap (byproduct of the Philippine cigar
industry), were supplied by the Philippine Islands. In 1039 the
domestic consumption of filler tobacco was' higher than usual and is
estimated to have been approximately 97.5 million pounds(unstemmed
equivalent). This total included an exceptionally large quantity of
Philippine tobacco, between 2 and 3 times as much as in most years
before or after 1939. During the period 1936-40, the annual contobacco of the filler types averaged about 91 million
sumptionofofwhich
domestic (including Puerto Rican) leaf accounted
pounds,
for about 70 percent.
Domestic production, particularly that of Puerto Rico, has been
characterized by wide annual fluctuations. For 1938 and 1939 mainland production, on a farm-sales weight basis amounted to 52 million
and 63 million pounds, respectively; Puerto fican, 44 million and 14
million pounds. .The average annual production for the years
1936-40 was 56 million pounds on the mainland and 29 million
pounds in Puerto Rico. The combined total thus averaged 85
million pounds, farm basis, equivalent to about 69 million pounds,
unstemmed shrunk weight. Usually about 90 percent of the Puerto
Rican production is used in the continental United States.
Despite the year-to-year differences in relation of the mainland and
Puerto Rico to each other in production, there is a fairly constant
relationship between the consumption of the- two types, because in
cigar production filler tobaccos from different sources are blended in

accordance with established formulas.
Large quantities of Cuban filler tobacco are regularly imported; in
1939 they amounted to 17.3 million pounds (unstemmed basis); the
average for 1936-40 was 17.2 million pounds. The aroma and
flavor of Cuban tobacco have long been associated with fine cigars,
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and the inclusion of some Harana -filler is considered necesary in
most cigars. The quantity used varies between brands ranging from
a very small portion in some cigars to the total in all-havana cigars.
Because ali-Havana cigars constitute relatively small Portion 'of the
total produced, the demand for Cuban leaf is largely determined by
the extent of its use in blended cigars. Unlike Cuban leaf, Philippine
cigar filler, most of it scrap tobacco, has ordinarily been used only in
cheap cigars. In 1939 the imports fromn the Philippines amounted
to 18.3 million pounds (ulnstemmbedbasis), a far larger figure than in
any other year since the First World War. The average for 1936-40
was about 7 million pounds.
There is a wide range of prices for the different types of cigar filler
tobacco. Cuban filler because of inherent qualities ordinarily commands the highest prices. In 1939 the average foreign value of the
imports from Cuba was 43 cents per pound on an unstemmed basis.
The filler tobacco from the Philippine Islands had a foreign value of
7.4 cents per pound on an unstemmed basis. The Puerto Rican
filler brought to the United States in 1939 had an average island
value, in terms of unstemmed leaf, of 26 cents per pou nd. or continental types of filler tobacco comparable price data re not available, but it is estimated that the average unstemmed i alue of these
filler tobaccos used in 1939 was between 16 and 18 cents per pound.
Important wartime changes affecting consumption are the ceasation of supplies from the Philippine Islands and the sharp increase in
the imports from Cuba, The latter has been caused in part by the
trend toward increased production of higher-priced cigars, which
utilize relatively large quantities of Cuban filler. The tariff quota of
22 million pounds (unstemmed equivalent) on imports from Cuba at
a reduced duty was exceeded for the first time in 1942, and since then
imports have been materially in excess of the quota each year, the
excess paying the higher rates of duty shown at the beginning of this
report (Cuba column).
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The increase in cigar production over that of 1939, anticipated
because of a high level of income, indicates that the total consumption
of filler tobacco will probably be between 15 and 30 percent above
the 1936-40 averse. Probably the relative quantities of Cuban leaf
will be somewhat higher than before the war, as- a decided increase,
over pre-war figures in the demand for all-Havana (domestic-made)
cigars may occur. To what extent Philippine tobacco will be available
is not known. If available, the volume of imports would depend
largely on the duty status of tobacco from the Philippines. Applicaf.
tion of the general rates in accordance with the terms of the Philippine
Independence Act would result in almost total exclusion of Philippine
tobacco. Even if entered free, it is doubtful if it would be used in as
large quantities as in 1936-40 (to say nothing of the abnormal figure
for 1939) because the demand for low-priced cigars seems likely to be
relatively smaller.
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POT-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

If the long-time downward trend in the consume tion of cigars
- (except dun periods of high consumer income) should continue, the
quantity of filler tobacco used, even allowing for an increase in population, might be no greater possibly even less, than the average for
the period 1936-40 (91 million pounds). On the other hand, this
downward trend may have run its course; the increased demand for
cigars during the early war years may not have been due entirely to
rising national income. If this proves to be true, consumption of filler
tobacco, with a per capita income the same as in 1939, might be around
10 percent greater than the pre-war average as the result of greater
population, amounting to, say, 100 million pounds.
In the following estimates regarding imports and domestic production under the several assumptions regardingthe rate of duty, it is
assumed that, in accordance with the provisions of the Philippine
Independence Act imports from the Philippines will be subject to the
general rates of duty applicable to imports from all other countries
except Cuba, which has a preferential rate. As already pointed out
in the general introduction, one of the-subjects which wil presumably
be considered by the Filipino Rehabilitation Commission, recently
established, will be the possibility of some modification of the Philippine Independence Act with respect to the application of United States
duties to imports from the Philippines. Even if the general rates of
duty on cigar-filler leaf tobacco should be reduced by 50 percent, it is
improbable that there would be any significant imports from the
Philippines if they were subject to these duties.
Duty as in 1989.-On this assumption imports from Cuba would
probably be 16-20 million pounds (unstemmed weight), with a
foreign value of 6.9-8.6 million dollars. Assuming practically no
imports from the Philippines, domestic production would be 71-84
miIlion
pounds. The average unit value of 'the domestic product
would probably be not very different from the 1939 figure of about
16 cents per pound. Consequently, the value of the domestic production would be 11.3-13.4 million dollars. If any arrangement
should then be in effect which would permit considerable imports of
tobacco from the Philippines, the domestic production would be
appreciably smaller in quantity and slightly smaller in value.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-The reduction of the duty on Cuban
filler by 50 percent below the rate in effect before December 23, 1939 1
(the rate averaging 63 percent ad valorem in 1939), might increase
somewhat the total consumption of cigar filler leaf,- domestic and
imported, since the duty-paid price of the imported product would
undoubtedly be materially lower than with an unchanged duty and
the price of the domestic product probably slightly lower.. It is frequently contended by cigar manufacturers that if Cubaii filler were
available at lower prices, -so much more would be used in tiediumand low-priced cigars that the consequent improvement in the quality
would increase consumption of such cigars sufficiently to bring about a
-greater . consumption of domestic cigar-filler tobacco than would
.-otherwise occur. While there might be a tendency in this direction,
I See

note

regarding present dutie, subject to quota, at the beg1nnlng of this section.
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it is impossible to estimate thee magnitude of the effect, and in the
present section it is assumed that the increase in the imports of
Cuban tobacco which would ,follow a reduction in the duty would be
accompanied b some decrease (though not by the full amount) in the
consumption ofthe domestic leaf. The result might be a total consumption of 93-103 million pounds, or 2-3 percent greater than with
no reduction in duty.
The extent to which imports from Cuba would increase as the
result of a reduction in duty would, of course, depend upon the amount
by whidh the'drity-paid`price of the Cuban-prodiuct'would be lowered.
It is conceivable that the Cuban producers (particularly if strongly
organized or aided by government action) would raise the price im
Cuba by the full amount of the reduction in the duty, in which case
there would be no tendency to increase the imports. At the other.
extreme, the Cuban producers might not increase their price at all, in
which case the advantage in costs to American cigar manufacturers
resulting from the reduction in the duty would have the full impact
upon imports. In this report it is assumed that the Cuban producers
would advance their price by a fraction (much les than half) of the
amount of the reduction in the duty, say from. 43 cents per pound
(taken as the price with no change in duty) to about 46 cents. On'
this assumption regarding prices, the quantity of imports from Cuba
would probably be about one-fourth greater than with no reduction in
the duty, amounting to,/ say, 20-25 million pounds. Probably the
quantity of domestic production would be lesacued only slightly by
such an increase in the, imports -from Cuba. If Philippine tobacco
were dutiable, even a reduction of 50 percent in the rates would
scarcely permit any imports from that source.
Assuming the foreign price of the Cuban tobacco to rise from 43 to
46 cents per pound as the result of the reduction in the duty, the value
of imports from Cuba would be between 9.2-11.5 million dollars.
Assuming the price of domestic tobacco to fall from 16 to 15S, cents per
pound, by reason: of the reduction in duty, the value of the domestic
production assumingn no imports from the Philippines) would be
between 10.5-12.9 million dollars.
Duty-increa8ed by 60 percent.-Reversing the reasoning presentd.
in the preceding paragraph, iihprts from Cu6bi&ight be Xmswat Ims,
in quantity, and at a somewhat lower foreign unit price, than if the
duty should remain unchanged. The consumption of domestic and
imported leaf might be slightly smaller than with an unchanged duty.
Conversely, the domestic production might be slightly greater and tie
unit price of the domestic product slightly higher. Estimates of the
resulting consumption, imports, and domestic production, in quantity
and value, are shown in the table below.
Per capita income 75 percent higher thai* in 19*9,
Duty a in 1939.-The per capita consumption of cigars tends to
increase materially as consumer income rises. With no change in duty
the per capitA consumption of cigar filler tobacco 'might be as muehias
50 percent greater than with no change in income, totaling perhaps
135-150 million pounds.
Since high national income would presumably increase the proportion of the higher priced cigars in consumption, the increase in the
imports of Cuban filler tobacco would probably be greater, percentagewise, than the increase in consumption of domestic tobacco. Import.
7128-5---40

Table: Cigar fil er tobac o: Estimates of United States consumption, production, and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

EWDUCTION,
from Cuba might rise to 28-33 million pounds (umstemmed equivalent).
In that ease, assuming no imports from the Philippines, domestic
-production might be about 102-122 million pounds. Presumably
with higher national income the foreign price of Cuban tobacco and the
price of domestic tobacco would be somewhat higher than under the
lower national income. The prices under the higher level might be
15-20 percent more than under the lower level.
Dulty reduced by 50 percent.-The effects of a reduction in the duty
on total consumption, on imports from Cuba, and on domestic production would probably parallel those already set forth in the discussion of conditions with national income as in 1939. Consumption
would be somewhat greater, imports considerably greater, and domestic production somewhat less under the reduced duty than with an
unchanged duty.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-The effects of an increase in the duty
would be more or less the reverse of the effects of a reduction in the
duty. Following the same general procedure as in the estimates based
on an unchanged national income, estimates are presented in the table
regarding the quantities, unit price, and values of -consumption,
imports, and production under this assumption regarding the rate of
duty.
Estimates (following the general methods already described) of the
quantities, prices, an d values on both assumptions as to the level of
income are presented in the following table:
612
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Cigar filler tobacco: Estimates of United States consumption, production, and imports
under the assumptions of Senate Resolution 341
tUnstemrued emuivalenti
Production
Period,

Income level,
treatment

and tariff

Sump

tion

Million
pounds
91
Average, 1936.40 ------Per capital national income same as in
1939:
Duty as In 1939.-............1.
81-100
Duty reduced by 60 percent .-. 93-103
0 99
Duty Increased by 60 percent Per capital national Income 76 percent
above 19Y39:
1)uty as In 1939 ----------13-150
Duty reduced by 60 percent . - 138-164
133-148
Duty Increased by 60 percent
----------

-

-

It is assumed that imports from the
'X Approximate 19 price.

Imports from Cuba I

Quantity

Unit
value

Million

per

6883

7144
7286

1

1f

10 6-12. 9
11. 9-14. 0

102-122
98-121
103-123

1s
173

18.4-22.0
17.1-21. 2
19.0-22.8

pounds pound
2 16
67

16

183I

Value,

Quantity

Unit
value

value

Million Million per Million
dollars pounds pound dollars
10.7
17
7.6
2 43
11.3-13.4

16-20
20-25

43
46
40-

28-33

60 14.0-16.5
64 17.8-21.6
46 11.5-13.8

1-18

33-40
2&-30

6.9- 8.8
9.2-11.6
6.6- 7.2

Philippines would be insignificant or nil. (See text.)

Exports
No separate classifications are made

by type of the domestic cigar
tobacco entering world trade, but it is known to consist chiefly of
filler leaf. The quantity of all cigar leaf exports is small compared
with both the production of cigar tobacco and exports of all tobacco.
Frequently exports have been less than 1 million pounds and have
exceeded 2 million pounds in only 1 year since 1935. The value has
been less than 1 m ion dollars a year. There is little expectancy that
cigar leaf will be an important export type of tobacco.

Table: SMOKING AND CHEWING TOBAC O AND SNUF

Table: [No Caption]
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Employment

Much of the filler tobacco is produced on general farms, and its
production frequently constitutes one enter rse among several. As
such it utilizes the regular farm labor an2 some seasonal workers.
Increases inl production would probably take'place on the farms where
it is ordinarily grown. As the average labor requirement to produce
an acre of cigar filler in the United States mainland is estimated to be
293 man-hours, the 1939 crop of 48,800 acres represented an equivalent of about 1.8 million man days of 8 hours each. In Puerto Rico
it is chiefly produced by 22,000-23,000 small farmers on relatively
small plots of land and' is often the only cash crop of the farmer. No
data are available relating to the labor requirements of Puerto Rican

production.
SMOKING AND CHEWING TOBACCO AND SNUFF

ad
Equivalent
Rate of duty valorem
(1939)
Tariff
(Per pound)
(Percent)
Commodity
paragraph
-5
Snuff and snuff flour
39. 6
604 19. 1
35t
603 -Manufactured tobacco, n. P. p. f
20. 8
Average _-- -

NOTE.-Manufactured tobacco, n. a. p. f., was dutiable under the Tariff Act of 1930 at the rate of M cents
erpd. That rate was reduced pusuant to the trade agreement with the United Kingdom, effective
anuaryl, 1939, to 35 cents per pound.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
item

Total

Quantity (1,000 pounds) 4..................3, 307
D
Value ($1,000) A.-...
-158,25
4.5
Unit value (cents per pound) --46
..

Persons employed (number)
I
3
I

Excise tax not included.
Estimated,
Foreign value.

.............

Fr For
export domestic
market

3,S

339, 439

1,943
.2

54,262

tionsumption

150
267
178.0

45.4

9,200 .......
..

Ratio of

mp tPorts
imotsWs
conImotsion

....

Perdear
339,689 Los than
.

0.5A

-

-

.

..

The manufactures of tobacco considered here consist of smoking
tobacco, chewing tobacco, and snuff and, in general, are relatively
low-priced products. In 1939 the total domestic consumption of
these products totaled 340 million pounds or, on a per capita basis,
2.60 pounds, of which smoking tobacco accounted for 1.53 pounds;
chewing tobacco, 0.78 pound; and snuff, 0.29 pound. Although there
has been some year-to-year variation in quantities consumed, the
long-time pre-war trend was &wnward chiefly because of increasing
consumer preference for cigarettes. In 1943, notwithstanding consumer buying power much hiher than in 1939, the per capital consumption of these products was 2.24 pounds, or about 15 percent less
than in 1939.

ON
6141 POBT-WAR IMPORt ANt DOMETC
During the period 1935-42 the total domestic production of these
tobacco manufactures ranged between 330 million anfd 348 million
pounds. An average of about 4 million pounds has been exported
Snnuall The aCount of leaf tobao used in these products ha
'-

dvclined every vear'since 1935 both in quantity and in relation to the
leaf used in other products. In 1935 the quantity reported as used
was 263 million pounds and amounted to 34 percent of the total leaf
used in the tobacco industry; in 1943, 232 million pounds were used,
which accounted for 19 percent of the total. The downward trend of
consumption of thee kinds of tobacco as a group is likely to continue
during- the post-war years. This is probable even though the per
capital consumption of snuff and chewing tobacco has increased somewhat during the war years, partly because smoking has been prohibited in many war plants.
The imports of these products have never been large. The small
quantities entered have consisted mostly of special products such as
comparatively high-priced English blends of smoking tobacco and
special types sought by orientals. The volume of trade has shown
little tendency to vary in response to moderate changes in prices.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Per capita consumption of these manufactured tobacco products will
probably not be above that of 1943 and may be below that level.
Inclusive of possible exports, domestic production may be about 90
percent of that of 1939. WithUnit values about 15 percent above
those of 1939, the total value would probably be somewhat above the
19.39 total. The quantity of imports will probably not exceed those
of 1939 and may about equal them, with a foreign value slightly
greater than that of 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital Income at 1939 level.

By reason of the downward trend in the per capital consumption,
ttal consumption, even with a lO percent greater, population may be
somewhat less than in 1939 or about 325 million pounds annually.
Production (including exports) would not be expected to exceed 330
million pounds; at 1939 prices the value would be about 150 million
dollars. Because they consist largely of specialtius, the demand for
the imported products may remain fairly. constant at 150,000 pounds
and, owing to Me relatively inelastic demand for these types, imports
would probably not be greatly affected by a 50 percent change in
duty. At 1939 prices the foreign value of total imports would be
about $270,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.
The downward trend in consumption of these product might be'
accentuated, rather than lessened, by. she greatly increased per capita
income here assumed. since many consumers would turm from them to
cigarettes and cigars In this event-total consumption might total
310 million pounds and production including that for export, might
be in the neighborhood of 315 million pounds. Prices of a product
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which, is declnin.i'n
laityr would l'e expected to in, repe Ales
than prices of conuoties in general; they might, however, average
about 50 cents per pound at which figure domestic pioduction,would
have a yalue of approximately 16 million dollars. Because of the
smaller demand fot these products, total imports' might'ashount to
somewhat less 'than in 1989 or about 140 000 pounds with a foreign
value of, say, $275,000. Imports are not likely to be greatly affected
by even as much as 50 percent changes in duty.
Exports

-

The exports of manufactured tobacco are not particularly important
in terms of the industry as a whole. The Philippine Islands, Argentina, and Australia have been the most important markets, and small
amounts have gone to a large number of other countries. There is
little probability that exports-of these products will exceed 5 million

pounds.

Employment

The tobacco manufacturing industry is highly mechanized and the
number employed has been gradually reduced. It appears doubtful
therefore that the industry will employ more than 9,000 persons in
the future.
Tariff paragraph: 605

CIGARS3

Cigars.
General-$4.50 per lb. Equivalent ad valorem (19.¶9): 67.5%.
+25% adc valorem;
Cuba-$3.60 per lb.
+ 20% ad valoren.)
Philippine Islands-free

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

NO'rE,-The preferential rate on Cubn cigars, $3.00 per pound plus 20 percent ad valorem alder the
Tariff AAct of 1930 was reduced to $2.25 plus 124 percent, effective September 3, 1934, subject to an absolute quotaon all Cuban tobacco and tobacco products., On March-17,10, the original rate wasrestored
and the quota restrictions removed; on Decemir 23, 19, the reduced rate of $2.25 plus 124 percent
became effective, without quotw restrictions, and on January 6,1942, the ratewaC further reduced toiS.80
per poun4 plas 10 percent ad vdalrem. -Those chpgs were effected pursnt to tre agents with
Cuba effective September 3, 1934, December 23, 139, Aad Janw y, 912.Phil Inc cigars, free of duty under the Tariff Act of 100, were wade subject to a duty-free quota of 200
cigars in 1940, with provision for successive reduction by b percent foreach flowing year untU
ndep~endene, entire In excess being subject to full United States duties. By amendatory legislation,
quota for 1940 remained applicbl for 1941 and 192.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:

Production
______

--

Item

Total

of
R~~~~~~~~~~~atio

_____

For

Imports Aopuparen

F-or domestic
exPort
market

on

Mg
sumptioc

(1sntly
.,000 cars)
44g 5,287,127 202, 256 5,489,383
2 -Wb53
I 1l00
15 ,670
3341
30f
Unitvlue(ontsper c.irt
606
-93
1. 66 ......
Persons employed (number) 51.000.....................
......... ...

........u....

-.

.......

..........

.

....

'EAmte excius tax not inluded.

'Foreig vue.

&7

....

....

.

....

.....
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The composition of United State. imports of a Ifor
;)39, and
the relation of the duty to their value is shown beow:
quantt

Forebln val

Number Weiht

Thousand pouiads
Ph"l'ppine islands --.
199,217
3,706
Cuba43
2,917
All other-

Total, or average-.

122

1

22,286

3,740

Per

Total
olr
3.008

830
3

3,341

Cents
L 51
11.31
24X
1.65

Calculated duty
Total

ddkoll

'

Ad vkfei

mdgart equivalent
Cea*

'Free
Free
221
7.68
2.40
3
224
-,-.

Peru~nt

I Free
67

10

-----

HHad imports from the Phillppfine Islands been dutiable at geea At, the duty per ciOr would have
been between 8 and 9 cents, and the ad valorem equivalnt would have been nearly 60 percent.

Although there was a general downward trend in the consumption
of cigars, particularly apparent since 1920, when the per capita con-,
gumption was about 80 cigars, there is a tendency for consumption
to increase when consumer incomes rise. In line with the upward
trend in incomes the per capital consumption increased from 41i
cigars in 1938 to 46 cigars in 1942. By 1943, however, consumption
receded because of the reduced output resulting principally from labor
shortages. With limited production, high-priced cigars haive represented an increased proportion of the output. Cigars made to retail
at more than 8 cents each amounted to 10 percent of the total production in 1939, 22 percent in 1943, and about 40 percent in 1944.
In 1939 the domestic cigar industry supplied about 96 percent of the
consumption. Before the war 99 percent of the total imports, in
number, consisted of duty-free cigars from the Philippine Islands.
Exports were small.
The duty on Cuban cigars in 1939 (subsequently reduced) was
about eight times the duty on an equivalent amount of Cuban cigar
leaf (also subsequently reduced). This difference in the duty is the
chief reason why the imports of cigars from Cuba have normally been
small and have consisted chiefly of cigars high in price and prestige
value. During the war, however, because of the shortage in this
country and high per capita buying power, imports from Cuba (less
than 3 million in 1939) increased to 11 million in 1943 arnd several fold
above that level in 1944.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the years immediately after the war, consumption of cigars
will probably be from 15 to 30 percent greater than in 1939. Though
it is likely that a smaller proportion of high-priced cigars will be produced domestically than in 1943 and 1944, the proportion may be
higher than in 1939. The value of the cigars produced nay range
from 40 to 65 percent more than 1939. Imports from. Cuba will.
probably fall off from their wartime peak, but may still be several
times greater than in 1939; even so they will presumably constitute,
in number, less than 1 percent of consumption. If imports are
subject to the full rate of duty beginning in 1946 aG provided in the
Philippine Independence Act, imports of the low-priced type usually
brought in from the Philippines would be virtually excluded.

POS1TWAR IMPMS AND DoMesC PRODUCTION
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PO?)STWAR LONG TERM,
Consumpdon, Productlon, and Imports
The following estimates of imports in the post-war period are based
on the assumption that Philippine cigars, in accordance with the,
provisions of they Philppine Independence Act, will, in the long-term
post-war period be subject to the full general rates of duty. Even
if the general rates should be reduced by 60 percent, there is little
likelihood that any significant quantity of Philippine cigars would be
imported. As already pointed out in the general introduction, one
of the subjects which will presumably be considered by the Filipino
Rehabilitation Commission recently established will be the possibility
of some modification of the Philippine Independence Act with tegPect
to the application of United States duties- to imports from the Philippines. Since the duty on cigars is in part specific-so much per pound
regardless of price-imports from the Philippines, which consist of
very cheap cigars, would be possible only at a small fraction of the
1939 rate of duty.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

It seems likely that (assuming no change in income levels) the
downward trend in per capita consumption of cigars which occurred
between the two wars will be less conspicuous hereafter. Nevertheless, the trend may be sufficient to offset the effect of growth of
population, and conceivably even to cause some decrease in the total
consumption. Consumption might thus range from about 6.3 billion
to 6.0 billion cigars, worth at approximately 1939 prices, from 155
million to 175 million dollars. Domestic production would represent
more than 99 percent of the consumption if Philippine cigars were
dutiable,
Duty as in 1939.-It is probable that the imports from Cuba would
be somewhat less than in 1939, because of the general downward
trend in the consumption of cigars. They might amount to about
3 million cigars with a foreign value around $300 000. If imports of
cigars from the Philippines were virtually nil, domestic production
would be substantially equal in quantity and value to the total
consumption as above estimated.
Duly reduced by 50 percent-Imports from Cuba would probably
be considerably larger than with an unchanged duty but would not
be likely to exceed 5 million cigars with a foreign value of about
$500,000. This increase in imports would have only a small effect
upon the quantity or value of domestic production.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be about one-third
smaller than with the duty as in 1939; they might amount to about 2
million cigars, with a foreign value of approximately $200,000. Domestic production would not be significantly grater by reason of this
reduction in imports from Cuba.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 19".

Consumption of cigars is much affected by changes in consumer
buying power. Notwithstanding the long-term downward trend in
per capita consumption of cigars, a high level of income in the post.
war period would doubtless result in a considerable increase in per
capita consumption over the-1939 figure; it might range between 56
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and 65 cigars annually a compared witth about 40 before the war.
The average cigar would probably be considerably higher in price
than in 1939, both because of a generally higher puice level for commodltis and because consumers could afford to but cam of be~w
quality than before. In view of the uncertainties' o consumer
habit, however, only very rough estimates of the quantity or value
of consumption can be made. Taking account of increase in population, comumption might be 50-65 percent greater than in 1939, or,
say, 8-9 billion cigars, with a value of 250-350 million dollars. The
figures for quantity and value of domestic production Would not be
much smaller than these.
Imriperts from Ouba.-The increase in the consumption of highpriced cigars during a period of high national income would probably
be very great, along with that of many other luxury articles. Percentagewlse, it would undoubtedly much exceed the increase in total
consumption of cigars. This effect would appear with rest both
to imported Cuban cigars and to the bet
esmade in this country
from Cuban leaf, but it would presumably be relatively more conspicuous for the imported cigars, which are particularly high in pnrce.
The force of the psychological factors involved cannot be predicted
with any approach to accuracy. The same is true for the effects of a
change in duty on imports; presumably these effects would be about
the same (in terms of percentage) with a high national income as
with no change in income (see above).
Duly as in 1939.-Imports from Cuba might be 8-10 times larger
than with national income as in 1939. 'They might amount to 25-30
million cigars, with a value in the neighborhood of 3 million dollars.
Even so, if there should be virtually no imports from the Philippines,
the domestic production we Sd be but little less than the total cnsumption.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-The effect might be to double the imnports from Cuba, which might amount to about 50-60 million cigars,
with a value in the neighborhood of 6 million dollars. Domestic
production would be slightly less than with no change in the duty.
DEly incrased fi 50 percent.-Imports might be about one-third
less than with no change in duty and might have a value of about 2
million dollars. Domestic production would account for 99 percent
or more of the total value of consumption.

Exports

The exports of cigars from the United States are not important, nor

is there likelihood that they will be.

Employmert

It appears likely that the pre-war trend will continue for some time
and that the cigar-manua tur industry will be further mechanized.
The number of workers needed might be in the neighborhood of 65,000
at the higher-income level.

Table: [No Caption]
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Pariff paragraph: 1787.

Commodity:
Rat. of duty:

Tobacco items not out, ground, or pulrerized.

Free.

GBNICRAL

Data on United States exports and imports for 1939 are given below:
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Foreign voue.

Tobacco stems are the midrib. of tobacco leai. About one-fourth
of the weight of the total leaf used in manufacture comprises stems,
but there are no data pertaining to the quantity produced. The
stems of most types of tobacco are used in the production of nicotine
insecticides and fertilizers. The- stems of the fire-cured types of
tobacco are used in making snuff to give bulk and mildness of flavor
to the finished product. Various quantities are also used in the production of smoking tobaccos.
Exports. are normally much larger than imports. In 1939, however,
total exports were nearly twice as great as in previous
years. China
has received the greater part, some 95 percent i 1939. Most of the
remainder has gone to Germany and Sweden. The imports, supplied
principally by the United Kingdom and Italy, have consisted of stem
from dark fire-cured tobacco which was originally imported into these
countries from the United States in the form of unstemmed leaf.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Domestic use of tobacco stems will change little from pre-war Years.
Because of shortages of tobacco in Europe and China, it is quite possible that the foreign demand for tobacco stems will be at the high
1939 level. Little change in price seems likely. Imports may asso
be at about the same levels as in 1939, both in quantity and value.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imperts

The production of tobacco stems will be determined by the quantity
of leaf used in the whole tobacco industry. The bulk as in pre-war
years will be used in the production of insecticides and fertilizers and
relatively small quantities in manufactured tobacco products. 1Iports may resume their fairly constant pre-war level. Annual imports
may be in the neighborhood of 3.5 million pounds. At 1939 unit prices
this would represent a total foreign value of $110,O00. With a 75I
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ices probably 10 to 15
percent increase in national imue a
percent above 1939, the value would probably Abe about $125,000.
Exports
Exports during the later post-war years probably will not be very
different from the average for the pre-war years, which was approximately 15 million pounds.
Employment

Tobacco stems are a byproduct of the tobacco industry, and no
data are available regarding employment.

Table: [No Caption]

SCHEDULE 7. AGRICULTURAL AND FISHERY PROD.
UCTS, AND RELATED ITEMS PROVIDED FOR IN
THE FREE LIST
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Sections for the commodities covered by schedule 7 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, which come within the scope of Senate Resolution 341,
are presented below. As far as practicable, closely related comnnmodities have been treated in groups, with the result that in some
reports, especially those on spices, shellfish, and byproduct feeds,
duty-free imports have been included with the dutiable imports under
schedule 7.
This section includes all items in schedule 7, the imports of which in
1939 were valued at $100,000 or more, except (1) castor beans and
flaxseed, which appear in the section on fats and oils under schedule
1, and (2) five groups of commodities, listed below, which do not lend
themselves to the analysis called for in Senate Resolution 341. Of the
last-mentioned, groups, one-wheat flour-consists principally of flour
imported free under bond for blending and export the imports for
consumption in the United States being valued at iess than $60,000
in 1939. The other three items are basket classifications covering a
wide variety of articles and subject to a considerable number of difierent influences, making it impracticable to estimate probable post-war
production and trade.
Commnodity
Commodity

_

Tariff

i
ParaValueof
Tariff status
,

9m~grph

704 DutIable
134
Game, except birds, n. a. p. f-----------------------------Wheat flour:
Duty-f
Free -------------1A5
Dutiable impsot for con-umpt-7211 Dutiable
at
Total, wheat flour -1,-.-.-.-.-- .
Other fresh vegetables --------------774 Dutiable
1
Vqwbke preoe dor premwed, n. a. P. f.
775
do
0
M
R be plo s for human consumptlon
Ib6NFree ---4
Total ------------------- --.......-.......
.

-.-.----

-

--

.

-----------

_

--

----

..

The post-war estimates of production (for the domestic market) and
imports of agricultural and fishery products under the several RSumps
tions in Senate Resolution 341 have been totaled. (Wherever the
estimates are given in ranges, the average of the high and low extremes
has been used in making thest totals.) The data available on exports
and employment are not complete enough to warrant tabulation.
The following tabulation summarizes these estimates and compares
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I Incldes a few Tree Itemn treated in groups of dutiable Items, prtoetpally byproduct fWds and spice.
I Thece much more than half of the Imports ar dutiable, the two groups, fa and shellfish, are Haed m

dutiable in the general summary table.

Agricultural commodities.

Imports of the agricultural ommodities dutiable in schedule 7,
including a few groups of mixed dutiable and duty-free commodities
but excluding the two items mentioned above that are covered in the
reports under schedule 1, were valued at 167 million dollars in-1939.
Excluding the duty-free items but including the other two itemscastor beans and flaxseed-treated in the sections on schedule 1, the
dutiable imports in 1939 which are covered in these sections would constitute well over 95 percent of the total agricultural imports under
schedule 7.
It should be emphasized that the foregoing figures on production
do not include production for export, although, as indicated in the
general introduction, the sections on particular commodities discuss
post-war export probabilities. It should also be emphasized that the
estimates made for individual articles under the several assumptions
in the resolution are subject to considerable, frequently wide, margins
of error. Prices especially are uncertain. In the estimates for articles
included in the table above, the errors are probably in both directions
and thus may tend to offset one another. Nevertheless, the margin
of error in the totals given above is doubtless considerable.
It should be not also that the sum of the figures of production
in 1939 (and also of course of the estimates) overstates the net value
because of the duplication of values in certain articles at derent
stages of production.
in preparing the post-war- estimates for the commodities in this
schedule, it has been necessary to take into account the several Gov-
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eminent pro'razswith
respect to both the- domestic and the iiported agric t
roets. In general, it has been assured tha
measures tidertaken to meet the conditions arising out of shor-tena
post-wa djustments will nOt, apply in the long-term oet-war period.
It has been- assumed however, that other legisltion end progrms
which are not linmitd to the sh'ort-term adutment period Will be in
effect or w be superseded by, substantially similar maturess: Accordingly, the essentially short-term measures now in effect' under
the laws of the land, such as the maintenance of specified pereentages
of parity price for two years following the termination of hostilities,
are not assumed to continue in effect in the post-war long term (1953).
On the other hand, legislation now in effect an4 not specifically limited
as to duration,- such as quota limitations on certain imports,, is assumed to be in effect in the post-war long-term period. Although it
may well be that these assumptions will not prove to be true, in order
to prepare the estimates caled for by Senate Resolution 341, the
assumptions were necessary.
The foregoing summary tabulation indicates the probability that,
in the pot-war long term, the value of domestic production of dutiable
agricultural products will, under any of the assumed rates of duty,
exceed that of 1939 by more than the estimated 10-pereent increase in
population, even if per capita national income remains the same as in
1939. The same is true of duty-free articles, of which the only one of
importancei in domestic production is short-taple cotton. The percentage increase in quantity of production may be, on the whole,
about the same as that in population. The greater increase shown in
the, value of production is probable, largely because of the fact that
farm prices in 1939, the base year, were somewhat below the average
of pre-war years. The uncertainty of prices of farm products adds to
the margin of error in these estimates.
Under the higher postwar income assumption the foregoing tubulation shows a greatly increased value of production; this increase is
expected to result principally from a very substantial increase in the
prices of farm products, possibly as much as 40-60 percent above
thoe in 1939. In addition to higher prices, an increased quantity of
production may be expected because of the larger-popuation, the
probable increase in per capita consumption of the higher priced
commodities, it not of the commodities as a whole, and the tendency
toward greater wastage which prevails in periods of prospety.
These considerations appear to warrant figures in the summary
which indicate a value of production under th higher income levl
(assuming rates of duty as in 1939) 77 percent above that in 1939.
Coffee, bananas, cocoa beans, and tea account for most of the
imports of the duty-free items treated separately. The substantial
increase in the estimated value of imports of ts group for the low
level of income in the poet-war lown term is attributed Iarel to the
increase in the price of coffee, which alone made up over hif of the
imports in 1939. The price of raw coffee in that year was nually
low and part, at least, of the wartime rise of this price wil probably
te Valueof thes imports
be mainted after the war. The still
shown for the high level of income is likewise attributed principally
ty in the voup of
to . further rise in price. The principal c
duty-free items separately treated that is produce domestically is
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short-staple cotton, the price of which was also comparatively low in
1939. Accordingly, the greater value of domestic production in the
post-war ion term is attributed to te higher price of cotton.
Imports, both dutiable and free, like domestic production, are
expected to respond sharply to changes in the level of national income.
From the summer figures given above it appears that, with duties as
in 1939, dutiable imports may increase relatively less than domestic
production under the 1939 income level and slightly more than production under the higher income level. Imports of the higher-priced
food and specialty items would probably increase but little with a
low level of national income, and increase sharply with a high income
level.
At each level of national income the value of imports would be
affected considerably by changes of 50 percent in the rates of duty
largely because of the prevalence of specific rates, the imports would
be more affected by duty changes at the lower than at the higher level
of national income, since prices would rise sharply with high income.
Fishery products.

The manner in which post-war production and imports of fishery
products has been estimated differs greatly from that followed for
agricultural products, and for products in most of the other tariff
schedules. All edible fish, whether free or dutiable, are considered as
one group; and all edible shellfish and crustaceans as another group.
The number of individual classes of fish in the tariff act and in the
trade statistics is very large, whether distinguished according to
species or method of preparation. The number of classes of sheffiish
is not so great but is fairly large. Possible changes in the runs of
fish of different species and in the relative importance of different
methods of preparing fish and shellfish for market make it impracticable to make post-war estimates of. production and imports for
individual items. The method of analysis followed is such that
practically the entire import trade is covered, whether dutiable under
schedule 7 or included in the free list.
In 1939 the total foreign value of fish imported for human consume
tion was 23.6 million dollars, of which 21.8 million represented dutiable
fish and 1.8 million free items. The free items are fresh or frozen
sea herring, smelts, and tuna. The total imports of edible shellfish
were valued at 8.8 million dollars, 4.7 million being dutiable (predominantly canned crab meat) and 4.1 million free (predominantly
live, frozen, and canned lobsters). It is evident from these ratios
that changes in duties would be more likely to affect the imports of
edible fish than those of shellfish.
In 1939 the imports of edible fishery products amounted to 32.4
million dollars, and the value of domestic production for the domestic
market (which, by reason of the method of calculation employed involves' no duplication) to 180.9 million, imports thus being equal to
about 18 percent of such production; the percentage would be somewhat higher if duties, transportation costs, and other charges were
added to the foreign value of imports.
It is estimated that, with national income the same as in 1939 and
the duties unchanged, both domestic production and imports of
fish would be approximately 30 percent greater, in value, in the post-
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war period than in 1939. This incea would be attributable chiefly
to more expensive methods of preparing fish (particularly the hncreased sale of fresh and frozen filleted fis), and to somewhat higher
prices for round fish. It is also estimated that with national income
75 percent higher than in 1*39, the value of doxhestic production
would be somewhat more than 40 percent greater than at the lower
income level, while the value of imports would increase by a considerably larger percentage, since luxury and semiluxury items constitute
a larger proportion of the imports than of the domestic production.
The estimates indicate that with national income as in 1939, changes
of 50 percent in the rates of duty would affect the imports of edible
fishery products appreciably, but, because a large part of these imports
is either duty-free or subject to comparativeIy low rates, the effect
of such changes in duty would be much less than that resulting from
the assumed changes in national income.
CATTLE AND BEEF
Tariff paragraphs: 701, 706, and 1604 (a).
Live cattle and calves:
Commodity:

Fresh, chilled, or frozen beef and veal;

Rates of duty:

canned, pickled, and
cured beef and veal;
and canned - meats,
n. e. s., in terms of
equivalent dressed
weight.
Effective July 1, 1939. Equivalent ad valorem (1939): (See,
tables 1 and 2.)
(See tables 1 and 2.)
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item
Total

(million pounds) ---...-.7, 783
.uant'ty'
1,012
lue 2million dolls) --

-For doFor
ex
mestic
port
port
market

~~~~~Apparet Ratio f
Imports
consump.
~~~~~~~Imports
o ono s
Imports
tton gumption

7,758
1,009

449
8,207
&5
.
30
6. 7 .
.
-..-...

24.6
3.3
13.4

13.0
13.0
.nitvaiue (cents per pound) - .
Persons employed --...........
-- --

Perccrd

-.
....-.....
.

..;;;.,..

I In terms of equivalent dressed weight; production does not Include the beef equivalent of import
live
Animals.
3 Based on value as reported in Census of Meet Packing, 139.
' Foreign value.
4 At 88 hours of mw-labor per 100 pounds of dressed weight produced, 8 Million man-days (of 10 hocs
per day) or about 230,000 man-years o 300 working days of farm and ranch labor would be required for the
193l production, and about 45 percent of the work of about 100000 persons in the butchering wholesa west
packing, and age industries, i. e., the time o approximately 81,000 full-time workers. bhis give.a*tol
of 311,000 full-time workers.

Table: Table 1.- Cat le and calves: Imports, 1939

Table: Table 2.- Be f and veal: Imports, 1939
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TABLX 1.-Caal axd calme: Imports, 1989
I

I
re.
- IA
_ _ CD

Dut

(ents pIer pound, live weight)---

1.5
17

Zq*ent advalorem (perent)
Imports:

Number (I,O0Ohead) -115.1
Live weight (mllon pounds) -19.3
Equivalent dressed weight (million
.
:1pnds)-10.2--

2

Other_____

DairyW

I at
Cai9~t

Free

1.6

1.6

SD
401.9
160 4
850

27

21

10

228.0

a0
4.2

221

-----------

------

.

1

763

7

-

117.3

4.6

2.13

Dutiable.
percent of live

weight; 450 pounds dred weight

per

head f(r duty-free

puebrods.

Nof'.- The rates fed in the Tariff Act of 1930 on live cattle were 2* cents por pound on those Weighing
more each. Pursant to
those weighing 700 pounds
less than 700 pounds eseb, and 3-oents per pound
the p~es
calves up to 175 pounds and
with Canda, effective January i,
the first trade
other
heav
cstte
than
dairy cows, I.e., those weighing
we reduced to 1 cent, and the rate on
dairy
or

on

on

on

cows

Or

more,

quotas, entries
Purwsant to the seond agreement with Canada efctlve

cents; all reduced duties were subject to tariff

Was

of quotas remaining sub

to the

1930 rates.

January 1, 1939 the 14 ents rate was made applicable to calves weighing up to 200 Ounds, and the rate on
heavy cattl otber than dairy cows was further reduced to 14 cents, and the trf quo were increased.
Pursuant to the trade aroement with Mexico, effective January 30, 1943, the rate on light cattle (21-700
pounds) was reduced to I cents per pound, without quota restriction during the emergency. The tariff
quotas applicable to all cattle were removed, with provision for the resumption of the tariff-quota system

after the emergency.

TABLz 2.-Beef and veal: Imports, 1989
M cel
Fresh, Canned PIckle laneous
Total Total,
chltd
aniresh, live
and
boo In andcurod cued cannd,
mals
froren cudin beef and adpr pre
mrr.,~~
J
veal
~~~~and
an~~~

meats

veal

------------I-

-6

16

Duyet prpud
_ '^t6....
. 6
--'
Duty centaperpound)84
60
30
60
Equivalent ad valorem percentt) ..-5.7
Imports:
. 85
9
12
0.1
90.7
I
Actual weight (million pounds).
Equivalent 'dressed weight 3 (million
.
22 4
0.1
2.2
227.2
5
pound) .---------.--- ----

6

--

------

3 45
.....

448.5

'20 percent minimum.
'Dutiable.

' Converted at the ratos of 1 pound of fresh or of pickled beef to I pound of dressed weight, I pound of
canned to 2.69 pounds of dressed weight, and-l-pound of other items to 1. pounds o dressed weight. Onehalt of the imports of miscellaneous canned and prepared meats was assumed to consist of beef and vel.
Noyu.-The rate on fresh, chilled, and frown beei and veal of Cuban production, 4.8 cents per pound
under the 1930 Tanff Act, was reduced to 3 cents per pound, effective January 15, 1942, pursuant to agreement
with Cuba. The rate on canned, pickled, cured, and other pre-paed or preserved meats (except cerwa
perpouni (29 percent minimum) Outsuent tothe tradoegeenent
ws)a reduood fr0M 6 to 8centsP
effective November 15, 1941. The meat Lastes excepted from the Argentine agreement
tt
were those Included in the United Kingdom agreement, pursuant to which the ad valorem minimum rate
was reduced from 20 to 10 percent.

=rgenltina

Per capita consumption of beef and veal in ali forms in 1939, 61.9
pounds dressed-weight basis, was at approxim tty the pre-war average.1 It constituted 47 percent of the per capita consumption of
about 132.8 pounds of all meat in that year. Of the remaining 53
percent, 48 percent consisted of pork (exclusive of lard), 64.3 pounds,
and 5 percent of lamb and mutton, 6.6 pounds.
Production of beef and veal in the United States always has been
predominately from the slaughter of cattle and calves raised in this
country. Published production data, however, include the meats
obtained from cattle and calves-imported into this country, almost
entirely from Canada and Mexico, for immediate slaughter or for
' In the 2Dyear period 1920-39 the like averae. for beef ard real was about 62.6 pounds, and for all meats
approximately 133.8 pounds per capita, the ratio d beef and vel to all meat bein about 47 percent.
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In 1939 the estimated drd-weight equivalent of *mp6rt of beef
rmswa 448.5 million pounds or 5,5peren of ttal
and veal in all fo
in thefo of live catte andc~dves a n
Impo
consuMption.
million
221.3
to
poids,ndred weit eqivalent, or '2.7 pert of
total beef consmption, and of caned beef of which as stated abve
there i practically o production in the Unite States) to 2.4
million pounds, also 2.7 percent of consumption. Entfies;,of fresh
chilled, and frozen bef and veal were 2.5 ion poud and of pickled
or cured and other prepared fors abot't 2.3-million pounds, or less
tan 0.1- percent of- total .consumption for these items combined.
Expos of cattle and beef were relatively unimportant after 1918and by 1939 had become extremely small. -'I 1939 the dresse-weit
equivalent of all eer amounted to 24.6 illion pounds, or 1e t
0.4 percent of to United Sts production.
Production of bef and veal m toa lhter in ti country
includingg imported live animal) wis- 8,002 ion- pounds, anid the
per capita.consumption was 61.9 pounds, in 1939. There was no
significant change in 1940 or 1141 but the repective tot increased
to 9,970 million and 7Vpoundg in 1942, comped with '9,678 million.
and 70.6 pounds in 1943. Owing to military demands, however, the
civilian per capital, consumption in 1943 was 59 pounds, or £bout
3 pounds less than in 1939. Imports in all forms increase from
'448 million pound in 1939 to 524 million pounds in 1'941 but declined
to 445 mion pounds in 1943. Domestic exports (excludng United
Statesmilitary items)"increased from about 25 million pounds in 1939
th nearly 137 million ppounds in 1941' to 362 million in 1942, and to
nearly 623 million pounds in.i943. *ithin a few years after t war
the expect trade of this country in cattle -and beef will probably
become small' a~a.
-..;In the following discussion it is assumed that the sanitary embargo
effective' Januar 1927 (Bureau of Animal hIdustiy Order 298) will
not be modified or removed for a long period. lWhe effect of this
embargo is to prohibit imports of live animals or of fresh killed, or
frozen beef and veal' from South American countries, by far the
principal source of export beef. Imports into the United State from
such countries are limited to canned, pickled, an other cered beef
and *Ma.
Another assumption made in connection with; the- following estimates is that the system of tariff quotas on impos of cattlo and calves,
which has been temporarily 011pended under the trade agreement
with -Mexico, will be r~established. The" agreement with Mexico
provided that 30 days after tbe end of the war the reduced raesof duty
established on calves" and heavy cattle by the 1939 trade agreement
with- Canada,' and the reduced rate of duty on ligt c 0ttlo provided
by the trade agreement with Mexico itself, shallapply only t imin any'calencar year: Calves
ports of the following number of an1imls
(i. e., cattle weighing less than 200 pounds each), 100,000' head; light
cattle (weighing 200 to 700 pounds each), 400,000 head; heavy catte
pounds or more each, except dairy cows), 225,000 head.
(weighih&m700excess
of these quotas are subject to the rates of-duty
Imports
provided by the Tariff Act of 1930, which are bound against inc
by the trade agreements with Canada and Mexico. It is assumed
that these quota provisions will be in effect in the long-term postwar
period, and that, if duties are reduced or increased by 50 percent, the

;~ ~ ~
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averaze b
reswp; of the, probable downward trnd "in 'dodion
already mentioned. Imports of icattlek-Trom (anadawll proably b
eliminated as;a result of retractss r tiy
mae by the Ut1
Kingdom to pjurche the export surpluspf meat fro, riti Empire
countnes for a number of years. Import of 9annd beef wiill pr
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ably i ree someat bec ethe United Kindom iscntinun
tries only on
wartmq contracts with South: Ai eioin
wil p
ly 'e teriat
a year-to-y basis. Such- ct
soo --after the war istover,
and thosedountriesmaybe e ed to
ship m"ore cannd beef tle United Stt while European and
Bn'tish markets'for chilleda fr ',en
l'eef are being rse.More
over, several years ill p bly b neded fgr a fUll recovery from
the severe drought which is now affectin northern Mexico,' the only
source, other tha Canda, for imports of live cattle and calve fo
feedn and slauightet.
POST.W-At LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital income at 1USD ll.--

On this income assumption, the per capital consuimption will probably
939. Tota consumption til
be atbodt62 pound
sameas'Win
cent by reason of grth of poplati~kv
probabl increase about
toI b affe
and may thuis be abbut 9 bilion pounds. :It is likely
relative little by changes of 50 percent either down or up in the rates
ofdu as, in 1959.-Imports would probably supply aibut the same
proportio of consumption as n 193% 5.5 percent; they woud thus
be in the neighborhooof Q.5'bilhioh pounds 'ith a fotg valu, t
about 'the same prices as-'in 19 -, of pAaps 33 million do,
Producton'i tht would amount to about 8.5 billion pounds,
with &idue at'approxrimatel the 1939 level of 13 cents per pound,
of about 1.1 billion dollar;.
L1ie8 teduced ½ 40 pe.rcen-A reduction in the dutywould
probably increase the imports bya largepercentage b as im t
would still be- reatively' small prportion of consumption, the
percentage deline in domestic production would 'be relatively sml
Imports might he approximately 0 pereet greater than with no
change in' duty, totalig abut 750 ron pound, or somewhat over
8 percent of total consumpion.- Part of the effect of the reduction in
duty on cattle and calves would probably be some advance it the
foreign prices of imporkd items. aTheverage unit value of import
of beef in all forms might e to about 7.5 cents per pound (6.7 cents i
1939), in which case foreign value of imports in all forms would bo
about 58 million dollars per yer.
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writh
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tj reater thanwithn 6angein thrate of
billion poundsi, ori3
duty. Because of -the hiighe#r dutis thie unit prc of th domestic
product might be about 14 cets ppoud on wich bass value
of production would be roghly 1.2 bilio dlollan. iX
Pr, capita income 75 -percent hig her 'thtin" in 1W$. ;abut 10 percent greater
Per capita consumption would p
than on the lower inoine -basis, or, approxim~t~lyr 08 pounds, so thiat
9.9 il runds CaG of
total consumption might be ao run

60 vernt in the rates of duty woulpobb 'not getl qifect
~tIsroabetatt th portn'of'onupto fnzed by
imor ude tie three dferen~t assumptions regring rateo duity
would Sbe* approximately the sae as above etimated on- the :basis of
nom wasin.939.
Dutis as in 1989.-Iprswould prbalysupl aot 6.6
1 pond.
pret of csmptsio, -or prnatl ,
Asuming that lhh national cme minth lnited States wjnald be
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4Apounds,
of pork it forniaely,
p<;erpinta consumption
under the 20-yearaver 1230t
1920-39, wh wa

Was only slight

6B5.1 lunds.
oraperiod of 40 y
cpita
option
has ~en slowly declining while the total consumption has bee
mereasing.
to te stage in the
of pork varies according fluctuates
Domestic production
le than
consumption
hogs.
of
Monthly putinto stagei the
production cycle
se n
is
slaughterbecause muh-pork
monthly
of heaviest slaughter. During the 4years 193-38, domestic production was unuually low as a result ofoftwo serious droughts (1934 and
1936). In 1939, domestic production pork of 8.7 billion pounds was
still
200. million pounds under the average for 1931-32. Exports
qharply decln ed during the period of short supplies.
they
63
m
but
dropped,
to
150
pounds,
million
to
amounted about
of
from
1936
to
1938
as
a
result
Imports,
which
greatly
1937.
rose
the dro hts, "were in 1939 still higher than the average for pro-war
import item
of canned ham, which were theprcipal
years. Imports
in
to
years,
the
drought
import
coniderable
continued
during
period,
the
In

1934

-miion

quantity.

Imports into the United States during

4-year

(or 0. percent of conpounds
3.5valuemillion
about
1931-34, avered
a
wit
$55,0
of
about
aeig
sumption),
argey of a
Befor 1939 imports were not sigfikintsd wi
border trade witih C&asa. Usually they were de up of about
one-third fresh pork, from Canada,- and two-thirds cured pork, mainly
from Canada, with some specialties ofcured pork, such as canned
h
from various European countries. Import of
and usage,
hog for breeding are entered free if registered breds, but the trade

is negligible an is not considered in this report.
Afar large number of hogs are raised and fattened in the United
States than in any other country in the world. At the turn of the
of pork and lard amounted to about 20
century ofdomestic exportsSince
that time, with the exception of the
production.
percent
until in 1930 it
become smalkr, and
war periods, this ratio has
-1936, until
1934
after
10
the
of
drous
under percent;
was
1940 it ranged from 2 to 4 P t. ThS gradual decline took place
by
pork, dominated princlly
chiefy because international trade i empa
a preferthe demand of the United Kintdom, ie
ly
hi count h
Wee for lightly cured cuts from bacon-type hon
always been a producer of lard-type hogs, and though the etrthat
s
in favor of a type
been discarded
hog of former
years200haspounds,
heavy
still fatter
at around
the resulting pork
best finlised
than the pork preferred by the Engls. No les important is the fact

gradually

is

that pork from the Netherlands and Denmark, which is leanpor,
with the very
light cure that
cAn be economically marketed in Londonpork
the
United State
from
is so desired by the English, orwhereas
requires a much heavier cure more expensive refrigeration.
The following table gives the exports and imports of live hogs and

pork products in 1939:
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Farmets breed and feed hogs in accordance with the ferorableInes
of the price relation between hogs and corni not olyv of the price
relotion existing at a given time hut also ok thit,-epected for the
followingyear. Thius, the
l facr
-h prnce ratio is the pi
izdluenwng the production cycle of hogs, which is usually 3 tob yas
in1gth About65 peent of the nual pg crop comes from spring
farrowvings with the result thtthe heviest mark etis areduring
the 4 months, November through ebry. Hog are t econol
call fttenedfor the mket during the first 6 to 10 months after
birth, and although premium, prices are usually paid or animal
wei~180-200 povads, the average live weight of hop slaughtered
under Fede~ral inspection is about 225 pound nd, when the oorn-hog
ratio is favorable, may ezceed that fteb 20 pounds or moro.
Hogs usually have a dred-w
yl o
ut 75 percent.
POST-WAR SHORT TEE

The: per capita consumptin of pork, exclusive of lard mi ht b
soniesrht greater than it was in 1939. Thus, total U cited States
consumption would be onsiderably more than in that year.- Imports
would e practically all from Can .

AM
Ion-w
w 834r

mitts aD mrrzcO novio
1Ot?.WAZ LONG URN

The estimate for quantities made below are in terms of equivalent
dried weight.
Per captta incne At 19f5 leve.

In view of the slight tendency for pr capita consumption of pork
to decline, tota consumption is not hikely to exceed that in 1939 by
the 10tpercent inr'es in population. If that should
more
prove to be correct, then consumption would amount to around 9.4
bilon pounds. Production for the domestic market would probably
bno les th 9 375 milion POund with a veiue of, abut 1, 155
in
million dols, a would not be igicantUy acted by
the quantity of import resulting from the differt am t as
be
to consumption would
to duty. The ratio of imp
about 0.3 percent, on the assumption of no chage in the s of
duty.
Vr in 189.mports in this period would probably not exceed
14
pounds, or ony about 27 percent s large im rts 1939,
and miht have a foreign value of about 2.9 million dollars.
DuIt reducd b 50 percent.-imports might inreas 50 perct, or
Orraps 21 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 4.4

milZon

m~ifion dollars.
vineand by 50 perwnt-Imports might decline to about 7
Duty
million pounds, with a foreign value of about 1.5 min dollar
Per capital Income 75 percent higher then in -5.
Per capital option of pork would probably be higher than in
wth pnee about;40 percent
*1939, phaps abou 18 percent WIigher
1939.
:&herathn
Cdonurption ght the mount to about 11
tL
on pounds. The ratio--of import to consumption would probably
c
not exceed three-tenths of 1 percent, rardless of=the s
in the rate of duty. Production for the domestic aret might total
about 10,975 million pounds and the value almost 1.9 bon dollar.
Duy a. in 1S .Irts might be about 28 billionn pound, with
a foreign value of approximately 8 million dollars
DuitydecrW bySO .perent-Impors, partical the cialty
product*, might 'increase i volume to about 33 million pouns with a
foreign value of almost 10 million dollars.
Dty increased by 0 pc.-Imports miht be about 23 million
pounds, with a foreign value of almost 7 on doll.

Exports of live ho declined cosiderablya-Ater 1933; before that
were chiefly a trde with Mexico Min sa tot animals
Since 1933 exports have been motly of breeding nimal Expors of
por, which became ve small aftr the droughts, but have very
large during the war period, may be omwhat larger.than in 1939
and may total 250-300 million pound, $ith a value of perhp 35-40
million dollars. Under te h ig income level exports of poc may
be somewhat larer and may reah 3-400 million pounds, valued at
about 65-45 million dolls. (For a discussion of exports of lari, see
section on fats, oils, and oil-bearing mateials under schedule 1.)
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Meat extracts are preparations usd both as a tonic and for foodflavoring puok -house byprodct re
prdomnan bek nd
from the production f banned
ih th m t h bn
obtindby conentrating the at
boiled after the removal of fats. A true meat extrt contin oly
ngedients1 of meat soluble in hot wter.: Bouill n cubes are comof st flaored with -q meat extract.- n ren y
posed mwly
there have appeared on the domestic market Areuigqua t of
competitive preparation which are flavored with hydro
vepe
table protein instead of bef -extrat.
There are no data of doestic prodion Most Unid State
meat packer find it More profitable tom e aug out of Intt
would otherwise be available for bWing ad cng. The
trade, l
production in this country results from a
fsmra
for export to the United K-ingdom and is lim d ta few
packr. Import. fluctuate considerably but hive been a y
g be
larger since193, due perhaps to an inreaein thcan fI
several South American ontris. Imp . wereunuay lare i
b
1939 and the pre-war level would theore be bette re
7,000 poudw
the 4-year average, 193 whichh w a
a foreign value of about 300O0 (39.4 cents pr pound).
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we ini "tmnilly latie wdute just beWa ped htnw~ts,0 whitph*

for the wIr, wil als ptcbably be smale. Cotumption will appri
mate imports vey closely.
Pertat. t nc{omt ot 199 1iq*j
6okt height tWo about *o,00 pouds, with
bay at uk 10*0
it f6o
ft o4nr
lu0 Ofa.0
O
afoeign value 4o
unidrt these conittohs,
60abtxt
$3p6
moht h 1 million pounds th afogisn vtal6 of abot $34,00m
by 40 r i -I
ts eight decle: slightly to
inceasd
about sdo
*ha forig tuiri 6tf aout *1:6,06
poundith

ftht

Per (apta Incomte t$ potent higher t ha In 1*1*,

Dut as in 1M9.-Under the higher tinome level and with pres
about-t0 percent higher tha dug the pear peiod impos migt
tota about 1.2 million pounds, with forei vdue of about *709,00o.
lDuy decreased by 60 pertent-tmports might finease sonhwhat to
about 1.3 miiton poundi, with a torpeig value of over *76,000.
conditions hit night
mDy iresed AO pct nder
decline Ahightly to perhaps 1.1 million pounds, with a fore value of

xpots of meat extracts dereased sharply I the decade beor the
w. Inh -tbe post-war long-tem ped xports might mount to
about 40,00 pounds.
Im*pkynt
There are no data on the number of persons employed in domestic
production of mat extr"t.
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Cainada the Canal oneaind Vanimai
Im ori ,trjncipalNy
f/rmi nada, Nwemalanid and
rexln~een lh olume amounting to about o~W m;lknAugtraffito
~nde,;
or equal to Saut 5 percent oi United tatee ipo and approiitoly
0.12 percent of United Statos; moumption, They insisted oa
relatively higltpricd grades of ths speialty mWats au
selected
as WtOi-qtutityr liveshrei'*
Tho 1930 retatiot bet*wen production, exports and npMorts wiw
an approxiate prewar normal, and is likely to be typical of tho
postwar p'riod,
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erage larger
Totalih and
consumption
will prbbly
than
butcapiRA
probably
-on a -decining
1939 per
sale a the combi
production of beef, pork, ad other 10eats, teids downwardro m
Wartime levels. Imports Wil probably be too small to have tny
discerible effect on Unitd Stat suppli
POST-WAI WON6- TERM
CONBuRlPOO, Prodwdono ld Imbs
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Per Capita ncoQme at I9* iev l.

-

Under this assumption the per capit, producing eible ofl
only a totwa meat production variet, d may be bot
10 percent larger than in 1930,with * value of about 8 mill dofn.
Exports will-doubtles remain comparativelyaduimport.,
l,
of minor importance. Wlth"the duties si 1939, imps migt
be valued at $140,000 with the duties lowered 50 percent, the vale
can vary
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of the Imports might be a much as $17:0 000whereas it the duties
*ete raised 50 percent, thevalue would gbbiy not exceed $140,0.
tf
Pee' capita
hige than f *2;
pornt
action wud probably be 20 to 2
Under this asuptio
present hgtthan m 1939, Ith a tame approsimg miion
4ollars Exports double wou44 continue to be unimpotant, and
The forei
Imports of minor conls0Qtzef
t viaue of annual imports
might be; approximately $206
ith the dity, so in 1939 about
*26,O00 with a iredtio 0/ 60 percent in the duty; .IM about
$230 00O with .60 pernt since I the duty.

EfleiSo'

leelo
Under both assumptions conering income, domestic
sports
rtotild probably average about 20 times larger than imports and would
probably amount to 2.-.4 milion dollars.

Employment :would vary more or less directly with chane in
totl llvsitock sliughter (see sections oa 0ttle and beef and on pork

and pork products)

lTrij penrap: 709.
Butter.
Bl. of duit:
140 per lb.
Cemmodftv:
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F Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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buttim.

The amount of butter produced in the Unt;ed S~tate is vryt much
larger than that of any other Smanufactured: dair product; similarly,
the amount of milk requiired in the production of butter (a little over
20 pounds per pound of butter) is more tha for any other use, with
the exception of that used for fluid milk and ceam or city tibution.
The production of farm butter, which h beei deinig for many
yes, amounted to 429 million pounds inl 1939 d to about 337
million pounds in 1?43. The production of creamr btter, on the
other hand, has been rather steadilyicrenn volume,-and reached
a peak in 1941, when it amounted to 1,872 million pounds. Wr
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POfTr-WAR IMPORT A$D 1DOMESTIC flOD

'ON

POST-WAR, HOORT mUM

after
It Nethrlads
is probable that within 2 o 3 years Othe
will 'oin Austraa,Cai da,i wa
nd Denmark
the.
Argeiti andin
supplytI the Uited Lugdom ad continental Europe. Althouh
there still may be unusual demads fo butte thro t the w
it IS improbable that expsfro the Unitd States, which develop
during the war, will be mitained. Presumably there will be
somewhat higher dozinstic per capital consumphon of butter and
margarine combined thA inj- 1939,. but the iorease might be very
lSrgely in ;margai rather than in butter. Imports are not likely
to exceed those in 1939, so that domestic consuption will very closly
approximate production.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
-Cenuatiow. Produetia, and Imports
'Per capita Income at 195 1evel.

Per capita consumption of butter seems likely to beslightly lower
-than before the war, but by reason of increase in population, the total
consumption will probably be somewt greater; it might be 2,2002400 million pounds, compared with 2,209 million in 1939. If
the duty should remain aslin 1939, or be increased by 60 percent, imbe so malI tht the domestic production would be subports would
stantially equal to the total consumption. he price of buttAir would
somewhat higher' th in 1939, abot the average of
probablyvbe
1935-39, or about 29 cents per pound. Ip that case, the vilue of the
domestic production would be 640-700 million dors. Even if the
duty should be reduced by 60 percent, with Sa coniquent mared
increase in imports domestic production would probably still be more
than 99 percent of the conaumption..
Thibyaa in t989.-Imports might bie about the sae s in 1939, or
1.1-Ion pound, with a foreign value at about 26 cents per pound,
or. ab6ut $27$,000,
Dil reded IVj60percen.-A auction .of the iduttkn4 to 7
ntsperpountwoud
woul probably result Ii imports 10-i5 times heater
than inil 1930; they:`might be 10-S1 mnlion pods, with a. foreign
value of 25;-3.8 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60. prcenit.-Impotts under this assumption

would probably be negligible.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than n199.
Higher incomes would result in greater per capita consumption of
butter. It might be from 10-15percent larger than with no change
in national income, and total consumption might thus be 2.5-2.7

billion pounds. Domestic piroduction would: be only slightly les
than total consumption even if the duty should be reduced by 0
percent. It is probable that with high national income, the price of
butter would increase somewhat more than would the general price
level; it might be 35-45 percent higher than the pre-war savage, or
40-45 cents per found. The value of production might, therefore,
be 1-1.2 billion dollars.Under the several assumptions regarding duties, imports would
probably constitute about the same proportion of consumption with
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a high ,national, incomeass withnational income at tbhed 1939 1eel.
value of imports would probably be 2-40 pe t
The foreign unit_
the w, +or 30-3 cnt B pud. On these
befo6
higher than
g
approximatly as fellow:
the
ipos
assumptions

Duty as in 1939: 1,2 million pounds, witb a foreign Value of S810,0004420 ,O
Duty reduced by 50 percent: 15-20 millMon pounds with asforgn value oi
4-7 million dollars,
Duty increased by 50 percent:- Probably negligible.

butter hae been smal, bei olabout double
volume of imports in 1939, and there is no reason to believe that aDZ
sigificant change will take place. Exports may be 2-4 million-pounds
and go chiefly to Central and South Amencan countries.

Exports.of

h

The creamery butter industry, as reported b the Bureau ofthe
Censuswfor 1939, employed bout 23,000 persons. It i8 iiprobable
that the increased production hertimated under the higher income
assumption would cause an apprediable increase in employment. In
addition the production of the milk needed for the amount' of butter
produceA in 1939 required about 128.6 million man-daa d6f 10 h
each, uivalent to the full-time employmentof 428,333 persnis per
year. Thie increased productions here estimated might require 160
million man-days, or 500,0 full-time annual employees.
OLEOMARGARINE
Tariff pararph: 709.
Oleomargarine and other
Aommodiy:
butter substitutes.
Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 1388%
Rate of duto.:
140 per lb.
(dutiable imports only).
GENERAL
Data on United States production, import, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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POST-WAR mPoIB MWA DOMrsrw PUODUCYTIO i

Fortriffpurjiote* 1 bte sbItus whether calM o eor
Margarie, maI rnt bttrie or ohrialeatgbfe ~ehr
For m-nyyeirs th MOotetmnnii as been kn Argrie
owing tolthe formerly comnmoh usi of oe ft a oil asr ateria.
RT~L
~-eqiu-it ideach pak to tain a notice fern to the
cntent As 'oleomagane
The Internal Reue Codep id a tax of 15 cent per pound on
imported oleomargarine regardless of coloring, im addition to the rate
of duty of 4 cents per pound, so that charges on all imported oleomargarine amount to at least 29 cents per pound. Imported oleotiargti ne niade froth specially taxed oils is subject:aso t an dditionlinpotcise tax basd on thie.o content. This special taxation- was imposed by tinot revenuee ac b ng in 193, ad
includes, among the Special imporxise xes a' processing tax of
3 cents per pound. on specified oils (thoe chiefly used in the manufacture of oleomargarine) and an addition tax of 2 cents per pound
on coconut oil made from copra other than the product of the Philippine. Islands. With respect to domestically producdqleomargrine,
there is a tax of one-fourth cent per pound on uncolored oleomargarine
&nd a tax of 10 cents per pound on natur-lly or artificially colored
oleomargarine..The production of oleomargarine is virtually-equivalent to the
consumption because vryU little is imported - exprt. At the
used in
time of Worfd War I abott 75 percent of the rw mte
the manufacturer of oleomargarine consisted of domrnestic animal fats
and over 20 percent of domestic vegetable oils. Beginning in 1916,
increasingly larger amounts of foreim vegetable oils were used, and
in the late 1920's and early 1930's they were used to a considerably
greater extent than domestic fats and oils. .Beginning in 1934, however, the use of foreign vegetable oils declined, and the us6 of domestic
vegetable oil inread unti in 1941 only a mal part of the combined
raw materials consiste. of foreign vegetable oils. In 1943 about 50
percnt of the total volume of o an fa seor this purpose was
domestic cottonseed oil and about 40 percent domestic soybeaxtLoil.
During World-War I the consumption of oleomargarine increased
because of the relative scarcity of butter. A similar situation has
prevailed in World War II. Purig the 5 years 1912-16, the annual
per capita consumption of butter averaged 1741 pounds, and that of
,oleomargarine 1.5 pounds (an avere total consumption of 150
million pounds of oleomargarine). During the year 1917-20 the
per capitq consumption of butter fell to 15 pounds and that of
Oleomargarine rose to 3.2 pounds During the 5 years 1921-25, the
consumption of butter rose to 17.2 pounds per capita, while that of
oleomargarine fell to 1.9 pounds. Total consumption of oleomargarine
daring 1935-39 averaged about 372 million pounds, or 2.9 punds
per capital while the per capita consumption of butter averaged 17.0
pounds. between 1912-16 and -1935-39 the combined per capita
consumption increased 1.3 pounds, representing the increased use of
oleomargarine. Since the beginning of World War II the Per capita
consumption of butter has fallen much lower than in Word War I,
'For report on row matra. wad mae report on "Ft, Oils and O0-berin

Mmtrle."
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Conumpton, Production, and ImporS
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Foreign value.
Probbly 30 to 600 of the

pns roted by the Bureau of the C'et employed In the cheee
manufacturing industry, whioh oes not Include any part of the man-hours spent on forms tn the production
I

of mnflk.

-The production of
cheese in the United States is largely-cnof Swiss immigrants
or their descendants, and is
fined to.communities Swiss
centered in lower Wisconsin, and to a lesser ext4Int in Illinois and Ohio.
It constituted, in 1939,;6 percent of the t6tal production of all varieties.
The milk used in the production of Swiss cheese amounts to somewhat
l1ss than i percent bf' the total output of -milk.It is the general practice in this country -for assemblers or processors
of domestic cheese to buy the cheese "green" from the ptorducer and
age it according to their roquirements. The pressing branch-of the
industry maintains large stocks of fully aged domestic Swiss cheese
for blending purposes, and utiizes for processing most of the cheese
which develops imperfections during the &giin period. Thus a large
but unknown volume of domestic Swisf cheese is ground for processing, although much is consumed in the natural condition.
The per capita consumption of Swiss cheese amounted to about 0.33
pound in 1932 and to 0.42 pound in 1940; it is expected that gradual
increases will continue in the future.
There is no domestic production of Gruybre or Gruybre-process
cheese. Imports bearing the name Gruyyre consist of processed cheese
in 8-ounce packages. Imports of Swiss and Gruy re-process cheese
before the war came principally from Switzerland, although at times
significant quantities came from Denmark and Finland. -;About 30
percent of total exports of cheese from Switzeralnd came to the United
States in the pre-war period.
Before the war the wholesale price of the top grade of domestic-made
Swiss cheese in New York usually ranged from 10 to 20 cents per
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the: 1939 level.

Consumption,Production, and Imports
Per capital Incomeat199 level.
It seems likely thatthe per capital consumption of Swiss cheese will
and that,, with increase in population,, consumption may be
increase.
about76 million pounds, or about 30 percentmore than thaS of 1939.
of duty may affect consumption somewhat but
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Duty increased by 60 percet;.-It seems likely that a duty equivalent to some 30 percent ad valorerm would materially'restrict imports,
or one-third
which might
then amount to about'10 million pounds,might
have a
less than with no change in duty. The increased
to depress the foreign price, so that the value of imports
tendency
amount to about 2.5 million dollars. Imports would, amount
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United States consumption. Domestic
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about one-third greater
This volume o
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imports would amount to about 23 pert of consumptio. Domestic production would theh be about6i million pounds, valu ed, at
a crie of 30 enti per pouid, it about 19 million dollara
t reach 25
inponds
Duty reduced by 60 prn-mpor.,
and the, foreign veisomeavt niore thain10 mmillion dollArs.
Imports w*o0 then betiaboutx percent of tJnitd state4 consumption. Domestic production under these conditions would be about
80 million pounds valued at bout! 16.5 million dollars
Duly increased 650 perce-4-trhorts would perhaps be about 15
million pounds, and would be a little lowr in unit value than with an
unchanged duty,; the Wta Vialue might~ mount to abut 5.5 million
dollars. This- volume V/1 imports would constitute about 17 percent
of United States constumptton. In this event domestic pruction
would probably be albut 70 million pounds and would be valued at
nearly 21 million dolla--.

Ezrtsb
There are no statistics of ports, if any, of Swiss or Gruyare-procesi
cheese. Exports are not likely to be of importance in te post-war
term.

Etiiployuiat

The cheese industry, as reported by the Bureu of the census in
1939, employed 6,000 persons, and perhaps 300 to 600 of thes may
have been employed in making Swiss cheese. Under the maximum
assumed level of production enumerated above' th numb of-persons
so employed Mightt range between 50(1 ad 70. In addition, the
production of the milkn usd in making,, S1 j eese represented in
1939 around 1,2t,01 0 mani-days of 10 hours e , whih would the
equivalent, of aboqt 4,184 men fully employed. The production
during the higher income leVel, as estimated'here might require 6,862
persons at full-time employment for I year to produce the required
milk.
CHEDDAR CHEESE
Tarinf paragraph: 710.
Cheddar (Americsn)
Commodity:
Raiei of duty:

4

cheese.
but not le'
M-lb.,2. % d val.

Eguiuauu ad palorem (18$9): 29%.
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Cheddar or America cheese represts 70 to 75 percent of totAl
production of all types of cheesemc de in this county. In 932 the
production of cheddar *wAabout 374 million pounds andexport re
about 15 iopounds'in 12,withe s of 30 illion puds,
miThepod9
Sabout Dfln
producionhad
tion of this tgypeof chee hi 1936" used about- 4pect of h tot
amount of milk producA; :durin the war-this percentage hs Cheddar chees i caured (stored) from 1 to 9 mronthi,
creased.-w
depending on the use intended.
Cheddar cheee i the principal vriety used in the production of
pssd cheese. AZ rd to law, proceedd
sprea, isblend, ad eddar
cheee,- ad if blnded ith Qne or mOr
cheese proceed
other varieties the label must name the varieties. Chee*e spread
may contin,- in addition t cheee, aded fatadded milk not
fat, wheo, flavoring, nd condiments, al of wilch must be statd o
ucts in the
the label. The increa" pp larit of thes cheee
decade before World War U contributed to the sharply increased per
capita insumption of cheddar chase. In the decade 1241 per
rose fom 3.0 tO 4.4 pounds, or
capital cnsumptin of cheddr
by almost 50 pernt, and per capital consumption of al che
period.increase abowt 37 qprct duri 'thi s
It seems likuly that the per ca ita consumption of chesproduct,
particularly cheddar-cheese product, will ontinie -to increaseaf
the war. The industry plans to merchndisO small consumer packages of cured cheddar cheee in the natural condition, . e., not
processed, at soon as qtdequate supplies gain become available.
Imports of cheddar cheese consist chiefly of o-called offvade of
ayed cheese purchased in Canada, and are used for processing in the
United States.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
is no longer rationed and tihe supply of

cheese,
cheddar
be
it my
in natual -condition and procsed' form p* adeque,
both chefee
expected that the consumption in the U i States il be considerably greater than it was before the war. Al ig aso for the im
cease in population, it may be40 to 50 percent more than in 1939,
or to 750 to 850 million pounds
aul&y In 193 the wholel
sing price of ched8
bit as 1 percent
wsrontrolle
If
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND IDOMSTIC PODUCTION

greater than that which prevailed in 1939. In ihe immediate post
war period it seems improbable that prices will be that much higher
than in 1939 but they may be as much as 50 percent higher than the
1935-39 average of about 14 cents per pound. At this high level of
consumption there would likely be a greater demand for cheese from
Canada and imports might increase to 40-50 percent above the 1939
level, in which case they-would total 9.0-9.5 million pounds, with a
foreign value of 1.9-21 million dollars.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Conumption, Production, and Imports

It is improbable that the amount of cheddar cheese consumed would
be influenced materially by changes in the volume of imports. As was
true before the war, domestic production. may be expected to supply
virtually all of consumption and be affected only slightly by changes
in imports resulting from different rates of duty.
Per capita income at 1,39 level.

Duty as in 1989.-It seems likely that the basic trend of the per
capita consumption- of cheddar cheese will continue upward after
the war and that, under the conditions assumed, total consumption end
production (nearly all of which would be for the domestic market),
taking account of the increased population, will be 900-A,000 million
pounds, or from 70 to 80 percent more than that in 1939. The price
of cheddar cheese would be somn3what higher than in 1939, about the
average of 1935-39, or about 14 cents per pound. In that case the
value of domestic production and consumption would be somewhere
between 120 and 140 million dollars. It appears probable that
consumption would be supplied by domestic production and imports
in substantially the same ratios as prevailed in 1939; in this event,
imports may ho about 10.5-11.6 million pounds, with a foreign
of between 1.5-1.6 million dollars.
value
Duty reduced by 50 percent..-A 50-percent reduction in duty might
be expected to increase materially the volume 'of itnports, possibly to
as much as 234 to' 3 times the volume imported in 1939, or to 16-20
million pounds, with a foreign value of 2.3-2.8 million dollars. This
would constitute from I M-2 percent of the consumption. Production
would be only slightly less, percentagewise, than. at the 1939 rate of
duts
Ihty increased by 50 percent.-An increase of S0 percent in the
rates of duty would probably reduce imports to much less than
1 percent of consumption and they might be less than 2 million pounds,
with a foreign value of less than $300,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Since the consumption of cheese is appreciably affected by changes
in per capita income, it would appear that consumption of cheddar
cheese would probably be 15-25 percent higher than with no change
in national income, and might total 1 050-1 250 million pounds
annually, Prices under these conditions would probably be 40-60
percent higher than the average during 193539, or 2-21 cents per
pound, and the value of consumption, tberefqre might be 210-260
million dollars. Domestic production would continue to approximate
total consumption, and to be nearly all for the domestic market.
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Duty as. in 1989.-Assumibg imports to supply about the same
total conumption as in 1939, they would total 14-l5 million
portion ofpounds with a foregn- value at prices 40-50 percent higher than
m 1939, of 2.8-3.2 million
Duty reduced by 60 perett.-Importe would probably be substantially larger. Notwitistanding the relatively limited quantity of
cheddar cheese that may be available in Canada (where te production in recent years has ranged between 125 million and 150 million
pounds, or les than 10 percent of that in the United States), import.t
might increase to a level about four times as great as in 1i3I9, or to
22-26 million pounds,,with a foreign value of, perhaps 4 45.S5iiWlio
dollars. This quantity would be 2 percent or le" idomestic consumiption.
Duty increased 60 percent.--A 50-percent increase in duty probably
would reduce imports to below 1 percent of United States consumption;
they would probably not exceed 2 million pounds, with a foreign value
of about $400,000.
Export.Export possibilities for natral cheddar cheese are: somewhat
limited, but exports after the war may increase sotnowhat, particularly
of blends',.spreads9 and proeasied. cheese, In 1939 exports of the
latter were about twice the volume of exports of natural cheddar-.
The cheese content of these products iK not known, but the aggregate
amount involved could not have been large. No account of it was
taken in the foregoing discussions.

do1krs,

E9uPIoymeni
The cheese industry, as reported by the Bureau of the Cexysus for
1939, employs about 6,000 persons. About three-fourths of these,
or about 4,500, may be employed in making cheddar cheese, At the
consumption levels indicated above for the post-war long-term period,
employment in the cheddar cheese industry may increase to between
6,000 and 8,000 perwhs.,
In addition the production of milk needed for the amount of cheddar
cheese produced in 1939 required the equivalent, of the, work of about
53,000 persons at full-time employment for a year. The maximum
production here estimated might require about 69,000 persons at full
time for a year.

CHEESE, OTHER THAN CHEDDAR, SWISS, AND GRUYARE
Equivalent ad
valorem (1989)
aRate of duty
Commodity
Romano or Pecorino, Reggiaino or 7*. per lb., but not less
than 35% ad val.
Parmesano, Provoloni and Pro1
cheese,
"other"
and
8b%
710.~.. .. volette,
.
n,.a. f
Roquefott, Blue-mold, and Edam 5;. per lb., but not k;%
than 25% ad val.
and Goud*.
s 7 0ents potpoid, butnotlues tha
these
ebees
Actof
te
the
Tarifft
a1
19gOon
In
Noaz.-Tber fixed
35 percent kd vaIter. The rate was reduced to 6 cents per pound, but not4e thou 25 perewt ad vakIo,
on Roquefort And Blue-mold, effective June 15 1W, pursuant to the trade ugreemnt with Frsoee and on,
nt to the sreement with the -Nethead. Tho
Edam sad Gouda, effective Februry .1 190WI
same reduted rate wias effective Novoinier 15, 1941, p Rcai~naw Pmwo rgiaoPsre
rearatto the
areem*t
Provooni bring and Goyitnantor to the trade
Mith ewof wt
the war with G*rmay.
Unitedlted of t1.e right to withdraw modify the redu ctk after temination
Tariff

paragraph

-
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Data on United States pioduction,: iport, nad consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Thie domoitic 'roductiot of vaietis of cheese, otbh- than cheddar
or Swiss, consists, In the order of importance, of cr'am
amd Noufehate,
brick and Munster, the Itali i*Aieties, and Limburger. In 1939
varieties other than Swiss and cheddar enouted to
bout 18 percent
of total production of all chees. ln addition severa million pounds
of other vareties''ot siratl r ted are beigpii lwdaid y.
Consumption of those different vaieties is, of core, imitd and for
all of them, amounts to about I pounds per pita. There h been
a gradual upward tread in the 'er capital consumption of most varieties,
particularly the Italian varieties, blue-mold, and cream cheese.
Although wartime conditions have somewhat limited consumption
productionbe andresumed
imports the upward trend in consumption will
after reestablishment of peace conditions.
probab7,v
Domestic production cannot compete with certain foreignproduced
varieties because of the absence of an adequate volume of sheep's or
goat's milk.
Imports under this oup consist chiefly of the Italian vaietiesprincipally Pecorino Romano from Italy-and of Roquefort from
Franc; in addition lesser quantities of blue-mold come from Denmark
and of Edam and Gouda from the Netherlands. The Peorino
cheeses and I oquefort are made from sheep's milk, and in 1939
amounted to abotit 50 percent of total import or this group. Durihg
World War II imports have been lately from Antima.
After the
war it is probable that Roquefort and the Italian Pecorinos will again
be the prinelpal imports.
Domestic pri of cheese in 1939 werb about 10 percent lower than
the average r 1936-39 which may be considered a period representative of pre-war years.
POST-WAR SRORT TERM

It seems probable that the per capita consumption of the cheeses
in this group Will be sitly rter in this period than in 1939.
umpton will also reflect the increase in
Total Unite states
population. Domestic wholee price may be around 60 percent
nigner thian the- pre-war average.:: Imports from ItalyFrce,
onmark, and the Netherlands will probably increase. It is improbable, however thot total imports Will be as large asin 1939.
Domestic production, therefore, will likely be substantially larger
than in 1939.
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United States conumptioni With the Increased hoport domestic
production would decline somewhat to about 180 millon pounds,
valued at about 47 million dol.
Duty iforeased by 50 lceft.-ImtportS might- be 40 million poPunds,
or only slightly above 1939. The foreign value of hipots Would be
about 14 million dollars. This volume of imports however, iWould
be about 60 percent greater than under the assumed duty~cndition
with no chae in the national income. -Imports Under these cofditions would. amount to about 15 percent of United Stats onump
tion. In this event domestic production miht be Xpected to amount
to about 210 million pounds. Owing to e deline in impots, the
unit value of production might be expected to be slightly higber nd
total value to approach, perhaps, 50 millIon dollars.
Export.

There are no statistics of exports, if any, of the Varieties of cheeses
included in this up, but exports have been of no oignificanete and
are not likely to beome important after the war.
~~~~~~~~EhpIoymekut

*

Vf the 6,00 persons reported employed in the chese inditry in
1939, by the Bkeeau of the Censust, perhaps 1,00 to 1,200 are employed in the production of cheese other than cheddar and Swiss.
At the higher production levels indicated above the number of por.
sons so employed malht amount to from 1,500 to 2 000 In addition,
it is estimated that 3.6 million mian-days, of 10 ous each, or the
equivalent of 12,00 workers at full-time employment, Were required
to produce the milk used in the production of these chesn1039.
The production of milk needed to produce the larger vollmo of cheese
estimated here under the assumption of a high national income would
require about 8.6 million mn-days, or about 18,700 workersat full
time.

SONGBIRDS

Tariff paragraph: 711.
ongbirds.
Commodity:
Valued at $5 or leo each, Egutiualen ad valorem (109): 32%.
Rates of duty:
a
valued at
eache
more than - 'eich,
20% ad val.
OENERAL

Data on United States imports for 1930 are given below:
148
.
quantity (1 000 birds)
209
*Value
($1,O60) Unit value (per bird) -$1. 41
I Include luty-ee entri from the Philippine Jabds and Cuba.
Foreign valu,.
--

-

-

-

-

There is a large production of songbirds (canariis) in the United
States, but it is largely a household industry, widely seatterdi, largely
in the hands of aged or infirmjersons, and no statistics are avail
concerning quantity or value of output. Exports, if any, -ae believed
to be unimportant. Imports normally include .high-pricMd specialty
birds, such as so-called rollers entered from Germany and the Vtited
Kiingdom, but nsist principally of les valuable birds from a number
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yOBTWA1 SHOUT ?2MW
Becaugo of th I"e number f Persons greatly 1neapacittted a" a
result of the war prodctioti
lt the United Stats is lily to iherease
considerabl w 0 the prxtut1ie "apcity of eprtlng countre, it
being restored. Imports ie- likely be considerably lass than in
1 939, ... ,.-.
.
POSTbWAXk LONG ItIM
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,

19
Per Capita Income at'lt

,
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Domestic productiont6uld probably Iterease Nomerhat, with mit
ports amounting to #tbout- 100,000 bds, with a 'value of about $230jO,
000, if the duties ai#e nott chhged: If th e duties wre lowered by 50
percent, imports might be in te- neighborhood of 240,000 birds with
a foreign v"lue of about 5$40(jA00. If tho duties were raised b 60
percent imports 'might be reduced to 125,000 birds, with a foreign
value of abobi~t$150,000
Per capital Incon-e t7 percent higher than in t1*J.

Domestic production might be 10 percent higher than at the lower
income level, with Impos
ino the neighborhood of about 176 000 birdoo
valued at about $2a6,O0b, if the duties werb not ebangeid Itbe duties
wore lowered by 50 percent, imports might amount to 26,0 bids,
with a foreign value of $440,000 compared With 130,000 birds with a
foreign value of about $106,000 if the duties wore raised by 50
percent.
POULTRY, LIVE (OTHER THAN TURKEYS)
Tariff paragraph- 711.

Poultry, 11vo-ohickets',
ducks, geete, and gulmRate. of duty:
Rquivaient ad vloremn (199): 26%.
40 per lb.
NOTE.-The rate A%' In the TEaif MAt of 1qAl 6-cets p pound, -.TregueW rate of 4 eets pw
pound has been In elet sine Januay 1, 13a, pursnlit to ade ammnt wth Ca ia.
GENERAL

Commodity,

Data on United States production, import, and consuxnption for

1939 are given below:
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nt
moutlnto 16400 pnds,
le tha 001 pe t of t.e total
productions of, .4bls 1 9cipally
of fowls foi
dgochiy o anda
In
whn the dutya et per pound, e .rebout
Imports hi3,
41,000 pounds., FiQthe
tedwtotn In duty to ,4cet sppound
liate tae agreemon witi Cha4, efcti J ry; l93f prts
increased to 1.2 milIonpoundsIn 130 and 4.8 million pouds lii1937.
In the next 3 yers( 9384) they-aerged bout 141 mill pounds,
Th a eag rther than
or about 0.05 percent of 1939 proeducetion.
the muich smaller n tries in 9Was probably more representative
of the prepvar period. In 19840 about 55 percent of the imports
Caonefom Cada tomarkets east of Chi , and nearly 11 the rest
entered Puerto Ric from the Domini Republic. Because of the
unimpottance of the poultt industry in other countries adcent to.
the United Stats, C#ada nd the Do)inicah Republic will doubiess
continue to be by far the most important soue of iapor. Y^iring
the WAr the production and consumption ofp t, other than
turke>Y, has increased sharply. Stim ted in part by ler consumer
income and in part by the rationIn ofteat, per capital consumption
from about 18 pounds i 1039 to approimately 26 pounds in
increased
1943. Imports nearly doubled, but domestic
production contrbued
nearly all of the increase supply.

brrdig
~
6i~

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In this period production, consumption, and imports will probably
decline substaiitlally from the high wartime level. Imports may
pproximate 1 million pounds annually.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
and Imports
Cof-Canpdonf PvdedUC
Per eapita income as in lst.

Consumption and production would probably be approximately
10 percent higher than in 1939. Production for the domestic
might be about 2.6 billion pounds and, with a slightly higher unit
value, might approximate 465 million dollars.
Imports may be expected' to continue t supply onl a negligible
part of total consumption whether the duty remains at the 1939 figure
or is 'decreased or increased by 50 percent, althouh the imports
themselves mAY vary considerably with chase in the duty With
no change in duty, imports would- probably average about 10 percent
larer than in 1938-40, in both quantity and value, and amount to
about 1.2 million powuds, with a foreign value of about $110,000.
If the duty were lowered by 50 percent, imports would probably be
about-twice as large as iR 1938-40, i. e., avenge aboutt.2willxon
pounds per year, with a foreign value of approximately $350007.
Should duties be aised by 6o percatVmprts4 way be no more than
half as large as in 1938-40, or 0.8 million pounds, with a vaucot about

'ma-rket

WI

$75,000.
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Exports throughout the post-waW period will probably be insigW
canflxi quantity and value when Compared with production.
-mploynwt

Compared with about 17.2 million mandays (of 10-hours eah)
required in 1930, fromn 180million to 23.2 Million man-days would be
nccded for domestic prddiution of live poultry (other than turkeys),
depending on the repective lovelb of income and production, in tho
long-term postwar perod.:
BIRDS, PREPARED OR PRESERVED
Tariff paragraph: 712.
Commodityt
Wed, ittoludln poultry, pre:
-ae or preiri
&
Rate of duty:
10 pr lb.

da o :m,1989):
U

2.%.

GENERAL.

Data on United $tates production, imports, and
1939 are given below:
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POST-WAR TIMPMS ANDI OMUTIC PIDUCTION

The United State gwar Productim consisted of bon, looked
trae
chlclken mea t canne as
or- a high-priedsped
lP ychicken
used in Bcaned
About an equal volume of the- meats was
products such as Soups, broths, and chicken a la king1 The dessed
weight of chickens whiw h were canned in 1930, ii e. about 27 million
pounds, amounted to little mor than 1 percent of total dressed production of chickens, ducks, geese, and guineas in this country, about
2.2 bl lion pounds,
Imports in 1939 wore about, 40 percent above tfie 3-year aAverage of
521,000 pounds In 1938-40, the latter volume being an 'approximate
pre-war zonnall; Of this notn fal volume approximately 50 percent
consisted, of Oriental specialties Imorted from China for use b
Chinese living in this country, anfnot directly competitive witlI
domestic production. About 10 percent conisted hi~h~prco
specialties, largely goose liver products, entered principally from
France, and also not directly competitive with domestic priuetion.
The re't of the impoirts (about 40 per ent of the total) came ptindeially
from Poland said Do.nzig and could be considered directly competitive
with the United. States output of canned -chicken. Competitive Imports were thus about 5 parent of domestic production; they were
equivalent to mtuch smaller percent (about one-hlf of 1 percent) of
tho total domestic production of dred poultry other than tuikeys.
Domestic exports are not separately reported, but are known to
have been uninIportant beftroe the war. After the war they will prob.
ably remain small for a long period to come.
During the war imports have been very small but, -tie domestic
production of canned chicken has been greatly expanded to moet the
requirements of the armed forces and for Lend-Lease purposes. In
1,945 a total of about 70 million pounds of canned chicken and turkey,
almost entirely for the armed forces, is hoped for.

suefict

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the period just after the war domestic production may decline
quickly to substantially the pro-war volume, and imports may increase
to the pre-war level provided that production facilities are bestored
in western Europe and in China.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
C6*8srnptlen And Imports

Per capita income at 19*, level.
With no change in income, but a 10-percent increase in population,
total annual domestic consumption of these iteems may be expected to
increase to about 8 million pounds, depending partly on tbe assumed
rate of duty, compared with 7.5 million
poun s in 193840-, With no
change in the duties, imports would probably also increase about 10
percent above the 1938-40 avert, or to 575,000 pounds, with a
foreign value of about 265,000 do ars. If the duty were-loweted by
60 percent, imports might be as large as 775,00 pounds, with a
foreign value of 380,000 dollars; if tlhe duty were raised by 50 percent,
imports might be 350,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $150,000.
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TS percent higher thet i:n 1959.

The per capits-Unite States confumptlon of th e iteis would
probably be about 10 petent larger than otherwise, making total
8.8
pounds, depending pttly on
annual cohsumption of aboutmiVlldn'
the aisucd rate of duty, compared!;owlithf about 75. million po6unKds in,
1938-40. Domestic exports would doubtless coItthinu to be insignifI
cant. With no change Inf theduty, total ktports would peobibly
average closed to 20 percent walker than In 1938L-40- anid mount
a proxtinmtely 625,O00poundF, with a fdrelgn'valueof about4$375(000i
irthe duty Ler6 lowred petient, iniports might aount toXS94000
pounds per year wfith foreign 'vaIute of approximately- $540,000
compared with about 410,000 pounds and
ue of about $225,000
-cif the duty were raised by 50 percent.
a

val

Export

throughout

the long-term period would probably be
unimportant.

Employment

No data

are

available.
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'ProdUction for export ib not separitely reported, but is knowt to be, 'very brs.
Not available.
* Foreign Yiak.;

Before 1931, when the duty on dried *g productswas raised from
18 to 27 cents per pound by Presidontiail prowlamation after an investigation by the United State Tariff Comsion under section 336
of the Tariff Act of 1930, the commercial production of these items
in the United States was small. After the duty ws raised, imports,
all from Chinia, declined greatly, and the Unit States production
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this country for everal yiea after 1931. Imports ceased in 193,>
ga
371 after the Japanese overran eastern Chin I 1937, imp
fell, and Unit States production rose shar AU facs¢onsidered,
1935-37 Was probably a more epesentive p ar peod for produetion,.itports, and Unite tat consumption of dried e products
than 1932-34, when -apparent consLmption, was ]ow but was augmented by -stores acumuated prevously. About 0.2 percent of total
production of chicken eggs in .193&37 went into the main d dried
eggs. The data for 1936-37 follow:
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During the pre-war period both production and imports consisted
prticipay of dried and tlbumen, dried whole s amounting
udr chiefly in ice
arek
to le than pereent of congnption. Yollu
cream and ice-cream mixes noodles and macan d prepared
cake and pastry, particularly doughnut flou"r; albumen is used principally in cream-center, bar ad nougatine candies, baking powders,
6n4 marmllow hips, prepped flour, m sensitizing
and as a "fixing" agent in' textile printing
plates
~normally are used chiefly by wholesale kers and
thole
wd
&ince 1940 the United States production and 'exports of dried eg
measure, for the supply
products has been expa ided greatly as iwnar
of the armed forces ofthe nd Stae ad paticuily forlpMent
to allied nations under Lend-Ls. The total production incresd
from 7.5 million pounds i 1940 to 462 million in 1P41; to 235.7
million in 1942, and 319.8 million pounds in 1944. In 1942 and 1943
the production of dried eg used practically 16 percent of total production of chicken eg in this country. A preponderance of the
production adparticrlyofGovernnt pur (which have
aouinted for about 90 perct of the output in141-4) has conited
of dried whole eg : provided concerned "protective food which
This
could b stored more or less indefinitel without refrigei
wartime mushroom increase can be only temporary. Juot as in the
pro-war paTe pct-war exports will probably be negligible, specially
after United Atates armed forces have returned homib.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In this period United States production and exports will probably
Imports are expected to be resumed insutantial
decline swiftly.
volume within a year or two after the Japanese are evicted from China
unless the large egg-drying plants in that country are left in ruins
byr the war. Should the latter be the case, the resumptilon of egg
drying in China will probably it be delayed 1 or 2 yts long r, until
approximately the end of this period.

POST-WAR IMPOTS AND DOMESTI

PRODUCTION
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

Per capita consumption is expected to be about the same as in the
1935-37 period, resulting in a total co4stutmption approximately O
percent larger, or about 11-12 million pounds, depending to some
extent on the assumptions of duty. Domestic export woulddoubtless
remaininsignificant. United States production ad imports, however would probably vary greatly with changes in the duties since
the (hinese -e-drying industry will doubtles have been rehabilitated
justtas
egg driers,
and become sharply competitive with 'domestic
in 1935-37T1ty as- in 1939.-With prices substantially, unchanged imports
might supply about 75 percent of United States consumption and
might reach approximately 8-9 million pounds with a foreign value
of about 2.1 to 2.3 million dollars. Should this estimate of imports
prove to be correct then United States production might be about
2-3 million pounds, with a value of approximately 1 to 1.4 million
dollars.
--Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Domestic production would probably
be 0.5-1 million pounds, With a value of $260,000 to $45000.
Imports might amountto 11 million pounds per year, with a foreign
value of perhaps 3.5 million dollars, and might supply up to 95 percent
or more of-United States consumption.
Dut i =ncrea8ed by 60 percent.-Domestic production might amount
to as much as 9.5 million pounds, valued at about 5.7 million dollars
compared with imports of about 1.6 million pounds, and a foreign
value of approximately $300,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1959.

The total consumption Would probably average about 11.5-12
million pounds, or 15 percent larger than: in 1935-37 by reason 'of a
larger consumption of food items in which dribd egg products are used.
-According to changes in the duty, however, domestic production and
imports could be--6xpected to vary within wide limits. Domestic
exports -would doubtless be insignificant.
Dthy as in 1939.-Import.-would probably total about 8.5-9.5
million pounds, with a foreign value of- approximately 3.3-3.7 million
dollars, and would supply about 75 percent of United States consumption. It is likely that domestic production would be approximately
2-3 million pounds, with a value of J.3-2 million dollars.
*lth reduced by 60 percent.-In these circumstances it is likely
that domestic production would not fbe over 0.5-1 million pounds,
with a value of $300,00 to $600 000. Imports of apprpoxumatly
l1 million pounds would be probable, with a foreign value of about
4.4 million dollars, Iand would supply up to 95 percent of United
States consumption.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-A domestic production of about 9.5
million pounds could be expected, with a value of approximately 6.8
million dollars. Imports would e- approximately 2 million pounds,
with a foreign value of probably $600,000.
712S3-45--43
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Data, on Vnited States production, Imports, wid consumption for
1039 are given below:
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0f this number W wer valued at ovet $180 each for total value of *$22,M33.
,x ttd as breedng anl* annd oomtrable with imports in this clamiftoation.
valued at

l54,I.
4Of this amount 126 Were males
of 4 years in that r.
* The productionn' of horses in any year is the number wbich reached the
N
1o statiptics ailable. The "production" of 63,00 horse would represent th6 work of about 9,000 men
4
a Year for years.

The number of horses in this country declined from 21.6 million
head in 1919 to 10.6 million head in 1939, and to 9.7 million head ia
1943. Based on census reports, the estimated number of horses in
cities (exclusive of the number on farms) in 1910 amounted to 3.2
million, but in 1930 it was only 300o,000. The number of horses
reaching the a e of 4 years in any year, which is rckoned as production, amounted to 741,000 in 1925, to 635,000 in 1939, and to 568,00
in 1944. In the period 1934-38 there was some increase in horse
breeding, but subsequently the decline was resumed, and is expected
to continue.
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Imports aket cle,8ified in four grourt (1) Duty-free, for toxhibltion
purposes, (2) duty-free, consistintg of work teams of immigrants, (3)
duty-free as reglgtere4i purobreds, and (4) dutiable. Only tho last
two groups av6 of afny mporthneftfrom the point of view of ti e number
imported. Trhe purebred hotses alinitted feee for breedingI-purposes
iln 1939 Came principally fromt thle United Kingdom, Argentina,
Cantla, and France. The horses tihat are imported subject to duty
are cli'fly we11 bred (but not purebred) work houses fr-omta iada,
but1inl e a stall number of purebred geldings for riling, jumping,
anid polo fron tihe Unitod Xigdom, Chile, Canada, and Argentitn.
Of totnl imports, free and dutiableS, 90 percent *ere dtitiaThie and
valued at less tltanl $160 per heaed.
POST WAR SHORT TERM

Present insforitati)bn indicates that in the period immedlately aftor
tlhe war thle Inunbet of horses on farms and the number off colts reaching working age will probably be smaller than in 1939. 1mpofte
might be somlewhat larger thain in 1939 but exports are likely to be
at about the 1939 le'yel,
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cowsumnpton, Productiotlt and Imports

The trend in the brooding aned raising of horses Is definitely downward, and. in the long period after tho war the annual production 1. e,4
thle number to reach the age of 4 years in any year, will probably bW
300,000--350 000 head, valued -it 28.0-36A. million dlollars. The
consumption will ApplrOtinatent production varying therefrom Only by
the small number of animals which are likely to be iniported, which
pp)l^artntlY (10 not affteot production. Imports might be aboit 1
p'erc0nt o consumption.
Per capital ihe me at 199 i'evel.

Duty as in. 1939.-Inmports might be about. thle same as in 1930 and
amout-it to about 7,000 aidmalsaN with a foreign value of slightly over 1
mIllion do^llars.
Dutf reduced by 50 perceuit.-With the duty reduced $7.50 a head,
imports might amount to about 9,000 animals, with a foreign value of
about 1 Nmillion dollars.
huty increased by 50 twrcenr.-Imports might amount to about
5,000) animals, with a foreign value of slightly under 1 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.
With much larger- incomes, farmers wll probably use even fewer
horses, as thoy willinereae theit purchased of power machinery, While
there might be an increased demand for p easure horses, the totAl
production of horses is expected to continue646decline. tDomestic
production might be 10-14 percent sipaller than under the lower-income level and amount to perhaps 270,000-300,000 animals, valued
at 32-37 million dollars. Thre number imported, largely work stock,
would ,probably not increase with the increase in national incme
buit unit values of both domestic and imported animals might be 5)
percent higher. Domestic consumption would continue to approxir
mate production and have a value of about 38 million dollars.

Table: [No Caption]
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tVt as in 1939.-Imtports iight amount to 7,000 anImals, with a
foreign ve of about 1.8 million dollars.
Duty re d ed by 50 pereftzt-Importe might amount to 9,000 hores
with a foreign valie of slightly ovex 2.3 million dolIars
Dut?, itereased by 60 percent -Itnportts might amount to 5,00o
horse with a foreign value of about 1.3 million doll-rga

O2

Exports

the post-war period will probably amount to

ports of hores
lss x'than 1,000.. in
*

~~~~Employrment

In the post-war long-term period annual production of horses might
ruire 6.5 million mani-days, equivalent to the full-time employment
of 18,000 workers.
FISH FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
7Wriff prqrogphe: 717-721 and 1766.
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Irsil (1944). The sysrege vl ablorem equivalent (I?,
bate been around 83 percent If all the duties of the act of IO had been in effect.

GENERAL

Data on UJnited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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The statistics shown above ar conversions to a reasonably com
able basis, as follows: (1) quantitips; production is in terms of wIhoe
fifh (as landed by fishermen) used as food for human consumtion;
eonimports and exports are the -products imported and expo
verted to whole fish equivalents; (2) values; the value of production is
the value of the various products as prepared and packed for Market;
the value of imports is the value as reported in official- statistics, in
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vTaha of E
the various forms In which the Imports enter. The
is the value reported in official statistics and reprtsedta the value of
the domestic product tacked for export.
The total catch of fih in 1989 amounted to 4,013 milln pounds in
terms of round weight, and was made up of approximately 100 specie
or gups of species, including both fish used for human conslumnptlon
and inedible fish and other fish, ch, thongh considered edible, were
used wholly or partly In th maufature of fih mod and fish oil, or as
bait. The latter g"'up included the entire catch of menhaden and
sharks, and the bulk of the catch of p9l6hards and Paciflc sa herin
also an estimated 10 million pounds of various speies used for bit.
The catch of fish not used for human consumption amoun to about
1,680 million pound, thus leaving about 2,330 million poundA (in
terms of whole fish) for human consumption,- The vatue of the cAth
of fish for human consumption, in the form in which marketed was
arrived at by tabulating oe 200 items of prepared and preseved
or processed fish, omitting the value of meal, oil, and all other inible
products preparpe from whole fish or from waste from the paelt
and processing plants. The value of the products processed as f
for human nsumption ws '1 II million dollar; It was estimated that
fish marketed for human food without processing (i. e., fresh or frozen
whole, or not further advanced than beheadWd or eviscerated, or both)
was valued at 36 million dollars; thus the total value of production
as marketed was 147 million dollars.
Imports and exports of approximately 100 itemi, covering various
species of fish and various typ of preprerd or preserved products
(salted, canned, smoked, etc.), were converted to whole-fish equiva.
lents in order that quantities would be comparable with the domestic
catch of fish used for food. Imports, in the form in which entered
amounted to 302 million pounds in 1939, but in terms of estimate
whole-fish equivalnt, totaled 527 million pounds. Actual exports
were 112 mnilion pounds, produced from an estimated 201 million
pounds of whole fish,
The average values per pound as shown in the table were obtained
simply by dividing the total values of products as prepared for market
by the quantities of whole fish used, . In terms of whole fish, more
than 90 percent of domestic production for market odnisistedlof
fresh, Irozen, and canned fish; about 90 percent of total exports were
canned fish, principal sardine, salmon, and mckerel; onethird of
imports were fresh or frozen fish one-fourth canned, and most of the
remainder pickled or salted. The unit value of imports (4.47 cents
per pound) was below the levels 9f domestic production and exports
of lowpr-pried pickled and salted
arty because ofandthe large volume
because the average *as based upon the foreign
fish in imports,
the
products. If to this figure is added the average import
value of
duty, plus an estimated 10 percent for transportation and other
charges, then the landed unit valup would be about 5.9 cents per
pound, or approximately the same as the unit value of Umted States
production for export. /
Since the turn of the century there has been a marked shift in the
types of fish products as prepared for consumption. and the trade in
them, The consumption of fresh, frozen, and canned fish has r
tered pronounced increase, partly at the expense of pickled or ted

Table: Fish for human consumption: United States consumption, imports, and tarif treatment, 1939
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products, The por capital consumption of fish increased slightly up
to World War I
Total imports havo also increased, The increase in imports of
fresh and frozen fish has resulted .from an expanding market In the
United States; but increasing imports of pickled und salted fish have-.
largely replace (lomestio production, the raw fish formerly used by
thei domestic salting Industry having been largely diverted to the
more profltablo frosh ond frozen trade. In recent years imports of
pickledA anld saltedl fish have Supplied about 80 percent of thie domestic
consumption of fish marketed 'In that form,
In 1939 the domestic conpiumption of fish (in terms of whole fish
equivalents) amounted to 20 pounds per capital, or 2,659 million
pounds, of which 627 million pound15, or 20 percent wats supplied by
imports. Of the total consumption (in terms of wllhol fish), 48 percent
was fresh or- frozen, 30 percent eantitn(, nnd 13 porcont otherwise
prepared or preserved (principally pickled or salted fish and smoked or
kippeed fish). In torms of tariff treatment, 02.5 percent of the value
of imports was dutiable and 7.5 ptrecent free, -The calculated ad
ralorem* Equivalent of the duties collected on total imports wts 18.9
percent and on dutiable imports, 2(0.4 percent. 1)ata relating to thie
consumption and imports and tariff treatment of fish in thle principal
forms are shown in tle following tale.
Fieh for human coteumption: Unitcd State, consumption, imports, and tarij
tre#atmest, 19$9
(Qtaantitite In terms ot whole fish oqulvnlotbta
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i
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_ >4_
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984
'0
2,78
31
T
14
7195,012
4,441 1 19
23,5M

dtar*

....

'On bw and dutiable lmpkar.

Fresh and frozen fish.

ImportO duty-free.-Imports under this category consist entirely of
herring, tuna, and smelts.
Consumption of sea herring, as given in the above table, excludes
the Alaskan catch which is used almost entirely for meal and oil.
The volume of imports of sea herring (entirely from Canada) is determined almost entirely by the requirements of the Maine sardine
canners and the available supplies of suitable fish for these canners
in domestic waters. Consequently, the domestic catch and imports
have shown marked fluctuations froxii year to year.
Practically the entire domestic tuna catch, as well as the imports of
fresh and frozen tuna, are taken by the Pacific coast canning industry.
sea
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Imports of fresh and frozen tuna have never exceeded 10 percent of
the total domestic catch and have dlecroeasl in recent years; at the
same time the domestic catch has incre(w i. , Most imports were
from Japan and consisted of frozen albacore.
Smelts are marketed fresh or frozen. Annual consumption averages 10 millIon pounds, of whl*ih about two-thirds is supplied by
imports, almost entirely from Canada.
Imports duliable,-Dutiable imports of fresh and frozen fish are
sudbjact to spoecifle rates ralngttit from X to 3 cents per pound accordhitg
to 8pecies and condition, -Theo oquivalent ad valorem ol the duty
collected ranged In 1939 from 1.6 to 32.2 percent but averaged 12.4
pwreent. In 1939 imports suppliedl 10 percent of the (lomeosti con-!lmjption of fresh and frozen fish in this group (in term6-of whole fish).
Formerly most of tha consumption of fresh and frozen fih was
marketed as whole fish or not further advaaeod than eviscerated or
beheaded and eviscerated. More recently, with improved methods
of freezing and marketingn, the consumption of fresh and frozen pack.
aged fish (princlipally fillets) has steadily increased since their tntrodujction in the early 1920's.
This method of packing ard marketing fresh and quick-frozen fish
hns resulted in an increased number of retail outlets for fresh and
frozen fish, in that the products are now handkI& by a great many
grocery stores equipped with refrigerating facilities intended primarily
forhand ling ot-her quicck-frozen packaged foods. Upom the conlusion
of the war, when materials and labor are available, it is believed that
expansion of these refrigerating facilities will be resume(l, and will be
more pronounced in the smaller cities and towns, particularly in the
Central States, where the per cqpits consumption of fish in the asregate Ihas been the lowest.
Also significant is the recent development of frozen-food locker
plants . There 'are approximately 6,000 such plants in the United
States, and it is believed that the construction of new plants vill be
spee(led up after the war. To date little locker space bas been used
for frorens fish, but thp fishig itvustry antielpates that increasing
quantities will be marketed
these outlets in the future.
Some of the post-war increase in consumption of fresh arid frozen
fish will probably he at the expense of preserved fisb, principally
pickled or salted (rather than canned or smoked) products. However, it is believed that there will be a substantial not increase in total
consumption of fish resulting from increased-availability of, and preference for, these packaged frozen product.
The domestic production of fish marketed fresh or frozen includes
a wide variety of relatively unimportant species of which there are
only negligible imports, if any. However, the bulk of production
consists of a limited number of species or related grollps -of which
imports are also large. Of primary importance in 6oth production
and imports are (1) lake fish, (2) fillets, ete., principally cod, haddock,
hake, pollock, cusk and rosefish (packaged fish), (3) halibut, (4)
salmon, (5) swordflsi, and (6) Atlantic mackerel.
The domestic catch of lake fish (mainly from the Great Lakes) has
decreased in recent years owing to depletion of certain important
species Under existing conservation measures which will probably
become more stringent, it is unlikely that the annual catch will exceed
the present 80-85 milldin pounds. Imports are almost entirely from
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Canda comingg both from the Great Lakes and from lakes frther
north), and towtl 0-40O million pounds annmully. Although the bulk
bo.h 'of the dometic catch and of the imports are markotd fresh or
frozen, there is an appreciable domestic production of smoked and
salted lake flsh, wsing domestic and imported raw materal.
Pillets and pimilitr former of fish are prepared fPom many Hpeie
however, at least three-fourths of the domestic production consists ok
haddock, rooefish, whiting, flounder, and cod; and at loalit two-thirda
of the imports consist of hAddock and cd. Domesdti productionTcenter in the Now 1ingl&nd StateM before 1040 imports came almost
entirely from Canada aboutt 80 percent) and Japan (about 15 percent). Since 1040 Canad has continued t be the 0doion1nant
source of imports, but increasing qawitiie have Arri e from New.
foundland and Icelatd. The hbu of the Canadian output, and almost
all the output of Newfoundland and Icelanid is exported. The United
States is the largest c summer of these products. Under the trade
agreement with Canada, otective Jtanuary 1. 1030, the duty on fillets
of cod, haddoek, hake,
, cuk, and rosefish was
an'd so fofth
reluced
from 2% rents to 1% cents per pound on an annual quota of
15 million pounds, or of 15 percent of the average antnul onsumption for the S preceding years, should such consiwiption exceed too
million pounds. Imports in excess of the quota enter at the statutory
rate, which is hound agint inease by the agreement. The establishMd quota hA exceeded 16 million pounds aoch year since 1941,
ard no imports in exes of the quota enterd until 1944, when they
were 'fairly 1lage
The nitied StatmsCafiadian catch of halibut is controlled by the
International Fisheries Commission, which, among other things, sets
the total annual quota to be caught by thaes countries, In 1944 it
was 51 million pounds. Although the quota is not allocated between
the two countries, in rocont years the United States catch has avor
aged three-fourths of the total, Virtually all of the United States
catch is for domestic consumption, mainly freh or frozen, but Canada
exports about half of its each, also mainly for consumption fresh or
frozen, -60 percent of the exports coming to the United States and most
of the remainder going to the United Kingdom.
The domestic catch of salmon fluctuates with cycle in the runs of
fish and has ranged from 530 million to 790 million pounds annually.
Only about 15 percent of the total catch (80 million to 116 million
pounds) is market fresh or frozen most of the remainder being
taken by canneries, located pricipily in--Alaka. Before the war
imports in fresh or frozen form, almost entirely from Canada, averaged 6 million pounds annually, and exports in that form, principally
to the United Kingdom averaged 5 milion pounds.
Virtually all swordfish consumed in the United States is marketed
fresh or frozen. Since 1933 theannual domestic catch has not exceeded 3.7 million pounds, practically all of which is marketed -fresh
(rot frozen). Although swordfish is relatively high priced, fishing
for other and more abundant species Is geneally more profitable to
United StatCs fishermen, with the result that imports normally supply
more than half the domestic consumption. Imports have ranged from
8 million to 69 million pounds annually and have supplied from65 to
70 percent of annual consumption. Canada supplied about onethird of total imports and Japan most of the remainder. Moot of the
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imuport from Canada congested of fresh wordfish, all imports from
.Ja~pa Weks frosen.:)omestio c}onsmption of tnmckerel marketed fresh and frozen is
itifllonened fmm yOar to year largely b available outplieo, which are
primarily dependent upon the runs of fih. The Unl id States Atlan.
tfi coast atch, whih upptie vltuay al1 of the domeotle prodtua-lon,
fluotuates from year to year, and sinee 102B 11h ranged from. 6
million poundP (1935) to 27 million pounds (1937.), The oatch of
Canadtka sIfluenced by thle same factor, Prootfoally all imports
are from Canada, And thies on tho average supply less than 5 percent
of the domestic eonsumption, Most fresh or frozen mackerel are
marketed whole-, but thore Is an Inereasing production of fresh and
frozen packaged fillets,
carwd AM (till tmpaort. dutlabf)h
Sardines, herring, salmon, tuna, and mackerel abcount for at lest
80 percent of the domestic eousumption of canned fish, with alewlvet
antd alwife roe, achovieso antibasto, and fish flakes, eakes, balls, atd
plddlflis making up Mos of th remainder. In 1930 imports Aupplikd 1 .7 parent 'of domestic consumption, in terms of whole flsh
canned fih Is dutiable at dtvalorem tates
equivaletth. All imported
ranging (itI1930) from 18 percent to 45 percent, with an average of
31 p ont (for total Imports,
'Phectonsufmption of sardines packed in oil consists mainly of Maine
sar(lines peaked in cottonseed oil and imported Norwegian and
Portugtueo sardines packed in olive oil. Bfopre th w'ar imports on
tihe average supplied about 46 percent of domestic constimmtion of t4is
type of sardines. However, consumption, production, and imports
lalve registred sharp and somewhat unrelated fluctuations. From
1923 through 1039 consumption averared 79 million pounds annually
of which 33 million pounds were supplied by domlestia sources and 2
million pounds by imports, There are wide variations in the quality
and price of sar in4s, buat the spread In much wider in Imported sardines than in the domestic product, At leat 80 parent of the pre-war
imports consisted of sardines of a grade and price higher than that of
the United States production; conversely at least 80 percent of the
domestic production consisted of sardines of a grade and price which
Were not imported.
Consumption of canned sardines and hearing not in oil consists
principally of Maine sardines and herring pack in mustard or the
natural oil of the fish, California pilchards packed in tomato sauce
or the natural oil of the fish, imported herring in tomato sauce or in
natural oil, and canned kippered herring. Domestic consumption of
these products averaged 75 million pounds, annually dung the pr..
war decade. Imports supplied 12 percent of consumption, but were
considerably les than UmUed States exports. Most of the imports
consisted of kippered hearing from Norway and herring in tomato
sauce from the United Kingdom. Exports were almost entirely
sardines (California pilchards) n tomato sauce,
The United States is the world's largest producer and consumer of
canned salmon. Production averages 347 million pounds annually, of
which about 90 percent is packed in Alaska. Exports represent about
12 percent of production. Consumption averages 308 million pounds
anually, of which less than 1 percent is supplied by import.
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Subject to marked fActuations from year to year, the United States
production of canned tuna has increased greatly i recent decades and
amounted to 100 million pounds iii 1940. Virtually the entire do.
*meetic pack (part of which before the war was from frozen tuna im
ported from Japan) is consumed in the United States. Imports of
canned tuna (85 percent from Japan) reached their peak of 14 million
pounds in 1933, when they suplied 31 percent of domestic consumptlon, but thereafter they declined while production increased. During
the 5 years ending 1940 the annual consumption averaged 83 million
10 percent was supplied by imports. The duty on
pounds, of which
imports was increased from 30 percent to 45 percent ad valorem by
Presidential proclamation, effective January 13, 1934, but reduced to
22'h percent in the trade agreement with- Mexico, effective January
30, 1943, with reservation of the right- to withdraw or modify the reduction after termination of the emergency.
Also subject to marked fluctuations from yar to year, the produc.
tion of canned mackerel has shown a decided upward trend since 1930
with-an annual average of 45 million pounds for the 10 years ending
1940. Exports, prmcipally to the Philppine Islands, Italy, and Cuba
have never exceeded 5 million pounds and have averaged 4 percent of
production. Imports are negligible and consist mainly of products of
a grade and price which does not compete directly with the -bulk of
the domestic pack.
Practically the entire United States pack of canned alewives and
alewife roe is for domestic consumption, and imports, if any, are
negligible. There is no domestic production of canned anchovies,
and only insignificant quantities of antipasto are produced in the
United States, the market for these products being supplied by imports.
With respect to canned fish cakes, balls, and pudding, the United
States production has been confined almost entirely to the first two
products with fish cakes accounting for the bulk of the pack. Imports before 'the war consisted principally of fish balls from Norway
and fish p uddlin, eta., largely oriental specialties, from Japan.
Since the eliinination of these sources as a result of the war, a ppreciable
quantities of fish balls have been imported from Iceland. Under the
celand trade agreement, effective November 19, 1943, the duty on
these products was reduced from 25-to 1234 percent ad valoreff.
Other fish, prepared or preserved (all imports dutiable).

In 1939 consumption bf the products covered here, in terms of whole
fish, amounted to 334 million pounds, of which 215 million pounds
(64 percent) was supplied by imports. Pickled or salted and smoked
or kippered fish accounted for the great bulk of consumption. Ap
proximately 80 percent of the consumption of pickled or salted fish
was supplied by imports, whereas imports contributed only about 25
percent of the consumption-of smoked or kippered fish.
Consumption of pickled or salted fish consists largely of cod and
related species, herring, mackerel, and alewives, the last-named being
the only species wherein domestic production supplies the bulk of
consumption, The United States fishermen catch great qantities
of cod and related species and mackerel, but more profitable outlets
in the steadily increasing fresh-and-frozen market has diverted a large
part of the catch from the pickling and salting industry. Conse
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quently most requirements for these products have been supplied by
imports principally from Canada, Newfoundland, and Iceland.
With the exception of certain types of herring, the bulk of the
smoked or kippered fish is perishable. Consequently, a large part of
the processing is done in or near centers of consumption, which accounts for the fact that domestic production supplies the bulk of
consumption.
The duties on practically all irhports of pickled or salted fish ran ed
in 1939 from % to 13 cents per pound, and the duties on smokedor
kippered fish ranged from % to 2 cents per pound. Insignificant quantities of fish under this category were dutiable at ad valorem rates of
15 percent or 25 percent. The equivalent ad valorem of the duty on
POST-WAR IMPORTS AN
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total imports of this group in 1939 was 14.3 percent,-it was 13.6 percent on pickled or salted fish, 18.6 percent on smoked or kippered
fish, and 16.2 percent on other products.
Wartime changes In consumption, production, and Imports.

After the attack on Pearl Harbor, the armed forces immediately
began the conversion of suitable fishing vessels to war service.
This resulted in depleting the fleets of their larger and better vessels,
particularly those used for tuna off the Pacific coast and those of the
New England trawler and purse-seine fleets. Moreover, naval restrictions closed certain fishing areas and limited operations in others.
However, more intensive operations by smaller vessels together with
unusual inshore runs of certain species of fish, resulted in a total catch
of 3.4 billion pounds of both edible and inedible fish in 1942, which
was only 15 percent below that in 1939. By 1944 the total catch had
become nearly as large as in 1939, and the fishing fleet had been practically restored.
The per capita consumption of fish during the war years has shown
a marked decline, particularly of preserved products. `TPhe Government has taken a substantial part of the output of canned fish, as
well as large quantities of fresh and frozen fish, partly for the armed
forces and partly for shipment to our allies under lend-lease. Furthermore, imports from Ja an and the European countries have virtually
ceased, thus eliminating about 55 million pounds of canned fish,
principally sardines, herring, tuna, and anchovies.
As a result of these shortages most canned fish is rationed. Fresh
and frozen fish, on the other hand, are not rationed, nor were ceiling
prices established on most of them until some time after ceilings were
placed on most other foods. The resultant higher ceiling prices for
fresh and frozen fish have not curbed the demand because of the
greater scarcity of other meats and the fact that the purchase of
practically all moats and most canned fish requires ration points.
Moreover, supplies hlve been augmented by substantially increased
imports of fresh and frozen products from Canada, Newfoundland
Iceland, and Mexico. Consequently the consumption of fresh and
frozen fish has been maintained or perhaps increased while the civilian
consumption of canned apd cured fish has sharply declined.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The total consumption of fish may be expected to exceed that of
1939. The prices, which increased much more than those of meat
during the war, may be expected to be considerably blow their
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wartime highs, but above the 1989 level. Imports will probably
supply a somewhat larger part of total consumption than they did
before the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Inworts
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

Changes of 50 percent in rates of duty would probably increase or
decree consumption slightly, but the effect (uncertain in any case)
would be too small to warrant separate estimates under the several
duty assumptions.
utiy ia in 1989.-Tbe United States consumption of fish will
probably be greater than it was before the war and might be somewhat over 3,100 million pounds (in terms of whole fish equivalents)
or an increase of about one-sixth more than in 1939. Such a quaD' iJ y
would represent a per capital consumption of about 21 % pounds, or
about 8 percent greater than that in 1939. This increase is predicated
primarilj4 upon probable further expansion of facilities for market
fresh and frozen fish (particularly packaged fish) and consequent increase in 1oth production and imports of these products.
Domestic production, not including that for export, might be about
2,450 million pounds (in terms of whole fish equivalents) and, having
an average unit value above that in 1939 (because of the more advanced condition of the products as marketed), may be valued at
178 million dollars. This represents an increase over 1939 of 15
percent iin production for domestic consumption with a value
increase of 21 percent.
Imports of fish for food might total about 650 million pounds
fish equivalents), valued at about 31 million dollars, foreign
(whole
vaJue. This would represent an increase of about 25 percent in
quantity and 35 percent in value over the imports in 1939, and is
believed probable because of the anticipated expansion of the United
States market, and because of the increased production in foreign
countries of frozen fillets and other fish products for which there will
probably be an increased demand in the United States. Such increased imports would represent 21 percent of the estimated total
consumption (in terms of whole fish) as compared with 20 percent in
1939.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With respect to the dutiable products
'i a whole, changes of 50 percent in the duties would probably not
eatly alter the 1939 ratio of imports and production to consumption.
however, the situation would vary considerably among the several
specific products or related groups of products. For example, the
duties on most imports of fresh or frozen fish (except fillets, etc.)
and pickled or salted fish are low; therefore, an increase or decrease
of 50 percent wduld, of itself, have relatively little effect upon the
volume of imports. A 50-percent change in the duties on fresh and
frozen fillets, etc. ,however (1% cents per pound or 2 % cents per poundd,
would probably have a noticeable effect upon the volume of imports
especially if the present quota limitation on imports at a reduced
rate of duty should be removed.' The effect of such reduction in
Even, however If the quota provision should be retained, the reduced duty on imports In exces of t
quota would be onfy14 sents per pound (mu compared with tfg cent for imports within the quota) and Iut
perts In eoes. of the quota might be lane.
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duties on catmed fish woid be more pronouncd p*eke
aine
in oil are dutiable at 44 percent ad valorem if -valued at not more
than 9 cents per pound and 30 percent ad alorem if valued at mor
than 9 cents per pound. In 1939 the duty on canned tuns was 45
percent ad valore; on other canned fish it ranged from 1.5 to-4
percent, but the great bulk of imports was dutiable at 26 or 30 percent.
In view of the foreign it. is estimated that with a 60-percent
reduction in duties, United Stae production for the domestic market
might be somewhat smaller than with no change in duty and amount
to about 2,426 -million pounds. Inasmuch as prices would tend to be
somewhatlower, the value of such production might bq+around 175
million dollars. Imports might be larger than with no change in duty
amount ng to about 680 million pounds, or 22 percent of, estimnted
consumption, and, since the price received by foreign sellers might be
somewhat higher than at the lower duty level, the foreign value of
imports might approach 36 million dollars.
Dl' y increased by 60 percent.-In this situation production for the
domestic market might be as large as 2,476 million pounds annually,
and, at prices slightly above' those which may be expected with no
change in duty, the total value might approach 180 million dollars.
Imports might total 620 million pounds, or about 20 percent of total
consumption, and, at slightly lower prices to foreign sellers, the total
foreign value might be about 28 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent Higher than in3lD*.

Duty as in 1939.-The quantity of fish consumed in the United
States would probably rise only slightly with ail increase in the per
capita income. But the value of the consumption would probably be
influenced by two factors: (1) generally higher prices for fish and (2)
increased consumption of the more desirable, higher-Priaed products at
the expense of the cheaper products. With generally better methods
of distribution for fresh and frozen fish, higher incomes would probably
lead to increased consunmption of packaged fish, and of such highpriced fresh or frozen fish (generally not packaged) as halibut, salmon,
swordfish, and several kinds of lake fish, provided adequate supplies
are available. Such a shift in consumption may also lead to increased
purchases of the relatively higher-priced canned products, such as
tuna, red salmon,, and the better grades of doniestic *nd imported
sardines. In the case of fresh and frozen fish, decreases would probably be registered in the consumption of some of the cheaper and
lesser-known species, which generally are not packaged but marketed
whole, There might also be a decreased demand for the cheaper
grades of canned fish, such as mackerel, alewives, and the lower grades
of salmon, sardines, and herring. Consumption of the cheaper grades
and species of pickled or salted fish might also decline as a result of
high income.
In view of these considerations it is estimated that consumption
under the high income level might be 6 to 8 percent greater than at the,
low income level or about 3,300 million pounds. United States
production, excluding that for export, might be about 2,6)00 million
pounds and imports (with duties as in 1939) might be about 700
million pounds. For the reasons given above, average values per
pound might be about 60 percent above those in 1939, with the result
that the total value of production for the domestic market might
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approach 250 million dollars, and the foreign value of imports be in
the neighborhood of 47 million dollar. In this (event imports would
supply about 21 percent of consumption in quantity,
L ryredted by 50 pereen-Importa might supply about 750
million pounds, or 22.5 percent of total consumption, and, with
somewhat higher prices to foreign seller, the foreign value might
approach 53 million dollars. Production for the domestic market
night be about 2,576 million pounds, valued at 23t6 million dollars
DIy inerea,*ed by 60 perment.---$timulated by comparatively high
prices; domestic production for tOh domestic mrArket, may total 2,625
million pounds, with a value of about 200 million dollars, imports
may bo650 million pounds, with a foreign value of 42 million dollars.
Exports

In 1939 United States exports of fish for food anoiunted to 201
million pouixnd1 in terms of whole fish (112 million pounds as eXp)orted)
valued at 12 million dollar (as exported), About 90 percent in
volume mid value consisted of canned fish, principally salmon, sardines
in toomato sauce, and mackerel, packed in the Pacific Coast States
arni Alaska.
It is unlikely that exports of fish other than canied will register an
appreciable change. 'TiMore are, however, possibilities in tho canning
trade, tUnited States salnmon and sardines had vtirtually world-wide
distributionn l)efore the war, although 80 percent of thed salmon (principally the higher grades) and 20 percent of the sar(lines wetlt to the
United Kingdom. Most of the sardines and a large part of the
mackerel went to the Plhilippille Islands and other Asiatic countries,
and West Indian, Central, and South American countries.
In most of these markets there is little or no production of canned
fish of a grade and price comparable to sardines, mackerel, and the
cheaper grades of swlmon. The products areimLported by them principally from Japan and the United States. As Japan was a supplier
of increasing importance before the War, the inability of that country
to resume production for export, or a sustained aversion for products
of Japan in these markets, could lead to a substantial increase in
United States exports.
I

Employment

Data are not available showing the nubller of persons engaged in
catching and proceming fish and shellfish for hu man consumption.
However, as the industry is predominantly engaged in the production
of food for human consumption, and as most nozifoods are generally
byproducts or coproducts of the food industries, available details for
the industry as a. whole, are, given.
In 1939 the, fishermen of the United States and Alaska caught 4.4
billion pounds of marine products with a value to them of 97 million
dollars. About 131,000 fishermen were employed in making this
catch, of which 69,000 were regular and 62,000 casual. The fishermen
used 5,413 powered fishing vessels of more than 5 not tons each, together with 2,083 accessory boats. Fishing boats of 5 tons or less each
numbered 68,634, of which 31,899 were powered.
The packing and processing industry employed 4,790 persons on
1,396 transporting vessels and 1,017 boats. In addition there were
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3,104 plnt operated by 2,809 proprietors who employed 5,698 Mu.
larly salaried employes, and an average of 84,000 wage earner w-ho
worked a total of 38,000 mai-years.
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Data on United States pro(luction, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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J See sulwection on employment In section on Vsh for human consumption.

In the absence of comparable data on quantities, the statistics in
this report are based upon values, which are believe-d to represent
reasonably well the United Stlates production of and trade in these
products. Omitted from consideration are horseshoe crabs, used
eiitirely in the manufacture of shellfish meal, fresh-water mussel
shlils, used in the manufacture of buttons, novelties, lime, and
poultry feed, and sand shrimp used for bait.
The value of production, as shown in the above table, consists of
pul)lished statistics covering all processed and pacftged shellfish
(including crustaceans) and the estimated value of the quantity
marketed unpackaged and unprocessed. The value given for imports
represents the landed value duty-paid, Which is the foreign value in
the form in which it is imported, plus duties collected andd the estimated
cost of transportation and other charges. The value of exports
represents the value of the products as packed for shipment.
More thann90 percent of the domestic consumption, and production
of shellfish before the war consisted of shrimp crabs, lobsters oysters
clams, and scallops. Fresh and frozen' shellfish accounted for approximately. one-third of the quantity (in the condition marketed)
and two-thirds of the value of consumption; canned products represented one-half of the quantity and almost one-third of the value.
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Commercial production', s marketed, conisted pricipally of oysters
and clam fresh-thucked, in the bell, and caned, fresh, frozen and
canned shrimp; fresh-cooked crab meat; live lobsters; and fresshucked llops. Imports were principally canned crab meat;
lobsters lie, frozen, and canned; freh and fro.n hritnp; and clams
in the Zell and canned. Exports were principally oysters in the shell
or shucked; and canned and dried shrimp. On the basis of values
imports (landed value) supplied 18.6 percent of consumption, and
exports were 4 percent of production. The relative. importance of the
principal shellfish in production and imports is shown in the followihg
table:
SAeU)Uh: United £tak produdioon, atW imported and duiy steals, 1980
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Shellfish are generally higher priced than other fish products or
meats. Therefore, the demand for and prices of these products are
relatively more sensitive to changes in economic conditions than are
those for many other foods.
All imports of shellfish are duty-free, except canned crab meat,
canned oysters and oyster prodllcts, and canned clams and clani
products. In terms of foreign value, however, 54 percent of the imports in 1939 were dutiable and 46 percent were free of duty. As 9(6
percent of the total value of dutiable imports consisted o6f canned
crab meat., dutiable at 16 percent ad Valorem,' the equivalent ad
valorem of the duty on all dutiable shellfish was; 16 percent.
Canned oysters are dutiable at 8 cents per pound, the average ad
valorem equivalent of which was 35 percent in 1939, The other
products were in 1939 dutiable at ad valorem rates as follows: canned
razor clams, 15 percent; canned clams (other than razor clams), 35
percent, based on the American selling price; and canned clam chowder,
juice, etc., 35 percent,
The consumption of shellfish did not register an appreciable decline
during the first year or two following thelUnited States entrance into
the war. Indeed, domestic production in 1940, 1941 and 1942 was
somewhat larger than in 1939. This was owing to the fact that fshing
operations are relatively close to shore so that most of the vessels
used in this brnch of the fisheries are small and that a great many of
them are without motive power or equipped only to use outboard
motors. Therefore, this fishery lost relatively littlE equipment when
The duty on canned eeab meat WInereaed to 224 percent by
Septmbr 21, 1041.

Presidential protnaation, effective
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the armed forces took over fishing craft adapted to naval and other
military uses. Howver the pdution of hellish for food in 1948
and 1944 ws considerbiy l than in the three preceding yer, and
about 90 percent of the 1939 production. This decrease in production
may be attributed almost entirely to the los of fishermen and shore
labor to the armed services and to war industries where wages were
mujeh higher than returns from the fishery.
The war has also resulted in decided changes in the quantity, value,
and sources of imports. There was a marked decline in the quantity
6f ghtllfsh infported mn 1944 as competed with 1939, but there was a
decided increase in the total valtie of the imports, the average unit
value having almost doubled. Imports from Asiatic countries practically cead, hich eliminated canned crab meat from Japan,
formerly one of the most important imported products, However,
sustantial incras were registered in the imports of canned ramor
clams, fresh scallops, and fresh and canned lobsters from Canada and
of lobsters, shrimp, and abalone from Mexico.
The decline in total imports was offset b a decrease in export,
which, in 1944, were only about one-fifth of the annual exports during
pre-wat year. However, increasing purchaes by the armed force,
together with decreased production during 1I3 fnd 1944, have
reduced
supplies available for civilian consumption. During the
wer a relatively larger proportion of the domestic production has been
marketed fresh or frozen and less in canned form. This trend is
expected to continue after the war.

POST-WAR IMPOWt A10 IDOMUTIC PtODMON

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The per capita consumption of shellfish will probably be slightly
higher than in 1939. Increased production and a probable decline
in exports may be expected to increase the domestic supply during
the short term. Prices are expected to be considerably below 1943-44
levels, but considerably above those prevailing in 1939.
Imports of shellfish are not likely to exceed those of 1939 in qusntit~y and may be slightly less in value. In that year 30 percent of
the quality (a imported) and 62 percent of the value of total im.,
ports cohsisted of barwed cab mealmost entirely from Japan. It
is unlikely that this trade will resume its former importance at leaet
for somc years after the war, However, compensating increases in
illports of other shellfish fronm other sources may be realied,. Theoe
will probably consist of shrimp, abalone and lobsters from Mexico,
lob-ters from the Union of South Africa and West Indian countries,
scallop, lobsters, and clams from Canada, and lobsters from New-

foundland.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Comsumptlon, PredseUon, and lamports

The domestic market for shellfish will probably be considerably
than itivas in 1939. Developm ts itt the methods dfpDackaging, trasporting, storing, and displayiqg fresh and frozen foods
whih have iaready occurred and which wil probably be accelerated
following the removal of wartime restrictions are expected to make
increased uantities of shellfish available throughout the interior
areas. Heretofore, the great bulk of the consumption of the
71283--45----44
greater
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products hb been confined to the Costal States. Even with a
level of income no greater than in 1 939, therefore, per capital consumption of shellfish would be expected to be greater than in that year.
At a high level of income the demand for shellfish, several classes of
which arj luxury or semiluxury foods? would be particularly great
and, if supplies should prove to be available, the consumption would
be materially incrowed,
Proved domeAtic sources of shellfish are limited, and foreign sources
though less well known, are unldoubtelly limited also. It is believed
that the domestic output of oysters, which in 1939 accounted for over
one-qusrter of the total value of (lometic shellfish, could be increased
materially; under favorable conditions it light become 20 to 30
percent greater than in 1939. Similarly the domesticc catch of clams,
shrimp, and crabs might be increased appreciably, although probably
not as much na oysters. There seem s, Iowever, little possibility of
increasing the output of lobsters and scallops.
It is likely that imports of shrimp fromn Mexico, scallops and clams
fronm Canuda, and lobsters from the Union of South Africa and West
Indian couiltris tire C*4P)ble of substantial increase, although lobsters
front Canada and Newfoundland, like those from (lonestic sources
are believed to be narrowly limited in supply. Imports of canned
crab meat could probably be increased its far as the supply of crabs
is concerne(l, but the status of the Japanese fishing industry after the
war is tincertain, and the imports may actually foll off from the 1039
level. For the l)url)oso of this report it is assumed that imports of
cannen(l crab meat nt aip approximately the 19939 Jagnitude will be
resumed in the l)ost-war long termi; if not from .Japan, then from
whatever country takes over thQ Japanese crab-catching
and canning
operations.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Duty aR in 1939,-In view of the anticipated developmentt, in marketing facilities, per capita consutimption of shellfish would be expected
to exceed that of 1939. Allowing also for a 10-percent increase in
population, the total consumption of shellfish (in terms of quantity)
may be 15 percent greater tihan 1030 and, at prices somewhat above
the low level of that year, have a total valhe in the neighborhood of
70 million dollarss (25 percent more than in 1939). Domestic produetion. and imports would probably contribute to the total supply in
substantially the same proportions as they did in 1939, and increased
production for the domestic market might be valued at about 57
million dollars.
As indicated above, the predominant factor influencing imports of
shellfish will be the status of the Japanese canned crab meat. If the
imJ)orts of canned crab meat continue large after the war, the foreign
value of total imports of shellfish might be around 1 15 million dollars
(13 million dollarss landed value) or substantially the same percentage
of domestic consumption as in 1939.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-The imports of canned crab meat
clams and oysters would probably increase considerably but total
imports (largely duty-free) and total consumption migit increase
only moderately, and little change occur in domestic production.
Total consumption might be valued at 71 million dollars (1 million
moore than with unchanged duties) and reduction for the domestic
market be valued at 57 million dollars. The foreign value of imports
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might be about 12.5 million dollars (landed value about 14 million
do ars).
IDuy increased 60 pereen.-Consumption might be valued at
about 69 million dollars. Production for the domestic market (being
prol)bably as before), about 57 million dollars the foreign valueoI
imports might be around 10.5 million dollars landedd value about 12
million dollars).
Per capita Income 75 percent higher then In 1959.

Duty as in 1939,-The demand for shellfish, particularly for lobsters, shrimp oysters, and crab meat, would be considerably greater
than at the fower income level, The probable limitation of supply
might prevent the actual consumption of these products from increasirg correspoddinlgly and actual consumption of shellfish as 4 whole
10 percent greater than at the lower
Mlkhgt, in qualitity ,b)0 onlyofabout
these
products may rise somewhat more
iIIcomlu lOeVl. ThW prices
the total value of consumption
a
and
as
foods
f@r
whole,
than those
or 60 percent higher than at
dollars
106
million
might approximate
the 1939 incoIne level. Production for the domestic market might be
valuted at around 86 million dollars.
If the Far Eastern canned crab meat industry is fully resumed after
the War (whether iti Japanese or other handds), the foreign value of
totel imports might be about 18 million dollars (landed value 20 million
dollars).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Total consumption might be valued at
about 107 million dollars, and production for the domestic market at
aromuid 85 million dollars. The foreign value of imports might be
al)olut 20 million dollars (landed value 22 million dollars),
Dut y increased by 50 percent.-Consumption might be valued at
about 103 million dollars and production for the domestic market at
685 million dollars. The foreign value of imports might be 16 million
dollars (landed value of 18 million dollars).
Exports

In 1939 United States exports of shellfish for food were valued at
1.7Iillion. dollars. Shrimp accounted for 72 percent of the total
value, oysters 19 percent, and other products 9 percent. About twothirds of the total exports (in value) consisted of canned products.
Three-fourths of the exports of shrimp were canned and most of the
remainder were dried,
Iii view of anticipated increasing domestic demand for fresh and
frozen shellfish, it is believed that domestic production of canned and
dried products will decrease and be accompanied by decreasing expo)rts of these products, It apears likely, therefore, that exports of
ctntlne( and dried shrimp will not revert to their pre-war volume.
Although exports of oysters, both in the shell and fresh-shucked may
reach, or even exceed pre-war levels if the. Canadian and United
Kingdom markets are restored, it is believed that total exports of
shelffish may actually decree in quantity, but that the value may
rise Lo 2 million dollars, as the result of substantially higher prices.
Increase in national and world income would not tend to increase
exports.
EempIoyment
See discussion in section on fish for human consumption.
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BARLIY MALT
Tarif paraiprapA: 722.
Barley malt,
Cormod*t:
kate of duty:
So pvr lb.

Rquivaenl ad raerem (19*9): 19%.

GINERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939

are given below:
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About 85 percent of the total consumption of malt is used in the
and
manufacture of fermented malt beverages, distilled liquors,substialcohol. The remainder in used in the manufacture of coffe
tutes? malt flour, yeast, vinegar, breakfast food, and vVious types of
malt sirups.
Production of malt reached a peak of 67 million bushels in 1937
valued at 88 million dollars. In 1939 the quantity of malt produced
was about normal, but the value was probably less than normal
because the price por bushel of malting bar ey was only about 55 cent,
1937,
compared with 78 cents in wore
houses
operating at a capacity of 97 milliOn
In 1943, malting
were allocated to the brewing
bushels
million
bushels, of which 65
war
the
to
reminder
program-22 million bushels
industry, and the
food
for
million
products, and 2 million for
8
fot industrial alcohol,
export.
Tn 1937) izpwrts amounted to about 14 percent of consumption,
compared with 4 percent in 1939. In 1935-37, when barley supplies
suitable for malting purposes were low in both United aI es and
Canada because of the drought, Europ ean countries supplied about
80 percent of total imports of malt. In 1938 and 1939, with normal
crops in the United States and Canada, practicallyrll 'imports came
from Canada. It seems likely that Canada, which produces malt
similar to that produced in the United States, will be the principal
source of imports of malt in the post-war period.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Because the.consumption of malt is largely dependent upon the
manufacture of alcoholic beverages, the changes in consumption of
these beverages will largy determine the quantity o:t malt consumed.
During the short term the per capital consumption of malt beverages
than
may be about the 1943 level, which was about one-third greater total
the
in
5
of
percent
population,
increase
an
Assuming
1939.
consumption in the short term would be 35 to 40 percent above 1939.
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Production and import. would probably supply about the same percentages of total consumption as they did before the war when production supplied 90 to 95 percent and ipot, 5 to 10 percent.
POST-WAR LONG TURM

Cousumption, Productoft, and Impts
Per capital Income at 19*9 level.

Assuming an increase of 10 percent in population and an estimated

12 percent increase in the per capital consumption of alcoholic beverages, total consumption of barley malt may be about 22 percent higher
than in 1939, or about 82 million bushels. Prices may be about 25

percent above the less-than-normal price of 1939.
!)uty as in 1939.-Imports are likely to be about 3.7 million bushels
or about 4.5 percent of consumption and to have a foreign value of
about 2.7 million dollars; production may total about 78 million
bushel., valued at about 82 million dollars,
wy reduced by 60 percent.-Tmports would probably increase considerably, to about 0-9 million bushels, with a foreign value of about
4.4-6.6 million dollars, and would supply 7-11 percent of total consumption. Production would total about 73-76 million bushels,
valued at 7740 million dollars,
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Only the higher quality of barley
malt is likely to enter. Imports might be about 3.0 million bushels,
with a foreign value of about 2.4 million dollars, and would supply
about 3,5 percent of total consumption. Production would probably
amount to about 79 million bushels, valued at 83 million dollars.
Per capital Income 15 percent higher than In 1o*t.

Consumption of barley malt would probably be about 40 percent
higher than with per capita income as in 1939, or about 115 million
bushels. Prices may be about 20 percent above the average prewar
level or close to 45 percent higher than in 1939, when they were below
normal.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably be about a million
bushels, with a foreign value of about 5 million dollars, but supply
about 4.3 percent of total consumption. Production would pI'obably
be about 110 million bushels, valued at about 132 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports would probably increase to
about 9-12 million bushels, with a foreign value of about 9-12 million
dollars, and supply 8-11 percent of total consumption. Production
will probably be about 103-106 million bushels, valued at about
124-127 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports will probably be only slightly
less than with no change in duty, because nalt of high quality will
probably continue to enter. Imports may total about 4 million
bushels, with a foreign value of about 4 million dollars and may
supply 3.5 percent of totid consumption. Production will probably
be about I 11 million bushels, valued at 133 million dollars.
-.
~~~~Exports
Exports of barley malt have been relatively small, ranging from a
low of 28,000 bushel valued at $41,000 in 1935, ,to 374,000 bushels
valued at $450,000 in 1939. Most of the exports go to Mexico and
South American countries. Post-war exports are not likely" to be
important.
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Employment

Relatively few people are employed in the malting industry. In
1939, 1,902 people were employed in 52 establishments producing
malt as compared with 2,014 people in 56 establishments in 1937.
An increase in production in the post-war period would probably be
accompanied by a proportional increase in employment. The number
of persons employed would probably be between 2,300 and 3,200.
FEED GRAINS
Tariff paragraph.: 722, 723, 724, 726, 728. 729, 763, and 1558.
Feed grains.
Commodity:
Various. (See note.) Fquivalent ad valorem (1939): 25%.
Rates of duty:
NoTr.-The rates of duty on the commodities covered by this eotion are as follows:

Commodity

Tariff Act of 1930 rat.

Rate on July 1,1939

Corn:
-bs
2 bu.ol N.
I ..............
(Oenoral rateb
...........2. bu. of 5b
Cuban rate
2..
ht., of M I bs.... .0Ibu, of 5Olbs.'
s
32
1
Ib
bu.
of
....
..
Oats .
80 bu, of 3248lbs,
15 bu. of lbs.1
e of48 lbs ......
20 bu.
......
BarleyOrin sorghums:
If germination qualities not de- 2 per lb-............
per lb.
stroyed.,
if germination qualities ore lost... 10% ad al
101 ad val,
. 20% ad val.
If germination qualities artlfcally 2% ad val . ..
destroyed.
12 bu. of M Ibt.,
-*--*--------*---------Rye
10 b. nMIbe
pr 100 lbs.1
Buckwheat-2 per 100 b......
5% ad val.1
Wheat unfat for human consumption.. 10% ad val ...............
......

..

..

..

I Pursuant to trade agreement with Cuba effective September 3, 134.
I Pursuant to trade agreement with Canad, effective Jan. 1, 19. In the first Canadian agrement
effective Jan, 1 1936, the duty on hulled oats unft for human consumption had boen reduced from 1O
to P per bu, In the second agreement the reduction wm extended to alhulled and unhulled oats.
SPursuunt to trade agreements with Canad, effective Jen. 1,1I93. The commodities covered by
this report, except grain sorghums, and buckwheat, were admitted (ree of duty If used for feed for
livestock during the period I ecember 23, 1943, to June 19, 1944, under Public LAws 211 and 272 of the
78th Congress.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
-________

Item

Total

Apparent Ratio of

-.________

For Imports
For
domestic

exFport
exotmarket

co.

Imports-

~ ~ ~to
tion' sgumption

slum

con

Percent

0.11
98, 828
108
100,839 1,044 99,795
Quantity (1,000 short tons) ....................
1,993
24
Value (million dollrs)-'. 2,017
2.2..........2. 20 00 $22.66
$20.34
Unitvalue (short ton) ............. p....
$19.98
Persons empleyed-(4)..............
.
. .......
( ).
..........
..........

........

..........

.

..........

-----

Stocks at the beginning and end of season have been considered ih calculating consumption. Of this
amount, 88,769,000 short tons were fed to animals and the rest used for human consumption, for industrial
use and as seed.
* farm value.
I Foreign value.
* See employment.

Except for wheat and rice, grains are used principally for feed.
Corn, oats, barley, and grain sorghums are commonly grouped together
as feed grains. In this section rye and buckwheat are a so included
because about 50 percent of these grains is fed to livestock. Separate
sections have been prepared on wheat and rice.

Table: Fe d grains: United States production, trade, and consumption, 1939
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Imported barley is used both for feed and for malting. The
quantity used for malting depends upon the quality of the barley
crop in the United States. Imported oats are also used for feed and
for processing into rolled oats. Imprts of the other feed grains are
usually used entirely for feed.
In 1939, 88 percent of the feed grains was fed to livestock and the
remaining 12 percent was used for human consumption, industrial
purposes, and seed. The supply of feed grains tends to follow the
trend of grain-consuming animal units rather closely, although the
consumption of the feed grains depends not only upon the number of
livestock and poultry but also upon the supply of the grains themselves. During 1926-33 the grain-consuming animal units were
relatively constant, ranging from a low of 135 million to 144 million
units, with an average of 138.8 million units, Principally because of
the drought, which reduced domestic sup plies of feed during the
years 1934--38, the average annual number of grain-consuming animal
units dropped sharply to 122.8 million. In 1939, the number was 138.6
million, or about equal to the average of 1926-33. Durin-, 192V-*33,
the annual supply of feed grains amounted to 109.3 million tons, conipared with 92.7 million tons in 1934-38, In 1939, the supply totaled
116 million tons. In 1926--33 the carry-over of the feed grains was
about 10 million tons compared with about 20 million in 1938 and
1939. In 1939 the disappearance of feed grains amounted to 0.69
ton per grain-consuiming animal unit, cotnparedl with 0.695 for an
average, 1926-38. The year 1939, therefore, may be considered as
representative of the consumption of feed grains and the number of
grain-consuming animal units (see table below).
Feed grains: United States production, trade, and consumption, 1989

-_o---umt.iConsumption
Grain

Ratio (in pera
oout) of Import
to consumption

Production Exports Imports
Total I

Fed

Total

Fed

Quantity (1,000 short tons)
Corn ......................
Oats ............................

Barley ..........
Wheat ..........................
Grain sorghums..................
Rye............................
Buckwheat.........--.-.-.-.1'otal ......................

72, 26
16,323

8,676
'3,85
1,1491
1,060
138

100,839

0 02
899
62,421
0.02
1_4
_,357
9
. 42
.49
4
16,I232
14,161
19
.28
.43
130
6,66
4,389
84
.15
l1a
3,871
I')
3,871
(')1,41
,47 ..
.9 9
1,lot... 1,407
......
.
(')
449 .
1,0
138
71 .........
188 (i)~
.12
98, 828
1,044
,769
108
_
........

...

........

Value (1,000 dollars)

Farm ralus

288 1, 404, 479 1, 264,026.
19,802
Corn..............
16, 712
108 1,626
276, 431.
334
871
Barley .---........-..-110,826 3, 345
111,
73,735 ..
' 49
Wheat.3 89,088 (3)
89,227
89,227 .........
Grain sorghum.29.
. 29, 120'
2 ........
30,118
28,421 .......
( I) f, 956
Rye .
70
17,163
7,049.---(h)
Buckwheat ......--.---.-.3, 560
1, 867 ........
229
3, O0
Total .
2,016,979 23,5
2,
1971,972 1,739,74 ........
I Stocks at the beginning and end of season have been considered in calculating total consumption.
Quantity of domestic wheat fed to livestock.
I where
were no exports of feed wheat.

,1,476,300
92
Oats
.......-290,
.

..

. -

...

........
--------

........

........

4 Wheat unfit for human consumption.

Less than 5b0.
' The following factors were used to determine the number of grainoonsumlng animal units: milk cows,
1S0; other cattle, 0.61; hogs, 0,87; shop, 0.04; horse and mules, 1.14; and chickens, 0.045.
I
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Corn, repkting 75 percent of the feed grains is 1y far the most
important, followed by oats, which represents iout 16 percent of
thefee({prains
asi *itk
normauy on a
sugraiuns.expoa't
respect to feed grains. The customarily small Imports enter in response to the demand of certain localities where, particulary in a given
saon, the supply may be inadequate because of a small crop or an
unusually large number of animal unite to be fed.
The forei trade in these grains is induced by considerations
similar to thos which gve rise to trade between surplus and deficit
area within the United States and is usually small in comparison with
this domestic trade. During periods of short domestic crops, notably
the years of severe droughts, 1934-36, imports increased, but the
increase is usually very small in relation to the decree in domestic
production, so that the number of animals and poultry is also decreased. In 1929-33, before the severe droughts in the United
States the annual exports of feed grains ,aveitqd 757,000 tons
compared with 1,044,000 tons in 1939. Annual
imports averaged
72,000 tons in 1929-33 and 108,000 tons in 1939.
With the exception of corn, Canada is the principal source of
imports of the feed grains. Although Argentina is the largest potential
source of imports of corn, and has been the principal source in years
of unusually short United States crops, in years of a normal domestic
corn orop Cuba and the Dominican Republic have been the principal
sources of imports. In both 1938 and 1939 more than 75 percent. of
imports of corn entered the customs district of Puerto Rico.
EOST[WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of the feed grains in the post-war short term probably will be somewhat below the wartime peak of 134.0 million tons
but considerably greater than the 98.8 million tons in 1939. Imports
seem likely to supply about the same percent of consumption as in
1939.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Under any of the levels of income or duty discussed below domestic
production of feed grains will probably, as it has in the past, exceed
consumption by approximately 1 percent' even though consum tion
with a per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939 woudl be
substantially greater than in 1939, it would probably not exceed the
peak attained during World War II.
Per capita income at It9 level.

The long-term average disappearance of feed grains will vary with
the number of grain-consuming animal units, which, under the conditions assumed here, are likely to exceed the number in 1939 in
approximately direct proportion to bhe anticipated increase in population. It seems likely, therefore, that consumption would average
about 10 percent higher than in 1939, or about 110 million tons. The
part of the total consumption of these grains used for purposes other
than feed would probably increase in like proportion.
Production of all feed grains for the domestic market would probably be about 109.9 million tons and, at prices about the same as m
1939, would have a value of 2,198 million dollars. The production

Smith
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of barley aid grain sorghums seeGn likely to increase and may offset
a pible decrease in coni and oats
normal crops in the United States, imports seem likely to
remain relatively small under the various changes in duty, and, ownecquently, average Prices and production in the United States would
not inatkedly be feted. \ Nowter, the percentage shange__ izmnports with a change in duty might be larpg. Importa will compete
with domestic supplies for the deficit-prouc1 area in the Northeast, on the Atlantic and Pacific coast, and in Puerto Rimo.
Duties ae in 1939.-It seems likely that imports will increase at
about the same rate as population and probably will amount to about
i20,000 tons, or about 0.1 percent of consumption, with a foreign
value of 2.4 million dollars.
Duties decreased by 60 pervevt.-Under this assumption import. of
corn from Argentina would probably compete on a more favorable
basis with domestic supplies shipped to the Pacific and Atlantic coast&
and would be substantially larger than those of 1939. Imports ot
oats and barley from Canada would probably increase oonsiderably,
although relatively less than the imports of corn, and enter the North.
eastern United States. Total imports iay total, say, 275,000 tons,
or about 0.3 percent of consumption. With a somewhat higher averao foreign unit value, the total imports would have a foreign value of
about 6 million dollars.
Duties inreaed by 60 percen .-Imnorts would be greatly restricted.
Lu ports of corn would probably be limited to entrhus in Puerto Rico,
and of barley to that for malting purposes only, and of oats to that
processed into human food. Total imports seem likely to be about
40,000 tons, or about 0.04 percent of consumption. With the foreign
prices somewhat below those of 1939, the foreign value might be about
0.8 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then in IDaO.

In view of a probable increase in the number of livestock and poultry
of about 20 percent over 1939, and the further probability that grain
would be fed in about the same proportion as in 1939, total consumption of feed grains might be around 120 million tons. Production for
the domestic market seems likely to be somewhat more than 119.8
million tons. Production of all feed grains may increase, about 20
percent; the increase for barley and grain sorghums may exceed,
and that for corn and oats may be slightly under, 20 percent. With
prices of, agricultural products generally, and meat products in
particular, considerably above those in 1939 the value of domestic
production might be 3,600 million dollars, Neither consumption nor
production would probably be affected greatly by the several assumed
rates of duty, but the imports might be changed considerably. Under
none of the assumptions below, however, would imports be likely to
be as much as 0.5 percent of consumption.
Duties as ii' 1939.-Total imports would probably amount to about
131,000 tons, or about 0.11 percent of total consumption. With
foreign prices increased in the same proportion as domestic prices, the
foreign value might be about 4 million dollars.

Duties reduced by 60 percent-As at the lower income level, imports
of corn would probably increase relatively more than the other feed
grains under a reduction in duty. Total imports of all feed grains

Table: [No Caption]
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might be about 400,000 tons, or about 0.3 percent of consumption,
with a foreign value of about 12 million dollars.
Duties increased 50 percent .-Again as under the lower-income level,
imports would be much smaller if the duty were 50 percent higher than
in 1939. Total imports might be about 50,000 tons, or about 0.05
percent of consumption, with a foreign value of 1.5 million dollars.
Exports

Exports in 1939 amounted to 1 million tons-and were about normal.
Corn was the most important of the exports of feed grains, amounting
to about 85 percent of the total, and barley was next, amounting to
about 1-2 percent. Most of the exports of all grains go to Canada and
European countries. Post-war exports in the long term seem likely
to be about the same as in 1939 at the assumed lower level of income
and somewhat higher at the assumed higher level of income and at the
assumed reduced rate of duty. In addition to the exports in the form
of grain, there would be considerable exports of corn in the form of
pork products.

Eamplyment

The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that the
number of man-hours required per acre of the various feed grains are
as follows. Corn, 27.3; oats, 9.0; barley, 9.6; grain sorghums, 12.1;
rye, 9.9; buckwheat, 19.8; and wheat, 8.7. On this basis, in 1939, the
equivalent of 1,255,000 full-time persons on a year-round basis were
required for farm production of the feed grains.
Under the higher income level in the st-war long term, employment may be somewhat greater than in 1939.
MACARONI, VERMICELLI, NOODLES, AND SIMILAR ALIl
MENTARY PASTES, CONTAINING NO EGGS OR EGG PRODUCTS3
Tariff parapraph: 725.
Macaroni, vermicelli,
Commodity:
noodles, and similar
alimentary pastes
contaiining no eggs or
egg products.
2t per lb.
Rate of duty:

uitaen4 ad valorem (10SO): 21%

None.-The rate shown above is that fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930. It was reduced to 1R cents el
with Argentina, with reservation of the rsiht
Motive November 1941, pursuant to 7ide agreement
to withdraw or modify the reduction after termination of the war witb Germany.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:
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Macaroni, vermicelli, noodles, and similar aliraentary pastes are
mnade chiefly from-semolina obtained from milling durum wheat.
This report is limited to the alimentary pastes which contain no eggs
or egg products. Both types of pastes, however, are made in the
same plant. During the 1930's about 90 percent of the total quantity of all alimentary pastes contained no egg or egg products. Total
production of these products has increased steadily since 1930, In
19:31 production totaled 478 million pounds, compared with 536
million pounds in. 1936 and 564 million pounds in 1937. Per capital
consumption was about 3.9 pounds in 1931 but has remained at about
4.4 pounds during 1935-39, Imports have gradually decreased from
an average of 1,9 million pounds in 1931-34 to little over 1 million
pouind$s in 1939 and have consisted mainly of specialty products.
About 50 percent of imports came from Italy and the remainder
mostly from China, Hong Kong, and Japan. Consumption, production, and imports in 1939 may be considered as representative.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of these products may be about 5 percent higher than
in 1939. Imports will probably be unimportant,
POSTWAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 19S9 level,

Consumption is likely to be about the same per Capita as in 1939
and amount in total to about 635 million pounds, and would uot be
mArkedly affected by the assumed changes in duty. Total produotion will probably exceed consumption and may amount to about 640
million pounds. Production for the domestic market may be about
634 inillion pounds, valued at about 40 million dollars,
Du'y as iu 1939,.-lmports, which were declining before. the war,
seem likely to supply a somewhat smaller pereentage of tota con-umnption than they did in 1939 and may amount to about A million
ields, with a foreign value of around $95,000.
kitty reduced byg6o eroen1.-Bec*use of their special type, imports
nay be only moderately greater with a lower duty and may amount
to about 1.3 million pounds, or about 0.2 palerent of consumption,
with a foreign value of $125,000.
orts seem likely to be about 25
D)uty increased by 60
percent less than under nojpereent.-Im
change of duty and amount to about 750,060
poullnds, uwih a foreign value of about $72,000.
Per capita income 75 percent Algher Man In 19*9.
Under a high per capital income the quantity of these products consimned would probably he greafter th ail t a low lvel of infoomlo gied
light anmount t about 672 million poUnds. 'rps Ut1itorl states wmnas
likely to continue on an export bais. Thus total produotiou will be
swiieowhat hwger tOanl cOnwijlptio, or about 680 million poinds.
l?1olducti n for the domestic market might be about 670 Oillion
pI$unds ail at prices posid4erably aIboVe those in 1939, might be
Valued at inilot
mi
,li0ors. imports being nioher priced specialties,
muiShlt b3 expected to increase relatives more than
totaW co18sUI4ption
u13s lthe duty iisresed.
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lDty as in 19X9.-Imports might supply somewhat over 0.2 percent
of consumption; or about 1.5 million pounds, with a foreign value of
about $180 000.
Duy .r~alced by60 pecent-Imports might amount to 2Trmillion
pounds, or about 0.3 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of
about $260,000.
Duty increased by 60 percez -Imports seem likely to be about 0.15
percent of consumption, or 1 million pounds, valued at $115,000.
apwts
Although official statistics of exports do, not distinguish between
the two types of pastes, it is believed that the bulk of exports contain
no eggs or eg products. The United States has been for many years
on ah export basis with regard to macaroni, vernicelli, noodles, and
similar alimentary pastes. Urited States exports have gone principally to Canada, the United Kingdom, Mexieo, and Panama, and will
probably continue to be greater than imports but only a small part
of domestic production.
Employment

There are a few more than 300 establishments in the United States
producing macaroni, etc., which in 1939 had a total employment of
6 013 persons. About 25 percent of the establishments are in New
Vork and about 15 percent in California. Inasmuch as about 90
percent of total production of all products i this industry conts of
products containing no eggs or egg products, it is estimated that
approximately 5,400 persons were employed in hiat branch. At-the
1939 level of income in the postwar period about 5,950 persons may
be employed; at the higher income level, 6,300 persons.

RICE
Tariff

paragraph

727-

1752 -

Rate of duty
Paddy or rough rice:
1%0 per lb.
Brown rice (hulls removed, all or 1$ per lb.
in- pert).
Milled rice (bran removed, all or 2X¢ per lb.
in part).
Broken rice, which will pam readily Xet per lbthrough a metal sieve perforated
with round holes five and onehalf sixty-fourths of an inch in
diameter.
Rice meal, flour, polished, and bran S per lb
.
Patna rice cleaned for use in the Free
manufacture of canned soup.

Commodity

Average.

Mtnvler
(989)
No imports
in 1939.
45.1%.

86.7%.
23.9%.

21.5%.

33.1%.

Non.-The rate fied in the TartS Act of 19M3 for broken rkie, 54 cent per pound, was reduced to 91. cent,
Crective February 1, 1f36, puruat to the trade agreement with the Nherlands.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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With the exception of rough or paddy rice used for seed and small
quantities fed to livestock, rough rice as it comes from the threshng
machine or combine is processed into brown (unoleaned) and milled
rice (cleaned or polished rice). In process rough rice the hulls are
removed, thus leaving a product called brow ree. In 1939 only
one-half of 1 percent of total production of processed rice was consumed as food in form of brown rice. In further proesdg the brown
rice, the germ and bran layers are removed as byproduqtw, In the
process ofmilli many kernels are broken and several grades of milled
rice result as follows: Head rice is that which consists mostly of whole
kernels; second head comprises the largest pieces of broken kernels;
screenings the next SImaler pieces; and brewers' rice, the smallest
pieces of broken kernels Of the total production of milled rice in
1937-39, 82 percent wa hea' rce, second heads about & percent,
screenings about 7 percent, and brewers' rice about 6 percent. Rice
meal and flour are ground from milled rice. Normally, the price
varies with the variety of rice and the size and proportion of broken
kernels- the long-grain varieties and the head rice command the
highest price and the short grain and broken rice the lowest. Note
that the several grades mentioned above are all "milled nice" as used
in the trade; but in the import statistics quoted below, "broken rice"
is used to cover that part of screening and brewers' rice which will
pas readily through: a metal sieve perforated with round holes five
and one-half sixty-fourths of i inch in diameter, and "milled rice"
means only the whole kernels and second heads, usually served as food
in this country.
Patna rice is a variety produced largely in British India. Its
kernels remain intact even when used in soup. It commands a price
premium, and hao been admitted free for use in canned soups as not
directly competitive with domestic production. Imports of Patna
rice for use in the manufacture of canned soups (free for such use)
seem likely to be little affected by the changes m duties on other
classes of rice. However, imports might be affwetd bpy increaed
United States production of varieties smil to Patna rice.
'In milling rice, 100 pounds of rough rice yield from 57 to 64 pounds of miLed rie. Convasim La this
report has been made at 100 pounds of minded rice as equivalent to 162 pIds of trgb rite or 12 potinds of
brown rime.
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The per capita consumption. (includes consumption in Puerto Rico,
Hawaii, and Alaska) of milled rice has increased from 8.0 pounds
annually in 1930-34 to 9.4 pounds in 193539, and was 9.6 pounds in
1939. In 1935-39 the per capita consumption of rice in Hawaii was
over 200 pounds and in Puerto Rico, 128 pounds. From 25 to 30
percent of total United States consumption is in Puerto Rico and
Hawaii.
In 1925-31 annual production averaged about 1,250 million pounds,
declined to 1,182 million pounds in 1935, increased to 1,305 million
pounds in 1937, and to 1,448 million pounds in 1939. The facto ry price
per 100 pounds of head rice was $2.85 in 1939 as compared wi th $3.58
m 1937. The price per 100 pounds of brewers' rice was $1.78 in
1939 as compared with $2.36 in 1937. In 1943, Louisiana produced
33 percent of total rice; Texas, 28 percent; California, 20 percent; and
Arkansas, 19 percent.
Exports were over 20 percent of domestic production in 1939, a
large part of which went to the preferential market in Cuba. Exports
may m the future be subject to competition from countries which
have been rapidly increasing their production of rice.
Imports of the various classes of rice have fluctuated widely. In
1925-29, imports of milled rice were predominant, amounting to 40
percent in quantity and to 60 percent in value of total imports of all
classes of rice. In 1935-39 imports of broken rice have been predominant. In 1939, broken rice amounted to 75 percent in quantity
and to 57 percent in value of total imports of all classes of rice. The
following data show detailed United States imports of rice for 1939:
Kind of rice

Quantity

,000

Rough (paddy).

pounds

Brown--,796
Milled -------------------------------7, 664
4.615
Patna for soupRice flour, meal, and bran -.---..1,5-02
Broken rice ' 53, 616

Totial
vle

1,I
douars
126
218
145
44

69

Value per
pound
Cents
. 33
2.81
3. 15
2.91
1.31

1 Broken rice which will pass readily through a metal sieve perforated with round holes five and one-half
sixty-fourths of 1 inch In diameter.

The principal source of supply varies with the class of rice. In
1939, Japan was the principal source of brown rice, China of milled
rice, British India of Patna, Netherlands of rice meal, flour, and bran,
and Belgium and the Netherlands (about equal in importance) of
broken rice. During 1936-39, the large imports of broken rice were
used by the brewing industry.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Because the trend of per capita consumption of milled rice has been
upward in the 1930's, it seems likely that it will be slightly higher in
the short term than in 1939, or about 10 pounds per capita. imports
seem likely to supply about the same proportion of consumption as in
1939.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 levei.

The per capita consumption of rice in the post-war long term seems
likely to be slightly higher than in 1939, or about 10 pounds per capita.
Assuming 10 percent increase in population, total consumption in
the long term would probably be about 1,450 million pounds. Consumption is not likely to be affected materially by change in duty.
Domestic production would probably exceed consumption approximately by the amount of net exports, or about 220 million pounds.
Thus, if proportionately large exports can be maintained, production
might amount to about 1,670 million pounds, witha value of about
45 million dollars, regardless of assumed changes in duty..
Duties as in 1939.-Total imports might supply about the same percent of consumption as in 1939, or about 80 million pounds, about 5.5
percent of consumption, with a foreign value of about 1.4 million
dollars.
Duties reduced by 50 percent.-A reduction of 50 percent-in rates of
duty would have different effects oni th6 various classes of imports.
Imports of milled rice (subject to 24 cents per pound duty equivalent
to nearly 90 percent ad valorem in 1939) might increase from 7.7
million pounds in 1939 to 15 to 20 million pounds, but even so would
represent only a small increase in the total supply. Imports of broken
rice (Y 6 cent per pound duty or 24 percent ad valorem in 1939) would
-probably be little affected by the reduction. Total imports might be
about 90 million pounds or about 6.2 percent of domestic consumption,
and because the unit vaiue of milled rice is higher than that of broken
rice, the foreign value might be about 1.8 million dollars.
Duties increased by 50 percent.--It seems likely that a higher duty
would have little effect on the low-duty classes, but to increase the rate
on milled rice to 3% cents would probably reduce imports of milled
Aice by at least 50 percent. Total imports might be about 70 million
pounds or about 4.8 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of
1.3 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With the increase in per capita income, it seems likely that the per
capita consumption of rice will be about 12 pounds. Prices will
probably increase about 15 percent because of the higher income.
Total consumption seems likely to be about 1,800 million pounds.
Domestic production--assuming that exports can be similarly increased-seems likely to amount to about 2 050 million pounds valued
at 65 to 70 million dollars. Production is likely to be more affected by
changes in quantities of exports than by changes in duty.
Duties as in 1939.-With the rates of duty the same as in 1939,
imports may be expected to supply about 5.5 percent of total consumption, or about 100 million pounds, with a foreign value of about
2 million dollars.
Duties decreased by 50 percent.-A reduction of 50 percent would
probably have little effect on imports of broken rice, but the comnbination of increase in prices and a reduction in duty of milled rice to
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1.25 cents per- pound might stimulate imports to about 35 million
pounds, with a foreign value of about 1.7 million dollars (similar to the
quantity of imports of milled rice mi 1925-29). Total Imports of all
classes seem likely to be about 112 million pounds, or about 6.2 percent
of consumption, with a foreign value of 3.2 million dollars.
Duies increased by 60 percent.-A duty of $3.75 per 100 pounds on
milled rice and $2.26 on brown would probably decrease imports of
these classes from 50 to 75 percent but a higher rate might have little
effect on imports of broken rice. Total imports might be about 86
million pounds that is, about 4.8 percent of consumption, with a
foreign value oi 1.5 million dollars.
KEpowta

In 1937-39, exports of rice amounted to about 8 million dollars
annually, of which 95 percent was milled rice, 4 percent rough rice,
and 1 percent rice screenings, broken rice, rice flour, and meal. About
70 percent of total exports of milled rice (includes second heads or
larger pieces of broken kernels) went to Cuba, and a large part of
the remainder to European countries; about 50 percent of total exports
of rough rice went to Canada. It seems4likely that exports will continue to exceed imports, and that they will probably total 300-350
million pounds, valued at 9-10 million dollar annutily. Because
of the increase in exports of rice from Latin-American countries,
United States exports of rice will probably have more competition in
foreign markets.
Employment

The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that 32
man-hours are required to produce an acre of rice. On this basis in
1939, 14,000 mani-years were required to produce the rice crop. In
the pot-war long term the labor requirements seem likely to increase
in the same proportion as production, and would be about 16,500
man-years at the lower level of income and about 19,700 man-years at the
higher level. In the Census of 1939, 72 rice mills reported production
of milled rice with 3 218 persons employed. In the long-term postwar period, the number of persons employed in the rice mills seems
likely to increase, by about the same proportion as production and
would probably amount to about 3,800 at the lower level of income
and to about 4,500 at the higher.
WHEAT
Tariff paragraph: 729.
Wheat.
Commodity:

Rate of duty:

42t per bu. of 60 lb.

i

?4uivaleW ad valorem '19): 37%*

Non.-Imports of wheat were placed under a quota i'lime on May 29, 1941 (see test), which remin
in effect with modifications. Sine April29,1943, mo of whet madeunder theauthority o t War
Food Administrator have been excepted from the quota. From December 2a, 1948, to June 19,1964, what
to be used for feed for livestock entered duty-free.
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United States imports of wheat are classified into three oups
(1) wheat fit for human consumption, dutiable at 42 cents pet busl;
t- percent ad
(2) wheat unfit for thuma consumption, dutiable; 6a
valorem; aud (3) wheat imported free, for milling in bond and export
as flour. This report relates only to wheat fit forlhuman consumption. Imports unfit for human consumption are included in-tthe
section on feed grains.
Normally, only hard spring wVheat of the highest quality ith.
relatively high, price is inported for million. In 1928-39' Annual.
imports, practically al from Canada, tndet the duty of 42 cent4 per
bushel, averaged only about 25,000 bushels, witb a foreign value of
$20,000, except for the drought years 1934-37, wheWf annual imports
averaged 15.5 million bushels, with a foreign value of 14.8 million
dollars.
Since 1933, the wheat crop has been subjected to various control
programs administered unier tha Agriultuiral Adjustment Act
Under section 22 of that Act, as amended, quotp. were tablijhed
for wheat, by Presidential proclanion effective May 29, 190,
oter than for fe to
whieh limited annual imports of wheat800,00?
bushels; of this quota, 795,000 bushels were apportioed to Canda.
Since the quotas were established in 1941, Canada a fill its
share each year because the price of wheat sipee 1941 has been much
higher in the United States than in Canada owing to the United States
wheat program. This price differential,- in fact, had been the pria
cipal reason why the quota on wheat was put into effect.
In 1937-39, about 70 percent of total domestic con-sumption was
for food and the remainder for :feed, seed, and industrial uses. Total

consumption per capita for all pur es average 5.2 bushels in these
years as compared'with 5.65 bushel in 1931-33 Annuil production
in 1928-32 averaged,865 million bushels as compared with '584
million in the drought years 1933--36, and 845 million in 1937-39.
Of the total wheat crop in the United Stas in 1937-39, about 43 percent was hard red winter, 26 percent soft red winter, 15 percent had
red spring, 12 percent white wheat, and 4 percent durum.
71233-45---45
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In the 1930's, several international wheat conferences were held
by representatives of large wheat exporting and importing counties
for the' purpose of formulating plas to dispose of the unusually large
stocks of wheat on hand in the exporting countries and, at the same
time, to restrict production in those countries. The International
Wheat Agreement (1942), which may be called an interim agreement,
was intended to be in effect until about two years after the war.
Under the agreement, the signatory countries agreed to help to provide an international pool of wheat to aid the war-stricken areas'
to adopt some measures to control production with the object of
minimizing the accumulation of excessive stocks of wheat; and to
establish itn administrative body., This body was organized in August
1942 under the name of the International Wheat Council. Although
the 1942 agreement did not provide a price section, the Council was
empowered at any time to include a price provision in the memorandum. Since that time, the Council has had several informal discmssions with the view to stabilizing the post-war wheat market by
setting up basic minimum and maximum prices for wheat sold in
world markets. The effect of any future agreement upon post-war
trade i largely dependent upon the number and importance of countries collaborating with the Council.
Although the yield per acre of wheat was abqut average in 1939,
total production was somewhat less because of the reduction of
acreage under the Government wheat program. Because of the
increasing stocks of wheat at the end of the crop year, prices of wheat
were low.
For the purposes of this section it is assumed that the present quotas
will remain in effect. If the quotas should be reduced, imports, of
course, would be lessened accordingly. If the quotas were removed
and the duty reduced by 50 percent, imports might rise materially.
If the quota should be removed, with the duty unchanged, imports
might remain below the quota level or rise above it, depending on the.
price-control policies of the United states t'nd Canadian Governments.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Total consumption and production in the post-war short-term
period seem likely to be somewhat below the war-time peak but will
probably be about 10 to 15 percent above'1939. Imports are likely
to continue at the quota limit.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The per capita consumption of wheat may continue the downward
trend as indicated in the 1930': and may be about 5 bushels. Total
consumption may be about 725 million bushels. The price of wheat
was low in 1939. Production for the domestic market would probably
total 725 million, bushels, valued at 650 million dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports cannot be predicted as they depend on
the price-control policies of the United States and Canadian Govern-
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ments, and might range from a few thousand bushels to the full
amount of the quota, with a foreign value of $10,000 to $880,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-A decrease in duty to 21 cents per
bushel would probably cause imports to fill the quota of 800,000
bushels, with a foreign value of about $880,000. Imports would
probably amount to 0.11 percent of consumption.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-With an increase in duty to 63 cents
per bushel, imports of wheat probably would be sharply reduced,
assuming normal crops, and would probably be very small.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With a higher income, there is generally a wider variety of foods
consumed and therefore no increase in the consumption of wheat is
indicated. Consumption would thus remain at about 725 million
bushels. The ratio of imports to consumption would probably be
the same under the various assumed rates of duty as under the lower
income. Prices, however, would be different because of the higher
income. The domestic price might be about $1.10 per bushel and
production for the domestic market valued at about 798 million
dollars.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports might be no more than a few thousand
bushels, with a foreign value of $10,000, up to the full quota with a
foreign value of $960,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would probably supply the
full quota, if one were fixed at about present levels, and might have a
foreign value of about $960,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-With normal domestic crops there
would probably be small imports at this rate of duty.
Exports

In 1929-32 annual exports of wheat amounted to 78 million bushels
as compared with only 6.8 million bushels during the drought period
1933-36. In 1938 exports amounted to 87 million bushels. In 1938
and 1939 a large part of the exports were sold with the assistance of
payments through the wheat export program. In 1937-39 the principal
foreign markets were the United ingdom,Belgium,and the Netherlands.
In the post-war long term at the lower income level, exports would
probably be about 50 million bushels, valued at 45 million dollars,
and at the higher income level, about 100 million bushels, valued at
110 million dollars.
Employment

The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that 8.7
man-hours are required to produce an acre of wheat. On this basis
the employment of 191,000 ftull-time persons on a year-round basis
were required to produce the wheat crop in 1939. In the post-war
period the.equivalent of about 210,000 persons at the 1939 level of
income and of about 200,000 persons at the higher income level
might be employed full time in the production of wheat.
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3BYPUODJCT: FEEDS
780, 731, nd
Tariff paragraph: 708
1780.
Byproduct feeds: Mill
Commodity:
byproducts, oil cake
and meal, and aniul
proteins.
(1,

Free to I

Rat. of duty:

Non-Tariff history since

1930 Is

0per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem (1bs9):

4O.8"

follows:

Equlva193a1930
of of
arctact
Trade agreement rate, In lant, &4

Commodity

~~~~~valorem

-Bran, sports, byproduct feed obtained in milling wheat or other
cereals, and screenings scalpings,
chaff or scourflg of wheat, flax.Pawt
....5..0
seeds------ 10_- _. __.........
seed, or other grains or.
..
I.8 .
---.,-100lb.18.
Grain hul-.. 100l per 100 lb -.0, ,
-..
.
*1
lb
per
Oilclce andmeal ------.----10.4
t - .0ei on ptonoI Malt sprouts and brewers' gralfnl.
per Ilong
17. 4
75 per long tonI ---.
.. --- do------I----------Dried beet pulpl. pilk6
.per lhb ..............p
Drted butter
-.
.............. Frree
Tankage and fish meal
-----------------

-

----------

----

Effective January 1, l93I, pursuant to trade agreement with Canada.
* Pursuant to trade agreement with Mexico effective January 30, 194, soybean, coconut or copra,
and cottonseed-oll cake and meal wer reduced to 3 per lb., with reservation of right to withdraw or
modify the reduction after the termination of the emergency.
s,
these feeds, except certain typ of s
During the period December 23, 143, to June 19,1944, dried
beet pulp, and dried butter k, w
oil cake and meal other than cottonseed and lnseed,
admitted free of duty under Public Laws 211 and 272 of the 78th Congress if used for eedin livestck

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

~~Apparent
consumption

Production
Production
Item

Imports

_

Total

Quantity (1,000 short tons)
Value ($1,000) .......... .
Unit vahie (per ton) 3

2

Rtooto
imports
consumption

For

For domestic
For
eport market

427
11, 004
278,799 10,412
$26.34 $24.38

10,577

268,387
$26.37

Fed to
Fed to
live- Total livestock
stock

Totl

841 11,753 11,083
....
$18. 63 .

.
315,586.
-

Percent
Percn7.6
7.2

-

Stocks at the beginning and end of season have been considered In calculating consumption.
Foreign value.

The byproduct feeds in this report have been divided into three
groups-mill byproducts, oil cake and meal, and animal protein. Mill
byproducts consist largely of feeds from processing grain for human
food awl for industrial purposes. This group also includes beet pulp
and alfalfa meal. The oil cake and meal are the residue after the oil
has been removed from the oilseeds. The animal proteins are largely
the residue suitable for feed, of the meat packing, fish, and dairy
industries.
Although the byproduct feeds amounted to only about 11 percent
of total concentrates fed in 1939, they are necesary in supplying
protein in livestock feed. In this group the mill byproducts are the

Table: Byproduct fe ds: United States production, exports, imports, and consumption, by groups, 1939
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most important, followed in order by the oil cake and meal, and
animal protein. The supply of these various byproducts is dependent
UpOnl the supply of, and the demand for, the primary products. In
1932-36 the average annual quantity of these products fed amounted
to 9.2.million tons as compared with 10.7 million tons in 1937-39, and
with 11.1 million tons in 1939. Il 1943, they amounted to 15.5
million tons., Of the total consumption of these products over 90
percent is used for livestock feed.
Production, exports, imports, and consumption of the three groups
of byproduct feeds in 1939 are shown in the following table:
Byproduct feeds: United States production, exports, imports, and consumption, by
group., 1989
Ratio (percent)
of imports to
cosu ti
Fed to
Fed to
live Total live-

Apparent

consumption
Produc- Ex_
tiou
ports

Group

Im-.
ports
Total I

stock

stock

Quantity (1,000 short tons)
Mill byproducts .9..... 7
, 797
Oil cake and meal -.---------.-.-.,

89

.....

Animalptoteins-.

Total ------

---

1,110
11,004

338

(8)

427|

823 816300,310
3,603
'89 3,884
129 1,239
1,110
841 11,753| 11,083

9.4
2.3
10.4

9.9
2.8

11.0
7.0

7.2

Value (1,000 dollars)
Mill byproducts Oil cake and meal ..-- ..--.
Animal proteins-----.--_----Total.-.--------------

129,80
95,299

.
1,375 9,070
8.
...-..9,021 2 1,786
.
52,8930
16 4,730 ------_-------_------_----278.799 10,412 15,56.

a Stocks at the beginning and end of season have been considered In calculating consumption.
Includes 54 thousand tons of copra cake and meal duty-free from the Philippines, and valued at nearly
I million dollars.
I

I

Iess than 50.
Source: Production, Agrkultural ,Statist; concentrates fed, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Fud
Situation, June 1944, p. 28; imports and exports, oficial statistics, U. S. Department of Commerce.

Total imports of byproduct feeds usually exceed exports, principally
because of the con paratively large imports of mill byproducts and
animal proteins; with respect to oil cake and meal, this country is on a
substantial export basis. Over 90 percent of the imports in 1939 were
either free of duty or had a 5-percent ad valorem rate. Imports of mill
byproducts, the principal item, consist mainly of bran, middlings, and
screenings. They enter the northeastern 'United States from Canada.
The ad valorem equivalent on oil cakes and meals, except those from
the Philippines, ranged from 21 to 38 percent in 1939. In 1939, 60
percent of total imports of oil cake and meal was supplied by the
ihilippines and entered free of duty. Dutiable imports of oil cake and
meal entered principally from China, Japan, Canada, and Mexico, and
the average ad valorem equivalents of the duties are the highest on any
of the byproduct feeds, ranging from 21 to 38 percent ad valorem in
1939. Of the animal protein, the bulk of the imports of tankage came
from Argentina, Uruay, and Brazil free of duty and entered the
United States along the East Coast. Fish meal came principally from
Japan and Canada, fre of duty.
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of the byproduct feeds in the short term would probe
ably continue to be higher than in 1939 but somewhat lower than the
wartime level of 1.5.5 million tons in 1943. Imports would probably
supply a .somewhat smaller proportion of consumption than in 1939
because those from Japan, China, and the Philippines would probably
not have attained their former volume. Moreover umnrts from the
Philippines may be restricted by imposition of the fll duty in acord
dance with the terms of the Philippine Independence Act.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, sad Imports

The domestic demand for byproduct feeds is dependent upon the
number of livestock and poultry to be fed and the supply of other feed
concentrates. It seems probable that in the post-war long term the
demand for protein feeds will be considerably larger than before the
war, the degree of the increase depending u pon the number of livestock
and poultry, which in turn is influenced by the size of the national
income. The proportion of consumption of feeds supplied by the byproducts under consideration will be substantially the same as in the
past. The consumption of protein feed, may, however, increase to a
somewhat smaller extent because of the progresive improvement in
breeds of animals and the resulting greater efficiency in feeding.
In the estimates of the consumption production, and imports of
byproduct protein feeds given below, ad the products are shown as a
single unit. InL arriving at the figures, however, consideration has
been given to the probability of shifts in importance of the various
products. With per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939
it is estimated that the increase in domestic production of wheat mill
feeds might be relatively smaller than the total because of a somewhat
smaller increase in per capita consumption of wheat products; on the
other hand, production of other mill byproducts may increase relatively more than the total. Imports of wheat mill feed, however, may
be expected to supply about the same proportion of total consumption
of feeds as in the past. Both domestic production and imports of
animal proteins may increase in proportion to the number of aninals
fed. Domestic production of oil cake--nd meal, which even in 1939
exceeded consumption, is likely to increase relatively more than the
domestic consumption of byproduct feeds. This increase is expected
because of the large increase in the crushing of domestically produced
oil-bearing seed (principally soybean and cottonseed) and the anticipated increase in imports of oil-bearing seed at the expense of the
extracted oils (see section on fats and oils under schedule 1). Conversely, imports of oil cake and meal are likely to increase proportionally less than total consumption of byproduct feeds because there
will probably be a large increase 'in domestic production and because
of the possible change in duty-status of imports from the Philippines.
Per capiRa income at 1939 level.
Total consumption of byproduct feeds would probably be in the
neighborhood of 10 percent higher than in 1939, or about 13 million
tons. Wheat mill feeds would undoubtedly be the largest single class
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and, because of the increased demand forvosbean oil, soybean cake and
meal seem likely to be the secondd most important byproduct feed.
Production for the domestic market, as in 1939, would probably supply
about 93 percent of comSuptioth or approximately 12.1 million tons.
As pices may be About the same as in 1939, production may be valued
at approximately 307 million dollars.
Because df the low rates or duty-free status of importeW mill byproducts and animal proteins, imports probably would be little affected
by a 50 percent increase of decrease in the duties Imports of oil
cake and meal might be affected appreciably by either of such changes
in duties. However, in view of the probable decline in relative lnportance of these imports, those that might enter would probably have
little effect upon consumption and, being byproducts, virtually none
upon production.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably be about 910,000 tons
or about 7 percent, of consumption, with a foreign value of nearly il
million dollars.
'Duty reduced by 10 percent.-It seems likely that imports of oil cake
and meal wouldsobably inckvewe cohsiderably, but total imports
would increase only moderately and might be about 950,000 tons, or
about 7.3 percent of consumption, With a foreign value of about i8
million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent -Im ports of oil cake and meal would
probably be materially smaller and total imports would probably
amount to about 860,000 tons, or about 6.5 percent of consumption,
with a foreign value of-about 15.3 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent hither than in 1919.

Under this assumption it seems likely that production of all the
primary products from which these byproduct feeds are obtained,
would increase about 20 percent over 1939, but that the increase in oil
cake and meal and animal proteins may exceed 20 percent and that in
mill byproducts may be somewhat under 20 percent,. Total consumption
may be about 14.0 million tons. Production for the domestic market
would probably supply about 93 percent of consumption and be about
13.0 million tons. Wth the prices of cultural products considerably above those in 1930 the value of production might be 480 million
dollars. As under the lower level of per capita income, total imports
would be affected moderately by the assumed changes of 60 percent in
duty but would have little effect on consumption and virtually none
on production.

Duty as in 1939.-Imports might supply about 990,000 tons, or 7

percent of consumption, with a foreign value of about 27 million
dollars.
Duty reduced by B0 percent-Imports of oilcake and meal would
probably increase considerably, with the result that total impost.
might be about 1 million tons, or about 7.2 percent of consumption,
with a foreign value of about 28 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports of oil cake and meal would
probably be reduced considerably. Total imports seem likely to be
about 950,000 tons, or about 6.7 percent of consumption, with a foreign
value of about 25 million dollars.

Table: [No Caption]
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Experts

Exports are practically limited to the two groups-mill byproducts
and oil cake and meal. The principal item in exports of mill by..
products is mixed feeds, which goes to the United Kingdom, Canada
and to several Latin-American countries. The most important item
in exports of oil cake and meal islinseed cake obtained from imported
flaxseed and is exported with benefit of draw-back. Most of these exports go to Belgium and the Netherlands. Other exports of oil cake
and meal go principally to Latin-American countries.
It seems likely that these exports would continue in the postwar
long term at about the same proportion to production as in the prewar period and range from 49Q,000 to 525,000 tons, valued at 12.419.4 million dollars.
Employment

As the items in this section are byproducts in manufacturing, separate statistics on employment in their production are not available.

CANNED DOG FOOD
Tariff pcragraph: 730.
Canned dog food containing grain products, and unfit for
Commodity:
human consumption.
Rate of ditty:
5% ad val.
No'rt.-The rate of duty originally Imposed by the Tariff Act of 1930

was 10

percent ad valorem,

which ias reduced to 6 percent, effective January 1, I1, pursuant to trade agreement with Canada.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
t o

Production
Item

Total

quantity (1,000 pounds)slue ($1,000) ..--------.
Unit value (cents per pound) Persons employed (number) -

F
mestic

Import

Apparent Rtoo
consump- Imports

port
potmarket

4 802 56, 180
501, 378
(1)
501, 378
d153.-22,948 ------22,948
6
4.0
4.
3. 2 .
1,250-

sumption

Percew~
-----

I Negllgible.
3 Foreign value.

Commercial production'of dog food began in the 1920's and increased rapidly in the early 1930's.' The first official statistics of dog
food wece reported hi the 1935 cerisus, when the value of commercial
production of all kinds totaled 19.7 million dollars. In 1937, domestic
production amounted to 541.1 million pounds, valued at 27.7 million
dollars increasing to 732.1 million pounds, valued at 33.5 million dollars in 1939. Of the total quantity of all dog foods commercially
produced, canned dog food constituted 76 percent in 1937 and 68
percent in 1939, the remaining percent in each case consisting of dog
biscuits, etc. The foregoing tabulation and the forecasts of this section refer only to canned dog food.
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Production of canned dog food' increase from 412.4 million pounds
in 1937 to 501.4 million in 1939. Imports were not shown separately
before 1939. Available information, however, indicates that exports
of dog food from Argentina (the only source) to the United States
amounted to 1.8 million pounds in 1937 and to 4.0 million pounds -in
1938. United States exports are known to be small, although official
statistics are not available.
P9ST-WAR SHORT TERM

The trend of consumption of canned dog food was upward in the
pre-war period. It seems likely that consumption, imports, and
production would probably be about 20 percent higher than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
'Consumptiqn, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The upward trend in consumption of canned dog food seems likely
to continue in the post-war long term, not only because of the increase
in number of dogs but also because of convenience in feeding. Consumption may be about-40 percent higher than in 1939, or about 707
million pounds. Production would supply about, 99 percent of consumption or about 700 million pounds, valued at about 32 million
dollars. As thle duty is only 5 percent ad valorem, 50 percent increase
or decrease in the rate would have no marked effect on imports or
consumption. Imports might range around 7 million pounds with
a foreign value about $225,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than iAn 199.

With the higher per capital income, there would probably be more
dogs and cats kept for pets}, especially in towns and-citios, where the
consumption of prepared pet foods is the largest. Consumption
might amount to about 60 percent above that of 1939 and be about
810 million pounds. Production seems likely to supply about 99 percent of consumption or about 800 million pounds, valued at about
52 million dollars. A 50-percent increase or decrease in the low duty
would have no marked effect on imports or consumption. Imports
might range around 8 million pounds, with a foreign value around
$350,000.
Exports

In the\immediate pre-war period, a few trial shipments of canneddog food were male to several countries. It seems likely that exports
will remain relatively small in the post-war period.
Employment

Production statistics of canned dog food are included iD the prepared
feeds industry by the Bureau of the Census. In 1939, the value
of production of canned dog food contituted 5.2 percent of total
value of all production in the prepared-feeds industry. On this
basis, 1,250 persons were ermployed in' the production of canned
dog food in 1939. At the 1939 level of income in the post-war period,
it is estimated that about 1,750 persons would be employed and at
the higher income level, about 2,000 persons.

Table: [No Caption]
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BISCUITS, CRACKERS, WAFERS, PUDDINGS, CAKES, ETC.
Tariff paragraph: 733.
Biscuits, crackers, wafers, puddings, cakes, etc.
Commodity:
Rate of dutjy:
15% ad val.
Nos.-The rate fixed by the Tariff Act of 13 was 30 percent ad valorem, which was reduced to la per.

cent, effective January 1, 1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with the United Kingdom.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Ratio of

Item

T
Total

For d
mestic
For.dp)ort
... ,. _ . . ...........For..x.market

Value ($1,000) ----------------5-----574,444
77, 000
Persons employed (number) ..............-

Imports

573, 688

1 286

......
..

gin umption
to.......
_onio

_

573,370

1,074

Apparent
oonsump-°°prt

.

.

0.05
..

'Foreign value.

*Estinated.

This statement covers all baked articles except bread and similar
yeast-raised products, made from flour and other baking ingredients.
The prin a items in this group are crackers, biscuits, sponge goods,
sweet goods, cookies, pretzels, soft cakes, pies, and pastries. The
terms' biscuits" and "wafers" are customarily applied by consumers
to unsweetened crackers and sweet cookies. Value of production
showed a wide range in 1929-39, but* principally because of the
varying prices of the products. In 1929 production amounted to
619-mll ion dollars, in 1933 it dropped to a low of 320 million, then
increased to 553 million dollars in 1937, and to 574 million dollars in
1939. In 1927-30 average annual imports amounted to about $669,000,
compared with $300,000 in 1931-34 and with $320,000 in 1935-38.
Imports consist mainly of biscuits and crackers and special types
of cakes and puddings. The United Kingdom, the Netberlands, and
Japan are the principal sources. Exports greatly exceed imports and
consist mainly of biscuits and crackers. Consumption, production,
imports and exports in 1939 may be considered as about normal.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of this group of baked articles would probably be
about 30 percent higher than in 1939, and imports would supply about
the same percent of consumption as in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level,

Consumption will probably be about 10 percent higher than in 1939
and amount to about 631 million dollars. Of this amount production
for the domestic market seems likely to supply all but a lw hundred
thousand dollars regardless of the assumed rate of duty.
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Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably be about 0.05 percent
of consumption, or about $316,000 (foreign value).
Duty reduced by 60 percen.-Because imports include specialty
articles, a reduction to 74 percent ad valorem seems likely to increase
imports only by about 25 percent. Imports would probably amount
to about $395,000 (foreign value), or about 0.063 percent of consumption.
Duty increased by 60 percent-An increase in duty to 223 percent
ad valorem would probably decrease imports by about 10 percent.
Imports would probably amount to $284,000 (foreign value), or about
0.045 percent of consumption.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of this goup of articles, especially the sweet goods,
might increase considerably with a higher level of income and amount
to about 883 million dollars, or about 40 percent higher than consumption in the long term at 1939 income levels. Of this amount, production for the domestic market would probably supply all but a few
hundred thousand dollars regardless of the assumed rate of duty.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports would probably be about 0.05 percent of
consumption, or $442,000 (foreign-value).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might amount to about
$662,000 (foreign value), or about 0.075 percent of consumption.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would probably amount to
about 0.045 percent of consumption, or about $397,000 (foreign value).
Exports

Exports consist of biscuits and crackers of which about two-thirds
are plain, and about one-third sweetened or flavored. Exports go
mainly to Canada, Cuba, and South American countries. Total exports averaged 11.7 million pounds, valued at 2.1 million dollars in
1926-29, compared with 3.6 million pounds, valued at 0.6 million dollars in 1932-35, and with 5.3 million pounds, valued at 1.0 million
dollars in 1936-39. In the post-war long-term period exports may be
as high as 1 million dollars at the 1939 level of income and possibly
larger At a higher rate of world income and with lower trade barriers.
Employment

Employment data are available for only a part of production. In
1939 the number of wage earners in the biscuit, cracker, and pretzel
industry was 29,173. This industry produced about 38 percent of the
total value of all articles in this group. On this basis about 77,000
wage earners were employed for the entire group m 1939. In the postwar long term, the number of wage earners would probably be about
85,000 at the 1939 level of income and about 95,000 at the higher
income level.
BLUEBERRIES
Tariff paragraph: 736.
Commodity:
Blueberries, natural and
frozen.
Rate of duty:
Natural, 1 per lb.;
frozen,
Equivalent ad valorem (1939): Natural, 19%.

17aO.

Nout.-The rates fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930 were 1% cents per pound on natural, and 35 percent ad
valorem on frozen blueberries. The rate on frozen blueberries was redueed 25 percent pursuant to the frst
Canadian agreement, effective January 1, 1936, and further reduced to 174 percent pursuant to the second
Canadian and the United Kingdom agreements, effective January 1, 1939. The rate on blueberries In tbUlr
natural condition was reduced to 1 cent per pound pursuant to the second Canadian agreement.

Table: [No Caption]
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Data
1939

on United States
are given below:

production, imports, and consumption for
Production

Item

,

o.

Ratio of

Impo.rts
Frd-Imports
FFor
do.
t consumppot
WM ipto contion suntlon
UIf

It~~~~~~~~~Fremx.

Total

p

e mestic
portpotmarket

11 000
quantity (1,000 pounds)
18,000 9,000
20,000
P 6
value ($1,000) ---------1,000-000
.6.12 .
....
Unit value (cents per pound)-.6.5
6. 5
5.56
Persons employed...
(8) .
..................

-

----------

and frozen berries. Total production included an equal quantity that was canned.
8316.000 man-day.

I Fresh

3 Foreign value.

In 1939, a representative pre-war year, total United States consumption of blueberries was 29 million pounds, of which 18 million
were commercial domestic production and 11 million were imported.
Domestic production had a value of about 1 million dollars, or an
average of 5.5 cents per pound. About half of it was canned, and the
remainder, about 9 million pounds, was sold in the fresh state; only
a small percentage was frozen. Imports consisted almost entirely of
fresh and frozen blueberries, imports of the canned having been unimportant. Thus total consumption of the fresh and frozen blueberries,
which were sold in the same market, amounted to about 20 million
pounds.
In 1931, imports of natural and frozen blueberries were of about
equal importance and together totaled about 4 million pounds, but by
1939, 85 percent of the imports consisted of frozen berries, and 15
percent of the natural, and the total amounted to about 11 million
pounds. The natural blueberries came from Canada; 70 percent of
the frozen berries came from Newfoundland and 30 percent from
Canada. During the war, with ocean shipping interrupted, imports
from Newfoundland have been greatly reduced. Before the war,
imports of frozen blueberries were increasing with slowly rising prices,
but the period of importation was too short and the rise in imports
too sharp for any relation in imports and consumer income to become
clearly established.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the war, the decrease in imports from Newfoundland has
been offset to some extent by imports from Canada. Immediately
after the war, as soon as shipping connections with Newfoundlanad
have been restored, the trade with Newfoundland will probably be
quickly revived as the berries grow wild and need only to be gathered
and imports may attain the maximum of nearly 13 million pounds
previously attained in 1940, wlen imports of frozen blueberries from
Newfoundland were in the uptrend.
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, -POST-AR
WHlOt TERM
Conosumpton, Produetin, and Imports

Heretofore the market for frozen blueberries has been limited largely
to the great cities of the eastern seaboard but it may extend beyond
that because of the growing popularity of frozen fruits in general and
their distribution. Thug the upward trend in
increased facilities for
consumption, especially ,of the frozen blueberries, maiy be expected
to continue after the war. As before the war, imports will probably
continue to supply the greater part of the increase in consumption.
In regard to the effect of changes in the duty, recent reductions in
duty probably only accelerated the sharp upward trend in imports
of the frozen berries but were not able to reverse the downward trend
in imports of the natural berries. A 50-percent decrease or increase
in the present rate of duty would probably not greatly affect the
volume and value of either imports or production. However, the
duty on frozen blueberries is ad valorem and that on the natural
berries is specific, so if prices of blueberries should rise greatly, the ad
valorem equivalent of the specific duty on natural blueberries would
become much lower than the straight ad valorem rate on frozen blueberries and might cause some decrease in imports of the frozen blueberries and some increase in imports of the natural berries.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Consumption might be as much as 35 percent greater than in 1939,
or about 27 million pounds. In accordance with the pre-war trend,
domestic production would be likely to supply a smaller, and. imports
a larger, proportion of the total. Imports might supply 60 percent,
or about 16 million pounds, which at 1939 prices would have a foreign
value of about 0.9 million dollars; and domestic production, about
11 million pounds, valued at about $600,000.
Per capita Inconh 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption might rise as much as 65 percent above that in 1939,
or to about 33 million pounds, of which about 20 million might be imported. With prices hher at about 6.5 cents per poundd,imports
would hate a foreign value of approximately 1.3 million dollars; and
domestic production might be expected to increase to 13 million
pounds, valued at about $800,000.
Exports
There are no exports.
Employment

In 1939, according to the census, blueberries were gathered or
grown on a total of about 31,o00 acres, of which about 80 percent were
widl and 20 percent cultivated. At 80 man-hours per acre for the wild
berries, and 126 man-hours for the cultivated, the result is a total of
approximately 2.5 million man-hours, or 315 000 8-hour man-days.
If domestic production should increase, employment' might be expected to increase proportionately.
'Two recent reductions January 1,19, and January 1, 19M3, In the duty on frozen blueberrIes totaling
60 percent (from 35 to 174 pernt) were followed In each instance by lrger imports, whereas a 20percent
reduction in the duty on the natural berries was followed by smaller Imports.
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FIGS, DRIED
Tariff
paragraph
740 -

ad alorem
Commodity
RMte of.duty (1989)
Figs, fresh, dried, or in brine:
Valued at less than 7f per lb5f per lb --110
3¢ per lbValued at 7f per lb. or more
30%,
- -62%
Average
----

Naiz.-Under the Tarif Act of 1930 figs, fresh, dried, or in brine, regardless of value, were dutiable at 5
cents per pound. The rate on figs valued at 7 cents per pound or more was reduced to 3 cents per pound,
elective May 5, 1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with Turkey.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production I
Item

Total

(1,000 pounds) Quantity
value ($1,000) -.-

42,400
1,993
4.7

Unit value (cents per pound) Persons employed (number) -(4) .

otf
Apparent Ratio
Imports
o
motcnup-to consumpti
smto

doxFor
ex
mI estic
porFo

Imot

41,600

4,360

pot3market
800
41
&1

1,950

4.7

Percent

9.5
45,950
- - -296
& 8-

I Total production was 62 million pounds, but only 42.4 million pounds were merehantablei, and marketed
as such; the remainder consisted of substandard figo. Throughout this report, production Is taken as the
marketed through the regular merchandising channels.
quantity
S Estimated.
8 Foreign value.

4See paragraph on employment.

In 1939, United States consumption of dried figs amounted to 46
million pounds, of which 90 percent were of domestic origin and 10
percent imported. The long-time trend in per capita consumption
has been downward, having declined from 0.48 pound in 1921-25 to
0.36 pound in 1936-40.
Domestic production of merchantable dried figs 1 increased from
an average of 14 million pounds annually in the 1921-25 period to
40 million pounds in the 1936-40 period; in 1943, production was 60
million pounds. Despite the steadily increasing production, the
acreage of bearing trues has been declining for many years and is
expected to decline further. Prices have been declining-the farm
price of the total crop declined from an average of 5.6 cents per pound
in 1921-25 to a low of 2.1 cents in 1931-35, and increased to 3.6
cents in 1936-40. In 1943 the farm price was 14.1 cents per pound.
Although the average price for the entire crop in 1939 was 3.9 cents,
the merchantable part of the crop sold for 4.7 cents per pound.
Imports of dried figs declined from an annual average of about 38
million pounds in 1921-25 to about 5 million in 1936-40. The chief
sources of imports before the war were Turkey and Greece. In 1939,
after the trade agreement with Turkey, effective May 5 of that year,
figs were entered under two price classes; about 60 percent were in
I Merchantable dried figs are that part of the crop which Is marketed through normal trade channels
consists of substandard figs
(two-thirds sold for paste and one-thirdofto the retail trade).as The remainder
which are diverted to the manufacture byproducts such cattle feed and alcohol. In the 1936-39 crop
years, the unmerchantable figs were diverted with thebelp of Government subside. Only the merchaniable part of the crop is considered in this report.
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the class valued at less than 7 cents per pound and 40 percent in the
class valued at 7 cents or more. Nearly all of the lower-priced figs
came from Greece and nearly all of the higher-priced ones from Turkey.
Average prices of imports remained fairly constant during the inter-.
war period at about 6.9 cents per pound; there was a slight rise in the
period 1926-30 when the price averaged 7.5 cents per pound. In
1939, figs entering under the lower-priced bracket averaged 4.5 cents
per pound, and those under the higher-priced bracket, 10 cents per

pound.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Immediately after the war, consumption may be about, as large as
before the war, some increase in the population tending to offset
any decline resulting from a continuance of the pre-war downward
trend in per capita consumption. Domestic production will probably
be larger than before the war, but as the acreage is declining it. may
not again attain its wartime peaks. Consumers will have become
accustomed during the war to get along without imported figs'
therefore, imports, which were already declining before the war, will
probably be less than in- 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

It is assumed that per capita consumption in the post-war period
will be about the same as in the period 1936-40, that is, 0.36 pound.
Although the yield per tree may be higher, the acreage in bearing
trees will probably be lower and production of merchantable figs may
average about 50 million pounds annually. Output will probably
be affected somewhat by consumer income, but probably not much
by changes in duty on the much reduced imports. Imports will
probably not be as much affected by a 50-percent increase or decrease
in the duty as formerly, when they entered in larger quantities. As
they will serve mainly to satisfy a small class of consumers who
prefer foreign brands of figs, any changes in the quantities imported
are more likely to affect consumption than production.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Production for the domestic market might supply about 50 million
pounds, which at 4.7 cents per pound, would have a farm value of
about 2.4 million dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-Consumption may total about 52 million pounds,
of which imports may constitute about 4 percent. If unport.
amounted to about 2 million pounds, divided about equally between
low-priced figs at 5 cents per pound and high- priced figs at 10 cents
per pound, they would have a total foreign value of about $150,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-As~imports would probably increase,
consumption might increase correspondingly, or to about 53 million
pounds. Imports would probably rise to about 3 million-+pounds, or
to about 6 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of about
$200,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Consumption would probably deline somewhat with imports, possibly to 51.5 million pounds, and
imports to about 3 percent of consumption or to 1.5 million pounds,
with a foreign value of about $125,000.
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biy 7 percent.
Production for the domestic market-inight-supply about 54 million
pounds which, with farm prices considerably higher than under the
lower i-aoome, possibly at 6 cents per pound, would have a farkn value
of about 3.2 million dollars.
hj asin8 1989.-Consunption would probably not be increased
very much overthat under the lower income, but possibly by 10 percent or to about,51 million pounds. Imports possibly amounting
to i;out 3 million pounds or to about 5 percent of consumption, and
perhaps equally divided between low-priced and high-priced figs at
6 and 12 cents per pound, respectively, would have a total value of
$270,000.
Duty reducedby 60 percent.-Imports would probably increase, and
consumption might then amount to about 58-million pounds. Under
the higher income, a reduction in the duty would probably affect
imports of both the low-priced and high-priced figs, which might
increase to about 4 million pounds, or to about 7 percent of consumption, with a total foreign value of about $350,009.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-As imports would probably decline,
consumption might decline correspondingly, or possibly to 56.5 million.
pounds, of which imports might contribute 4 percent. If imports
de-lined to 2.5 million pounds, the foreign value might be abolt
$240,000.
Per capital income increased

Exports

The export market for figs has not been greatly developed and export statistics are not available. Pre-war exports were estimated. at
about 800,000 pounds, valued at about $40,000. Most of the exports
went to Canada. Owing to probable competition with figs from the
Mediterranean countries, exports in the post-war period will probably
not exceed pre-war exports substantially, but may increase 50 percent,
or to about 1.2 million pounds, which under the higher income level
might have a value of about $75,000. Employment

In 1939 there were 37,000 acres of bearing figs in California, 85
percent of which were in figs that were dried. The acreage in 1939
was distributed over about 5,000 farms, virtually all of which grew
also other crops, principally grapes By 1963, it is expected that
only about 27,000 acres will be in bearing, with the same percentage
for drying. In 1939, the acreage in drying figs, at 115 man-hours per
acre per year, and assuming an 8-hour day and a 300-day year, required the employment of the equivalent of 2,030 persons fully employed all year. The acreage in 1953 would require the employment
of the equivalent of 1,480 fully employed persons for one year.
DATES
Equivalet4
adl
1;codem
Tariff
Rate of duty
(1939j
Commodity
paragraph
741Dgtes fresh or dried:
30%.
per lb-

ikith pitsWithout pits -_Average

10
2.per lb-

--

53.

44qg%
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GENERAL

Data 6n United States production, imports, and
1939 and for the period 1936-40 are given below:

consunmption for

Production
Item

Total

I

quantity (1,ooo pounds) 5,192
27
alue ($1,000)---0
value
-L3
Unit
(ents per pound)
(X)
Employment----

------

Apparen tfatlioo

imor
.mpot' Soto=mp.
ajoto
dolmeate
umptio
P" market 3

For

60
39
86

2,9W

47,335
13 '15677
3 3
6. 8
.
.
..

Percerd

50301

94

-----

Period 19i40
700
uantity (1,000 pounds) --7,90-----4
Value
~474
($1,00O) ..---0
O
unit value (Cenlts
per pound)

5,517

-----------.

I
I

----------

331

0

52,051

1. SW
3. 6

57,.0

90

-------..

------.

.....

California production only, including dates diverted to byproduct.
Estimated exports.

3 Marketable part of production only, less exports.
4 All Imports converted to unpitted basis.

Foreign value.
e 800 farms, 3,300 acres, and 108,900 man-days or 363 man-years of 300 working days a year..
Calculated price.

A

In 1939, total United States consumption of dates amounted to
50 million pounds, of which 47 million, br 94 percent, were imported
dried dates, and 3 Million, or 6 percent, were domestic fresh data
Owing to the poor domestic crop and the small imports, 1939 was not.
representative 6f the pre-war period 1936-40, during which total
average consumption was nearly 58 million pounds, 52 million of
which, or 90 percent, were imported, and 5.5 million, or 10 percent,
were of domestic origin. Before dates were first produced in California in the year 1920, consumption was supplied entirely by imports.
During the interwar period, per capital consumption of imported
dates remained virtually constant, irrespective of consumer income,
at 0.4 pound, but total per capita consumption increased gradually
with the increase in domestic production to 0.45 pound for the pre-war
period 1936-40.
Domestic production increased from an average of 360,000 pounds
annually in the 1921-25 period to about 8 million pounds in 193640,
with a maximum for this period of 12.4 million pounds in 1940-. Production amounted to 11.6 million pounds in 1941, 15.5 million in
1942 21 million in 1943 (about 82 percent` or 17.5 million pounds of
which were of standard quality), and to 22 million pounds in 1944.
The date is sensitive to unfavorable weather, and the crop of 1939
was only 5 million pounds compared with the year average of 8
million pounds. In the 19340 period an average of about 25 percent
of the crop was classed as substandard and was diverted with Government assistance to byproducts. In this report, only the part usually
marketed through regular trade channels is taken into account. The`
farm price of domestic dates in the 1932-39 period averaged 4.5
cents per pound, with a range of 2 to 6.3 cents.
I
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Imports increased gradtially with the growth in population from
45,5 million pounds (unpitted basis) in 1921-25 to 52 million pounds
in 1936-40. During the war, imports have almost ceased. Before
1928, all imports were with pits, but in 1928 dAites with pits removed
began to be imported and by 1940 constituted more than 60 percent
of total imports. In recent years, there has been little fluctuation in
the import price (foreign value); in the 8-year period 1932-39, unpitted
dates averaged 3.4 cents per pound, and those with pits removed
averaged 4 cents; in 1940, the price rose to 4.1 cents for the unpitted
and to 4.3 for the pitted dates.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Assuming that per capita consumption of imported dates will
remain about as before the war at 0.4 pound, but that average domestic
production will continue to increased total consumption might range
from 60 to 70 million pounds. During the war, however, consumers
have learned to do without imported dates and, therefore, imports
may supply a smaller and production a larger percentage than before
the war. Consumption may be about as follows: imports 50-55

million pounds, and domestic production, 10-16 million pounds.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

It is probable that by 1953 the domestic crop of dates will average
about 20 million pounds annually, although part of the crop will be
diverted to the manufacture of alcohol, cattle feed, and other products.
To what extent the marketable part of the crop (75 to 85 percent) will
replace imports is not predictable, but it is probable that it will replace
them only to a slight extent, if at all, and that per capital consumption
of the imported type will remain somewhere--near what it was before
the war, namely, 0.4 pound. The discussion of post-war probabilities
which follows is based upon these assumptions.
In regard to changes in duty, it appears that a reduction of 50
percent would not greatly affect the volume of imports. An increase
of 50 percent, however, which would result in a total duty of 1% cents
per pound on the unpitted and 3 cents on the pitted dates, might result
in a greater proportion of imports of the 'unpitted dates at the expense
of the pitted dates but would probably not reduce greatly the total
volume of dates imported. The Tariff Act of 1930 increased the duty
on pitted dates from 1 to 2 cents per pound and continued the duty on
unpitted dates at 1 cenit; nevertheless, the upward trend in imports of
pitted dates continued at an accelerated rate, as it was cheaper to pay
the higher duty than to have the pitting done in the United States.
Per capita Income at 19l9 level.

With consumption per capita-at the same rate as before the war,
consumption of imported dates might be about 55 million pounds,
and consumption of domestic dates, which would depend upon the
size of the marketable crop, might be about 17 million pounds, a total
of 72 million pounds. The domestic commercially marketed output
(including exports) at 6 cents per pound would have a farm value of
approximately 1 million dollars; and imports, at a price of 4 cents
per pound, would have jn foreign value of approximately 2.2 million
dollars.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DM'ETIC PRODUCTION
Per capita Income VS percent higher than In 199t.

As consumption and imports of dates during the 1920's and 1930Ws
were only slightly affected by changes in national income, and as
domestic Vroduction is largely dependent upon the weather, produce.
tion and imports would probably not differ materially from those
under the lower income. Prices, however, would probably be higher;
the domestic commercially marketed output, at possibly 8 cents per
pound, would have a farm value of a proximately 1.4 million dollar
und imports, possibly at 5 cents, probably have a total foreign value
of 2.8 million dollars.
Exports

United St;tes'exports of dates consist of dates grown in California
anti repackaged imports from Iraq. In 1936 and 1937 exports averaged 700,000 pounds, valued at $46,000; more recent statistics are not
avftilable, but in 1939, exports were probably somewhat smaller. As
the exports go mostly to Canada, they are likely to increase as the
Canadian consumer becomes accustomed to the California semidry
date.

Employment

In 1939, date plantings in California covered 3,300 acres and were
distributed among about 800 farms; there is also a small acreae in
Arizona. The industry employs considerable extra-seasonal labor.
The labor per acre is estimated at 33.man-days annually, or a grand
total of about 108,900 man-days for 1939, equal to 363 man-years of
300 working days, and about the same number for the post-war long
term, as the acreage is not expected to increase appreciably.
GRAPES
Tariff paragraph: 742.
Commodity:
Grapes, other than hot-

house, and hothouse

4 per ou.

Rate of duty:
,,

2

.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): Other
than hothouse, 18%; hothouse, 7%.

NOTZ.-The rate fixed In the Tarift Act of 1930 was 26 cents per cubic foot, which was reduced to 129
oents, effective November 15, 1941, on grapes entered for consumption during the period February 15 to
June 30, Inclusive, in any year.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:

1939

Production
Item

ord-Imports

or
For meo-i
Toi al porl
meosmtic
N~tex'o
market

lPor

6

Apparent

R~atioof.

Impo~rts
to con.
0tto~nmP'n su~lmption
unto

cos

Percent.

13 24
3.7
354,140
Quantity (1,000 pounds) ---.-..---..-'400,000 59,100 340, 900
1522
2,567
-3,000 2,200
......Value($l,000)3.7
3.9
0.76
0.75
.
Unlt value (cents per pound) -.
..........
.
(4) ---...
Persons employed ----------------------..-........
-

-

...

---

.

Marketed as table grapes; about an equal quantity was sold to the wineries.
Value of production represents farm price; export and Import values are for packed grapes f.
shipping mpaont,
aForeign value.
lBee under employment.
I
3

o.

b.
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In 1939, production of table gapes in California was about 800
million pounds but about half of this wag marketed as table grape
and the other half crushed for wine. There is no production of hothouse grapes in the United States. Imported grapes, which are of the
same type as the California table grape, have averaged about 3 percent
of the domestic production consumed as table grapes. However, they
are marketed in the spring months, whereas the domestic are marketed
in the fall. Although a few of the California table gapeg, possibly' 1
percent of those marketed in the fresh state, are held over in cold
storage and marketed in the early part of the import season, generally
speaking, the two crops do not compete. Virtually the entire consumption of out-of-season grapes is supplied by imports.
Since 1922, when grapes first began to arrive from Argentina, the
trend in imports was steadily upward until ainaximum of nearly 14
million -pounds (about 400,000 cu. ft.) was attained in 1937. In the
5-year period before the war imports became virtually stabilized at an
average level of about 13 million pounds. The chief limiting factor
was insufficient refrigerated shipping space, although the United
States market for fresh grapes in the off-season is probably capable of
only moderate expansion. Import prices (foreign value) declined
gradually from about 10 cents per pound to a rather stable level of
3.7 cents, but rose to 3.9 cents in 1939 and 7.7 cents by 1943. A price
of 5.5 cents per pound in 1942 did not affect the size of imports but a
shortage of shipping space cut down imports in 1941 and 1943.
In 1939, Ar entina supplied 87 percent of the imports of out-ofsbasou grapes; Chile, 11 percent;andSouthAfrica, 1 percent. Imports
of grapes in season from other countries had virtually ceased before the
war; imports of Belgian hothouse grapes, which Sad arrived in all
months, had declined by 1939 to approximately 50,000 pounds, with a
foreign value of about .$19,000.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It may be assumed that considerably more shipping and refrigerated
cargo space will be iAvilable than- before the war. However, it is not
likely tiat the market for out-of-season-gap will have developed
materially by that time. Assuming that imports will be on about the
same average level as before the war, the foreign value of 13 million
pounds at a price range of 5 to 7 cents per pound will amount to
$650,000 to $900,000.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Although it may be assumed for the long term, as for the short, that
more shipping with ample refrigerated space will be avilable for fresh
grapes, it would be difficult to forecast to what extent the domestic
market for out-of-season grapes will develop by 1953. Domestic
production is not likely to be affected by moderate increases in imports.
Consumption, Production, and Importp
Per capita income at 1931 level.
Day as in 1959.-Assuming that consumption of fresh table grap
would increase at about the same rate as the population, or by about 10
percent, total/consumption would amount to approximately 390 million
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pounds. If production for the domestic market increased at the same
of 0.75 cent per pound, would have a value of about 2.8 million dollars;
total production for the fresh-grape market of 425 million pounds
(including exports) would have a farm value of about 3.2 million dollars.
With conditions resembling, those of 1939, except that more cargo
space would be available, it is possible that the early pre-war trend in
imports might be resumed, in which case imports might equal or
exceed 16 million pounds (450,000 cubic feet). This volume, at 4 cents
per pound, would have a foreign value of $640.000.
DuIy reduced or increased by 60 percent--Thle pre-war duty on outof-seasbn grapes, as imported principally from Argentina and Chile,
at 25 cents per cubic foot, was equivalent to about 0.7 cent per pound.
Any decrease or increase of the duty within the 50-porcent limit is not
likely to have much, if any, effect upon the volume of imports.

rates it would approximate 375 million pounds which, at a farm price

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Duty as in 1939.-Consumption might increase as much as 10 percent over that under the lower income, or to about 430 million pounds,
of which domestic production might supply 410 million, which at a
somewhat higher price, such as 1.25 cent per pound, would have a farm
value of 5.4 million dollars; total production going into the fresh.
grape market would then b6 about 475 million pounds, with a farm
value of nearly 6 million dollars. The upward trend in imports which
prevailed in the 1930's might be accentuated, and imports might
increase as much as 50 percent over 1939 or to 20 million pounds
(550,000 cubic feet) annually. This volume at 5 cents per pound
would have a foreign value of 1 million dollars.
Duty reduced or increased by 60 percent-As stated above, it is not
likely that any change in the duty within the 50-pereent limit would
affect the size of imports materially.
Exports

In the immediate pre-war period, 1936-40, United States exports
of table grapes averaged 63 -million pounds annually, valued at 32
million dollars, or double the average during the preceding 5-yeark
period, 1931-35. More than 40 percent of the exports went to Canada,
but very recently the exports to the United Kingdom exceeded those
to Canada. The European trade, mainly with the United Kingdom
and the Scandinavian countries, Was lost during the war, and in the
post-war period it will probably take many years to regain its prewar proportions.
Assuming that exports would eventually recover, possibly to 50
million pounds-annually, at 1939 prices they would have a value of
approximately 1.8 million dollars. Undeer the higher income and with
trade conditions more favorable, the pre-war average might be slightly
exceeded, possibly to 65 million pounds which, at a somewhat higher
price of 4.5 cents per pound, would have a value of nearly 3 million

dollars.

Employment

In 1939, California table grapes were being grown on about 10,000
farms and covered approximately 80,000 acres. At 200 man-hours
annually per acre, this acreage required 16 million man-hours. or, at
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8 hours per day and 300 days per year, approximately 7,000 man-years
of employment. With any increase in production, labor requirements
Would increase correspondingly.

CURRANTS

Tariff paragraph: 742.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Currants.

Equivalek ad valorem (1939): 30%.

20 per lb.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Productionppar
Ratioof
Apa-imports
For
Imports ent o- tocon

Item

Total Idomestic

market

tionsump
i

100
8, 30
quantity (1,000 pounds).-.----.-..-,-.-..41
4, 900
3,400
Val0e
;
- 19a
.
.
1756.
($1
^17)
Unit value (cents per pound)-4.0
4.0
.
I .
----i----1
------------------------------

There were no exports.
Shipments.
3 Farm value.
4 ForeIgn value.
I

Owing largely to the increasing use, of seedless and seeded raisins
United States consumption of currants declined for many years until
in the 1930's it tended to be stabilized at 7-8 million pounds annually.
In 1931-35, apparent consumption (imports plus domestic shipments)
averaged 7.8 million pounds annually and in 1936-39, 7.4 million
annually.
As there was virtually no domestic production of currants before
1930, consumption consisted entirely of imports from Greece. Domestic
production increased from 1.3 million pounds in 1931-35 to 3.3 million
in 1936-39, to 5.1 million in 1939, and to 7.6 million in 1943. On the
basis of the small nonbearing acreage of currant grapes and the
moderate future sales outlook, it seems unlikely that the output in
California will soon exceed 8 million pounds.
Imports declined from an average of 26 million pounds in the
1921-25 period to 11 million in 1926-30, 6.6 million in 1931-35, and
4.6 million in 1936-39. In the 1931-35 period, imports constituted 84
percent of consumption, and in the 1936-39 period, 55 percent. By
1939 imports were down to 3.5 million pounds and 41 percent of consumption. There has been very little fluctuation in the foreign value
of imported currants; in the 1931-35 period the import or foreign value
price averaged 5.7 cents per pound, and in the 1936-39 period, 5.5
cents.

POST-WAR

SkORT

TERM

Although there is corsiderable uncertainty in both instances, it is
assumed that after the war the low level at which consumption of currants was stabilized during the 1930's will tend to continue and that
production in California, not all of which will necessarily be marketA
as dried currants, will not be mucb, if any, above 8 million pounds.
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There may be less demand for imports after the war, as consumers in
general will have become -accustomed to get along without them, and
alifornia- producers will probably be in a position to supply the
demand. However, because of their distinct and unusual flavor, a
demand for Greek currants will probably revive, but imports are
likely to be resumed at a much reduced rate.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
there will- probably still be a demand

for imported
After the war
currants by a few consumers who prefer the Greek type, but imports
will probably arrive in small and constant quantities and not be much
affected by an increase or decrease by 50 percent in the duty, at least
not enough to make estimates of such changes possible.
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

In view of the downward trend in consumption of currants in the
pre-war period, per capita consumption of the late 1930's is not likely
to be exceeded hence total consumption might be around 8 million
pounds part of which might be supplied by imports. Production of
6.8 million pounds at 4 cents per pound would have a farm value of
$270,000. Possibly imports would amount to 1.2 million pounds, or
to about 15 percent of consumption, which, at a price of 5.5 cents per
pound, would have a foreign value of about $66,000.
Per capita Income Increased by 75 percent.

Notwithstanding its downward trend in the 1930's, consumption
might increase somewhat at the higher level of income, but the increase
would probably be mostly in imports. Domestic production of 7
million pounds at the higher price of 5 cents per pound would have a

value of $350,000. Total consumption might reach 9 million pounds
annually, and imports rise to 2 million pounds, or to more than 20
percent of consumption, which at 6.5 cents per pound would have a
foreign value of $1,30,000.
Employment

Currant grapes, a large percent of which are marketed as fresh
grapes, are grown on about 3,000 acres, out of a total for all Califorani'a grapes of more than 500,000 acres. They are grown on 200
to 300 farms out of a total for all grapes in California of about 40,000
farms. Employment, which averages about 200 man)-hours annually
per acre of California grapes, on 3,000 acres, would amount to 250
man-years.
OLIVES, EDIBLE
RquivTariff par-

agraph
744-

Commodity

Rate of duty

alent ad
Halrem
(19*19)

Oives, edible:
20 per galGreen, in brine3O per galRipe, in brine-83%,
Pitted and stuffed, in brine_ 30 per gal
Dried ripe-perch
lb --I
Olives, n. a, p. f-per lb -J
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
-.
Used

Item

od it|or
IJDortS

Ratio of
imports
A~~~~~~~~ar|f tocon-

mesticion
Qufntit (,...po.u.......46,00 32, 00
1,702 p1,467
YaIuM 1,000) .-.....
Unit salue (Cedtu per pound)3.7
4. 6
Persons employed-(9)...............
.

........

32,000
1,487
4.6

..........

138$, 455
71,0M
4 4,872....
12.7 .

........

.....

64
.....

;

.......

xport were nligible.
Jm
xIm ofol0ivex In brine converted on the basis of 6 pounds per gallon. Average annual imports In
a1W7-39
xounted to 38.5 million pounds.
'Xxtimate farm value,
4 Foreign value.
Sr uMNder empioyinet.

Fresh olives may be crushed for oil or processed for edible purposes.
This Pection is limited to olives for edible purposes. Being very
bitter 0o the taste, fresh olives, whether jreen or ripe are processed
before they are consumed. The prinipauforms in whiich olives are
marketed are: Pickled green in b)iI1e, pitted anid stuffed green in
brine, awill canned' ripe. Small quantities are marketed as dried
ripe and Spice(l olives.
Per capital consuiption follows changes in consumer inmine only
to a fall exteub. in 1939, it amounte(l to 0.54 pound, compared
with 0.44 pound in 1932-33. The United States roduces all of its
O green olives in
consumption of cftIme(I ripe olives, 10 percent of Ie
h ilffed green
tni'lle, but oldy rnsignifica1t uJanIltitieN of pittedl al
ol(iv(e, 1l1portAs, wlich ('otri)Ute al)out 54 pereent of the total
qu471tfity Colwnumed, usuaaly supp11)ly almost all of tkle pitted and'
stuffre olives a d(1 9() perces'lt of tLle green olives ii brine. Virtually
all imjporNQd p~itted and 14tar(i green OliVes inI brinon0mJ 95 pler'eelt
of freIM O)liV(eM ill N)into o)lfe froniffi inf. These impo
j)ltS Je shiple)d
rn )Urreld from1mmwillallir reptI ked in vnlroiow sizes of glass contaivnes in thre, irYUtld states.
TotOl proI'dutido in 10309 Was only 46 million poundii, of whichi
32,0 million poundtIs wah used for edllitle p0u1roiest Wileras J)r-O(Wluctiofl
for the ,years 1937-1) averaged! 6 1 mlillio(n1 p(ml*k, (of whji(chl 53 percent,
or 32 trilliotn p)uls(1411, WILt 1wo'oO5$4(d fot
edillo pulrpow-1s,
P()NT.WAR SHORT TEIJM
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consuniption, Producton, and Imports

between domestic and imported
Because of the difference in
olives, a decrease or increase intygeuty by 50 percent is not likelylto
affect domestic production materially. At a given level of' ational
income, with production given, the level of consumption depends on
the level of imports which in turn is affected by the rate of duty.
Per capital Income at 19t9 level.

United States production of edible olives may be about 38 million
pounds valued at around 1.7 million dollars, or about 15 percent above
1939, irrespective of the assumed duty changes.
Duty as in 1939.-Consumption per capita- of olives seems likely to
remain at about the same level as in 1939, which, allowing for increase
in population, would be about 80 million pounds, Imports would
amount to about 42 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 5.3
million dollars and supply about 52 percent of consumption.
lRuty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might amount to about 47
million pounds, with a foreign value of about 5.8 million dollars, and
supply about 55 percent of a consumption of about 85 million pounds.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would supply about 37
million pounds, with a foreign value of about 4.5 million dollars, and
supply about 49 percent of a consumption of about 75 million pounds.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Consumption of olives might increme Considerably, and depending
in part on the rate of duty in effect, might be 90--100 million pounds.
Production would probably increae 40 percent above 1939, or to about
4t million pounds, valued at 2.3 million dollars.
Duty a8 in 1989.-Imports would supply about 50 million pounds
or about 52 percent of a consumption of about 95 million pounds and
have a foreign value of abaut 8 million dollars.
.

0uty reduced by60 percent.-Imports might supply about 5S million
pounds, with a foreign value of 8.8 million dollars And supply about 85
percent of a coniunmption of nearly 100 million pounds.
1)uaty increased by 40 percent,-Imports might total about 45 million
p)otIlds, or about 49 poreent of a consumption of about 90 million
pounds, with a foreign value of about 7.2 million dollars.
employment

No datta (re available regarding thelulnlube of worker ongagod in
oliv lprodoution. In 1939, 4,898 farms reported production of olives
Pleking olives for edible pqrposes require A WgreAt doal of Hand labor
for s"lort periods. The Unitod States Departnient of Agricultwre
estimatoo that 179 man-ihour oer acre are required yaoh yr in
groawinK olives, On thll basi 1,90 marjyees of labor won required
ui 1930 for 24,000 acres of bearing olives. -Tor the postwar long
Wrir on the lowor level of In'ome hde labor rmquirMenta would bh
ltdlt 2,027 manwyeatand onI tho highr level of income about 2,600
o
11}t~llt11rSi
I1 ilitIol to three} worker, it is estiated that abot I0 pcrns
sre minployeod in repackdng Imported green olivs.

Table: FRESH PINEAP LES
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FRESH PINEAPPLES
Tariff
Commodity
paragraph
747 -Fresh pineapples:
Crates:
CubaOther than Cuba -

Equiwakev ad
valorem
(1939)

Rate of duly

Bulk:
Cuba Other than Cuba ----

20 each crate35¢ each crate----each-l-each-

28%

Nova.-In the trade agreement of 1934 with Cuba, the rate per crate to Cuba was reduced from 40 cents
to 20 cents, sod on pineapples in bulk from 1's cent to % cent each. The general rate was reduced In this.
agreement of 193 with Haiti from 50 cents to 36 cents per crate, and from 1% ce"t% to Afe cent each for
pineapples in hulk. The bulk rate was again reduced in the agreement with Mexico In 193 to fie cent
each, which automaticafly reduced the rate to Cubs to 0.48 cent each.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

orc-For
do- Im(W
ex'

T~otl-F-or
Ttl Port

503
------------------usntlty (1,00 crates)alue ($1,000)----------------------------1,091
Unit value (per crate) -$1.84

20

60

$2106

mestic
market

IApparent~
tijop
cosu
to contion

mp

564
1,400
1,194 .-. 72
1,038 X 1. 21.
$1.84
2 $0.90 -...

I Foreign value.

Although imports came In at an average price of 90 cents per crate In 193I, the average price of imports
from Cuba was $1.04 and of those from Mexico (in bulk), 39 cents.
I

United States consumption of fresh pineapples, which amounted to
about 2 million crates in 1939, has varied but little as a whole, although
there has been some tendency for it to decline or increase with changes
in consumer income. In the 1921-25 period, total consumption
averaged 1.6 million crates annually; in 1926-30, 1.8 million; in
1931-35, 1.4 million; and in 1936-40, 1.8 million crates. The weighted
average-price of all pineapples entering into consumption during these
,four periods was $2.10, $2.23, $1.82, and $1.30 per crate, respectively.
The only pineapple production in the continental United States is
about 10,000 crates in Florida. Puerto Rico supplied 400,000 to
600,000 crates annually, and Hawaii, 30,000 to 123,000. Total production in Hawaii is usually 20 million crates, most of which is canned,
whereas most of the production in Pierto Rico, at least before the
war, was shipped fresh. Imports came from Cuba and Mexico.
Most of the imports from Cuba, usually more than 1 million crates
per year, are in crates, whereas those from Mexico, the equivalent of
387,000 crates in 1939, are in bulk.
During United States participation in the war, the supply of fresh
pineapples in continental United States has been greatly reduced as
a result of the shipping shortage. The sharp decline in imports from
Cuba accounted for most of the decrease, although shipments from
Hawaii were also reduced, and those from Puerto Rico discontinued
altogether. Imports from Mexico, which had been much smaller
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than those from Cuba, almost doubled, and will probably continue
to enter in increased volume after the war as they are low in price and
suitable for canning in the United States.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be about the same as before the war, as
from Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Hawaii. Although shipments of the
fresh fruit from Puerto Rico were discontinued during the war, it is
expected that they will soon be resumed, and that those from Cuba
and Hawaii will be about as large as before the war. Imports from
Mexico will probably continue to enter as before and during the war.

ample shipping will probably again be available to carry the fresh fruit

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

On the basis of past experience and probable changes in conditions
in the future, it appears that shipments from Puerto Rico will continue within the pre-war limits and thutthose from Hawaii may increase considerably--because of the great increase in the Pacific coast
population. Imports from Cuba, OL toe other hand, should just
about keep pace with the growth in population and probably be
affected somewhat by variations in consumer income, and those
from Mexico continue-their upward trend.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Duty as in 1939.-Except for the possibility of unusually large increases in imports from Mexico, most of which would be canned after
arrival, it is assumed that the increase in consumption will be only
about enough to account for the increase in population. Total consumption might thus amount to about the equivalent of 2.2 million
crates. This might be distributed about as follows: Shipments from
Puerto Rico and Hawaii, 600,000 crates, valued at approximately 1
million dollars; and imports from Cuba and Mexico equivalent to
about 1.6 million crates, with a foreign value of approximately 1.4
million dollars.
Duty reduced or increased by 50 percent.-If the difty should be reduced or increased by 50 percent, imports would probably increase or
decrease but slightly, possibly by 10 percent. Shipments into continental United States from insular possessions would probably be little
affected, but consumption would probably increase or decrease according to the volume of imports. A 10 percent increase in imports would
give total imports of about 1.8 million cmftedswith a foreign value of
approximately 1.6 million dollars, whereas ain increase in the duty
might cause imports to decline 10 percent to about 1.4 million crates,
with a foreign value of approximately 1.3 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Duty as in 1939.-Under the higher income, consumption might be
20 to 25 percent higher than under the lower income, or the -equivalent
of approximately 2.7 million crates. The origin of this increased
consumption might be about as follows: Shipments of about 700,000
crates from Puerto Rico and Hawaii, valued at approximately 1.3
million dollars, and imports equivalent to about 2 million crates,
with a foreign value of approximately 2 million dollars.

Table: PINEAP LES, PREPARED OR PRESERVED
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wQatyopunds)

Fofrg-wA Mr TSn AmND MXflIC P uOC'O
Duty redtsed or increand by 60 peent-As under the lower icome,
changes in duty would probably have but a moderate effect &n imports. A reduction in the duty might cause imports to rise by sboit10 percent, or to about 2.2 million crates, with a foreign value of ap
proximately 2.2 million, dollars, and an increase in the duty might
cause imports to decline, possibly to about 1.8 million crates, wit a
foreign value of approximately 1.8 million dollars.
U

Exports

United States exports of pineapples have consisted for the most
part of shipments of Puero 'Rican piapples to Canada. Before the
war, they averaged about 30,000 crates annually, valued at nearly
$60,000. Exports after the war would probably niot exceed 50,000
crates, valued at $100,000 in any one year.
Employment

In Puerto Rico, the area planted to pineapples for the fresh-fruit
trade (500,000 crates) amounted to about 3,300 acres, on which employment was estimated at about 66,000 man-days, or approximately
220 man-years. In Hawaii, the area in pineapples for the fresh-fruit
trade alone (about 100,000- crates), probably did not exceed 300 acres
at any one time. On this acreage the labor requirements were estimated at about 6,000 man-days or approximately 20 man-years.

PINEAPPLES, PREPARED OR PRESERVED

Ejivatenw

id salrem
(1989)

Tariff paragraph
Commodity
Rate of duty
747 - - Pineapples, prepared or preserved,
n. s. p. f.:
Philippines -Free.
Cuba. %, per lb.
14%
Others40%
134 per lb.
Non.-The rate In the Tarid Act of 1 was 2 cents per poud with a 20 percent reduction In Mvm of

Cuba. The trade agreement with Cuba, effective September 3,194, reduced the Cuban rats from lceents

to 0.8 cent. The trade agreement with the United Kindom, effective January 1, 1939, reduced the general
rate from 2 to 14 cents. The trade agreement with Mexico further reduced the generara_ to I cant per
pound, effective January 30, 193.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
4939 are given below:
Production
Total

o Of
I-m
_ bnM Apparet
_
tto eon~nuP
doForex- For
'f
uwupuon
meste

port

market

-5M82
. 30C8,33
310M
,
Viue ($l ~~~~~~~~~3,1002 . 1M, M 9 34,300
Unltvalue(ceutsperpouud)
-4
7.7
6.4
Persons employed
(7)

IForeign value.
Bee employment.

74, 896O, N
12to986

------.----

4.0. . .-----.

12
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16'r preserved represent.
The classification "pineapples
mostly pIneapples canne.l in syp, but includes lo small quantities
for'the-u66 of
of
in brine
pineappI. -Ijn the pryna period 1936-40, veae annu conumption of Aed 'neappLaui continw4 UN
amounted :to
645
million pounds Pr
pita c umptiininraed from 2.7
19*40 by 1943 it Ad d
ed
pouusin; 1g21-25 to 4.8 pound
ryabu
halt.-:
United statuA production of cned pineappls is centered in Puerto
Rico and Hawaii, the latter suppying more thtn- 90 percent of the
total. Production in 1939 was about 10 percnt below the average.
Imports in the erly 1930's veraged 8.7 million pounds annually,
but by 1939, owning to the large increases from the Philippines, Fo6rmoo,
and Cuba, were up to 75 million pounds, 60 percent of which cabne
from the Philippines free of duty.
The orgin of the imports in 1939
was distributed as follows:
prad

or

water

Country

Qwuatity

Foreign Value

pou~sa
~oLsru
pound
Cub
D
.
5.5
.12,249
British Malay
...............
75
1,766
4.2
For ono
AM
16,1IN
8.4
.
i t
1,072
Philipplne Islads_---------Allothers.a.---- --(------------8.2
.
Total .-....
.................
2,0OM
4.0
74, W3
.......

----------

-----------------------

----

...............

'Less than $600.

Durin the war, imports from the Far East have ceased and total
imports ty 1943 were down .to 35 million pounds; of these, Cuba supplied 33 million compared with 12 million in 1939. The foreign prices
of combined imports and shipments declined from an average of 8.8
cents per pound in 1921-25 to 6.2 cents in 1936-40.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

United States consumptioD is likely to be below the pre-war avera e
and may not exceed 500 million pounds. Production in Hawaii, tge
chief source, which has been severely affected by the war, will prob.
ably not have fully recovered, and the industry in Puerto Rico will
probably go back to shipping fresh pineapples, although it, may continue to supply its pre-war shipments of about 4 million pounds.
Thus the combined output of Hawaii and Puerto Rico may not exceed
450 million pounds. Imports will probably continue to be 35-SO
million pounds, virtually all of which will be from Cuba as the Philips
pines and other Far Eastern sources will probably not iCave recovered
sufficiently to be heavily in the market. Prices are likely to continue

high.
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C~npnP~AemsdlinptsAl}

United Stites per capital cons pti w probably continue to
increase in the poet-war peid but no neessai atl the same rapid
rate as before the war. Altg Hawaii and Puerto Rico will
probably continue to stipply t maj part of consumption, imports
may supply a relatively larger part than formerly. In discussion of
the estimates set forth be , it is assumed that domestic production, will not exceed 7 million
ds annually and that any excess
in consumption over this figure will be supplied by imports. Postwar imports will probably come largely from Cuba, especially if imports from the Philippines are subject to duty.
Per capita income at 199 teveL.

Continuing, but in somewhat lessening degree, the pre-war upward
trend in per capita consumption, and allowing for an inrease in population, annual consumption might be around 780 million pounds.
Domestic production might supply an average of 650 million pounds,
which at a price of 6.25 cents per pound would have a value of apm
proximately 41 million dollars. Imports might supply roughly 15
percent of consumption and be approximately 130 million pounds,
which at an average price of 5 cents per pound would have a foreign
value of 6.5 million dollars.
Imports might vary as much as 15 percent in either direction
depending on whether the duty was reduced or increased 50 percent.
In case of a reduction in the duty, imports might inreae to approximately 150 million pounds, with a foreign value of 7.5 million dollars,
and in case of an increase in the duty, imports might decline to
about 110 million pounds, with a foreign value of approximately 5.5
million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then In 19*9.

Before the war, per capital consumption responded readily to
changes, especially increases, in national income, and might increase
to more than 6 pounds per capita. Allowing for this and for increased
population, total consumption ht approximate 900 million pounds.
The change in the lit standard would probably have little effect on
domestic production, which might ho expected to be at a maximum of
approximately 700 million pounds. The price would probably be
higher, however, than at the lower level, perhaps 7 cents per nd,
in which case' production would have a value of 49 million iolars.
Imports might supply approximately 20 percent of consumption and
amount to about 200 million pounds; if the foreign prices likewise
were somewhat higher, Perhaps at 6 cents, the foreign value of imports
would be 12 million dollars.
Imports might fluctuate with 50-percent changes either way in the
duty, but at the higher prices, the duty being specific, the fluctuations
should be relatively less, perhaps 10 percent. In case of a reduction
in the duty, imports might-increase to approximately 13 million dollars,
and in case of an increase in duty, imports might decline to a value
of approximately 11 million dollars.
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Exports of canned
pIe in the pre-wa period averaged about
24 million ponds, allied at 1.8 minion dollars. More than 50
m other important markets wero
percent went to theUnited
Belgium, Sweden, Switzerland, Canada, and France. Over the log
term exports may be as important as before the war, and might
possibly expand somewhat. They will doubtless continue to be small

pin

compared with production or consumption.

Etployment
- In Hawaii, the pineapple canneries employed from 4,000 to 18,000
persons monthly, with 3 months of full employment. Pineapples
were reported for 233 farms, and covered early
acres, employmillion man-days or
ment on which amounted to approximately 1 50,000
3,300 man-years. Total employment might increase as much.as 10
percent under conditions of maximum production,
Before the war there was one cannery in the pineapplo-growing district of Puorto Rico which employed about 300 persons part time.
Pineapples were grown on more than 500 farms and covered about
4,000 acres, employment oniwhich amounted to approximately 80,000
man-days or 270 man-years. In the pineapple acreage is included
that on which pineapples are grown for the fresh-fruit trade.
PEARS
Tariff paragraph: 740.
Commodity:
Pears, green, ripe or in brine,
Rate of duty:
Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 16%.
%o per lb.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:

1939

Production

Item

_
.
Total

do I spont
roFor
t
"mestlo
Port market

imports
=to
p

4 228 1I 70
1,403,950 97,193 1,360,787
uantity (1,100pounds)-..-..
70,0,
130
...-...,s1o 3,284
u.($1,000)
3 ..3. 1.
1.
8.4
Unitvalue (Oe per pound) rawons employed-()
.

-

...

.

.

-

..........

.

..........

......._..

..........

......

Isam value.

I

Foreign value.

'Seeunder employmt.

About 70 percent of all pears produced in the United States are
consumed in the fresh 'tate, the remainder being canned or dried.
Of those consumed fresh the great bulk is used during the months
from the harvest in summer and fall through December.- Virually all
of the commercial pears consumed in these months are Bartletts,which
are superior in flavor and texture but which deteriorate much more
rapidly than other varieties when kept in cold storage. In order to
supply the demand for fresh pears when domestic Bartletts are nor-
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mally off the market other vanetiim (the i-caled winter peas), which
stand tp better in store, e produed.
T~Ota ensumpto of Pears in the Uhited States increased from an
auntial Taver of 1 biloD i 1921-30 to 1.1 billio'pounds
during 1931-45, ad .0 billion pous duing 1936-40. This in.
A~resse it cons1mptioni *as inded pa y the lwier pices which
ed with t pre e
prevailed throtughot the t 's a o
of wit peas
decade, and in part by the increased oiict
Loss of the European market after 13 leased the quatit of
both domestic winter pears and the imported Bartlett pears on the
United States market.
The principal consuming centers in the United States are the late
urban areas in the eastern part of the country. Throughout the
months when domestic Bartlett pews are available, cosmuption is
supplied by, domestic pea and, prior to 1935, domesticPwinter pears
were virtually the only ones consumed dui the late Winter and
spring months. Beginning in 1935 Bartlett pears from Argentina
have been imported during the winter or off-seaon months; most of
them enter during February-M1larch, but some are imported throughout the spring.
Pears are grown in every State of the Union, but commercial
production is centered in the three Pacific Coast States, with over
two-thirds of the total production and 90 to 95 percent of winter
pears. United States production of pears increased rapidly over the
two decades before World War II, and, on the basis of present lantings, is likely to remain hear the average annual yield of 1.5 billion
pounds attained (luring the 5-year period 1936-40. Contributing
substantially to the expansion of total pear production was the-development of winter varieties of pears, largely in response to the demand of the. export trade for which these pears were well adapted.
Although prices fell in the early 1930's and remained comparatively
low throughout the decade, production of winter pears increased to
a peak of 349 million pounds in 1938, but fell off thereafter and averaged
243 million pounds annually during 1941-44. In the 5-year period
1936-40 winter pears reprinted 20 percent of the total pear production and accounted bor three-fourths of total exports.
Imports from Argentina (the chief source) have risen from 151,000
pOUwds in 1935 to a peak of 15 million pounds in 1941 when European
markets were cut off. About two-thirds of the. imports arrive during
the months February-March, but in recent years have extended on
into April, May, and June. Imports, consisting of the Bartlett
variety, compete with domestic eld-storage pears of which an average
of about 49 million pounds, or 16 percent of the domestically produced
winter-pear crop, were available annually during the period 1936-40.
POSTWAR SHORT TERM
It appears likely that consumption of pears in the short term will
be somewhat higher than it was in pre-war years. The export trade,
which formerly absorbed 50 percent of the production of winter pears,
is not expected to attain its former levels during this period. Depending in large part upon 'the market for pears in Europe, imports
may be somewhat greater than in 1939.

POST-WAR IMt#ORT AW OOMMtC P0ODIUCTION
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PO81tWAR LOION TRIM-C iismbU."k, Ne~ducU~a, aiid Impoat
In the long tin the volu*B of production and.the returns to the
domestic industry as well as the foreign trade in pear will depend tb
a considerable extent upon the condition of the l'rge European
markets. If European consuners enjoy a comparatively high evel
of income, these markets may be expected to Absorb large quantitim
of pears from the United Statesj Argentina, and other pear-producing
countries. In this event the price of pears in the United Statcs as
in world markets would be relatively high and imports into the United
States would probably vary with the demand for fresh Bartlett pears
during late Winter. Under conditions of high per capita income,
such demand would be expected to be cornp aratively great. Conversely, if the European markets are unable to take substantial
quantities of foreign pears, United States exports would be comparatively small and other producing countries, notably Argentina,
would be under pressure to sell to the remaining markets including the
United States. In this situation% which wouldbe most likely to occur
under generally depressed economic conditions, the price of pears in
the United States as in worldniarkets would be relatively low. Even
at the low prices, however, the quantity of pears imported into the
United States would not -be expected to be as great as under more
prosperous economic conditions. The extent of -the recovery of
European markets will undoubtedly have more effect upon United
States imports of pears than a change in the duty of 50 percent in either
direction.
Per capit& Income at I199 level.
Duty a8 in 1939.-At this level of income the world supply of pears
may tend to exceed the demand and prices may be expected to be
comparatively low, possibly around the 1939 level. With a per
capita consumption about the. same as in 1939, total consumption in
the United States may, because of a larger poptlatiqn, be around 1.5
billion pounds. Despite
the possibility of low prices in the United
States, . imports from Argentina may amount to about 8 million
pounds, with; a foreign value of $250,000. In this event import
would represent-about one-half of I percent of total consumption.
Production for the domestic market would, as it bas in the past,
supply most of the consumption and may approach 1.5 billion pounds,
vahu( d at 20 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Under these conditions imports may
tend to be somewhat greater than if the 1939 duties were in effect
and may amount, to, say, 8% million pounds, with a foreign value of
$265,000. Consumption arid production would be approximately
the same as thou h the 1939 rates were in effect.
fsWvy. increased by 60 percent-Such an increase in duty may result
in imports of around 7%4 million pounds, with a foreign value of
$216,000. Consumption and production would be approximately
the same as though the 1939 rates were in effect.
Per capita income 75 percent higher tain in 1I*.
Duty as in 1939.-The-demand for pears under a high level of per
capita income would be substantially higher than under a low income,
an(d consumption may average 1.8 billion pounds. Imports, in
71233-45----47
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response to high prices in the United States, may treble those of 1939
and amount to, say, 12 million pounds, and represent around one-half
of 1 percent of total consumption. Prices of pears would-probably
be substantially above those of 1939 as the increased demand which
is anticipated would provide a strong market for the available pears
and new plantings which may be induced would hardly have attained
full-bearing age. With the price of Argentine pears about 5 cents
per pound, the foreign value of imports may approximate $600,000.
Production for the domestic market may amount to nearly 1.8 billion
pounds. With farm prices about 2 cents per pound, the total farm
value of production may approach 36 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.--Under these conditions imports might
be somewhat greater than if the 1939 duties were in effect and may
total, say, 12% million pounds, with a foreign value of $638,000.
Consumption and production would thus be about the same as though
the 1939 rates were in effect.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Such an increase in duty might reduce
imports to about 11 million pounds, with a foreign value of $550,000.
Consumption and production would be virtually the same as though
the 1939 rates were in effect.
Exports

_Exports of pears, which averaged about 45 million pou-nds in 1923
and 1924, increased to 70 million pounds in 1929 and to 177 million
pounds in 1938. The marked expansion in exports, however, has been
accompanied by an appreciable decline in the average unit value.
Prior to 1940 the United Kingdom took over 50 percent of United
States exports and France, the Netherlands, and Canada'were the
other major markets. The increase in exports to Europe in spite of
adverse economic conditions and various import restrictions, is
ascribable largely to the activity of American exporters and to the
increasing surplus and low prices of pears in the United-tates.
Beginning with the 1938-39 season, the Government, subsidized
exports to "new" markets.'
The bulk of the exports are shipped b-efore the first of the year, thus
avoiding competition from Southern Hemrisphere countries. The
expansion of production and exports in the Southern Hemisphere
countries, particularly Argentina, Australia, and New Zealand, may
materially affect future exports of pears from the United States, which,
however will probably increase with high world income.
,

Employment

Average labor requirements to produce an acre of pears are estimated
to be 158 man-hours. The estimated 180,000 acres devoted to pears
would thus represent full-time employment for approximately 11,851
persons.
U.Jider an agreement between the Secretary of Apriculture and the Oregon-Washirntor-California Pear
Lenwgle, Inc., a payment of 50 cer ts per box containing 46 poreds was mside in the 193R-39 season, and reneweed at 40 cents per box for 193- 40 and 1940-41 seasons to members of this orgar-ization who exported pears
to certain foreign countries whirh did not normally impnlort peers In any appreciable quantity. The laot
agreement was for the 1941-42 season when 30 Cents per box was paid.
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AVOCADOS.
Tariff paragraph: 750.
Commodity:
Ayocados.
Rate of duty:
Generail 1 ¢ per Ib';

Equivalent a4i valorem (1939): 150%.

Cuba free.;
NOTE.-Imports from Cuba restricted to the period June I to September 30 of each year by exchange
of notes at the time of the Cuban trade agreement of 1934. The ad valorem equivalent shown aboveis
based on imports of 50 pounds with unit value of 10 cents per pound, from countries other then Cuba;
all other imports shown are free of duty from Cuba, and the average foreign value of these imports was
only 1.8 cents per pound Ina 1939.

GENERAL

Data
1939

on United States
are given below.

production, imports, and consumption for
Production

Item

For do-

Total

Quantity (1,000 pounds) -

Value ($1,000Y Unit value (cents per pound)Exports were negligible.
S From Cuba, except 60 pounds valued at $5; does not
the Virgin Islands of the United States.
3 Farm value.
4 Foreign value.

20,600
1,483

7. 2

mestie

-market
20,600
1, 483
7. 2

to con- -Imports coxnsump Impotoo
tion
sumption

Apparent

Percent

'7,927

l

28
28,827
- ; l.
14 -1.8
--.
--

include 18,620 pounds valued a; $'T5 Imported into

Consumption of avocados, a high-priced and comparatively new
fruit on the American market, has been small but was increasing during the years before World War II. Although subject to wide fluctuations from year to year, annual average consumption increased from
19 million pounds (luring 1931-35 to 33 million pounds in 1936-40 and
to 44 million pounds in 1941-44.
Both United States production and imports were increasing throughout the 1930's although production increased at a more rapid rate;
annual average production doubled while imports increased by onethird. The consumption, production, and imports of avocados in 1939,
as shown in the above table, were below the pre-war averages (193640) of 33, 23, and 10 million pounds, respectively.
Imports of avocados from Cuba, the predominant source, are restricted by agreement I to the period June 1 to September 30, inclusive,
when domestic supplies are at a low level. Although temporarily
curtailed by the war, imports from Cuba are likely to resume their
pre-war upward trend as more shipping space becomes available.
There is little likelihood of sizable imports from countries other than
Cuba owing to Quarantine Regulation No. 56 which reoftfri-ts importation of avocados frorm Mexico and Central American countries because
of the danger of infestation by the avocado weevil. Avocados from
Mexico may be admitted if the pits are removed, but in this condition
they deteriorate rapidly when slipped long distances and are limited,
therefore, to markets close to the l)order. In any case the dutiable
imports would probably be insignificant so long as Cuban avocados
enter free.
I

An exchange of notes, made in

ounnection with the Cuban Trade Agreement of 19U.
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POST-WAXBSHORT TERM

Consumption of avocados will probably continue tZ increase and be
considerably above the low level m 1939 as domestic production seems
likely to continue its upward trend and imports undoubtedly will be

resumed.

POSTWAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Produetlon, and Imports

Consumption of avocados may continue its upward trend as the
fruit is rapidly increasing in popularity. Furthermore, -increased
supplies may become available as the yield expands from a comparatively large number of young trees. Since imports from-most producing ?ountries are subject to restrictive quarantine regulations, thus
Virtually excluding, imports except from Cuba, and as imports from
Cuba are duty-free, a 50-percent decrease or increase 'in the general
rate of duty would have little .effect. Although imports' from Cuba.
may-increase somewhat over the pre-war average, 'the'proportion of
such imports to consumption may decline owing to the more rapid
increase in production in this country.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.
Largely as a consequence of the upward trend in production, consumption is likely to rise and average about 65 million pounds.
Owing to relatively low prices to be expected during this period,
imports may average about the same as pre-war years, namely, 10
million pounds with a foreign value of 180,000 dollars. PDomestic
production would probably amount to 55 million pounds valued at

about 3.8 million dollars.

Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

The demand for avocados under this high level of per capita income
would be substantially higher than under the lower income level, and,
for a- considerable period,; may tend to outrun supplies until newly
planted trees come into bearing.2 Consumption during the early -and
middle 1950's may average 80 million pounds, Under these conditions
it may reasonably be expected that prices would be comparatively
high, say, 12 cents per pound (farm value). Owing to more intensive
cM tivation and heavy applications of fertilizer induced by high prices
domestic production may average 65-million pounds. The value of
this outputt may be around 8 million dollars. Imports in response to
high prices in the United States may increase to approximately 15
million pounds or about 20 percent of consumption, with a foreign
value of 750,000 dollars.
Exports

Exports, if any, are negligible, and there is little likelihood of any
in the post-war period.
Employment

Average labor requirements per acre to produce avocados is estimated to be 84 man-hours; the 1939 crop of 13,000 acres represWntd
an. equivalent of 455 man-years. To produce the estimated crop of
'X Nearly 10 years eurerd for avocado trees to ome fully into bearing. Under Ab atmuusJof a high
le velof Income, therebre, treemay be planted duringthe late1940'ssnd early 19Ws, biqtWAbfullybeiag

before 1960.

Table: [No Caption]
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55 and 65- million pounds in the .long-term.. period discussed
about 472 and 490 man-years, respectively, would be required.

bove

JELLIES, JAMS, MARMALADES, AND FRUIIT BUTTERS
Twariff p~ara~r Dh. 751'.

Commodity:

jams*- marina
and fruit butters,
Rate of duty:
General, 20% aI val.; Equivalent ad Va^nrem (1039): 20%;
Cuba, 14% and. _16%
ad lo6. ;:et'i vor (i pernt on COi ron tX
NOTE.-The rate fixed in the Tari Act of 1 was
.h~Iie8,

lades,

Pursuant to the 'rrade Agreement *ith Caba, elective September 3, 1934, the duty was'reduced
on
CutWan
products to 14 percent, except on orange marmal.de, Pursuant to the trade agreement with the United
Kingdom effective January 1, 1939, the general rite tWs redriUed to 20 perct and the rate on Cuban orange
marmalade was automatically reduced to 16 percent. A further reduction to 17*4 percent was made on
quince products, effective November 15, 1941, pursuant to the agreement With Argentina.

GENERAL,

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
given below:

1939 are

Production

Alo domrApparent

Item

Total

For ex-

mestic

port

market

tion

atio o

sumpton

Quantity (1,000 pounds)--.
- 9..
,
i 1 --- 3,540 --.-----Value ($1,000)
~
181
547
35,076
36 223
;b-S
36OW7
15.2 ---'-. 11.9 - ..
-U~nit value (cents per pound)'-.
Persons employed (Dnumber)-_____
___*
_._
____-_
,_ ~ ~ - - - - _.- - - - -(')

-----------

1,6

.-

I

Landed value; foreign value was $421,000.

S Foreign value.
' See under employment.

In 1939, recorded domestic consumption of jellies, jams, marmalades,
and related.products ha a value of 36 million dollars, of which
imports, with-a landed value of $647,000, constitued about 1.5 percent.
the value of domestic output ha fluctuated with thelevel of.confrm a
sumer income and with changes in prices it declined
valueeof
about 42 million dollars in 1929 to 20 million in 1933, and&increased
to 36 million byv 1939, of which one-hal f 1 percent was exported
Imports in 1939 consisted of 62 percent orange marxmlde, ad
38 percent of miscellaneous allies andjams; 97 percent of the orange
marmalade and 66 percent of the jellies and jams came from the United
Kingdom. Canada and Cuba supplied each abut 10 percent of the
latter.
-of
jellie,,
jams, and marmalades (including orange maImports
malade) declined from an average of 3.8 million'pounds, with a foreign
value of $641,000 in the 1926-28 period, Do 2.3 million poundsA vuled
at $279,000 in 1936-38, although, there was no-change of duty
When the duty Ron orange marmialade was reduced from 35 to 20percent ad valorem in the 1939 agreement with the United Kingdom,
imports for 1939 and 1940 increased to- 3.4 million pouds,
average
valued at $400,000. This increase was due solely to doubling of he
imports of orange marmalade, since the imports of jellies and-jams
were not affected.
Jellies Jams, and orange marmalade, before 1929, were combined in one un port class. They ae still
i one export class, Uswell
In the statistics o th
United
e Stas Biennld CensaofManufactures.
combined
'
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During the recovery period of the late 1930's, imports of jellies and
jams increased somewhat over those of the depression period, but those
of orange marmalade did not respond to the increase in consumer
income, declining somewhat, probably because of increasing competition with marmalade of domestic manufacture. On the other
the lowering of the duty had a-marked effect on imports of
orange marmalade but none on those of miscellaneous jellies and jams.
Prices (foreign value) of imports have varied somewhat with the level
of national income; average prices of jellies and jams increased from 12
cents per pound in 1931-35 to 13.3 cents in 1939; those of orange
marmalade increased from 10.5 cents per pound to 11.2 cents.

hand,

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the war, imports of jellies and jams have continued at
almost pre-war levels, but those of orange marmalade have virtually
ceased. Soon after the war, imports of jellies and jams as well as
those of orange marmalade will probably beresumed at the pre-war
rate of 1939 and 1940.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

As a basis for further estimates, it may be assumed that in the
post-war long term, United States consumption of jellies, jams, and
marmalades will increase about as rapidly as the population; that a
50-percent reduction or increase in the duty might affect imports of
orange marmalade as much as 50 percent either way, and of the entire group by approximately 30 percent.
Consumption might increase to approximately 40 million dollars; it
would probably be little affected by changes in the-relatively small

imports.
Duh a* in 1939.-Imports might have a foreign value of about
$450,000, or a landed value of $585,000, supplying about 1.4 eent
of consumption.; production for the domestic market might have a
value of about 39.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might have a foreign value
of about $585,000, or a landed value of $700,000, supplying about 2
percent of consumption; production for the domestic market might
then have a value of approximately 39.3 million dollars.
Dhtay snereaged by 50 percent.-Imports might have a foreign value
of about $315,000, or a landed value of about $440,000, supplying a
little over 1 percent of consumption; and production for the domestic
market might then have a value of approximately 39.6 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than, in 1939.

Domestic production and consumption in the past seem toW-have
responded readily to changes in national income, hence consumption
might increase by as much as 25 percent, in addition to that required
by the 10 percent increase in population, which at possibly 30 percent higher prices than in 1939 would raise consumption to a value
of about 65 million dollars. Imports might increase in quantity and
value in about the same ratio.

Table: [No Caption]
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Duty as in 1939.-Imports might increase to a foreign value of:
about $750,000, or a landed value of $975,000, supplying about 1.4
percent of consumption; production for the domestic market might
then have it value of about 64. million dollars,
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might have a foreign value of
$975,000, or a landed value of about 1.2 million dollars, supplying
about 2 percent of consumption; production for the domestic market
might then have a value of about 63.8 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might have a foreign value
of about $525,000, or a landed value of nearly $735,000, supplying a
little over I percent of consumption; production for the domestic
market might then have a value of about 64.3 million dollars.
Exports

United States exports of jams, jellies, marmalades, and similar
products in 1939 amounted to about 1.2 million pounds, valued at
$181,000. Exports had a value of $455,000 in 1929 but declined to
$90,000 in 1932 and 1933. Exports before the war were widely distributed, but went mostly to the United Kingdom, Canada, the
Canal Zone, and the Philippines. After the war, this export trade
might average about $250,000, and, in the case of a high level of
world income be as high as $500,000.
Employment

IIn 1939, establishments primarily
in the manufacture of
and fruit butters, employed
preserves, jams, jellies marmalades,engaged
about 5,000 persons (average for the year not including persons employed in growing the fruit), whose total salaries and wages amounted
to more than 5 million dollars. With production over 60 million
dollars annually there might be as many azs 7,500 persons employed
in-this industry.
FLOWER BULBS
Tariff paragraph: 753.
Flower bulbs.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
$1 to $6 per thousand,
or 15% ad val.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 19%.

Noiz.-In the Tariff Act of 1930 certain kinds of fower bhlbs were individually specified, with rates
fixed at $2 to $6 per thousand; bulbs not so specified were made subject to a 30-percent ad valorem rate.
Pursuant to the trade agreement with the Netherlands effective February 1, 1A, the rate was reduced
from $6 13
to
per thousand on tulip bulbs, from $2 to i1 per thousand on crocus corms, and from 30 per
cent to 15 percent on "all other bulbs," etc.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (which, for the kinds of bulbs that
were imported, were nearly equal to the entire domestic consumption)
for 1939 are given below:
Quantity (1,000 bulbs) -212, 415
Value ($1,000) --3--,---------------3 690
Unit value (per.1,000) $17. 38
I

Foreign value.

Bulbs for the production of flowers are extensively used by florists
as well as for bedding or general garden planting. The flowers,
which are available in a large variety of colors and forms, are among
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the most showy and beautiful. The number consumed in the United
States runs into the hundreds of millions and their value to probably
as much as 10 million dollars annually.
Before the war the greater part of several.important kinds of bulbs
used in this country, namqpy, tulips, hyacinths, easter lilies, and
lilies-of-the-valley, were imported. Other important kinds, auch
as gladiolus, narcissus, and iris, were mostly produced in this country.
were about 200 million bulbs annually, withya
The total imports
foreign value of approximately 3.5 million dollars. About one-half
of this was represented by tulip bulbs alone. Most of the imports
came from the Netherlands; France, the United Kingdom,--Japan,
and Germany also supplied substantial quantities.
Statistics of production of bulbs in the United States are not
available. In th-"ensus of 1929, which was conducted by mail and
is generally admitted to be inaccurate, sales of 235 million bulbs for
4.5 million dollars were reported. Production increased rapidly
during the late 1930's and the first, year or two of the 1940's, but it
has declined considerably since that time because of shortage of labor.
The lack of statistical information does not permit of any but general
predictions with respect to domestic production or consumption.
POSTWAR SHORT TERM

In this period the demand for flower bulbs will probably be strongstronger than in 1939 or than at present (1945). But probably little
of this demand can be supplied by imports. From the meager information available regarding conditions in Netherlands bulb-growin
districts, it appears doubtful that substantial quantities of bulbs wiZl
be available from that source; the United Kingdom probably will not
have many bulbs to spare, and the rest of Europe, and Japan, none.
It is doubtful that the kinds formerly imorted in greatest volume
and value, namely, the tulip, hyacinth, lily, and lily-f-the-valley,
as well as some miscellaneous kinds, will be available from domestic
sources in the quantities desired.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

This country may not again depend as much as formerly upon
imports for its supplies of bulbs, and imports of bulbs in the long-term
period may not be .s high as before the war. However, it may be
expected that, owing to the nature ofplant breeding and improvement
and the life-long skill and knowledge of many foreign producers in
this field, flower bulbs will be imported in substantial quantities
primarily because of their special qualities.
The duty on bulbs amounted to approximately 19 percent ad
valorem in 1939 and a 50-percent increase or decrease probably would
not affect the volume of imports greatly. Substantial changes in
consumer income -probably would have more effect on prices and
consumption than would be true of staple commodities.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Duty a8 in 1939.-Imports might be about the same as in 1939, or
around 200 million bulbs, with a foreign value, at prices as in 1939,
of about 3.5 million dollars.

Table: [No Caption]
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Dutdy reduced Ibyj60 percevq.-The imports might be 250-275 million
bulbs, and the total foreign value, at 1939 prices, about 4.3-4.8 million
dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might not be more than
akout 150 million bulbs, with a foreign value, at the same prices as
in 1939, of about 2.6 million dollars.
Per capital incOme 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Duty as in 1939.-Withi this-high level of income it may- be anticipated that the raising of flowers, particularly those from bulbs, will
increase tremendously. Although the domestic production of bulbs
may increase more than imports the im rts may be double those of
1939, or approximately 400 million bulbs. With a price ($26 per
1,000) approximately 50 percent greater than 1939, the total foreign
value would be in the neighborhood of 10 million dollars..,
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might be as much as 500
million, and the foreign value, at the same price, approximately 13
-million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports -might be somewhat smaller
than with the duty as in 1939, perhaps 300 million bulbs, with a
foreign value of 7.8 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of bulbs are not separately reported.
Employment

No information is available concerning employment in bulb production.
ORCHID PLANTS
Tariff paragraph: 754.
Orchid plants.
Commodity:
15 percent ad valorem.
Rate of duty:
nt ad vaktem which was reduced to 15 percent
NoTz.-The TOf Act of 1930 Imposed the rate of 25
pursuant to the trade agreement with the United Kingdom, effective-January 1, 1939.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
66
Quantity (1,000 plants)Value ($1,000) Unit value (per plant)-

I

165
$ 51

Foreign value.

Although more than 15,000 species. of orchids are known, only a
comparatively few species are of value for the commercial production
of cut flowers. The species belonging';to the Cafleya and Laelia
families are generally considered the most useful and profitable of all
commercial orchids. An interesting feature of orchid culture is the
production of hybrids, several thousand of which are now recognized.
Catleya hybrids constitute most of the orchid flowers marketed.
Because of the, complexity and technical nature of their culture,
orchids are ordinarily grown by specialists. Many of the establishments which produce orchids grow no other kindsof plants,
The United States has an important orchid industry the value of
the annual domestic production of orchid plants is probably 5 to 10
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times that of imports. (Statistics of domestic production are not
available.) Imports are largely supplementary to the domestic
industry. They consist of 2 classes, cultivated and wild types. The
wild types are obtained in the tropics by orchid. hunters or collectors
moW of the imports of this class have come from Venezuela and
Colombia. The cultivated types, which are ordinarily more expensive
than the wild, are mostly new or improved varieties or hybrids, and
have come principally from the United Kingdom, where orchid culture
is older, and perhaps farther advanced, than in the United States.
The United Kingdom has always been the principal source of the
imports, from the point of view of value, and imports from that source
represented a much greater proportion of the total in 1941 and subsequent years than before.
Orchid plants may be. imported only under special permits issued by
the U. S. Department of Agriculture (Quarantine No. 37, promulgated
under authority of the Plant Quarantine Act of 1912) "for the purpose of keeping the country supplied with new varieties and necessary propagating stock, or for any necessary experimental, educational, or scientific purpose." The holder of a permit is limited
to 400 plants per year. The quarantine regulations do not constitute
an effective barrier to importations. There have been two classes
of importers: commercial orchid growers and private gardeners;
many of the latter having very large and valuable collections4
Imports, first separately reported in 1936, increased from 36,000,
valued at $124,000, in that year, to 143,000, valued at $228,000, in
1941. In 1942 and 1943 the number imported dropped off sharply,
and the value less sharply; but in 1944 the number imported rose
sharply, and the value exceeded that of any previous year.
4

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The importation of orchid plants in this period probably will be
substantially higher than in 1939. Not only will the level of demand
in the United Sstates probably be high, but the United Kingdom
probably will wish to export such items of its collections as can be
spared. Collection in the jungles of tropical America also will probably be at a relatively higher level of activity than before the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The cultivation and use of orchids tends to become much more
prevalent as the national income reaches a high level, and as certain
standards of culture are extended. Orchid flowers-and consequently the production and importation of orchid plants---as a
luxury product may be expected to show a direct and distinct response
to substantial changes in the per capita national income. Changes
in the duty of 50 percent in either direction, however, probably would
affect imports but little, and domestic production not at all.
Per capita Income at 1$k9 level.

Considering imports during 1937-44, the trend in population, and
the probable long-time upward trend in consumption, it- appears
-likely that imports would be substantially higher than in 1939,
possibly 100,000 plants, with a foreign value of perhaps $250,000.

Table: [No Caption]
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N

Per capita Income 15 percent higher than In loss,

Not only more but more valuable orchid plant
would
a total foiegn
come mii; imports might total 175,000 plants, with probablMy
value of around $500,000. Domestic production also might intease

considerably.

Estports

Exports of orchid plants, if any, are not separately reported.
Employment

Information regarding the number of employees in this industry is
EDIBLE NUTS

not available.

Tariff paragraph: 756, 757, 759, 760, 161.
Alkonds walnuts, pecans, hiiberts, Brzsil
nuts, cashews, pbstechlos, pignolia chestnuts, peanuts, and
nuts, n. s. p. f.
(See table, p. 784.)
Rate of duty:
Equivalent ad valorem (19.9):
See table, p. 784),.

Commodity:

NOTz.^The rates fied In the Tarlf AAt of i1 ranged from iX cents pe pound 6n ne crsi4 or
lBrail nuts to 25 oent4 per pound on prepd or preserved cbeqtquts; ad valorem rates apld only to nut
and kernel pest., not special provided orR (%) and to prepared or pree~ved-nut4 not specially provided
for (35%); crude ehestns were duty-rei. Duties *ere reduced 60 percent od vepired ot presemid 6bestnuts, cream or Brapl nuts, shelled and unshelled, and pistachio nuts shelled-and unhLed,, purs nt to
efecte Janury 1, 196 ud 1'Urkey effective
trade agreements with France, effective June 15, 195; Briir,
May 5,1089. The rate on shelled filberts was reduced from 10 to cents per pound purmsant to the Turkish
agreement.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Edible nuts (shelled bomb)

Rtoo

~Appar- impotsoo
F0to conmarket
tiot
nstcto

_______
______ ______

port
Ttl Fr
Tree nuts:

1 uantity (1,000 pounds)
108,104
alu0-($1,000)--.---.24,945
10.231
Unit value (per pound) --.
Peanuts: 4

Quantity (1,000 pounds) -5--*----22,196
*

Value ($1,000)---------------------- 20,901
062
Unltevalue
.
(per pound) --.

4, 300
1, 33
$0 315

103,804
23,502

760
73
* 0(7

521,446
25,828

*.242

*0.051

73,641

P_...f

177,445

3.2..06
89,310
*0 1: ........

41.6

..

7, 108 a 564
37 --...
$0.060 .........

1.3

.

Total:
11.4
., 300 9 b,050 625,250 80, 749 706,19W
uantty (1,000 pounds) .4_99
.o
03
-5---2---- aslue ($1,000)-------5-1---1--2
bl, am .42
I Shelled nuts; unshelled nuts converted to shefled (nut meats) on the basb od the flowing percentages:
Cashewss, 22; walnuts and pecans, 39; almonds wd fIlberts, 45; Brafl nuts, pistachio, and nuts, n. e. a, 8,
pignolias, 6, peanuts, 06; chestnuts, 84.
2 Waln6ts and peca only. Does not Include 1,W tOa d pounds, valued Ft J322,OO, .4 "Other nuts,"
Items
covered in "I report.
which group, however, includes desecaed coconut other
3 Foreign value.
4 Peanuts used for edible purposes, 6zcluding those presed for oi.

The term "edible nuts" as used in this report includes peanuts and
tree nuts, both shelled and unshelled.
In 1939 total consumption of peanuts for edible purposes amounted
to 529 million pounds, or about 4 pounds per capital. This qUantity
represented an increase of about one-fifth during the interwar period,
the increase being due to a considerable extent to the ncrased use
of peanuts 'in the manufacture of peanut butter.

Table: Edible nuts: United States imports and rates of duty, by kinds, calendar year 1939
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During the same period, consumptlon of tre nuts fluctusted around
1 pound per capita on a shelled basis. In, 1939 total consuImption on
a slielled basis of tree nuts was 177 million pounds, or 1.3 pounds per
two-thirds of the tree nuts and nine-tenths of th* peanuts
consumed in 1939 entered trade channels as shelled nuts. Probably
more than three-fourths of the shelled tree nuts, and nearly all of the
shelled peanuts were sold to the sating, bing,'confectionery, peanutS
butter, and ice cream industries. The peanytbutter industry Consumed about 30 to 40 percent of ll peanuts. Among the shelled tree
nuts, cashews led in consumption, followed closely by pecans and walnuts; these three kinds accounted for'neal 75 percent of the shelled
tree nuts consumed. Of the tree nuts sold unshelled, walnuts constituted nearly one-half, followed by Brazil nuts, pecans and almonds.
In 1939, imports of tree nuts totaled 74' million pounds, shelled
basis with a foreign value of 9.3 million dollars (see table). Imports
Aupphied
41.6 percent of consumption. The volume of imports in
this year was only slightly greater than during the immediately preceding years. These imports of tree nuts; on a shelled basis, consisted
predominantly of cashews, Brazil nuts, and chestnuts of kinds not
produced domestically. Of the kinds of nuts which are produced
domestically, four kinds, walnuts, almonds, pecans, and filbert, made
up the bulk of imports in the early 1920's but constitute in 1939
only 12 percent of the total imports of tree nuts; and imports supplied
less than 10 percent of the domestic consumption of these four kinds
in that year. Of the imports of tree nuts in 1939, shelled nuts constituted nearly four-fifths, calculated on a shelled basis.

Clearly

Edible nus: United State imports and rate, of duty, bj kinds, calendar year i9SO
Rats of duty

Quantity
(selld

Kind

Un-

1.515)

Calmalated
duty, 19n

1939'

Blanched To
roasted

shelled

Tree nuts:

Ad
*

Kinds produced in the United 1,000
1aW COW.per Cese Ceper 1,W
ped
States:
gnssde .0r. pound
pound
re Pwrce
IS
-1,97
1854
Almonds61.2
23W
6
86
16
Walnuts
1121
41
m.............
5
6a
41
21
Peca ---------------------s-214
-1046
8
10
264
Filberts ....
X 7 06
........25...
75 7
9,052 1,2Subtotal
1, 3
Kinds not produced in the
United States:
11
389
Brazs
..21,076 XZI2
2(%
5
22
2
14.0
Cashews .. . -9
4,W
S0,4W
86
Free
2
Free
Free
Chestnuts
M
12..
.....
7.7
41
Pitachio W3
.......2
5
1,270
Pignolis-31
66
117
14
a
.
NutnD.e..-.....
214
17.2
10
so
6. 3Y %ad v.
Subtotal.......-............64,-- 7,1-1
I 14S
..........1.........148
Total,treenuts ......... 7641 %.316 ---------|-- --------,210
Peanuts:
Fre(Philppie)-0 4W
-tm..... ...
SO
Dutablb
........7
...7 4
=
(bp
0~~
-0
71,
s -.....---46
367
201
7,10
.
Total, peautA.
48
3.
2L 7
Grmad total .........- - 749 .09,1 ...* * .......S.
2
Thes rates of duty ae also those of the Tri Act od190, with the excep
of Bil nut, o wh
the duty in the Taiff Act of 1i00 was 154 cents per pound on the unshelled and 45 cents per d Oh th
shelld and odshelled lberts on which the duty was 10 cents per pound.
of
-
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.

.

..........

.

._

...

....

..........
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,
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..........

.........
-----------------------
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Includes blanched, roasted, sIted, or otherwise prepared or preserved, exclusive
* On dutiable Items only.
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In 1939 the average ad valon equivalent of the, duty paid on the
was 57,5 peret ojn the
types of the tree nuts pxoded domes
unshelled and 77.6 percent on the yelled nuts n the typ
of
dutiable treo nuts not'pftu~d
co ik in this county, the
paid was 14.1 percent ox
average ad valorem equivalent of the dty'
the uhelled and 14.9 percent on th shells nuts.
The Mediterranean countries were the principal source of United
States imports of almonds, fi!berts, pitacuos, chestnuts, and piol
nuts. China was: the, principal supplier of rahiuts, Brazil of Bral
nuts, and British India of cashews.
Imports of peanuts in 1939 amounted t6 7 million pounds, shelled
and hid a foreign value of $355,00, supplying oly a little 6ior
basis,
1 percent of consumption. These im rts consist predominant
of shelled peanuts imported duty-free from the- Philippine IslAds
Dutiable imports of peaUuts -were chiefly from China, and on them
the ad valorem equivalent of the duty paid in 1939 was 141.5 percent
on the unshelled and 257.3 npercbt oh the shelledpeanuts.
Peanuts cleaned and sold for edible purpo were grown on nearly
2 million acres in 1039, witb a farm pioductioh of 800 million pounds,
unshelled, or 522 million pounds, edible shelled basis,' and 'a f
value of 27 million dollars. In 1939, commercial tree-nut orchards mi
the United States covered approximtely'450,000 acrt, with 47 per'
cent in walnuts, 32 percent in pfrovekd pecans, 19 percent in almonds,
and 2 percent in filberts. iMost of the :onmuercial walnut, almond,
and filbert orchards are in the Pacific Coast Stat;pecans and pea
nuts are grown in several of' the Southeastern and South Central
States. The aggregate farm preuction of the four kinds of tree
nuts mentioned,- including seedling pecans, was 270 million pounds;
unshelled, or- 108 million pounds on a shelled basis,- with a farm value
of 25 million dollss'
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Total consumption of edible tree nuts and eaniuts ma amount to
somewhat over 700 million -pouds shellede basis)4 P anuts n ay
supply; a ber proportion of the a th in 1939,fr Oauseof tM
increasng use in making peanut butter, and because mports 61 tree
nuts will probably be smaller than before the war because of the ad.
verse effects of the war on the nut idustries of some ,of the major

N TE
.
POS3T-WAR I4ONQ .TERM
Consumpioon, Productin, and Imports
Assuming, as is done in thb estimates mde below, that import, of
peanuts from the Philippine islands, the chief source in 1939,beom
dutiable, as provided for in theu Pilippine Indepndonce Act, total
imports of peanuts will probably besmall under alltb assumed level
of nationei income and rates of duty, If thi asuntion shuld
prove to be incorrect imports of peanuts ht supply somewh
over 1 percent of consumption
Tots) domestiQ production of tree nuts biyht attain a leel of'
about 13S Milio tnds,
shelled basis, the increased production
11

foreign suppliers.

The aggregate;

w
dqas othbr tree nuts such - phwos (Aznercsnpigno(lsj, bAk
SX~Iyurpvswtflm years, is not Important oom'errMt
aft (m_
* X~~~~we gown a gthee.
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over 1939 resulting from new orchards cominginto bearing and young
bearing orchards attaining full bearing age. Changes in the weather'
and the fact that nut trees which bear heavily in one year often bear
only alight crop in the next, result' in annual variations in production*
the estimated volume of production is, therefore, an average., Orchard
development is a long-time operation, the time between the planting
of trees and their bearing a crop being on the average 10 to 12 years
Thus, the domestic production in quantity would vary only slightly
with the different assumed levels of income and of rates of. duty, and
the principal variation is 'in the value of. the crop. Changes in' rates
of duty might affect domestic prices and the total value of one kind
more than of another.
Per capita income at 1939 lepel.

Regardloss of the assumption as to duty, consumption of peanuts
may be around 600 million pounds, taking into account a 5-percent
increase in per capita consumption and a 10-percent increase in popillation. Also regardless of the assumption as to duty, domestic production of peanuts for the domestic market would probably supply
practically the entire United States demand and approximate 600
million pounds valued at about 31 million dollars.
Duty as in 1989.-Consunption of tree nuts might be about 200
million pounds. Imports of the kinds produced in the United States
would probably be less -than in 1939 but total quantity of imports of,
all types of tree nuts might not be much less than in 1939 and might
approximate 70 million pounds, with a total foreign- value of about
8% million dollars. Imports would thus supply about 35 percent of
consumption. Production of tree nuts for the domestic market might
amount to about 130 million pounds, with a value of about 29 million
dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Consumption of tree nuts might be
about 210 million pounds. Total imports of almonds, walnuts, and
filberts might increase appreciably, but the imports of other types, constituting about 85 percent of the total tree-nut import in 1939, would
probably increase only to a minor extent. Aggregate imports of tree
nuts thus might supply about 40 percent of 'consumption and amount
to about 82 million pounds, with a total foreign value of about 11 million dollars. Production for the domestic market miht be about
128 million pounds, with a value of about 25.5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent. Consumption of. tree nuts might be
about 190 million pounds. Imports of the four kinds produced in
the United States would be negligible but imports of 'the other kinds,
principally cashews and Brazils might not decline much in volume,
as the higher duty would not eliminate their favorable price relationship to other tree nuts. The aggregate imports of all tree nuts might
supply about 30 percent of consumption, and amount to 58 million
pounds, with a foreign value of possibly 7 million dollars. Production
for the domestic market might be about 132 million pounds with a
value of about 47 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.
Consumnption of peanuts in edible uses might rise to 5 pounds,
shelled basis, per capita, or to a total of about 700 million pounds,
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almost all of which would be supplied by domestic production under
any of the assumptions as to duty. With prices possibly 50 percent
higher than in 1939, the total value of peanut production for such
uses might approximate 52 million dollars.
Since domestic production of tree 'nuts cannot be materially increased except by developing new trees which require 10 to 12 years to
be of -bearing age, it is assumed that total production of tree nuts at
the higher level of income around 1953 would be about 135 million
pounds, shelled basis, the same as at the lower level of income. Farm
prices at this higher level of income might be -as much as 50 percent
higher than at the lower level. In 15 to 20 years, however, at continued high prices, more trees will probably have been planted and
production will be likely to increase considerably.
Duty as in 1989.-Consumption of tree nuts might be about- 230
million pounds. Imports might supply about 41 percent of consumption and amount to approximately 95 million pounds, with a; foreign
value of about 18. million dollars. The bulk of such imports would
probably consist of cashews, Brazil nuts, and chestnuts, with relatively
small quantities of the domestic types of nuts. Production for, the
domestic market might be about 135 million pounds, with a value of
about 44 million dollars
Duty rIduced by 60 percent.-Consumption of tree nut- might be
about 240 million pounds. Total imports of the kinds produced
domestically might be expected to increase, but because of higher
prices at thin level of income the reduction of the specific rates of duty
would be proportionately less significant, and the aggregate imports
of trek nuts might supply 45 percent of consumption and amount to
about 110 million pounds, with a foreign value of, say, 22 million
dollars. Production for the domestic market would then be about
130 million pounds and at slightly lower prices, have a value of possibly
39 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Consumption of tree nuts might be
about 220 mIllion pounds. Higher domestic prices-of tree nuts might
be expected to neutralize to a certain extent the effect of subh a change
on imports; and aggregate imports might supply about 38 percent of
consumption and approximate 85 million pounds, with a foreign value
of about 14 14 million dollars. These imports of tree nuts would probably consist almost exclusively of the nondomestic kinds. Production for the domestic market would amount to 135 million pounds and,
with higher prices prevailing, have a total value of about 47 million
dollars.
Exports

Exports of peanuts in 1939, consisting largely of high-quality shelled
nuts, totaled 750,000 pounds, valued at $73,000, and constituted less
than 0.2 of 1 percent of total domestic production. These exports
went principally to Cuba and Canada. Exports of peanuts in the postwar long term will probably continue to be very small.
Exports of tree nuts have consisted primarily of walnuts and pecans.
In 1939 exports of these two kinds totaled approximately 4.3 million
pounds on a shelled basis, or less than 5 percent of United States production of tree nuts. Most of these exports were made under a system

Table: COCONUTS
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of Government subsidy payments which in 1939 equaled 5.5
ad valorem on the gross value of the, exports of walnuts and pereqpt
pecans.
The outstanding markets for United States exports of edible tree nuts
were the United Kingdom and Canada.
In the long-term period, with per capita income remainng at the
1939 level, there might again be a domestic surplus of edible tree nuts.
The export of such nuts in appreciable quantities might depend upon
the adoption of some form of export subsidy, which was the establs ed
practice in the immediate pre-war period. If subsidies are continued,
it-may be expected that: exports of tree nuts will continue in value
during post-war period in somewhat the same relation to domestic
production as in. 1939, and will be within the range of 3-7 million
pounds, depending on the assumed rate of duty. At the assumed
higher level of national income, exports will probably be negligible
because of the increased domestic consumption, wit fairly static
production, except at the assumed lower rate of duty, when 5 million
pounds might possibly be exported.
Employment

The production of tree nuts or of peanuts is fre uently one of
several activities on farms producing these crops. Laborearei.s
only intermittently engaged in the production and harvesting of the
nuts but on the basis of the average number of man-ays required to
produce and harvest an acre, it is estimated that in 1939 approximately
60,000 laborers (annual basis of 300 days) were required-to produce
and harvest the domestic walnut almond, pecan, filbert, and peanut
crops for edible purposes. Similarly, it is estimated that about 80,000
laborers would be required to produce the larger crop indicated under
the post-war assumptions of increased duty -at the higher national
income level.
COCONUTS
Equivalent ad
Tariff parav.'alorem
graph
Rate of duty
Commodity
(.1939)
758 - - Coconuts, whole, and shredded
desiccated coconut:
-17%.
Whole-3Y3X;-each
Desiccated meatperlb-108%.
'From Philippine Islands- Fre.

^Nor.-The rate of duty on whole coconuts under the Tariff Act of 1930 was X cent eiel and was reduced
to H cent each under the trade agreement with the United Kingdom
January 1, 1939, The rate
of 3% cents per pound on desiccated mest was in effect from 192 unti December 21, 144, when the duties
on whole coconuts and coconut meat were suspended by Public Law 504 of the 78th Congress for the perod
of the unlimited national emergency.

egeptive

Table: [No Caption]

Table: [No Caption]
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G9NERAL.

Data on United Statds production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Total '

For doexmestic
port
pot market

Quantity (equivalent desiccated 3, 1,000
pounds) 3,952
(4)
Value ($1,000) ------7--m
7.0 ---..Unit value (cents per pound) -Persons'employed (number) -(X)
---

--

--

:

3,952

277
7.0

Apparet

t_

tion

to con-

tion

96,618
4,815

sumption

00j 570

perac

5.0

.
..

go

.-

------

-

o

..........

'Principally production in Puerto Rico as Indicated by shipments to and processed in continental United
States.
Imports were as follows:

Commodity

Desiccated, from Phblllppine (duty-free) -,-.-.
Desiccated, from other countries
Whole (28,08f,000 nuts), equivalent desiccated
Total or average -.--------------------------

Foreign Unit value
(00
value
(cqnts per
pounds) (thousands) p

Quantity

89,260
336
7,022
96,618

$4, 4

11
404

4,816

4. 9~
X.

5.8
6.0

a Whole coconuts converted to equivalent quantity desiccated meat, assuming four nuts yield I pound
of desiccated meat.
'Negligible.
Foreign value,
See under employment.

Shredded desiccated coconut differs from copra, of which large
quantities are imported for the production of coconut oil, in that it is
shredded and dried, under sanitary conditions for edible purposes,
whereas copra is dried in a crude manner in irregular pieces. Shreddd
coconut is the form in which practically all of, the coconut meat consumed as food in the United States is sold. The principal outlets are
the confectionery and bakinglindustries.
Our immediate pre-war consumption of shredded coconut was about
100 million pounds annually. A Ninety percent of the supply was obtained from the Philippine 'Islands in the form of desiccated' meat
The rest was produced in this country by processing whole coconuts
obtained principally from Puerto Rico, Jamaica, and other Caribbean
countries and relatively negligible quantities from Florida.' In the
early 1920's, 1923 for instance, Ceylon supplied 80 -percent of the
United States imports of desiccated coconut and the Phillppines 20
percent. The Philippine desiccating industry developed rapidly
under the 3X-cents-per-pound duty provided for in the Tariff Act of
1922 on imports from other countries. Philippine shipments-Ad
risen to 89 percent and Ceylon's had declined to 11 percent of the total
imports by 1930. In 1939 nearly all of the imports camie from the
'A small proportion of the whole nuts imported Is consumed wItbout commerce ihredding.
sUnder the rarlIr Act of 1913 thotry rate hbd been2oezntsapouud.
71233-845---48
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Philippine Islands. During the 1920's about 30 percent of imports
of the edible coconut products (in equivalent desiccated) came in as
whole coconuts, but by 1939 less than 10 percent were entered as
whole coconuts, the imports of desiccated meat having increased.
The principal coconut surplus-producing areas are the Netherlands
East Indies, Philippine Islands, Ceylon, and South Sea Islands, which
are too distant for economical shipment of whole coconuts to the
United States. Whole coconuts are shipped from the Caribbean producing areas but these supplies would probably be insufficient to
furnish even half of the United States peacetime requirements. Maximnum domestic production (Puerto Rico) would probably not supply
more than 5 or 6 percent of domestic requirements.
Thus, in the discussion of post-war supplies of desiccated, coconut,
it is assumed that an important part of the United States consumption.
will probably have to he supplied by the more distant Pacific areas in
the desiccated form unless the greatly restricted use of this product
during the war is to continue. Also, it is assumed that the Philippine
Islands will have attained their independence and that, according to
the provisions of the Philippine Indepelndence Act, products coming
from the Philippiaes to the United States will be subject to full duties.
If, in the mealtime, however, arrangements were made giving more
favorable tariff treatment to Philippine products, the estimates
made below would need substantial revision.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The demand for desiccated coconut is likely to exceed appreciably
that in 1939. it seeems likely that the output of confectionery' and
bakery products, the principal commercial outlets for desiccated coconut, should increase possibly 20 percent over that in 1939 and the consumption of desiccated coconut, if available, increase in somewhat the
same proportion. A large part of the supply, almost wholly imported, would probably have to come from the distant Pacific areasPhilippine Islands, Ceylon, and Netherlands East Indies--and in the
desiccated form. In drder to attract sufficient imports from these
sources, if desiccated coconuts from the Philippines should be dutiable
at tllis time, the United States price would have to increase to the
extent of absorbing a considerable part of the dutty because United
States production is virtually limited to Puerto Rico, an(l is, on the
record of production during the intorwar period, not likely to increase
materially over the 1939 output level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1932 level.

domesticc production, principally Puerto Rican production, is not
likely to eXpand beyond I million poun(ls, that is, 25 percelnt over 1039,
evet in response to substantially higher prices. In the following dieUSSOJffio it is asstiJmn( that domflWstJo production will total about ,5
million p)oulnds regardleiss of the, asstined levels of income andi assumed
rates of duty. SIhoul the Plhilippine product be) (du1tiable ill the(. postwar period, the Uiiited States )rice will have to inlcreaso stufficiontly
to absorb a (ciorderal)le p)art of the (aty if the l)re-war consumption
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rate is to be approached. The Caribbean supply is limited and the
only other major foreign sources, Ceylon and the Netherlands East
Indies, probably could not supply substantial quantities at much
lower prices than tho Philippiie producer.
Duty as in 1939.-Should imports from the Philippines be dutiable,
necessitating appreciably higher prices in ths United States in order
to permit imports, consumption might be about 85 million pounds, a
10-percent decline in per capita consumption. Domestic production
would be about 5 million pounds (interms of Aesiccated coconut),
valued at about one-half million dollars. Imports, *including whole
coconutS and desiccated meat, might be 80 million pounds, with a
foreign value of possibly 3.5 million.dollars, representing a decline in
average foreign unit value of about 10 percent.
Duuty reduced by 50 percent. This reduction would probably- be reflected in part in higher prices to foreign producers and in part in
lower prices to domestic consumers, and result in increased consumption and a corresponding increase in imports. Per capita consumption
may be about 1I percent less than that of 1939, or a total consumption
of about 95 million pounds. Domestic production would remain unchanged at about 5 million pounds, valued at, say, slightly under
onle-half million dollars. Imports might approximate 90 million
pounds, with a foreign value of possibly 4.5 million dollars, about 10
percent less than the value of imports in 1939.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Recognizing that imports constitute
tho predominant part of the United States supply of coconut meat,
suich an increase in the duty plight reduce consumption to possibl 75
million pounds and imports to 70 million, with a foreign value df
3 million dollars. The high domestic price necessary to attract imports would presumably retard domestic consumption. Domestic
production would probably bo maintained at the relatively high level
of 5 million pounds, valued at about 550,000 dollars.
Per capita Income 76 percent higher than in 1939.
Duty a8 in, 19,39.-At this high level of income and with-the general
level of prices correspondingly higher, the 1939 rate of duty would
represent a smaller proportion of the landed United States price of
coconut meat. United States prices would probably be double those
prevailing in 1939 and 'it is estimated consumption might equa.l 105
million pounds, of which possibly 100 million pounds would (consist of
imports having a foreign value of about 9 million (lollan. Domestic
production might be about 5 million pounds, valued at About 750,000

alout

dollars.
Dulty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would iincelapse appreciably and
tlis should tend to lower tho price to United States consumers. liip)orts mliglit he eq (fivillet to as TmcllheI) as I I0 million pounlds of (desicCtited product, with a foreign value in the neighborhood of 11 million
dollars, Domiestic )roduettion might, still be about 5 million pounds,
valued at slightly more than two-thirds of a million dollars. Cons.umption thlius mllighkt approximate 115 mlillion pounded.
I)uty increaed by 50 percent-.l-)omestie consumption would likely
b) cotisidrtal)ly dopre(\ssod and mitglit not, exceed 96 million pounds.
Imports mnighlt aolliunt, to 90 millIon pounds, with a foreign valtie of
J)oSmihly 7 2 ilmi~is (dollars. lDotmlestiv production Would.I probably
te at its asstimed 1ietiimlwl level of about 5 million pounds valued at
approximately 800,00()()) olohl .

Table: [No Caption]
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Exports
Data on United States exports of whole coconuts anid coconut meat
are not reported separately, but it is known that such exports have
been negligible and it maybe assumed they will continue to be so.Employment
On the basis of the trend of the Puerto Rican production of coconuts
during the 1920's and .1930's, it may be assumed that the United
States acreage in coconuts wil- probably, not be greatly expanded.
Since it is not an intensive crop, labor requirements per acre are small
compared to those for tobacco, sugarcane, and vegetables, which are
also grown in Puerto Rico. The domestic coconut -desiccating industry probably did not employ much in excess of 1,000 persons regularly m 1939. If the imports of desiccated meat from-the Philippines
-should become dutiable or the duty should be. increased, the probable
maximum employment in the domestic desiccating industry would be

aboit 2,000 persons.
ALFALFA, CLOVER, AND VETCH SEEDS

Tariff paragraph: 763.
Commodity:
Alfalfa, clover, and vetch
weeds.
Rates of duty:
3¢, 4q, and' 6f quivalei ad valorem (1939): 21 per1%0;
te
zcnt to

per

percent).

74 percent (average 36

NoTY.-The rate on Alfalfa and alsike clover seads was reduced from 8 to 4 qepts per pound and that on,
sweetolover eed from 4 to 2 cents per pound under the trade agreements with anada, effectiveluary 1,
1936, and January 1, 1939. The rate on rodclover seed was reduced frQm 8 to 5 cents peirpoud under the
agreement with France, effective lune 15 1930, and was further reduced to 4 cents pursusanit to agreement
r rte
0
on
ith Cnada, effective January 1. li.
ecrlmion-clover seed remains
nged at 2 cents per
pound and that on white- and ladluo-clover seods At 6 centsfper pound. Clover seed not specially provided
for was reduced from 3 to 2 cents per pound under the agreement with the United Klngdom, effectiveJa.uary 1, 1939. The rates on vetch reeds remain unchaned at 1" or 3 cents per pound.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, anid consumption for
1939 and the 1936-39 average are given below:
Production

For docX.elmstic,
mF
For

Item
Tota

Impor0ts

ApaetRatio of
cosup

tion

rt

market

Tota

-

to

coan-

mptin
smto

1939

uantityl
a000 punds)-.......... 32,649
($1I

~alue

).
Unit value (oents per pound)

4
.
-10.0

\

1, 162

216
180

32, 487

1 62,048

16.0

I

orXsti.lu
vale,
ForinW

347,394

1,TV 71B9

Peroewt

6. 3

---

----

i~1~39, avasg

470
?61,
tity (1,000 pojnds)
1,518 1260,
al-e
.......3......0........
50,094
Ib3'6
(-1,803)
1 20.0
22.4
Unit vigue (cents per pound) ...I'.........1 20.0

-8..................

21 W7

P, 345
q?7..
9.0

27,81!

10,5

------
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green
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production,
the point
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American
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tonservationof'these
around
seeds usuallysupplies
The United Stats.
90 percent ofUnit States cnsumption. Sev of
cops
esre
of aprofitable sed (Wpcte
pdduction
the
uncertain,
are
however,
pending to an important extent on the weather duringthe timeòf
as well as during the period of maturing and at harvest.
blooming
As
a consequence the output of the individual kinds may vary widely
from one year to another, and sometimes a short crop of two or-more
kinds occurs in the same season. Imports and exports may var
with the domesticoutput. There is;mI addition, a small, regular
north-south border trade between the UnitedStates and Canada and
the United States and Mexico in several of these seeds, aasthere is
some demand for northern-grown seds
because of their hardiMess..
the
conducted
S. Department of Agriculture
U.
by
andExperiments
State agricultural experiment stations haveindicated that alfalfa'
and red clover seed from certain foreign regions is unsiiWtable for
general
agricultural use in the United Statles because of lack oflhardiness in -areas of low winter temperatures poor productivity or Busto disease. This is true of alfalfaseed grown in Turkestan
cptibilty
and
South A-merica, and red clover -rown in Italy. Alfalfa
Afiica,
unknown
and red clover seed
from those regions (or from
coming
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be
to
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importsthe war years have been relatively
of these seeds during
Supplies
Production during 1941-43 has been substantially lower than
short.
in 1939 and 1940. Imports during 1940-44 have been only about 25
basis of quantity, or only about 40 percent as
percenton as high, onof the
as during 1936-39. Mot of the principal
value,
basis
high the
sources
of imports before the war, Canada, Hungary, Rumania,
and PolandLDanzig, have been cut off by the war.
France,
The seeds included in this group varyl widely in price, not only
one another but also from year to year with respect to,the
between
individual kinds. Although the rates of duty vary greatly in absolute
amount, they vary less in proportion to the average value of the
individual kinds. In 1939 the ad valorem equivalents of the duties
varied as follows: alfalfa, 26 percent; red clover, 52 percent; alsike
31 percent; crimson clover, 29 percent; sweet clover, 73 perclover,white
and ladino clover, 21 percent; clover not specially procent;
vided
29
vetch, 74 St and other veteb, 68
for,
that changes.ofpercent;
percent. It ispercent;
obvious hairy
either direction would be likely to have different effects upon the
different kinds of seeds. In the estimates which follow, an attempt
has been made to forecast the probable influence of the assumed
conditions on the group as a whole.
The year 1939rwas not a normal or typical one in the production
of these seeds or trade in them; production was high and imports
for
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were lower than in 1936-38. As for exports, they have varied so
widely from one year to another that it is difficult to select a representative one. In the estimates which follow an attempt has been
made to allow for the fact that 1939 was not a typical 'year.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the short term, as at present (1945), there may be considerable
difficulty in obtaining adequate supplies. Domestic production may
be slightly more than in 1939, but imports may not be more than
half as much as in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

With the growing interest in grassland farming for our basic livestock and dairy agriculture and in soil conservation and improvement,
the consumption of legume-forage seeds seems likely to increase
gradually. In the post-war long term, as before the war, domestic
production will probably supply at least 90 percent of consumption.
Imports will probably agin in part fortuitous, depending upon the
size of the domestic crops, and in part regular imports of hardy
northern-grown seeds which command relatively high prices.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Duty as in 1939.-Consumption might be somewbat higher than in
1939, or perhaps 350 million pounds. Production for the domestic
market might amount to about 320 million pounds, valued, at the
estimated average price for 1936-39, at about 64 million dollars; and
ports 30 million pounds, with a foreign value, at the same unit
value as during 1936-39, of about 2.7 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Consumption might be 360 million
poun(Is, 320 million supplied by domestic production for the domestic
market, and 40 million by imports. At the average unit value estimated for 1936-39, the production would have a value of about 64
million dollars. The imports probably would not have a foreign
value of more than 8 cents per pound, or a total foreign value of
more than about 3.2 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Consumnption might be about 350
million pounds, of which about 335 million might be supplied by
dlomestic production and about 15 million by imports. At the average
estimated unit value for 1936-39 the domestic production might have
a value of about 67 million dollars, while the imports, because they
probably would consist monthly of higher priced seeds, would have a
foreign value of perhaps 12 cents per pound, or a total foreign value of
perhaps 1.8 million dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Duty a in 1939.-Consumption at this level of income might be
about 15 percent higher than at the lower-income level, or about 400
million pounds annually. Domestic production for the domestic
market might supply around 365 million of this, and imports, 35
million. Assuming unit values about 25 percent higher than those
used in the estimates for the lower-income level, the domestic pr6duction might have a total value of about 87.6 million dollars. The

Table: [No Caption]
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foreign unit value of imports under these conditions might be as
much as 12 cents per pound, making the total foreign value about 4.2
million dollars.
Duty decreased by 50 percent -Consumption might be around 410
million pounds annually, 365 million
pounds supplied -by domestic
production and 45 million by imports. At 24 cents per pound, which
is 25 percent higher- than the estimated average unit value for 193639, the total value of such production for domestic consumption would
be about 87.6 million dollars. The foreign value of the imports
probably would not exceed 11 cents per pound, or-a total of about 5
million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Total consumption might be in the
neighborhood of 400 million pounds, of which domestic production
might supply perhaps-380 million and imports 20 million. At 24
cents per pound domestic production- would be valued at-about 91
million dollars. The foreign unit value of the imports at this level of
duty might be as high as B1 cents per pound, thus making the total
foreign value of the imports 3 million dollars.
Exports

Exports have not been large, and are not likely to be large in the
future.
Employment

Data on employment in the production of these seeds are not
available.
GRASS SEEDS

Tariff paragraph: 763.
Commodity:
Grass seeds.1
Rates of duty:
From 10 to 200 per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem: (1939) 6%
to 77%, average 14%.

NOSE.-Under one or both of the trade agreements with Canada, effective January 1, 1936, and January 1,
1039, rates of duty on gra seeds fixed In the Tariff Act of 1930 have been reduce as follows: Bentgras,
from 40 to 20 cents per pound; bluegrass, from 6 to 2% cents per pound; timothy wheatgram, and bromegrass, from 2 to Lent per pound. Under the agreement with the United Kingdom, the rate on ryegrass
was reduced from 3 to 1h cents per pound, effective January 1, 1939. The rates imposed by the Tariff Act
of 19D0 on other grass seeds remain effective as follows: Tall oatgrass and orchard gram, 5 cents per pound;
millet, 1 cent per pound; fescue and other grass seeds not specially provided for, 2 cents per pound.

GENERAL

Data on United States, production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
________-.-

Item

Total

For doForpor
ex- mestic
market

unlty
(1,000 pounds) ------------------_133,66 16,5
ue ($1,00)
8,014 1,253
Unit value (cents per pound)
16.0
7.6
.----------------

I
I

-

9oio

17,021

;6.0

Ratio of

~~~~Apparent

Imports emlsump
toco3n.
tion
mumption9887
13.3

3 1,319

126,897
..

PS

7.

.....

.

Estimated.
Foreign value.

I Bentgrass, Canada bluegrass, Kentucky bluegrass, tall ostgrass, ryegrau orchard grars, meadow fescue,
showings fescue, other fescue, millet, timothy, bromegraw, wheatgrass, and gras seeds not specially rovided (or.
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co in American
s the use of
Within the last decade orw
agriculture has assumed much greaser importance even tian rmerl
because of more concern about conservation and improvement of the
soil, and more emphasis by Government agencies upon office programs to that end. The grasses of which the seeds are included in
the group covered in this report are all used in actual farming; Kenand bentgr are no exceptions, even though the
tucky blue
conmeriaf seed supply of these two items is used mostly for seeding
lawns in cities, towns, and villages.
The United States supplies nearly all of its own requirements of
these seeds -as well as some for export-in 1939 exports equaled 12
percent.of production. Imports in 1939 were 8 percent of the apparent domestic consumption. The import trade is mostly fortuitous,
supplementing short domestic supplies caused by crop failure or low
yields, Following a year of general drought in the United States, the
total imports in 1935 amounted to 36 million pounds; but during
193641 imports were fairly uniform at about 7-9 million pounds annually. In 1939 the imports were somewhat higher, in both quantity
and value, than the average of the immediate pre-war years. During
1943 and 1944 imports were greater even than in 1939. For the most
part the kinds imported are not exported, and vice versa. Timothy
seed is one of the principal export items.
Canada has been the principal source of imports, and New Zealand
and Australia probably second and third; the United Kingdom, Denmark, Argentina, Hungary, and Brazil also supplied substantial quantities in 1939.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The current upward trend in the consumption of grass seeds in the
United States seems likely to continue in the short term. Then, as
now (1945), other crops may generally be more profitable than grass
seed crops and the domestic production may thus not exceed 175
million pounds, which ih about 8 percent higher than in 1944, and
nearly 30 percent higher than in 1939. As domestic production probably will still be, as now, relatively short compared with demand,
imports might be as much as 50 percent higher than in 1939, or about
15 million pounds, 3 million pounds more than in 1942.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The consumption of grass seeds is relatively inelastic. Within the
narrow range in price c anges which would result from an increase or
decrease in the duty of 60 percent, farmers would not be likely to sow
much more or less seed at the low than at the high duty level. Neither
does it appear likely that the consumption of these seeds would be
more than 10 or 15 percent higher at the high level of national income
than at the low. Furthermore if more imported seeds were used
probably a correspondingly smaller quantity of domestic seeds would
be sown in this country. But the conditions stimulating imports
might also stimulate exports (exports usually consisting of different
kinds), so that domestic production might not decline because of

higher imports.
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Five of the 13 dassifications here considered-brone grs, chewings
seeds, i. s. . f.-cotd
gra both
fescue, wheatgrass, imports inand.1039,
by quantity, ad by value.
for 86 percent of totilryegres
On regrass the duty was equivalent to 23 percent ad valorein but on
the four others the equiyalents were only 6.5 to 13 percent. hange
of these low rates, even by 50 percent would probably iot have pronounced effects. The duties on the other seeds run at about the same
level, except on bentgrass, 77 percent nd orchard gra and millet,
54 percent and 56 percent ad valorem, on the basis of 1939 imports.
Imports of them three would presumably respond to 50 percent changes
in duties; but'the three constituted in 1939 only 10.5 percent of the
total quantity of imports and 7-percent of the total value.
Per capita Incom4 at is# level.

Consumption might be about 15 percent higher than in 1939, or
about 145 million pounds. Total: phodction might amount to about
153 million pounds, and production for the domestic market to about
133 million pounds. At the unit value estimated for 1939, 6 cents per
pound, the total production would thus be valued at about 9.7 million
dollars, and production for the domestic market at about 8 million
dollars. Although imports and exports would probably vary by 243
million pounds at different assumed duty-levels, these variations would
be, likely to be in the same direetion-i. e., higher imports and higher
exports or lower imports and lower exports--according to the duty
status, so that consumption probably would be about the same under
the several levels of duty contemplated.
Imports, with no change in duties, might be about 12 million pounds, with a foreign value, at unit pices as of 1939, of approximately 1.41
million dollars. With rates of duty 50 percent lower, the quantity
imported might be 13 million pounds, andthe foreign value about 1.7
million dollars. With rates of duty 50 percent higher, the quantity
imported might be 10 trillion pounds, and the foreign value approximately 1.3 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption and domestic production might be about 10 percent
higher than under the 1939 income level, or possibly about 160 million
pounds for consumption, 170 million for total production, and 145
million for production for the domestic market. At an estimated unit
value of 8 cents per pound, total production would thus be valued at
about 13.6 million dollars, and production for the domestic market at
about 11.6 million dollars.
With no change in duties imports might be about 15 million pound,
which, at unit values about 25 percent Sher than in 1939, would have
a foreign value of about 2.5 million dollars. With the rates decreased
50 percent, imports probably would be a little more--or about 16
million pounds, with a foreign value of about 2.7 million dollars; and
with the ras increased 50 percent they would probably be a little
les-say 13 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 2.2 million
dollars.

The United States has had for many years a considerable export
trade in gram seed. The exports 'increased from 8.4-nillion pounds in
1936 to 23.8 million pounds in 1941, dropped to 17.4 million in 194,-

Table: [No Caption]
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and increased to 27.1 million pounds in 1943. Prior to the war the
principal markets were Canada and Europe; during the war Canada,
the United Kingdom, and the Soviet Union have taken most of the
exports.
At the lower level of income, exports might be about 20 million
pounds annually, valued, at unit values as of 1939, at approximately
1.5 million dollars. At the higher level of income they might amount
to around 25 million pounds, which, at unit values about 25 percent
higher than in 1939, would be worth approximately 2.4 million dollars.
Employment

Data -regarding employment in the production of grass seeds are
not available.
VEGETABLE SEEDS
Tariff paragraph: 764.
Commodity:
Vegetable seeds.
Rate of duty:
%O to 25¢ per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939):
61.1%.

Average 15%.

3.7%6'-

Nors.-Tho rates ontnumerous vegetable seeds have-been reduced 25 to 50 percent pursuant to the trade
agreements with the Netherlands, effective February 1, 196, and the United Kingdom, effective January
1, 1939.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are-given below:
Item

Production
of
______~
~
For dQ- Imports AIppoarenpt to con
For ex- Inestie
tion sumption
Total
port market

pounds)
(~uatity(OOO
.8j¢45
Value ( 1,000) -----p2,362
Unit value (cents perpound)' 2.7

AparntRatio

2,309

723
31.3

Percent

6 ,56 52
16l
43
21,639.......
.........9
.
325.0
13.9
._-_

Average annual imports for 135-39, 6,400,(iOO pounds with value of $917,000.
2Estimated.
s Foreign value.

Except for seed beans, peas, potatoes, and sweet corn, this report
covers the seed of practically all vegetables gown commercially and
in home gardens. The production and marketing of vegetable seed
in the United States is an important and distinct industry.
The production of commercial vegetables, and hence the consumption of vegetable seed, has been increasing at the rate of about 2 percent a year for the last three decades. T is ong-term trend is probably due to the increase in population and the increased emphasis
upon vegetables in the diet. Since 1939 consumption has increased
even more rapidly, reflecting the increased demand for vegetables at
home and for shipment in dehydrated form to our armed forces abroad
and to our allies. The apparent consumption of vegetable seeds,
which was 11.6 million pounds in 1939, had increased to 23.4 million
pounds in 1944. This extraordinary consumption may be expected
to be largely temporary, but the long-term upward trend may be expected to continue after the war.
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The production of vegetable seids in the United States is largely in
the hands; of a relatively few firms. Production is for the most part
in localized areas, especially in California and&W"shinton, but also
in Idaho, Colorado, Michigan,. New York, and
Connecticut.
United States production has increased from about 8.9 million
pounds in 1939, about 75 percent of United States consumption to
about 32.4 million pounds in 1944, about 140 percent of4 consumption.
Exports have risen to much in excess of imports. The United States
has become practically the only source of commercial vegetable seed
in the world.
United States imports of seeds were about 43 percent of apprent
consumption in 1939. Imports were relatively higher for some ds,
such as spinach seed, than for others. The principal sources of imports of vegetable seeds as a group were the Netherlands and France.
With former European sources shut off by the war, importation has
virtually ceased. The prolonged interruption to this trade may make.
it difficult for European exporters to regain their former United States
markets, but it may be expected that they will be able to sell us the
seed of certain vegetables, where they produce superior strains, or at
substantially lower cost.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The world demand for vegetable seeds is likely to be substantially
lower than it was in 1944, but much larger than it was in 1939. Most
of that demand will probably have to be supplied by the United States,
as in this period the former important producing and exporting regions
in France, Den'Mark, the Netherlands, and Germany probably will not
have had time to again become factors in international trade.
Production in the United States may be about 20 million pounds,
somewhat more than double that in 1939. Exports will probably be
at least 4 million pounds, abbut 75 percent higher than in 1939. Imports may be a million pounds, one-fifth the quantity imported in
1939. This quantity would make the apparent consumption about
17 million pounds,,which is nearly 50 percent higher than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG -TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The upward trend in vegetable consumption probably will continue
in the long-term post-war period, although perhaps at a more moderate
rate of increase than before the war.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

At this level of income the consumption of vegetable seeds might
be about 30 percent hher than in 1939, or about 15 million pounds,
depending in part on the assumed rate of duty.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might be about 13-17 percent of consumption, or about 2.0-2.5 million pounds, with a foreign value, at
1939 prices, of $280,000-$350,000. gnxiited States production for the
domestic market
might be about 12.5-13 million pounds, valued at
25 cents a pound, or about 3.1-3.2 million dollars.
Duty reduced 4y 60 percent.-Imports might be about 20-25 percent
of consumption, or 3.0-3.7 million pounds, with a foreign value, at
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1939 prices, of $415O000-515,000. United Stat production for the
domestic market might be about Ii3-12 million pounds, valued at
25 cents a pound, or about 2.8- million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 perce-Imports might be about 1012 percent of consumption, or about 1.5-1.8 million pounds, with a foreign

value, at 1939 prices, of $200,000-$250,O00. United- State prouc
tion for the domestic market might be about 13.2-13.5 million pounds,
valued at 25 cents a pound, or about 3.3-3.4 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then in 1939.

United States consumption might be one-third higher than at the
1939 income level, or about 20 ion pounds (about 75 percent higher.
than the apparent consumption of 1939), depending in part on the
assumed rate of duty.
Du-?y/ as in 19,39.-Imports might be about -15-17 percent of consumption, or about 3.0-3.5 million pounds with a foreign value, at
unit values about 25 percent higher than in 1939, of about $520,000$600,000. United States production for the domestic market might
be 16.5-17.0 million pounds, valued at 31 cents a pound, or about
5.1-5.2 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percen.- ports might be about 20-22 percent
of consumption or about 4-4.5 million pounds, with a foreign value,
at unit values about 25 percent higher than in 1,939, of $700,000$780,000. United States production for the domestic market might
be about 15.5-16 million pounds, valued, at 31 cents a pound, at about
4.8-5 million Ndollars.
* Duty increased by 50 percent-Imports might be about 10-13 percent of consumption or about 2-2.6 million pounds, with a foreign
values at unit values about 25 percent higher than in 1939, of $350,000$450,000. United States production for the domestic market mit
be about 17.4-18 million pounds, valued at 31 cents a pound, or
about 5.4-5.6 million dollars.
Experts
At the 1939 income level, experts might be about 50 percent higher
than in 1939, or approximately 3.5 million pounds, with a value, at
the unit value as of 1939, of about 1.1 million dollars. With the per
capita national income 75 percent higher than in 1939, exports might
be about 30 percent higher or 4.5 million pounds annually. Assuming
an average value of 40 cents a pound, the total value would be about
1.8 million dollars.
Imployment
No data are available regarding the dumber of persons employed
in this industry.

CANARY SEED

Tariff paragraph: 764.
Canary seed.
Commodity:
Rode of duly:
Y4t per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 43%.

to Wt per pound
No-s.The rate of ccent per pound pressed by the Tari Act of 190 ras reduced
I9; It wa futher rudtnd to 34
yt pod by trade
by trade agreement With Turkey, effective May6, Ient
agreement with Argentlia, effective November 16, 1941.

Table: [No Caption]
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are givenbelow:
Fr
doImports
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'There irer no exports.
'Estimated.
'Foreign vaie.

Canary seed is used either unmixed or iin combination with other
be pruc m the
seeds for feeding small birds. Though the
United States, the low unit value of foreign supplies has usually made
general production in this country unprofitable. As a result domestic
production has been small; and no official statistics relating to it are
available. The principal sources of imports are Argentina, Turkey,

and Morocco.
Estimated apparent consumption in 1939 was nearly 18 millionpounds, a quantity fairly representative of the pre-war annual consumption. Domestic production in that year was probably at the
highest level it has been in any year. (Production in 1943 is estimated
to have been about 1 million pounds.) The imports in 1939 are representative, but the umit value of 1.9 cents a: pound was very low coma valorem equivalent
pared with' the 1935-38 average 3.3 cents.
of 43 percent in 1939 was relatively higher than in previous years
because of the very low foreign unit value of that year. It should be
noted that the rate of duty was changed in the trade agreement with
Turkey during that year.
During the war imports of canary seed have been relatively small.
Although other seeds are substituted to some extent, the potential
demand for canary seed at relatively low prices will continue. However, demand at prices sufficiently high to stimulate domestic production does not seem probable.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The consumption of canary seed is likely to be as eat as in 1939
Supplies will
with probably 90 percent or more of the seed imported
probably be available from the same sources as in 1939 at foreign unit
values perhaps a little higher than the pre-war average, or about twice
as high as in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The consumption of canary seed in this period may be slightly higher
than in 1939, possibly. in the neighborhood of 20 million pounds.
Imported seed will probably supply at least 90 percent of the total

Table: [No Caption]
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used. The quantity imported may, thutotal 18 million pounds, or
about 12 percent more than in 1939. The foreign unit value may
approximate the 1935-38 average price, 3.3 cents a pound. This
would indicate a total foreign value of $595,000, more than twice
the 1939 total. Domestic production will probably not exceed 2
million pounds and may be considerably less. Its unit value may be
slightly higher than the foreign unit'value..
A 50 percent decrease or increase in the rates of duty would probably
have no marked effect on the quantity imported.Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Though the consumption of canary seed would probably not be
greatly. affected by such an increase in consumer income, it might be
about 10 percent more than that indicated in the preceding section, or
about 22 million pounds. Imports-would probably account for at
least 20 million pounds, or more than 90 percent of the total. Unit
values might be higher, with the foreign price per pound in the neighborhood of 4 cents. On this basis the total foreign value of imports
might be in the neighborhood of $800,000, nearly 3 times the 1939
total. Domestic production might be in the neighborhood of 2
million pounds.
A 50 percent decrease or increase in the rate of duty would probably.
have no marked effect on the quantity imported.
Exports

Exports, if any, are not separately reported.
Employment

No information regarding labor requirements is available.

FLOWER SEEDS

Tariff paragraph: 764.
I4wer seeds.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
3 1p"rIb-.

Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 2.9%

No'rz.-The rate fted In the Triffl Act of 1930 was 8 cents per pound, which was reduced to 3 cents
effective February 1, 1930, pursuant to trade agreement with the Netberland,.

GENERAL

Data on United States exports and imports for 1939 are given below:
Production
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I Not available.
I

Foreign value.

The flower-seed industry of the United States is large, but statistics
of production and consumption are not available. Most of the
domestic output is produced by a few-less than a half dozen-large
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firms. Besides these large firms, which ordinarily produce a general
line of flower seeds, there are numerous individual growers of otle or
a few specialties, some of Whom market their product all over the
United States, and some of whom produce for the local trade ony
Most of the large growers produc' their seeds in California; the small
specialists are scattered throughout the United States. Most flower
seeds are grown by the marketing ARm themselves.
Although large seed firms catalog from 1,000 to 2,600 different
varieties or items of flower seeds, most of them ate produced and sold
in comparatively small quiantities. The seeds of some 20 or 25 kinds
are produced and distributed in the United States in large quantities
many of them, such as sweet peas, nasturtiums, zinnias, asters and
marigolds in carload lots.
Prior to World Walr I most of the flower seed used in the United
States was imported, principally from Europe. During that war
production in California expanded enormously and after the close of
the war continued to increase in size and importance, although imports
again entered in substantial volume. The imports in 1939 were substantially higher in quantity, though considerably less in value, than
those of the preceding 4 years; during 1935-38 they averaged 114,000
pounds. ar. illy, with a value of $193,000.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports pvoi'nly will be much less than in 1939, since the European
countries which formerly were the principal sources of United States
imports probably will not have had sufficient time to again become
factors in international trade.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

There is probably a long-time upward trend iwflower seed consumption in the United States. This consumption will probably be supplied
chiefly by domestic production. During the present war the United
Sta tes has become largely in(lepenclexlt of European flower seeds. It
seems probable that in thle post-war long term United States imports
will be less than those of 1939, and that they will consist principally of
novelties --and high-grade specialties of high unit value. The small
imports 1941-44 had average unit values of $5 to $13 a pound.
An increase or decrease of 50 percent in the duty of 3 cents per
pound would have no appreciable effect upon the vofume, or value of
imports, with an ad valorem equivalent of only 2.9 percent in 1939.
Per capita income at 1939 level..

Imports might not be more than 75,000 pounds annually. The unit
value might be about $4 per pound, making the total foreign value of
the imports $300,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Imports might be twice as much as those at the income level of
1939, or about the same as in 1939, about 150,000 pounds. The
average foreign unit value probably would be at least $6 per pound,
making the total foreign value of the imports about $900,000.

Table: LIMA BEANS (WINTER CROP)
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Espebf.

The present war has given a serious set-back to the flower seed
industry in European countries and United States exports of flower
seeds in the long-term period may be substantially higher than in 1939.
Employment

No statistics of employment in this industry are available.
LIMA BEANS (WINTER CROP)
Tariff
paragraph

765

Equiva-

lent ad
valorem
(1959)

Rate of duty
Commodity
Liran beans green or unripe:
per lb93%
-----Cuba: --5
4%
perlb
December-May
1.40
June-November -2.8 per lb -104%

3%0

GeneCuba-

The rate
No.-The rate fixed in the Tarff Act of 1930 was 3i cents per d (2% cents if Cub"fl).purnt
to
cents when imported from Demember tb MaY, inclusive,
llmas was reduced to I$1effective
1PC
rducd
to 2%
since
The
general rate was
September 3,
the trade agreements with Cuba,
mnt per pound when imported during the same period, pursuant to the trade agreement with Mlexic,
effetive January 30, 1943.
on Cuban

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
A
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crop for arketing resh was 2 million pounds valued t $2,110,000.)sWinter cropof Foda only. (Totala
entee durin winter tmontbs.
Import
' Farm price.
'EFxports were negligible-

Lima beans are grown commercially for use in the fresh, or natural
state, as dried beans, end for canning and freezing. In 1939, about
64,000 acres were planted with lia beas for all purposes but only
about 22 percent produced limas for-resh consumption, The average total domestic all-year-round production of lima beans for the
fresh market was 29 million pounds in 1931-35, but increased 41
percent, to an average of 41 million pounds during the 5 subsequent
years 1936-40. The following discusion deals exclusively with only
a small portion of this production, usually les than 10 percent, which
is marketed during the import season of November through March.
Consmn tion of fresh limes during the import season (November-,
March) ammost wholly restricted to the Florida'winter crop and the
imported beans, rose from an average of 6.4 million pounds annually'
during 1934-37 to 8.4 million pounds during 1938-41, and ranged
from 11.t million pounds in 1938 to 5.4 million pounds in 1940.
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Domestic production during them4 two periods rose 128 percent whereas
imports declined 6 percent. Since 1940 the growing competition of
(uick-frozer} lima beans," which can be consumed throughout the year,

has probably adversely affected the consumption of the fresh product
during the import season.
The domestic crop of fresh limas marketed during the import season
fluctuates greatly because of variations in acreage planted and weather
conditions. Acreage planted is in turn affected considerably by
prospective prices in the United States. Statistics of production of
the Florida winter crop are not available prior to 1934. Production
since then has increased from 1.8 million pounds annually, 1934-37
to 4.1 million pounds, 1938-41, and after 1941-production has remained
stationary at about 3.4 million pounds although imports have virtually
ceased.
Imports of lima beans, practically all from Cuba, which had been
increasing prior to 1930, continued to rise after the increase in rate of
duty in the Tariff Act of 1930 (600 percent) because of the continued
increase in demand in the United States. After t 50-percent decrease
in the rate of duty on Cuba beans in 1934 imports rose only moderately
owing to increased domestic supplies. Since 1942 imports have
virtually ceased owing to the scarcity of shipping. Because of the
expansion of the frozen-food industry in this country imports may
not reach their former levels, at least for some time.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Consumption of fresh lima beans is not likely to increase during

this period much beyond the record figure of 1938., It is probable that
the trend toward consumption of frozen lima beans will be accelerated
during this period and that imports of fresh limas will be substantially
reduced. The rate of decline will probably be slow because of high
prices within the United States but imports may be about 15 percent
less than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Because of the high quality, convenience, and lower price of quick-,
frozen limas, it is expected that the demand for fresh limas during the
winter months will be sharply reduced. An increase of 50 percent
in the duty might accelerate this trend somewhat and a decrease of
50 percent in the duty may retard it to some extent.
Per capita Income at 1919 level.

Consumption of fresh linas during winter may be expected to fall
below the 1939 volume and may average rot more than about 6
million pounds despite the growth in population. If prices received
byjomestic growers average 6 cents per pound, domestic production
may be approximately 4 million pounds, valued at about 240,000
dollars. Imports may then be approximately 2 million pounds, with
a foreign value of about $50,000.
Per capita Incone 75 percent higher than In 1#99

Under these conditions production and distribution of quick-froZen
lima beans will probably b much greater than under the 1939 income
level, and consumption of fresh lima beans during winter may decline
'712-4--4
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materially. Although an increase or decrease in duty may have &me
effect on imports, it would be of minor importance compared with the
expected effect of competition from frozen beans on both imports and
domestic production. Consumption may be about 4 million pounds.
Imports may average 1 million pounds with a foreign value of 30,000
dollars. Domestic production under these conditions may average
3 million pounds, valued at about $300,000.
Exports

Statistics of exports of fresh lima beans are not available, but exports are probably negligible.
Employment

The Florida winter crop ofLima beans for fresh use is generally
grown in market gardens together with other truck crops. Average
labor requirements to produce an acre of lima beans is estimated to be
110 man-hours; the 1939 crop of 2,800 acres represented an equivalent
of 38,500 eight-hour man-days. About 20 percent less man-hours
would be required if production declines to 4 million pounds and about
40 percent less if it declines to 3 million. There would, of course, be
an increase, in employment in the production of lima beans in other
sections of the country for freezing.
BEANS, LENTILS, CHICKPEAS, DRY-RIPE
Equivalent ad

v
-alorem
Tariff
Rate of duty
(1939)
Commodity
paragraph
3 per lb -88%.
765 -Beans, dry-ripeLentils -.
By
.737
20 per lb - - 13%.
per lb -45%
769 -Chickpeas or garbanzos..
1Yf
46 %
-Average -

NorT.-Tbe rate on chickpeas or gaibanzos, dried, was reduced from 1% to 1 cent per pound, pursuant
to the trade agreement with Mexico, effective January 30, 1943.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

____Ap arent Ratio of
n
Im.~~~~~Fr
Apparnnt Imports
For
porM
For
tionsnp to oondomestic
gumption
For

____
______

Item
Total

(1,000 pounds) ................ 1, 427,100
Quantity
alue ($l,000) --4--6---,--4,339
----------

Unit value (cents per pound) .3.2
Persons

employed.)
.
------------

exotmarket

49,782
1,988

1,377,318 2, 366
1 765
44,351

4.0

------

.

3.8
3.2
.. ...

PecetCI

1, 397, S
............

....

.
..

.

1. 6

----------

Foreign value.
'See under employment.

I

Dry beans, lentils, and chickpeas or garbanzos are legume seeds
which are harvested and marketed in the dry-ripe stage for consumption as human food.
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Apparent domestic consumption in 1939 amounted to 1,398 million
pounds which was only slightly below the 5-year pre-war average of
1,416 million pounds. Less than 2 percent of consumption of these
seeds consisted of lentils and chickpeas and more than 98 percent of
dry beans. The trend of per capita consumption (disappearance)
of dry beans, which has been upward for more than 30 years, has been
affected by the level of consumer income, increasing from 9.5 pounds
in the early 1930's to 10.9 pounds in the pre-war period 1936-40.
United States production of these seeds, consisting almost entirely
of beans, was 1,427 million pounds in 1939 and averaged 1,408 million
pounds annually in the pre-war years 1935-39. Although production
in 1939 was largt than the average, increased exports and reduced
imports caused consumption to be somewhat less.
Imports of 20 million pounds in 1939 were not typical of the 5-year
average of 37 million pounds, largely owing to the smaller imports of
beans, which had been declining and were only half as large as usual.
During 1936-40, beans constituted, in terms of value, 48 percent of
total imports and lentils and chickpeas, 26 percent each, but in 1939
beans constituted only 28 percent of the total. The following tabulation shows the quantity and value of these imports in 1939 and du'ring 1936-40:
Perod

Beans

Lentils f Chickpeas

Total

Quantity (1,000 pounds)

1939----------------------6,132
1936
to 1940, average-19.,100

33
5,902
88,890
9,279j

2, 6
a-

37.009

Value ($1,000)
1939 -.1 -0, average
_61

23X3
an

23

3au

1v
-

7"

Price in 1939 (foreign value) were virtually the same as for the 5year period, namely, beans 3.4 cents per pound; lentils, 4.1 cents;
and chickpeas, 3.9 cents. In 1931-35, the foreign price of beans
averaged 2.7 cents per pound; lentils, 3.5 cents; a d chickpeas, 3.9
cents. Beans have been imported principally from China, with Japan
second in importance; lentils, mainly from Chile; and chickpeas from
'
Mexico.
Exports of 50 million pounds of beans in 1939 were nearly twice
the average of 29 million pounds during 1936-40.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Immediately after the War, United States production of dry beans,
which during the war increased by some 40 percent to nearly 2 billion
pounds, will probably continue for some time to be considerably higher
than in the pro-war period. This will probably -result in imports
remaining at a low level as during the war. China and Japan, formerly the principal sources of imports, will probably not export beans to
the United States for some time, but some Iay continue to come in
from Mlexico. As there has been virtually no domestic production of
lentils and chickpeas, these seeds will probably continue to be imported
in pro-war quantities.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cousumption, Production, and Imports

As the trend in per capita consumption had been upward before the
war it will probably be higher than in 1939, but probably not so high
ti prewar trend might indicate. Domestic production (of beans)
-e
will probably be large enough to take care of increasing per capita
consumption, as well as the increase in population, or any possible in-.
ciease in exports. Imports of beans for civilian consumption, which
had been declining before the war, will probably be still further reduced, but imports of lentils and chickpeas will probably increase
somewhat with the population, unless there is a marked increase in
domestic production. Changes in the duty by 50 percent in either
direction would Probably affect imports of beans, as the present rate of
duty is high and the domestic supply would be ample, but probably
would not materially affect imports of lentils or chickpeas as the
demand for them is relatively constant, the domestic supplies not
sufficient, and the duties considerably lower than on beans.
Per capita Income at 1939 levl.

*Assuming that per capita consumption would rise to 11.5 pounds,
with exports about equal to imports and allowing for a 10-percent
increase in population, total consumption might be about 1,656
million pounds.
Duty as in 1939.-Domestic production might supply about 98
percent of consumption, and imports 2 percent. Production for the
domestic market of 1,626 million pounds at 3.2 cents per pound would
have a value of 52 million dollars. Imports, possibly consisting of
equal parts of beans, lentils, and chickpeas, might total about 30
million pounds, which, if the average price were 3.8 cents per pound,
would have a foreign value of about 1.1 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Although imports of lentils and chickpeas would probably be little affected, imports of beans might increase
100 percent over those with duty as in 1939, or to 40 million pounds,
with a foreign value of 1.5 million dollars, This quantity would be
about 2.5 percent of consumption. Production for the domestic
market might then total 1,616 million pounds, with a value of 51.7
million dollar..
Thty increased by 60 pereent.-Imports of beans might cease altogether, but those of lentils and chickpeas remain little, if at all, affected.
Imports might then amount to only a little more than 1 percent of
consumption, or to about 20 million pounds, consisting almost entirely
of lentils and chickpeas; their foreign value might be approximately
$750,000. Production for the domestic market might total 1,636
million pounds, valued at about 52.4 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher thin In lIN9.

Per capita consumption might increase to, 12 pounds and total oonsumption to 1,728 million pounds.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might supply about 2 percent of conswnption, or about 40 million pounds, with a total foreign value of 1.8
million dollars.
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Domestic production would then supply about 14 88 million pounds,
with a total value, at 4 cents per pound, of 67.5 milion dollars.
Adyu ied*ed by SQ pecent-Asunder the lower income, import of
beans might increase 100 percent over those under the duty as in 1939
and those of lentils and chickpeas be little, ifat all, aeted. ToV
imports -ight then be about 50 million pounds,
nearly 3 percent of
consumption, and might have a foreign value of 2.2 million dollars.
Production for the domestic market might then total 1,678 million
pounds, and would-have a value of 67.1 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percet- Imports of beans might be largely
eliminated, and total imports, consisting largely of lentils and chickpeas, might total possibly 30 million pounds, or less than 2 percent of
consumption, with a foreign value of about 1.4 million dollars. Production would then supply about 1,698 million pounds, which would
have a value of 67.9 million dollars.
ExportS

Although exports amounted to about 60 million pounds in 1939, in
the 5-year pre-war period they averaged about 30 million pounds, with
a value of nearly 1.2 million dollars. They might be as large as this
again after the war, but at the higher income level possibly amount to
60 million pounds, with a value of 3 million dollars.
Employment

Before the war about 1.9 million acres of beans were produced an,
nually, which at 25 man-hours per acre required 47 million man-hours'
nearly 6 million man-days, or 20,000 persons employed the year round.
After the war this might increase by at least 10 percent, or to 22,000
persons employed full-time, the year round.
DRIED AND CANNED MUSHROOMS
Tariff r
ad valorem
PardrA
Crnmod4
RdAe of duy
(IO)
768-Mushrooms:
Dried--- 100er lb.+45% ad M4%.
Canned -8 per lb. +2% ad 68%.
Average -----4%.
NOmV.-Tbe duty on banned wmbrcawas
Predued fry 10 oats per pond phi ut ad
to the rate indicated above, efteotIv. June 16, 1i , pumt to trade apesmoatwithi
Fons.
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Data on Ulited States production, imports, and msumption for
1939 are given beloer:
Imports

FordRIZ
Mphtc

TeOta'

o
tiomn

Market

(1,00 prmds):
Quatfitj
Drieri mnfhr
.
14---00-91-o,
-i

86

-

Canned MUshrO-i--s
I.17,64
17, *
0774
- 17
Wax
. 0..
-7--7----.
... .......

.

/SE
1,481

K,5aIF

I_,2

_

Prie mushromms -.-..
.
10WE
Conned mnushrooms -W
267 X M----6
.
Total
997
4
2,97
UnSt vale (cents per pound):e
5.
Dred mushrooms .
M.
.-.-,0o. 0
20.8.-------------------------16A PS. 4
;
Av e
-----------------------.3;-,
.
--1
-------

---

--S

--------

-

--

-

...........

--

-

-

sports were negligible.
DJlralned weight; approximately one-haif of total net weight.
4 Foreign vakle,

Canned mushrooms are used primarily in the preparation of sauces
in hotels, restaurants, and households. Dried mushrooms are on
summed as a relish anll as an ingredient in the manufacture of canned
soup. Adequate statistics on domestic production and consumption
are, not available; the 1939 data given reprint estimates by the trade.
Consumption of fresh mujshroons during the period 192390expnded
materially. However, adequate statistics of consumption and production with respect to fresh mushrooms are not available. United
States consumption of canned mushrooms is largely limited by the
increased volume of production and sale of fresh mushrooms, For
most uses the fresh product is preferred now that it is available at
moderate cost during most of the year and in most markets. Tbere'
fore, with an increase of national income, the consumption of canned
and dried mushrooms will probably expand only moderately and fresh
mushrooms will benefit more from the larger demand,
United States production of canned mushrooms, which dates from
1918, is to a considerable extent an industry which is subordinate to
the marketing of fresh mushrooms, the raw material of the canners
being largely mushrooms withheld from the fresh market. Production
of dried mushrooms in the United States is quite limited.
Imports of canned mushrooms ranged from 3 million to 8 million
pounds annually during the 1920's. Following an increase in the rate
duty in 1930, imports dropped, averaging 1.5 million pounds
annually, 1931-35, and notwithstanding a decrease in the rate of duty
in 1936, continued to decline to an average of 810,000 pounds annually
1936-40, probably as a result of increased production in the United
States. The major sources of imports of canned mushrooms were
France and Japan, which furnished about 85 and 15 percent, respec-
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tively. Tbe French product was used principally by hotels mid
restam'afts.
Dried mushrooms were imported principally from Poland, Japan,
and France. Imports during the 1930's averaged 534 000 pounds
annually, a decrease of 40 percnt from thd previous decade. Despite
the growth in population, imports of dried mushrooms remained
fairly constAnt in the 1930's,. Beginning in 1941 imports Worte cou
tailed sharply because of the War.
POSTWAR SHORT TERM

During the war the demand for canned and dried musfirootns has
been supplied by the domestic product. It is likely that imports
193
immediately after the war will be small compared with those rf
United States pioduction-is likely to be somewhat ganter than in
1939 but may continue to be limited by the sale of fresh mushrooms}
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consuniptlon, Produetom, and Imports

Only a moderate increase in onsuMoption of canned and dried mush
rooms is probable as a result of population increase or of higher nation
income; increased consumption will be largely supplied by fresh mushb
rooms. Imports will proably regain about that proportion of the
trade which they held in 1939 because the imported product enjoys a
special market and for this reason a decrease or increase by ho percent
in the rate of duty may result in only moderate increass or decrease
in the quantity of imports.
Per capita Income at 1ls9 level.

Consumption of canned and dried mushrooms is likely to be about
20 million pounds (canned mushrooms at drained wBight), an increase
of about 4 percent above the 1930 level.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Imports might be about 8 percent of consumption
or about 1.6 million pounds. At 1939 prices} these imports oulld
have a foreign value of about $530,000. United States production
for the domestic market might be about 18.4 million pounds, valued
at 17 cents a pound, or approximately 3 million dollars,
Duty reduced 50 percent.-Imports might be about 10 percent of
consumption or by
about 2 million pounds. At 1939 prices theseimports
would have a foreign value of about $660,000. United States production for the domestic market might be about 18 million pounds,
valued at 17 cents a-pound, or approximately 3.1 million dollar
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might be about 5 percent of
consumption or about 1 million pounds. At 1939 price, these imports
would have a foreign value of about $3,30,000. United States production for the domestic market might be about 19 million poumdi,
valued at 17 cents v pound, or about 3.2 million dollars
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 195.

Consumption of canned and dried mushrooms might be about 24
million pounds (canned mushrooms at drained weight), an inavae
of about 25 percent above the 1939 level.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might be about 8 percent of congampmtiou
or about 1.9 million pounds At an average value of 38 Oets per
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pound,

these imports

w

uld

have

fore

voahtie of $22,000.

United

,ttsproductio'n for t domestic itns ~et ni6~t be about 22.1 MO-.
t 4.4 million dollars.
lion~pounds, *alued at 20 cent' pe oud or
Thdyeducd by50 prCei&.-IM POrtX mgt be about 10,pwrcnt of
consumption or about 2.4 million pouns iThee hpntAt I8 cent.
pe ond, would have a foreign value of $92,0. United $ttes
productin for the domestic market might be about 21.8 million
pounds, valued at 20 cents a pound or about 4.3 millIon dollars.
be
Duq increased by 60 percent -imporslight,
atey
ports
5 percent of consumptio or about 1.2 million pounds. Teeiports,
at 38 Cents a pouind, w~'ould have a foreign value of #bout $458,000.
United. States production for the dommostic market :Zght be about
22.8 million pounds, valued at 20 cents a pound, or isbotit 4.6 million
dollars.

Exports

Exports of canned and dried mushrooms have bee ngigible and
ther is no likelihood of -consequential exports of these prouct inte
post-war period.
It is not possible to estimate employment for thmeseproducts, as
adequate statistics are not available.
PEASt, CANNED
ToriffadWr
Rae .f duly
(198)
paragraph
Commodity
canned
78 ------Peas,
(excet black-eye
cowjeaand chickpeas):
13%.
ue at 1O0 or more per 1b- 1,qPe lb

I51
other

,er
Th
rae

ws

edued

-

------------ 2 per lb-'37%O.
t 10 emits or aore per pound, effetive
o 1~4cents onvanedm PisY

Ms;
1,198, prnat t tnisagremnent with Ikkigtmi.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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The figures for 1039 are-int ropr entative of imm iate pre-w
years. A ore aecirate,kiesure of, poeaetime donditionm mq bb
obtained by using the 6year aVektge, 193440:
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Peas rank among the four most important canned vegetablowin- thb
United States. Cornsunption averaged 617 million pou aly,
193-40, an increase o 38 pekeent over the preceding 5y pei;o
1931-35. Per apita comption, averaged 4.1 pounds dring tab
1920's, declined to 3.7 pounds in the depression years, 1931A-5 and
to 4.%) pounds in the following ya rs, 193-40. A reveis of
rose
this upward trend Ih probable) owfngto ineresitig competition fromu
the quiek rosen p.peas.
Production of canned peas hE's followed at upward trend sInce 1930,
ranging from 31i million pojundo in 1932 to 164. million pounds in
rIod, 193"04 production averaged 041
1938. During the,6-yea
(6
petelt above 1939)i an i'esse of
million pounds annually
39 percent over the prior period 1931-35. In response to wrtuime
demands, production sin~c 1041 has averaged oter 1 billion pounds
annually.
Imports of canned peas represent much less-than 1 percent of consumption. Roughly two-thirds of the Imported Peas are a fancy
product, extreme* small, ad sold at relatively high yce by distributors of high-priced f'odi Th cheaper grade of importd pea
ig also a speciaIty Itet for which onlyi lfite demand exists. Imv
ports have been declliing steadily since 1930, notwitanding a decrease in the ate of duty in 1935 on those peas valued At 10 ent or
more per pound (e ote above. The chief soure of the high-grade
shi fm
peas are Belgium and Frane the cheaper gade w0
souired
the
n
prifncial
Syria, and Japan. In moe years Canada heas
most
and
pack
the
to
domestic
of imports. However, they are similar
from
transfers
inter-company
represeD
imports from Canada actually
plants.
canning
States
United
of
subsidiary branches
POST-WAR IIHOIT tIMM
Consumption and domestic production of canned peas are hardly
likely to increase during this period much beyond the pro-war p ,
1936-40, owing to the expected expaion of the quck4rozum pea
pro-war dow ard txtwi.
industry. Import may resume their
There s littb, likelihood of receiving pes from Jpan, and B dgn
I
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and France may require theirs for home use. Exports may inkeas
considerably over the pre-war average of 4.3 million pounds annually
1936-40, owing to the probability that a large number of Americans
may be abroad during this period.
POST-WAR LONG TXRM
Consumption, Ptroduction, and Imports

The demand for canned peas may be reduced during this period
particularly if the frozen-food industry maintains its expected rate of
expansion. Consequently, despite the growth in population, consumption of canned peas may be considerably below the pre-war averagej 1936-40. It is douibtful-whether imports will regain their pre-war
levels, particularly if income is at the 1939 level, and they may
thus represent an even more negligible proportion of consumption.
In view of the specialized and limited demand for the commodity, an
increase or decrease of 50 percent in the duty would probably have
'little effet on imports, especially the higher-priced grades.
Per capita consumption of canned peas in the post-war long-tem
might, in the face of competition from frozen peas, be somewhat below
that which prevailed during the depression years 1931-35 under both
assumed levels of national income. Total consumption might thus
average about 600 million pounds oir 21 percent below the pre-war
average, 193640. Regardless of t&e assumed decrease or increase of
50 percent in duty, imports will probably remain insignificant, and
supply about one-tenth of 1 percent of constmption, or say 600,000
pounds with a foreign value of about 52,000 do1rsi Production, as
in the past, would thus probably continue to supply practically the
entire domestic-requirements as well as exports, and amount to about
500 million pounds, valued-at about 36 million dollars under the 1939
level of income, and 50 million dollars; under the assumed 75 percent
higher level of income.
Exports
Exports of canned peas average 2.4 million pounds during the 5-year

period 1931-35 and rose 80 percent to 4.3 million pounds in the ensuing
5 years. The chief destinations for exports are the Philippines the
United Kingdom, SCuba, Panama, and the Canal Zone. If large
numbers of Americans remain abroad in the long term, exports of
canned green peas may increase substantially, doubling or even
trebling the pre-war average. However, even under the most favorable circumstance, exports will probably not amount to much more
than 3 percent of production,
Employment

Average labor requirements to produce an acre of green peas for
processing is estimated to be 24 man-hours; the pre-war average of
307,380 acres represented an equivalent of 3,074 man-years. To
produce the estimated crop of 500 million pounds in the long-term
period discussed above, about 2,428 man-years would be required.
The number of persons employed in canning is estimated to have been
about 12,000 in the pre-war period and close to 10,000 in the post-war
period. The decline in labor required to grow peas for canning in the
post-war period would be more than offset -by increased requirements
to produce the product for freezing.
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GREEN PEAS (WINTER CROP)
Tariff aagrph: 769.

Commodira:

Pea; geen or. unripe
(exccopt oowpeas and
ohick~pes)-winter
crop,

Ratt of dtity:

Equialent ad oaorem (19$G): 80%,
3.90 per lb.
8
per pound whleh sa ihcraed to8lo
t
NoT-.Therute
itby;Presld'htla
theviariff Act prcatloil
of1
effective
seto 33 ftb
uwde4wa
1,fixed
1032,
W~Tic;
January
ad volorem of 80 percent was IrM= at 4witeutn uding duties on $50 -,u1s valued at 1h.el*en
mprttd
Into Virgin Islands,; piirmtento the trade agreements with Cnanda,,1 eitectiveJo ryW 1,pi9Id Inu
1, 1939, the duty *s redud, In 2 cents per pound on Irhports frohn Yuly to 8e¢t'rnber
1)eifuslt"1
ar
year. Pursuant to the trade agreement with Mexico, effective January 30,.1943, the 2 e.ts per pound was
made effective throughout the year.-;
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Date on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 (December-March) are given below:
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'Producton shown is marketed during import season (December-Maroh). Al4-year-round produotim
for marketing fresh amounted to 277 million pounds In 139
2 Negligible.'
Imports during December-March only., Total imports In the year were 2 054,04 pounds. Greqa
ens re also imported durin~the summer months, July through September. These Imports
are
Lw Fnad~ and are of minor importance, accounting for less than 8 percent ol annual imports. usually
i Exports amounted to 2.3 million pounds. However, only a negligible portion was exported during tbi
Import season.
* Foreign value.
7 8ee under employment.'

The garden or green pea is grown almost exclusively for human consumption. About three-quarters of the green peas are canned or
frozen and the remaindcr- sold fresh for immediate consumption.
The average domestic all-year-round production of green peas for the
fresh market rose 10 percent, or from 237 million pounds du
the
5-year period 193-1-35 to 260 million pounds in the ensuing 5, years,
1936-40. The following discussion deals exclusively with only a
small portion of this production, ranging from 11 to 16 percent,
193I-40, which is marketed during the import season, December
through March.
Consumption of green peas during the import season (DecemberMarch) averaged 38 million pounds annually, 1931-35, and rose 21
percent to 46 million pounds in the subsequent 5 years, 1936-40,
Owing to increased domestic production and the decline in imports
the ratio of imports to consumption dropped from 30 percent in 1931-35
to 7 percent in 1936-40. During 1941-44, imports supplied 20 percent of consumption.
Virtually all imports of fresh green peas come from Mexico and occw
almost entirely in the 4-month period December through March.
Imports during this 4-month period averaged 11 million pounds
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annually during 1931-35, declined to 3 millIon pounds during 1936-40,
and averaged 8 million pounds annually during 1941-44.
United States production pf green peas for marketing during the
import season is virtually coAfined to' Moi4a, Texas and the Imperial Valley of CalifQrnia. Production during the import season
fluctuates considerably because of periodic partial crop failures and
variations in acreage planted. Production has expanded substantially, increasing from 27 mnillionpounds annually, 1931-35, to 43 million pounds in the following 5 years 193-0, largely as a consequence
bf increased acreage in Texas and Florida. Production since 1940
declined to 30 million pounds annually largely as a result of poor crops.
'POST.WAR SHORT TERM

A reversal of the upward trend in consumption which occurred
during the 1930's is expected to set in shortly after the end of the war.
Wider distribution of frozen peas during'this period may restrict the
demand for the fresh product. The rate of decline in domestic
production may be retarded somewhat by high prices. Imorts,
however, may decline to their pre-war levels and continue the dowr
ward trend.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consinmption, Production, and Imports

The' following estimates are based on the assumption Athat the
higher quality, convenience, and relatively lower prices of frozen green
peas may curtail ~sharply the demand for fresh green peas during the
winter months. Regardless of the assumed level of income, consumption of fresh peas during the minter months may range between onehalf and two-thirds of the 1939 consumption and amount to 22-30
million pounds.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Dty same a8 in 1ir9.-Domestic production under these conditions
may be 21-28 million pounds, valued at 1.2-1.6 million dollars.
Imports may thus be in the neighborhood.of 1.1-1.5 million pounds,
5 percent of consumption,
onf
with a foreign value about $53,000$72,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-This reduction in duty may tend to
lower prices somewhat. Imports, in response to a reduction in duty,
may increase substantially and supply around 20 percent of consumption during the import season, or 4.44.0 million pounds, with a
foreign value of $198,000-$270,000. Domestic production may thus
be about 18-24 million pounds, valued at $968,000$1,300,000.
mBy increased by 0 percent.-Domestic production under slightly
higher prices may probably fill the entire requirements and be valued
at about 1.7 million dollars. Imports would probably be negligible
because of the increase in the duty.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Du*y same as in 1939.-Despite higher prices production may be
only 21-28 million pounds valued at 1.6-2.1 million dollars, and
imports amount to 5 percent of consumption, or 1.1-1.5 million
pounds, with a foreign value of about $60,000-$90,000.
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pecet.-As a consequence of he reduction in
DuV reduced
duty, prices may -b depressed somewhat and domestic production
may thus amount to around 80 percent of conumption or ab4o>t
18-24 million'pounds valued, at about 1.2-1.6 million dollars. Imports in response ti the lower rate of duty may rise and supply 20
percent of consumption of about 4.4-6.0 million pounds with a foreign
value of, say, $252,00Q$348,000.
TDhs intrewed fry 50 percent.-Consumption may be entirely supplied by domestic production, valued at 2.6 million dollars. IDespite
higher prices, imports may be negligible because of the increase in
E
the duty.
Exports of green peas during the import season are of minor importance and no substantial change in this trade is foreseen in the
post-war period.
Employment

Gf'een peas grown for marketing fresh during the import season
come predominantly from specialized truck farms. Average labor
requirements to produce an acre of green pes for fresh use is estimated to be 125 man-hours; the 1939 crop of 17,400 acres represented
an equivalent of 906 man-years. About 25 to 50 percent less manyears would be required if production declines to the levels estimated
m the long-term period. There would, of course, be an increase in
employ ent in the pduction of.green peas in other sections of the
country for freezing, and the freezing industry would have to expand.

ONIONS

Tariff pTaraph:

Commodi y:
Rate of duty:

770.
Onions.
2%f per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 146%.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given betow:
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During the period 1935-39 production averaged 1.6 billion undo
annilly, compared with 1.4 1ihlIn punds during the period 19334
and 1.2 billion pounds during the period 1925-29. In 1939, the
production of onions was lightly higher than the 1935-39 average
.
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sd average domestic prices in that year, 88 cets per 100 pounds,
were much lower than the average of $1.12 per 100 pounds in 1935-39.
For the 1944 crop of onions, price ceilings have been authorized that
will give to growers a yearly average of $2.99 per 10( pounds. Per
capital consumption amounted to about 12 pounds annualy in 1935-39
as compared with about 11r pounds during each of the 2 preceding
5-year periods.
The domestic crop may be divided into three groups according to
the time of tbe harvest-the early group in late April-June, the intermediate in July and August, and the late in September and October.
The early and intermediate groups are consumed soon after harvesting.
The late group, comprising about 75 percent of the total crop, Is
consumed from September to the following April. Prices of onions
normally fluctuate materially during the season, the lowest usually
occurring during the harvesting of the late crop, in SeptemberOctober, and the highest during the late winter and early spring
months.
Imports enter the United States largely during late winter and
early spring, when the last of the late domestic crop is being marketed
from storage1 and before the marketing of the early domestic crop
begins; that is, when domestic prices are at their highest. In recent
pre-war years imports in February-April have come principally from
Chile and Argentina and later in the spring from Italy. Before the
increase in duty under the act of 1930, when imports ranged between
75 million and 135 million pounds, with a foreign value of 1.5 million
to 2.8 million dollars, Spain and Egypt were the chief sources of
imports.
In the 1930's United States exports of onions regularly exceeded
imports, and usually by a wide margin. They usually occurred in
the marketing seasons in the summer and fall, when domestic prices
were lowest.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of onions in the immediate post-war period seems
likely to be about 5 percent higher than the average of 1935-39 and
About the same as in 1939, with the unit value probably considerably
higher than 1939. Imports will probably continue to be relatively
small.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

Because of the export surplus, production of onions is usually
2% to 6 percent larger than consumption, depending on the level of
duty and hence the level of imports.
Per capita Income at 1959 level.

It seems probable that the per capita consumption of onions in tle4
post-war long term will be about 12 pounds, the same as during
193-39, whether tjhe duty remains the same or is increased or decreased by 50 percent. Making allowance for the 10-percent increase
in population, this may bring total consumption up to somewhere
dbout 1.85 'billion pounds. Domestic price of onions will probably
be about $1.15 per 100 pounds.
Duty as in 1939.-Under the duty of 2% cents per pound, imports
would probably enter during only a few months of the year when
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probably

not be much larger or umller
prices are high and would
than in 1939, totig, say 44 million pounds, witlj a foreign value
of $75,000-$100,000 annually, assng -the same fMreign unit value
of imports as in 1939. Production for the domestic market would
be about 1,845 million pounds, valued at about 21.2 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 ?ercent.-A reduction in the duty to $1.25 per
100 pounds may enable imports to compete with domestic supplies
over a longer season than if the 1939 duty rate were effective. It
might also result in some .evival of imports from Spai and Egrpt.
Imports might increase as much as fivefold above the 1939 level, or
to 20-30 mlion pounds, with a foreign value of $350 000-$500,'000
Production for the domestic market would probably be about 1,825
million pounds, valued at about 20.5 million dollars.
Duty increaed- by 60 percew- The increase in duty to $3.75 per
100 pounds would probably be almost prohibitive except when
domestic prices are unusually high. It seems'probable that only
onions of the highest quality would be imported and then only for a
spring before the early
short period in the late winter and
domestic crop is available. Imports would probably not exceed
2-3 million pounds,) valued at $50,000-$755,000. Production for the
domestic market would be about 1,848 million pounds, valued at
about 21.2 million dollars.

eeyryv

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With an increase in per capita income it seems likely that the per
capita consumption of onions will be onfy slightly higher since there
has been little tendency for per capita consumption to increase during
periods of high national income. Total consumption might be about
1.95 billion pounds. Domestic prices of onions would probably be
about $1LS5 per .100 pounds.
Duty as in 1989.-With the rate of duty the same as in 1939, imports would probably supply about the same percent of total consumption as in 1939, say 6-10 million pounds; with a foreign value of
$125,000-$150,000, assuming price about 25 percent higher than in
1939. Production for the domestic market would probably be about
1,940 million pounds, valued at about 35.9 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-A 50-percent reduction at this level
of national income would probably cause a much larger increase in
imports than with income at the level of 1939; in particular it would
be much more likely to cause a revival of imports from Spain and
Egpt, especially from Spain, and result not only in imports in the
offseason but possibly limited imports of special types of onions in
other parts of the year. Imports might rise as high as 75-100 million
poun(FlS, with a foreign value of 1.0-1.5 million dollars, assuming an
average foreign price about 20 percent lower than in 1939. This
price is lower than the foreign value in 1939 because imports would
come mainly at a different time of the year when prices are lower.
With such imports, production for the domestic market (i. e., total
production less exports) would be about 1,850 million pounds, valued
at 34 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-A duty of $3.75 per 100 pounds would
probably restrict imports to the periodof low domestic supplies in late
winter and early spring, when prices are unusually high. Under the'e
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eecdtaon, import. may be 4-4 mnlllios pounds vale at, $1S 0G$125,. Production fo the dA
iould4p-sbMy be
about 1,945 millhiu pouds, valued at about 36 millisa
rts of onions have exceeded import. in every
United States
eta, like impmrt, we largely ss ; they
Tear snce 1931.
ae largest during the ped of abundant domestic supplies normally
from May through to the following January. Moet/o d exports
have gone to Canada and Mexico. Tis tde seem liky to tontinue and with higher levels of world income and reduced tUe barriers, annual exports in the postwar period miht be about 75 million

pounds, valued at about 1.5 ion dollars at th 1939 level of income
and about 1.8 million dollars at the higher level of income.

EuY--t
No dat are available regarding the number of workers engaged in
onion production. Production of onions wse reported on 29,100 fams
in 1939. Onions require a great deal of hand labor, specially for
weeding and harvesting the crop. Much of this work iu done by dty
labor employed for short periods.

GALIC

Triff paragraph: 770,
Garlic.
Commodity:
1
R*t. of dWy:
per 1b.
Non.-The rate

Euivaent ad valorem (1939): 43%,

own above I that dIn the Tr Act of 1. It was rducd to ot orpeund,

Cdati,. Jaawry Ma, 194, pursuant to the tsdi apeest with Meaxl.
GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Garlic is a seasoning used in minute quantities in many dishes.
It. cost is a trivial part of food costs, and anges of levels of natiil
income in the pre-war period had no effect on average pw capita
consumption.
Consumption of garlic increased from about 19 on pounds
annually in 1925-29 to about 22 million pounds in 1935-39. The
per capital consumption has remained at 0.16 pound. Imports
amounted to about 30 percent of total consumption during the
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rne period compared with 25 percent in the lattRo one, mad With
20 pent in 1939 though the duty hW been. reduced in 1930 from

2 tstb 1 )ent per pound.
Since 192, production has ranged fron a low, of 12 million pounds
in 1932 toapeakof 2Omilo in 1937; sports fom low of 8 million
in 1927 to 6 ion in 1932. Production and imports in 1939 may
be considered as normal
About 80 pent of the domestic mmil crop is produced in
California, the reminn der in Texas and Lousiana. The garlic produced in Ta
n"d IisiLnai murktod rom June to Au
of it beg ored. TheCalifornia crop is marete
none
Practically
trom June to the follow Mareh or April, that marketed during the
fll and winter months being from storage.
sources arrive duri the
United States import from the sev
following penr : from Chile, mostly from Januay to July; 7rom
Spain from July to the following April and from Mexico, mostly
from Mrch to July. In cetin yes wLen the United Stats price
haa bee high imports from Chile and Mexico have come other
months of he year Practically Al the impOrts from Spain enter
Puerto Rico; only small quanties enter the onttinetal United Stats.
The bulk of the import. from Chile normall enter at New York,
which is the largest market for garlic in the United States. In 1937
and 1938, however, substantial quantities from Chile entered at
Puerto Rico.
et
Moptof thegarli produce4 in the United &tMes is o00the
during late winter until the new crop st in Ma or June, During
this period, the new cro of garlic from Chile and Mexico is available
to supply continental United States, and market prices ae normally
higher than at other seasons of the year. About 20 percept of the
consumption is during this seaon.
The difference between the prices of imnored and of domestic
garlic on the New York market is due largely to the asonal factor.
At the end of the domestic season, the price on the New York knarket
of the best grade of California garlic from storage is sightly les than
the price ofthe new crop from Chile, but it is higher than the garlic
from Mexico.

roT".AR SHORT TRmm
It seems likely that in the short term, the consumption per capital
of garlic will remain about the same as in t*e immediate pro-war
period, or about 0.16 pound. Total consumption seems likely to be
about percent above the consumption in 1939. In the, prwar
period production has supplied a sloaw! inreaIng percentage of
total consumption. It seems probable that this trend will continue
and production will probably amount to about 80 percent of eongumption.
pPOSTWAIR LONG TERM
Cesupt"l, Predes, ad Imrofts
Per capital income at 1St fIn.

Because 'the consumption per capita has remained at the level of
0.16 pound during several 5-year periods before 1930 total consume
tion during the post-war pei i probably be dependont up te
increase in population. Assuming an increase in population of 1t0
71233-45--5-0
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patent, totl cosmption seaes likely to amount to about 25 nillioa
pounds. Because of the seasonal factor in marketing garlic, production for the domestic market seems likely to continue to supply in the

m

neighborhood of 80 percent of total consumption, or about 20 million
pounds, valued at about $630,000 to $600,000.
Duty as is 1939.-It seems likely that imports will increase at about
the same rate as population so as to supply consumption when supplies
from domestic production are off the market. Imports might increase
about 10 percent above 1939 level to about 4.6 million pounds, or 18
percent of consumption, with a foreign value of about $160 000.
Duty reduced by 0 perent.-A decrease in duty woud probably
extend the seson in which the imports might compete on a price basm
with domestic production. Imports might increase to about 5.2
million pounds, or 21 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of
about $175,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-An increase mi duty would probably
affect the quantity and value of imports very little because of the
seasonal character of imports. Possibly imports from Spain into
Puerto Rico might decrease slightly because they enter principally
during the normal marketing season of the domestic crop. Shipments
from the United States to Puerto Rico ht grease slightly. Imports might supply about 17 percent of consumption, or about 4.3
million pounds, with a foreign value of about $150,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then in 193.

On the basis of pre-war consumption per capita consumption seems
likely to increase at about the same rate as population, not much
influenced by increase in per capita income. Pnces of garlic, however,
might rise 20 percent. Consumption, therefore, would probably be
about 25 million pounds. Production seems likely to continue to
supply about 80 percent of consumption, or 20 million pounds, valued
at $730,000 and in addition to this from 1-1 S million pounds for export.
Practically all of this would be consumed during July to the following
February, and imports would supply the remainder during the season
of short domestic supplies.
Duty as in 1939.-The quantity of imports will probably increase
at the same rate of population and will probably amount to about 18
percent of consumption, or about 4.6 million pounds, with a foreign
value of $190,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent-With the exception of increased value
of imports, the situation would probably be about the same as if the
per capital income were the sme as in 1939. Imports would probably
supply about 21 percent of consumption, or about 5.2 million pounds
with a foreign value of about $210,000. Imports will probably compete with domestic production over a slightly longer season. Imports
from Spain into Puerto Rico seem likely to increase at a higher rate
than those from Chile and Mexico because they compete over a longer
period with shipments from the United States.
Duty increased by 60 percent-An increase in duty may restrict
imports somewhat, though- not greatly, because of lack of United
States production on the market during the season when consumption
depends upon imports for supplies. Imports may supply about 17
percent of consumption, or about 4.4 million pounds, with a foreign
value of $185,000.
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Export

Exports of garlic are made dAuring the season of large domestic
supplies. COfficial export statistics are not available; but estimat
made important members of the trade ituicate that ithe neighborhood of 1 million pounds, valued at $32,000, have been exported
annually to Cuba, Canada, and various other countries. It seems
likely that this trade will'continue in the post-war period, and under
favorable conditions might increase to 1.5 million pounds, with a value
of about $55,000.

Employment
Statistics are not available showing the number of persons employed
in the production of garlic. There is a large amount of hand la or
required in weeding and harvesting garlic., The census of 1939 reports
682 farms in the United States produced garlic. The United States
Department of Agriculture estimates that 151 man-hours are required
to produce an acre. iOn this basis 270 man-years were required to
produce the garlic crop in 1939. In the post-war long term the labor
requirements seem likely to be about 300 man-years.

--POTATOES

Tariff paragraph: 771.
Potatoes (white or
Commodity:
Irish): Certified seed
and table stock.
37$ cents per 100 Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 24%.
Rate of duly:
pounds (22% cents
per bushel).
Non.-Tbe rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1900 was 76 cents per 100 pounds (ether - or otherwise).
to
Reduced rates were made effective on certified seed on a tariff quota bois on Jwuary' 1, 1M, p
mule on
the first trade agreement with Canada. Further. rednwloms in dpty na tai quot bais
, whlch als reduced rates n table stock on
January 1, 190, pursuant to the second apeement with C
100
p0 dson rif s imports throughout
atarifnf uota bal. Existing ates ae 374 cents
ive, sd 60 cents per 100 pwds on tab
yew and on table stock Import from Marh to November
stock imports from December to February, incsliv& minEs in excess oftarif quftn are subject to duty
. Impot from Cuba -e dutiable 10
t cnts per 10
75 cents per 100 po
throughout th
in tw quot.
year, and re not tc

d

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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rtifed seed potatotbs

Per capita consumption of potatoes in the United States has been
decreasing steadily since 1921, largely because of the change in American diet from starchy foods (potatoes and cereal) to beans, leafy
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thing, MtApy be mor
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there may increased substitution of hi
easat suchsiev
vectles and fruits for potatoes.i
In the year 1937 to 191 t production of
aeraged about
361 million bushels annually somewhatt more than in 1939) of which
as huma
food, 10 percent sed' for
80percen Wa
eedh
and the remaining 10 percent lost, fed to livestock, andutilized foi
industrial pupo. A relastiy r t development in the potato
expmay for seed.
indus i the production of certified sto
pre-war erop of certified seed was steadily upward,
The trend of
and in 1937-41 averaged 12 million bushels annaly.
Potatoes are produced primarily for conumption within the United
states. In recent years exports, consisting amost wholy of table
stock, have not exceeded 3 million bus annually nd ir
chiefy seed potatoes hare amounted to less than 2 iin bhs.
and
to nearby tropical tou
Late potoe have ben
arljr potatoes to Cada; bt the import trade has been aost entwel ith Canada.
Succssive reductions in the rate of duty during the last decade
have had little effect on imports of table stock potatoes, which have
declined steadily. They aveaged 184 thousand bshels annually
d 1 the year period 19393 and in 1939 amounted to 263,000
bushels. Up to, Imillion busihels-panua~ly could Whe entold wder
the lower rate of duty (37.5 cents per 100 pounds) provided for under
the tariff quota' set by the trade agreement with Canada effective
January 1, 1939.
Imports of certified seed, however, which declined under a tariff
rate of 76 Ct per bushel during 1931-35, have risen steadily since
then. After eachdecreae-min duty. (efective January 1, 1936, and
January 1, 1939, respectively) import increased materialy but in no
year exceeded the tariff quotas of 750,000 bushels under the 1936
trade agreement with Canada and of 1.5 million bushels under the
193* trade agreement with Canada.' Import of cetified seed under
the 1.39 genzt quotas have averted 943,000 bushes; th were
ttially
1.3 nibslin 1939. Although nport n

from 1930 to 1941, the ratio to United Sttes production of seed
potatoes never exceeded l0.2 recent; since 1940 it has been le than
5 percent. The decline in se proportion since 1940 has been due
chiefly to increased domestic production, although there has been a
small decrease in imports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Potatoes are mnong the agricultural commodities which the United
States has produced in greater quantity to meet wartime food requirements. From a pre-war average of 361 million bwhels anually
(1937-41) production rose to 466 million and 379 million bvnhel- in
1943 nd_1944, respectively. After the war, h6Jiver, demand for
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this commodity is expected to derease substantially. The wartime
demand for, potato for dehydration (22 million bushels annually)
nry ibe epet- d to fall to neible propose. Th fading of
liberated acouiein the imediats powa peiod will probably
mgt
provieiany substantial offset for the reduction in military and lend'
lease purchase. Per capital consumption of potatoes by sevicemel
will probably decline as they return to civilian life.
Production of potatoeA my tedid to avetse somewhat higher than
their coniumption, as readjustment in production may be delayed,
particularly in view of the Governnent policy of supporting potato
prices for 2 years after the war. Imports may decline unless the price
support mewsures cause prices here to be materially higher than those
prevailing in Canada unless some action is taken to regulate imports
m this situation.
POST-WAR LONG T3RM
Coessp4S, Prod eUea, lad laap".

Despite the growth in population, it seems unlikely that consumption and production of potatoes will be mucb, if any, in excess of 360370 million bushels annually.
Per capital Incohte at ZDI3level.

Duty as in 1939.-With consumption at the rate indicated above,
production may be 350-370 million bushels, valued at 280-300
million dollars, import. may amount to, say, 300,000-700,000 bushels
of table stock potat ad 1-134 million bushel of certified seed
potatoes. On the asumption of 1939 prcm they would probably be
valued at 300,000-700, dollars and 1-1% million dollars, respectively.
Duty reduced ii 50 perent.-With this reduction in duty, table
stock imports would not be expected to increase appreciabl, but
imports of certified seed potatoes might ri to a volume of, says
lY-1% million bushels valued at. 1Y4-1 million dollars if the quota
should be removed. production might be 350-370 million bushels,
valued'at 20-300 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-.With this duty increase imports
might fall as low as, say, 100,000-200,000 bushels of table stock
potatoes, valued at $100,000-200,000, and 34-1 million bushels of
certified seed potatoes, valued at 34-1 million dollars. Production
might be 350-370 million bushels, valued at 280-300 million dollar.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In 1959.

As per capital consumption of potatoes tends (if anything) to diminish as consumer income rises, the total quantity consumed at this
level of national income would be no higher, or possibly a little lower,
than with national income at the 1939 level. Production then miht
continue to be 350-370 million bushels valued at 420-444 milhjoil
dollars. There is moreover, little reason to expect that im
would be material different in quantity from imports at t lowr
level of national income discussed above. If prices are somewhat
higher, the value of both consumption and imports might be a little,

but not greatly, higher.

Table: TOMATOES, NATURAL STATE (GROWN OUTDO RS, DECEMBER-MAY)
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United States exports of potatoes are confined almost excluively
at times Argentina, are the most important. Until tie outbrek of
the present war, exports to the Philippine Islands had also been sub,
stantial. Most European countries have quarantine restrictions
which virtually close their markets to potatoes from the United States.
It seems likely that exports will, in most post-war years, have about
the same volume as in pre-war years.
to Canada and countries to the south, of which Cuba Pana , and

Emupyment
It is estimated that about a quarter of a million people earn their

livelihood from the production of potatoes and about one-half million
depend upon them for an important share of their income. There
does not appear to be much like4iood of any significant change in the
employment in potato production under any of the assumptions-made
in Senate Resolution 341.
TOMATOES, NATURAL STATE
(GROWN OUTDOORS, DECEMBER-MAY)
Tariff
paragraph
Commodity
772 -Tomatoes, natural state:

..H
tni ad

Rate of duty

GeneralCuba:
March-November-

December-February-

alorn
(1939)

3 per lb -97%.
2.4 perlb-142%.
1.8 per lb-100.

Nota.-The Tariff Act of 19*0 prefertial rate on Cuban tomatoes We 2.4 cents perrpud, w wes
reduced on Cuban Imports during the period Deember to February of each w ont1
per pound,
affective September 3, 194, pursuant to the Cuban trade aet. Purt to the trade
_
reduced to 1.5 cents p pud, byrvrtue of
with Mexico, effective January 30, 1943, the pnerel rate
which Cuban tomatoes became entitled to a rate of 1.2 aents per pound throughout the ym the rate
are to be Increased after the termination of the war enwgency.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production,'I December lom
through May 1i

Produc-

Item

Total'j

For a"- lion for
port domestic

Apparsa Ratio of
Imports

imports

OOu

mmption

52, 137
a
351, 8
1 4, 52:1 41,
4.9
2t2 .......

..........

th

market'

entity (1,000 pounds) ............6306552
14, 8N
Unit value
.4.8
............t.
--

.-.------

7,865
302
3.9

2K 897

......

15

........

19)8 through May 193
December
'Tota
production In all months of the year for marketing fresh amounted to 1.4 billion pounds,
Rcluslve of hothouse production.
'Foreign value.

This report deals only with fresh outdoor-grown tomatoes marketed
during the months December-May.1 United States production of
' A onsiderabbe quantity of hothouse tomatoes ae also consumed during this period but production
figures are not available. Furthermore, prices for much tomatoes are usually 30 to 100 percent higer than br

outdoor tomatoes.

POST-WAR IMPOR

AND IDO:3TC

u

No

m

tomatoes marketed during this Period represents about 20 percent
of the total production' for marketing fresh and takes places chiefly
in Florida and the Imperal Valley of California.
The rate in the Tariff Act of 1930 was 3 cents per pound on imports
from countries other than Cuba and 2.4 cents 'er pound on imports
from Cuba. Under the trade agreement with Cuba, effective Sep
tember 3 1934, a rate of 1.8 cents per pound was established ror
imports from Cuba in the months December through Februa.
Average annual consumption during the months December through
May rose 19 percent between the two 4-year periods 1931-34 and
1935-38, while at the same time total imports declined 3 percent.
For the duration of the wartime emergency, 'the trade agreement
with Mexico, effective January 30, 1943, reduced for the entire year
the duty on tomatoes coming from countries other than Cuba from
3 to 1.5 cents per pound, and the duty on those coming from Cuba to
1.2 cents per pound.
The trend of consumption of the tomatoes under consideration has
been upward, but consumption has varied widely from year to year;
it averaged 304 million pounds annually, 1936-40, ranging from 251
to 361 million pounds in 1937 and 1938, respectively. Although the
demand is influenced by the level of consumer income, changes in
supply resulting largely from sharply varymg sizes of the crops
harvested are primarily responsible for annual fluctuations in consumption.
Domestic production of outdoor-grown winter tomatoes, though averaging 232 million pounds annually, 1936-40, ranged from 156 million
pounds in 1936 to 307 million pounds in 1939. The effects on consumption of variations in the harvest are only partially mitigated
by the practice of marketing only- the better grades in years of large
crops and both the better and inferior grades in years of short crops.
In 1939, when the domestic crop was unusually large, only the better
grades were marketed, imports were comparatively small, and total
consumption was unusually-arge, amounting to 353 million pounds.
In the following year, when the domestic crop was a third smaller
than in 1939, and both good and inferior grades were marketed, total
domestic consumption, notwithstanding a larger national income,
fell to 293 million pounds although imports were almost double
those of 1939.
During the 5-year period 1936-40, imports averaged 76 million
pounds annually, a decline of 7 million pounds compared with the
preceding 5-year period, and supplied on the average 25 percent of
consumption of outdoor-grown tomatoes in thie months DecemberMay. However, the ratio of imports to consumption varies widely
from year to year because of periodic sloirt and large crops in this
country. In 1939, imports were abnormally low and supplied only
15.3 percent of domestic consumption. Mexico was the chief source
of imports from 1929 through 1933, in 1937, and from 1941 through
1943 when the shipping shortage practically eliminated Cuba from
the domestic market. In other years Cuba has been the chief source.
Because of the marked fluctuations from year to year in domestic
production, imports, and consumption of winter tomatoes, the discussion below on the post-war estunates assumes average weather in
the producing areas in the United States, and therefore, about average
consumption, production, and imports. in 'years of abnormally
short domestic crops, consumption would be lower and imports

ic P
o
higher than the estimates indicate. Oh the other hand, -in yeas of
abnormally larg donmestic crops, oonsumptloa and production would
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be higher and imports lower thanth' estimate indi .
POST-WAR shORT TARM
It appears probable that consumption of tomatoes in the short term
will be appreciably above the 5-year average (193640) of 304 million
pounds and somewhat above the unu Ialylge consumption of 1939.
Although prices ay be lower than those obtained in 1943 they may
average about double those obtained in 1939. Both United States
production and imports may be expected to increae over the pre-war
level in repose to the greater consumption. Resumption of normal
shippi from Cuba may offset to somne degree the probable decline
in the comparatively large imports from Mexico during the war.
POST-WAX LONG TIRM.
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital Income at Ion level.

Duty same a. in 1989,-Owing to population growth and improvement in distribution (air freight), consumtion will probably rise
5-10 percent above 1939, or 20-25 percent a ve the pre-war average
(1936-40) and will probably total as much as 380 million pounds.
Imports would probably, in an average year, supply something like
25 percent of consumption and thus amount to about 95 million
pounds, with a foreign value of about 2.1 million dollars, asuming
prices to be about the same as in 1939. Domestic production under
these conditions would be approximately 285 million pounds, valued
at 13.7 million dollars.
Dts4/ reduced by60
5percent.-As imports are a substantial source
of supply, under a reduced duty consumption may tend to increase
somewhat and may amount to 400 million pounds. Imports may
supply a somewhat higher proportion of consumption about 35
percent, and amount to about 140 million pounds, with a foreign
value of 2.8 million.dollars. Due to lower prices and increased
imports, production for the domestic market may be somewhat lower
than with the duty the same as in 1939, say, about 260 million pounds,
valued at 11.7 million dollars.
Duy increased by 60 percent.-It appears likely that an increase in
the duty would tend to flower imports, and consumption may thus
amount to about 37) million pounds. Imports may, under these
conditions, supply about 15 percent of consumption and may be 55
million pounds, with a foreign value of 1.1 million dollars. Domestic
tomato prices may be somewhat higher and production for the
domestic market rise .to about 315 million pounds (85 percent of
consumption), valued at 16.4 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 199.

Du4y same as in 1939.-Jnder the impetus afforded by increased
consumer income, consumption may be substantially greater than in
1939, say, about 540 million pounds. Imports may supply about
25 percent of consumption, or 135 million pouiids, with a foreign
value of 4.7 million dollars. Assuming an increase in domestic
c6reage of 10 percent in response to improved prices productionfor the

Table: [No Caption]
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domesi market Miht rise to about 406 million pounds, valued at
28.4 Imillion dollar.,
Dudy reduced by 50 prcent.-Such a reduction in duty may tend
to lower -the price sad increase consumption to, say, 686 million
pounds. Import., under these conditions, may increase to 86 pent
of consumnton, or 206 million pounds, with a fosi value of 7.7
million dollars. Production for the domestic markt may thus
tend to be somewhat lower than it would be with the 1939 rate of
duty and amount to 380 million pounds, valued at 24.7 million
dollars.
Duty icreaed by 60 pr.c---The ratio of domestic production to
would tend to increa somewhat in meeting the i
imports
which because of a somewhat higher price resulting from consumption
rate of duty, may be perhas 520 million pounds. Under these oonditions, import. may suppy about 16 percent of consumption' nd
amount to 78 million pounds, with * foreign value of 2.5 million dollars,
and production to about 442 million pounds, valued at 32 million
dollars.
Elporbs

United States exports of ftebh tomatoes 0 largely to Canda. Phiports averaged 4 million pounds annually n pre-war years (1936-40)
and represent l than 2 percent of consumetion of tomatoes miaeted
during the import season. Exports might Increase by 50 percent with
a higher world income but would still represent a small proportion of
consumption.
Employment

Outdoor-grown tomatoes for marketing fresh are generally grown
together with other truck crops. Average labor requirement.
to produce an acre of tomatoes is estimated to be 190 man-hours, and the
1939 crop of 43,700 acres represented an equivalent of. 3,460 manrears. This m. ht be increase as much as 10 percent in the post-war
long-term penod
'CANNED TOMATOES
Tariff paragraph: 772.
Commodity:
Canne tomatoes.
Rate of duty
805% ad vat
N ovx,.-Tb6 abo~i irte, a1cptIo thavt flid in Otm.ThrI Afttof 190, was redhoed to t2
on of the war with Germany.
oaormy
b
eua~
tter

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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United States consumption of commercially canned tomakm in the
'od 1936-39 averaged 756 million pounds Annually,
of which 68 million pounds, or 7.7 percent, were importd. CoMp
tion per capita in this peiod ws 5.8 pounds, compared with 5.5 pound
in the depression period 1931-35; in the 9-year period 1922-30, per
capita consumption had been about 7 pounds. The decline in per
capital consumption in later years wa probably caused in large part
by the greater use of out-of-season fresh tomatoes, tomato juice, and
tomato paste.
Domestic commercial production of canned tomatoes increased from
714 million pounds in 1922-25 to 757 million in 1926-30; it declined to
607 million in 1931-35, but increased to 700 million pounds in 1938-39.
The unit value of domestic production, according to biennial census
returns, although as low as 4.5 cents per pount r1933;---remained
fairly uniform at 4.9 and 5.0 cents per pound throughout the 1930's.
Imports, virtually all of which have come from Italy increased from
an average of
68 million pounds in 1923-25 to 100 million in 1926430.
declined (after an increase in duty from 15 to 60 percent ad aorern
to 81 million in 1931-35 and to 58 million in 1936-39. The imort
price (foreign value) during these 4 periods was 4.9, 5.3, 3.6, and 3.9
cent. per pound, respectively and tlte
b
average annual total
value of imports was 5.2 mifion das in tho 1926-30 period; this
dol. ed to 2.3 million dollars annually in 1936-39.
4-year pre-war

POST.WAR SHORT TERM

Soon after the war, domestic consumption of canned tomatoes, if
resumed at tbe pro-war rate, would total about 800 million pounds
annually. Imports may be very small perhaps not more than I
percent of consumption. A number of iatZwrs, difficult to foree or
measure, will affect imports, It may 'he ams~med that imports will
come principally from Italy " before the war. However, after the
First WorC l War, it took 5 or 6 years for canned tomato" from Italy
to come bawk into United States market. in full pro-war strength.
Similar delays rhay agin L;i experienced. On the other hand, canned
tomatoes were an important Italian export commodity. Henu,
effort may be made in spite of any food shortage to regai
social
certain foreign markets. All things considered it seems likely that
imports of canned tomatoes will be small for some time after the war.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

C'onsumpaon, Produmet., s4d low'Its
It is asnlume, in view of thke incresing competition between canned
tomatoes and other tosmato Jproeucts, that per capital consumption
of cinned tomatoes will not increase and that it will be about the
sme as In 1939, As to imports, many of the former consumers
mostly Italians of the older generation and others will have switched
over permanently to the domestic pack, Altough considerable
demand may continue both among Italian nation41a and native
Americans, imports are likely to be much Ils than before the wart
perhaps 50 percent le,
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iPer cpita ins.ome at 11 level.

DWY a. in 1939,-Total consumption at tho pr-war percipa
of 5.8 pounds would be about 835 million po d5, of which 26 million
pound or 3 percent might be supplied by sports which at 4 oents
per pound, would have a foreign value of out 1 million dollars.
Production for the domestic market might amount to 810 million
pounds, which at 1939 prices of 4.9 cent per pound, would have a
value of approximately 40 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be nearer those in 1939
or 5 percent of consumption, and might total 40 million pounds, with
a foreign value of 1.6 million dollars. Production for he domestic
market might then approximate 795 million pounds, with a value of
about 39 million dollars.
DThty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be about 2 percent of
consumption or about 15 million pounds with a foreignI value of about
$60(0,000. Production for the domestic market might then be 820
million pounds, valued at about 40 nmilion dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19J.

Although consumer income has not been a material factor in determining tlme consumption of canned tomatoes, it is assumed that a subatantial incre in income might incrmae annual per capita consump.
tion to 6 pounds, which would indicate an annual consumption in this
cowitry of imported and domestic canned tomatoes of about 885
million pounds.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might share in the increased-domestic
Consumption and amount to about 3 percent of consumption or to
at)out 30 million pounds, which, allowing for an increase in price over
1939 to 4.6 conts per pound, would have a foreign valuo of apprximately 1,4 million dollars. Production for the domestic market
wouh[ then be about 835 million pounds, which, at an Increase in
price to 5.6 cents per pound, would have a value of approximately
46 trillion dollars.
lDuty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might increase to about 5
percent of consumption, or to 45 million pounds with a foreign value
of about 2 million dollars. Production for the domestic market then
would total 820 million pounds, with a value of approximately 45
million dollars,
0utjiincreased by 60 percent.-Imports might not exceed 15 million
pounds, or 2 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of $675,000.
Pro(luction for the domestic market then might approximate 850

million pounds, with i value of 46.7 million dollars.
Nxpoat.

Although exports incroed enormously during the present war,
before the war thoy averaged only About 2 millIon po utd annuaiy,
valued at $140,000; during 1926-30 they averaged 6.5 million pounds,
and in 1923 had been as 1igh s 9 million pounds.
Mor than half
0
of tlwe large exports of ii oarly 1920's went to Cuba, a trade now
import duties ofQ that country.
virtually lost becu" of the Inc,
Of the 2.8 million pounds exported In193, tho United Kingdom
took 40 percent, and the remainder was widely distributed. Although exports may continue unusually lorgo for some time after the

Table: [No Caption]
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war, eventually, under a 1939 level of income, they may decline. to
the 1939 levei of about 3 million unds, with anl approximate value
0or if world income levels are high and world trade barof $210,000;
riers do not prevent it, increase to 5 million pounds, with an appronmate value of $400,000.
Enuplmnt.
The-Censuis gives the total number of wage earners employed in
fruit and vegetable panneries. As the same canerie hale many
kinds of fruits and vegetables, no figure or estimate is available of the
number employed in] canning tomatoes alone.
Canners of tomatoes and processors of other tomato products congiie- .60 percent of the United States tomato crop. In 1939, 358)000
acres of tomto were grow for aning and processing aone, which
*at 105 man-bours per acre, makeA a total of approximately 4.7 Million
8-hour man-days for growing the crop As canners.use about 40
percent of this crop, growing the canning crop alone requited about
1.9 million man-days or 6,300 man-years.
TOMATO PASTE
Taiff paragraph: 772.

Tomsto paste and aauce, virtually all paste; sauce, if any,
-negigible..
50 percent ad val.

Commodity:

Rate of duty:

NoTn.-Tbe rate on tomato paste and uce was reduced to 25 percent ad valdrem, eeoltive Novembe
16, 1941, pursuant to trade basemnt writh Argentinaft withh reservation of the right to modify or wIthdaw_
the
adnou~lon after
ofdthe nr w GrMany.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Prod~ctlon
Total

do- bImorts Apparenton
toxrore"t

F
For

.uant
y (1,d").81,933 8,88 78135
i ($1) -------------:...,15.
5,P807
6.----7.3

Unit value (oent per pond) I Foreign

t4
7IN2U
71140
17,.

7.0

----

..-..
-.

vaue.

In 1939, United States consumption of tomato paste amounted to
85 million pounds, of which 7 million, or 8.4 percent consisted of
imports, all from Italy. Exports amounted to nearly 4 million pounds.
Data on consumption and production before 1937 sre incomplete,
but it appears that there had boen a rapid increase in both.
Domestic production in 1939 amounted to 82 million pounds,
valued at 6 million dollars It had been stimulated by the cessation
of imports, during the Firt World War subsequent food embargoes
imposed by the Italian Gover nt, heavy rejections of import
under the pure-food law, and the higer duties imposed in the Tarif
Act of 1922.
Imports declined from a'hih of 18 million pounds in 1925 to a low
of 7 million in 1939. During the same period the import price
'
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1O;2 cents
(foreign value) rose from 9.4 cents perpound in
in 1926-30 largely becatase of the better quality of imports which were
entered after a series of rejections under the pure-ood law;, it th6n
declined to, an average of 7.6 cent for the period 1931-39. Both
imports and import prices declined only slightly during the worst
.
depression years.
--S
POST-WAR, SHORT-TERM
Although total consumption in the immediate post-war period may
be up to 90 Million pounds, it will have to be supplied almost entirely
by domestic prduction, as it is doubtful whether there will be a; considerable revivalof imports from Italy6 Tomato paste, unlike canned
tomatoes, isa standard article of diet among the people of Italy, and
be difficut also
export embargoes may again be placed on -it. It
for the imported paste to regain the United States market in view of
its displacement by the domestic product, which has long been
manufactured here especially for the: trade aong people Of italiit
descent. There may be some imports from or exports to Canada
depending on the price situation in \each country, but the tde will
be small.- There may also be some imports from Argentina, with
which trade developed during the war.

1923-2into

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Import

Regairdiess of the assumed level of national income, consumption in
the post-war long term may be; in the neighborhood of 95 million
pounds.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports may increase again so that they may
supply about 2.5 percent of consumption, totaling about 2.4 million
pounds wj~ich, 't, 7,5 cents per pound, may have a foreign value of
about $185,000. Domestic production may then supply about 92.5
million pounds which, at a price of 7 cents per pund, would havea
value of .5mion dolls
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Inrts might increase 20 percent
above what the trade would be at 1939 rates of duty and approximate
3 percent of consumption, or about 3 million pounds, with a foreign
value of $225,000.: Production for the domestic warket.night then
be about 92 million pounds, with a value of ab6ut 6.4 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 -percent-Imports might decline about 50
percent to about 1.5 million pounds, or less than 2 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of $105,000. Production for the domestic
market would then approximate 93.5 million pounds, with a value of
about 6.6 million dollars.
'

Exports

ID 1939, exports of tomato paste amounted -to 3.8 million pounds,
valued at' $248,0o0.I During the war they have been as high as 10
million pounds. There may be a gradual, increase as compared with
1939 as the highly concentrated --character of the product makes it
more suitable for foreign trade than canned tomatoes.
Employment
No data are available'. (See section on canned tomatoes.)
I

I
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TURNIPS AND RUTABAGAS
Tariff paragraph: 773.
Comowodify:
Turnips and rutabagas.
Rage of duty:
12,% per 100 lbs.

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 16%.

fixed in the Tariff Act of 1000 was 25 cents per 100 pounds, which was reduced to 12)i
NOTE.-The rate
with
trade
to the first and
since

cents, effective

January 1,

1936, pursuant

second

agreements

Coaad.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
Quantity (1,000 pounds) -107, 689

Value (t1I000)
1839
Unit value (cents per pound) -0.8

I

Foreign value.

Turnips and rutabagas are relatively low-priced vegetables grown
for both human food and livestock feed. Adequate statistics onx
domestic production are not available. It is estimated that about
half the domestic production is utilized as livestock feed and the
balance consumed as human food, chiefly on farms. Most of the
commercial crop is produced in Minnesota, Washington, Wisconsin,
Virginia, and locally around the larger consuming centers.
Imports consist almost entirely of rutabagas, practically all of which
are supplied by Canada and enter principal in the large northeatern
markets. Imported rutabagas, all of which are used for human
food, are generally of uniformly high quality and command a premium
in price. During the period 1931 to 1935 imports ranged between 89
and 99 million pounds. After the dutv was reduced 50 percent (25
to 1234 cents per 100 pounds) under the trade agreement with Canada,
JanuaryT 1, 1936, imports rose and ranged between 108 million and
140 million pounds. Under the impetus afforded in 1943 by a sharply
increased price in the United States, double that of 1939, and inadequate domestic supplies of potatoes in the spring of 1943, imports
rose to 197 million pounds.
In view of the absence of adequate data concerning consumption
and domestic production, estimates for the post-war period are
limited to imports.t.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Since the imports consist of a carefully graded quality product,
which responds- to changes in prices in the United States, it would
appear that they may be entered in comparatively large volume during the short-term period.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

A 50-percent decrease or increase in duty would mean an increase
or decrease of 64 cents per 100 pounds which would probably have
some, although not a great, effect upon imports.'
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Duty same as in 1939.-Because of the larger population, imports
may be expected to be about 10 percent larger than in 1939, or close
to 120 million pounds, with a foreign value of approximately $960,000.

Table: [No Caption]
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Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports may increase about 20 Percent
over 1939 to say, 130 milon pounds, wi
orei value o about
1 million dollars.
Duty increase by 60 percent.-The effect of the increase in duty
would be about offset by the effect of -the increase in population.
Imports mbt thus be about the same as in 1939, or 108 million
pounds, with a foreign value of about $840,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Duty as in 1939.-Under the impetus of increased prices in the
United States, imports of rutabagas may rise about 40 percent over
1939; that is to about 150 million pounds, with a foreign value of
about 1.8 million dollars.
Duty reduce by 60 percent-Imports may be about 84 percent
higher than in 1939, or about 160 mlion pounds, with a foreign value
of about 1.9 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Irkports might be about 30 percent
over 1939, or about 140 million pounds, with a foreign value of
about 1.7 million dollars.
Exports

Exports of turnips and rutabagas have been negligible and no
important change is foreseen in this trade in the post-war period.
Employment

It is not possible to estimate employment for these products, as
they are generally produced by part-time farm labor and adequate
statistics of production and acreage are not available.
SAUCES
Tariff paragraph: 775.
Commodity:
Sauces, n, s. p. f.
Rate of duty:
35% ad val.

GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item
Total

For ox-

For do-

mestlo

potmarket

Apparent RtoO
Imports consump- tc
tion sumption

Thin soy:

500
9
1Z200
-00--11,727
uantity (1,000 pounds) ..........
21)
L387 .
Value ($1,00---)-SW-.-.20
.
-.-.
*0.04 --.... 90.040
unit value (per pound)-........
$0.031
Miscellaneous sauces: a
....6..--.... 2,.080.
Quantity (1,000 pounds) - 381
'138
Value
5,087
6,2D5
($l,000)-4....
2.6
5,48
......... 1
$0.067 .. .,
Unit value (per pound)0
-----------

....

'Imports from China and Japan only, virtually all of which consist of thin soy.
Foreign value.
o
a'Imports from countries other than China sad Japan, consisting of mlscellaneous high-priced sauces.
3
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value of
In 1939, United States impor. of sauces had a a
of
whih
about
73
percent
sauce
consistd
of
thin
from
$505,000,
soy
China and Japan, and 27 percent miscellaneous sauces fronm European
countries and; India.*
Thin eoy.-In 1939, total United States consumption of thins Soy
approximated 12 million pounds, of which probablyles than -50,000
pounds were manufactured in the United States. Imports were
valued at $367,000 and domestic output probably at $20,000 to
$25,000. Imports from Japan were about three times as large in
quantity as those from China and about four times as great -in value;
imports from Japan averaged 3.3 cent per pound and those from
China, 2.5 cents. Although United States output in 1939 was almost
negligible, by 1943 it was estimated at about 5 million pounds valued
at $225,000.
Misellkneous sauces-.In 1939, United States consumption of miscellaneous sauces (excluding tomato sauces valued at 25 million
o
dollars) had a value of approximately 5.2 million dollars Pduction
was valued at 5.5 million, exports at $381,000, and imports at $138,000.
Imports came chiefly from the United Kingdom, India, and Italy;
those from the United Kingdom and India were high-priced specialties
with, an average value of 17 to l9 cents per pound, and those from
8 cents per pound.
Italyo
In the pre-war period, the quantities of thin-soy and miscellaneous
sauces imported did not var much from year to year, declining but
slhhtl y during the depression; the value, however, declined con-

8ifers ly.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Immediately after the war, imports of miscellaneous sauces from
the United Kingdom, India, and Italy, the demand for which was
relatively stable before the war, may come back in full pre-war
quantities, although prices will be somewhat higher.
Imports of thin soy will depend largely upon the restoration of
trade relations with China and Japan. In any event, imports from
China may exceed those from Japan for some time to come. However, owing to, the large increase in domestic production during the
war, probably only about half of the pro-war imports will be needed
to satisfy domestic consumption.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

United States consumption of miscellaneous sauces, it may be assumed, will increase at least as rapidly as the population, and imports
may continue to constitute about the same percentage of total consumption as before. On the other hand, the thin soys, which before
the war were virtually all imported, are likely to meet considerable
competition from the domestic soy indutr built up durin the war.
But as the imported soys have a distinctive flavor, it is likely that
the demand for them will continue, but probably imports will be mutt
reduced, possibly to half or a third of their former volume.
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Per capita income 75 percent hiher than In lflF.

Duty a8 in -1939.-C6nsumption might be somewhathigher than
under the lower income possibly 10 percent for both thin soy and
miscellaneoos sauces. 5onmsumption of. thin, soy might amount to
about 15.4 Mion pounds; of,
t, abhit 8.8 million pounds ht
consist of domestic production, which at 4.6 cents per pound would
have a value of approximately $500,000, and 6,8 million pounds of
imports, which at 3.5 cents per pund would have a foreigP value of
about $230 000. Production for the domestic market ofm
sauces might have a value of 6.2 million dollars, and imports a foreign
value of $165,000.Duty reduced or increased by 60 erct.-Althou h changes in the
duty at somewhat higher prices
t otlerwise be htly mote ec
tive than at the lower, ithe stable demand for the rosUctsu
consideration should largely offset this. Thbre'might be an additl
t
10 percent increase or reduction in impose compared with the
at the lower levbl of income. Chae in consumption and produption, if ny, would- probably7 be small. Thus under a reduction of the
duty, import of thin soy miht rise to a foreign value of approitely
$250,000 and those o miscellaneous sauce to S180,000, pd'
increase i the duty im
thin soy might decline to' a foreign
value of approimately $210,000 and imports of miscellaneous sauces
to $150,000.
Expert
There were no exports of thin soy before the war. Whether the
domestic soy can compete in foreign markets with those of Chinese
and Japane manufacture titer the war cannot now be sated. It is
likely, however, that exports, if any, will be small.
In the 19260 period, exports of misellaneous sauc averaged
$670,000 annually; in 1931-35 they 'averaged $313J000; and in
1936-40, $426,000. Canada
been the largest market, and the
major part of the decline in exports in the early 1930' was due to t
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decline in exports to that country. Evidently part of itwas ca_
by the depression and part by hier duties. It is estimated.tt
after the war. at the 1939 level of income, epots of m so
sauces will be about as large a" before the war, ut that uriaer 76
percent general increase in 'income, with a rton of trade barriers,
there may be as much as a 25 percent increase in exports.
Enpoyment

The 1940 Biennial Census of Manufactures reports 11,000 persons
employed by establishments engaged primarily inlthe manufacture of
yickled fruits and vegetables and vegetable sauces and season .
asmuch as miscellaneous sauces represented nearly 6 percent of the
value of the output, it may be assumed that a simlar proportion of
the number employed, or about 640 persons, were engaged in the
manufacture of sauces alone.
ONIONS, PICKLED OR IN BRINE
Tariff paragraph: 775.
Onions pickled or in brine.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
25%eWaloI.
Non.-The rate fixed in the Tarilf Adt of 1930 wa 3 perwnut ad vlorem, whc

as ireqsd to X per

ast pursuant to the trade agreement with the Netherlands, effcve February 1,1930.
GENERAL

Data on United-States imports for 139 are given below:
2 364
Quantity (1,000 pounds) .-__135
Unit value (per pound) -$0. 057

Value ($1,000)-'Foreign value.

Onions, pickled or in brine consist of the small sizes, either pickled
in vinegar and put up in bottles for sale by retailers, or preserved in
brine and stored and shipped in bulk, to be pickled and bottled later
by wholesale food processors.
Statistics of United States consumption and production are not
available, but it is known that there is considerable production
aroundChicago, with some also in New York State and Conecticut.
There is, however, no domestic production of the very small sizes
k"iown as pearl onions, all of which are imported.. There is so much
hand labor connected with the preparation and pickling of small-size
onions that they can be prepared much more cheaply abroad than
in this country. The value of imports (foreign value in brine) has
never been as much as 1 percent of the farm value of the total United
States onion crop.
Imports have consisted mostly of onions in brine for pickling and
bottling in the United States. Pearl onions enter already pickled- and
bottled. Average annual importsinthe4-yearpre-warperiod, 1936-39,
amounted to 1.9 million pounds, valued at $124,000, or 6.5 cents pe
pound. Imports were less than 1 million 'pounds in 1935, but after
thd duty was lowered from 35 to 25 percent ad valorem in the agree
ment of 1936 with the Netherlands, they increased to 2.4 million
pounds by 1939. Imports were about 20 percent higher in 1939
than the 4-year average. They seemed somewhat sensitive to changes
in consumer income.

IMPORTS AXND1MBC PROS)UCN
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in the pir-wwr .period, an irage of +;89: percent :- th Uijports
came frm the Netherlands and 9 percent from Japan; China, Htl
and Greece supplied smaller quantities.
OST.WAR ~shORT TERM
Depending upon the extent of the revery of the iuidutry in X
Netherlands import. in the period
immediately following th we
may recover to their pro-war figures:
POST-WAR LONG TERM

In view of the absence of adequate data on United States conip
tion and production' estimateforthe post-war period 1areltto
imports. There will probably be ancontmuance of the pre-war upward
trend in imports, at least sufficient to take eare of the larger population.
Per capital Mnme at 1959 level.

a, in 199.-Impoxts might increase about 15 percent over
TD a8
the prewar average, or to about 2,2 million pounds. At a price of
6
cents per pound, imports might have a foreign value of approxmately

$130,0600,

Duty reded by 50 percent.-Imports might increase by an, ad.itional 25 percent to 2.8 million pounds, with a foreign vahi of approximately $165,000.
DuVi increased by 60\ percen-With an ad valorez rat of duty of
3734 percent, import. would likely decline 25 percent beloW the level
of 1939, and' amount to approximately 1.6 million pounds,with a
foreign- value of about $100,000
Per capita Inc me. 75 percent

hpheruthan in 1os.
Dutudas in i939!.-Imports might increase as much as 25 percent
over those under the lower level of income, or to approximately' 2.8
million pounds, which at a.somewhat higher price, psibly 8cent.
per pound, would have a forei alue of about $220,000.
Da~y rOduced by 60 percent-Inmports might increase by an addi
tional 25apercent or to approxmately 3.4 million pounds, with a
foreign value of about $276,00Duty increased by 50 percent.-Inmports might decline by 25 percent
from those under the duty as in 1939, to about pre-war levels w
million pounds at, the same 'price as above would have a foreign
value of about'$160,000.
Export.

Statistics of export., if any, are not available. exports of all
pickles in 1939, most of which consisted 'of cucumber pickles, totaled
about 2 million, pounds with a value of $200,000. In view of
probable competition with countries where labor costs are much
lower, it is not likely that exports of pickled onions alone will bei of
any importance after the war.It is not possible to estimate employment' in this industry as the
total production, which Cotitutes but-a small fraction of the pck
and sauces industry, is niot kiown.
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Data on United States imprts for 1939 (apparent consumption) are
given below:
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The typ of endives considered in this report is tew-calldFreh
endive or Witloof chicor It is usd prc y a a fancy saad
peon by exclusive hotes and caf Te dmand for uc v
piarl
mainly confined to some of the larger c
t
York City. In pre-war years the domestic market depended
entirely upon imports fom Bel
As domestic commercial pruction f endives is probabI v
crop
small consumption is supplied almost etirely by IMpots.
isgronuto ave limited extet o truck firms d inhot
New York, New Jery, and IlMinois, but statistics of domestic produc6
lin pounds
tion are not available. Although ar
annually in earlier years, imports dclid during the 1931-35 period
to an avenge of 1.3 million ptund, and rose to an average of .5
million pounds during the next five e -1938-0. Import of
Gemay.
endives ceased after the occupation of BemlgiumbyT
n
tends
to
of
endives
in
ith
ay
Consumption
Wil increase in the nea
However it is not likely that consume
future. WPhe public taste for such an rtic likely:to be leaned by
its continued absence from the market for several yen. Moreover,
the increasing use of domestically produced winter vegetables may
adversely affect themarket for enidives..
/

~~POT-WA RSORT TERM

It seems probable that consumption of endives in the short-term
will not exceed that of 1939 despite the growth in population and the
higher national income. Several years may be required to recapture
the market for this specialty.
POST-WAN LONG TERM
It is doubtful. whether domestic prouction of endives will be much
greater than in 1939. Few in this country may be expected to produce
endives m response to the limited demand for this pdixct from a
small number of hotels and rataurants. Consumption as in the post
will probably be largely dependent upo imports. As the duty is
low (3 cents per pound, euivalet to 13 percent ad valorem iz 1939)
e in the rate irwould probby not
a 50-percent reduction or i
cause a great increase or decrease in the volume of imports.
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Cocoa beans are the raw -material from which cocoa, chocolate, and
cocoa butter are manufactured. Cocoa beans are not produced hinthe
United States. They -are imported free of duty and comeichiefly
from the Gold Coast,`Nigeria Breail and the Caribbean countries.
(Ssee separate reiprt, on-oooa .
bean. Under the pure food
:
ihe*drou~d
gmliO
t beret
laws of the United States it mut otat
butter; that is, practically althe ocoa butter containea in e bean.
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The plastic mass (chocolate liuor) which issues from the heated
he
ding mills hardens cooked
and is usually made into 10-pound
g1zk5, which are either marketed to confectioners and others, or
used by the manufacturer in the production of chocolate bars, candy,
or other products. The chocolate blocks are known to the trade as
chocolate coatings.
Cocoa is the "cake" obtained when some of the cocoa butter is
pressed from the chocolate liquor and usually contains 22 percent or
less-of cocoa butter. The "cocoa cake" is hard and must be ground
before use. Most of it is used by the manufacturer in combination
with other materials ih the preparation of cocoa, which is sold in cans
for household beverage uses.
If sweetened cocoa and chocolate are mixed with substances other
than sugar, such as milk, nuts, fruit, etc., the product is classed as
confectionery and is dutiable under paragraph 506.
Nearly two-thirds in quantity of the output of the domestic cocoa
and chocolate industry (exclusive of confectioner) in 1939 was
chocolate, sweetened and unsweetened, about one-furth was powdered cocoa, and less than 10 percent was cocoa butter. On the
basis of the apparent consumption of cocoa beans by the industry, the
consumption in 1939 was about 10 percent greater than the annual
average for the period 1935 to 1938.
Imports in 1939 consisted predominantly of unsweetened cocoa
and chocolate. The aggregate imports in 1939 were about 24 percent
greater than the average for the years 1935 to 1938; in none of
these years were they equivalent to as much as 1 percent of the
domestic output. The average unit value of the imports in 1939
was only slightly less than the average of the imports during the
preceding 4 years.
The unsweetened cocoa, the principal imported item, was a high
quality, specialty item; the average foreign unit value of 1939 imports
of unsweetened cocoa was 11.8 cents per pound and the average value
of the United States output in that year was 7.6 cents per pound.
In the immediate pre-war years United States imports of cocoa and
chocolate were mainly from the Netherlands. The United States
imfrts in 1939 of cocoa and chocolate products by types were as
Foreign value
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United States expurtsof cocoa and chocolate products totaled 19
million pounds in 1939, which was more than twice the rolufe
exported in 1937 or 1938, the average for these 2 years having been
7 million pounds. The higher exports in 1939 were accounted for
by the increase in shipments of cocoa/butter, which amounted to 1334
million pounds in this year, compared with an average of 2 million
for the 2 breeding years. In 1939 the volume of exports of cocoa
and chocolate products were more than four times that of imports,
whereas in 1937 and 1938 they were only slightly more than twice
the volume of imports. The significant fact, however, is that the
United States cocoa and chocolate industry is on an export basis
though both exports and imports are small in relation to volume of
production.
The United States is the predominant world producer and consumer
of cocoa and chocolate products, consuming nearly -50 percent of the
world's annual supply of cocoa beans before the war. (See separate
section on cocoa beans.)
It is probable that the upward trend in United States per capital
consumption evident during the 1920's and 1930's may be maintained. The United States may continue to be the world's lead
producer and consumer of cocoa and chocolate products, and imports
may continue to consist more or less of specialty products.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the first few years after the war ample supplies of cocoa
beans will probably be available and the domestic consumption of
cocoa and chocolate products may be from 20 to 30 percent higher
than in 1939. Almost all of this would be sup lied by domestic
production. The war-disrppted European chocolate-manufact
industry will probably not have recovered by this time, and'unita
States imports, which were relatively small in the pro-war year,
may be even lower than in 1939.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capital Income at 1939 level.

It may be assumed that the United States per capita consumption
of cocoa and chocolate products under these conditions will be pos
sibly 10 percent greater than in 1939 in line with the pro-war trend;
so that, taking into account an increase in population of about 10
percent, the total consumption would be approximately 800 million
pounds. Since the volumes of both exports and imports are likelyto be very small in relation to total consumption, domestic produce
tion, expressed in millions of pounds, may approximate total coinsumption. The assumed levels of rates of duty will have minor
effects on the quantity of domestic production when so expressd
and, at slightly above 1939 price production may have an approximate aggregate value of 80 million dollars.
Duty as tn 1939.-In view of the fact that imports in 1939 were
relatively large compared with those in the immediately preceding
years, the volume of imports ma be aproximately that in 1939 or
4% million pounds valued at possibly $800,000 (foreign value). This
would be considerably less than 1 percent of consumption.
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mnmPORTS ANDo-D3IC nOucx
l reduce by 60 prc nt.-This reduction would result in rates
Duy
only 25 percent as h nh the Tariff Act of 1930. Imports Inthe
agegte would probably- not increase more than about 10 percent
over those in .1939 and amount to about 5 million pounds with a
-

foreign value of about $670,000. Imports of some item in thia-lss
might increase--ore than this and others les, but in the aggregate
they probably would not amount to more than 0.6 percent of domestic
consamption.
.
Duty increase by 50 percen-.Such a change in duties would bring
the rates on most items to three-fourths of the rates in efet from
1930 teo 1938. On the basis of the trend of imports under the rates
in the Tariff Act of 1930 compared with those under the lower rates
in effect July 1, 1939, it is probable that imports at rates increased
by 50 percent might agegate approximately 4 million pounds, nith
a forein value of $540,000.
Per eCape tncom0 75 percent higher than in 1#9.
It is possible that with the higher per capital

income and prices
possibly 26 percent higher than: in 1939, consumption per capital
might increase 30 percent over that in 1939, bnritmg the total consumption of cocoa and chocolate products to appronraately 900 million
pounds. At this level of income it is 'als supposed that domestic
production would vittually tp ate c option ad the ued
changes in rates of duty would have only a minor effect on domestic
values and consumption. the *tlue of production may be about 120
million dollars, wit prices perhaps 25 percent higher than in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports hght equal approximately 6 million
pounds, which w o rpesen increase of 33 percent over the
retiveli high imports of 1499. At the her prices likely to prevail
at th higher income, the foreign value of imports-might approximate
1 million dollars.
ty recdued 6 0 perceti.-Imports of cocoa and chocolate may
increase only sligtly and range from 6 to 6% million pounds, with a
foreign value of from 1 to 1.1 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 perent.-Since from 85 to 90 peritnt of the
imports of cocoa and chocolate products normally have been of items
subject to specific rates of duty, the ad Valorem equivalent of the
duties would decline almost in proportion to increases in foreign unit
values, thus reducing the relative burden of duites. Under them conditions the assued increased rates of duty would probably not materially affect the volume of imports, which may be 5.5-6.0 million
pounds, with a foreign value of 0.9-4.O million dollars.
The United States exports of cocoa and chocolate products in 1939
amounted to 19 million pounds, -which was more than twice that
during any of the years 1935 to 1938. The increased exports consisted
almost wholly of cocoa butter, These shipments went predomatly
to the United Kingdom, Belgium, Canada, Australia, and New.
Zealand. When the chocolate-manufacturing industry in Europe is
restored, United States eXports of these 'products will probably again
take on the pre-war pattern and represents in the neighborhood of 1
percent of the domestic production. The principal chocolate-manufacturing countries depend on imports for the supply of the child
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principalsource and esumabi at about the same cost'. Thus it in
likely thit.the United States will-supply about the'same proportion
of the foreign demand for coa ad- chocolateproductsin the rost*w
as in th-e pre-war years. The manufacturing of cocos and c coate

products in the tropical oco&4beanF producing countries has not bee
important.
BlMont:

The number of persons employed in the cocoa ar4 chocolate industry
in 1939 w~s 6,464. This ixjcludes those enggd in prpi uqi coa
fectionery items which are Manutactured
b tte
colaie iftl
Changes in rates of duty on co oa ad c ocolate products would
probably have only. a minor effect on domestic output and employI
ment in this industry. Probably as many as 9,000 persons may
employed in the domestic industry at the higher assumed level of
income.

HMY

Tariff paragraph 779.
Comiv4idty:
Hay kate of duty:
$2.6 per hiort ton.

Eq4iialeaet aid palorm (1939):. 32%

Now.-The rate fied In the Tariff Ac of1900
a $5 rw to. Ittlea
P'
. rducd to etoie
uary 1, 936, and further reduced to $2.50, effective January 1,1W,
qu It to te
1
nu wt
Cnada,.
Hay was admitted duty-free for the relief of drodght area diAugt to um Xi 114-a
194142, and to relieve the teed shortage during Decmber to June 190-4.
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Data on United States' production,
1939 are given below:
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Of the total hay crop produced in:1939, 31 percent was alfalfa; 26
percent, clover and timothy; 8 percent, soybean; 6 percent,.Lespedeza;
and the remainder, 29 percent, miscellaneous hays.
About 90 percent of the production of hay is consumed on the farms
where it is grown and the remainder is sold locally or shaiped by truck,
rail, or water to Aity markets or to cen
of the ary indut.
The Northeastern Statep r ep4ally significant from th triff ad
import standpoit. Largely beuse of the impo of *4o dairy
in ustry in those State., their consgmptjn of h
s Large in p"oprtion to area, Most sections of these Stte, aita
proportion of their cropland to hay find it necessary to draw supplies from outside sours Wo y ip , p
rm
Canada, come almost exclusively into this region.
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POST-wA IMPORTS AND. DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Although total consumption of hay in the United States has fluctuuated yearly, the annual average consumption is fairly stable; in 1926-29
it amounted to 86.3 million tons as compared with 85.2 million tons
in 1937-39. The number of horses steadily declined in 1926-39 while
that of cattle increased. The number of haynsuming animal units t
amounted to 75.5 million annually in 192630 ad reached a peak of
85.9 million in 1933, and was 77.2 million in 1937-39. The consump.
tion of hay per hay-consuming animal unit ranged from a low of 0.78
ton in 1934 (a drought year) to a high of 1.24 tons in 1927. In 1939
it amounted to 1.17 tons. The average of 1926-39 was 1.04 tons.
By excluding the drought years from the average, consumption and
the ratio of imports to'consumption in 1939 may be considered about
representative of pre-war years, but production was about, 5 percent
less thin the average for that period. The difference was made up

from stocks.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The trend of hayx.consuming animal' units has been upward during
the war period but will probably decline from the wartime peak' it
seems likely that consumption of hay will be about 5 percent higher
than in 1939. Imports will probably supply about the same proportion of consumption as in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Although there have been definite cycles in the number of hayconsuming animal units in the pre-war period, it seems probable that
the average consumption in the post-war period will be about 100 million- tons. This quantity is somewhat lower than the 103 million tons
consumed in 1942. Production would. probably supply practically all
consumption except relatively small quantities of imports into the
Northeastern States and would amount to slightly less than 100 million
tons, valued at 800 million dollars under either assumption as to the
change in duty.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports seem likely to increase in about the same
proportion as consumption and will probably be about 53,000 tons, or
about 0.05 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of $420,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With the duty decreased to the equiva,
lent o about 16 percent ad valorem, imports would probably increase
considerably and amount to about 100,000 tons, or about 0.1 percent
of consumption, with a foreign value of $795,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-With a duty increased to the equivalent of about 48 percent ad valorem, imports would probably decrease
about 50 percent below 1939 to 24,000 tons, or about 0.03 percent of
consumption, with a foreign value of about $190,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption might increase about 15 percent over 1939 and be
slightly above 105 million tons. Production would supply all of consumption but a fraction of 1 percent which would be imported. Prices
The following factors were used to determine the number of hayconsumlng animal units: milk ows,
tO; other cattle, 0.75; sheep and lambs, 0.16; and hores and mules, 0.82.
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seem ~likely to be about $12 per ton. Production would amount to
about 105- million tons, valued at- 1,260 million dollars.
Duty: as in 1989.-Imports wqold prokibly be about 55,000 tons, or
about 0.05 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of about
$660,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports seem likely to be about 0.1
percent of consumption, or about 105,000 tons, with a foreign value of
$1 260,000.
Duty increased by O percint.-Imports would probably amount to
about 0.03 percent of consumption, or about 32,000 tons with a foreign
value of $385,000.
Exports
Exports of hay have been insignificant and seem likely to continue
to be so in the post-war period. With the exception of the crop year
1937-38, when about 111,000 tons of hay were exported to Canada;
exports averaged about 2 500 tons annually in 1930-39 and went
principally to Canada and [exico.
Employment

The United States Department of Agriculture estimates that 20
hours are required to produce one acre of alfalfa and 8.3 hours to produce one acre of clover and timothY. On this basis, the equivalent of
303,000 persons fully employed all year were required to Produce the
1939 crop of hay. In the post-war period about 354,000 persons would
probably be required at the lower income level, and 370,000 persons
at the higher.
HOPS
Tariff paragraph: 780.
Commodity:
Hope.
Rate of duty:
24 per lb.

Equivalent ad valorem (19s8): 59%.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Hops Bar uedin teXbyein 'o beer Ekd uo sgniiat quantiis
are consued outsie8th mati
e industry.
The
apparent
consumption of hops in 1939 was 38 million poundI, just about the
same as the annual average consumption for the 5-year perod 1935-39
Production, import, and export figures for 1939 were about the same
as the average for the period1935-39. Unit values in all asications
were higher for 1939 than the responding annual average for
1935-39,
Following the repeal of national prohibition and until the war,
imported hops ordinarily accounted for a fifth to a fourth of the total
quantity used by domestic brewers. Imports averaged 8.3 million
pounds annually during 1936-39 and consisted principally of-seedless
es. . In this respect they differed greatly from most domestic hops.
The imported seedless hops were considered desirable also because of
their-aroma, and quality, and considerable prestige was-attached to
their finenesss."
;-.:
The rice of imported hops, duty,-paid, has always been much higher
than the domestic product and nearly all imports are blended with
domestic hops. The principal sources of supply were Czechoslovakia
Yugoslavia, and Germany.
Although imports exceeded exports in 4 of the 5 years 1935-39,
exports ini tie past have usually been greater than impots. An
annual average of nearly 5 million pounds were exported d
Kindom ad Eire, which aect.
1935-X9, chiefly to the Unnid
for three-fourtli or more of the total exports i all years except 1939
The quantity of hops used in producing a barrel of beer' h teadily
decreased. In 1935 about seven-tenths of a pound per barrel represented the average ratio used by domestic brewers; by 1943 it was less
than -one-half pound. This dowwnward trend will probably not
continue in the post-war years, but the amount of hops used per barrel
of beer probably will not return to Ihe pre-war level.
-During the war United States hops have been practically the only
ones available to brewers in this country as well as in hop deficient
countries outside of Axis-controlled areas.. During; the perod
1940, domestic production has shown a 20-percent increase over
the preceding 5-year period, and an increased portion of the domestic
output has been of seedless types. Hops have been under price
control since December 1942.
POST;WAR SHORT TERM

The consumption of hops will probably be greater than in the
immediate pre-war years, with domestic hops representing a higher
proportion of the total than formerly. Foreqig hops may be available,
although in limited quantity, and their prie may be relatively high
-Moreover, demand for them is likely to be less than in pro-war yean
because of the exclusive use of domestic hops during the past few
years. Total production will probably be at a high level beaus of
the large demand for both the domestic market and for exports.
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milltovi Uelq. To P(Ftiy
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d with 0.00 pomd z1939.
AtVhough'mge
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dufty wrill oIr
little effect on the tota
quantity of hops consunned, they may aect the price to brewersot
inapotte hne, and also hae consideable effect on the quantity and

value of-4domtic producing.
Total production, including hops for export, may range between 35
and 37 million pounds and the totalvaue may range between 8.0 ad
9.6 million dollar.
as in 1939.-With the duty-as i 1939, namely 24: cents a
Duty
pound, imported hops probably will not be used in p great a proportion
to the- total a in proa yar. Impot might represent roughly
15 percent of comption, ad thus perhaps excbed 5 million pounds.
At a unit value approxitig that of 1939 the total foreign value of
imports wold be about 1.9 million dolars. Production for the
domstic market tht:- be about 31 I Million pounds which with
price at 2S cents a pond or bhout the pne as in 1939, would ke a
value of about 7A million dolls.
su .
Dut reduced by 50percent.-Imports
ht
supply about 22 percent
of coueumptionn or about 8 million pounds IThe unt value may b
thler than in 1939, or 38 cents a pound because
the
slightly
r~uction m duty may be absorbed by foreign sell. Tspart.of
the ttal
foreign value of imp6rts may ewht ecee4 3 million dollars.
Production, for the domestic market mnay :be in the neighborhood of
28 million pounds, vaued at about 6.4 nUion
dollar
uig that
prices wvil be somewhat lower th in_13, or 23 cenis a pound.
by.O pCeti.-Imports mht not be more than 4
increased Forgn
million pounds.
unit valis might tend to be little lowe
than it unchanged rates of duty, or about cent a pund,
P
because of
a decreased tota demand for the product and because foreign seller
might lower their price to absorb part of the duty increase. Thdtotal foreign value of imports ight thus be about 1.4 million dolM.
Production for the domestic markt might amount to about 32 nildn
pounds, and, at a gnit farm value* a cent or so lher thaat Iduty
rates as in 1939, or about 26 cents a pound, might have a total value
of 8.3 million dollars.
Per casfitt Income f5 pete~nt higher thn in i1iD.
Consumptionlmight be about & million pods, aut 430 percent
higher than in 1939, asuiuning that simo 90 million birls of bee,
requiring
und 0.55 pound of hops per bal, will be produce.
Duty changes by o0 percent in ithr dectiot -prbably would hAve
considerable offoct on the relative quantities nd vaue of botl
domestc ad imported hope, although little effect on tot conunp
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qunw 00 ST6-WAR IMPORYAND boM T: ODUCnON
Production for both domestic consumption and exports might be
52-55 million pounds. At. unit. values about double those of 1939,
production might havre a value of 22-30 millionD dollars.
Duty as in I99.-Imports will probably supply about 15 percent of
consumption, or- about 7 million pounds. The foreign unit value will
probably be very high, perhaps 60 cents a pound, and the total foreign
value of imports might thus be about 4.2 million dollars. Production
for domestic consumption might be near 43 million pounds, and, at a
unit value of 50 cents per pound, have a total value of about 22 million
dollars
.Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might supply around 20 percent of consumption, or 10 million pounds. At a foreign unit value
possibly*somewhat higher than with duty as in 1939, or about 62 cents
per pound, tuhe total foreign value of these imports would be 6.2
million dollars. Production for the domestic'market might be about
40 million pounds, and at the somewhat lower unit price -of about 45
cents per pound, might have a total value of about 18 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be about 5 million
pounds supplying about 10 percent of consumption. The foreign
unit vaiue would tend to be lower than with duty a0 in 1939, and might.
be about 58 cents per pound. On this basis imports would have a
total foreign value of about 2.9 million dollars. 'Production for the
domestic market might be around 45 million pounds, and, at about
55 cents per pound, might have a value of about 25 million dollars.
Exports

Exports were much higher during the war than in the immediate
pre-war period. However large quantities went to countries formerly
using European hops, and, with the return of peace, some of these
markets, particularly in South America, may be lost. In this case,
with world income levels approximatly those of 1939, total exports
may be near pre-war levels, since they would go largely to pre-war
forei buyers, and may be 5-7 million pounds, with a value of roughly
1.7-2.4A lion dollars.
With world income at high levels, world consumption of hops may
increase to about the same extent as in the United States. If so,
foreign demand for United States hops may be much greater than
would otherwise be the case and may possibly amount to 10-12 million
pounds annually, with a value perhaps of 545-6.6 million dollars.
Employment

It is estimated that 432 man-hours are required to produce an acre
of hops, with 128 hours accounting for pre-harvest labor and 304 for
harvest. On the basis of the 1939 acreage (31,000 acres) the equivalent of 6,000 fully employed persons was necessary to produce the
crop. Under post-war conditions, though it is possible that production
of hops may be considerably increased, total employment would not
increase very much, as more and more mechanical pickers are being
used for harvest, decreasing the number of seasonal harvest workers

required.
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CAYENNE PEPPER'

EBquivalenat ad
Rate of duty Oatorem (1939)

Commodity
Cayenne pepper:

5f per b

Unground
Ground-

495a

Q
--

80 per lbz--

Average------

49%.

-

X "Capsicum or red pepper or cayenne pepper," Tariff Act of 19.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
i imports
Produo|protsto
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------...
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..-.---.
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-------:
-----600
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10.0
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'7,14
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Percew

'16

.

I Production for the domestic market only. Export data for 1939 not available, but exports in that yuur
were probably very small.
' Estimated.,
Includes unground, 1.1 million pounds, valued at $118,000; ground, 4,000 pounds, valued at $576.
'$ Foreign
value.

Cayenne (or red) pepper, the fruit of pungent varieties of Capsicum
has long been one of the more important spices used in the United
States. In addition to its use as a spice, cayenne is also used extensively in the manufacture of medicinal and flavoring products. During the present war consumption has increased substantially because
of its use as a substitute for other spices, particularly black and white
pepper, which have been scarce.
Cayenne pepper as grown in the United States in large quantities
but official statistics of production are not available. The principal
centers of cultivation are in California, Mississippi, Louisiana, and
South Carolina. Crude cayenne pepper, both domestic and imported
is processed and ground in the United States; very small quantities ok
ground pepper are imported.
Imports in 1939 6f whole and ground cayenne pepper were considerably below the annual average during the years 1935-39, which was 1.5
million pounds, valued at $119,000, with a unit value of 7.9 cents per
pound. Japan was the principal pre-war source, but relatively small
quantities came also from Mexico and Africa. During 1941-44 imports, nearly all from Mexico, ranged between 3.5 million and 6.3
million pounds, with a foreign value of $425,000 to $921,000.
The total consumption of cayenne pepper during 1935-39 probably
averaged- about 7 million pounds annually. Estimates from trade
sources indicate that United States production during that period was
about 5 million to36 million pounds annually (unground basis), but
that during the war, the crop may have increased to possibly as much
as 15 million pounds. Since most cayenne pepper is ground, the total
quantity, domestic and imported, ground iin the Unite States during
the war may have been as much as 20 million pounds annually.

U
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Domestic consumption may be about 70 percent eighr than in 1939
or about 12 million pounds annually. Domestic production Way Sup.
ply aBout 10 million pounds and imports about millionpounds.
POST-WAR LONO TERM

Censmpdou, Production, and Impors
As a result of the greater use of cayenne pepper during the war,
rulting fromt the arecity of othepiroey, spice manufacturers and
important consumers, such as meat packers, may have become so
accustomed to the use of cayne that the per capita consumption
after the war may be higher than in the pre-war period.
Pet tpfta Income at I1ch level.
The total domestic consumption of cayenne pepper might be Aspproximately 25 percent higher than in 1939, or about 9 million pounds
annually.
Duty as in 1989.-Production for the domestic market might supply
about 7 million pounds, which at the estimated value as of 1939, would
hive a value of about $700,000. Imports might supply about 22 percent of consumption, or about 2 million pounds which at 8 cents per
woud have a total
pound, the average foreign unit value for 193 l9,
foreign value of about $200,000.
Duty deelsed 'b 60 percent.-Production for the domestic market
might supply about 6.5 million pounds, with a value of perhaps
$650tO00. imports might supply around 28 percent of the estimated
total consumption of 9 million pounds, or about 2.5 million pounds,
with a total forei value, at 8 cents per pound, of $200,000.
Duty ideated -by 60 pereea. -Production for the domestic market
might supply about 7.5 million pounds, and imports about 1.5 million,
17 percent of the estimated domestic
the latter being apprpxuately
of
9
million
pounds. At- the Unit values As of
eOpis~i~ntion about
1939, domestic production woud thus -be valued at $750,000, and
imports would have a foreign value of about $120,000.
Per capital Income 25 peteent higher then hs 1*".

The consumption of cayenne pepper might be, around 10 percent
higher than At the lower income level, or about 10 million pounds
annually.
AuX as itn 199.-United States production for the domestic
market might be about 7.5 million pounds, valued at about $940,000
(12.5 cents per pound). Imports might total 2.5 million pounds,
supplyihg 25 percent of the estimated total consuimption, which, at
unit values 25 percent higher than the average for 1935-39, would
have a total foreign value of about $250,000.
Thdy de eased by 60 percets.-Production for the domestic market
might Amount to 7 million pounds, and be valued at about $875,0600
percent of
Imports might amount to 3 million pounds, supplying
estimated cosuxptioki, with a foreign value of about $300,000.
Duty inete zed 60 pfor
peahens-Production the domestic market
be
Million
might 8
pounds, valued it about 1 million dollars. Im2
total
million
ports might
pounds, ubpplyin 20 percent of estimated

consumption with a foreign value of about $200,000.
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domestic seed. The exception was the seed from China, which was
very low in quality and price.
Prepared mustard was prduced in the United States in 1939 to the
grossvalue of $7,335,000,"and impred to the amount of 1,240,000
pounds, with a foreign value of $664,000. The domestic prLduction
consisted mostly of wet mustard, and the imports at entirely of
mustard flour from the United Kingdom. English mustard flour is
much higher in prestige, and price, than mustard flour produced in
the United States. During the war imports, of prepared mustard,
like those of the seed, have almost ceased, and although statistics
are not available, domestic production of prepared mustard has probably been at least 2 or 3 times as great as in the period immediately
before the war.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Because of (a) the high level of domestic production of mustard
seed and prepared mustard, and (b) the inability of domestic spice
manufacturers to obtain European seed and English mustard flour
during the war, it appears probable that domestic production of mustard seed and prepared mustard in the short term will be considerably
higher than ia 1939. Imports, however, may not be more than onehalf as large as in 1939; even assuming there will be a demand for imported mustard products, exportable supplies in foreign countries
probably will not be available in substantial quantities.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consnmption, Producton, and Imports

Mustard has probably been used to a considerable extent during the
war as a substitute for other spices which were scarce or unavailable.
A part of this substitution, particularly, for spices which are higherpriced than mustard, ma continue after the other spices again become available. Mustard 'o
tion may, therefore, remain somewhat higher than before the war imports, however, may be less than
bfore the war, particularly under the assumption of national income
at the level of 1939. Since United States spice manufacturers have
necessarily used a very much smaller proportion of imported mustard
with their domestic mustard during the war, they may not consider the
foreign products so essential as they formerly did.
Changes in the duty of 50 percent in either direction probably would
have only a moderate effect upon the total consumption of mustard
seed and prepared mustard products. Such changes might, however,
have considerable effect on the quantities, and even more effect upon
the kinds, imported. For example, the foreign value of the Chinese
seed imported in 1939 was little above the duty of 1% cents per pound;
little or no Chinese seed might enter if the duty were increased by 50

percent.

Per capital income at

19t9 leveL

Consumption and domestic production would probably be higher
than in 1939, and imports lower.
Duty as in 1939.-Domestic conumption of seed might be about 23
million pounds. Production of seed might be around 18 million
pounds (nearly double that of 1939), which at the average unit value
estimated for 1939, 5 cents per pouad, would be worth $90,000. Tm-

POST-W.A IMPOM
-AAND DOMSfTIC PRODUCTION,

805

ports probably would not exceed S million pounds which at the same
unit value as m 1939, would have aforeiga value oi $270,000.
Domestic production of prepared mustard might am-ount to 10
million dollars. Imports Probably would not exceed 800,000 pounds
which at the same unit value as in 1939, 52.9 eats per pound, would
have a foreign value of $425,000.
Dut decreFaeed byO
601eTCent.-Consumption of seed might be about
17
million
24
pounds, million (valued at $850,000) from domestic pro7 million (with a foreign value of $350,QOO) from imports.
and
duction,
Domestic production; of prepared, mustard it Abe 10 million
dollars. Imports might be about 900,000 pounds, whie,- at the unit
value of 1939, would have a foreign value' of about $475,000.
Duty increased by 50 percent-Consumption of seed might be
about 23 million pounds-domestic production might supply 19 million
pounds, valued at $950,000 and imports 4 million pounds, with a
foreign value of perhaps $240,000.
Domestic production of prepared mustard might be about 10
million dollars. Imports probably would not exceed 700,000 pounds,
with a foreign value of approximately $370,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption, production, and imports of mustard seed and prepared mustard might be expected to be higher than under the per
capita income level of 1939-about 20 percent higher in- the, case of
the seed and about 25 percent in the case of.the prepared mustard.
Duty as in 1989. Consumption of seed might be 28 million pounds
of which domestic production might supply 22 million pounds, with a
value, at 6.5 cents per pound, of 1.4'million dollar; and imports, 6
million pounds with a foreign value at 7 cents per pound, of $429p,000.
Domestic production of prepared mustard might be as high as 12,5
million dollars. 'Imports might amount to about 1.1 million pounds,
with a foreign value, at 70 cents per pound, of $770,000.may decreased bySO percent-Domestic consumption of seed might
amount to 29 million pounds; 20 million, valued at 1.3 million dollars,
from domestic production and 9- million, with a foreign value of perhaps $540,000, from imports.
Domestic production of prepared mustard probably would be about
the same as under no duty change, about 12.5 million dollars. Imports, however, might be as high as 1.2 million pounds, with a foreign
value of perhaps $840,000.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Consumption of seed might be 28
million pounds-23 million for domestic production-and 5 million for
imports. The domestic production, at 6.5 cents per pound, would be
worth 1.5 million dollars; the imports, at 8 cents per pound, would
have a foreign value of $400,000.
Domestic production of prepared mustard might be worth 12.5
million dollars. Imports probably would not exceed a million
pounds, with a foreign value of perhaps $700,000.
Exports

Exports of mustard seed, or prepared mustard, if any, are not
separately reported.
Employment
No data regarding employment in this industry are available.
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In spite of the substantial production of certain dpices during thO
war in the United States, stock of spices Ilthis country atihe end of
the war will be very low. Supplies in .prtigg countries probably
will, on the other hand, be unusually large, because of lack of available
markets during the war. Most of the spices are-nonperishable 'When
in whole or ungund form, retaining their original pungency or
flavor for a very. long time. iver though some of the spice-distributi facilities in Far Eastern marketing centers may hve been
damaged or destroyed by military operations, this probably should
not prevent exportation. It is unlikely that perennial plants or
trees will have suffered material damage, other than that caused by
neglect. Such damage could probably be repaired within a year or
two. It appears probable, therefore that imports for immediate
consumption and for replenishment of stocks will be unusually high.
Domestic production will probably supply only a negligible part of
consmption.
POST-WAR LONG TERM'
Conmption, Production, and Impvto

Imports of spices in general are not affected markedly by minor
price changes such as might result from a 50-percent increase or de.
income
crease in the duty. Marked changes ip consumer
probably
would, hover, affect consumption sutntialy. There is, 1n add;*
tion, probably a long-time upward trend in spice consumption per
capital be of (1) increasing'refinements in the cooking and serving
of food, (2) the use of more manufactured preparations containing
spices or spice'products, and (3) a tendency toward the substitution of
extracts or essences of spices for the spices themselves.
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

The total consumption of imported spices would probably be about
140 million pounds. At an average unit value slightly higher tho
the unusually low value in 1939,the total foreign value of the imported
spices consumed might thus be about 10 million dollars. Domeitic
production of this gup of spices would probably be negligible;.
Per capital income 75 percent higher then In 19*-.

The consumption of imported spices in this group might be about 155
million pounds. The foreign uit value might be substantially higher
than in 1939, perhaps as much as one-third higher, so that th tdtal
foreign value of the imports might be approximately 14 million
dollars. Domestic production would probably be of little consequence.
In the exerting centers spices were packed for export in large begs,
bundles bales, or boxes. In the United States imported spices, whi
passed by t Food and Drug Administrtion, are cleaned sorted
ground (if to be marketed in ground form), and repacked (or retA
distribution. This processing ad distribution o pieces
thicounof
try is an industry of considerable importance, but statistics employment are not available.
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RAW COTTON, LONG-STAPLE
Tariff paragraph: a ___
Cotton having a staple
Commodity:
of 1% inches or
more in length.
7 per lb.
Rate of duty:

BquiEalent ad valorem (1989): 48%.

rement with Pen,
No.I-The rate of duty was reduced to 3I cents per pound under the trade
more than 1'%
inches I
effective July29,192. Imports of cotton having a stwle of 10 but not by
totating
lsbgth are restricted by an annual global quota of 45,656,42) pounds. Qwtas, c6ntr of orn,
this amount and covering allcotton 134 Inehes or more in staple length were imposed beginning September
Il
or
more
II
Inches
to
cotton
i4
20,1939. The restrictions of the quota were suspended from pplcation
by a global quota on July 29, 194
staple length in December 1940. Country quotas were reply

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item
Total

m
.
(1,000 bales) I6
Quantity
. .32,000
Value 1000)

For

ex-

port

60

3,239

.

For domestlc

market
am
6 28,761
'11. 4

Imports

65
' 4,700

-------14.6
10 3
a311.3
per lb.) .
Unlit value (cents
Persons employed ----6,-000--

mots
to con-

coPu

umption

f 592

-

-

Paceat

t
.-.

-.

.....

I Domestic cotton Is in running bales of approximately 0O pounds each, and foreign cotton Is In equivlent MO-pound bales.
import, and export statistics.
Consumption In crop year 1939-0, calculae from production, carryover
Unit value and total value were calculated from weighted value of aeiZ qulltie fitted Ito the
value of the entire cotton crop.
4 Total value of production for the domestic market derived from value of production minus value of
-jorts: unit value derived by allowing 500 pounds per bale,
Foreign value.
6 Estimated man-years.
'

Long-staple cottons are used for combed arns which go into lawns
and other fine cloths, uniform twills and other army fabrics, thread,

underwear, and hosiery.
Consumption in the United States declined steadily from 1 million
bales in the crop year 1934-35 to 743,000 bales in 1938-39 and 592,000
in 1939-40. The decline is attributed to improvements in spinning
processes, making possible the use of shorter fibers where longer ones
were previously required. Consumption in 1940-41 increased to about
700,000 bales as the result of war requirements.
In spite of the decline in consumption, production increased from
an average of 760,000 bales in the 2 crop years 1934-35 and 1935-36 to
994,000 in 1938-39, and, as a result, stocks at the end of this period
(810,000 bales) were in excess of 1 year's needs. Production in 1939-40
(563,000 bales) was unusually small. After the outbreak of war in
Europe, because of the active demarnd, and the threat to communications with the principal source of imports, the cultivation of longstaple cotton in the United States was expanded. Production of
the long-staple
high-tenacity rayon, however, later made expansion ofbecause
of the
cotton supplies unnecessary. For this reason and
acute labor shortage, the production of long-staple cotton dropped to
559,000 bales in 1943-44 and 338,000 in 1944-45 (preliminary).

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

8wn

A very large proportion (over 95 percent) of the total production
ordinarily consists of long-staple upland (1%i to 1% inches). This
type is shorter in staple leng than the principal types imported.
Production of American-Egyptian (1% to inches) which most nearly

resembles the imported lon-taple cotton, is ver small. It ranged
between 14,000 and 29,000 bales a year in the crop years 1934-35 to
1939-40. As a war measure it was increased to 74,500 bales in
1942-43, but declined to less than 9,000 bales in 1944,
Import of longstaple cotton declined irregularly from. 95,000 bales
in 1934 to 65,000 in 1939. Since September 20, 1939, the imports have
been subject to an annual quota of approximately 91,000 bales. In
the 5 quota years which have elapsed, the -quota was filled only in
1941-42 and 1942-43.
Almost 99 percent of the imports of long-staple cotton under the
Tariff Act of 1930 have been; from Eygpt. They have been mostly of
staple lengths longer than the average of long-staple cotton produced
in the Unmted States, and have been comparable with short lengths of
American-Egyptian cotton. The tire-fabric industry formerly was the
principal user of imported Egyptian cotton, but in recent years, as
technical improvements have reduced the need for very long cottons
for that purpose, the sewing-thread industry has become the chief
consumer. Imported Egyptian cotton is generally preferred to
manufacturers, partly because the large
American-Egyptian by thread
Egyptian crop offers them a wide choice of qualities.
Except for a few bales of Sea Island cotton from the West Indies,
the small imports other than from Egypt have come entirely from Peru.
The Peruvian cotton imported is mainly harsh cotton for special
purposes.

United States exports of long-staple cotton declined steadily from
in 1936, but increased to 60,000 in
222,00p bales in 1932 to 21,000
1939. The United Kingdom is consistently the most important foreign market.
Among the factors affecting the production of long-staple cotton
before the war was the Government pnrce-support proga, which
tended-to maintain the price in the United States above that on-world
markets, and so to discourage exports and stimulate imports. With
a view to offsetting the effects of this program, the payment of a subsidy on exports was inaugurated in July 1939, and except for periodical
interruptions, it has continued, down to the present day. Anixport
quota, previously referred to, was adopted shortly -thereafter as a
corollary to this measure, and has since remained continuously in force.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Because of small crops in the last 2 years there are not expected to
be heavy stocks of long-staple cotton at the end of the war, Despite
a downward trend in demand therefore, consumption may equal
production plus imports. As the price-support program, under existing law, is to continue for 2 years after the war, prices in the United
States probably will remain higher than those on the world market,
and imports will probably fill the long-staple cotton quota of approimately 91,000 bales a year.
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cenbumuUma,
and unp rt*
In the estimates wich follow it; be a me tht the :pie
by msur (such as benefit
sUpport program either il be iiupers
StatM to
payments) which will permit cottoj prices. in th United
return to world levels, -orit will be accoxnpAW by offsetting measures
similar to those- adopted i the latter hf of 1939, which ill prevent
obtaining a greater he of the domestic market tha
imports from
they would be likely to obtain in the absence of the cotton pricesupport program.
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Because of further improvements in spinning, which permit Ithuse
of the 4evelopnent of- ryon in
of shorter staple lengths, and because
qualities which displace long-staple cotton i certain u, conption
would probably not return to the levels existing pror to 193S4O. It.
might, however, exceed the unusuly Small consumption (592,000
in that year. A figure of about 70O,000 bales a year is cnsid
bare)
ered likely, the amount remaining approximately the same whether the
duty is unchange, or increased or derad 50 percent..,
in 199.-Because of the exceptionally low levs listing
louty 2v
in 1939, both production and imports might. be greater than in that
year. The increase, however,, probably would be less for imports
tha for production, as the proportion of on4mptin upplid by the
imported cottons before th war was declning. Imports poibl
would be about 8 perowt greater than in 1939, or 7QOQQ b:,. and
production for the domestic market 25 percent greater than inJ1.39, or
630,000 bles. Because of the very great Jcre~se, (over 100 perOeet)
which has occurred in the price of all raw cotton during the war,
prices probably would be considerably greater tbin ihi 193. An
increase of about 30 percent in the average unit value of production
(to 15 ceuts a pound) and 2B percent in the vere: Iforeign unitWvlue
of imports (to 18 cents a pound is considered likely.; The .value of
production for the domestic market then 'would be a out 47.2 million
dollars and the foreign value of imports about; .3 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 perpf.-Aloug1 imports pAVbaby, would increase somewhat, any great increase is unlikely, becatlueof the liited
(and declining) market for tbo staple le' ths usually imported.
Imports might be about 90,000 balen a year (he amount qf the quota)
or 30 percent greater than if the duty wr uchged The reign
unit value (say 17.4 cents a pound). probably would be slightly less
than estimated -on the basis of un nged duties, as the import
probably would not be restricted to the same extent to high-priced
cottons.: The total foreign value of imports then would be about 7.8
million dollars a year. froductiox: for the domeitc market might be
610,000 bales, or about 3 percent less than if the duty were unhnged.
The unit value (say 14 cents a pound) might be slightly les t
estimated on the basis of unchanged duties, id the total vlue of.
production for the domestic market 44.2 milon dAlara year.
pos
be a t 4,0 as
Dut# increaed by 60 percent- iiht
or 35 to 40 percent less than with no change duties. They probabi
would be further restricted to the high-priced Cottons, with the resufi
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duction for the domesic nar*et obly: wold be incre
tht estimae with duti a 1999 1 approximately the amount of
the d oprqape :in iports, or- 50,OO baea It wld then.be.abbut
660 000 bales, a anatvrage value ol15% cents a pound (or
havesa
sligialygreater- than etimated with :unchanged duties), wouldl
:
:
year.
total value of about 51.2 million dollars a
Per cpta Income 75 percent highr t* En 10*.Because of increased activty in themanufacture of yarns azzd
fabri in whih long-taple cotton is used, consumption might be
about 875,000 bales a ear, or 25 percent greater than estimated with
per capitaL income the same asui 1939. Imports, wch co t of the
etimated atthe er
more-repensive qualities, mght exeed
level of income by from 25 to 40 percent, dependin% o, the rato of
duty. The average value of both production and imports possibly
would be 10 to 16 percent greatr, under each of the thee rates of
duty, than estimated with per capita income the same as in 1030.
Upon the basis of the foregoing considerations, the) following estimates
are derived in the same manner as those given under the Assumption
..
of a lower level of income.
Dut as 's.1939.-Impoits might be 90,000 bales with a foreign
value of 9.2 million dollars and production for the domestic market
785,000 bales, valued at 66. million dollars a yea.
hN4v reducd by0 prcent.-Imports (awuming that the present
quot lition of 90,000, bales is temoved or fixedat hiher ure)
might be 115,000 bales, with a foreign value of 11.3 million dollars
and production for the domestic market 760,000 bales, valued at 62.2
million dollari a year.
Duty incraeed by 60 pee-Imports might be 55,0 bales, ith
a foreign value of 5.8 milion dollars and production for the domestic
market 820,000 bales, valued at 71.8 million dollars a year.

\.~~~~~'ee

tim a great,
Exp of long-staple cotton formerly wee s
but i the 5-years ending in 139'they averaged only aboutS-percent
of production, or 48,000 bl, ralded at 2.9 million -dollars a year.
Although the amount later :w incezaed e~dmuewbhit, piatly as the
result of the pa ent of export' subsidies, it probably will not be
maintained after the war at a point -much, if any, in ss of t
1939 level.

Employment

Employment in the production of long-stapie cotton in 1939 (58,000
man-years) is estimated upon the assumption of 300 man-hours
to a bale and 3,000 hours (30 lOhour da) per mn, peryear.
Becau of greater
useflabor-saving macornery, -,production per
worker probably will be increased considebl ter the war, and
employent ruced. Zmplo ymett may be only from 865 to 80 per45,00 mai-ye.
cent of that in 1939, or 35,000 to
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POST-wAR'. 1IMPoW' AND DOMZSt 0PoDuor

ranffjwrgraph:
Commodity:

Rate of duty:

BANANAS.

1618.
Bananas (greenor ripe).
P
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports less reexports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are given below:
Quantity (1,000 bunches) -56,410
Value ($1, 0
127,'806
Unit value (per bunch)
-$0. 49
I Foreign value.
'Average weight per bunch equals 60 pounds.
-

-

---

Bananas are imported free of duty, principally from the Central
American and other Caribbean countries. Two companies control
the major part of production and four-fifths of the transportation and
distribution of bananas reaching the United States market. Because
of the close control exercised by these companies and the wide geographic distribution of banana plantations, production has been kept
in balance with demand and prices relatively stable. This has been
done despite the prevalence of destrutive tropical storms in the
banana-produicing region, the perishable nature of the fruit, and the
susceptibility of the trees to disease. From 1900 until the present
war the long-term trend of per capita consumption in the Unitd
States has been upward; although in the short term demand has been
influenced by changes in consumer income, and by clianges in the price
differential between bananas and citrus fruit. Imports averaged 47
million bunches annually during the 5-year period 1921-25, and rose
to 59 million bunches annually in the 5-year period 1936-40. Owing
to the scarcity of shipping space since 1941, imports of bananas have
fallen to less than hal the 1936-40 average. Production has been cut
accordingly;, but because iof the rapid growth of new trees, the former
level of production could be attained within 2 years.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM'

It seems robable that in the post-war short term consumption of
bananas will increase over 1939, owing to the assumed higher national
income and the increase in population. Total consumption may
reach 62-70 million bunches. Increased competition with domestic
citrus fruits may cause banana prim to fall somewhat below the 1943
level of 62 cents per bunch. At 57 cents a bunch, im ports of 62-70
million bunches -will have a foreign value of 35-40 million dollars.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

For the long-term period it is assumeid that the shifting of banana
production to virgin areas, which has been initiated during the present
war. will be continued, and, coupled with more effective control of
diseases, will result in a larger production at lower costs. Moreover'
increased efficiency in distribution (improved ripening techniques) will
probably make bananas available to a larger part of the population,
particularly in small towns.

Table: [No Caption]
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Per capita inc^;om, and price acme ax fin *9".

. The probabilities re-that consumption will be about the same in
quantity and value as in the post-war short teim the effect of the
further increase ini populationeing offset by the Aedline ih national
income to the 1939 leeYL
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19.

The large national income, together with prices which will probably
be only moderately above those in 1939, may be expected to give re
to a considerable increase in per capita consumption of bananas and
cause total consumption in the United States to rise, approximately
25-40 percent above 1939, or to 'about 70 to 80 million bunches.
Assuming a price about 10 percent higher than in 1939, these imports would have a foreign value of 405 million dollars.,
HARD, CRISP RYE BREAD, YEAST-LEAVENED
Tar/ 'paragraph: 1623.
Commodity:
Hard, crisp rye bread, yeast-leavened.
Rate of duty:
Free.

GENERAL
Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
2 178
Quantity (1,000 pounds) Value ($1,000) -'228
Unit value (cents per pound) -10 4
-

'Foreign value.

Hard, crisp rye hrea4, yeast-leavened, commonly caUlc Swedish
rye bread, is a hard, crackerlike type and is not competitive with the
ordimry baker's type of rye bread, Imports, however, do compete,
to a certain extent, with similar domestic production such as rye crisp
and health bread. United States production of these products is not
known.
Imports of hard, crisp rye bread varied only moderately with decreases or increases in the national income but have increased in recent
years. Consuimption and imports in 1939 may be considered as norinal. Even though domestic production of similar products should
increase, imports would probably not be affected.
Between 90 and 95 percent of imports come fromn Sweden anid tlo
remainder mainly from Norway, Finland, and Denmark.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption and imports might be about 5 percent higher than in
;
POST-LWAR LONG iERM

1939

Per capita income at 109* level.

Although domestic, production of similar products under special
names and advertise as health foods may increase, -the per capital
consumption of imports of the hard, crisp rye would probably remain
about the same as in 1939. Imports and consumption would probably
amount to about 2.4 million. pounds with, at 1939 prices, a foreign
value of about $250,000.
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Citron, a soon as harvested, is cut in halves the pulp is scooped
ou, and the thick rind whichh riena in
aied 1bnrize'sol.lyor the
maufactuire-of candied citro. Consumption of the crude o rat
citron in brine is, therefore, deternid y the demand for ed
citron.
In the p'te-war period, 19340, Unied Stt consumption of cane
died citron averaged aproimately 45 on pounds annual Of
which 0.5 dilon d tn impe as caid cron, dutiable at
6 cnts per, pound. Total consume tto Af the; a diditonn,eora of ITOO to16,
wsI the
V&W t6 tell raw Citron at
A td
million
tttron
of
S
of
about
'O
O0.038'
potMd
lqiialenbt
per capita. Per capital cotumption has been but ite
ha declined during tihei rbecanse
the lv6l of coniumer butc
,
imports were cut off and domestic production haI not icrese rpidY
enough to replace them..
g
production of citroi In brine has been in
However, domestic
especially
during the war., . Domestic productor is
for some tume,
to
largely confined Californlia and Puerto Rico. in the 1930's pro.
duction in California aancd fam almost nothing to an average of
about 150,000 pounds annually ; and in Puerto Rico it increased from
0.5 million pounds in 193i. toi 1.5 million in 1939, and to 3,4 mfioA
pounds in 1943. Production in Csiornia s increaing soly, but
production in Puerto Ri ty eventually be large enough to supply
tho entire United State. demand.:
In the period immediatly :following the Fist Word Wa,
there was as yet no production of raw Citron in the United StAS,
imports of raw and candied citron were of about equal-importfle,
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By the end of the Witar, domestic p 1duction of citron inbrine id
hardly have increased sufficiently- to supply the, entire-6 doiwtid
demand on the basis of the- pre-war per capita consumption of 0.038
pound. The difference maybe supplied by imports, which wil
probably be much less than in 1939.'
POST-WAW LONG TERM
Cusamptim. Pr"dtes, sad Imp1rt.
Per caplta Income at 19*9 level.

A~tuizig -that per capital consumption of raw citron will w aboit as
in 1939, namely 0.038 -pound- total consump4,qp with , 1-perqcent
increase in popu lation,would amount to approxunatelyi 5.5 million
pounds. Possibly all of this could then be supplied by Puerto Rio

and Calfornia, although production in Califowia way not exced
pre to iort
200100p-ounder Bu so8e, of the tnde might =s
t
candy ctn diecly fr Italj d ome nufaturrrs
prodttion-to
prefer th forein ra teil. 14e ratio of domestic
Import is dcult tofcat, bl it 200,000- pouds of tdio to
ppron possibly ne miin ouds i brinewere ported, t
mately 4.3 mitlio4 p indso f citron brine, o out 0 peex of
domestic consumption,woW hosupbe
i lied from domensto sourcep.
At 4 cpts per pouzd,. domestic production would 'hve a vale o
approXItey t S00. Imports of 1 mio pounds of dtavs in
brine, at 5 cents per pound, would have * foreign value of $0,Q00.
Per capltu Iaconw 75 prcntt hgher thain -tn*

-..
.

On the basisof its reaction to changes in the level of consumer
income before the war, an annual:per capital consumptiof 04
pound of citronhin brine may be assumed at th higher levlof incOm
Within, population of 144 million, 5.8 million po would be nedd
to satisfy the requirements for the mar of 6adied citrop.
At the higher price under this income level, impors of both raw
and candied ditron wouiri probably be greater in quantity, possibly by
10 percent or 1.1 million pounds of the raw citron in bnne, and by 25
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Mrcent2 or 250,000 pounds of the candied; citron. D and for- th
domesticraw citron would then be about 4.45 million pouns, wich
at 5.5 tents per pound would have a value of approximately $245,000.
Imports of 1.1 million pounds of citron in brine at 6.5 cents pound
would have a foreign value of approximately $74),000.
Exports o&f citron, if any, in the past have been unimportant. At
the recent rate of increase of production in Puerto Rico, there may be
a surplus for export in the future.
Employment
Just before the war, the being acreage of citron in Puerto Rico
was estimated at about 375 acres and that in California at 35 a,
a total of 410 acres. At 100 man-Lours per acre annually, this Cacrea
required about 41,000 man-hours or the equivalent of 17 persons ful
employed during the year. In tie post-war period the labor requirements for the acreage then in bearing may be as much as 30 man-yers
or 30 persons employed for a full year.

COCOA BEANS
Tariff paragraph: 1063.
Cocoa Beans.
Commodity:
Free.
Rate of duty:

GENERAL
Data on United States imports less reexports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are given below:
641, 349
(1,000 pounds) ----------------- 126,
Quantity
278
Value ($1,000)Unit vale (per pound)-$- 04
- 'orea ni .

Cocoa beans are not produced in the United States. They are the
raw material from which are manufactured(oa, chocolate and cocoa

butter. (See separate section on cocoa, chocolate, and cocoa butter.)
The United States is the world's largest importer of cocoa bea.
The prirleipal-sources of United States imports are West Africa (the
Gold Coast, Nigeria, and French West Afnca), Brazil, and the Caribbean- countries. Imports increased steadily from an annual average
of 435 million pounds during 1926-29 to 572 million pounds during
1936-39, representing a per capita increase of about 2 percent per
annum. Imports in 1939, however, were at least 5 percent above the
average
The average foreign unit value of United States imports in 1939 of
4.2 cents per pound was only slightly above the low average value of
the depression years of 1932 and 1933 and 20 percent less than the
average for years of 1935 to 1939. -The world production and reported
world stocks of cocoa beans in 1939 were the largest on record, which
partly accounted for the low price in that year. -
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In te first fe years
< after e war, it is b id at united States
imports of hocoa b s may be frtm 20 to 30 percent higher than' in
pad trend of domes1939. It is ten for anted that
will
Be maintned and that coupled with the assumed
tic consumption

consumption and prices
higher level of national income, Unitd Sutes
of cocoa beaus should be appreciably higher than mi 193*.
POSTWAR LONG TERM
Imports
Per capfta Income at 1DID level.

It is estimated that the consumption per capita of cocoa beans might
bu possibly 10 percent over the pre-war averae, and, assuming an
increase in population of 10 percent, the probable total domestic consumption at this income level would be about X0 percent greater than
the average of pro-war years, or about 15 percent-greater than in 1939
and amount to approximately 740 million pounds, with a total foreign
value of possibly 35 million dollars assuming that unit values will be
at least 20 percent higher than the relatively low values of 1939.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than inJD*D.
United States consumption of cocoa beans per

.

capital may increase
possibly 30 percent over the pre-war average and the price increase as
much as 50 percent over the relatively low unit values in effect in 1939.
On this basis the total consumption to be supplied by not imports
would be in the neighborhood of 875 million pounds, with a total
foreign value of about 55 million dollars.
Experts

Since cocoa beans are entered free of duty, United States exports consist of reshipments of the imported article. The quantity reshipped or
exported annually varies considerably but seldom has exceeded 5
percent of the total imports.
COFFEE
Tariff paragraph: 1654.
Coffee, raw or green.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below;
Quantity (million pounds)_
Value
($1,000)
-

2,014
1139, 542

Unit value (per pound)-$0. 069

Coffee is not produced in the continental United- States. Before
the present war, 98 percent of Uraited States coffee imports were
supplied by countries of the Westezn Hemisphere, Brazil supplying
57 percent, Colombia 23 percent, El Salvador, Guatemala, and
Mexico together, 10 percent, and others, 8 percent.

Pim-WaR- OWiN an wiuw1c imou
Big818
Imports over. the o t are VW to u Mw1 but ip

9
from year to; yey en to reflect
of unjortrs s .to
fluctustibnin 0pics more the cng in, c u
4emlad. '
Ms long been
trend n per cpita numption t'hEe Unidi
upward. Ini geneal,per capita 6l sunption
hi
low
respondedpto
pnCs for ife. as well aWt hightaconsumer i
; it went up
som twt during the depression
of the eal 1930's, wen prices
and conAsumer comes were 1 and incr
rapidly ur-ig the
late 1930's, when coffee pcescwtiu to. decline and consumer
incomes were rising. Frm 11.7 pdlid annually during the years
1921726, per capita consumption increased to 12.2 pounds during
1926-29; to 12.6 pounds during 1930-34; and to 15.3 pounds during
1938-40. In the war years 1941-43, during which consumer income
increased steadily, and, despite rationing of coffee from' Decmber 1942
through July 1943, per capital consuimption aienrd 15.4 pounds
even though the price had nearly doubled since 1940.
(Wing to the' pressure of surplus production in Btazil and other
Latin-American Countries and, after September 1939, to the cutting
off of the European market, the import price (foreign volue) decline
from 22.3 cents per pound in 1935 to a low of 6.2 cent in 1940. FTor
more 'than 40 years coffee-producing countrieshad been faced with
the problem of adjusting production to demand in an effortto stPbiie
prices, ald various attempts by Brzalilateay to con
the supp met with onhly; limited sUccess. Bca of pitution
and the emergency conditions created by the war, the Inter-American
Coffee Agreement of November 28, 1940, was concluded between
the United States and the batin-American coffee-producing countries.
-Under this agreement the United State. market is Allocated among
the 14 Amerncan producing countries by assigning a quota to each
country. Although there-is no provision in the agreement for direct
price control, the Inter-American Coffee Board exercised its authority
to regulate the quotas--so as to chclk the decline in prices. As &
result of the activities of the Board and war developments, the import
price rose to an average of 12.4 cents in 1943, at which level it has
since been held by United States Government control under the
Office of Price Administration. With the European markets agn
open and United States consumption of coffee continuing its upward
trend2 demand for coffee after the war is likely to icrease. In
addition to these demand and supply factors, prices will largely depend
on whether regulatory controls are maintained M'4 to what extent.
For the following estimates it is assumed that the Inter-America
Coffee Agreement or similar controls will remain in force.
POST-WAR SHIORT TERM
In the immediate post-war period, the upward trend in per caita
consumption of coffee will probably continue at approximately its
pre-warrate. With-percattaonsumptionestimatedat 15. puds,
and a population estimated at 140 million, tal nnul United State
consumption would be 2.0-2.2 billion pounds. At a prnie of 12 to
15 cents per pound; (from about the saue to 25 percent higher than
in 1943) total annual imports would have a foreign value of 240330
million dollars, or 70-140 percent prester than in 1939.
'
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than in
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pneeof 810 cets per-poiund, iportould vlud at 180-230
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Per eqptttntome 75-peenthf e thn fi 195.:
Uiider this assumptionpi r capita consptio, by D, it
average about `417` poundsddicatiig i
of about 2,500 inllo4
poundsapproximately a 25 percent-ieretse- ovdr' 1939. A g
a price of 10-12 cents per upudelnewhat higIet th unde
lower hatiol iome-import would be valuM at 250-360 m;lliba
dollars, or 80-120 -pe t- above 1939.

RAW COTTON, SHORT-STAPLE
Tariff pargraph: 1662.:
Commodity:
Cotton having a staple iesthain Inhes iu lngth..
Rate f duty: tydfree..,
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 ae gien below:'
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POT-WAR IMPOtS AND DOMUSTW.PUV¢lON
Shortetaple cotton constitutes about 90 percent of the. conumptio
and 95 percent of the production traw ttdn n the VUited States
Until th outbreak of wa in Eurqpe, the, Uited S'tt.zremained
the largest world exporter of raw cotton. Th'ee imports
No. tis
cduntty were req siail in comparison wi.ththe expo, and on
for the mist part of cotton of types either not produced here, or pro
ducedinm amounts insuffcient for local requirements.
World consumption of all raw cotton increased from an annual
of 25.2 million bale in the 5 years 1925X29 to 28.5-ilion
average
bales m the yea 1935-39, but 6ver the ame eid the portions
glied tby the United States declined, froman average of 14.7 million
(or 58 percent of the total) t $2.1 million bales (or 42 percent
of the total). Th delie occurred in the foreign rather tha in" the
domestic market for American cotton. It resulted in pait from the
increasing development -of textile industries in countries (ricipa
the Soviet Union and China) which were not important users of
American cotton; in part it was probably the result of a si of
pnesupport programs in the United States, beginning in 1929,
which may have accelerated the expansion of cotton grow in forpzgn counties, particularly Brazil.
Approximately 15 percent of the foreign cotton production is long-staple and 50 to 60 percent is cotton comparable in staple length withi
American short-staple cotton; the remainder is very short staple and
is substituted for American cotton only at a considerable price differ
ential.
The total consumption of cotton in the United States has in&dased
gradually, but has fluctuated with changes in business activity &nd in
consumer income. It declined from 6.7 million bales in the 5 years
1925-29 to 4.9 million bales in the crop year 1931-32, but increased
to 8 million bales'(which was greater than in any previous year) in
1936-37. As the result of war requirements, consumption rose to 11.2
million bales in 1941A2, but was down.to 9.9 million bales in 1943-44
because of labor shortage and deterioration of equipment in the cotton m ufacturig industry.
Of the total consumption of cotton in the United States nearly 40
percent enters into apparel uses, nearly 40 percent into industrial uses,
and over 20 percent into household uses. The, principal industrial
uses are in automobiles and bae, which together accounted for 16
percent of total cotton consumption in 1939.
Although the consumption of rayon had been increasing rapidly
before 1939, it was still equal to less than 15 percent of the quantity
of cotton consumed in that year. During the war, however, the rate
of expansion of rayon consumption has far exceeded that of cotton.
It has been especially pronounced in the case of high-tenacity rayon,
which is suitable for many uses (such as tire fabrics) in which cotton
was formerly required. Yery great expansion also has occurred in
the consumption of rayon-staple fiber, which is competitive with cotton in price and which can be spun and woven on cotton-manufacturing machinery. Cotton also confronts increased competition from
paper (especially in bag3), plastics, and glass fiber.,
Short-staple cotton produced for the domestic market (i. e., actual
consumption of American short-staple cotton in this country) averaged
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5 million,
bales i the C crop year. 1i

bales;Uinqe 5cropjyers1934-35 to 19339: Th ag drn h
decad was from 42 milid.b`ein 193 &-35t6
Omlinbf-i
193O--37.' Requiramentsfor the deensen. proth er ,ith ik$creased civiliaeonswinption because of 8ahigh eveotmployinbn%
brought the quantity consumed up to 7.1 mil a
19390.
In the war y 191-2 and t1942-43 it exceeded 10 millionale.
Imports of shorst4ple cotton declined fr 108,400 blsins1 1930
to 48,500 balesin 1932, but increased
to'163,3( 0alsi 1937. In the
5 years 1 935439 they avenged 105,000 bulbs, about 76 percent of Wi
came frofh India China, and the Netherlands Ines ad 20 percent
from Mexico. lth- Far tern cotton import isharsh an very
short. Twisted aiobnd a core yarn of American cotton, it is used in
blankets togive a desirable nap. Cotton of this types not produced
in the United States.
-Expors of short-staple cotton in 1930 and 1931 averaged 6.5
million bale a year, and during the next 2 years (partly as the result
of unus ally small Indian: crops) they avert 8.4 million bale, but
thereafterthey declined irregularly to 5S7 million bale in 1937 and 4.3
million il13.-*0o prevent a further loss of foreign makes, the Gveinient 'of
the Uited States insauurated an export suidy for raw ctton
ino
Juiy 1939, -and this has been continued with penodica interuptions
up to the parent time. As the subsidy opermtd
to maintainthe
price of American cotton abroad at a level blow that in the United
States, it nwcessitated measures to prevent excessive; imot o rawcotton into this country. It was therefore accompied i1 Septemb
1939 by import quotas on raw cotton, which' are still in fqrce., Te
annual quota on short-staple cotton is approximately 29,0bles.
The uotas, however, except imports of hah or roug cottonles
than % inch in staple length customaily impord for special pupe
This yte of cotton is unstable for t general ues of cotton in the
United States.

POST.WAR SHORT TERM
The combination of reduced stocks of textiles And a high: level of
purchasing power is expect to create strong demand for cotton Wanufactures. The limiting factor in cotton consumption will probably
be mill capacity .as textile machinery -has been
during
war years. Replacement of machinery will be made as rapidly as
possible and cotton consumption will probably be at a high level.
imports of the types of shotaple cotton subject to the quo wl,
presumably, be limited to the present annual qu6ta of Fabout 29,000
alevs, .Imports of quotafree cotton
t crease over pr wr
lvels, but this type has relatively resicted uein theTUnited Stit.
Government loans on cotton and ontr of acreageill probably be
in effect, as it appears that, at the end of the war, ther willbe on hand
a quantity of cotton equivalent to consumption in a pro-war yer, in
addition to the then current crops.
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and
quantity for the:dometic market,
a cutr
pest probablywil const :chiefly: of cottons proidued in this
on a limiitedscle, or not at a, and rented inthei ue t spcia
purpose. Imports presumably will remainat i bout the same Lv
whether or not there is a Goverinmeit pgram of sie to the
cottoM grower. Withoutjjrice support American cottoil il at
a world price and there will be no icentiveto import ctt in large
quantities; with a priceuppojt rogrm, it- i:probable that quotas
be appid to keep imports within
or other Goverment controls
their accustomed. limits.
The estimates which follow are based on- those made elsewhere for
cotton rarn (see statement on par. 901) with - small allowance for
consumption in other textile and nonteztile industries
#er cpitk income at 1959 elen-.
Per capita consumption of cotton probably would not bes gret
itn
theimmediat pre-war years because new articles wl cpete
tas
for the consumers income and cotton would sare the smnaller expend
diture for textilep with newerfibers, consumption of wihis ex
to expand. Declie in p capital consumption, hover might be
more thn offset by the increase in population nd the tota cqnsumpbnale (5 percent
tionl of jortetaple co tton might be about 9.6 million
above the average for the 4 crop years 93&37 to 193940). Of the
ioa quantity, ipots might supply sbghtl less than 2 percent, or
in the neighborhood of 120,000 bales. Ths aount is aot ore
seventh greater than the average annul amount in teear 1935-39.
It pre"Bumes ipo of cotton now covered by the quota t about the
quota level, and impot f ihort, harsh cotton at a level sbgly ae
the average in recent ar years, because of an increase in the production of cotton blankets. Prodauction for the domestic maket
then would supply upwards of 98 percent of the toial consumption,
and be about 6%millon bales.
As the result of the very great increase (120 percent) in the prce
of raw cotton in the United States between 1939 and 1944, the averae
value of both production and imports probably would be greater
co
than in'1939. The actual price which would obtainisiahigy
tors.
tiral, asg it would -depend on both economic and poli
33
about
of
An average unit value production
percent great
in 19399 or aPrximately 12 cents a pound, would not be unlikely.
On this basis; e mated total value of production for their domestic
market would be 390 million dollars a year. The price of im ted
of
cotton possibly would not undergo as great an increase
Te
of
in
it
United
States.
foreign
utl
cotton produced theimports might be 25 percent greater than in 1939, br abcut 9 cents
a pound, in which case the-estimated total forei value of imports
would be 5.4 million dollars a year.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher then in 19S9.
Consumption of short-taple cotton might be 25 percent greater
than was estimated with per capita income the same as in 1939, and
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would'be150,060blesinte

maderofosmption untin
prdtnod does
to 8.1 n ion bales, wud, splie
,
market.
Becau's of geraly ohighr prices the average foreign value of
cents' apound (intad of 9 cents at the" lower
imports might biio
level of incme) and the ve value of production 13 cents (instead
to foreign value of imports then
of 12 cents). The estmat
would be 7X million dola and the estimated vlue of production
for the domestc market 526 million dollna.
rt
.~~xp

both- those that devolve
Exports depend upn so m
andose ibles,
t result from
governmental
upon economic con4dtions
twell
controls (in. fore wnt 4e:
asin: theT nted Sw )'tha it
with s dope. of- curs*
is imposible to forecast the dquantity
An inteational agreement on ctton export rde is pend.
share of United State cton in world port m t, would be decided
by this agreeent, but thebasis for decision, Ifit has been settled,
has no. ben;nmade public. InDthe absnce of an agemeit, the
Unied States Government i-gteither continue to susidize expo,
or permit the piceiof
cotton:i the United State 6delinb tthe
world level, and- substitute other foms of aid to famer (suit a"
ric sg
Piy
direct payments) for the eisg p
exports, Without;subsidy, ud be- maintaine, dpite competition
from other fibers and frm fore wn cottonn at between 2 milon
and 3 million 'bales"a9y-ardependin upnthe levl of pr ity
wive to occt, the
and biness actity in foreignountres. If thiWs
total quantity of production of- shot-staple cotton mpigt be L8Kli
million bales, and the total value 510-715 million dollar.-

.Employment isestimated on thebais& ofman-bours.required, to
On the assumption that a
220 man-ho
produce .a ble.
totalbaof
entered into the production of one ble of short-stapl cottonad
ber of man-years
that thee are 3,000 houri a work-r, t
is calculated at about 80,000 for the coof 1939. M -u
required per bale of cotton vary COnsiderably with te quality of
uci
reg of
cotton produced and with
Moeover, there
trend in
has bna dow
urper bale eice the begmnmg
r ty
A
er
of theentu and this doubtswl W
be
ler
m cliques and moprecomplete ciia
improvementi
of cotton productio. -The aveA number of awn-hou required
to produce aI bae may, b reducd asmuchpercethbelow
that
"a 20
dy
in 1939, to 175. On the, basis of he estimate of producn
given, employment would then be 6000t660,000 years, or
from about 6- to 80 percent of requirements
cotton crop in 1039.
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COT1ON LINTERS

Tariff jpai'agraph: 1802.cotton tinter..
Cowmmdity:
Rat of duty:
Duty-free.

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
.
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Cotton liEnte, the fuzz or short fibers (including small amounts of
are removed by a sublong fibers) left on cottonseed after
In the Unite State,
giving.
to
pr
similar
sequent mechanical
lonet
The
lengt.
by
fiber
can be spun, the
Enters are graded
for
matt
ued
are
uphlstery
stuffing and the
lengths
and
medium
shortest are consumed chiefly in "chemical cotton pulp?'i 5hmicl
important source of lulose for the anufure of
cotton pulps an
an
m nd
celuloid
other plastics lacquer, pho rpahic
rayon,
smokeless powder. All grades of mfters can be ugor chemical
cotton pulp, but the shortest grades are better for t-purpose, and
they are cheaper.
In the 5 years 1931-35, United States consumption of cotton winters
averaged 428 million pounds and, in the 4 years 1936-39, 489
million pounds. It is etiated tat of the 608 million pound coniumed in 1939, about 200 million pounds Wrn uke in chemical cotton
dp and most of the remainder in mattresses and automobile and
furniture, unhoter~y astufing.
In the Lfnited Sates, inrs are a byproduct of the otosd-ol
industry. The quantity of Enters, therefore, depends: on the Size of
the cotton crop, on the proportion of seed crshsed and on the"cut" of
linters-per ton of sed. Production in the S y 193l--35avenged
481 million pound.; and in the 4 years 193-39,897 million pounds.'
In the 4-year period 193-39, imports averged 21 million poud,
rgngwg from 14 million to 33 million pound. In those years te
annuarimports from the Soviet Union averaged 8.7 million po .ds;
from Brazil, 6 million; and from Mexico, 6.6 million.
POSOTWAR SHORT TERM
As the price~support program for cotton, by act of Congres, will
continue for 2 years after the w the production of cotton wil probably-continue at the level it ha. more or less maintained for he papt 7
rorded eparaty fom sWple oto baw*
re
Ti prd, wa setad beaibne ma0

I; t

however, known to

POST-wAR ixiowr AtD DoMUSTIC floDUIOWer

,1182B

I

Unto;. woul4then be
years (croptsof 1938 to 1944). Produ4iozz ofd
about the 0 as in 1939. Conumption would prob y i
but it is doubtful whether would itiWe the etire domestic pouc
tion. It is also doubtful whether expotimrets will be available
immediately'after the war. Importswould probably be but a very
small part of total
ption.-.

.POT-WAR LONG TERM
n, I'duc Ma, -ad inmpt
Coasaptox
in t
It seems probable
ti t the willbe a consid
uise of chemical cottOn pulp over pre-wrar ouosunptioiieODciSIlytot
rltive
hijhtencity rayon, although i ue ill beaffecte6
of disel6'0es of wood pulp, and there ma b incwe
pnce
s liters are a byPodUct of the
in the use of upholstery liters.
cotton crop, production can be only zaoderatily Mfeted the:de
for linters. Import are expected to supply rff
betweenim foreign
production and-consumption. -Exteision of cottonogrowIng
hnt intho s
countries, as well as an mncreased interest in recovery ofl
alreadyyproducigotton, will probably rtl ire world p uce, ough ondra
poslong term.
tion ofrhateit
higher tha*in 1939, would be expected to bear a low ratio to the
prnce of cotton.
Per capita inconm at 19*9 evei.'

Consumption might be about 750 million pounds, an juchese of

about 50 percent over the average for 1930-39. Of this quantity
.
imports might supply about 30 percent, or about 225 millionp
Imports would probably have a foreign value of approximately 8
million dollars. Production which would be lite b1(tle cotton
crop, would probably be about 525 million pounds, or a Ut S0 pr
cent of that in 1939, and would probably be valued at bout 18 million
dollars.
Per capita Income 75 pereent higher than in 19*9.
With increased use of lastice and of rayon, consumption mght be
more than 60 percent higher than in 1939, or about 930 million pounds,
Consumption would then be approximately 5 percent more than at
the low iinome level. Imports might supply about 30 peroeit -or
approximately 270 million pounds, the estimated foreign vluoo
which would e aboub-11 millon dolla
Production, dependent upon
the cotton crop, would probably beappr66atly680 ion pounds,
or the equivalent of that in 1939. Te total value of domticpduction. would then: amount to about 26 million dollar.s AIl the output
mtet.
would be ruired for te domestic
OM
-uir M
Exports
The United States has been on a not export basis for cotton winters
except during World Wars I pad 1I. In te 4 years 1938-39, exports
wa by far the most imporaveraged 162 million pounds, Geri
tant market, but other coate ieasd their kIn in the years
Just before war be in Europe in 1930.

-
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It is not anticipate that domesc production in th post-war lon
-term wrill bq.s icinty latg t supply thie domesi equiremnts
and the ort.- If iny therefor wil be':'m~il,although they weree
important mn the pr-waryearn.'

As employment in the production of coton linte is, a part of the
the cottonseed-oil industry, no data are available on
-eployment inetimates
loyntremtiflit long term. Changes
of
-to-base
which
inI employment however; would berelatEd totho e total quantity of
seed crushed. i the pstwarlogtei rod the number of persons
npgr& in' the production- of cotton lints wuld, atth1939 level
of income, possibly be about 15 percentAsmaller'tan in 103'9. At tie
higher income 1lvel probably about the'same number would be
employed as in 1939.
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CemrnodiVy:
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
,1939. are given below:.
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Cotton ~mfll ate produced before- anlytwist hasbow iserte&,thst
own as soft wastt
before
kI~o hardwasi.An-estima&d 70 percent, of Ae il athe-canwtb
lar~wmd.
be tvsimade snto
'6der i Chiefly in -tte4-d for
than hird waste
autoobil andfurnture upholstery- filling, except
d as
is
which
was
clled
thread
-or
(^16
yan
wiping waste for
machinery.
Produto ofCotton' *as c-i not dotermied'bdemafid,'but
auteiat with 'the mill -6otn.46 tion 'of- 004ttn.' Threft-ijs-no-66xd
h n general calcula;
product to Cottrn consul Ptist.
rattof iwlstl st
we; ta Ienigert
as
tions, thefpercentage-ofisko6w mas oift
he mottil wt c
the
t weof
abownt 1 toh 12 percent
Consumption of Waste for the ars 193d 39 isedtimated,'tohabe
averaged about 370 million pounds.
o
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c 4''*
of.'of th ol,6ay
1tomnicxn
iu;ng*'
1
I..d''
ouf3$~sg
United ,te~ohupr
Mexprwat.tn%4Stsnpre
of
wpte
cotoi~
flutpato idely.In the4 yea 1 9*4 hy Y
(4.80 :en4 pew
aged SQ znponpoun, nlued .t 2.4 wiI i dohsn
d
v
1.4million4P
at 0.0 inilork
pound); .;bt raned ,rm
v
dollars in 193..8,,. to 99
v
. mlonpoun4
m
u r de d
in 193Q (tOte
4. ml
deolr
thiird ithe 'aerg qntnity impotedl iii the. years i19e3W Non
spiable wtass pripally fm tlw Far Zast4 onst~ted 92, pe*
ot
cent of eavenqe le- 1939, s ad st,
timely from the United Kingdom and Caida, otitued 6.5 peusn
miion p
)
Imports of d sti
fugpt lins ttnipMbother wastM.
In 193689 is estlniided to6abt
Je aeraed
'
The - StatesiShi1ott Cb*inj cozb waste, bar stipZs, s>i
hard nte.' O t with a' welJ-d6loplA
in smller ;umntit
cotton e -bl;fdiltjr, wa the' princia dsitio of
United'Sttpxps otw trpo avenged 77.6milo
powid, vaud'at, 5,5.bii~t~on':dblliis(7.14 cets p'poud), Iiithei- 4
year i*M-3. J-zprtA ini 1939 - ceed this' antg piantity IY

OTW SHt ThtM
Conumwption of coton is exece t&$ be at a relativelyhigh feed,t
limited mainly by- available- machinery which: has depreciatedi troi
continuous activity dw
the war. Prduction of cotton wat
would, theefe, ao b
h. 6:
Dosic de ianld :for; u le,
upholstery and mattre filling i likely to be above the pre-war leord.
a
The hig price of cotton, own to the cotton price-uppor
will probably-cause strong demand for spirmable taste -. -f-

-f

6

POST-WAR LONG TERMI

Commnsuoate, PrtodnCtou, sdimport
The following estimate of prduction are based on the expetd
consumption o Ootton. It i aumed tat, ifGovernm'entp
support should create a dema for spinnable wast import -quot
thereon would be retained. Without 'such stimulation of demand,
spinnable waste would probably cotitut a maallpsrt of toa:t
ports.. Imports, under either condition, would probably. appoxmwate
the following estimates. Any change that might result from a genl
change in duties would be slight. he iltedI States is likely to have
a surplus of spinnable waste and a deficiency in the supply of wss
for the automobile, ppholster, ad mttre idustries. EX ion
of cotton manufacturiup in new foreign areas may mean that larger
quantities of the nonspmnable waste will be produce in ounces
where there is no demand for such wastes, Prices therefore, might
not be much above the level of prices in 1939.
E xport etsituIdIctte $at siot nstes other tha cIan stripe or amber wote hav be Ipott
however, stoatd that the bulk of the exports so*seorded habeen I m
one of tbh e o
card stripe or camber net.'
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Per capital incese at IM frwL

t
Consumpttio
igh 'ea:oiatl 0pe
the estiin 193839, or aout 400 million p4und.
mated rage conspt
Of thisquantity import. might supp about 12% percent, or about
50bmiillion pound, to: be sd chief for upholstery purposes. At a
foreign unit value of 4.556 cen$ per pound(is in 1939), the tota
foreign value of importswould be about 2.3Xmillion doA . Totl
production, determinledby mill comption of cottons expected to
be about 420million pounds, of which a, ut 360 million pos would
be for the domietic market.
eremader would be types prdbied
M excess of requeitents. At 6 ts pe poun (as estimated for
1939), the value of production for the domestic mket would be
about 21 million dollars..
Per capfta come 75pereent hiher tihan in19

.

might be 25 percent hier thi at
Consumption of cotton approxima
the lowbr income level, orwaste
500 million pounds. imports, mainly supplying the deficieny of wastes used for st ,
would probe blyb about the same tioo consumption as at.the
lower income leveL They might be about 90 lon pounds, with
an -average foreign unit value of about 4.9 cent per poud, or a
tt foreign value of Rbout 4.4 million dolrs.Total production,
limited bby mill coonsumption of cott, is expd to b ab 490
million pounds, of which 410 trillion pounds would pbl be of
types required by the domestic market. At a price probably'ol
slightly above that at the low income level, the value of production
for the domestic market would probably be about 26.6 million dollars.

Exports would probably consist chief of spinnable types of waste
produced in excess of domestic demand At the low-income level,
they might be about- 70 million potd, withai value of about 4.4
million dollars; nd, at the
-income level, produced in larger
quantities because of increased cotton consumption, they might be
80 million pounds, valued -at about 5.4 million dollars.

SAUSAGE CASINGS
ph 175.
Tariff p
mmodiy:
Sheep, lamb, goat, cattle, and hog Cwings
Rate qf duty:
Free.

GENERAL
Data on United States production, exports, imports, and pant
consumption in 1939 shown below:
item
Item
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()°°° pounds) ....).
20
17,461 4,966
12AM '690
19,431
($1;1).
.....
~ _.
J
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(ps pound) (-)
700(t()

Unit rlue

'No0t availble
' Foreign value.
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POST-WAR IMPO~t~h A21 DOILSBT

PR0PUqPION

$2

Ssusaeo
casings, :rbyprodzof theUited State slaughter
important s'is in the maniacte of fraX
industry.>' Their mostt
ofdoUticly
furter asags Own to. a rapidly inning ue
produced synthetic cas in-the past 15 years, a much lager pros
portion of the intestines than fomerl goes now into tankag
is particularly true of shep and ml casings, which hav met with
Of te
keen competition from synthetic, largely cllope, ci
imports, about 40. percent ftin vol and 90 pnt: in Value -ae
accounted for by sheep, lamb, and goat casings of the' sizes most used
in this country;:

.POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Consumption, production, and imports of sausge
probably follow the general trend of-rteat consumption.

casings will

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumpton,. Prduetlon, and Imports

The assumed changes in- thse duties on livestock and meats will
probably affect domestic production of casi in proportion to their
effect on domestic production of live aals but will effect consumption of sings vey little, if 'all.
Per cit.Aincome at 1

leve.I

Oonsumption~i may have a value of 20.521.5 million dollars. PrQ
duct~oh for the domestic market may have a value, at 1939 prics, of
13.5-14.0 dollars. Imports ight have 4a foreign, value: of
of consumption.
7.P7. in do s ad thu sppl abut
Per capital inconme 7 percent higher than In 1959.
Consumption -may. have a value of 27-29 million dollars. Produce
tion for the domestic market may have a value, at prices 20-25 pent
above 1939 'of 18-1 milion dollars . Imports may haVe a foreign
value of about 9-10 million dollars and- may supply about one-third
of consumption.
Exports consist of sie the production of which exceed United
States requirements. About-80 percent of the exports have been beef
and hog casings. In the past, xpors have been about equal to
imports in volume but considerably lower in value because about 40
percent of the imports consisted of high-prcd sep lamb and goat
csings. In the post-war long term'exports will probably 5.5.5
million dollars and amount to 25-30 percent of United State production.
No data are available.

Table: [No Caption]
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burua
the
g' recent pre-war
ye tot nhu,
prm#.of
In
it
'United States'fOr suzaribeet eed 'were a t1B-~
-ponu'A.
n
s
)1935 practi'3ml all the's --_-beC
uth l os
mad until about
utilized wa impoeiid.-Germ y wasdhq most npoiteait sre of
PeSuppWy, acu46ntig for some 75 to 85 percet of the totl s
mark the Netherandls, Cz&oslovkia, d Polnd supplied mot of
the remainder. Bgning In the early 930's poductlon -In the
United State.j became increasingly import. By 1939 dometi
production was almost sufficient t satisfy the ttaledompstic demand,

and in 1941 it exceeded it.
Under ayircumstanc now toresesable it ie improbble that
ibe importd fter
any considerable quantities pf supr-et s
the war. Domestic production is likely to satisfy all rauim t
Strains especially adapted to different eas in the United Sts have
been developed. Domestic seed can be produced at, prices approximating the prewar prices of European seed.
POST-WAR SHORT TEEM

Durin the years immediately after the war, production of sugarbeet seed will probably be much greater than during 1939. Domestically grown seed will probably supply a domestic demand, as well
as substantial quantities for export,
POST-WAR LONG TEEM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The production of sugar-beet seed in the long-term period will, of
sugar-beet towers
course, depend on the requirements of domestic
and possible export demand. At 1939 pr capita income levels, production of iseed will probably be about 18 million pounds and have
a fann value of 1.8 million dollars. At per capita income levels 76
percent higher than in 1939, production is likely to be in the neigh-
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Data on UnitedWStates import. (apparent constimption) for 1939
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Tea is not-.produced in the'United States. A reexport are insignificant imports over a roup of yeis'represeqtdomestic conWu
tion. imports in. any'particular year, howeverSaeaffetbd byt- e
speculative views fdealesas to future pris and vary mor th
consumption. In ID3Q, when imprts wre 97.8 ilionpound, a
consumption was about M93millionrunds "Estimates of future
nportemut necessarily be basedo ie rratio of fuure consumption
to actual consumption in 1939'ratherthan to import. in that tear.
Unite States consumption -ha bend probably will be; lidle
affected by changes in consumer inome. Th6re has been ad
decline in per capital consumption, which has just about of t' the
increase in population. Th delii er c:apit c
pio as
the result of tjie st IVom green to black t4 s m cup ae
brewed fro . pound blo tea. tanfrom:* pund of g ; th
appears 'to1hae been prtcicly no change n percapit Consupti
of the beverage as such. Before the p nt wr, imports oi
of about 80: percent black and 0o Lpercent green te, and actual consumption averaged- 0.70 pound per capital per year. In 1943, when
only black tea was used greenn tea, the product of China and Japan
being unavailable because of war condition, consumption averaged
0.64 pound.
t

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the immediate pst-war period the pincipal] udforeseemble
question affecting tea imports is how
, andto what extet, the
trade in green tea can be revived. If it is not resumed at all during

POr-WAX IMPORfTS AX DOMESTIC flOtiOf
that period, cotisinoptiOn, being retridted t black ta,
pobably
cse. total

891

be, as in 1943 about 0.64 pound per capit. In that
gumption, with a population of about 140 million rrdlessof
national income) may probably be in the neighborhood of 89-91
million pounds, compared with consumption in 1939 of 93 million
pounds, and actual impos of 97.8,million. Should the price of tea
-during this period remain at the high level of 1943 (32.3 cent),o as
maa well happen considering that the tea industry of the Netherlands
Indies, which before the- war supplied 17. percent of total world trade
may not have recovered sufficiently to be, back in the market on a
large scale, the annual (foreign) value of imports may be 28-30 million
dollars.
If the6 trade in green tea is resumed,,with no post-war effect on the
areas the per capita consumption may be somewhat
producing
than witfout'reen tea, but would nevtthele be;soewhat
-greaert
smaller than before the war because of the lon-time trflid tenplae
giten tea by black, and because that trend wil preumably be accentuated by the interruption of green-tea drinking during the 'war,.
Assuming that green tea would constitute oily 10 percent of te total
consumption, per capitia consumption of all teas would probably be
about 0.67 pound, and (in view of the increase in population) total
c6nsumption woild be approximately 939 million pounds, with a
foreign value of 30-31 million dollars.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capital income at 195 level.

It may be assumed that trade with China and Japan (Freen tea)
and with the Netherlands Indies (black tea) will have revived fully,
and that ample supplies of both kinds will be available. It seems
likely, however, that consumption of green tea will not exceed 10
perent of the total. In that case, per capital consumption of all tea
would be about midway between the pro-war sid the war average, or,
about 0.67 pound. With the increased population the consumption,
and consequently the imports, may be estimated at: 96-9 million
pounds, the increase in population over 1939 somewhat more than
offsetting the smaller per capital consumption. Assuming the unit
prices of 1939 to apply, the imports will be valued at 21-22 million
dollars.
Per capita Income 15 percent higher then in 1959..

The quantity of consumption would probably be no greater than
above estimated but prices might be 1015 percent above 1939 prics
and the imports might be vauet at 23-25 million dollars (foreign

value);

SCHD-UL 8.SePIRt WIES AND O
- 0;
BEVERAGE
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
coverS, eithe sepaately or asgroupsal imports
This section
listed under schedule 8, those of ich the import an 19
articles
amounted to $100,000 or more., -No bevea are provided for on:te
free list.- :The number of dutiable articles covered iis 9.- n 193,
imports of :these articles were valued at S.8 milliondollars;toa
imports under this schedule amounted to 69.1 tilhion 4ollars;
Certain rcarities relating to the commodities falling under
schedule 8 have an important bearing on the estimatesaof production*
and impors:.
(1) Most alholic beverage -(be is the most ip
exception)
require aging for a eosiderableperiod to make thm buitAble forcon'
sumption. Cite quantities
* actually manufactured iia given yeo
may bear little relation to thequtities withdrawi from warehouse
for 6opsaUnption after aging. The data given for domestic production
in 1939 in the several reports relate, except for beer, to the quantities
of tatc-paid withdrawalsfo consumption, and the estimates of post.
war production are on the same bass. .,
(2) Imported beverages in general -have a prestige which etiable
them to sell (after payment of duty and tax) at aconsiderably hir
price than the nearest equivalent domestic product. In general t
unit values for impos (i. o. exdut and ex-tax) ar hiher
foreign
than the estimated unit values (ex-tax) for the correponding domestic
product,
(3) Importe alcoholic beverages, except beer, Are subject not
only to duty but also to the sme rate of interl revenue tax as
domestic' beverages. The situation with respect to beer is set forth
in the subsection dealing with that commodity.
(4) The internal revenue tax is a large factor in the pri of al
holic beverages, and consumption is to some extent affected by the
price. During the war the taxes have been increasd greatly. Prent laws however, provide for somewhat lower rates when thewar is
over. Estimates offuture consumption (and consequetly of produce
tion and imports) have ecesly to be based on the assumption
that the taxes so prescribed willing fact be in effecin th powr
period.
It is difficult to estimate the value of the domestic output of alcholic
beverages in the post-war period, by reason of the inadequacy of the
of values in;
The 1939 quantities sho for l a
statistics
holic bevea, except 39.
beer, in the several subectio hich follow
are those of ithdrwals for conuMption as reported by the United
States Bureau of Internal Revenue. These data are given in trMsof
quantity only, without values. The United Sittes Bureu of the Cene
.
.

.~~

Table: [No Caption]
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POBTeWARlidPR"T ANDDOMOTIC

ODU0CTION'

roaddedby
thp
value
notinude
genl do
ducd, but the uit vaues 6i
aging and only prit, if aiy, of the vIaue of containr Then
States Tariff Commissio has coneiquehtly made, on the bais of a
variety of sources of infor ion, rough eimats of the appropriate
in bottles eept that
unit value of th
ofbever
the~valusfrbe rebsdatlonbeitbatto'kg and
partly on bottled beer. Tq arrive*t the values of producon in 1939,
these estimated unit values have bin miultiplied by the quantities as
vale of'4w domestic outreported for that -l'. In estlmatipgtthe
put of the same beverages in the long-term post-war perid on the
awunption of no chgeinintional income, the estimatedquantities
f production have been multiplied by the estimated unit values of
-139;at the higher income level the unit values have en leased
;;
;:
by 15 porcent.The margin o err in the estiates of unit alues made by the
that it h not semed apprprt to
Commission maye' so l
present the results of these calculations for those individual dasespof
beverages. The Coimission arrives at the conclusion that the Value
1939, -onabasis
of all alcoholic beverages inof the domestic output
fsirly comparable with the foreign value of importsO Wassomewhere
beten 900million and 1,050 million dollars. Thetfigure for 1939
actually-reachedxby the meths of computation desiibed was 968
miUliho dollars. Beer represented about 63 percent of this total and
whisky about 27 percent.
Estimates of post-war production (for domestic market) and imports
of the nne reorted articles have ben totaekd. (Where timates
are not given in a single figure but in the form-of a probable range the
middle point of the range has been taken for purposes- of tabulati'on.)
tabulation compares these total estima with ctual
The
following
(for the domestic market) aid actual imports in-1939
production
$us reports values of the several classes of alcoholic bevr

forIdomr.s

Pioduotlop

Pao4 bImom lord, mud WMi treatment
to,
-.
.o
k'F
:n
I3

RW
19to

Pwut
lred
ds
:pfket, wis, .4 *& btwtw, dutibe
---- - ----- --- *-100'
ft
$lo
1914
.---.-- .. ---------- --7
stionM
js as In 1=3
Per CapitaeWR
116
DutyinlOs
7.2
-114
1,122
148
11
B------fld d-aw
6t
116
9
97
190:
'1S
bthi ¢*1.
Mnt higtr than in 19i".-..
irmoftie
76,
-1t762
182
DUtas i 1392t
120
,71
Dut
181'
reduced 5051Permntno0
so
183
1*7
.
109.9
1,770,
Duty htcres~ pea * .
;p
,7
-

I'Estimated trom quantities reported in official statistic an5 unit values estimated by the United
Sts Tats Coamliask

For reasons already indicated, the combined -ttals of estimated
post-war production (for the domestic market) for edule 8, under
the sevel assumptions regaring income and duties are subjectto
a somewhat greater margin of error than similar comiined totls for
articles in many of the other tariff schedules. Th margin of.eror
is presumably narrowed somewhat by the offsetting of errors in
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

,,-.

avlable.

to

,
33,0...........-O

proof

Not value.
*Foreign

t

,
.:p
,e.
exprt Impots

,,,

Quantity O1,0
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f

Gin,
the lowest pricedaqf thi disilled alcoholic beVe gos
much
though generally
i>po6rtatii the ted S es than whisky4 DM
less
a considerable extent by th la we-l4odo Sight
been u to
liquor and by the moro wOell-4Q .e. a gnt of wize drits
th. i c
d inthe
Before the present wrnearly .>ll ofUnited7123r

SWr-WO St-WAR IMI'Of AN OM T R lON
'States Wasprod
domesticl;probably npwhere elsec t
bepouedmr heaply The pthollz qatitie imore
na7 gin6
(O erent olf .app n consumptiox4 in 199) consstd, prinialy
of nxdon dry gh, ahg-ptced product from the Tited goin
In 1*39 the atvrage foreign vahxuerq gallon of imports $2.7 ws
m-

unusually low,; i most years it'6d ba about $3 pet galon4
parable figures for domestic gin are not available, but it is known
that the value per gallon of the donstic oduct (in bothe) before
payment of tax wp much les than that of imports.
Between-repeal of the prohibition amendment and the outbreak of
the present w ttk domestic production of in was 12- m1Billion
gallons annual, sports were mall, aId exports ngigi'ble. Duin
the war, consumption ha fallen to about 60 percent of norma
domestic production has dropped very low, imports have incrae
enorinotsfy, and export. hve ceasd. The increase in impori ha
from Cuba and Mexico much of
consited mostly of low e goo
which d ednotmot theselotosfrgnsouin byt Utd
e
= Reve in, Reguation
State Burea of Intena
and Advertising of Ditited Spirit," and conseqently ws reqire
led
by the OCffie of Prie Adminitration to be retail as
spirits (produced In or imported from, ,Cuba or Mexico) made from
afne products and favored with aromatics."
The intetnal revenue tax on distilled beverages, dometi and
imported, was increased from $6 to $9 per proof gallon, fectLve
April 1 1944. Under the terms of the present law the rate is to return
to $6 six months after the end of the war, and it is assumed that this
is the rate.which will be in effect in both the short and the ln term,
In 1939 the tax was only $2.25 per proof gallon. Making allowance
for the fact that gin is usually marketed at les than 100 proof, the $6
rate is equivalent to about $1.02 per fifth whereas the $2.25 rate was
equivalent to only about 38 cents per fifth.-- The higher price-after
the war, resulting from the higher tax, would tend to lower consumption at that time compared iltk that in 1939.
h

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is impossible to estimate the consumption 6f gin during the
immediate post-war period with any degree of certainty. The expected
relative shortage of other distilled liquors at the end of the war may
tend to cause a shift to gin. Presumably domestic supplies will be
ample, for, unlike whisky, gin does not require aging. Thus consumption might be greater than in 1939. On the other hand, the poor
quality of most of the imported brands brought in during the war
to eke out the domestic shortage may have somewhat discouraged
the demand for gin. Consumption will be supiplied almost entirely
by domestic gin, although imports, which probably will again consist
it Kingdom, probably
chiefly-of high-priced products from the
will at least equal, or will evenceed, imports in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Coasumplon, Produetion, and Import
Per capital Income at 19t level.

Although the increase in population would tend to increase the
of distilled liquors above the 1939 level, this influence
be
offset
by the higher prices to consumers in consequence of the
may

consume
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domestic giot Ionewubat more thaI
of others. Import of gmjn which "ould be mostly of br-andscrring
l
l
special prestig, wOuld be r-ltie iaeted by the hhe i
revenue tax. It is, therefore prbble that the total dmnestic bon.
sumPtoti of gin, with per capital income at aiboult the 199 leel,will
not be tiubh above and fiifght be'ome*hit b&4vw
thwe'' 1*3rate
Consumption ay thus 'range from about 12 mIllion 'toi4 iilliot
:percent
proof galloor. Importswould probably aount for, 3 to 1N
of domestic conumenption under any of the duty levels contemplated6
Duty cit iPSO 4vel.-ImportA might amount to 80,000-100,00 proof
gallons, with a foreign value (at the 1939 -unit value) of 215,00-270,W00
dollars.
muy redued by '60 peretnt.--Such a deceasoe In duty might bb
expected to-result ih imiportsof 12, 000-160,000 prof gallons ith a
foreign value q perhaps 335,600-400,000 dollars.
Duty increwaed by 60 p .-lU der such circumitanes. imports
might amount to 50,000-70,000 proof gallons with a foreign ral0lie of

135,000-190,000 dollars.

Ico**e 75 petcefnt dhirher than In 195.
It seems f~iirly certain that total consumption of distilled liquors
would increase incongequenee of a, hgher per capital income, buit it
is not certainthat the czsumptioiof n mould rise. Constiniption
night range anywhere from 13 million gaUons, the 1939 fi,gure, toa
much as 4Q percent higher, or 18 million proof gallons. Imports, beig
of a higher price han the domestic produtt, but nevertheless subject
to the ame internal revenue tax, probabl would ince at this level
of income. :.
Duty aeo i S9.-Import might b. i the range of 100,000 15000
gallons. Prices of imported gin would probably be somewhat higher
than in the-pre-war period, perhaps 10 to 15 percent. The Imports
thus might have a foreign value of 300,00 465,000 dollarft
Du reduced by 60 pret.-nporta tinder those circum tanes
might l O,000-200, proof gallon with a foreign value of 450,000625,000 dollars.
Duty increase by 60 perwrt-Imports under thel circumstane
might be in the rnge of 75,00 00,000 gallons with a foreign value
of 225,000-310,00 dollars.
Per capital

Exports will probably continue to bo negligible, as they wer

previous to the present wai.

In the United States i& educed mostly by lage-scale o
tion method, with a re a ire small number of wrker. C
in the volume of gin producwould cause left change than proportional in the number of persons employed.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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In this report,a mhoweVer,the d . e
that used directly i veraiea b~eV&&g
class. In the pre-war period only about 15 percent of the total
quantity of all brandy (including gripe spirits)dtled was for
beverage use,
Beverage brandy (hereafter called brandy) is one of, the higher
prka.z-d of the comon dsti b'eo,. Before the war the nsupOtion of brandy in the United States cornpared with that qi some
other distillId liquors was low; in 1939' it was 2.5 Million proof pylons.
Production (tax-paid withdrawals) ranged betweer4 1.5 million and
2 million proof gallons ally. Imports averaged about 750,000'
proof gallons or approximately 30 percent, on the basis of quantity,.
of the' t~tsl ilnited States conmption; in terms of value the proportion represented by imports was considerably greater,. becau tha
unit vAdue of the impott i8smuch higher than that of domestic brandy.
Nearly all of the imports came from France, and co ted of cognac
and other high-priced brandy.
During the war, brandy consufliptiotibhas increased to between 3 and
4. times the 1939 level. United States production increased almost
threeftold, or to about 5 pnillion proof gallons in the fiscal years 194243
and 1943-44. Imports dropped off sharply in 194-1 and 1942, but
increased to unprecedented feels i 1943 and 1944, espeially in the
latter year. The increased production and imports resulted from the
limited supply of other alcoholic beverages, especially whisky, in this.
country. During the war Portual and Spain have been the principal
sources of imports. 'Not only the quality of imported brandy, but.
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POST-WAR LONG TE9RM
Cnnppd~nWP-.uctlos, And lup~rts
IrIn view of thegreat increaseduring the war, the
above the 1939
ports, a~nd consumption of brandy-wltl probably remain,production,
levelI eventhough the national income should retu to app ly
the 1939 level. however, imports will probably againW ome'to co.
sist primarily of high-priced brandies ouch as cognac; consequently
changes in the duty probably would not affet domestic production
appreciably althowh they would Probably affct the vunze of iports moderate. Tq faet that the- revenue tax (s e to be $V
e duty, m s
per gallon) greatly exceeds the assumedchge
the effect of suh duty change.
Per capita income at 19*9 level.

Duty as in 1989.-Total consumPtion miht be' 3.0-4.5 million
proof gallons, of which domestic production might supply-3 million
and imports 1.0-1.6 million gallons. A4 'the 1939 price level the
import might thus have a foreign vlue of 4.6.7; million dollarsDuty reduced. byfO ps t.-Domestic po ion probably would
million proof gall pro
not be materaly, different from the '23
viou assumed. Imports :and consumptiono) might be greater by as
much as 300,000 gallons under such a4tythan thywould beuaer
the 1939 rate1 consumption becoming 3.3-4.8 million 0alos and imvaue, at t seSam
for
ports 1.3-1.8 million gallon, with al
price level as in 1939, of 5.8-8.0 million dollars.
LDuty increased by 60 percent.A-Such an increase in duty, though it
would probably leave domestic production relatively unchanged,
might cause imports to be' smaller than they would be with the duty
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lBandy being ootnr t fof a luury itm, consumption would
probably be subs til gat r t this level of income tha t the
ower' le0voel previously aumed.
a"i tn IGS9R.-1otal, cosumption might bo in the range of
Z~u
7nilllion proof galon, of which 34 million migt be supplied bydomstie production and 24 million by iporti. 'h ltter, at-unit
-prices 1o to 15 percent higher than in 1939, might thus have'a foreign
Valueof 9.8-1 54 million dollars.
'5
et .ome
Dutidjireaeed by p4e0
production might be
expected to be about the same, 3-4 million proof gallons, but imprto(and cosmption) mgiht be treater byapproxiately hitf a miion
prof gilons, m1akiftg coinimption'5.5-7,5 million
adi rta
a t unit
10 tio 15 peeenthiKher
25-35 million gallons, thelttr(t4ev
than in 1030) having a:l1roe value of 12.58milion doll .
butij inereaoed b/ petce-n.-Production probably would be about
the same or 34 million-proof gallons. -Importi might b lower than
at the 1ioi9 duty level by approximatey 300 000 proof gaons, mkint
the consumption 47-4.7 million proof aliona and itnports 1.7-217
million, with foreign Value (at unit prfees 10 to 15 porednt higher
than in 1030) of 8.5-14.0 million dollar*.

froom

Exports of brandy are not separately reported, and are believed to
be negligible, if any at all.
e
Emplo'neit

Information regarding employmen4n-this industry is not available.
RUM
Tariff paragraphk: 802.
Rum.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Rum In containers of 1 Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 48%.
gal or le $2.50 per
proof gal. ($2 per gal.
on product of Cuba);

rum in barrels or
casks, $5 per proof
gal. ($4 per proof
product of
tl.on
.

Elu
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1
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rmo aln
( t product of Cuba). Cuban
Nots.-The rate AndI bygallop
the Tarff
Act
or
wasof wI to
rum, in bottles holding
per p ,o effective September 8, 194,
to the Cuban trade agreement. The general rate on rum In oontainer holding I'l or l"
psa=nt
reduced to $2,.i pw proof gullou, effective june , 195, purt to the trade areemnt witb HaItl,
ie JU.
which resulted in a preferential rate on Cuban rum in such ctaLrs, f $p2r proof
galo.
the general rat on mum In containers of more tha I galon h lso boo *.pr pro allon
601S,
Uub) pusamt to the trade agreement with Mexico.
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Rum is distilled- fom sugardane produdts, principally blactrFp
molasses or cao
The
a pd of ui vtt conaiderWNice,. qlalitT
nd-v
ably among differebit brands dopendizg
uion
the raw thatt-Oa used,
the methods of prodictioi (partilarly tho careaxettrels"Od in mainfActuig and blending) tho lcohhlic content, and the lenkth 6f tdiw
tle product is aged.
During the war, when the supply of all alcoholic beverages was
limited and the demand ws unusually geat, consumption of ruin
increased nearly threefold (from 5 million t bout 15 million gallon).
Much of the increase represented the substitution of rum for.in and
whisky' The tnitedi States output, including that of Pi'eurto .fr
and the Virn IsAMds, increased from
n average of
somewhatr
l
than 5 million poof gons during the 5 yeas 193"04 to a pproxi
mately 1 million proofgllons in 194. Befoe the warabout ,half
of the domestic output was produced in th ontinental Uited State
Most of the increase during he wa took plce in Pueto Rko; pro
duction In the continental UJnitod States ha remaindrelatively
stable (at between 2 millionamillimillion proof gallons) since repeal.
Imports increased from about 400,000 proof osannuialy before
the war to more than 5 million in 1043. Te impor frmerly consisted of high-priced rumin' bottles, pi rplly from Cuba an
Jamaica, but during the w~ar they have consisted chief of low-pricl
barreled rum (principaly from Cuba and the lrenchWest lndies),
the duty on which wa reduced from $5 to $2.60 per pf gallon M
the Mexican trade agreement, effective January 30, 1943.
The internal revenue tax on rum, domestic and imported, was
increased from $6 to $9 per, proof gallon, effective April 1, 1944
Under the terms of the present law the6$B rate is t be reetablished 0
months after, the end of the war. It is aumed in this report, therefore, that the $6 rate will be in effect in both the short- and the longterm periods. In 1939 the tax was only $2.25 per proof gallon or
approximately 38 cents per fifth 'at the proof customaril bottled,
whereas the $6 rate would represent about $1 per fifth. ..I same
rates apply to other liquors of high alcoholic content.
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In view of the pitt tv short supply of gd whiskyy tosverl
r' a fter the War, t 6ppctn prbable that the t hl
osumption
of rum wll be cosdty gerth it ws in IOandta t bth,
doettic producony peniculrly that in Puerto 1, sd iport
willbe Consderblt abov their preowhr levels.
POStWAR LONG thRM

Cunnpds, Ptebts,sad
latnrt.
tm rtm wil no lonr be speciat demat-nd as a sub.
In thef long
r diAMled beverages, a ae In luaN
othe
statute
suppies of the othen
will ^beailable. It It probable however that the grtly Inred
o"nsnmptibn of rum d-ufing the war wil1 sheet the dRenking habitat of
some cosumers end that rum will' remain penunantly n r"ater
demand then before the war4
Before the reduction of the duty on barIed rum on 3&ntr 30,
1943, from $5 to $25.0 pr prof galln, praticall all of th rwn inrted entered in bottles
t
terig In such conta
been reduced to$2..In 143 nd 144 th
duty
almredy
imports o barreld rum were three to fout time s" great Ms these of
bottled nau, and thien foign unit vilue ot the rui Imported in barrls'
WAA only about t $1 to $1.50 'per proof gallon, compared with $4 to
$4A0 per prof gllon for that import di in bottsi Part of this dif
fence was due, of cours, to the cost of bottling, but, In addition,
bottled rum is generally of higher quality. Consequently the'i Iut
values of import later. refer1zd to are based upon assumed duties
twice as high on barreled rum as on bottled rumt sin that reltionship
existed in 1939. On this aumption it i likely that most of :the rum
which would be imported under any duty level would be bottled
before entry through the customs.

Per capital icome at lst9 level,

Total consumption (taking account also of population growth),
might be 20 to 50 percent greater than in 1939, or perhaps 6-8 million proof gallons. Assuming continued free entry from Puerto
Rico, it appears probable that the greater part of this would be suPm
psied from that source. The imports, which may be expected to
conx.ist principally, as before the war, of comparatively high-priced
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The exports of 29,000 proof gallons in 1939 were considerably
greater than before or since that year. Exports will probably continue
to be small.
EMploymeet
No information is available regarding the number of pers employed in the rum inditry, either in the contitietiil United States or
in Puerto Rico or the Virgin Islands. Changes in the volume of
production or imports probably would result in-much le than
portional

changes iniperonnel.
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Drta on United States production, imports, and conzumpjion for
1939 are given below:
Froduetie
Item
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Tota
Quantty (1,000 proofl .o......)....
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pr....
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'106,10- 21
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us,go-

_ 11.7ft

,to

_

I

54.22.

I Tax-paid withdrawals plts inceae by rectftatlon, fisa yew beginning July 1,1M, Pius crporb in
1939,
INot available.
Foreign value.

In the United States whisky is by far the most important of the
distilled beverages, both in domestic production and in imports. The
imports of whisky are among the most important of all dutiable
United States imports, and whisky is by far the largest item among
United Kingdom exports to the Ifnited States.
Although the United States distilling industry is equipped to produce all the whisky the market will take, there has been since the
repeal of prohibitionstrong demand for Scotch and Canadian whiskies, notwithstanding the fact that their prices exceed those of most
domestic whiskies by more than the amount of the duty ($2.50 "per
proof gallon). The United Kingdom and Canada have furnished
nearly all of the imports,in the proportion of a pproimately threefourths and one-fourth respectively. On the basis of quantity,
imports made up about 9 percent of the total apparent consumption
in 1939.
Owing to the vast wartime need for industrial alcohol, all distillation
of whisky in the United States was discontinued as of October 8, 1942,
and the distillers shifted to the production of alcohol. Since that
date, the only distillation of whisky or neutral spirits for beverages has
been during.the months of August 1944 and January 1945. The
domestic whisky! appearing on the retail market since October 1942
has come out of stocks and an increasing part of it has been blended
whisky containig usualy 30 to 35 percent straight whisky, the remain-

&Ipits.
der being neutral
Consumption of whisky is materially affected by the price, which
in turn it influenced much more-b the internal revenue tax than
by the duty or cost of production. Hence it is necessary, in arriving
at the estimates made below, to assume some rate for the internal
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revenue ltax. In 1939 the tax w $2.25 peproof hon. It Is now
$9, but the presit la* provide that at the end oXthe war it bihl
revert autoniti
to' in eaer statlls of $98 per gllo, and it
has been asumedi in this report tliit this te will be in efect th*s
after. If the tax should revolt to the pro-war figure, or if it should
remain at the present figure, consumption would lbe appreciably
affected.
*v
POSTWARBSHORT TERM
During the present war the supply of alcoholic beverage available
On the market ha. been less thin the demand for thoerm and the
consumption of whisky has recently fallen -below the pre-war level.;
Because of reduction of stocks of domestic whisky during the war, the
supplies of aged whisky will undoubtedly continue to be relatively
6tion of distKillng at normal itM,
short for 3 or 4 years after thQ re
although supplies: of th cheaper skies (paticularly neutral spirit
blends).may be $euae. Se s
of Scotch whisky inWtlan
have been considerably depleted du the war, and since Stch is
marketed only after ong , on] eatvel 1gw supplies from tht
source can be aexted for 4tof6yars after distilingei resumed there
on a substantial Qolo. NThe latest information available dicate
that stocks of Caadian whisky have declined but little during the
war; consequently imports from Canada in the immediate Postwar
period may be somewhat higher than inithe years immediately before
the war.
Assuming that per capital ral income in the immediate pstar
years will be approximately at the present level, or about 40 percent
greater than in 1939, the consumption of whisk, provided -supplies
are available, will probably be somewhat above the 1939 level, despite
the higher prices resulting from the neumed increase in the int6enal
revenue tax from $2,25 to $6. Because :of scarcity of suppDmlie o
sin or an
Scotch whisky abroad, total import. may be somewea
before the war. The manual production of domestic. whisky (as
distinguished from the current distillation of new whisky, which
maybe much greater than production, as the term is used in th
report; see footnote 1 of the foregoii tabulation) will probably.
considerably exceed the production in 1939; shortage of imports
would tend to miake the sales of the domestic product somewhat
larger than otherwise, although- the foreign and domestic types are
by no means fully interchangeable in consumer demand.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Conmumpton, ProductlU, and ImJprts
Per capita income at I#$# level.

The per capita consumption of whisky in this period is problem
matical; the higher prices assumed as a result of a higher internal
revenue tax than before the war might cause a lower per capita
consumption. Despite the increased tax however, per capital consumption might prove to be higher.' Taking count of population
growth, total consumption might be in the range of 105-120 million
proof gallons. If imports bore about the same relation to cone
asbefore the war (assuming the duty to be the sas in,
sumption
1939), they might be about 99-1 I million proof gallons, with a foreign
value (at the '1939 unit value) of about 40-47 million dollars.
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amounting tio 17 million pro llons. Aung that the avrge fore unit value would be 10 to 1 percent lirgh tfIn 1039,
Wh wiotelign vlue of imports might be in the range of 05-43
million dollars
As in the asiumptions mnde under the 1039 income 1ete<4udty
changes of 50d percent would probably not have muce cfteoton the price
of domestic whisky, or upon the tot uonsuption. They would,
however, be likely to have a sustantial effet upon the sihre of tinfla in cotntuption. A redtion in the duty kxught incrqae iports
b? perhaps 2-4 million sIllont, bringing the tot import un. to a level
p 16-21 million glons, with a foreign value of, way, 7B1 million.
An Inclree iM the duty might result in at redution of Import by
perhaps I -3 million gallons, with total imports thu-samounting to
Zbout 12%-14 million gallons, with a feign value of 50-75 million
f

dollars.
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80

Experts

Relatively small quantities of whisky have been exported and these
exports occur largely on account of the demand for United States
brands by United States nationals abroad. Before the war most of the
exports went to Canada. During 1942 and 1943 exports were slightly
higher in quantity, and much higher in value, than in 1939. It is
to be expected that more United States national will be abroad after
the war than before consequentl the exports of Unite4 States
whisky probably will ix somewhat higher after the war n in 1939.
No information is available upon employment in the whisky industry.
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Cordial ntcrliqueur.
with
naturall fruit flavoring
spi, spirit,
flavoring
arnatic, aesnc,
mtid so) of. Tito higher gradesi ae made byredistillng th spirit
a
with Vito flavoring' materials and 4fterwd
rectifying the product
by sweotenlnt~gflong,ad blending. The chear type mtad
by so-called co ound lig-4tho emplo mixotg
of uar nd otr
flavorink materia with spirits. The bulk of the United StAt..
output is said to be impounded some. of it in recntyer through
th lme-o imported gin, ruand neutal spirit.. Nearly all COrdi
imported before th. war were ditilled tjyx.and the prices at which
they wore retafled made tdem
lIuury beveraes; import
during the war have be of somewhat lower grade land prie, Cordials are usually bottled at 80 to 70 prof Because of there swefnen
antd high flavor-- they are M*wSy consumed in relatively smal quantities,
Prent wartime consumption of cordials in the United Sttesa is
t
approximately 4 million proof gllon b outwo-thids
than in
the fiscal year 139-40. Prouction increase from 2.4 million gllo
in 1939-40 to 4 million in 1942-43 and 194$-444 Imports, however,
dropped frm bout 300 000 rroof tllo-nusly before the war to
65,000 gallons in 1942; tKey have ainee increased to near 200,OOO
Formnery the imports came v'rhiipally from France; at present (1943)
Argentia is the principal sources
The interal revenue ta on lique, as on othni distilled liquors
ucrI from $peprfgllon to i6
domestic and imported wasi
-per proof gallon, effective April 1, 1944. Under the tetms of tin
present law. he rate is to return to $ sx months after the end of th
war, and it is assumed that this is the rat hi-lch
w itbe. i effect.iX
both the short- and long-tn postwar periods. In 1939 tS taxin

distinctly

QA2
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8POW1fl IRoMPOS'I AND D0OMU

novuro

ately 32 eeits per fifth of cordial
as bottled; the $ost-war rate will be equivalent to about 86 cents
rice, resulting from the higher taxwuld tend
per fifth. The
to lower consumption somewhat after the war. On the other hand,'
the consumption of cordials and liqueui4, whic a re comparatively
high-priced specialty products, would probably be le affected by the
higher prices 'than wol that of most other ditilled beverages.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
The increased onsumption of liqueur dung the war probably
resulted in large part from the increased demand for alcoholic beverages generally, together with the limited supply of some of them. As
tlw supply of other alcoholic beverages increases the production and
consumption of liqueurs may fa below the wartime level of 4 million
proof gallons; but may remain somewhat above that of 1939..- Imports, which probably will again consist principally of high-priced
specialties, may be about the same as in 1939 if suppl abroad are

only $2.25 per proof gallon, app

available.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumpfton, Produedon, and Imports

Under the 1939 level of consumer income, production would
probably not be much affected by such relatively moderate price
changes as might be expected from 50-percent changes in the duty,
especially in view of the high iDternal revenue x.
Per capita income at i9S3 level.

Duty as in 1989.-Total consumption probably would be approximately the same as in 1939, perhaps 2.7-3.0 million proof gallons, of
which perhaps 2.4-2.6 million would be supplied by domestic production and about 300,000-400,000 bt imports. At the 1939 level of
prices the foreign value of the imports might thus be 1.5-2.0 million
dollars
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Domestic production probably would
be about the same as with- the duty at the 1939 level. Imports and
consumption might be higher than under no-duty change by about
100,000 proof gallons, making consumption from 2.8-3.1 million proof
gallons, and imports 400,000-500,000 proof gallons, with a foreign
value, at 1939 prices, of 2.0-2.5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent-Under these assumptions domestic
preduction would probably be about the same as with the duty unchanged, but imports and consumption might be about 100,000 gallons
less than under no duty'change, making consumption 2.6-2.9 million
proof gallons, and imports 200,000-300,000, with a foreign value, at
1939 prices, of 1.0-1.5 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 939.

Consumption of liqueurs may be expected to respond to changes inconsumer-income levels which are maintained over a considerable
period of time.
Duty as in 1989.-Total consumption would probably be cionsiderably greater than under the lower income level, perhaps 4- million.
gaons (60-to 120 percent higher than in 1939) and imports, because'
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Domestic production probably would remain about
million dollars.
the same with no changein duty.
Exports
Exports, if mny, are not reported separately.
Ugier

Employment

The number of persons employed in this indust r is not known.
Changes in the level of production would cause less than proportional
changes in employment.
SPARKLING WINES
Tariff paragraph: 803.
Commodity:
Sparklingmwines.
Rate of duty:
$3 per gaWon.
Bqtsinlent ad valorem (1989): 67%,
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prouced by the other methods end have rtetr -pretige; they ar
also moe costly tproduce.
lr~war Import. of saatklinj wines caie malt from Prnce
Thse wins a rriethe h epution as ted with the res of
Frane famous for their chapagne Practicall all wre produed
by the bottle mehdand- oomin^e price in the American market
ubsantill above even the hight hpred domestic sprld wines
The greater pat of the United $tate output of spakhng wines als
is produced by the bottle method, but bout 33 percent s produced
by the bulkc process and about 7 -peret is artifi&6llyc&rbonated,
Before the war United States
l a
consumption was
app0rox
million gallons analdly, of which slightly mor than onehalf on the
basi of quatit (but much more than onehalf on the bs of vaue),
was supplied bt imports. eDurig the wi total nsumpthin ha
inc
about 75 percent, impot
lined 80 to 85 percent,
nd domeatic production has increasedhavetebout threeold.:
The internal revenue texon hampane or other natural araokling
wine, domestic anrd imported will, presumably, be wmewhr higher
after the war than in 1939. In 1989 thi tax wa 40 cnts
A er alnet
The present (1945) rate i $2.40 per gallon, but under the lawit is to
be reduced to $1.60 per gallon 6 month after the ond of the war.
will be quivalet to 32
This rted
fifth, as compared wth 8
s per fifth under the 1939 tax.center
A tax of 32 cnts per fifth will
probably affect consumption in the pswar period very slightly.
Becuso sparkln wine i relatively lo in alcohol ontentrusually
not mor than 14 pecnt-and relatively high in pricer-it is seldom
usd as a substitute for other alcoholic
beverages. Consequently the
76-percent increase in consumption durinthe war apparently was
not caused by the genera shortage of distilled beverage but rather
by the high consumer income.
POST-WAR SH{ORT TERM

may be somewhat higher than at present (19), or
Oonsumpticnd
about 76 percent higher thn in 1939, even though thecehampagn
area of France will probably not be able to export champagne in a
lae quantities as before the war, because of the depletion of stocks
during the war, adbecause of the
3 jm required for aging
chmpagne.
Domestic production in this period may be approximately thre time
a great as inl1939.
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Dometio productlon would p obably: ot ,o rly diferont inder
the different lvelsd
of duty ont t ue et RIolut
341. Both domtwtie and imported arkl wines are, however,
luxury products for *h1ph thb dmand protbaly would be substAnat low levt of 1tioial IWome.
tially greater at high twa
Per_clpttti#roe at 1:D* t~ivel,
.
many moro people have become* auistmod to the use of sparkli
wines dUr the w
oquently domesti production may b
ng level of aLut
subatitiallt hihethvimnf4 19f-pobly
million gallons.
800 0 to 1 I2
J'utd 4i in 198s.lmports might bo 600 000-800,000 gallons, with
a foreign value, at unit prices. of 39, of app imaty 2.7-3.6
million dolls.
ThY rodwod by O pOrcnnt.-rmportm might be " much a 200,000
gallons higher than with no- duty change, or between 800,000 and
I million gallons, with a foreign value, at 1939 unit values, of 3."-4
million dorOtir.
Thyd inereatid bv: 60 prcnt k-Iwports might be approximately
100,O0 gallons lower than with no duty change, or from about
600,000 to 700,00(Lallons, with a foreign value, at 1939 unit value,
of about 2U2-3.1 million dollars.

Per capita income 75 ernt higher thon In lo9t.

Domestic production of sparkli wines at this level of income may
be 60 percent or more higher than With income as in 1939, sayp 1.2-2.0
-million gallons.
in
Duir . i1989.-Imports,
being even more of a luxury character
than the domestic prodtict, might be a" much as 100 percent greater
than with incomeoa in 1939, possibly 1,-1.6 million gallons. At
unit pri^" 10 to 15 percent higher than in 1939 they might have a
foreign value of approximately 0- hkilion dollars.
Dtdy redwued by 50 prcent-Imports might be about 300,000 gallons
higher than with no duty chae, or 1.5-1.9 million gallons, with a
foreign value of approx 1tel 1-10 million dollars.
ty increased by 50 pereent.-Imports might be approximately
150 000 gallons lower than with no duty change, or roughly 1.0-1.6
million gallons, with a foreign value of 5-8 million dollars.

Exports are not and are not likely to be, important, although

they have increase somewhat during tlhe war.

The United States Bureau of the Census reported 3,491 worked in
the wine industry in 1939, of whom 2,056 were reported " wage
.
of these workers were m
earners. Probably les than percent
establishments concerned with sparkling wines.
71288-45----65
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMISTIC PRODOCTION

STILL WINES (INCLUDING VERMOUTH)
Tari paragraph: 804.

Still wines (including
vermouth).
From 6f2% to $1.25 per Buivakint ad atolrem (1939): 43%.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

gal.

Noz.--The raMe Axd In the Trfl Act of 1930 on still wines and vemouth Is $1.25 per paon. Effntavy
Je15 1936 the rate on still wines o 14 percent or s alcohol cotent, In containers of 1 gallon or les, wa
reduced to 7ioente per gallon, pursuant to the trae agreement whlh Frune. The rate on vter th ti .
talners of I gallon or les was also redueem pursIat to the Vtnerb agreement to 62% cents per gallon

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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I As reported by the Cralloria Agri. Expt. Ste., Berkeley.
X'As reported by the W~hw institute, Refers to estimated current (actual) consumption, and nt to
"ap1srent" consum tion. cBauae. considerable wine is fged for variable periods. 'apppwevt ownswu
telor plus bmotis) Is not a gooed mesuaire of current ;Wsumppom
4 Forepig value.

The Unitel States does not rank high in world production or international trade 'in wines. Production ill this country reached a peak
of 118 million gallons in 1941. By co:itrast, the annual production in
-France (with about one-third as large a population) before -the war
averaged over 1,500 million gallons. United States impolts before
the war were about 3 million -gllons annually, and exports less than
100,000 gallons; but both imports and exports have increased considerably since the war began.
During prewar year, nearly one-half of the imported consisted of
vernouth, practically all of which, after the duty on bottled vermouth
was reduced from $1.26 to 62% cents per gallon (in the French trade
effective June 1;i 1936) -entered in bottles, the dutv o
agreement
in casks being unchanged. Table wines (still wines containing
wine
not more than 14 percent of alcohol) also entered principally in
bottles, largely because of the reduction in duty on such wine in
bottles from $1.25 to 75 cents per gallon in the same trade agreement.
The duty on dessert wine (wine containing more than 14 percent,
but not more than 24 percent, of alcohol, chiefly sherry and port)
has not changed, but remains at $1.25 per gallon as in the Tarifl Act
of 1930. France, Italy, Spain, Germany, the United K-ingdom, and
Portugal, in the order iiamed, were the principal sources of pre-war
imports. In general, the imports were products of high price or
prestige.
United States production of wine has dropped sharply since 1941,
even falling below the 1939 level, largely because of the Government
requirement that raisin grapes be used for raisins and not, wine.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMSTIC PRODUCTION
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at a time
The low level of domestic production, coming as it did .f
general shortage in alcoholic beverages, caused a phenomenal increase
in imports of dessert wines from Spain and Portugal in 1944.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

As aged whisky will be scarce in this period, it may be expected
that distilled beverages in general will to in relatively asort supply
Consequently, there will be an untisual demand for vermouth and other
dessert wine for use as a substitute, for distilled liquors. In consequence of this special demand! yith the resulting high prices, and
to replenish depleted stocks of wind for aging, domestic production of
still wine Will probably be much above wartime levels. If the prodtuction of grapes is sufficient, actual consumption may be 60 to 75
percent higher than in 1939, amoutiig to perhaps 120-135 uill on
gallons, but domestic production may be 60 to 85 percent higher than
in 1939, amounting to perhaps 130-150 million gallons. Imports will
probably consist more largely of high-quality wines than during the
war, when large -quantities of ordinary grades were imported to supplement short domestic supplies. In view of the probability that winces
of high quality may be relatively scarce in Europe, imports may be
less in quantity than during the war, but larger-than In 1939,;they
may animont to perhaps 5-7 million gallons, with a foreign value,
at prices higher'than in 1939, of 12-17 million dollars.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumption, Produecton, and Import
Per capital consumption of wine is much lower in the United States
than in many other countries; in 1939 it was only about 0,6 gallon per
capital compared with an approximate pro-war per capita consumption oi 30 to 40 gallons in Franoe. It is likewise low as compared
with per capital consumption in the United States of other alcoholic'
beverages and soft
gallon of distilled liquors, 6 gallons of
softdrinksfi
drinks; and 12 gallons o beer. Immediately before the war
United States production and consumption of wine was increase
rapidly, and the belief is general in the trade that, when normal
conditions of production and trade are resiumed, the upward trend in
consumption will continue.
Prices of wine, moreover, are likely to be somewhat higher and
firmed than before the war. Because of considerable investment in
the wine industry by financially trong melibers of the distilled liquor
industry, and because of good returns during the war; the wine
industry is in a stronger financial position than It was before the war.
Consequently, distress sales and price wars will probably be less
common. Furthermore, under the provisions of the present law,
-internal revenue taxes are to be higher; the tax on dessert wive is
to be 40 cents per gallon, Compared with lO cents in 1939, and it is
assumed that this rate will continue in effect during the long-terin
post-war period.
Probably imports will again 'consist almost entirely of high-pric
wines and specialties; probably vermouth from France and ItJy will

again predominate.
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ler capita (nedo" at lost level.

Despite a probable upwr d trzid in consumption of wie with
change in consumption habits and improvement in quality of the
unt of
dometftic produit, total consumption of wne, taking
incread population, probably would not be more than- 40 to 65
percent higher than in 1939, or about 105-125 million gallons. It
appeal* likely that inmports-(with duty as in 1939) may be from 25 to
50 percent ore than in 1939, or 4-5 million gions, with a foreign
uiit valtu) of 8-10 million dollars. Domestic provalueo'(at l939
ductiont thefeforo, would probably be about 100-420 million gallons.1
In view of the fact that imports are normally relatively high in
-price and are cousumned nostly by cla of people to whom price is
not the priimnr consideration,, it appears likely that the relatively
small changes in price which might result from 50 perc ent changes in
the duty wwould cause but little change in the demand for imported
wine. The effect of 'such changes on the annual volume of mport
probably would not exceed 0.5-1.0 million gallons (the itt value of
the imports probably would be about the same as in 1939), and the
effect opn total consumption and' domestic production would be
Income 7# percent higher than in 19*.

Under this, income, consumption of wine might be 70-110 percent
higher than in 1939, or 130-160 million gallon. The consumption
of high-priced imported wines would prbably increase to a greater
extent than total consumption. Imports might supply 8-10 million
gallons, representing an increase of roughly 150-200 percent in volume
over 1939, and have a foreign value at prices presumably 10-20
percent higher than in 1939, of ibly 17-24 million dollars. In
this case domestic production wourd be approximately 120-150 million
gallons.
It appears, probable that a change in the duties of 50 percent,
though perhaps affecting the qulantity imported by as much as 1-2
million gallons manually, would affect total consumption and domestic
production only slightly. The unit value of the imports probably
would be about the same as under no duty change.
Exports
Although exports have increased several fold since the war begn,
they are still small averaging-slightly more than 600,000 gallons
during '940-43. TRe exprts onst mostly of low-priced wine
Domestic producers probably will be able to hold most of this trade
after the war, and may even bo3 able to increase it to about a million
t
gallons.

According to the United States Census, 3,491 persons were employed
in the wine industry in 1939, of whom 2,056 were classified as wag
earners. Probably more tharL 95 percent of the total workers were
engaged in still wine production,
Change in the Volume of still wine production would cause much
less ebange, relatively, in the number employed.
* Thb IN prduction redy for oomptim, which may be more or leg thanwrrt produwm.
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ALE, PORTER, STOUT, AND BEER
Tariff parqapA: 805..
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GENERAL,

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are givan below:
_;
Production.

Item

:F

Total

or
r o

Imports
lOt oou M-peb

Fore
OMn23
.Moor
ietto
prt
arket

(1,000 got ).1.........709.
I
Quantity
Value ($1,000)-----.
440
1, 440

,086,0I 1 lO96 1,W4 M
.9.
?1,.**.
'*0
..
*0 .
Unltvalue (per glo)-.31
*..................
Persons employed (number)...-v-,,1.,911-........
...........

.unptlon
0,2

..

IThe value dgive the table i rpod by tW;tod Stat.. o. The ditlated Vlue oftbe
ready tor 6onsumption, bad on the unit value estimted by the X.B. Tariff Oommbln fOr n
n the summary tble given In the introduction is considerably higher.,

'

'Foreign value.

o'
The United States is by far the largt producer and con'stmer
fermented
milt liquors in the world. Since the repeal of prohibition,
consumption has tended to vary directly with the national income: it
increased from about .3 billion gallons in the fiscal year 1934-35 to about
1.7 billion in 1936-37, declined to appratly 1.0 billion in 19389,
and rose again to about 2.6 billion gallons in 1943-44. Imports as
well as exports, are ver small, relaive to, domestic production. In
1939 exports were oy about, oneithird as much as imports. The
manufacture of malt liquors is a large-scale and highly mechanized
industry.
Before the war the greater part of, the imports consisted of specialty
products, either special types like ale, porter, and stout, principally
from Ireland and the Uited. lngdom, or special knds of beer, suc
as Pillsner, Wurzberger, and Auenchener mostly from Germany,
(Czechosloyakia, ad the Netherlands. RTie's imported specialties
commanded considerably higher prices in the United State. markets
than domestic products. In, addition, substatial quantities of oidinary-type beer were imported -from Japan into HaWaii. During the
war imports principally from Mexico and Canada, have increased to
more than four times the average nnual imports during 1937-40.
These wartime imports have consisted mosty of ordinaytype.ber,
similar to the hulk of the domestic beer. This inreae resultedin
part from the increased demand and in part from the 50 percent
reduction of the duty in the Mexican trade agreement (efec tive
January 1943). The present (1945) duty of 25 cents per gaon is
slightly less than the internal revenue tax of $8 per barrel `of 31
gallons (25.8 cents per gallon), which is levied a t domestic but
not against imported beer. 'Under present law this ta i to rettm
to $7 per bae '(22.6 cents per gallon) 6 months after the end of ths
war, and it is asumed in this report that this rate of tax will be in
eafect in the long te.-n.
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POAT-WAR LONG Th1#M
co"Oufflotio, Productlon, and 1metto
Per depite Income ot 19to leteI.

tluring tho, war more peronnIboilme accI tW)nlnl to driniking No,
and as a rosolt1 the per eapita stwnomptlon of 1,eor may rettifin s0rn0
what higher tbhan forre the war, perhlps 10 percent higher, even with
W increase in per capit& icome, Al ltwing for incretASe i popUtIP.
tiori, (stAlmption m1Ii t be in the vicitlytV of 2 billioll gAllonlsi Do.
mes~tic production wotilsid Au )ly nearly (lt of this under any assumption
regardfik dltioc It Il unli l6y that 1tinlrts* would, under any co0dltionn 44 (duty contemplatedl herein, supplAy A mletlt aS I percent f
the toota consomption. If the duty should again be fixed Wat the 19.9
rAte (50 cents per gallon), imports probably would again, as before t0e
war, consist largely of IiNropcan Apodaltims. If thls rate were tltnreaiA
Sp0 parent to 75 eents per gallon, only the higher priced of thse,
Apecialtios could enter; and if it were lowered 60 percent to 26 cmtts
per gallon (tihe present rate), it woold be only slightly higher than the
lntrnal revenue tAx which it is asumed will be 22.6 cents per gallon,
at I-)ht time, and imports of ordinarytype beer from Mexico, Caneuda,
anwl Japal mlght enter in subtantial quantities.
Mayw as in 19S9.-Sinee the imports of European specialties ,ere
dewreaing e benbefore the war, the imports, if the duty were restored
to the 1939 rate, oruld probably be thout 1.8 million gallons, vith a
total foreign value, at unit prices as of 1039, of 1Umillion dollars.
reduced by 50 prefnt.-If the presnt reduced duty remains in
Puty
imports
force,
might b a high as 5 million gallons, with a foreign
value as igh as 3 million dollars; the average unit value would be
'materially Iower than if the 1939 rate were in effect, because. more
low-priced beer would enter.
Thitj irberaed biy 50 Percent.-Imports probably would not le more
than about aw milblon gallons, with a foreign value of probably around a
million dollars, o0ly high-priced beverages entering.
Per cmpita income 76 percent hither than In 1939.
Consumption might be as much as 40 percent higher thin at the
1939 income level, in which case it would be about 2.8 billion gallons.

Domestic production would supply all of this except about 2-5 mile
lion gallons. The imports might under these conditions include a
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TheO xpotatton of beerlhas teen - smaIl tritle, g"ettrnldy oonefld to
Central Amtieflran eotlotrie§ annd otlheem h1tvitio i Alsbotintfll nw bner of
North American rooloenti or LraMeiers. In the short, term thloi trwde
will probably main elpi, to the present (1046) level of about 1.b
million galloko, which is double tho exports ih 1039. In the long term
it will probably ho sfomewiat less thil 1 .t illiot gillotin At the 10$
income lWel, d somewhat more thatit I million ga11ons at the 75
peren,"t highe- income level.
l

Tho beer industry In the VnIted Statie IN largely mftnhitwd.
The tUnited States census reported that Jo 1*30 a total of 41,011
Oalarled officers, employees, and wae earners were engaed in thmanutfeture of mRlt beverages for 01e 0O56 manufaeturngt Co.erna
reportpi A tor about 70 per establishment. Of these, 6,08 woo
n hitkm I
Ts wage earners. lleltlsse of it enIhfn
reporn
proportionatly to
thes industry, employment is not likely to inteoe
voume o
the increase In production. On thb basis of the Ofme
Is
preiluction In the long-term postwwar period, It estimattd that t#a
nuilmer of people employed might range between 65,000 hnd 75,06i0
people, depending on the lower or higher assumption as to national

rlicome,

MINERAL WATERS

Tariff paragraph: 80.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Mineral wate.

IOf per gal,

FNuivalent ad valorem (1953)I15%.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, import., and consumption for
are given below:

1939
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It

~~~~A~ppimiRnt
-~~~TobJ~ForueIt
Pbn~~~~~P
imports
ma

(9
(1)
(I)
Sgo
gallos))
71 . . ..
5.
4O
4,
( pet ) .................... - ........ .
unvalue (p.r gallon) _.,,..-..
,
7 ......_...
.........-..-.........

'Not uvaslabk.

*Farein Volt*
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.._.
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The trade in mineral waters has been defining during the pst two
or three decades. During 1906-14 the total value of iMports was a
million dollars or more annually;: in 1939 it was only oIe-furth as
much. The sales of domestic mineral water during
tm early 1920's
(acxlusive of the quantities used in soft; and furnished to guests
by hotels, resorts, and s5natoriume).
apprximaed 5 million
rs
annually; in 1923 they amounted to 44 n illion gallons valued at 6.5
million dollars-5,8 million for table waters ad 0.9 million for medicinal waters.1 Although statisticgiare not available, reports Ironm the
trade indicate that since about 1926 the trend of domestic production
and sales has been downward. Exports also have declined from
$190,000 in 1923 to $71,000 in 1939.
Iports, which have com& principally from France, have consisted
of the medicinal type, largely of established and well-known
mostly having
brands
a prestige value because of their reputation. On the
other hand, the domestic mineral waters which have entered commercial trade have for many years been mostly table water.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In view of the long-time decline in the domestic use of'mineral
waters, it appears likely that United States consumption would not
exceed that of 1939. Most of the demand may be expected to be
supplied by domestic products. The extent to which imports, which
leased during the war, will revive in the immediate pobt-war years will
depend uponl the quickness with which the'Suropes' mineralwater
industry resumes operations, and the effect that enforced creation of
the use of the imported product during the war will have had on the
domestic demand. The probabilities seem to be that'imports will be
less than in 1939.
POST.-WAR LONG

T'E1M

Co0nivaption, Produton, and Import
Per capita Income at 1959 lMpel.

United States consumption will probably be considerably less than
in 1939. Sales of both domestic and imported waters wl probably
continue their downward trend.
A change in the duty of 50 percent (5 cents per gallon) in either
direction would probably have no appreciable effect upon the volume
of imports. The imported product, particularly, is a semiluxury-a
small increase in the price would probably not appreciably diminish
purchases by persons who want te product; and a small decreaSe in
price would be likely to attract fewj if any, new buyers.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9,

The total value of mineral waters consumed in the United States
might rise somewhat above that in 1939 but not in proportion to the
rise in national income. In this situation importsmight exceed
somewhat the 1939 level of approximately $bs0,Q00.
As stated above, changes in the duty within the, limits set would
probably have little, if any, effect.

Exports of mineral watits- are unimportant.
EMplouameut

No statistics of employment in this industry are available.
I

U, s. Deptment of 1nterlor, MfMMI Wwrhe#a f, 194.
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SCHEDULE 9. COTTON MANUFACTURES
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
All items covered bby schedule 9 of which the imports in 1939 eXin this report.
ceeded $100 000 are covered
The total number of iem for: which reports are presented is 18.
The total value of the imports of these items in 1939 was 23.8 million
dollars, 'out of a grand total of 27.3 million dollars imported under
this schedule.'
Short-staple cotton, which is duty-free, and long-stapie cotton
which is subject to duty, are included with the sections on schedule 7.
The following tabulation .sarizes the statistics for 1939 for
articles dutiable under schedule 9, together with estimates of produce
tion and imports in the post-war period under the several ssumptions with respect to national- income and levels of duty:
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The sum of the 1939 figures of production as given in t table is
2,049 million dollars, but this total involves extensive duplication of
articles in different stages of manufacture particularly those of yan
and cloth, and cloth, and wearing appareL It is rouhl estimated
that without such duplication the vsvtit of the d&met production
in 1939 would have beenabout 1,000 million doU s The forei
value of the imports was 23.8 million dollars -equal to about 2% percent
of the adjusted figure for domestic produtction. If duties and impo
tation charge were added to the foreign value of imports, this rati
would be raised considerably, perhaps to about 3% percent.
In 1939 there was a fairly wide dispersion in import. of the vazous
dutiable items, or groups of items, 4ere covered. Of the total i*.
indt9o the v
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POST-WAR IMPOTS AND DOMNTIC PRODUCTION

ports, valued at 23.8 million dollars, two items, countable cotton
cloth ($8,700,000) and cotton floor cove* s ($4,440,000), accounted
for more than half, but the remainder included more than a million
dollars worth of imports in each of such item as quilts or bedspres,
table damask, knit gloves, yarn, and tapestries. Of production for
the domestic mark-et, in which the total-value figures Include a large
amount of duplication, the largest items are cotton yam (746 million
dollars), countable cotton cloth (603 million), cotton wearing apparel
(545 million), and cotton hosiery (74 million).
It is estimated that, with no increase in income and with duties as
in 1939, the value of domestic production of cotton manufactures in
the long-term post-war period would exceed the value in 1939 by 24
percent. However, this increase is largely attributable to probable
Eiher
prices of these articles, resulting from a higher price for raw
cotton; in terms of quantities, the increase would probably be no
greater, and perhaps somewhat less, than the (estimated) 10 percent
increase in population. It is probable that the competition of articles
made from rayon and other synthetic fibers with those made from
cotton -will be even more important in the poest-war period than before
the war. It is estimated, on these same assumptions, that the valu of
imports would be nearly 50 percent greater in the postwar period
than in 1939. This increase is partly because of higher prices but
alo because certain reductions in duty made in the tre agreement
with the United Kingdom, effective January 1, 1939, will probably
have more influence on imports in the post-war period than they were
able to exert in the year 1939 itself.
The estimates indicate that with national income 75 percent higher
than in 1939, and with no change; in duties, the domestic production
of articles dutiable under this schedule would be about 40 percent
in-value, than at the lower income level, while the value of
heater,
imports would be nearly twice as griiat at the higher income level.
The disparity between these two ratios of increase is attributable to
the fact that high-grade goods are, relatively more important in
imports than in domestic production, and high national income would
cause particularly strong demand for high-rade articles. The excess
of the estimates for both production fnd imports at the higher income
level over those at the lower level is iia relatively small part attributable
to a difference in prices at the two income levels; it reflects mainly
larer quantities.
The post-war estimates indicate that the effects of a 50-percent
increase or a 50-percent decrease in duties upon the Value of domestic
production and the value of imports would be considerable. Of
course if national income rere 7/5 percent greater than in 1939, and
at the same time rates of duty 50 percent lower than in that year,
the cumulative effect in increaaing the value of imports above that
in 1939 would be greater.
The summary estimates 'in the above table are subject to an appreciable margin of error. However,_ te number of items is large and
there are several of major importance, so that errors in the estimates
for individual items may tend to offset each other.
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COTTON YARN-

-~ Tariff paragraph: 901.

Cotton yarn.
(~2% to 30% ad val.

Commodity:

Rate of duty.:

881

Awr

ad valorem (1939): 28%.

Ncaz.-Th6 rafte fixed In the Tariff Aet of 1560 varied wwsdinga to)~rnnne
Qn yamn notb$hd
t
o ta n lu b r ._
rnIfrz 3 to 32 perdent od-valoremn; on those blached, colordple
colored, plied, etc., the r6e
to
ad valorem. An additions) duty of 10 ceterpound was a"m
etc., the rates ranged from t.3pueent
impoeed on cotton contacted in yarn whichw of'1 Ah or more In aploe lebngthe rats on all
yarns exceeding number 00 were reduced
tox yan-nutnwr brackets, pursuant to the trade spce
m wnt
wth the United Kingdom, effective January 1, 190, Tbe additional duty on longetap cotton
contained therein was not affcted, and It Is not tuclfted In the computation of the average ad valorm

rate shown above.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total

Quantity xmlllon pounds) ...-... ..
3,101
(mil on dollars) -.-.-.--760
Vlue
$0.24
Unlt value
(Per pound)

Persons employed (number) -------------

I That is, one-twentieth of 1 percent.
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'1.3
$0.80

3,013
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10.05

.

. ....,

2275,0000..
.......

.......

Estimated.
Foreign value.

The bulk of the cotton yarns spun in the United States are used by
the. producming mills for further manufacture into cloth or other end
products. Of 3,101 million pounds spun in 1939, only 653 million
(valued at 153 million dollars) were sold as yarn. The largest users
of yarns for sale are knitting mills and weaving mills not equipped
with spindles. The domestic yarns, almost all of which are ring
spun, are predominantly of coarse and medium counts; less than 10
percent are finer than 40s. Exports are much-larger than imports,
but are nevertheless equivalent to only about three-tenths of 1 percent
of domestic consumption. Exports in 1939 were equal to 1.8 percent
and imports to 0.3 percent of the total production of yarn for sale.
The number of cotton-spinning spindles in place in the United
States declined from the record height of 37.9 million on December
31, 1924, to 25.5 million on June 30, 1939, and to 23.1 million on
December 31., 1944, and the downward trend is as yet unchecked.
Active hours per spindle in place increased from 2.498 in 1925 to
3,644 in 1939 and to 5,577 in 1942. The longer hours of operation
per spindle more than compensated for the decrease, in number of
spindles, with the result that the production of cotton yarn increased
from about 2.5 billion pounds in 1925 to about 3.1 billion in 1939 and
to a record of about 4.8 billion in 1942. After 1942 the shortage of
labor necessitated curtailment of hours of operation, until in 1944
the active hours per Spindle in place dropped to 4,940, and the total
output of Yarn to about 4.1 billion pounds.
United States imports of cotton yam generally correspond to ol
about one-twentiethi of 1 percent of the total quantit produced
domestically, and to lea than one-half of 1 percent of that portion
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produced for sale only. Import. are mLaly rom the United Kingdom
-and predomiantly of fine combed yarns mule-spun from l tple
Egyptian cotton. Whereas domestic cotton yarnsverage b litt
above 2(t, imports in 1939 averaged 85., and in 1941-44 averaged
above lO~s. -As shown in the follw
table, imports M 1939 ranged
from less than two one-hundredths o 1 percent of the coarse and
medium ya, 18-40s, which constitute the bulk of domestic production, and two-tenths of 1 percent of medium fine yarns, 41ls-&k, to
about 234 percent in fine yarns, 819-120M, and to over 21 percent in
fine yarns 121s and above. Extremely fine counts such so 204M and
used in small amounts by the lace industry, are wholly nmabovti,
ported.
United States production and imports of cotton yarn, by Yrn
number, for 1939, are given below:
Yarn usmw
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Normally the main user of the foreign yarns is the domestic machinelac industry. Imports during the war have been largely fine yrs
for rayon- boniery reinforcement purp. The duty on ph ed yarns of
81s and above is 30 percent ad vaor
In pounds of cotton -yan spun the United State ranks first; before
the war it was followed by Japsan, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, China, and India. During the war the largest producers have
been the United Stats and Indit The United Kinom is the largest
producer of fine and speil yarn.
International trade in cotton yarn reached an all-time pe in 1913,
about 750 million pou ; in 1939 it was about 375 lion pound.
The man exporters in 1939 were the United dom and Jan,
followed by India, Belgium, and Italy.
-OST-WAR SHORT TERM
For a period after the wr the domestic and forei de d for
cloth and other manufactures of cotton will probably be so large that
every spining spindle in the United States can be run to capacity.
The number of spindles available, however, will be 2-3 million lei
ent du gthe war when the
than in 1939, because of lack of re
tions.
firms
were
oevin if plo
mn
textile-machinry
labor is available, it is doubtful if y large peycentae of the mils will
apin attempt operation of the unpopular third shift. Under thee
circumstances the total domestic output of cotton yar will probaby
not approach the peak attained during the war, and 4 billion pounds,
about a third more tha in 1939, is perhaps the most that can be

expected.
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PO8T-WAR LONG TERM
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t
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DThy asbefore19O.-Imports
the war and range from1-2 million pounds* year;
decade
assuming an increase of 25 percent in foreign costs andprices above
thoseof 1939 the total foreign value may range from 1-2 million
dollars.
Production for the domestic market may beestimatedat
million pounds; assuming an increase of about third in domestic
those of 1939'the value may range from about
costs and
above
900-1,000 million dollars.
reduced by60 percend.-Such a reduced duty, ranging from lss
Thay
than 3 percent ad valorem on the coarsest yarns to 16 percent on the
finest would probably result in a marked increase in th imports; they
increase to between 40 million and 60 million pounds or between
might
and
2 percent of total domestic consumption, and ie N4u to
1,
between
7 and 11 percent of the domestic yarns producedfor sae.
Imports would no longer be confined to fine and special yarns but
would include considerable amounts of medium and
similar to the bulk of domestic production. The average foreign
value per pound would drop fromthat estimated ($1 perpound) with
the rate of duty unchanged, toa much lower value. It i t be 32
cents a pound, or approximately the average value of dommtc re s
The total forei n value of imports would then be between 13million
and 19 million
Production for the domestic market would probably decrease by
the amount of the increase in imports and might range
approximately
dollars.
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POwr-WAR IMPORT AND D0MWTC PRODUCTION
than with an unchanged duty, ranging perhaps from 1-2 million doel
lars. This change in quantity of imports is so small in relation to
consumption that it would have no appreciable effect on the quantity
CRUZ

or value of production which would remain about the same as with the
duty unchanged.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher then In 1939.

The demand for all textiles would probably increase so much that
in spite of the competition from other materials the consumton of
cotton yarn might be 3,200-3,600 million pounds a year, or about 20
percent greater than with no change in income.
Duty a in 1989.-The increased demand for specialties and luxuries
might cause imports to be at least three times as great in quantity
and 3S4 to 4 times as great in value as if income were unchanged. They
would then be ip the neighborhood of 5-million pounds, with a foreign
value of million dollars a year.
The quantity of production for the domestic market migt be 3,2003,600 million pounds a year, or about 20 percent greater than if income
were unchanged. Upon the ampmption that domestic costs and pies
would be about 13 percent greater than those estimated at the lower
level of income, the value of production would then be 1,200-1,300
million dollars a year.
Duy reducd by 60 percent.-Imports might be somewhereE between
80 million and 120 million pounds. With the extension of the scope
of imports to include large quantities of medium- and low-grade yarns
similar to the domestic, the average foreign value might approximate
that prevailing for domestic yarn&_ If this unit value should be 36
cents a pound, then the total foreign value of imports would be 29-43
million dollars.
Production for the domestic market would probably be about 3,1003,500 million pounds, with a value of 1,100-1 200 million dollars.
Iuy increvued by 50 percent.-Imports might W~e only one-third the
quantity estimated with duty unchanged but sell at much higher
(prices. They might be about 1-2 million pounds, with a foreign value
from 2.5-3.5 million dollars. Production for the domestic market
might remain about the same as with duty unchanged, or from
3,203,600 million pounds valued at 1,200-1,300 million dollars.

Egxor"
In the immediate post-war years there will probably be a very strong
foreigndemand for cotton yarn but domestic requirements may limit
United States exports to about 20 million pounds a year. This quantity would be twice that exported in 1939, but less than that exported
in 1941 or in various years before 1930. The principal markets would
probably be found, as heretofore, in Latin America and Canada.
In the long-term period there appears to be little prospect that
United States exports of cotton yarn will average above the 1939 level
of about 10 million pounds, as they will be restricted by the competition
of cheaper foreign yarns of cotton and of rayon.
Eimplyment
Employment in 1939, when cotton-yarn production was about 3,100
million pounds, has been estimated at about 175,000 persons. Future
production has been estimated herein, on various assunptions as to

Table: [No Caption]
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income and duty, to range from 2,700-3,600 million pounds. Ta
as a base the 1939 ratio of employees to production, the number of
employees in the long-term period may range from about 240,000320,000.
CROCHET,' DARNING, AND EMBROIDERY COTTONS
I ariff paragraph: 902.
Commodity:
Crochet, darning, embroidery, and knitting
cottons for hand work.
Rate of duty:
20% to 35%.
Equivalentad vaorem (1939): 21%.
No'r.-TheratesofdutyundertheTariff Actod1930are )4oent per

rardsbutnotlus than20 perot

nor more than 36 percent ad valorem. Imports ae subject to addi tonaI duty of 10 cents por pound on the
cotton contained tee haing a staple of 134 Inches or more {i length, as provided for X pph 92
This additional duty is not included In computing the average ad valorem rate under parp

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
ProductionI
Item

Appr t
estoport
o
tion
tC-

Tobl
For
For doez- meqwi
Tw
TtlFor

port

uantic (1,000 pounds) 1 7,00
alue ( 1,00) .......... ..................
1 6,400
Unlt value (per pound).-.
-*091
Persons employed (number) -(3)

36
27
K77
..

-

market

'1 6,6
16,373
'X0.92
. ..

120 17,195
302.
$1.31
.

....

.

...

2
.. ....

Estimated.
Foreign value.

'Estimated 2,000-2,2C0.

"Cottons for hand work" are special cotton yarns put up in short
lengths, usually in skeins or balls or on cards, for darning, mending,
k tting, crocheting, tatting, em oidering, and general art needle.
work Total United States production of cotton thread and cottons
for hand work increased steadily during the decade ended 1939; this
increase was accompanied by a decrease in unit values. In recent
years importOi have constituted only a small part of domestic consumption. Ordinarily more than three-fourths of these cottons have
been imported from France and have competed principally on the
basis of quality and reputation.
The demand for hand-work cottons'depends sotuewhat on prevailing
fashions and the popularity of the band-knitting arts. In respond to
efforts by manufacturers to stimulate use of sucb cottons, production
increased after 1921 to an estimated.7 million pounds in 1939. In the
10-year period 1930-39, imports averaged about 776 million yards
(about 231,000 pounds), with a high of 976 million yards (290,000
pounds) in 1930 and a low of 644 million yards (192,000 pounds) in
1935.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the immediate post-warperiod, consumption offiand-work cottons
will probably be supplied almost entirely by domestic production.
])uring the war, United States production appears to have increased
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an
sufficiently to supply the lhoMe airket and tokpmit
in
e:ports. Immeditly aiter the war, imports will probably be less
than ih, 1939. The principal prewar source were themills in the

Alsace region of France and the ma have suffered mateily during
the war. If they did, it is doubtful that they would be able to achieve
an early r'eovery.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cosuampfiou, Productios, sad Imputs
Per capita Income at 1959 lent..

Assuming no great changes in fashion, consumption will probably
be not match greater than it was in 1939, the effects of increased population being offset to some extent by the increased use of yarns made
from synthetic fibers. Consumption might be about 7%j million pound'
and production for the domestic market about 7 million pounds,
valued at about 7 million dollars. An increase of 10 percent in the
domestic unit price is assumed, because of an expected rise in the price
of cotton. Changes of 50 percent in the rates of duty would probably
affect both consumption and production slightly, but the effect would
be too small to warrant separate estimates under the several duty
assumptions, particuLarly since imports constitute a small proportion
of total consumption.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports might be about 10 percent higher than
in 1939 and amount to about 250,000 pounds, valued at about
$375,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports would perhaps be 10-15
percent higher than with no change in duty and amount to about
300,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about $450,000.
Duty increased by 60Jpercent.-Imports would probably be somewhat
smaller than with no change in duty, and would probably amount to
about 200,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $300,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1959.

With the higher level of income, consumption might increase to 8.3
million pounds, about 16 percent more than with income as in 1939.
Prices would probably be 10-15 percent higher than with income as
in 1939. Production for the domestic market would probably be
about 8 million -pounds, valued at about 8.5 million dollars. Changes
in the duties by 50 percent would probably affect both consumption
and production slightly.,
Duty as in 1989.-Beeause of the possible increased demand for
hand-work cottons, particularly for high quality yarns, imports might
amount to about 300,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about
$480,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might amount to about
400,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about $650,000.
Duty, increased by 60 percent.-Urner these conditions, imports
would probably be a little smaller than with the duty as in 1939.
They might amount to about 250,000 pounds, with a foreign value of
about $400,000.
Exports

In the period 1931-40 exports were small, the annual avenge
amounting to 28,380 pounds, valued at $25,770. During thEewar
years 1941-43, exports increased to an annual average of about 218,000

Table: [No Caption]
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war, but possibly not to as low a level as existed before the war.
poun

resulted
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prodo'ed

by raiil which manufacture
are
Cottons'
for The work
thread.
total number of persona'employed by the cottonsewing
thread industry in 1939 w*a reported t 13,300, of which ahout 15
percent (2,000-2,200) might represent the number 'employed
o in'the
production of crochet, darning, and einbroidery cottons. jUnder the
smallest domestic production estimated above eiploymelt would be
about at this level; at' the' inaximum, it would, be' about 15 percent
higher. Changes in style and greater activity in the hand-knitting
or crocheting art te4d to affect domestic prod uction to a greater degree than any probable changes in imports, whether arising from tariff
changes or otherwise.
COUNTABLE COTTON CLOTH
Tariff paraaph.: 904 and 906.
Couvtable oottou cloths
Commodity:

(in"iuding those containing silk and rayon,
ot other synthetic textile) and cotton tire
fabrics.
74S% to 57,4% ad val. Average ad valorem (19$9): 31%.

Rate. of duty:

NOTE.- Subject to additional duty of 10 oen per pound on cotton, contained In cotton cloth, having .
staple of 1 6 Inches or more In length, as provided for In pragrph 924. This additional duty is not inludod
In computing the equivalent ad valorem rate. 80o te* for tariff history since 1980,

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:

Production
Item

For d

Total

or ex-

.ort

Quantity:
8, 48
(mlllion square yards) ................
367
8,118
219
1 100
(million pounds)2,119
:,
I8
(millIon dollars)S.. 68
...0
Unit value:'
-$0.06 $0.10
persquare yard) .
$0.08
pe"Irr
pnd...
29
.29
.37
I 300, ...........O........
Persons employed (number)
I

.................-

ports Apparent

tlon

mestic
market

Ill.

19.5
8.7

uption

8,280

2,139

........

Plu
1.4
.9
.....

$0.08. ..

........

..

..........

....

.

....

Estimated.

2 Foreign value.

"Countable cotton cloths" is a term used to designate all kinds of
cotton cloths which, if imported, would be dutiable under tariff paragraphs 904 and 906 at progressive rates of duty based on the average
yarn number, in the ascertainment of which the threads have to be
71288-4--G
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counted. (Paragph 904 also includes cotton tire fabric at a fixed
duty.) Excluded from the scope of paragraphs 904 alld 905,
because mentioned co nonmre in other tariff paragraphs, are table
damask, tapestries, and pile fabricsalso articles such as sheetsblankets,
quilts, and towel All of the foregoing, in addition to countable
cotton cloths, are included as piece goods in census reports under the
heading "Cotton woven goods over 12 inches in width," of which the
1939 production was recorded as 9 045 million square yards (2,479
million pounds) valued at 722 willion dollars. Countable cotton
cloths (8,485 million square yards in 1939) therefore constitute more
than 90 percent of the total cotton woven goods produced in the
United States.
In the Tariff Act of 1930, the duties on countable cotton cloth
ranged from 10.35 percent to 62S percent ad valorem, depending on
the fineness of the yarn1 and to a less degree on the weave and finish
On bleached cloth, plain-woven and of medium yarns (31s to 50s),
the duty was 23.85 to 30.50 percent ad valorem. Most of the imports
from Japan were in this classification. The higher rates applied
principally to specialties and cloth woven from fine yarns, impord
almost exclusively from the United Kingdom and other European
countries.
In 1936, following a substantial increase in the imports from Japan
the rates of duty on most cotton cloth of medium yarns (31s to 50s)
were increased about 42 percent. The duty on bleached cloth, plainwoven, and of the specified yarn numbers, then became 34 percent
to 433 percent ad valorem. The duties on cotton cloth were reduced
somewhat--in trade agreements with Switzerland (1936) and the
United Kingdom (1939). These reductions, however, were largely
confined to specialties or (in the trade agreement with the United
Kingdom) to cloth above certain stated values per pound. They did
not apply to the medium- and low-priced fabrics which constituted
the bulk of the imports from Japan, and upon which, in 1936, the
duties were increased.
United States imports of countable cotton cloths (and cotton tire
fabrics) amounted, in millions of square yards, to more than 206 in
1923 (the record import), to 28 in 1932, and to 147 in 1937; they were
112 in 1939. Before 1931 the United Kingdom predominated m this
trade, supplying mostly high-quality fabrics made of fine mule-spun
yarns a'd some coarser-yarn specialties. In 1931-34 Switzerland
was the principal source, supplyig mostly fine lawns and organdies.
In 1935-41 Japan predominated, shipping mulls and shirtings which
were similar to the domestic printeloths but somewhat lighter because
they were made of slightly finer yarns. The fine goods and specialties
from Europe in general were sold at hi her prices than the most
nearly comparable domestic product. The !ower-grade cloths from
Japan, however, were generally sold at prices below the most nearly
"comparable domestic product, and were directly competitive with a
substantial segment of domestic production. The following table
gives imports from Japan and from other countries in 1937-39,
together with the ad valorem equivalent of the duties:
rate of

Table: Table 1.- Countable cot on cloth (par. 904): United States imports for consumption from Japan and other countries, 1937-39
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TABLE 1.-Countable cotton doth (par. 904): rnI.4 Stats imports for coumpions
from Japan and other country", 1937-39
Country

1037

iNS

Quantity (1,000 square yards):
Japan-i.....
..... .-.- .------------*--------106,214
33, an
Ot-eroountrle
.,22170
37,676
Total
.6,723
Value (1,000 dollars):
6, 492
Japan..
1,Iw
.
------------------------------......
Otheroonris7,53
no
7 4391
.

......................

.........................................................

1,_
81,01
23,30s
109, o

3,00c
3p411R0a l
..........2........
_
.,3...................
8,3J90 _
..... .. .

.

.....

. ........ ....

Total
Unit value (per square yard):
..0.
Japan .-..
....
- D. 0A7
u7.
*
*
*
Other countries
............................-.
200
.
MOs196
i
.
Average..091
.109
176
Ad vslorem equIvalent of duty (percent):
..
Japan.........................................
31.4
8. 7
S0.7
Other countre.s.........................-......
33.5
....-..
3a 1
30.2
33.. a
Average.
.............-32..
_ 4...

.

.

.

..............

.

............

..

...

.

.......

......

.

.

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U. S. Department of Commerce.

United States exports of cotton cloth have been much larger than
the imports. At the peak, in 1920, they were 819 million square
yards. They declined to 465 million in 1923 and 186 million in 1935,
but later recovered in great part, amounting to 367 million in 1939
and 448 million in 1942, The principal markets for United States
exports before the war were found in the Philippine Islands, Cuba,
and Canada.
United States production of countable cotton cloths (and cotton
tire fabrics) of the kinds dutiable under paragraphs 904 and 905
amounted, in millions of square yards, to 7,704 in 1923, to 6,651 in
1931, to 8,954 in 1937, and to 8,485 in 1939. The bulk of the domestic
cloths are made of coarse and medium yarns, virtually all ring-spun;
less than 10 percent are made of yans finer than 40s.
During the war, total imports were reduced to a small fraction of
their former proportions; production of countable cotton cloth in the
United States (much of which was required for military purpose)
increased one-third, to a peak of about 11 billion square yards in 1942,
and the average price of cotton cloth approximately doubled. An
important part of the increase in the price of cotton clothresulted from
the advance in the price of raw cotton, the base grade, '1,-inch
middling, at the mill increasing from approximately 10 cents a pound
in 1939 to 22 cents in 1943-44. Any part of this increase in price
which continues after the war will either be borne alike by manufacturers abroad and in the United States, or (if the existing subsidy on
exports of raw cotton continues) it will be offset by subsidies on exports
and restrictions or compensatory charges oD imports of cotton cloth,
for which there is already authority under existing leglation.
The demand for cotton cloth is affected by the increasing competition from cloth made of other textile fibers, particularly rayon, and
also, for certain purposes, from nontextile materials such as paper.
In the years preceding the war, increasing amounts of machinery in
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and weAcotton mills here and abroad were being devoted to spin
ing rayon staple fiber and this trend has been accentua during the
war particularly in the Axis and Axis-controlled countries which were
u~nale to obtain sufficient cotton. Continuation even of the pre-war
trend would tend to reduce world production* and trade in cotton
cloth.
In the estimates which follow, it has been assumed that in the long
rUn the cotton manufacturing industry in foreign countries will be
restored, and that they will be able to compete in the United States
market on the same terms as before (apart from changes in duty).
Because of uncertainty as to the validity of this assumption with
regard to Japan, the estimated imports from that country are stated
separately.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

An active demand for cotton cloth is anticipated because of the
expected high level of consumer buying power, the need to re-outfit
men and women who have been in uniform and the need to replace
distributors' stocks which have become depleted. The combined
requirements probably will be sufficient to maintain production near its
present high level for 2 or 3 years after the war.
During the war, the world supply of cotton cloth has been reduced,
and the reduction has been particularly severe in Japan and the European countries which were once the principal exporters. It will
probably be several years after the war before the customary supplies
abroad can be restored. Until this has taken place, imports into the
United States will probably be only a small fraction of the quantity
received in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consmption, Producton, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1959 leral.

The total consumption of countable cotton cloth would probably
remain close to the level (8,200 million square yards or 2,100 million
pounds) in 1939, the exact amount being influenced somewhat, although not to a great extent, by the assumption as to duty. Any
increase in consumption that might have resulted from the increase of
population and from new industrial uses would probably be offset by
the greater competition of rayon and other artificial fiber.2 Production would probably range from 8,000-8,600 million square yards
(2,200-2,350 million pounds), depending both on the volume of exports
and the volume of imports.
Because the price of cotton cloth in 1939 was comparatively low
and because it increased approximately 100 percent between 1939 and
1943, it is probable that the price will be greater than in 1939. For the
purpose of the estimates that follow, an average price 33 percent
greater is assumed or 39 cents a pound (10% cents a square yard)
for cotton cloth, of which 15 cents is taken to represent the cost of
cotton in the cloth (based on a raw cotton price of 13 cents a pound,
plus waste) and 24 cents, the manufacturing and selling costs. A
slight variation in the price is allowed for changes in the duty. Under
A considerable amount of rayon, in the form of staple fiber, will be nmooneon spindle, snd looms.
Although fabrics In chief value of staple fiber are excluded from the production statistics of cotton cloth,
their manufacture by cotton mills is reflected in the activity of the cotton-manufacturing Industry. The
quantity of such fabrics manufactured In cotton mills Is expected to increase substantIally by 13, and May
represent from 10 to 18 percent of the output of cotton mill
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these circumstances, the vlue of t*tal produetion migt be F go 950 million dollars
ye, ay
somewhat
ing to duty
assumptions or 25-45 percent greater th in 1939 and the value of
production for the domestic market, 775-875 million dollars. Unit
prices of imports are estimated to increase about the same percent over
1939 as the domestic (33). Imports from Japan may average about 30
cents a pound (5 cents a square yard) and those from Europe about
$1.25 a pound (25 cents a square yard).
Duty as in 1939.-Imports ig
roximate those in 1937, which
were slightly more than 1 percent of the consumption of cotton
cloth in the United States. Imports from Japan would then amount
to 100-126 million square yards with a foreign value of 5-6 million
dollars, and those from other sources would amount to 30-40 million
square yards, with a foreign value of 7-10 million dollars.
Duty reduced 6y 60 percent.-The duty on print cloth of the type
imported from Japan would be 29 percent below the level existing before the Presidential proclamation by which it was increased in 1936.
The imports from Japan, consisting chiefly of print cloth, but including
sheeting. and other fabrics produced on a large scale, might rane be
tween 200 million and 400 million square yarns, with a foreign value of
10-20 million dollars a year. Imports from Europe, it is believed,
would consist chiefly (as before) of specialties and goods woven from,
fine yarns. The sale of these fabrics might be increased somewhat by
the reduction in landed cost (amounting possibly to 10-15 percent)
that would result from the reduction of the duty. Imports from
Europe might be 40-60 million square yards, having a foreign value
of 10-15 million dollars a year. lotal imports then would be 3 to 56
percent of consumption in the United States, or 260-450 million square
yards, with a foreign value of 20-35 million dollars a yea.
Duty increased Vb 60 percent.-As the duty was previously increased
in 1936 on fabrics resembling those produced in this country on a'large
scale, the return to foreign manufacturers of such fabrics (particularly
in Japan) would be considerably less than the average from sales on
this market during the period 1930 Xt 1940, and the imports, in all
likelihood, would be small. They might be 30 to 50 percent l1e th
in 1939, or from 40-60 million square yards, having a foreign value of
2-3 million dollars a year; The effect of a 50-percent increase in the
duty on imports (from Europe) of specialties and goods woven from
fine yarns would. be less marked, chiefly because comparable fabrics,
in many instances, would not be obtainable in this country, without
a very much greater increase in the domestic price than would be
caused by this change in duty. The imports from Europe might be
reduced, possibly to 20-25 million square yards, with a foreign value
of 5-6 million dollars a year. Total imports then would be about 1
percent of consumption in the United' States, or 60-85 million square
yards, with a foreign value of 7-9 million dollars a year.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then in 19*9.
The consumption of countable cotton cloth in the United States
would be large in spite of the greater proportionate increase in the consumption of rayon. It might be near the recent wartime peak, or, say
10,000 million square yards a year, the exact amount be'n
somewhat, although not to a great extent, by the duty. FPhe anual

ifluenk2

production might be 9,650-10,350 million square yards (2,600-2,800
million pounds depending on the volume, of exports and imports. In
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addition to cotton fabric produced, the cotton mills would probably
manufacture a considerable quantity of fabric from rayon staple
possibly as much as 300 million pounds. The combine output "a
thus estimated is greater than could be produced, under peacetime
operating conditions, with existing cotton-manufacturing equipment.
Both as the result of higher pcmes and higher average quality, the
unit value of cotton cldth produced would probably be greater than
if per capita income had remain as in 1939. An average value 50
percent greater than in 1939, or 45 cents a pound, is assumed, of which
16 cents is taken to represent the cost of cotton in the cloth (based
on a raw-cotton price of 14 cents a pound, plus waste). A sight variation in the price might occur with changes in the duty. The total
value of production then might be 1,160-1,350 million dollars a year,
of which 1 125-1,250 million would be for the domestic market. It is
assumed that the average value of imports, as of production, would
be about 50 percent greater than in 1939, Imports from Japan would
then average about 36 cents a pound (6 cents a square yard) and those
from Europe about $1.50 a pound (30 cents a square yard).
Duty as in 1939.-The imports from Japan of staple goods-might be
120-160 million square yards, with a foreign value of 7-10 million
dollars a year. Imports of specialties and fine-yam goods from Europe would be large, because of the greatly increased demand for
luxuries. They might be from 60-80 million square yards, with a foreign value of from 17-25 million dollars. Total imports then would
be about 2 percent of consumption in the United States, or 180-240
million square yards, with a foreign value of 24-35 million dollars a
year.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-A further increase in imports of fabrics
received from Japan undoubtedly would occur, although there is no

basis on which to estimate its extent. The amount might be between
250 million and 500 million square yards, with a foreign value of from
15-30 million dollars a year. Imports would be limited both by the
quantity which Japan was capable of supplying (the entire exports of
that country in 1939 were about 2.5 billion square yards), and the
quantity which could be absorbed here without a material reduction
in the price (a reduction of 14 percent in the United States price, for
example, would operate to prevent any increase in the imports of print
cloth and similar fabrics as a result of the reduction in duty). The
imports of fabrics received from Europe would probably be moderately
greater than if there had been no change in the duty, and might be
80-120 million square yards, having a foreign value of 24-36 million
dollars a year. Total imports then would be 3k to 6 percent of consumption, or 330-620 million square yards, with a foreign value of
3916 million dollars a year.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-The imports of fabrics received from
Japan would be considerably less than if the duty had remained the
same or been reduced. They might amount to 50-70 million square
yards, with a foreign value of 3-4 million dollars a year. Imports from
Europe might amount to 30-50 million square yards, with a foreign
value of 10-15 million dollars a year. Total imports then would be
about 1 percent of consumption, or 80-120 million square yards, with
a foreign value of 13-19 million dollars a year.
Summary of estimates.
The foregoing estimates are summarized in tables 1 and 2.

Table: Table 2. Countable cot on cloth: Estimated post-war consumption, imports from Japan and other countries, and production under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

Table: Table 3.- Countable cot on cloth: Sum ary of estimated post-war production and imports from Japan and other countries, under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

TANLx 3.-Countable cotton cloth: Summary of estimated post-war production and import* from Japan and otker coustrie, under W
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Exports are g ally front 2 to 5 percent of production, md have
been chiefly to te Philippine hands, Cuba, and the countries of
North and South America. Expos have increased during the war,
and they will probably continue large for several years after the war is
over. On a long-term basis, however, they are expected to be les
than before the war, because of higher costs in the United Statee,'nd
the probable expansion and modernization of the industry abroad,
If the tariff preferences heretofore granted to American products in
the Philippines are terminated, exports of cotton cloth will be even
les.,

Empoymest
The number of persons employed in the cotton broad-woven goods
industry I increased from 312,000 in 1939 to an estimated 400,000
in 1942. If per capita income returns to the same level as in 1939,
the number of employees will probably again become about the sme as
in that year. If per capital income is increased 75 percent, the high
level of wartime employment may be mairntabied, or even extended
slightly because of the larger labor force that will be required if the
increase in working hours during the war (amounting to approximately
10 percent) is removed.
Etmployment would be affected by changes in the duty and the
resulting changes in imports, particularly if large imports were
received from Japan. Based on the various estimates made as to the
quantity of imports, and assuming that imports displace a correspondquantity of production, a reduction of 50 percent in the duty
ing
might reduce employment 2 or 3 percent, and an increase of 50 percent
in the duty might increase employment about 1 percent.
TRACING CLOTH
Tariff paragraph: 907.

Commodity:
Rat* of duty:

Tracing cloth.
20% ad val.
Non.-Tbe rate fixed in the Tariff Act of IMO ws3o peent ad vaborem, which was reduced to 30DCr it
effctive Janua 1 1939, purant to trade agment with the United KJndom. Imports ame mW to
addtional duty of cents a pound on the cotton contained therein baing a dltanot 13 inebo or WorM in
legt, as provided for in paragraph 924.

GENERAL

! Data on United ,States production, imports, and
1939 are given below:
tbn I
Item

Quantity (1,OOOsq. yds.) ...........................--

.
Value ($1,000) ...............
............
value
Unit
(per
q.
yd.)
oy d....................
Pru naem p(number)

2,000

..........................

.

'No exports reported.

......

I

I 1, am
*0 75
I 300.

Impor

1

303

706
0. 52
:

consumption for
Ratio t
tioa

uApparent

41

'3,363
.........

.

..

.

.......

..

............

I

'Estimated.
Foreign value.
I The Burea of the Census reported the number of employees in the total cotton-oods industry In 1I
as follows: Cotton broad-woven goods, 312,24t, cotton yam, 70,463 cotton narrow fabrks, 13,318; and cotton
I

thread, 13,293.
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Tracing cloth is a smooth sanbc made from plainwoven fine-yarn cotton cloth by ing d coating' it is glad on one
side but dull-finished on the othe soas to take ikwitht blurring.
It is used b dratten architect., and engineesin dupliatng
tracing o is police in contact with the drawing
drawings.
and the lines traced on the cloth with drawing ink; the cloth with the
tracing on it is then put over blueprint paper and exposed to sunlight,
or to high-power artificial light, in order to cure blueprint reproduce
tions. Specially prepared tracing paper, although not so durable as
tracing cloth is large used as a cheaper substitute.
Import. of tracing cloth iin the 1910-29 period were remarkably'
steady at about 2r%million square yards a year; imports in subsequent
years although fluctuating, have averaged about half of this amount.
About threefourtbs of the imports have come from England, and
most of the remainder from Germany. The decrease in import. since
1929 has been due to the development of this industry in the United
States.
After two unsuccessful attempts to produce high-grade tracing
cloth in the United States, a satisfactory quality was finally produced by a firm which was established in 1922 as a subsidiary of the
principal British producer and later incorporated as an American
company. Its output, small for several years, increased after 1929
to a point where a sharp curtailment in imports resulted; the output
of this concern in the years immediately preceding World War II
accounted for nearly 90 percent of United States production. In the
1930's two cloth-finishing companies added tracing cloth to their list
of products, but as late as 1939 there were only 3 producers; consequently domestic production has never been disclosed in census
reports: During World War II the leading domestic company gratli
increased its output, several other firms also entered the field. It IS
possible that after tile war the proportion of imports of tracing cloth
to consumption may decline.
POS'-WARIJMlN

AND DOMUATC B

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The postwar demand for tracing maw'3rials is expected to be large,
because of the high level of building construction, reconversion activities, and the output of mew or improved industrial products. The
demand for tracing cloth, in spite of the competition of improved
tracing paper, will probably be much larger than in pre-war years.
Domestic production,' which has more than doubled during the ware
could meet all requirements. Because of the anticipated need of
tracing cloth in Europe imports may be small.
POST WAR LONd TERM
Consumption, Produedon, and Imports
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

Per capita consumption of tracing cloth would probably be the
same as in 1939. Taking account of population increase, total consumption might be 10 percent higher than in that year, totaling about
3.7 million square yards. A 50-pereent change mn the rate of duty
would probably not affect consumption sufficiently to warrant separate
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estimates for the various duty levels, Both domestic and foreign

unit values might be 20 percent higher than mi 1939 because of anticiu
pated higher prices for cotton fabrics.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports may be about I million square yards,
with a foreign value of $625,000. Production may be 2.7 million
square yards, valued at about 2.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent-With duty reduced to 10 percent ad
valorem, imports wround probably be somewhat higher, and might be
about 1.3 million square yards, valued at about $810,000 foreigng
valuee. Production would then be about 2.4 million square yards,
valued at about 2.2 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percen.-With the duty at 30 percent ad
valorem, imports might be 800,000 square yards, valued at $50,000
(foreign value). Production might be 2.9 million square yards,
valued at about 2.6 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher then inIn1F.

With such a per capita income, a marked increase would be likely
to occur in building construction, in the output of industrial machinery
and durable goods, and in other activities requiring tracing materials.
Tracing cloth is used, in preference to tracng paper, in the tracings
to be fled for an indefinite period and would therefore not reflect a
boom in the building of residences and other dwelling s much as in
the construction of factories, office buildings, and ships. Total consumption might be .50 percent larger than that with income as im
1939. and might total about 5.5 million square yards. The unit
prices might be 10-15 percent higher than with an unchanged income.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might be 50 percent greater m quantity
than with income as in 1939, or nearly 1.5 million square yards, with
a foreign value of about 1.1 million dollars. Production might then
be about 4 million square yards, valued at about 4 million do
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports would probably bet about 1.9
million square yards, valued at about 1.3 million dollars (foreign
value). Production might "be 3.6 million square yards, valued at
about 3.6 million dollars.
Duty increased by -00 percent.-Imports might be about 1.2 million
square yards, valued at about $840,000 (foreign value). Production
might be about 4.3 million square yards, valued at about 4.3 million
dollars.

Exports
United States exports of tracing cloth are not separately reported,
but are known to be small.
Employment

The number of persons employed in the production of tracing cloth
in 1939 is estimated to have been 300. With exception of the principal finn, the producers also make various coated and filled fabrics,
such as book cloths, window hollands, etc. On the basis of the above
estimates of production, employment in the long-term post-war period
may range between 400 and 500 persons, depending upon the level
of duty and national income.
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COTTON TAPESTRIES
Tariff paragraph., 908.
Tapetries and other Jcquard-figured upholstery clothe
Commodity:
wholly orgin chief value of cotton or other vegetable fiber.
Rate of duwy:
55% ad val.
NoTs.-SubJect to additional dutyof 10 Ants per pound on cotton contained therein having a staple of
In length, ea proved for in paragraph M.

I f Inches or more

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
_ _

Total

uantlty )000 square yards)
Unit value (oer square yard) Persons employed(number) -......

Ve)aoluem.

6,617

.............
.

a

........

... .

....

2,000
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600
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t }~~~~PWt of
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tion sumptlf

___

doc
For ex- For
marestic
port
market
1,334)

410
$32
J
....
.....

5,287

'1,5700

O

..... .....

at)
,700
.
a()

..
......

..........

........

Perceew
..........

,a30

"

.........
.

....

......

Not available.
Estimated.
t Landed value; foreign value was *1,100,000.

I
2

Jacquard-woven fabrics for upholstery purposes usually have
pattern of much larger size and more elaborate character than those
in Jacquard-woven fabrics for dress use. The majority are heavy
furniture-covering fabrics such as tapestries, brocades, brocatelles,
and damasks, but some are light-weight curtain fabrics such "
madras muslin. Tapestries, the most distinctive of the hean fabrics,
are yarn-dyed cloths woven with two or three warps and fillings.
Mills maki Jacquard-woven upholstery fabrics use a wide range of
yarns, including single and ply yarns of various counts and colors and
materials. For this reason most of these mills purchase their yarns.
The production of tapestries and similar Jacquard-figured upholstery cloths involves a high percentage of labor Costs an does not
lend itself to mass production. These cloths are mostly 50 or more
inches wide and are woven with yarns of various sizes and colors, and
In many cases of various materials, in intricate patterns, Innumerable
designs are created each season to meet the demand for variety, and
in many cases comparatively short lengths, 50 yards or lesd, are
produced of a particular design.
The demand for tapestries afid other Jacquard-figured upholstery
fabrics is dependent on fashion. Domestic mills had their most
prosperous period following the First World War, but the upholstery
trade later turned to simpler and less elaborate cloths, such as printed
and dyed fabrics, and the production of tapestries and similar Jacquard-figured fabrics declined sharply. The value of production in
the peak year, 1923, was 21 million dollars. In subsequent years it
decreased steadily until in 1939 the estimated value was about
2 million dollars.
United States imports of tapestries and other Jacquard-figured
upholstery cloths have generally consisted of fabrics designed for sale
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m this country at prie. eccuidebly above the average for domestic
production. Imports attained a record value of about 6.6 million
dollars in 1927 and then dasd to $788,000 in 1932; the value ns
1.1 million dolLrsm in 1939, but during the war imports have declined
to negligible amounts. Pre-war imports were mostly from Italy,
followed by Belgium and Frane.
In the estimates which follow, it is assumed that the cloths here

under consideration will retain, but not increase, the share of the
d in 1939. As
market for upholstery materials which they p
the demand for these cloths however, is ptible to changes in
margi
error.
fashion, the estimates are subject to a cofrabl
United States exports of tapestries and other Jaurd-figured
upholstery cloths had an average value from 1922 to 1939 of about
$157,000, and ranged from $25,000 in 1932 to $430,000 in 1939; the
1940-44 average was about 1.7 million dollars. Canada has been
the principal market in almost every year and this outlet for surplus
goods has been of considerable importance to the domestic industry
during the last decade.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It appears likely that, with large purchasing power available for
use in the building and furnishing of new homes, a demand very much
will develop for tapestries and other Jacquardgreater than in 1939fabrics.
It seems likely, however, that imports,
fiured upholstery
which came principally from the continental countries, wil be
snaller than in 1939, as those countries (insofar as their industries can
resume production on a sufficient scale) will be occupied to a large
degree in meeting the demand at home.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productin, and Imports
Per capita Income at IR, level.

Duty as in 1939.-Per capita consumption might be about the same
in quantity as in 1939, but as the average price of all cotton cloths in
that year was comparatively low and increased greatly (approximately
100 percent) between 1939 and 1944, the price would probably be
considerably higher than in 1939. An increase of 33 percent in unit
prices is assumed for productionf imports, and exports. Allowing for
increased population, production for the domestic market might be
2.2 million dollars.a year, and the landed value of imports 2.6 million
a year (foreign value 1.6 million), making the total value of consumption about 4.8 million. Exports would presumably remain about the
same in quantity as in 1939, but as the result of higher prices they
might increase in value to about $570,000 a year. The total value of
production then would be 2.8 million dollars a year.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might be 80 percent greater in
quantity than with no change in duty. They would probably include
a larger percentage of low- and medium-grade goods and therefore
have an average unit value 10 percent less than that estimated with
duty unchanged. They would then have a total landed value of
about 3i4
Minon dollars (foreign value 2.6 million), or 30 percent more
than with duties as 'in 1939. The average unit prices of domestic
production would probably be reduced about as much as those of
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imports and the lower prices would operate to increase both consumption 4a exports, so tht the increase in imports would not be aconpawied by an equal decline in production. The value of production
for the domestic market might be about $950 000 a year. Export.
might be a third geater than were estimated wth no change in duty,
and be about $750,000 a year. Total production would then be about
1.7 million dollars, or about a third les than the value estimated on
the basis of unchanged duties.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might decrease to about 46
percent of the quantity imported with no change in duty but the
restriction of imports to highgrade specialties would probably result
in the average unit vAlue being l0rroent higher than that estimated
with duty unchanged. Total lanWd value would then be about i.6
million dollars (foreign value $800,000). Unit prices of domestic
goods might increase to about the same extent as those of imports
The higher level of prices would operate to restrict both consumption
and exports, so that production would probably not increase_ b as
much as the reduction in imports. The value of production for the
domestic market might be about 3.4 million dollars a year. Exports
might be two-thirds as large as those estimated on the basis of unchanged duties, and amount to about $400,00 a year. The total
value of production would then be about one-third greater than if the
duty had been unchanged, or in the neighborhood of 3.8 million
dollars a year.

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 199.

As the result of a considerably expanded market for upholstered
furniture, the consumption of cotton tapestries and other Jacquardt increase about 70 per nt i quantity
figured upholstery cloths
over that with an unchanged income. It is assumed that this increase
would be shared proportionately by production and imports. In
addition to the increase in quantity, an increase in price might be
expected. For the purpose of the estimates that follow, average
prices about 10-15 percent greater than those previously estimated
on the basis of the same per capital income as in 1939 are assumed.
Exports would participate in the increase in price, and might be
somewhat greater in quantity than at the lower income level.
The estimates which follow are obtained b a plying the foregoing
assumptions to the estimates previously mde for per capital income
at the 1939 level.
Duty as in .1939.-Imports might be 2.5-3.5 million dollars a
(foreign value), equal to 4.0-5.6 million dollars landed value. : e
value of production for the domestic market would probably be 4.4
million dollars a year. Exports might be $700,000 a year, in which
case total production would be 5.1 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be 4 million dollars a
ear (foreign value), equal to 5.3-8.0 in ion dollars landed value.
Production for the domestic market would possibly decline to about
2% million dollars a year. Exports might be 1 million dollars a yea,
in which case total production would be 3% million dollars.
Dut ineased by 60 perent.-Import. might be reduced to about
1.5 Mi lion dollars a year (forei value), equal to 2.8 million dollars
landed value. Production for the domestic market would possibly
increase to 6.3 million dollars. Exports might be $500,000, mi which
case total production would be 6.8 million dollars.
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Exports

Until production abroad has been restored, exports (as during the
war) will probably be limited only by the quantity available. hereafter, they might range from $300,000 to $1,000,000, depending on the
relationship between domestic and foreign prices, and to some extent
on the level of income in foreign countries. The comparative prices
would be different under the different combinations of income and
duty levels. The exports under each of the combinations have
already been discussed separately.Employment

It is estimated that about 1,500 operatives were employed in the
production of cotton tapestries and other Jacquard-figured upholstery cloths in 1939. After the war the number might be 1,600-1,700
if per capita income is not increased, and 2,300-2,500 if per capita
income is 75 percent greater than in 1939. A reduction of 50 percent in the duties might cause employment to be 30 or 40 percent
less, and an increase of 50 percent in the duties might cause it to be
about 20 percent more than it would be if duties were not changed.
COTTON VELVETEENS
Tariff paragraph: 909.
Cotton velveteens,
Commodity:

and twillplain-back,
back.

31 4%, 374%, and 44%. Average ad valorem (1939): 32%.

Rates of duty:

NoTz.-The rate fied in the Tariff Act of 1930 on all plain'back and twill-back velveteens was 626i percent ad valorem. By Presidential proclamation under section 336 of the tariff act the rate was reduced,
effective July 24 1933, to 314 percent on the plain-back, and to 4 percent on the tvil l-back. The rate on
twill-back velve[een vaiied at 65 cents or more per square yard was further reduced to 374 percent, effective January 1, 1939.

GENERAL,

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item

Total

Persons employed
I Estimated.

X Foreign value.
Estimated 600 to 1,000.

I

FoId- poD3rts

For ex

¢1,0(10
sq. yds.)
Quantity
X
66
Value
.----'--------'2.60I '6W
01 ,s000)
Unit value (per sq. yd.) -.---...-$0.60 X$0.72

-----56,201
(number)

_F

_

--()--..

majestic

.

a,111

2,535
'$0.50
1

-

.

For dot Ratio of
Apparent

iO5Wl
tion

ports

gumption

21,01
253

.

$0.15

6,802..

25

Ootton velveteens are fillin-p ile fabrics in which part of the
filling is cut to form a pile whlch spreads uniformly over the entire
surface of the fabric. Velveteens may be diVided into two groups:
Plain-back and twill-back. Plain-back velveteen is used chiefly to.
make the-cheaper types of blouses, dresses, and skirts; it is used also
in the production of picture frames and jewelry boxes. Twill-back,
the more durable and expensive of the two types of fabrics, is used
almost exclusively in the garment trade. The domestic industry is

DOI
a comparatively small, but a highly specialized, part of the cottonPOST-,WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

textile industry.
Before 1934, imports consisted mainly of the comparatively higher
riced twill-back velveteens from Europe (chiefly fricn the United
mgdom and Germany) and Were valued at about 75 cents a yard*
between 1935 and 1940, however, imports were principally low-priced
plain-back velveteens from Japan and were valued at about 15 cents
a yard. In-1929, a year of relatively large production, the dpinestic
output of finished velveteens amounted to about 6.7 million square
yards, valued at about 5.5 million: dollars; in 1932 production
amounted to about' 1.1 million squAre.yards1 valued at about $800,000.
Imports, under the reduced duties fixed in 1933, reached a record
high of 5.2 million square yards in 1930, when Japan supplied about
98 percent of the total; domestic production in that year amounted
to 3.6 million square yards and consumption-t nearly 9 million
square yards. Because of this great increase in imports, domestic
producers, early in 1937, sought to obtain an increase in the rate of
duty. Soon thereafter, however, an agreement was negotiated between domestic manufacturers and Japanese exporters, whereby
exports of cotton velveteens from Japan to the United States were
limited to an annual quota of 2 million square yards for two periods
of 12 months each, beginning March 1, 1937. This arrangement was
continued through December 1940, and remained in effect, by voluntary export control, through November 1941.
Consumption of cotton velveteens as well as the quantity of both
domestic production and imports, hias varied widely from rear to
year. This has resulted only partially from changes in the level of
national income. The demand for velveteens has been especially
dependent 'on changes in style, a factor which may have an important
but unpredictable (and consequently disregarded) effect on future
consumptionxt Another important factor is the extent to which fabrics of synthetic materials will gain consumer appeal in this competitive field.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Domestic production of cotton velvhteens has been curtailed during
the war, and the output may be expected to increase in the immediate
post-war period because of the beeklog of demand for all kinds of
cotton materials, particularly for clothing. Looms now producing
essential war fabrics are readily convertible to the weaving of velveteens. Productive capacity in foreign countries has probably been
so curtailed that it wiji be quite impossible for them to export any
substantial quantities. The resumption of weaving in these countries
will depend principally on the condition of their equipment. United
States imports during the immediate post-war years will probably be
small and almost wholly of British origin; until foreign production
has been restored, total imports will probably be less than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Changes in style and- consumer preference'for other types of materials will undoubtedly be as important in determining United States
consumption as the level of income or the duty. In the estimates
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which follow it is assumed that _cmumption habts will -no differ
materially from those in 1939, that the productive capacityof Jan
will be restored to about itsper level and that import. from
that country will not be limited by any specal apeemet similar to
Beause of the rue in cotton prices
that in effect before thew
im
with subsequent icreasesto
fom their low level in
not return
wages of textile workers; the prices of velveteen maydomestic
prices
In the following estimates, average
their 1939 level
Unit
in
values
than
20
to
be
about
1939.
higher
percent
are AsS
of foreign velveteen are une to incase about 15 percent for
for the European goods; but
the Japanese and about 10 percent
n unit prices betweenthe Japanese ad
the grat disparity
of velvetes
because
and 78 cents in 1939)-, the combined
cets
(1
European
import.
of
the
price
would increase 20 to 35 perestimated
average
on
the
of
cent, depending
proportion imports supplied by Europe and

1939,.etogther

Japan,, as in
of increased populati, eonsuption
Dutybe 10 f939.-Because
or about 7.5 million square
than
higher
might Imwrpercent the absence inof 1939,
lto
on entries from
any
yards*be
in
and
1939
much
t
larger
might account
apn, woutlprobably
for about 60 percent of domestic consumption. ¶ity would the be
about 4.5 million yard, with a foreign value of about $=Io.
Production for the domestic m ketmight be about 3 ml yards,
valued at 1.8 million dollars.
Duty redued y60
Spceent.-Consumption might increase to about
8 million square yards. Imports might be neay 25 percent lre
than with duties unchanged and mit be about 5.5 miilloi yards
with a foreign valueof 1.1 Milliondo . Production for the 6oes
tic market would then amount to about 2.0 million yards, valued at
about 1.2 million dollars.
t decline to about
Duty increased b 60 pereent.-OonSumnption
7.3 million square yards. Imports might total 4 million yards, with
a foreign value of about $715,000, and production for the domestic
market
might be about 3.3 million yards, valued at 2.0 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent bhJher then in 19*.

In the past, consumption of velveteens has varied rather markedly
with, changes in the level of nationaa income. But under a sustained
the response would probably be moderate by a
hgh level onof income,
the part of consumers to hft their purchaes-to her
tendency
and higher priced fabrics. Under such conditios, however,
quality
of velveteens might be " much as 25 percent
consumption
the totalthan
income
with
as in 1939. Prices, it is assumed, would be
greater
10-20 percent higher than at the 1939 income level. Under the higher
income level, imports from Europe may increase substantially and,
prices might increase ,by only about 11-12 percent, the comalthough
bined average unit values of imports (from both Europe and Japan)
increase about 45-) percentiabove the average at the 1939
might
income level by reason of a larger proportion of high-priced goods.
be 9.5 million square yards.
niiht
Duty as in 1939-.onuption
with
million
be
5.5
a foreign value of about 1.6
yards,
Imports
might
million dollars; production for the domestic market would then be
about 4 million yards, with a value of about 2.7 million dollars.
reduced by 60 percent.-Consunption might increase to 1O milDuty
lion square yrwds. Imports might amount to 6.8 million yards, having
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small.- They amounited to aalout6,OOad
.36,00 sutre yards,
valued at Os,600 and *27,000 in 1938. an-d 1937, repcively, th only:
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No :data are available as to the number of persons employed in fthe
production of cotton velveten. /It^:isestimated that bewn 600
and 1,000- personswer thus' occupied in 1939. Te
re were
employed Jin millswhich alslo prdcer1#e types of cotton farc,;
particularly corduroysrs^ niokeins, ntes 'andN twills. Wotkers can:
be sifte with relatv ease from ;one typ of prod~cti~on to anther
O th ai ftesm e cpi noeta rvied in 1939
but with a late increase in imports, thenumber of per
employee
in making velvetees migt bp expected to be- les than-:in 1939 or
about 40000 workers. On the ba of a 7 -e higher leve Xof
income than tlt in 1939, employ
nt might
ftom: 6
range
e
i
Fifty
res
workers:.
rutions
of'duty
t
lower emp 4
X
t"
S~~~~t"
*;
w-w'to'pIoyment from 20 to 30 percent,
ahd 50 percent increase in rates of
duty might increase employment by about 10 percent.

COTTONZ TMWLU DAMASK;
Tariffparwagraph: 910,:
--Coto
Commodity:
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POW-WAR MPOKY

D OMIUSTC fIurCTIO
Cotton table da ws
are Jaquard-woven fabrics with decoative
design's. usually of floral patterns. They are ordiwily blesaced and
invaisways to imitate linen-table damsk. Sofe ae
made with cmnbination of colored wag or filling. Finished t
da"subks are sold as yard goods or as tabeclths, hs or Aets,
Cotton table damask competes in its uses with t cloths, apkims,
etc., made of other types of woven fabrics, as well as with par
napkins and table doilies, and also with mats of paper, loth, and
other materials. The use of table tops of $ass, plastics, or other
similar hard surfaces in retauatn4 has also had a considerab effect
on the consumption of bl damnaks.' Production in the United
States during the 1930's waS less than half as much, in quantity, as
during the 192's. Since 193 1, however, the annual domestic output
has been fairly constant, d between 1931 and 1939 .it avenged
about 5.5 million pounds. Pre-war imports, which consisted almost
entirely of finished damasks (whereas the figures for domestic production, mostly not fined, represent the value at the mill) Vshowed
a marked upward trend after 1936 and came chief from Japan.
Other important sources were Czechoslovakia, Belgium, and the
United Kingdom.
A

POW-WVAR SNOB? TERM
Consumption will pbabl be confined largely to domestic faics,
inasmuch as the two principal
and CzechoeIorikia
suppiers-Japan

may not be able to get intoull production for some time. Indie
of the other European suppliers, including the United n and
Belgium will probably be occupied in reconstruction and in sup«te needs in their respective countries. Domestic production
plyigng
may continue at the high war time level (about double that of 1939)
to meet the backlog of civilian demand resulting from war shortages.
POST.WA LONG TMM

C..uapd.., Psd Imprt
Per capital Income at It" leveL

Consumption of cotton table damasks would probably respond to
the expected increase'in population; per capta consumption would
gobably approximate that of 1939. Total conpin migt be
n 7.7 and 8.5 million pounds, depending on the rate o[fduty.
Unit values are assumed to be about 10-15 percent higher than those
of 1939 because of anticipated higher price of cotton and higher costs
of production.
.
Duty as in 1939.-Consunption might be 8 million pounds. Both
production and imports may be expected to increase by about 10
percent over those of 1939, with production for the domestic market
amounting to about 5.3 million pounds, valued at about 3.3 million
dollars and with imports amounting to -about 2.7 million pounds,
valued at 1.8 million dollars (foreign value).
Duty reduced 50 percent.-This might result in imports about 40
percent larger than with duty as in 1939. Of the total probable consumption of about 8.5 million pounds, production for the domestic

:.
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market might supply abotf'4.7 illibnpounds, talked at 2.9 million
dollars, and import might supply 3.8 million pounds, valued at 2".5
million dollars foreign valuee.
Duty increased 60 percent.-Im ports ml-ht be one-fourth les than
with duty as in 1939. Of-the consumption of 7.7 million pounds
million, valued
production for the domestic market might supply "'7
at about 3.6 million dollars and imports about 2.0 million,
valued at
1.2 million dollars (foreign value).
PAr capital Incone 75 percent higher than in'1DS9.

Consumption of cotton table damask, paticularly; of the better
qualities, would' b substantially greater than with come as in 1939
and amount, perhaps, to about 9.3-10 million pounds annually. uniL
values might be expected to be about 10 percent higher than at the
1939 income level.
Duty as in 1939.-Consumption might reach 9.S million pounds,
Production for the domestic market might be 6.4 million pounds,
valued at about 4.5 million dollars; imports would then supply about
3.1 million pounds, valued at about 2.2 million dollars (foreign value).
Duty redied 60 percnt.-Consiumption might increase to 10 million
pounds. Imports would probably amount to 4.3 million pounds,
valued at 3.1 million dollars (foreign value). Production for the
domestic market would likely decrease to about 5.7 million pounds,
valued at 4 million dollars.
Duty inqeeaced 60 percent.-Consumption might decrease to 9.3
million pounds. Imports mit approximate 2.3 million pounds
valued at about 1.6 million dollars (foreign value). Production for
the domestic market would probably reach about 7 million pounds,
valued at 4.9 million dollars.
Exports.
The United States exports of-cotton table damasks have been
relatively
small, amounting ordinarily to about 2 percent of domesic
production. In 193839 the' average annual export were out
150,000 qutreyards with a value of abot 36,000 dollars. Piipal
markets were Cuba -antda,and Venezuela. It is believed that afar
the war exports will continue to be rlatively unimportant.
of person employed in
No data are.available showing te
of cotton table damasks. It is estimated that bethe production
tween 500 and 800 persons were thus occupied in 1939. Emoyment
would probably not increase in thsae proporion as production.
If the per capital income is maintained at a leve equal to that in 1939,
the number of persons employed may be expted to remain the same.
Under the most favorable conditions assumed employment might
increase to I1000.

numbe'

Table: COT ON QUILTS OR ?

Table: [No Caption]
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rorw naora a wnwnc rnciox
domstc cioa (on the bash of quantity) and were the equivalent
of abot -S8 percent of the imports. The principal markets hav, been
Cana and Central and South American countries. In the poet-war
period exports are not likely to exceed those mi pre-war years. The
makets will probably be widely scattered but Canada and LatinAmerican countries wil no doubt be the most important.
888

No official data are available on the number of persons employed in
the production of cotton quilts or bedspreads, hut it is estimated that
between 2,000 and 3,000 persons -;rerethus occupied in 1939. If the
per capita income s maintained at a level equal to that in 1939, the
number of persons empoyed would probably remain about the same.
At the higher level of income, em ent might increase to 3500
.
pesns,

COTTON-TABLE COVERS, ETC'. PLIN-WOVEN

Tariff pargaph: 911 (b).

Commodity:

Table and bureu covers, centerpieces, runners, scarfs, nar,
and doilies, made
plain-woven cotton cloth nd not
Pi&YproVkded for.

aWO d vi.
Nota.-The atesn shove Li tbat ll by the Tac of tAQ It ws reduced to L permuenucb
of tbe articls mond wbleb ae Mock-printed by head, purnunt to the trad Agreement with IA, effeetivs
June 23, 1994.
Bat of duty:

GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 ae given below:
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' Not sprtely recorded.
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The above clasfcation was inserted in the Tariff Act of 1922 to
secure separate enumeration of importedseilismde of coarsesacd
sheeting stencil-dyed in indigo and know in the trade as Japaese
blueprints. Other plain-wovren atcle printed in vaioored
oriental desgs and imported under t~he name of Inia prints aee
included, as well as staple and special plain-woven article produced
in Europe and elsewhere and sold unbicached, bleachd pinted,
dyed, or colored.
Imports from Europe have been mainly high-grade machne or
hand-printe articles in sets, including tablecloths and napkins.
Imports from Japan, at first only blueprints, expanded to include
printed tableclotLbs, napkins, and simila articles impote manly
because they wore lower priced than most similar domestic products.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMBeTIC PRODUCTtO8 889

The cessation of import fromJapan ha reucd suppfie of these
low-priced artices- and has resulted in the substitution of higher
priced domestic and imported textiles or of tableclothis- napkins and
doilies made of paper; the last-named articles h4ae been extsivel
used in recent year, particulaly in restaurants, tearooms, and
taverns,
Domestic production of table and bureau cover,, etc., made of
plain-woven cotton cloth is not separteIy recorded, but the. outputt
of printed or yarn-died article that Ate competitive with tlw imi knowben
ported specialities
laread to
to suppjWr
evatee part
of the domestic 'demand Productive capacity orni mple to
meet all domestic requirements foreithe the cloth or paper artices,
has been largely diveited during the war to production of more
essentialitems. Exports of these parties are not separately report,
but are known to be smaill-.
Statistical data are not available upon which to base any quantity
tive estimates for imports, production,-or exports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

High purchasing power, the building and furnishing of new hores
and the requirements of restaurants,; tearooms, and taverns will
probably create a demand two or three times greater than that in
1939. It is also probable that imports will not be as great a those in
1939, principally beuse prewar suppliers will probably be confrne
with the problems of meeting home demand and of securing supply
of raw materials.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Compilon, Productlon, and Imports
Per capita income at 19 levt.

In the following discussion it is assumed that both in*ports and
production will 'increase 10 percent in quantity over 1939 use-o
population increase, and that the unit pri of botb wil be high
than -m 1939 by amounts -that will depend on the level of the tariff.
The average price of all cotton cloths was cotparatively low in that
year. The totalIvalue of consumption is estimated at 4-5 million
dollars, depending to some extent on the level of duties.
Puty as in 1989.-Both import and duction would probably be
about 10 nt larger in quantity and their unit prices bout 20
percent hher than those in 1939. Imports would probably have a
foreign value of about $500,000 and domestic production a value of
about 4 million dollars.
Duty reduced 60 percent.-The quantity of imports would probe
ably be about 23 times as large as under un ch duties, but
inasmuch as the proportion of lower grade goods among the import
would probably be higher, unit ce woId be, ma
cent b
those assumed under unchangedduti. The totd fi vu of
the imports therefore might be about 1.1 million dollars. B of
increased imports, production could beexpeted to decrease o
percent (both in quantity and iL unit value) below that
under the unchanged duty level. The total value of d estimate
production would then be about 3.3 million dollar.
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Il Psh
and produ would pesib be
Duty aJ iinqkt
unit vals than
40 percent higher in quantity and 10 p ot hi
the 939o foreign
estimatedaon the basi of incme COt
value of imports might be about 700,000 and.the tot value of
production about 5.9 million dollar.
Dy redwcod by 60 percnt.-In tiaitity, import. would be more
d reduction about 10. perct lower. than
than 2% times a larg
dui
was estimated abve
Because
p
imports in these circumstances would robaby i d a
portion of low-grade goods, their unit '-r nlues, a well as unit vues
of domestic production, would pro tbly av* e about 10 percent
lower than was estimated on the prenme of no chane in duty. The
odollas and
total foreign value of hnpoits might be a t 1.7I
the total value of domestic production about 4.8 milliondollan.
DWy irwreand by 60 percent.-Because imports woud be predomminantly of the higher grades the quantity imported would probabi be
about 60 percent as lage, and the unit value about 20 percent hier,
n
than were estimlated on the basis of unchangd duties.
ne he
would probably be as high as that estimated -with no
duties, but unit values would average about 10 percnt her. The
total foreign value of imports in these circumstances wod be about
$500,000 and the total value of domestic production, approximately
6.3 million dollars.
EXPt

United States exports of cotton table and bureau covers etc., made
of plain-woven cloth are not separately reported, but are known to be
small, possibly in the neighborhood of $25,000.

These specialties are made in various types of establishments which
may or may not be devoted principally:to their production. No sepSin the prorate enumeration has been made of the employees e
for ming
duction of such articles, and there. is, therefore,no
estimates of employment.

Table: [No Caption]
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BELTS AND BELTING OF VEGTADLE FIBER
Tariff pstgm p: 91 (4)

Commodity:
Rate of dut:
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Belts and belting for. miner of cotton
other vegetable fibeft
include: Single n mltipie beltingX of wide widths, woven on, fly
shuttle looms; narow widts, woven of narrow-waeo wbig gng
looms; and blting aiid of layers of cotton canvas stitced together
n, or other ping ma teil.ko Bot
and treted with oil,
woven, and stitched being' are produced fortransisio, e a
'tion o tramis
and conveyor rvice.- Although cosum
ing has gradually been d
becaue ot the intcrasn use of diret
motive power (principally by electric motors), ther isstill n iv
demand from- small shops which use beting with small power uiits,
Imports include principaly solid end betbelts usd on textile.
gontang machines, and wide r
t conveyor belts. Imports have
almost entirely from the
Kingddom.-United States production of woven cotn belting ad of stithd
canvas belting repo
(by value) by the Bureau of the C(4s
as part of "cotton narrow fbricsad among the
- ed
fabricated textile products." finished textile bel
both by ills ich weave and those4ich purchase th Ifabi. I
ati s addition to belting; the mills fqpently p
tents, awnings, tarpas, webbing and ta w anWd f ..how..
Domestic production declined in value
.6 mIllion dolar in
1925 to about 2.5 million dolas in 1933, but revered to an annuol
dlars
value of about 3.6 million
in^
s1937 and 1939. IIn the 1933-42
the
average
decade
annual
of imports amounted to about 22200W
with
a
value
of
$108,000.
pounds
foreign
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the war, ti6s rhiltiOnf Euoenindusrnft wi erwate ao nM.
cease d ad for belting i that inn, Wit thet relth tt United
statess imports may be les1 than mi 1 9 or leader yeas.
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Totl conoumption my be etovary mr or le
with changes In the 1Ve of nin e or dindutra
BDcaus machine belting i. a semidurable industal t
gumption probably will not vary to any gat extent
price or in the rat of duty.

ict
con

in

1* len.
ro capita Income actn

Consumption will probab be aboutthemasin1 orabout 7
million pounds. In vie0w : the trend toward direct motive power,
domestic production ia not expected to increase - much - the
population if the national income is at the 1939 level. The need for
tranission belting by snia ower units, however, wi tend to mamtain a fairly lare consumptnon of such products L wise, paper
u
timills and conveyor unts wi continue
to require 2 trial
ties of wide blts. Prices might increase *out prt e e
of anticipated ieser
pri for cotton fabrics.
t be about 250,000 pounds, with a
Duty as in M99.-Imp
foreign value (at incre ad prices) of about $125,000 Producion for
the domestic market might be about thesi as inm1939, or about
6% million pounds, valued (at incred pries) at a little more than
4.0 million dollars.
Duty reduced 60 percent.-Imports might amount to about 300,000
poun, with a foreign value of about $150,000. Production for the
domestic market might decrease by nearly the amount of the added
import. to som thing les than the 1939 figure and approximate 6.7
million pounds, valued at about 4.0 million dollar.
Duty increased 60 peret.-Imports would perhaps decline to about
225,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $115,00;-Production for
domestic consumption would probably increase by nearly the amount
of change in imports to nearly6.8 million pounds, valued at about 4.1
million dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In I.

Largely because of the probable increase in activity in establishments requiring conveyor an trnision biting conumption
might be about 15 percent larger than with unchanged income and
increase to about 8 million pounds. Both production and imports
right be expected to increase in volume " a result of the increased
rial activity. Prices might be 20 percent higher than with
income as in 1939.
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Duty *s in 1.9 Af the rate of duty remained unehamgd at the
higher income level inmpWt miht incras to about 3()0,0" pounds,
with a forei Value f $8,0. Productionr the domestic market
would thus about 7.7 million pounds, valued at about 5.4 million
dollar.
Thty ducedso prfest--Im ports might inrease to about 375,000
of about $225,000, Production for
foreign valuedecline
dounmi
th:i
from what it would have been
pconsumption-might
domee
with no change in the rate of duty, but by somewhat lew than the
increase in imports. It igt amount to about 7.6 million pounds,
valued at about 5.3 milion dollars.
Duty inceased 60-perent.-At the higher Income leVel, import
would probab e -somewhat larer than they wero in 1939 notwithstanding the hger duty, possibly about 250,000 pounds, with a
foreign value of bout $15000. Production for the domestic market
thus might amount to 7.8-million pounds, valued at about 5.8 million
dollars.
e

a

Exps of wov bting decided from 548,000 pound, value at
$292,000 in 1926 to 134,100 pounds, valued at $60,000, in 1032; the
increased to 484,100 pounds valued at $228,60 in 1040. Ordinarily
only about 5 percent of the United States production is exported.
Canada has been the principal market, taking from 27 to 52 percent of
the total. Other foreign markets include Argentina and Mexico.
After the war, United States exorts will probably continue to be smal
relative to the domestic output.
Employment

-Data are not available which show the number of employees engaged
in the production of woven or stitched belting. Th number so
employed under the 1939 income leIel might be estimated at between
400 and 600, and under the assumed higher income level, at between
450 and 700.
KNIT COTTON GLOVES AND MITTENS
Tarif para-

Tiraph

Commodity

Rate of duty
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915 and 917

Knit cotton gloves and mittens:
ad val- 1
Of warknit fabric-5
(Mother knit fabric -50%0 ad val.
Knit or crocheted -45 ad vat.. --above rats e tos fied In th Tadff Act of 1900. From Apr l& "hR, to Aari *v U*
NoTn.-The
en wrp-knit abric
ad mitt vaed at
w Pa*
the rate wa 50

$i-s
pwRet
which has been uupma1dr. As .
to tn trad a ent with Cuh
peirs, pursut
em *_
gtb)
mewd t
or as
daty of 10 cuts pe pouwd bn gtpbl cott (141
asoe.
The&dditoal dutywas
by this rert, is mpoed by t tarf
sor.
t
i
I
r
ofet
und
y
wt. A
many yoe gls
e
of 4"e
anM
additional duty was am n data wee av-Altbls on wh t
mptatou.
it Is not Included In te avee ad valoe
ojliectel.
The foregoing rats also ever plovaiad mittens of vegtblebm eom thm eote, pa thAN ghwaaW
a
mitts conttute neggible propotn d Impor. wor of de
prodetl
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GENERAL -

Dat on- United States production, imnportsand consumption for
1939 are given below:
Produetlmn
Item

Foi pparent
potmarket
*~or
do
Ptrfel16
708
()
1'0
(4 )
4,830

TotaW

_

+
r

q$uantItYrfl,0ooodozpr.)

on
extion~~~~to
smto
~ For
-iitofn

-..

.
.
-----t . s-03)
(2)
81,413. -(
)
$1. 49
Unit vuiuw(per doz pr*.).
$1,77
Z 009 -,
Pesons employed (numb) .
.

dIncludes article (made in klittljt miWs) for whlcb the constituent material was not stated but Which
Were prbabiychfly of cotton, as to oS:
(1) Glove and nfUttin of efoular-knit fabric (27Z800 dos0 pairs, valued at $40509), and (2) strong glove
(44,448 doze pairs, valued at $158,707).
Not available. Export of knit or knit-fabric cotton gloves ar not stated separately from exports of
woven-fabric cotton gloves. Exports In 1939 of oottop gloves of all types were 77,59 dozen pairs, valued at

$137528
8

*oreign value.

4 Estimated.

Knit cotton gloves fall into two general categories: (1) Work loves
which may be very -inexpensive, and (2) dress gloves whch vary
greatly in quality and price. oConsuption of work gloves moves
rather closely with general industrial activity, wherers'purases of
dress gloves depend greatly on fashions-andincome, 0 tbe basis of
limited data available, estimated total consumption o tton knit
averaged RI 5.5 million
during the 5-year period 1935-39
gloves
the 1939 Egure.betwe
and 6 million dozen pairs, well above
ghly half of
gloves.
dress
half
and
the total is estimated to have been work gloves
pairs
dozen
million
2.3
of
Imports declined from an annual avvprage
5
years
the
in
million
of
1.6
average
an
to
in the 5 years 1930-34
1935-39,' and constituted about 40 percent and 30 percent, respectivel*, of estimated consumption during these periods. Imports consisted almost entirely of dress gloves, Before 1935 they were primarily
sueded warp-knit fabric gloves, a type of dress glove in the production
y ceased to be an
of which Germany specialized. When Ge
important supplier after 1935, imports of similar gloves from Czechoslovakia increased, but not in sufficient quantities to offset the dediine
in imports fromGermany. There was also an increase in imports of
dress gloves of other much less expensive types, resulting in a4lower
average foreign unit value of total mpor In1 the Iknmehate pre-war
years than in the period before 1935. Japan was the principal source
of these imports.
Data on domestic cotton knit-glove production before 1939 are
fragmentary, but from available itormation it appears that until
1935 the domestic output consisted alihost entirely of work gloves.
Thereafter the production of cotton dress gloves increased considerably, but before the war it never amounted to more than a small
fraction of the quantity previously imported from Germany. The
deficiency in the supply of cotton dress gloves was made up largely by
the domestic production of rayon gloves. During the war a marked
expansion occurred in the production of cotton warp-knit fabric
gloves.
i
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Including thoe statisdcly rucdod as woven glo4e4
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d, ad 1Import
herCew!
The estimates that follow are bsed on:- the :assmpto that ctt
thee
, ad tht
:industries
i'lative
mlaves willretain their
popularity
in Oeriwany and Czechioaovkia will- regain their former position in?
world trade.
,?c.;
b
Per cpipt* tcme at 193 kpe"L'*.

...i
,'.i.':'

abut
woud
DUty a? i 199.-';em capital conumption probably
the sare as i the year -193639 Allowing for an aincease in fpo°Px
latjoi,? total consumption m4igt icrease 10 peret an~d a;mouit to
about 6M( million'dozen pairs. Th shr supplied';byipot 'wiud'
t
it was in -1935-39,-: pra .1
probably. besomwha~t less thansay;Yi
25; percent;, Imports would then be..sbout :Et5 million doze pairs,
with a foreign viale of -abouwt 3.2 million dollar. This value alew
for an inee of 20 percent in the ave fogn unit alue a
that: of :1939 beasuse the proportin of the mor epesiewapkit
fabric- glovs is expected to- icreae. Prouction or -the domeist
market might then beabot 4% miin doenspirsvalu sat about
10 milion dollars. While work glove would probably be moretht
half the total, they would accoutfor a smaer protion than in
1939 because of 'the increasd production ;of dres rgloves Cons.
quentjy- the avrage unit value might be about 50 peet abe tat
of 1939.
.
.
.;
r ';
Dtay induced bij 50per ent.Co4tiofight'be,u about10 r
7m-illion dozen
cent -greater than wth
:or bes
i odty changeapould
doIn"pairs
Irnports might doubje,..or bei about 3.0 million
WVith a slightly lower unit value (pouibl~y $2.00:per doze pars^) the
n i-pe
absorut :6 million 4ollr.:
total foreign -value of- nigporgs
i
'ons1sting3 in larg part of vork
maret,
domestic
the
Production for
gloves, might be about 4 ilion doewn pairs at ain average value
approximating 1l.80 per
4of en paws or a-total valle of about 7.
m illion.4llIars,-: -:
Dfay increased by 50 pere~n.-Consumption would very probaby
decline and there would' probably be' someshift to rayon gloves.
dozenpa nsofwhich imr,
Consumption might beabout 6im
,ion
ol suppl bout
wold
to the t erqualitie., P
largely
onfine
15 percent,iPillex
n doen pairs. -Withan avettge foreign ni ;
or.
$23O
per- dozen pais) lightly in excei-of that t no
value (about
2.3
be
of imports
the
total foreg 4alue
duty change,
4aout
mihYt

,89
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million 4oflhrs. About 5 million dozenpar would then be produced
for the 'domnptic mrket. Production of. dres gloves would be
stimulated more than that of work gloves, th us inning the aveduty change.
age:unit vlue to perap 10 percent above that
At about $2.30. per dozen pain the total value would be 11.5 million
dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In iSSt.

Because gloves are a&Parel accessies purchased both for costume
variety and for utility (ut representing a relativelysmall prt of the
as
consumer's expenditure), consumption uld probably be as
increase
40 percent larer than that with income as in 1939
would probably. bbe apportioned between imports and domestic production-in' about the same ratio as under the -lower income level.
The average unit values of domestic gloves would probably increase
more than the average foreign unit values of imports because the
proportion of dress gloves in production is expected -to increase whereas
the composition of the imports, already predominantly dress gloves,
would not change subitantially. Domestic average unit values are
estimated at approximiately 20 percent and average foreign unit
values at- approximately 10-15 percent above those at the lower
income level.
might be about 8% million dozen
.Puty as in 1939.-Consumption
dozen pairs; with a total foren
2
be
million
might
pairs.
about 5 million dollars. Production for the domestic market
value ofImports
would then be 6% million dozen pairs, valued at i7 million dollars.
Quty reduced by 60 percent.-Consunmption might be 10 million
dozen pairs; imports 4 million dozen pairs with a foreign value of
about 9 million dollars; and production for the domestic market 6
million dozen pairs, valued at about 13 -million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Consumption would probably be
about 8.5 million dozen pairs; imports might be 1% million, with a
foreign value of about 3% million dollars; and production for the
domestic market 7% million dozen pairs, valued at about 20 million
dollars.
Exports of knit cotton gloves are not stated separately from
cotton gloves, but the total quantity and value is
imports, or production.
very small compared with consumptioA,
Exports of knit cotton gloves would prby continue to be negligible.

export of woven

-Emipoyment
Employment might range from about 2,200 to 4,000 under the
various assumptions as to income level an changes in rates of duty.
COTTON H1OSIERY
Tariff paragraph: 916.

Com t:

Rat. of duy:

Hosiery, wholly or in
chief value of cotton
or other vegetable
fiber (not including
embroidered holsery).
50% or 30% ad val.:

Aerage ad

orem (13):

or
o satton 14 i
per
in s
IMPOdNo
Isreport.
t 10 ent
dutyhsey
e snlbis on whichmoto inblfte
d
covered od
is a
ty
knoth
the amont of th dtti coletd,adit is not Included la ths ad v&mormamtti.
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Data;on United States production, imptand cnstion for
1939 are given below: -;
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Consumption of cotton hosiery (all-cotton and cotton-mixed') iz
creased froin60.5 milon dozen pairs in 1929 to 63.7.million doz
pairs in 1939; the share of cotton hosiery in total hosiery consumption
However
-declied from 58 percent in 1929 to 42 percent in 1939.
This .deie in the relative position of cotton hosiery wa lg t
result of the rapid increase n the consumption of silk and of-ryoa
hosiery, accelerated by the groigemand for full-f ed s
hosiery., The types o hosiery in which cotton continue to be. =mportant are men's half-hose and slack socks, childrn'a hiery, and
inklets" ir women and teen-ages. The consuimption of :much'of ',the
cotton hoier
these categories has its orgin in the mode for epual
dres win h previld for a numb of year before the war.. The
same types of hosiery can be made from rayon staple fiber tet
similg to cotton.
Impor in the 3 year 1931-33 aveed 468,000 dozen pairs b£
which 80 percent were of German origin. he imports tfrom erny
decreased abruptly in 1934 and did not recover m subeequmt ye
From 1935 to 1939 imports increased markedly and averaged aut
1.2 million dozen pain annually. Japan was by far the mot important supplier during this period and accounted for about 88 percnt
hin
of the total. Fairly substantial quantities entered also frowCi
and 'smal amounts from Germany, France, the United Kingdom
Spain, and Italy. Whereas, the mporti from Europeconi of
hlgh-priced hosiery, with an average foreisg unit value of about $3 m
1939 the utthe hosiery (of poorer quality) coming from tho
Far kast averaged 26 cents.
Domestic production of cotton hosiery was 63.6 million dozen P
in $929, declined to 49.5 million in i931, and increased to 63.1 -lion
dozen pairs in 1939.1

POST-WAR SHORT 1ERM

Iack of materials and shortage of labor during the war resilted' in
depletion of civilian supplies offull-fashioned hosiery and of hosiery
for men Demand for cotton hosiery will probably continue to be
' Incekhbo~ur " sped by etlmat msell.

8t9
flwWAU z4nmam bonww wrermw
such an and lak socks,
-a,
:jylarge4Ievier typsof
no other reason than the
shortage of other- types of
POT-WAX_ LONG TM
42AND

Future demand for cotton hosiy will be grely inlue d by
treds in fashion, by imen' preference forparticulr dy, nd by
the reltive pre of cottonmyar paed with otheryar, prtilly
d that theprice
raro~n.: Inthe: estimate thit foow, it i
Orof, domestic and foreign -cotton til not be me
reltiftslp
able to United Stats manufacturers~than it was in 19 ; and that
for certain types, of- hosiy
cotton will continue to be pre
181
Per cspitc I*nCee at le-it
Per caita consumption of cotton hosiery Will probal be so0 hat
smaller tha in 1939 bcuwse of prewar trend toward use ofnewer
fibers (paticularly r n) in hier ufte, which ie ted
wi bbly ;be
to- contine. The average price of domesti ho
about 20 percent higher th in 1, larel bea of h expced
inease in the price of cott rn,
thuu& about $.40per
pairs. The average eigunit vue of th. import Iht b
siderably hige tha in t9, when aot fl pe t of the
Eastn
y, sue itu a
that
paricg Fr
imports of the
ied hey fm Euope would in
substintially over the 193 level
ut a- n 19.-Consumption might rea t about the 1939
level despite population increase, or be about 4 million den
Importswould probbly supply about 2peroent (a g for 1935-39)
of oonsuinxttion, or i about 1Y million dozen pan WIth an-aveage
t would constitute a
foreign umit vlue of 4 cens (because
larger proportion of higherpric Europ
h
fei
het
vau might be about $8,O000. Pr du for the d e
imt 87.8
would be 2% mion dozen, pirs, valued at ap
.
dollars
million
Duty refutd &y5Opeen-AConumption, would probal increase
en pair. Imports mit be mr t atree
to bout 65' million
tinm la r than with thdudty unhanged andacount for about 7
percent of tonsuuption. They might thus ie about 4.6iieu diaen
pairs. -Becaue mediu
d hig-pied ier wod constitute a
much larger share of tot~ztipoRs than iftthe duty nrc uZH* pd
the average foreign tiit vadue might double, or be 90 euts.tTh
foreign value of import would thereore be about 4 mioi dollr
be about 60$
P&uction for the domestilc market would in this'
million doseti par, valued at about 84.7 milliondollr.
Dwt ineread by h0 rce. innio wo prbably rein
nearly as lage as witfh an unchanged uty, or be ut million
dozen pairs. The abae, of imports Mn consumption would probably
ld be 1 million doen
decline to about 1I% percent, as tt import
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d
value might be abou flopritbewthwtlnocag',
r
be 40 cen'ts The foreign value of'pid then b o
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pain, valued at neatly 110 : ado.
6D60 perce4.-Consumpton would probably be about.
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pairs, wvith;; a total foig alueof ut 6 million doll ad p.
auction for the domestic market about 67 million dozn pairs, with a.
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PLAIN COTTON IAU4D HRIEMS
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Data on United States production, imrt, and o
1939 are given below:
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Plain cotton handkerchiefs constitute the bulk of the handkerchiefs
of all kinds consumed in the United States. The -term"l
here used, means not ornamented with lace, esnbwidery, applique, or
drawworik.
i
The cloths used in the domestic productionof cotton
are mosdy print cloths woven of carded yar from 28&to 42s, longCloths woven of combed yarns from 40s to6s, and lawns woven of
combe yarns from 60s to 100s or finer. The bulk of these are
bleached, with a smaller amount printed ordyed. A faiy substntial
quantity is made of yar-dyed cloth.
Tota handkerchiefs (cotton an4 linen) produced in continental
United States in 1939 were about 35.8
dozen, valued At 20.8
million dollars. Adding 5.5 million dozen estimated as made in
Puerto Rico ' would give a total United Statespruction of 41.3
million dozen. It is estimated that about 10 mIiozen (6.5 in
continental United States and 3.5 in Puerto Rico) were embroidered,
which would leave 31.3 million do as production o plin~i. e.,
unornamented) handkerchiefs. It is estimated that of thee ab6ut 25
million dozen wer cotton and 6.3 million dozen were linen.
The production of Cotton handkerchiefs mi continental United States
isargely concentrated in or around thecity of New Torkin theStates
w
of
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-tPOSTWAR SHORT T3RM
The immediate post-war demand for plain cotton handdkerchids will
be substantially above that inmet1939.
probably
duringCivilian requirements
principal
fuly
wi1l belare; they havenot
because of the handkerchief needs ofithe, arm fo'cs n the
imports
that Japan will not be a factorpf conequence, pert
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lower than with duties unchanged, and might be about 35 million
dozen. Imp
might decease to sbout hal of the quantity nUmated on the bsis of u gdduties and amount to about 2N
million dozen, with a foreign value of alout 600 000. Production
migt be about 32% million dozen, valued at au 29.5 million

i;ot~nclfin '~wr
a.mbou

tpblt5Entoer

a.
do*

United states exports of cotton hadkerefs hae fluctuted
t 69,
oe in 1933,
widely, from`4397,000 dozen in 1923 d
and up to 388,000 dozen i 1939 and 935,000 dozen in 192 Eport
hav been' widply distributed;min re-war ynnthe rst1 markets
were the Philppne, isndsCub, and .Csd
States
Vted
the
e
ill
perod
p
exports
|ealy t--w
be
In the lonq run ese lly if Japan ould
peitor,
exports *l probably. rever to thefr prewar stt and avenge
probably not much more than 250,000 dozen a&year.

According to cenbtar report, 439 persons im contiental tjnited
of al ini 1939.
States were engaged in making Adierbief
The :number engaged in g plain cottn handkr ie is not
re rted but may be estimated at aut 40. No datre avilon employm t in to Ri. If ploytxn ontieal
United State moves up or don Ii proporo t di ffn in estio ,
:matesof total prduction mde hein, uder the various
then (afuming the same ratio of employment to pirductio 'as in
1939) the number enployod in the long-t pei might be aywhere from 4,700 to 6,000.
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Data onUnitd States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 re given below:
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ph 919 consists Of ti ,
Wearing appap l dutiable under
in chief vialue- of cotton, made from woven mateials aqd not, ron
mented with :lace or embroidery. Dsic product I
men's and: byi' cloth46, such nshirt, or cboi, khai ad
sS
duck' unif, d athleti underwear; women'sclothig, ch
apw, blus, uiform and kion; nd idn'
dr , ui,
n
ffs, and a
intso
mipos csist of ng which
clothing
e bathbes, dress;
wide vaniy of oth article,
kimonos, pajama, trouer a-ddknicks raioats aid bowtie fo
dreewear. Impos are veysmall in o sison wif prodc
m
of hip d speclties reed
They areof two srts
principally from the Pnitd Kingdom, and loripnced articles f
pRO
Japan, which are similar or inferior to the avenge of
duction.
Domestic prducers are equipp-ed *ith machinery for manductun
whi
in bulk, and this c tance, together wth the W
use
trade-maks
of
product
the
by
they have established for their
fr the tariff, to prevent
and brnd promotion, ha op , ULrt
t
any serious w petition from abroad.
1929
to
in 1932, sad
in
091,000
deied
51
from
$160,000
T1n~r
then cea to $726,000 in 1937. Import. in 198 and 1939
declined to bete $00 and $400,000 * ear as the reslbo
-Utes, aNd inereas
of less favorable busing ditios inw theUbit
goos fr J .
ndificus iin th r of obanng
inuto of cotowain appre ar a
the p
st
bs of a
ein
doll. n

1MM

xtha

ni-na innmrs Afl nnc
mmvInor

estiatod at Abot 76O ftniion doll in 1wo MA At sO miion fin
ioat The, estimnited vAlue in imy (E) ilio dollars> was less
than in 137, but g ter than in mat other cemsu s s 12.
Exports are shall in rtio to prodctio, but are ma times
~imr;
n
Most of theexports e to Centrad South
cleian countries, Candand the Union of South4 Atfict,
PoefA-3S 8105 ThEM
because of the depletion of inventoies during the war, a the
need to re-outfit returing soldieft eosmti aid productih will
probably be much greater than in 19$9. The wtedspred need for
peail in
cloth'it and the extree short of sapplies whc
all foreign countries at- the end o the war willrbblY lae oy a
very small quantity available for import into tenited Stats.
?0ST-.WAM WN1G ThEMW
UnMapd.., Irnducen. Sind UapnOW
Per Capita IRCOme Et JS Levl,.

Growing competitio*i from rayon may offset the expansion in
demand for cotton weafig apparel that might otherwise be expected
from an increase in population. Therefore, the quantity of cotton
wearing apparel produced may be no more th in 1939, An Inase
in value, however, is probable, because of the anticipated increase in
the price of cotton cloth, usually the most important element in the
cost of cotton wearing apparel. An increase of 10 to 15 percent in
the average unit value of production may be ssumed, in which case
the total value of production for the domestic market might be
600-625 million dollars a year. This amount probably would not be
changed appreciably by a decrease or increase of 50 percent in the
duty. As imports and exports are snall, production would be
approximately the sae as consumption.
Duty a. int199.-Imports, like production, might be no greaterr in
quantity than in 1939, but might average 10-15 percentlhher i
value. Under these circumstances the total foreign- value of iprt
would be $340,000 to $360,000 a year. The landed value of the
wnprts would then account for about one-tenth of 1 percent of the
value of consunmption, " in 1939.
Duty reduced y 60 percent -Impot might be two or three times
greater than with an unchanged duty, because of the lower prices at
which they could be sold; they might have a foreign value of 0.7-1.1
million dollars a year.
Duty increased y 60 percent.-Imports would probably be restricted
to fine-quality and specialty goods. The total foreign value might be
$150,000 to $250,000 a year, or 30 to 60 percent less than if the duty
were unchanged.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In I1.

Prices might be about 15 percent higher, and the quantity of consumption 15 to 20 percent greater than if per capital income were the
mne as in 1939. The value of production for the domestic market
would then be 800-850 million dollars a year. This amount would
probably not be affect to y appreciable extent by a derea or a
mireas of 50 percent in tih duty. Because of the greatly increased
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DsAp06ibeusdy esthikated With poe eapita hthu
Th e~ia~ iti I989.-h_~ts might hxav a forelgii
of OAJlhfi dllPv a yea.
2
million do6
nd. a landed value of 1~-1t
Putt t'ed&^ea bt, 0O pe e-Imjmots miht have aforeig value of
L5-2, million dollars and a landed value of 1.842A6 mhon dollar
a yeat'
Put ~tt~red# &t, So ptet*~U.-Anort might hav~e a foreign vmttlu
of $660,000 to $9605O00 and a 1aiTded value of $906J000 to $1,4261,06
a year,

Until foreign Production h eb nWIretor- d the most aouti eteds
abroad said exports lpprobably be latrg IeThoftewr they
might be in the range of 44 million dollars i yeoa dependfg on
international trade po4116- a'nd on the level of world Icome6
No separate eniuneration Is rteorted by the Censius furewu of the
number of employees engaged in the production of cottot bringg
apparel. It is probably that etnploytnent wtWill vry a pprotAtoly
with the quantity of productloii.

NOTTINGIHAM LACE-CURTAIN MACHINE MANUFACTUITIES

pmra
Comtnodiy:
Tarif

ph: 920i

Fabrics o article, wlly or in chief valtie-of cotton or Other
Vegetable fiber, iae on ibs Nottinghamlace-cuitain
huachIne.
50% ad vail

Rate of duty:
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GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and ConsumptiOn fr
1939 are given below:
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The: 50 Nottingham lace-curtan machines' in the United Statem,
an normally ued chiey in the produce.
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articles such as lace b 1s eai
A n a c and table
flnt
co~ets!di
th
;: Durin tewar
.ee
most ;iamachie.
i0bAt
hav
boee atlizd in
the prodUction o mosqito, intec And camoa nettfxgs for the
armed fores.t.
Thenumbr
of
c-ct world in
NUotting6ham
1939 appeal to hav'e toted onl about 2,20, iling so in
-the United Xifigdomn, 0 in the Unied Stat 50in Gemay 200
in other European untrie sand 200 (inudning
i aan i all
-other countries.
The small Imports are man novelties, including relatively few
curtains and beiMg mostly uphl
articles such slace table covers
and runners, chair-arm and a coven, safs, and napkins. These
imports are almost wholly from the United Kingdom.
The main competitor of the domestic lace citai is the domestic
woven curtain.
Nottingham lace curtains, dinner cloths etc., are luxIry, or siluxr, goods end therefoire subject to the ragaries of fashion Eeollowig W0orld War I the building bom nd It attedat crease in
the aemnd for window draperies and ote uoter 6ailes,
together with a high nata income, ruted ma renti Of the
fashion for ce curtains; the ensuing S yes wer the best ever
experienced by the industry In 1923 production reached the record
height of more than 23 million dollars; port (subject to duty of 60
percent ad Valorem or more) were $92,00 (fori value , and
exports, $97 000. Subsequently, product de d to a lower level
because of the increase in comrtition from domestic woven curtains,
including many new kinds. There -was A ss dro during the depressionand the subsequent recover did not c
us
heights. The fluctuations in demand for Nottingam lae-urtin
machine products are roughly indicated by: the value of their output
in million dollars as follows: 5.9 in 1914, 15.8 in 1919, 23.3 in 1923,
8.7 in 1931, 15.8 in 1937, and 13.3 in 1939.
In only 2 years (1936 and 1937) during the past S0 years have the
foreign values of imports exceeded $300,000, and in the depresion
ye 1931 the foreign value'was les than $17,000. Imports rarely
hare exceeded 3 percent of domestic consumption. At their peek in
1937 imports had a landed value of about $1,215,000 (foreign Value
of $725,000 plus 60 percent duty and 7% percent landing charges)
and this was equal to about 7 percent of domestic consumption
(domestic production being valued at 15.8 million dollars).
--

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During World War II the output of Nottingham lacecurtain
machine products for civilian use has been greatly curtailed; most of
the machines have been making mosquito, inset and camouflage
netting for the armed forces, and it has been difficult to,6
yarn
for vse in making civilian goods. -After the war there will C more
houses, with morewindows and more furniture, d therefore more
need for cutains and upholstery fabrics tihan in 19:3. The competition from woven curtains will probably b6 l thannorml beca
of the great demand for woveln frsor more essential us. 'Thes
factors combined should ensure to the domestic Notti
l
curtain industry a demand for all the goods itcan produce, paicularly
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curtains, ablelothsedsprads, and other upholstory fii
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per capital than eVer before, however, if the r bapit incme dp
back:to that of 1939 the probable terdehwy will be touse wover
fabriCs instead o f the slherpriee fbrc, ad (depi es.
in. population) the con Umpton of Notnh lace.ourtaia machine
thin
-products maY be lttl,: If y,13,weiI a
n
valud at 13.B lihon dollar. hge
busyt as inJi9S9-Asutdng s*trn ompetitiot from wovtent
the foteigng alue of mpoP might imlot fom 000 to
$250,000, approkimately the Nale s I i939, and rspnasntlgbut
the same small roportlo o t nptl sin that {ear
Duty reduced 60 rrcen-Suh a^ reduction probably would t
a sharp mncrease iimporto and a decree in production. Imports
t pre-war 2-4 percent
might advance ten- to twelve-fold, say f
of consumptioni to a hg a 2030 percent of cbnhurnption; ad
might amount to 2-3 million dollars (oreign valuie)a year. If, aS
heretofore, the united
Kingdom remis the -onl iprtat sr
continue to cat6r to the fluctat ty
and the American d
d,
dekiands of the A rican public ore closely than can tho
pethe
exed
would
it does not appear -pobble that the imports
ov
With m rts t such
ve stat
centag
domestic production would probab y drase to between 9 d 1
million dollar.
ThDy increased 60 percent.-Such increase in duty would prb
curtail imports and confine them to the highestrclae specialties, f
which the foreign value might be $100000-$125,000 a year, or about
one-half as great as in 1939. The restriction of import to this degree
would have only slight effect on- domestic prodution which ha
usually supplied all but 2-3 percent of domestic consupion
Per capita income IS pOrcent higher than in 19J5

Nottngham ace-curtain machine products are luxury, or at lea
senilr, articles, so-that with suh a p capit comeU an
increase in population there would probably be at least a 50-prot
increase in theireconsumption, yto 20
dollr, inat o
the competition of woven article.
Duty as in 1939.-If the duty rem unhgd, it i
a , wod
that imports, because they are mostly luxury
increase to 3-4 percent of consumption, am become "0OO - C0
(foreign value) a year. There of onumptnamounting to l-f
million a year- would be supplied by, do scpouetod
I.$-rtheduhed by 60perc~nt-Iinports woUndoubtedly ubow
large increase, possibly
ming 200 pent of _
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amounting to from 3-4 million dollars. (foreign value). B1 a of
the increased onsumptionhowever, produotion would probably be
greater than in 1939, amounting to perhaps 1-17 million dollars.,
D~uty incr~,aed by 50 percent.- Such an increase might curtail imports and confine them to the highest ass specialties, but would
probably change but slightly the 1939 ratio of -imports to consumption
(2.6 percent). In that case the foreign value of imports would
amount to between $300,000 and $400,000 a year.
Exports

Exports of Nottingham lace-curtains are not separately shown in
United States trade statistics, but they are known to be much less
than $100,000.
Employment

Employees in 1939 have been estimated, on the basis of hixs e
machine in place, at 3,000. Little change is expected in the number
of machines in place, but under the assumptions made above the number in operation will vary; and this might result in the number of
-employees ranging from 2,5003,5000J
to
COTTON FLOOR COVERINGS
Tariff paragraph: 921.
Cotton floor coverings.
Rates of duty:
201%, 36%, 40 %, or 76% Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 28%.
ad val.

Commodiy'

NoTZ.-The rates fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 were.75. percent ad valorem on hit-and-wis rag rugs,
40 percent on chenille rugs, and 35 percent on all otheriootton floor coverings.
To safeguard the maintenance of cotton rug manufacturing codes under tbe National Industrial Recovery
Act the President, under the authority of section 3 (e) of that Act, ordered the lmposlttion of fees On importS
of cotton rugs, as follows: On imitation orentals, 23 cents per square yard; on-chenille rugs; 16 cents per
square yard; and on other, except grass, rioewstraw, and hit-and-miss rag rugs, 20 percent ad vatorem hut not
less than 5 cents per square yard. The fees on imitation ortentals became effective June 1934 and the
other fees became effectivA June 5 of that year. All fees remalbned elective until June 15, 10,
1i when they
were discontinued because of invalidation of the N. I. R.. A. by the Supreme Court. The Tari Act duty
of 35 percent on imitation orientals was reduced to 20 percent effective May 1,13, pursuant to tradeagree
ment with Belgium, but the Import fee was retained until eb1mon
ted as above stated.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:

1939

Item

Item

Produc.
tiion

Iizprr.
.,
C ,
Imports
ao
annp- .ImJrt
consumptin

tion

:
.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Percent
Quantity (1,000 square yards) ,-.-..'.-3,000
81
12,459
X 15,459
Value ($14,0)-.3
.----.--.---- .---I3, 750
14,440
..
.
.
Unit value (per sure yard).----------------.-.---..-.*.1.25
*0.3.
----------.-Persons employed---------------------------------.-...
(4) .........
----

-

------

..........

------------

I No exports reported.
S lFtiatleter.
S ForeIvn value.
'Not "labbe

Cotton floor coverings, almost all of which are, rugs, include types
differing widely in quality and price. Chenille rugs predominate in
domestic production, accounting for more than half the total yardage,
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and are fellowerus.
(hit.nd-iasand. oth),; ovil braided
itgsjan7
tufed rg Iprt
1939 were maid
rugs,, 4OkPe
cotton iitatinorientl rug, tW rgs1(ncludth hmiss and other types),..strawandcot or gras and cotton rugs
(in chief value o cotton) sanhi-yaw xug (in which the filling i
made of cotton shoddy), and hooked rugs
Imitation oriePtal rugs-are woven onpower looms only'; chenille
rugs are usually woven on power looms i the United Stat and on'
hand looms in Japan; rag rugs are woven, in the United States as well
&as in Japan, on both hand and power looms, with the had loom, predominating in both countries, sashu-yarn rugs are woven on hand
looms in Japan. Oval braided rugs are made by braidinr and sewli
tufted rugs are made by heavy sewing machnewbich -orces`thepile
yarn through a cotton duck foundation; hooked rugs are made by
hand, using asmll hand punch or an electrical 6perated neele.
The: types averaging highest in price per squAre yard are the tufted
rugs and the hooked rugs, followed by chenille rags imitation oriental
rugs; and" plaid rag rugs; the lowes t -priced types are the Japanese
sanshu-yarn rges and hit-anh-mis rag rugs.
United States production of cotton rugs as a whole can oiily be
estimated. Census reports, relating only,-tofactor 'production,
showed cotton rugs produced in 1939 as 2,223,706 square yards
valued at $2,968,706, plus an unrecorded
d at $495,482,
tit
from which the total factory output may be, estimated at about
2,600,000 square yards with a total value of $3,464,188. In addition
there is 'a substantial production of cotton rag ru' on hand looms
in private- homes, -andmi institutions for the blind, or; Ywhich no data
are available. Including both factory and home production, the
United States output of cotton rugs in '1939 may be roughly estimated at about 3 million square yards (valued at $3,750,000), consisting of some 2-million square yards of chenille rugs, 400,000 square
yards of hit-and-miss rag rugs, and 600,000 square yards of all other
cotton floor coverings.
United States imports of cotton rup as recorded in 1939, and their
relative importance in the total estimated consumption, are shown
below:
Cotton floor coverings
Quantity

Rati of
Imports
imports.
0
t
o.
Uni
fsumption
Itte
Value
value
duty (quantity)
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e

.
7
Imitation oriental r
--------5,
Rice*t rwor.gr
u'-0,
,2..................0,
Chenile rugs -----------------------..'105,047
812,-478
-1,20
129,867
-----1-------Hit-and-miragrg:
cotton floor coverin8s-3,8 301 1, 415,288
Other
Total -12,4* 087 4,43,711
--------

' Cotton chief

--W. 1-r-'*I W- '
6
.U
08
.34

,0

.87
.

0
315
75
85
27.17

40-

100
14
so
Be
81

value.

Imports of cotton imitation oriental rugs were mainly from Belgium,
with some from Italy and France; imports of rice-straw or grass rugs,
chenille rugs, and hit-and-miss rag rugs were alnmostwholly from Jpaps;
the bulk of the imports isted as "all other" (including sanshu-yarn
rugs, plaid rag rugs, hooked rugs, braided rugs and various other
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The qavsible supply, and therere the consmption, of cotton s
will probably be substantially lower
is
wasl139l

If it
Othnit
azuimed thatJapan will Inot be animport expo in immediate
m elessO' than' hal Of. thel_ 1939: total.
During thepeidcnumlo
war
t yarn=for the
it
has
Len
diffult
domestic production of cotton r toadgeterlys 1945$
the sle of
cotton yarn to home weavers was prohibited. Immediately after the
war,
with adequate
supphes of cotton ya ain savilable, domestic
p
of cotton
rod
notion
nip will probably ex
the production in 1939
bya

considerable margin.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
CoUsUMpotn, Pr4dscds, madlIports
Per capitt Income atiD leel.

Consumption of cotton floor coveings would be materially affected
by aS-percent change in the duties and might be in the range of
about 16-22 million square yards. With a50-percent decreasein;the
duties the consumption would probably- approach the higher figure,
anid with-a 50-percent increase in duties it would approach thie lower.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Assuming a 10-percent iCreaSein population and
a 20-percent increase in prices or unit values ab6ve those of 1939,
imports would be about 13.8 million square ds,with a foreignaalue
of5.1) million dollars, and production wouldbe about 3.3 million square
yards, valued at 4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 petrent-Th quantity-tof -inports would
about 50 percent-more than with no change in duties but
probably-bemight
unit prices
avere about the same. Insuch case,imports
would
20.7 million
b
about
yards, with a foreign value 8.9
millio-n
dollars. Domestic poductionwouldprobably onsist almost
entirely of"all chenille" chenille rugs, and of tigh-priced tufted rugs,
which are notmade abroad, and be reduced to about 1 million: square
yards,valuedatlI million dol:lars
Duty increaed b 60 peren.t-Imports might drop toabout 60 perfor
cent of thequantity estimated
mpots wthduty unchanged,but
in.
without appreciable change avenge unit values. Imports would
then beabout 8.3millionsquare yards, witha foreignIvalu1e;of 3.6
milliondollars. The increase in duty would not-besufcient to revive
of)
otton imitation orientalrugs or the
thedomestic manufacture
w
squ

of

exist)
manufacture of ir ras (both ofwhich have ce
but would probably itimnule the: producnofchenille rg, rag
rugs, andpossibly hooked
rugs.t
-Under- these circu es domestic
cottonrugsB m pply haf, in quatit, of the domestoi demand
and be8.3 million quare yars, valued at about 12.5 million dollars.
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The rags covered in paragraph 922 include wiping ras and rags
for remanufacture (except rags chiefly used in paper making). In
the pr-war. period virtually all of the imports under this paragraph
were wiping rag.
The United States also exports cotton rags, but in the-past -most of
the exports have been quite different from the types imported. The
exports have been predominntly rags intended for remanufacture
into cotton shoddy; thes ra, because small would not generally be
suitable for wiping purpose. Principally for the foregoing resins,
this report covers only wiping rags; the statistics shown in the above
summary table, including those on domestic production, are for this
class only of cotton rags.
Wiping rags consist pncipally of pieces of cloth torn or cut frm
uwed clothing, such s skirts, slips kimonos knit underwear, etc.
When supplies of reclaimed mater;is are inadequate, however, new
goods are made into wiping cloths.
The collection of rags in the United States is generally carMred out
in conjunction with the gathering of waste paper, junk, and other
classes of salvaged articles. Only part of the rag which are collected
and sorted are of cotton, and only part of these are suitable for wiping
purposes The output of such rags varies not only with the frequency
with which people discard their wearing apparel, but more particularly
with the thoroughness with which rag are collected, sorted, and proc
essed. The level of the national income and the prices off:erzlfor
therefore, have important effects on the quantities collected.
rags,
The demand for wiping rags nries closely with the levpl of industrial
activity. The higher the per capital income the greater the industrial
activity and consequently the greater the demand; but under conditions of high national income (despite the greater freqPency fwith
which people might discard their used wearig apple, collection of
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Exports of cotton wiping rag are not septely reported but are
knwn to be negligible.
No data are available concerniup the totl number of prOIns
enagd in the cAoection end procotton ra used for wiping

punposn.
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Consumption would probably be little greater than that in 1939
in other
(about 834 million pounds), which was somewhat higher
yars, durin the immediate pre-war perod, In line ith an expected
incase in the price of cotton above that of 1939 it is asumed that
the price per pound of cotton fish netting would be $1.20 for the doimntic and about 30 cent. for the foreign product. Probably neither
production nor import. would change materially as to quantity, but
they would be likely to show a small increase in value. Change in
duty by 60 percent would probably not affect consumption appreciably.
Duty as in 1939.-Production m ht be about the sme as in 1939,
or about 2K million pounds, val at about 3 million dollars. Imports might be about 775,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about
$230,000.
Duty reduced by 60 prcent.-Imports would probably be stimulated
and might amount to about 900,000 pounds, with a foreign value of
about $279000. Production might decline to about 2.4 million
pounds, valued at about 2.8 milon dollars.
Duty increaed by 60 percent.-Such an increase might resut in diminishing imports to somewhat ess than in 1939, whereas production
ight incre. Of the domestic consumption, production would
pnibably supply nearly 2.6 million pounds, valued at nearly 3.1 million
dollars, au imports about 700,000-pounds, with a foreign value of
about $210,000.
Per capital income f5 perept higher then in Z9,.
At the higher level of income, an increase in the per capital consump;
tion of fish would probably result in a greater demand for fish nets

and netting. Total consumption of nets and netting might be 20percent higher than under the 1939 income level, or 3.9 million pounds,
and would probably be affected but little by a change of 50 percent
in the duties in either direction. Priest would probably move with
the general price level and increase by 10 to 15 percent.
Dty . in 1939-.-Production might increase by about 20 perent
over the 1939 level or to about 3 million pounds, valued 'at about
4 million dollar. import. would probably amount to about 900,000
pounds, with a feign value of approximately $360,000.
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D'tl ndwed by 60 p n.-Imports eight be slightly more two
1 million pounds, With a foreign value of about $420,000, Prod"
tion mnh amount to perhaps 2.9 million poiuds Viaued at- ot
io
t
t,9 mIllion doll.
to
Duty iead b 60 rcett.-Imports might
A"

800,000 pounds, ith foreign value of about $320,000. Production
would probably increase to about El1 million pond, valued at
nearly 4.2 millIon dollars.

United States export. of cotton fish net. and netti not separated
recorded, have been small, probably amounting to reee than 30i,(
pounds annually in recent years. Canada has been the princpal
market. In view of earlier trends in world production, United Stat*
exports are not likely to assume a more important position than a
the past.
The number of persons employed in the manufacture of fish not.
and seines was reported as 475 In 1135 and 600 in 1937. Since cotton
fish nets and netting represent from 80 to 90 percent of the tot, the
number employed are estimated to have been 350 to 400 per*o.n
Assuming per capital income at a level equal to that of 1939, thrauin
ber employed would probably remain abut the some. At a level Of
income 75 percent greater than in 1939; employment might inrea
by 10 to 20 percent, or to, say, 400 to 500 persn.
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To-WAR IMPOTS AND DOXMMC PWfUCN
Estimates of post-war production (for the domestic market) and
imjorts of the 28 dutiable and free items have been totaled. In the
owino tabulation these total estimates are compared with actual
production and imnpotts in 1939:
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In 1939 the production (for the domestic market) of the 17 clauses of
items in the dutiable list covered by this gup of reports was valued at
157.5 million dollars, and the imports of such items at 54.2 million
dollars, imports being equal to about 34 percent of production. There
is, of course, some duplication in the statistics of domestic production,
but not enough to affect the comparison materially. The production
of the 11 related free items was valued at 6.8 million dollars, and the
imports at 21.2 milioh dollars, imports being more than three times
tliw domestic production.
The over-al figures for this schedule are heavily weighted by the
circumstance that items Which predominate in the imports are produced either in small quantities or not at-all in the United States,
whereas items which tend to predominate in domestic production are
not imported in great quantities. Partly as a result of this circumstance, the over-al figures do not show large differences in the ratios
of imports to production under the several assumptions as to duties.
The differences in these ratios naturally tend to be greater for individual items.
Assuming national income at the 1939 level, the value of domestic
production of dutiable items in the long-term period is estimated to
increase above that in 1939 about in proportion to the assumed 10
percent increase in population. On duty-free items the estimated
increase in production is at a 'somewhat greater rate (20 percent).
For dutiable imports, the estimated rate of increase over 1939 ranges
from zero at, the hi4h-duty level to 15 percent at the low-duty level.
Imports of free-list items are estimated to increase by 41 percent.
Assuming Per capita national income 75 percent higher thain 1939,
the estimated value of production of items in the' dutiable list ranges

..............
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from 63 to 70 percent higher than in 109; (depending on the sssutption as to rate of dist on imports), an dthe estimated valueof free
items is 4 10prcet Iiher. Thoa icreases over, 1939 for impors
of dutiable items rage frme
92 to-i 17 percent; foi' free itrs, inches
them
is 107 percent. A Part of: these increases in value of production and
imports under the higher income level is, of course, due to assumed
hither prices.
It will be noted that, at either assumed level of national iMome,
the total imports of dutiable items do not vary widely from each other
under the several assumptions asi to rate of duty. In cnsiderable
measure this is attributable to the fact that, at a given level- of
national- income, -imports of one highly important item, burlap, are
estimated to be the' same regardless of the assumed rate of duty, the
rate of duty on burlap being -low and all the domestic requirements
being imported in any cas".
As pointed out in the general introduction, the summary estimates
in the above table are subject to an appreciable marin of err, notwithstanding the-tendency of errors in the estimates for the individual
-items- to offset one another. The fact that two-items (burlap, and fine
linens, etc.) account for three-fourths of the dutiable imports and that
two other items (linoleum and-felt-base floor coverings and jute bags)
account for two-thirdp of the production of items in tie dutiable list,
may limit the effectiveness of such offsetting of :errors. It is quite
possible, however, that the errors with respect to these four items would
largely offset each-other.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:,
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Coanmption of flaxfiber probably will be relatively high because
ofa large backlog of .requirements Tor shoe td, m stw,
coa deotive
etc., a well as for crash toweling and possibly
fairies. It appears likely that United State fla production wh
be
i
in 192 was about four times to large as- M 1939, w
luger, t least for the immiate post-wr year, tan it was before
the ar. Imports might be from 50 to 100 parent larger than in 1939.
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Unless Whe substantial Gvknn upr given, to this- industry
during the war emergency is continued after the war, production
level, or atmost
of flax fiber will probly be at about th o
igelr, my, 1.0-2.5 million pounds, and the relation
(ily yhdej
productionlis likely to be that which
between imports and dom
prevailed before the war.
The duties on flax fiber are very low (equivalent to about 4 percent
ad valorm), and a 50-percent change in either direction wold have
littl, effect on imports. A 50-percent decrease in the duties on
fabrics a
articles of lax, however, would probablyresult in a amntial increase_ in ipors of thou. products and a substantial decrese in the import. of fber. A 50-percent increase in duties would
hare the opposite efet.
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million d (foreinvalue),ad productioapp ately S00,000
pounds, valued at abut $128,000.
products would
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probably decrease s b ill a imports of fiber uirease. Con
sumoption of flax fibOr Mit be about 20 million poun an i
might be 18 million pounds, with a foreign value 613.8 millib do.
Domestic production might then supply about2 million, ponds
valued at 320,000.
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POST-WAR IMPOfl AND DOMESTC PRODUCTION

Upited Stat
por of
will probably continue to be.

flax

Expert.fiber have always been negligible and

Employment

Post-war employment in' the growing i.md processing of flax fiber
might vary, depending on the level of national income and of rates
of duty, from 100 to 200.
HEMP
Tariff

pararaph
1001

Rae of duty
Commodity
Hemp (Cannabis saliv), unmanufactured:
2 per lbHemp and hemp towHackled hemp
3-- per lb---

Noe.-The rates shown above are those lo

went pent to am trade agrent with

(1939)

160

b TtteTAct of 190. They weru
, 194I.

rIVJuly

yJ

GENERAL

Data on United States production, importaind consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Hemp, :a bast or soft fiber, is used in many of the same manufactures (shoe thread broom twine, and so on) as flax and, to a much
greater extent than lax, in tarred marine products such as marline,
hambroline, and oakum. In the past, hemp, whether imported or
domestic, has been at a disadvantage in the United States in competing with flax, because it was more difficult and costly to- process.
But recent research relative to the retting and scutching of hemp
shows promise of considerable improvement in the processing qualities
of hemp fiber, and, if these developments should materiahze in the
post-war period, the competition of hemp with fai might be considerably more effective.
World production of -hemp in 1938 was about 950 million pounds,
most of which was consumed in the producing countries, principally
the Soviet Union Italy, and the Southeastern European country
and Chile. World exports were about 150 million pounda
originated principally in Italy and Chile. Before 1940, United States
hemp imports originated chiefly in Italy; since- 1940, Chile hasbeea
the rhid source.;
United States production of hemp in 1939, about 1.3 million pounds
(from an estimated total of 3,000 acres planted for fiber), was about

POST-WAXIM

S A

DPOMUS

P

,
to Ugt
tUheisame as thei avege forthepreeding3
euired aa
States enterd the a, -;the short Of corae fiber W7h
incread produtio of hemp. a part o e
hep
grain 42 Goyerentownedp mills were built, 'each of.which
was designed to proc th output of 4,0 ares of hemp., Wih the
1943-44 crop, production reached, a high point of about 1 Zilio
pounds (line and tow`). As other fibers bem available, hi4wvpt
the hemp program was cudrttiledto about 50pi, i p sf
e hem-p productionwasusedw
VirtulY` all of the added
with hard fiberiDn the production of cbordage. Indications are thit
this uae will be dsconwud after the war, because it add on
siderably to the cost of the cordage and lowers the quality.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Production of hemp in the United States immediately after the wit
will depend largely on the disposition of the Government-ownied hemp,
milli. Probably some of these mills will be available forpocesAig
hemp, with the result that production of the fiber for -a yar or twoalter the war may amount to about 20 million- pounds annual,
With production at this rate, imports, if any, will probably 'be vety
small and insist of special types.
POST.WAR LONG TERM

Consu tion, Pdueton and Impots
In view of the uncertainities regarding the outcome of the research
for improving hemp processing, referred. to above, it is difficult,- 1
estimate future cosumption. Should present eriments be sucpe..
ful, consumption might greatly increase over the 1939 levei (chidy
at the expense of flax). Most of this increase would probably be
supplied by domestic production. To take account of this possibility,
relatively wide ranges are used in the following estimates for domestw
production and consumption:..
The effect on consumption of a I-O percent change in the duties
(through the effect on hemp prices) would -probably be more tixt
offset bTy compensating effects of similar duty changes on hemp
manufactures. A 50-prcent reduction inL the duties includingg tho
on hemp manufactures) would probably. result in larger imino s of
hemp manufactures- and &naller consumption of fiber. Similar; biUt
opposite shifts, would result from a 50percent increaw-e in duties.
Per capita Income at 19i9 Lvel.

Consunaption might be 2.5.0 million pounds; and domestic-pto
duction 1-3 million pounds, depending in part on the rates of duty 6xi
hemp and hemp manufactures.-,
-mnd
Duties as in 1950.-Consunption might be betweeni 5:
million pounds, of which imports might supply abbut 2 million pounds'
with a foreign value of $280,000. Production for the domestic
market might be 1.2-3.0 million pounds, valued at $170,0004420 090.Duies re4uced by 50 peent-Vonsiiumption miht be-2.- Aiw
pounds; impprts migt be 1. million pounds, with at oeg #au-of
p210,000. J~rodq ction for the domestic maret would ten be lmillion pounds, valued at $140,000$280,000.
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Data on Uniited States production, imports and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Fin yarns are used in the United States mostly in making li
and fire hose. Hemp yarns (in smaller
quantities) ae used in twine, cords, and small rope. Threads, twinS,
r thread
aind cords of flax and hemp serve chiefly as sewing o shi
broom-, Jacquard-,-sail-, and harness-twne fish nets, fish lines and
small lilies. Imports of flax ad hemp yarns originate principally in
Italy. Yarns of ramie can be
the UniWtd Kingdom, Belgium,
ueas yrns of flax or hemp, but emin
deployed in many of the saie
glible. United States production
been
nee
.imports from China have
related
and
products has the same uses as the imported
of these yarns
in
direct
is
competition with them; practically no yarn,
yan= and
sale.
for
made
is
hoever
Most of domtic and impo yarn are n the utilit rather tha
the luxury class. During the war, yarns, thres, aidtin of flax
and hemp have been restricted to war-connected uses; cotton has been
substituted in several products, particularly in the manufacture of

tOiead, toweling, webb4in,

=din UM Elhba fail deswtPtc "Yrns, thread, iwbus,
.In thdleaM the tans "da Yn etc "bs
ad oods d G, hap, ad rals, or aits ol tm."

isno
o
n
AM
I
IMo
she. thread and of webbin fr iltwrIoesEven wide
orT-WAR

peaee coditiof, cotton. shar ahe
with flax ad
a
of
case.
Wi
ihighler
ln
nmbe
(in
), however
thelong
uin
consumption of linen priouts would pblin t the expen o
has
te pcipl factor,
where
police
cotton, particuly
POSTWAR SHORT TERM
Immediately after he war,; a COnidebe baklog of yar requi
meni will have to bfe
supplied for civlin eeds. Although dottoh
has been substituteddurng the war in semi products I whichia
and hemp are ordinarily employed, it apper probable that the littc
will readily regain their mtet. Impts of flat and hemp Yarns
and so on might be in the neighborhood of 6 million pounds :an
domestic production might be about 9 million pounds.
POST-WAR-LONG TERM
Cosumptoe, Proetlou, and IporXts
Per capita Income at 939s level.

Per capita consumption of flax hemp, and ramie yarns, thread,
twines, and cords would probably Le at tie approximate level of 1939;
allowing for increased population, total cozisumption might be about
10 million pounds.
Duty as in 1989.- The proportion of consumption supplied by production and imports might be about the same as in 1939. Doitnetio
productions might beN about 6.5 million pounds, valued (at 1939 unit
values) at 6.6 million dollars;i imports might be about 3.5 million
pounds, with a total foreign value (at- 1939 unit values) of 1.6 million
dollar
Dur
perent.-Consumption probably would b Supplied rely byimpot, which might amount to about 8 million
pounds, with a foreign value'of about 3.4 million dollar. PDom
production might be 2 million pounds, valued at 2 million dollars.
Du y increased by 50 percent.-Domestic production which would
probably supply consumption to a larie extet migit amountto
about 8 mil ion pounds, valued at 8 million dolars amd -imports to
only about 2 miion pounds, with a total foreign value of $840.OO.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher then In 19*9.

Consumption of linen products would be likely to gain at the expenze
of cotton, when incomes are higher. Consumption of flax, hemp, and
ramie yarns,- threads, twines, and cords might reflect thismoem
and might be in th neighborhood of 12 million pounds, or 20 percent
higher than with no change in income. Average unit Values would
probably increase with the rie in th* general price level and might
be about $1.15 for domestic production and 50 cents for imports
(foreign value)..
Duty as in 1839.-Domestic produce might supply bout8 million
pounds, at a total value of 9.2 million dollars, and imports might be.
about;4 million pounds, valued at 2 million dollars (foreimr alue).
Diy ?ce by50 p .- rts i upply9 in n
a to forei v ue of at 4.5mlllon do, a produo
3 an
po
, valued at 3.6 m llion dolla- ;
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Camp , Nedsco.s, mad.Ispert.

The following estate a baed on the assumption that imports
from the Philippine Islands will be uhnretricted ias to quntity but
-rill be subject to the payment of full duties after July 4, 1468 It is
possible-, however, that some new anangeinnts may be made by
which United States imports of Philippinerope will be accorded some
kind of preferential treatment for some time beyond July 4 1946. In
that event, it is also possible that the m um quantity of.such
preferential imports would be limited by a quota arrangement along
the lines of the one which became effective May 1 1935. There
are, of course, vaious intermediate
ties between entire
freedom of trade and the application of the full duties.
It should be noted that any modification of the 1939 tariff d
quota status of the Philippines, even though falling short of application
of the full tariff rate to cordage, would affect imports from the Philippines and other countries as well.
Per capital income a Isf

lv

It is believed that at the same per capital income there would be no
increase of per capita consumption over 1939 except in marine rdg&
Thi use accunted for about 46 million punds of mini rope in 1929
-but the quantity in later years was smaller, 'ad in 1939 it pbabl
was not more tha 30 million pounds, or bout 30 percent of the total
supply. Because of the anticipated increase
nm the mercy
And naval
shipping of the United States, the usd of marine tvord ar te r
is expected to be greaterthanin 1939, and it may am tto 70 n
pounds a year. If this expaiision Mi marine cordag ccur e tot
und ayear,'
consumption of hard-fiber cordage may be 14 0
or about 40 percent greater than in 1939. O this amount, te share
furnished by production in the United States might range all the way
from 90 to 98 percent, or 125 to 137 million pounds, depending on the
volume of imports as affected by the rate of duty.
Duty as in 1989.-Because of increase in United States iumon,
imports from sources other than the Philippne Islds might be
t
50 percent greater tahn in 1939, and totl 2 zillion pounds, WithKa
foreign value of $175,000 a year. The mont of imports from the
Philippine Islands is problematical, since these imports may no longer
be limited by quota, as in 1939, but y be subject to the full duty.
This duty, on the basis of mports firo tie Philippine Islands in 1939,
cents
would be equivalent to 29 percent ad valorem, or 23p
found.
The average foren salue of importroth*;ae Piippine Inds u
1931 has rtinged from8%tol11 cents, pound, but of t amount a
pibstaidial part has represented the wet of the fiber, and e pr
remaing to cover cost of m ufacture generally, ha been oly 4 o
6 cents a pound. This margin i. hardly lrg eough to enbiippine manufacturers to absorb a duty of 2% cents a pound d to
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price of theiproduct sold in t country presumably would inea
from
othe
aud the volume of- impo*t- would be reduced Impor
tJan e quota p d
Philippine Islands m t be 15 rcent.les
during recent yers, nd onlr
abut Quo-half as$peat as in 1934 the
last full year in which the imported were unrestricted. O
thison
they would mount to about 6 million pouds, with a or vlueof
$400000 a yearw fTota importsfrm a sources woud then be about
S pecentoficonuimption in the ted States andwld total abut
7 million pounds, with a for ignov
of $575,000 year.
On these assumption s4 to cpnmsunption and imports, domestic
would be about 133 million runs- with a value; t
production
perhaps 15 ceuoper poundjof About 20 million dollar's.
p reduced by 50, p
.-Irnports other" tha from the Phi
pines wvoiuld still be subject to a duty as least.- qothird grar th
under the Tarnff Act of 192?. They might be 40 or 50 percenIt ls tha
in 1929, which was the last full year under that act, and amount to
about 5 million pounds (236 times the Afigure estimated on the basis Of
the dutyas in 1939),with a oeig vlue of *46000. On manila
rope manufiwtted ih the Philppines for supplyto ts market, the
return to maufacure posiby would not be far fom theaverge
during the. 10 years eding in 1939, Ith efet of the lowering of tb.
duty being approximately offset by the upward trend of prices of har4fiber rope in the United States resting from increase onsumption.
Imports from the Philippines might be close to the maximum during
th period, and might sapprximate 10 million-pounds,With a foreign
value of ost $5,000 a yea. Total imports then would h
about 10 percent bf consumption ini the United Statesand would
amount to about 15 million pounds, with a foreinM value of $1,300"00
a year. In that case, domestic prduction would be about 125 mill
pounds, whih, 'at a pc slightly lowkr, than with no change in duty,
would be valued at abouti8 million dollar.
DuTh increased by 60 fcra-Imports pbably would be very
small. Those from the Fhilippine Islads gbt e 2 million pounds,
with a foreigvlue of $150,00 a year aid impo from other sources
1 million pounds, with, a foreign value of $80,000. Total imports
would then represent about 2 percent of c umption in the Uhited
States and would amount to about 3 million poin4 withsa fore
value of $230,000 a year. Domestic production would then be about
137 million pounds, with a value of perhaps 21 million dollars.
Per capita Income I' percent higher than In 1Dos.

Consumption of hard-fiber rope might be about 15 percent greater
than if per capita income had fined the same, and might aunt
a year.
in the United: State.
to about 160 million potmds
fooduction
a ut the same roportion of the total,
would probably account for
under uferent;amumptions as to the duty, as with the lower income
t be about 15 percent higher than at thetlower
level. Prices
income level.
hDl as in 1989.-Imports from the Philippine Islands might be im
the neihborhood of 6 million pounds, with a voreiaalue of $600,0
a year, and impors from other countries about 2
pod, ith
a foe value of $260,000. Total im would "then represent
about percent of -consumption in the tmited States and would be
l ofyear.
about 8 million pounds, With a
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Hurdhber t s (Uter, than Widr ti)
ufactuIod 1h
the Ui iStatesin 193ain3l ul from sialW -Pdwctn yis
afo produ ha-fiber rpep so
ahiioitentirelyiIn mills S
rop also produced bind
of the mi a
twine.haveibe icrang a
Imporsof hrdfbr ods a t
recentyears. -In 1939they coasted-aost: entirely heequ
twine from Mexio and sisal twinefrom thNetherlan and Begfum6
A large part of importswas f l obtn f
e NotIr
ra
ald
1037. In 1940
lands, bgt import. fromMex
t all of tWi. pt werefrom Mexic.and 1941,
Base of the acue td fibrers during tbp wr, t.ieS
of mani- (aba), i, nd
fl ibrs it theomaufactut. of
wrapping twinp was prohibited InOcobrI942, utthe r X
complete deendene of the imited Stats on fore#p sor
tro
ihe
Mpo
supply ofth fibei's led
be mloyd only fo emst rit
to afsture that the fibers wouldW
vses. Impor of wrappg twines maeof thefibers mentionedwre

virtually prohibited.

FOST.WAR itOT TERM

Became of the expeted increeinbusinessetiity ad the lk1
twinsli thle
of reee
fm'stocks, tonuptioin of hardfiber wp'p
lwdealygntwr
ti
first ft y
ter the warmafy be ver
1939. In viewof the fat thatlhe'
od
th
pityof
industry in Mexieo has been great expanded during th Wasa
further fat that thepnn6lpal Ise of the rapidly nraing imports
of har-fit Wrappin twne bethe wasf Mexico, it is Itkely th
total inpqtt probablyy princilly from Mexico) will be much argr
than hertofore.
-t

POST-.WAR LONG TERM

Consumption, Productien, and Import
to 199 oa
$ncmE1o tht
tat
r-Itcpto.
w~~zffft"
bfie
iscwt
unlikey
consume
n of bard-fibr m
increase over that in 1939 by more than the 10 percent which would
tw

pm.16

be expected becue of popultiozf growth. Consumption, with the
duty as in 1939, would probably be at a rate of about 68 miL p
wer i the uty *ere
per yew, and would somewhat
reduced or easd by 80 percent Unit alues of imports ad pro
duction would probab b te same cain 1939.
a
Duty as in l t9.-Imports were increasing fro 1938
under similar duty editions in thost-war peod woud likely
supply * larger percentage of _consumtion than in 1939--perha
muc a20 percent. They mt, tiWtte aMmount to ao1 illIo
pounds per year; at a unit value of 6 cents per pound, as in 1969, this
would give a foreign value of about $00,009. Product might
1
amount to about 54 million
ad, based on a valuo O:icents
v
dollr.
as
per pund, in 1939, d be aled t aboutt 5.4 million
to 70
Duty redced b2SO percent.-Consumption might incr
million pounds. Imports mipht supply abut 80 percent Ofo
tion or 42 million-pounds, with a forei value (at 6 cets per pound)
4 about 2.5 million dollar. Production might e 28 n pound ,
valued at 2.8 million dollar.
1

W
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POST-WA 'IMPORT' AND EDOMESTC PRO)tIOTXON

Duty.-inree by 60pccnt.-Consmion might be 68-illion
pounds. This change in duty would tablish the rate at-30 percent;
compared with zone of 40 percent when imports aveagd 300 000
pounds per Year (in 1931-35). The rate of 30 percent would rue
mpots, -but they still might supply about 15 percent of consumption, or about 10 million pounds, with a foreign value of about $00 000.
Production then would total about 56 million pounds, valued at asout
5.6 million dollars.
Per ciapita Income 75 percent higher then *n-109.
With a higher level of industrial activity at the increased income
level,. consumption of hard-fiber wrapping twine would probably be
about 50 percent larger than at the lower income level.
Duty as in 1939.-Consumption would probably be at the rate of
about 100 million pounds a year. Imports wouldperhaps supply the
name proportion of consumption as with income as in 1939 and would'
be 20 million pounds with a foreign value (10-15 percent higher than
in 1939) of 1.4 million dollars. The remaining 80 million poundswould
be supplied by production and, at the hither price level, would be
valued at about 9 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Consuraption might increase to 105
million pounds. Imports might supply about 60 percent of consumption and therefore be about 63 million pounds. At the higher Price
level they. would therefore have a foreign value of about 4.3 million
dollars. This would leave 42 million. pounds to be supplied by pro4uction, which, at the higher price 'level, would be valued at about
4.7 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.----Consumption might decline to 95
million pounds. Imports might be about 14 million pounds, with a
foreign value of about $950,000;. This would leave 81 million pounds,
valued at almost 9.2 million dollars,. to be supplied by production.
Employment
An estimated 1,750 persons were employed in this industry in 1939.
In the postwar period employment might range between 900 and
2,800 persons, depending upon the national income and the duty level.

BURLAP

Tariff paragraph: 1008.
a
Burlap", ond other woven
Commodity:
fabrics of jute . s.p.f.
(nonprcfed.
Rate of duty:
1 perlb.

Equivalent ad valorum (1939):
16%.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
(1,000 pounds) -*-441,383
Quantity
Value ($1,000) 27,956
Unit value (per pound)
-0.063
ForigDn value.
-

MAND'DOMSTIC ?3ODUO1O
POBT-WWAI

9

),1 the
Burlap (din jute th, bin; wo;veof sngl
textilp manufacture imported in the-greatest:hvolume, i obtained
ntie1 from abroad, 9, pierce of it from. India,, Abou
bs for agrictrl;l purpose and one
fourths is used ih mIn
fourth for industrial po, chiefly as a wrapping material. For
bag, burlap competes with cotton fabrics; for wrapping, with paper.
During the war, burlap has been replaced to a large extent by these
competing materials.
The present duty on burlap is not of great imnportazio tmong the
factors affecting the price of burlap. A 50-percent increase or
decrease in duty would probably havlittle effect on the trade.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Durin the first few, ears ter the war the imDorts of burlap
will possibly be as much as 60-80 percent higher tian in 1939, or
d pounds annually. Thi estimate is based in part on
70o800
the probabilityr thati cotton bags -during this period will be restricted
in supply end high price.
The future price of burlap is a matter of conjecture. Presumably
it will be affected by the price of cotton- fabric which, if the cottonloan;.program is continued, will probably be hig. As a b"ais for this
discussion a foreign unit value of burlap ports 50 -percent over
mm,; and
1939, that is, about 9 cents 'per pound, is taien as a
the foreign .Unit value of imports in 1942, about 12 cents per Pound, is
taken as a maximum.. Applying these valv to the estimated quantities that may be imported, the foreign value of imports in the short
term might be within the range of 65-95 million dollars.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per capita Income at 19*9 level.

Over the long term, if the national income returns to the level of
1939, imports of burlap will probably be about the same in quantity
and, value as In that yea, or about 440 million pounds, valued at
28 million dollars. Any increase that might have resulted from population growth would prohrably be offset by e heater use of bulk
shipments and the substitution of paper in wvrappmg.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1*J9.
In the long term, there may be a 15-30 percent "increase above 1939
in the use of burlap for bags, and (despite losses to paper) an 80-100
percent increase in its use for industrial purposes.. Imports may
therefore increase by 36-50 percent over those in 1939, or to about
6004660 million pounds. Again applying the assumed range in unit
values (9-12 center to the estimated amounts, the foreign value of
imports might be as much as 55-80 million dollars.
' Jute beng for oovring cotton bol not included.
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Towels not over 120 threads to the square inch, consiqting of camsh,
(kitchen) towels, represented 80 percent of the qntity sand 6per
cent of the value of, imports of coase" linensa in 1939.' Thereanr
consisted principll Of crash toweling, to be cut and -hemmed 'into
kitchen towels in the United States, but included fiuitited n"antities,
of Other fabrics, such as buick toweling for making face towd, Pillow.
linen, and linen decorative fabrics. Practicall all coarse linens

Lroduced 'in the United States consit of crash towelngand towels for
Cthnuse.
Besides the imports of: towels and towelngof coars linezm, referred to above, there are considerable imports of, towels with over:
120 threads to the square inc,
.gprinocipally of huck (face)
towels for bathroom, use Therery,. large domestic.poutino
bathroom towels of buck type consists mostly of towels in chief value
.of cotton la-which the imports of linen'face towels, being much hijher
afford nelgble competition; domestic-production Of linen
prie,
imtwelsu is very ininfcant.
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consulption mitght decline to abot 5 million pounds d year. Imwwt
mikht be only 35,40 percent As match a with no chatige in the duty,
atia tight total about 6w00,00 pounds, with a foreign nta,
$260,000 a yeat (43 eento per p ). Productioi, o the other hand,
mIght be 15 percent greter in quantity and 25 percent greater in
value than if the duty aeineds in 1939. It would then be i the
neighborhood of 4,400,00 pounds valued -at $3,260,000 a yar (74
cents per pound).
Imports of linen faee towels mightlbe About 15 percent less mi quans
tity and-value than if the duty were unchanged, in which cse import.
with a foreign value of $500,000 a r
wouldl be about 506 0000

pounds

Per capital income 1S percent higher then In 195t

Althothgh little reltion has been apparent since 1931 between the
consumption of coarse linen fabrics and p capital income, it semts
reasonableto suppose that some increae in consumption would occw
as the result both of greater demand for all textiles, and a possible tendency to use linen dish towels and other article of core linen fabric
in place of the less expensive. articles of cotton4 AA offtettig factor
however, would be the likelihood that, for some articles, there would
be a tendency to shift from coarse linens to fine. Consumption might
be 10-15 percent greater, depending on the rate of duty, than on the
basis of per onpita income the sanie sin 1939. Presumably about
the same rate of increase would apply toboth, productijn aWni4nport.
The demand for linen face towels, which parta4e of a luxury charac, might be 3-0 percent greater, depending on thrateof d ty,
than at the lbwer level of income.
As the result of a general advance in commodity prices, the average
value of production and imports, under the three assumptions as to
level of duty, might be 10-15 percent gear 'than with income the
smine as in 1939.
Upon the basis of the foregoing considerations, the following estimates have been derived in the same manner as those made under the
assumption of a lower per capital income.:
lDuty a in 1939.-Consumption of coarse linens might be 6.i million
pounds a year, of which 1.8 million with a foreign value of $865,000
(48 cents per poudd) wold poesisly be supplied by import, and
4.3 million, with a value of $3,300,000 (77 cents per pound), by domesti reduction. Imports (apparent consumption) of linen face towels
t be 870,000 pounds with a foreign value of 1 Million dollar a
year (about $1.15 per pound).
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Under sny of the conditions preoised in this report, exports would
probably remain neglible, s i the past.
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Depending on the rates of duty, pOstwar employment might tb
650 to 900 Peson i per capital incomes the same aas in 193, ahd 7X0
to 1,080 penrons if peo Capita incomeiS7 pereentreater than iln 1939.

MISCELLANEOUS FLAX IPAiItCS AND MANUFVACTURtES
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little parent relation to per capital income during tae 1930's, it is
tbrt nsme increase in consumption would occur a reslt
of a generally greater demand for all textile. C mption Would
probably increase in quantity by 15 percent, but unit prira might
inere"e by as much as 20 percent. The foreign iafie of imports
With DO
i duties,
might then be about 19 million doIut,
dm
in
dolas wth
a dun
hnpe
and from O450,000 to $750,000, more or lea, in either direction, with
changes of 50 percent in duties.
JUTE INTE
IG
Tariff parga ph: 1009 ($).
Comm odity:
Paddip and interlninp of jute.
Rc dWe::
30% aa vaI.
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As therut of pvton icree, th. United Stasin
of ute iteining
the'i or not the duty is reduced or in ase b
50 percent, might be about 1O eent gtr than in the laet
or amounting to apProximakyy 2 m
p
pounds, a
all of which would be imported. The average uit feiwg n
might be aboutthe same as in 1939, or 22 cents per pound,
the
total foreign valueof imports would thusi t nd of

$4,000.

Per capta income 75 percent higher than in 19.

owig to;higher pa' cauuta
With the rise in closing pu
income, consumption of jute interlining mht total t 2.5
in
or
pounds (one-fourth more than wi no
tically all of which would probably be supplied by iort. The
nmt foreign value of jute interlining might be about 10-15 percent
greater than in 1939, or about 25 cents a pound, in which case the
total foreign value of imports would be about $625,000.
JUTE WEBBING
Tariff paragraph: 1015.
Jute webbing, not over 12 inches in width.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
35% ad valorem.
GENERAL

, Da on United States production, imports, and conumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Produetloci Imports

Rtindin
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S 16
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......
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am~~~-------------------*____

I Expr
Estime.

opsaely reported, problu

Jute webbing are used principally as a support for springs or
cushioning material in the seats and backs of uplr furniture.
Domestic production declined sharply, and seadily, frm 6. million
pounds in 1929 to 2.4 million pounds in 13. It rose to about 3.5
million pounds in 1935 and ranged between 3 million and 3.5 million
pounds year in 936-39. Imports, principallyfroom Briti Indiaand:
Belgium, trose sadily from 0.5 million in 1929 to 3.9 million in 1939.
About half the domestic production is wov in, the mills in wich
the yarn- i spun and, the remainder is woven frm purchd ya
narly all of which is spun in the Uniuted States.
Heavy jute burlap (imported) competes with jute webbing in upholstor uses. More recently a Unit consisting of metal rods aind spring
hs been developed and its use in place of jute webbing in the seats of

_
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM
for furniture, the consumpBecause of the bacllog in thqde
tion of jute webbinm is1keiy to bd high. Taking the e of substi
tutsa into etcount, it might be about -10 mmillion pound% of twhih
imports might supply 6- mill arid domestic production.the balance.
.,

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consion, Producdon, and Imptort
Per capita Income at In, level.
Per capita consumption might be about the same as in 1939, losses
to competitive products being approximately offset by continued expansion of the market for upholstered furniture. *Allqwing for popm.
lation increase, consumptio-- of jut webbing might be 7-8 million
pounds a year. Th atage ut valu@ of production and imports
possibly w-ould be about the same as in 1939, or 15 cents per pound and
8 cents per pound, respectively.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might supply about the same proportion
as in 1939. Production then would be about 3.5 million pounds,
valued at $525,00, and imports about 4 million pounds, with a foreign
value of $320,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percen,-Imports might be about 40 percent
higher than with the duty as in 1939, or, 5.5 milion pounds, with a total
foreign value of $440,000, and domestic production ht be 2 million
-pounds, valued at $300,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be about 35 pereznt
leis than with the 4uty unchanged, or 1.6 million pounds, wiMth a total
foreign value of $120,000. Production then would aounit for 75-4
percent of the total supply and would possibly total fi million pounds,

With a value of $900,000.

Per capital ibcome 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Because of increased demand for upholstered furniture, in which
this material is used, consumption of jute webbing might be about
40 percent higher than with no increase in income, or about 1-Il
million rounds alyear. The unit values of production and imports
might increase to about the same extent as the general price -level or
10-15 percent. The average value of domestic production wouIld then
be about 17 cents per pound; and the average foreign value of imports
be about 9 cents per pound.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports miht supply the me proportion of
consumption as in 1939. Productiotv then would be about 5 million
pounds, valued at $850 000; and io
would be 5.5 million
with a total foreign aueabout 7.5 milli
J~v reduced by 60 pc -Importt
pounds, with a total forei vied o $675,0, d d ic produ
tion approximately 3 million pounds, Valued at about $500,000.
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from Syria. Dvoiestpc
andkoerhiefpwth
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or han -ma e hems wasproduction
largely lond Purto Rico, whreast
production in contntal United States w" more or lees comparabe

to impol of other finihedha~lhndkechiefs,:1
'POST-WAR SHORT'T RM

During the war the United State supply of ien herchiefs
has been negligible because for production of the material ud
in their nuilufacture has een. patically discontinued. The small
have sl at;pies oft
quantities of hdkechiefs on the market
four or five times those which prevaied before the war. Prices Will
probably remain .abnormally high for several months after the war;
thby may not rede to les than 50 to 100 percent above 1939 pri-cs.
Consumption will probably be at least double the 1939 level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Couasumpdos, Prodsction, and Import.
Since a part of the domestic production of finished handkerchieb
(in 1939 about 12 percent) will probably again be manufactured from
imported unfinihed handkerchiefs, the foreign value of imports tonight
be $800,000, on the basis of the estimates given below of production
of finished handkerchiefs under the 1939 come level, and ugder
the higher income it would probably'-reeh 1 mihiqn dollars. A
50-percent change in-the ras of duty would probably aetthe
imports 9 both unfinished and finished' handkerchiefs appeciably;However, iany change in the imports of unlfid handkeriefs
would be reflected in the production of finished handkerchiefs. The
consumption, production, and
estimates givn loaDr conina
imports of finished handkereliefs. ,
Changes in the rates of duty on unfinished and finished handkerchiefs would,:under the assumption-sof Senate Resolution 41, bi
accompanied bya.w ;*respnding change i the duty on the fabric.
Since the cost of the fabic would bea sufficiently lare item in the
cost of thie handkerchiefs to: mae the duty on thie matter a-4
nificant item in the total cost, it seems: nt unlikely that this roducion
pf the duties would increase consumption of linen handkerchiefs by
hpetuoftblie
' '7c
ubtme.
T12*-5---4
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probable increase inmimports of Snished
11h I Henace in the estimates made below, domstie pr
ductio n- somewhat higherwhen the duties aire reduced then with
ed, and i somewhat lower when the duties are increased
duties
than with duties unchanged.
Por Ofita income at 19* sal.
Duty i8s in 1939.-Consumption would probably be about the
t same
as in 193I, or 7 million dozen, notwithstading increased popution
Substitution of cotton hankerchiefs and even, at times, of paper
tissues would probably offset an increase in the useof In hakerchiefs as might otherise occur. IImports would probal supply
abut the same proportion of consumption as in 1939 and might
amount to about 175,00 dozen, with a foreign value (at 1939 unit
prices) of about $245,000. iDomiestic production would then be
about 6.8 million dozen, value (at 1939 prices) at about 9.8 million
dollars.
&y percent.-Consumption might rise to 7.3 million
Duty reducedby
dozen. Imports might be 350,00 dozen, with anRreign vain of
around $485,000; production would then be 7 million dozen, valued
at about 10 million dollars.
Du increased by 60 percent.-Consumption might decline to 6.8
million dozen. Imports might decline to 100,000 dozen, with a foreign
value of about $140,000, and production might be 6.7 million dozen,
valued at about 9.6 million dollars.
an amount in ecess of the

Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 193S.

Duty as in 1939. -It seems reasonable to suppose that some increase
consumption would occur as a result of both greater demand for all
textiles and a possible tendency to use linen hndkerebiefs in place
of the less expensive cotton ones. Coii"iumption might be about
15 percent greater than with income as in 1939, and amount to about
8 million dozen. Both the domestic and foreign prices would probably
increase with the general price level, i. e., by 10-15 percent. Imports
might be about 200,000 dozen, with a foreign value of about $300,000.
Production would then be about 7.8 million dozen, valued at about
12.7 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent- Consumption might rise to 8.4 million
dozen. Imports might increase to 400,000 dozen, with a foreign value
of about $625,000. Production would then be 8.0 million dozen,
valued at about 13 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 perent.-Consumption might decline to 7.7
million dozen. Imports ght decline to 125,000 dozen, with a foreign
value of about $200,000. Production would then be 7.6 million dozen,
valued at about 12.3 million dollars.
in

Employment in the long-term period would, with per capita income
about the same as in that year, i. e., 800the same as in 1939, remain
1,000 persons. Under paper capita income 75 percent higher than in
1939, employment mightincrease to 1,$004,260, workers.
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-eq et to 1 percent ad varem in 199. The higher dut apples only to Jute bAp that have bee
printed, etc.); zlew than I;perint d the
l import of jute ba
(in eiher quantlty or
ora te

GENERAL

Data on United' States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
i
Item
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Quakntity (1,00 pounds)
value ($1,0 .
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Estlated.
Doos nut include begs imported filled, or those imported empty It they had previously bee exported
filled.
2Foreign value.
'The relatively low unit value 13 accounted for by the inclusion of an undtekrnmblo amount ol ued

Jutk bags are of two kinds, those made of hessian- gunny cloth or
burhap and those of sacking gunny cloth. Of these two jute fabrics,
sacking gunny cloth is of coarser construction and is a much heavier
.mat lrial. It is considerably cheaper on a weight basis than hessian
gunny cloth, with the result that jute bags made of sacking gunny
cloth are substantially lower in price per pound than those of burlap.
Bbth jute fabrics are produced chiefly in British India; sacking cloth
is exported mostly in the form of bags, hessian as cloth.
Jute bags are made in the United States almost entirely from imported hessian gunny cloth. The bags are used as containers, principally for mill feeds, potatoes, fertilizers, sugar, flour, rice, wheat, and
certain chemicals.
Most of the imported jute bags, which alsocome chiefly from India,
are of sacking gunny, cloth, and enter Puerto Rico and Hawaii, where
they are usedas containers for sugar, supplying the. bulk 9f txe total
sugar-bag requirements of theeiseands. in 1939 about 83 percent
of the jute bag imports represented ertries into Puerto RiO and
Hawaii. The large difference between the unit value of domestically
produced and imported jute bags reflects chiefly the difference in
price between the two jute fabrics. Exports of jute
bags fr uentls
almost equal the quantity imported. Ordinary y aconserabfe
portion of the- exports consists of second-hand bags (including bajs
both of foreign and of domestic manufacture) that had been usd in
e principal export markets are the Netherthe United States.
lands., Canada, Switzerland, Cuba, bilethe Philippine Islands, a
Peru.

M'

XMPOTS AND DOMEtIC
POZW.AWA

A

POM-WAR 5003?* TERM

Domestic production of jute bags will prbbly remain considqrably larer durin*g-the
year immdiat flowing the war than in
1939. Itis expected.-Ahat the output of the prfodat for which jute
bags are used will continue at, substantially the present high level, and
that cotton bag duringthis period will be Scarce as well as high in
price.
The quantity of imported junt bas is not peapted! to bcsg tmaterially from what it was in 1939. Sugar production in Puerto Rico

and Hawaii has shown little variation 'over a period of years, including
the recent war years. The forein value of the- imports, howev
in ;9%~3
may increase considerable. The unit viue of imported
ws about 80 percent greater than in 1939. Jute bag prices may
remam much higher during the immediate post-war years than in
1939 because of-the great demand for jute fabrics which seems likely
to erist-throughout the world during this period.
JOff7WAf LONG TERM

Consumption in continental United States is almost entirely utpplied by domestic
production. Taking into account the increase in
and sum g mcporte at about the same level " ini 1939,
population
if per capital ime ise me in 1939, consumption will probaby
be about 350 million pounds, with a value, at 1939 prices, ofabout 54
million dollars. If
income is 75
greater

than in
per capital
percent.
1939, the demand for bags in continental United States and for exports
increase moderately and hence production mightbe 25 percent
might
greater than in that year, amounting to about 410 million pounds.
Pries would probably rise 10-15 cent, so that the value of produce
tion, including exports, might be about 72 million dolla The
increase would result both from greater shipments
prodcts e.*
quiing bes, and from less re-use-of bags
The imports of bags, in quantity,will probably be about the same a.
before the war, and will'be affected little if at allby changes in Ithe
national income, since it seems unlikely that there wl be much change
in *eh quantity of sugar produced in Puerto Ri and Hawi, or i
the quantity of Is imported for its shipment. The foreign price of
the vaue of mp, might becon
bap, however
consequently
in 1939, depending on the world mnwket for
higherandthan
siderbli
the merchandise policy of Indian Produ.
products
jute
rhe or' value of imports might thu be 'inrthe neighborhood of
2 million dollars.
The specific duty on jute bags (1 cent a pound) is designed tocowmanufacturers in the United States or the higher cot of
pensate
raw material resulting from the duty on jute fabric. The adl Iorem
duty (10 or 15 percent), to some extent, may discourage the import
tation of. burlap bags into the contiental United States orfsale
in competition with thos produce here, but it is sCarcely xestrictieo of imports ito-Hawaii and Puerto Rico. A mo important
factor restricting imports into the United States, h v isthe
of the domestic manufacturer to fill an order promptlyffamthe
ability
ease withiwhich he can print or otherwise mark the
bagsaordin
to the requirements of the trade. For this reason, and because of the
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speised4 nature, end desination otQ the Import., they p a
would not, ;bq inlected ntieby by n irease or a decrease of S

percent in the dut-.
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valuey. SuchL Bprtfs would thbe
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year valuied at' abouV 2 'million dollarswith te national iao 4
19Filevel, and bout 29 million p pr year, v e tabut 5
million dollars wi the6 ntiona inco 75 perct ,bve t 1939
With Income ohIgher thn i 1939, the increase in the number of
itha 756 percent increase in income, the incra might
100 to 300.
be 600 to 1,00 employees.
BAGGING FOR COVERING COTTON BALES

employees in the domestic industry would probably be slight, poibly
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cn in 1!9 was hardly
e of the thirties7 bt p
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of t, 5 ceesu years,
more th hal t avenge (8
1931, 1933 193 1967 and1939 Nomly imports aecoxnt for
about one-ifth of cnsun*
Abmlt 60 percent of the consumption of cotton-Wel covering is
normally suppied by new and rewoven jute begging. The remaider
salvaged from cotton-be covering, use
consists of pieces of bg
patches or compress aan,d discarded sr bag whi are lit
open and used as bale covering. Much of ti residue qunity is
supplied by imports of "waste being an waste sugar sack clth"
1617).
(27 million pounds in 193j), which a importedfree of duty (par.
Use of cotton fabric for bale covering, though subsidized, i limited.
In thi dis ion it is asumed that new, and rewoven jute bg
fiftb of the otton
will colntinie to be oed a-sor ab
ble), in the past.
crop (averaing 13 pounds
As whe duty on bgging s lro it probay coul be dered or
increased 50 percent with little effect on
Changes in
United
effect-on
an
have
trade barrier throughout the world might
States production ofcotton and, in turn, on the consumption of jute
bagging, but probably not sufficiently to exceed the ranges given in
the estimates.
POST-WAR SNOT TEE
of
new
and rewoven jute begging immediately after
Consumption
the war, bsed on an assumed cotton production of 10-1 I million bales,
might be 7585 million pounds. Of ti}s amount, domestic production
%tht supply about 60-OS million pounds and imports about 15-20
PoMr-Aw LONG TM
new us with

Pric of jut baggingre likely to4fluctuate with the general prie
level. With per cpita income as in 1939, they might be about the
same as in that year, say, 4.5 cents per pound for domestic production
and 3 cents per pound (foreign value) for imports. With per capital
income 75 percent greater than in 19, the avenge price might be
about 10 to 15 percent higher, about 5 cents pe pound for domestic
production and 3.4 cents per pound (torig vlue) for imports.
Per capital inome at1t9 kwl.

Consumption of new and rewoven jute bagging might be 75-80
million pounds, of which production poibly would supply ut
55-GO million, valued at approximately 2k-2.7 miion dolas and
imports about 20 million, with a total foreign value of about 0.6
million dollars.

Per cpta inome 75 percnt hgher theriLaSS.
Because of the expanded market for raw cotto at

such an inanme

level, consumption of new and rewoven jute b i might be somewhat larger, amounting poweibly to 90-100 million pounds. Preduc-
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tion mi htsu'pyab- ut 70-7 miion pn vau t 3:Sufl *nl
liondollars, and imports might be 20-26 million pounds, aluned at
0.7-O9 million dollar (foreign value).
Althngh data are not available, it seems likely that eploysent
would fluctuate closely withchangs m domestic prduction.
*
LINOLEUM AND FELTDBASE FLOOR COVERING
Tariff paragraph.: 102 ind t021 (p).
Commodity.

Linoleum and felt-base floor covering.

Rate of duty:

26% to 32% ad val.

Ave

ad valorum (1839: 28

Not.-Puniant to t*m trud agremmat wih the United z*d
et Januet I ote
5
w:
rate of duty on thus pe were ido
lreD 4i
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I
aiot
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GENERNAL

Data on United States production, impos, and consumption' for
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Linoleum is mxde by applying-to a jute burlap b , orto an sat
saturated
elt base, a oot
ooidid linsed.oil,
ad
other ingr ntt It bmile i anorios grads and thickne a
also in special types such as the inlaid wrher the colos in the d
run through to the backing. Feltrbsse floor cover
m
asphalt-saturated rag felt painted on both ide ad ha
pnted
designs on the upper or wearing surlflce. FeNt-bs floorcovering,
relatively cheap in price, is used in the Uxnited State. in xrtw volume
than all other floor coverings combined (wool, cotton, jute, linowle,
etc.).
In the United States linoleum and felbase foor cvin are
Usually manufactured in the same factories Felt-sblo
productioarin 1939 Was about evenly divided between piece god
l
rugs. Linoleum, on the other Latd asi," alost e
piee
i
t ,
goods; about 75 percent of the production was of the
the reinder was pricipaly Of plain piece good., wi e de i
the inlaid typ
haer&
l em i 1939 were po er
Vn' otethanimports-of
i
dium dlpt ga ri
pqitied opiee±
i
of
qutiti
pieegoodsweasoeim rd t 1 i

JftM A

On
of itt-base floor coverings conskt~d prin y of piecepds in

SM

IMPOr 'A" )OM

W

CP

w h" wek-infrirm q
duct
to te U d
th mlrdIn_ d the
The ~maports or~natd _
pnd
Nethands
Estimated post-war imports Of fitb foor coverig are osed on
the asumption that the imported product will g rally b ore
t
wore
comparable in quali to the doei d
th war. It is also believed tat after th!a
a larer prprn of
e
consumptio than in 1939 migt b
d by iptsn the
effect of the 1939 duty redu were not y r d i t import
Eope
figure for that y beca e of waprep r

0-WA

SHORT TERM

oil
ch
Government restrictionson the ie o mti
and c hve opeed to reduce substantially produce i the
United Sta of leum and fltbe foor coverings din the war.
Impors ave been negligible. The backlog of demand rating fro
thes conditions and the added demand resltin 4,in t pilebably
and da.
,.
large construction of new ho ussinem
two af t w* tsnumption
that for the first yearbioridicates
and that of fet-be f covof inoleum mht increase 100 peent,
is 50 percent, compared with 1939. Import. of both products are
likely to be small, snce productive capacity in European countries
m
dt h
will probably be lems than in pre-war y
the producing countries will absorb the bulk of their production.

establirmat.,

POST-WA LONG TERM

C~mseup~n IrfucS., adIpee
Per capital ixtenseat I* .qL
*Duty a in 0A/9.-Per capital consumption of linoleum would probd popuremain the ame a in 1939. Taking; account of i
Sbly7
ation, .total consumption might be about 10 percent at than in
. import wld
1939 and might am t to 40 milon sq
large
pro
wion
consumption thsn
consid
byreduction in duties ofeffective
probably
supply n that the
n 1939, ft
1,
Jan
1939, smabl did not influence imports in tdwt year - muh might be excted ia nma peacetime yeSr import migt
amount to about 1.5 millo squar yan, wit a f valu (at
do sc
1939 unit price) of close to $700,00. Product
w
t 31.5
about
38.5
li
squ
yards,
vued
market ould then be
million dollar.
Because of inceased population, consumption of felt-e,gows
coverings might be 10 poeent larger than m 1939 or 18mln
Square yards. The proportion suppled by iot. would poba
for
be about twice that of 1939 (for the same)
" just at
linoleum) and might amount to 8 million square y , with a foreign
ucta forth.
value (at 1939 unitAprc) of about ,000.
domestic market would then be about 177 million square yars, valued
at 40.2 mUllion. dollars.
DuWy reduid by60 percm ti-Co option of lium might inrease
to 42 million que yards. Imports m*ht be twic aslarrge as with
and might amount to 3 million square yird, with
the duty unch
,

a

-..5

p~ ~ t

1OWLA IT1

AND bOM

ROOT

Ma

foreign ralue of'abu$1,375,000. Production for the dometie
marketswould the be 39 millionsquare yars valued olos, tio32
mmillion dollar . ,;.. ... , ... ..
,. .
,. ;
Consumption' offelt-base floor coverings wbulds proba in".e.ei
to aout 200Million :square yards. Import might double comprd
with.o under the dt asin193B admightbbou1mio
Pr
square yards within a foreign value of shout 1.8 million.del
4&w.oni for tSe domestic market would thensupplyI184 mialio
yards, valued at approximately 41% million dollars,
sq.ar
Dma increased by 50 percent.-ConsiuMptiod of Hlinommigtnbe
39 million que yards' Imports might be only hilf atl, much as with
the duty' changedd. or 750,000,square yards, with a foreign vaue of
then b
about 50,000. Production for the dom"tic market would
38% 6ilhoui square yad, vaud t 31% miion dollqz
Consumption of felt-bse flo cvers might decline to 176 milio
square yards, and importstb4tlion sqr yard ith af
value of sbout $450,060. Production for thei doiOestwm4llket
then; be 171 milionNufl yards, valued it 38.8 million dollars.'
Pera4a Inco

TB Prflt higlu tha In 19*

There would a telndeny for people with higher incomes to replace linoleum an&d felt-base- Root coeig ihmoeepesv
material, but ay r ltng dcres ini their osunptinWA iud
s conumptionthkest
probably be more th'ai offset by i
dJ
in
the
of floor coverings by people
lower icomemgroups,, In' the pas
the tQudency unde rising incomes has been for the eclumption of
both types of rteral incree hiarkedly, and for the consumption
of linoleum to increaseata eater rate than that of ths felt-bas
material. Prices would probably
gS
mr to th ae extaet At
eraL price level, i. e., 10 to 15 percent.
t tie 75 percent
Duty au in 193.-_Consumption of linoleum
higher than with unchanged intern., otabout 70 mion square yards.
Asswpmin thesame ratio of impofts to consumption - with uprchnged
ith a
income, impo might amount to 2% million squae "a
foreign value (at increased prices) of 13 million ollrs. Prducti
ie jrarket would then be about 67%k'il qar
for thfe
yats, *ith a value of 62.3 million dollars. Consumption of fet-bas
floor coverings might increase by 50 percent over that writh ih d
income and amount to 275 Milion square yards. Imporls mit b
12 million squae yrd with a forei Talue (at increased pie) of
million dollas. Production for the domestic market woud t b
about 263 million square y s, vilued at 67% milio 4os.
Duty reduced byf 50 proent-Consumptin of lilm eight in
s Imrt ight be twice
crease to about 73.5 mion square
and
squ
iut
wthduty
to million arejiard,
unchgied
AS
high
Wit a foreign value of about 26 nilli dl. Produtona for the
domestic market would tb be 88.5 million sque yaids, valued
63.2 million dolIari. Consumption of felt-b floor coverngs d
Milion q e yards aid imports
probably increase to about
might increase to 24 million square yards, with a foreign value of
about 3.1 million dollats. Production for the domestic market would
a i
t 7
then about 276 million square yard, witb
million dollars.
e

'I
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vty incraued by 60 perrent.-Consumption of linuleum would
probably decrease to abOUt 68 milliOn square Yards. Imports might
be 1 million square yards, with a fore# value of about $65,000.
Production for the e;lomestic market might be 66%S :million square
yard valued at 61.6 million dollars. Consumption of feltbasfoor
might decreiase to 260 million square yards.
covering
n-ht
be half the quantity with duty as in 1939 and amountImpor
to Q million
square yards, with ih foreign value of about $7656000. Production
for the domestic market would then be about 254 million square

yards, valued at 65.2 million dollars.

In 1939 exports constituted ess than 1 percent of United Stites
production of both linoleum and feltbse floor covering. The ratio of
exports to production. tould probably nt change appreciably after
t~he war at the assumed 1939 level of income. With world ncome
assumed to be 75 percent higher, exports might be somewhat larger.

Employment in the long-term post-war period with national income
at the 1939 level might be 7,$00-7,80l persons. With a per capital
income 75 percent greater than in 1939, the number of employed would
probably be 11,QOO-12,000.
JUTE, FOOR COVtRING
Tariff paragraph: 1021.
Jute carpets, cerpeting, Mats, mattin, or rugs.
C0nmodify:
Rate of duty:
35 percent ad valorem.
GENERAL

Data orUinited States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
9
Quantity (1X,ooo square yrs) ------------------*
Value ($I,000)
-I
185
-I
Unit value (per square yard)
$0.72--

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-----------------------------

'Fuela vsin..

Imports of jute floor covering in 11)39 (principally from Belgium,
France, and Italy) consisted almost entirely of imitation oriental rugs
made of jute, of which there was no nown Uied Ste pruction
in that year. Practically the oy Udited States products which were
similar in design and appearance to "Lm$
jut rugs were wool
rugs, but the much higher quality and prnce of the domestic rugs was
such as to render them practically noncompetitive with the imported
products.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Demand will probably be abnormally high in view of the shortage
of supply during the past several-yeals. If jute floor coverngs are
dbtainable abroad in adequate quantities, which is uncertain, imports
might' be two or three times the quantity imported in 19.39.
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POST!-WAR LONG TXRM.
Peir Cpita Incoe #t 19*9f level---

It is assumed in making the follow -estimatt that consumption
e in population and, as
would increase 10 percent 'WIg to ti
in the past; that there will .be' no' ';domestic reductionn or exports
DutV a-v% 1939.-Imfirts probably woul4 reach 1% millon square
yards per yeari .with a foreign value of a but $950,000.
Ii) uty reduceJ by 50 percent.-Impor' might amount to 1% million
square yards, wit a fotogn value of'about 141 million doilas.'
D~uty increased by 60 percent. -Imports migt amount t6 about 1.2
million square yards, with a foreign value A about $850,000.
Pererpita nco0es7 percent higher than An 19*9.

On the asis, of past 'experience, such an increase i per capia
national income would material increasee import and' therefo'
10-45
consurn~tion. The unit. value might increase by
percnb
abov- the619339 unit value,'in line withite asued n e i h
general price le-VeL
Duty' as ir4 '19$9.-Importa might be' about 2 million square rads,
with-i a foreign value of 1.6 million dollars.
Thty reduced by 60'p-rcent.-Impeots probably would.,amount to
about 2% million square yards, with a foreign value of 1.8 million
dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent .-It is likely that imports would amount
to about 1% million square yards, with a foreign value of about 1.4
million dollars.
FLOOR COVERINGS, NOT ELSEWHERE SPECIFID
Tariff paragraph: 1021.
Other floor coverings, not elsewhere specified.
Rate of duty:
40 petoet.,

Ommodity:

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumiptionu for
1939 are given below:
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The items included, in this statement consist of mScllus types
of floor cov3rings and exclude those of (1) gr or rice straw; (2) wool,
cotton, jute, and similar fibers; and (3) hard surface types. The
wider this statistical c
ca ti
'
tys of flik Covger imported
s
year.
more
or
rom
year
to
Most
of'
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chage of sisalIeru, cocoa-fiber rugs, rush rugs se499 impoS
ugs
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POST-WAR SHOR TERM

Because a shortage of all kinds of floor scoring has developed
during the war, it is likely thai in the firt few year -following the
war demand for these rugp will be sidebly highr tha in 19 and
that both production nd imports mAe twice aa U¶4st. It is R
Th
ble thit prices will
of prducin
would then be almost 7 millionn dollars and the fo4reg
vah4 import. a little over 1 milion d . The eAstimate acerning' itr
is based on the assumption that the floor coveringswill b
alabe
from foreign sources.
POSTWAR-LONG TRMM
Cemp"a, Predmta dI
Per aItusome At 19, fc,

With a, 10 percent increase in population consumption proaly
would increase proportionately, to about 4 million square y s per
year. Consumption'would presumably be affected smewhat by a
50 percent change in the duty ui either direction, bhit not suiciently
to warrant separate estimate.
Duy as i193.-Assuming that imports and production would
supply consumption in the same proportions as in 1939, imports
would amount to about 800,0)0 square yards, with, a forei& value of
about $535 00at 1939 prices. Thsrmuie
.2 mil on squa
r?. ?y production 7 rOad be valued, on the
y wIoul& s14
iasi of 1939 prices, at about 2.7 mion.olr
d
2 y reduced y J0penenc. Imirts
would probablyinr* e and
might amount to approximately one-fourth of consumption, or 1
million square yards, with a fore# value of almost $700,000. Production would then amount to 3 million square yards, valued at about
2.5 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 pere.-Imports would probably supPly a
much seller proportion of consumption, say 500,000square yar,
with a foreign value of $335,000. Production would then amount to
334 million square yards valued at about 2.9 million dollars4
Por cepite Income 75 percent higher than In19*.

The eect of the higher incoe level migbt bet Inrse consumption by 50 percent above -tht at the lower e leel or
about 8 million square yards. Valu sho Ainthe following est
mates have been calculated on the hais of unit value 10-15 perct
higher than those Prenilig in 19, in parallel wnth the
in e
in prices with a griat increase m no eoal
gleeral rise
'supply
perhp
2 percent of
as
would
193.-Impoits
_Du+t
consumption, or 1.2 million square yards, the foreign value of which
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Production'would then amount to 4.8
woid- bea-bout $9,sow;
millinsqu yards, valued ataIL t 4% mirdolns
LUistijredtwed by t&rerc.kLp~tImtorXt mijht sup ouith of
consumption, or 134 n ion quae ya, aih foreign value.of about:
1.1 nzlon dollars leaving 4N4 million squsr yars valued: at about
4.2 million dollars, to:be suppied by prction.
Dityicreee by 60 percent.-importX wouiprbablysupply about
750,00 squasro yard, with a'foreigu value of $570,000. Production
would then amount to 5g millon-square yars'
ued about 49
7
million dollars ..
:
-: .
-: 0 : | : -j : 0 eiilore.

-
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Post-war exports of rugs of the types here considered; are likely 'to
be elwgble, asin the past.,ib p-

Information--is not available regrding the Lube of preron mployed inl the United State inl the manufacture of these floor cover..
ngs. -The number- employed Wiould -probably-- ragebetweenI5 ad
10 ercnt from the 1939eve under changes i pruction likely
fferent rats iof duty4.
to be cused by ranges in infports under athe
and levels of national income.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND
DDOMSTIC PRODUCON

Waste bging is free of duty Imports in 1939 (principally from
the United ondom, Fran Canada, B*lumn and the Neth ds)
were unusually low and amounted to 27 million pounds, compl e with
48 millionpounds for the annual average of the period 1931-40.
Similarly the quantities collected from donittic sources in 1939, and
therefore also consumption, were substantially below the average for
the preceding decade.
Tle collection and accumulation of the items which make ul the
waste are subject to many variables. Amounts available for cdllection depend largely on the consumption in the preceding season of
other commodities such as cotton and sugar. Price is the chief factor
influencing thoroughness of the collection, Because this waste is
relatively cheap and bulky transportation charges may account for
such a large proportion of the cost that the requirements of iindustries
nearest the areas where the waste accumulates are more likely to be
filled. For these reasons, the estimates given below should be assumed to be only rough approximations.
POSTWAR SHORT TERM

The demand for waste bagging immediately after the war will
probably be strong, and will therefore probably insure the reads
disposal of whatever supplies are available. Consumption might reach
150-200 million pounds a year, of which domestic sources might supply
100-130 million pounds and imports the balance.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumptlon, Prodgetion, and Impors

The values of the products from which these wastes are derived and
upon which their value is genera dependent, woud most likely
fluctuate with the general price le',rel. At per capita income at 1939
levels, the average unit value might be about 2 cents per pound, and
with' per capital income 75 percent greater than in 1939, it might be
about 2.5 cents per pound, for both domestic sources and imports.
Per capita income at 1939 level.
Consumption of waste bagging might be substantially above the
abnormally low 1939 level and might total 130-150 million pounds.
Of this quantity domestic sources might spplyabout 9 million
pounds, or approximately the same proporion (about 65 percent) of
consumption as before the war, valued at 1.7-1 9 million dollars, and

imports might be 45-55 million pounds, with a total foreign value of
0.9-1.1 million dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in iDIt.
Consumption of waste bagging mit be somewhat higher thau with
no change of income, i. e., possibly 7 percent-higher, or about 140-160
million pounds. Domestic sources' might supply O00 million
pounds, valued at 2.2-2.5 million dollar; and imports migt be about
5(}60 million pounds, with a total foreign value of about 1.2-1.5
million dollars.
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BINDING (BINDER) TWINE
Tariff paragraph: 1622.
B
Commodity:
......
g.(binder) teii
se.t.
R- te of duty:

:GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
. tan

Produc.
-.Total

X

'd
^
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(mfllion
valempoed
Unft
(erppund)
PersoNs
(number)---,-,-.--
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~~~~~~por
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1, 5-2000-----.___..___,
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!4wiue.di
mflion poamdsb
Ipatlqton, value not reported.
80 oi uwP~rivate;' Foreign vlus.

-a~loe o

Binder twine is d b farmers in harvesting operations. Consumption in the United States showed a decided donwaid trend
durin the thirties and in- 1931 was about 25 percent less than in 19292
The decline resultbd partly from the increased use of the combined
harvester-thresher, and partly from the growing practice of cutting
corn epulage in the field which reduced the demand for binder twine,
also a drese in the production of certain grais. Although
there
the use of binder twine increase during t war, the pre-w downward tre4d is likely. to continue after the war.
In 1398 approximately 50 percent of the United States Mupply'
(170 million pounds) w obtained from private domestic manua
facturers about 20 percent from prison pduction, and about' 30
percent from imports. United States production of binder twine J
both private manufacturers and penal institutions was lower in- 1939
than in any other census, year since 1909.
Binder twine is manufactured in the United States princip lly
from henequen fiber, a11 of which is imported lmost exclusively frbm
y
Mezico, and(,ivba. Imports of binder twine are obtain
from Mexico, -Cuba, :Canada, and, before the war, the -Netherlnd.
PST-WAR SHORT TERM

Under the assupti that a high level of agricultural pwductio
will continue, consumption of bindet twine w remain at approxi-+
mate wartime level. This level seems likely since an consierable
supplies of farm machinery, of the tflx which might reduce the
demand for this material probably. will nbt lbe available immily.
Consumption of-bind twine th besmehat greater than in 1939,
year. Under these circuxmight total 175-200-million pou
stances domestic production by private manufture poibly would
be 80-100 million poud, importse5-70 million pounds, ind the
remainder would b supped by production in prison.

Table: [No Caption]

POST-WAR' IMPORTS-AN DOMESTC PROUCTION
* POSTWAX LONG TERM
C.sumpdn, Noised.., Na imports

Consumption of binder twine, because of its tendency mi the pat

to decline, probably will not b greater than i 1939, otwtnng
population goth. The level of per capita income woudsb
material factor; whate
ase (probably sma might o
at
hI~her levI of income in the production of cro requiring ider
twie probably would be: offset by the stimulus given to the ale of
machinery which reduced the demand for this material. It is probable
tJ~at¢consumption will level off at 160-180 million pounds a yea.
Of tlns amount,- from 80-90 million pounds might b supplied by
priate manufacturers,:50-6 million -pounds by imports, and the
est, 2030 mfilion pounds, by manufacture in prisons.
Per npita Income at ItS level.

OnCk the assumptionof a 1939 national income level the price of
binder twinelin the lon-term- post-wa
period a!thio tight be
higher than the prince m 1939, would probably not b higher, and
might be lower,~the average price during 19T.T pdie
tion is on the assuption that,jor reasons
dy discud, total
consumption of binder twine in the United States will probably
decline. Thus the unit value of the domestic product wold perhaps
be 7-8 cents a pound, -and the foreign unit value of imports 6-7 cents.
Under these circumstances, the value of production by private manufacturers might be 5.5-7.0 million dollars and the foreign value- of
imports, 3-4 million.
Per capital IWOe

5 percent bhwaer then In 15*9.

Aesumn increase of 75 percent in" the national income, the demand for-binder twine would not be appreciably afftdd, but the costs
of 'production would probably be increased by reason of the hhr
gen . price level. It is quite possible, therefore, that th pric of
binder twine would be somewhat higher than in the late thiries this
notwithstanding a probable decline in consumption. The value of
domestic production might be 6-8 million dollars and the foreign
value of imports 3.5-4.5 million.
Exports
Exports for a number of years have been smail in comparison with
d
production and imports and probably will remam so
of
any ehangos which may occur either in per Capita income or in commercial policy.
: tmlopb
It appears likely that in the long-term period the number of employees *wi decline, perhaps 5 to 10 percent below the 1939 level.

*-corn YARN
I

Tariff PaoPrep
CAMoA:
R4 duv:

.

Cir yorn.

Free.

.GENERAL
Data on uipated States imports (apprent consumption) for 1939
a gven below:
Quiantity %iOOO pounds)*

4,619
U*

vau (--,-u-)...-'124
Unit value
(per pound)
SQ 027

'Foreip value.

POST"WAR IMPORTS AN)D:OMBSTIC'PRDIUCtION

a

Coir yarn is made of tor£ firobtWaind
the husk of the UZI
ripe coonut' and sometimes referred to s cocoafiler. T
is
usually spu` by hand. British India is they`inacigl source of Upda
SaIOtBsmprt CoiryZr is us! ;.the United
B*tinthe man*I
facture of :cocoa (oir) tmatn
md ttink and, to a r exte, In
cordge The
Th mats are used at entranca doorwaatgolf
i
the pita of b6wling:aley, and so'.'ThiMtthg is u 'Annt
in aisles, corridors, offices, and as porch rugs. During' Word War It
coir yarnthas
been diverted to, the manufacture of
boath
fender and
cordikwhere a high degree ofresistace to water rotting is doered.
Coir yarn is not prduco in-the United State.Imports of coir fiber (averagigaboutt $30,000 in foreign values anualy in the J01yan,1930-39) are partly. the, oarser, stiffer fib
used for bristles in: bushes, and partly very short fibes ;used in
stuffing for upholtery.
POST-WAR SHORT ERM

,

$jnp~e the start of the; war, only sl amounts
Mof t uxsualcofr
yarn products have been mde. Replaen ts of tout ms
will be needed,. and to supply these it is probable that" ikpots
A of Oit
yarn will be high, possibly 8-10 million poinds.POST.W4R LONG TERM

yarn is duty-free, but d t made from- it are durable
Coirequiivalent
ad valoremof the specific- diut
Tho
oncoca fiber masts
the chief item in which coir yarn is consumed domesticly, Xaera
about 150 pernt in te period 1934-39. A. decrease of 50percent
in the dtty on Soir
produce would result h6
sharp riseinpor
of sruch products with a consetuent
eat jin impor of cot yan, and
conv erSey an increaseof 50 percent in duties would eult In na
import of wit products and lar import of JirXya.
Average annual unit value (for) dg 1936-39 ranged between
2.7 and 3.2 cents. It is assumed that a s Wmilar rano perhaps ae
agipg about 3 c-ents per; pound, mgt be expected in the lo
period ith per capital icme s i 1939, and perhs about 3.5 cents
at the asumed higher income level.
Per capital income at 1*9
*lael.

Imports ofco yr would probably be thae
ht
sme as iQ 1929
i
or 4.5 million poud, valued atabout $ 0 (
lue). A
rise or fall in imports of coit yn which would our with a increase
or decrease of the duties', onfinisoir
ucts
and matting), would b part or wholly offist by om at
changes in imports of thee p u1c%'b th toQl importsiof;cl,
partly or. wholly manufactured- form,bei
would pba not gr
affected by changesof 5ffpent i the duty n eiteri
Per cpita incme 75 percent hf#her than in 1*.be m y
products would bly
on, oWexpansion
nonf,
because
ol building
and th. additional requi ame
recreational activities.
Imports of coir yrn, assumig un d duti onmats nd othe
coir manufactures, would probably be about 7.5 million pounds, valued
at approximately $26,000 (foreign value).
7115 -C-
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SISAL AND HUNIQIIN
amid hesquso.

Data on United States imports lew re-export. (apparent oonsumption) for 1939 ar given below:
Quantity (I 000powd) ,-----,--226,000
value (61,0-0). . . .................... . . 7,100
Unit value
--

(per pound) -----------------.-.-.

$a 032

Sial and hensquen ae botanically related, hard (leaf) fibers; thcy
ae not produced in the United States. Henequen is imported almst
exclusively from Yucatan (Mlexio*), which has a virtual monopoly,
and is normally used almost exclusively in the manufacture of binder
(harvester) twine, most of which is made therefrom. Moet of the
sial imports ordinarily come from Java, British East Africa, and
Haiti. After 1941, when imports of sisl from Java were suspeDded
suhstantial quantities were. also supplied by Portuguese East Africa.
Before the war considerable quantities of sisal were used in binder
twine, but. its clief use were in wrapping twines, in pad(11i n for uipholstery, and for mattress, During the war, however 1ssl been
substituted extensively for abacA (manila) in rope making, sunce the
supply of aba (cthieft from the Philippine.) was ctit off after 1941.
The total amount of heneqen and sisal used for binder twine was
declining before the war, owing to greater imports of the mantfactured product and to the increasing tue of the combin-harvesteir,
which obviates the need for binder twine. In addition, increasing
amounts of sisal were being used for binder twine. As a result of all
these factors the imports of henequen had fallen weU below earlier
levels. Diminishing requirements for twine in harvesting were however, so far a it concerns the total consumption of henequen and Sisal,
approximately offset by the increased use of sisal for other pur,
particularly wrapping twine, so that the average annual total imports of the tso fibers during 1936-40 were not much below those ei
the late twenties. Because of the greatly increased two of sisal for
rope during the war, the amount available for the accustomed purpoes has been inadequate, and comumption, particularly for wrapping twine, hAs been curtailed.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

When the war is over, an active demand for sisal and hen uen
probably will continue for several years because of a high level of agrictltur"l and industrial activity in that period, and because of the
time that may be required to reestablish hflly production of abact in
the Far East. United States imports are expected to be large, ad
may be 400--50 million pounds valued (at prices much higher than
in 1939) at 20-30 million dollars a year.

Table: [No Caption]
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DOMTW POOUMlON

POST-WAS 1ANG TERM
Pereqpie E"wwte at 18 -

Thept~b~ble further decin in the totil antity of sil nd
henequen used for binder twine my not be flly effset by tI&sinreai0ed ue o>f sisal for ap g twine and othe pu ; taking
recount of in a in population, total aoumptionad imports may
ds a year. The unit value of imports of the
be 2500 milon
two fibers combine probably will be reduced sharply from its preent high level (.6 cents a ound in 1943), whe suies of iiad
other hard fir'from the Fat East again enter tre c
in substantial volume. A compite unit value approximately the same as
in the 4 years 1937-40 (4 cents a pound which was considerably
higher than in 1939) may be expected, indicating a foreign value of
imports of 10-12 million dollars a year.
Per capta uorn 15 peret kigher then InlZ1.

The total consumption of sisal and henequen in binder twine would
not be sigificantly larger with a higher than with a lower national income. Consumption of these fibers in wrapping twine and other uss,
particulaly upholstery, on the other hand would be considerably
Larger under h higher national income. Tobi United States consumption and imports of sisal and henequen might be 350-400 million
pounds. Unit values would probably be higher than in 1937-40 eo
that the total value of the imports might be 17.5-20.0 million dolis,,
a year.s
MANILA (ABACA) FIBER
Tarff pargrapA: 1884.

Commodity:
Iiak of dWut:

Manfla (abaci) fiber.
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports less reexports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are given below:
Quantity 0 oO pounds) _
97, 359
?alue

($1,Wd)

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-i-

-

Unit value (per pound) -- .-

-

-

-

-

13,869
$0. 04

Manila aback*) fiber is used in the United States largely in the
manufacture of rope. It is also an important fiber 'for tho manufacture of certain special paper products. The entire supply is imported,
and before the war nearly all of it came from the PNilippineislands.
With the removal of this source during 1942 the United States be
came dependent almost entirely on stocks and on substitute materials, chiefly sisal.
Imports of abw4 are received both as fiber (the category here under
consideration) and as rope. In the past, importA of fiber have repre&
sented about 90 percent of the import of abeeL in all forms.
During the war, aback iber plntatios have'been developed in
Central America. These planlstions comprise about 28,000 aces,
and it is estimated that they will yield 45-50 milio-n pounds of fi
of the inual consumption in the
in 945,equal to 60-70 nrcent
United States cordag industry in 1935, 1937, and 1939. There is no
way of forecasting how this production will h affected by tho reitoration of the Philippines as a source of manila.

Table: [No Caption]
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The quantity of abac fiber imported probably will depend more
on the quantity avilable than on the demand. Even should production i the Philippine slan be resumed soon after the war and
production in Centil Aera develop as
expected, the world demand for the fiber probably still will be in excess of the supply.
If. uch an amount could be obtained, the United States would
probably import some 225 million pound. of abacL fiber a year, or
tm the 1939 rty This presumes a high level of activity
in the manufture or
-rope, both for current needs and to
replace the lepreferre4 cotton jute, henequen, and i rope which
have bem used n substitution r abac rope during the war and of
other products in which this fiber is used. The pice a likls y to be
much higher than in 1939 with the result that the value of Imports,
if so much proves to be obtainable, might be as great 23 million
dollars a year, or even more.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Tle estimates of import. of aba fiber, which follow, are related
to those made elsewhere of the production of hard fiber rope in the
United State..' The imports and consequently the production of
bard fiber rpe would be affected by a change W the import duties.
A reduction of 60 percent in the duty miaht cause the imports of
abac to be about 6 percent lee, nd an increase of 50 percent in
the duty on rope might cause them to be 3 percent greater, than the
would if the duty were unchaned. As these difference are sa,

they are not given detailed consideration in the estimates below,

Per caita Income at 199 lenS.
The price of abac fiber may return to about the same level asin

1939. The quantity of imports might well be considerably greater
than in that year because of the increased requirements of har fiber
prduct., espeially of manila rope, to supply an expanded Navy and
Merchant Marine. They might be as much a 40 percent greater in
quantity and 50 percent greater in total value, i. e., about 136 million
pounds, with a forei value of perhaps 6 million dollars a year.
Per capital income 1S percent higher than in 195 .
The use of aback fiber would probably be about one-fifth larger than
with national income the same as in 1939. Imports might therefore,
be in the neighborhood of 160 million poundss' vilted at about 7
million dollars a year.
ISTUE
Tariff pararaph: 1884.
Commodity:
Istle, unmanufactured.
Rat. of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
Quantit (million pounds)
.-.--,. 2a3
--.Value 1000) ----6
$0. 029
Unit value (per poun%) -

's utah-at bt perzp fla (a) (1), Nad4bwOp@4

PSWAR- IMPOY0 -A" DOWSl MW

my

Fiur diffrnt types Ofla, -or Temp..''_, are ipo fo
consumption: Tlin jaumave (otai fromaaeplat)w
aroI"td chidy Mi the manufacture d brush;
( s the
ibsmjt lant) and pita (ayucc), which are mos forbord.
age,
twines, and. filling Sor upholkte.
t
1i
Mesico
of United Statesl import of wi
soalosoerce
abetzhalf are uied, under nonusl conditions1 in the u o
brshes. About 90 percent of the stle fiber pod for bth pw
poses enters in'the'crude or unmanufact
te. United Saite
imports in the decade 1930-39 rangd between a low of 13 million
pounds (1938) wad a high of 25 million pounds (1*30), and averaed
about 19 million pounds.
hJ order to meet incease wartime demnds, import. of late rece
51 milLion pouds in 1942, but the decined to 37 mn p
ia
1943 and to 33L million
in 1944 During World W I,
larger proportion of the Mle supply has been allocated totahe manuf
ture of cordage than formerly. hk addition to twins made wholly of
istle fiber, incraiy large quantities of tw hive be made of
juts and istle mixtute. Synthetic fibers have not, boon as yet,
directly competitie with atle but might be in the lo term
AMthog h umimnufctured' Mk fiber,is duttfre,e pducts"in
which it n consumed ar dutiable when imported, and any general
change in their duty statue might caus a shift in mport. of ustbe
fiber and itle. products from one to the other.
POST.WAR SHORT T1RM

Imports of istle are likely to continue high, possibly in the Prang
of 30-0 million pounds. Brash requiremen in particular wil
probably be high, and istle might also share in the increased demand
for wrapping twines which w probab arise Immediately after the

War.

POST.WAR WONG TERM
Cesuwd, rrdetoe, and Impots
Per tits Income at 19 leveL

Asumthat the trend Wwad *the icr
use o vt
brush fibers will continue imports of Iisle might be in the hbo
hood of 26 million pounds annually, or' about 30 percentbovt
annual average of th period 1930-39. Istle prices maY be cted
to fluctuate with the general priee level. At an assumed foreign price
of 3 cents per pound the tot foreign value of imports would amount
to about $750,000.
Any rise or fall in imports of istle which might occur with an io1*
crepe or decrease of the duties on the dressed isile and otherproducts
in which it is consumed, migbt be partly, or pibly more than,
offset by compensating changes in imports of 'these proucti.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher thesis 190.

Consumption of istle would probably be lger than -with no change
in income, because of the increased use of bushes and of fu ing
in connection with the e ion of building and of rertiopl
activities. Lome oi these ins might be 'offset, hover,bsifts
to other vegetable fib of higher quality to animal fib or synthetic fibers in the manufacture o brushes. Jute and al might

Table: [No Caption]
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POT-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMISNIC PXUODCTIOW
replace substantial qtatities of the inte fiber in the manufacture of
wrapping twines.
Imports might reach 30 million pounds which, at an ainumed
foreign pcoe of 3.5 cents per pound, would amount to a total foreign
value of about $1 050,000. In this came also, variations in import.
of title attributable to a change in the duty on itle ma actures
might be partly, or probably more than, offset by compensating
changes in imports of istle products.

MAGUWV
Tariff paragraph: 168.
Maguey or cantala.
Commodity:
Frw.
Ratk of duty:

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are Oven below:
Quantity (knu tons):_____ __ ___.___.__.___ ._.__ ______-i 95
-{162
Value W AC08
$83
Unit valie (per ton)--

-

-

--

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

--

-

-

Maguey or cantals, one of the minor fibers used in the United
States in tie production of cordage, particularly wrapping twine, is a
hard (leaf) fibr obtained from the same family (Agae)-hich yields
sisal and henequen. Principal sources of imports are the Netherlands
Indies and the Philippine Islands,
The quality of Pilippine maguey has deteriorated considerably

chiefly because, in the preparation of the fiber, the less troublesome
salt-water rotting has practically supplanted the much more desirable
machi-ceaing method. Uless efforts to imprQve the Philippine
maguey are more successful than in the last 10 or IS years, it aprs
doubtful whether Philippine maguey, though cheap, will be able. to
compete with other cordage fibers.
In contrast to the Philippine product, the Netherlands Indies product, known as "cantals,"' has maintained its quality, and the Netherlands Indies has become the chief source of United States imports.
Java, cantala is finer and softer, though weaker, than sisal. Efforts
to use it in the manufacture of binder twine have not been very
encouraging.
The total quantity of cantala and mag ueyinported is a very minor
factor in the materials used in the cordage industry The small imports pre subject to retivelr wide nation both in quantity, and
price, depending on the conditions of supply of the more important
cordage materials. Cantala from the Netherlands Indies has on the
average been higher priced than sisal or henequen, but the average
unit value of maoguo and ctala taken together, probably on account of wide variations in quality, has fluctuated much more.widely
than that of sisal or henequen. In quantity the annual imports of
maguey and cantala in the period 1930-39 have ranged from 153 tons
(1932) to 2,564 tons (1936). The average was 1,156 tons and the
average unit value for the entire period was $88 per ton.

Table: [No Caption]
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-Fiber needs will be 1sge andany aceptable fiber *111 t likely
of ta
be in strong demand. Under these cirumstces imp
may reach 2,.503,000 long tons, with a foreign vuaIe of probably

$250,000-$300,00O.

POST-WAR LONG TERM

Peo capita Income 4t IJ lewet:?

Annual imports, although probably subject to vide variation from
year to year, might under such a level of national income average
, Probably? ost it these imports wold befr
about 1,6O
Philippines, would be of improved quality
Java or, if from the
equivalent to tbe Javanese product. Jf this is the, cas, the average
unit value of the imported might range from $80 to $100 per long ton.
The range of the value of imports might, therefore, be from $120,000
to $150,000 (foreign vabie).
Per cepita Income 75 percent higher than In 108D.,

At this level of income, imports of maguey or cantala would siB
ubject wide variation but might average 2,000 tonj
preb*rs
per year. The unit vaulè of 1m prts- would obably be about $I0
a ton and tlhus the value of imports would be $200,06(forevavilue).
PALM-LEAF FIBERS, N. S. P. F.

t,

Tariff paragraph: 188.
Palm-la fibers, unmanufactured, principally pelmyra, piesCommodity:
raya and African bas.
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
App

Qtit (1,00 pounda)..700
( 1,000)..70
Iah
Unit vue (per pound) .10

it
RUbt

is
5,000
5,300
30 ..........0ON ........................
..........

! Thber re no exports.
'Eatmated,
'Foreign Vale.

Pim-leaf 'fibers are- obtained front the leaves of various speci

of palm, which grow uncultivated in many tropical and semitropical
anufactured or crude palmcountries. United States imporS of
leaf fiber consist principally of African bas from West Africa, pal~a
and bassine from India,and piassava from Brazil. These are ued
chiefly in the manufacture of brushes and brooms.
Pahn.leaf fibers of the types which are imported are not produced
in the United States. A competitive fiber, palmetto, is produced
domestically, but no palmetto fiber is imported. Palmetto is mareted
or brush-making and not in a crude or unwanudressed or pre

Sm-

raWAiw x A'D Dosmo imvco

bnkibM i/ ldn palmetto, compete
fatord ¶tat., Palm-leaf~
with cel ot brh fiber of vepta oii (ciefly itl) ad,
to, a limited etnt, w: anal hu
tr, hovr,
have
hae ot
co derably higer: ? - . Snteti fib
-ially
bnen
drec4 compete with palm4eaf bie t may
been, aUyet,
become competitive m the, l term pot-war period.
Although unmaufactured palmleaf fiber is duty-free, the products
wnimpted Mlr in . mathepm areAutiable
Lde
ufacturd orfinihed form. A 0sperct decree or e in the
duty on pain-leaf fiber products would probably cause compensatory
bacrea~s or decreases in the imports of palm-leaf fiber. Inasch as
the dutis on the more important fiber prioucts are relatively small (20
percent ad valorem in 1939), thee shifts would probably not be
substantial and awe therefore disregarded in the following estimate.
POST-WAR SHORT TZRM

Import, of palm-leaf fibers, which attain&I the record of 8.4 million
po~undoi 1943, *ill most likely continue high because brush supply
ar low and requirement are expected to be high. .lrt may
be in thebrnge of 9-40 Milon pounds.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
COesumptku, Priduetlm, sad Imports

iin the decade
The use of vegetable brush fibers had been inere
before the war and is likely to increase even more rapidy ig the future
because of the shortage of nonvegetable brush materils. In view
of this increing consumption, imports of palm-leaf fibers are likely
toinctes.
Pain-lea fibr prices may be expected to fluctuate wvith thie gnr
price level. With per capital income ao in 1939, the average uit reign
price of imports might beabout the same as in 1939, or 4 cents per
pound, aud that of domestic production might be about 10 cents
per pod 'With per capita income 75 percent greater than in 1939
.hs fore pricefmpt migbe ab4.5 centspet pounds
that of the domestic output might be about 11.5 cents per pound.
r Zcapita Income at 19* level.

Allowing for increased population, consumption of palm-leaf fibers
might be 15-20 percent higher than in 1939, or about 7.0 million
pounds, of which imports might be about 6 million pounds, which
at the assumed unit price would have a foreign value of $240,000.
Domestic production might be about 1 million pounds, valued at
appRoximately $100,000.
Per capitt Inome 75 percent hiwghr than in i29.
Consumption of palm-leaf fibers would probably be substantially
larger under a high national income because of the greater use of
brushes of all kind; consuption might be.perhaps in the neighborhood of 10 million pounds, of which import might supply about 8.5
million pounds, which, at the asumed unit price of 4.0 cent per
pound, *ould have a foreign value of about $380,000. Domestic
production yould then he about 1.5 million pounds, valued at approximately $175,000.
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United Staes pots of psuint-e'f fraeot sepently norde4
but are probably negligible, and are likely to bes aft th a.
.

t

.

*or

Although data are not av#Mabloit seems probable that ewploynmnt
would muve closely with changes in do c production.

TaUTE
iX
Qmmodity: Jute fiber, unn t.ufastund.
akS of dtdy. Free.

G*NuRAL

Data on United States imports (appa t consumption) for 193
Ce given below:
allu~titY (million pounds)-..' ,, ^ -.......11.
Value (million doll--)
----8&6
nit value
(per poun
P. 06
_
d).,.
.

.

Jute, abust fiber, Is one of the cheapest and, wit the ezeption- of
cotton, the moit extensively used of all textile fibers. Vitually the
entire commercial supplt fUye originates In Britisih ndia. Th
fib iL ni6t produce
the nited Sta. Some of the impotd
jute fiber w mea into packing and electrical rove but most of It ii
spun into yr. Thee yarns are ued principally in the foun
fabric of wool ca t,' n th1e
naaulcture of wrapping twines' and
in reinforcing paper; compatielysmller amount r4 ued "in
w~v
reb ig sand padding. (int inp) flt
sibrfroa
mWra production of burlap in te United Stats, no imported jut.
fiber
'
nto burtip.
u
Import of ute fiber
fltuated
wide!d, rsnlng du` thei
thirti esfom alowof 63 milionpoun in 192 io a hijb of *06
pounds in 1937, and avng-n 109.5 million pounds pe jes
;r. Ana
consumption, however, has varied mi a tore harrowrangthe mk
c sMin mpotbg aiated mainly th changes Inivt
e.
AV
foreign value per pound was between 4.1 and 4.5 entsp
pound i the period 1938-9.
During the present war, ju rope has been employed xtnsiy to
supplement the rested uppl of ard-fiber rope, but thi use ill
probably be sharply' reduced aft the war. Jute ppin twine
are in limited competition with hard-fiber and cotton twines;. I
lgq uses in which jute is consumed in the United
the ra
States, m t.alittl, or no dhret competition. Some devlo-ment
of paper yarns for
in pl of jute carpet yarn has oceutred
the war and my ufe
possiby be. competitive factor in the long .
In some of the mmor uses, however, particularly for webbing and
ing, other fibers can be used.
in
Imports of jute fiber are free of duty. A genrl deressein duties
would probably inrease imports of most of the jute manufc
(particularly yarnsyand twines) in which jute fibeir cons med mi t
United State and hence reduce the consumption of iute fibO . A
general increase in duties, on th. other hand probably would bvs
only a minor efft on jute fiber _consumption, ihose jut
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products which might be reduced substantially (webbing and interlings), constitute only a small proportion of tie total imports of jute
fibr and manufactures)
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of jute fiber probably will be high because of

large

requirements for carpet yarns, production of whichwas cut off entirely
by the war, as well as for twines, webbing and other products of jute.
Impotts.of jute fiber might rea;ck00 mon pounds, or 150 percent
above 1939.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Ce"Suaupoe, Prod!CtD, aud Inport

As in the pre-war years jute prics may be expected to fluctuate
with the general price lewel. With per capita income as in 1939, the
average foreign price of imports might be about the same asin 1939,
say 4.5 cents per pound. With per capita income 75 percet greater
than in 1939 it might be about 5 cents per pound.
Per capital Income at 19S9 level.

Per capita consumption of jute manufactures (of the kinds in whieh
thiberis used in. the Uited tates) we4 bo"aut at the sat lvel
asin the thirties. Looses which may be expected by diversion of sme
carpet yarn production from jute to paper might be offset by pains in
other use, particularly in yarns for reinforcing paper, and electrical
rove.
Dutie8 as in 1939.-Total imports of jute fiber, if the duty on' jute
manufactures remains unchanged, might be about 120 million pounds
(or about 10 percent above the average for 1930-39, by reason of
increase in population), with a total foreign value of about 5.4 million
dollars
Duties reduced by 60 percent.-Increased imports of jute manufactures, with a consequently smaller United States jute oonsurption,
might reduce jute imports sharply , possibly to 60 million pound
(about 50 percent less than with tie duty unchanged), with a total
foreign value of about 2.7 million dollars.
Duies increased by 50 percntc-Ont, a relatively small decrease in
-the importation of j'k r u features wvuld betozly li4 suclrt
of duty. Imports of jute would probably be in the neighborhood of
125 million pounds, with a total foreign value of 5.6 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher. then In MO*9.

Consumption of jute products might rise moderately, owing chiefly
to the increased use of carpet yarns.
Dutie8 as in 1989.-Imports of jute might be about 140 million
pounds (or about 15 percent higher than with no change in income)
and be valued at about 7 million dollars (foreign value).
Duties reduced by 50 percent.-As specific duties on the yarns
should have a less restrictive effect when values are higher, the reduction in the United States jute consumption, owi to increased
imports of jute manufactures, might be relatively smaller tha at the
lower income level. Imports of jute may be in the neighborhood of
90 million pounds, with a total foreign value of about 4,5 million
dollars.
Duties increased by 50 percent--Imports of jute might be about 145
million pounds, with a total foreign value of about 7Y4 miitndebts.
e sections on Jute webbing snd jute addilus and lIterlinulp in tbls sris.

Table: [No Caption]
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KAPOK
Tarff pararph: 1884.
Kapok.
Coeiumeiy:,
Free.
Rate of dEV:

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
Quantity (1lng tons)-9,400
----- 1
a33B
Value 0$1,000)
$249
--

--

-

Unit lalue
(per ong ton)

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

---

-

Foreign ,ulw.

Kapok is a soft, lustrous flow obtained from the seed pods of a tree
widely distributed throughout tropical countries but indigenous to
southern Aia and the Netherlands Indies, particularly Java, which
is the leading center of commercial production. The fiber is too
smooth and inelastic for successful spinning, but its resilince lights
or
ness, and filling capacity epecially adapt it for use as stuM1
mattresses, pillows, cushions, and certain sports equipment, an it4
makes it the preferred ptuffing or fe presqven.
lowspoeificgravity
it issd. as heat insulation in refrigerator., fireless Adkers, andlther
moo flasks, and as sound insulation in automobiles, airplanes, and
tanks., The last named is a recefit war use, as is also its employment
in sleeping bags, and in pontoon bridges. Competitive material
are cork, milkweed, and fiber taIs.
Kapok is not grown in the' united States, Over 90 percent of pm
war imports came from the Netherlands Indies;French Indochina iad
British India were Minor sources. Ecuador i also a source but tbh
type commonly imported from there is said to be inferior to Java
kapok. Imports, in 1939, were close to the average, in both quantity
and value, ror the decade before the war. In 1941 imports reached
the all-time record of 1,6,00 long tons, but declined sharply thereafter.
PO8T.WAR SHORT TERM

The lows of the Netherlands, Indies early ip.the wqr cut off the chief
source of kapok and necessitetv'strict Mivinglof Available supply
into war uses. There will most likely be a stro demand for kar
for the usual peacetime uses in the immediate post-war period. imports may reach 15,000-25,000 long tons.
POST.WAB LONG TERM
The value of kapok will probably fluctuate with the general price
level. Assuming per capita Income at 1939 ovols, it might be in the
range of $240-$260 per long ton; assuming the higher level of income, it
might re..ch $300 per long ton.
Per capital Income at 19*9 leni.

By reason of increase in population, kapok imports might be somewhat greater than in 1939, say, about 10,000 long tons, valued at
about 2.5 million dollars (foreign value).
Per capita Income 75 percent hlIhuu tihan4n ItA
Kapok imports might reach 15,0 Ong tons (60 percent above t4
1939 level), valued at 4.5 million dollars foreign value).

Table: [No Caption]
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OT71 TRAWL MR"f O MANIA

Tarf paraaph: 1725.
Comiwdil:
Net or finished sectons of net. for otter tramwl "ig wholy
or in chief value of mala (aba").
a. # duy:
Free.
GENE L
Data on United States imports fbr 1939 are given below:
(1 000 pounds)Quan-tIty97
$
1. , 0
Value (
6
0
) ". ' 181
Unit -u-uperpeud
40.184
S

7'ordkw.

Manila otter trawl nets are used in Sahing for species of fish which
ive on, or very near, the sea bottom. The nets are mad. by 1ing
gether frm 10 to 1$ senate sections of netting to form a larg
flat, conicalsaped ba e ot trawl net hs a wi muth whi
in use, is kept spr4d by two Trge boards (otter boards),ne of ic
is athed to each Side of the mouth of the t, nd, a the boat movn
forwad, they ar cuseid to fare apatt by the presure of tbp *wthe
I&Athe 4.cad endinwh 1lt; a $ iunport&of mail otter
trawl nets averaged 884 00) pounds, with a fotegn v~U0 of $178,000
In the pre-war o4 atut three-fourths of the import (by weight)
came from th0 aYited
Kingdom, and about onie-fifth from Japan.
Domestic production of manila otter trawl nets is not separately
reported, but is believed to be small. Domqstic producers of cotton
and flax nets have attempted to make machine-knotted rails otter
trawl nets, but they couldot compete succesfully with the import
netb most of w'hicfi are hand-knotted. Because the supply of mnla
otter trawl inets his been curtailed, going o waste eexigencies, some
nets made of sisal end other hard fibrs and ome of cotton are being
used. It is very likelyhowever, tat the subtitut will be replaced
by the more desirable manila product as soon as conditions permitL
FOST.WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of manila otter trawl nets is likely to be rather high
because replacements for mot of the nets now in service will be needed.
Practically all of the nets are badly worn and have been kept in service
only by numerous temporary repairs. Consumption might be 1.6-2.5

million pounds per year, nearly all of which would be imported.
POST.WAR WONG TERM

Conus Ml "Animports
Construction of a trawler suitable for handling large fishing gear
a considerable outlay-in some instances as much as quarter
requires
million dollars. Except for replacements, the addition of many new
boats of this type to the fIlshing fleet during the long term i unlikely.
Immediately before the war, however, some Pacific coast fishers,
previously using other types of fishing gear, begin to try out manila
otter trawls. Any extensive shift to those trawi, such as might particularly occur at the higher income level, would, however, result in a
snmewhat larger consumption of the nets than in 1939.

ron-Wr IMPW
Per e"pite En60om at 1l

AND DOMC

ox
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lent.

No m al expion i expected in the fishing industry supplied
by trawleni using ma
trawl nets. Consumption of mwil. otter
trawl nets ht be about the same a in ,139 when imports ware
that the unit foreign
APprximately 1 million pounds. Asum
vaue would be about 20 cents per pound (which was the average
unit foreign value in the period 1936-39), the total foreign value of
imports would be about $200,000.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In lost.

If allowance is made for a somewhat wider use of manila otter trawl
nets Mi the fishing industry, consumption might bp in the neighborhood
of 1.2 million pounds annually. At an avenge unit foreign value of
22 cents per pound, the total foreign value of imports would be
about $265,000.

Table: [No Caption]

11. WOOL AND MANUFACTURES

SCHEDULE

INTRIODUCTION AND 8UMMARY

This section covers all items in schedule 11 of which imors in
exceeded $100,000 (together with the item of wool top, atogh
less than $100 000).
imports of wool tops in that yar
The total number of the dutiable items covered in thi section is 16,
Imports of these items in 1939 were valued at 48.8 million dollars, out
of a total value of 49.2 million dollars for all imports under
schedule. The section Oso includes dutT-free wool (entered under
bond for manufacture into carpets and related products), imports of
which in 1939 were valued at 25.7 million dollars.
Articles dutiable under schedule 11 fall into two large groups: (1)
Raw' materials and (2) semimanufactures and finished manufactures.
The raw materials include the natural fibers (wool, mohair, and several
related kixa of hair), wool waste, noils, and rag. The value of the
impolta of these raw matter in 1939 w"a29.9 million dollars
against 18.9 million, the valua of imports of the more advanced dutia.
ble products.
Ile following tabulation summarizes actual production and import.
in 1939 of these two groups of dutiable articles, together with the
figures for free carpet wool, and compares these st4tistics with estimates of post-war production and imports under the several assumptions with respect to national income and levels of duty:
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In 1939 the domestic production of dutiable woo4l(ag related
fber) oils, wase and,: ras as v~aued"~atj!85',7 Iim dollars,
t
tstt 29.9'
andt e f
f tJ9
to
nIJon,
eqiit
16 percent o the dome[n
puction. Tliwpwcenae,
of cou,
& sx comparable with
would be higher If the import. wete vlud bon,
4?mesti, production, For the principaltem of this roiprawwool
,
of
rlted
4
3aithe.
imporsto
production,
97ratio
domestic
in
and,
quantity, wss 23 percertI? The s uMof the-A1939 fgur of production
of items dutible under schedule i1, other. than r oW*ol*noil, ki8
2205.4' ili9n .dollars, but 'thi totl ivolve extensive dupliaon
of a~rtides,.in.difterent' stages of in4ufacture.;, 'It is rouletimated t -t
without such duplction the nine of thhe domestic prouxcMon of this grou' In i939 wduld' have: ben 1,100 million to,1 150
million dorr. The foreiWn value of the iprts swas 18.9 nlipn
dollars, vqual to about 1.8 pent of the adjusted figure for. dotic
prpution. If dutie axd importation expenses were added to the
foreign ¼v~azeofftl~p imprre,,
ihjs -ratio woud9 of ;behihe.
cr,
Th# only .dutye itm sor4d withsheule 11 cxtpet wool,
of which thereI. no oactionw thilscoustry.
-It s etimated that, with natial income d dutis s in 1939,
thIe aitle of domestic poductioti of dutiable wool (and Sated hair)
noils, ^wate, and rags in the lo nn pst-war period:wod .exceed
the pductin in 11939 by w hat more than the growth in
lation,:and that impor4tould show a somewot greater izwrese
production. The estimated increase in vae of produMcti, n is10
oWf
equal to the growthdutia
opulatin
whereas The
tqh stlmatd
percent,
estimate
meres import of other
ieitemsis larger.
post-war imports of carpet wool' are slightly l8 than the imports in
1939. .XWith national income 75 percent higher than in 1939, and with no
change in duties, the value of the domestic 'prductio of dutiable
wool (and related
noils, waste and rags will probably exceed the
lower income ievel by about I) percent,
production at thehair),
and
the value of the imports will be more than twice as great, the dieparity between these 'tWo ratios being found in the possible inability
of the Far Western ranges to increase' their production .of sheep
sufficiently" to keep pae with the anticipated after demand eultilg
firm high income. The estimted effects of high natiincme on
production and.nport of other dutiable items ate somewlt similar.
A part (though less than half) of the excess in values at the high income
level over those at the lower-income level is due to probable advance
Estimates for the post-war period indicate 'that for the articles
dutiable under this schedule, of both th groups distinguish, theef ects
of a 50-petcent 'increase or a 50percent decrease' in duties tpon the
value both of domestic production and of imports would be more
marked than for articles in most other tariff schedules.
fA reduction or Vtn increase of 50 percent in the duties 0n wool and
hair, noils, waste, nd rs might change considerably the ratio of
.imports to domestic production of these materials. Thusit is estimate
ed that with national income asii 1939, a 50-percent reduction. -in the
o

t'Specal methods have bad t be followed in estimatIg both the, doe
i
wool ad ha in 1939 IitUlf, m bsis f the pot-watmte, Tb
ot

-n dutiable wool.

Table: [No Caption]
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Tariff paragrqphl:1.1Otj( -;
Donikol, Valparaiso, and other eo nQmiue woos1 all otherools
Commodity:
not finer than 40s, and hair of the camel, duty-freb under
bohd..
Free.
Rate of duty:
psoh, ahh*
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Dat on United States imports (apparent consumption) for.139

are given below:
Quantity (elean weight, 1,000 pounds)
Value ($1,000)
Unit Value (per pound) -* Foren vae.

-

._ -102,-714
25, 68
-- - $.$ 25

--_--

There is no. commercial production of carpet wools in the Unit$d
States; hence the entirecnsumption is applied imts? Tn 193*
about 105 million pounds of duty-f carpet ob Iscript
were used in the United Statein teprdlctionof apprx e 8
million squareyairds of floor coverings. Practically 06 $ercitf the
imports in 1939 (102.7 million pouni) consisted of the'7ualproed"
or true carpet wools, and 4 percent were ote, or "mproe wols
adNe
rge
not finer than 40s. The latter came chiel from A
Agtina
wools
fom.
came
principally
cpet
true
The
Zealand.
and Britih India; small rquatities entered from manyl sources,
chiefly the Unitd Kgdom,/Irq; Syria, Egypt, SBire, and pouL.
China formerly was one of the, principal suppliers, but ha bee ¢;
parativey unim portant since thieJapanestok contrl o4 easer
China; in 1937 and thereby closed the pors through chthe epo
;
had been moving. *u
/
$
woo.ot fnr than 4. Th eflatiepof to
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mintoConsuption of carpet wool is very responsive to cl.
po
s (c
of
million
78
annual
From
at
smner income.
average
mon
t
99
ineae
mill
constunption
1920-24
during
weight)
oundsduring 1925-29,111 o to 62 milon in 1930-34, adincreamed
go million li 1935X39. Since 1941 most of the carpet millaciwty
ha been diverted to the manufacture of cotton duck and wool blankets
uider wartime contracts. Some. us was being made of Aryon fiber by
the carpet industry before the war, but it had scarcely advaced beyond
the experiments stage and did not exceed 6 percent of the total fibers
consume~. Deiring the woar when imports of ptwAl nd the
manufacture of carpets have been sharply redul, rayohabeen
more important, amount in 1943 t 15 percent of te fibcs .
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POST.WAR SHORT TERM
In this period the yardage of floor coverings manufactured ix ext average 110-11 million yad per year or 7586 percent
larger than mi '1939, in order to make up for ah ex)tre lysrt output
during the wra years. In the short-tern :post-war period with iarge
supplies of suitable raw wools available in rapidly increi volume,
the use of rayon in floor coverings will probably decline. Consume
tion of raw wool, therefore, is expected to average about 155 million
pounds per year or nearly 50 percent larger than in 1939, with a value
of 50 million dohiars per year, compared with about 26 million dollars
in 1939.

pected.

POSTWAR LONG TERM
-consnuptln and Imports
As indicated in the sections of this report on wool carpets and rugs,'
it is believed that the various levels of duty to be considered in connection with Senate Report 341 may affect domestic production of
wool carpets and rugs and, therefore, the imports of carpet viool, only
to a relatively small extent. If the duties are 60 percent lower than
in 1939, imports of carpet wool might be 3 percent less than With the
1939 duties. Similarly, if the dutn on carpets and rugs were inreased
by 50 percent the imports of carpet wool might be 1 or 2 percent
greater than with I 193 duti.
D
Per capita Iheoumat ALe-e

in population, total consumption
Allowing for 1t
10 percent higher than in
be.p
would
roximately
of floor coverings
1939. Owingto b pwsbabihitotof considerable use of rayon, it is
likely, however, that imports of carpet wools will be somewhat less
than in 1939 pd will, not exceed 100 million pounds, with a foreign
1
value of about 25 million dollars.
Per cita Income 75 percent higher then In 1t95.
Under the higher income level consumption of carpets, which in the
past has always increased with igh income, is estimated at about 60
percent above- that in; 1939. Taking into account the probable
inc e in the use of rayon, imports would probably total about 13Q
million pounds of the raw wools. At pti 30 percent higher tWh at
the lower income level, thesa imprts would have a total foreign value
of approziuntely 45 million do11ams.
'0mM
0 o Urns sputao'es machine-wMAe wool ok and np pa. 1117. and
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Table: DUTIABLE WO LS- RAW WO L AND HAIR USED FOR AP AREL PURPOSES

Table: Table 1.- Raw wo l and hair: Reported production, imports, and ap arent consumption in 1939
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PRODUCTION

AND

HAIR

USED FORt
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Rate oJf~
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paragraph,
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Chn theskin
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I------*
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GENERAL

Table 1 shows for 1939 United States production oftool ad rlated hair, as reported by the United States Department of Agiculture, imports as reported by the United States Department of
Commerce, and apparent consumption (production plus imports, low
the insignificant exports).
TABMS 1.-Raw wool and hair: Reported
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Table: Table 2.- Raw wo l and hair: United States consumption in 1939, as reported by the Bureau of the Census
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related
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tion of'domestic fronthat of imported maeiaL Since the Census
gives no valus for the material consumed, such value he been
computed by applying to the quantities the average unit- pri
shown in table 1, namely 77 cents per pound for domestic wool and
mohair, and 39 cents pr pound (foreign value) for the imported wool
and related aninul hair.
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The significance of the wide differences between these two tabulations is discussed below.
This section covers apparel1 wool and related animal ir, prim
cip4lly mohair (Angora goat), camel haitr hair of the Cashmt pat
hair of three' relate South American animals (alpaca, llamaan
vicuta), and hair of the An'ora rabbit.
Wool accounted for about 92 percent and mohair for 8 percent of
total United States production of wool and- related hair in 1939.
There is no domestic production of hair of th. camel, Cashmere goat,
alpaca, llama, or vicufia. There is a small production of Angora rabbit
hair, but the' quantity is not kgown. In 1939 wool accounted for
96 percent of the imports of these classes of fiber imports-of mohair
were smaller thantthose of the other hair asa group. Imports of wool
and hair have varied widely over a period of years, depending on the
degree of general business activity in this country, but the general
tendency has been downward since 1923, in lame part owin to an
increase in the domestic production of wool and mohair, which rose
from about 130 million pounds (scoured basis) in 1922 to 205.5 million
pounds in 1939.
Charactertatlca of the sheep Industry.

'The sheep-raising industry differs materially in economic characteristics from the beef-cattleindustry and the hog indust, in tat it has
two major joint products, wool and meat (mutton and lamb, hereafter,
for brevity referred to as' lamb), together with minor byproducts.
Although tie ratio of the income from wool to that from lamb varies
from year -to year, during recent pro-war years wool and lamb have
accounted for about 40 and 60 percent, respectively, of the to;w". Factors affecting the demand for lamb may thus materially affect the
I Se selon on Carpet Wool.
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production of shbee, ad nequetlythe outputof wol;tlt6 ocarin,
true
is obno6-.uul9y,-6
A reduction of 50 percent in the duties on woolwould doubtless hao
du domestic produce
maked ect i increaing importan
tion. An -incrweof 6O'prmnt in the wooldut wuld haethe
opposite, though lemarke effect. On the other hand,- it 'isdoubtful
whether cores din changes the duties on livioeep and on lamb
would have much efct on detic -production of s.heep
About twothirds of the production of sheep-isijnthe western range
Stt, although Ia uwben are misd a- fa I 6ther Stes.
meh& AT'e
cajI "he
off the ee*hs
W suppotit
hihit i4go-f
nim jw
Tange to
b
Them--.
¢ost
aim
trisange. Even If &0edutii on wool should be
for large 'oas
epnit
nreaedt is doubtful whether th rn country c
pouction of wool W clth strog demaiad that- wdu",,~e~i~
a highnationa mQe, There might, however, b a relativiy greater
expansion0 ini the production of sp a wool on farms, aithoggh tJus
is iznta.
0
W,

DMpvit
"I

n wool tetutla

it is difficlti}to mike estimates of the potwa domtic pduton
ro wool and r d hair bCMO the dpai be
the series o statistic on which, etimates must bebased, Co
sn
of tables
c 1 and 2 shows that apparent compiinp
1939 was
l-elow the reported.actual consumption. This'dit patir
;
conspicuous with respect to dmietic :wool (nt4 incding
rated prd i i 19 by 62
reported consumption etdd
ion pounds, or?2 percent. For single year a disparit of uch
magnitude might bo explain by largewithdraof wo frm
preiously accumulated stocks. 83uch 4ithdrawa h r, could
not explain a continuig disparity over a periodof year. Acul
in 4
consumption exceeded apparent nuptio o doetic
out of the 6 yeas1939;the ec verged no les than 42 million
pounds per year, a- quatityrmuch g t tin that whic cd b
explained by reAuction ip priously actum acted stocks.
The causes of thediprt betee thwo iet of stasiaor an
ppraisal of their relative accuratebondd the scope of ti rport.
Census statistics of consumption
Threason to believe; that
volve a crtain mount of dupliation d,
fo o
the
actual consumption. -Itseems probable, on t other Land, tha% the
hch ae ncesy lpry based on eti
stistics of piducti
mates, m lly udertate the actual production.
It I. possible to use ehlur onof the two set of d 44 a bas fo
post-war estimates regarding wool. The relation among the result t
figures, undcr the several assumption regadmg tia income and
rates of duty, would be roughly similar on the two bases, but the
absolute figures for domestic production, under each of the aswumptionsI would be materially larger inM the calculations based on table 2
th in those based on table 1.
r, to base 'tepost-war
It has seemed more appropriate, ho
estimated mainly on prear data hallway between table
and 2. Table 3 presents for 199 such intermediate fires; te m
aown in table1 nd consumption ofdoutic
bet m produte

Table: Table 3.- Raw wo l and hair: Intermediate estimates of United States production, imports, and consumption, 1939
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wool as shown in table 2 is, in table 3, designated, for convenunce
All the post-war estimates in this setion are
based on table 3.
TABLS 3.-Rawt wol and hair: IMWr*TmaiaL estimate of United &atic prductdi,
as domestic production.

imports, and consumption, 1939
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The estimates of total consumption of wool and related hair in the
post-war period, although stAting with the pre-war consumptin as
estimated in table 3, are necessarily derived mainly from the ireslts
imanbf the estimates reading wool wktes and rags, wool
faeture and finish wool manufactures. Changes in national itome
affect materially the consumption of wool fabrics. Change. in .rates
of duty may affect materially the imports of semimaanufatres and
finished ikianufactures of wool, and these effects ill be refl ed i
the domestic consumptioa of wool and related hair. If, for example
a 60-Prcent reduction in the duties on
anufactures d fii
in
a
substantial
increase in imports of
manufactures should result
these products, this would obviously tend to reduce thoughh not
necerily proportionately) the consumption of raw wool m this
country. The estimates for woqi seinimanufactures and finished
manufactures take into account the po~ible effects of the competition
of synthetic teitile fibers on the demand for articles of wool, under
different assumptions as to national income and rates of dutyAll
t-war estimates riding individual commodities in this
series of reports are based on the assumption that ch es in the rates
of duty would apply. to all commodities alike. It is obvious that, if
the rates of duty on raw wool should b decreased or increase by 60
percent with no change in the rates of duty on wool semimanufactures
and finished manufactures, the effect upon the consumption, aDd thi
domestic production, of raw wool would- be considerably different
from those hereafter forecast.- In that case a reduction in the duty
of raw wool would :tend to increa the consumption of that commodity, so that the increase in imports would not be accompanied by
an equal decrease in domestic production, although the share of
imports in consumption would rise. An increase& of 50 percent in
the duty on raw wool, under these conditions, would have converse
effects.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
In this iod the consumption of raw wool and hair will probably
be appreciably larger than in 1939, in part became of higher incomes

andin part because of deferred demand for wool fabric left over
the war period, when civilian cnsumption haibeen restricted! bUnited
State piduction will probably b substAntiialy smaller thaniii 13,because of a liquidation of stock sheep which began in the fall of 1942.
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Both production and imports intoe immediate ostrwar yew may. l
much affected by the policies pursued b! the nited Statie Government and~ the Govrnment of- Great;Britain with reletnee both:to
the liquidation -of the large Government-owned stocks and to the
maintenance of prices to the grower. For this reason it is imprac.
ticable to:foreast- the volume of either domestic production or imports
during this period.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cosumpboe, Predueton, and Imports

Allestimates of production nd imports of wool in the long-term
post-war period assume that the influence of the -present large
Government- d stcks of wool; as well as the inlfuence of wartime
and immediate post-wr policies of the UniWtdState Gover nt
and the British Govenment with respect to wool prices, will substantially cease to be feltduring the post-wat long-term' riod. Ai
a matter of fatc, this asumption may prove unfounded. It would,
however be impracticable to present fiant estates without
making tliis asumption.
Prr p4htea i"ome @t 199 Octl.
Duties as in 1889.-O 'the basis of conclusions

reached in the

sections op woolens and worsteds, yau, tops, noils, .vstes, and. rag,
total consumption of raw wool and related hai in the United States,
on these aum ons reining income az$ duties, is liely to be
3 to 9 percent larger than in 1)39. Oh the basis of the pre-war
figures intable 3, it would be 310-330 million pounds. It is difficult
to forecast whatpart of this consumption woul4 be supplied by dometic wool.. There can be no certainty a to how long the proc of
liquidation of shee, which began in; 1942, will continue, or as to how
rapid w be the upward trend, if any, st its close Costs of production
have risen shaply
during the war, and many of the persons: employed
h
on sheep ranchesjiave
left them for the Army or for war industries.
It s iimpossible to know to what extent these wartime conditions will
hav ben re-dusted y the long-rm pt-war period.
It should b one ainind, however, that the general assumption
in this report is th, if during that ped the per capita income is the
same as i 1939, the general price level of commodities (not, of co
that of every individu l commodity) will be about the same as in
1939. Thi assumption involves the further assumption that, on the
average for all commoities, costs of production will be about the
same as in 1939. To what extent the cost of producing sheep may
fail to conform to this general umption, is, of cou uncert
Moreover, it is uncertain what changes in costs may. hae taken place
in Australia and other wool exporting countries duri the war, and
how far, these costs will have returned to pre-war levelslin the post-war
period. If costO in the domestic and foreign sheep-raising industries
should be appromately adjusted to pre-war levels by the long-term
period, the domestic product of wool and mohair might be somewhat greatr than in 1939, although ieasg pr on the available range land makes it improbable that the expaon would equal
f oret o
that in the population. oh the 6e handf c
pre-war levels, domestic production of wool 'and mo in thlong-
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Table: Table 4.- Raw wo l and related hair: United States production, imports, and ap arent consumption in 1939; and post-war estimates under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

Table: Table 5.- Raw wo l and related hair: Consumption of ? and imported products in 1939, and post-war estimates under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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Table: Table 6.- Raw wo l and related hair: Estimated United States production, imports, and consumption in 1939, and post-war estimates under the ? of Senate Resolution 341
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Domestic exports of raw wool and hair will probably be extremely
small in the post-war period.
-

tm~~31se51*

At 6.2 hours per head, 31.4 million mndays of 10 hours, or 105,000
min-years of 300 working day, were required to care for about 50.6
million stock sheep and .Angor goats mi 1939. In the post-war
long term, with a domestic production of 70-iO percent of 1939, or
22.0-34.5 million, 10-hour mn-ays or 73,000-115,000 man-years
of 300 working days would be required, depending on the assumed
lv61 of national income and rates of duty.

Table: [No Caption]

Table: Wo l wastes: Rates of duty in the Tarif Act of 1930 and in trade agre ment with the United Kingdom, and imports in 1939, by tarif clas es
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million dollars, yen.t-.;,;t tth
D1ty increased btj 60 percent-Because the offset of high du
the
on wool and wool fabri in rising price and thus le
of
wool fabrics the priuction ofwoo mi wast fo
domestic
market mi ht- Nbotit I'0Oecet lo t n with no changein duties.
It would then bo 4
fmllo pounds a yer, valued at 1517 min
Cons p Iht rema'ineth same as with no Chu" in
dollars.
duties, 60r70 millo pound year, as the effect of riduioifbrb
production presuablr would be o t the tendsnN5oshf to thE
use of cheaper.materals (among;whia
noun nd o r wtes te,
included) to avoid the full consequece of te ic s i the pric of
e t petr
raw wool. The quantity iiprd miht be
thn with dutes u nged nd aount t 1-0 million ounds a
year 'or about 5 percent oF consumption. Te unit value, sibly
wouidbe slghtly gitr'thant
te'tizcane'd r'te bf dty, ithth
result that the .~
tota foreign
of
i Imports 'would' be 7-i) milon
~ ~ value
a
dollars.-: .
Pe

ptta Ince 7 preent higel tr uhn" n 1959.:.

Because, of increased activityin the woolen and wostediqdus
the production of wool mil wastes might be about 20 pent grt
than with per capitala income the sme as in 1939. o tion
would probably not increase to sthesme extent as ther would' be a
use a sml h portion of wool mill- waste ad a grater
tendenty
of
proporhton raw wool. The quantity of imrt might.
rain about
the same as at the, lower leld of income,althioUgh *te avegrei
bl'y -would bincroeae
value
bout 30 percent, s the rlt of hig
and
igr
e
qu
fi
pri
.On frone
considerations, the following estimates are deived
on the- ba of perepita income being th#,aime ".I if194OLL
YM as in 199. nauimption ofwool mi waste" psily would
be 70-SO million pounds a year, of which production might b' 0-"45
million pounds, valued at 24-26 million dollars and Impi
10-45
million pounds (15-20 percent of consumption), with fo r vt
of 6 million dollar.
Duty redud by re"n Aosumpti might be 7
million pound, o£ wch production possibly would- spl4-55
million, valued at 16-20 million dolls, and import. 15-25 million
(25-40 percent of asumption), with a foreign value of 9-12 millo
dollarsayear.
might, be 7
Dinge airwrea ofcd by 50 perenit.-osrptwn m;h~e70-80 mmlion
pounds year which produce posibly wod sUppl 50 million
1-20 miion
pounds valued, at 24-26' million dolls nd i
pounds (225 peret of. consumption), wth a foeign value of
10-14 titillio dolas a e

Exports of wool millwMaste have bei
distrbted, go to
Cada,theUnitedKingdm, sadvaries Eopeanand 1-tin =mai.
ca marketsv- They have bee sal in compfo witb pvdcion

Table: [No Caption]

Table: Wo l rags and reclaimed wo l fiber: Rates of duty in Tarif Act of 1930 and in the trade agre ment with the United Kingdom and imports in 1939, by tarif clas es
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ranged from 600,000

period
Ini
d import
to $225;000'-a year. They may
at $75,O
valued
pounds,
1,8000,00
duties
in.
war,
be.appv amely thesame sfsrhethe
resed! in} which cae the deAd for noils and other wool mill wastes
inl the united Staes might cause exports virtually to cease.
,
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Data are not available.

WOOL RAGS AND SHODDY
TVrif pdrWaph: 1106.-

Wool rags, shoddy, miuno, and wool extract.
(For wool noils and
*ae, also dutiable under par. 1106,
mee separate report.)
Bquivalent ad& valorem (1939): 33%.
9¢ to 14 perlb.
Rate of duty:
NoY3,-Tbe Tprlit Act of 1930 fted rat on those products ranakn¶rom 10 to 24 cents per pound. Tb.
t with the United Xingdom, effective January 1, 1U,.teso were reduced p t to the trade

Commodity:

ml

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

_

For
For
export domesticI

Total

market

uantity (1,000pounds) -----------,-7-9
---3l13,950
.*
Valu.('l 000),
-a $. 14
Unit L,)E

AppaoeOt
I t....o con.1ucm
Peresat

990W
9, 119
8,421
99, 0118I
Z .
..-.-.-719
18,240 Z23
--.2-.
so.I8
$0.1
--.

'C=utqd fqt stattls of consumption, exports, and imports; the third column represets cenump
tbonof dalne"t~
JAs r~pored by Bure~u do th Census for Woolen and Worsted, Knit Goods, Felt Goods, and Cotton
* Foegn a.

Wool rags and reclaimed wool/tber: Rates of duty in Tariff Ad of 1930 and in th
trade agreement with the Uitied Kingdom and imports in 1989, by tariff. cla..ee
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POST-WAR IMPORTS, TA DOMTTIC fODUCTION .,

Wool ragsvarywiy in quality ad prie, d n g on the
and color of the origal fabric, and the grade: ofwool- ed' 0$
rags areobtaine from used doti p
ass
o rags icicude
and skin. New ol'
g
from d cut
C
tables p£ garment manufacturers, and his or short lgth cut
from the ends of new pieces at the ttile ill. Under thepoisin
of the Wool ;Products Labelig Act, effectve July 15, 1941, fib
obtained from old wool rags are t
"reuse wool," thor fibe
j wool." All
obtained from new wool rags are ternl
Ano
to
'be
fibrous
a
reduced to a
state, kpown shody, before
rags have
they are usable for remanufacture in woolen nlls.
Shoddy, as the term is generally used in this cotry, means, any
wool fiber reclaimed from wool rags; but, as used in the tariff act, it
applies only to wool fiber recovered from soft woolen goods, such as
knit underwear, stockings, sweats, soft flannels,,ad dress go .
Mungo is wool fiber recovered from, rgs of goods which have b
heavy filled or felted, or made of hard4pun yards, and is inferior in
quality to shoddy.., eWoolxtract is wool filber exacted by cabonlzation from wool rags contajpng, a mixture of cotton or other vegetable
fiber.
Shoddy is animportant raw materia$ in the mauf4cture of mediumand low-priced tsxolen goqds such as overcoatinp ad
. It is
sun
seldom used alone, but is ordinarily blended with new wool or Wo1
mill wastes. Shoddy and wool mill wastes prtly supplement and
partly compete with new wool. Because of; their lo4er, value they
allow the use of wool fiber in garments and other products sellmin in 4
lower priced fiel4 than new wool, and to this extent compete with cot
ton, rayon staple fiber, and other relatively cheap fibers, In normal
times shoddy 'and wool mill wates furnish approximately half the
raw material used by the United States woolen industy. They are
not used in the worsted industry.
Rags are collected by dealers who sort amd gdthe and in t
to
wooen;
sell them to shoddy ganufactu
rectl
rails. ahIf
demand and price are strong, collection is large' sdmy r
the mills; if the price is down, low-pade r ae *ot mlted ad
consequently consumption' is less. So, in a lite o ra e t
no
producedl, they accumulate, They are either collocte4 ol
4
lected, demand and price being the factors detin t
collected.
Wool rags arc a more! important item in internatiolpsi
than shoddy, mungo, or wool extract. Imports are
rags from knit goods and fine fl l, which are nlot availa1*'
quartities in the Unitei States.
The United Kingdom is the principal supplier of wool rags inp
into the United States. The total quantity. of imports was jithq*
neighborhood of 20 million pounds a year in 1925-29, but un.er $
Tariff Act of 1930, in which the statutory rate was in rea
th +erage quantity (through 1938) w
7% to. 18 tethe4#ound,
oaFnr about 2 mil4on pounds annually. Imports incrd to BA
million pounds in 193% following reduction of the duty oa ra SW
centA.-a lpo~d on Janut .1 of at year.
In the latest we-war years, the exports of ras from the Unid.
States exceeded imports ih quantity, although not in value. 'Te upit
in

D .-':*4woI
Ia

Iuwnis rw raowc

Tle 16 Ports in 1939 wse than oetMrd 'theuit a ( eg
ipot
that yea, The P
ofi
Uited KingdomJapan,sadmItly.
'-:

Because of the expected high level of activity in
4~i manafachtrig industry, -the quantity of ra availble from domestic
sources Wd the total quantity consumed in the cited Stts robbly
willbegreatethan inl939. sports maybe about tha hess in
-that year, although this Wil depend too a great extent on supply
conditions abroad.
V.

Z~~OST.WAE LONG TERM
Cnumpdoa, PnductIn, and Ijpotu

r ts-ptt In'om. at I19 fnE6.

ncreae, consumption
'Dug
result
ab6ut 10 percent greater than 'in 1939 ox i the neighborhood
mightibe
of 110 million pounds a year. The quantity of rags obtained il this
as iA 19S9-As 'the

of population

cotnitry (excluding those exported), i. e. "prilauctiotr' for the dozasi
market, possibly would be about 95-100 million pounds, and assumtingan average Value about the same as in 1939 would be valued at 14-15
10-15 m n pound,
aptillion dollar a year. Imports nipht be aiut
or supply 9-14 percent of consumpton.. The
average value af imports
in 1939 (28 cents pound) was lower than in most recent pro-war
s An average value of 35 cents a pound (correndi with
yea.
that for the years 1935-38) is theriore assumed. Upon this basis,
the total value of imports would be about 3.5-5.2 million dollars a
year.
Dudy Teduced by 50 perevu.-As the 50-percent reduction m duityon
rgs would be accompanied by a coponding reduction in duti& on
might
raw wool :and wool manufactures, the consumption of r
decline.:because of a decline in the domestic production of woole yarn
in which shoddy is uled and because of the tendency to u vin
wool as a result of the4 reduced price of raw wool. The co ton
of rags might therefore be about 10 percent less than if thre were
no change in the duty in which cae the consumption would be
about 100imillion pounds a year. Because of loWer rices the quantity of rags obtained in the United State for domestic consumption
might be reduced to about 80-85 million pounds; the value might he
from .112 million dollars. :The reduced duty would operate to
stimulate impoi ts which might supply'as much s1520 djilhion
pound a year, or 50-100 percent greater than with no chwge in
duty and amount to 15-20 percent of consumption. The average
quality, and consequently the unit value, of imports would probably
be sontewhat lower than if the duty were unchanged. A unitvalue
of 3s0 cens a pound is assumed, in which case the foreign vlue of
importa would be 4%W-o million dollait a year.
Vutiy irtcrtased by 550 percent.-The( increase cost Of ra wool, as
the reult of a higher duty on that material, would tend to increase
the consumption of substitute fibers, or whieh wool rags haiin iMo
ant source. Conisumption might be aboUt percent ratet tha if
duties Wore Unchanged, and Amount to app iatey 120:m;iOn
pounds a year. In the presence of an active demand in the Unit d

Saethe quniy frg oband lnhs
b4iv ' doi*
of182 millx
o.s mp*ot
in spite nof
of thAe
Inceasd du'ty, ad tnoatto aut 8 million h
a year, or 7 percent ofoittio
qayofifip s
probably would be bettr knd eunit valuehigh ta Itt
were unchanged. .A unt value of 37 cents pou i asse I
which case the tl value f Ip would be 3 million dollars
year..

inme 75 0
Per apita
tip 19*.
ient hiheth
h

The increasd conumptioziof, ,wo fabiobblk ould cause
increase i the su'p
consiixiptiotA o woo1 ra, ltug}
they might 4ostltute a smalle proportion of the total rw a
usedz. Com paredwithian increae obf 20 t*o35tol
tabr
consumption,
about
10
perof
wool
rags
be
thonsunsuptionmlght
cent greater than if per capital Income wre unchanged. :Th ince
in the dornestip supply would- posibly be0le"s than 10 percent, a
that min sports, greater than 10 perent e.s, of the tndany to
utilize a larger propaotitn'of themore cstIag obtan
i
frtnaod.'
be
possibly would
The effect of chan ges inthe duty
tnot
oin
dmpos
s pronounced as; at the lower leve of income. The price of ra,
both ii the United State and abroad, probably would be higher
than withR per capital income the same a in 1930, because of the Icrease (30 percent) whi is aumed in the priqe of raw wol.; A
increase of 20 percent in both the freign unit value and the domestic
unit value is assumed. 'On the basis of the foregoing considerationa,
the following etiates are derived from ithse which hv0e already
been made, under the three rates of duty, with per capital income the
same as in 1939.
tPuty as in 1989.-Cousunfption posibly would be 1bout 120million poundsoa year. The quantity obtabiied fom domesic sr
(excluding that exported) migt bemin the neighborhood of 105 mil
lion pounds, with a value of 19 mIllion dollars. Imports inht be
16 million-poilds, or 12.5 percent of ¢
a {oreg1
it a
value of -6.3 million dol year,
-oeg
Dty- reducd 'by 5.:t0' pere'nt.-ConsumptikMi might be about 110
million pounds a year4 The domestic supply (excluding exports)
possibly, would be 9o-,ilhion pou,' withs vilue of 14-15 million
dollars, and impois be 20 million pounds, or 18 percent of n
tion,- with a foreiMn value of 7A5 million dors a 3'car.
ed SO perid-Coflumption pibly woud e 130
Dtdy incrasm
million pounds a yrear.: The domesticsupply Xexpoxrs)L
(excluding
might be about 120 million pounds a yea with a vaue of 24- million
do II,andimportsbe 10 million pounds;ot8, percent of consumption
4ith a foreign value of 4.5 million dollars ayear.
an

With duties the same as in 1:939, exporteprobably would: be somewhat greater than in that year, say 9-12 million undsvalxued at
0.7-1.0 million dollars, depending on busimnes cOnodto. M: the
t the
United States and a;brod. If duties re reduced 50 p
lower prc in the United States might cause export to, doubl in
71 233-4&---64

Table: [No Caption]
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If duswee
quantity, and to crease 50-670 percent in veluw.
creased 50 percent, exports mightbe only abotoit i-half As egat in
quantity, and only two-thirw as great in vahw as if te dte
hang Epema

Data are not available.

WOOL TOP
Tariff paragraph: 1106.
o mo cal hair, and like the.
Wool (topR including Mp
37¢per lb. + 12%%ad ial. Eqiai: a1Pdveaorm 9$9): 82%.5
of duty:

Commdity:'
Rat

PwMt ad vau. Th.
Nt-e rSxoatefid ni. the Taiff A d v1t? mts per
ty fb raw- Acbg
@137 omntb per pound.1 inteuded - mfr
gsi.dfduty
by would
hnge Ithe rkw wool duty,
of the duty, aompanied by a cen
atr the man of protection afsorded
doustlmufaetweru.*The ad vof the re
notIhbs=
eectie January
was reduced to 12i percent pursuant to the trade cement whthe UnitOd King

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

Production~ ~ Apparent
~~Rti
imot

0

Imports consump- to OMdomestic
smto
_

Item

Total

market'

flercenf
0 06
114 19i,9
quantity QzO pounds)
198,m l963
19k 808
38
velu*(aiy).--.
1723
I
. 7 . - ---.
.4087 '0O.87
Unlivuue (per pcund) .....-...............
.
-...*(4).. ..
Persons employed numbere)
.....................

.

--2-17:,9

.

--

exports wrere neglgble.
*Yorsgn value.'
4 Not avalble; persons reported in the production of woolen and worsted cloth Ibxbu
in makn top.

those enped

Wool top is a continuous and comparatively thick strand or rope
of wool produced by combing out the shorter fibers (noils) rnd paralthe longer remaining fier, It is an intermediate oduct in
leling
making worsted- yarn for use by the knitting and weaving industries.
It is obtained in recognized grades, is easily tranported, andenters
extensively into commerce.
Approximately 75 percent of the -top-making machinery in this
country is located in integrated mills and official data covering value
'of production of top8 in such mills are not available. In 1939 only
3 percent of the total top produced was made for sale, about 44 percent
was combed on commission partly by separate top-making mills and
partly by integrated mills, and the remaining 53 percent was made
for own use. In the foreign countries from which most imports are
received; 70 to 80 percent of the top is made for sale or on commission,
in highly specialized t6p-waking mills.
Imports during the ade 1930-39 were a very small fiction of
percent of consumption. They were not comparable with the bulk
of domestic production and were confined to top of a high grade and
value or of a fiber not ordinarily produced in this country, such as
came hair, 4Vicufia, and alpaca. The United Kingdom, France,
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9at
3alue
183-00' miin dollars.
would b
'$e same as' ut 1939,'
Although6 ipots would sti be a vey "uall; ro n oIhe tota
b b
drlA g t -t in 1939
supply
tey 'Wd
biewu of eroval of the condiions; ubrgad which: had: priretd
i bPrt fom esotding to: the reductio~i of the \duty which took
lilce at the beginning ofi that y~ear.: They' might toa ^200,0-30)0,060 pudd8 a year. As the average foreign value of imot in

908

-

w0 w~ x'iror

1939 (75 cents a- pound); was comparativy -lowr, it isassa:umed tha
uni prie will average about one-thirdS higher. :Upo this basis,e total foreignvalue ildbe $200,0$300,0 a year :;
ThDAY reduced byj 50 percent-The redudtion in duties (epecia on
ra*wool)-iwould operate to reuce the priceand increase the consumption :oft worsteds andw*ool knit-goods. :The gr~ter 'imports both of
these articlrs and'of'yarn, howeyer, would reduce te
ion
17k195
of tops, possibly bya much as 16-20 percent, or to tconiumption
pounds a year. Oeath re"duced- quality, imports would supply a
much'larger proporVt9n than with dut a in 1939a
The reduction in;.the ad valorem ortiou'of the rate from 12% to
4% -percent, on the basis of imports in 19397 woud be equivalent to! a
tedution of about 43;4 elits a poutnd,'*hiciiwM ild be & maor for
inf comparison with the cost of procesint; the prevailing chrge: for
in Enland before the war was only about 7 cents
custom
pr pound. hi reduction would probably be sufficient, therefore, to
cause a -verty Imaterial increase in imports. The quantity imported
migl~t be 5-I Ii percent of consumption inothe'United State, or 10-25
pounds a efte r IMports would no longer be cofine t
jIiili*n
specialties, and for this reason the averge foreign value per pound
would be less thanoif the dut were not changed. It might
Probably
a pound, in which lrise
the total foreign
70
cents
lue of-imports
bo
would obe7-17.s million dollars a year.
less than- if;
l be
Domestic productiOn probdbly wo considernbly
It might be- 14w185
million pounds a
the dlty were not changed.
year, or roughlyp70-90 percent of' the quantity climbed in 1939.
Assuming a unit value about 10 perce 1 ee than wth the duty unchanged the total value of domestic production would be 11-148
million dollars.
th United
irn
higher prices
Dv>y increa¢ed- by 60 percent.-Th
Statiosprobably would reducethe- per capital conslmption of vtool
of l top might
fabrics nd kit goods so that the total consumptionwoe
the same as in 1f39, tiu
be only 190-210 million pounds oroabout
spite ofvtbe larger popieatione Almost the entire amount would
probably be supplied by production in the United States'and have a
value of 180u200 million dollars. Importl nould be subject to about
the same ad valorem rate of duty as that actual ll iin efectvfrm 19338; and the annual imports would possibly be about the same as during
pounds, valued at $115,0e0p$172,ou
that period, or 100,000-15o,00a0
value.
of
foreign
e
n DD.
hdo herythan
?.r eupt. Mcome75 percent
might
2 o35 percent gear an
goods
wool
be
-Consumption of
t
estimated on the basisgof the 1939level of mcome; ad the onstirption-of top under
e0e9ofthe diffe':t tariff levels would uindergo
The average vaueof production might be
increase.
similar
ah
20-30
30 percent greater and the average foreign vilue of import 1-bout
`

corhnib

Table: Wo l tops: Sum ary of estimated post-war consumption, production, and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

IMMI
SO3P
F
O"Y'AL M
F.._
Percent p ter than Was eptimated with per eapita income the, sam
as in 1939.
made for consum
p tinadimots uder each of the6
three assumed levels o dutt, st.thlowe le of income. PvaY,p in 1 .Coniptio w ool tops might be 250480
million pounds year. Of thii Aowit, over 99 percent would* d be supplied by poduction In the Unite statesvue t280314 9i44U
value of $3000,0-480,0O0 a year.
Duty rdttced bt 50 prcent..-Cou mption0 might be- reduced rto
200-230 million pounds y b u of lgrimpots of w y
and fabrics, Domestic production of top ribiY wouldbe 1750
million pounds valued at 180-22illion dollars and imparts i-25
million pounds with foreign viaue of 92% mlio o ar a year.
Duty inrese by 50 per t'- Becus of higher prces that would
resultSrom increased duties (including those on raw woo) the consum tion of top wouldIbeless than if th duty were not changed. It
might be 230-260 millionWponds of which all but a very smal amount
would beN !upliedJy production in the Uited Stat. Dometic
L~tbotion' nigiil hate a a-teof o2year.r
281-317 million dollai
possibly would be 150,000-225,000 pounds with a foreign
value ot5207,000-3 10,000 a year.;
Summary of ntlmates,
The foregoing estimates are uvmarnizad below:
Wool ope: Summa of ia powr coawwmien, produdion, and import.
uner the aeeumption. of Seme RJlution 84t
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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those
agu edhi
spnng wool yam.,

There are two general systems of manufacturing wool yarn, the
woolen system andFthe worsted system. Woolen yar is spun directly
from: crded sliver' worsted yarn is spun from combed sliverbeing a,more: standardized product, is much more an article of cormorce than woolen yarn. The small imports are practically all of
worsted, yarn to b used in the knitting or weaving i Astry. mports
have been reeived- chiefly from thl United Kingdom, and to a less
intent, from~other European 'countries and Japan. In the past
imports, have consisted of yarn of extremely high grade' or.of ty not
ordtinar~ly'produced-in this country. Thy have been inteded for
sale here at prices considersbly higher than the average for domestic
production.
By far the bulk of the supply of wool yarn in the United Stats is
produced by integrated mills which weave it into cloth on their own
looms. Oily 77 million pound. of wool yarn value4 at 86 million
dollars) wmas reported as produced for sale in 1939. Of this quantity,
68 million pounds (88 percent) was worsted yarn, valued at 79 million
dollars, 'or an average of $1.16 per pound. The yarn manufactured
for sale is obtained both from the. lre integrated mills and from
concerns engaged exclusively in producing yarn. It is sold in about
equal amounts to manufacturer
ousted. and the knit go!is
industry6 Such competition as arises from import. iB chiefly with
yar made for sale.
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Wit th abnormal dnd fwoo; sd wsd 4 t
fabrics, consnption of jMwillblyb.'onderablyboe te
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1939 level. Impworti WUproba
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POSTWA IMPORTS AND

POST.WAR LONG Tl
Predacibs, adlMpeit
co
Cem"umptlo.,
Consumption of wool ya in the UitedStasdeplesson'
s chi
..

Con~~
Airz~

a~

t
on domestic poucion o woven fabric, tU it: is a
by Wth9 production 4kalt goods. Te
eflfCS
t of o ,theti:ues
may be affected by prices, which depe4 to ome extet
on raw, wool, and by the comptition of; ited f ebris, which in
turns depends to an appreciable extent ontho dieg op woven frics
In tbe'report on woolen and worked gds, ites e bee nade
of- the effets of changes in nation nd change in raeof
e UntId States . Te
duty, on the poduction of woven fab
of wol yarn in the
the
onup;ton
estimates
concerning
flowing,
United ,$tat are larpef r based on th estmates. Du rtd hs
also been giien to' hie'rbbItn jio of y in e titgoods industry.
.Before the war imports of wool y were very sm comped
WIh domestic productioD. The sae
isd iky to be the cas a
the war if the rate of dutyareas,ixIMl
of course amIftbe
rates are increased. On the other hsandsi reductin of 0 percent in
it
the duty might result in very much i import, prtiurl
would: make posswble the sIq in this, market of imported yarns of
lower quality than hetetobfre.;
Incriese of imports as the result, o% arda'cetion in the duty on
wool yarn would affct paicul*yedomestic ptoucers, of yarn
for ale.. ifftheduty were lower, some *ninufctu of wo fabrics
who pow produce AUof their yn reqUirements might import part or
all of those nquueinent& For the most part, however, an inreseo
in pcrtswould be accompanied by a corresponding decrease M
the production of yar for ale.
Percapitaincome at 19* len.
Dutis as in 1939.-It seems probable that the per capital consumption. of wool yarn would remain about the same as in 1939 the total
consumption increasing by reason of larger population. in -view of
various- uncertainties as to causal fators, the probable consumption
is best: estimated as a range, say from 51 0-50 million pounds'a year.
Imports mght bea somewhat larger promotion of consumption thai
in 1939, as forward contracts probably prevented'imports in that
year from showing the full effect of the reduction i duty, on.-JanU
1, 1939, and the preparations fori wr in Europe operated to restrict
e quantity
the supplies available for sipment to thi country.
received ght be twice as great *in 1939, or 1.0-1.2 million pounds
which, #t prices the same as in that yerr, or 80 cents a pound would
have a total foreign value of $80 O -5960,000 a year.
increased import., however, would stil resent only a fration of
percent of the total suppl, and pruction in the nited State.
would be viiually equivalent to consuimption or 510-5W mai
pounds, of *hich probl 85 miion would coit of prodtion
of profor sale. At prices the same as in 1939, the estimated
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i
dollan (90 cens pound)
duction then would be 4595
and that of producton, for ale :95 million dollars ($1.12 aond)
Ihdt reduced -SO pierce cause of inreasd timpors . of
wool fabric, upon which the duty alsowold be rdued, mill ctivit
in the Uitd Sta mit be diiishei and th couMption of
wool yarn decline to 450550 million pounds a year. Of the rduc
proportion supplied by import probably wold be much
the
total,
lager thnttheduw wre ;uchange4. Img be
10-25 m on punds1 a yer.
cet of consumption, and amount to2oThe impos would alvea lower umit value than with no reduction
in the duties,;because increased quantiti of lower grade ynwould
come in., The average unit value might be about 75 cents per pound,
and the foreign value of the imports range from 73f-18% million
dollars. With the increae in imports, domestic production would
be materially ls than with the, duty as ii 1930.
Total production might be 425-540 million pounds, and production for se 55-70 milon pouds. As the result of lower prices of
raw wool (because of reduction in the duty on that material), the
average value of total production in't the United States might be 15
a pound
a pqijud le"`ou4 fjtf duetn ale 17
¢e~a
est
ted
as
in
The
same
the
1939.
les thain estisateA with duties
dollars
319-405
million
would
be
total value of production then
(75 cents a pound)' and the estimated value of production for sale
52-7 milion dollars (95 cents a pound).
Duties increased y 60 percent-Duty increases on wool would
probably operate to reduce the domestic production of fabrics, ad
consequently the consumption of wool yarn. Th annual consumption of yar might be 470-510 million pounds,. or 8-10 percent less
thah estimated at 1939 rates of duty.
The increased duties on yarn would probably make the imports
much smaller than with unchanged rates. They might amount
to 500-600 thousand pounds, wth an arae unt value (somewhat higher than with no change in duty) of about 86 centS:e
pound, 'and a total foreign vale of $425,000-S10,0 a year. Total
production probably would remain about the same as cosuption,
n estiated at 1939
nd. like consumption h 0 ut e
Of the total quanyear.
pounds
a
million
rates of duty, or 470-510
for le.
would
insist
of
production
million
pounds
tity perhaps 75
of
hi her
result
the
prices
of
of
higher
raw
wool
(as
because
Chiefly
duties on that material) the average value per pound of total production might be 13 cents greater, and that of production for sale 15 cents
greater than, estimated with duties.the same as in 193w. The estimated total value of production then would be 484-525 million
dollars ($1.03 a pound) and the estimated value of production for

($1.27 a pound).
sale 95 million do
Per caipita neomel? prcentlilgihr than n 19".
Thle quantity of wool yarn consumed, at a given level of dutie on
wool yarn and fabrics, might be 20-25 percent greater than if pr
eapita iincomhe remained as In 1939. Since the imported yarn is more
of a luxury than the domestic product, imports might constitute a
somewhat larger, proportion of the consumption, und each of the
three assumptions regarding rates of duty, than with income as in
t waist a
1939,i but tte difference would prey b.to
definite estimate.

Table: Table 1.- Wo l yarn: Sum ary of estimated quantities of post-war consumption, production, and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

Table: Table 2.- Wo l yarn: Sum ary of estimated value of post-war production and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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total
percent
be
ytrn
might
18-25 Ipercent for yars producec for. sale, and 30-33 percentfor
yarns imported.
in the rates of duty on t
The effects of a change of 50
production, and particuwliay to
relation, of imports to domesticpercent
domestic production for sale, would probably be about the same under
the higher income level as under the lower e1vel. So, too, the effects
of differences iinmes of duty 'a* prics -of destic yars p
duced for sale, and on the foreign prie of importedyr, would
presumably be parallel with those estimated for the lowet incomeileviel.
Summary of estimates.

The foregoing estimates of consumption, production, and imports
,
are summarized in tables 1 and 2..
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may large in 1939 65 percent Of the t went to S ed, a
country pre sy mptin v lt yan fr ts c try.
Exports are expected to rewnamsmall in the post-war period.
Exprts of wool yarn have beefn rlui-v
confined to countries in the Western

Data on employment are included in those shown in the report on
woolen and worsted cloth.
YARNS OF ANGORA RABBIT HAIR
Tariff parapA: 1107.
Commodity:

Rat of duty:

YarnXs wholly or in chief
value of Angora rabbit
hair.
4(4 per lb. + 25% ad val. Eqiviaie ad elorem (1959): 31 %.

Nonx.-Tbe rate fied In tbe. Tariff Act oi lwsu 40 cets per pound - 38,456 or 50 peret id valve,
depending on the value bracket. Pursuant to the trade agreement wih France, effective June 15,135, the
rate was reduced to* eme per pound pOn 28 pwot, without reged to value brackets.

USEnERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939 are
given below:
80
(I 000 pounds)-VQuantly
----------W
Sue (si,O66O)
-$& 35
--

Unit value (per pound)
'FToreig value.

The discussion below of post-war probabilities is based upon the
assumption that Angora rabbit hair will occupy about its avenge
style position. With styles markedly more favorable or unfavorable
than usual the probabilities might be far different from those indicated.
Angora rabbit hair yarn is usually sold for-hand-knitting, into articles such as gloves, scarfs, and berets, and for edgings or trying
material for children's garments. The yarns are, also employed on
knitting machines in the manufacture of high-priced knit outerwear,
largely for infants. Because -of -its high price and because of the
tendency of individual hairs to become detached, Angora rabbit hair
in yarn is usually blended with either wool, mohair, cashmere, or
rayon staple fiber.
Practically the entire United States consumption is imported.
France is ordinarily the principal source, followed by the United
Kingdom and Belgium.
The yarn produced in the United States is different from that imported, and the quantity produced is so small as to be negligible.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports from Europe will probably be resumed soon after commercial facilities are restored. Supplies mas be somewhat greater
immediately after than before the war, becaiw -otfthe-need to replace
depleted stocks in the United States.
PO8T.WAWt-LONG TERM
Per capitt income at 190 lenL

Dy as in 1989.-Per capital consumption might remain at the prewar level, but, allowing a 10-percent increase in population, imports

Table: WO LENS AND WORSTEDS

Table: [No Caption]

might rise to about 0,000 puiin*& with a foreign valse oft about
575,000, asuming ipproximttely thes"ame pice -as in 1939.
Duty reduced by 60 pt.-Per capital conumption i increase
over 1939 by about 20 percent, resulting in inpoits of possi ly 100,000
pounds, with a foreign value of $835,000:$650000 a y.
perce t-The higher dut m*igt resulIt in.
Duty "inrease
Wh6
decrease in'consumption and imnports-might decline by about;10 pr.
cent or to about 70,000 pound, with a foreign value in the neighborhood of $450,000 a year.Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.
Duty asr in 1939.-Witah a higher income, import. might incease
say about 40 percent above the per capita level of 1939 and might be
possibly 120,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $750,000$800,000
a year.
Dut reduced, by 50 percent.The per capital consumption might increase t0 percent above fthe 1939 level or to 130,000-140,000 pounds,
with a foreign Value of $825,0-$900,o0 a year.
Duty increased by 60 ypercnt.-Conpumption would probably be at
about the same per capit level tA in 103 or possibly 10 percent lees.
Imports. would probably be in-the neighboidhod of 80,00.,pounds,
with a reign value of $500,000-$525,000 a year.
WOOLENS AND WORSTEDS
malorem
Tarif,
Rate of duty
Commodity
(1959)
paragraph
1108 - Worsteds weighing not more 404 or At per lb. and 86.3%.
$7%1 v.1.
than 4 ounces per square
yard.
1109 (a)
Woolens and worsteds weigh- 404 per lb. and 45% ad 76.4%.
val or 60N perlb., ad
Ilg more than 4 ounces
per square yard.
3556 or 40% ad val

75i.1%to.

Avege --
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GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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in 1937 amounted to 314,228,000 pounds, valued at $460,628,000,- or
$1.47 per pound.
Before the war the United, Kingdom normally supplied about twothirds of the international tradeiu woolens and worsteds and was-followed as an exporter by Italy, Germany, France, and
930's the introduction of automatic brod
In the 1920's a
looms reduced substantially the amount of labor required in weaving
in the United States. One weaver can attend 'only or nonautomatic loons but can attend as many as 4 to 6 automatic looms
a 6- t 12 worki on wosteds.
working on woolensandsmas
Of the 39,000 woolen and wo loons
c
the UniteStates indusin 1941, 28,000, or72 percent., were automatic;probablyas much
as 90 percent of the worsted lms and about 50 percept of the
woolen looms were automtic.has been estimated that of the
tota 98,W000 broad and nrrow looms in the Britishindustonly
It
likely that after the war
15 percent are automat
the British Will ncre t percent
of automatic looms used by
thea
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM
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milion pounds a year.'. Factr fa ingainoumpk
are tbPo ulationa resand a posible
of import a the
duty reductions mad. on Jauy 1 1939, which ;my
tb yost;.a
not have ehxerted
thir full influence on imports
x
factor opertig in the opposte direction a the possibe in
coketblon :<of other textles. Isports (.6 on pds in 1939)
of consumption, averaging 6-14
poun1s
migt be."24 percent
annuay ,;(the wide :ra being due to uncertainty rerdin t
effect of the-duty reductions o 1939). Productjonu d te zen
tW 315-355 million pounds. Prices both of imports ad of the- dni
etstic product, would probably- be ut the se in 1939, sothat
be $A19 mili dollar, a4d the
the reign valu of m t mihtthe
value ofproducton41-470milldolle.
Duty reued by 60 prcn.-It i assmdintsfollo injpar.
grapbs that a rediction or incre of 0 pe in th dut o
woolens and- wonteds would be accompanied by iiar perch
change z the duties on raw Wool, which n turnod ffect the cost
of raw wrool to domestic manufrers, and consequently the cos
and prices of domestic Wlens d wonted.. The present duty on
apparel wool, scoured, is 34 cefits per pound, but, on amount of
wastage M nufture thiusrate is equivalet to py 60
cents on the qutity of wool used in a pund~ of clith. H o
the duties on raw wool in the past have seldombee fully effecie,
the'pr of domestic wools excig th deliveredprics of fore#
wool. (etaduy) by. less thaU the amount of the duties A changing
the duties On wool would therefore probably reslt in somewht I
than Wrepdi cFhan-es i thoe cos. and price of woolens and
worsted. produced in this: country. It is possible, however, tha a
reduction or increase in the id valor part of the duties on
and wonteds woldd further lower or raise the prices of domestic
fabrics of the grades most subject to the competition of Airort -.
The avege'of the fire compound rates of duty applicable tb im
ports ofwoolens and worsteds under the Tarff Act of 1930, tough
the year 1938, ws 50 cen per pound plus 5 percent a
oe
the two rates combined were equivalent -to a specific rate of $1.40
per pound or an ad valorem rate of 87 percent. Underlthe agree
meant with the United Kingdom, effective January ,1939- thei avr
ageof tibeserates in 1939was 48centpperpoundpli Al) percent
advalorem, together equivalet. to: a specfic rate of $L00 pg pou
or to a ad valorem rate.of. 76 pen,t A 0 perch. education
plu19
would make the average rateS24 cenbt s wr -und
cent
ad valorem, euivalent toa specify rate of
ents perpo or (o
f
the ba
avenge fore unt value of $1.3 p oud i
1939) to an ad valorem rat of 37)&"terThe average unit value of UVited Stesprodutio
1939 wa
$1.32 per pound. With o reductioui of: Dcet 14 the duti" on
raw wool and on wooleko and wonteds,
e avege prwi, of t4e
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domestic product might-fall to 510541.1$ per pound.: Sucha
reduction in pnces would tend to increase consumption considerably,
compared with cosupt under au ihed rate of duty; it
might be from 6-1 percent greater.' Thetotal quatity of con
sumption thus, mightbe 345-400 illion punds.
With a 50-portent reduction in the dutie on woolins andotedsimports would n lon be confined to high-grade and special fabics
sold here at pric higher tha e of the most nearly opable
domestic products, but would broaden so s to include coiderable
quantites of medium-grade fabrics similar to those which constitute
the bulk of United States production. It is improbable, however,
that foreign producers: would be enabled to expand materially their
sales Mi the United States market for most classes of fabrics below
the medium grade, which constitute a considerable part of the domestlc output. Imports at the reduced duties migt become 12-17
percent of the consumption, or 40-70 million pounds. In that case
the domestic production would be 285-350 mion pounds.
On the basis of the above estimate as to the average unit price of
domestic fabrics under the reduced duties ($1.05-$1.15 per pound),
the value of the domestic production woVld be 300-400 million
dollars. The extension of the scope of imports by the inclusion of
medium-grade fabrics would lower the average foreign unit value,
which had been $1.33 per pound in 1939, to perhaps V11541.25.
In that case the foreign value of the imports would range from 46-87
million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percen.-An increase of 50 percent in the
duties on raw wool would necessitate a considerable advance in -the
price of domestic woolens and worsteds, and an- increase of 50 percent
in the duties on woolens and worsteds would also tend further to
raise the prices of the highest grades-of domestic fabrics (this effect,
however, would be relatively insignificant). The avenge price of the
domeptiti product ($1.32 per pound in 1939) might rise by 1O or 15
percent, say to $1.45-$1.55 per pound. Such an increase in prie
might tend to discourage consumption, and cause greater substitution of other textiles. As a consequence the total consumption might
be from 5 to 10 percent less than with an unchanged duty,, or 310-330
million poundsWith an average duty of 72 cents per powud plus 58% percent ad
valorem (equivalent to a specific rate of $1.50 per pound or to an ad
valorem rate of 11234 percent) imports would decrease sharply and be
confined to the very finest d highest priced specialities. They
would probably not exceed 1 or 2 percent of consumption, amou
(on the basis of unit
to 3-7 million pounds, with a foreign valMe
values of $1.50-$1.75) of 4-12 million dola. Production would be
but little less than the estimated consmption, or about 300-325 ion
pounds, which at the enhanced unit prics above estimated would
have a value of 435500 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 193*.

Althou the demand for woolens and worsteds is not o gtly
affected by changes in national income as that for more strictlyluxur
product and 'for capital goods, the quantities consumed under a high
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n$iohal lin'come: wold-'i
beidedl:y lare thX4- with, ikome' il
1939. ;Morvei' 'thkeie would'-be'
pzdo
ter6(dencyto.ard lIM
tion, of the higher priced abric inl tbe cnsumpItinn. .;It. seei liey',
that, on this' assumpti ,on as to income, consumpti,"at given rate of
quantity, tha with income
dutylwould be'20-35 percent greater hn
at: pr-war -levels.- With the rated of'dutya
1939, consumption
might thug be 400-450 m.illMionpunds.
Since luxury types of dloth are relatively more iporant in pot
than in domestic' production the sare of consumption sul by
imports would be somewhat higher than ould bethe case if income
remained unchanged. Assumiig rates-of duty the-same as in 1939,
imports' would
probably supply 2-S percent of conuImption, toting
10-22 million pounds. The balance'supplied by domestic pluetion
would be. 3840 million pounds.'
Anationaluincome,
high
particularly since it is assumed that there
would
be a similar increase in income in foreign, untries, would
doubtless carry with it higher prices for raw wool, higher wages and
other costs of manufacture, and higher prices for fabrics than those
that would'prevail iwth no chage in ntionl.income.; :- hee hiher
prices would enhance the values both of domestic production and of
imports For example whereas the average value of domestic pr'.s
duction of woolens and worsteds in 1939 was $1.32 per pound: 'it is
probable that; with-no change in rates ofiduty, the average ValUe in the
post-war period, on the assumption of an increase of 75 percent Ain per
capita income, would be $1.50-$1.60 per pound; 'the average foreign
unit value of imports would 1Also rise to about the same figures.:
,

Summary of estimates.
As with the assumption of a national income the same as in 1939,
so with the assumptions of a hig: national income, A reduction of 50'
percent in duties, assumed also to apply to raw wool, would result in

average unit values of domestic fabrics decidedlyjlower than those that
would- apply if duties remained unchanged. Similary, an increase in
duties would tend to make the average unit values higher. Reduction
in unit values would tend to increase consumption, and' advance in
unit values would tend to decrease consumption.
The effects of changes in duty on imports and production at, the
high income level would besstantiallyparallel to those at the lower
5 percent,
importstwould be much
level. With duties reduced-,W
greater, and product somewhat ller, than with duties the same
as in 1939. With duties incrierd by `50 ;p'ent, imos would bE
considerably smaller and production modertely larger than with no
change in duty. In tIble 1 estimAw are presented of the quantity
of consumption, import Ad production under each of' the
assumptions.
The effects of a reduction or an increase in duties on unit values of
domestic and imported fabrics and, consequently, on the total valued(f
production and of imports, would parallel those alredy' discussed
under the first assumption as to' income. Table 2 presents estimates
of unit values and total values under each of these asumptions.

Table: Table 1.- Wo lens and worsteds: Sum ary of estimated quantities of post-war consumption, imports, and production under the as umptions of Senate Resulation 341

Table: Table 2.- Wo lens and worsteds: Sum ary of estimated value of post-war production and imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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United States exports of, woolens and worstedi totaled 7,853,000
pounds, valued at $24,259,, i 1920; dred to 47 000 pounds,
valued at $74,000, in 1933, recovered to 310,000 pounisj vgued at
$439,00, i 1939; and reached a new record with 30,721000 pounds
valued at $53,517,000 iin 43. The latter were mainly military
fabrics for allied counties.
Ordinarily, United States exports of woolens and worsteds are less
thn1 percent of the domestic production, and go mainly io adjacent
cou~itrn (Canada, Cua, and Mexico). Amrian price are muc
hihr than those abroad and there bi little prospect-of building up
any substantial expor trade in peacetime. Large exports have en
possible only dng. world wars and their aftermath when price be-comes a secondary factor
During and immediately after World War II there will be a demand
for all the woolens and worsteds that can be spared from the domestic
market, but, exports in the long-term period will probably b very

-~~~~CP Moist
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m

The average number of wgo earners in the woolen and wanted
industry increased from approximately 150 000 in 1939 to 167,000 in
1943 and during the same -period avege hours pr ek Irow from
36.4 in 1939 to 41A6, an over-all increase in maours of about 27
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vue o $0,0.453,000 pounds *
it is asumed tht the fashon eonwhich
fellow,
In the estimates
the reltion of production in the
and
imports
siderations affecting
will remam a simatly
product
to
automobile
States
United
the same as in 1939. Because of the ;unpredict ability of fashion in
the one ,case however, and the competition of pile fabrics ithe
other, these estimates contain a large poible margin of error.

Importsd-dlndfo 122000 pond wt afreign va~.o 467,00

- POS-WAR SHORT TERN

As a result of the probablemicrease in automobile production, the
consumption of pile fabrics of wool or hair will pobably Ib considerb
ably higher than in 1939. Imports probably'
because, of
to
mills
an to
be
rehabilitate
will
the time which
foreign
required

meet accumulated needs abroad.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cousaptie, nPdaths, and imports
Fer capital income at 1#9 lentl.

On the assumption that automobile production will be 15-25
percent greater than in 1939, a similar increase in the consumption of
pile fabrics may be asumed, causing the quantity consumedthein to
rise to, say, 25-30 million pounds a year. A decrease or an in s of
50 percent in the import duties would probably affect the quantity
of consumption only slightly. It would probably also affect the quantity of pNrduction only slightly but might materially affect the value
of production because of th 50-percent change in the duty on mohair.
The quantity of production would be only a quarter to a half million
pound less than consumption deping on the anumptions - to
dty
rn
dug@ a in 1989.-Imports might supply about the se
of consumption as in 1939, 1 percent, and amount to 250,000-300,
pound with a foreign value of $270,00074320,000 a year, mi to
prices to be the same as in 1939. Upon the Same asumption
price, the total value of production would be 24-29 million dollar
a year-

DUsty reduced by 50 perent-.Imports pobably woul"b restricted
to specialties ad expenive uy ma s a. hetofo, but
sidera athe
the sale of these materials might be inceas
result of lower pri. The quantity received might be 2 percent of
consumption or in the neighborhood of 500,000 pounds whi&(asumvalue) would
slightly lower average quality and fo
a
value
foreign
of abou $500,000 yw.
have a total
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ehcs the totalvalue :ofruction ld
22 cents pou in
a
33
milin
dolIr
be
year. Importpobab, wu b e
small, less than 1 percent of consumptxo, and would be retricted
art esa
to an even
extnt bethin
the pt high-prie
ter might
in the- neighborhood
They
specials.
of: 150,000 punds
with a foreign valUe of $200,000 a year,
be about 45 percent s
in quantity and 33 percent less i value than if the duty were" un-

canged.
Per pit income 75 percent higher, thanin mIJt.
As arestilt of the increed production of automobiles, the consumption of pile fabrics of wool or hair might be 40 to 50 percent greater
than if per
income were the same as hi 1939. In this eve
of
3-3 monpounds a year. Imports, as the result
it would be copita
a greatly increased demand for lu , might be 100160pc
greater in quantity inerdeah of the three assumptions t duty
than at the lower level of income. Because of generally increased
prices, nd increaned prices for raw wool (including mohair) Mi articular, the avenge value of both production and imports.
Iby
would be about 20 percent greater under each gumption as to duty,
than was estimated previously with per capital income the. sme AS
in 1939.
The quantity of production in the Unite States would be only, a
half million to a mion and a quarter pounds less than consumpion.
Estimates of the value of production, and of the quantity and value of
ijjorto based on the considerations stated above, are given as
Duty as in 1939.-Imports possibly would be 560,000-700,000

pounds with a foreign value of $700,000$90,000 a year. The value
of rduction might be 40-60 million dlla a year.
Ircduccd b 60 percend-mports possibly would be 1,000,000rua
undswith a foreign value of 1.2-1.5 million dollars a
1,250,000 po
value
of production might be 32-38 milhin dollarM a y.
The
year.
ined
by 60 per.e- Imports possibly would be 3;000Duw
of $470,000-$00,000 a yr.
375,000 pounds, with a forei4alue
Tih vilue of production usht be 50 million doll a y.
Satisti of emplyment wenot reported e
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"ool blankets" include all-wool
For the purposes of this report
and mixed wool-and-rayon
wool-and-cotton
blankets and mixed
or
25
of
a
content
percent more in weight ofwool.
blankets with
are
produced b7 the woolen branch of the wool
Wool blankets
manufacturing industry. In adiltion'to production bytmills-norInudy engaged in blanket manufacture there is sometimes a considerabe production by woolen mills with looms of 82-inch reed
space or over,.
During the 1930's the production of all-wool blakt retained
rather constant, around 10,5 million pounds annually. The prbducs
tion bf part-wool Ublakts declined from 30.9 mIllion undM,1929
to 26 million pounds in 1931 and still further in succeeding yeas t
18 million pounds in 1939. The combined production of wool and
part-wool blankets declined even with the ing m after
1932. This: decree may be attributed to the competitioof allcotton blankets, the production of which increased from 29 million
pounds in 1929 to 41 million in 1939.
Imports, mainly from the United Kingdom and the Netherlands,
tinoble
are principally',bed blankets, but include steamer IU
generally
ire
T-y
robes,> and a well-knowntype of camp blanet.
for
above
average
the
at
Pnces considerably
sold in this country
de
ed
of
import
The
here.
produced
quantity
similar articles
to
later
increased
but
to
m
in
1934,
122,000
from 769,000 pounds 1
and
in
1939
and
1938
1937.
400,000
in
(between
Imports
877,000
w00,ooo pounds) were considerably 1pm than in 1937.
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POST.WAx SHORT aEM
Rsitions
placed o :the production of wool blakets for- ciian
0
the die i ips duing the war may os an in
use
in th mmediate
peo Puction may
in consumption psst-war
beim939:
20 percent mote tha
i probablet import wil be
small because of the need of Englnd and other Europe countries -to
replace stocks which have become depleted.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
caita Incom t 1 to.
Consumption of; wool blanket might be :29-33 millionpounds a
year, depending in part ou the _asumed rates of:duty, and the resultleveof price
r
consumption
75Myt4ain 1M959-Because of the populatio e
might b 10 pect raeiter in quantity thnin 1939; or about 3165
million pounds, of whzch eduction might supply 31 million pous
000on ,or 1.6per t f umpto. Avege
and imports
sm a in 1939 in which cse the
unit values mgt be abt 9the
dla nd the fo*rei
total value of producti would be 28
valuieof impose $315,000 a y .
by 50pn.-Because of lo*
es. consption
Duty d
might incree t 32
lio pound. Pouctio might: b in the
neighborhood of :30 milio pounds a year. The avenge unit valiu
of production wever: probably would be reduced bits. of the
lower p ficea Woo,- s a result 6f th eduction in the6dut OD
that mateiaadof the reuinm thprotective'duty mi blasts.
u
unit value *of
ould thin be aot 20 ts
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foreign unit value
a pound. The total foreign value of imports ould t be iX
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u t a g u aleof prs
veasd duties on ra wool mi
duy hgd
ductioin to be 1 cets apound gre tn
t woul
namely, bout $1.05 a pound. TheAtol vaue of p
eztentthant
great
a
r
Tes
the
then be 30 million dollars
of
to
merhnise
be
restrict
rate
of
would
duty, iiport
existing
be
imposed
mount
might
Thetotal
d
specialties.
highquaty
in the neighborhood of 20,000 pounds, or 0.7 p ct of consumption,
.
n
with a foreign value of $150,000.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than tnZt.
Consumption of wool blankets possibly. would be about 10 percent
were unchanged, and range between
greater:than if per capita income
32 million and 36 million pounds a year,- depending in part on the
in the United States.
rates of duty aad the resulting level oftprices
Because of higher prices (particularly fr raw wool) the average unit
value of both production and imports, u eah of the three assumptions as to duty, is assumed to be 20 percent greater than was estimated
with per capital income as in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Consumption might amount to 36Y4 million
pounds. On account of a relatively great increase in the demand for
specialties and high-priced articles imports might be 2% times as
great ip quantity as at the 1939 level7of income, and amount to
1,250,000 pounds, or over 3 percent of consumption, and have a foreign
value of 0.9-1.0 million dollars a year. Production, mit be only
about 8 percent ea in quantity than if per capital come were
unchanged, posibly totaling 34 miflion pounds, valued at 36 million
dollars a year.
Dtiy reduced by 60 percent.-Consumption Might increase to 36%
million pounds. As import would contain a somewhat larger proportion of moderately priced aic than at the iing rate of duty,
they probably would not respond so sharply to the increase of the per
capital income. They might possibly be about 40 percent greater in
quantity than if income wnre unchanged, and amount to 3% million
pounds, or 9.6 percent of consumption, with a foreign value of 2%
million dollars a ye. Production in the United State possibly
would be about 33 million pounds, valued at 27.7 million dollarsyr.
Duty icreaed by 60 pereent-The snail quaN1tity of hig-priced
Articles and luxuries received at this rate of duty might be four times
asgreataswithpercapiti meethe sameasimn1909 inwhich.cas
it would amount to 800 000 pouns, or 2.5 percent ocoiumption
with a foreign value of posbly $720,000 a year. Consumption
might amount to 31r8 million punds a year, of which production in
the United States possibly wold be about 31 million pounds, valued
at 39 million dollars a year.

s,
.~
~
Exports of wool blankets are not separately reported but are
know to be negligible.
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vale not over $3, ad to 50 cent per pound phis 33 pcet if valud at more than $8 per dose a.,
The rat onool hosir valued at no more than $175 was not changed. .

hosery valuedupto $1.75 per do, gin, and 0 cti'per

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports,' and consumption for

1939 are given below:
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(
3|-|:,062
*8A........................
Vulma
$23 (3)
$2.33
dos~pn~h.--------$2184........
.....

In nation, p1,000 dozes p
,
ai$415,, were
ery. mad of wool mixed with voled
duced in 10. osiery o wool ombined ith silk or with mjos Iwluedo n dat not
_
materials In the cenums fcr lO.t Cotton-and-wo hseya
seiedby, miatrias ans
noYt
treated, In thJ wi, with cotton hoiry.
'I~xports are ot reported sepately but ae known to~be neble
'Foreg vaue

The; consumption of wool hosiery in the United States fluctuates
widely but since 1929 has accounted for only about 1 percent or less, in
quantity,: of the: total consumption of hoiiery of all m
tr eals. In
the period 1919-39, consumption of wool hosiery ranged, from 500 ,0O
dozen pirs (1931) to about 2 million dozen pairs (1921). Weather,
8tyle; ages in habits, and the income level are the priMcipal factors
detente the quantities of woolhiery, consumed.
which
Domestic woolehosery is predominantly for men. In 1939 men!.
half-hose constituted 40 percent of the total United States output,
and men's "bundle goods," 59 percent,. withl res ective Avere
values per dozen pain of $3.03 and $1.81.' Heavy te or
outdoor w-ar, coarse-wodl sport socks, ai medium qualities of halfhose have: always ien supplied by ,the siall domestic indutry.
Before the development of special British machins on which le
half-hose of both fie and medium qualities could be made import
from the United K om co ted almost entirely of fullfas ned
fine wool socks. The popularity of wool half-hose was so inereaed
ere imported but not in ufficient
that some of the Britishmachin
I,
.rj
an
usp qelielas" wble aro cot hose tr: Sipsas. some are Mae&C
ddNt-6
h~;4=~Wj
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tic capacity~wsforwodre
l-i
a aimbe
The ameu
:
usedhto
knithosyh ta wool.
Imports are ele.lLhofimenf 's
or
ry bit imports
ome~n and hilderix y ncra in- recent year. In. the $ biunal
p` rent of apparent
censui years 1931-39, ttal: imports- vead2
consumption, rangi frm 16 percent (13) to 43 peret (1931).
q t i rd av
d 235,000do pairs
In te ye
pr
with a foreign value -of $682,000 (2.90 per d
Min
imports (1937)amounted to 312,000 dozenpairs,- vlued at ,000.
u p doten i
Imports had been lagr ad the fo
ch
igher in the i920's when golIf hoewe poulr. Theavenge foreign
vue per doen a imported iusy higher thanthe donec
mill value. More than 9.0percent of the importscome fro the
United in'doimn wh Is- the worl as laest producer of wool hoser
(over 12 million dozen pairs annually, of winch abot 10 percent IS
Mmukt for
exported). The United Kingdom 'has thelg
wool hosiery and wiool yrs anid it hasmany skid workers, a large
machine industry interested m iprovingwol ho eqiWpment, a
the added advantage of world-wide presige for Bntih wol goods,
especially men's wear. T Britis industry doubtless woud expand
to supply a demand sustine at a level beyond its present capacity.
e before
d in internatom
Germany, second in world product
the war (though far below the Unitd Kingdom) nwas second in importnce as source of United States imports. Japti, which was building
up S wonted industry, export one-fourth of a million dozen pairs i
1936, a small part of whi& were shipped to thee United States.
In 1939, domestic production of irbol hosiery was far above that
in any preceding census year as fa back s 1923. Because of war
requirements production has continued at a high level. Post-war
demand may continue at a high level as th result of a preference for
wo hosiery developed by men in the armed sic by continuance
of demand for sports-wear, or by the emerece
u of new styles.
Weather.plays an important pert' ,i deteraminng the output of
wool hosiery; a cold *inter will deplete stocks, whieeas a warm one
fluctutions in production of
willTcause them to pile Xup, with result
s much as 30 percent. An expanded tdo e market would stimulate the intent of domestic hosiery manufacturers they would
produce in quantities conuensurate with United States- production
i
methods. They are not usually inte in
quanor
pesmall orders
tities of a particular design
sbwhich are fled by foreign manufacturers, of mount
stantial quantity and value within:a year. For large-sale production, the principal advantage to the United States mnulacturer
is the high price of wanted yarn.
A wider acceptance of wool hosiery deds par on he pe of
succe n lesening shrifikother hosiery, but even more onifut
age. Fibers S'iulating wool may, of course be ed iingly in
the hosiery field; the estimate e in this dis o a pred
cated on wool-type hosiery at prices per dozen pairs apprxmating
those assumed for wool hosi on the bis of 1939 pnces, which e
n
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price deliebut Sobecause of the sift
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POST. WAX SHORT*TERM
After- thvar,pthe i&likely to be a continuedademkd f wool
m y en will have become atibtnid t wool
hosiery b&use sor si
socks.: The; demand Ar woolsoc for sports, such as i
willaoprobl cniiue. Mo ver, prductionof aletscontiou
to increase, although thestyle ha lon since been coniidered to have
reahed its peak. :Tota consumptiononf wool hosiery in the i
mediate -post-ar y will be reltely high. Manufctur d6
not expect Army and Navy surplus supplies of hosiery to afect th
market adversely after the war,,
nwr

grply

int

Ots

POST-WAR LONG TORM
Consumpton, ProdueOn, s"d ImprIS
Per evpit aInconm at 1959 ee.:;

in 1939ws far above tt
1
Althouh consumption wls
pcding cenius year a far backas 1923, it ip- w -that
level.
cons~upon wrn be t about.these n or little Jghe Joy
gatb, consumption might be increed slightly by reduction .in dut.
Duty as in 19$9.Conbumption might be bout 1.6 million do'en
pairs.. It is, probable that imports would. supply about 25 percent
(the average ratio of imports to consumpion in the 5B bienia cnsup
years 193.1-39). Imports maybe abiut 400,00 doze irs wth a
total foreign .value of about 1 million dollars at 1939 price. .'rod1tc
tioi might be about 1.2 million dozepairs, valu at arly 3 million
dollars (at 1939 prices). While slightly blow the 1939 level, such
an output would exceed in both quantity and value that in any census
year from 1929 to 1937, inclusive.
Duty reduced bIn 60 percent.-onsumption probably would be
increased somewhat, to 1.7 million dozen paiir percentt aiboe 1939).
Imports might increase- to as mueh as 800,0 dozen pis or 45 pea foreign value aroxunately
cent of consumption, and might haveo'
2.0 million dollar. Domestic oduction would probably be about
900 000d dozen pairs alued at abut2 million dolar.:
t 14
Jityinacrai by 60 percn-Cnumtiori niiglit b
million dozen, pairs. Imports would pro baybe below 1930
level, possibly to aling 200,000 dozen pairs, or about 15ipercent of
consumption. The increase in the specific rate of dut wo tend
to exclude low-priced gools, and very1 high-priced hosiery would also
be difficult to importbc.ause of the increased ad valorem rate. The
total foreign value of import miht be in the neighbhod of7,.
Production would probably be near the 1939 Jevel, or about 1.2 million dozen pairs; with a slightly higher avenge unit value, the tote!
value then would be Iabout 3 million dollars.:
in any

,
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flunorPer cpta-inie 75prcet
hfrtr
t4n
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The percentage ixwease of iAm
Would POsbly b t
n
that of total consumptioinbecau ofthe incra ddeandtou r
qualitiies ofwl hosieywic, in jiast, hb
by imports. Imports might be from 50 to 150 Percent greater than
at the lower level of incoinm d:ependin"gon the rate of duty.
Duy as in 1989.-Consumption of: wool bosie might ri to about
2 million. dozen pairs o to 'mote than 25 ptcent above the 1939
level. ,':This woud still be less :'than 02 "paws per peron compd
with a prbable'per capital consumption of mor 'thn 15..par of
hosiery of all kidl, Imports m Cght be as Wmuchas '00
O dozen
pairs .or: about 30 percent of .coneismption. -: Theb foreign'value of
importo might be about 2 million, dollars. Production would probabl1y be,`about 1.4 million dozen' 'pairs, with a value of about 3.9
Xiolkn dollars.'
do
;Dutyl reduced by 50 perce.-Consumption mightincrease bcaus
of, lager imports of lqw priced hosiery to about 2.2 on'dozen
paws.ar Imports would pOrobablybe greatly increase, perhapserven
to 1 million dozen pairs (about 45 percent of consumptionn, with a
foreign value of probably 3.0 million dollarsi, Ajthough total consumption would probably be increased by the entry of some -lowpriced goods, domestic' production would
exceed 1.2
million'dozen pairs, withprobablpydnot
a value of about 3.1 million`'dollar." '
DUy increased by SopertentW option might be about 2
'''
million dozen pairs, or about'25
pernt
more2Lthain
1939.''Imrit might be 'about' 156
percent s er than'if there were no cage
in duty.,, At.'.the h}igh level of-:'income there
might continue
tohbe
a
considerablel. market for thie betor grades. of foreign hosiery, poi
amounting to 600,000'dozen pairs (25'percent ofconsumption).,wi
afore& value of about 2 million dollarP CheapiquaMities would
probably be excluded bythe high specific duty. Domestic production
*ght inXcrease to 1.'5 million dozen pairs, with a value of prhap 4.5
mifiion dollar.,'''' ''
'''
Exports
Exports are expected to remain negligible.
Employment
Production of wool hosiery gaveemployment to about' 700persons
n 1939. Employment inh epost-war long tern may range
i
at
the
level
to
750
at
the
tower'
income
higher
!50
amumed
assumed
inome level.
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but Is bevetodbe chiefy w1 knit ott

Paragraph 1114 (d) covers all types of wool knit or crochted article
not ornamented, except gloves hosiery, fabric, and underwear.
For practical purposes, the articles cozxsist entirely of wool knit
outawear, not embroiderea.
The material u in wool kxiit outerwear include a wide range of
wooleni-wonted 'and hair yarns and ya mixtues such as ooland-cOtton and wobl-andrayon C shmre, the -hair of' theC6ash.
mere oat, -is sied in: hi-iced garment and A ra rabbit h
is used in women's and infnte' garments a-nd for tmmzngs
Sweater
titute from 501to nearly 70 peret of t totl value
of knit outerwear product -ad probably a: equalor ger mixn
of imports. Usually ouly the better gades of forei wool knit
outerwear have bee imputed into the Unite Stat in a ele
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dist~inctive for careful :finish ad nsul clrtanges.
the
of $0.50 per poundini 1939.
Muchaof
an average foreignvalue

13- nte of hadwear
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remain imports 1in
from Fiae nd Czechoid a, the aege for vlue of which
was only b&out $1 per pound.
impos wer le during the fit several ye of the depression
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because beretsof the basqueI
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ws njt available in the Vtes7%cm
1934,
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to
1933.
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imported iin lae quantities,
wi
whex this vogue diminished, Xtodl import wereI39,0 "pou
a foreign value of $1,086,000, or 20 percent l M-qantity and 58
pert les in value tha hIn :1929.' ipot ,in 1938-37 aveagd
470,000 oundsw* h afoeignaiu of 1 million dolla, btdec
tin 1938-39 to only about 275,000 ponds with a foreivlue- of
1.1 million; dollarst..:..;..- . -ii.
The fect f Mc busines- conditions on prodUctio, like
tha o: importi' was lre:ly offsetby fashion change din th
for
beig the
e
ip a factor i this insne:
depresio
kittd dresses and suis, the demad for whi& was particular
with an- etimat 39 mIlion
strong in the years 1931-35. ( a
pounds, valued at 114 million dollars, in 1929 etimatd p auction
in 1935 was 44 million pounds, vauediat90 million dollars ad i

the censs years 1937-39, avenged about 40 millionnpounds with a
value of 80 million dollars. The decrease in137 and 1939 wa due
to both the decline of the fashion for knitted dresse and suits and
of
the increasing manufcture of bathing suits from woven in
fabrics.
knitted
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Data on United States production, imports, and comumption for
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of wool iwith,
Mt bodiesae
upaLyaVadWo -lt 1mad.
mixture of now wo4 of longer stple o gussten adsifns.;
The body is first formie at thgoed. The wded- ha de
e b
full twisted, dyed, sad block for sle as hat bodies, or"
jected, to additional processes, mainly nndpapering, b
shapingg' with or without orneItn, for sale as hat.. Bodies
for men's hat ae usual find into hate at the mill', w most
hat-finih
ld
of the bodies for nen's'hat9a 'e'atote
tishmens. Of 'i total*`of'36,SOO dozen Mt bodies es it t
b-die; of
United States in 1939, 3,078,000 -down *ere so aht
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for
these latter 266,000 dozen
elt hat
of
hats.
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into
000 dozen for
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those
finising
to
forl
exclusively
almost
confined
are
bodies
hate.
women's
The total supply(Production plus imports) of wmePs wlt
hat bodies for sale dcined from 3.9 million dozen in 1929 to 1.6 million
dozen in 1933, but later recovered and was about 3.5 million dozen in
1937-39. Production, imports, and consumption mi specified yar
1929 to 193-are shown below:
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In 1929 imOrt represented 87.percent of te a suply, but
domiest production had already be in ing. It atznue to
incrae until, in 1937, -importi represent only 40pernt anpr
duction 60 percent of the total supply. In 1939, partly as the rest of
the 'preparations for war in Europe, imports wee onlyo lf as great
" 1037, and domestic production acconted forabout0 percent 'of
the total. Most of the im orts have generally come f y, but
Jan became the princip source in 1937 a grvain in 1940 snj 1941.
Wpmen's finished wool-Mt hats retail in the United States froim
about 90 csn tn3.6Oeachi, depending upon ihe *eight'(size) grade,
finish, amount of timing Womesfet hats, sold above $3.50
each, are usually of the fur-fet variety.
Domestic producer because of proximity to the market, are in' a
position to' more readily adapt thew production to the frequent stle
changes specilly in rerd to color. Imports are largely staple colors
nav blue, brow
,and reen.
such as
United Khgdom, effective January
the
with
In the trad aeemnt
carbonized
on
rbonized noilh wa reduedd
nd
1, 1939, the duty
from 30 and 23 cents per pound to 21 and 18 ctper poid, res
timely. This was to'the advantage of 'the domestic producers ofhat
bodies for which noils constitute the principal raw material.
Estimates of pot-war consumption, production, and imports ar
given in'the sections which follow. For the purpose of these estimates,
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Data on Ued State imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are givebelow:
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IDty reduced by 5u0pecest.--A duty, of I cents per square foot
b~utnot less thasn 223'percent ad alorem would enlarge the market
for oriental rug. Whie they would reman In the luxury, cla, they
would be distributed i od
e quantities to the pea
of middle class consumers. Imported would doubles beconiderably
higher than, at the 1939 duty and might be as large as 2-4 million
square yards, with a foreign, value of from 15-30 million dollars
Duly increaeed by 60 pecent.-A duty of 45 cents per square foot
but not less than 67% percent ad valorem would tend to confine
imports to the better qualities. This circumstance, in turn, eight
result in a smaller per capital consumption of oriental rugs, and
imports might be from 600,000-800,000 square yards with a foreign
Va"le of from 6-8 million dollrs per year.,
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Production of mcinade t
t and r in the Unit
St4;ts is lael
f
to thets o floor cov
s
asAxizwter,
nd velvet. Impth csid i
woo druget. and *unda (embroriderd felt) rugs from Ht
Indiaand hooked rug from Chins adJapn
b
ugga
Nu
u
d rugsar:e
used cipally i smmer homeand b o and
not prouc minthe U
Stt s.Import of rugssimilt those manufatured in tsoutrycome
from Europe. he foreign, carpet anufatu d
not go in for
mas production,- as does the Americair
prdueer, with the rest tha
certain stores are able to supply i the imported artile, specialties
such a8 unusual olors and designs whih the podr- till
make up for a very small order. th wiported Wvelv and
similar floor coverings constitute ony fatiwof 1 percent of Uitd
States consumption of machine-mde ool carPet.and rug ads
on the American market at higher price-than the nearest comprble
domestic article.In the past, production ih the Unitd te hasfluctuated wdy.
In 1923, after;sevel years of unusual building activity, it touhed a
record of 83 million squae nards, valued at 192 million dollars. It
declined in i1933 to 42- million square ars, valued at 69 mion
dollars then recovriiedi 1937 to 65 million square yards valued at
150 million dOllars.
During the present war' the domestie- carpet and rug industry has
been engaged principal in'the production of-wool blankets and cotton
duck. It will require considerabletime to reconvert the loomsl for'
weaving carpet.. Furthermore; some delay may be experienced I
t wool and jute, for which the
obtaining the necessary su plies of
industry is wholly dependent upon foreign sour the carpet wol
tb jute
being
obtained minly fro India, therefore,
Cin, andttgentin:ad
from India. It may be assumed,
ful production ca
not be resumed for from 6 months to a year after the cloe of hoil
Unike the principal raw materials used in other -wduct. of wo
most of those used in the manufacture of carpets rug (ca t woo
and jute) are imported into the United States free of duty, No- sit
nificant change in raw material cost 'of ru s and Carpets, there,
would occur with an increase or decrease of 50 percent n the dute
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Before the end of the war stocks in the United Statsof wool-crpet
and rugs ill have been exhausted d i- the imdia po
r
period mot homes ill have actual ned of a consider mount fo
replacement. In addition there will be large requirentfor ou
fitting new homes, particular-for those W married durng the tr
but did not s&up hLousekeeping.
Under esbe e ted that the itid r wl
operate* at capacity for several ears after the close of hostiitife.
Production may reah100-125 million uare
annually valued
at 270-330 million dollars. It is Probae that nnportsowl
be some
l
what less anin 1939 because of the leth of time hich ill.
atlj be requiired to restore European production to it. pre-war
permit foreign countries to replenh applies whih have become

depleted.
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As 4w result of
ongrowth, consumption probabi - would be
about 10 percent populati
greater than in 1939,
or around 70 miln square
yards a year, Of this amount *69 million squae yads b
would be supplied by production in th United States depeajdicg
partly on te asmd rat of dity. The unit Value of production
m ight be about the same as in 1939, or; 2.31) to $2;40 per square yard
and the total value then would be 150-465 million dollar.Comsmption:probaby wouldnotbealtered to any great extent by a
deresie or an nctease of percent i the duti.6. -Duty as i4 1989.-Imports might be in the', neighborhood of 1%
million square yards, with a forva value of 2S =million dol , and
consumption..
about 3 percent
miyt represent
rgduced by 6O percent-A
duty of 20 percent ad valorem on
Axminse wool rugs, iltn, velet, etk. 15 and 20:percent on mohair
ugslad ;15 and 30 percent on other ioor coverings ling mats
and drugget miht cause imports to incease til they were in the
million suare yards with a foreign vlu of
neighbtod of 3sq
m million dollars. The imports then would represent about 6 percent of
domestic consumption.
Duty irsa'eaeed by 50- percent.-Tt is probable that imports from
Europe would practically cease and imports would be limited largely
to India druggeto and Numdah rugs, and hooked rug from China and
Japan. Total imports might amount to about 2 percent of consumption or 1-1! million square yards, with a- foreign value of 1.1-1.7
million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.

The consumption of carpets and rugs would increase materially
under a high national income and might be 90-100 million square yards
a year or 40-60 percent greatr than in 1939. Production :then
might be 90-3 rlion square yards and would represent, as before,
from 95-98 percent of the total supply.
The value of production probably would increase more in comparison
with 1939, than the quantity, as the result both of higher pricestid
higher average quality, The unit value of production might be $2.80
or $2.90 as square yard, and average 20 percent greater than in 1939.
The total value of production then would be 250-270 million dollars.
Duty a8 in 1989.-LImports might be. in the 'neighborhood of
million square yards, valued at 4 million dollars, and supply between
2 and 3 percent of the total conumption a in the past.
Duty reduced b 60 jercent.-Lports. might be 4%-S million square
yards, valued at 7-8 million dollars, and -qpply about 6 percent of
the consumption of carpet. and rugs in the Unite States.
Lhty increaed by 60 percent .-A duty of 60 percent ad valorem,
-to .which most rugs rom Europe would be ppbect would virtualy
close the market to imports from that source. The duty of 45 percent
ad valorenm which would apply to the comparatively low-prie floor
covernmp from India, China and Japan might result in aimp rts of
1%-2 million square ysrds, ained at 2-2% milion dollars
supply
only about 1-2 percent of consumption.
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:GENERAL
Data on United States imports for 1939 are given belowr;
QVuantity (1,000
--------------1io
-alue ($1,000) -1 116
Unit value (per pound)
T
_
S1.07
'Foreign Valu.

Paragraph 1122 covers both flat -and pile-woven fabrics containing
17 percent or more in weight of wool but in which wool is not the mi.
tenal of chief value. Among the fabrics falling under the general
provisions of this paragraph are cotton-and-wool-mited suiting,
trouserings, pajama fannels, and pile fabrics, in chief value of cotton
Cloths containing 17 percent or more in weight of wvool- but i chief
value of flax (except those specifically excluded), hemp, ramie, 8ilk,
rayon, etc., either flat or pile-woven, are also dutiable 'unser paSgraph 1122r - The United Kigdom has been tbe principal source of
mports,- followed by Switzerland, France, and Italy.
Fabrics of thit character are produced in both the cotton and wool
manufacturing indstries. Produictioi is not- separately recorded,
but is probably M e as compared with imports. Exports are not

separately recorded but are known to'be negligible.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

There willrpzobably be an active demand for both apparel and upholstery mixed fabrics in he iurnnediate post-war peiod. Because of
conditions in the supplying countries, importa probabwi be smal

UnWA IMYoii fliD 3O*lC .

I
Dvn

POMrWAR LONG Zmu
is 199.-As the result: Of p
tion increase , tot

a09

nrnptaon and import might be 10 percent greter thin in 1939.
i vale of
Imports might be abut- 120,000 pounds, with a
$130,000.
.
-1 I
Duty reduced by 60 peren.-Imports might Increase 50 percent over
the 193 eel or to 160,000pouho a foreign value of $175,000.
Duty
id:reased 6y&0 percet-it jis probable tht import ud fal
a the alueen ed in 939 and woidb c
to about o
to
hir grade uphoster ch They igt be in the neighbrood
ofif50,000 pounds, with 'a foreai Iune of$80,0
Per epitza incme 75 percent higher then in i1,.

The, quantity of imports uhtb2percent greater th
value 40percentt greater tiif
pe
i iome ha r
da n
1930. lie estU~n~teSmsfafte obtained by applying these
ratios of increase to the estima already made for the lower income
level.
Duy aoien 1989.-Import migt be about 150,000 pounds, with a
foreign value of $175,000.
Duty redud bySO pere.-Ipt eight rise to 200,000 pounds,
with a foreign Value of $245,000f
Duy increased by 60 pernt-i o might be 40 percent less
tha in 193% or 85,000 pounds. The higher duty would tendtocon
fine imports to the better grade of cloth. As a result, the average
foreign value might be as much as $1.80 per pound an the total
foreign value, $112,000.
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i b between 34 a 14
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percent of 1930 imports depending on te a
duty
and national income, imports of dutfe it, the m t impotnt
ofwhichsraw silkaatlikey o be ony l5 25.pereentofwht:tt
were m 1939 under either ussumption as t national income.,
These conclusions seem to be warantedwby the fat tt before the
war rayon and other synthetic fibers, such as nyn, were replacing
silk. The margin of error in the statstic is not suicit t ffec
those 'conclusions materially.
SPU-SLKYARN

Tikkaj percent.th~
figure,

Tariff pragraph: -1202.
Cmodty: Spun silk or schappe i1 .yarn.
Roe qfpduty: 40 percent.a vTak*m (if Equivalen ad uuorem (I3),.: 4%.
-not bleached, dyed, colored, or plied);5, percent ad valorem (if bleached,
dyed, colored, or plied).
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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Thirhses of spun-slkt yarn by;,*the,'testle industtt d~dlit fro ,6
million ori7, nijllion pounds anulyin, ,t~he, twnte tki 1ap than0 2
million p.oinds in the perod 'imdately preeditg the warq' The
decline i~n consuptionf wasgre~test; in thie vevt s2ad plush inutry
twnts
in
formerly>- 'the; chief, ,ueer .I,)urig'thchngn
fu-lserved to oultmoe silk draperyvelv>et. funiture l*ose plusa,
imtati~on fulr-fabrinccptings ad. -millinery velvet.: X. Dresetet
with spun-silk pile w.ere'disipiace by'.
tranp'arent''rayon, pile velve..'i
Manufacturer of velvets, severl of whom foiiiertl produed spun
silk yain forj consumptioninm their ownl mills a8 well as for sae.al~o
utilized & subs~tantia proportion Qf :imported yaga. Foeg ram
weree^ ln fact, preferred because of their supero otnes w hich; was
attained by a spcal tehnque. employed anbroa.d +b;ut noteon _uca
feast!.e m 'thls country-..
0 During the, twenties, imports ,supplied beWtween '2,) aid. 30o peret
of .United ;S~tate 'consumption an6d coWso ainnost '.wholy of ply
yarns..for' the velvetw svx nustry. With th'Q decin sin dnar
nnprt decindfro :1,360,0009 pounl~r in Y92zto. anaene
.
46,000 pounds annuall( -in the periodfro 1932 to 1l936'. They roe
to 207,000 pounds. 9n137- bAut erstitufted; o, ltho ut 10' perent of
consump~tin in that 'yea.:'.. . '.''''< v\''
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-Before ,the wrar 'importa of ¶uneelkam oriarl
' France, Switzerland Xtul7 the K.ingd&1om,; an d Japqb Ove
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CoPer capttaincome at 199 level.;
OA
since
apparent
yarns,
of
consumption
spunilk
in th
Thle
twenties, is likely to be accelerated by an expansion in the
the latedeclinife
use of spun rayon randi the' development' of yarns; from ,nylon -staple
fiber. Yarns 'spun- from synthetic-'fibers will have 'a oompetitlzve
advance from the standpoint of cots, inasmuch as spunsdk pro.
auction inolves a much- higher laor ratio. Consumpton might be
le than one-third that in 1939 and be between 550,000 and 600,000
pounds, depending partly fon the gumption as to duty.
-Dutyas* in 19$9.-Importes of spun-silk yarn may be only about
of csumPtion. Asuing
50,000 pounds, representing 9 percent
m
consist principally Of standard spun-ilk yn,
thati 'mport
;s will
valued abroad at approximately $1.30 per poudi, their foreign vaiiue
be about $65,000. Domestic production would probably be
might
about 600 000 pounds, with a value of 1.3 million dollar.
Duty roeducd by 50 percent.-Import might amount to about 100 000
of
pounds, and their fign value miight bein the neidgborhot
$130,000.: About 17 percent of consumption then, would be supplied
by imiorts. Production would be nearly 560,000 pounds, valued a
1.2 mglion dollars4
Duty dressedbyre5 percentin - A he r rate of duty might trct
avilue
havt
might
wThl
25,000 pounds.
imports to about
quantity
of
percent
4
consumption.
about
represent
slightl over t30,000 and
Production would then amount to about 645,000 pounds, valued at
- o
.l:
nearly 1.4 million dollars.
er, cap~ta Income 76 percent higlievtmnin XDSD~.
CoDnuimption of spun-sik yarns might be about 30 to 40 percent
higher than estimated on the
bv i of the lower income level, or beand 860,000 pounds, depnding on the aumption a to
tween 760,000
.

of other fibers however, United
duty. Becausb ofte greateruo arns
wouid proiabysbe les th
States requirement for spunsilk
one..half the volume coanumed in 1939. With a problem increase in
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unt rices hc rbjj will.tbn h
sudc shipme might bebo $88,000_,' Imports
might represent bout. 8 percent of. the total q ty conmd
domestically. Production wou ot to about 80,o uns
wita value of about 1.9 million ddl.
migt possibly am
Dtyuducd by p0 erce0I
120,000 pounds. The foreign vluewuld ihen be about $17,5009.
At - level, sightly over 16 percent ofthes consumptica would be
supplied' bimportS.' Production would then eqiial about730,W
poundsvaued at 1.8 million dollar.s. be
Duty nwreawt by 60 percentInpots might
apPrizimaly
30,000 pounds. having a forign; value of approimatly $46,000.
le than 4 percent of co n
These imports would constitutes
Under thee conditions production miht amount to 880,000 pounds,
with a value of 2.1 million dollar.

pofitI,

th

value of

separately reported in 1936, a aed 18, funds,
first 000,
Exports,
at $563
annually during the period 1936-39, or about 10
valued
of
of
'theyarn
percent United State production. The unit value
exported w>artonsiderably higher than the average value of the
domestic yarn produced, indicating, Probabty, that the bulk of the
finize sngl.es Exports, which
exports consisted of plyS yarns anld
in 1939 went mainly to Argentina, Cuba, Mexico, Sweden, Brail,
and Cahada, may: be expected to cotinue in redcdvolume atr
the war. Total exports, which probably will be lee than half thos
in 1939 and; will -be valued at about $160 000-$20i0000, mayr con8 and 16 percent of the production, dep ing on the
between
stitute
th of income
T .a both
pots
wh Unted
.ra
in the
levels
Sitaesw and abrod
-'
~Employment
'.'
The number of firns operating in the spun silk industry has been
reduced toS and the number of employ possibly to aout 1,000
Inasmuch as ithe post-war output -of spun-ilkar
mray
v be only w
m
the
the
level,
employment
half
of
prewr
third- or-a
mi~ll operations
t
lower than i
be
ve
much
.slk
alo
spun
solely
applicable
-may
1939. In the poet-war period, however, most of the mills that have
may bee
well a other
a a edto produce
made spun-silko yarn a miils
much larger quantities, thangin
D 193, o asmide from saple fiber
of rayon and of nylon, andalso yars m e from wt of t fibers.
lbiely
is
Moreover, an increasing proportion of their potr output
to consist of blended yan and fancy combination twit. Anyr loss
in employment resulting from a smaller ps-war prodction of spuna
silk yarn is, therefore, likely to be more than- offset b greater
a.

production of newer type yarns.
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Woven piece gwods, designated in the trade as broad silks, are
fabrics over 12 inches in width, with a nonpile surface, composed
in t
wholly, or in chief value, of sil. They inelude 'oewoven
y state for further finishing by bleaching, printing, o ieee d inr
and fabrics wovenn i- whole or in pgrt of de as. Widthlargey
governs the general use of broad silks, Fabries up to 30 inches in
width are utilized m
the manufacture of neckties, umbreuas,
and miiner- those ranging frm 30 to 50 nches in width are d
principy for women's wea
apparel; and those 50 inches, or
more in width are used mostl or upholstery, drapery, and interior
decorating;
-Shipments from Japan and China recounted for about theeourts
of the total quantity. (by weight) of iminrts in 1939; thoe- from
France were about 9 percent and those roin
United Kingdom
about 7 percent. The remainder were about equally divided between
Italy and Switzerland.
Fabrics imported from Japan and China i pre-war years differed
substantially from those entered from European countries Asiatic
broad silks which averaged about $2.25 per pound in 1939, consisted
principally of plain-woven, staple fabrics, distinctly oriental in type,
such as ponge~s, spunilk: Fuji cloth, "d
huti (Chisi).
Habutai accounted for about four-fts of the im
from Jap
pr-w yea European brod silkswhieji
alone in the immediate
avetaked $6.60 per pound, were mainly. prestige goods not for their
quality of workmanship and material or originality of desin They
were largely for the ultrafashioable trade and were frequently imported on a "confined" order basis to preserve style exclusives.
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For similar ssons theincreased competition by the newer and im
proved types of synthetic products is expected thav l effetnhe
demand for fabrics'osdinari importdfrom Europe thanupon ptfromChina
ind
. Japan.
-.
- S
SBecause of further inrods which, maybe:
made by nylon as well as by
other synthetic fbrics during. the post-wai--period, consizmnptur~n '1
silk fabrics -may decline tools than haif~f that in 1939, or. to 6poufds, depending in pt on- th aumptions. as t,t duty.
prillion
Domestic production might kie reduced to 45-5 percent of fhit in 1939
d bethde
within
range of 5.5.0 million; poundsor more, vaued at
15-17 million dollars. Depending: on< the prevailing rate of? duty,
impors might total 0.3-1.3 million pounds, withy a foreign value-of
At this level of
1.3-4.0-mfilion dollars or more.. incomem
imports
would supply 5-20 percent of consumption.
Dt as n 1939.-Total inmports re -likely to be 600,07,000
ounds and supply about: 10 percent of consumption. Because of
their special consumer appeal, it is not expected that iijorte of
European fabrics Will decline as much as those from Asia. Although
imports from Europe may be about 80Apercent of those in i939 the
are likely to constitute a materially higher proportion of the total than
formerly. Imports from Asia, on the other hand, might be only about
45 percent of the quantity in 1939.E: The larger proportion of fabrics
would
tend to raise the average
ore'
unit valuedf total
fromdEurope
imports
from $3.30 in 1939 to about $3.40.- Total imports would then
amount to about 2.2 million dollars (foreign value).- Domestic production might be about 6 'million pounds, and be' valued at; pproximately 16.5 million dollars.'
Duty redced by 60 .prcnt.-bnIports might amount to 1.3 million
ponds or about 20 percent of total consumption.' Thoe from Asia
might be more tban twiceas large
as they would be with no
and slightly more than they weredutyrcha
in 1939. On the other hand, imports
from Europe, which probably would not be as greatly. affected: by the~
decrease in duty, migrht amount to 25 percent more than in 1939.
Oriental broad sils therefore might titut nearly thrfous of
total imnports. This shift would tend to reduce the average unit value
of Total imports tdo about :$3.10 ha found. Their- foreign value would
accordingly be! slightly over ;4 million dollars. Production might be
about 5.5 ipillion pounds, valuedd at approximately 15 million doiars.0
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Importa might be 30,04,000
pounds and would supply
thus
5-6percent of domestic
c
uumption.
from
Japan might be only 20 percent of the quantity!"theShipments
ported in 1939. Imports of European broad silksy
on the o therehand,
would probably constituted aosthalf of the total, but be only 50 per.
cent' as large as they were in 1939. The proportionatelyf lager
.
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edofg
in part on the p.
19slvel, or 7.eOilion.pound.
tion as to duty. With a pro bable mc ih the general price level
the unitvaues o the fabrics; domestically produCed as wll astho
imported,- may in abyabt 15 percent ov&rtho6ii 1939.
y tae mn 1 ~9ight
9.-Impoo
beabut
o
800,000 pounds and
would thus upl bout 10 er t ofConsumptin At a nit t of
about'$4.05 per pound,- the oreig Value -of imports would bslightly
over 3- million dollars. Prodction :might exceed 7 million; pounc s
and might be lued at about 22.5 milliondollars
Duty reduced b0 pere~nt.-Imports might toal 1.4 million pounds.
About 18 percent of consumption woud then supplied by imports,
which, at ar uit cost of -about $3.65 a pound, wouldX ha'te ta foreign
value of aoiut 5 million dollars. Production might
be
6.7
&boit
with a vlue of about 21 million do
million pomlds,ar.:
Duty increased by 50percen.Imort of br silks miht be about
0o0,000 pounds8
or
'aut
7
oof
consuption. Principal
percentbecause of the increalld proportion of higher priced silks imported1
the iit ctmight increase to.0bout $4.15 perdpound,
making the
ggregate foreign value of imported about 2 Product
million dollar .
thon might be 7.3 million pounds, with a :value of about 23 million
Pee cepifa income 75 pr*nt higher-tDeein 19

dollars.

pop Sp Wh
mEip
Generally, Unite~d States exports of broad silks have been ess than~
1 percent of domestic -production, Exports attaiined a; record; high,
estimated at about 1.5 million pound (9 million yards) and valued
at*~~~~~~~~~~
10 million dollar, in
1910; during
the period
raged
19229,0they
to'
1
about
460,000foeo
pounds
(2.8
million
yards),
e
value
at
3.5
million
bout 2 ii dollars.
au f'no
Sinc then they have declined maiteially, amounting in 1939 to ab.but
104,000 pounds (580,000 yards), with a value of $427,000. The pri.
CiPal market have ben Cnada, Cuba, AUsttaia, the Phiippine
Islands, and Mexico. In view of the probable further displacement of
silk by rayon and other synthetic fabrics, both
tihe quantity. and valueof
of future exports may seted
to decide. The
prorportion
exports to domestic production will co'litinue to be small.-

The decline in brodilk weavino,
anticipated .in te postwar
period might result in a reduction m the number of wage earnerl
actuallyo employed on: sil fabrics from approxnimately 10;000 in 193I§
to about5,000. Broad silks arexmade inf ills predominantly engaged
it the weaving ofcrayon, nylon, and othEM
sy tic; tile. The
of
the
equipment
and
smilarity in technique of
intwrehangeabioity
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duction of the fast-edge type, which w 'never lr, ceased inA the
middle twenties because of the instability of de and d groth of
the substitute cuedke velvet ribbon busies. ;;During.the depression cut-edge ribbons,0made largelyfrom rayon pile fabrics, supply
--With the decline in the production
the bulk of the domestic demandhave
almost completely displae by
been
of silk pile fabrics, which
no
.domestic
output of cuedge pile bbon
is
virtually
there
ryony
in chief value of silk.
Current fashions determine the gumption of pile ribbns du
any given season or period of yeas. The maimum reported a%
imports of silk pile ribbons amouted to 480,000 pound in 1913; the
occurred in 1934. The
minimum;, amounting to 11,006 pounds, 1939
s 58,000 po;
ribbons impoted ini
volume of
thisF constituted 46 percent of the tktal traie in pile ribbons, Which
rayon
aggregated 127,000 pounds, including about ,0poun
velvet ribbons dutiable under paragra 1307. In that yea, the
proportion of velvet ribbons of silk wa the lowest on recrd. The
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Capita income 75 percent higher then In 19*9.
If velvet ibxbons continue in the mode, consumption' will undoubt
edly reflct. the larger per capita ncome as well as increased poul&.
tion
suming no change in duty, toalc option of pile ribbons
of the fAt-edge type would probably incre somewhat i pxo
Per

portion to the rise in re income Imports of silk velvet ribbons
may then possibly b 245 percent of 1939r
i pr; w ras rwyon
ribbons, because of thier lower relate cost may be three or more
times as great as they were in 1939. Silk velvet ribbons may constitute only about, 10 percent of the total estimated imports of pile
ribbons..
Duty as in 1939.-Import may attain a volume of 22,000 pounds,
or about 40 percent off the quantity entered in 1939, and mnay have a
foreign value of about $100,000.
Duty -reduced by 110 percenit.-With lower rates of duty, imports
might possibly reach nearly 45 percent of the. 1939 volume, or about
25,000 pounds, having a foreign value of about $115,000.
Duty increased by 50 percnt.-Higher rates of duty would possibly
cause imports to decline to about 25 percent of the 1939 level, or to
about 15,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about $69,000.
PLAIN SILK HANDKERCHIEFSf AND WOVEN MUFFLERS, NOT
ORNAMENTED
Tariff paragraph: 1209.
Handkerchief: and woyen mufflers, wholly
or in chief value of
silk.
30, '86, 40, 46, 56, or 80
Rate of duty:
percent, ad val~ore; ~Equiva~en ad valoren (1989):

Commodity:

4%

Noz.--Te Tariff Act d 19W0 provided duty ot percent ad valrem for uuheined sil ha d
ad veloe for thou hegardless
Pant to
and e0
of vaue
rott
d
&: printig.
th trad a
effe lve Janury l,
he ra
wXlitbelUnted 19he
K
duty were rduced on
and wen ma1ma v tied a more than $5 per doze, as fow:
silk handkierchjef
Not hemmed:
If block-printed by bond .-.
a......d....
309 d v.
Qtbak
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block-printed by band
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GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
ate given below: *
Utant '(t)000
doze --)- -339
Unit value (per dosen) -- -0-.79
le
-

-

-

'Fremign

Plain silk handkerchiefs and woven mufflers are cut to size from
Bilk fabrics- and a usually. finished by hemmig or hemstitcbing.
Domestic silk kwlefs are usualy machin-hemed or hem"
stitched, where most of those imported; are madp with handmade
or "handrollkd hems. Silk muifflers are made in the qa- e manner as
sikhandkrchiefs but are larger in - and uull*y- of heavier-n
terials. . The. silk fabrics most commonly ed in making handkerchiefs are habutai, pongee, and crepe de chine. These plain-woven

POST-WR LbPOTSND

OMTIC PDU9'EON

fabrics, aea Qt~Vanous -weights, and qoiteh

109

Sik mfr ae

d

i notiseprtely. rc .. fIt kwn,
however, ttthe output
of plain sil'rane r
i ua is
and tbat im
s
bulk
P g
of o.Onte-oter hand, imports
ar
muf
smalldebulkf consumptbionis supple bydoeatkoduction.
Totl impo of. sik hnd keichiefs and woven muffles in te 5year period 1934-38 averaged naully $421,000, comaedw*ith
$267,000 in 1939, and $142,000 Mi 1940 Japan was th p l
source of imports, ually supling over-5 pier t of the qnit
and accounting fEor about 715 percent of the value. fromI
Imports
Japan, chiefly handkerchief? r vue Mper
in 19?9 at 57 cents
dozen, compared with $7.00 per dozen for import fror t M:
United
Kingdom, which were chiefly men's w
.;
FOST.W$R SHORT TERM

In the immediate -post-war priod, imports of plain silk handkerchiefs will probably be small,. Japan will probably not be ini position
to export them and the scarcity of raw silk in the Engl anid:European
markets will restrict the manufactu of woven mufflers.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
.Consumption, ProductiD, #ud Imports
Plain silk handkerchiefs are for decorative -urposes whereas
mufflers are mainly for sportswear. In' the estimates which follows
it is assumed that th-vogue for silk hidkerchids-ntd mnuffles will
continue. On the other hand, it is po le that rayon, nylon, ani,d
lg x t 'r silk.
other synthetic fibers will be8subsituted :t ab
If this should occur, the quantity of imjp'ort under the various
''asuirp
tions as to duties and income would be decdedlysilltir than indicated. These estimates will also be based on the assumption- that
Japan will again supply handkerchiefs.
Per capital income at 199 kbel.:

;-:

-:

it is assumed that the forei uit value of
r willet vary
under the Tvaiu asmptions as to decreaseor increases of 5 percent in duty, and that it will- be approximately that in 1939 ($0.79
per dos). Lh'nj- ae in 1939.-Imports may be about 375,000 dozen, wit a
alue of $300,000.
-foreigni
Duty redtwed b
prct.-rnpo
might b 20 percent, more
inbdduty, or about 450,0
thanthey would if therewere no chg
with
a
forin
of
value
$380 000.
doze;n
Dut~y: 4ritasd byi 6 pernU.-4inports might be about 340,00
dozen, with a foreign vaue of $270,000.''
Per empts Iiveu1 percent higher tian In 19*9.

r!''

:It is asumed tat th foreign unit valu, under te ous au
tios Will
* be about -10 to 15 peret higher thn 1939. or about

$0.0per dozen..
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* Insmiuch as sIl hnk
s nd- in ate luxurj,
a'idepi
consumption ma y be 0pr toe tdzbn it would b if th6
nat
income remand at the 1939 level
Duy asin 1-99.-Imports mit be about 560,000 do with a
foreign -vilue of $600,00-:
Duty reduced by 50 cn I
ts ma be tice th- qatity i
939, or. 675,0 dozen, havig a reign vaueo p0,0
;tyinc"Weake b 5 percenI mportswuld proba dop to
about 500,000 dozen, with a foreign v e of $460,000.-;

~Export. are not statistically recorded but are known to be very
SILK WEAIUNG APAIREL
Tsrnf paragraph: 1210.
Silk wearig prei, no-t hkiti.
Commodty:
Rate of duty:
65 percent ad valorlem.
GENERAL

. Data on United States production, import, -nd consump

for

1939 are given below:
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Data on United States import. (appant consumption) for
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Petr cupte ncome 75 percent higher then In 1tP .

inoe ad with o c ge in
higer. lelofofnational
W*thon the
duty
tjxe 'yarn, wpert.
sik waste might be 33 percent;geater
tha~n tmai for the lower income level Imports of ;wsee migt
then be 2 million poundsor about 55 percent of 1930
imports :The
curtailment of production of spun silk yarn which 'would- result from
a 50-percent decrease in duty on that product woPuld probal reduce
the consumption, and hen imot of silk wa t, to abut 1.8
million pounds, or to about 50 percent of 199 imports. The reign
ve y, with
value ofsUc imprt might be about %475;000.
an expansion in the production of spun silk yan which might- follow
a 50-percent mcree in the rate of duty, imports of waste silk'would
probably be sjoit 2.2 million pound, with a foreign vlue of ut
$570,000. Ihese impors would represent about 60 percent of 1939
imports.

RAW SULK

I s
rl or r
Tariff paragraph: 176s.
Raw skik
skein reee or r-rkd, not wound doublE
Commodity:
twisted, or advancd (Including tuusak or wild silk).
'Bat, of duty:
Free.

GENERAIL

Data on Iunited $tates imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
Quaintity (1,b00 pounds)-:48, 21,0
--Value ($1,000)
111,B4s8
Unit value (per pound) -$ 32

Foreign ak.

The sk-nsi
industries in the United Stat depd en l
silk reeing, thoughfreqiently
on imports
inmuch as sericulture and
attempted in this cou , have never proved permanent 0sucs
ful. /In the decade 19M-40, import of raw silk6i the United States
averaged about 56 million%pounds annually, of which Japan supplied
and Italy 3 parent. Durng this d
90 percent China: 7 percent,
the tren4.of imports was downward, both in: quantity d in value;
from a record of 87 million pounds, valued it 427 million dollars in
1929, imports declined to about 52 million pounds, Valued at 121
million dollars in 1939; and to 45 million pounds, value at 125 mil
lion dollars in 1940. The import tra naw silkir ce
after-the United States took over Japanese assets in this country in
July f-41. Because of the teic ility importance of raw silk,
existing stocks were thereupon frozen by Gpvernment order ad the
i
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Thelfull- oned hosi-er industry became the maor co
he
appro;'
of
amount
silk
purchases
middle
after
the
thties.
silkr
imatey to 35 million pounds, or nea 75 percent of the tw4 n4i
mill deliveries reported by the New York Commodity" ExhigQ in
1939. VAs a result of the introduction of nyloyarnad the
ex4
Bi
tionally high price which prevailed for 8silk,
nsuimption of raw,
by the hosierv inidusty was reduced iM 1940. In that year, t4:
products of nylon hosiery amomted ,to approximately 3 millon
dozen pais, or 7 percent of the! tot$ output 9f fuJI-fahed hoe;
it increased to mote than 9 miion dozen pa, or 22 p t of ti
total, in 1941. I July 194 the lst unrstrictedoith
industry before te iStitutio f GpfenC
in the full-ashioned I
it p
meat controls, the priductioi of nylonhosr re
b
a
fifth'of
or
moth
maximum of nearlY 800,000 dozen apir,
i
month.
output tht
total fu4l-fashionedT hosery
POST-WAR SHORT TURM

obtainable Mi the eary
Only meager quantities of silk wil
period following the creation of hostilities. Inasmuch as the: ta
time stok pies of Government-owned rawsik'' will ha been ezhaused, virally no surluses-w-il bev'ailable in the United
States to meete civilian requirement. Moreover, imports
likely
to be small because of th-e delaysaittndant iupon the restoration of
seiculture in Japan, China, and ital
The productive capacity of nylon .m.the United States expanded
from about 8 mn pous in.194to 26 miioL;n poundsin 19
and plansV hae been-made for further expanwon in theidiatb
postwar perid to an annual t-apaity of almost 40. million. pounpo
The output of herytypeyarns nylon will babl;b in tbi
,neighborhood of 23 ml pounds a" volume, fient for thepto
duction of about38tainion den psofhoier, o about 70 pc
of the hosiery fonnery supplied: -b! ik Fn s-i zes of hig-AM
d
especially
with operties
medium-tecity rayon yas
7for the hosiery trade will also be avalable to suppthe r
30 percent of the hosiery. requirement.

TPMM
The quantity of im'pot will depend-mi some meaure on the prie
'of silk. If the price of standard-grade silk in New York sould be in
the neighborhood o the average annual pri or Japans silk which
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SCHEDULE 13. RAYON ANi M
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Below are prmie eaaec mns nte sixatil I
schedule 13o the"T ! Ac o 1930*
wC qorn wth tsOP
&nate
RE~~SO1V
U 34L66d on wh'6h reoti ae n 1939 itnpot
of th~e wtidM;all of which are dutiable,wealued at $9,977 000
And institutet 98, percentA of the total vaue of all commodities
hedue.
mported under,., t
Thb estiniated prduct ( f the domestic mket) and ip
for thee ties have beei totaled. (Where the estimated are not
given in a single figure but in the form of a probable range, the middle
not ,oft the, range shas
beenil-A.on~
fo ~~~imaeswithatu
te up of to .
hefNlowing station
comparestaut
production for the domestic market- and actual import in 1939:
tPl$ biueklias

tmtnt

-- _.
VleParest FYsn -Parst

deuce
_I
*e

.4ai

Of 100

Poet-war king term:
Per apita aStijoal income "me - in 19J.
Duty redneed 50 -omnt- 1,067,4
22
.
S
t,0--7.Duty Wacnd r

dtilw~~ercn
_M
....

1o 10*

-

274
27.4'
a
-ar.pite
Income 76 jwut bg than In low.
natyionalX
.:t .wslm
--a
^
_13........-;.............
*0
Dutzredufldwrrt~-L---------------t.7
254
-

-

It should be emp iized that the production figures' given above
do- not inciudeX Production 'or eexport, althh a indicated in t
general introduction, the sections on particu commodities disus
post-war expot probWlities, iltishiuld lso b emphaiz that, pointed out in the general introduc4on to this report,ot esestimates
ox individual aides, under the ariouraumjions in the refolu
-tion, are subject to sderable, frequently w emains of a3ror,
locase of the smallnumiber of items rep e
here and th:efat
that two itemne-~tyon'yarn and ryon en fty
f the
dominate in the totsptm'iuchreliance Can be placd
t end.ee
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epitihd-thu to o se ewch
ero n'ttoal ivnabv
ptlier. thires r3asn,X niaDi Sf
4qt be -faily3 lsge, pssibly a much as 10 to 2(Ypercent in either
dietion.
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the
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made as to duty, production for the domestic market will be laoxer
than in 1939 by much more than the 10-percent increase in popla*tion, even if there should be no increase in per capita national ioome,
This conclusion would seem to be warranted in view of the rapid
expaniou in rayon-production f6cilities #Ad of the incrs use of
rayon during the war. fExcept under the assumptions of duties
increased by 60 percent, imports Al*o will be more than 10 percent
above the 1939 level. The margin of possible error in the table
given above does not appear to be lpje enough to affect thee conclusions. The probability of such ucres results fm the fact
that, even if per cpita national income should be the same ain
1939 demand in the post-sm long-term period for three important
&rticies in the schedule-rayon yaMr, rayon staple fiber, and Radi
woven fabrics-will certainly rise much faster hn poulatin
Moreover with national income increased by 76 pect,'thete *il1
probably be a further substantial increase in production and imports.

RATON 'YARN

T
R
Tariff paraph: 1301i
Yarns, singles and plied,
Commodity:

including yarno
having more than 20
turns twist per inch.
46%, 60%, or 66% ad E-quivalent ad valorem (1939): 134%.
vatl but not less than
450 per lb.; high twist
yarns, basic ad val.
nrtes and 45 per lb.
additional, but not
les than 9W per lb.
GENERAL

Rate.of duty:

Data on United-States production, imports, and consumption for

1939 are given below:

ProductionI
,

Item
Total
TW

rFor dometic
domersi
_export

Apparent Ratio, of
imports consumption

umptio

inns 3,0
f'gU1
(1,W0 Ipounds) ............-1127,107_
inSX
" ........... ... ....
H'a176wio
.. ^. 11dM
.
W
(go
W.......................:...
Cue
,. *D.
Unlt vaut (Per pound)
34..........
....................$0..
Persons emp yed (number) 4
48,000 .................. ..........
ISO

...........

.

.

......

..........

..........

Prodtton oide yarns by the rayon indtr only; plie ed high-wig yarn. not nclde,
Lo than one-tenth of 1 percent.
S Foreign value.
4 Adjusted to exclude wtimated number of mpoyes working on products other than ywr.

I
I

The total world production of qonti'ous filament rayon yarn
X,1 billion in 1939, and
increased from 434 million pounds in 19Wto
to 1.4 billion in 1942, The Unitd States leas in -e production of
rayon yarn and accounted for 29 percent of theworld output in 1939.
Japan ranked second with 21 percent of the total, followed by Germany
with 15 percent.
United States production of rayon' yarn increased at an average
annual rate of 21 million pounds during the period 1929 to 1939 or

P OST-WAR. IMWS

NDDQ

T

Iunox

lop

in1929to 329Filliozz poundsin 1939. Since tba,
from 121 millions
it h inched to $5m$Uio pqn in 414; the inkreinproat
tion during period was not
great, however, a the increaw in
requirementsresulting from the war, so that the supply. remaining for
cilian uses wasles than before.
customary
a
Imports of rayon
Sits: 1931 have avefrged less than
million pounds annually and constituted only a small fraction of 1
percent of domestic couskiption. Some of the imports have ben
of the duty. Others
or manufacture a$ reexpott with a draw-back
have otisiste'd of varieti for'which the limiteddemand in this country
did not justify manufacture on. large scale by domestic
During teeatly and middle thirties, inpo were supplied
inantly by Germanyf, France, and the United Wingdom. After 1935
they were largely from Japan, Italy, and the Netherlands. A feature
of the trade in the latter period has ben the low unitvalue of imports;
sometimes below the average value of yarn which the exporting country supplied to other markets.
The duty on imports formerly averaged only about 60 percent of
the value;, but after 1935, because of the low unit value of imports, it
became more than 120 percent. Practicauly all the imports enter at
the minimum specific duty of 45 cents'a pound.
Exports of rayon before the war, although many times greater than
the imports, remAined less than 1 percent of pr4Quction. Both exports
and imports were so small that production was approximately the
same (except for changes in the stock position) as consumption.
Approximate'v 75 percent of the total supply of rayon yarn has
been consumed in the manufacture of broad-woven fabrics and about
20 percent in the manufacture of knit goods. Pre-war industrial uses
of rayon were relatively unimportant and were limited to the small.
scale prodiuetion of high-tenacity yarn for heavy-duty tires for commercial vehicles.
By far the most important war use of rayon was in tire cord, for
which the authorized manufacturing capacity at the end of 1944 was
240 million Foinds a year, or nearly three-fourths of the total produotion of rayon in 1939.
Facilities for, making tire cord can be employed to manufacture
high-tenacity yarn for both commercial tires and for other industrial
uses, or n1fly be converted to the manufacture of flueize hightenacity yarn for hosiery anld special woven fabrics, for which there is
expected t!- be an active demand.
yarn

half

producer*.
predosm

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

r During the war lack of rayon for itscustomary uses has creAted a
large backlog of demand. As a result, during the first few year after
the conclubion of hostilities, the market might be ably #o absorb Ober
twice as much ravon annually As before the war.
Impo in the immediate post-war period will probably continued
be insignificant. The United Kingdom alone, among the usual foteigfl
sources, may be in a position to tesme its 6xpfrt, tide. RArob
prices in the United lKingdut, however, tend to be higher-than in the
United States. Moreover, the United Kingdom curtailed its ravbn
industry during the war and like the Uinited State4 will hare a backlog
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of civilian demand to satisfy after the return of peacetime conditions,
rendering exports to the United States on Vny considerable. scale

improbable.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Consumption in the industrial field will likely be much larger than
in the pre-war .period. High-tenacity rayon yarn of the type used
during the war for military parachutes may continue in, demand for
delivery. chutes for civilian aerial freight. -Civilian airplane tires and
heavy~duty truck and bus tires will continue to use rayon high.
tenacity yarn regardless of whether natural or synthetic rubber is used.
As the cost of high-tenacity yarn declines it may take. the place of
cotton tire cord to an increasing extent in t Ielighter tires for pleasure
cars, although in this field it 'has fewer technological and economic
advantages than in heavy-duty commercial tires.
As new types of rayon have been developed and ',he quality improved during the war, rayon is expected to continue to expand its
share of the apparel market. Nylon and silk, of course, will return to
the full-f ushion ed hosiery industry, which has almost been monopolized
by rayon during the war. Fine sizes (75 deniers and less) of rayon
yarn, however, specifically made for hosiery will be available on a
larger scale than formerly. Sheer full-fashioned hosiery probably will
be manufactured from this yarn for sale at a price below that of nylon
and silk. If so, rayon might retain a much larger share of the hosiery
market than it had before the war.
The production of rayon probably not only will bold its wartime
gains, but increase further, possibly to 700-800 million pounds. The
average value hbs remained close to ,that in 1939 (56 cents a poured)
for some time ili the past, and has undergone little change during the
war., If a decline of about 15 percent in price is assumed in the postwar period, the total value of. production m~ay be 335-385 million
dollars a year and average about twice as great as in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports probably wil remain between 150,000
and 200,000 pounds having a foreign value of $45,000 to $60,000 .a
year. and represent a negligible proportion of consumption in the
United States.
Duty reduced by 60 percent .-The reduced rate on the. basis of the
1939 import value would be equivalent to about 67 percent ad valorem.
Under the reduced minimum rate of duty, the foreign value of imports
would have to be about 25 cents a pound to permit their sale in the
United States at prices close to the average vaue of 48 cents aasumed
for the domestic product. The average value of exports from European countries has been uniformly in excess of 35 cents a pound. In
1938 export values of rayon yarn ranged from 3611 cents a pound for
Italian yarn to 69 cents for German yam. The average value of
exports from Japan in 1938, on the other hand, ranged from 19 cents
a pound in 1936 to 23 cents in 1938 the Japanese-exports, however,
were largely tW countries in the Far East and Latin America, and they
included yams inferior in quality to those ordinarily required by
weaving mills in the United tates and Europe.
Imports into the.United States probably would consist mostly of
grades for which the limited demand did not justify manufacture on a
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large scale by domestic mills. They probably would supply onl
limited competition with domestic yarn in the important broadwoven-goods industry, but they might represent a considerable pro
portion of. theetotal consumed in the manufactur0 of narrow.owares and.
trimmings. Imports, particularly if Japan become the chief source,.
might be 7 million pounds with a foreign value of slightly more than
2 million dollars a year, and might average about 1 percent of consumption in the United States..
Dkuty increased by 50 percent.-Imnports probably would be less than.
100,000 pounds having a foreign value under $30,000 a year.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Consumption of rayon yarn might increase to 860-950 million
pounds a year, and be from 2% to 3 times as great as in 1939, All but
a very small part of this amount probably would he supplied from
domestic sources. In the past the list price has not fluctuated to any
great extent with changes in business conditions, and presumably the
unit value of production under the various duty assumptions wil
remain as estimated in the foregoing section with per capita income,
at the 1939 level. The total value of production then would be
400-450 million dollars a year.
Duty as in 1980.--Although imports might be somewhat greater
than if per capita income had -remained the same as in 1939 they
would continue 'to be very small. They might be 150,000-250,000
pounds hl aving a foreign value of $45,000-$75,000 a year.
Duty redueed by 60 percent.-Imports might increase to 9-15 million
pounds having a foreign value of 3-4 million dollars, but they would
still remain a very small part of the total consumption in the United
States, probably less than 2 percent.
Duty Increased by 50 percent .-Imports probably would be less than
100,000 pounds having a foreign value of less than $30,000 a year.
Exports

Exports have been mostly to Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and the
countries of Central and South America. During the war, export&
have been several times greater than before, but when supplies from.
other sources again become available they are expected to decline
although they probably will remain somewhat (perhaps 20 percent)
greater than in 1939, or about 2 million pounds. With a reduction
of perhaps 15 percent in price, exports would be valued between
$900,000 and $940,000. The market for exports from the United
States will be limited on a long-term basis by active competition from
Japan and some European countries, and by the establishment of
rayon-producing facilities in certain iihporting countries, of which
the more important are Mexico and Australia.
Employment

The total number of workers in the rayon industry in 1939 was
48,332, of which it is estimated that more than 5,000 were engaged in
the manufacture of allied products other than yarn such as staple
fiber, trlasparent cellulose wrapping material, sausage casings, bottle
caps, and sponges. The number of workers engaged in the manufact ure of yarns may increase from the estimated total of 43,000 i.
1939 to 55,000-70,000 on a long-term basis.
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RAYON WASTE

Taon parasps: 1302.
Waste of rayon except
Commodity:
cellulose acetate.
-Rage of duy:
10% ad valorem.

GENIRAL

Data on United States production, imports, and cono'unption for
:1939 are given below:
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Total
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Proddunr waste only, reported by Bureau of Ceona.
'EXxpors of rmdonjroiweru' waste not sepustely recorded; known to be small. Reported exports of
syon waste consist throwstrA', weavers', and knitters' mill wabs, clips and used rap, not ompuamble
with the producetion and I~mports.

Rayon waste provided for under paragraph 1302 includes untwisted
filaments and twisted thread waste discarded in the manufacture of
viscose and cuprammonium rayon yam and staple fiber., The waste
ratio in the rayon-yarn industry averages less than 4 percent of the
viscose and cuprammonium yam annually produced. Such yarns
account for about two-thirds of the total annual output of rayon.
In the manufacture of viscose staple fiber, the waste element is
negligible.
Raon waste, like staple fiber, is used in the woolen and worsted
industry as a blending medium to reduce costs in periods of high wool
prices or to achieve cros-dyed, lustrous, and other novelty effects in
the manufacture of specialty fabrics in the fashion field. Production
-of waste is practically a constant ratio of the output of yarns in the
rayon industry, but imports and consumption fluctuate with the
activity in the wool manufacturing industry, the level of virgin-wool
prices, and the relation of the price of rayon water to that of other
wool substitutes, such as wool waste, wool noils, reprocessed wool
waste, cotton waste, and rayon staple fiber. The quantity of rayon
producers' waste available for consumption by the wool manufacturmg industry in 1939 was about 33 percent of the quantity of raw
wool (scoured basis) consumed.
Imports of rayon waste usually come from several sources; the
most important are Japan, Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands, and
the United Kingdom. Imports have varied widely in relation to the
total apparent domestic supply, ranging from 4 percent in 1932, a
year of record low wool prices, to 53 percent in 1937, a year of comparatively high wool prices. It would appear that decline in wool
prices reduced the consumption of rayon waste in 1939 to only slightly
more than half of the consumption in the peak year 1937.
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POSTWAR SNORT TERM
With hher wool prices and an increase in the manufacture of
an worsted goods, the consumption of rayon waste in the
early post-war period probably will be greater than in 1939 by about
10 percent.+ Imports will probably be less than in that year, for
Japan, the Netherlanlds, and Belgium, usually among the source, will
probably not havte resumed exportation t this country, and COmnad.
nd the United Kinlgdom are not likely to have rayon waste available
in excess of their current needs. The expected growth of the domestic
rayon industry will provide more waste than in 1939 to supply the
mcreased demand.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Produeden, and Imports
Per capital Income at 1t9 level.

As a result of expansion in the production of rayon, the supply of
rayon waste available from domestic sources wil1 be consi erably

larger and may possibly be in the neighborhood of 25 million pound
a year. This amount is about as great as the production and imiports combined in, 1937. In addition, other materials for mixing with
wool, particularly rayon staple fiber, will be increased in supply and
improved in quality. Under these circumstances, it is likely that the
price of rayon waste will be relatively low and that imports will be
small.
The probabilities are that the price of rayon waste and the quantity
imported would not be affected greatly by either a downward or an
upward change of 50 percent in the 1O-percent duty on the waste
itself. They would be affected strongly however, by any such change
in the duties on raw wool because of the relation which the demand
for rayon waste bears to the price of wool. If the duties on raw wool
were reduced 50 percent the consumption of rsyon waste aud other
wool substitutes would Aecrease, and if the duties on raMw wool were
increased 50 percent, the use of rayon waste and other fibers for
blending with wool would increase.
Duly 48 in 1939.-The- average value of rayon producers' west.
obtained in the United States might be 8 to 9 cents a pound, compared
with 11.6 cents in 1939. The assumed production of 25 million pounds
then would be valued at about 2 million dollars. The lower price
would operate to restrict imports and they might be only about 1
million pounds wnth a foreign vafue of $80,000 a year, or approximately 40 percent less in quantity and nearly 60 percent less in value
than in 1939. At this level, imports would be less than 4 percent of
consumption.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Because of the effect which a general
reduction of import duties would have on the price of raw wool, the
demand for rayon producers' waste (along with other fibers for
blending with wool) would be reduced, and the averqe value of
production might falls low a86 to 7 cents a pound. The Isumed
production of 25. million pounds then would be valued at slightly
more tan 1 S million dollar a year. A price in the United States of
6 or 7, cents'a pound for rayon producers' waste would operate to
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discourage imports and they might become negligible or almost so,
notwithstanding reduction of the duty from 10 percent to 5 percent
ad valorem.
Duty increased by 60 peacent.-An increase of 50 percent in the duty
-on raw wool, with the price of that material increased considerably,
'would create a tendency to use a large proportion of rayon waste in
the manufacture of mixed wool and rayon fabrics. The average
,value of domestic rayon producers' waste then might rioe to 12'or 13
rents a pound, and th6 production (fumed to be 25 inon pounds)
might be valued at about 3 million dollars a year. Imports, stimulated by the higher price of rayon waste in this country, might be
about 3 million pounds having a foreign value of about $360,000 a
year. 'Despite the higher duty, imports might average about twice
as much as in 1939 and be about 11 percent of consumption.
Per capita Income 75 percent hither than In It".

As the result of the larger production of rayon expected at this
level of income, the quantity of rayon waste becoming available
from mills in the United States might be in the neighborhood of 28
million pounds a year, or about 120 percent greater than in 1939.
With increased per capita spending power, activity in the woolmanufacturing industry, where nearly all of the rayon waste is con'sumed, may be 15-25 percent greater than if per capita income
remained at the level of 1939. The proportion of pure wool,however,
would tend to be heater and the proportion of rayon le-s, so that the
net. effect on the demand for rayon producirs' waste probably would
be slight. Total consumption of rayon waste might be about 10 to
12 percent greater by reason of increased income, and might be 29-41
million pounds. It is likely that the unit value of production in the
United States and both the total quantity and total value of imports
would be approximately the same as estimated previously when a per
capita income at the 1939 level was assumed.
Duty as in 1939.-The assumed quantity of production (28 million
pounds) might be valued at about 2.3 million dollars a year. Imports
might be in the neighborhood of I million pounds with a foreign value
of about $80,000 a year. Consumption then would amount to about
29 million pounds, about 3 percent of which would be supplied by
imports.
Dustyredtueed by 60 percent.-Because of the effect which w geaal
reduction of duties would have on the price of raw wool, the 'average
value of rayon producers' waste used for mixing with wool would be
reduced, and the quantity assumed to be available from domestic
mills (28 million pounds) might be valued at 1.7 million to 2 million
dollars a year. As a result of the low average value of rayon waste
in the United States, imports might become so small as to be virtually
Dutyinched by 60 percent.--Because of higher raw-wool prices
which would accompany an increase in the duty on that commodity
the demand for rayon producers' waste to mix with wool would
expand, resulting in an increase in the average unit value of production. The domestic output, which, it is assumed, would be approximately 28 million pounds, might be valued at 3-4 million dollars a
year. The relatively favorable market in this country for rayon
waste would encourage imports, which might be about 3 million
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pounds valued at $360,000 a year, or about 10 percent of the estimated
consumption.
As rayon waste is an incidental operational byproduct of the rayon
industry, the number of employees allocated to its handling is small
and in the post-war period would rise or decline proportionately with
the output of rayon yarn ad staple fiber and with the volume of waste
collected.
RAYON STAPLE FIBER
Tariff paragraph: 1302.
Filaments of rayon not exceeding 30 in. in length, other than
Commodity:
Waste.
25% ad valorem.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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I'Eport

I

utathtle not available; Axport believed to be ellIible.

Foreign value.

I Estimated.

Rayon staple fiber consists of short-length filaments suitable for
procesing ti! standard yarn-spinning equipment. Most of the rayon
staple fiber is, processed into so-called spun rayon yarn on cottonspinning equipn ent. A smaller quantity is used for blending with
other fibers in the manufacture of mixture fabrics in the wool and
cotton industries. Yarns made wholly or partly of rayon staple
fiber are consunted in tle manufacture of apparel fabrics, and to a
less extent, in the manufacture of blankets, rugs, and other fabrics
for house furnishings.
World production (estimated) increased from 6 million pounds in
1930 to more than 1 billion pounds in 1939 and to more than 2 billion
pounds in 1942. Germany, Japan, and Italy, in the order named;
were the leading producers in 1939 and together accounted for nearly
90 percent of the world's output. The United States, with 5 percent
of the total, ranked fifth.
The production of rayon staple fiber in the United States increased
from less than 5 million pounds in 1935 to more than 50 million
pounds in 1939. By 1942 the output was more than 160 million
pounds. In the 2 following years the increase in production was
relatively small, for the rayon industry concentrated on the manufacture of continuous filament yarns, a large proportion of which
was required for the military program.
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Plant expanon planned -by producers in -the United States, but
held in abeyance duing the war, includes a new visc-aplfiber
plant capable of producmig 100 million pounds of fiber a year and new
acetate-staple-fiber faclties designed for an additional 50 million
pounds. If, after the war these installations are added, as seems
probable, the capacity of tiLe industry will be more than 300 million
AND

pounds, or more than twice as great as in 1942 and six times as great
as in 1939.
Imports averaged about 50 percent of consumption during the
pre-war decade. The growth of imports, which was rapid after the
middle 1930's, did not keep pace with expansion of production. Over
one-half of the imports in 1935-37 were obtained from Jap at an
average foreign price of about 16 cents per pound. Unlike the rayon
staple produced in the United States, which was confined Iarjey to
fine sizes and short lengths for use on the cotton system of spinning,
the bulk of the imports from Japan were cut long and were irregular
in size, length, and quality. They wnre used chiefly in the woolen
and worsted industry. From 1938 to 1941 appXimtely 50 percent
of the imports were supplied by the United Kingdom at an average
foreign value of about 19 cents a pound. These imports consisted
for the most part of staple fiber transferred by the leading British
rayon producer to the account of a United States company (at that
tie its subsidiary), whose capacity then was inadequate for the
growing domestic demand.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption may be between two and three times greater than in
1939 and will be supplied largely by domestic production. The import trade in the early post-war period will-be much smaller than in
1939, as the principal world pucers (Germany, Japan, and Italy)
will not have revived their trade with the United States, The United
Kingdom will probably be the principal supplier, but its exports to
the United States are not likely to be so la as before the war in
view of the anticipated increase in demand frm Empire areas and
the probable expansion in the United Kingdom of consumption of
staple fiber for manufacture into spun rayon fabrics.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cesmptha, FProdactle, aN imports
Per capital Income at It" laull

The rayon industry will probably continue to widen its markets
for staple fiber by Improving quality, reducing cots, and developing
new types with che mieal
ad physical properties specifically adapted
to spal uses. Although prediction is difficult in this field, it is
possible that the total consumption of rayon staple fiber, with income
at the level of 1939, may be approximately 450 million pounds a
year and may average about 4% times as much as in 1939.
In the past, as the quantity of production Was increased, the
average value has decreased this trend toward lower prices m t
continue after the war but might be less pronounced. iscow staple
fiber might be valued at approxmately 21 or 22 cents per pound,
depending on theheight of the duty; acetate staple fiber, about 32
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or 33 cents; and the total output might averWe 24 or 26 cents.' This
would be accompanied probably by a similar reduction in the average
foreign value of staple fiber imported, whch might range from 16 to
18 cents a pound under the various duty ssumptions.
Duty as in 1939.-Domestic consumption has greatly expanded
since 1939 and further enlargement of manufacturing capacity is
planned; therefore, when imports again become available, they will
probably represent a much smaller proportion of consumption thau
before the war. Imports ughtbe ghtly greater in volume than in
1939, and be in the neighborod of 60 million pounds, having a
foreign value of 8- 9 million dollars a year. If those eIstima*s should
prore approximately correct, th the proportion of consumption
supplied oy import. would be about 11 percent. Production then
might be aout 400 million pounds valued at about 100 million dollars
a year, or over seven tne aJ great as in 1939.
Duty reduced by 60 perci.--Wit~h foreign value of imports averaging 18 cents per pound, or5 percent less than in 1939, a dutyofd
equialent to about 2 cents a pound,
12% percent ad valorem would We
compared with 4 cent., the equivalent of the existing duty. A similar
reduction of 2 cents in the average unit value of domestic production
(say, from 25 to 23 cent. a pound) might operate to prevent any
expansion of imports as a result of the reduction in duty. It is
assumed, however, that the average unit value of production would be
reduced 1 cent a pound, instead of 2 cents, and that imports would
accordingly increase. Imports might be 9-llO million pounds, having
a foreign value of 16-20 million dollars a year, and average 20-25
percent of consumption. Assuming import. of this volume, produce
tion might then be 326-375 million pounds valued at 78-90 million
dollars a year.
Duty increased by 60 perent.-This increase would tend to confine
imports to types and grades not manufactured in this country ona
large scale. Imports ht consist of low-grade fiber like that received in the past from Japan, and small quantities of specialties from
Europe, which, combined, possibly would average about 16 cent. per
pound. Possbly about 15 million pounds, having a foreign value
of sihtly Iwo than 2% million dollars, might be imported. This
quantity would be about 2 percent of consumption. Domestic
production, then, might smouint to about 436 million pounds, valued
at approximately 110 million dollars.
Per eapIts Income 75 percvtt higher then in 1mu.
Rayron staple fiber i3 1ot of itself a direct consumers' product;
moreover, it is used rgely in conjunction with other textile fibers in
mixture goods. To the extent that staple fiber is used v a blending
medium for styling and special utilitarian purposes, it will share in the
expanded per capita consumption of cotton, woolen, and worsted
fabrics and carpets and rus. To the extent that it also is increasIngly
used in the production of fine all-spun rayon fabrics and novelties in
the fashion fields, it will benefit by the higher proportion of consumers'
income available for the purchase of better good and semiluxuries.
Finally, to the extent that it is used in the manufacture of cloth for
popular-priced, volume-clothing ies, it will benefit by the rise in the
_
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general level of apparel consumption resulting from increased clothing
budgets in the former low-income groups Increased income wil
permit greater consume outlays for textile home furshings such as
draperies, upholstery goods and rugs in which staple fiber is used.
Accordingly, consumption ol rayon staple fiber might rte to about 550
million pounds. Inasmuch as increases in per capital
income have had
virtually no influence on the price of staple fiber in the past, it is
assumed that there would be little, if any, price increase in this
instance, and that the unit values of both production and imports
would remain approximately as in 1939.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports of rayon staple fiber might be in the
neighborhood of 60 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 10
million dollars. On this basis, they would constitute about 11 percent of consumption. Production, accordingly, might be about 490
million pounds valued at close to 123 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percen.-Imports might double as a result of a
duty reduction and average possibly about 120 million pounds, with a
foreign value of about 22 million dollars. If this increase were to
occur, imports would supply over one-fifth of consumption; production
probably then would be about 430 million pounds. At an assumed
average unit price of 24 cents per pound, the value of the total domestic
output would be about 103 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports would be reduced, and would
amount possibly to 20 million pounds valued abroad at approximately
3 million dollars. Domestic production then would account for almost
the entire supply and might amount to 520 million pounds valued at

130 million dollars a year.

Experts

Exports from the United States are small and are not separately
recorded.
Empoyment

The number of persons engaged in the production of rayon staple
fiber is not separately reported from the number engaged in the manufacture of rayon yarn and other allied products. The proportion of
all employees in the industry which might have been allocated to this.
commodity in 1939 was possibly about 4 percent of the total, and the
number so estimated about 2,000. Emplo ent was probably twice
as great in 1942, and after the war,. on a long-term basis, it may be
several times greater than in 1939. With higher consumer spending
wer, the further expanded production might increase employment
oy approximately 20 percent above what it would be if income remains
at the 1939 level.
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RAYON BROAD-WOVEN FABRICS OTHER THAN PILE
Tariff paragraph: 1308.
Woven fabrics in the
Commodity:

piece, wholly or In
chief value of rayon
or other synthetic
textile.
45¢ per lb. and 45% ad Rquivalent ad valorem (1989): 85%.
va orem.

Rate of dtiy:

Noix.-These fabrics are synthetic ttles produced from cellulose or with it oelluloe be; they do not
Include nylon, vinyl reim fibers, or ISber made from oein subbkance. The rate fixed in eariffA4
, and to percent ad vaomun additipyal duty I.
of 100 was 4&rents per pound pluh 60 percent ad vi
Jacquard-figured. The rate was reduced to 46 cents plus 46
wt,other or not Jacquardgured..
elective June 15, 1936, pursant to the trade agreement with raoe.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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S Exclusive of velvets and estimated quantity of pluses not separately recorded.
Welght Includes other textile fibers (wool, cotton, or silk) employed as admixtures or bhndtm
$ Less than 0.2 percent.
0 Foreign values.
3

media.

In the compound duty on rayon fabrics, the specific rate of 45.
cents a pound is intended as com pensatory for the duty on rayon
yarn. Actually, however, the difference between the price of the
yarn in the United States and abroad in 1939 has been closer to 20
cents, on the average, than to 45 cents a pound. Inasmuch as the
price of rayon -yarn has fallen greatly since the enactment of the
Tariff Act of 1930, the specific duty supplies a considerable mai
of protection for the cloth-manufacturing process, in addition to that
provided by the ad valorem duty of 45 percent. As applied to cloth
manufactured from rayon staple fiber, which was not an important,
factor when the tariff act was passed, the specific duty was almost
twice the average domestic price of the raw material in 1939 and
probably was not far below the average value of the cloth produced
in this country.
United States production of fabrics, wholly or predominantly of
rayon by weight, increased from 43 million pounds in 1929 to 158
million in 1935 and to 330 million in 1939. During the war still
further increases occurred, until in 1944 production, exclusive of
rayon tire fabrics, was about 400 million pounds.' Much of this
material, however, was manufactured for military purposes amn for
lead-lease and other export re"uirements: The supply for civilian
use therefore was curtailed considerably.
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Imports of rayon fabri- have been ly a r smll nation of
1 percent of production in the United States. In the thirties imports
ranged front 193,000 pounds in 1931 to a reword hig o 1,N1,0O')
pounds in 1937. Before 1936 imports nre suppli principal by
France, Germany, Switzerland, and Italy at . foreign value averaging
between $2 a43 a pound, or substantially higher than that of
consisted mainly of
domestic fabrics. The imports from Eur
From
fabrics distinguished for novelty of Weave, finish, or de
1936 to 1939 almost two-thirds of the imports were from Japan at an
average foreign value of about 63 cents a pound. A considerable
proportion of the imports fom Japan consisted of grey-woven fabrics
and reexport with draw-back in duty.
for flhiis
Before the wrar Japan was the world's largest exporter of rayon
fabrics, attaining in 1936 a record export of 528 million suare yards
(over 100 million pounds) valued at 43 million dollars. Other large
exporters were France and Italy.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

A further expansion in the demand for rayon fabrics in the United
States is expected from a continuation of past trends, from the need
to replace inventories which have become depleted during the war, and
from the expected shortage of all textile fabrics in e immediate
post-war period. Production of all-rayon fabrics, together with
mixtures and blends in chief we' ht of rayon may be increased to
more than 500 million pounds and be about 60 percent greater than
in 1939.
Imports probably will be very small as a result of difficulties in
obtaining supplies abroad.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Cnsumptru, Fredactina, sa Impot
Per capital income at 139 level.

The consumption of rayon fabrics ' and mixtures in chief weight.of
rayon may increase to 7,50-800 million pounds a year, or more than
twice as much as in 1939. A substtially larger proportion of the
fabrics producedin the post-war period will consist of spun-rayon
fabrics made of yarns spun from staple fiber or from staple fiber
blended with wool or cotton. Over 99 percent of the total consumption probably will continue to be supplied by production for domestic
market whether the duty remains as in 1939 or is increased or decreased
50 percent. On the assumption that higher wages may be counterbalanced by improvements in technique of manufacture the average
value of production may be about the same as in 1939, or 81 cents a
pound. .On this basis, the value of production for domestic market
will possibly be 600-650 million dollars a year.
Duty as in 1939.-The imports might be substantially at the level
of the peak year 1937, or 1 million pounds. At the average price prevailing iin 1939, this volume of imports would have a foreign value of
about I million dollars.
bbl
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PEtty redued bV 40
probably would be several
times " great as in any prcet.-wImporrt
previous yea, but hey still would be restricted
to specialties and prestige goods sold in this country at unit values
considerably above the abee for domestic production. They mhbt
total 4-5 million pounds with a foreign value of 5- million dollars
year and represent close to' 1 percent of the total domestic conhumption
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports mit be about as in 1939,
but less than in most other recent years. Possibly, they would amount
to approximately 500,000 pounds valued abroad at $500,000 or
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In 1SD.

Consumption of fabrics wholly of rayon and mixtures predominantly
rayon by--weight might total 860-900 million pounds and average
more thin two and one-half times greater than in 1939 and about 14
percent greater than at the 1939 irkcome level. It would consist of a
substantial proportion of fabrics woven75f combination ya and
blended spun-rayon yarns containing cotton and wool. All but a
minor proportion probably would be supplied, as before, by domestic
production. As the result of an increase in the general price level,
the unit value of production might be about 92 cents, a pond or 13
percent higher than in 1939. The total value of production for domestic market then would be in the neighborhood of 800 million dollars
a year.
The unit value of imports might be about 13 percent higher than in
1939, in keeping with the increase in the unit value of production.
It would then be $1.27 a pound, compared wiith $1.12 in 1939. The
estimates which follow are based on the further assumption that the
quantity of imports Would bear the same proportion to total consaumption as at the lower level of income.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports might be about 1 million pounds, With
foreign value of about 1% million dollars.
Duty reduced &y60 percent.-Imports might be 10-s1 times as mat
as in 19319, or 4-4 million pounds, valued abroad at 9 million dollars
a year, but they still would represent a very small proportion (probably
les than 1 percent) of consumption in the United States.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might amount to 500,000
or 700,000 pounds with a foreign value of $650,000 to $900iO00 a yeat,
and be little greater than the average before the war, despite the very
considerable increase in the total consumption of rayon fabrics
since thatperiod.
I

Expwtor
In the years 1937-39 annual exports averaged about 4% million
pounds, valued at 5 million dollars. Cuba the Philippine Islands,
and Canada were the principal markets. buring the war, export.
increased to several times their former volume and consisted largely
of spun-rayon fabrics. Mexico, Venezuela, and Centrat American
countries became important customers In the immediate post-war
period, exports will probably continue close to their high wartime
level.- In the long term, exports will be affected by the probable
increase in competition from European countries and Japan, which
have lower manufacturing costs, and by the development of rayon
weaving in countries which formerly were large importers of the fabric.
71233-5-4
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If United States, products no- longer are accorded the preferences
enjoyed heretofore in Cuba and the Philippine Islands, exports may
be reduced considerably, amounting to the average annual volume
of 1937-39, valued at about 4.8 million dollars, with national income
at the 1939 level and at about 5.4 million dollars, with income increased 75 percent.
Employment

Employment by textile mills in the manufacture. of rayon fabrics
will probably be increased after the war, although not to the same
extent as production because of the adoption on a greater scale of
improved types of automatic rayon looms. The number of workers
may possibly be twice that in 1939, or in the neighborhood of 140,000.
The level of employment will not be affected significantly by a decrease
or an increase of .50 percent in the duty on rayon fabrics, inasmuch
as imports will constitute only a small proportion of the total production under any of the above assumptions. Expansion of output as a
result of increased consumer spending power might result in an
additional 10 percent increase in employment.
RAYON VELVET RIBBONS (FAST-EDGE)
Tariff paragraph: 1307.
Pile ribbons, wholly or
Commodity:

in chief value of rayon
or other synthetic tex-

tile.

NOTE.-These ribbons are synthetic textiles produced from cellulose or with a cellulose base; they do not
include nylon vinyl resin fibers, or fibers made from protein substances. The Tariff Act of 1930 provides
rats of 45 cents per pound plus 60 percent ad valorem If the pile is wholly cut or wholly uncut, and 45 cents
per pound plus (35 percent ad valorem if the pile is partly cut. These rates were reduced to 25 cents per
pound l)Ius 50 percent ad valorem, effective June 16, 1036, pursuant to trade agreement with France.

GENERAL

Below are data on United States imports in 1939, which were
equivalent to apparent consumption:
-69, 325
quantity (pounds)
*-alue
1$144,942
$2. 09
Unit value (per pound) -

I Foreign value.

Velvet ribbons are used for dress and millinery trimmings, beltings,
hair ornaments, and other decorative accessories, the style for which
has been dictated in the past by France. Rayon, silk, or cotton
may be employed interchangeably for the pile and ground fabric.
When rayon is used for the pile, the foundation cloth is usually
either wholly or in part. of cotton or silk. The fiber predominating
in value varies in accordance with the cost and proportion of the constituent fibers used.
Two types of velvet ribbons are made--fast-edge and cut-edge.
Fast-edge velvet ribbons are woven with selvages on narrow pile
ribbon looms; cut-edge velvet ribbons are made by splitting wide
velvet fabrics into strips and then gumming the edges to prevent
fraying. Cut-edge ribbons caxl be made at low cost to greatly undersell fast-edge ribbons and are acceptable substitutes for most uses in
the popular-price field. What is especially important in an article
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subject to style changes, orders for cut-eAge ribbons can be filled
quickly in almost any desired width, color, or quality.
Domestic production of the fast-edge type of velbrelt ribbon was on
a small scale before the mddle 1920's. None were then mae of rayon
as synthetic fibers had not, up to that time, become adatable for
processing on pile fabriclooms. The production of fast-edge velvt
ribbons was abandoned because of the limited market, the spasmodic
demand, the competitive position of the domestic industry, and the
growth of the cut-edge velvet ribbon business. The extent to which
cut-edge pile ribbons are produced in this country is-not known4
However, probably not over 5 percent of the volume of velvet fabrics
manufactured by the domestic velvet industry is used for cutting mnto
pile ribbons. The domestic production of rayon velvet fabrics suitable for such use, amounted to 2,712,000 pounds in 1939. Althiuh
the value of all-rayon and rayoxA-mixed pile fabrics produced in that
year is not available the average unit value was probablyconsider
Fblv below the 1937. ievel of $2 per pound.
total imports of pile ribbons (both of rayon and of silk) decreased
from approximately 150,000 pounds in 1931 to 12,500 pounds in 1935,
Subsequently the trade increased, reaching i27,000 pounds in 1939.
Imports of pile ribbons, in chief value of rayon which were less thy
20 percent of the total before 1937, increased in,1939 to 64 percent
of the ,total quantity. After the war it is expected that the volume
of imports of rayon pile ribbons will probably constitute 80 or 90 per.
cent of the total. The bulk of the imports haye been supplied by
France. Before 1935 the second largest source was Switzerland and
in later years Japan.
Susceptibility of rayon pile ribbons to style changes makes the
volume of imports highly unpredictable. In -the estimates which
follow, it is assumed that the popular demand for these ribbons will
reme.in at the level in 1939, when fashion influences were relatively
favorable. A large increase in per capita income would tend greatly
to increase consumption provided the style demand continued strong.
Should fashion trends in the post-war period favor tailored millinery
and simplicity of dress, the reduction in demand for ornamental accessories would cause a sharp curtailment in imports of pile ribbons below
the figures hereafter indicated.
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCfION

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports probably will be small, as the velvet ribbon mills abroad
will not be restored to full production immediately.
POST-WAR LONG TERM.
Consumption and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

DIuty as in 1939.-Per capita consumption of fast-edge pile ribbons
of silk and of rayon combined may be about the same as in 1939,
but of the total volume, possibly 85 percent (instead of 54 percent as
in 1939) would be supplied by rayon ribbon. Imports of rayon pile
ribbons then would be 100,000 to 150,000 pounds. The average
foreign value of imports might remain, about as in 1939, or about
$2 per pound. The total foreign value then would be $200;000 to
$300,000 a year,
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IAy reduced by 60 p nton tior might increase consider~
ably and imports be 120,000 to 180,000 pounds with a foreigavlue
of $240,000 to $360,000 a year.
Duty~inceased by 60 percemt.-Both consuption and imports prob
ably would be less than if the dutyv had remained the same. Import
might be 80,000 to 120,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $160,000
to $240,000 a year.
..

,

?ev tappita. income 75 percent higher thdn In 1939.#

mady as in 1989.-As the combined result of the inreage in popula.
silk pile ribbons
tion and per capita income, and the displacement' of
by those of rayon, imports may be 150,000 to 250,000 pounds and
that the
average about three time as great as in 1939. It is
about the same
average foreign value of imports would inree toamumed
extent as the general pnce level in the United States, or -13 percent.
It then would be $2.20 to $2.50 per pound, and the total foreign value
would be. $350,000 to $600,000 a year.-:,
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might beo200,000 toS 300,000
pounds with a foreign value of $450,OO0 to $700,000a year.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports8might be somewhat less than
if the duty had remained the same, but they still might :e 14000 to
180,000 pounds with a foreign value of $325,000 to $4256,000, and
average 130 percent greater in quantity and 160 percent greater in
value than in 1939.

KNIT RAYON GLOVES AND MITTENS
1309.
Tqriff paragraph: Gloves
and mittens,
Commodity:
knit or crocheted,
wholly or in chief
value of rayon or
other synthetic textile (nct including
embroidered).
45c lb.+ 65%.
Equivalent adpalorem (199):; 77%.
Rate of duty,:

Now.-"Other synthetic textile a used in the tif act is limited by 6t&(par.1S13t those wit
sceU ooe bae; therefore, th~e classlllcatlon under discussion does ot include glovfs q( such fibers as nylon
er vinyon. The rate of 46cezitsper pound plua65 percent ad valorer Is tbt fted IntheTarit Aet of 1930f
FromAprlll6,t8,toAprll21,l193,hillcusivethe ad valorem portion ofthisrmtew0 percent on it,,
in this clastfication valued at 51.50or more per doten pairs, pursuant to the trade Agreement with Czech.
slovakia, which has been suspended.

GENERAL

Data on Uni' ed States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Apparent Ratio of
Imports
,,, For
Apparent imortsn
__v---_.Fr|IMP~ts
For
Imots
on
sumption
eexport
Forrtdomestic
Total
market

item

Z344

Quantity (1,000 dozen pairs)--....... Z344 (I)
alu _
(....
..2

I

.....

.......... ....
unit value
(p. r dozen pairs) ......._-......
e

_eF~Om

d (number)

-.,. v- -

Kxport statistics not available; exports believed negligible.
.Foreign value.
Nastimated.

-

62
102
$1.64

.

26
2.406
-.
.-._....
- ...
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The import classification covers gloves and mittens of raton of
other synthetic textiles wade either of warp-nit or of circular-knit
fabrics, and also those kiit 'or crocheted directly f yan, such as
"string" glove styles or brushed rayon style P auction data reit'
to rayon warp-knit fabric types only. Small amnts were probably
made from circular-knit fabric or were knit direct from yarn and
brushed..
The United States use, nnal, 2343 million dozen pairs of drems
gloves made of textile materials ot er than wool. Although the totil
consumption varies comparatively little from year to year, the pro.
portion of rayon gloves in the total and the ratio supplied by importS
tas changed significantly. For many years the United States market
for'dres gloves of textile materials was preemptedd by cotton warp
knit fabric glovesimported from Germany. -After 1934, however,
this trade was hampered by the United States corner bctt
against German goods and by exchange diffictilties, American buyers sought fabric gloves of, any materials wherever they were to
found. This situation led to Czechoslovakia becoming the principal
source of cotton warp-knit fabric gloves; while domestic manufacf
turers responded with quantity production of rayon gloves. The new
market for rayon gloves stimulated their importation from Germant
and Czechoslovakia. Imports were' over 400j000 dozen pairs a'year
in 1936 and 1937 and represented neatly one-fourth the total supply:
of rayon gloves. They had dwindled to 62,000 dozen pairs (43 percent from Japan) by 1939, both because of the increased domestic
production and because of the absorption of Czechoslovakia 'by

Germany.
Domestic production of rayon fabric gloves reached a maximum of
over 2% million dozen pairs in 1939. Output declined in subsequent
in part because of scarcity of rayon yarn and the scarcity of
but also because of iincreasing production of cottonwarp-knit
fabric gloves. In 1939 rayon gloves made up 94 percent of the totl
output of rayon and cotton dress gloves; 1 in 1943, they made up
60 percent.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM
Demand will probably continue at a high level. 'Tbe domestic
industry may-well produce at capacity Imports probably will not
be obtainable for some time because of conditions created by the war
in the countries from which almost the entire supplies were obtained.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

The'market for dress gloves of textile materials has undergone little
fluctuation with changes in per capita income because, in times of low
income, demand islsustained by shifts from the more costly leather
gloves. The total demand for textile dress gloves might be 336-4
million dozen pairs if per capital income remains the sameas in 1939,
and it might increase to 5%-6 million dozen pairs if per capita income
is increased 7.5 percent, as such a substantial addition to income would
'Cotton gloves here included af cotton warp-knit fabric gloves only.
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probably mean new customers and an increase in the number of gloves
in the wardrobes of consumers.
As cotton warp-knit fabric gloves are generally preferred to rayon
fabric gloves, the demand for rayon gloves goes down as the supply of
dress cotton gloves increases, and vice versa, except when particular
styles, as for example a vogue for long or elaborately trimmed gloves,
give special consumer appeal to rayon fabric gloves. In this discussion the prices are based on the assumption that short gloves will be
the prevailing mode. It is assumed that most of the total will again
be supplied by cotton gloves, and that if the duties are -reduced by 50
percent, the imports of cotton loves will increase considerably, with
the result that there will be o a moderate increase in the imports
of rayon gloves and a considerable decline in the production of them.
Actually, technical processes still on the threshold of development
may alter radically the competitive position of gloves manufactured
from rayon. Nylon and vinyon already have been used in glove
fabric, and with th'ir quick-drying properties (especially desirable in
wash gloves) these or unknown synthetic fibers may assume a dominant position over rayon and cotton.
The following estimates are based on the assumption that producetion in Germany and Czechoslovakia of cotton warp-knit fabric gloves
will be resumed.
Per capl!ta Income at 1932 level.

Duty as in 1989.-Upon the assumption that cotton gloves will
again be available in adequate quantities, the consumption of rayon
gloves might be 20 to 40 percent less than in 1939, or 1-2 million
dozen pairs a year. Imports, because of developments in foreign
rayon industries, would probably be as large, or larger, than in the 2
highest pre-war years. They might be 400,000-600,000 dozen pairs
a year, or about 30 percent of consumption. It is expected that the
average price will exceed that of 1939, which was iunusually low.
Thus, the foreign value-might be in the neighborhood of $800,000 to
$1,200,000. Production might be 1-1% million dozen pairs. Assuming domestic costs a little above those of 1939, the total value of production would be 6-8y million dollars, or 30-50 percent less than in
that year.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-The proportion of the market for textile dress gloves which was supplied by those of cotton warp-knit
fabric. (on which the duty also would be reduced) would probably
increase further, and the consumption of rayon gloves might decline
to 1-13% million dozen pairs. Imports of rayon gloves would possibly
increase to as much as 600,000 dozen to 1 million dozen pairs, or about
¢r percent of consumption. As all grades would probably share in
this increase, the average foreign price might be about the same as if
the duty remained at the 1939 level. The total foreign value then
would be 15-2 million dollars. Production, adversely affected by
increased imports of cotton, as well as of rayon gloves, might decline
to 400,000-600,000 dozen pairs. The average value of production
also would be reduced and the total value might be only 2 -3Y
million dollars a year, or 50-70 percent less than if the duty had remained unchanged.
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Duty increased be 50 percent.-Consumplion might be 1Y-2 million
dozen pairs, or about the same as if there had been no change in duty.
Only a very small part, however, would be supplied by imports, per.
haps about 50,000 dozen pairs, or about 5 percent of consumption.
As imports would probably be confined to specialties, the unit value
might be greatly increased, so that the total foreign value might be
between $150,000 and $200,000 a year. Domestic production would
probably be 1 2 million dozen pairs. Assuming an average price
about 10 percent above that of 1939, the total value of production
would be 9-12 million dollars.
Per capita income 76 percent higher than in 1939

Duty as in 1939.-Consumption would, perhaps, be, 2-33%4 million
dozen pairs. Of this amount imports might supply between 600,0Q0
dozen and 1 million dozen pairs, or about 30 percent of consumption.
As the result of higher prices and higher average quality, the average
foreign value of imports might be almost 40 percent greater than in
1939, or $2.25 per dozen pairs. The total foreign value of imports
then would be 1.3-2.2 million dollars. Production would, perhaps,
be 1 3Y-2~million dozen pairs. The average value of production might
well be 25 percent greater than in 1939, or $6.50 a dozen pairs. The
total value of production then would be 10-17 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Consumption would possibly be I%-24
million dozen pairs. Imports would probably supply an increased
share, perhaps 1-1i million dozen pairs, or about 60 percent of consumption. The average price would be about the same as if the duty
had not been changed, and the total foreign value would possibly be
from 2343% million dollars. Production would probably be far
below the 1939 level, because of competition from imported cotton
and imported rayon gloves. It might total 700,000 dozen to 825,000
dozen pairs. Assuming prices about 20 percent aboVe the 19.39 level,
the total value of production then would be 4%-5% million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Consumption might be about the same
as if the duty remained unchanged, or 23-3% million dozen -pairs.
Imports would be small, possibly 50,000-100,000 dozen pairs, or about
5 percent of consumption. They would be confined to specialties, of
which the average foreign value might be 2X times as great as in 1939
or $4 per dozen pairs.
e total foreign value of imports then would
be between $200,000 and $400,000. Production might be 2Y-3%
million dozen pairs. Assuming an average price about 25 percent
above that of 1939, or $6.70 per dozen pairs, the total value of production would be 15-23 million dollars.
Exports.
Exports are not separately recorded, but are believed to be negligible. It is unlikely that conditions under the various assumptions
would cause any increase in exports.
Employment

As cotton dress gloves again become available, employment in the
manufacture of rayon gloves probably will decline. At the same rates
of duty the number of persons employed may be 50 percent less than
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in 1939, or about 1,750 if per capita income remains the same, and it
may be about 15 percent less, or not less than 3,000 if per capita income is 75 percent greater than in 1939.
A reduction of 50 percent- in the rates of duty might cause employment in the manufacture of rayon gloves to be reduced 60 percent,
chiefly because of larger imports of cotton gloves, upon which the
duties.also would be reduced. An increase of 50 percent mithe duties
might cause employment to be 30 percent greater than if they had
been unchanged. Except under the last assumption, however, the
persons employed would probably be less than in 1939.

Table: [No Caption]

SCHEDULE 14. PAPERS AND BOOKS, AND RELATED
ITEMS PROVIDED FOR IN THE FREE LIST
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
All items in schedule 14 and related items on the free list of which
the imports in 1939 exceeded $100,000 are embraced in this section,
except the basket and special import classifications listed below:
Tariff
paragraph

Commodity
Manufactures of paper, n .....
..
Books, maps, muslo, engraings, pbotogrs, etbings, llthopraphle
prints, and charts printed more than ye and pub)l atrons
of scientifto and literary actions, or acadmes, or foreign
governtnents.
prin and charts pid
Books, maps, music, engrave
ported for educational or religiousa
d or the encouragement
of the fine arts, or college, academy, school or seminary of
learning in the Ualtoalic lbteor
anysar
ly,
pt~and

|
Taiiff
status

1413 Dutiable..
,
1629 Free

131

orts,

13

A50, 980
140,

A"__. 421e 4

--

tortpotg
or revenue, and foreign government stamped
771 ,_do..
70B,917
Stamps,
envelopes or post cards bearing no other printing than the officlal.91
Imprint thereon.

,7..80,9.0~.. ................
Total-3
..
...
...

........

...................

........

.

.

These classifications cover many unrelated items which are subject
to different influences or to special conditions governing their importation, such as age, publication by associations or governments
of institutions and
stamps, and printed matter for the
foreign
not for sale. With respect to them it would be impracticable to say
anything significant concerning the effects of changed conditions on
consumption, production, imports, or exports.
The total number of dutiable, or mixed dutiable and free, items for
which reports are presented under schedule 14 is 18; the largest of
these, books, etc., is a combination of related article, of which about
balf of the imports enter duty-free, The total value of the imports
of these 18 items in 1939 was 11.5 million dollars. The coverage of
the dutiable items in this schedule is over 85 percent. Cigarette
paper, of which imports amounted to 3.9 million dollars in 1939, is
not here included but isj treated in schedule 15.
In addition to the dutiable items, the" reports which follow include
6 duty-free items of major importance which are related to the
dutiable items; one major article which is related to paper, namely
pulpwood, is not here included but is treated in connection with
schedule 4t which covers wood and manufactures thereof. The
major free items included are paper-making materials-namely wood
pulp; rags for paper stock, and waste (other than rags) for paper
stock-together with standard newsprint paper and newspapers and
1083
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periodicals. The total value of the imports of the 6 items in 1939
was 195.5 million dollars, of whioh newsprint paper accounted for
about 60 percent and wood pulp for about 38 percent.
Articles dutiable under schedule 14 and the related duty-fr~e items,
naturally fall into two great groups, namely printed matter, and other
articles, the latter including certain paper materials, various kinds of
paper, -and manufactutres of paper other than printed matter. The
table below compares actual production (for the domestic market)
and actual imports in 1939 with corresponding estimates for these
two groups of articles, distinguishing the dutiable from the free,
under the several assumptions as to national income and levels of
duty:
for the doProduction
mnestic market

Period, income level, and tariff treatment
Value

Paper. and books, dutiable

Million

dollar
1939:
Printed matter-744.1
.........-.-..
709.6
matter).
Other dutiable (except printed
Post-war long term:
Per capita national income same as in 1939:
Printed matter:
-0.4
................
Duty as In 1939 .-..
8(0.4
1)uty reduced 60 percent .......-......-....
,

........

.

Ratio to

7.8

Percent
100
100

5.3
5.8'
4.7
9.0
1I. 1
5. 9

120
132
107
123
152
80

161
179
179

180

8.3
9.2
7.4
13.2
16.7
8. 8

189
208
167
180
228
120

100
100

.6
194 9

100
100

112
125

.8
214.6

120
110

138
191

306.6

.9

140

.

..........................
.

1.5
.....
Duty Increased t0 percent. 1..........
Other dutiable (except printed matter):
1, 381.1
Duty as in 1939 1,380.1
Duty reduced 60 percent
-,,,.
1,383.0
Duty increased 50 percent
Papers and book, free
1,248.3
.............-........
Printed matter. ....
319. 5
---------------Other free (except printed matter)Poet-war long term:
Per capital national income same as In 1939:
1, 99.1
matter-------------------....
Printed
397.9
Other free (except printed matter)
Per capita national income 76 percent higher than
In 1939:
Printed matter -1
9................9......... . 1 _
Other free (except printed matter) -011.---.-5_
.

......

.............

1

Million

Ratio to

dolar,
14.22

Pereent
100
100

116
116
Duty Inereqsed 60 percent .80.................4 116
Other dutiable (except printed matter):
124
NS.
U O
..
Duty as In 1939 .0................
124
955.4
Duty reduced 60 percent124
957.0
Duty inere: sed 50 percent
Per carita national income 75 percent higher than
in 19: 9:
Printed matter:
161
1,194.5
I)uty as in 1939
101
1,194.5
Duty reduced 50 percent
.

Foreign

167

Includes imports of books, pamphlets, etc., free of duty, valued at $1,048,000.

Imports of duty-freeprinted matter are insignificant; the principal
item consists of newspapers and periodicals, and it is only natural
that imports of these should be very small compared with domestic
production. The high ratio of imports to production for duty-free
paper and pulp reflects the immense requirements of the United
States for white Paper, and the depletion of the domestic stands of
timber of species hitherto considered suitable for the manufacture of
such paper (principally spruce and balsam fir). As pointed out' in
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the discussion, of newsprint paper, it is possible that in the future
there may be. greater resort to Southern pine, a relatively abundant
raw material, for the production of newsprint.
It is estimated that, even with no increase in national income, the
value of domestic production of the duty-free items related to schedule
14 in the long-term post-war period will probably exceed the value
in 1939 by a percentage greater than that of population growth.
The estimates indicate the probability that, if per capita income were
75 percent higher than in, 1939, domestic production and imports of
duty-free printed matter would be about 20 percent greater, i terms
of value, than with no change in income, whereas both production
and imports of the other free articles (principally newsprint and wood
pulp) would be over 60 percent greater at the high income level.
As pointed out in the general itroduction,i the sumary estimate
in the above table are subject to an appreciable margin of errQr, notwithstanding the tendency of errors in the estimates for the individual
items to offset one another. The number of dutiable items is fairly large
so that the offsetting of errors may result in fairly accurate totals.
The duty-free items, however, are dominated by two articles in
imports, namely newsprint paper and wood pulp, the errors in' the
estimates for which might readily be in the same direction, maling,
the possible margin of error in the combined estimates of post-war
imports fairly large. So too, the dominance of newspapers and
periodicals in the iures for domestic production of duty-free articles
makes possible a considerable margin of error in the group totals
for free items.
In 19.30 the combined production (for the domestic market) of the
18 dutiable items covered by this section amounted to 1,514 million
dollars and imports amounted to 11.7 mifillion. The ratio of imports
to production was equal to about 0.8 percent- this ratio is somewhat
of duplication of values in the production
understated by reason
data. Production of the 6 related free items was 1,568 million dollars
ard the imports were 195.5 million dollars, or a ratio of imports to
domestic. production of about 12 percent. However, excluding
newspapers and periodicals imports of which are, by the nature of the
commodity, very small compared with the -domestic production, the
combined production of 'these free items was 319 million dollars, a
figure which involves much duplication of pulp and paper, whereas
the value of the imports was 194.8 million. Imports of newsprint
paper greatly exceed production, and imports of wood pulp in 1939
were equal to more than 35 percent of production.
Since imports of- both the groups which are dutiable under schedule
14 are very small in proportion to production, a decrease or an increase of 50 percent in the rates of duty would have virtually no
effect upon the value of domestic production. Moreover, according to
these estimates, the percentage increase or decrease in the value of
imports which woUl4 result from suckchanges in duties would probably
be comparatively small, as regards both printed matter and other
articles dutiable under schedule 14.
As to both groups of articles dutiable under schedule 14 it is estimated
that, even with no increase in per capita income, the value of production for the domestic market (which is nearly the same thing as the
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2,067
2,072
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175,029

2,065

0le

...........

-----------

Persons employed (nm e)a18)00--....
.....

I

................

IForeign value.
Estimated. Includes pulp m1ll laboratory, and offlee employees.

Uncoated book a d printing papers include two distinct types
used in
books, magazines, pamphlets, advertising IMaterial
and other printed matter. These are (1) ground wood printing and
specialty papers, con'tainirg principally, ground wood, and (2) book
papers, containing, prniply chemical wood pulp ra up rbth.
Book papers have generally Cacounted for about 75 to 90 ernt
of the total. The average unit valu6 is about WI percent 'higher
than-'that of -ground wood printing papers.

printing'
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wood -priting papers are usedlargely by publishers of
pamphlet. and periodicals haing no illustrations, and by job printers
Uncoated book paper is. used by' printers and publishers of boks,
pamphlets, music, illustratedl periodicals and news magazines, highclass advertising matter: with or -without illustrations, and by com.mercial printers generally."
Consumption of uncoated' printing and book papers was increasing,
though irregularly, before the war; it averaged about 1.6 mitll 'h:tons
from 1929 to 1934, about 1.8 million tons fronm 1935 to i939, and about
2.3 million tons from1940, to 1944. Ilnports averaged about 21000
to'1934,
tons
Ximprti haveranged
to 1939, and 2,5;000
from
of 1 tons from 1940t 1944.of total
ciGround 'wood printing papes h ave usually donotitu't4
sumption.
from 85
of the higher grids
in
of book paper have been small. the difference quality afoootni for
part of the difference in unit value between domestic. prod ctioi"and
importe.. Exports averaged about 12,000 tons a' year' from 1929 14
1939 bbut increasedof to bout 22,000 tons in the following 3 years.
The higher grades book paper accounted for practically a of the
Ground

annually from 1029
approximately 11,0Q00 tonpfkdti 1935
one-tenth present estimatedt
to 1:2 percent
to 96 percent of total imports imaorte

X~nreased. competition iof radio and newspaper advertising' with
that in periodicals may eventually reduce consumption of book papers.

The estimates in the following sections, however, are based on the
assumption that the competitive relation of these various advertising
media will be substantially the same as in pre-war years;
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

interest in worldevents, broader educational activities, apd
theGreater
,expansion
of advertising protrans in the period immediately

following the warwill be likely to increase the consumption and production of uncoated book and printing papeve considerablyabove the
1939 level. Imports may be somewhere between the 1939 and 1943
levels in quantity, but the unit values will be higher. xExportsfrom
the United Statesd competing with papers made in other countries
againfable to resume full production schedules may be only slightly
higher than in 1939.
POS.T.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capitaIncome at 1939 level.

Assuming a continuation of the pre-war trend in the usp of these
types of paper, and taking account of population growth, consumption
may amount to about 2.5 million tons, an increase of 20 percent over
1b39. Although imports may increase at a higlier rate than consumption,they will probably continue to be less than 1 percentof
consumption. Domestic production, including small exports, will,
therefore, be approximately2.-6 million tons valued, with price at
the 1939 level, at about 210 million dollars. Changes in imports
resulting from changes of50 percentIn the rate of duty, would affect
production but little.

10
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Duty as in 1989.-Assuming a continuation of the pre-war trendin
imports, the amount entered might be about 40 percent greater than
in 1939, or about, 18,000 tons, with a foreign value of approximately
-$980,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.- Imports might be about one-sixth
greater than with the duty'as in 1939, amounting to about 21,000 tons,
with a foreign value of about 1.1 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might be around 16,000 tons
with a foreign value of around $870,000.
I

Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

Production and consumption of these papers might reach 3.5 million
tons, about 40 percent greater than with income as in 1939. With
prices about 15 percent higher, the value of production might be
roughly 340 million dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might be 24,000 tons (one-third more
than on the lower income assumption), with a foreign value of approximately 1.5 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.--Imports might be roughly 28,000 tons,
and might be valued at 1.8 million dollars (foreign value).
Duty increased by 60 percent.-At this duty level imports might be
about 22,000 tons,- valued at 1.4 million dollars foreign value.
Exports

Exports of uncoated book paper will probably not greatly exceed
those of 1939, primarily because of increased domestic requirements.
These exports will probably be limited almost entirely to higher grade
book papers at a unit value twice that of imports. Ift he income level
.is about the same as in 1939, exports might probably be about the same
in volume and value as in that year., At the higher level of income,
exports might be about 18,000 tons, valued at 2.5 million dollars.
Employment

The number of persons employed would probably be about 18,500 on
the basis of the 1939 level of income, and about 24,000 on the basis of
the higher income level. These estimates are based on the assumption
that proportions of ground wood printing paper and uncoated book
paper produced will be the same as in 1939. A substantial increase in
the percentage of ground wood papers would probably result in slightly
higher employment.

Table: [No Caption]
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PULPUOARD IN ROLLS, WALLBOARD, AND INSULATING
MOARD
Tariff paragraphs: 1402 and 1413.
Pulpboard in rolls, wallboard, and insulating board
Commodity:,
Rate of duid--- Pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of wallboard, not
surface stained or dyed, lined or vat lined, embossed or
printed, 5% ad val.
Pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of wallboard
surface stained or dyed, lined or vat lined, embossed or
printed, 16% ad val.
Insulating board, 10% ad val.
Wallboard, n. a. p. f., not laminated, 10% ad val.
NoTE.-The rate fixed In the Tariff Act of 1i93 on pulpboard in rolls for use in the manufacture of wall.
board was 10 percent ad valorem If not surface stained, dyed, etc., and 30 percent ad valorem if surfaos
stained dyed, etc. The rate on the former was reduced tb 5 percent effective January 1, 193, pursuant to
the
agreement with Canada; the rate on the latter was reduced to $14.50 per short ton but not leo than
15 percent nor more than 30 percent ad valorem, effective August 1935, pursuant to the trade agreement
with Sweden, but since January 1, 1936, the rate has been 15 percent ad valorem pursuant to the agreement
with Canada.

Hr~e

5,

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

.tem

For

do-

For doTotal aFor ex- mestic
port

-market

Apparent
Imports. conlIXp.
tion
Imj~~

Imp
of
to con-

sumpton

-40
15, 9W 458,152
463, 701 .21,484 442,217
S.8S
'033 ...........
29,445
31,528 2-083
$39.75
$68.69
;;
$7.99 $W. 96
ton)
(per
-........
4, 600
Persons employed (number)
--------

Quantity (short tons)
Value
($1,000)---------------short
---unit value

.......

X Foreign value,

2 Estimated.

The pulpboard, wallboard, and insulating board covered b this
report is made of wood or other vegetable fibers, as distinguished from
wallboard made of mineral substances. The pulpboard in rolls is
used for conversion into wallboard, which is a dense, rigd board commonly used in the construction of interior partitions, ceilings, and side
walls, and for man other purposes. Insulating board is made of the
sajne raw material but is not compressed as is wallboard; the open
cellular structure provides insulation against heat, cold, and sound.
Nearly two-thirds of the total quantity of imports in 1939 consisted
in rolls, which came solely from Canada. All this imof
ported pulpboard enters one of the New York Customs districts and
is very important- to. one section of the domestic industry. Of the
remainder of the 1939 imports about two-thirds was insulating board
and one-third wallboard; practically all imports of these two types
came from Sweden. Pulpboard in rolls for manufacture into wallboard is a semimanufactured material and is a lower priced product
than wallboard; the unit value of the total imports of this group is
thus influenced by the large proportion of pulpboard, and is consider.
ably lower than that of domestic production or of exports.

puipboard
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Exports of domestic wallboard and insulating board arX widelyy distributed throughout the world& In 1939 exports; of insulating board
were twice as large as those of wallboard. Although a world-wide
reduction of trade barriers might increase tihe United Statze foreign
trade in these commodities, it is uilikely that, even with reduction
of 50 percent in the rates of duty (United States or foreiign), either imports or exports would become a substantially larger proportion of the
domestic consumption and production of these articles than in 1939.
-

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

United States production of wallboard and insulating board will
probably 'be substantially greater in the immediate postwar years
than in 1939 because of the prospective large building program. It is
estimated that several million dwellin units may be buit within a
few years after the close of the war. The volume of house construction and the growing--use of wallboard and insulating board may
result in a greatly increased consumption of these commodities. In
addition, shortages of lumber and other building 'aterials may promote an even greater increase in consumption of these boards. Exports
in heavier volume are also possible in view of 'the requirements for
building materials in European countries to repair the heavy damage
created by war. Imports of wallboard and insulating board on the
other hand, are unlikely to exceed and will possibly be considerably
less than in the late pre-war years inasmuch as the Swedish, Norwegian, and Finnish mills will find considerable demand and less
competitive markets in Western European countries than in the
United States.
The importation of pulpboard in rolls from Canada may or may not
increase more or less proportionally to the increase in consumption of
wallboard and insulating board.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 19329 level.
With a normal expansion of old uses and the development of new

ones, together with increase in population, consumption knay reach
6000,000 tons, or about 30 percent more than in 1939. Prices may be
about 20 percent above those of 1939, averaging for the domestic
product about $81.50 per ton. Because of the advantage possessed
by the domestic producers in meeting specific requirements in some
manufacturing lines, domestic production may, even if duties remain
as in 1939, supply a slightly larger proportion of total consumption
than in the pre-war years. Under these conditions the domestic
output, excluding exports, may reach 580,000 tons, valued at approximately 47 million dollars. Owing to the fact that imports constitute
such a small part of total consumption, variations in imports brought
about by changes in the rate of duty would probably have only slight
effect on domestic production.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports might be about 25 percent more than in
1939, or approximately 20,000 tons, with a foreign value of. about 1

million'dollars.

1'09.1
0"pdeent -Althbugh thid aieagei rate of duty on
Duty reduced
these articles in 1939 was slightly less than 1O percent, having of the
duty might result in iuiport4 around 20 percent greater than with
duty or, say, a total of 24,000 tons and 1.2 milli dollars
unchaUigedvalue.
in foreign
Duty increased by 60 peredii.-A hi herduty might have the effect
of curtailing imports, more particularly those from EE upean sources
POST-WAR IMPORTS AND-DOMESTIC PRODUOTION

where ocean freight rater are a factor. The total might be about the
same as in 1939, or 16,000 tons, with a total foreign value of $765,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Greater activity in construction and manufacturing industries&
utilizing wallboard and4insulating hoard might result injs. consumption
about one'tuhird greater than, that with income ns in l939, or about
800,000 tons. As a result of the greater demand and ring costs of
labor and material, unit values might be as much as 10 percent higher
than-with income as in 1939, or about $90 per ton. Domestic production, not including exports, therefore, would be about 775,&Q0 tons,
valued at approximately 70 million dollars Variations in the amount
imported would have very little effect on the volume of prdeticfr
.Lty acl in 1989.-Imports might be about 25 percent'more 4 han
with income as in 1939, or about 25,000 tons with a foreign valhe of
approximately $1,300,000.
Duty reduced by 60 pe? cent.-Impor'ts might approximate 30,000 tons
and have a total foreign value of about $1,575,000.
Duty increased by 60 pbrcent.-Impno.zt- might not exceed 20,(60
tons, with a foreign value of $1,100,000.
Exports

In the long-term period with income at the 1039 level, exports might
be about 25,000 tons, valued in the neighborhood of $2,900,000. , At
the higher income level exports of domestic wallboard-and insulating
board which already have world-wide distribution lvwould doubtlessly
share in global prosperity. The larger markets for these products in
the immediate pro-whr yearn included Canada the United Kingdom,
Philippine Islands, Australia, Union of South Africa, Argentina, Mexico, and the Netherlands. None of these &ountries with the exception
of Canada have suitable raw materials ill sufficient quantity to warrant
the establishment of wallboard and insulating board industries on a
large scale. 'Some of the other countries-to which American exports
are wade may possibly have the necessary raw materals, but their
ip
respective in I ividual consumption world not justify tihe setting
of an industry. Un(ler these circumstances it is quite possible that
exports may reach 32,000 tons auiallyl, 150 percent of the 1939
volume exported, with a value of around $3,875,000.

E-mployment
The number of wage earners in the industry in 1939 is estimated at
4,500. VWithWa largely increased output, this number might be increased to a total of 7,500.
71288-45---70
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PAPERBOARD AND FIBERBOARD
EquivaTariff para-

graph

1402

1413
1413
1413
1413

lent ad
vatorem

Rate of duty

Commodity
Paperboard and pulpboard, including cardboard and leatherboard:
Not plate-finished, supercalendered or friction calendered, laminated, coated,
etc.
Plate-finished, supercalendered or friction calendered, laminated, coated,
etc.
t
Paperboard, pulpboard, cardboard, and leatherboard, embossed, cut, die-cut or stamped
into designs or shapes, etc.
Test or container board- - ..
Press board or press paper
Average- -

(1939)

10% ad val.

10%.

$14.50 per short ton 26%,
but not less than
15% nor more
than, 30% ad val.
30% ad val.
30%.
20% ad val.
30% ad val.

20%.

30%.
13%.
Nomv.-The above rates are those fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 except in the case of paper, pulp, card,
and leather board, plate finished, supercalendered, etc., which were dutiable under the 1930 Tar Act at
30 percent ad valorem. The rate of $14.50 per short ton, but not less than 15 nor more than 30 percent ad
valorem was made effective August 5, 1935, pursuant to the Swedish trade agreement.

GENERAL

Loath% on United States production, imports, 4nd consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

l
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_
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F
For doFor ex- mestic
port market

Quantity (short tons)5, 910, $89 73,272 5,837,717
Value ($1,00)----------------234,034 3,895 230,139
(per
short
Unit value
$39.69 $53.16
ton)$3P. ''
.
Personsemployed(number)-2
8,000 .
...
-

-

l

_

Ratio of

~~~~~Apparent

--

Imports oonsump.
morts
tion nto
gumption
Percent

0.2

12,482 6850, 199

1547
$43.82

--

.
-

I Foreign value.
3 Estimated,

The bqard ¢exvered by this classification includes both that manufactured wholly from wood pulp and that made from various proportions of wood pulp combined with waste paper. Other types of board,
such as wallboard, insulating board, and pulpboard in rolls, for use
in the manufacture of wallboard, and made from similar raw materials,
are considered in a separate section. The bulk of the board is fabricated into boxes and cartons, although much of it has special uses,
indicated by name, such as automobile, binder, button, counter, eggcase filler, match, panel, pattern, press, shirt, and tag board,
About 60 percent of the imports consists of pulpboard, 12 percent
of leatherboard going into the manufacture of shoes, 13 percent of
nonprocesed specialty board, and 15 percent. of specialty boards
which have been processed in some manner; for example, calendered,
coated, lined, dyed, or printed. United States production of prac-
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tically all of the types of boArd that are imported greatlyexceeds imports. More than one-half the -193X imports (in quantity) came from
Finland, about 20 percent from Canada, and 15 percent from Sweden.
United States exports in the pre-war period went chiefly to the
United Kingdom, Mexico, South Africa,CXuba, and-Canada. Approximately three-fifths of the exports in 1939 wax kraft container board
one-fifth boxboard, and one-fifth specialty board. In pre-war years
there was a trend toward the establishment of paperboard mills in
countries heretofore without this industry and this development is
likely to continue after the war.
The level of trade barriers here and abroad might affect only to a
limited exen~t the volume of imports and exports of paperboard and
fiberboard, although foreign trad may, be a factor of considerable
importance to certain small sections of the industry. It is unlikely,
however, that imports would supply a substantial part of domestic
consumption of these materials under any level of duties considered
in this section. It is likewise not likely that exports will become a
major outlet for domestic production.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

'

United States production of board will in all probability be confsiderably larger than in the immediate pre-war years to meet requirements
of domestic consumers and for export. Although the annual output
has been substantially greater in each of the war year than in 1939,
the actual tonnag* allocated to other than strictly wer uses is comparatively small. Consumers have economized in the use of board
in packaging by eliminating the smaller units from their manufactured
goods, by using lighter-weight boxes and cartons, and by eliminating
display cards for their products. Resumption. of packaging on the
pre-war scale and replacement of stocks will doubtless greatly increase
the consumption of board. Exports, too, are likely to be substatially
greater because during the war foreign consumers -have been able to
obtain only meager supplies of board from the United States and
practically none from European sources. On the other hand, imports
into the United States from Finland and other countries in Europe
will probably be much smaller than, before the 'war because of the
necessity of restarting mills, and the European markets w0l1 be less
competitive than; the United States-market.

POST-WAR

LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 1eve1l.

By reason of increase in population, consumption of fiber and paperboard will possibly be around 6.4 million tons, or about 10 percent
greater than in the immediate pre-war years, Production, including
exports, may be 10 percent larger than in 1939,' or may reach a volume
of 6..5 million tons; because of an expected general increase in the
prices of pulpwood and pulp, unit values are also likely to increase
by about 10 percent, which would bring the aggregate value of production to approximately 285 million dollars. Production for the
domestic market would in that case be about 6.4 million tons, with

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOM28TIO PROLECTION
a value of about 280 million dollars. iBecatse imports are sosmall
a part of total consumption, changes in the aamount entered as a result
of changes in the duty would have very little effect upon domestic
production.
Duty -as in 1939.-United States imports may Knot exceed ¶13,00w
tons, or about 5 percent more than in 1939. Allowing for a 10-percent
increase in unit value, the total foreign value of imports would amount
to about $625,000.
Duty reduced by 60 pereerd.-A lower rate might increase imports by
about 10 percent over those with tha duty unchanged, or to 14,500
tons, with a total foreign value of $700,000.
Duty illreased by 60 percent.-Heavier duties might reduce imports
by about 50 percent compared with the duty as in 1939? or to about
6,300 tons, with a total foreign value of $300,000.
1@4

Per papita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.
Under the stimulus of a much higher per-capita income consump-

tion of fiber and paperboard might approxi.tnate 8 million tons, or 25
percent more than with income as in 1939. Prices might reach a'
level about 20 percent higher thanbeinabout
1939, Domestic production,
8.1 million tons, with a
including exports, would probably
value of 385 million dollars.
Duty as in 19539, With an increase in per capita inco-ne -but with
no change in duty, imports might be 35 percent larger than in 1939
or 16,800 tons. On the assumption of a 20-perci~nt higher unit value,
the foreign value of imports would be about $885,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-The volume of imports might reflect
lower rates to the extent of being 10 percent larger than. with, duty as
in 1939, or 18,700 tons,'with a total foreign value of $985,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-In this situation imports might be
curtailed to around 8,700 tons, or about 50 peoent, less' than with the
duty unchanged, with a total foreign value of approximately $460,000.
Exports
the trend of production in other cointrieg, particularly in view of
the establishment of paperboard industries, tends to limit the growth
of domestic shipments to foreign markets..: In the long rdin,' at a lowincome level, exports might be about 75,000) tons; valued at nearly
4.3 million dollars. It is p6ssille that under the higher income level,
exports might be 130 percent of those in 1939 and reach 95,000 tons,
with a total value of 6.0 million dollars.
Employment

The output of fiber and paperboard per worker is relatively large,
and it is estimated that about 8,000 men wore employed in the industr-y in 1939. An increase in production 40 percent greater than
in 1939 would result in a proportionate iherease in the number of
workers and would bring the total to 11,200 men-

Table: [No Caption]

- MANUFACTURES OF PAPIER MACJ
Tari"ff,aragreph: 1403.
Commodity:
Manuftiures of papier mAehe, n. s. p. f.
Rat of diu:

--

25% ad val.

GENERAL

Data on United States production,
1939 are given below:

frporte,
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11,880
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.....
.

.

.

17.2
.......

foreign value Was $816,000.

The manufactures of papier mAcrn discussed here include fruit,
flower, animal, and bird forms; manikins' and novelty figurines;
religious and display figures; cores- theatrical backgrounds and
properties; trays, bowls, vases, and Jishme; surgical and anatomical
models; and toys, ornaments, and favors. Some of the domestic
concerns manufacturing articles of papier mAch6 also produce molded
products m4de from other materials.
The consumption of papier mAcli6 goods in the United States in
recent prewar years averaged about 1.8 million dollars annually.
About half this amount represents utility articles for which a fairly
steady market exists; the remainder is made up of novelty and luxury
articles, the demand for which varies widely from season to season
and, from year to year. Domestic production generally supplies
about 80 percent of consumption, but since the beginning of the war
it has supplied almost all.
During 1925-39 imports ranged from $208,000 to $582,000 (foreigA
value),--.but showed no particular trend. Most of the imports came
from Germany, Japan, Italy, and France; smaller quantities from
other European and Far Eastern sources.
Exports of manufactures of papier mAch6 have not been separately
recorded by either quantity or value, but are estimated to have ranged
from $40,090 to $60,000 annually for a number of years before 1939.
The exports went principally to the Latin American countries.
Production, imports, and exports of papier imch4 articles may be
influenced to some extent by the increasingluse of plastics and plastic
compounds in combination with other materials in making many of
this class of manufactures.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be somewhat greater than in 1939, the
extent eing dependent upon the growth in the use of moderate
priced plastic compounds in place of papier mAchk. Models used
in the teaching of medicine, surgery, dentistry, and other professional

POSTr-WAR: IMUORrs AND DOIWcn I'u
1W6
and scrntificm subjects will be-required, and in many schools replace-

ments will be necessary. Novelty articles of various types will
probably be marketed in larger volume. Domestic' production will
probably supply the greater part of this demand, largely because the
industries of some of the major countries which formerly furn'shed
imports will, presumably, be seriously disorganized. Exports are
likely to be about what they were in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Consumption may be about t15 percent greater than in 1939 and
have a value of about 2.1 million dollars (value of domestic production
plus the landed value of imports), the increase exceeding that in the
population principally because of an increased demand for models and
manikins, display parts and pieces and similar equipment used for
i tail merchandising, and the need for new equipment in certain fields
of instruction. Changes of 50 percent in the rate of duty would presumably affect consumption somewhat, but not enough to warrant
separate estimates for the several duty levels. Domestic production'
will probably increase in about the same proportion as consumption.
Production for the domestic market may be estimated at 1.5-1.9
million dollars, depending oIn volume of imports under the various
levels of duty considered.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports may be l0peroent greater than in 1939,
with a total foreign value of perhaps $350,000 (landed value about
$530,000). They would probably include most of the same types of
goods as were imported in the period from 1929 to 1939. Production
for the domestic market may be valued at about 1.6 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be 15-20 percent higher
thap with the duty as in 1939 and total, say, $410,000 (foreign value);
production for the domestic market would then be valued at about 1.5
million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be less than one-half
as large as with an unchanged duty; and thus amount to about $160,000
(foreign value), principal because under the higher duties foreign
novelty articles would probably find only limited markets. Production for the domestic market may be estimated at about 1.9 million
dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Consumption of papier mAche articles might be 40 percent higher
in quantity and unit prices 15 percent higher than with income as in
1939. The total value would then amount to 3.4 million dollars,
imports being reckoned at their landed value. The major part of the
consumption would probably be made up of display pieces fi ures.
models, and religious articles. Domestic production would be likely
to increase in greater proportion than imports.
Duty as in 193-9.-Imports might be 40 percent higher than with
income as in 1939 and have a foreign value of about $490,000. Production for the domestic market in that case would be almost 2.7
million dollars, or about 70 percent more than at the lower income level.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might be 15-20 percent
greater than with an unchanged duty, with a total foreign value of
$570,000; and production might aggregate about 2.6 million dollars.

Table: FINE TIS UE PAPERS
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Duty increased by 60 percers. -Imnports might be expected to total
about $225,000, foreign value, and production, approximately 3.1
million dollars.
Exports

Exports of papier mrAh4 articles averaged about $50 000 annually
for several years before 1940. After the war they may Cave approxmately the samne value, on the basis of the 1939 'mlcome level; and
they may amount to about $75,000 on the basis of the higher income
level.
Employment

About 300 persons were employed in making papier mnAch products
here in 1939. In the post-war period, employment may be expected
to be about the same, on the basis of the 1939 income level, and may
be expected to reach about 600 on the basis of the higher income
leveol.
FINE TISSUE PAPERS
Tariff

Commodity

paragraph
1404

Fine tissue papers:
Weighing not over 6 lb. per
ream and valued at more than
I
150 per lb.
Weighing not over 6 lb. per
ream and valued at more than
150 per lb.
Weighing over 6 lb. and lest than
10 lb. per ream and valued at
more than 150 per lb.
Weighing over 6 lb, and less than
10 lb. per ream and valued at
more than 150 pr lb.
Weighing over 6 lb. and less than
10 lb. per ream and valued at
not m~ore than 15f per lb.
Weighted average

Rate of duty

- quivalent ad
valorem

(1039)
80. 1%

O per lb.+
20% ad val.
4s.per lb. +
15% ad val,*
50 peradlb. +
16% val.
4¢ per lb, +
10% ad val.*
2X; per lb. +
7S% ad val.

22. 9%

23.9%
19. 4%
29. 1%
24. 6%

NoTx.-Papers covered by this report weredutitable under the Tariff Act of 1930 at 6 per pound plus
20 percent ad valorem or 5 cents per pound plus 15 percent ad valorem, The rates shown above, marked
by an asterisk (0), are those which were changed pursuant to the trade agreements with Canada and the
United Kingdom, effective January 1, 19311. The reduced rate of 30 per pound plus to percent on the light.
weight bracket, valued at not more than 160 per pound, is not shown because there were no imports In 1939.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item
Total

For do.
For ex., mestlo
port market

Imports oosuption

oO

sumpconution

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Percft
Quantity (1,000 pounds) -1... 19,1W0
I200 118,960
20,713b 8
1,703
Value ($1,00).*-I
ii4sg
l 96 9f.
o....
Unitvalue(oentsperpound)
'244 124
Persons employed (number) 1300...............
..
law.
...
-

...

..44
-........2.....

---

XEstimated,
'Foreign value.

----------
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Fine tissues comprise a group of. light ight papers such as
carbonizing, stereotype, condenser, and potted as distinguised from
papers such as waxing, wrapping, toweling, toilet, and patter, most
of which consist of papers weighing over 10 pounds per rem. Carbonizing condenser, and copying tissue form about thite-fourths of
the total domestic production of fine tissues. Nearly 65 percent of
the total weight of imports in 1939 was carbonizing tissue, a relatively
high-priced variety of tissue paper, principally the product of the
United Kingdom; an additional 20 percent of imports was copying
paper imported frdm Japan.
The imported tissue papers covered by this statement do not
exceed 10 pounds per reamn in weight. In statistics of domestic production, data concerning the weight per ream of the several classes
of paper classed as tissue are not shown, but it is known that a large
part (probably much over half) of the production exceeds 10 pounds
per ream in weight. It is inappropriate, therefore, tocomppare the
imports of tissue paper under paragraph 1404 with the total domestic
production. However, considerable quantities of the domestic production, both in the group designated as "high grade tissue" and in
some of the other groups distinguished by the census, actually weigh
less than 10 pounds per ream.
Tissue papers weighing more than 10 pounds per ream (except India
or Bible paper and crepe paper, which are subject to special provisions
in paragraph 1404 but, are not covered by this report) arc dutiable
undler various other paragraphs of schedule 14 and are not shown
separately in the trade statistics.' It is probable that there are
practically no imports of these heavier tissue papers, except Bible and
crepe paper, of which the iepoited imports are small.
The second trade agreement with Canada, effective January 1,
1939, reduced by 50 percent the duties onthe two weight brackets of
tissue paper valued at not more than 15 cents per pound. In 1939,
however, the total imports valued at' not more than 15 cents per
pound were insignificant '($1L.4), compared with mote than.$900,000
worth of imports, valued at more than 15 cents per potrd. It is
uncertain whether even an additional 50 percent reduction in this
reduced duty on the lower-priced tissue papers weighing less than 10
pounds per ream would result in significant imports. How much of
the domestic production of lightweight tissue paper is valued at not
more thin 15 cents per pound is not known, but it Is probable that
the quantities are relatively small.
The census statistics of domestic'production do not distinguish any
of the specific types of paper which are shown in the import statistics,
such as stereotype, copying, condenser, etc. They do distinguish a
rteTr, carbon,
group known as high grade tissue (cigris
er weighin-fore than
etc.), but part of this group copstss4Qf
and
it
hasgieen necessary for the Tariff Commis10 pounds per ream,
domestic
reduction of light-weight papers correthe
sion to estimate
ae imported.
which
to
the
papers
sponding
of
tissue
reported by the Bureau of the
papers
total
quantity
The
was
billion
as
in
1.2
1939
pounds, valued at 64..5
Census produced
million dollars. The average value per pound was 4.8 cents. These
figures include both the fine and common grades of- tisues.:
Domestic production of fine tissues has increased somewhat during
the war years while imports have decreased substantially. Some con-
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verters and consumers who hae bbeen supplied during the war; year
by domestic production insVtead of imports may continue to use papers
maide in this country with the result; that imports may in the future'
contitute a smaller proportion. of consumption.
Before the war there was an upward trend in the consumption of
fine tissue papers, and it seems reasonable to expect this trend to
continue in the post-war period.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of fine tissue papers may be substantially greater that
in 1939. Production wail probably continue on a considerably higher
level than that of 1939 to meet the increased requirements, and with
prices somewhat higher than in 19397 the value of production may be
substantially above the 1939 figure.; It is unlikely that shipments to
this country in pre-war voluwer can bi attained for some time by the
mills of the United Kingdom, France, Italy, and Japan, the principal
foreign suppliers.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Owing to the probable continuation of the pre-war upward trend
of consumption of fine tissue papers, as well as to growth in population,
the amount consumed under these conditions might be about 35
percent above the 19?9 level, or approxiimately. 28 million pounds.
Prices might be about'10 percent higher than in 1939 in line with the
expected increase in the price level of most papers. Consumption
might be affected somewhat by change in the rate of duty, but probably not enough to warrant separate statistical estimates.
Dut?/ as in 1939.-Imports might be about 15 percent greater than
in 1939 and amount to around 2.0 million pounds with a foreign value
of 1.1 million dollars. Production for the domestic market would
then be in the neighborhood of 26 million pounds, valued at approximately 7.0 million dollars,
Duty reduced by $0 perrent.--Imports might increase to around 2.5
million pounds (25 percent more than if the uty were unchanged)
with a foreign value of about 1.4 million dollars. Production for the
domestic market would then probably be about 25.5 million pounds,
valued at about 6.9 xnillion dollars.:
Duty increased byl 60 percent.-Imports might be seriously curtailed
by increased rates, inasmuch as the equivalent ad valorem (calculated
on the basis of foreign value of imports in 1939) would range from a
minimum of 30 to a maximum of 45 percent., It is likely that imports
would not exceed 875,000 pounds approximately 45 percent of the
amount at the 1939 duty level, with a foreign value of about $490,000.
Production for the donmestic market in this case would be about' 27.1
million pounds, valued at about 7.3 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 1959.

Consumption under this level of income might be about one-third
greater than at the lower income level, or, say, 37 million pounds, and
prices of this typo of paper might rise about 35 percent compared
with}l 1939.

Table: [No Caption]
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Duty ae in 1939.-irmports might be about ono-third greater than
with income is in 1939, or about 2.7 million pounds, with a foreign
value of nearly 1.9 million dollars. In this caso domestic production
might ho about 34,3 million pounds, valued at nearly 11.3 million
doliars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent -- Und(er a lower (luty iTnports might reach
3.4 million pou)(Is, with a foreign value of 2.4 nallion dollars,
pro.
million
ductioln for the dometicti matkt Tnight, be approximately 33.6and,
pounds, valuied at I I million dollars,
Duty increased by 60 percent.--Tho volutne bf imports might 1bsonewhat less than onc.half the amount that would be entered if tile
duty remained Iinchiatiged, or about 1.2 milli(fl pounds, with a foreign
value of around $800,000. Produiction for the (1oestio market might
be 35.8 million pounds, valued at 11.8 million dollarss.
,

Exports

United States exports of flne tissue papers are not separately shown
in statistics but it ts known that exports have been smxiall relative to
production. It is likely, however, that with tloe national income at
the .939 level, exports might increase to 300,000 pounds, wVhat valuo
of $80,000. With an increased por capital income, exportS might
increase to 400,000 pounds, valued at about $130,000.
Employment

Possibly 300 workers were engaged in the production of fine tissue
papers in the United States l)efore the war and post-war employment
might amount to as much as 350.
PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER
Tariff paragraph: 1405.

Photographic paper.
UJnsonsitized basio paper, 5 percent ad val . baryta-coated
paper, 5 percent ad val.; senmitized paper, 229 percent ad val.
NoYa.-Trhe above rates Are tho.e fixed In the Tarift Act of 1930 except the rate on sensltlyed paper,
which was30 pernt ad valorem under the Wa HY act and was reduced to 22,4 percent, etfoctive May 1, 1936,
pursuant to the lrade agreement with Belgium,
GENERAL
Commodity:
Rates of duly:

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
itenl

Total
121,005
Quantity (1,000 pounds) . -.......... ..
Value ($1,000) .-....
16,821
-$0-.
75
Uuitvalue (per pound)
Persons employed (number) ..............-'860
I Estimated.
I

Foreign value.

For
exF

Apparent Ratlo of

port
'~market
1,190
899
$0.76
........

to con,
Import~~~~~~~~~snurnption Imports
sumption

For doI
mosto

2,488 22,393
19, 905
51,144 -.
14,922
$0.46 0. 76
.-....
...

.

..

Percent

11.1

----------------.......

.
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Unsensitized basic paper is a high-grado specialty paper which
becomes the photographic paper of Gommerce upon further processing,
Baryta'.coated paper is an uoiensitiz d basic papor which has been
coated with a solution of gelatin andi bariutr salts as one of the pre.
lininary steps through which it passes in the sensitizing process,
About 20 percent of total itIports in 1939 (in value) consisted of the
basic paper, 25 forcont wa4 burta-coaked paper, and 45 percent was
sengitized paper. Only the imports of the latter, dutiable at 22%
poreont ad
would be tnuebl affected by a 50-percont change in
lduty. In ,valorem,
the pro-war period, Gormany was the principal source of
imports of basic and baryta-coated papdr, with much smaller quan.
titles from
and the United Kingdom. On the other hand,
entire vdlutne of the iniports of sensitized photogaphic
nearly the Belgium
paper came froni Belgium. During the war yoars iuiport4 of basic and
sensitized photographic papers declined substantialy, although imports of baryta-coirted paper continued on a high l1vel.
Production of photographic, paper in the United States is very large.
5 percent ofthe domestic output is exported in worldw(de trade, although nearly one-lhalf of the total exports in 1939 went
to three countries-the Philippine Islands, Mexico, and Canada,

Alpproximately

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of photographic paper in the immediate post-war
years may possibly be slightly larger than in 1939. However, imports
will probably be somewhat less than ixi 1939, dependingg upon how
quickly and successfully the industries in Belgium and Germnany can
)0 reestablished and foreign trade resumed. Exports may be no larger
than the pre-war level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income d t 1939 level.

Allowing foran 'increase in population and a greater ue of pbotography for commercial, professional, and civilian purposes, consumption of photographic paper in the United' States may be 20 percent
greater than in 1939 and amount to around 27 million pounds. The
p or pound of photographic paper, domestic and foreign, would
pri(e
pro ably increase by 5 percent. Consumption would be slightly
affected by changes in duty but not sufficiently to warrant separate
estilmates under these assumptions.
Duty a8 in 19$89.-Assuming complete reestablishment of the foreign
industry, imports may be 115 percent of the 1939 volume, or about2.8, million pounds, with a total foreign value of around 1.3 million
dollars. Production, excluding exports, may be about 24.2 million
pounds, valued at 19.1 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Lower duty rates might bring imports
up to about 3.1 million pounds, about 10 percent more than with
duties as in 1939, with a total foreign value of about 1.5 million dollars.
In this case production for the domestic market might be 23.9 million
pounds, valued at 18.9 million dollars.
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Duth~y imeaged by 60 percer-Higher duties might;result in 1o
percent less imports than with duties asin 1939, or about 2.5 million
pounds, with a total foreign value of approximately 1.2 million dollars
Prodiuction for the domestic market might reach 24.5 million pounds
with a total value of approximately 19.4 million dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In lt.#

;

United States consumption of photographic paper at this income
level might approximate 32 million pounds or about 20 percent larger
than with income as in 1939. Prices for both the domestic and the
foreign product would probably be 10 percent higher than in 1939.
Dy ae in 1989.-Imports would' possibly be 3.3 million pounds
and have a total foreign value of 1.7 million dollars.' Under these
circumstances production for-the domestic market might be around
28.7 million pounds valued at 23.8 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be 10 percent greater
than with no change in duty, or about 3.6 million pounds, with a total
foreign value of 1.8 million dollars. In this case production for the
domestic market might approximate 28.4 million pounds, valued at
23.6 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.' higher rats of duty would probably
result in imports of about 3 million pounds, with a slight y higher
total foreign value of 1.5 million dollars. Production for the domestic
market would probably be nearly 29 million pounds, with a value of
24.1 million dollars.
Exports

Before the war, exports of photographic paper from the United
States were made to nearly all nations of the world a large proportion
gron to the Philippine Islands, Mexico, and Caanada. Increased
ierest in photography in many countries in the post-war era will
result in exports of domestic photographic paper of about
probably
1.4 million pounds, valued at about 1.1--million dollars, if the level of
income is the same as in 1939, and to about 1.I million pounds, valued
at approximately 1.2 million dollars, if the level-.of income is 75 percent higher.
Employment
Statistics covering the number of workers engaged in the production
of photographic paper are not available. In several large domestic
establishments, a wide range of products such as film, cameras, and
photographic equipment in general is made as well as photographic
paper, and it is difficult to estimate the number of workers engaged
m the production of photographic'paper alone. The number employed in the postwar period would be greater than in 1939 in proportion to increase in the post-war output.

Table: GREASEPRO F AND WATERPRO F PAPER

Table: [No Caption]
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GREASEPROOF AND WATERPROOF PAPER
letttad

Tadiflo
Commodity
paragraph
Rat of duty
(1I30)
1405 Greaseproof and imitation parch- 30 per lb. +15% ad 62. 7%
nment papr, superoalendered val.
andl transparent.
Vegetable parchment paper
, 20 per lb. + 10% ad
val.
Paraffined or wax-coated paper.
30 pr lb. + 16% ad
Greaseproof and InitatIen parch- 8 per lb. + 15% ad
ment paper, n. a. p. f.
val.

21. 9%
40. %
25. 4%

Norx,-The rmte fixed in the tfl Act ot l0
lot ol the brtioloo covoted by, this eort Wu a ent
,(und plus 1 percent ad fahrm, The duity dn vegtable patchtnen f r Wu r uc t 2 cuent
10 percent. effective May 1,193, pursuant to trade areemnt with

1l3grum,

GENERAL

Data on Pnited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
..,.
,,RApprnt
tiod
por
For do Imports onsump-

Item

Foertdo
Iota. Por,ortex- market

uatitytl(sort ton,).......
1 440,400 4,02 44170
40
alue (,O
......
76, l"
7,321 1.92
'10
UrdI value (per ton).............
IPeruona employed (number) ,10,00...........
.. 0 .......
.

,

I Quantity; of vegetable parchment and waxed papet ptoducod not reported
quantity and value Included heroin.
J Foreign value.

I

t Mp

tion

,

442120

0,1

.........
.........

..........

..

........

seprately. Estimated

Estimated.

Papers of the group considered here are manufactured to be
especially resistant to oil, grease, or water. The group includes wax.
and paraffin-coated or impregnate4 paper, glassine (a transparent
sheet), grease proof and imitation parchment papers, and vegetable
parchment. Glassine, greaseproof, and imitation parchment papers
are made from highly ydratd wood pulp; vegetable parchment is
rendered greaseproof and waterproof by chemicaJ treatment. These
papers are generally light in weight. and are commonly usd for wrap
ping or packaging oily, greasy, or moist foodstuffs, initding *nat atd
fish. Ga'ihe'is'algo used as a transparent mnoisture-resistant covering
for packages, while vegetable parchment is utilized chiefly by the dairy
industry for packing butter, cheese, and similar products. Some
heavier imitation parchment paper is used for lamp sbades, other
decorative purpoes, and printing.

11014
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About. four-fifths of the domestic production of the papers under
consideration consists of waxed or paraffined papers, but a. the main
types are produced in the United States in large quantities compared
with imports. The imports have consisted mainly of greaseproof and
imitation parchment papers of relatively high unit value. A number
of years before the war, vegetable parchment constituted a substantially larger part of the total imports than in more recent pre-war
the decrease being due to expanded domestic production'
years,
Imports of the lower priced wa:ed paper are very small. Exports in
the pre-war years were 10 to 15 times the volume of imports, and it is
unlikely that, even if duties should be reduced by 50-percent, imports
would supply much of the domestic demand for these products.
Exports of these papers, which for some years before 1939 were of
substantial volume, have increased considerably during the present
war. Most of the exports consist of greaseproof and specially waterproofed glassine paper and go to Canada, the United Kingdom, and
Latin-American countries. The remainder consists mainly of heavy
parchment. Waxed and paraffined papers are less able to stand shipment during certain seasons and to certain countries and hence are of
less importance in export trade as well as in imports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of greaseproof and waterproof papers may be considerably greater than in 1939 because of the increased volume of
foodstuffs stored and shipped and their expanded use in the quick
freezing of meats, fish, vegetables, and fruit for domfistic consumption.
Production is therefore likely to increase markedly. Imports may be
even less than in 1939. Exports may increase well beyond those of
1939, principally because the Latin-American countries, which make
little or none of these paps, will probably require larger quantities
for use in post-war retail merchandising.
,POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption of these papers may be about 25 percent greater than
in 1939, or 550,000 tons largely because of the wider uses to which
some of these papers will be put in packing, storing, and distributing
all types of foodstuffs both frozen and fresh. Production for tha
with consumption; and
domestic market may
ba e practically
be valued at about 96 milIon dollars, assuming prices about the same
as in 1939. total production including exports may be 560,000 tons,
valued at 98 million dollars. Changes of 50 percent in the rates of
duty would not affect these figures perceptibly.

identical
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Duty as in 1939.-With duties as in 1939, imports might be slightly
below the 1939 volume, perhaps about 300 tons, valued at nearly
$150,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be double those of 1939
or might be as much as 700 tens, valued at about $340,000, foreign
value.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would probably not exceed
100 tons, valued at about $49,000.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

With high national income, considerably more of these papers would
be used in wrapping foodstuffs and other moist or greasy materials.
Consumption might be nearly 20 percent greater than with income as
in 1939, say, 660,000 tons. Production for the domestic market would
be practically identical with consumption, and prices probably about.
10 percent above the 1939 level- the value of such production might
be about 125 million dollars. High national income in foreign countries might increase exports by 20 percent, or to about 12,000 tons, in
which case the total domestic production would be about 672,000 tons,
with a value of about 130 million dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports of these papers under conditions of incresed income and no change in duty might be 25 percent greater
than in 1939, or approximately 426 tons, valued at nearly $230,000,
foreign value.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-With an increased income and considerably reduced duty, imports might be 125 percent above those of 1939w
or about 765 tons, with a value of approximately $410,000.
Duty increased by 50 percent. With a higher rate of duty,. imports.
might again be markedly reduced and would probably not exceed 150
tons, valued at a little more than $80,000.
Exports

It is probable that, with an increase in the practice in foreign count
tries of wrapping foodstuffs in papers of this type, exports migKit in thp
long-term post-war period be as much. as 10 000 tons, valued at 4.7
million dollars, even if word income remained at the 1939 level.
With a 75-pprcent increase in world: income, exports might rise to.
12,000 tons, valued at about 6 million dollars, AMost of tie exports
would probably consist of greaseproof and glassine grades, having
their principal markets in the Latin-American countries and the Far
East.
Employment
With production as estimated at the 1939 level of income, the num-

ber of persons employed in the manufacture of these papers might
reach 11,500, and at the higher income level, about 13,000.

Table: BOXES OF PAPER, PAPIER M?CH?, OR WO D, COVERED OR LINED

Table: [No Caption]
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Tarif
paragrah

Rate of duty
mmodity
1405 Boxes of paper, papier mich6, or
wood, covered or lined:
With surface-coated, parch- fi per lb. + 10% ad
val.
ment, lithographed, or
similar papers.
With cotton or other vege- by per lb. + 20% ad
val.
table fiber.

~~~~lent ad
va Orem

(1989)

19. 3%
27. 6%

NOT5.-The rate fixed In the TailU Act of 1930 on bxes covered by this report was cents per pound plus
0- percent ad raloram. the rate on ilI boxes except those oovered or lined with ootton or other vegetable
iber rwa reduced to Scent. perpound plus 10 percent ad valoremn, effective January 1, IA, pursuant to the

hum sgitembut wrath the United Kingom.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption 'for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item

Total

port: Imettfn

}
-

___

nt!
~~~~~~~~App.
ofr5

o

11983
1
__
19.ee61.1
auui
4X )
-----9
.5 5
130
--95
5, M . 11
' 0o
09 ..........
' 40
XUnlt value (aentsperpound) --.--------X '30
.. ... ...
2.8.t
00.
-.
Persons employedt (number)
.
.....

_

..........

........

...........................

11.
....... .

..

........ .......... .......... .........

..........._
..

.:

_

_
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I Foreignd vaUe.

The boxes in this category embrace a wide variety of shapes and
sizes, used for packaging various articles such as cosmetics, perfumes
jewelryr, fountain pens, automatic pencils, hats, etc.,: sold by the retail
trade. Also included are paper boxes covered with surface-coated
paper- used by stores for the packaging of gifts, particulyrtY during
the Christmas holiday season. Boxes covered or lined with cotton or
other vegetable fiber are -chiefly those used by the jewelry trade.
Fancy-or decorated boxes imported in the pre-war period were in
large part specially designed for the packaging of certain brands of
perfume and cosmetics, anal many of them were of oaddr shapes and
'size not adaptable to other us. 'Fifty percent of the total value of
box imports m 1939 were from France, 29 percent from the United
Kingdom, and 11 percent from Japan. Exports of boxes of the types
under: discussion are relatively small: and' go chiefly to Canada.
Domestic consumption declined substantially during the war years
because of the necessity of using paper and paperboard for more
essential purposes.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of covered or decorated boxes may somewhat exceed
that of 1939. Imports are likely to be very much less than in 1939,
owing to. thy lack of raw materials in foreign countries and the necessity of reestablishing sales in this country of foreign products in the
packaging of which imported boxes are used. Exports will possibly
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pia- DDoihtie production will be
be no greater than 'i
somewhat larger than in 1939.
POSTWAR LONO TllRlM
Conoumption, Production, and Imprts
Per capital income at 19* level.

Consumption will possibly increase by 10 percent over 1939, and
total about 22 million pounds. Production would also be about 10
percent greater than in 1939 or 21.8 million pounds valued at 7.0
million dollars, allowiij for a 5 percent increase in prices. Changes
in imports under the different rate of duty will probably have only a
very small effect upon production.
Thdy as in 1939.-Imports are likely 'to constitute about the same
proportion of consumption as in 1939, or about 320,000 pounds.
he foreign value of imports would amount to about $200,000.
Duty reduced by 60 ipercent.-Imports might be about 10 percent
with
larger than with the duty as in 1939, or, rougly, 350,000
a foreign value of about $220,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would possibly be no more
than 190,000 pounds, with a foreign value in the neighborhood of
$120,000.

poung,

Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

A much higher per capital national income would in all likelihood
result in a large increase in the buying of commodities packaged in
fancy and gift boxes, 4nd domestic consumption of such boxes might
be 40 percent greter than with income as in 1939, or about 30 million
pounds. Such expansion in c nsumption might result in an increase
of 10 percent in the unit value of both production and imports. Production (including small exports) under these conditions would be
around 29.7 million pounds with a value of about 9.8 million dollars
and would be little affected by changes in imports.
Duty as in 1939,-Imports would probably be about 1.4 percent of
consumption, as in 19a9, or about 410,000 pounds and, assuming a
10 percent higher unit value, would have a foreign value of $265,000.
Duty reduced by 60 pereent.-Imports might be approximately
440,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $285,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would possibly be no more
than 220,000 pounds, Nalued at about $145 O00 (foreign value).
Exports

Exports of dornestic-made boxes of these typOe have been small
compared with production. Domestic exports in pro-war years were
chiefly to Canada. At the low income level post-war exports might
be about 85,000 pounds with a value of aproxiratey $35,000.
Exports under a high national income might be about 100,000 pounds
valued at about $40,000.
ltmployment

The manufacture of fancy and coated paper boxes is largely by
semiautomatic machinery, and any increase in production will probw
ably increased emtploIymnt proportionately. On the basis of the above
estimates of production, employment may range from 2,700 to 3,700
-upon the awumptions regarding the rates of
persons,
duty and dependbg
'national incomes.
71288" -71

Table: SURFACE-COATED PAPERS

Table: [No Caption]
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SURFACE-COATED PAPERS

Tariff
paragraph

.

1,

.itC:

Commodity
Rate of duty
(1939)
Papers wholly or partly covered 5¢ per lb.+16 % w1 27.7%
with metal or its solutions, gelarVal.
tin, linseed oil cement, or flock.
Papers wholly or partly covered 5f per lb.+18% sl 1 28.5%
val.
with metal or its solutions and
weighing less than 15 lb. per
1405
ream of 480 sheets (20" x 25").
Papers with coated surface or 5e per lb.+15% a(1 34.9%
val.
surfaces, embossed or printed
otherwise than lithographically.
Papers with coated surface or 5b per lb.+15% a(1 25.1%
sVal.
surfaces, n. a. p. f.
Gummed papers, n. s. p. f4.4%
50 per lbGENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939

are

given below:

Production

I NO, OM
Quantity (short tons)'
....
449
Vue ($1,000).------73,
$134
Unit value (per ton)
450
Persona employed (number) 7,
-

--

......................

' Estimated.

I

Foreign value.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A

pparent Ratio of
For do- Im)I t Oni
tmortsno
For
exestittC uont
Total-port
market
port

Item

1

Percent
3'2
0.
63, 249
7,076 A42, 4
2 284 .
71,9M
1, 404
$211
$133
$874
.
....... ..-..-.
.......

The surface-coated papers here considered-- include coated book
papers; glazed and fancy coated papers; radioactive and fluorescent
papers; gummed, varnished, and lacquered papers; pyroxylin-coated
paper; other coated papers used in printing and in the manufacture of
fancy boxes; and coated papers used in making instrument dials and
novelties. They do not incllude several prootucts of the paper-coating
industry such as wax and paraffin papers (which are discussed separately with other greaseproof and waterproof papers), asphaltcoated or laminated wrapping paper, and a few othe~s.
Consumption of these surface-coated papers is estimated to have
increased about 15 percent from 1929 to 1939, all varieties sharing in
the increase. The bulk of domestic production consists of printing
papers coated on one or both sides; and coated or glazed box cover
papers. Domestic papers are generally much lower in price than any
of the types imported. Much of the coated book paper is made by
mills which produce the body stock and coatfthe paper as a secondary
process. Most of the remaining surface.:coated papers are made in
converting plants having no paper-producing facilities.
Imports, largely from Germany, the United Kingdoni, France, and
Canada, have not exceeded 1,2,50 tons, or less than one-half of 1
percent of consumption, in any year since- 1929. The imported
apers have included some kinds not manufactured in the United
states> or made on order for special purposes, such as gold- and silver-
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leaf paper, radioactive and fluorescent papers nacreous papers in
bobbins and sheets and plain and coore auminufoil paper
Exports have consistently been from -two to six times greater in value
than imports. Most of the exports have consisted of coated book and
magazine paper and have gone principally to Canada, the United,
Kingdom, Mexico, and the Latin-American countries.
lOST-WAR BHORT TERM
Consumption of surfaee-coated papers will probably be greater In
the post-war short term than in 1939, largelybecause of the probable
increase in the number and circulation of publications using this
type of paper. Imports, most of which have in the past been lipiited,
to papers other than coated book, may be somewhat larger than in
1939, assuming that shipments from Germany are resume&. Exports
may be considerably larger because of the growing demand for better
quality printing in many countries not producing coated' book and.
other papers of this kind.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Following the pro-war upward trend, consumption is likely to
excited the 1939 consumption of these papers by perhaps 25 percent
and amount to about 680,000 tons. Domestic production, allowing
for probable small exports, might amount to approximately 690,000
tons, valued at 92.5 million dollars. Prices might be at about the
same level as in 1939. Consumption and production would be only
slightly affected by changes in imports resulting from a 50-percent increase or decrease in the duties.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Imports may exceed those of 1939 by as much as
15 percent, making a total of 375 tons worth about $330,000 (foreign
value). Most of the imports will probably be decorative papers of
various kinds used for covering gift and other specialty boxes.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-nmports might be about 50 percent
larger than with the duty as in 1939, or nearly 575 tons, having a
foreign value of about $500,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be 40 percent less
than with the duty unchanged, or about 220 tons, with a foreign
value of approximately $190,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 10329

Consumption of these papers would probably show an increase of at
least 20 percent over that with income as in 1939 and amount to about
815,000 tons. Domestic production, including exports, might be
about 40 percent greater, in value, than with unchanged income, or
about 830 000 tons, valued at approximately 128 million dollars.
Prices of tio papers here considered would probably be about 15 percent higher than in 1939. A substantial part of the imports would
be decorative specialty papers for use in the manufacture of novelty
containers and similar articles for which the demand may be very
great under a high national income. Consequently, the increase in
unports would be proportionally greater than the increase in domestic

production.
Duty as in 1959.-Imports might be as much as 100 percent above

Table: CERAMIC DECALCOMANIAS

Table: [No Caption]
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the t193 level of about 650 tons, with iaforeiv val of around
WO
0*1m
t m mght ba, muo
sero
4 o0
p
0ent g"Atev tham with tho duty s W 1939, or Abeut 875 tWO, Vtfued
at Ibtlit $Nfo000 (OrMg Valtim).
n iht be about 25 pomnt
Yth iftemedd O* g0 pe&#tor
le1 than with the duty as iii 1jg9 and probably would not exceed 500
tons, with a total foreign value of approximately $500,000.

United. Stat. exports of surface-oatod papers ranged from &bout
3,000 tons to over 10,000 tons between 1930 and 1940. lf\the per
oapita income remains at the 1 9 level exports might be About
10,00 tons, Valued at approximately 2 million dollars. At the higher
income level, exports might be in the neighborhood of 15,00 tons,
valued at nearly 4 million dollars.
employment
On the basis of the. above estimates, employment may range from
8,600 to 10,000 persons, depending upon the assumption as to na-

tional income and rates of duties.

CERlAMIC DECALCOMANIAS
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Co*modity
paragraph
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Rate of duty
(1959)
CerAmil decaleoinahl"e:
Weighing not over 100 bs. $1.25 per lb.+ 1I% ad val. 20%
er11 1,000 sheets, each
x 30".
27%
over 100 lbs. per $0.30 per lb. +1% ad val.
Weighing
1,000 sheets, each 2"
X 30".

GENERAL

Dfat on United Statft production, imports, and consumption for
103* are given below:
Production

_____

Item

~Apprt RU I

o 00
tie
-For rot do
umption
iese
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or
portBx.MW.Inp~

*

-

QusnutI tlO( poud*)
~~~~~~~..
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.

.

.

.

.

-

.

',*M
1 740

'15

410 .........

45

4NI

~I5

.
.....,. ..........

.........

..

..

*Foreign VuW"

Ceramic decalcomanias are series of designs lithographically printed
on pUper in mineral colors for use in the duration o potty. The
paper serves merely as a medium for handling the imprint, the design
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sheet of tissue being th e4u is stripped from the b set
so that it may be applied mor priy t the contobr he ces.
The duty rates wre designed to im the sie duty on mic
doemlconani whether impord in duplex tom or stripped from the
backing sheet.
United States imports in prewr ye were predomIn l
t ylp
Germany, with minor quantities imported from France, the "Unitod
Kingdom and JapsiA. During the war, iort, principuly from the
United kingdom have ben but a fraction of the prewar level;
domestic production has decreased substantially.
POST-WAR SHORT ThCUM

Consumption of ceramic decaloom~nils will pftbabl7 be oonul4in 1939, owing to, the large backlog of otders that
ermbly graate than
has accumulat during the war yeas
if there are adequate supplies
to met thes requirements. A distinctly larger domestic pructiion
would probably be requited since import e likely (at lst for
some time) to be tnmuh smaller than bore the War. A resumption
of the Geman trade is not likely to occur immediately, and prodiuers
in the United Kingdon and France are not equipped to supply nmOre
than a small perentage- of the total quantity imported Ino this
country in pro-war years.
POST-WAR LO4G TURM

Ceneutepto", PredetUen, aind 1imp69
Per oipita income at 19* level.

Because of increase in population, consumption of ceramic decalcomanias might be about 10 percent more than in 1939, or approximately 500,000 pounds.. Thelevel of the duty would affect onsumpton to some extent but probably not eough to justify the Use of
separate figures ai dW estimates below. The level of domestic production would probably depend largely on the volume of imports
from Germany. The followmg estimates are based upon the assumption of a complete revival of erman trade.
Duty a. itn i989,-Imports might supply about the same proportion
as in 1939 and reach approximately 225,000 pounds. In me with a
general increase in cost of designing and art work, the unit value
might be 10 percent higher so that the fore'i value might be around
$600,000. Domestic, prodLution would then be around 275,000
pounds, with a value of approximately $875,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be bout 25 percent
higher than with the duty unchanged, and miht rech 28b,0OP
pounds, with a foreign value of $765,000. In that cas, domestic
production might amount to about 215,000 pounds, valued atappro

mately $885,000.
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Dh inereaeed by 50 It&*t.-Much higher rates would make it
more difficult for foreign producers to compete in this nMarket and
impots might be 1 .. trihn half as great as with the duty as in 1939,
or about 100,000 pounds, with a foreign value of approximately
$270,000. Under these circumstance, domestic production might be,
sy, 400,000 pounds, with a value of $1,275,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than in 1Pta.

A high national income might increase the domestic consumption
of ceramic decalcomanias to about 600,000 pounds, or about 20 percent more than with income at the 1939 level. The unit value of
production and of imports would possibly be 15 percent higher then
in 1939.
the basis of the same ratio of imports to conDuty ac asinat1989.-On
sumption
the 1939 income leyel, imports would be about 265,000
pounds, with a foreign value of $745,000. Domestic production
might, therefore, be about 335,000 pounds, with a value of nearly
$1,120,000.
percen.-Imports might be about 25 percent
Duty reduced the60duty
larger than with bt
unchanged, and might reach approximately
330,000 pounds, with a foreign value of $930,000. Domestic roduc-'
tion would be about 270,000 pounds, valued at approximately $900,000.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Higher rates tght limit imports to
as little as 45 percent of the volume with unchanged duty, or to 120,000
pounds, with a foreign value of about $335,000. Such a reduction of
imports might bring about an expansion of domestic production to
about 480,000 pounds, valued at approximately $1,600,000.
Exports

Exports have never been large, because most countries in which the
commodity is used in large volume produce decalcomanias. The
small exports made annually from the United States have gone principally to Canada.
Employment

Only a few establishments in this country make ceramic decalcomanias, and it is estimated that the total number of workers engaged
in their manufacture does not exceed 450. On the basis of the above
estimates of domestic production, employment would probably range
between 400 and 900 persons, depending upon the assumptions
regarding national income and rate of dutv.

Table: LITHOGRAPHICAL Y PRINTED MAT ER

Table: [No Caption]
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LITHOGRAPHICALLY PRINTED MATTER
EquiuSa
ft
"It

pap9 ra#

1406

------

Rte

Commodity

of

Les- ad
(1989)

v~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~aloftft

duty

Cigar bands, labels, and flaps. 300 to 66h per lb -81 8%
29. 8%
Decalcomaniau, other than 4Q; to 650 per lb
toy and ceramic.
86. 8%
Transparencies -30% to 371% ad val.
8 per lb
Fashion magasinesPost cards6¢ to 31l0 per b--13.1
Lithographically printed 68 to 31 per lb-20. 8l
matter (ncellaneous).
Average
-22.2%
--7.0

Act of 1930
t nmparefiiiw
NoTs.-The rates of 40 and 50 percet ad vulorem imposed by the TaAto
reduced to a0 and 37S4 pant puspant to the ttad agreement with Beleium effective May I 1W. The
rate on certain pest cards and other lithographlc Prints exceeding 0.020 Inch in thbikneeu and valued at more
than 35 cents per pound ws toddoed ftutn % to 6 centi per pound under the trade agreement with the
United Kingdom, effective January 1 ,16.
on

GENERAL

Data
1939

are

United States production, imports, and consumption for
given below:

on

Production
_tm

item
~

;uAntltV (1,000 pounds)

~ ~~.
Total
Total

.....

- ..84. 722

Of
.Appat Rat
mprt
oc~unpto Coenton

Fo d-imports
rx. Fetordo
port matrke
()

..........

Unitvalue (Per pound).
Persons enmp oye (dnumber) .

__

(I))

(8)7

sumptio

(1)

..

. ia
sI
........
. (I)$1
.... ...... .....

I Not available.

I

Landed value; foreign value was $324,00.

Four-fifths of the total foreign value of imports shown in the table
consisted of lithographic prints, entered principally from Germany.
Approximately 11 percent were cigar bands, labels and flaps imported
principally from Cuba; 4 percent were decalcomanias imported chiefly
from the United Kingdom; about 1 percent were transparencies
imported largely from Belgium; nearly 2 percent wore fashion magazines imported in about equal proportions from Germany and France:
and around 2 percent were post cards imported principally from
Germany.
The domestic lithographic industry is composed of many units,
and -the greater part of the work is done on a job or custom basis
to individual order, with a smaller part of the product, such as calendars, commercial forms, maps, and illustrated cards, produced for
general sale. The industry is widely distributed geographically and
the speed with which domestic producers can make deliveries and
their familiarity with domestic practices are factors which operate
to limit imports. United States exports, world wide in coverage,
are normally three to four times greater than the imports in value.
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Consumption will probably be considerably higher than it was in
1939, partly because of the laer population but more especially because of the expected increase in advertising. Efforts will be made
to produce many near products swell as to reestablish old ones in
the favor of the buying public Imports, on the other hand, may
possibly not attain te 1939 level because of the difficulties inherent
in regaining. m ets and customers lost through years of war and
because-some European countries will not have regained full production. The increase in consumption, therefore, wil necessarily have
to bo taken care of by increase in domestic production.
POST-WAR LONCI TERM
Conow"Apn, Pr.4u¢coon, ad I"pqrus
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Because of the increase in population and in advertising activity
even with no increase in per capita income, consumption of lithographically printed matter may possibly be about 20 ercent higher
than in 1939 and be valued at about 185 million dollars. Imports
may be expected to supply only a very small part of domestic consumption and would probably change only moderately with 50 percent changes in United States tariffs. Production would probably
be in the neighborhood of 187 million dollars, of which nearly 184
million would be for the domestic market.
Duty as in 1939.-The total fordign value of imports may be 20
percent greater than -in 1939, or about $390,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent .-The lower duties might increase imports
to approximately $450,000 (foreign value), which would be about 15
percent greater than estimate under unchanged duties.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports would probably be only
two-thirds as large as the estimate under unchanged duties. Their
foreign value would be in the neighborhood of $260,000.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Consumption might be 25 percent greater than with income at the
1939 level and amount to approximately 230 million dollars. Under
any of the assumed levels of tariffs, imports would supply only a very
small part of consumption. The value of domestic production would
be about 232 million dollars, of which nearly 230 milon would be for
domestic consumption.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably be 25 percent larger
than estimated under the lower income level and would amount to
around $490,000 (foreign value).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be about 15 percent
greater than estimated under unchanged duties and might have a
foreign value of $565,000.
Dity increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be about $325,000,
foreign value, or about one-third less than estimated under unchanged
duties.

Table: DRAWING PAPER, NOT RULED, ETC.

Table: [No Caption]
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A~t the, lower income level exported might N about 26 percent hi
than in logasand amount to about 2.1 mttiiOn dollar und&r the higher
income level, the tm appoximate 2.5 maill dollars. In pryears exports had world-wide distribution. Approxima.tey one-fourth
of the total value went to Canada; the other principal markets were
the United Kingdom, Philippine Islands, and the Union of South Africa.
Employment

A very large proportion of the total workers in the litbographio
industry are highly skille4. Any expansion in the volume of lithographic printing would be reflected by an increase in the number of
workers. In the post-war long term it is estimated that employment
might reach about 36,000 on the basis of the 1939 level of income and
45,000 on the basis of the higher level.
DRAWING PAPER, NOT RULED, ETC.
Tariff
Rate of duty
paragraph
Commodity
1407
Drawing paper, not ruled,
embossed etc. -:
bordered
Valued at les than io¢ 3 per lb. + 15% ad valper lb.
Valued at 40¢ or more per 2t per lb. + IO% ad val
lb.

lent ad
valorem
(1959')

25. 9%

'10. 4%

un.
Nonr.-The Tariff Act of 1930 imposed the rate of 3 cents per pound plus 15 perientsd valorem onagre
ruled drawig paper wet hl 8 pounds or over per ream, regardless of value. Pursuit to the trade
Mnent with the United Kingdom, eUective January 1, 1939, the re was reduced on the-paper valued at 40
cents or more per pound to 2 cents per pound plus 10 percent ad valorem.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
given below:

1939 are

Item

Total

orCex
Port

Frd.Ixpoits
meOtW
market

Quantity (1,000 pounds) . -'...18,000 i sm 17,200
1,912
Value
88
'2,-2
$0.1
$0.11
Unitvlu(perpoud-$.1
Persons emp oyed- --------(-)..

($1,09°00)0-

578

189
$0.33

.

-

Apprent imots
sgumption

cons

t

17,776

.
...
.....

3.2
....;

......

.-.-. -.

'Estimated.

'Forei value.
'Production of drawing paper is not continuous In any mill; so estimate of emplorment therefore ewnot

be made.

I Excluding Imports from Oermany on which the full tariff rate of cents. pound and 15 petoent ad
valorem applid, the equivaet ad vrem was 14 percent.
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Drawing paper is classified by the producing industry as a special

type of book or writing paper, the distinguishing charaetokilties of
wich are its surface finish and its ability to withstand erure. Three
class"e-ground wood, chemical, and rig drainf!-paperare made
in the United Stateus. The first class is used principally in schools.
The better grades, those made of rag and high-grade chemical wood
pulp, are used by artists, commercial designers, architects, illustrators,
and draftsmen. Mills making book paper and writing paper often

produce drawing paper also.
Consumption of drawing paper in the United States for several
years before 1940 is estimated to have averaged about 18 million
pounds,- approximately half of which was groundwood drawing paper
of domestic origin, valued at 5 cents a pound or less. Then domestic
production of drawing paper before 1940 was 16 million to 19 million
pounds a year at an estimated average value of about 11 cents a
pound.
,,
Imports consisted largely of medium-grade rag or chemical drawing papers priced at from 25 to 35 cents a pound, coming principally
from Germany, France, and Belgium. Little ground wood paper was
imported. Sonic higher-grade rag drawing paper, ranging from 40 to
70 cents a pound, also came in, largely from the United Kingdom.
For a number of years before 1940 relatively little annual fluctuation
occurred in the volume of these imports, but in 1940 and in the followyears they decreased to a small percentage of their former volume.
intExports
have not been shown separately but ar v estimated to have
been less than 1 million pounds a year alid were probably limited to
the cheaper grades.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of drawing paper will probably exceed that of 1939,
because of the needs of expanded educational programs in technical
fields where drafting is required and also because of increased demand
from commercial artists and draftsmen. The production of mediumand better-grade drawing papers in the United States will probably
be somewhat greater than in 1939 and imports may be less than in
that year. Exports, always relatively insignificant in volume, are
not likely to be larger and may be less than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Per capita consumption of drawing paper may be expected to be
somewhat larger than it was in 1939. General expansion of educational programs and increases in commercial advertising may be expected to result in increased use. Taking account of population
growth, total consumption may, therefore, be about 20 million pounds.
Consumption would not be affected appreciably by changes of 50 percent in the rates of duty.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports may be as much as 10 percent greater
than in 1939 and, as before the war, will probably consist mainly of
papers in the medium-price range. The total will probably not exceed 635,000 pounds, with a foreign value, at 1939 prices, of nearly
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$210,000. Production for the domeetie market might be about 19.3
million pounds valued at 2,12 million dollars.
Duty redtued by 60 percent.--Imports Might exceed those at the
1939 duties by about one-eighth, making a total of approximately
725,000 pounds, at a foreign value of about $240,000. In this case
domestic production, excluding that for export, might be about 19.2
million pounds, with a value of 2.11 million dollars,
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports might be less than half the
volume of 1939 or about 250,000 pounds, with a foreign value of
approximately $83,000. Domestic production might rise to about
19.7 million pounds, valued at around 2.17 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.

Increased income would probably result in large increases in merchandise advertising, particularly of consumer goods of all types.
Greater building activity might further increase the consumption of
drawing paper by architects, builders, designers, and others in allied
professional lines, and an expanded educational program would result
in greater consumption of the low-grade drawing papers. TherbfoM
the quantity of drawing papers consumed might be as much as 80
percent more than with income as in 1939, or about 36 million pounds.
I rices might be about 15 percent higher than in 1939. The share of
imports in consumption under the several assumptions regarding
rates of duty, would probably be about the same as under the lower
income level.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports may possibly he about 1.2 million pounds,
with a foreign value of approximately $455,000. Domestic production, excluding exports, might reach about 34.8 million pounds, with
a value of 4.4 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might total 1.4 million
pounds, with a foreign value of around $530,000. In this case production' (for the domestic market) might approximate 34.6 million
pounds, valued at 4.37 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Imports might be reduced to about
475,000 pounds, having a foreign value of roughly $180,000. Under
these conditions production might reach 35.5 million pounds, valued
at about 4.5 million dollars.
Exports

Most of the exported paper will probably be in the lower price
rangs for use in schools and for art instruction generally. On the
basis af per capita income at the 1939 level, post-war exports may-be

about 850,000 pounds valued at about $94,000; and on the basis of
the higher income level, may reach about 1 million pounds with a
value of $130,000.
Employment
Relatively few persons-are engaged in the manufacture of drawing
paper as a distinct type of either book or writing paper and nearly
all are employed during the greater part of their time in making other
papers. It is not likely that changes in production estimated in this
report will materially affect the number of persons employed.

Table: [No Caption]
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WRAPPING PAPER
Tariffnparagraph: 1409.
Cohstmodity:
Wrappifijpaper, sulphate and suiphite, machine glazed, and
MU of duty:
Sulphate, 20 percent; sulphite, 25 percent.
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Data on IUnited States production, imports, aand consumption for

1939 are given below:
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Foreign value.

The wrapping papers herein considered include unbleached and
bleached sulphite, semibleached sulphate, bleached sulphate, and
unbleached sulphate (ktaft), both machine-finithed and machineglazed, all of which together account for 80 to 90 percent of domestic
production, of imports, and of consumption of wrapping paper in the
United States. Not included are wrapping papers clarified as decorated, embossed printed, metal-covercd, manila, greaseproof and
glassine, bogus ;a coarse wrapping paper made largely from wastepaper stock), mill wraps,: rope and jute, tag and pattern stock, vegetable and imitation parchment, waxed, and coated or impregnated;
these, together with a few specialty papers, account for the remaining
10 to 20 percent. With the exception of the greaseproof and imitation
parchment papers, considered in a separate report, imports of the
papers not here considered have been insignificant.
The United States paper industry produces in large volume each
of the classes of papers here discussed. The greater part of the total
output for sale in this country is made by southern kraft and sulphate
mills, which also produce most of the wrapping paper exported.
Sulphite wrapping papers are made almost entirely inl the Northeaster Lake, and Pacific Coast States, in which considerable quantities oi kraft and sulphate wrappings are albo produced. Beforethbe
war a substantiaJ volume of imported sulphate pulp ws consumed
in the Northeastern and Lake States, some of it in the production of
machine-glazed kraft paper which in these markets met competition
from the lighter weight maebine-glazed wrapping papers imported
from Europe.
Before 1940 imports of these papers came almost entirely from
Finland and Sweden. They were mainly machine-glazed and tnachinefinished kraft aand sulphite. Imports of wrapping paper have for
many years been less than 2 percent of the quantity consumed, and
have averaged between 50 and 75 percent of the quantity of similar
papers exported,
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than in 1.930. but may be
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somewhat by the pwity of th eiills.' IPoux
wi PrbIy
be mon4&ablygrte than in 939 provided Fthe m Fin hla d
returnN to noral operation. nportn my be
Norwawi1 have
than in 1939 becuse Of the mcresed dometie d4ed
somewhat
as well a the erection of paper 4nd board mills in several conswning
countries,
POST-WAR LONG TERM

COepumptlonProducton, and Imp"l
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The long-term per capita consumption of these wrapping papers

under 1939 ncome condition is likely to grq* be4use of expnded
factory packaging of individual units of merandse. Taking account of increase in population, consumption may be !5-30 percent
more than in 1939, or 2.22.5 million tons. Domestic prouction
will probably be appro4mitely the sae i voe as cnumption
because

botirexports and imports will be relatively small. The
range in value of this productiog at 1939 prices might be 155180
million dollars; unit values would be little affected by ages in duty.
Duty as in 1M9.-Imports of these wrapping papers may be about
20,000 tons a year, valued at-approximately 1.4 million dollars, foreign
value.,. Imports will probably Abe. chiefly light-weight machineglazed kraft and sulphite for bat making.
Duly reduced by6i 0percent-Imports may reach 25,000-30,000 tons
valued at 2.0 (1.8-2.1) million dollar, foreign value.
Duty increased by 60 percent-It is unlikely that imports would
exceed 10,000 tons at a total foreign value of about $700,00.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 19*9.
Increased wholesale and retail trade requiring the use of these
papers in the production, packaging, and shipment of merchandise
might cause consumption to exceed that at the income level of 1939
by 30-40 percent and might total 2.9-3.5 million'tons. .. Prices would
probably be about 10 percent higher than in 1939, and production,
approximately equal to consumption in volume, would probably
amount to 230-275 million dollars.
Duty as in 1989.e-Imports might be 30-S50 percent greater than
the estimate on the basis of unchanged income, or 25,000-30,000
tons,
having a total foreign value of 1.9-2.3 million dollars.
Duty reduced y 60 percent.,-Imports might total 40,000-50,000
tons, valued at 3.1-3.9 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 pereen*.-Imp6rts might not exceed 15,000
tons, with a total value of approximately 1.2 million dollars.
.~~~E~t
~~~~~Esprts
Exports of wrapping paper, which in pre-war yearsBranged between
20,000 and 30,000 tons, with a value of from $1S,950,000-$2,950,000,
will possibly undergo little change in the long-term period if world
income is at approximately 1939 levels. Exports might be 50 percent
greater, however, if income were 75 percent higher and range from
30,000-45,000 tons in volume and from. $3,250,000-$4,850,O0
in value.
.

i

Table: [No Caption]
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Employment
Over the long term it is probable that employment in the manufac.
ture of wrapping paper may total 25,000-30,000 persons. It is
not likely to exceed this maximum because output can be considerably
increased through greater utilization of existing. paper machine
capacity with the same machine crews. These estimates include
those in mill laboratories and offices as well as in a number of pulp
mills attached to or affiliated with the paper mills making it.

WALLPAPER
Tariff paragraph: 1409.
Hanging paper, printed,
Commodity:
lithographed, dyed or
colored (wallpaper).
1I per lb. and 10% ad Equivalent ad valoreA (1939): 16%.
Rate of duty:
val.

Ncnrx.-The Tariff Act of 1930 imposed the rate of 13 cents per pound plus 20 percent ad valorem, which
was reduced to the rate shown above pursuant to the trade agreement with the United Kingdom, effective
Jsnuany 1, 1939. Imports of wallpaper from Germany were subject to the full tariff rate of 1X cents per
pound and 20 percent ad valorem, and on imports from (:3ermnny the equivalent ad valorem was 23 percent.
Te equivalent ad valorem on imports of wallpaper, exclusive of those from Germany, was 13 percent.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
___
For do.

Item
Total

t
Imports

0O
~~~Apparenta
con.
onuP

to

sumption

Fre-mestic
port market

471
-1 279,487
'1 963 278,524
uantlty (1,000 pounds)
131
4167
24,823
aue ($1,000) -.24,94
$0.
$0.
089
$0.
089
366
138
Unit value (per pound) -$0.
Persons employed (number) -500-.

P 20.2

278,
.

.

Converted from rolls to pounds on the basis of 1 roll equal to 12 ounces.
ratio based on value would be about 1 percent.
I'Estimated.
4 Foreign value.
i

2 The

States imports of wallpaper are chiefly types and design
manufactured at all, or made in only limited quantities, in this
notUnited
country. About three-fourths of the total value of imports in 1939
were from germany, France, and the United Kingdom, and the value
was approximately the same from each country. Eleven percent of
the total represented imports from Japan. The difference in the
quality of the imported paper and the domestic product is reflected
in the difference in the average prices-that of the imported-papr
was 35.5 cents per pound whereas that of the domestic paper was but
8.9 cents per pound. Exports of domestic wallpaper are about twice
as large in quantity as imports but are less in value; in 1939 nearly
four-fifths of total exports were to Canada, and about 12 percent to
Australia.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Consumption will likely be substantially greater than in 1939 as the
result of the redecoration of dwellings and apartments, much of which
-was held in abeyance during the war, and the decoration of the large

POST-W
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number of houses&ihich it is anticipated will be constructed in the
The use of wallpaper h been materially
immediate poet-war yea
the shortage of manpower for h"athrough
a-w
the
during
curtailed
ing it. The four principal !countries supplying imports before the war
have suffered heavy war 'los-sesin industry, and it'is possible that
imports will be considerably less than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Impofts
Per capita income at 1939 level.

Consumption of wallpaper, owing- to the growth in population,
might increase about 10 percent.pver 1939 and might totalout 305
million pounds. The volume of production for the domestic market
would be approximately the same as the amount consumed. 0 With
unit values increased about 10 percent in line with- the expected rise
of other papers, the value of production for the domestic market might
amount to 30 million dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-On the basis of 10 percent increases both in volume
and unit values, imports might be about 520,000 pounds, with a total
foreign value of approximately $200,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be about 10 percent
more than if the duty were unchanged, or about 565,000 pounds, with
a total value of $220,000 (foreign value).
Duty increased by 60 percent.-It is unlikely that imports would be
more than 495,000 pounds, or about 95 percent of the quantity at the
1939 duty level, with a foreign value of approximately $195,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 193.9.

The increase in residential construction which would accompany a
higher level of national income would result in a greater consumption
of wallpaper. It is unlikely, however, that the rate of increase in
the volume of wallpaper used would be as great as the rate of increase
in residential building because, at this level of per capita income, a
substantial amount of the construction might be of styles in which
wallpaper is not used. In addition, in homes where wallpaper might
be normally used, the competition of other forms of interior decoration, especially those more costly than wallpaper, might be more
severe. Under these circumstances, it might be expected that both
the consumption and production for the domestic market of wallpaper
might be not more than one-third greater than with income as in 1939,
or about 400 million pounds. The' unit value of production for the
domestic market might be about 20 percent higher than with income
as in 1939, a part of this increase being due to the rise in the price
level and a part to a greater proportion of the higher grades of paper
in the output. At this price the value of production for the domestic
market might be roughly 43 million dollars.
Duty as In 1939.-Sinice imported wallpapers are decided luxjuries
a high national income would have relatively more effect in stimulating
imports than domestic production. Moreover, the average quality
of the imported paper might be somewhat higher than with the lower
might t be 20 percent higher
national income; the average unit valued
than with the income as in 1939. Imports might -thus rise to as much
as 800,000 pounds. with a value of $375,000.

Table: FILTERING PAPER

Table: [No Caption]
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per^,n4-Ipppt xd4gh
abo;wt0 percent
J1w' thn-wnith the dty4 jin l9M, ut, s 750,000pounds,
with a foreign value of 41oit V4f50,Q0.-W

Exports of wallpa er made in the United SlBates are relatively small
compared with production. If per capital inme -iis the SWee S- in
1949, exports ght have about t sawe volume qs in 939, wtj &

vaJUe ot abho4 $145,09. Some expgP on of reports reay occur at
gte higher jncm leveJ, but the,ttl volume will pobaity nt be
peter gtan 1,2 million pds valued at about $200,000.t TheprCipal ..eJ~rt marketR for the domestic paper gre nng Ehgiishpopl ClmsAtic cotditions sn4 decorate customs of long

standing m many countries tend to restrict the use of wallpaper in
those countries and offer little encouragement to the building up of
export markets for the United States product.

Employment
Approximately 30 plants are engaged in printing wallpaper in the
United States, and it is estimated they would employ about 2,700
workers in the post-war period with per capita income at the 1939
level and about 3,100 with per capital income 75 percent above 1939.
FILTERING PAPIER
Bauivqeti
Tarifa
Rate of d4ty
paragraph
Commodity
(1939Y
1409
Filtering paper:
Valhed at fr thn 754 per 5t per lb. + 15% ad val P& 4%
lb.
Valued at 75ftormoreper 23It per lb. +7%% ad 11. 0%
lb.
Vl.
Non.-in the TPariff Act of 1 fiAltering paper was made subject to duty at the rate of 5 cents per pound
plus 18
t $ yalorem, egardew of value. Effeotive January 1, 199, the rate on fitering paper valued
at 75 cents or more per pound was reduced to 234 cents per pound plus 74 percent ad valorem, pursuant to
the trade agreement with the United Kingdom.

GENERAL

Data on UDited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Apparent

"~~~~~rodunprt

Ioteds)3,p1rts)
,

.-.
-

imports

3,353

3

Unit value (per pound)-...
.
$0.14
P
emplyed-........... . (4)

Ratio of

P-

.$0. 93-*..
-W
.

10.
c

.

-

not reported; probably very small.
l mport consstd of g9,187 pounds of industrial fllterig paper vsluedst $8,913; ud 133,711 pounds
of technical altering paper valued at $2 ,471.
Foein value.
4 Pmduh o filtering paper is not continuous in any given mill and an estimate of employment cannot,
I ltxports

tarfe, be mads.

POST-WAR IMI)WiN
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Filtering piper is of! to -gx0aI typ that usd in lage volume
by industry in the clarifying of'liquids, and that usd in .xacting tests
oStat
United
in technical laboratories. About 02 per ofnt
suxnption lo induial filta': paper is oduc domestically- the
bulk of the technical paper is imported. About seveeth k the
industrial filtering paper (that valued at less thun 75 cents per pound)
imported in 1939 wane from Franee and an additional tw entM
from the United Kngdom.- The average unit value of imports in this
classification was 23 nte per pound. Of the imports irtl939 of
technical filtering paper (that Valued Bt75 cets8 or more per pound),
slightly more than one-half came-from the UnitedKingdom, onefourth from derbmny, and oel-fifth from Sweden. The average unit
X
value of ith technical paj'er' mported was $2.02 per p d.
Domestic-production of filtering paper, principally the industrial
type,! has increased substantially during the war, while the trend of
imports, of both industrial and techncal types, bas been sharply
downward.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Both production Ad onsumption of nontechxical fitering per,
which iAcreased nearly threefold during the war will probably lne
but mnay remain sUbta tially above the 1939 jevel. Other filtering
materials anne me +jc~ilAtering devices as they beco more
readily obtainable after the closw of the war, will lessen the demnqd for
paper among industrial users- Unit values -.pssibly-exc4 th4o0e
of 1939. Imports of industrial filtering paper ma possibly be naterially less than the 1939 uml, because of the disruption of foreign
manufacture. Imports of tchuical filtering paper are aot likely' to
exceed those of 1939. Some of the labor tory control uses of such
paper'which were expanded during the war may decline when hostilities
cease and thus affed consumption. Unit values are high on these
standard qualities and little competition exists, so that prices will
probably remain at the 1939 level.
'POST-WAR LONG TERM

CoRpbIseR, Prdetdtn, adm

rt

Per capita Income at 193l level.

In recent years the usv of filtering paper in many lines of activity
has increased and, as a result, the consumption of this pape, especially
of the industrial type, may exceed that of 1939 by about 35 percent
and amount to nearly 4 3 million pounds, even though per capital
income remains the same as in 1939. It seems reasonable to expect
that the portion of industrial paper supped by domestic reduction
will be larger than before the war, say about 95 percent. The proportion would, however, be somewhat afected by the level of duties.
Inasmuch as the ad vslorem equivalent of the duty on technical paper
is low, and as practically the entire domestic consumption hAo ormally been supplied by imports, it is not likely that 50-percent changes
in duty would affect the quantity of technical paper imported. Owing
to the increased consumption, prices may be about 1O percent higher
than in 1939.
The quantity of domestic production presumably would be larger
or smaller under the various levels of duty by about the same amount
T12835-72

DOMSTIhC PRODUCTION
as the difference in the quantity of total imports, but thee variations
1124
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would be so small relative to the volume of production that separate
estimates need not be made. Under the various levels of duty
domestic production might be 4.1-4.3 million pounds. The value of
production would also tend to vary inversely with the volume of
be more significant than -the
imports. This change would probably
variation in the quantity of production, as the unit value of production
might be slightly lower at lower duty levels and slightly higher at the
high durty levels, owing to the differences in grade between domestically produced industrial paper and imported industrial paper..
Duly a. in 19$9.-Imports of industrial filtering paper are not
likely to exceed 210,000 pounds, with a foreign value of about $55,000
Imports of technical filtering paper might-mcrease to approximately
150,000 pounds, valued at nearly $336,000, foreign value. Total
imports of filtering paper might, therefore, be about 360,000 pounds,
with a foreign value of $390,000. The value of domestic production
might be approximately $615,000.
Duly reduced by 50 percent.-Imports of industrial filtering paper
might be about 25 percent greater than if the duty were unchanged
amounting to approximately 265,000 pounds, with a foreign value of
$6$,000. For the reasons given above, imports of technical paper
would probably not be significantly greater than with duties as
1939, and thus the total imports would probably approximate 415,000
pounds in volume an(l $400,000 in foreign value. The value of production might be about $600,000.'
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports of industrial filtering paper
would probably be not over 30 percent of the anlount that might enter
at the 1939 duty level, amounting to about 60,000 pounds, valued at
$15,000, foreign value. With the quantity and value of imported
technical paper unchanged, total imports would be about 210,000
poun(ls, with a foreign value of $350,000. The value of domestic
production might, therefore, reach $660,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Consumption of filtering paper under these circumstances would
probably be about 10 percent above that at the lower income level
or about 5 million pounds; it is probable that most of the increased
demand for filtering material would be supplied by mechanical and
other filtering devices. Prices might remain about the same as at
the lower income level. At the various duty levels considered production might total 4.6-4.8 million pounds.
Duty as in 1989.-Imports of industrial filtering paper might be
230,000 pounds, with a foreign value of approximately $60,000, and
imports of technical paper, about 160,000 pounds, valued at nearly
$355,000. -Total imports might therefore, be approximately 39,000
pounds at a foreign value of $415,OOO. Domestic production would
be valued at approximately $690,000.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports of industrial paper might be
about 290,000 pounds, with a foreign value of almost $75,O0Q It is
unlikely that the imports of technical paper would be affected bHe
changes in duty, and total imports of filtering paper might, therefore,
amount to about 450,000 pounds valued at $430,000 foreigng value).
The value of domestic production might be approximately $670,000.

Table: PRINTED MAT ER, N. S. P. F.

Table: [No Caption]
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Duwy incre~ed by 60 perc&9z.-Imports of industrial paper t be
only about 70 000 pounds, with- a foreign value of about $18,00
With technical paper imports remaining unchanged, total imprt.
would be about 230,000 pounds, with a foreign value of nearly $375,000.
The value of domestic production might be $720,000.
Exports
United States exports of filtering paper are not shown separately in
statistics. Available information indicates that insignificant quantities of this paper were exported in 1939, and no expansion of exports
is foreseen in the pos-war long term.
Employment

Production of filtering paper is carried on Mitermittently by a fei
mills in this country. In a mill, filter pper may- be the product
of a day's run and additional runs may, be made at intervals of several
weeks or months, depending on the orders in hand. No accurate
estimate of the number of persons who are employed mi production of
this paper can be made.
PRINTED MATTER, N. S. P. F.
Eauivn
avalorem
Rate of duty
Commodity
(1939)
1405 Printed matter, n. a. p. f. of 50 pbr lb.+20% ad val
23.3%
surfacecoated paper.
1410 Tourist literature:
Of foreign authorship
72% ad val
Of other authorship 12- 2 % ad val_
Printed matter, n. s. p. f.:
Of foreign authorship.... 7,24% ad val
Of other authorship. - -20% ad val
Average -10. 9%0

Tariff
paragraph

NOTX.-The rates on tourist literature were reduced under the trade arement-with Car, ~ti
January 1, 939; as fixed by the Tariff Act of 1930 tbty were twice-those shown above. The rs on other
printed matter were reduced pursuant to the agreement with the United Kingdom effective Januay 1
19, a follows: If of foreign authorship, from 15 to 7* percent ad valorem; otbet 4ootincluding that 2
surface-coated paper) from 25 to 20 percent ad valorem.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production '

AppI

Item
Total

Value ($1,000);
Persons employed (number)
-----------

----------

.......

--

4..Om
' 114,000

'For
°ion
export domestic
market

..

7, 38

..........

44S,Q07
(D

2 700

447,327
.

....

.

imports
sumption

.

...,..

OGeneral oomnercia (job) printing. To avoid duplication, the valie of newspapers and periodrbas
for publication y others Is excluded from these production data.
printed
3 Estimated landed value; foreign value was $5,000.
' Lens than 0.2 percent.
4 Estimated.
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matter actua irmportd.
Tourist litature and descrptive trvel material relatir7 to foreign
countries constitute about t*o-fifths of the total value o import. in
sd a Wide rray o m lainted
1939. The remainder c
media, merc andisin upplies,
advertising
including
articles,
tive and instructive matter relating to other imported prducts
leaflet*, prospectuses folders, sketches and pictures, and other pnt
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'mted glgdom were els
were
SW
relatively lrp suppliers.
ar many times larger than imports
D)omieie expo noraly
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and their ditribution is world-ide. Ca
market.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be substantially greater than in 1939
inasmuch as production of the jobprinting industry is closely related
to general busing-s and industrial activity, which is expected to be at
a fairly high level. Export. may expand somewhat, and domestic
production will be considerably larger than in 1939 in ordet to supply
increased consumption and exports.
POST-WAR WONO TEJRM
CousuaOpts, Preduflln, sad Impots
Per capita Income at 1"91 level.

Consumption of commercial printed matter will probably increase
by about 10 to 15 percent over 1939, or to about 600 million dollars,
in~nly by reason of population growth. Imports may tnerease, but
their relation to consumption will remain insignificant, and production
for the domestic market will be substantially equal to the value of
consumption (about 500 million dollars).
1Duy a. in 1939.-Resumption of tourist travel will probably cause
an increase in imports of tourist literature, and imports of other miscellaneous printed matter may also increase. The total may be as
much as 15 percent greater than in 1939, and amount to about
$615,000, foreign value.

1127'
Dut rtdued by 60 prcen*.-4onre rates of duty would probably
have lttle effect on import of some type of printed matter, but
would affect others, and the total value may be about $75,0,
foreign value, or about 10 percent a-eater than with the duties-a
1939.
h
O pe e mit rsult in imports
Duty irw
about 10 percent less than with no chne in duty. The. foreign valus
would then be about $560,000.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher thAn Is ISF.
Under conditions of highly prosperous businesM and industrial
activity requirements for commercial prating would expand. The
vallie ot consumption might be 35 percent 1rester than under an income level equal to that in 1939 and amount to approximately 675
POS'i'A XIOfIW
n Afl DOMTC

oc

million dollars. Production for the domestic market would 'be substantially equal to consumption.
)My a in 19S9.-Imports would likely be 35 percent Iager tan
under the lower income lee and be about $830,000 (foreign value).
by 50 PrPeent.-iport. might inns, to about
DThaV reduced
or 10 percent greater than if tho duty remained unchanged.
$915M,000
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Itnpot would probably be about
$736,000 (foreign value), or roughly 90 percent of the amount that
would be imported if the duty were unchanged.

Exports of commercial printed matter nught increase in about the
same proportion as domestic production a consumption and might
amount to S-ll million dollars. The value of domestic production,
including production for export, would be about 508-886 milln
dollars.
A total of 126,000 employees including wage earners engaged in
manufacturing, distribution employees, and Zaried offers and employees was reported for the cmercial printing Industy in Io99.
Probably y about 14,000 of these Were engaged in the production end
distribution of the material here considered. A ver le proportion of the employees are highly skilled. Expansion in the volume of
printing would be reflected in increasd employment although the
employment incrs would not be proportionate to the increase in
the value of production. In the post-war long-term period, under
conditions of 1939 national income, t expansion i employnient
would be small. Under conditions of hkher income, however, it is
posible that the number employed may be 150,000.

Table: BO KS

Table: [No Caption]
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Data on Unitld Statmn production, Imports, ond consumption for
1939 are given below.:
Prod.I on I
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Domestic publication of books has expanded widely since 1939,
largely because of the influence of book clubs and reprints in popularnrieed editions especially paper-bound pocket-sized editions. The
development of wider reading habits is expected to continue and to
create increased demand for new titles and standard works in higherpriced editions.

Books copyrighted in the United States are required by the copynght laws to be printed from type wt, or plates made, in the United

States. Consequently, imports consist of works which have never
been copyrighted here or on which the copyrights have expired.
Very few works of modem fiction for which there is large popular
demand are imported, since these books are usually protected by
American copyright.
Imports are made both in the form of bound and unbound books,
including flat and folded sheets. Leather bindings are dutiable
whether attached to the book or imported separately. Of the total
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value of Imports In 1939, flibles constituted 11 percent; foreignlanguage books and pampxhlets; 38 percent; prayer books, 4% percent;
music and bindings, 4% percent; and other books in English, chiefly
of foreign authorshlp, 41 percent,1 The United Kingdonm ws the
prinepal source of Bibles and other books In English; elgium and
(Izoeho61o*nklAh of prayer bokok; and Oermany and Fra'nce, the chief
sources of lrogn[angua e books, although to me extnt imports
were made front many other countries,
POST.WAR SHORT TURM

The generally increased demand for literary works developed in
recent years is also likely to continue because of assumed high national
income, and production of books may bWeverv much larger than in
1939, both in quantity and total value, Imports of Bibl and
general books in Englsfh wild probably inereas somewhat. Total
imports, however, probably wIll not greatly exceed the 1939 level
because a substantial decrease may be expected In the number of
prayer books and foveignlanuage books that can be shipped from
the war-devaotated areawts-4ennany, Prance, Belgium, and Czechoslovakia. Exports of books will probably increase
in about the
same proportion as domestic conlsumption.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Priductlonpand Imports
Per capita Income at 129J level.

The expanded interest in reading developed in recent years will
probably result in a per capital demand Substantially higher than before
the war, even if income should be no greater than in I 939, With
increase in population, consumption may be about 225 million copies,
or about 25 percent more than in 1939, Imports may increase proportionately, but in view of the limitations set by the copyright
laws and the fact that, about half of the imported bol k are duty -free,
it is unlikely that the proportions of production supplied from domes.
tic and foreign sources would be sinificantly affected by 50 percent
changes in rates of duty. Production for the domestic market may
supply about 97 percent of consumption, and total 217-218 million
book, valued at 175-170 million- dollars. These figures represent
an increase of about 25 percent 'in quantity and 20 percent in value
over 1939.
Duty as in. 1939.-Imports will probably be about 7.4 million
copies, valued at 4.3 million dollars, an increase of about 25 percent
over 1939. The ratio of increase is about the same with respect
to both quantity and value, since it is not likely that the proportion
of cheaper books will increase sufficiently to cause a change in the
average price.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports of dutiable books may be
about 20 percent latger than with the duties as in 1939. The net
increase in imports of free and dutiable books may be only 10 percent,
or about 8.1 million books, valued at 4.7 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-Dutiable imports may be about
20 percent less than with the duties as in 1939; the combined total of
'Doolu wtogiW duty. se atUy bouas of opeW Acelt_fst egpaV beedmo
disibuted to member, Oovermepnuc "-d
booIs
du
Ind r b
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dutiable and free might be about 6.7 million copies, valued at 3.9

million dollars
Per Capite tftJme is peoent higher thin IAtIrS
With higher income there would probably be a much larger demand
for books, both for current reading and rerence, and for permanent
libraries, The demand for higher-priced books would increase more
than that for cheaper-priced ones, Partly because of this fact, and
partly because of price increases, the average price is likely to be
about 20 percent more than in 1939,
Total consumption of books might reach about 304 million copies
or one-third more than under conditions ti 1939 income level.
DDomestic production would probably supply around 97 percent of
consumption, and production for the domestic market nghlt be
about 29O million copies, with a value of nearly 290 million dIlls",
or, roughly1 200 percent of the 1939 value.
Dty as in 19S9.-Importg would be likely to increase in the same
ratio as consumption and might be about 10 million books, valued at
about 7 million dollars.
Duty rediwed by h0 percenth-Dutiable imports may be about 20
percent larger in quantity than with the duties as in 1939, but the total
imports, duty-free items not being affected by changes in rates, probably would likely be about 10 percent later, the total bing abut 11
million copies valued at 7.7 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 pereent.-Total imports might be about 9
million books, with a value of about 6.3 million dollars.
ExpotsExports of books have usually exceeded imports and ranged from
3 to 5 percent of production. Before the war they consisted of bound
textbooks, Bibles, reference and technical works, juvenile und children's books, general fiction, and nonfiction. Unbound sheets were
also exported. Canada was the principal pre-war market, taking 40
percent of the 1939 total4 The United Kingdom, the Philipp ine,
Australia -Argentina, and Brazil were large markets, and some exports
were made to many other countries, Duting the war exports have
continued, and some new markets have been developed in non-Engcountries which may continue in post-Awar years, Genlish-speaking
eral world-wide interest in American affairs and customs may probably
result in increased demand for American books of both an educational
and general literary character. Exports may, therefore, increase in
about the same ratio as domestic production-and range from about
8.6 million copies, valued at 6.5 million dollars at the 1939 per caita
income level, to about 11 million copies valued at 10 million dollars,
if world income is substantially above tie 19.39 level.
Employment

About 43,000 employees were reported by the book publishing and
printing industry in 1939, composed of about 23,000 wage earners
engaged in manufacture, 8,000 persons engaged in distribution and
12,000 other salaried employees and officials. This total may som
what overstate the number actually engaged in book printing and
publishing, since the industry produces other types of printed matter

Table: [No Caption]
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to some e$Wtnt.
not epand propriontely
wqold
with output but in the long-term
period, under conditions
of
income level it might increase by about 10 percent to 471°°° 139
d
under conditions of income at the higher level it might increase about
30 percent to 56,000.
RIBBON FLY CATCHERS
Tari Paragraph: 1413.
Ribbon fly cateher-,
Conmmodily:
Rate of duty:
27$% percent ad v.L
NoTm-The rpw fired In the T'rsIn Act of IWO-Was a peroa vakm whieb was reduced to t 74 pot.
effective May 1,
pursuant to the trade agreement wlt eghgB 16
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193,
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for

1939

are

given below:
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reports from the inhdtry.

Ribbon fly- watchers are stA osof paper about 1 inches in width
and 18 inches in length one side of which has been oarted with a
sticky iseedient
substance scented to lure flies and a poisonous
to
kill them once they are entrapped. The ribbons
i
used
in
kihen,
i
are ufi sctcted. Belgium
dairi*s barns, and other-places to which flies

supplied the bulk of United States import, tion pre-war years.
Relatively small quantities came from the Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Latvia, Poland and Dsnzig, the United Kingdom,
and Japan,
Imports declined substantially during the war, and, in 1940 Cada
became the principal source, although no impor from the Dominion
had entered in previous years, Only a few concerns in the United
States manufacture the product.
Other methods of elimin;t flies, particularly the use of sprays,
have for some time influenced the demand for ribbon fy cahers. A
principal uncertainty regarding the future of the trade in fl cotche
and similar devices ari'e from the development during the war of
inmsedticides which are reported to be exceptionally effective and which
may therefore greatly reduce the demand for other devices, .Fly
catchers, have, however longbheea
miliar article and it seems
unlikely that they will disappear quicklyor entirely, no matter how
cheap and effective the new insecticides turn out-to be. If the demand
for ribbon fly catchers should be greatly reduced2 it is probable that
domestic production would decline more than mports, owd might
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disappear entirely. The wide ranges of the estimates which follow
reflect these uncertainties.
POST-WAR 8'ORT TERM

It does not appear likely that consumption in this country in the
short term will exceed that of 1939, and it may be very much less,
owing to competition from insecticides.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at the 1939 level.

Consumption might be anywhere within the range of about 20-80
million pieces, i. e., from as low as 30 percent to as high as 110 ercent
of the 1939 quantity. If it should be at or near the lower level of this
range, it seems likely that there would be little or no 'domestic production. If, however, other methods for the elimination of flies displa fly catchers to only a small extent, the market may: be supplied
bydomestie and foreign production in proportions depending in part
on the rate of duty.
Duty ae in 199.- Depending upon the magnitude of consumption,
imports might be 20-40 million pieces, with a foreign value of $105,000
to $250,000. Domestic production under these circumstances might
be 0-35 million piece, with a maximum value of about $330,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might be within the range of
20-50 million pieces, with a foreign value of $105,000 to $27,5,000.
Domestic production might be 0-30 million pieces, with a maximum
value of about $280,000.
Duty increased by 60 Percent.-Imports might total 20-30 million
pieces, with a foreign value of $105,000 to $165,000. Domestic produetion might be from practically zero to about 50 million pieces,
with a maximum value of about $470,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

United States consumption at such a level of income might be somewhat greater, or somewhat less, than under the 1939 income assumption. Similarly, imports and domesticc prodluction would probably
not differ materially from the lower income level. Therefore no
separate estimates are made.
Exports
The quantity of ribbon fly catchers exported from the United States
is not shown separately in statistics, but in no year are they estimated
to have exceeded 100,000 pieces. European manufacturers have
supplied foreign markets generally and are likely to continue to do so,
In the future United States exports probably will be negligible.
Employment

Ribbon fly catchers are normally produced in the UJnited States by
five concerns, and the total number of workers employed in their
manufacture in 1939 is estimated at 135. Any increase in output
would probably increase employment proportionately.
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WOOD PULP

'Tariff paragraph: 1716,
Wood pulp.
'Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Appamet
Imports ooump.

Item

Total

,
Fox

'Total pulp;
Quantity (1,0O0short tons) .........6993
:

140
Value
~1,000-----I------209,061W W8,493
38
UnIt valuo5° ton) -----------$2°92;
Market-puc per tn-2.9 4.8
140
_OuantR 1IEO00short tons) -1..044.............
1,0U4
---0 8
_4*_3
UnvAlue(¶erto?)-.
430-.....*2
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376,
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2,930
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._-;
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.........

__..................
.................

-..
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. ..

'Foreign value,
2 Sales of domestic pulp In United SteOa mnrkota (from Wloi Pulp StatIstics, 1944, U. 8. Pulp Produom
Association), exports, and Imports. Value ofdomestio sale based on average value of oob kInd of pulp
produced for sale " reported by Census.

Wood pulp is used principally in the manufacture of paper and
boards, on paper uses, which account for around 5 percent of total
United States consumption, include the manufacture of moulded
articles and of various products involving chemical conversion of the
pulp, such as rayon and staple fiber, explosives, transparent wrappings,
and cellulose plastics.
Imports of pulp were largest in 1936 and 1937 (2.3 million and 2.4
million tons, respectively), They consisted chiefly of sulphite, sulp hate, and ground wood, with sulphite predominating. Sweden,
Finland, Canada, Germany, and Norway were the principal pre-.war
sources. Canadian shipments increased during the war, but with
European shipments cut oft, total imports were only at about half the
pre-war level.
Production of 7 million tons in 1939 (an increase from a depression
level of 3,8 million tons) was the highest pro-war totol, but has been
slurpassed by wide margins in later years, a peak output of 10.8 million
tonls being reached in 1942.
Wood pulp is made by several different processes and the resultant
products difer materially in the uses to which they are adapted.
Sulphate pulp, constituting more than two-fifths of the total dome
tic output, has led in production since 1938, Before 1938 sulphite, and
in earlier years ground wood, exceeded sulphate in production, Sulphite and ground wood are light-colored pulps chilefly used in white
paper and light-colored' boards, and production, though large, is
limited by the fact that the most suitable species (spruce, hemlock
and firs otber than Douglas fir) are relativey sa.rce in the United
States (most of the imports of pulpwood are of these species but imports also are limited in quantity-see section on pulpwood under
schedule 4). The sulphate process may be employed with most
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pper and board where strength is desired and color is not important.
During 'the *&tr txtnsive us6e of bled6hed and emilbloached sulphate
has occurred. Post-war bleaching developments May result in subsemistantial shifts from the use of unbleashed sulphite to H reached orsimilar
blethtd- sulphate, and, therefore, greater use of pine and that
sp s in furnishing part of our pulp requirements forwhite Pper
aight otherwise be supplied by imports o' either pulpwood, pulp, or
paper,
mills for conDriestlc pulp is produced chiefly by sof-contained
the
vlersion into papr by facilities connectecfwith ptlp pIgbt Sales
of pulp includingn erts) a noted or only 15i perch nt of domestic
production in i919.Market pulp uee in the Unitd Stat (domestic
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than
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probably greater to this country
agmin
during the war, when experts (rom Europe
expanded
become feasible. It is possible, however, that in view of theaccounted
domestic production, the proportion of total market pulpfor by imports, a well as the proportion of. tota pup onsumption
accounted for by market pulp, will be smaller in the future than 'in the
pre-war period.
The present capacity of the domestic industry (in 1944), If operated
under normal conditions, is about 11,700,000 tons annually; under
accelerated or "forced diaft" operation a higher level of production
could be maintained for a time, as it has been during the war. Pulpwood, tinder present forestry practices, could, probably be obtained
for operations of pulp mills at these levels for a period of time, but
at leas-t in some regions it would result in excessive depletion of standbe relieved to some extent
inig timber. The situation would probablysuch
use of
base
oi
the
by a broadening
supply notbynow meins as wideropening
of
softwoods
and
by
hardwoods
generally used, of wood
species
Alaskan forests, rfnd more efficient utilization. Large imports
might also be made from sources outside North America (see section

on

pulpwood, nnder schedule 4).

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

When wartime limitations on the use of paper are removed, the conmarkedly.
sumption of paper, and consequently of pulp, may increase
Substantial quantities of pulp may also be required for inventory
replenishment and for increased production of synthetic fibers and
puilp
ceiluloso derivatives. Consequently, the consumption of wood
will probably exceed the 1939 totals by very Ilrge margins, and may
even be somewhat larger than the wartime peak, since civilian conwar.
sumption of paper and boards has been restrictediw during the from
in
as
be
not
as large
1939, shipments
Imports will probably
not likely to have regained pre-war levels. European
Eurpe a~re
demand will be large and, except in Sweden, the pre-war capacities of
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Per capital income at 195t level.

The demand for pulp for piepbt Manufacture will probably exceed

the 1939 total by 4abot.I0 to 15 percent, mainly by. reason of growth
in population.- Pulp requirements. for nonpaper uses may bo sub.
stantially larger. than in- 1939, as the use of synthetic textiles and
plastics tnadd from wood clluloso Is likely to increase. Total eonsutuption of pulp, therefore, tnay be about 10.3 million tons, or about
15 percent greater than in 1939. Prices will probably be slightly
higher, about 6 percent, since during most of 1939 pulp prices were
lower than normal.
The proportion supplied by irnports may be somewhat smaller
than before the war in view of the greater capacity of the domestic
industry. Impor tare likely, to be around 96 percent of the 1939
total, or about 1.9 million tons, valued at about 76 million dollars,
foreign value,
Production excluding relatively small quantities for export may be
about 8.4 million tons, valued at about 265 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 1095

With increased income, the consui-mption and production of paper
and~ correspondingly, the dertand for pulp, wll icrease and Mr
likely to be greater than during the war, Demands for pulp for
chemical conversion may be somewhat larger than under conditions
of income at the 1939 level. As a result, consumption of wood pulp
ingy total about 13.8 million tons, or about 35 percent mere than witb
income as in 1939. Prices will probably be about 20 percent higher
than in 1039.
Imports are likely to supply a slightly larger proportion of consume
tion than under the 1939 level of income, since total demad wll
probably approach or exceed the capacity of the domestic industry,
Eut
the proportion may still be somewhat smaller than in pre-war
years Total imports may be about, 2.8 inillion tons, valued at 125
million dollars.
Production for the domestic market, includingg considerable quantities made from imported pulpwood) is likely to be about 11.0
million tons, valued at about 395 million dollars.
The normal rated capacity of the pulp industry as at present
(1944) appears adequate for production at this rate. It i probably
moreover, that additions to the domestic Capacity would be tmadek
demand should continue at. these lev0Is. The question as to the
availability of pulpwood for operations of such magnitude bas already
been discussed.

Table: [No Caption]
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Rxpets

Exports have 'onstitutdavery 1smll proportion of total output
but as substantial percentage 6f market pulp. Except iw 1937
during the war they hve6 been les than 200,000 ton annually.
JapaL and the United KXingdom were the principal pre-war markets,
although shipment. were also made to other European and Far

East&un countri,. Export. to Japan consisted chiefly of diolving
pulp, During the war yar exports have beon above 300,000 tons
end in one year reached 0,000 tons. Somne of the watime market.
may be retained, and there are likely to be incre"' ed export. of
disolving pulp. Total postwar exports mat be in the niegh orhood
of 200,000-300,000 tons, valued at 1015 million dollars.
Employment
A totalof!30,613 persons were employed by the pulp industry
in 1939, of whom 26,870 were wage earners and 3,743 were salaried
MI ees. Under the low-income assumption, employment would
probably be the same as in 1038, but production under the high-.
income Assuthption, 50 to 60 percent larger than in 1939, might
result in an increase in enmployment of about 30 to 36 percent or
total of about 40,00. As increased output would be aicomtpfished
partly by working more datys a year, the iurnmbr of persons employed
a

would not

increase

in

the sane ratio

as

production.

NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS
Tariff paragraph: 1726.
Commodity:
Newspapers and periodicals.
Free.
Rate of duty:
GENERAL

Data
1939

on United States
are given below:

production, imports, and consumption for
Production

Apparent ,Ratio or
1pos
ItemImot
oum
Import
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_
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twnrns
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IxTotal -Fort mn-loestic _swttptiou
amto
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806()gPercent
.
1,265,000 '6,372 1,248, 000 I .*3
-0.20 ..........
Unit value (per pound)
...270,400
Prisons employed (number) --.

(1,000 pounds)
quwatity
V e($1,000) ..-.............

-------------

.....

..........

..

I
I

...

.

........

.....

Not available.

Estimated.
8'Landed value.
4 Foreign value.
* Less than 0.1 percent.
* Includes a relatively small number engaged in other than the direct printing and publishing of news-

papes and periodicals-

In order to be eligible for duty-free entry, periodicals must be
"unbound or paper-covered publications issued within Six months of
the time of entry, devoted to current literature of the day, or containing current literature as a predominant feature, and issued regularly
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at stated periods, as weekly, monthly, or quarterly, and bearing the
date of iAsue."
The figures on both imports and exports shown in the table are
exclusive of the Value of a considerable volume of neospae , and
more particularly of other periodicals, which reach individual ub.
scribers through the maild In effect, therefore, the statistics report
only shipments in bilk for retail iale or distribution
Nearly two~thhrds of the total preanr annual imports were from
Canada and the United kingdom, and were about evenly divided
between the two countries, An Additional one-sikth wero from Japan
and`,to a large extent,pointed in the Japanese lan-utge.
Approximately twotbirdd of the- total Value of Uomestic production
in 1930 wa that of newspapers, and the remaining one-third that of
periodicals, Not all of the output of the printed matter ws in
English, since numerous newspapers and periodicals are printed in
other langulages and have-in the aggregate considerable circulation
UnltedStates exports, of newspapers and periodicals in 1939 were
nearly 10 times greater in value than imports. About three-fourths of
the combined value of exports of newspapers and periodicals is represented by periodicals. About 86 percent of the newspapers and 80
percent of the periodicals are ex ported to Canada. Of the much
smaller volume of exports to the lOnited Kingd.9m and the Union of
South Africa, practically the entire value is made, up of periodicals'
of those to Cuba, however, two-thirds are newspapers and one-third
ma anlc.
DTuring the war the weight of paper used in newspapers and periodicals has been limited by the scarcity of paper, Iut the number of
copies published has increased and probably also the value.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Many factors may be expected to contribute not only to a higher
consumption than in 1939, ut also to very much larger imports and
exports. There will be k wide interest throughout the world in the
settlement of war problems and in post-war rehabilitation, in both of
which the United States is expected to play a leading role. The
American reading public will consequently be more interested than
ever before in developments and thinking abroad, and the rest of the
world more interested in- developments and thinking in the United
States. When adequate supplies of newsprint any other printing
paper become available, the resumption 9f national and local advertising on a large scale will add measurably to the value of output of
both newspapers and periodicals.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at the 1939 level.
The value of consumption may be expected to reflect not only the
growth in population, but also a greater volume of advertising. It
will probably increase over that of 1939 by about 15 percent, or to
approximately 1.4 billion dollars. Although imports may be expected
to supply only a very small portion of domestic consumption, thgy
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Countries of small population can support relatively few publiea.
tion. of the scope and diverified ehAlrater of those produced in the
United States. They conseq gently depend on foreign sources to
an pplexnent their own production, Ore'ter interost .in International
affairs and in the progress of the world in general will In all probability
be elected in export of domesticn-nwspapers and magazines to the
extent of pomibly -a 30.pereent increase over the valuo'of exports in
19.39 under the pretnie of the 1939 level of income, and a 45-percent
increase under the premise of the It higher levol of income. The eorres.
pending values-woul(d be, repeoatively, 8.3 million- and 9.2 million

dollars.

Employment

An increase in the total value of production of newspapers and
periodicals -in the long term would not' be accompanied by a pros
portionate increase in tho number of persons employed in the industry
would be largely in the nature of volume affectin 1939.
th mchanical (departments. Employment in the ining chieflyExCpaIsion
dustry in the long term might be at about the same level as in 1939
on the premise oF 1939 level of income and around 300,000 -persons
or apprOximately 10 percent higher than in 1939, on the premise of
the higher level of income.

DUPLEX DECALCOMANIA PAPER
Tariff paragraph: 1735.
Duplex decalcomania paper,
Commodity

Rate of dwy:

Free.

not

printed.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
Quantity (short tons) --alue ($1,000) Unit value (per ton) JFWA

V*10.
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Duplex da lcoonanla paper;
unshid, glued tissue paper
backing et of book pspr ,h su
evenly, pat upon a
wayw" sti b~xn"d4 dettohdwithout t Jn Wn
W In the tinly eca
been
*1hi
nte'
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tbis,
ben paper, b m 'dealcom",
which i used totnsfer dtti deigns to pottery
and other
article, The ppe0is contortedIlto 4csleooaias printing in
this country, and th in turn compete with uiportocomma
(coveted in another section),
As domestic produc4lon Is 4iegble, cnsumption and Imports of
Auplex decalcomn pap e pirtically the se. Imports from
19- to 1939 ranged from about 145 to 406 tons annul
The
average annual Imports in the 5 year 19384 reapprim
316 tons and tho aVrge unit value was around $425 a ton, Import
in 1939 were larger an the average of the immediate prewar yers
because of the effort b importers to build up stocks in this country
in autldphtion of the otbreak of war. The United Kingdom is the
principl source of the import..
POST.WAR SHORT TERM

Imports Will proba
bly greater-than in pre-war years
because of a large domtic demand for all types of commercial and
ceramic decalcomanias. Domestic production is likely to continue to
be tlegligible.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumptilon, Productlon, and Imports

Post-war imports of duplex decalcomania paper will depend to a
large extent upon the volume of Imports of decalcomanias. If import.
of decalcomanias are large, as they might be if the duties on them were
reduced by 50 percent, imports of'duplex paper would be relatively
small. On the other hand, if imports of decaicomanis were restricted
by a 60 percent increase in the, duties, larger quantities of duplex
paper would be importd. In the following estimates of impotte and
consumption of duplex pa per, it is assumed that domestic production
of such paper would be negligible, as in the past.
Per capital income at 19*9 lenl.

-

Imports might range from 315 tons with a foreign value of a little
over $135,000 (if the duties on deelcomanias were reduced by 50 percent) 'o 440 tons with a foreign value of $187,000 (if the dlties on
d(ccacomaniae were increased by 50 percent). With no change in
duty on decalcomanias, the imports would probably be about 380 tons,
valued at $160,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher thanwin 1919.

Consumption of duplex decalcomania paper might be b0 percent
greater under this national income- than under a national income at the
1939 level. Imports, therefore, might range from'475 tons, with a
foreign value of $235,000 (if the duties on decalcomanias were reduced
by 50 percent and prices were 16 percent higher) to (60 tos, with a
foreign value of about $325,000 (if the duties on decalcomanias wete
increased by 50 percent). With no change in those duties, imports
would probably be about 570 tois, valued at about $280,000.
71255-4S---T
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POST-WAR IMPOPR AND DOMAta PROD

XON

United States exprts of duplex decalcomrania papsr will probably
be none or negligible after the war, as they were hi pro-war years.
Post-war employment in the domestic production of duplex decalcomania paper will probably be negligible.
RAGS FOR PAPER MAKING'
Tariff paragraph: 1i760.
Commodity:
Rap for paper stock.
Rate of duty:
Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1930 are given below:
Prouctio

Item

For
Total FordmewtkIC
export market

ITemotal

0..............
tons).....
1
422, 01 0,70
~rntlty (ehort
603
) ------i(
14,
vale
$34.36 $M.952
78
Unfit (per ton)
ut

...............

Personx employed (number) ........
.

(8)

01'
Apparent Ratio
ipot

Imparts OMUng
tiofl

onf

to
gumption

411.040

07,241 40, 287
12
f I. 257 .....
13,
6MI
..
*2..1. ...................
..

I)ata Are not avalabtb on the quantity or value of rags produced tr collected. he figure shown ia the
eclxtnn "Apparent mnsumption" represents actual consumption In Fr!s.
Yrom that figure, together with
those for bnports and exports, the figure. ior domestic production (both total and for the domestic market)
have been deerived.
' Foreign value.
N
Not available; estimated at from 10,000 to 25,000.

From 60 to 75 percent of the volume of rag consumed for paper
making represent low-grade rags customarily consumed in the manufacture of roofing and building felts and valued at about 1 cent a pound.
The better grades of rags, valued at from 5 to 7 cents a pound, are used
in making writing, book, and other high-grade papers. Since 1929
there has been a marked decline in the consumption of rags by United
States paper mills. This decrease was caused by the decline in the
volume of construction, the substitution of waste paper, amn other
fibrous materials for rags, and the increased proportion, in total rag
collections, of rayon and other synthetic fiber rags which cannot be
converted into paper.
Rags are a waste byproduct of textile mills and-garment factories
as welldas of the household. Their collection and preparation for use
is an established commercial sal
g operon usually carried on
in conjunction with the reclamation &f other waste materials.
The bulk of the rags imported have beet of low grade, use4 in making building and roofing felts. Year-toyear fluctuations- in the
quantities imported have been greater than the changes in the amounts
consumed or exported. France, Belgium, Netherlands, Canada,
Argentina, and Japan have beets the principal sources of imports,
although substantial tmowunts bave come from many other countries.
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Exports of ragp from the United States have consisted almost 'entirely of better grades for use in the production of high-grade papers.
Con" qu"tly the unit ralue of exports has been much higher than
that of either imports or consumption.
POT.-WAR IMPORTs AND DOMESTIC PRODUTON

POSTWAR SHORT TERM
Consumption of rags in the short term immediately following tb
close of the war maybe substantially greater than in 1939
of

becaksg

the probable expansion int building activity in which roofing and
buildig felt are consumed. At the same time the discardi of
textile goods worn out and not replaeabl, during the war will tend
to supply 4 greater volume of rag of all kinds, and the manufacture
of clothigand other textile products from which new rags are produced may be much increased. Import. of lower grade rags naty
however, reach a volume equal to that of 1939 and a value somewhaL
in excess of that year. Domestic rap will continue to supply thu
greater part of those consumed.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and mports
Per capita income at 19*9 level.

The long-term consumption of rags for paper and felts may continue
at only approximately the same rate as in 1939 notwithstanding inincrease in population, but it may increase to as much afs 10 percent
-more than in that year, or to 470,000-5.15,000 tons annually. The
quantity will depend largely on the extent of the post-war building
program and the extent of the demand. for high-grade paper, 'he
collection of rags in the United States may remain at approximately
the 1939 level or decline about 10 percent, or to 375,000-425,000 tons
valued at 12.9-14.6 million dollars, because of the probable continue
increase in the use of synthetic fibers in many textiles. On the other
hand, since in foreign countries there will presumably-be relatively
less use of synthetic fibers than in the United States, imports are
likely to be larger than in 1939, perhaps about 100,000--105,000 tons,
worth, at 1939 foreign unit value, approximately 2.2-2.3 million

dollars.

higher than in 19*9.
An increase in both income- and population might expand considerably the demand for products in which rags are ised, especially
building and roofing felt, and therefore increase the demand for rag.
Because of the increased proportion of nonusable sPjathetic fiber rags
present in the rags collected in the United States, it is probable that
a marked increase in the quantity of rags consumed could be maintained only if the collection of rags were encouraged by raisin prices
2f5 percent or more above the 1939 level. Although the higher pric
would probably lead to greater substitution of other mate
or
rags in paper making, the consumption of rags might rise above that
of 1939 by 75-100 percent, or to about 820,00040,00(0 tons. Imports
might be 15,000-200,000 tons valued (at 25 percent above 1939
foreign values), at 4.1-5.5 million dollars. Dome-tic production
allowing for exports would be 640,000-806,000 tons,, valued at from
27.3-34.8 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent

Table: [No Caption]
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The number of
employed in the collection, importatio,
is not kely t onrease or decrease measurabl
and sortiDg of ragspersons
above or below the number so employed in 1939, because this bperation is done jointly with the salvage of a latge group of waste materialsl.
Temporary or seasonal changes might occur, but only if prices were
to remain considerably above those of 1939 would any permanent
expansion be likely to take place in this field.
WASTE, EXCEPT RAGS, FOR PAPER STOCK
Tariff paragraph: 1760.
Waste bagging, gunny cloth-- bags, waste paper and books,
old rnanil rope, grasses, fbets, waste, shavings, clippings,
etc., for paper making, n, e. S.
Free.
Role of duty:
Commodity:

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption -for
1939 are given below:
Production

~~~~~~Apparent

~~~~~~~~~ do.
Item
For ex- m
Totel

mpt

59,180 6,008,672
1,440 4, 99, 92
Om, g
5,
ousntity(VAort tons) ...................
804
64,03
6,107
8..........5....
slue ($10)
851,810.
0..
$12.86
-$1
89
$-.62
Unit value (per ton) ---- ....
..2.
..(')
Persons employed. -- -I

if~p

.....

1. 3
...
.........

'Potoigfl v rla...t

* Not avails le; estimated t from 10,000 to 25,000.
of waste prodtiod or coliecta. The figure
Noeu.-l)ata ae not available on the quantity or valueactual
consumption" repreient
ooniwoptlain In 9s S rated teshown in the column
with
fodr
that
of
for Inot Wd-orts, the
thos
together
Irom
the
flure,
Bureau
Ceormu. and for the
domestic market) have been derived.
tic pnroduction (both total

"apsrent

by

Waste, other than rags, for paper stock is the raw material for the
pulp from which paper and board of various kinds are made. This
material consists of old or scrap bagging, gunny cloth, and bags no
longer useful for any other puipose waste paper and old. books, old
manila rope7 grasses, shavings, clippings, and similar fibrous materials
of all kinds. The annual domestic consumption of- the fibrous
materials has shown no specific trend since World War-I, although
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and prepr~tion convenientlyy lled 4'prodvotion") of theacl
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except for asses, is'an established co
customily carried on conjunction with t reaction ofmy
other waste material.;
Imports of thee fibrous m ls t the U4Wd State sincetiQ2S
havt rsngedtom about 26,000 tonsto nearly 140,000 ton a yer
with aver". unit lu r ig tr $18 to $3an, de di
the proportions of the difetent types of materials cluded6 Tke
higher unit value of imports as compared with domestic "production"
is accounted foro by the higher rides and different types of material
imported. Amo the counies of orin wie Canada, the nitd
Kingdom, tgypt,Jrance, the Netherlasd, Belgium, Argentina, sad
the viet U n. Thes imports ranged frm about 1 to 3 percent
of consumptibn
Expoorts of thee mpisellaneoustfitbos raw mstorials bave beat
lisedsparately only sin e 1930. They have gone largely to Canada,
the United Kingdom and Cuba. Compared to imports, exports have
usually been relativefy low in unit value; the quantity has ranged from
20,000 to 75,000to a
tr. The low average unit value of these
exports indicate thti they may have consisted principally of waste
paper for use in ruaking coar wrapping paper and board.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption ma be substantially greater than In 1939, beaus of
the increased demand for packaging d shiping materials required
by expanded merch wdising activities, particularly in the retail field.
Imports are not likely to be in proportion to this increase i onsur-t*
-tion, and most of the greater demand may probably be supplied b
domestic sources. Unit values will probably be as much as one-third
higher than in 1939 and the domestic collection of waste byproduct
may be considerably stimulated by these increased prices.,
POS'T-WAR LONG TERMConsumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 19 lenel.

Consumption of these materials may be about 25 percent more
than in 1939, or as much as 6.3 million- tons, as a result of the greater
volume of domestic trade and the expansion of residential construction, both of which consume large quantities of the papers made of
these fibers. Prices, however, would probably be about the same as
in 39. Both doetie collectionsand import. may increase about
in the name proportion. Domestic "production" might be 6.04.5
million tons, valued at around 80 million dollars. Imports ma be
as much as 75,000 tons, valued at approximstey 2.2 milln dolar,

foreign value.

Table: [No Caption]
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Pop capital income 75 percent higher than In 1D9.

High inconie rbuld
wobbly expand materially the ltsional requiim-ents of neary IType of 0ar0 p rnd boads particuWlay those used in packing or wrappig, in vari type of adlso
-vertising displays and in construction, a
expand the
consumption of the raw Miterials from which thes ^r made. The
roelamation, of these waste materials in greater quantity might,
howeer, depend on a higher price as an incentive ln theit collection.
Assuming a prce increase of about 33 percent, Ponsumption mii ht
reach 7.5 million tons. Domestic production for the domestic market
might be little leF thaT the consumptiot, and ha-ve a total value of
about 130 million dollars. Imports might, however, also increase to
As much as 100,000 tons, value at about 4 million dollars, foreign
value.
,

Exports
-With-the same world per capita income as in 1939, it is probable
that exports would remain at about the same as in 1939 in volume and
value. With an appreciable increase in world income, and with higher
prices offered, it might be expected that some typos of these waste
materials would show somewhat increased exports, reaching perhaps
as much as 75,000 tons, with a total value of about 1.6 million dollars.
Employment

With national income as in 1939, the number of persons employed
salvage operations covering waste paper and boks, old gunny
cloth, rope, and similar materials for paper making, as well as rag,
is; not likely to change appreciably from the number so employed in
1939, especially since these materials are collected, sorted, and packed
in conjunction with a number of other wastes, If, however, with
high income, the prices were to rics materially, enabling the quantity
collected to be considerably increased, a more or less corresponding
increase in employment would be likely to occur.
NEWSPRINT PAPER
in

Tariff paragraph: 1772.
Standard newsiprint paper.
Commodity:
Rate of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:

Inmnty 16,00 sbort tons) ................
(10)............................
)~u
Umnlt vaue (per short ton).............
Persona enip oyed (number) ..............

964.3
13.5
39, 76
$49.56
$4L67
1 3,700 ........

940,8

2,015

POWr
73.

3,5M.9
39,090
...1.4
.......... . $426
$"2

..........

..........

.........

1 11,718

...

.........

....... ..

by U. S. Depetment of Commerce; the nominl basis is foreign value, but being duty-fe
iAs reportedmay
not follow this principle closely.
thelmorters
a Inu udlng produioton of pulp for newsprint.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC ]RODUCTION
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Over a long period newsprint consumption-be increased faster
than the4populatoQn, Although the increase was interrupted by the
depression following 1929 and has tended to level off during the last
two decades, The proportion of the consumption supplied by idsports has steadily increased until in 1939 it was about three-fourths.
he relative (and recently absolute) decrease in domestic production
has resulted from the depletion -of the stand of spruce and balsam fir
trees, the greater profit in the production of other types of paper,
and the investment interest of American concerns in Canadian pulp
and paper production. The bulk of the imports in the pre-war
period came from Canada, with considerable quantities from Finland,
Newfoundland, and Sweden.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Newsprint consumption, once the wartime controls are relaxed, is
likely to be appreciably greater than in 1939 because of increased
population and greater buying power. It may be estimated at from
3.84i0 million tons, or on the average about 10 percent above 1930,
with a t-blvaue(at approximately 1943 unit values) ranging from
190-200 million dollars, compared with I55 million in 1939Q 'Domestic
production, however, seems unlikely to increase above the 1943 level,
which was 15 percent less than in 10M although its value will probe
ably. be nearly the same as in 1939. -Consequently imports will
probably be above the 1939 level both in quantity aidl value by at
least as great a percentage (about 10 percent) as will be that for total
consumption.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at,1959 level.

In conformity with the pre-war trend toward a leveling off of per
capita consumption, the volume consumed would probably exceed
that of 1939 by very little more than the growth of population. It
might be 10-15 percent greater than in 1939, totaling 3.9-4.1 million
tons, which at 1939 unit values would aggregate 170-180 million
dollars. It is possible that there might be a development of newsprint production in the South during the next decade on a scale su-.
cient to affect the trend of domestic production. But unless this
development occurred on a substantial scale (generally considered to
be unlikely), the domestic production would probably be no greater
per capita than in 1939, and it might even be less. Production
might be, say, 0.9-1.1 million tons, with a total value at 1939 unit
values of 35-45 million dollars. Assuming the minimum probable
consumption and the maximum probable ratio of domestic production to consumption, imports would be about 2.8 million tons,
valued at pre-war unit values at about 125 million dollars. Assuming
the maximum probable consumption and the minimum probable
ratio of domestic production to consumption, the imports would be
about 3.2 million tons, with a nominal foreign value (see above table)
of about 145 million dollars.
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POST-WAR IMPOR&SANqD "DOM^TWa PRODUQTWq
'Pr capite Income 75 Jmcent higher then in 19*J.;

Newspm consumption is consideribly -afected by chages in
national iooinme b1ut little by changes inthe price of n'wsprint. The
habit of reading newspapers, onc established; is ieldoim broken,
though. consumers buy papers somewhat mor6 frely when their
income, is high. Advertisng, moreover, tends 'tvaryconsiderabl
with the level of: business activity and natio"l income, and thus to
affect paper consumption. With a per copita real income 75 percent
greater than in 939, the per capital consimption of newsprint might
be from 15 t 20 percent larger than if there were no increase in income.
Total consumption, taking account of increase in pop ulation, might
be 25-36 percent higher than in 1939, or 4.4-4.8 millhro-ne., The
average unit value of production and of imports would probably be
10-i5 percent hgher than ini 939. The `n'irease in consumption
might stimulate domestic newsprint production, parqicularly in the
South, so that the quantity of domestic production )iight possibly
reach 1.3 1.4 million k'ns; it might, however, still be s low as 9,000
. The {value .'migh~t th be 45-70 million dollaars. Cnesely,
teimports iht-be
between 3.0 millAn tons (miin.imnxn onsumiption wth maxium ratio of domestic production, valud at about
14>-10 million dolfii,
and 3.9 million tons maximumm oription
with minimum ratio of production), valued at about 190620 million
4ollsr.
-6

Ex

Exports of newsprint from the United States have beefn incidental
for many years. It is unlikely that the United States mills will be
able to compete in foreign markkta once the European mills are again
producing and Canadian, mills, previously m aufaturing for export,
are no longer subject to wartime restricti6ns. Consequently, exports
are unlikely to exceed the 1939 level materially, and may even be
below it.
Employment
ERIploynient in the newsprint industry is not likely t change
a
t ri ally from w it was in 1939 nmely,
3,00workersk unless
there 4 a considerable expansion. oi production, especially in the
South, in which case total employment might reach 4,500-5000

persons.

Table: [No Caption]
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SCHEDULE 15. SUNDRIES, AND RELATED ITEMS
PROVIDED FOR IN THE AU LIST
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
All item covd yschule 1. and related dut-fr articles of
which the imports in 1939 exceeded $100,000 are covered in this report,
except the basket clause and noncommercial items listed below, for
which estimates of post-war production and imports seemed inpracticable:
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The total number of dutiable or partly dutiable items for which
reports are presented under schedule:, 1B is- 50. As measured by: imand geconit in
ports, the tWo largest :i hide nd ts,
large-part of duty-free commodities. Of the imports of hids' aid
81skin valued in 1939 at 47.1 million dollars, 30.2 million entered dutyf'
at 38.4 million dollaFg,
free, and- of the total import of gs, mvlued
im-.
of the
dutiable
8.1 million entered dutyfe,1 The total va~ue
port of theseZ60 items was about 133 million dollars' the grand totl
of all dutiable items, uunder this schedule 1rs139 nilij dolla. In
addition to' the dutiabb or partly dutiable itexia the: reports hi
follow' include 14 free itenis, the total value of the imrts of these
items in 19,1 was 253,1 million dollars, of which 173 inilon-congiated
of unmanufactured rubbe and
n47,6 million of undressed fursi.
The tabulation below summarizes actual production (for the
domestic market) and imports for 1939 (distiguishing the dutiable
Inth

al

y tab1 both t's
Wi'' U
'ild
Vps tms a'e

,

147'

1¢*h#,bXl~t.
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In 1939 the, production of the dutiable (or partly dutiable) items
-covored by this group of reports was valued at 2,684.6 million dollars
and the fore vaJue of th*e imports anmounted to 170.9 million. The
ratio of the import. total to the production total in the table was thus
about 6.5 percent, but this figure considerably understates the true
ratio of imports to production for the following reasons: (1) The import data are for foreign value, and would be increased by perhaps 15
percoat if the duti and lending chores were added; (2) the total
figure given for Ipoduction includes a considerable amount of duplication, principlly of values for hides and skins leather, and manufactures made from loathe. It is roughly estimated that the dupli.cation involved is about 450 million dollars, excluding which the
toa value of the domestic production of th dutiable or partly
dutiable articles in 1939 would be about 2,230 million dollars. The
ratio of imports to production after such adjustments would be 8 or 9
,perent. This relatively high ratio of imports to production for the
is due to the ex<eptioaly high ratios for three mpjor
pfroup as a whole bustles,
of which tbhee is practically no domestic
items; vaminly,
production; hides and skins,, the foreign value of imports of which is
equal to about 35 percent of the value of the domestic production;

IMPOR1aTAAMD DOMSTICW ropuOTrIOX
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mlid gtul, for Whial: t0 value. of domestc production (not known)
is less tsam U1H4t, of i,
.ortw,4
On the other h iud ere
Foartsoltera "Voy Itetna In donitilo
produttlon of whichtioh- are little or no Imports, or of which linporto
are but itsiall traoti of tho enorthoU domes4t4i consutuptionz, Tho
t of thede
l
Iw1le leather fotwear ($77,2000,000), rubber tiro
rnd tubes ($485,00O,000), leather (*$03)00,0)
hlit. mnd hit niste.
r;abX
(1O0
0000()V), dtmed or dyed furs (*i1O,(SOO,000), and Jowtt
(#102~s,000,6).
T~hee Ites account for nearly
70 percent of tho total
0t6inated 103W value of production for the
domenivti uiukot of itens
hero inelludod In the dutable group,
ti 10939 the totl foreign alo of the Imports of fee rtile. whic
re rolftat it 0teir choretor to the article. dutiable under schedule
MThWA

15 (nots invluding works of art for which there, ar no dahta a to productilot)8 Wi 240 thillion dollars, and We value of the domeotil produetion 47 million, Imports, oven 1n torms of foreign value, bet Wore
than five tfims greater hUlat the domesia production. Th MOh
ratio) is roadZil undttood
when It is noted
t these Impo to Incud
the huge iRen of utnitlandetured rubber (of which in 1939 there wa
insigniba production in the Unitsid States) and the Important
onky
items of itoldwtrial diamond. and unmanufacturod cork (of whieh there
ilietl or no dotmemsti production).
Amiiming both national income anid duttiels as In 1939, iti. estimated
that doinkloie production of the dutiablo (or part dIutiable) it0nv
under tiei;l 14hedule, inbvthe lon0g-termI poet-war perid, wold exCeedI
t more thnn -he owth
also be true of the import, of thoe artle*.
tioin, and that this
iln contrast, the estimates
Indicate (for this income level) far larger
of the related duty-free items in the postwar
domestic production
period thai- in 1939, aceompaniedI by mrked
a
decrease in Ampot.
The explaintilon lies chiefly or wholly in rubber. The CoinmPloion
assume0s8that part of the domestic synthetic rubber industry created
during thewarwill continueinoperation in the ost-war period, and
that imports of rubber will consquently. be smaller (possibly a great
deal smaller) thanbefore the war unless national income rises sharply.
As will be noted in the report on rubber, the Commision has made
estimates-of production and imports on several different asumptions
with respect to-the ratio between the two as itmay be affected by
governmental policy or by competitive conditions. The totls for
the estimates of production and imports of duty-free articles as given
in the table above include figures for rubber on the internediate
assumption made by the Commission, namely that the domestic
productionand the imports will be equal.
It is estimated that with national income 75 percent higher thn in
1939, and with:no change indutis, the
domestic rpduction of the
dutiable and partly dutiable items covered by schedule 15 will exceed
the production at the lower incomeloeel by about 50 percent, while the
imports at the higher Income level will probably exceed those at the
lower level by more than 70 percent. Many of the imports'under
schedule 15 aree essentially luxury articles the consumption of- which
is particulrW cted by high income. ighincome would also have
a powerful effect upondomestic production andimportsof the dutyfree items.

t~he lsrodletiOt ins I039 somnewh
woolyd

in popular
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Te
estimates of the Commiin indeat that fr ti irlce dutibl under this schedule the, effect of a Oportoe inh " or dduties tpon the value of impot ould be lens Akid than
ateseih
in em ot-the other Ahielule; with no ch ane in tho national income
it estimated thit imtho rt-war period the importsat the imduce
rates of duty would oxped those at the 199 rates of duty by abut
80 pert~ent. This ish wht wouldd be expeted in view of the fact that
the tt glvewn for dutiable artiels include two big items bontainitag
a larg -proportion of thw duty-free imports and the fact that the rtes
of duty on the dutiable part of thme two items, as well a the rate on
bristles (another important item) are low.
As pointed out in the general introduction, tho aukflmxry estimates
Ia the bove tbulaon are subjet to an atpviable margin of te.
However the nuzbet of item" in the dutiablfhist io lrg,
p nd the offl
setting o e in the eotimatfs for the individual items may result
in ttl with a relatively moderato margin of error. --As regards the
f rtile, the dohinance of two itm, unmanufawtured rubber
tyrf
mm
undred
fuit, makes the possible margin of error in the esmbined
tmates of post-war imports considerably larpr.
TABLE-TENNIS BALLS
C~mm*d~e:
*~eafd,4~

oS1-IWAR IMPONt AND

DOMESo

Tale-tennis balls.
", ad val,

k~4 thbiTWiffAdq(13WWWJQ~m
IwI
Noti.-Teinrtse
t to 1te
It" nowy
.ntd
t

Moo (a0 PrOWpt,
"loui,#b *Wirdasd

GENERAL

Data on tVnited States production, imports, and Consumption for
1939 are given below:
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The ball used in the game of table tennis are made of celuloe
nitrate,. Oriy i1 rMoent year have domestic manufacturers succeadod
it generally uwad in the United state.
inmaking, als of the hi
t
Fort i8 rtwn doinestief~prducUon' e past has been ingf
b
beewn
io homparesou dmth i4oA. Despite nrWveimenttbt
the United States
ads,. lie bulk of the ball st wi be p id
to the British
inferior
be
will
for some time after the war probably still
y
continue
moot of
saty
to
and Fr , and jmport. will probe.
in
the
perio
postwar
m
cents.
United State requi
ptiou
will depend very 1gely on the increase m pcOpulation, shorter wo-kix
hours and more leisure for recreation, and the size of the nMtio
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iAoome. ?Neither
nor imports of tab1e-tneis bO4awv
Oopm,.by
percent change in he present
likely to be mater ly
rate of duty.
POSTWAR 810R'rTRIM,
Wit4 tho high lerl l of Poe, s compae with 1939, h the
years imediawly following the war conoumption may beobout 1l
percent higher than in 1939 representing an increase from about 9.6
million to about 11 million tbll. Import. will probably continue to
supply more than 90 percent of the total, in which case' they would
moInt to about 10 million balls valued at about $110,000.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
CousumptI, ProduCdon, and Imports
Per e*plta Income at 1JU level.
At the 1939 per capital income level, allowing for some increase in
the popularity of the game and an increase in population consumption
of tabIe4ennin balls might be about the same as for 6e immedite
pst-war period (i. ei about 11 million balls), assuming the increase in
population and other favoring factors to be offset by a nationAl income
lower than in the immediate post-war period. Domestic production

mght improve in quality and might increase considerably in
but, unil there shouldbe marked progress in this respect, quantity
the maxi
mum figure wtld probably be les than 2 million balls, valued at
approximately *80,00, nd pimorts would supply about 9 million
blls valued at about $105,000, or even more.
e

pit, Imncme 5 pere nt Psiheu than, in 19*.

Consumption of itble-tnniB balls under a higher national income
might be as much as SQ percent greater 'tap in 1939, or in the neighbor.
hood of 14 million bls.
Domestic production and imports would probably supply about te
same proportio* -of couiption under a high natio income as
under a national ome t 939 level. It so, production miht, at
the maximum be 2.5 million ba, valued at about $125 , and
im prta would probably be not l ha about 12 million ib;E the
slowing for a 25-percet increase in pries, wo;id be
value of w
in the neighbo of $175,000.
Exports of table-tennis balls are not separately clarified in station
tics. According to trade information exports have been small, consisting principaly otbals packed part of table-tennis Ist A set
to countries where United States citizens reside. It is not expected
that exports wi be significant in the future.
EmP~.~at
The number of persons employed in making table-ehbls balls in
the United States s sal, In 1939 it etimated that only about
80 persons were
in this wrork. FRven under inaudreae
With 4provement in the quaity of the domestic
national income, eployod
product ad- inCreeduty, emploent would still be 1s than
200 workers-
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The niost important of the' athletic balls dietised here are golf
balls) which accounts for About 76 percentt of the -Value of domestic
consnimption, al1d tenisi balls, Which nccoUolt for more than 20 per.
ceuL Other atetic bdlls of rubber consist prineipally of beach and
hIndballs. The (lomnetic contitnptoltt of all these atihleticf balls, is
considerably affected by chatiget in nationtil icotme.
In I 039, on the basis of t~tuditity, about 2 percent of thle golf balis,
13 percent. of the tennis balls, and 50 percent of thle other athletic
balls tusd in the Unlited States were Imported. Imi ports of golf and
tenfiis balls consisted largely of low-piceed balls, whereas thoe im.
ported in the years before ti!37 were principally of higher-prieed typ"s.
In the sanme year golf balls constituted aboft I 5 percent of the quantity
and 24 pereetnt of the value of imports under this tariff cliifieation;
tennis balls 24 percent by quantity anld 42 percent by value' and other
balls 61 percent and 34 percent respectively. The Vited Kingdom
supplied practically all the imported golf and tennis balls, and Japan
supplied most of the other athletic balls.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Consumption of athletic halls might be materially greater than in
1939 because of the increase in population and the relatively high per
over into this period. In
capital income which will probably
addition, there will be need for replenishing the depleted stocks of
wholesalers, retailers, and consumers, so that requirements for some
time after the war are likely to be abnormally high. It is likely that
the United Kingdom will reenter the Unito State market as soon
a possible after the war. With the increased domestic demand both
for restocking and for consumption, imports will probably be som
what greater than they were in 1939, perhaps considerably greater if
adequate supplies are available in England for export to the United
.States.
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PONT-WAR LONG TX1kM
Consumption, oPduetletn, oand Imprtpw
Per capital income at log evet,

Coneumption of athletic bailsimeiht be 25 percent greater than In
1030, or about 00 million. In, addition to an increase in pqpulatiop,
there will probably be much gator piartk'ipettion in these giene than
in 1309.4
Duty ait4ii ls9.-Imports might amount to as much s 5% milfior,
0
Ptoduetim for the
with a 'foreign value of tlbout O3M0
hallo)
domestic market would probably supply alout the lsene prorortioul
of consumption as inh 1930, or abbti l544 million balls, vaelud at
about 0 in Ilion dollars.
Duty riEditeed by 60 perce'nt.-A reduction duty would substan'
afleet imports, chiefly of the loqer pried balls which constitute
tillt%
the ulk of -the imports. They might amotint to " much as 9 million
halls) with a foreign value of $500,000. Production for the domestic
Market would then supply only about 51. million balls, valued at
about 84 million dollarss.
Duty kireaed by 60 pereenl.-Imports might amount o about 3
million bAlls, with a foreign value of about $200,000. Prouction for
the domestic market would then amomit to -about 57 million balls,
Valued nat about 9.5 million dollars.
Per capital Income 70 percent higher than In -1959
Cons'1enption wouldll increase greatly under a higher per capits
income, probably by as much ff4 75 percent. In additfilo to a larger
y ' Ieor leisure time in which to
populrtaln therd would probalr lt
(311oy sports such as golf :and tennis1. ConDumption light therefore
amount to ase much as 105 million balls. Prices might increase in
roughly. the same proportion as thoe rise in the general. price level.
Thelo following istithates ard based on the assumption that the ratio
of imports to consumption would be the sane as under the lower incone.
to about 9%
Duty aafflmount
as i19,39.-Imports Would probably
mIllion balls, with a foreign value at somewhat higher prices of about
$650,000, Pro(luetion for the domestic market might then be about
95% million balls valued at about4 18 million do1l4r,
.-1 t tos might amount to approxuhy rideed IVy 50 Iercent
uinately 15% mijdonbaile7'i
with a foreign value of about 1 million
dollars. Production for domestic market would then be about
89% million balls with a value of about 17 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percmt.-bmports might amount to about- 5%
million balls, with a foreign value of about $400,000. Production for
domestic market then would be in the meoighbrhood of 99S million
balls, valued at about 19 million dollars.
Exports

In 1939 United States exports of golf b4lls, as well as other athletic
blfl8, went principally to the Philippne Islands and to Cuba and other
Latin-American countries. As the size of the golf ball used in England
varies somewhat from that used in the United States, domestic
producers have not been able to build up much of an export market in
aritish
trolled areas.. It is probable that after the war there will

Table: [No Caption]
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1M~ Ce in 19D.-If imports should supply about the sme prop
as in 1030, they would amount to about 804P
tion of
pirs With a Value, at higher~forign prices, of ab*ut $700,0 Uo
miMOn
mestic production would thus be in the neighborhood of 1 J5
pairs valued at about 3.3 millIon dollars.
may reduced b 60 pertThe rtio of import. to comwptiou
would prob bly inrea to 35"40 percent. Ixr-port. might Saount
r wIth aforel vaue, pt i ed prices, of
to bout mill
amount to ;7ot
wtnould
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about 860,0.c
1.6 million pairs value at about 8 million dollar
Duty inmwassd b] 50 pormi.-The ratio of imports to o t
night be about 28 percent; Imports would thttn be iW
hood of 600,00 pais with a foreign value, at i ed prci
(OXCS8 of $500,000. Domestic production would te ua t to
about 2 million pairs, valued at about 8.8 million dollw-s
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Export of ice skates are not parately w A Uited Steo
stati tics, but it is known that the quatity ipped sbtd i n
113*-45-1
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The hebts hee Winder Qonsid(eratIiot Are madeIfroi4 vaitety of
I
mateAPisil tile MnOst IMpOrtWAnt Of -*1)c1 Atn gfas8, WOod, rtllth
and
In
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eWI
1taftl. fihey twoe jewusort
iiSet p'ieipily
s,
rtosPrte
andi sihi4ilV- nttiflclc, an(l for the ornatnotititclotn of weneifig apparel.
Butgks tire elotigtited glaws heads, usially of vey osfall diameter.
Spatngles re stnall shliny (diSkA of gelatin, metal, Or plastic. Bugles
aiitl HJ_)ttgles are use'd chiefly for decorative purposes on wearing
nluited States re(qtuiretenwt (or beads and rtictleo composed of
are
beads are met AlnOst entilho1s by imports. Although statistic
not availal)le domestic pro(Iution io known to be small4 It is
coflInel tfostly to the larger s17es n tinmore epen site ttes of beads.
tit sotne years imports of beads have greatly xeeded itnports of
beaded articles, and, in other years, the reverse has been truo. A
large part of the Imported articles composed of beads has consisted
of beaded handbags.
Total imports of beads and fabrics and articles of beads declined

from a foreign value of 8.5 million dollars in 1924 to 4.0 million
dollars in 1929 and to 1 million dollars In 1933. -Importa advAncod
only slightly until 1937 and 1938i when they were about 1.9 million
dollar annually. In 1939 they declined 60 percent, probably largely
by reason of the disturbed conditions of production in Czechoslovakia,
,3lich has been by far the principal source of imports; France, Germany, and Jnpan have been less important suppliers.
The domestic consumption of beads and beaded articles is gretly
affected by prevailing fashions, and, to a less extent, by the level of
national income. Although the correlation between national income
and imports of beads and beaded articles has not boen pronounced,
statistics indicate that there is a general relation between the two.
yWer tot Ihipott (mee dlion). Theb may have been some donuotia
*0
1 19W wm not rettalt"t
production, but It is iedvd to have been very sili; export an neligible.
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utrig the wit 6mpofti have; &lmo0t cbmed hud deklsrs' 4t6bki
havv6 become virtually oxhoutowd, It sUMftkent td#rolii Upjllei- esw
available-a eptdition which ean hardly be fo vcss-impots In the
iniodlato poow'ra e1od will probably be larger thon before tho
war, it only to rople sh IftiVtitoties (Avero imports for the 3 tyu
preeeding the war wis about 1.7 millIon do1trA),

P01TWAlt LONO ThflM
Cotmimptix, Ptoductloui, end Imports
Per dapht tneotfte at lJh fetr--C1hanges In the pateA tif duty would probably hanViotily slight pfrot
oln the quantity or -value of Imports or otn the sap4ll dottest e protdu6.
doll. B1utrtig 1 31-39, ImportA ranged frotti to 4 AIIllloti dollrAnA
iiually, a-voragii 1.7 million, antd It may be Assutied that with nataouIl
iticotiio tit 1303 re-o th. forel. vtllu of Imrorts tight be goewhit
dAleawlng "1d,
above that average, WilInetiudod
yhhn
d'oprosgion
for poptulatioln increae, ihiiioat§ (tlbjpeet to theo vtgaris of sh11ion)
be InI the iieighbovhood dt 2 million dollars, shotid fshlion
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fivor Ran increlae Itn tihe use of boad"!, however, lMports
ble, importX
become
tahIoh
less
shot0ild
the-Y
1in11ch hliher leyels;
smaller.
might be materially
Per eapihta income 15 percent hI#her than In 1iUD.
A large inereas in, per eapita Incomo would probably remlt tin
9tlstantitil iie'reame ini e8onfifswptioti. of boads and bladed 'artl1e8e as
well am tome intireame in the fereidgi utii value of imports. ln thiS
might amount to 4--6
million dollars althotih toy could
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are giVen below:
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tktklle braids has Itlreaddi Stbs tajlttlly. The rates of duty ot the
various kitds of hat braids range rotfi 15 to 2W7 percent, the bulk
bin dutiabtle At 16-122 pereot. 'PreOWar imports vame prineipally
from China, J.apti, Italy and Switierltid.
The "striw" hats mind Ltbods Indludei n the foregoing tatisties
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WrMent for finished hats. The bulk of the imports are dutiable at
ihe lower tate.
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because these materials are not produce in the United Stts8ad the
not restrictive. A decrease In the duties on hat
presnt duties aresynthetic
textile or made wholly of synthetio- textile
blids conaning
would robly timulate import*. A decrae hi the duty on finished
straw ' hat would stimulate ituports considerably, ptrticularI' men's
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in
to the ine rates of duti in the Tariff Act of 1930, An inc
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which might amount to about 155 million dollars. Consumption
would be somewhat affected by a change of 50 percent in rates of
duty, but the extent of this effect cannot be closely estimated and
consequently no adjustments of consumption are made for change in
duty levels in the following estimates.
LDuty a8 in 1989.-Both production for domestic consumption and
imports would probably be about 10 percent greater than in 139;
such production might be about 144 million dollars, and the landed
cost of imports about 11 million dollars (foreign value, about 8 million dollars).
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-A reduction in duty would probably
have only slight effect on imports of "straw" braids and rough hat
bodies, but would probably stimulate considerably the imports of
finished "straw" and fur-felt hats and of rough fur-felt hat bodies.
For the group as a whole the ratio of imports to consumption migbt
rise to about 10 percent (instead of 7 percent with unchanged duties),
in which case the landed value of imports would be in the neighborhood of 15- million dollars and the foreign -value about 12 million
dollars. The value of production for the domestic market would be
bout 140 million dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-With a 50-percent increase in duties
it would be difficult for foreign countries to maintain their normal
export trade in the United States without lowering their p rices to
absorb at least a part of the duty increase. The value of imports
might thus be considerably smaller than in 1939. The value of
production for the domestic market might be about 146 million dollars,
and the landed value of imports about 9 million dollars (foreign value,
about 6 Xnillion dollars).
Per capita Income f5 percent higher than in 1939.

The consumption of hats and hat materials, under higher income,
would probably be 50-60 percent greater, in value, than with income
as in 1939. This would include a price increase of 10-15 percent, or
about equal to the rise in the general price level under a higher national income. With increased per capita purchasing power there
would probably be a decided shift from wool-felt to the higher-priced
fur-felt hats. Tho value of consumption might thus amount to as
much as 240 million dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-It may-be assumed that there would be a slightly
higher ratio of imports to consumption than with income as in 1939.
At higher income levels there would be a greater demand for highquality foreign hats and for specialty braids and hat materials. The
value of production for the domestic market might amount to about
220 million dollars and the landed value of imports might be about 20
million dollars (foreign value about 14 million dollars).
Duty reduced by 60 percent.- Imports would probably be much
lager than with no change in duty. A reduction would, however,
bave lss effect oln imports of lhat braids and rough straw hat bodies
than on finished fur-felt and straw hats and fur-felt hat bodies for
women's hats on which the duty is restrictive.
The ratio of imports to domestic consumption might amount to
12 percent- if so, the value of imports (landed cost) would be about 30
million dollars and the foreign value would be about 25 million dollars.
Production for the domestic market under this assumption would
amount to about 210 million dollars.

Table: [No Caption]
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Duty increased by 60 percent.-The landed value of imports might
be about 10 million dollars (7 million dollars, foreign value) and the
value of production for the dorsiestic market might amount to about
230 million dollars.
Expwts
United States exports of hats and hat materials herein considered
are reported under many clarifications. In 1939 the value of these
exports of hats and hat materials, other than wool-felt and cloth, was
$921,000, or about 0.7 percent of the value of production. Exports
consisted almost entirely of hats, the principal kinds being men's
fur-felt hats (including fur-felt bodies), $354,000; women's and girls'
fur-felt hats (including fur-felt berets, bonnets, hood and hat bodies),
$123,000; and hats of straw, palm leaf, and so forth, $380,000. Exports of hat braids of natural fiber or synthetic textiles were valued
at on]y $64,000.
In t le post-war short term exports may almost equal the 1939 level.
In the post-war long term, the value of exports will probably be
somewhat below the 1939 level if incomes and duties are as in 1939possibly about $500,000. If the world income level is high, and the
world level of duties and other trade barriers is reduced by 50 percent,
the value may be about, 60 percent, above the 1939 level and may total
1.5 million dollars.
Employmen t

On thle basis of the abvoec eStim21at,(e production, employment in the
long-term period would probably b)e 14,000-20,000 persons, depending
on the( income level and rates of duty.
TOOTH BRUSHES AND OTHER TOILET BRUSHES
Tariff paragraph: 1506.
Tooth brushes and other
Commodity:
toilet, brushes.
Rates of dutly:
2t. each and 50% ad val' Equivalentad valorem (1939): 92%
(average).
10 each ant3 650% a(
val.; 1¢ each and 25%
ad val.; 30% ad val.
N'OTE.-The (luties of 2 cents each and 1o percent, and of I cent eh and 60 percent were provided In the
Tariff Act of 1130, Trle rato of 1 oent oeh arid 2lpercent and the rate ol 3 I)ercent wter pr)roided under the
trade agreement with the United King donm effective Janiuarv 1, 1939; the corres.ypoliIng rates in the Tariff
Act of IV30 were respemtlvely I cent each an(d .1 Iprcent, an 600 percent. In 1039the jwreentage equivalents
included herein ranged frorzs20 Perent on toilet brushes with haudles or hacks
of the cornound rates of doty
of materials other than celiuloi(l, to 135 percent on tooth brushes havitig celluloid handles,

GENERAL

Data on United Stateslprodltction, imports, and consumption for

1939 are

given below:
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In 1939, tooth brushes accounted for 57 percent of the value and
80 percent of the quantity of imports of all tooth and toilet brushes,
and for 58 peient of the value and 60 percent of the estimated
quantity of the domestic production of such brushes. Toilet brushes
other than tooth brushes consist principally of hair, shaving, and nail
brushes. Although the ratio of imports to consumption, based on an
estimated landed cost of imports, was about 5 percent in 1939, it is
estimated that the ratio of imports to consumption on a quantity
basis would have been about 10 percent.
Although about 98 percent of the quantity of imports in 1939 were
from Japan, this source accounted for only about 74 percent of the
imports by value. Imports from Japan consisted largely of brushes
with handles or backs of celluloid, the bulk of which retailed in. the
United States for 10 cents-each. Included also were some tooth
brushes with handles of bamboo which retailed in the United States
for less than 10 cents each. The remaining 2 percent of the quantity
and 25 percent of the value consisted of high-quality tooth brushes
from the United Kingdom and France.
In contrast to imports, which consisted very largely of low-priced
tooth brushes, aout one-half of the domestic output of brushes in
1939 and earlier years consisted of medium- and high-priced tooth
and toilet brushes and about one-half of low-priced or 10-cent tooth
brushes. Exports in pro-war years consisted of high-quality hair and
other toilet brushes. When imports of low-priced bruwihes from
Japan ceased with the outbreak of the war, the domestic industry
discontinued making that type. Since then, only medium- and
high-priced brushes have been available in the-United States market.
Since 1939 there has been a decided shift in the domestic industry
from the use of celluloid or wood for handles or backs of brushes.
Cellulose acetate and synthetic resin plastics, such as lucite and
plexiglass, are being used widely for this purpose. Nylon filaments
are being used in place of bristles, partly because of the shortage and
high price of imported bristles, and partly because nylon fibers are
proving very satisfactory in various kinds of brushes.
There is considerable uncertainty as to the extent to which these
wartime changes will affect future consumption, production, and
imports of tooth and toilet brushes. It is probable that after the war
many of the brushes in demand will be made of the plastics referred
to above, and that in the post-war period such materials may not be
readily available to brush manufacturers in Japan. The brushes of
the new plastics seem to be well established in popular favor; the
handles or backs have a better appearance; and nylon is more durable
than bristles.
There will, however, probably be a considerable post-war demand
for bristle brushes. Some persons claim that nylon, when used in
tooth brushes is too stiff and, as it has no "flag" or split end, such as
is found in natural bristles, that it does not cean the teeth so well;
many persons are said to prefer bristles in hair brushes because they
are softer than nylon. Besides, with the considerable potential
demand on the part of consumers for 10-cent tooth brushes and other
toilet brushes, the relation between prices of the imported and the
domestic brushes will still be a factor.
It seems likely, therefore, that some domestic tooth and toilet
brushes will be made of nylon and others of bristles, and that most
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imports will be bristle brushes. United States patent control will
probably greatly restrictthe use of nylon after the war for brushmaking in foreign countries. When and if important quantities of
bristle brushes are again imported from Japan to retail at 10 cents

each it is probable that similarly priced brushes will again be made in
the domestic industry.
The proportions in which nylon and bristles will be utilized in the
post-war short and long terms are not predictable. For this reason
much uncertainty exists as to total consumption and the extent of
competition between domestic and imported products. If nylon
should displace bristles to any considerable extent, over-all consumption would also be materially affected because of the greater durability
of nylon.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It seems unlikely that the quantity of imports in the first few
after the war will attain the level of 1939. Imports will
confined principally to small quantities of more expensive brushes,
chiefly from the United Kingdom and France. Domestic production
in this period will probably be at about the 1939 level.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

probablybve

Consumptiono Production, and Imports
It is here assumed that Japan will again be a major factor in this
trade. Because of low foreign value, the retail prices of imported
low-grade brushes generally are not likely to be different under a
50-percent reduction in duties from what they would be under 1939
duties; usually, they would still be 10 cents. The lower duty, however, would mean increased profit to the importers, who would try
to stimulate sales by various means other than reducing prices and
therefore the imports might be-somewhat greater than if the duties
were unchanged. Duties 50 percent higher than those in effect in
1939 might have the effect of practically eliminating imports of cheap
Japanese brushes; such higher duties would make it unprofitable to
retail them at 10 cents and at higher prices they could not, in general,
compete with domestic brushes.
It is not believed that the value of consumption would be appreciably affected by the postulated change in duties. Because of the
recent changes in the materials that are used in making brushes,
however, the value of consumption in the future is very uncertain.
Moreover, since the use of nylon by domestic manufacturers may
alter to an important degree the competition between imported and
domestic brushes in the future, the estimates given below are probably subject to a greater margin of error than the estimates for
many other commodities.
Per capita Incomq at 1939 level.

The increase in population and the trend toward larger use of
tooth and toilet brushes resulting from greater attention to dental
hygiene might approximately offset any decline in production that
would result from wider use of nylon brushes and their greater durability. Total consumption might, therefore, remain at about the
1939 level, oir in the neighborhood of 14 million dollars.
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Duty at in 19,19.-With no change in the duties, imports might
supply about the same proportion of consumption as in 1939, about 5
percent. The landed value of imports would thus amount to about
$700 000 (foreign value about $30,00)0), and the value of production
for the domestic market would amount to about 13.3 million dollars.
I)uty re(iulrd bil 60 perrevl.-Stich redliuction in duties would stimruilate import, not only in the low-priced field but poibly to a greater
extent, relatively, in hi h-priced specialty brushes which have come
in principally from the rJnited Kingdom and France, Imports r'iight
supply about 10 percent of consiumptioii; it so, the lan(led value of
imports would be about 1.4 million (Jollars (foreipr value, about
market would
$900,0(M)). The value of profl action for the domffestic
then be about 12.6 million dollars.
Duty increased by 40 pereni.--Such icrefaste in tiess would probabl.y reduce itriports greatly; the lnd(led value mritigt not be Ynore
than 0l(0,0)0 (foreign value about $40,000), and the value of Production for the (lonestic. market might be about 13.9 million dollars,
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1390.

Con)MsIumption0 might increase, in value, )y as much as 40 percent
over the level un(ler the 1¶30 income, incliuid g allowance for a price
inlcrelulse aboti t equal to the rise of 1(}-JI percent in) thel general price
level which would occur ld(ler a higher ratifional income'. C(onwould amount to about, 19 million dollarss.
51ump11)tioIn
Duty aR in 1f9319.-Assuiniing that iI)otts would probably supply
about. tilhe sate proportion of consumption as in 1939, i. e., 5 percent,

the, han11ded value of iruiporta (at increase(l prices) would be about
$950,000 (foreign value about. $475,00), and the value of production
for the (lomnestleC Market woul(l be about 18.1 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.- If irnports should supply as mfluch as
10 perflet, of (lolnest.I Consumptioll, the landed value of imports
wromldl be about. 19Amillion (lollars (foreign value, about 1 .3 million
dollars) and the value of production for the domestic inarket would
be about I7N1 million dollars.
Put 1/ ialereate(I by 0 pUerrent,-- Th landed value, of irqports would
probaly), nolt amount. to Tnore' tlhan $300,000 (foreign value, about
market
S125,0(0)), and(l th( value of jroi tJ('tionI for the (omesticn
would be about 18.7 million (do1llars.
Esporls

United States(X
exports of tooth and toilet brushes alcounrited for
about. 6 perc-r(ent. df t el vallue of th|e (oleslestic output, in) j)re-war years.
It is reawonable to (exp((ct thiu. with worI(l income at. a 1))1t the 1939
level, exports in the long-ternm J)Pio(l wouIl(l be about the saime as in
that. year or p)robat)ly a little lhirger. \%rith a-6-percent. increase in
world income', (IXportsM might increaseP to 8 or 10 percent of production,
or about.I 'i 1 million n (Iol lIIas.
-

Employment

The number of wage e('rlers in the domestic irldustry, which in
1939 was about 2,000, would probably vary according t the different
conditions 8tatkA above, and might range from about 2,200 to, say,
3,000.

Table: [No Caption]
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HAIR PENCILS
Tariff paragraph: 150.
IH air pencils,
Com modity:
Rate of duty:

24 each but not leu Equivkalnt ad valdrem (1989): 35%.
than 20% nor more
than 40% ad valorem.

Nott.-t--The rate in the Tarif? Art of lix) wma 40 pereeitad val1rem. Purxuant to the trade ement

witli the tnied Kingdomt, effective January 1, 19WP, this rote was changed ma shown above.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
ore given below:
QllAtlttY (1,000) -49 938
Va11e
193
(*1,000)Unit value (each)-$0. 0044
Foreign value.

hanir pencils are small brushes commonly made with woode-in,
or plai~tic handles anid certain kinds of soft animal hair. -Ihigh(qull,
and(1 meditltn-gra(de
hair pqncils are used for fine painting by artist.
81n(d art students, shiow-car(l writers, sign painters, and furniture
win(l auitomol)ile prod(ulters. IA)w-gradle hair pencils, wliich constitute
i large proportion of the total consuimption of hair pencils in the
lJiuited States, tire usB(d in applying cosmetics; the remainder of
Ihe low-gira(le type is 1sed il scboo;l chil(lren's paint sets.
Imports supply almost all of our requirements. In 1939 the
tUnite(d Kingdom 8iind Frantce supplied very sinall (qliarntitiefs of p-plncils
Ilit .Japtati accounted for 9of percent of the total imports in terms of
quantity, and (Germnany was the chief source, on the basis of value.
Pencils coming from tihec United Kijgdom tidl France werF of high
fri(l mT((ium grades, respectively; those from Japan and Germany
were of the lower rales.
No (exports of (1omesti hair pencils have,, been reported in official
sitatistics, and it is likely that there will be none after the war.
I

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is likely that cotsiumption1 practically all of which will be, supplied
by iml)ports, will be substantially below the 1 939 level because of
disturbed conditions in Japall and Germany.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Assurning resumption of trade with Germany an(l Japan in this
itemll, aind taking account of further increase in our po)p)ulation, a subo
stitnitial increase in Uniited States coIisumnption of hair pencils sems
probable. There will be a larger de mandl for the uJse' of hair pencils
ill applying cosmetic's, ill school children's paint wct61 and by showv-mrd
writers, sign painters, and manufacturers of furniture and automo
Because of the relatively low unit value of thes pencils, particularly
of the grades comprising the bulk of 'United States consumption, it in
miilikely that a 50-percent reduction or increase in the rates of duty
woul(l greatly affect the total quantity imported, but it might afWect
imports of the higher grades and, consequently, the value of imports.

Table: BRISTLES
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Income at 1# e"l.
Psr capital eonsutnption Of hair pcils will
probably be about the
atne as in 1939. ABloig for an increase in population and assuming
that impcn's *ill continue to supply the great bulk of consumption,
ir~orts might amount in number to about 48 million, with a foreign
YSU et at 1939 prices, of about $212,00.
Per espits

Per cdpItN Ih6ome Is percent higher than In los.

Under this income level, consumption might be about 50 percent
greater in qu~antityr Import
than it was under the 1939 level.
might
tniout to 72 million hair pencils, with a foreign value, at ilcreae(l
prices, of about $360,000.
BRITLES
ad va-

Tariff
Paragraph Bristlem: Commdity
1W ---Sorted, buneh~l, or prepared

lrem

Rate of dlty

(1939)
2%

8per lb

1687 -Crude, not soted, bunched,

r Fee.

prepared.

G9NZ11AL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
arq given below:
Itn toteI
~~~~~~~~~~~~(.fpirent
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tit/(O,000
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.
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for rmports of foreign bristle (M7, pounds ,afued at $1,044~M on whlet duty
Aftet .djutttnot

Bristles are the coarse stiff hairs of the hog. United States imports
of bristles are nearly always sorted, butnched or otherwise prepare-d.
No crude bristles were imported in 1939. MAristles are used almost
exclusively In the manufacture of-brushes.
There was no commercial production of bristles 'in the United
States either in 1939 or in earlier yeatg. Since that time production
has been small. The outp ut in 1944 was about 28,000 pounds, an
insignificant amount in relation to total United States requirement.
The outlook for greater domestic production is unfavorable for several
reasons. In the United States most hogs are slaughtered before
maturity and the hairs are. usually too soft to be classified as bristles.
For hogs that have developed bristles, no machinery has yet been
devised to take them from the carcass without also removing the soft
hairs; the hand-pulling method would be uneconomical because it
would slow down the conveyor production system used in packing
plants.
Average annual imports in the 1936-39 period which were not
reexported were about 4.3 million pounds. in 1939 it was slightly

. .- 1
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aboe t figure. China *wr the som of a it 90 ereot ofthot
world output of bristles
before ths war; auid nearly all of d~wse
co~lleeta
*r
ted, with the
in Cina and other
produing Ountle wee
United States As the rincipa marke. snce
ports from
China have stubstantially decreasd because of, wat conditions, and
United States stocks have fallen considerably below requirements.
Imports for consumption not reexported in 1944 amounted to on
about 2,500,000 pounds, Increased imports from Western H
spherb countries during the war have tiot oVer o the deficiency.
After the war, It Is probable that Chinese bristls wil be more plentiful.
It is estimated that In 1 99 about 60 percent of he bristle tomuned
in the United Stat were tnJed in paint bruAhho, 20 percent in tooth
and other toilet brushes, and 20 percent in industrial and household
brushes, Since that year, tapetrd nylon filaments have been used
extensively in paint brushes, and untapered nylon filaments have been
employed in tooth brushes and othe toilet brushes and in many industral brushes.
Nylon paint brushes arb suitable chiefly for work on rough steel or
concrete, although during the war they have been used in painting
other surfaces, for which bristle brtshesg would have been more suitable.
More bristles will probably be used after the war in paint brushes than
lifs been the case recently, Many persons prefer brintles to nylon in
tooth brushes because bristles are softer, and it is believed that the
"flag" or split end cleans the teeth better.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The backlog of detnand for bristle brushes which islikely to exist
in the United States immediately after the war will undoubtedly
result in imports of bristles substantially greater than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERiM
Consumption, ?rodueden, and 1miWia
Per caplta Income at 1t9J level,

Per capita consumption will probably be about theresame so in 9039.
Taking account of an increase in population, total consumption (and
imports) might be 10 percent above that of 1939 or about 4.7 million
pounds. The foreign value at 1939 prices would be about 6.7 million
dollars. Changes of 60 percent -in the low duty would not affect
rnports.
Per capIta Income 76 percent higher then in 19*.

Imports might be considerably higher than with income as in 1939'
the increase in construction that would occur under a higher national
income would require considerably more paint brushes, a largi part of
which would probably be made of bristle. Import might amount
to about 7.7 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 12.6 million
dollars. This takes into account a price increase about equal to the
rise in the general price level which would occur under a higher
national income.
ie.R
So far as is known, there are no exports of domestic bristle
Re
exports, which have consisted principally of Chines bristles, have
thr

fdmetcb
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been chiefly to the United Kingdom and Canada. Reexports, which
in 1939 amounted to 764,000 pounds, or 15 percent of total imports,
had a value of about I million dollars.
PEARL OR SHELL BUTTONS
Tariff pragraph: 109.

Pearl or shell buttons.
140 per adlineval.per grow+
25%

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 148%
(dutiable imports only).

No'rx.-Philippine parl or shell mutton, free of duty under the Tarid Aet of 1930, were made subject to
o duty-fre~quota of 5~O,(.NJ0 Krotr in 1940, with tovlifon too suecesiwe reduuf Ions Iri tht quot In bequent
auntlflnde~penderice. entries tn eoce. of quotm were wade subject to 7uil United States duties
{Aetotnus 7, ~w;63 tat. 12M),
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, arid consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item
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Total

unntt
)
000pro
(
gross)
(I1000
Quantlty
........
value 1,(0))

................

Unit valfe (per grom) .............
Persons employed (ntumiber) ...............
.....................
......

Rat lo cit

Apa.Imports
to con*

Smu
tlo

Imports

port I domestIc

WM

19,700
bWt
J,370J
l 2
9 C
1
1j 3:313 21,121
61
.3J
T
124

8,
........8..
$0.41
0.41 $0.21
t0. 30.84, .00.

..........

..........

........

.

.

..........

.....

..........

shown sre for 1N1. Exports of pearl buttons were not shown separately In 1939.
'Foreign value.

I Data

'Estinmate(.

Pearl or shell buttons are made. from the shells of fresh-water
mussels, mother-of-pearl, and other aquatic shells and green snail
shells. Imports of pearl or shell buttons are reported under two
statistical classes, namely, fresh-water and ocean. In this discussion
these two classes will be referred to as pearl buttons. About 40 percent of the, imports in 1939 were dutiable and the balance were dutyfree, coming from the Philippine Islands. Pearl buttons are used
very largely, on shirts and underwear. Buttons made from other
materials, such as galalith, synthetic resin, and other plastics, have
become increasingly competitive with pearl buttons. The considerable waste of material involved in manufacturing pearl buttons, an(l
the relatively large amount of labor required have been handicaps in
meeting this competition. During the war td10 supply of ocean shells,
which comes largely from the Pacific area involved in the war, has
been greatly restricted.,
The (lolnestic indutlstry comprises about 45 firms employing inl thet
neighborhood of 4 000 persotis. About one-thir(I of the firms make
freeli-water pearl 1)uttons and are located principally in Iowa; tile
remainder, which produce ocean-pearl buttons, are located principally
in New York, New Jersey, an(l other Eastern seaboard states, Production in thel (omestic industry hall been declining gradually hblt,
steadily since around 1923, when more tihan 30 million gross were
produced. Exports consist of the very lowest grade of button, for
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which there is no market in the United States. In making pearl
l)uttons, a certain amount of inferior, low-quality buttons are to be
expected because of the varying quality of the shells. These are
usually exported for whatever price can be obtained.
The Philippine. islands were the most important source of United
States imports for man y years before the war; Japan ranked next.
Shell buttons imported from Japan consisted in large measure of
self-shansk buttonss of types usually not male in the tJnited States
and generally inferior in quality to those pro(luce(l domestically.
Iti 1939, the average value per runit of imports from Japan was 23
cents, while the average for pearl buttons imported from the Philip)ilnt IlansttlS waXs 36 (enlts8.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM
Consumpt~ion will probably remain below the 10339 level for two
reasons, namely, a coniti, nation of the trend away from the use of
)earl buttons andt the lack of an adequate supply of ocean shells.

n11 addition, the supply of fresh-water pearl shells is oliminishing.
In the tirst few years following the war, imports of pearl buttons
%will probably be generally lower thian in 1939.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
(Consumption, Production, and Imports

In making estintites for tle long-term period, it is fissunl)(!(l that
innportes from the Philippine ISlarn(lS will b)e sb1)ject, to the full UJnite(l

StAtes tll 'ifr (111ftiV's cov(eilg l)WRIl lti ttollS.

Per capita Income at 1939 level.
'PhIe(r( will probably be a continuation of the graldual
of ptMLJl 1)uttons as a result of
1)(1O, cap)itti

consumpll)tionl
from buttons ma(Ie

decrease in) the
ilIrfl.l5(I c'om11-

)ftitlioll
of other materials. Eveu allowing for
ail ilnlreLse of 10 percent ill p)olpulatiotI total consump)tion inigh t 1)e
estimate( tit about 19) million gross (varying somewhat if the duty
811o011(l 1)e (Iecreasodl or increased by 50I)pJrce nt)
1)utj, a.s In 1939,-- -Tlhe ratio of inports to consumption would,
the
for
about 4 peree'rit,
I)o'b)ll),y
tildlly below
the
from substan
reason1)ethiat, imponts
free level,
of (duity,
theo Philippinjles,
formerlyI 939
wouldlp)robuibly ceftse, if they al(e triad e Subject to thle duty of 148
percent. Tlhe nv('r'rae unit, Value of imnl)orts would also pro )tl)ly be,
soMewha1t, loweTr. 'I l11s imports mreight amolinri t to about 800,000
gross, Withll a1 foreign v11lue of' about, $200,000. IDoirnestic production
would thlen be about 18.2 million gross, v'itied tit about 7 million

lIollasii.
D1uly reduce(i by 60 percent. ---A dlecretse in the olaty would tenlld to
iI1(- ttse thl( total consumption, perhalp)8 to ati)o 20 million g O(
)lle ratio of impllports to (consuiptioni might be about 10 percent, inasinuch its imports from Jl)amnu of self-shank b)llttons, andl also of
othller typos which coul(l riot be) imported uln(ler the higher dulty,
would l;robal)ly increase. Imports might amount to about 2 million
gsos, with a foreign value of about $000,000. I)omrestic production
would then be about 18 million gross, value(l at about 6.8 million
dollars.
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Estimated.

Galalith lttI tots are 11111de from easeinI in a great, variety of Molorm,
sizes; they are uised for ornatlentataion as well as for
dharipe-s,) adl
utility. In 1 9:39, gaalitch )it~tot ranked thlir(d inl Inm )ortate oriti
Unit;ol States buttoln produetiolt, being exceeded oly b)y pearl
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shell and synthetic-resin buttotio. U-lalalith buttons, generally
classed as plast ics buttons, havoe increase steadily in importanee
sitce 1931. Casein wi11 probably eontinue to be one of tte major
materials for buttotn making in t0e f(tittwe,
lit 1939 fand eirliet' yeArs, imports oanie principslly from Japan,
c(,eh(4oslovakia, mid the tilted Kitigdohtm si ll (I tatiftles were also
ittiported from (hOt'many, l itee, and the Netheriutis. Importa
from citipli, which at-(voilted fo! AbotitOf34 owrvetit, of kral itrprto
itn 19I1, cot iastid plitit)ttlly of thte snsluct.A7,es anHti epetr gtes.
Ellropetlan vo(ntit'ttIA were thir m0 N'f'P5 of the larger, high4 tality but..
tolIs, vahlold Ili 1939 qt 1tbolit, $1.25 per grops, or "seve tit ines the
avv'lgC p)liv('e of the tUllitedl States pti-dctiotn. I t11orto of galalith
l)it totis reatchldl nt peak inl 1937.
P08T-WAR lMoftf

ANM) )MIOMESC PtODUCtON

POSt-WtAR SIORTl TERtM

(C'olnsumptjt)on %,Ill p)Po)bol)Vl hte ao)o1 thtite Mitllt' OF; ll pte-war y ears,
.Sy inthiuic-rosill plastics l)t tt4)15 hitive ilcNretsed IIitiplstotiafite during
tfmv wnr, chiefly beaiuse, of their ue for military elothiltig; atd(1 lititto
of thes(e J1)fttet'inls for eivilinlt .olothitig umloy gain ill Ini1portan1ev.
IP-od
'ltisoll of gtdilithi litittotls will pt'h)l 1)3' I;W FI,1)0tht tes as in
1 93¶). I-iports will probabIly 1)b lower thaiti it p)re-ArV years.
POST-WARtIA)N(O TE#tM

consumption, Production, and 1mporim
Per

enpita Inc ome at 10*0 Ieo'el.

l
ot1
l'eI ('ApitlA ('cotlIMltit)tii
ilo(l ptrobaibly 1)(e fHolit thI sA111e1 RS if?
1 989. All owing for itm ili('lr e It poll)t)tilttti(Oi, tolal (cotlIstiiJ)tIll
tXmillion gr1o'ss. U'onsu(mptlion0 Miuight be
m1light, 1t1liOiitt, to all)Ollt 154
fl~rvvt'((l ilililt~ly l)y (oln nges of r5) peteetit Ih t~hie 11 teO of (Iti ty,
f)1/,?/ ( in1 19.,.9. -Itt11)(itts Illight, ftllilshl Itboutt, the motile pr'o ort"idtl
of total ot'sumiltipoll 1es il 1 939 Andtight, b)e Ill the nlvighr11)'14(.)1 of
300,000 gI-oss, with it foreign value of nboot $1 21,00(0. Prodletfioll
foir diw doileSt~i(ittket, voiildl atnotit tO slightly m11ore tlitiif li
million gross, valiedtit, Ahott 4.3 imillIont (lollttrs,
iorts might' sti apply as Iutlti ns &
by 60 peeitnt--Ilu
MI/uty ruided
or
about, 0,8 iltlli (l grossg, with
of domelsitic( cotanlsmtion,
p)('reetit
a foreign v"Hlue Of atbollt $325 000, Produclotion for thtlo
doiestiet
mlfriket. would be about, 14% millNon gross, valtied at nbotit, 3.2 million
,14,11t1-8.
intertsell in dtity might, reduce
l)uqli/ i.'nreaxse bV360 pereent,---sllelll
a
with
ets
am
foreign value 1f about $40 000.
gross,
few
100,00()
to
ittil)orts
s, production for thl dome etic market wotild amnotn to aI)out
I 5.4 million gloss, valued tit abotit 3.4 million dollars ,

Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1959.
Anl increase in ijicomne WOlIll affect cotisiimption only m(lerately;
it, might be al)out 10 pereotnt larger than with ilnA)Im as in 1093p
or about 1 7 million gross. A small increase in prices might be( txpfteP4

probat)ly about 5 percent, hut the competition with buttons made of
other nmterials would tend to keep prices down.
Ihlty as in 1.939.-The proportion suppliefi by imports might be
the same as in 1939; imports would then amount to about 340,000

Table: [No Caption]
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gross, with a foreign value, at slightly increased prces, of about
$1s50000; Production for the domestic market would be inthe
neighborhood of 16.5 million gross valued at about 3.8 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Imports might supply as much as 5
percent of consumption, and amount to about 850,000 gross, valued at
about $370,000. Production for the domestic market would then be
in the neighborhood of 16 million gross, valued, at about 3.7 million
dollars.
Duty increased by 50 percent.-Imports would probably not amount
to more than 200,000 gross, with a foreign value of about $85,000.
Production for the domestic market would be near 17 millon gross,
valued at about 3.9 million dollars.
Exports

Statistics are not available showing exports of galalith buttons
but it is estimated that they were small in pre-war years, usually
amounting to 1 percent or less of domestic production. It is not
likely that exports will increase substantially in relation to domestic
production in the short- or long-term post-war periods.
Employment

On the basis of the above estimates of production, employment in
the long-term post-war period might range from 1,500 to 1,700,
depending on the levels of duty and national income.
CORK STOPPERSTariff paragraph: 1511.

Cork stoppers, of natural or composition
cork, and shell corks.

Commodity:

1W, 12%0, 25t, 31f, and Equivalent ad ralorem (1989): 36%.

Rates of duty:

(The.
7
per lb.
bulk of the imports
in 1939 were dutiable
at 25 per lb.).
GENERAL

Data on Ursted States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
____________-

Item

Total

~~~~~Apparent

For
Imports con
tlo
For cx-domestic

-

im ot

sumptn

()
MU
()
(I) X
Mntity (10lbs.)2272
8
t 3.33i
3,071
3,194
12
ue ($ 0 )
- .-..
-.
$D713
$032O
(1)
(1)
Unit value (per lb.).-,,
. 800 -..
.
...
.
Persons employed (number) --'------------------------------------

-

available; text.
EsUmated ladd valke; foreign value was $194,000
X Not
Ezflated.
I

Cork stoppers are one of the important products made from cork.
In pre-war years they accounted for about 20 percent of the total
value of cork products manufactured in the United States. Stoppers
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are made in a great variety of shapes and sizes. They are usually
cut from natural cork bark but a small proportion of the total output
is made of composition cork; that is, of ground cork mixed with a binding agent such as resin, glue, or' gelatin.
The Census Bureau reports the production of corks in the United
States in terms of value but not of quantity. The value in 1939 was
3.2 million dollars. The average value per pound of the~exports during that year was 32.4 cents. If this average value had been applicable to the total production in the United States, that production
would have been approximately 9.8 million pounds. The exports
however, were apparently of lower average unit value than the total
domestic production; they were mainly of large corks, while in the
domestic production smaller corks, which had a higher value per
pound, were relatively more important. It is possible that the domestic production in 1939 did not exceed 7 or 8 millionwpounds. In
the estimates which are hereinafter made regarding consumption and
production in the post-war period, onlvalues are given. In order
to compare the value of imports with that of domestic production it
is necessary to take account of the value added by duty. The taiQle
above shows the duty-paid value of the imports-in 1939, but does not
allow for any other expenses connected with importation.
Cork stoppers made in the domestic industry cover the entire range
in size and quality. On the other hand, most imported stoppers are
of large. size and high quality. This is due mainly to the fact that the
duties are specific, at the same rates per pound on high-priced as on lowpriced corks. In 1939, of the total imports of 272,000 pounds, 236,000
consisted of stoppers more than three-quartersof an inch in diameter
(at the large end) made from natural cork.. The foreign unit value
of these lerge corks in 1939 was 72 cents per pound; since the rate of
duty was 25 cents per pound, the ad valorem equivalent was 35 percent. In contrast, the average unit value of corks exported from the
United States in 1939 was 32.4 cents per pound. Presumably large
quantities of the corks marketed in this country have a value of not
more than 40 cents per pound. On any imports of corks produced
abroad, of types and grades corresponding to those constituting a
large part of the domestic output, the specific rates of duty would
have a very high ad valorem equivalent; the rates are virtually
prohibitive of imports of medium- and low-priced corks.
Before the war, Spain and Portugal together supplied about 85
percent of the imported stoppers; and France, the United Kingdom,
and Italy supplied almost all the remainder. Some of the stoppers
imported were manufactured by foreign subsidiaries of United States
cork-manufaeturing concerns.
Imports of corks have increased more than fourfold during the war
as the result of war restrictions on the shipment, of raw cork. However, they still constitute a relatively small proportion of the consumption.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

With the--emoval of wartime restrictions on the shipment of raw
cork, imports of cork stoppers 'are likely to fall to approximately the
same level as in 1939, although by reason of higher national income
they may be somewhat greater than in that year.
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POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

The value of consumption -of-cork stoppers on this assumption
would probably be about the same as in 1939, namely, about 3.3
million' dollars. The effect of increase in population would probably
be approximately offset by greater substitution of stoppers made
from other materials and by the increased use of containers with other
kinds of closures. Changes in price as the result of changes of 50
percent in the duties would probably not be sufficient to affect consumption materially.
The imports of corks into the United States in the post-war period
may be affected by intercorporate relationships between domestic
and foreign producers, and by agreements and understandings among
producers. In the pre-war period the largest domestic producer
of corks was'also a large (perhaps the largest) manufacturer of corks in
Spain and Portugal. Some other domestic manufacturers also had
interests in foreign concerns. There may also have been understandings among foreign producers (whether or not including domestic
producers as well) as to marketing and prices, although no definite
evidence on this point is available.
Although the imports into the United States in 1939 may-have been
affected to some degree by intercorporate relationships between domes..;tic and foreign producers, it is assumed, in forecasting what would be
the imports in the post-war period with income conditions and rate
of duty the same as in 1939; that imports will be neither more nor less
affected by such arrangements than they were before the war. Moreover, in order to make any significant estimate of the effects of a
reduction or increase in the rate of duty, it is necessary either (a) to
assume that the only causal factor (apart from the duty) affecting
imports will be the comparative domestic and foreign costs of production, or (b) at least to assume that artificial interference with that
factor will not be greater with a change in duty than with no change in
duty. Otherwise-no significant estimates could be made at all. In
what follows it is estimated that, for reasons stated, a reduction of 50
percent in the duty would probably greatly increase imports. It is
possible,. of coume, that intercorporate relationships and arrangements
among producers might lessen, or even nullify, the effect of the
change in duty. Conversely, such -relationships and arrangments
might lessen or nullify the effect of an increase in the duty in reducing
imports.
Duty as in 1939.-Imports would probably be about the same as
before the war, say', 275,000 pounds, which at pre-war prices would
have a foreign value around $200,000. Domestic production, not
including exports, wculd probably be about the same as in 1939, say,
3.1 million dollars.
Duty -reduced by 60 percent.-Such reduction would make the two
most important rates of duty 12%4 cents and 153 cents per pound;
This change would probably make it possible for foreign manufacturers
to sell in the United States certain types and grades on which the 1939
rate of duty was virtually prohibitive, although it probably would
still be impossible for them to sell corks of the lowest price range. The
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extent of the increase in imports cannot be estimated with any
approach to accuracy, even on the assumption that comparative
domestic and foreign costs of production would be the dominant factor
in determining the trade. Imports might be twice, or possibly as much
as three or four times. as great in quantity as before the war, perhaps
ranging from 600,000 pounds to 1.2 million pounds. Such increase in
quantity, however, would be accompanied by an appreciable lowering
of the average foreign unit value; as compared with 71.3 cents per
pound in 1939, it might become as low as 60 cents. The foreign value
of the imports might then be between $360,000 and $720,000. Such
increase in imports would somewhat reduce the domestic production in
quantity, and the average unit price of the domestic product might
also be lowered slightly. Production for the domestic market might
range from 2.6 million to 2.8 million dollars in, value.
Duty inerea8ed by 50 percent.-Because of the high quality and
prestige of the imported stoppers, such increase in the duty would
probably reduce imports only moderately. They might fall to perhaps
200,000 pounds, with a foreign value, at prices perhaps somewhat
higher than the pre-war average because of the raising of average
quality, of about $150,000. Domestic production would be only
slightly larger than with the duty at the 1939 level.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.
Consumption of products utilizing cork stoppers is affected materially by the levpl of income. Consumption might be about one-third
greater in quantity than with income as in 1939, and prices might be
10-15 percent higher. The value of consumption might thus be in
the neighborhood of 5 million dollars.
Duty a8'in 1939.-The ratio of imports to consumption would
probably not be materially different from that in 1939, say, about
8 percent. Imports might thus amount to about 400,000 pounds, with
a foreign value, at prices presumably somewhat higher than in 1939,
about $320,000, and with a duty-paid value of about $425,000.1
Domestic production for the home market would then be perhaps
4.6 million dollars.
Duty reduced or increased by 60 percent.-The effects of reducing or
increasing the duty by 50 percent would probably be closely parallel
with those estimated on the basis of income as before the war.
Summary of e8timate8.-Assuming consumption to be 13 million
pounds under each rate of duty, imports and production, under a per
capita income 75 percent greater than in 1939, might be somewhat
as follows:
Imports

TOMil treatment
Quantity

Unit
value

Production for the
domestic
Foreign marketvalue
value

Per

100
dolr 1,000dollars
320 - ----------4.600 -- ..
120.........
.70 5I,
3, 760, 026 ...
. ...255
; .800-i,
5
Duty increased by 50 percent ----------------------4-,60
00.,-8-

1,000oud

400-Duty as in IM .........
Duty reduced by 50 percent-..... 000

pouwd
$0.80
----

Although the foreign corks ae more distinctly luxury products than the domestic corks, It Is doubtful
whether the high national income would cause a greater Increase in the use of the foreign corks than In the
use of the domestic.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
Exports

will continue at the
It is not believed that exports of cork
$250,000 a year). Much of
high level maintained since 1939 (about stoppers
the increase in exports has been the result of temporary shipping
advantages enjoyed by producers in this country together. with
numerous restrictions on foreign competitors.
Employment

Employment might range from-600 under the lowest estimate of
production to 1,000 under the highest estimate.
DOLLS AND TOYS
Tariff paragraph: 1513.
Dolls, toys, parts of dolls Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 75%.
Commodity:
and toys; air rifles. 1
Rates of duty:
each and 60% (114%
in 1939); 1# each and
50%, (103% in 1939);
90;0; 70%; 45%.

NOTE.-The rates fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 on the various toy articles covered by this report were
90 percent, 1 cent each plus 60 percent, 1 cent each plus 50 percent, or 70 percent. Reduction of the 70-percent rate to 45 percent had been made with respect to certain items, effective January 1, 1939, pursuant to
areement with the United Kingdom.
After 1939 the 90-rercent rate was reduced to 45 percent and the 70-reroent rate was reduced with respect
to certain items to 35 percent, effective January 30, 1943, pursuant to trade agreement with Mexico, with
reservation of the right to withdraw or modify the reductions alter termination of the emergency.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
are given below:

1939

Production
Item

Total

For

export

ApaetRatio of

Imports consumpicontion sumption

For domastic
market

-50,500 3,400
'2,400
Value ($1,000) -----------.47,100
Persons emplyed (number)
17,400 .
........

I
2

..

149,500

3

6

.

Estimated landed value; foreign value was 1,302 thousand dollars.
Estimated at 9 percent for the 193-8-9 period.

The above statistics and the following statement relate largely to
articles used chiefly for the amusement of children. Some dolls and
air rifles are not toys but are used by adults: the dolls consist of
boudoir and collectors' items; certain air rifles are used for shooting
small game. Imports, which are reported under 26 statistical classifications, were abnormally low in 1939; for the 5-year period 1936-39
they averaged about 2.2 million dollars (foreign value).
Most of the pre-war imports consisted of low-quality Japanese or
German dolls and toys which retailed at 10-25 cents each, These
articles were of such construction that they usually lasted only a
short time.. Domestic dolls and toys were generally more durable.
In the low-priced field which consisted of toys retailing at 10-25 cents
each, imports accounted for a much larger percentage of consumption
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than in the medium- or high-priced fields. An indication of the importance of the various classes of imports covered by this statement
is given in the following tabulation of imports for 1939:

11oreign
value

-rticle

Rate of duty

Uaoe

113%
Dolls and toys of &llulose compounds, having movable petst. $140, 220 *0.01 each 460%
,
Dolls~nd toys of celnuloe compounds, not having moable
o..laceDolls
It each +
19, 291
"Uig
l OfX ism**
Dolls and doll clot
15, 787 9%
Dolls and 'toys of China, air rifles, mechanical toys, toy books,E
t
og toyymusical
rubber toys etc
instruments
ame figure,
metal
stuffed anils,
45% _
4%
31,82270N70.
buiig blocks. 1, 0793
|
Total or average -..-......
_7%
1,801,713.....

.

.................

MoIUMplanes,

.

...............

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

As a result of wartime restrictions on domestic production of these
nonessential products, and because of the absence of imports -from
Japan and Germany during the war, there will be a considerable
backlog of demand for dolls and toys when, the war ends, particularly
for the more; durable and better grades supplied principally by the
domestic industry. Consequently, there should be a considerably
greater output than in 1939. It is likely, however, that imports in
this period will be very much smaller than in normal pre-war years.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

A 50-percent decrease or increase in duties probably would not
materially affect the retail prices of the cheaper toys which constitute

W
duties 50 percent below those in 1939,
the bulk of imports. With
however, the importers would make more profit and would, therefore,
push sales of these articles by methods other than lowering of prices
(for some articles prices would also be reduced). As a result, imports
would probably be considerably larger than if th6 duty remained the
sagntas in 1939. On the otier hand, if duties were 50 percent above
1939 rates, it is likely that imports of the low-priced dolls and toys
would be greatly restricted, with the result that total imports would
be much smaller. The following estimates of imports are based on
the assumption that Japan and Germany will have fully restored their
toy-making industries by the long-term post-war period.
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

The value of consumption might be about 54 million dollars, or
about 10 percent greater than in 1939, because of the increase in
population. Consumption would probably not change sufficiently
with a 50-percent change iniduties to warrant separate estimates.
Duty, a in 1939.-It is probable that the imports would have a
landed value slightly less than 5 million dollars (foreign value, about 3
million dollars) or somewhat above the pre-war average and much
above the abnormally low figure of 1939. The value of production
for the domestic iiiairket might then be about 49 million dollars.
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Conistup$ iton may increase moderately over the 1934-38 level.
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Inlt, as imports of this kind of match declined, the ratio declined,
timounting to slightly less than 2 percent in 1939.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION

Per capita income at 1939 level.

Per capita consumption of feathers is likely to be about the same as
il' 1939. Allowing for a 10-percent increase in population, consumption would then amount to about 22 million pounds, of which about
90 percent might be for beds and 10 percent for other purposes. It is
probable that imports would supply most of the waterfowl feathers
and practica~lnone of the chicken feathers.
Assuming that China and other principal sources will be in a position to supply the United States, imports might amount to about 7%
million pounds (under each assumption as to duty). At a slightly
higher unit value than in 1939 (because of a trend toward the imnportation of cleaner feathers), the foreign value of imports might be about
3 million dollars. Allowing for about the same volume of exports as
imports, production would amount to about 22 million pounds valued
at about 24 million dollars, and exports would be valued at about
$325,000.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

The consumption of feathers might increase substaitially. The bwe
of lower 'quality chicken feathers would increase, perhaps by as much
as 50 percent, but probably proportionately much less than the increase in the quantity of waterfowl feathers consumed, which might
double, This increase would mean a total consumption of about 34
million pounds, about 55 percent greater than with income as in 1939.
Domestic production might be more than 30 million pounds, valued
at about 4 million dollars; of this amount, about 8 million pounds,
valued at about $400,000, might be exported. Production will probably continue to be largely chicken feathers. Prices can be expected
to rise at about the same rate as the general price level under a higher
national income.
Under these conditions, imports (under each of the assumptions as
to duty) might amount .to as much as 12 million pounds, if that much
is available in foreign countries. At increased prices, the foreign value
of imports might be as much as 6 million dollars.
Exports

Domestic exports have been and will probably continue to be entirely chicken feathers, many of which are of poor quality and not
acceptable in the United States market. The domestic supply of
chicken feathers is very large, and, if foreign markets could be found,
probably more than 50 million pounds could be exported annually.
With increases in population and some postponed demand in foreign
countries, it is possible that exports will be larger after the war than
in 1939.
El'ployment

There is no way of estimating the amount of labor involved in the
domestic procurement of feathers. The bulk of the domestic supply
comes from packing houses and farming areas, where the procurement
of feathers is only incidental. A large proportion of the supply of
waterfowl feathers is a byproduct of the duck-raising industries of
Long Island and the Middle West.
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paragraph
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ARTIFICIAL FLOWERS
Rate of duty
flowers, fruits, vegetables,
etc.:
Of yarns, threads, filaments, etc---------90%.
Of paper or other materials-60%.
--_-__-_

Commodity

1518 -Artificial

or ornamental

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

T*te!

Total

Persons employed (number)........
I
I

For ex- For do-

Ratio of
constimp-Imot
~~~~~~~~~Imports ~~~~Apparent
toon.~t
t
tion

mexstmarkicsumption
port
potmarket

4d -------0----....

..........

Estimated,
Estimated landed value; foreign value is $471,000.

The classes covered by this statement include a great variety of
artificial flowers, fruits, vegetables, grasses, and the like, but both
imports and domestic production consist predominantly of artificial
flowers of various kinds. Artificial flowers may be grouped into two
classes, namely, those for dress or millinery trimmings and those for
decoration in homes, stores, and theaters. The former are made
principally of fabrics and the latter are made chiefly of paper. A
variety of other materials such as glass leather, and plastics are used
but none is particularly important. The dress and millinery type of
artificial flowers are usually small and intricate in design and require
a great amount of hand work. Imports consist predominantly of
this class. Otn the other hand, decorative flowers of the larger
varieties are.the kinds usually made in the domestic industry. Germany, Japan, Fiance, and Czechoslovakia were the principal pre-war
sources o imports of both types.
The use of artificial flowers for dress and millinery trimmings is
much more subject to changes. in fashion than that -of decorative
flowers. The artificial-flower industry is one that could be quickly
rehabilitated after the war.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the immediate post-war years the consumption of artificial
flowers will probably be considerably greater than in 1939, owing to
assumed higher national income than in 1939 and to a backlog of
demand for these products. Imports, which may consist in substantial part of small fabric. flowers, will, probably exceed the 1939 level
by the end of the short-term period if the foreign industries are able to
obtain adequate supplies of raw materials.
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POST-WAR IMPOR'M AND DOMUT1C PRODUCTION
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Produtction, and Imports

Prices and total consumption of artificial flowers would probably
be little affected by 50-percent changes in tariff rates, although the
rates are relatively high. Imports would probably continue to supply
only a small part of total consumption and, to a considerable extent,
would consist of small flowers and parts, not many of which are made
In the United States. In the allowing forecasts, therefore, rounded
consumption figures are indicated under each income level, and duty
changes are reflected only in imports and production.
Per capita Income at 19*t level.
Over a period of years, even

though there may be fluctuations
of
fashion
per capital consume tio.of artiaverage
trends,
because
ficial flowers will probably be the same " in 1939. Allowin for an
werea in population the consumption of artificial flowers at this
level of income might in the neighborhood of 18 million dollars.
Duty as in 1939.-The foreign value of imports would probably be
in the neighborhood of $500,000 (landed value, $900,000), and the
value of domestic production would be about 17 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.-Imports might increase substantially
under a reduced duty. Imports might be as much as 8 percent of
domestic consumption and amount to 1 million dollars (landed value,
1.4 million dollars) or more. If so, the value of domestic production
would be about 16.5 million dollars, assuming that there wil continue
to be a small volume of exports.
Duty increecd _y 60 percent-Jmports would be curtailed slightly
under an increased duty. The foreign value of imports would probably be about $350,000 (landed value, $750,000), and the value of
domestic production would be about 17% million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 19*9.
A substantially higher national income could be expected to increase
the consumption of artificial flowers by about 60 percent over 1939,
including rise in prices about equal to the rise in the general price
level (1-15 percent) under a higher income. The value of consumption thus might increase to about 27 million dollars.
ady as rin 1939.-The foreign value of imports, at increased prices
might be somewhat less than 1 million dollars (landed value 1.8
million dollars) and the value of domestic production might be about
25 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-A substantial increase in imports
would probably occur under a reduced duty. Imports might supply
as much as 10 percent of consumption and might amount, in foreign
value at increased prices, to about 1.8 million dollars (landed value
2% million dollars), and the value of domestic production (including
about $250,000 worth of exports) would be in the neighborhood of
24% million dollars.
DByJ increased by 60 percent-The foreign value of imports might
be ill the neighborhood of $750,000 (landed value 1.6 million dollars)
sad the value of domestic production would be about 25% million
dollars, allowing for larger exports than in 1939.
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POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMMSTIC PRODUCTION

ExpertS
Exports of artificial flowers are ve1 small; Canada is the principal
market. A substantial par of the shipments to that country r before
the war were types that filled immediate style demands which might
have changed before orders could have been filled in other
countries. As indicated above, exports might range between $100,000
and $250, 06i, depending chifly on the level of world income.

foreI=

Employment

Employment in the artificial-flower industry fluctuates considerably from year to year and from season to season within each year.
The industry has supplied considerable part-time employment for

low-income groups in congested urban areas. Estimated employment
in 1933 a low year, was about 2 300, whereas in 1939, a somewhat
better-tian-average year, it was about 5,500. In the long-term postwar period employment might be 5,600-8,000 persons, depending on
the assumptions made as to national income and level of duties.
FURS (EXCEPT SILVER OR BLACK FOX), DRESSED OR
DRESS3ED AND DYED
Tariff paragraph: 1519 (a) and 1519 (b).
Furs (except silver or
Commodity:
black fox), dressed or

Rate

dressed and dyed, including fur plates,
mats, linings, strips
and crosses.
15%, 20%, Q , 30%, Equivalent ad valorem (1989): 33%.
3 and 40 ad val.

ofduty:

Non.-Tbe rates ftxed by the Tariff Act of 130 were 25, 30, 36. or 40 rcent ad valorem. Reductions In
duty on most items were effected pursuant to the trade agreement wftb the United Kingdom effective
January 1. WSO. Subsequent reductions, not shown above. were madein the trade agreements witb Argen

tina and Iceland.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
_

Item

Total

Value ($1,000)
Persons employed (number)

.............................

..............

IS'111,000

ApaetRatio Of

For doo ex- mst

41 '110,450

, 0015 .......

Awrtimports
to conD
Imports5 conN"OIPtion aumption
'3,800 3114,000

......... ......

.

.

.....

Ss
........

I Based on the value o consumpon of raw furs, towhlch has been added the
eestmtedeost (30mIle
dola) of dreIssng and dyeing both domestically produced sad Imported raw at undresed fu.
' Estimated.
IN";£
tM"(4ZI'Esthestod landed value; foreign value was $2,75500.

Raw or undressed fur skins or pelts that have been cleaned, cut
and cured or otherwise prepared are known a dressed fur skun. 41
raw furs must be drewd, not only to prepare them, for manufacture
into fur goods, but in order to preserve them., Dyeing, an additional
process to provide uniformity of color or, for inferior skin, to improve
appearance, may or miay not be applied to dressed skins.

POST-WAR IMPORTS AND DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
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Imports of dressed or of dressed and dyed furs have consisted largely
of plates, mats, linings, strips, and crosses, which are mnde by sewing
together whole furs or pieces of furs into approximately uniform sizes
and shapes to facilitate handling and as a convenience in trading.
Dressed or dressed and dyed furs are imported largely from China
and from the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and Greece. Imports from China have consisted mostly of dog, goat, and kid plates,
mats, and so forth; those from the Soviet Union and the United
Kingdom, of squirretiand Persian lamb plates; and those from Greece,
of a wide variety of plates made from small pieces of fur exported for
that purpose from the United States.
Fur plates, mats, and so forth, of the types which are imported are
not produced in the United States. Imports of dressed or dressed and
dyed furs other than in the form of plates, mats, linings, and so forth,
have been small and are likely to continue to be small, for the reason
that United States manufacturers of fur goods prefer to purchase
abroad raw or undressed fur skins and have them processed in this
country where the fur-goods manufacturer can exercise general
supervision of the work and take advantage of changing fashions.
Moreover, the cost of dressing and dyeing represents a comparatively
small part of the total cost of the dresse and dyed fur.
Fur plates, mats, linings, and so forth, are imported into the United
States to supply a special and somewhat limited demand for low-priced
furs to be used as fur linings and in making low-priced fur' coats.
Imports of these furs would probably increase to some extent under a
hig national income but they are not likely to increase nearly as
much, percentagewise, as imports of raw furs.. The limited market in
the United States for plates, mats, linings, and so forth, and the fact
that they represent a relatively small part of the cost of the finished
garment into which they are made, indicates that a 50-percent increase
or decrease in the duties on these products would have comparatively
little effect-upon the quantities imported.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption and production of dressed or dyed furs might be a
great deal larger than in 1939 if purchasing power in the United States
remains high. Imports of dressed or dyed furs will probably be about
the same as in 1939 in contrast with imports of saw furs, which will
probably be much larger than in that year.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Allowing for the fact that consumption of furs in 1939 was somewhat
smaller than in 1936-38 and for an increase of 10 percent in population,
consumption of dressed or dressed and dyed furs might be about 35 to
40 percent more than in 1939, or about 155 million dollars. Producetion for the domestic market then would probably amount to about
150 million dollars. -Imports might increase somewhat over the 1939
level andamount to about 5 lion dollars landed value (about 33
million dollars foreign value). Thus, imports would supply about 3
percent of domestic consumption; changes in duty would affect imports only slightly, and domestic production probably not at all.

Table: [No Caption]
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Per capita income 75 percent higher than In 1939.

Because furs are luxury articles, the demand for them follows
closely the level of national income. A high income level would cause
a substantial increase in the volume of consumption of furs and a much
greater increase in fur prices than would be true of prices of commodities in general. The volume of consumption and production of
dressed and dyed furs might be about 30 percent more than at the
lower income level and fur prices might increase by as much as 70
percent. The value of consumption then might be in the neighborhood of 340 million dollars and the value of production for the domestic
market about 333 million dollars. Imports might supply about 2
percent of consumption, amounting to about 7 million dollars landed
value (more than 5 million dollars, foreign value).
Exports

Exports of dressed or dressed and dyed furs have been small and
will probably continue to be small in the post-war period.
Employment

The number of persons employed in dressing and dyeingfurs after
the war might amount to 7,000 with a per capita income about equal
to that itt IF39, -and to about 10,000 with an income letel 75 percent
higher.
SILVER OR BLACK FOX FURS
Tariff paragraph: 1519(c).
Silver or black fox furs or skins, dressed or undressed, n. s. p. f.
37.4% ad val.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

NOTM-The rate fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930 was 60 percent ad valorem, which was reduced to 374
percent, effective January 1, 1939, pursuant to the trade agreement with Canada. A further reduction to
35 rercent was made January 1, 1940, pursuant to supplemental agreement, subject, however, to an abs
lute quota of 100,000 for silver or black foxes, furs, ps, and artiles, combined, for each 12-month period
beginning December 1. The quota was revised, effective December 20, 190, excluding parts of furs piece
plates, and fur articles from the 100,000 quota and providing separate quotas therefore No more tlan 25
percent of the quota on foxes and furs may be entered In a single month, and 70 percent of the quota is allocated to Canada, the remainder to other countries, the allocations becoqring Inelctive after May 1 of bch
quota period. Imports of foxes are negligible.

GENERAL

Data on United Statks production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Impor

F

Item

Total

F

ort domestic

Apparent

market

' 345
2 30
5
2 478
133.
.
Quantity (1,000 pieces)-5
86 ' 1
'2,468
210 00
Value,000) --00
$13000 $16.45 2$3 0414
$18.52 .
Unit value (per piece) . -.-.
.--X
5, 000 ....
Persons employed (number)
-..

.

XImports In 1939 were far above the 1936-38 average of 9,000 skins, and
quota of 100,000 sh ins.
Festimated.
a'Foreign value.
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with a foreign value of 10 million dollars.
Duty inceamed &y 60 peroevt.e-Consuumptidn might amount to about
600,000 skins. Domestic production would probably be about 400,000

Table: HUMAN HAIR AND MANUFACTURES
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Consumption of human hitir and humannhair manufnettres will
probably bo larger thar in 1939. Production and Import* will also
prol)baly be higher, each supplying abodt the same proportion od

consumption as in 1939.
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Otisittiuptibf of jevei will protaly bei c tiiderably above; the
i039 level bec6jseodi shottagos titctwtain typts of jeweelt dtilg
the war, and bOecastige of aectiutatedI puteriasing power. f the rates
of tity to Which itiports of jewetr wete Aibj3et itt 1943 re t -iA
effect, itihPbrts Might be Oixpeotel tb be sgubstritilly grkedte thfin
those In i i3*, AsStiftitit tfiat ami ple siippliea hre avnilAble.
-

P(St.ft LO
tN1 TEA*M

(oriisgmptI01, rtodtittlont anid Impitta
ht mkIitig thite following cstiihtes, it is ti'stulfle(1 tht, a0 int thti
past, Ce lthi'iptiotn of jewelry in periods (f intreitsinfg conoio
activity might- rise At a itiiu ritpidftate that nattoinAl it(,otno atn'd
decflilne tat it triotP efl titoe iti petio(ls of ree(edlitig eonoutlic activity.
It is sio tsstiiMtiedthiat a littarger propottitl of the total ptolitt"4S(
of jewetly- will cotnsist of mloie, expensive 'f ypes whenl tintiatidil
inolMie is high thinti whet it Is lVw; ati(l that it ertainI WaOtito t of
si1tnplxfesregardless of how htigh the0 rates of
jeptilry Will be itipotte(I 81
dul iligt be.
dte riateh of 01ty jCW('ltdlirt-lfttd l 'ltiljels wits Inc-rea-sed front
60 perclit unidlel tOle MAt of f113 to 80 pOere(nit indet-rte t1t of 192;2
nld ftitthet'r itcereftS(l to 110( percent tJdt'e th( actt of 19030. A 110percetit redlictioti ift the rates it! effect inl 1 939 WoJld result itl (1O
valor(eh). rates of 30 percelet, 324 petcetet,, alnd 55 peiO fit,o respectively.
Per capita Income at 19*9 letkel.

Duty (78 fin 1,939.-ConlStItiptiott might, u.no4luLt to 116 thilliotl
(olfilas. Becatise htillot'ts frofi (17eCtoski'vakint Ifi it 03I1 Were ilihotYnlally low, Mnid Meixico Was l Ot anl ihijortahtt stlupplier in thlat yeair,
as iflce b6,Oitbimportant, I1nports woUld
b)lit LS
suplyta
in 1053, ptrobalY
substatitally larger sh$6re of cOnsuhlptilin thini pOobahby
ab~sout 4 por&~n1. The loaded vale of iMports Juighit )e about
million dollars (3 milliont dollars foreign vantlue). Prodhiction for thle
dohlestie market wtold then have a value of 1t1 million dollarss
(excluding 4 million dollars for expoit).
Mtl reduced by 50 percent.--Cisiption!,t'ight it-wraOe to abotit
128 milllioii dollars. Imports Wouldt probably be Jf timues amuch8
as with tehe, duty unchanged
Mfl h0luie a laidc(d value of about 25
million dollars (18 million. dollars, foreign vitdlh). Pro]d tidttotl for
the domestic, mnaket (excludhig 4 if)itlhotldollars for export) *ool0ld
then have a value of atbotit 103 million dollars. It is possible that
in ports wtiild increase conisideratbly miore then fivefold.
DUty increased by 50 percent.--onsumption might he valued at
about 1 15 million dollars. Imports mi ht be one-fifth less than
with the duty unchanged arnd( have. a lanled v11ie, of a.)bout 4 million
dollars (2 nmilion (lollArs foreigni aTh-e). Production for the(d(oeestic
market (excludling 4 million dollars for export) would have a value
of perhaps III million dollarss.
Per capital income fS percent high#r than it 1k90.
Aduy as in 1939.-Consumuption might ho al)out 80 percent Yotre
than with income as in I 930 atnd amount to aboutt 205 Millionldollars.
The share supplied by imports woul(l probably be slightly large
than under the lower income level. The ulide;d value of imports
would then be about 1 0 million dollarss (6 million dollars, foreign
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VliWe). hPoddictl6-idfi' tho doime tlc i'moki4(etkoludijg 6 thillhiwi
dollits fol im tftt) *ofild theh haVe A viable of 1i5 mlilbo d a.
Piart Of the illcriase in ioditotibh Mid iffipofts roulld feult fiom
higher 0 6ices.
MD,4' ted'-e'd b- 50 mpeghent.-Ctns
iiptoh ntigt it reixew to Idiout
2.35 rfioitifiddlflrs. inp6fts
might htive it loaded valtie of 50 klitlion
(IOll8rs (37 xfilldoi tola-, fOfeih MOtltie), ttd. -toduttioh for the
(doliStil3 ititiket (CteitWkiikh P mtill1on ddltixrs for 0 okt) woUld
theh he,vitael itt 185 tItI lion dol1aIM'.
Duty itAcrea8ed by 60 peeekt.-Cotwiflnption might amotit to
203 ffiilfof dolltiws. Ihnijiovt6 might have it 1ittdeId VAuit6 of adbout
(3 nilloidol
h1I1rP (3 mitllton ol~nrsj foreign itltt). Pi~dutseIon for
the donmestio tii".tket (eeolUllt1 0 f
mIllhiont doilats forl export) would
ti
hel vtahied ti t 197 tWilhltio(ollats.
Extorts

V ts of j(k'Wv i\-i(M rf4ittte( otictelis ifiathgld 8t4tdily frotnt 0.6
mIlili dolhits Iit 1i).:4 to :.1l hilli(ih dolthts In 1930, nnd to a still
luightr koV(I dating thie writr. Jistil thet (eItid of 1941 Caadita *Ws thi
priil)iptd MnI'ket; dUti4ifg tlho Witr I atin Anitk-Ai hilt taketi by ftr tho
gre'tttv pArt of U1ited Stfteis e.xports.
In the p)ost-witta l( tl-tCeri'lf et-Id (xpol-N tn ight taunit to aboUt
4 tuillion dolltts if orltd ihcdnQ is fit the, 1939 leVOL, aifd to About 6
m1Uiffii (16111VtlS if W014(d iucohe is sti)statltilly hightePr.
Employment

Iliho je.Ut0lry ltitistvy i# cetitere(t in New Etugland alind Ntw York.
If rates of dkity ttlpli)iahle to itnportt of jeOWlry In 19A94 te in efteeto
t~lut I~tif tlk r of persohs employed il the 11findstty In the Iohg-ti r

period night tatnolift to MdtA t 2Ii,(i00 with Itwowme at the I99T leVel,
a11,d to about 50 o00 wth foithe(ome wn(1 ttfifts lit t1ie "ltutimuln le'e1s
prviously spe ..ifi ed8.l
GI9MS
mmodity
We nf duly
raiff paragraph
cflh,'YRtvo al
1528 - 1earls; diaimn otl&d Atid othor geth stottem, ctiA btit 10%/6 ad val.
unset.
)iarnonds and other genm stones, roelgh or tmnout. Pree,
13668 -.

NOTIr.-Thc rtoe on tlmquoIse, cut hut hot set, was reduced from 10 pe*rent ad vMoretn to f percent ad
valoapm, offoctive Jtne 25, 1944, pursuant to tadde agreement with Iran.

GEN1tRAL

tJmited8 Stittes trO(ilutiot 11a(d Impotstl in terms of Vnhle ($1 ,000),

for. 1039 were as followsU:

PFroduetlon

Item

Impotts
Tottal

Pot ewxort

(*I1

cut but not set ....,
Pouas, nad dlamrnda and other gem stones,
(1) 5
.
I)lamonda 4nd other gem
stones, rough or uneut ----------------(o9
1)
Total
..7..................................0..
I 37
@
....

Not avallable.
'Classfled as precious, synthetic, and Imitation stones.
*Estimated.
Notu.--Produc4Ion, export, and Import data not strictly comarble.
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This conunent covets pearls) and diamonds and other hem stones
rough or tificut afid cut but not set, used for jewelry. it does not,
inude industrial diamonds, synthetic stones, imitation stones, or
imitation pearls.
A large part of the 'tJnited States consumption of cut- diamonds
and other gems and the total consumption of rough diamonds are
supplied by imports. Of total lited State- imports of gemn in 1939,
aut diamonds atouifited for inore than 70 percent, and rough or
uncut diamonds for more than 20 percent (in valbe).
More than 95 percent of the world's supply of rough diamonds is
produced in Africa. There is a small production in Btazil and
Venezuela. Development of the Venezuelan deposits may have
considerable possibilities.' Production and sale of virtually all the
African diamonds are under the strict control of a cartel. Sales of
these stones to dealers and cutters--are made through the cartel's
offices in London and Kimberley. Before the war there were important secondary markets in Antwerp and Amsterdam-the principal
cutting centers in Eutope-where many of the rough diamonds were
resold. Most of the rough or uncut gem diamonds reAching the
United States came through Belgium, the Netherlands, and- -'the
United Kingdom.
During the war the cutting industry in the United States has
expanded considerably. Palestine, the Union of South Africa, Brazil,
the United Kingdom, and Cuba have become the principal sources
of imports of cut diamonds.
1France, British India, the United Kingdom, Germany, Brazil,
Thailand, and Ceylon have been important suppliers of cut gem
stone other than diamnids. Natural pearls have been imported
principally from France, British India, and the United Kingdom
these sources largely market pearls produced elsewhere. Virtually all
cultured or cultivated pearls have come from Japan.
Over a long series of years imports of gems have shown a downward
trend, although they have also tended to increase in periods of Pro
perity and to decrease in periods of depression. Generally speaking,
rates of duty seem to have little effect on the importation of gems
although high duties have encouraged smuggling. In 1919 imports
amounted to 100.6 million dollars, in 1929 to 70.8 million dollars, and
in 1939 to only 38A million dollars, although population was much
larger and rates of duty were substantially lower in the latter year
than in the earlier years named. The actual decrease in the volume of
stones brought into this country, however, is probably understated
by these figures since sizable quantities of cut diamonds are said to
have been smuggled when the rates of duty were 10 and 20 percent
on the rough and cut stones, respectively.
Any consideration of the post-war demand for, and the supply of,
gem diamonds should properly take into account (1) that diamonds
are indestructible, or nearly so and virtually all of the stones that
hate been imported through tile years are presumably still in the
country, and serve to meet a considerable part of consumer demand,
being acquired by inheritance, by purchase, or as gifts; (2) that
supplies are accumulated by the syndicate and released from stock

a pwltibhUi
m
only i sh tn1t tkie; ad

(3) that lt gh n diamons f thost p are
for
osowientatlon, threat sometie purchasd for igton
and@ a hedge against in^tion;

In the firt few years aft
war t my dtirbl4 onm
goods not avilble at present will againbe o the market Mid Will
compete with jeels for the ose' doll
It sn pobabl
-a
that ts cmpetit
and the, 2Op~ernt intenal rete x on
jewe no tax in 1939), if it remans 'Af efect may $ t sm
extent accutlate demand Etet thoug prha by th pablo
may be Only slightly greter than in
ete o deale hae
been so depleted dringthe wAr thiat It is probable that the vale of
gem Imports will be considerably aboyo the- 19$1lvel0
A large part of the diatond-cutting business particOularly the
cutting of small stones wil doubtlss reett t Blurffin an-d -the
Netherlands4 The Unted Statesj hoeer, w prbaly tu t
cut a substantial part of the larger and higher quality diamonds.
POST-WAR WON TEEM
The contingencies that govefn the st p pynd price of diamonds
are o ttmerous and diverse that future dvlopments in the industry
cahnot beiforecast with any degree of accuracA4 The estimates of
import in the long. term, therefore, are bad on postulaed conditions
appoimating those that have ob'tied ln the pst.t is assumed that the bulk of lth- Imports of gem wl t of
diamonds, that the relative demand for the varios gems will be
about the saue as ihi 1939 (i, ff. that- ri chetige-in fasins will occur),
that most of the diamonds will be imported in cut form, and that
50-pereent changes in the present 10-perct duty oh cut stones
would have but slight effect on impoWt A decrias in the duty
might be partly or wholly absorbed by forei tter or dealrs, and
an inreae might tend t6 encourage sMUgg1ig.
Per capital IOOMn #t 19*9 lel.

At to about
The foreign value of total imports gems migt a.xoun.
40 million dollars, regrdless of
4 bha e in the duty. This fi

would exceed the 1939 figure by only about 5 per~bnt, or bss than
the increase in population, it bein utmwd that thee oud continue
to beia-downwa trend in4h1 per capita demand, thoug not so
marked s in the two decades preceding the war.
Per capital ncom 75 pen high

than:in 19*1

The foreign value of totel import. o ems might amtont to between
i stiima
60-70 iiffon doilas, regrdls o nge in dity.
asum thatso gre n nre i ince would ca pase. of
0- r n t than with incom as ik
tnis luxu item to wbe
109. Of coUis If style shou b muc si tremble to pm. than
before the Iwa this 6timate might t. to6 h1ig.
712S&-45---fl

Table: IMITATION AND SYNTHETIC GEM STONES
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G RNERAL

No data on UnitedI States production are available for If9, butt
DrduetIon is known to have beeh small. Exports were negligible.

Imports were as follows:

Class
(1,000 doars)
Synthetic gem sones, eit &tfaeeted ---- i
Imitation gem stonesjcut or faceted----------OTotal ---

FoteigI value.

Paragraph 1528 provides for imitation precious or smipres
st-Ones but does not provide for synthetic stones, the lattr, whtch are
not specifically provided for anywhere in the tariff act, are, however,
held dtitiable as imitation precious or semiprecious stones under pargraph 1528 at 20 percent ad valoreit.
imitation and synithetic stones differ in cothposition and production
and in other important respects, yet they ate competitive in the manufacture of miediim-priced jewelry, which, from the polntl iie* of
quiantity as welI as of value, is very important in the jewry field.
eough o
two kinds of gem stones tre, however, ditimilar
These
warrant separate treatment in this discussion.
IMItATION GEM STON9.4t
Imitation gem stones are manufactured principaly from s I
types of gls, although platics also are used They wrve minly
in the manufacture of low- and mediumnpriced jewlry and rduWed
articles, and for the ornamentation of wearing apsarel.
A large part of the imitation stones ifhported int thi country
consists of rhinestones, which are not produced in the United States,
More than 90 percent of the imports in 1939 were dutiable at th-e-0
percent rate. Other imitation gem stones were manufatured ithe
UjnitedfStates on a fairly large scale for the first time du the pe
ent wair. The foreign-m&de stones Are superior in quality an are
produced at a fraction of the cost of production in this count

fOst-*AM
*14?oflh Afl vOMOVd
P
OOM4Y

1200

im
During I*2S-49, PttSt4tesiitt of
ratngd ft Ita viilie of 4 miffonidollos int81¶l8 to a lo*
In i§aQ the f einue
million doUl4t
po wa
to is delia
almost 2 i tionrina
dollar. . Itmport do n the thave
t*
only about 5 percent of the sre
figue. (zeesokia hetn
been the foremost ¶odtcit countrt and, before th Wat ii tip
was the clied supplier of United Stats imports; Austria, Clerrany,
ind France were lesser soilres of, supply.
PosT~ t-Slt flntsm
Domestic production duritig the war has failed b

ilde argin4

to meet the delit inl suppliesg aused by the decline In pts, nd
deatles' stocks are rapidly being exhausted4 Th manttufcture lo
imitation: gem stones IOiCzechoolo+akia, the principal prwat pplie
is largely a home industry and it thtt country is ableat thie tdof
the war quicldy tor me exports to t, hie
Utates, imports doubts
less will be ionisderably abov e the, 1939tel.
Poot-Wie L^sg teru

Since pie-wat statistics of domestic ptoducti or gconsutltptioi at
post-*ar etimate for
th&.e items4 It IS known, however, that pre-war consumption WS
slpplied largely by iftip6its4 In VieW Of the sperior quality f
foreign-madeititlat1lIn stons anid the low costs of production abro-ad
it i's pobable that the geater pat ofUited Sitae u rien
will citinue to be imported after the Wat, It If doubtful ilef;n
a 50-percent increase hi the dut would pemit the maintienanc
after the *ar of more than it very small domestic hintdutry, if anty.
Change In the tariff rates on Jewelry would affet the ebmuptiop n
and Importation of imitatiot ge totne Itidifrtly4 The dihand for
imitatioft gem stores by the domtic )el industry, ather than
the tariff rates otl theft stones, largely detemine th e Importation f th
stones. It a lower tariff should eaue decline in doetic ewf
producilont, a simultaneous deliineItn the tariff on stone would hare
little effect in preventing a decline in4 the imports of thee stone.
If a higher tarif stimulated the domestic jewel indust, the higher
prics of the Imported stones would not stand in the wy itheir
importatitn.
The allowing estimate of port of imittin gem stones are
based lArn on the production level of the jeWelry industry "st
forth i tte discussion on jewelty.
not available, It would be difficult to firnilsh

Per capital Iecom, atIO
l9f;L
e

The foreign alue of imports of imitation gen stones might amount
to aout 2% million dollars if duties (on te: stone MA on, ewey)
are the- sime -a in 1939 or
ineed by 0 percent (slightly IJ.
under the former ssumption than under the lttW) and to about
1 milMion dollars if the duties in effect in 1939 are reduced by 50
percent.

tlw

|vWAUn 'OS .lRAiP
i;_?sAdtfLrow
Per te4t. atum. to pmner hdgksv they l0- j
The foreign ni1e of -hapofeLA;^.0"
Mh& b 6't4

mihio ndelrifthmdutimntkesteni 1039,orZi
3% million doif the duths k
toe
lO**)J
andrbout
1039ae reduced by 60 pe --e-t:

dbZ
et ia

Synthetic gem stones are composed of the same element as the
natural gem stones tey simulate.- Tey have the semne chemical
pvi If and optical prpertie s the atrl stones.
mthetio gmn4o matia r*widely d In-th
ndcure
of synthetic gem! stones for rtediihn-piIced jewelry4 Synthetic
corund (sapphire and ruby) is aso being ut
on an `ireasing
scale for industrial, military, and other purposes. Among the most
important of thes ae jewel eins for Watches, preon itrua
meats, and scientific apparatus thea guides; eletriaila
and tips for gauges.
Before 1941, virtually All United States requirements of syntheti
stones were met by imports from Europe in the form of jeelrings
and, to a less
tent of the stones theise61ve. Statistic a not
to show the total imports in all form, but irpnjxts of ¢ut
avahiable
synthetic gem stones in 1*37 were valued at $216,700. Germny
was the Prncpl supplier.
With the outbreak of the war and the great need for je-we bn
to supply military and industrial requiremente it became lecesaWry
to develop the
of synthetic- corundum and of
jewel bearings. domestic
ProduCersproduction
in the united Stats are noW aPble of
meeting total domestic reiremtents fqr synthetic corundum Een
in the brief time that synthetic corundum has been proud in this
country, srificant technologicl improve ento have beoh derloped

in its production Although, during, tle r -productlion has gone
industrial: uses (for jewel beatings), there has also bjdevelopmeat of technology the cutting of gem ston, both ituril and
synthetic. In short, an industry ha. b developed wih, although
established for the purpose of sP lying t ate" prao uct in warso tih productis o ofrnthetic
tmo (jewel bearings) 's ad
There i little doubt that synthetic stones,
whether
gm stone.
or imported, will find a tonxtntly expanding mt for
domestic
both industrial and ornamental purpose, with industia4lpplications
absorbing by far the heater part of the otuie.
into

Post-War Short Tern

It seems likely that rough synthetio stones for industry purposes
(jewel bearings) bewi
tll
o
lagely :from domestic reduces
sine suppy will presumably be ailable from domestic
and may or some time be dimcultto obti from abroad.
Cut synthetic gem stones have not been produced in ts country
during the war, and it is doubtful whether imports hare been adequate
to meet current demand. When wartime restrictions on the jewlry

kit.
P5VV30
flflZWfl
RMI!ORXt
flM.flIO

1
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indutr

ifted,*bo m the oduoo of Jewly is petd
the
indust
wi doubtls reqe substatidl quit tif 4
and
sytheti ste. With the lim.tqof vilab s1ply o .e
possible lntnipt a thelrto bi s
o
onv
ha a
abroad), the conumptio ofth doMstic and Importejthote
gem stons may lase. Auming adequate supply, imponi might
be above the ioo level.\
POSTMWAN LONO ThMM

BecAu stpthetic gem stones areimpervious to wear and have
manr other esrble qulities It is likely that per capitainsumption
wil since in the longterm period. It is ssmed that the oup
tion of'thes6 Stnes may followZ in a general way thie cdiv of Jewelry
production6 IDomestiec onumption and importWould thero b
m
nfduenced
by tha duty on ediunprid
jewel Thehigher the
the
more
duty on
the domestic consumption of gem
ielry
stone wold b inea
e i the duty on them should also be
incased. The way in whih this. additional consumption would be
divided between domestic and imported stones would, however
depend -on relative costs of the two, including the height of the tarif
on imported stones, and there I no p time experience to save' ase
guide. The domestic industry is a war-developed industry ad hs
not been isubjet to foreign competition even in wartime still less
under more normal conditions. XRow much of the nuiry would
survive if the tariff duties were the same as the present rates (being
also those in effect throughout the greater part of 1939), namely, 20
percent on cut atones and 60 percent on uncut, or if these duties were
increased or decreased by 80 percent, is uncertain. Obviowusl, there
would be more assurance of survival (other thins being equal) under
the higher than under the lower rates.
Ig view of-the foregoing
circumstances, it i
to make
impragtircable
of production and impiort, respetively, baped on the several
estimates
assumptions as to duty. Estimates of consumption, as it mit be
afect4 by hige or lower national income, are, however, subject to
perhaps meat hazard.
itolAc -at 1USD -el.
Por e6pUS
Consumption of cut synthetic gm stones might be in the neihbor
hood of $260,000, vayig somewhat with chg in the dutie on
jewr. Th gumption is bod on imports before the war, which
almost au
States nsumption, with allowance for an
sUppolie
increase in per oapita consumption over 1939 and an incrs in
population.
Per capita fncom 75 percent highertha itn 199.

Consumption of sey'nth tic em stones might amount to about
$460 00) rying somewhat wttWchanxes in the dlutieson ewlry.
allone for the increased produdion of jewer tha
This
would occur under a gher income level in the same ratio a etted
in the statement on jewelry.
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LACE AND LACS ARTICLES
iT'tiI iavraph:
Commodity:

Rates of duty:

129 (W).
Laces and lame artiles
(not lneltuding werting apirel brhind;kerchb ),
45%, 60% 60%, 65%, ERquieil
ad va}.
and

ad vakorem (1989): 64%.

90F.
No".-The rate find in the Tariff Act of 1D

an the artidie Whoded in this report woo go permt ad
valorem. The rate on various Item was tedueed to 46, 59 00 cepeOeent, p t to trade aee nents
(Jone 16, 16), ad th U .d
with Belgium (May 1, 1936), SwItrland (February 1J; l0g),'Frua.e
1, 9).
dom (Jnuar

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Ialo of

Imports

Imports
A.-arent wo- (lade

v-

Totel m

Item

8,61 8,831
....
aevers laws ($1 00) ........
842
842
fBobbiet (to)o)
Other mac ne-made 1m, and lsem ar-5
i
(*1,000)
-591-bl
--tidles
.

.

3,796
1I00

6,481
2ZW

7*0
1,48R2
100
---_ 189.
.-----.-.-.
I
ML 11,118
10 04 10,004
Total-1
......
00...............
4, 250 .-.
Persons employed (number)

hand-made laoe ($1,000)

........

....

..............

........

....

15,112
3,

43
78
71
Z172
100
1,.
189
IS
.....
62
21,182
....

....

I Landed value; Includes $8,476,000 foreign value, $4,148,000 duty, and $486,000 (734 percent) landing

The lace-making industry in the United States 'in 1939 included
`653 Le-vers lace machines 63 bobbinet machines, and 973 Barmen lace
machines. Rhode Island had the largest number of Levers lace machines, and New York the largest number of bobbinet machines; the
lace machines were confined to Pennsylvaluia and Connecticut.
Barme'n
France is normally the largest producer of Levers lace and is followed
by the United Kingdom' the United Kingdom is normally the largest
producer of cotton bobbinet; Frasnce, of silk and rayon bobbinet;
Germany, of Barmen-lace.
Levers laces.--Levers lace machines, although not so huge as the
Nottingham lace-curtain machines, are large and expensive machines
which use mulch finer yarns and make a greater variety of products.
Sme are as wide as 224 inches and weigh as much as 12 tons. They
10 to 36 meshes to
range in gage from 5 to 18 points, making lace with have
a range from
the inch. In the American industry the machities
7 to 14 points and make lace with 14 to 28 meshes to the inch-.About
two-thirds of the domestic machines have 9 to 10 points; less than 10
percent have 12 points or more and are capable of making the finer
laces. The domestic industry supplies the bulk of the domestic
demand for coarse and medium laces but the large demand for fine
I

Excluding Nottingham lace-curtain machine manufactures, Imports of which are dutiable under juara-

graph 92u (Q. v.).
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IMPORTS AND DOMMESTICPRODUCIIO2

laces of 12 points or more is supplied-msinly by imports; particularly
imports from France and to a lesser extent from the United KIngdom
LeVers lace used chiefly for making or ornamenting- women's
apparel, ar subject to fluctuations in demand according to chag
in fashion, and heretofore world fashions in lace have beea dictated
by Parisian couturiers.
Levers laces include (f) narrow
insertions, and galloons,
from )inch to 8 inches in width; (2)edginMgs
flouncm 12 to 64 inches wide;
(3) "all-overs," in which the pattern is repeated without top or scallop
to the full width of the machine and indefinitely in length; (4) veils
and veilings; and (5) miscellaneous articles. In the decade before the
war, all-overs predominated in domestic production; imports were
largely narrow laces, particularly narrow a enciennes (usually known
as vals) in inch to 4-inc widths.
The rate of duty or-the coarser Levers cotton laces which constitute the bulk of the domestic production is unchanged from the 90percent ad valorem fixed in the Tariff Act of 1930, but rates of duty
on other Levers laces have been changed by trade agreements with
France and the United-Kingdom. Imports of Levers machine-msAA
laces in 1939, with rates of duty, were as follows:
Value (1,000 Rate of duty
percentl)
00
90
65

dollars)
Levers machine-made laes:
Cotton, 12-point and finer-$2, 58
241
Cotton, coarser than 12-point 174
Bilk, veils and vellingsSilk, other-637
Rayon, veils and veilings -180
Rayon, other-6
Total or average-3,795

66
6

90
63

Bobbinet8.-Bobbinets are plain, unfigured, lace fabrics made with
hexagonal meshes. Most of them are made of cotton, but substantial
amounts of the finer grades are made of silk or rayon.
United States production is mostly cotton bobbinets of coarse and
medium grades, particularly mosquito nets. Imports arn stly fine
dress nets of cotton, silk, and rayon, from the United Kingdom and
France.
On ordinary cotton bobbinets the statutory duty of 90 percent ad
valorem has been retained hilt on cotton bobbinets having 225 or
more holes per square inch (this kind is not made in the Unita
States)
the duty was reduced in the United Kingdom trade agreement to 46
percent ad valorem. In the French tre agreement (effective June
15, 1936) the duty oIn silk and rayon bobbinets was reduced to 66 pecent ad valorem, and in the United Kingdom trade agreement the
duty on silk bobbinets was further- reduced to 60 percent ad valorent.
Imports of bobbinets in 1939, with rates of duty, were as follows:
Value (1,000 Rat of duty
Bobbfnets:
(percent)
Cotton, having 225 or more holes per dollars)
$838
45
squareinch.90
Cotton, other -161
0
223
Silk65
Rayon -89
65
Total or average1,801

1,21(
i
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$150 ot mote per pound.
POST.WAR SHORT TERM
it se likely
Judgng bi the peiod wich foLwed World War I in
d
that World War II will be followed by a st retival the dbeit
e
for lae". Thi Incree demand will probably of grtest
t the domestic la mlls and will rslt n prouction much larger
ta that of 1939. If the extent of whewar damage to the lace Mailb at
Calis, the largest producer of fine , proves o -be as grett as
currently reported, Impot. of ace itO the United States may be
reduced to leiss th those of 1939.

POST.WAR LONG TERM
Conaiumptle, Produtaion, sad IMnPto
Lace is peculiarly subject to changes of fashion. In the estimate
which follow, It is Assumed that the element of fashion in the toa demand and in the relative demand for different types will be about the
same as in 1939. As that element is largely unpredictable, however,
the estimates are subject to more than the usual possibility of ror.
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fo g ie f import iht
DY incread by 60 pec tO-The
be 14-16 million dolla an dthd, 2&42 milie ( 56
percent of consomption>. The value of production poi* would be
about o0 million dolars a yer.
Br.
United States exjprts of laest and lace articles lth h ot
separately recorded, hve never been large and prob y siifint
quantity can be exored m the future.

Assuming the same ratio of employment to product as i 1939
under the assumptions already made as to duty and national income
employment might ratfge front 4,50 to 7,000 peons A reduction
of .50 percent in the duty might cause employment to be aboat 10-IS
percent less, and an increase of .50 percent in the duty might case it
to be 3-4 percent greater than it would otherwise have been.
EMBROIDERED HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
Tariff paragraph: 1529 (a).
Commodity:
Fabrics and articles ornamented with embroidery
etc,.
(not including wearing aprel or handkerchef).
Rate of duty:
600 and 90% ad val. Equivalent ad worem (I)
from the
Impo
dutiable imports, 87%.
Philippines duty free.

On

Ncns.-Tbe articles covered by this report were all dutiable at pcent ad vlor mder the Tariff
Act of IM. The rate on various items was reduced to 60 percent, effective ebry 1s, 1941, prsnt to
trade agreement with Switzerland.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Item

Production'

Valuw($i0)-' 14,W
-

Imports

' 7,8mg

,1,p,,

Apent
|mp
tion toca

11,89

66

Production in continental United States and Puerto Rico.
'Landed value; includes $4,282 000 foreign value, P,Z%0.0 duty, and $214,000 (5 perVent) for 1Ading
taret. The foreign value ihle $415,00 worth of arthie enterd from the PhlDppines
duty-ree
'Estimated.

Embroidered articles (except wearing apparel and handkerchiefs)
include some yard goods (in the piece), but are mostly household
articles such as embroidered tablecloths, table runners, table mats,
doilies, luncheon sets, bridge sets, pillowcases, and guest towels. The
basic material in such embroideries made in continental United
States and in Puerto Rico is mainly cotton cloth, followed by linen,
The basic material in imports is principally linen cloth, followed by
cotton. This group is usually known as decorative household linens.

POST-WAR

IMPOI1T6
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Production of this class of embroideries in continental United Stateu,
predominainly by mahine, ii not aratel record, but has pb
rougl estimated at more thya n on tare in 1939. ShipmentW
of 'hakd.embroidered householdarticls:from Puero
:
Rico tol'i
t
United States in 1939 were valued at $896,000. Production icontinent'altiud States and Pueto Rico combindmay, therefore, be
estimated for 1939 at approximately 4 million dolla .
United States sports of embroidered articles (not including wearing
apparel or hatdkerchiefs) iX 1939 had a foreign value of 4.3 million
dollars. Nearly twothirds cane from Chna; other sources were the
Philippines ($415,000 duty-free) the Madeira and Cana=y Islands,
Japan, Italy, France, and the Utited Xingdom. All imports from
Asia and most of those from Europe were embroidered by hand.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The demand for embroidered household articles is influenced to some
extent by current fashions, but it appears probable that after the war
the demand will be very strong for domestic machine-made as well as
for Puerto Rican and foreign hand-made embroideries of this class.
Resumption of imports from China will probably result in a return
to the pre-war condition of a preponderance of foreign hand-embroidered articles.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Importk

In the following estimates of imports it is asumned that, in accordance with the provisions of existing law, imports from the Philippines
in the long-term post-war period will be subject to the same duties as
those from other foreign countries. The imposition of duties on the
Philippine products might materially reduce the imports from that
source, but it would probably have no great effect in reducing total
in the
consumption or total imports, or in increstig production

United States; the principal efect would probably be a shift of the

sources of imports to other countries, especially China. Since the
imports from the Philippines were a relatively small-proportion of the
total imports, any error in this assumption as to the effect of the
imposition of duties on the Philippine articles cannot result in any
considerable margin of error in the estimates of total imports, consumption, or production.
Per capital income at 1D3D level.

Duty as in 1989.-The demand for embroidered household articles
is influenced somewhat by the current vogue and by the competition
from unembroidered types, such as those made from bleached, printed,
or colored fabrics. On the assumption that this competition will be
about the same as in 1939, the increase in population will result in a
10-percent increase in quantity. Assuming a 20-percent increase in
unit values (chiefly by reason of a higher price for cotton) tota values
of both imports and production would be about 32 percent above those
of 1939. The value of consumption might be 15.8 million dollar.
Imports would have a foreign valueof 5.7 million dollars (10.5 million
dollars, landed value), and production-would be valued at 5.3 million
dollars.

t
?OST "'MPOWXM-A:ND
1214214
DO'AtTIO iXD6tf11t
Duty reduce 50 pr ~.-onuttiOh Might bvie
tsu tX 17.3
mURiiondollars. nixportA Woild prpbibly bi doble th i f
i
1939 jj MRit
quantity; and Mii-lii only i 1-pereet itcreaie 9ir
values- (bKause of the clusion of a largerpe t oflwer Miadm
gods) inta&ed of 20 percent, 'as abe, the total foreign value- ould

be about 9.5 million dollars (13.7 million dollars, added alue).
Assuming a 10-perceiit decrease in quantity of- production, and
'with
uit valuessAi 11 939 because of' th increase in competition irom
abroad, the 'total value of production would be about 3.6 million
dosllars.Dy.increased by 50 percen.-Consumption might decrease to 15.6
minion dollars. With the duty averaging about 120 percent: ad
valorem, imports would probably deckease at least a third in quantity,
and be confined. to high-grade articles havIng an average unit value
50 percent above that of 1939. The total foreign valueof imports
would then be the same as in 1939, or about 4.3 million dollars (9.6
million dollars, landed value). On the assumption that production
would increase 20 percent in quantity and that unit values would be
25 percent above those in 1939, the total value of production would be
about 6 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in I989.

Duty a8 in 1939.-Consumption might be about 50 percent greater
than with income unchanged and might amount to 23.3 million
dollars. Both imports and production would increase substantially
in quantity, possibly about 35- peftetit above the figures based -on an
unchanged income. Assuming that unit values of both imports and
domestic production increased 10-15 percent over the prices at the
lower income level, the foreign value of imports would be about 8.4
million dollars (15.5 million dollars, landed value), and the value of
production would be about 7.8 million, dollars.
Duty reduced 60 percent-Consumption might increase to 27.7
million dollars. Imports would probably be at least 60 percent
greater in quantity than with an unchanged duty, and assuming
only a 10-percent increase in unit values (because of the inclusion of
a larger proportion of low-grade goods), ,the total foreign value would
be about 15.5 million dollars (22.4 million dollars landed. value).
Under the impact of the larger imports, production would probably
decrease both in quantity and in Itvalue from the figures estimated
above with the duties unchanged; the total value of production might
be about 5.3 million dollars.
Duty increased 60 percent.-Consumption might be valued at 23
million dollars. Imports might be much smaller in quantity- than
with the duty a in 1939, but because of restriction to high grades,
might be considerably higher in unit value. The total foreign value
then- would be about 6.5 million dollars (14.5 million dollars landed
value). Production might, therefore, have a total value of about
S.4 million dollars.
Exports

United States exports of household articles ornamented with embroidery and so forth are not separately recorded, but are known to
be negligible.

Table: [No Caption]
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Data on nited States production, 'imports, and consumption for
-_,____._'_
1939 are given below:
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Embroidery is ornamental- stitching and requires a foundation such
as cloth, net, or other fabric, on which it is worked. Embroidery
may be done by hand or by machine. Machine-made embroideries
embroidery machines, many of
are produced on (1) schiffli
, power
them as wide as 15 feet; these ae multi-nedle mi
driven, and usually equipped with automatic Jacquard attachments'
(2) "Swiss" hand-mbroider machines av gig 6 feet in width
these are multi-needle mahne., operated by hand; and (3) Bonnaz
or- Comely on-needle stitching machines operated by hand or power.
Most of the embroideries produced in Switzerland, Grmany, the
United Kingdom, and continental United States atre machine-made,
whereas the produced in China, Japan, the Philppines, th Madeira
and Canary Islands, and Puertd Rico ate hand-made, as are mostof
those produced in countries suchaso Itly-and France.
Data are not available as to tho quantity or value of the embroideries
produced in -contineental United State.- The domestic industry
includes contrt factories which work On material :supplied by ot ,
and regular factories which own their materials and se fiishedprod
ucts. including sales by the regular factories and receipts for work
done by contract faStor, the total receipt of embroidery factores
in 1939 were 24.4 million dollars, of which 13.7 million dollar was for

(shuttle)
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schiffli-machine work, 6.1 million dollars for Bonnaz and Cornely
machine work, and 4.6 million doll rs,forwork done on handmaciies
,or that doneby hand. The valueof :He embroideredgoods produced
may be estimated at about doubleWe tota reipts shown above
or about 50 million dollars. Deducting the value of embroidered
handkerchiefs and embroidered household articles (bEith of which are
discussed elsewhere), the value of the embroidered wearing apparel
produced by the industry of continental United States was-probably
in the neighborhood of 40 million dollars. The center for the pro.
duction of schiffli and hand-machine embroidery is in northern New
Jerseysr~whereas that for single-needle-machine (Bonnaz and Comely)embroidery and hand embroidery is in New York Cit
In addition to the production in continental Unite. States there is
also considerable production in Puerto RIco. Shipments of embroidered wearing apparel from Puerto Rico to the United States in
1939, all hand-embroidered, were valued at 7.4 million dollars. Total
United States production is therefore estimated to have been 47.4
million dollars.
Imports of embroidered wearing apparel in 1939 (including a small
quantity ornamented with lace) had a foreign value of 7.3 million
dollars. Of this total, 5.9 million dollars, or 81 percent, entered dutyfree from the Philippine Islands, and consisted mainly of women's
underwear, slips, and nightgowns, children's dresses, and infants'
wear, all hand-embroidered and mostly of cotton. Dutiable imports
in 1939 were largely from China, Japan, and France. The principal
dutiable imports were (1) embroidered silk wearing apparel, mainly
from China (of Oriental types such as coolie coats, mandarin coats,
kimonos, and pajamas), with some from-France, Japan, and other
countries ($479,000); (2) embroidered gloves and mittens of wool,
mainly from China and Japan ($266,000); (3) embroidered rayon
wearing apparel, mainly from Japan ($203,000); and (4)- cotton
hosiery with embroidered clocking, mainly from France ($99,g00).
Total imports in the decade before the war increased steadily from
2.8 million dollars in 1933 to 7.3 million dollars in 1939.
In --the following estimates it is assumed that in accordance with
existing law. (the Philippine Independence ActS, imports from the
Philippine Islands will, not later than July 4, 1946, become subject to
the same duties as imports from other foreign countries. The imposition of full duties on the Phili pine products would materially reduce
imports from that country and would probably result in a decrease in
total imports. It is possible however that some new arrangement
may be made with the Philippine Isiands whereby United States
imports of Philippine embroideries will be accorded some form of
preferential treatment for some time beyond July 4, 1946. There are,
of course, various intermediate abilities between entire freedom of
trade-and the application of the full duties. Any such change, were
its duration to extend into the long-term period, would necessitate a
modification of the estimates herein made on the basis of the provisions
in existing law.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM-

It appears probable that embroidered wearing apparel for women,
children, and infants will be in strong demand after the war and that
consumption will be considerably greater than in 1939. As heretofore,

POS-WAR IMPORTS AD DOMUTIC. PBODUCTION
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thebulk of -thiconsunption
willudoubtles^ibe si4plied by* theindusky
in contineital UnitedStates and Puerto fRio. It einklikely tht
importswill be smaller than in 1939 for, irrespective of the ultimate
effect of the Philippin6e Independence uAt, or any modification thereof9
it may take some time to reestablish the handembroidery industry
in the Far East.
POST.W-AR LONG TERM
Conumptoa, Producdon, and Importi
Per capita income at .1939 level.

The demand for wearing apparel ornamented with embroidery or
lace fluctuates with fashion trends, but it is here assumed that such
q
ornantation bwillb as'popular
in the long rnms in 1939.
Imports of wearing apparel ornamented with embroider or lace ih
1939 included 5.9 nlioi dollars worth from thee Philippine Islands
free of duty and 1.4 million dollars worth fr~om other countries with
duty averaging 80 perenelt ad -valorem, If imports fom h6e Philippines become dutiable at the full rate, they wil probably amount, at
most, to only a- smal fraction of the, quantity received befre the war
Only if living standards in the Phippine industry were o be depressed to, or even below, the level in other producing ars of the
Far East, does it seem possible that the Philippines could export to
the United States any sizeable quantities of embroidered apparel
such- a they exported in the pre-wa period.
Probably only a small part of the deficit inimorts from the Philip
pines would be replaced by increased imports from other oountries.
The greater part of it would probably: be replaced by embroidery
produced in continental United Statep and Puerto Rico, largely
consisting, however, of machine-ornamented rather than of handornamented garments There might be some slight decline in total
consumption of embroidered :wearing apparel, including both handmade and machine-made; but for the most part the effect on consumers
of making all imports subject to a duty of about 80 percent ad valorem
(i. e., on the assinption of the duty as in 1939) would be to bring
abut a shift from hand-made to machine-made embroidery
Duty as in 1939.-On the foregoing assuiptions, it seems probable
that the total quantity of embroidered wearing apparel imported
would not be more than one-third as much s in 1939; it might amount
to not more than' 2.4 million dollars, based on foreign value comnutpa
at 1939 prices, with possibly $400,000 worth coming from the Philip
pines,. and 2.0 million dollars worth coming from other countries.
Allowing for a 20-percent increase in unit prices, mainly because of
higher costs of the basic fabrics, the foreign value of the import
might be in the neighborhood of 2.9 million dollars, d the landed
value might be approximately 6.4 million dollars.
The value of domestic production (continental United States and
Puerto Rico) in 1939 has been estimated at approximately 47.4
million dollars. In accordance with the asumptions as to replace
ment of imports from the Philippines by domestic productions
discussed above, and allowing both for a 10-percent increase in population and for a 20-percent rise in prices as indicated above, totaldomestic production would be 72.6 million dollars. Adding to this
t The loaded value %tbe Impots aeuned to be so doplacd (twin that of the Imports sotualymotwngo)
would be 10.8 million llars.
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-Of some 48 mbllon s hain-dkecbf (35.8 million 4*in ad
in continental United States, 5.5 million made in Puerto RlocW; and 7
million- imported) available for eonsumption inl the United States 'in
1939, those ornamented with embryo idr apparently constituted about
27 percent, or-13 zniFou d~qn (6b pillQU dozen otna rented in continental United. Sta, 3.5 million ornamented in Puerto Rico, and 3
million ipore)
Production inm continental Uinted States of about 6 .5 million dozen
embroidered handkerchiefs in 1939 is indicated by census I-ireppa
which showed 5.9 million dozen embroidered at a cost of 1.2 million
dollars, and an unrecorded quantity sold for $395,000. New Jersey
was thp main producer.
Shipments of handkerchiefs from Puerto Rico to- the continental
United State in 1939 were recorded - about 6.5 million dozen, valued
at about 6.4 million dollars; nearly 3.7 million dozen of these were
cotton, averaging $0.79 a dozen,; and" 2.9 million dozen were linen,
averaging $1.24 a dozen. These shipments included (1) handker
chiefs made and ornamented by hand in Puerto Rico, with or without
hand-rolled hems; (2) handkerchiefs embroidered by machine min cintinental United States and sent to Puerto Rico to be completed with
hand-rolled hems; and (3) handkerchiefs with hand-rolled hems but
no embroidery. The number included which were made and embroidered by hand 'in Puerto Rico is not separately recorded, but may
be estimated at Approximately half of the total shipments, say 3.5
million dozen, On this basis, the combined production of embroidered
handkerchiefs i continental United States and in Puerto Rico in 1939
totaled about 10 million dozen.
United States imports of embroidered handkerchiefs in 1939 were 3
million dozen, with a foreign value of 2.6 million dollars. About 90
percent in terms of quantity and 82 percent in ter of value were
from Chiina; most of the remainder came from Switzerland and the
Madeira Islands. About 97 percent were linen. With the exception
of the small quantity from Switzerland, virtually all were embroidered
or otherwise ornamented by hand,--and most were also made with
hand-rolled hems.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The immediate post-war demand for ornamented handkerchiefs
will probably be substantially above that in 1939. The bulk of this
demand wilf be supplied, as heretofore, by domestic production, but
there will also be a large increase in imports, induding not only handembroidered handkerchiefs from China but also machine-embroidered
handkerchiefs from Switzerland.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
It is assumed that the competitive position of Puerto Rico will be
substantially the same as it was i- 1939.
Per capita Income at 1959 level.
Duty as in 1989.-Taking into consideration the pre-war trend to-

ward the ornamentation (with embroidery or other forms of fancy
needlework) of a larger percent e of the total handkerchiefs, and the
increase in population, it is probable that both imports and produc-

rwr-W.A IMPwwk-Awl
t DMAfC irwutrcrxi

2
122:1

tion mar be abott 20 e t hige in quiatity thin in 1939, A'klag that unit jrlces for th imports and p ution iRlice 20
rtlclat i
percent bectase of the likelihood of increase ss
cotton, the importd handkerchiefs would b mined at a t $1.
(foreign value) per dnen, and the domestic handkerchiefs t $1.20 a
dozen. Imports would then be 3.6 million dozen, with a foreign
value of about 3.7 million dollars, and production (in continental
United States and Puerto Rico) would be about l1 million dozen,
valued at 14.5 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 pe.rcent-Imports might be about two-thirds
greater in quantity tha with duties as in 1939 but, because of the iclusion of a larger percentage of low grsde goods, unit pnces might, be
about 10 percent lower. Imports -would then be about 6 million
dozen, with a foreign value of about 5.7 million dollars. Production
ght bo about Oe64x4th les thn wth unchanged duties; that is 10
doen valued at 10 million dollars, prices declining materially
million
because of increased competition of, imports.
Duty increased by 50 perce.-Imports ight be about 40-50 percent less in quantity than at the 1939 rate ofduty and be confined to
ornamented handkerchiefs of the higher grades with unit price
averaging perhaps 20 percent higher. If so, imports would be about
2 ilfion dozen with a foreign value of about 2.4 million dollar.
ght be -about 13 million dozen valued at 17 million
Pductio
dollars, price being somewhat higher than with unchanged duties.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than In I99.
Duty as in 1989.-The increase in purchasing power wouldun.
doubtedly stimulate the demand for handkerchiefs ornamentei with
embroidery or other form of fancy needlework. Both imports and
production might be about one-fourth greater in quantity, and one.
tenth higher, in unit prices, than with income a i 19$9. Imports
would then be -about 4.5 million dozen, with a foreign value of 5.2
million dollars, and production would be about .15 million dozen
valued at 20 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Impoit would probably increa
sharply and might be twice as great in quantity as with unchang6d
duties; became of the inclusion of 4 larger percentage of low.grade
goods however, the aversgprice ight be considerably lower than
with Juties asin 1939. Imports might thus be about 9 million dozen,
with a foreign value of about 9.4 mion dollar Domestic production might be about 12 million dozen, valued at 1S. million dollars.
Duty increaed by 60 percent.-Imports might drop in quantity to 3
million dozen, but, because of higher average unit values, might bave
a total foreign value of 3.9 mion dollars. Production might b
about 15 million dozen, valued at 21 million dollars.
United State. exports of handkerchiefs embroidered or otherwise
ornamented are not separately recorded, but are known to be small.

Zmpfoymat
Data are not available to show the number of workers engaged in
embroidering or otherwise ornamentighndkerchiefsgin tinental
United States and Puerto Rico. Much of this work is cared on in
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withla value of 90-91 million dollars depend gon the ra of duty.
experts an are very Mm
imports are much smaller
in duty
relation to domestic produactionan o m o,
could carmely have more than a neggible effect on total production
and consumption.
.'Duty a. in 19S9,-Irp9t might be at approximately the average
value of 1931-39. Assuming prices at very little above the01939
level, they would have a foreg value of 0.2 million dollars,-or
about 34 percent more t in 1939.
60.-mports might be five times towith
Duty 6edPcedere
the duties as mi 1939 and have a foreign value of about 1 million
dollarp.- They would then constitute about 1 percent of the total value
of consumption.
Duty ir'creaed by 50 percen.-Imports might be one-fourth less
than with the duty unchanged and might have a foreign ialue of 0.15
million dollars. They would then constitute lee than 0.2 percent of
the total value of consumption.

Minor

.

Per capital Income 75 percent higher than

1959.

Consumption might be 15 percent larger in quantity than with
income as in 1939 and, because at such an income level there would
probably be a large demand for the more expensive garments, the
30 percent. Consumption might
average unit value might increase
thus be valued at about 137- million dollars. Production for the
domestic market might-have a value of 1351;5-137.0 million dollars.
Changes in the duties by 50 percent would have6 only'a slight effect on
production and consumption since the proportion supplied by imports
would remain very small under all duty assumptions.
Duy as in 1939.-Imports would probably have a total foreign value
about 50 percent above that at the low income level, or about 0.3
million dollars. They would, however,*constitute lees than 0.3 percent
of the value of consumption.
Duty dereased by 50 percen*.-Imports might have a foreign value
of about 1.5 million dolrs11, or about 1 percent of the total valut of
consumption. The foreign value of imports would then be about
10 times that in 1939.
Duty increased by 50 petcent.-Imports might decline somewhat
below the level estimate if there were no change in dutyr. They
might be expected to supply about 0.2 percent of the totl value of
consumption, or to have a foreign value of about 0.25 million dollars.

Exports
With world income as in 1939 exports might have a value equal to the
average for the years 1936-39, or 1.8 million dollars. With increased
world income, and assuming no higher trade barriers than in 1939,
exports might increase to 2.5 million dollars.
Employment

With per capita income at the 1939 level, employment might be in
the neighborhood of 20,000 workers. With per capital income 75 percent higher than in 1939, the number of-workers employed might be
about 23,000.
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 ar given below:
,
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I Includes elastic webbing (produced in the cotton narrow-fabris industry) valid at $1606,000, and
elastic- orst fabrics more than 12 inches in width, not separately recorded, but estimated to have been
valued at 4 million dollars.
'Licded value; it inclhes foreign value, duty, and 5-percent landing charges. Foreign value was $19,000.

* Elastic fabrics containing india rubber may be divided ir~to two
groups: (1) "NarroW" ilatic fabrics, not more than 12 inches in
width; pitiQed on a yardas basis in the cotton-smallware indus,
and (2) elasticcorset fabrics, which are usually made in wide widtih
or in separate pieces of 12 by 20 inches and' 14 by 21 inches by concerns
specializing in elastic goods. Narrow elastic 4abrics, are used in the
production of such articles as gartr, suspenders, supporters, and
parts of underwear. The wider elastic fabrics are used in brassieres,
corsets, and other body-supportin garments.
Practically the same mate= are used whether for braided,
woven, or knit elastic fabrics. The rubber is either in square threads
cut from rubber sheets of the appropriate thickness, or in round
threads formed by, extrusion of lax through an orifice. This round
rubber thread called latexe" is8 made under an American patent,.
which some foreign manufacturers have been licensed to use. fIt has
been on -the market since the latter part of 1931. Rubber threads,
square-cut or round, may be used uncoyered or -covered with- yarn.
Any textile yarn may be used for this covering, but usually it s- fine
cotton or cotton and rayon. Fabrics made from latex yarn are
lighter in weight than those formerly made from squaut rubber
threads.- Fine rubber threads have pIade ible,-the: twowasy
stretch fabrics because they an: be used as-both warp and filling
threads in weaving, -and for the actual loop Tormation Jin knitting..
The bulk of domestic production consists of narrow fabrics. Total
production of woven and braided narrow fabrics was valued at 25.
million dollars in 1929 at 14.9 itillion ia 1937 and 1.1. million in
1939. Production of elastic cort fabrics is not" paraly recorded.
(knit on
Imports are mainly "hand-1o~ned" corset strhla
frames). Supporter elastic, usuay in Jacquard design s
imported in small quantities. Total imports were valued at $206,000

f
fet#
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f 228t
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i 19, $161,000 in 198;Aki
c i i939.
ad
more than 75 pret of tle total bore 1936, fin

and 31 perpe
Japan supplied 29p ,4,in 137, 241prcent
in 193 mportfrom the United Kingdom during the thirt
were 15-20 percent of the total value.
?Exportcrist ng mainly-of~haro eatic- fabics delie
from $1 476,0 in 1929 to $353,000 in 1933'and eto $940,0 i
1939. the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and Cuba have
been the principal markets.
In: the estimates which.follow it is aeswned that th 4demad for
both narrow elastic.fabrics and elastic -coet clothing par of india
rubber) ill continue after the war. Narrow- fabrics usd in the
production of garters, suspenders, and parts of underwear, will
probably be made with rubber threads as in the prewar perod. On
thie other hnd, pregres has been achieved in the production of
elastid fabrics without riibber, and if larger quantities of satisfactory
corset fabric are produced from nylon,: vinyon, or other synthetic
yar,- the value of production, imports aind exports of elastic fabrics
.using rubber in the long-term post-r period might be much snaller
than indicated.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

During the war the narrow-ware industry has been enged prinipally in the production of nonelaatick webbing for. Gove}uent orr.
Tbis limitation, together, with the scarcity, of rubber during th war,
will increae the demand for elastic fabrics in the ~immediate post-.wr
Production in the United States of both elastic webbi ra4d
peri
elastlc corset cloth might be 20 to 30 percent greater th in 1939.
Imports will probably b negligible, icularly since Frce will need
to replace stocks which have beoe depleted
POST-WAR LONG TERM
-.Consumption, Ptoductldn, and Imports
Per capital income at loa level.
Per capital consumption would

probably be the- ame as in 1989.
Allowing for increase in ppulation toal.consumptionb mightbe
around 21.4 million dollars and production for the domestic.mirkt
about 21 million do4lrs6 A 50-percent chae in the duty would
affect both consumption aand- production only slightly and no spate
estimates of them are made under the various' duty assumptions.
Withthe duty as in 939 imports would probably have a foreign
A 50percent i
value of about $225,000 ($326 000, landed vAlue)i
crease or decrease in the rate of duty wold probably cause the foreign
value of imports to decrease or increase by about $26,000.-,
t
Per cotPta income-75 icent higherF than in 1919 '4
§ -tan

migt be 10 eent
Consumption In terms'of 'ju xttit
with income as In 9aO. Along also for'ah irwroeseo1'akut i.-x4
percentinMunit value, i- line with an assumed rsein te gtld
26 ill
would mikht be about
u*,tbotal
ednsuiaption
asin 1930, imposprobably
the duty
ye a lande-aue o abut
WiAh
$43s,000 ($3Q0,000 oteign Vlue) and production for the domestic
25u 6 million dolls. Chang
market would then be valued^'at about
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Table: HIDES AND SKINS
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Data on United States production,
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skins is
About 90 percentof world production of hides
counted for by four kinds: Cattle bide, calf and kip ski goat and
kid skins, and heep and lWab skins. Other kinds o hides andskin
and wllby
u PrincitllY bulffalo ihides, horseides, k a
sks
s
skin
pigskins,
d
reptie
an
pdeer
It s eimateddnthat
85 percent ofll hdes nd:shs consumed in
the ~nited States are used inDmaking leather foirfootwer. The
reiiialnder are used In making a wide .T,ndety of l
, chief aong
iustril belt, upholst
which e leathers fr gloves agents,
h ns and ddlery, luggage, handbags and pocketbooks, and all
fiat leaher goods.As they are brducts of the listock indusry, te' pduction of
most hides ad skitis goverd principllyby the dem nd for meat
dairy producti` andWol rather h by te demand for hidesad
skins themselves. An increae in te demand for beef,o r r example,
wil increase Ithe supply of cattle -hide; on the other hand, a increase
and

POBT-VWARtIMPORhAX
1228228

ftCW

in th bdenind for hid * 111 h1"e little feet. oh expmnding1the oujpl
of beef but it *wil advance the price of hid.: Altiough thb ov Iarl
world supply of hid and skins remains relatively costant for period
of several years, the marketable supply varies to some extent With
price
with a* strong demand -and higher prices, hides and
life obtalited fnim more dist&it or fiatginil sources, and lowTklns because,
'idiscarded',enterthe m'airkat
quality proditag, ordenArit
the market for hideand sking is inlteriitiohl inh scope shce
asist
every country in the world is either an expoi ter ot ah importer 0o both.
The chief importing nations are the United States, the United Kindom, GOeftiany, and Fr~nce; the chief o'Prting countries inctlde
Argentine, Brazil, India, Australia, New Ziealand, and several countries in Africa.'
The United States is the world's largest producer of cattle hides,
calf and kip skins, and sheep and lamb skins but produces only
negligible quantities 6f goat and kid skins and oi most otlP-r kinds of
hides and skins. Since domestic productioniof each major class 1s
not sufficient to supply domestic requirements, it is necessary to
import large quantities. Imports, on the average, rahge from about
20 percent of consumption for cattle bides to almost 100 percent for
goat and kid skins. Because constiumption vtaries substantially, and
domestic production remains relatively constant over a period of
years, imports, making up -for tha: difference between consumption
and production, vary
from year to year. To a considerable extent different kinds ofy hides and skins can be used interchangeably in making leather.
During the war period, thle cattle population in Europe has been
somewhat depleted, and the decline wv4 probably be not fully compensated 'in the immediate post-war- period by the increased cattle
population in thle United States. Thus, immediately after the war,
world production of cattle hides and calf and kip skins may be somewhat less than in 1939. Otoat and kid skins, sheep and lamb sklns,
and other kinds will probably show no material change from pre-war
levels of production, since these skins are mostly produced in areas
that have not been directly affected by the war. In the later-postwar period the world animal population will probably regain the
approximate pre-war level and may possibly exceed it, While this
increase will result in a somewhat greater production of. hides and
skins than before the war, it probabrv will not mean; a corresponding
increase in quantities available for export, because of the trend,
accentuated during the war, toward the, expansion of local tanning
industries in countries having a surplus of hides and skins.
Reports indicate increases, during the past few year, of 10-26
percent in the tannling of hides and skins (principally cattle hides)
i Argentina, Brazil, South Africa, Australia, India, Mexico, and
Cuba, countries which in the past have been large exporters of raw
hides and skins. Much of this increase
has been tle
resultrof
unusual
wartime conditions, and the present level of leather production in these
countries' may not be maintained after the war. lHowever, there
may be a substantial permanent increase in leather production in
these countries, if, as may be expected, improvement is made in the

striking

It should be iOte4 that s¢ofl f the principal iniporting natks also exitrt subitotitl qh^atl ie of
hidme n skins ad that .some of the principal exporters also Import substantial qtntIties. A large part
of this trade Is the result of surpluses or deficits of certain k Inds and quallties in the various countries.
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quality of leWth&e they produce v that, it will better meet the &
foin leather podiueditin bther couitri. Thus, the supply
petition
ies nd kins, particularly of cattle hidest aRvilable for export
ofh
even in the: logem pstwart years might be less than in the imme6
diate poe-war years utulee' world production shold, b substantially
gher than it' *as In 1939. lPven ijth ani increase in production of
hides and skins in the countries having a surplus, the quantities available for-export might increase only. moderately.:
Imports into the United State are reported under 31 statistical
classiffeations. However, the four mait groups included in the
tabulation account for the great bulk of total United States
following
production and imports in 1939:
Impoits

ProdudtiOn

Value

Descrlptioh

1w do1 rt
.
...
.. ..
96, 0O0
. -.-..
Cattle hids .........-....
.-..
23,000
Calfadrdkip ins
Goat and kid skins..
. Om
Sheop &nd lamb skins -000-----------O
2*
All othet bids and skms .-.,000.
total .-1........140, 00
...

..

...

Percent

of

67.9
18.4
(J) 14.3
1.4
100.0

Vl
ljX0doari
12, 12
4, 815
16,M
9, 98

5, 015
47,056

'Percent of

_ 25.5

32.7
21.i
10.6
100.0

* Negl4}ble.

cattle hides, which are dutiable, constitute the most im rtant
group in domestic production and rank seebnid in imports. They are
used largely in making heavy leathers, such as sole and belting leathers,
and are the only important kind of hide or skin that can be used as a
raw material for these products. Substantial quantities of lighter
and more flexible leathers, suitable for such products as shoe upper,
clothing, upholstery, and bags, cases and straps' are also made from
cattle hides., Although the United States is the world's largest pro
ducer of cattle hides, production is not sufficient to weet requirements,
necessitating the importation usually of about 20 percent of consumption. Besides supplying a quantitative deficiency, imports are particularly important in that they include large qua'itities of hi.
quality heavy hides from Argentina-the type from which heavy
leathers can be made anld of. w ich the deficiency in domestic production is the greatest. The principal sources of imports df cattle hides
have been Argentinaj Bratil, and Canada; Argentina has supplied
more than 50 percent of the total.
ukin, also dutiable, are "used mhnost entirely (about
Calf and kip
90 percent) in making upper leather, principally for meh's shoes.
Imports usually suppl'' about 20 percent of the total requirements.
Northern and westernEuropean countries, New Zealand, and Canada
have been the most innportant sources.
Goat and kid skine, dtyfree, are p radically all imported and constitute the most important group of imported hides and kin; they
are used mostly in making upper leather for women's shoes, but important qu entities, go into leathers for shoe linings, gloves, and gar-wients Probably 90-95 percent are used for shoe upper and lining
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All -Mkr Aides and skins, 11 ticy-f..e eXce'pt rttinh bft-lo hides,
include ar et Vrlet%, $niadlj buffalo hldCi hosbid kao oo
and wallaby skins d and 1 skins pigkmns and reptile ins.
They *r uised ehiefly In making tWAi fort uio Qppes oies,
g lts, hands and I
t Most of the United t
spply
of the kings has been ohfrobt
d tm fore nsourtm chel ndia,
Malaysit, Australia, Canada, and South and Centrl Ameria
countries.
I
PdSt-WAlt SHORt tRM
I:Deferre civilian detmnd for leWther footwear and other lether
products and probable subistatial exports of thes products bit relief
and rehabilitation are likely to require the us of ill the hid nd
skins which ire avitlable t~, this country frOn domestilepdiudution
and importation. In view of higher prices that are like to prevail,
of value will probl e much
th^eincVsC ino stih ininbtebms
greater than in tenes of quantitit d
Domestic poduction of cattle
nd(nt
hides
klp skins id1
19$ TTho anfitity of
probably be Rubstantlally greatet than ito
imports of such hidesad sins will probably nosterx than at
prsefit, substantially below the level of 1930. Chef among the
factors responsible for the decline will be icease tanning I cotititres hAvinf a surplus of these hid and skins, and InasMed Imports
of cattle hdesd by 1uropea ooountis bectaue of the trduction of
their cattle ppuitio. Ont the other hand UnWe States lmpotts
of goat atid id and sheep and lamb skins might be su1bantialy
largr than in 1939. W~wld production of th skins has been
affeted but little by the wtaxe and the tanning of them in ountries
having a surplus mhay, not lretas materially. The pretzbl smAller
foreign supplies of cattle hides and calf and tip skins avtaiable
tor
export to the United Stas would alsto end to Intrea the inrts
of goat and kid, and sheep and lamb skins. The total value o Inportsof hide and skins, therefore, may exceed slightly the value of
imports in 1030.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cnmptltn, Prduetln sod Istwet

A 50-percent decrs or increae in rate of duty on cattle hides,
caif and kip skins, and buffalo hides, dutiable at 10 percent under the
Tariff Act of 1930 (since lowered to 6 percent) probably would not
have, under either asemption as to national income, ny great effect
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This view as to the effects of different rates of duty
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into account in arriving at the estimates which follow,
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would make every e t to matin their' export. tride I
ther in
the United States and would probably lower their prices to aibsrb
at lest a art of the duty increase. Under'theseoonditions, thevau
of production for rneti, orisuption might be 32 6 asmillion
and theforeign value of imports might have a range wide
as 5-10 milliondollars.
Peo capita Income 75pe*ceht higher then ih 1i9*.
It is unlikely that the consum'tlon of lether would-be affected:to
by the increasein
'other commodities
n
the same degree as that 9f manyaccount
of population growth, there
national Income, but, taking
might'tesultj an increase over 193'9 of-2-40 percent in the quantity
of cohsuwl4ion, the value of which, at prices probably 10-20 percent
higher thin in 1939, might amount to 430'-510 million dollars.4
Thdy a. in 199. -"It may be' asuimed that there would be a sotme
what higher tatio of imports to consumption thin in 1939. The
reason for this difference is that at higher income levels there would
be a relatively greater demand for foreign specialty leathers. The
foreign value of unports at increased prices might-total 20-25 million
dollars, The value of production for domestic' onsumptio pbW
then lie 405490 million dollars.,
Duty reiduW by 50 perenct.-The ratio-of -ipt to, 'oinu
might be expected to increase still more above the 1939 rai it
the foreign value of imports, at increased Pnices, mght tota 24
million dollars. The' 'value of production for domestic _cosumptiz
would be 390-485- million dollars.
Juty increased by 50 percent.-Taking into account the increased
population, and- the probable willingness of foreign producers to reduce prices in order to remain in the United States- market. imports
would probably be somewhat greater than in71939, The foreign value
of imports, at increased prices, might be 10-15 million dollars, and
the value of domestic production for consumption, 415-5600 million
dollar.

doI=ajk

United States exports of leather have consisted of certain specialty
Leathers andzleathers which, because oflarge-scale production, have a
the
competitive advantae in- foreign markets. Over a long peiods,Mare
value of exports usually exceeded that of imports by a sMall
1939 representing a fairly normal pre-war year. In 1939 exports
gin,
were valued at 13 million dollars, or about 4 percent of domestic
production. In the post-war short term, domestic exports of leather,
largely fr relief and rehabilitation, may approximate the 1939 level.
71238-45--J70
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tor -the ylue, of United States exports wil
ow r
term
Wp
-the
4ie
199 levelilf come is low axd dutis bigh
probably
bo below
and perhq wig tota 10-42 milflon- ,dolla's¢On!th other ha d,:if
the world Incomp level is hig 1a4d tiewwollleyel of dut i is low,
exports iay well exceeO the 193( level b, Q0 p icent and total 18-20
million dollars . Under the latter conditions, foreign countries would
be in a very favorable position to purchase the special grades and
qualities of leather produced in the United States which are not
available in sufficient quantities in the home market.
Employment
The. changes in duties outlined above would probably not have
sufficient effect on domestic employment to cause any substantial
increase or decrease in the number of employees. Under the maximum production indicated under the high-income level, the number
of employees might be in the neighborhood of 55,000 as compared
with 47,000 in 1939,
FOOTWEAR (EXCEPT RUBBER)

1236

la

'T7hriff paragraph: 1530 (e).
shoes, slippers,
Boots,
Commodity:
and other footwear
(except fabric footwear with rubber
soles and all-rubber
footwear).
Leather footwear, 10 to Equivalent ad valorem (1939): 21%.
Rate of duty:
30% ad val.; leathersoled, footwear with
uppers iii chief value
of textiles, 35% ad
val.
;Nos- The rates flxed by the Tariff Act of I9W wer,:20 percent ad valorem on leather footwear and 86
nt on leather-soled footwear with fabric Uppers The 20-percent rate was increasd to 30 lwerent on
cKay-sewed shoes and decreased to 10 preent on turned shoes, effective JanuarIy 1, 1932, by Presidental
rwlamatlon. uder sectionn 336 of the Tariff Act. Pursuant to the Cacohoslovak trade agreement, effective
th Ap 1 16 1938 until suspended on April 22, I93, the duty on McKay-sewed shoes was reduced to 20
percent and the duty on footwear with molded soles laced to uppers was reduced to 10 perot. A reduced
rWte of 2-5 percent was also In effect during this period on leather-soled tootwexr withf*io upper --Re'ductions In duties were also made in or before 19 on other specified types of leather ubs, psaant to
trade agreements with United. Kingdom and Canada, the rates of which are still in effect. Theb1043

egmmeP4 v-ith Mexico reduced the rates on certain special types.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 arc given below:
Production

Item
Total

For e
pot

rndomaretl

Ratio of

Imports

Apparent Iports
eonsump

sumption

2, 6
0.62
436, 258 3, 0M 432
Quantity (1,000 pairs)
434,871
Vaue ($1 ,(0)-. .732,808 6,348 727 462 '2,b71 .
$1.68
9g .
-.
$1. 68 $1.74
..
.
Unit value (er air) .........
218 028 .
Persons employed (number) .............
..............

.

..

-------

'IDoe not include footwear clsie as "discontinued models," for which the number of pairs are not
but which Is valued at $40280,
Forein value; does not include E.4 million pairs of footwear with a foreign value of $167,8, imported
OM.9 consisting chiefly of low-priced slipper and sandals with uppers in chief value of strw
class
order and
wth soles of materials other than Mother or rubber (averagwg 7 cnts a pair, foreign valtdrtextiles
ue), imported principally from Japan, China, and Hong Kong,

0 4fW
RPI'tR IM4r7B
-AOMSwOI0AvtW
tbOM,

12
1207

of the fpotwer ro der oui on for
_.The tptl impMae
1939 Were. about 26;pocetn below the avyrnge'for the yearpe4
d
1930-38. This decrease was due principally
4 ie n
imports from Czeeboslovakia after Bohemia and Moravia wer
brought under Gera~n cotitrol iti the spring of 1939.- Even in i9ag,
however, Czechoilovakia was the predomIDant source of imports,
es. Because
particularly for the low-pripod shoes for women ad
the value of domestic prod uctio is available for 1939, a normal prowar year the analysis of thie composition of domestic production and
imports been made on the basis of tbnt year. In the
discussion of the future of the trade, however, consideration
given to the probability; that if imports from Czechoslovakia had
continued throughout 1939, total imports would hive reached 4
million pairs, with a foreign value of about 3.7 million dollars.
This section covers all types of footwear except fabric footwear
with rubber soles, all-rubber footwear, and slippers n- sandals with
uppers of straw or textiles and soles of materials other than leather or
rubber. The principal types covered have either uppers or soles, or
both, bf leather 'and include boots, shoes, moccasins, anfid slippers.
Such footwear is also classified in the statistics of production and
trade on the basis of age and sexof the wearer, namely men's; youths'
and boys'; women's and Misses'; children's; and infants'. A third
basis of classification is by the method used in attaching the soles to
the uppers. The three basic methods are sewing, nailing1 and cementing. Thie rost important variants 6f the sewing method are welt
McKay, stitch-down, and turn; in the cement process the sole is
attached under controlled pressure by a machine.
Footwear of all the types under consideration is produced in very
large quantities iit the United States. This country accounts for about
40 percent of the world output. Shoe manufacturing-is onro the most
important industries in the United States. In 1939 the industry
ranked twelfth among the' industrial classifications of the census' in
added by manufactureand
value of products, twelfth in valhw
fifth in the number of wage earners employed. Changes in duties
would have little effect on the total 9uarnity or value of consumption,
since, even with' a 5Opercent reduotton in duty, imports would not
large. enough (for most classes of footwear) in relation to the large
dqmnestic production to affect. materially the price level of domestic
footwear.
The trend of footwear consumption and production in the- United
States moves generally in the same direction as the trend of national
income, the value of production in- recent years amounting to about
1 percent of national income. Future production of leather footwear
may possibly be limited by the supply of leather, which in turn is
dependent on the available supply 'of hides- and skins, produced
mainly as byproducts of the moat and wool industries. A large
post-war increase in demand for'footwear would probably require the
use of increased quantities of. substitute' for leathef, particularly as
bottom stock for boots and shoes. Rubbet for soles and heels; cork
for inner soles' athd fabrics, felts, and. fibers for shoe uppers have been
tued successfully for some time. A new`vmiyl plastic which has been
found very satisfactory for outS soles will become available in large
quantities after wartime restfctions pave been removed.
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Imports are reported under thirty different classifications. The
bulk of the import trade in footwear however, iAny be grouped into
two Main closes: (1) .hgh- and niedlum-quallty shoes, wbich mi
1939accounited for -6iy about 6 percent of thie number of pairs of
shoes imported but foi about one-ourth of the total oi a value basis;
and (2) low-priced footwear, which accounted for about 96 percent
of the total on the basis of quantity and almost three-fourths on the
basis of value.
Some of the higher quality Imported shoes are of welt comtruction'
these are, for the most part, mexi' shoes. In this trade the VWite
Kingdom predominates, though there are small Imports of similar
character from several other sources. Also in the hiher-quality
imports are included considerable numbers of women's shoes Mot
of these are with cemented soles and come chiefly from Switzerland.
3 red and McXaysewed
Additional small amounts of high-qualilty
women's shoes have been imported from Itly, France, and some other
countries. Some of thee imports have had a foreign value per pair
in excess of $iO, but those with a value of $5 to $7 predominate in the
men's shoes, and those imports of women's shoes from swItzerlnd
have had foreign values of $3 to $4 per pair. Imported highf-quality
footwear sIels in the United State market largely on account of style
and prestige.
The low-priced imported footwear before the war consisted largely
of women's shoes with leather uppers, &ad with cemented or Molaysewed leather soles. Czeohoslovakia w"s.,by far the most important
source of such impot ts, but the Netherlan Is, Germany, and several
of this Iteral character. Other
other countries supplied some importss
types of low-priced imported oes consistd htluaraches (a speciOl
type of footwear produced in MeKico); he4vy work shoes produced
in Mexico and Czechoslovakia and leather-SOled sho with fabric
uppers which wero supplied mainly from Czechoslovakia Chin, and
Italy, but also from the United Ringdom and a number of other coun-
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fotwer is 20 percent ane w
d
e
of imports: to a oon
that ra by 60O percent might affot th volume
ai abe to mt of the i ort of men' hi
si~gi~b~~s ofi duty
10 peent ad valorem -and on most of the Opsof
gade
Women's nd-mis'
hhgrade shoes, 20 percent These dutife
probably do not restrict imports to any considerable degree, and it
seeths likely that the volume of imprt woud not be sustatialy
affected by-bO-percnit chang In duty in either direction. An inceaso
ofttht dut wold not Iceaethe prices sufficiently to reduce ap
peclab~y the pretige and speial demands. A decrese in duty would
probably haVe somewhat greater influence in encouraging impos
becauiso it would bring the prices of then
imported high-grade shoes
within the byitn power of more people.
POST-*AR SHORT TERM
Domestic consumption of footwear will probably incre"ae greatly,
over 1939. Because of wtiWAe curtailment of doestic productinof footwear for civilianu-e and bOcause of shoo rationing, the invetories-of leather shoes in the hands of jobbers and retailers and the
supply of shoes held by consumers will be extremely low at the end of
the war. Accumulated purchasing power in the United States and
the demand by civilians and by men and women discharged from the
military services will probably cause a sharp increase in onsumption
Of foot*ear wholly or partly of leather.
In the first 2 ot 3 years after the war, imports of women's and misses
shoes from Czechoslovakia will probably be considerably below the
average annual prwa level, -both because of the deficiency in shoes
in that county and neighboring counties and because of impaired
production facitie. Impor from the United Xingdom and Switzeran may virtually equal the 1939 level. On the other hand, imports
from Mexico of leather sandals (huatches) and heavy work-so will
probably greatly exceed the 1939 level; oaso, imports of women's
shoes from Argentina -whichi-ere negligible in 1939, will probably
be much greater thaniththat year, The value of imports of all types
of footwear combined will probably be somewhat greater than in 1939.
However, because of the expecbtrexpansion in the value of domestic
production, imports will probably form a smaller part of consumption
than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports

During World War II, because of the shortage of leather and the requirements of the, military, the production of?, all-leather shoes for
civilian use has been reduced and consumer buyinghas been limited
by rationing. These circumstances have resulted in a very rapid
increase in the production of women's footwer having uppers and
soles of materials other tian leather, most of 'which could be purchased by the consumer without a ration stamp.
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It se' hsrIb, rer, that diro thd "Itu'tf WAilod thd
and th t the
production of notleather shoes wit1 ido1ine shotply,
veXtAl kis of ttl[ or ishrt-leithe foiotWsat wbil
fotitiiib to nAlnt~Ih
about tht#: bime dOtii l prop6rtioti in Aotstimptidl,pfrltctkm, and
importsasit~ih f130. A 50-iotdfent r6ductidhitin ddittY *oud prohAbt
reduce oly< slIghtlrthA4Ver'agedomestic
t hoe pries fi IlI typos Ati
grades cmfibuld And thorefooe *6o1d tot materially Mfdft total
cbhisumiption of shoes. Suelh duity redictiOtli howtVe, may, miaterlally
Affec-t tiot only the prices ot low-pricld shoos for wonieri but
htlso the
itipobrt, for imports C6onsist lhiiBoly of this trype of shoOs.
Per capitE fnhodh

at lhD
ietl'4

the per capital consumption of th kitids of footwe'air discussed in
this report would phbabl oabt the sbam as In 1939, but-the itcrease in populationl would result in an li seB of about ld p,0erek t in
total consumption, making the q4u.tilabout 480 million paIrs
Duty as in 19P9.-4 eki ihder tli sanie duty as in i939) iniports
woOld probably bW higher than in 1 39 becAus lnfiports from Czechoslovakia were shut of durix1g the latter part af that yeartas it fotlt
of unsettled conditiotls. With the Czechoslovak inAdustry agai opertating normally, imporAts nilght amodint to 4-5 million pdirs with a
foreignvalue of 4-- mlillion o(llitr. If so, production for the domestic
market might amount to about 475 million pairs, with a value df nearly
800 million dollars.
Duty reduced by 60 percent.---Such reduction in duty would probably
caelif a rather substantial increase inl importsO especially of mediumand low-piicecd shoes for womtn now subject to the 20- and 30-percent
rates. The share of imports in domestic consuiption miqht b become
as much as 2 pereent. Imports might th ttsbe about 10 million pairs;
with a foreign value of about 10 million dollars. Production for the
domestic market might amount to about 470 million paits; with a
Valuti of about 790 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60,pereent.-Iihports would probably be coinsideraibly smaller than with no change in ratC. 'rhdy might be between
3 and 4 million pairs With a foreign value of, s6y, 3-4 mIllion dollars.
Production for -the domestic -narket in both quantity and value
would then be slightly greater than with no change ih duty.
Per copita ncoihte 75 percent higher than het 195.
Cohnsitmptpn night be as much as 35 p erceeb

greater than With
income as in 1939, or about 050 million pro,
ft
though the proporttioi
of all-leather shoes might decline because of linl'tatifiis on the qltbtntity of hides and skins available front domestic production and imports.
Duty a8 in 1939.-The ratio of imports to consumption woold
probably be somewhat greAter than that based on income as in 1939,
for the reaon that with higher. purchasing power there would be at
increased demand in the United States for high-rtade foreign shi)es
especially 4hose from the United Wingdom and SwItzerlan4 It the
ratio should increase to about 1 y percent, the volume of imports
would amount to about 9-10 Inillion pairs, the foreign talue of which)
at the higher prices to be expected, would be about 10-11 million dollars. Production for the domestic market might be about 640 million
pairs, with a value at increased prices of about 1,180 million dollars.

Table: Table 1.- Fo twear (except rub er); estimated post-war production, imports, and consumption, under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341

Table: Table 2.- Fo twear (except rub er); sum ary of estimated post-war production end imports under the as umptions of Senate Resolution 341
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CConstunptlon wouldd be affected to some extent by the assumed level of the duty, but probably not
enough to warrant diftei-titatlon In the fi"lrv Viten lnthis eolumn.

TAbJ 2.-Foottuear (except rubberr; summary of estimated postiwar production
end imports under the asstmptions of Senate Resolution 841
Period, Income level, Iandl telft treatment.
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tinite& States exports of footwear (exept rubber) ha*e cosisted
priniplly of Women's iad isse' and meon's lether boots
t ad
shoes. Ia 1939 the nlue of idoetia epors was- 5.3 million dollars,
or 0.72 percent of production. Expos of women's and mis '
shoe were value at 2.8 millIon doll ad men's sho at 1.9 million
of the;ttal value
or shout 52 percent and 31 ;percent tesp!etivey
of all cla
of expot
bined, in the rs immediately followMg the wart domestk exports of footwA, principally for relief and
rehabilitation, will probably1equal or slightly exced the 1939 level
in the post-war long-term period, the value of ex
wil probably
be below the 1939 level if income in foreign country is no higher
than in 1939 and if duties and other trade barriers are as igh as in
the imedite pre-war period. By then most European countries
will probably have returneA to normal footwear production, and some
factories established ding the war in foreign countries may continue
to supply home markets and even to export footwear. Oni the other
hand, if the world income level is much hiaheand tlhe world level; of
duties and other trade bariers is much lower than In 1939, foreign
countries would be in a favorable position to purchase footwear of
certain grades and qualities of-which they do not produce enough for
their own requirements. -United States exp ts might, hoever, oDnly
slightly exceed the 1939 level, and, with higher unit prices, perhaps
have a value of about 6 million dollars.
- - Employment
On the basis of the above estimated production of footwear in the
United States in the long-term period, employment would probably
be 235,000-320,000 persons, depending chiefly on the assumed income
level.
RUBBER-SOLED FOOTWEAR WITH FABRIC UPPERS

Tariff pfara~ph:. 1530 (e).

Rubb4etaoled footwear with fabric uppers.
863 , based on the American selling price of similar domestic

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

articles.

N.-Tbe rate fxed In the tariff Act of I90 was 85 percent ad Valorem on the basis of foreg vlue.
Th d valorem bas was changed to Americln Isg price of imilr domtic artil, effective "cB3,
1I03, pursuant to PresIdential proclamation undsr section as. In the absence of a similar domestic article,
b. duty is based on foreg value.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
Item

Total
n entity
aluze ($1

000)

For or

'8.27
440
palm)..............).,078

unlt value pr-*4

O*.67

For do.
mestle
market

Apt

arento
sumption
t

tc

2
43,449
8Om 44,312
' ......2.....
7......

III

*0.

....

..........

' Does not Include small quantities of shoes with waterproof fabric upmrs
'The reported values of Imo, when omped wth reportqntes Indicate that most, if not all
of the fatlastic of imports relect foreign values. Statistical not available to indiAte the prta o
Imports dutiable on the bois of American selling price.
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Rubber-soled footwear with Ifibrio upprs aoua t about as
ootw poed in the United 8t
pqrde~t of dll the ribtber'
r
about 97Tecet of 4 rta, 4d 1for 67 percent oexpor0t.,T
ph~in4 of ;fbri~p, rnbbvr.-ol4 footwear pr duced ,zr'tte
Stites are f4or low~ketbil tennis, and other .prtt*Itort
are generally ote eami types as the dometic pro uc-u are usii
infetiorin quality even to1eoahetpest grdos du d in th tiiU
grad
ipiroduel dintheUd
Stt", ;Japail wa the princpppi
about pTe
greater
ine
pru-ly
fr
Germa~ny.;.Ln earlier ar(i'zecho loakia Was an IM0rt4t source,
rto, Durihbg the war, the prod 4ion ot rubbers ed footwear h
increased substantially in Brazil and other LatnAmerican countiWs
In 1933, the year i which the' bause for the assement of duti was
changed from foreign value to American
selling price imports amounted
to itpproxnately 10.percent of domestic consumption.

tMIZ

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

a large postponed demand for rubber-sled ftwear at
*wl be Fwar
theThe.re
end
o a- short period the supply of ruberu may b
othehe
insuftieient to permit the fill use of all iiinufaCtUx f itiesp, but
produiction wiUl p~bably. sopn
o exceed te pre-war lvevl. Synhetia
rubberw'ill probably be used ini this ty't of footwear. Imports are
qui likely to be lower. The principal foreign producing countries
will be engaged in rehabilitatig their civilian popultiou and most
of the footwear produced will be needed for this purpose.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Couniptlon,: Producton, and Imports
Per capital income at 19*9 leve.

With an increase, in population and in the popularity of sports in
which rubber-soled footwear is used, domestic consumption might
amount to as much as 50 million pairs annually, or about one-eighth
more than in' 1939..
Duty as in 19S9. Imports might'supply about the same proportion
of total consumption as in 1939, about 2 percent, and amount to about
1 million pair. If the unit value should' be about' the same as in 1939k
the value of imports would be about $180,000. Production for the
domest'c6 market undor these conditions would be in the neighborhood
of 49 million pairs, valued (at the pro-war average price) at about 31.4
million dollars.
Du reduied by 60 percent.-Imports, especially those of low-priced
footwear, would probably increase substanti _Olly
uder a reduced duty.
The ratiQ of imports to consumption night become
s high as 4 percent,
X
or about 2 million pairs with a vsdue of about $360,000. Production
for the domestic market would probably be in tAneighborhood of
48 million pairs, valued at about 30.7 million dollars.
Duty increased by 60 percent.-An increase in duty would probably
imports to about 1 percent of consumption, or to about 500,000
reduce
pairs, with a value of lest than $100,000. Domestic production would
thus be only slightly less than 50 million pairs,alued at about 32
million dollars.

1244. P1OPX-*Aft IMPIOt1s AND bom"1rIo *RobVItOm
Pop dtfta f4,0o*"E Ts peento htghe thdn lnIt *90
tinder a higher national iiomimconsufmlptP frhti be as much §g
that with ienome at the I930 level, or, say, about
40 poreoentghtater
ris
fl In the
70 million pairs An incretwoe in price about eqitg- to
Oeml pikee level under a higher national Itwihie would probably
thuV a# is :$9,-The ratio of i Aport to eidnsuinnption would
be knewhat higher than 'n 1939. Imports ml ght amount to
about million Doits htich, at increased priqe, Wotdih a alue
of about $300o,00. Production for the domestic market would
probably amountt to about 68.5 tniilion pairs, valued in the neighbor~.
hood.of 52 million dollars'
Dut4 teduied by 50 pereett,--Impoeta might Nu ply as much as f
percent of the donsomptitn and ambout to about S millionnPirs *ith
a foreign value, at inieaed' prces, of about $700000. Production fto
the domestic market would probably amount to about 66.8 million
pairs, vilueod it, say, 60 million ddllar§'
Lhdt i"dsed b6i50 peree.-AsA1ming a ratio to eonsatmptitto of
about 1 peeenti imports might be hfi th nghboirhoo'd
I
of '700,f00 pairty
with a fortu value of approtdmately $200,000 Productiohf the
(lomestle maIket
Would probably be il thfe
neighborhood lo.a
of
mitl
lion pairs, valued at about 52.5 nillilon dollars.
Mxwix
The United start. had a fairly substintial m port market before the
war and will probably have ote in the future, Durig the Jmnmediate
post-war yeamR foreign markets are likely t absorb all that can be
spared from the domestic production of rubbee-Soled shoes, for Whieh
there will be a long-postponed domestic demand IDi the longer term
it is possible that the United St\tea will be the world largest producer
of speial-purpose rubber. B.iportm of iarticlems made therefrom,
includig rubber footwear, May be large.-

POba91it

Employment

Employment in the domestic industry producing all-rubber and
rubber-ooled footwear in 1939 was about"I8,00, of hiehl 15,00 were
wW earners, It Is not possible to estimate the number of people
engaged in the production of rubber-mleid footwear only.
LEATHER LUGGAGE, HANDBAGSo RMLLOOLDSo AND RELAT13D
ARTICLES
TPariff porawapA.- t131.
Leather lnggae and
comotditv.:
related article.,
handbags, bwilfoldi,
=iulntno.t
log
staps and strips,
belts and buokle~

R4* of awv:

Wearg apple end
manufacturers of
leather, rawhide, or
Pchinent, n. s, p. f.
17% 20%, 25%, and fquivalet od elorem (1395): 27%.
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This section deals with prsctIcally all manufactures of leather, ac
for industrial uses, saddlery, harness
gloves,
cept

Xtnlth^e..lnd

S nt

Vib t°

bolting
f'ootwonr,
and i.rhIps1 ad Siort articles.
The United States is the 10e-ding producer and consumer of X
leit~her goods provided foi in paragraph 153 1 and covered byh
orlblasties, are Susd
mhaterials, such asIbrhes
txteftnimnt. ubtatte
fr l
when tbe supply of leather 16 short or prine.
e and handb
tdoo hlag,
A pid wartime expansion of pveduction of handba and sl
leather goods has occurred in Latin-Ametican cuuities, espeally
Atgettina, aid Imports into thte United States from those counties
have infckaseod gratly. Imports from Europe hate virtually stopped.
IDomestlc manufacttirer have not ~ven permitted during the war to
use aly of the stratgic leather 'for these kinds of products.
United States iniports usually consist of luggage or handbags Which
differ in quality or price from the bulk of domestic production; they
also include a number of specialty articles not produced in the United
States, Leather manufactures here under consideration are included
in the following tabulation, which shows United States imports and
production in 1939:
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POST-WAR IMPORTS, AND) DOM=8TIC PRODUCTION

nE

pIymea

e
c
The changes
in duties outlined above would probably not have
sufficient effect upon domestic production to cause any substantial
increase or decrease in the number of employees. ndor the maximum production indicated under the high Income level, the number of
employees might be i the nieghborhood of 25,000 compared with
20,000 (estimated) in 1939.
WOMEN'S A1D CHILDREN'S LEATHER GLOVES
Tariff paragraph: 1532 (a).
Women's and children's
dress and, street
gloves of leather.
Rakts of dtau:
Various.
Equivalet lad vatoern (1939): 36% to

Commodity:

75% ;(average, 83%).

Non.-Thi rate ild in the MTrM Act of 1930 on women's and children's leather gloves is'$6.50 per domb
~arwith additional cumulative duties wjen nr hn1 inches In length, when machine-seamed, when
-d-seamed, When lined, or when trimmed with fur. AUl these 1ove were subject to a minimum tti.
of 50 percent #a, valoreikx. The rate were reduced-on gloves iine1o'r rizumed witb fur, punsuant td the
and on those not
agreement with the United Kingdom, effective January 1, 193,ried
or
tridg
with fur pursuant to the agreements with Franoe (hand-seamed glovesonly) and Czechoslovakia (mach
seamed gloves only), effective June 15 1936 and April 16, 1938, respectively. The reducedratesade

effective pursuant to the United Kingdom and French agreements remain In force; those made efective
purant to the Czechoslovak agreement were terminZtQ April 22, 1939, resulting in the restoration of the

origialtariff act rates.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given baby:
Production
Item
Tota

uantity (1,000 pair)...-.
,713
Value
($1,000) --------10,860
Unit value ( prPair)
$1. 21
o
yed (number)
p, .
...

.

.

..

For

For

do-

Forex-mastic
market

ports

port

130
88
f. 68
.......

8,583
$1.22

consump.
tion

3,182

11,765

'2,082.-$0.84
..
.;.
10, 472

.....,...

-

to

wio

smt~onW
27
-----

.

I Forein value.
IEsbiWted.

The quantity and value of imports of women's and children's leather
dress gloves in 1939 were about 36 and 38 percent, respectively, below
the average imports for the more representative 3-year period 1936,< 38
(quantity 5 lion pair valued at 4.3 million dollars); This decline
was due principally to the cessation of imports from Czechoslovakii
during May to December 1939. In the discussion of the future of the
trade, consideration is given to the probability that, if imports from
Czechoslovakia had continued throughout 1939, total imports would
have been substantially above those given in the foregoing tabulation.
Leather gloves for women and children are of two general typest
those used for indoor or formal wear and those used lor street and
sport wear.
The leather glove industry in the United States is centered largely
in the State of New York, and more particularly in Fulton County,
where about 66 percent of tA&Nation's 233 factories are located. In
1939, over 90 percent of the total domestic producen-of women's and
children's leather dress gloves (on both a quantity and value basis)
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were nanufaotured-in the State of New York. Oth3r centers of production are Illinois, Wisoensin? and California.
sMee
Women's and children unlined leather Move for dres and
wear) which constitute thebulk of domestic production of women'
and children's, leather gloves and which account for practicealy all thi
imports, include a vike variety of styles, grades, and quality which
may be broadly clarified as either fancy or plain. Sport gloves an
made of heavier leather than street gloves, and are generally triples
sewn. The gloves for formal wear are made of finer grades of giac6
kid, lamb, and suede leather', in ypes kown as mousquetaires of
various lengths and also short noveltygloves.
Glove leathers are reduced, in large volume, by dQmestic tanners
chiefly from imported raw skins. Imports of glove leathers are small
in comparison with domestic consumption. During the year 1944
the volume of domestic production of women's and children's leather
dress gloves for civilian use declined substantially. Leather glove
requirements for the military, the difficulty in securing a sufficient
quantity of imported skins, the stringency of ocean shipping, and the
shortage of manpower in the glove factories were the Principal reasons
for the decline.
There has been considerable wartime expansion in the production of
women's and children's leather dress gloves' hi Argentina. A marked
improvement mi the quality and style of the Argentine product has
of the influx of skilled refugee labor from
largely
also occ6red, bIcause
Eurojpent countries. Thus, with the geat reduction of 'United States
import 'from Europe during the War, Argentina has become an important source.
A wide variety of different styles of women's and children's leather
dress gloves-fancy or plain, -nlinedor lined, machine- and handseamed-are imported under 51 import classifications. However,
women's and children's unlined leather gloves, not over 12 inches in
length, accounted for about 90 percent of the total quantity and value
of 1939 imports. These gloves, if machine-seamed overseamed, and
machine-seamed not overseamed, were dutiable at $5.50 and $6.50
per dozer, pairs, respectively, but at not less than 50 percent ad
valorem. IJf seamed by hand, the gloves were dutiable at $7.50 per
dozen pairs, but not less than 35 percent ad valorem (reduced rate of
Frencih trade ageement; effective June >15,: 1936).
Although differing somewhat in technical detail, domestic and imported leather gloves for women and children are competitive. Im:
ported gloves are mainly of brush-dyed lamb and kid leathers, whil
domestic gloves are produced chiefly of dip-dyed cape and pig leathers.
are sold at definite retail price
Both domestic and imported Tloves
levels, In most instances the imprte gloves which are sold it any
e labor and are superiorid
given retail-price line contain mor hand
desi to the domestic. The imported fancy gloves are generally
more elaborately embellished than fancy gloves produced in the
United States. In general, however, domestic gloves are more
durable than foreign gloves.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption will probably be substantially above the 1939 level.
Increased consumer deman-d1 resulting largelyy from restricted Wartime production, low stocks in the hands of retailers and consumers,
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Fisihhooke re sold fo0

iitay be ilkd philli *ith nIattud blitj suieb SW *ols 6t thbiftel
otheo niftetials ih the tfi t tWt6e f it'tifiiftl alto 6r-4it. eilotO
thtb warr the Utit6d StAttes d'lpetided largely oti forest
o u8 s to
p#etaiti, _tyem and sizt of huoks;.dolestih6 prtodtietiott w*s fimite
Since te begitfiltg ot thle w r ip tlrqpo
two or three tia faettMret'
hs
ojipor4 of -flghhooks haoech and thb en tke stipplybrz
f irtti het by domestic ifigi &tt ii.et A tbstafitiUal domtntie industry hls been bifilt tUPj And 0out-*r competition betwetni tfteign atd
ioitihtC- hooks w*il ptobably be t6ich gratt6r that befot. thew!r.
no priteipal stpplier of fishhooks,
Before thte Wit NorWay * tIe
E.iglhtid ws alo Atiii potththt sotrtce. mlports frtoi NorOlthpuigh
way ;Consisted of all vnictioes ani sitbs of hooks, whefeas thzab fhro
Eingland Wete gohor igalll Li h-ualIty' Hooks madllin ieitle
fadwcrioe anitSed i4lh1Is cOtlitr tI the mooking of artificial flies;
I3eoAUsi0 of the considerable amount of hatqd labor andf the techniCal
knowledge involved in thb tlianfictiure of very 1niall, spce"ial-type
hooks, lt. is possible tilat dotegtic producers will prefer to cotitintte
iinporting these types.
POST-WAR SHORT TEkM

thete will b6 4 c66sidetible pobtif6fied d6ieritd fot fishhooks, especially' of tpe uibsed for opoft flisin. - ih ptio*i mayinctb'ds
by As mucdh as 40 percent.
fover
that ii
1939; nd domCstic mdtietwom
Iay supply i8sihh as, half the total edfsumption. Bo1ti Norway
aitd tIng1and w iU pro3bably 1be in a positions t expert latge3 quantities of
fishhook, afid Unhited State-inipotts in the years imiediatbly following the war will probably be greater that in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
COtnsunmtIdoi, Ptodacttoti, and Imports
* leev.
Per capita flicobnw t Ii

With an inct'ease i" p ulation It Is likely tfnittOmption (f fishiO JPcent ai6ove that of 1i4 a'fid be valuC(l at
hooks ffiight be- iout
about 1 million dolla. CoxisumptiIn would be aectd only to an
insignificant extent by a tO-pelihtt change ib the duty.
Duqt as in 1939.--Amports would probably supply ad seller prOiortiofl of consumption than In pre-war years-possibly not mote than
40--50 percent-because of developments In the domestic fishlih-tackle
industry in recent yem. The lauded talue of Impottswould thus be
$400,&O- $5OO,000 ($260.,00-$330,000 foteigi Valt), and the value
of domestic production would be about $000,0$OOOO.
Duty reduced by 50 percent.-Prico will be an important competltive
factor and a reduced duty would increase the proportion of eonsimption supplied by imports, perhaps to as much as three-fourths of the
total. 1'ie lauded value of imports might thus be .$600,000-$750,OOO

~teucipo~ts
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(abott $476,(00-$58,OO
t"D,6i tlh
4Tid -tdoM*tic production
would tihn aioutit to $250,00-$40,(
bt141 incredd by
i0 p~ereti.-This ihc'r6'A'S in' ddivt Iould 066b4b
a landod va0u6 6f $25(J,O0-$900',
(about $l4S,00(-its,w) ;foteign mVl e) and would increase d&nestic production
to $700,040-$75(b0.o
Ptk ea60,t#d 10t6 75 percent hlight n InQisth.
; n iptio:
sithv be 60 porftont higher thi.n if incomes were at the
1019 level, or about 1X million dollars. Although a knalllpart of this
increase would be tho lestlt of higher prte,§ the greater part would
i exteisive comulerciAl fishing, an from more leisure
result Stam More
titm -gild gre4tr per capith Mopeiditure for Mport fishing.
Thztii28 ini. 1989.-4mfipts tight yUpAY 40-150' rrent of consinjitjon and have a ahded val6to abont $600,0 Si750,000
0 fteigfn 'aluie). Domestic production would then
($400 %o0-$5B
nmotift to $75O,0000$400,O0.
thty red4;etd by 50 p&rcent.-Itpmrts night upply as uchd as
70-Ad percetit of conSUMption in which case the Ianded Value of
imports woild be 1.0-1.2 million dollars (aboit 5$8000 0950 06
foreign valtue). Domestic production would then be Valued at
$300,O00-$500,00(.
a
flity icreseed by 60 percent.-Undet
iwtorts would
hatve a lanididhigher
decle and W.0td probably
Value duty,
in thei neighborhood
000 *($Z0ob-(X$2*b,0
DtIreign
alue). Ooitic
OJO¢W"44O,
pro uctiin i"Oufd atnouitftl 1.0-o1.2 millionn dollarS.
1

Dinrlig the war United State exports havei beet) large Alpeciay
of those typos suitable tor etntnerctil ftiht. This as tie result of
an undestanding with the tUtited ktigtdomutder
t
hih the United
States agreed to supply hioos to reenland celaend, and other
Western iemispoere county es. It i8 probable that, following the
wat, Norwiay anid the Unieted Kingdom will resUme their exports
of hook8s to the main fishing arbas of the world and that Upited States
exports will again beogni,,imall.
The produetionl of lhooks in the tUnited Stateg iii 1939 was largely
by m~bacifie and required
enqflrdtively few *enket%, The typo
of small hook fequikitn ilidivi ttal fit)g or shaping has iot.been
e dturitg the -w,
-produecd to aity dxtwht in the Unite a es eh
atd it is not hlikTly that they will bo produced in the future, Probably
ee will be engaged in sorfting, packaging, and labeling
nmore OMPrOneo§
hooks thin hA'manufactofirng them,
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more
to
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htwe6er,
deLd}
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huge postponed
6enger-ftr ties niay b6 Protioed with th ranf t 4 .bo t d
time required to make an avetrge truck te any rdu iton I the
number of titek and bus ties maufaturA fer the *at would
perit the roduction of a much larger number of pwenger-r
tires, eveh tough some truck-tire equipment is not teadly g ted
to the manufacture of smaller tie.
Consumption fluctuates somewhat with change tn general economic
conditions, but the decrease during depression periods Is much tee
than in many other commoditie.
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POST-WAR IMPORS AND D0MIESTrW

Ival-0rIOX

PDtt redueed by 60 pereeth--Thi&s change would not materially
affect the importA of tires or tubes for foreign cars in the United Stas.
It might inease quite substntially the imports of competitive
tires; the foreign value of totd imports might amount to as muitth as
$30(),O00..Dwtyzitreaeed b 60 peecni.-This increase in duty might reduce
somewhat the imports of competitive types but would have little
effect on shipments of special types. Imports might have a foreign
value of about $200,000.
Exports

xport of tires and tubes, which were valued at about 19 million
dollars in 1939, represented less than 6 percent of domestic production
but constituted a profitable and fairly important part of the inidus.
try's business. Tires and tubes for passenger cars trucks, and busses
accounted for about 95 percent of the exports, about evenly divided
between passenger-car tires and truck and bus tires, Exports imediately after the war may be a little larger thar in 1939, as the rehabilitation of war-aftected areas will likely re uiro more tires than
cani be produced locally. The foreign demand will be supplied in
part by substantial quantities of military tires suitable for trucks and
rehabilitation work. Some such
bUse8, the kind most needed for
d
tires may be left in a number of areas when tJnited s
forces will have been withdrawn. Over the long-term period, exports
will probably be well sustained and, under favorable conditions as to
world income, may very considerably increase.
Employment

Employment in the tire and tube industry in 1939 was aproximately the same as the average for the 1 years preceding. Employe
numbered about 67,000, of which about 54,000 were wage earners,
During the war, employment has increased to about 78,000 and will
be wel over 85f000 when added facilities now being prepared are finishedi It is probable that employment in the immediate post-war
period will be at least 86,000, and that during the long-term period it
might range between 75,000 and 110,000 persons, on the basis of the
estimated minimum and maximum production.
MUSICAL INSTRUMiNTS AND RTS!
Tariff paragraph: 1541 (a).
Musical instruments and
purtt, except pianos
and organs.
Rate of dtay:
Various.
Bquvivalot ad valoremn (1939): On

Cciimodity:

dutiable Item, 37%.

of 9W0on musical 4snnnts Ad pP" 14nuded tn thia r.rt
NoTI.-The rate fixed In the Tariff Act (*I.j
8 h giua jermit, or duty-fres iftadd pior to
w 40percent ad tlorem, except for violins
01
bridge for frtted stringed Instruments (80 percent), cas (0 pe t), nd tuning pint (51 1000
ptuo
The duty on wood-wind instruments and tuned belbs or OhbneS ws redue(l to0pert,
pecnt).*ue
,
d lan 1,193, repectively, puraunnt
to trde regents with Fraone *nd the
1s
6tZ 1M
United Klngdom;and the duty on music boxe and cmbla wa teduoed to percent, effective Fobnor
16, 1^, and May 6, 1939, pursuant to agreement with Iwitzerland and 'K'*y.
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Table: Musical instruments, parts, and ac es ories: United States production, imports, and exports, by principal clas es, 1939
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Data on United States production, imports, and consumption fot
1939 are given below:
Production
IteIM

T
_-

_

Total
VslUe ($1, 000)-.-..
Person employed (number)
.........

.

......

.

eorix-

10,997

441

.................

I

ot
d- Imports ~~~~~Appwrent
cotAptio
nestic
sumption
R&~

10,556
..........

*15,776

16,220
.....

...

........

3s
.

..........

Estimated landed value; foreign value was $3,60000.

'Estimated,

I'his section covers all musical instrufnents and parts except pianos
andorgans, imports of whrilch were utinimportant in 1939, although the
domiestic production exceeds that of al other musical instrument
combinetd exdept p'honographs, parts, acod
records (overed i a separate section), Band and orchestra instruments account for Rab-ut 60
p4crcit o-f the total value of domsti production. Aecordions and
harmonicas (mouth organs) are the principal imports of this group,
and they represent about 60 percent of the value of total imports.
Coom arattive data on the principal classes of musical instruments
covere by this statement, in domestic production, in imports, and in
exports for the year 1939 are given in the table below. Brass and
wood-wind instruments actounted for approximately 40 percent of the
total value of domestic production and stringed and percussion inbtrum~nts for almost one-third. ihe value of domestid-made accordions w 'equivalent to about 9 percent of the total for all itruments. Accordions a counted for approximately 43 percent of the
total imports i 1939, harmonicas accounted for 18 percent, and woodwind instruments (consisting principally of clarinets) accounted for
15 percent. Acordions were imported almost entirely from Italy and
Germany, harmonic" from Germany and Japan, and clarinets' from
France.
Musicd instrumente, partsi and accessonree: United State. production, imports, and
exports, by principal Clawe., 1989
[In twds of doN)
. Domestic production

PCrcent
Value
of bl

importts
Value '

of

xports
t

Percent
R total

value
V....

35.4
2787
Bress-wilnd notroneit
2.
2
Wood-wid lnatrumets-,: 0.8
13.9
instruments1,1
-----------------.
tinged
..
-----.07
b.4
*go,----------*1,400
13.4
?P)son WItrUfflents--------------...

173
4.8
22.0
97
118
56
26.6
14.7
1180
6. I
2240.
67
.31
.9 n. e. .,
44
.8
'27
10.0
.
8.7
Ao odlota-959.
42,9 .n.e s.
;.,
9V
1,'50
. --------------------.-.-n. P ,-6.
18.0 n. e. s.
a
.-.---044
Hahrnonlc-.
29
8.3 n.e. s.
S ..
Musilboxes-.
n.-e--.S.
Other Instruments, parte, and s.ow
12.4
series6-1,864
~~~~
~~~104
~~~~
2.9
@2
6.3
12i 4
swimt
r - --*----------------------1, 64
v
10
2428
441
100.0
100.1
1.0
Irobl..-10,97
..

...

-

-

-

....................

--------

IThe

ftaur f9t each p*mrinil class specified Includes certain parts and accesories.'

a~hledicyinbasutnd arts, trom Turiey,

*Incidluh,000 rwor of acoordkw (ot than piano accordions) and conrthna.
ht
gans
b
pbano
6The figure b tothe muscl truments'

'Does ncotuder

r!n

.
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in general, a 50-percent decras"e in the duties would probably
results
substantial nreae in impto of these miWeal na4'uznets,
particularly harmonicast accordions, and clarinota, nd ring ut
a decline in domestic production. A 60-pereent incrae -n duties, on
the other hand, would result in substantially smaller imports and
increased domestic production. It seems unlikely that the total
oonsumptioti of musical instruments ouuld be sufficiently affected by
a to-percent increase or decreas of the duties to warrant separte
estimates.
POST-WAR SHORT TIRM

Consumption of these musical inttrllufentA during the immediate
post-ivar period might be materially larger than in 1939. T'isu is
anticipated on the basis of an assumed higher national Incomo that ins
1939 and of the probability of a much greater consumer demand
iesulting largely from the backlog of demand from the war ears,
lImports will probably be smaller thtan in 1939, because it wil take
some time before foreign' producers will be in it position to export
musical instruments in significant volume. Domestic, production,
therefore, will likely be substantially larger than it was before the war.
POST-WAR LONG TRtUM
Con"smptldn, Producttl, sad hthora
Per capital income at 19st leel.

The demand for these kindg of musical instruments should continue

to expand as a result of an increase in population and the extensionI of
mnusical education. Domestic consumption might be as much as 15
percent over the 1939 level, ot in the neighborhood of 18 million
dollars.
Duty a8 in 1939.-Assuming that United States production for the
domestic market,' and imports, would supply about. the same proportions of consumption as in 1939, lomestic production would amount
to about 12 million dollars and the foreign value of imports would be
about 4.1 million dollars (6 million dollars, landed cost).
Duty reduced by 50 percenl.-The reduced duty would probably
i creaw imports to a jont where they might. supply about 40 perefit
of consumption. Th increase wouldlptobahly be chiefly in accordions,
harmonicas, and music boxes, which are relatively much more important inl the import trade than in domestic production. In this case,
import 'woull1d1 amount to about 58 million dollars foreign value
(about 7 million dollars landed value). Production for the domestic
market would be valued at about I I million dollars.
Dity incr',48ed by 50 percetU.-The higher rates of duty would tend
to reduce imports, especially of the types of instruments which are
also producedf in the united: St t. Total imports might decline to
approximately 3 million-dollars foreign value (about 5 million dollars
lafided ost), Production for the domestic market may be expected
to increase and amount to about 13 million dollars..
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In I9*9.

A high national income would probably result in more extensive
musical education, a substantial increase m the number of bands and
'Produotion for exports would b dditiosml; ts ttiamtu hn subwtlon on sports

Table: [No Caption]
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o
ion^, 4in, zth siae of musical instumsts.
The value of doeatiq nal tio of
46. Inski bq
this s t m t'ttreore
o alf vtr than with income
as in 1918,00 oi in me ne~hdollars also allowing
for a pucenceas of about 15 pct.
Dut . in 1Ounn tha, ith no change.in duty, domestic
owould purchae ometi a
oDfls
import instrmentA in
about the ain proportions as in 1939, the value of jnoducton for
the domtic market might them be about 18 millbn rdell and the
foreign Value of Imports about 6.4 million dollars (9 million dollars,
landed value).
Dt* redued by. 0 percent,-The foreign value of imports might
be about 9 million dollars (10.8 million dollars, landed value), and production for the domestic market about 10.2 million dollars.
Duty inwreeed by 50 percent.-The higher duty on mediwn-priced
instruments would probably be partly absorbed by foreign producers
but It would also tend to reduce imports somewhat. The foreign
value of imports might decline to approximately 4 million dollars
(about 6 million dollars, landed value). Production for the domestic
market, in this case, would be valued at about 21 million dollars.

Exports

Auming that exports of musical instruments will be about 5 percent of the value of total domestic production in the postwar longtern period, exports might, under a national (and world) income at
the 1939 level, amount to aboutV$800,000, and under a high national
(and world) income they might amount to as much as $850,000.
Employwmnt
The number of employees in the domestic production of musical
instruments of the classes here covered will probably be generally
higher after the wir than the 3,200 employed in 1939. Since the bulk
of the industry's output is for the domestic market, employment will
be roughly in proportion to the estimated values of production under
the various assumptions concerning national income and import
duties, i. e., from perhaps 3,300 to 4,500 persons.
ROSARIES
TripagpA: 1544.
ComW y:
Rosaries, chaplet., and

simil articles of rs1bious
devotion.
to 30%
ad vaL
Ranc of dutys:
lb~o
EBquivait ad valorem (199): 21%.
Nos.-The rae ANS lthe Tariff Aet of I0on reecmW, eto., of goRd, sliw platnum mOld plot, irer
or lftitawPrions stnts, was o peent adue, wI was reduced toW percent,
absorb prockm
Jame
1*, 16m9ut to the agrmt'
Rs, t cposdoo other
If valued at not Iore than $1.26 per dosen,
at6 te tariff act rt of D IWS, toFac.
Mawriab wh wene
were ablect to a reduaed ratE of 10 percent from Apr" 1,eront,
April 21, 19, Inc ve, purant to the
Csecholovak trade agreemet.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are given below:
000 dozen).--58
QuantityJ(I
V~~~lue
(Sl,
i
184'
~~~~~~~;r
Unit value (per dozen) $0 1
-

*-

Va

-

-

-

A ro*ta ¢hapleti &a It~#i in ieli~1nua devotion) Xs a ^#e jf beads
n tiot with i medal and iX toflk.
4ilud byt a ieta dhaini I i btib
b*O
thMhdaads Itte mikde of 011tos iaod
e) piati' nietaL
The ,wueifi4X ixi 1isualrf- #tnet1
Most of the osa'0i9 hakitifaettitd ih the Uitihled Stwts tied dotXpose of pteelAois mevki, or a iooibitAtion of pteciou metal and gem
ffl~tie l*Odutldti Of th# ch~ate
stotio,' or ImitAtion eth #toeig.
grades of ri onIats lar4Y of the fuitht t s~fl of Iipod

rosaries by platirt thlP, c'hains atd by stbstitutitg bettei-quality
d
rmndeai4c-raeifixa.
lhuports of rosares are reported uwder the followhig Ct asi hIttlimfi§
(1) Unldo in *hol odr in-part of goltd silyeP, p1 tlftiin, gIld plate
ilver plate, or precious or imitation pA&iotisstontes; (2) ftnad of
other mniteial, Valuod at tiot More thtat $1.21 pep dotmnt and (,,)
mdle -ot0he MtAtetrlall vAlued 'At etitothati $1 .2s )er dote
I)uring 19.W-38 total thnlual imports of rai'ies avetgeid 401 ,494
dozen Valud at. $225,442, Of theoe- athotitit,, ifmporta ottidf tho
first, of these classifications feo¢linte(d fot a little log thian oethi¶fd~th
(dutiable bt 30 pmetent), those iH the seeohid ctsItsiflertiofi fot; aiotihd
thr-ee-foiirths (duftiable 'tit14 ereht), and those itt the, lst edimoi
fiction the remainder ((dltiable at 3d0 l)ercet), Jnmport§ of rosaries
in 1939 declined appreolably as eomrpaed with the years iminediately
preceding, because largely, no doubt, of distutbed conditions In
Czechoskovakifat, whioh was the principal sortte of ittio)Otsa1936-318 of
Tht average annual unit value per dozen during
1a cents, of those in the second
imports of rosaries in the first clAfss was
class, 21d0,
third
the
in
those
of
and
claSs, 40 cents,
Was
France
thse
19:30's
principal sutptier of rosaries of
In the early
or
laree~iotls metal or precious imitation preci TotIesatttter the10 rate
of du ty w' as redu1ced from 10 to 30 percent. in the tradl ngree.6ont
with 1 rance in 1936 (Cszechoslovaki& became the pritncipal supplier,
W.ports of rosaries of "other material," Valued at not, more than $1 25
per dozen, wore furnished chiefly by Czechosloyakia during 1093-439)
Those of "other mnate'rance beirg the secondary source of
came principally fom"
rial," valued at more than $1.21 persul~tApY.
(dozen)
France in most, years nd seeondawrily from C(Jechoslovakis. In 1941,
Japan, Frane ndl (China ranked in the order named as lsuppliers
of total UniteA States imports of towrim. In 1943, virtually all- of
the, imports came from Mexico.

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Becautise the. stiplr of rosaries from both doomestic and foreign
sources has been limited during the war, imports in the imunediate
post~War period will probably be onsiderably above the relatively
low 1939 level, provided the foreign producing countries are hi a
position to supply the. quantities demanded.
POSTWAR LONG TERM

Statistical information is not available concerning the production
and consumption of rosaries in the United States; therefore it is impossible to make forecasts as to the effect thereon of duty changes.
The estimates for imports of rosaries are basd largely on pro-war
imports over a series of years. It ja umed that the long-term
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The United Statesi is the world's largest consumer of natural
sponges, as Well its onte of the larget producers. In the decade precedlinig the ur annual domestic consumption averaged about 1.1
million pounds, and domestic production sutpp1ied&lightly more than
half. Exports reached-a peak of 124,000 pounds in 1929. Since then
exports have shown a downward trend, amounting to only 55,000
pounds in 1938, the last year for which statistics are available.

C
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Auto wtahing the paint trades, and other industries use approximately four-fifth of the sponge consumed in the United Stets, d
niost of the remainder are us i hohes.
Cuba supplied roUghlyvtwo-thirds of the quantity and value of total
imports sand the British West Indies (principally the Bahamas)
supplied 32 percent of the quantity and 16 perent of the value.
Mediterranean countries supplied most of the remainder, which
consisted of high-priced species not rduced in the AWJ S4tes,
Cuba,: an( the British West Indies, These repreend only about &
percent in quantity but 15 percent in value of total imports.
The above data relate to the years preceding 1940. In 1939 a
blight attacked the sponge beds in the Bahamas, killing most of the
velvet, yellow, and hardhead sponges and the great bulk of the sheepswool, grass, and reef sponges, The bright spread to the C(ubat% fishery,
where its effect was reflected in Cuban exports In 1941; they were
only one-fourth of the annual average for the 8 preceding year. It.
struck the Florida beds late. in 1930 and was primarily responsible for
cutting the 1940 catph to one-half of that of the preceding year.
Since then the Florida beds have partly recovered and the Cuban beds
have shown some improvement; in the Bahamas, however, the blight
was so devastating that substantial recovery, even under the most
favorable conditions, will take several years.
The available supplies of sponges from both domestic and foreign
sources steadily declined from 976,000 pounds in 1939 to 374,)000
pounds in 1943. JUnit valUes, however, Increased from $1.68 per
pound to $8.65 per pound. Increasing demands, particularly in
industries serving a variety of wartime purposes, in the face of decreaesing supplies, are responsible for the tremendous increase itn values.
Decreasing domestic production during the war may be attributed
to a number of cases. The blight destroyed large producing areas;
the Navy took over A number of the v etssl which operated with diving
equipment; and naval restrictions on offshore operations, particularly
during thse first 2 years of the war, circumscribed the areas fished by
the remaining vessels using diving equipment. The vessels taken by
the. armed forces have since been returned to the owners or offered to
theme also, practically all naval restrictions on offshore operations
have been removed. However, production has not returned to pre-war
levels, either because (1) all vessels may not have returned to the
fishery, (2) there is a shortage of experienced divers, or '(3) Ithbre are
inadequate supplies resulting from the blight.
The decline in imports duritig the war Is almost entirely the result
of the blight in Cuban and 1ahamain waters. Normally one-half of the
Cuban exports come to the United State$ and most of the remainder
go to European countries; about one-fifth of the Bahaman exports
enter the United States and European countries take about one-half.
Since the war has clut off the European markets virtually all exports
from Cuba and the Bahamas aro Shippcd to the thnited States, However, annual imports from these sources in 1943 and 1944 were lessl
than one-half of the imports (luring the pre-war years, but the value
was more than double.
The following estimates are based upon the assumption that natural sponges will not be replaced to a material extent by manufibtured sponges. To date it appears that a opletle tisfactory
substitute has not been produced. In the 1930'8 t' cellulose spolige
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POST-WAR SHORT ThEM

During this period the annual consumption of spoigs probably will
1iot exceed 375 000 oundoo or left than two-fiftht oft e u tity consumed in ig6. EB*port will continue to be: isignificant. Unit
prices will be much higher than befoi' the war. Production will probb
ably be about 200,000 pounds valued at 2 million dollars and import.
mai mount to 175,000 potinds with a foreign value of 1 million
probably supply sightly more th
dou4rsn Thus, production will
one-lf 'of the consumption, in quantity.
POST.WAR LONG TERM
Ceampthon, Prductedn, and Imprts
Per capit tineome at 19*9 I.otI

aimount to 426 000 pounds with production (on
Coneumpjt.inaytions
asthe
regading duties) suppLyin 225 pound*,
"
d zMX,81200,000 pounds., with a foreign
value
-Vaue4 at S1

A1satwu

of *700 000. Tfese jut tIes are much lower hn 'in 1939but the
unit sti'e much higher.
TW that time the sponge beds may have recovered from the effects of
the blight, but it is believed that a large majority of the sponge
them will still be young growths of unmarketable size. More'ei,
in order to conserve breeding stocks, it is likely thatt limitations man$
be placed upon the catch of mature sponges of market size.
information is not available on the sponge fishery in the Mediterrahean areat hitherto a relatively ununportant source of United
S&4te imports. It is belied, however, that operations have been
drastically curtailed during the war. If so, resumption may result
in incted catches owing to greater propagation in beds unfished
during the war. United states imports from this area willnot, however, incse to the extent of substantially relieving the shortage of
supPlies from other sources, because most of the sponges produced in
thelMediterranean area are of a quality and type not adapted to the
industrial uses to which most sponges are put in the United States.
In view of the Iprobability that available supplies of sponges will
continue to be considerably short of the demand2 a change in the duties
is unlikely to affect materilly either the quantity of production or of
imports, or the unit values of domestic production and the foreign unit
values of imports.
Per capital Income r5 percent hither than (n 1*9.

The quantity of production and imports of sponges will depend
almost entirely on the aVailability of supplies. In view of anticipated
demands consideralb ain. excem of available supplies, it is believed
that a higher per capital income might -result in average unit values
about 50 percent higher than with no change in income, because the
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ot of spotes is an insi lfl nt pitt of tie total cpst of Mx*itod
O
.. . .a
hic they 0te .jices
}herefoe coisu tit
pounds, with domebthic production stJiPviig 26 ",00 itds, vued
at aboilt 2 mhillion dollars, anid irtpods supplyih 200,00 frotihds with
a foreign sdle, o bout t 'illion dollars. A 5 percent ht.iie inithe
duties would not be, likely to affect the volume of pioiudtion and lfimports, or to haive a material eWeOt tipon their values.
Exports

sponges have been deelinitg for seirye-rs.

dpffirstic
In thbe face of deerease li both peodtction and imports, it, Is dotobtfl
whether this trade will I)e resumed.
Emp"X~meht
The n1mbimeil of fishermen eriployed( in the United State spotige
fishery in 1939 wts as follows:
Exports of

Number

Place of employment

258
865

On Vessels..-..On boats (and shore, regtilarTotal

1, 128

-

Although ptoditetion in the lding-term period will poba be 4ly

about one-half of the pre-war figutre, selcaIty of spohges in the beds,
and continuing higher prices, will probably result in no mtatekial re;
duction in the ilufMber of flshermen employed.

PEAT MOSM

Toriff paragraph: 1548.
Peat moss.
Commodity:
Note of duty:
560 per long ton.
E~quivalenh ad valoremn (1989). 2.9%.
GENERAL

DIata on United Stat prodtietion) imports, and consumption for
1939 are gien below:
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Foreign value.

Peat, mos is used principally as a litter for poultry yards and stables,
soil conditioner, and for packig.
In the years immediately before 1939, domestic consumption of peat
iMss was supplied principally by imports from GOetmahy, swoden,
s small, nmoutiting
'nd the Netherlands. United Stats produ tk
With imports cut off from
to between 1,500 and 2,000 tons
as a

?Ofrt-WARI IImto

A1#* tOM*?W

I

f

1r1A

1~)utope dutii* the pveent
priec ) i t
d iwbotantiafl
and phmdtictihs #p6iMnd ithtited Stas and mi Canasdi.
taieod states ptodt6flon .Inthe lat few ytar has tanged from
Ut,000-1 80 kg thop, and itnport from CAnada, hieh seeunted
f~4t ly oQ0O Uins loI , *ere 45,O06 in 1942 and 6,600 tos in
e -hiOI in qtuity
t94g. MAine and
&*6AMd
(
tidiAntnoi
to the nurns fnerl lihpoete4 fro 1t~iteb t that produced ih
peat ,
Michiglin, the prijeipal pr#-at ste f Unitod mtms
nd stith prodtneti a occurred in Maine hele the war brought a
higher pirk than that fomh 1iropb orothertnite States ou"fet6.FPr §2or 3 a"'hetate 109AI donl 6ett Absrnption
was at a fairly
i
constant 1evtk of about 70, tons antially. Chnges in production
are relatively slow, since it takes 2 t 3 yetar t, prepare tile mO." for
rTb tariff (1h p00t toSs lit 1030 *Va bO centf per king toh, 0(u1d4'aent
to t perCent. ad nvalreet; 81Imee then, however moss of h[ortletiltural
grades, normally tomphsing abloult half of the imports, has ben
enAere6f (ldity-froe Io a fertilIl~ef
Int
adto(tlaee with n eoliet dlecitioif.
Iloths cllssstire ineluldod itn thle vomtnent, which follows, Importa of
dutiable moss WOUi(l probabhi not be aptpreeiably affected by a 50
pereetit, itlnerseat deese
et in thle duty.i
POST-WAR SHoRt TERM

It spite of tihe ltiefosd dotnoktt0 production andt imports from
Canadat, dotheatic, consumption (utt1 g the *ar has not, reawhed itm
pre-wot level. iti he iinmedllate post-war period the demand is
likely to be frlly as great as, or terhpsp greater that, it 19391 but it i
doiibtftll whether supple will b e adequate to neet the demand,
ermanttty, the former principal sure, will probably not supply as
'muhll As in thte ,Years lItltned(liat peeng the war, hut Sween, tlhe
Netherlahds, antid Canada are likely to be more important sources
than

fomerl.OSTWA

LONG TRM

'Per epita income at lost level.

By reason of lawer population fnd probable continuaiice of the
en, isumption of peat moss may be expected to increase
pre-*ar trlJ
to about y000-90%000 tons) or 1 20 percent over 1939. Maine
and Canada may continue to be important sources of supply and
because the mos from those areas ig of better quality than the Euromos, the average price ma, be somewhat higher t kmih 1939.
pean
Imports will probably furnish the bulk of the consumption, sayt,
15,000-80,000 tons, valued at from 1.5-1.6 million dollars. This
would mean that production for the domestic market would be about
$70,0004200,000.
Peo

ctpita tnhme rs percent higher than In 19*9.

With th6 inet"rased agricultural activity that would occur under a
higher national income, there would be a greater demand for peat
mom -and consumption might reach as much as 110,000-115,000 tonw
(f this amount imports may fbirish from 100,000-i11,000 tons,
valued at 2,5-2.8 million dollars, an increase in quantity over 1939 of
42-66 percent. Under this assumption there might be no production
for the domestic market or production might amount to as much as
152,000 tons, valued, at increased prices, up. to $230,000.

Table: PENCILS

Table: [No Caption]
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Data on United States production, imports, an(d constlunption for
1939 are given below:
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Forein vlue.

IPencils of the kind coming under this cl ksification include wood
and papor-eased pencils, the core of *hhch consists of black, Colored
or indelible lead. Those pelclt 11ruROa11y olhtsigfled ih thieo retai
price categories as follows: Two ('1ents each (with Inserted 0rw%);
two for 5 cents and 5 cents each (usually with metal or plantc tip*
containing erasers); and 10 or 15 dents e66A (dhrg, or colored
.f
pencils without oesers), In terts of". nuatity, about 50 percent
about
are
nwedlum-ptlied,
the
States
Unitod
the pencils consumed in
20 percent are in the lowest-price range and the remainder are
pencils. When imprinted with other thein the manufaShigh-priced
or trade mark, pencils ate used for advr"rtising purposes
s
name
turer
to
or simply carry the purchaser's name. Of the imports shown in
the table for 193916 percent on the bsis of valie consisted of pencils
im rinted( with other than the manufacturer's naomo,
fn 1939 the quantity of imports amounted to less than 1 percent
of domestic, consuimption, compare1 with pproximately 2 percent in
1933 and about 3A4 percent, in 1929. Imports in 1939 and earlier
years consisted lately of higher-priced drawing pencils which came
principalI from Germany and Cz(whoslovskia. Tli Average, unit
value of imports was about four times that of domestic production.
One reason why imports consist principally of luigh-priced pencils is
that the spmi1e' rate in tIhe dtity is more restrictive of imports of
lower-priced pencils than of higher-priced ones.
The four largest pencil manufacturers ilk thle United Statosaccounted in 1936 for about 70 percent of domestlc production. The
three largest of thes concerns were affiliates of foreign concerns or

)W?'WAA M1 AMID DMI1
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t
had fewelin bi'el. This o uetatkx of 4|stoI zti
E
fontl p*vtMes, ouip-I~ots e tak of sttmtu tQ d
ebag
and tariff 7M n" tisUi~tm Stt8 *iit andm
tacie
We
ataod b
port, sln the effects normally to bd xpeeid ma
othet
Dotetie
etuBre have speclatiwd iu the pducton of low'
and mdfitm tilit peil and have gained a strong Compettiv,
pition in this fiekd This is evident 7ram the fat that export,
which have counted of the low' and medium-grado pencils, hare
alwttys e Iceeded imports by a considedbe murg, evn in te of
Va1le. Pxport# have imoi1y gone to a large number of f*eign
market ih direct competition with manufacturr in Oermany,
Cseehoslovskia, and Jspan. Pencil tnanufactunrng both in the
United States and abroad is largely an assembling pro , large
padt of whikh is performed by automatic machinery.
Fot a short period, armntid 1933 Japan eoted large quantitie
of low-grade pencils to the United states at unit values substantially
below United States prices, but the quality ws so inferior by comparison with domestic pencils that the Lapanese pencils did not
remain long on the market.
P0o10WAg iW
800 'M
Dtting the war there has been' a shortage of pencils of erain
des andn qualities because of wartime testrwitions on production.
It miy, therefore be expected that consumption in the immediate
poat'wa eats wlli be at a. much higher level than in 1939. Ilomestie
production will probably he substantially larer than in 1939, but
amports a.re likely, to he .naliler l)ecatuge of the time that will probably
be required for Osechoslovakia and Oemrrany to increase production
to a point where exports catn be resumed in substantial volume,
POST.WAR LONG TREM

oon~~~~der~~tlout

Ceoisomptdon, Proi4etn, *ad tIport

In making the following eatimateI it is assumed that domestic
will contiue in the future, as in4e pst, to supply the great
produeeis
bulk of United State consumption of low- and nedium-priced pencils,
and that imports wll consist generally of the higher grade pencils for
dri*ing and drafting. A 50-percent reduction in the duties on pencils
would probably not be zufflicint to unable foreign producers to compete eitensively with domestic producers in the low- and mediumpriced fields, a ough such a reducio;i would probably, result in in_
creased imports of high-priced pencils. As pointed out above, the
duties contain a specific as weli as an ad *alorem rate, and the pacific
rate would probably still be restrictive of imports of low-priced pencils
even if it were reduced by 50-percent.
por epfte tkeeme at IM lpezl.

Per capita consumption would probably be about the same as in
1939. Because of the increased population, total consumption would
probably be in excess df 6 million gross, and would probably not be
sguiAAtly affected by a 50-percent change in: the duties.
Dtm a. mn 19$9.-ThL ratio of imports tQ total consumption would
probb be apprimtely the ame as in 1939. Under thisasump71285$-45-U4
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bo' iti the ighborthdd of 42#000- gross with a
Vdtl p'b
Pqt*oUld
saltub, at t19a piAeo, of about $250,00(0. PIodwtion fots
domestic c utioutption *oUld probably be about bi9 million grow
taluted at Ot 94 million dollars
Tht credited by 60 percent.-tlthpotts would tpobably be oonisfid.f4
ably largest thatin 1939, supplyltig, say, as mucth as 2 percent of Otlisuimptlton; they miiht ittfiutit to a nfiueh as 120,O0 gross with A
foreign '1u, at 1939 priees, of about $720,000. Froctdetion for
domestic oSttliititin Wotl aRtount to about 6.9 million gross
valted at about 9 n oilon dollars.
Dtdi increawd by 60 pecnlt,-Ah increaSe in the duty might redtice
Ve'y little tbe ratio of Imi PClS to dIoinestie 1otlstfml)tIon beatfae so
larg' Rart of thpe imp'ts tht, conle in ('otisist of hi ghet pj$icead petIils
nefl8e~d by professio al eopIe; l11IRior ts nittithTaout 30,0OQ g`osS,
Withll a fo4eigvlValu of about3 $1 90,0o(1. 'riodlictioi for d(omesti(c
CohatlttptiAlt wottild I, o tily slighItly jUndeir o million oss varied at

1OP9~a

about 9.4-nilhion dollars.
Per eapita in(Okfe To pereewe higher thrth In 199.,
Consumptioni bf pndlisg On i Oer capita basis mIg&t Itirease as muhe
as 75) pet'cent compared wIth 19:39, in whieh came total constimption
would amotint to about 10 million gross. Per pita pencil econsutn
tiofn in the United States hiss always ierensed withi Rnt increase
n"atinoalilncohli In 1931 Pnr capital COnisutiptiotiwas 6.31 per perOn
and Mo80 to 7.29 por person in 1937, aQl inefoftso of 35 perenett, D)ting
the same period, national income intwrese(d by ofily 26 percent. Agaih
in 1941 when national income was 32 pereent higher than in 1937,
per capital constumption of pencils WAs 42 percent higher, Incretses
ahdl other factors, result in muech greater uise (and
in bhsintis actoivitn
also, prol)baly greaftnter twaftd) With partial utilizAtion of pencils when
times Alro good, anfld the reverse oCdtirs in bad times.
Duty as ti 1989.-Imports uiight be expected to supply about the
same proportion of domestic cohstitnption os In 1939. It is, therefore,
estimated that imports would app'oximnute 75 000 gross, with a foreign
value of $480,000 allowing for a 10-pcerent inlerbase In prices. Production for domestic market might be about 10.4 million gross, valued
at increased prices at about 18.3 millIon dollars,
Duty reduced by 60 perent.-The ratio of Impotts to consumption
might incease to) as nichi as 2 percent, in which case imports wouldd
amount to about 210,000 gro atid. would have a foreign value, at
increased priceA, of about 1A4 million dollars. Pro(duction for thqt
domestic market would be about 10.3 million gross, valued at increased
prices at about 18.1 million dollars,
Duty inerea*ed by 60 pereent.-An increase In duty would probably
red-uce the, ratio of imports to domesticc (tonsatl onco
eonslortably.
Imports might he about 50,000 gross nd the foreign valuo of such
imports, at increnmcfl pries, woulQ be about $8330,000. Production
for the domestic market would amount to about 10.4 million gross,
valued at increased pries at about 18.3 million dollars,
Export

In the pre-war decade 102939, exports were larger, than Imports in
eve year except 1933. In 1039 th y amounted to 860,000 gross,
and in 1941 they reached 770,000 gross 'or 9 percent of domestic pro-

Table: [No Caption]
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t. war period
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tho Oetmu,
hiIbwbll be ubotantlly atIe than ih 039
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In the logt'tem po-in this
imf rf it, q 'totritidtpidiptd,
ta p4lod ittsiwd Sta" O*pO t might inerse about 10 oret
over 1939 wifth the per capita ince t the 1830 leeVl and might
increase about 90 to 100 pefeent over 1939 with per capital income 75
percent higher than in 1939.
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In the pro-war period, -betwteen 4t500 and 5,000 persons were eMployed in tnakitg wood- and paper-csaed lead pencils. In the long.
tem period assuniIng a 1939 income level, employment might reach
,OtO wage,arnert; assuming at76-percent increase in income, it might
incteade to 7,000-8,000 persons,
CAMERAS AND PARTS
TNriff pdred*4Vh: 1551, 228 (h),
(VamorAs and pairt,CNtmmodity.
20% ad vali, except for caotras Int whlch tho lens is the cotnRate duly:

of
ponetit of chief value and which are duLiable at 45%/l ad val.
Koru.-1npipot stoloarn In *hleh the ens b th*v uecnpomnent of ohilef valt were i ,ery minor pet of tbo
total.rn1r30,19 ast neambt, * Uth a foreign of $2,77, were fuijvrtef,
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 arn given below:
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This section covers all types of cameras and parts. In recent

pro-war years ingtion-picture cameras and parts accounted for about
a quarter of domestic production on the basis of value, and professional and commercial cameras and parts for about one-third of the
total. Amateur cameras and parts, accounting for the remainder of
domestic production, were by far the most important element in the
import trade.
United States imports of cameras and parts in 1939 were 30 percent,
less than for the average 1937-38, but were higher than in earlier
years, The smaller importation in 1939 probably resulted from the
unsettled conditions in Europe in the latter part of the year and from
the countervailing duties imposed on imports from Germany in April

Pb(O
1939. Despite these circumstance, the imports in 1909to e r y
representative of the trade in the 5 years preeqrdlng the war. in
in cam
be predominantly
cae
import
future
of the United Nationswillwith respect
influenced the
by the
to a"*
poIci'es
man economy and by the developments in the domestic indistwr
rferred to in the follow paragrapht
The pro-war inports ofnaeras and parts came almost entirely
from Germany and were for the most part higher priced than most of
the cameras produced in the United States. Parts for imported
carneras represented only a small ptionft of the imports, More than
half of the imported cameras retail ed in the Untited States for at least
$5O per camera and catered to t e demands of "serious atniatcur"
photographers. The domestic producers shortly before the war wete
preparing to enter this field and were especially ehfteting their
10OT-WAS IMP(MT
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attention on the p production of miniature cameras, which had accounted for about half of the total imports in the few years preceding
the war.
The German camera industry may be materially affected by the
peace terms imposed upon that country6 If the manufacture of
optical lenses should be restricted or eliminated under such terms, the
camera industry would undoubtedly be seriously affected, With this
in view, the eCtimate- given below are made upon the basis of two
aumptions, namely, (1) that the Geman cTamerA industry will not
survive, and (2) that the industry will survive, at least 'in part, and
will endeavor to regain its pre-war export markets. Except for
Germany, no other country is likely to become a significant factor in
the United States market.
It is probable that changes in the duty of 50 percent in either direct
tion would not affect the volume of imports or domestic production
sufficiently to-be taken account of in the following estiniates.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

A considerable expansion over pre-war-levels will probably occur in
the camera industry not only because of higher incomes, but for special
reasons: (1) The return of war veterans who are expected to be more
intereted than formerly in photogaphy; (2) the growing popularity
of tabloid newspapers and pictorial, magazines which use photographs
made by both amateurs and professionals; (3) the introduction of color
photography on a wide scale; and (4) the great expansion in the filming
of amateur motion pictures. It is unlikely that imports in the
immediate post-war years will be significant, even if the German
industry survives the war,
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Cenmptlon, Puonedon, ad Imports

A moderate increase in the use of caomras is likely to occur index,
pendently of increase in population or national income, as a reast
of the growing popularity of amateur photography, the introduction
of color photography, and increased interest in amateur movies
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Domestic production will presumbly continue to
Wupj the bulk
ofaM typeof esmera us a
Uted $tmes and oprbably
stapjdy a lager part tan ore th w ao those type o ceno
*0 uformely "L% imuport from Gmany, oen if macuTlapwr
is not prohibits or restrict.
fcture of optical Iones aermay
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Por npAtw Income At tleeD.
Purchase of eetme ad part in the United States mght apprmxmate 20 Million dollar reps entug a 26-percent increase over 1939.
Auiimiion o.14k (/2u, camera induerY.-Uoder this surpa
tion, dom ic producers would be able to replace ver lqeif not
entirely, the proportioA of consumption formerly suppied mbyimports.
Itmtit4 of Ihe German camera induflry.-It is likely, in view of prewar developments undertaken by the domestic industry to meet
Gernwan competition in the hgh-priced miniaturecaera field, that
hnpo is would supply a smaller proportion of consumption than In
pre-wr years. Even with revival of the Germa industry, thereore,
imports might not exceed the 1939 level or about 3 million dollars,
fore' a Value. The value of production for domestic consumption
wo41d then be in the nelghboi'hod of 23 million dollars.
If most of the imports should be, as they have beea ia the past,
relatively bigh-priced cameras enjoying distinct prestige in the
United States, a decrease in the duty would probably tend to increase
imports only slightly over the above estimate. A reduction in duty
from 20 to 10 percent would not lower the price of such cameras in
the United States sufficiently to roach a lower income bracket of
purchasers. Similarly, an increase in duty would probably not
decrease imports materially, for the reason that persons in a position
to pay for the more expensive cameras would not be deterred by a
relatively slight increase in pries. Moreover, foreign producers
would undoubtedly be willing to absorb some of the increase in duty
rather than lose their competitive positiozi in this price field.
Per t*pita Income r7 percent higher than In 19J9.

Purchases of cameras might amount to about 50 million dollars,
or approximately 100 percent more than with an unchanged income.
This estimate takes account of the probability that prices may be
higher by about 16 percent than they would be under the lower
levels of income. Cameras are luxury Items and high income would
not merely increase the number purchased but add to the proportion
of hih-pried cameras purchased.
Elimination of the German camera industry.-Under this gumption,
domestic producers would be able to supply practically the whole
domestic demand.
Revival of the German camera industry.-Under a higher national
a greater demand for expensive camras, including those
income
of foreign manufacture, the ratio of imports to domestic production
might be slightly greater thin under the lower level of income. The
foreign value of imports might amount to as much as 6-7 million
dollars. Production for domestic consumption under such conditions
would be in the neighborhood of 43 milUion dollars. As under the
1939 income assumption an increase or decrease of 60 percent in
the duty would presumalily affect imports to some extent, but not

greatly.

Table: RAW FILMS AND DRY PLATES

Table: [No Caption]
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POWA IMPPB AND DOM3STIC PRODUCON

Experts

Exports of cameras and parts from the United States are likely
to be relatively lare amounting in the long-term period to pibly
about 3-6 million dollars, depending on the level of world income.
A still larger increase would be likely if the-German camera industry
and German exports were eliminated. The improvement in American
precision cameras and lenses, and the introduction of color photography should provide great stimuli to our exports. The amount
of exports from this country would, however, be largely dependent
upon the policy of domestic concerns which own important manufacturing subsidiaries in Canada, England, France, Germany, and

Australia.

Employment
There were about 10,000 wage earners employed in the industry
in 1939. Although a considerable increase in production is elected
in the long-term period, employment would probably not increase
proportionately. Many cameras and camera parts of the less expend
sive items, which predominate in volume, can be manufactured by
mass-production methods. However, the cameras selling at a retail
price of over $18.50 need skilled craftsmen for the 'necessary hand
work. Employment might be 12,000 at the 1939 level of income,
and 16,000 at the 75-percent increase in income (assuming that the
German industry regains its pre-war status).

RAW FILMS AND DRY PLATES
Tariff

paragraph

1551

Rate of duty
Commodity
Amateur, professional and motionpicture films and dry plates
sensitized and unexposed
(raw films and plates):
Dry plas
15% ad val.
Miotion-picture fils 1 im. or 2/100 per linear ft.
on basis of 1% in.
more in width,
width.
AU other films -12%% ad val.

Euivlkx
vlor
(1939)

isgo.

plates, 4. 6At
NOrz.-The rats fixed in the Taiff Act of 130 were 20 percent ad valorem on the
per linearhoot on basis of 1 inch width on motion-picture ilms I inch or more n widdg and 26 puout
nall other fms. The rates were reduced to those shown above, detective ifAY 1193,
ad a
stnt to trade agrmenut with Belghm.

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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The foregoing statistics 'and this section cover all types of unexposed
photographic film and dry plates for still and rnotiorn-pictute cameras.
Ftilm for till cameras includes roll or cartridge film1 pack sheets,
X-ray film and miscellneous film for commercial purposes; Utnexposed motion-picture film comprises reversal, positive, and negative
in all widths. The value of unexposed film produced in the United
States has increased constantly since !about 1933. During the war,
production has increased very substantially over the 19391evel; film
is an essential war commodity needed in large quantities for aerial
photographyytraining, and X-ray -purposes. - In 1939 domestic production-was made up as follows; Motion-picture film, 54 percent; roil
film, 19 percent; X-ray film, 15 percent; and dry plates and pack
sheets, 12 percent.
Value imports in 1939 consisted of motion-picture film about 50
percent; roll film, 35 percent; X-ray film, 2? percent; plates and pack
sheets 8 percent. In 1939, imports were lightly higher than 1938 and
represented a typical pre-war level. Begium .furnished about 60
percent and Canada about 36 percent,, and small quantities were
also brought in from Germany, Frgnce, Italy, and the United Kingdom. Canada was the most important source of imports, suppying
largely positive motion-picture ilm from the Canadian subsidiary of
the largest Americap film manufacturer. Raw film from Canada is'
generally used by the domestic miotion-picture industry for making
motion pictures and is then reexported under benefit of draw-bacs.
Imports from Belgium, consisting largely of roll film for amateur use,
-have been/comparatively low in price.

OT-WAR IMPORT AND DOMETIC PRWUCTIOW

POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Consumption of all kinds of film will probably increase substantially.
A greater interest in amateur photography, including motion picture,
the introduction of color photography, the growing popularity of
tabloid newspapers and pictorial magazines, a peat increase in the
use of :X-ray- film for dental, medical, and industrial purposes, an
expansion in the use of microfilm for record keeping, and, a new use
for film in television will be among, the reasons responsible for this
increase. Educational, advertising, industrial, and selling film are
also expected to increase greatly during this-period. Domestic production will supply the bulk of this consumpjtion- imports-wil
probably be at about the 1939.level.
POST-WAR LONQ TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at InS level.

As a result of a basic upward trend in the demand for every kind of
unexposed film, consumption in the 'long term may increase by as
much as 100 percent over the 1939 level, or to about 125 million
dollars. Consumption would be somewhat affected by the level of
4ty, but probably not enough to warrant separate estimates.
Duty as in 19D -On the assumption-that imports would supply
about the same proportion of domestic consumption as in 1939, th
landed value of im ports would amount to about; 6 million dollars
(about 5 million dollars foreign value). Production for the domestic
market would then amount to about 119 million dollars.
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Table: MOTION-PICTURE FILMS

Table: [No Caption]
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Motion-picture films are generally not pPrdued for sale but are
leaed to motion-picture theaters i return for a percentage of the
by the producers of
theater
or
shown
in
are
owed'
theiateof
receipts
tis
rental praetlc4d it
fltn or affiliated circuit theaters. Because of
to
be
thpossible
it
is quite evident that would
assign precise +rlues
to production, 6iports, and exports. The valtes given in the report
aie fiore or less notinal.
Out of a total of about 17,000 motion-picture theaters in the
United States, Mtiohupi1tuie producers oP distrbtitors ownS or cohtrol abbut 2300, eompi"sinig most qf the hgefirst-rn theater's.
Another 4,100 theatre are controlled by independent circuthss. All
independents, including the independent circuits, are almost coinpletely dependent upon the large miotion-picture producers for the
films they show. There is no other #outfeb to Which. they cns go to
obtain the proper variety and number of pictUre.s In addition to
direct ownership or control of distribution channels by producers
block booking is a practice that has been widely adopted by the
biiority. of united States producers, which, in effect, gives them an
ihdireet control orer exhibitors. Block booking means that exhibitors
agree to take a certain number of pictures in a given period but they
are given only limited power of selection. Thus it can be seet that
thfoutgh these means (L.e., either outright ownership or control, or
block booking) domestic producers are ble to exercise considerbte
control over the kinds of picture shown i the United'Stateg. Al.
though the principal types of motion pictures are those used for
entertainment and for the dissemination of news, increasing numbers
are being used for educati6nal and industrial purposes.
The annual output of feature films has varied only Alightly hi the
last decade; the number of mnotion-picture theaters has 'declined
slightly since 1932. It may be assumed that the volume of produtipn and consumption of motion~pleture films afteP the war will probably' not vary significantly from what they were in 1939, unless thee
should be a large inctease in national income. There tight, however
be some increase in production and cousumption of '"shortet" and
educational and industrial films. Even if domestic consumption do"
not change materially, total production may Increase to some extent
because of greater export demand.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The trend of imports was generally upward in the decade before the
war. Formerly, imported flmA were used largely In motion'picturo
theaters catering to the foreign-born population in the United States
but the improvement of foreign films during late years and Americans
increased interest in them may be continued and even augmented
when the war is over.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

Consumpdon, Producton, and Imports
A decrease in duty might possibly tend to increase imports slightly
but would probably have little effect on United States production.

Over-all "consumption" would therefore be only slightly greater than

ront*,wk IroM AMP t6fNMO. PreNcl11277
Inlng chiefly
if duties Wer not reduced by 50 pmn (h
among certain population gro s cntainin large numbers of foreiben) nd woIld be only sightly smaller if duti were increased
50 percent. The difteences in imports under the various duty
sumptidlonsb would prbbably be so slight that separate estimates re
not warranted eaen for imports, still lese for consumption. the
following estimat e made on the assumption that any indirect
effects upon imports which may have resulted in the past from the
controls exer-cised by the domestic. motion picture producers will continue to be felt I thefuture. Otherwise the estilnates might have
to be altered, though to whhat extent would be uncertain.
Per capita income at lfl level.

Imports mitht be aS much as 25 perxlt lagr than they were m
1*39 for the reason (apart fromacearsin population) that more
foreign piitutes might be brought In for exid ton in theaters other
thants thosee6atetrg to the foreign population. 'Import then might
amount to about 13 million linear feet, the foreign value of which 'at
1939 prices, would approximate slightly les than $700,000. The
value (coqt) of production for the domestic market might amount to
160-1t5 million dollars.
Per capita income T5 percent higher than in l1*.

The volume of imports might bo ao much as 17 milhon'linear feet,
the foreign value of which, at somewhat higher prices, might be more
than 1 million dollars4 The valuee (cost) of production for the domestic
market, at somewhat higher prices (15 percent higher), might amount
to 185-200 million dollars.

Exports
In pre-war yers imp edime ts in the form of quotas, taxes, and
numerous other linitat Ions were imposed by various foreign countries
against United States motion-picture films. Despite these, United
States exports of motion pictures were quite substantial. If the

United States motion-pieture industy, maintains its reputation
throughout the world and if there should be a tendency throughout
the world to lessen the restrictions against United States motion
pictures, exports from the United States might be as much as 25 percent greater than in 1939, and amount to more than 6 million dol a .
With a higher level of world income than that prevailing around 1939,
exprts might be considerably above this level.
Emplqmnt

The number of persons employI has remained and probably will
remain fairly uniform. In the post-war period the number might
be in the general neighborhood o 30,000.
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Bder blocks Wre used in making brier, tobacco pipes, iand aigar: arid
cigarette holders. The great bulkE of the blocks arc made inito pipes.
mot'
be ioasumpd thtt a
it
n is
wn in the United
Stated,
As no trier
brier block is imported for every' brier pipe made in this country.
In the past when imported brier hsnot been available in the United
States, a variety of domestic woods have been substituted for it.
However, as soon as brior has become avadiable tlbe use sof the domes
tia woods htw been disvontinued, Imports oi brier blocks in 1939
were about 25 percent greater than domestic requiroments in that
year; the excess was intended to provide for a period when import
would be curtailed or stopped entirely by the war.
In 1939 about 96 percent of all brier pipes used in the United St~tes
were made from imported blocks and about 4 percent wore imported
as finished pipes. ImpoiiA for the most part consist of higher grade
pipes than the bulk of United Stat production. Imported pipes
come principally from the United Kingdom and France and imports of
brier blok-ome chiefly from Italy.
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Changes in duties would have little effect on consumption of pipes,
but might affect tnaterially conumption of briet block. n -this country
and consequently the imports of blocks.
Per tpita incoam, at UsD letet.
Consumption of pipes probably wll be in the, heighborhoo of 28
million orabout 10 pernt above the 1939 onsumption because of
the Ontost M D u&ation
Y, *8 X }4 las-Wit ile 1939 duties i effect, import. of pipi
might'be6ek p6te t fri about the same prbpottion 6f zump
s
tion -theb
didI'i 1939' and amount to about L.2 million pip ' with
a foreign-value of about $360,000. - This would indicate a productio
of btifr pipes for the domestic market of about 26.8 million pipes and
-imports of an equal number of bri blocks. The value of the domestic pro~uctiom of pipes' includingasmall export)would probably be
i theigborhood, of 64 mil4l dollars and the foreign value of
the imported blocks would be about $428,Q0
Duty reduced by 60 percent ,-Lower duties ouild probably result in
the importationAida larger lumber of pipes; this would in tur resutit
in the production of a somewhat snwller number of pipes in this
country inSthe importation f a correspondingl smaller number of
block. Imports of pipes might supply s much as 7 percent of domestic consumption and amount to about 2 million with a foreign
vale of about $80,000. Production of pipes wold then Smount.
to about 26 milliin0pipe and about that number of blocks would
have to be imorted The valu of the donesticilly produced pipes
might be in the neighborhood of 6.5 million dollars and the foreign
vafue of the imported bleookWight be about $416,000.
Duty jncreesed by 60 percent.- Anmincrease in duity, would teid to
restrict import bf pipes and resut m a Iatge domestic production
of pipes and a correspondingly larger importatioh of blocks.' Itnporta
of pipes then tight amount to about I million with a foreign value
of about $300,000. Ths would imply a domestic production of about
27 million pmp6P * and import of abtut theasadme number of blEcks.
The value of the production of pipes would probably 'be about 7
million dollars and the foreign value of the imported blocks would be
about $432,000.
per capIta ncome 5 percent higher than in 1USD.
Under a higher national income consuntption might be 6-8 percent.
greater -in number, than with iincome as in 1939 and amount to about
30 million pipes. Prices of pipes might increase to about the same
extent as the general pri level and a larger pportin of the import.
would be h npric pipes. The average unit value of imports 'of
pipes would thus be considerably higher than il pei
od*hshen the
national income was on a lower Teve Prices of brier blocks would
probably ripe somewhat.

Table: [No Caption]
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Thd1i ae in 1939.-Imported 'p#In
eight supply percent of consumption and amount to about 1 million piped the foreign vaale of
w1hih, at increased pi, wold be lii th. neighborhood of $6,000,
Domestic production would amount to 283 million pipes vlied :it
about 8.2 million dollars, necessitating the im tation o7 an equ
number of blocks which would have a-oreign value of about $650,000.
Duty reduced by 60 percat.-Imported pipes might supply as much
as 10 percent of domestic consumption or about 3 million pipes with a
at increased prices of about 1.2 million dollar. Pro_
foreiq value
of pipes for domestic consumption would thus be about 27
duction
million pi es, which would be valued at about: 7.8 million dollar.
Imported o1 bLocks (about 27 million) would have a foreign value, at
increased prices, of about $000,000.
Dut irncreaqed by 60 percent.-Importe of pipes would probably not
exceed 1 million with a foreign value at increased prices of about
$400,000. United States production for domestic consumption would
then be about 29 million pipes valued at about 8% million dollars.
Imported blocks (about 29 million) would have a foreign value at mcreased prices of nearly $650,000.
Export.
Exports of brie pipes are not separately clarified; however, they
are known to have been small in 1939 and it is assumed that they Will
not increase significantly in the postwar world.

Employment
About 95 percent of the industry manufacturing pipes, cigar and
cigarette hoirers is devoted to the manufacture of brier pipes. In
1939 the average number of all employees of the industry was 2,481,
of which 2,400 are estimated to have been employed in the production
of briq pipes. It is not expected that employment will increase in the
short-term period, but in the long term it may reach 3,000.
CIGARETTE PAPER
Tariff paragraph: 1552.
Ci arette paper in bobbins, sheets, and booklets.
45%. ad val.

Commo4ity:
Rate of duty:

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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For many years the gumption Of cigaitte paper in the United
States has been growing rapidly. From 1930 to 1940 the ave
annual rate of increase was about 5 percent; from 1941 to 1944 the
annual rate of increase ros to about 10 percent because of J.ndlone shipment and the large quantities ~of cigarettes used by our
armed forces.
Consumptio "of cwrette paper in 1943
xpproimately 45 percent larger thanmin 139.
Previous-to 1940, France was the source of over 95 pert of the
United States imports of cigarette paper and a considerable part of
these imports oriinated in mills in whicl cigarette manufacturersn-i
this country had 'a substantially interest. The French paper was made
from highrde linen rage. Imports declined aiter 1939 and 'by
1944,1ha raeically ceased. Immediately follow the beginning of
the war United States production, mainly in a plant projected some
time before, increased sufficiently not dnly to supply domestic requirements but to 'build up a lag rsve stock and a large export
LThe lrae North Carolina m which started production in 1939 was
financed in part? by domestic cirette maufacturrwho were
interested in ming themselves independet of foreign source of
supply. This mill uses as material the fiber from seed flax;straw of
which there is a practically unlimited domestic supply. The mill is
capable of suptyi, the total dometic requirement for cigarette
paper at 'price no igher in and possibly as much as 10 percent
ebow, the' 1939 price. For all these reasons it is improbable that
imports will again attain anything like the former levels, and they may
fail almost entirely to be revived.
o Ci' retb paper is marketed in two fom, namdy, 'bobbins for use
on carette-uaking nae es and booklets for the.'use of those who
roll their ow4 cigarettes. The bobbins represent from 80 to 90 percent of the total-United States consumption. Both -forms are made
from identical raw material.
Variations in per capita income, unless they are drastically downward, have only moderate effect .on the per capita consumption of
cigarettes, and, therefore, of 'cigarette paper. .-Insmuch as the cost
of cigarette paper is less than 1 percent of the price of the cigarette
the cost of the paper alone has little or no influence on the volume' o
this paper consumed.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Although the consumption of cigarette paper during the two or
three years immediately following tht war is likely to be less than
during the war, it will probably be considerably higher than in 1939.
For reasons previously noted, domestic production may supply
practically the entire Lomestic demand and
A may be small.
Exrts may be substantially above those of 1939.

1Por-waR jM;-wMwnA$D
VW.
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pWtucno,

POST.W4R LONG, TERM
Coensumpio, PrOduction, and lmped.
Per qtipfa InOOMW at 1*59 level.

theaverge annual,,rate of increase of ettep ot
Altxo
consumption was about 5 percent during the decade before 194Jthe
rate of increase w4 becoing lower during the latr yeaof that
period. Assuming that the leveling off of the upward trend Is Oontinued after the war the annual consumption in the long-run period
would probably be aioutt28 million pounds. For reaons mentioned
above prices may be as much as 10 percent below those of 1939, so
that.te total vOlue of cwtumption might be. about 9 million dollar..
If exports are maintained substantially above pro war levels, domestic
production might be about 38 million pound, with a value of approri
mately 12 ilon dollars.
Imorts wouldiprobably be small in, omparison with those forme
brought -in, and miight be confined almost,.whollyto ctuantiti im,
ported for use in the production of specialty lines of cigarettes. It
seems most likely hat imports would hot eceed 100-00, thouAd
pounds, with, a foreign value of $25,000-45,000 although ey might
possibly be several times larger. It is unlikely that the quality
imported would be affected great by chang of 50 percent in duty.
Per capital income 76 perenVt; higher thon in 19*9.-

papt would likely, be about-) percent
Consumption, of cigeto
above that atth-e lowe income level or about 31 million pounds. It
is unlikely that the competitive relationship of imported and domestic
paper would be altered by the change in 'income. Prikes, ho*veert
might be the. same as in 1939 or 10 percent above that level. Thus
total value of consumption would be 10-il million dollars. 'Aumihg
exports to be about 11 million pounds, domestic production woxud bb
about 42 million pounds, with a value of about 15 million dollars, and
that of imports from $25,000 to $50,000 (foreign value).

cigi~tteExportst

r"PortsOf
of cigarette papere likely to reimaip from 50 to 10
Exports
cent greater than in 1939 but from 20 to 40 percent less tiwi in ;19
they may amountin the long-term period to 8.5-11.0 iliqn pouns
valued at 3-4 million dollars. Exports wil go lVgely to market in
the Western Hemisphere supplied by the United States ding the war
period, when European paper was not available.
EmpoymetIn 1939 most of the persons employed in making cigarette 'Paper
were a engaged in making other types of tuin pa i the a
mills. Assuing :t~t in the long-term period tspersn would be
engaged full time in the production of Cigarett paper, it Would
probably require about 2,000 employeesfor an output of 40-45 million
pounds.
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FUR AND, PR.ESS.CLOHW ASTE
Tariff paragaph: 1555.
Press cloth waste; furpieces or timig with fur on th
fur felt pirap, roundmgsf parings, and Wailar hatter'waste.

Commodity:

; 7^ ia 61 YU ?
#
d~ubJ2:,

spee.on

t
b
noai r
No.-Tbhe commodltie covered by thio
which a duty of 10 percent ad valorem was imposed by the Tariff Act oU1a. The rate was reduced to
fli percent, felctive January 1, 19M, pursunt to trade arements with Canda and the United Kingdom.
wats

GENERALUnited States imports of these commodities ih 1939 were valu 'at
$376,000. They include wool press cloth waste;' fur pieces or trinm~rs wiwth' fur on the skin; fur belt scrap, rounding, .parings, and
similar latters' waste.: The! amount of wool, fur, and fur felt waste
caflectedinthp United Sthtes is; known to be large, but there is no
bsi tot estimating the amount produced or consumed. Statistics
on exports 'of the three classes here considered are not available
although it' is known that substitial- quantities of fur pieces and
damaged fur skis have been erported.
Fur waste, consstin of all piees of fur too small to be sowed
together for use in maki wearing apparel, is usd in mating a lowobtained frm
grade hatters' fr, and the aste tonsisting of &scap
k fur felt hats is usedrinpay as fordizer.
Prtel cloth waste,
. e
wl
12 zm
Pies
er thn ft'''m
of'
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ver
sllpart
dohwase
material obtainedd
pr~ess-o
comnpnsesi
m
atenals,
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the toa tht
iW
wbi6 'at qu6ted on a msrkM, are dtmined very largly by
the8 givdlability d the price of net materials an other substitute
that could be vs for,'the same purpose. Price are not
materials
usually sbuject to wide variations, unless bew developments affecting
materials occur or national income changes sgnicant.
POST-WAR SHORT TIERM

Imports immediately following the war may be about the same as in

1939.

POST-WAR LONGti TERM
Pr icqta nom at 191 level.

Regardlesof ationl incOme, ai iicreas or decrease in the dvty
wouir
probably have little effect upon import. Per capita cosiumpton of fur and pre cloth waste would probably 'ke about the same as

ia 1939; alog fr a ia in population, the foreign value of
imports migt amount to about $4O0,000.
Per npft* 6Umnmet5 percent higher than*;09..

More waste would be available uader a higher income than under
a lower incomo.- The foreign value of imports might amount to

about $500,000.
Pbie lar
taemt (se

tha 124 inIhes. Sme piec
wool Ta waste).

s1tion
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e dutiable as wool waste and are covered

by septe
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CHRISTMAS TREES

Tariff paragraph: 1558.
Christmas trees, evergreeb.
CJmmodity:
Rae of duts:
6%.
Non.-The rate find in the Tariff Act of 190 was 10 per
dtve Joaay 1, 198, pursuant to trad agreement withCn

reusd to fleretoA,

otw
-

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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stitmatedP production for export and for the domestic market are not available.
'Foreign vaue.
Perns employed for a very short time each year, may number 40,000 or more.

* The production and sale of Christmas trees is a seasonal industrv of considerable proportions. Metropolitan areas are supplied chiefly by commercial dealers, whereas in rural areas most of the,
sales are made direct from farmers and forest landowners to ndivduals
or to local stores and distributors. Domestic production includes a
wide variety of tree species, -altIhough balsam fir and spruce pre
dominate in the northern and eastern markets, and Douglas fir in the
West. Pine and cedar are used to a large extent in the South. From
one-third to one-half of the total consumption is supplied by imports
from Canada, of which about 60 percent consists of balsam fir, 25
percent of spruce, and 10 percent of Douglas fir.
Regular production of Christmas trewes-a,--adi crop was not,
until recently, widespread in the United States. However, production
of these trees is now being encouraged in many sections and a rapid
expansion of output is possible. Proportionate expansion of the
Canadian operations is not to be expected, as many of the more favorable producing areas in Canada are already being methodically
ex
ited.
Because much of the production is on a small scale and is widely
scattered, and because a urge part of the market istrelatively unorganized, accurate data on the prices received -by the producers are not
available. The relatively low unit value of imported trees may
possibly be accounted for by the considerable proportion of small
"table model" trees 2 to 3 feet high which are imcludedi.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
.The Christmas tree industry has grown rapidly in recent years.
Through the development of a more efficient distribution system, trees
have been made available to an increasing number of families, and it
is probable that consumption will be much greater in the immediate
post-war years than in 1939. A larger proportion than formerly will

Table: [No Caption]
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likely beasujplied by dobestic production, lthou imports will
probably show a substantial increase in quantity The aversp price
of trees might be materialy higher, and the value of production and
imports eonsiderably greater, t in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, tAd Import.
Per capital Income atthe 1919 lewel.

The recent'gains in the use of Christmas trees will probably be
sustained, so that consumption is likely to be higher than m 1939, and
might total 12-16 million trees. Production is likely to be at least
50 percent greater than in, 1939, or, say, about 9 million trees, of a
value of about $2,250,000. Imports may be around 10 percent
greater, or sy 5 milon trees, valued at $580,000 (foreign value)
prices probably rem about as in 1939. As the rate of duty i.
very small, it is not likely that the changes of 50 percent in either
direction would affect the amounts imported, produced, or consumed.
Per capita Income 75 percent higher than Inin'

.

At this level of income a consumption of 18-20 million trees might
be reached. Production would perhaps be, twice that in' 1939, or
about 12 million trees. The average price of trees might be 15 percent
higher than in 1939, which would give an estimated value of $3,450,000.
Imports might increase 50 percent and reach a total of about 7 million
trees, with a foreign value of $936,000 (75 percent greater than the
1939 value).
Export.
United States statistics do not show separately the exports of
Christmas trees; such exports are negligible.
Employment

No data are available concerning the number of persons engaged
in the production of Christmas trees, but possibly 40,000 to 50,000
workers are employed for a short period each year.
CORK (RAW)

Tarff paragraph: 1661.
Cork wood or bark, unmanufactured.
Commodity:
Cork waste, shavings, and refuse (ine, virgin cork).
Free.
Ra. of duty:

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent consumption) for 1939
are giveM below:
9uantlty (1,000 poudsh-228,000
alue ($1,000)-_
' 4, 100
Unit value (per pound)$0.018

All the raw cork consumed in the United States is obtained from
imported materials either iin the form of wood or bark, part of which
becomes waste and is used over again, or in the form of imported
Wast#. Thus, since reexports of raw cork are negligible, imports ape
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proimae iy onsption. Therei, howevrersatia1 prow
tiuction inthe United States of :cork wasteandd havings whichO reult
from the ianufacture of obrk products and.which is. H"irfurther in
manufacturing certain other cork products. Statistics are not Ivail.
able showing domestic production of cork waste or shavings. Of the
imports of raw cork, ab6ut two-thirds to thte-fourths is in the form
of waste, shavings, or refuse, and the remandr is wood or bark.
In 1939 imports of raw cork were about 1 percent above the average
of the years 1936-38. Undoubtedly. part ofthis increase represented
an accumulation of stocks in anticipatxon of probable shortages cHued
by the war in Europe., Imports have come principally from Portugal,
Spain, anrd Algeria&.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
Wartime restrictions in building and on consumers' goods

employing cork havereaulted in a decline in the consumption of cork for consuners' uses. With the removal of such restrictions and with-ample
quantities available from abroad, it may be expected that in the
first few years after the war the consumption of cork for building and
construction and consumers' goods will increase materially over prewar levels.

POST-WAR LONG TERM
In recent years a number of substitute materials have been developed that have proved satisfactory in many products formerly
made of cork. In addition, there are -natuxal limitations on the
production of cork. Cork forests throughout the world are of natural
growth rather than cultivated and are subject to loss resulting from
fire wind, and other forms of destruction. This would probably tend
to iimit the possible increase in consumption, even Under a large
increase in national income.
Per capita income at 1S99 level.

Although it is possible that the per capita consumption of cork
would decrease below the pre-war average, the total consumption,
allowing for an increase of 10 percent in, population, might neverthele1 be about equal to 1939 imports of 228 mion funds. The foreign
value of imports would -probably be about 4 minion dollars.
Per capital income 75 percent higher than In 199.

Sunder a higher per capital income, the consumption of raw cork
might conceivabl*y be about 10-15 percent greater than with no
change and might amount to 250-275 million pounds with a foreign
value, at the increased price level, of- 5.0-5.5 million dollars.

MINDUSTRIAL DIAMONDS
Tariff pargraph: 188.
Diamonds: glaziers' and engravers', unset; and
Commodiy:
eluding bort).
Free.
Rate of duty:

iners' (in-

GENERAL

Data on United States imports (apparent oonsumption) for 1939
are given below:
(I Om carats) -8, 59
lantlity
'9, 726
Value
-------I---

($1,W
)

------------i--------
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three-fourths
diamonds,
in terms of carats, are used for industrialputpoes (the propiortonMI
terms of value is of course far smaller). Cutennt brld cmpoumption
of industrial diamonds is estimated to be more thantwice as grat at
production,and supplies ,are being drawn fromstocks previously
accumulated bi thediamond dicate.- It is understood, however,
that these stocks are nearing exhaustion.
95 percent of the world's supplyof rough diamonds (indus
trial About
and gem)
produced in Africa.,, Most of remainder ispro.
duced in' rail and Venezuela, Industrial and gem stones are,
together; thoei that are flawed or offor
industrial
quality
sld
purposes, and those thatofare gem all
"cuttables".
;as
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM
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doubtiseg be far in Wm" of prewar coosumption. Prim lsoo may
be expected to be0 considerably above the prear level. The value
of imports therefore will doubt[d be much greater than bdoe the *er.
POST-WAR LONG TERM

The estimates of imports in the long te are based on the assumptions that the ise of diamonds in industry will continue to increase
more rapldly than total industrial production; that the level4'of production of diamonds will be higher than the wartime level' that more
than threefourths of the diamonds produced will be of indstltrial
that any. increase in demand over a short period will be met
quality;
rom reserve supplies; that more than three fourths of the industrial
diamonds consumed will consist of crushing bort.(which is the poorest
quality of industrial diamond and is much lower in price thau other
types); that the price of industrial diamonds will increase at a more
rapid rate than the general price level; that no substitute for diamonds
witl be available; and that the diamond deposits now being worked
will represent the only important sources of supply. It is further
assumed that the level of imports, which might otherwise conform
generally to that of domestic industrial activity, will be limited by
factors of supply and price, particularly as these may be affected by
the existence and policies of the diamond syndicate.
Per capita income at 1939 level.,

Imports of industrial diamonds might amount to 7 million carats,
valued at About 20 million dollars, foreign value, or about double th
1939 figures and nearly 4 times the average for 1930-39.
Per capita Income is percent higher thea In 19*9.
Imports of industrial diamonds nmiight be within the range of 9-12
million carats, valued from 25-40 mullion dollars, foreign value; the
quantity used being estimated as from 30 to 70 percent greater than
with income as in 1939, whereas the average prices may be either
about the same as, or considerably higher than, at that income level.
FURS (EXCEPT SILVER FOX), UNDRESSED
Tariff paragraph: 1881.

Commodity:
Rate of dut:

Furs and fur skins, not specially provided for, undressed.

Free.

GENERAL

Data on UJnited States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production

Item

ToW

Value ($1,000) .-0.........0......0...0...
1 000
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9,325
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IImportsYr

Apparent

Ratio of

(leaes 5oonlsumIp' tooon
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sumOtptitio
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S

domestic

market

$40,674 54 50,000

890,674

Peereed
86
P

'Xport in 1 wvia about 30 percent les than the average In 193"8.
' Imports in M9 were about 30 percent leo than the average in 192-8.* Esimled.
* landed valoe; foeigi varu, was $47,649.
No'rs.-Tle relatively low exports sad import in 103 may be attributed largely to unetted market
lditions Msulting from preparations for and the actual outbreak of the war.-
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skin
. iot u rq the
Undrsssed furs- arerewAfe
ten
pr parator treamnt before iwyA are suitable for innupr
The rinipa vrit
facture
other articleJ.diU
fum considered here are Persian laiib, coney or rabbit
silver);' mink,-mrtenjlAeb 'and sheep (other than
Persiatn
caracel), weasel, kolinski, hare, squirrel, fitch,
marmot and beaver 'Of
theforegoing,;
riifik,-fox, and beaver
are produced in the United States in gnificant
kinds of furs produced in the United-States in large numbers are
muskrat, skis, opossum, Alaska,6sealraccoon,ana wolf; imports
of these kinds are relatively smnal. 'he bulk of world supply is
procured from.
animals but
quantities of m and
Persian lamb furs, are taken from. animals raised on farms, and a
oney or: rabbit skins is taken from
substantial part df the supply
domesticated rabbits raied for meat.
All undressed fursmust be dressed ordresed and dyed before
can be used. With the exception of cone$ or rabbit and hare skins,
used in about equal quantities the making of fur felt hats and fur
goods, virtually the entire supply' of furs is used, for coats or coat
trimlings1 wrans, and neckpiees.
TheImports
United States is the world's largest producer and consumer of
principally from the Soviet Union, China,
Canada, Afghanistan, SouthAfrica, France, and Australia. Many
kinds are imported' from the Soviet Union, China, and Canada, but
imports from Afghanistan and South' Africa consist mostlyof Persian
lamb furs, and those from France and Australia principal of coney
or rabbit skins.
Most furs are considered to be luxuries and consumption usually
follows the trend of national income; prices fluctuate to a greater
degree than theIaverage of the prices of all commodities. In pre-war
yearsundressed furs were sold principally through dealers and at
auction in New York andLondon, a large part ofthe quantity sold
nedessa
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lintowearng4

imported

fox

(other

than

lamb

or

o

quantities

Other

lage

trapped

of

they

in

furs.

come

in London being reexported to continental Europe and the United
States. There are virtually no restrictions on their movement in
international trade. Selling as they 'do largely in differentprice
ranges and being subject to varying consumer preference, the various
kinds of furs are competitive only within rather narrow limits; in the
kind s can
highly organized world fur market
usually be fulfilled. Potential world upply is not known but it is
probably much greater than the amount
has ever been placed on
the market in
year.. Highlevelsof national income and high
pricesusually
increased quantities to market, particularly
fromnonindustrialized countries. Domestic production of undressed
furs might also beexpected to rise when the national income is high,
though probably not to the same extent as imports, because part-time
trappers, who ordinarily procure most of the domestic supply, might,
at suchtimes, shift to more lucrative employment.
the

demand

for

given

that

an

.

brig

POST-WAR SHORT TERRM

Consumption of

undressed furs
the immediate post-war years
will probably be much larger thanin 1939 especially if purchasing
power in the United States remains high and that in European
countries remains low. Domestic production will probably'
at
a high level because part-time trappers and farmers, now in the armed
in

be
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in plants will hve -gin become ad
force or wotkin iW
e Value of
Aos in the immeiit
trapping fur-hetrlnX *inls.
poetwr period wilnprobably be mu greater in in 1939.;-POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 19*9 level.
Consumption of furs in 1939 was about 20 percent uider the average
of 1936-38 in spite of a somewhat higher national income in 1939.

It might therefore be expected that per capital consumption, wth
national income at the 1939 level, would be about 25 percent more
than in 1939. Allowing for an increase of 10 percent in population
by about 37% percent,
total consumption thereore might inc
amounting to about 125 million dollars at 1939 prides. Both domestic
increIe by about 373 perproduction and imports would probably
cent. Apart from probable export production forT the domestic
market would then be valued at about 55 illion dollars (about 45
percent-of consumption) and the landed value of imports would be
about 70 million dollars (about 65 million dollars foreign value).
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 193*.

This level of income, if maintained for some years, might cause an
increase of 30 percent in the quantity of furs consumed in the United
States and of about 70 percent in fur prices, compared with consmption and price at the lower income level. The value of consumption might be about 275 million dollars. United States production of furs under a high level of income might increase le than
production in nonindustrialized countries. Domestic production
then might account for about 40 percent of consum~ption instead of 45
percent as under the 1939 income level. Production for the domestic
market would probably be valued at 110 million dollars and the
landed value of inports would be about 165 million dollars (about
157 million dollars foreign-value).
Exports

In the short-term period, exports may not be valued at more than
1-3 million dollars a year, sliyhtly above the W043 level. Countries,
particularly European countries, that were pre4Viously important consumers of furs will probably not be in, a position to take furs at the
prewar rate. Over the long term, imports and export. mIy hold the
same relationship as in 1939 if the per copita income is at. 19 leVls
in which case exports would be worth about 12 million dollars. 8$hUd
incomes throughout the world reach a level substantially higher than
in 1939, export might be Valued at as much as 20 million dollars.

Though official statistic of employment are not available, itis known
that large numbers of people are engaged on *i part-tipe bNiW in
trapping and collection fu-bearing aniimails and in rsi*W them o
farmsoind rGno. Fart-time employment would ptobabkly inrer-q
under a high national inwme though probably lot in direct proportion
to ,the increase in income.
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HORSE MANE AND TAIL HAR 'RAW AND DRAWN
Tariff paraaph: 1888.
Comordity:
Horse mane and tail hair, (row
Rate of duty:Free.

swithes)and dnwa.

GENERAL
States production, imports, and consumption for

Data. on Unit
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Rawrherse manor anj tailh}afr is he hair asitistakevfrm thesaiwhich hass bei. thoroughly
drea edlhair is that
cleaned, steriied, combed to parallel the hairp, sorted
aecrding to
lenth, and boundin bundles of about 2 inches n diameter. In 1939
about twice as much drawnl hair wuis imported as raw. Most mane
hir and all tail hair which is unsuitable for drawings. (about 10 percent) i8 curled ard use for upholstery and miattres filling. The
remainder of the tail hair all of which is dressed, is used in making
household and industial buhss(80 percent) and in making inter
linings (20 percent). Before the war, goat hair was displa' hors
t is zhair to a lap extent in the manufacture of interlinig
pected that very little horsehair will be used for this purpose after
the war. Thus, more horsehair of better quality will be available for
brush making. The amount of horsehair that will be used in the
maufature of paint ad varni brushes after the war will depnd
not only on the demand for such brushes but on the price of oompetitive raw material such as bristles and nylon9
Only a small part of thq Uunitd States consumption of horsehair
bh been produced in this countynd it is not expected that domestic
production Will increse matialy after the war. In 19$9 and earlier
years, Argentina was th principal source of imports of raw horsehair
and (5bin the leading supplier of dresed horsehair. Small amounts
were aso obtained from Mexico, Canada, the Soviet Union, and Brazl,
PO8T-WAR SHORT TERM
It is estimated that consumption1 and hence imports, in the immediate post-war years will be materally higher than in 1939, because
of anqme high par4hiAg power.

mai. Drawlof
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PONT-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 19:9 Ilvet.

Allowing for a 10-percent increase in population the consumption
of horsehair might amount to as much as 3.2 million pounds. perts, which are likely to supply a large part of consumption, Miight
amount to about 234 million pounds, with a foreign value of about 1
million dollars. Production for the domestic market might amount to
about 700,000 pounds valued at 1.1 million dollars.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Under these conditions the consumption of horsehair might increase
to a level of about 43 million pounds, an increase of about 6f) percent
over that of 1-939. Imports would probably supply about 33 million
pounds, the foreign value of which, at increased priceswould be about
2 million dollahs. Production for the domestic market would be
about 1 million pounds, with a value at increased prices of about 1.7
million dollars. Exports

At the 1939 income level, exports, in the long-term period, might
amount to about 600,000 pounds, valued " about $250,000. At
higher income levels exports might amount to as much as 750,j00
pounds, valued, at increased prices, at about $ 00,000.
Employment

Information, relative to employment in this industry, is not available.
CATTLE AND HORSE BODY HAIR
Tariff paragraph: 1688.
Commodity:
Cattle, ox, calf, and horse body hair, except ear hair.
Rate of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
Production
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Estimated.

'Foreign value,

7

...

The term "animal body hair" will be used to refer to both cattle
and horse body hair covered b1 this report. About 99 percent of the
total consists of cattle hair. Animal body hair is largely a byproduct
of the tanning industry and the volume of production depends upon
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the --quantity of hides that are tanned.- -In 1939 and earlier years,
imports formed usually less than 10 percent of total consumption
and never more than 13 percent.
More than 88 percent of the animal body hair consumed in the
United States is used in the manufacture of hair felts, which are used
principally for carpet and ruF linings and cushions and for insulation.
The greater part of the remainder
is used in textiles. Imports in 1939
and earlier years came principally from Canada, Germany; the Soviet
Union, and the United ing om.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

Imports might be a little larger than in- 1939, since consumption
will probably be somewhat greater than in that year. There has,
however, been no shortage of animal body hair during the war, and no
great backlog of demand has been created for products made from
animal-body hair.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1939 level.

Consumption might be about 10 Percent greater than in 1939' to allow
for the increase in population, or about 50 million' pounds. If imports
maintain the same relationship to consumption as in 1,93 they would
amount to about 3% million pounds, with a foreign value (at 1939-unit
values) of about $300,000. Production for the domestic market would
probably be about 46.5 million pounds, valued at about 1.9 million
dollars.
Per capital income K percent higher than in 1930.

Consumption might be as much as 45 percent greater than in 1939.
This would allow for population increase, an increase in the demand
for the products made from animal body hair resulting from higher
income, and a moderate price increase (10 percent). Under this assumption, consumption might amount to as much as 70 million pounds.
Imports might supply about 6 million pounds, with a foreign value of
about $475,$00. Production, assuming a proportional increase in
exports, would be about 72 million pounds, valued at about 3%
million dollars at increased price levels.
Exports

Exports are from 10 to 15 percent of production and usually slightly
exceed imports. Exports generally consist of surpluses of certain
grades while imports cover shortages of other grades. At income levels
about the same as in 1939, exports might amount to 5% million pounds,
valued at $445,000; at higher word income levels exports might
amount to as much as 6% million pounds, with a value of about $600,000.
Employment

Information as to employment in this industry is not available.
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GOATANDKID HAIR

Taiff paragraph: 88.
Goat and kid hair except Anigora (mohar) and Caahmewie.
Free.
Rag of duty:
Commodity:

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 ae given below:
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I Arr ved at by multiplying the umber of goat and kid skirs tanned by 0.364 pound, the avenge wulgbt
of hair per skin.

I

Est mated.

Foreign value.

The hair of gohts and kids, excluding the hair of Angora and Cashmere goats, is used principally in making felts, about 70 percent being
usied for this purpose. It is also used in making carpet yarns (20 percent), interlinings (5-10 percent), and brushes (about 2 percent).
Goat and kid hair, in its various uses7- s mixed with other materials
such as wool, other animl hair, and rayon and vegetable fibers.. The
supply and price of these materials aifect the consumption of goat
and kid hair, as they are largely interchangeable with it.
Although the prices of goat and kid hair range trom about 3 to 60
cents per pound, the great bulk of the hair sold in 1939 (a representative year) averaged about 1i cents per pound. O(r the basis of the
past movement of animal-hair prices in relation to the general prince
fevel,
it might be expected that with a 75-percent increase in national
income the prices of goat and kid hair would increase in somewhat
the same proportion as the general price level.
Appronmately 80 percent of the quantity of goat and kid hair consumed in the United States is a byproduct of the domestic taning
industry. The volume of domestic production depends on the number of goat and kid skins tanned which to a large extent, follows the
trend of national income. Virtually the entire supply of goat and
kid skins tanned in the United States is obtained from foreign surges
Imported hair (almost entirely from India) is clipped from live
goats or kids. Most of it is used in interlining.. This is one of t
les important uses of goat and kid hair. The use of interlinings is
not likely to change greatly and thus imports are not likely to become
of relatively greater importance in consumption than in past years,
when they have accounted for about 20 percent of the total.
Under the various assumptions made in this report, domestic
production is based on the number of goat and kid skins that may be
tured (se section in this series on goat and kid skins) imports are
estimated by assuming a continuance of their past relationship to
consumption and, inasmuch as the entire domestic production of
goat and kid hair is usually fully utilized, consumption is obtained
by adding probable imports to probable domestic production.
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,OT'WAR SHORT TERM
In this period tbr~
bae a small increase in' eonum
heilt proabyP
tion, produotio-, sad import of goat 'ad kid hair.POST-WAX LONG TERM
Coeanpon Prectloa, sad Import.

Per capital income at 195 Levels.

Baue of an expected increse in the per capita consumption of
goat and kid skins for making leather, consumption of goat nd ki
hair taking account of increase in population, may be mi the gea
neigbborhood of about-22million pounds.: Of thistotal, producton
mit be expected to supply about 17 millioD pounds, valued (at 1939
prices) at .about 29 million dollars, and imports about 5 million
pounds, with a foreign value of possibly $600,000.
Per capita income 75 percent higher then In 1959

With the increased United States consumption of goat and kid
skins under the higher income level domestic eodnsumption of gat
and kid hair might be about 25 million pounds. Dometic prouc
tion would probably be about 19 million pounds, valued (assuming
some increa in prices) at a little more than 3 million dolr, and
pounds, with a vorealue of
imports would be about 6 million
E
t
about $700,000.

Exports of goat and kid hair were smaI in pre-war years and wil
probably be small in the post-war period.
Employment
The number of workers in the goat and kid skin tanning industry
who remove and process the hair are not enumerated separately.

SCRAP RUBBER

Tariff paragaph: 1697.
CoHem:
Sp or refuse natural rubber fit only for rewanufactur
Free.

RaS of duty:

GENERAL
Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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This report, however, does not cover reclaimed rubber as such, the
imports of reclaimed rubber being very small. Reclaimed rubber
includes about 45 percent of fllersplasticizers and other materials,
and about 55 percent of rubber. wen used in moderate amounts,
it facilitates the mixing and milling of new rubber, without lowering
the quality of the articles made from the mixture. It is used alone
to make only a few commodities, in which most of the qualities of
rubber are not very important. Worn tires and tubes make up most
of the scrap used, and the rubber reclaimed therefrom averages about
85 percent of the original weight of the scrap.
The United States, with by far the world's largest consumption of
tires, has a much larger supply of scrap rubber than any other country.
In peacetime only a part of the scrap available in this country is
collected and a considerable part of that is exported either as scrap
or as reclaimed rubber, exports in both forms being substantial; In
1939 more scrap was collected in the United States, and more scrap
and reclaimed rubber were shipped abroad, than in 1938 or most
previous years. Japan took more than half the exports and Germany
the next largest amount. United States imports of scrap are very
small compared with the amounts collected or exported. Imports
come principally from Canada and the United Kingdom.
The availability of synthetic rubber scrap has recently somewhat
complicated the reclaiming of all kinds of rubber, since certain types
of synthetic cannot be reclaimed along with natural or with other types
of synthetic. Synthetic rubber is not as yet being reclaimed on a
large scale and comparable costs are therefore not available. It has
been found that reclaimed synthetic is more nearly like the new product than is reclaimed natural rubber.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

It is probable that manufacturers of tires and other rubber articles
will continue to use much reclaimed rubber, and that substantial
amounts of scrap will be collected in the United States. There will
probably be a large surplus of scrap rubber in some European and
some other countries immediately after the war, even though they
may reclaim much of it for their own use. It is possible that imports
will be twice as large as in 1939, although still supplying only a small
fraction of domestic consumption.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita Income at 1959 level.
It is anticipated that as soon as the far eastern rubber plantations
come back into production on anything like their pre-war scale, thus

greatly augmenting the vast supply of synthetic rubber produced in
the United States and Europe, rubber prices may be considerably
lower than they were just before the war. If so, this would tend to
reduce the consumption of scrap and reclaimed rubber, Since,
however, t-tal consumption of rubber is likely, even with no increase
in income, to be materially greater than before the war, it appears
probable that consumption of scrap might be at least as re before
"
million
of its utility
the war, or about
pounds, if only be Iuse
in mixing and milling new rubber.

Table: RUB ER
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The domestioe supply of scrap rubb-r may be-in eace of the requiremet Neverthels, sincesuppliswi albe large ini
countries, United! States imports' igt exceed the small 1939 figure,
perhaps imounti to as .'much as 15 million pounds, valued, if prices
are somewhat lower than before the war, t ;about $250,000.
POST-WAW IUPOM`AWND DOMS

Per capita Income 76 percent higher than'I

PRODUCTON

19*.

A larger consption of rubber goods' resulting from an increase
in purchasing power, might well create a larger demand for reclaimed
rubber than would exist with no 'change in income. If the amount of.
scrap used should increase in the-same proportion as new rubber, which
it might well do, consumption would probably amount to about 900
million pounds, and domestic collection miight' be somewhat higher,
allowing for some exports. Imports might Also increase substantially
and amount to as. much as 25-30 million pounds, with a value of
about $400,000 or more.
Exports

It is possible that fairly substantial quantities of reclaimed rubber
will be exported to Europe and other countries during the immediate
post-war period, but it is not probable that exports of scrap will be
as large as before the war. Even during the 1950's there will prob'
ably be ample supplies of scrap rubber in most foreign markets. It
is not probable tbat Japan or Germany, which in 1939 took more than
60 percent of United States exports of scrap, will purchase anywhere
near the quantities they imported before the war.
l Employment

It is impossible to ascertain the amount of labor going into the collection of scrap rubber. Employment in the reclaiming of rubber
ranges from somewhat less than 3,500 to about 4,000.
RUBBER
Tariff
garagraph

IAE
Rubber, natural
1607 -Rubber, synthetic

Commodity

Rate of duty
Fre.
- -20% ad val.

----------------

---

GENERAL

Data on United States production, imports, and consumption for
1939 are given below:
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betweai imports of 'rude natural rubber and dometic production of
include certain rubberl&ke: coimodivnthetic asrubber. It does notutong
ties such,reM
and belata, which ore covered in
separate swctionwis it, donot covor claimed rubber,)whieM
has been and will probably continue to be an important adjunct ofnew
rubberyin the production of tires and other articles.! In the above
table relating to 19$, domestic prddction represents a small output
of snthetic rubber and an insignificant amount of guayule (a natural
produd).
Synthetic rubber is dutiable under paragaph 15S (a basket
p ph covering all manukdtired articles not speceificlly ntumerated} at 20 percent ad vksrexn. Aiy change in this duty after t1e
war would probably be of little importance; even if synthetic. rubber
were free of duty imports would probably continue to consist
ost
entirely of natural rubber. The statistics of imports for 1939 in the
above table include the very small quantity of synthetic rubber
which was imported in that year.
Before the tar the world supply of natural. rubber came-lilmost
entirely from-British Malaya and the Netherlands Indles, controlled
respectively by the British sad the Dutch. These areas were lost to
the Japanese in the early part of 1942. The United States with
2 years thereafter, had erected, a theticrubber industry with a
rated annual capacity of 850,000 tons, which has, proved to be lee
than the actual capacity. In the latter part of 1944, the domestic
industry was producing at the rate of more than 1 million tons annually.
The consumption of rubber in the United States has continued to
grow over a long period of time. This upward trend was accentuated
late in 1939 because of increased exports of maindaetured
haginning ods
used as war materials. Consumptian (actual, not
"apparent") averaged 538,000 tones in 1936-39.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The natural-rubber industry of the Far East will require tme for
revival. During this period, moreover, the. backlog of demand for
tires and other rubber goods in the United States and abroad is likely
to be so large that our Synthetic industry will be required to produce
at the rate of over 1 million tons annually, some of which undoubtedly
will be exported. Domestic consumption of rubber (natural and
synthetic): may well be 60-75 percent higher than the average for
1936-39 (then mostly natural rubber).
It is probable that 300,000-400,000 tons of natural rubber will be
available to, the world from the rubber plantations of the Far East the
first year after they are recaptured from the Japanese. This will be
in addition to whatever may be available Iron Ceylon, India, South
America, and Liberia (now about 200,000 tons annuallK). Full-scale
capacity for production of rubber in the Far Eat perhaps could not
be reached until two or three years after liberation it might than be
possible to reach an annual capacity of about 1S million tons. Before
the anticipated keen competition between natural and synthetic
l (actual
ConsumOption of inclined rubber In tbe United Utatb aieraed about 160.00 tons
rubber content about 80.000 tons dung the yea Jst before the war. Reclained rubber is otinced
In the follwing report, however, because ite s bordinatetuaod the mi
ete It will bano. otb furt
use of new rubber.
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will probably hatedetermined jt rilbr polic.;;-;
few yar ieditly fpllowng te wa, everthou
Duwg$he
the domestic synthet rubbr industry ma be opentlpg at apronxi
likely to
lately full cgpaeit' ,imports of ntral rubbere
Eat
yailable
the
Far
increqe.
as
suppesa
rd iyt nmay occur in the longer post-war period as toWhatever
developments
thfe qualt
ity of synthetic rubber, it seems doubtful whether during the shortterm post-war period synthetic rubber will be pirodced (at a competitive cost level), which will be considered equal to natural rubber for
certain majoruse (specially in heavy-duty tires). Imports of
natural rubber during the first yetr after the close of the war with
Japan might thwn amount to as much as 250,000 tons (about half of
the world supply, abqve estimated as available) and they might increase within the next 2 years'or so to as munih as 500,000 tons annually. It is impossible to forecast with any accuracy what will be the
unit prices of these imports. The price of natural rubber in the Far
East moit be approximately the same as in 1939 or might be appreciably higher.. Presumably the price will be higher in the first year
after the war than a little later
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Productlon, and Imports

Crude natural rubber is duty-free' at present. It is impossible to
make forecasts regarding imports without taking into account the
possibility that the United States Government may determine to
take some measures which will 'in effect restrict imports, if deemed
necessary in order -to assure the maintenance of a domestic syntheticrubber industry of the desired magnitude. Restrictive measures
niiht take. the form of imposition of a duty, quantitative limitation
of imports, or subsidization of domestic production within specified
limits.
It is impossible (and in any event unnecessary for the purposes of
the present report) to forecast how much, if any, governmental aid
would be necessary to assure a given domestic production of synthetic
rubber. The answer would depend on unforeseeable changes in the
costs of production of, both synthetic and natural rubber, and on
unforeseeable chaes in the quality of synthetic rubber producd in
this country. It is ronably certain that it the long-term post-War
period costs of production of synthetic rubber in the United States
will be materially lower than under the present abnormal war con
ditions, but how much lower cannot be-predicted. It is also reasonably
certain that the quality of sythetic rubbers will be improved, but it
is impossible to predict whether types Will be developedwhich (within
competitive cost levels) are equal to natural rubber in all major uses.
Developments is to both Costs and quality might be such that by, say'
the it haf of the 1950 decade, the. domestic snthetic-rubber
industry would be able to supply virtually. the entire xomstic market.
for rubber without any Government'aistance. -;
The presentation of the tabulation below: ding the possible
post-war relation between domestic production and imports should
'not be understood as implying ay txpresion of option as toowhether
the spedfied quantity Qf domestic production will be achieved through
712
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normal oamfetition with imported rubber or through artifiial maesures; nor any opinion as to how much domestic production it would be
desirable to maintain if that level could be m tainted only 'by
government siK.
Theatabulation is calculated on the following, ratios of the use of
s thetic rubber to total requirements: (a) Onefifth, (b) one-hird
(c) ne-half and (d) three-t. These are apart from a ith
dat the synthetic-rubber industry might be able to supply
possibility
vitually the whole demand in unaided competition with the natural
product.
These ratios are applied to the two estimates of post-war domestic
consumption, based on a per capita income as in 1939, and on an
income 75 percent higher. The tabulation comparing the 'quantity
and value of production and of imports under each assumption as to
the percentage share of consumption supplied by the domestic
product is given below:
Per capital income as
In 13

Synthetic rubber

Quantity
1,0M0 tope
I
Estimated domestic consumption I -------..-J
700
Share supplied by domestic production, about 25 percent:
175
Produvtiou-.-.-......-i...............
25
Im por --------------------------------------share supplied by domestic production, about 33J pert-lon
233
Prode
.,-.
,
47
Imports.
-,-,--4,0,-Sha8 supplied by dtic production, about 60 percent:
Production .......-......,,,,,.350...................
Imports--.,.
Obare supplied by domestic production, about 76 percent:
525
Production
.
.
17*
Imports-.................
-

-

-

.

....

Income 75 percent
higher tban in 199
--Value
Value
Quantity

Milo of
dollars

--

Miions of

dollar
1000 tone
90.
-

50

23$

70
131

633

177

147

712
317

n

1

95

96

475

475

142

158
49

712
21

214

105

138

87

I It Is believed that the minimum figure In each case wo0ld be 00,000 tons below the estimate given and the
maximum figure 50,000 tons above it.
I Assumie uLit value per pound of production, 15 cents, of imports (foreign value), 14 cents.

Synthetic rubbers include numerous varieties. Ap art from certain
basic differences in methods of production, it is possible to modity the
characteristics of most types of rubber by special methods of treatment. Furthermore, the uses of rubber are numerous,. For some
uses certain qualities are desirable and for other uses quite different
qualities. Some types of synthetic rubber are better than natural
rubber for a number of special purposes. No synthetic rubber now
being produced (at a competitive cost) is considered equal to natural
rubber for some major uses, but this situation may change with further
development of
ique.
It is generally recognized that, with no government aid whatever,
the domestic industry would supply in the post-wax period a considerable fraction of the total consumption of rubber. This output
would include those types which are superior to natural rubber for
specW uses, together with certain quantities of generalrpurpos
synthetic rubbers, which when mixed with natural rubber give a

O
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product substantially, if not entirely, equal to natural rubber for
other iwportaut uses. In any cas at least 25 percept of .the
consumption requirements in the post-war period will probaly be supplied 1y the domestic synthetic industry,
Per capital income At Ius9 AeveL
For a long time before the war there was a general upward trend
the consumption of rubber in, the United Statzs_ Even with a pet
capita income in the long-term post-war period-no higher than in 1989,
the per capita consumption of rubber would probably be from 1b to W2
percent greater than the prewar average, and, taking into account
the; increase in population, the total consumption would probably
be from 25 to 40 percent greater In that event consumption would
figures
be between 660,000 and 750,000 tons; the mean of
700 000 tons, is used as the basis in the table above.
This estimate of post-war consumption is based on the assumption
that prices of rubber will be about the same as they were in 1939
when the average foreign uwit value of imports (which then supplied
nearly all the consumption) was about 15 cents per pound. If
whether by reason of reduction of costs of both synthetic and natural
rubber, or by reason of severe competition between them, the price
of rubber should be materially lower than in 1939, say from 9 to 12
cents, the consumption might be appreciably. greater than that egtimated. Although price reduction would have little effect on the con
gumption in tires, bfar the most important present use, it would
probably cause marked expansion in the consumption of rubber for
various other uses, including some to which it has not hitherto been
applied. If by chance the price of rubber should be much lower still,
say, from 7 to 8 cents per pound, still further expansion in consumption would presumably take place.
Per capita income 75 percent higher than in 1939.
Such a marked increase in per capita income would tend to expand
considerably the number of automobiles in use, and the amount of
travel per automobile. Moreover, car owners would be disposed to
renew worn tires more promptly than otherwise. Aviation would
likewise be expanded, calling for more airplane tires. Rubber consumption in various other uses would al1o increase; in particular,
consumers would presumably be able to afford the use of rubber for
various purposes for which it would not otherwise be employed.
Under these conditions it seems probable that the per capital consumption of rubber would be about one-third greater than if national
income should remain as in 1939. If so it would be somewhere
between 900,000 and 1,000,000 tons annually (taken as 950,000 tons
in the tabulation, which is about 60, percent greater than the consumnption in 1939). This seems to bea conservative estimate.
This estimate, regarding consumption is based on the assumption
that the prices of rubber would-be about the same as in 1939. Even
if commodities in general should show an upward price trend because
of higher income, the greater volume of output of synthetic rubber
would tend to prevent an increase in the costof production. If rubber
prices should be materially lower than in the prewar period, the consumption of rubber might be materially greater than estimated.
"
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together
recovering natural rubber industry, may evieotualy capture a- Wfl
siderable part of the expo trade' this.icountry hi acquired during
the war,. There seems to be a fair posibility, however, that even
during the long term there will be some export of sntheic rubber
especialy of special-purpose types, which may be superior to nature

rubber for various use Much will depend on how much synthetic
rubber Germany will be allowed to mfactur, on the post-war
progress of the Soviet synthetio-rubber indus and on synthetic.
rubber production in other industrial countries.
~~~~~Employment.

,

The present wartime production in. the United States of approximately one million tons of synthetic rubber requires about- 25,000
employees, including those engaged in the production of the principal
Ingredients butadiene and styrene. The huge synthetic plants are
Largely operated from control rooms and a plant running at half
capacity would require virtually the same number of workmen.
Furthermore, it requires about the same number of men to operate
a small plant as a large one. An idle plant kept in stand-by condition
would require about one-fourth as many employees as when operating
at capacity. Employees are classified in a general way as follows:
Operators, about 35 percent; maintenance men, about 27 percent;
supervisors and administrators, about 13 percent; special technicians
about 10 percent; and miscellaneous employees, about 15 percent.

GUTTAS

Tariff paragraph: 1697.
Gutta balata, and gutta percha and other guttas, iL e. a.
Commodity:

Rate of duty:

Free.

GENERAL

Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below:
Quantity (1,000 pounds) -5,464
IS"8}
'Value ($ 1 000) _1sB
Unit value (cents per pound)-i_-_-_______ -_-___
-

- - -

- ~~~-~--r~~~~~~-
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-
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: Foreman value.

Gutta, which is not produced in the United States is the coagulated
latex of certain types of trees. It is somewhat similar to rubber but
has a much higher resin'content. Gutta perch and balata are the
two most important types, although about 25 other types known as
inferior guttas are used commer.all They are used in making
covers for golf balls and submarine cables, adhesive tape, trans so
belting, dental fillings, chewing gum and many other widely varied
items. Balata comes almost entirety from Latin America, wham
gotta perch and most of the other guttas originate largely in the Fao-
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POST-WAR SHORT TERM

w be some baklog o dead for guttas immediately afte
for balat for
golf b for which as,
£8 a m4liwsljpacially
pounds might be needed. A smaller positioned d ad
tor guttas to be used in the manature -of belting ad other eqUip.
i alio exist.. It is qut p Wble that the emand for gutta
metil
1will be larer tha the supply for some time after war. A resump,
tion of -Sale production ii the Far East my be d d fors
period; supplieXfom Latin America, even though they may be lare
than during ,l war will not be adequate. United Stts imports n
consumption fimmitely after the war may range fmoma minimum
f, about 3 million pous, valued at about $50,000 the first year toi
as much as 6 I pounds, valued at nearly 1 million doa, th
third or fourth year.
theThere
war

POST-WAR LONG TERM
Per cpagpita Income at 19 Ivel.

.

-here is littte likelihoo that dUnited States consumpti of gutt
erdurg the 1950 decade than in 1939 if per capit
w b1 uch
in4IM) oi, esame as 1939. Thv consumption of some artcq
aus golfbls, may expnd, but the extra aiMoint of guttau needed
themmigt beimore thn offset by declis i other use. Evef
foir
ting into consideration the cree in population, it 4o not
probable that imports of guttas will crease over the 1930 level
5 millon pous or be valued at more than; a million dollars. At tJ
1939 income level prices are not likely to icrease..
Per capita Income 75 percent 'hpher tAin 'in 99.

A high national uc would dten increase the productioMand
consumption of some articles I which guttas are used, such as golf
balls and beLi butwith others' the affect would probablyribe
negligible. On the other hand the use of gutt4s for some files
such as submarine cables,
declineD regardless ofcome Jo'v1eL
An enormous increase in gol play8.g ould be required to i-ncrei
substantiall th
t oguttw tbt would be consmed. 'ThZ
net effect the probable increases and-decmwmin the useofgu4t
iD the futue would perhaps be :an added consumtiOnof some 5o -10
percent over 1939,-which would mean imports-of between 6.7 million
and 6 million pounds valtuMd at about 1 million. dollar
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Data on United States imports for 1939 are given below: I
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BReexporU are negligible.
Foreign value.

Jelutons. (pofntianak) is the coagulated latex of the Dyerx tree.
Although it is botanically classified as a rubber it has a resmn content
of about 75 percent, which is much higher tLan that in the more
common forms of rubber. It deteriorates rapidly when epomsed to
air, but it can be kept for substantial periods under water or in
hermetically sealed containers. Its principal use is in th- manufacture of chewing gum.
About four-fifths of the entire world supply originates in British
Malaya and the other one-fifth in the Netherlands Indies, w-here it

is obtained almost entirely from wild trees. The United States consumes more than 90 percent of the world supply. Since thete is no
domestic production and reexports are negligible, imports represent
domestic consumption.
CPOST-WAR SHORT IrRM

The immediate post-war demand in the United States wilMprobably
be 15-16 million pounds of jelutong annually, which is slihtly.in
excess of pre-war conm ption. However, since rubber i3the prmcipal commodity produced in the areas supplying jelutong labor
will be enagd primarily in rehabilitating that industry. it may
take therefore, as much ai 3 years before UnIitedLStates requirements
can be met, unless prices rise sufficiently to induce natives to collect
than rubber. Du
the immediate post-war period,
jilutong rather
nnports should reach about 15 mon pounds, valued at roughly
2 million dollars.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consutmpdon, Pr"actin, and 1iports
If the chewing gun habit maintains or increases its popularity
in the Unuted Statos and continues to spread abroad, as is anticipate

tyhbe domestic industry, the imports of jelutong mray be larger mi
ihe 1960's than in 1939. Consbrmption masy be retarded, however,
by limited supplies. Since a large number of the most readily aeceo
ible trees have been destroyed or depleted, rigd laws governing
trpping have been imposed in the areas of largest production. Even
if bW"dasin were eventually established, they probably would not
be prduciu~g large quantities during the 1960 s, sinc it would take
8 or more years to bring the trees to a producing stage. High prices,
however, might encourage gatherers to go farther into the jungle
to seek out untapped trees.
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Per capita Income at 19MO iwen

Domestic brands of chewing gum have found favor in many parts
of the world during the war. If exports of c he g gian Ael
In the 19)'s and domestc conmuaptico ineses with the popuatio, imports of jlutong may be as much as 1 percent highs than
in 1939, unountIg to as muth a 17 Million pounds Valed, at 1939
prices, at about 2 million dollars.
Per capita Income 75 percent ASIhe Seh In I19*.

Sales of chewing gum havo tended to increase with national income.
A larger per eapita income, with an increase in popultion and large
exports, might ificese Imports of jelutont as much a 30 erent.
Imports would then amount to about 19 million; pounds lued, at
inceased jirices, atabout 2.3 million dollas. In ite final analysis,
however, inelasticity of supply may constitute the most important
limitation on imports.
Ezwts

There will probably be no esporte or reexports of jelutong as such,
but shipments of chewing gum abroad may eventually reach fairly
substantial quantities during the 1950's.

IVORY TUSKS

Tariff paragraph: 1701.

Commodity:

Rate #fduty:

Ivory tusks, natural, or out vertically across the grain, bark
intat.
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports for 1J30 are given below:1
5
(I 000 pounds)
Quantity
-'
132
Valu.4$ O)
_---------

------------------

Unt value (per pound)$2 24
hae been nglible
Reezorb
p

The principal use of ivory tusks (about 85 percent of the consume
tion) has been in making piano keys, and minor uses have been rtn
making billiard and pool balls, cutlery handles, novelties and objects
of art. Inasmuch as ivory is a relatively scarce material, its use is
quite limited. Most of the crude ivory entering world market.
oriits' ih Africa.
United States consumption has been affected chiey by changes in
tht demand for pianos and by comptitio from plastics. In recent
years plastics have been successfully used as a substitute for ivory, apd
the tread in per capital consumption of ivory Wha boa downward.
Ia the S yen., 1935-9, consumption (. e. ports) averaged
about 54,000 poutd. annually valued at about $128,000. Import&
were larger in 1940 and 1941, but by 1943 imports were only 8,457
pounds piano production in the United States having been discontinued by Government action in 1941 to conserve materials and labor.
POST-WAR SHORT TRIM

It Is probable that production ot pianos will be substantially larger
than in 1939 bause of the sizable backlog of demand. Conand fom uch itk as may exist
sumption of ivor (from Irpor
in this country)In that period, therefore, is likely to be ubstantilly
above, the 1939 level.

Table: [No Caption]

POST-WAR LONa "TUE

at Lw I..

capita Inco

e tned
The iuinseai population might b.osulcient to s
toward 4ecliino in the per capit comptio of ivory. Imports
wiigt thus about equal the pro-waravrao e of 54, pounds, with a
foeiga value of about $130,000.
Per capits Income 75 pnest lh

W1DS'.

t

woul
to increase tht demand
.A. higher .per
t-ad
ior higher-pnced c~a~pita
pianoe,iacome.
for, which
ivory key will
probably contiato
to be used despite increased use of other materials for keys ina lowerpriced pianos. Allowing, however, for 'a continuing decline in the
use of ivoy for medium- and low-priced piano., there might be a net
increase of only about 26 percent in the demand for ivory tusks, so
that imports might amount to about 70,000 pounds wth a foreigp
value, allowing for a moderate increase in prices, of out $170,00.
MOTHER-OF-PEARL SHELLS
Tariff paragraph: 1738.

Commodity:
Rate of duty:

not sawed, cut, etc.

Pearl, mother of, and shells * *

Free.

GENERAL

Data for United States imports for 1939 are given below:
ChuantitJ ( 000 pounds) ---10,525
-IValue ( l,O6w)
11,465
Ujil-value (cents per pound),.
..,--' 14
I-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

--

---

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'Foreign mli..

Mother-of-pearl shells are-one of a large variety of ocean shells and
the most important kind imported 'into the Unitel States. Mother.
of-pearl is used in the United States almost entirely for In g peal,
buttons,. Since there is no domestic production of th shells, United
$tates requiremr~qents are met entirely by imports. In the years 19374k im ort averaged 9 million pounds annually valued at more than
illion dollars. Australia, the Netherlands Indies and Japa^
were the most impQrtart sources of motherI-pearI she's before the
.war. Since '1941, Fitnob O~eiiiiia, the Arabian Peninsula St ,
the Aaglo-Egyptsan Sudan have supplied the bulk of imports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM
It may require several years to reestablish the sheIlAfiwhing feets in

the Far Eat after the war. It seems probable, therefore, that imPorts ill remain below the 1939 level during the short pod.
POIST-WARILONG TERM.

Consumption of pearl buttons will probably gradually decline from

buttons made from other
the 1939 level, owing t a incrsiug i
mateial, princip&Uy plastics. This would, of course, be accomanhed
by a corresporqSj delize
jip prts.of potherb-opearl hes. I1
-vew of. the otitive aoxtzoi
ofmqtber srl button and pla
tf4 buttos, Ip# probal" would ot increase matrally over 1939
IIej-J' /F;.{i{$. . . .e. . . . . . . . . . . . . . s. . . . . . . . , ',....,,,

Table: [No Caption]
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?nr capta.~ban.t IMPe1!"
frn

OwiAg toobmpeftloa ofp
btto per es lt
peer butt may dwat from ti 1989 1 .-Im
would'probably be about 10 percent les than in 1939 oriabou 93 ml
lion poundth a foreign value of about 1$ million doaiW.
Dr colt. tumimb,. IS nsuat

her the n 19*.

4 highrn} Siaatonl income would d t
r
hIe
of pearl but
h impotio of lnmpXoia
d ee t ic
mo
pearl shell.. On the basis of estimates of total co ption of peal
buttons,', impots would b about 20 percent hher than under th1
1939 c6me, amountig to about 12 million pounds- valued (uming
slightly higher foreign prices) at about 1.8 million dollars.

VEGETABLE IVORY
Trff pararrph 1778..
Commodity:
Vegetable Ivory, or tagua nuts.
Rat, of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States imports les reexports for 1939 are give
below:
Quantity (1 000 pun-ds)
11,583
Value ($1,06u )
*i_1
Unltvauo(cent par pouna)l-------------------1.0
; .
-

Fordg tals.

Yegetable ivory (tagua nuts) is not produced in the United States;
it is used in this country principally for maki buttons. Vegetable
ivory buttons are relatively
Ecukdor has beein the
source of more than 90 permit.6priced.
of al imports of ivory nuts in recent
peals.. Reexports hvo
co-mparatively lage, generally amountinj to about two-fifths
of the quantity cf pre-war
imports.
Imports of vegetible
vory, and, eousqqent, te
produciony
of
ivory buttons, declined 'almost steadily from about 1925 until 1941
and I942 when there vas a tempor
interruption in this trend;
since 1942 imports have continued to decline. Vegetable-ivory buttons compete with buttons -madeof other materials, such as synthetic
resins and other plastics,which have proved satifactory and in soMf
instacs aelower in-price.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

In the imnediate-pot-wsr-period imports of tagua nuts may be
about the 1939 level.

POST-WAR LQNG TERM;

Orep ut ition. of plastic materials for buttons Would probably
mean' * continuation of the pre-war downward tend i the use (4
ntgetsble itvor fr this purpose. .Although the duty on vegetble
I goodu"ft_;*IlbxF*s"
oruISbettm

Table: [No Caption]
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ivory buttons is relatively hh, a 50-parent reduction of it would
probably not result in a uffcenat inrale in the relatively small
nnports of such button to cause a material reduction in the imports
of vegetable ivory.
Per capita ifnome at 19 level.

It is doubtful that imports of tegus nuts would reah the 1939 level
even allowing for an increse in population; and it is possible that they
might be considerably smaller. Thus imports .(los rewsports) might
not amount to more than 11 million pounds, with a foreign value, at
prices somewhat above the 1939 evel, of about $130,000.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher then in 19af.

Consumption of vegetableivory buttons would probably be sAmeh
what greater, say, about 20 percent, under a higher national income;
the larger demand for'higher-pricd clothing containing such buttons
would be responsible for this increase. Notwithstanding the longterm trend toward greater, use of substitutes, imports might, under
these conditions, amount to about 13 million pounds. Becau of
competition with plastic materials, the price of vegetable ivory might
increase less than the general price level, perhaps by about 5 percent.
The imports might thus have & foreign value of about $170,000.

WORKS OF ART AND ANTIQUES
Tariff paragraphs: 1807 and 1811.
Original etchings, paintings, and sculptures. Works of art
Commodity:
*
(except rugs and carpets made after the year 1700) d*a
artistic antiquities and objects of art cf ornamental character,
made before 1830; and violins, viola, violinedlos, Ead double
base, made before the year 1801.
RatM of duty:
Free.
GENERAL

Data on United States production and imports for 1939 are given
below:
Item

Wh

_

. . _-- - a--a1-----------------------------

t)k

'Unitod States production statistics as not available byt proditon of od
Seul~U? kcnowt to be large.
oereWvalue.
s

l

w,

on

pa,OintinMmd

The works of art and antiques under consideration include a wide
variety of articles. Some of the more important are artistic proo
etchings, engraving, wood cuts, original paintings, pastels, drawings
and sk~tebes, oriwnal sculptures or statuary, furniture, silverware,
violins violas, volindells, and double basses.
Works of at and antiques are very largely luxury items, imported
to be sold to paons in the high-income group or to museums and art
galleries. Imports have varied with the level of national income. In
1926-30 the annual average was more than 8 miio dolls.

POST-WAR IMPORM AND DOflTIC PRODUCTION

11309

Because the-works of art produced domestically and those imported
are for the most part quite different in character, and because no data
are available as to domestic production, estimates for the postwar
period are confined to imports.
POST-WAR SHORT TERM

The large accumulated demand resulting from the decline in imports
during the war and greater purchasing power might cause imports to
be much larger than in 1939.
POST-WAR LONG TERM
Consumption, Production, and Imports
Per capita income at 1939 level.

The demand, for works of art would probably reflect the increase
of population and therefore be about 10 percent higher than in 1939.
The foreign value of imports might thus be about 14 million dollars.
Per capital Income 75 percent higher than in 1939.

Imports would probably increase at least in proportion to the rise of
national income. They may then have a foreign value of at least 25
million dollars. They might be far larger, as indicated by the figures
for 1926-30, possibly as much as 65 million dollars. Imports of
antiques might, however, be more subject to restrictions by foreign
governments on their exportation than they wdre during that 5-year

period.

Exports

With higher world income exports might increase somewhat over the
level of 1939.
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6-966 Bacon --

_

_31-834

Abrasives
483-484
Accordions
1256-1259 Bapi~ng;
B Fnr:ver.ng cotton bales 951-953
Acetylene black
93-94 Waste-959-960, 1142-114l
Acids:
Arienlous ------_
522-526.
LBamboo, etcSteari- _
30-32 Jute 949-951
74-75 Palm leafIAgar-pgar
522-525
Agricultural products
621-832 Papier mAcb
-- -- 522-525
'Ajinomoto
_- 4-38 Straw522-26
Alt-e
845-857
Alfalfa seed
742-745 woot------------' 622-562
Almonds
1302-1303
733-73% BalataAloes
--------------S6 5 Baolly -254-256
pac
.
Balls:
Al
-81-988
_
Asmin342-345 Rubber,athletic,etc-- 1162-11i
Table-tennis-1150-1151
Aluminum:
541-542
Fo6 l
4386-43 Balsa woodMetal and scrap-------- 421-427 Bamboo:
Utensil371-373 Baskets and bags-621-626
Maufactures6518-519
151-164 t:
Amifioniua.
Ammonlum compounds:
Sticks562-5
39-41 Bananas-Chloride-812-813
151-14 Barbed wire-348-349
Nitrate, sulfate, etc- Phosphate-156-159 Ba --rley
80-684
8662-673 Bars, steel-348-349
- Anchovies
166-159
Basic slag fertilizer)
Angora rabbit hair:
-981-988 Basket Raw
_ 522-526
1004-1006 Batteries (electric)
Yarn -- 384
Bauxite
242-246
Animal:
Carbon - -156-159 Beads and beaded artcles. 1156 1157
Beans:
Glands for pharmaceutical
7W 5
165-16
-use
-151-154 Linia (winter crop) -74-756
Manure
......125-12B
Anise ol - -84-88 Tona -.
Antifriction bearings -359-362 Vanilla-124-126
Antimony - -428-430 Bearings:
02-503 Bal 359-362
Antique silverware -Abntia tw-1303-1309 Jewel ---404-4
-145-146 Roller--.. 369-8502
ArgkW-,-crud
88.-888
Aromatic chemicas-88-90 Bedspreads, cotton
Arrowroot - -118-119 Beef-------------626-631
- -147-148 Beer-8
86-857
Aneni
Art pottery --267-269 Beeswaxc.rude193-1"
- B699
07-300 Beet pulp dried
Asbestos, crude
Belts and ktiing, mcilnery- 891-893
Ashes:
525-623
Beetroot --171-174 Bentwood furniture-'
8-858
Wood - -171-174 averages, alcoholic _- .---41-8-4 1 t
1308-1309 BicyclesArtL works of
11891191 Bifolds, leather-124+-124
Art5Ila fwerAsphalt - -182-184 Binding (binder) twine- 901--92
e--84488
Attar of ros
Automobiles and parts-- 406-409 frepared or preserved.- 856-657
6
song
Automotive Equipment'n eleCtriCal -34 Bceuits-.-700-701
-

-

-

-

-

BB.D8

-

-

....

-

Avocdo-s--7264727

Bismuth-~~~480-432
1811
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Black fox furn
1193-1196
Blankets wool
1014-1016
Blueberries.. 701-703
Boats pleasu ure409-411
Boltin cloths, silk
1053-1054
Bone phosphate. Se Fertilizer
materials.
Bones
_4-155
Book paper, uncoated - 1086-1088
Books
1083-16, 1128-1131
Boats. See Footwear.
Boxes, paper, paper ms~chE, or
wood, covered or lIdiL. 110-1107
Brins
836-f38
c :. 694-098
Bran, shorts, et
Brandy - 8-8-840
Bran:
Utensils
37-373
Wind instruments 1256-1259
Brazil nuts
733-738
Brazilian pebble 310-311
Bread, rye, hard crisp, yeastleavened
813-814
303-305
Brcccc-a
Brier block -1278-1280
Bristles-1186-1168
British gum-____---_-__119-121
Bronze tubes -435-436
Brushes:
.
Hair peils
1165-1166
Toilet-1161-1164
Tooth andothertoilet-_ 1181-1164
Buckwheat..-80-684
Bulbs, flower729-731
Bureau covers, cotton 888-890
93-937
BurlapButchers'culery-387-389
Butter
838-841
Substitus
f-641-B43
See also Fats, oils, and oil-bearing materials.
694698
Buttermilk, driedButters, fruit -727-729
Buttons:
Galalith-1172-1174
Glass---------------- 1171-1172
-

Pearl or shell -1168-1170

Cabinet wood:
550-552
LogsLumber --513-515
Cadmium --432-435
--700-701
Cake
Calcium- 151-154
1227-1231
Calf skins - Calves
_ B25-B31
1269-1272
Cameras and p
Camphor --79-82
Camel hair - -979-988
Canaries - -652-53
Candy,sugar - - - 593-595
- -515-518
Cane
8969
Cantala -- Capsules, chemicas drugs etc.,
put up in-48-49
Carpet wool -97-9-0
_

Carpets. Se Floor covering;
Rugs.
Cartels
4
Cashews---------- 783738
Ca--43X45
Cilhinere hair-981-988
C0W44a-116-119
-

Castor bean pomace-161-154
Cattle:
Hair, body. - ..----12-1293
Hide 1227-1231
Live -25-l31
Cayenne pepper-801-803
Cement-238-242
cotton
888-890
Centerpiecesh
Chalk or whbting .
45-47
Chee:
Cheddar (American) - 646-849
Gruy~re ProCess--- 644-6
Other than cheddar, Swis,
and Gruyre-8640-662
Swiss -8---------446440
Chemicals -27-196
Aromatic88-g
In pills, capsules, etc
48-49
Chestnuts -733-738
Chickens653-65
Chickpeas756-759
Chicle -177-178
China clay -247-250
Chlorate:
Potassium-9--10
Sodium -_los-nlo
Chocolate--------------- 791-795
Christmas-tree ornaments
glass ) 276-278
Christmas trees -1284-1285
Chrome ore47-469
Chromite467-469
Citron814-815
Cigar:
Bands -1113-1115
Fillers - -607-613
Wrappers-699-02
Cigarette:
Leaf tobacco - -602-807
Paper-1280-1282
- -615-618
Cigar
Cinchona bark - -148-150
Clams-673-77
Clay:
-Ball
254-256
China -- 247-250
Cloth:
867-874
Cotton, countable_
-- 938-946
linen5Mixed..-- 941-94, W1035-1036
R -ayon1073-1076
Tracing-7 4-876
Woolens and worsteds..- 1005-0Oll
Woven-wire----- __356-aa9
See a. specwic fiber (Cotton,
etc).
Clovrseed ------743746
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471-473
Coal tar:
Crude. -159-i62
Finished products --8-56
Cobalt:;
Col--

Ore and metal ----473-474
Oxide-6-58

Coca

65-66

lves--

Cocoa:
Beans--------------------

816-817
Butter -791-795
Coconut oil. See Fats, oils, and
oil-bearing materials.
Coconuts:
738-742
Shredded and dessicated
Whole -738-742
62-473
etcCoffe -817-819

Codfish,

Coir yarn-962-9683
Coke-469-471
12-13
Commodities, interrelation

Copper:

Cotton-Continued.e

T*Xtrie -------------- 877-06
WAste-828-82S
e903-05
W"ring Apparel
Yarm
86
Se oilo Cotton or qther
vegetable fiber.
Cotton or other vegetable fiber:
891-89
Belts and belting
898-896
Gloves 893-896
MittensNottingham lace-curtain ma-^
05-906
chine manufacture.
Tapestries
877-880
Tracing cloth -874-876
Cottonseed:
Meal -.151-1-4
Oil. $et Fats, oils, and oilbearing materials.
Coumarin -125-126
Crab meat -673-677
Crackers -700-701
Cnn vegetal -926-927
86-867
Crochet cottonCrocheted goods, wool - 1021-1024
Crown glass -282-285
Crudes, coal-ter-159-162
32-813
Cryolite-269-272
Crystalline graphite ----

Barsingots, etc -474-482
Old, for remanufacture- 474-482
re474-482
371-373
Utenils
Concretes, floral-168-169
Confectionery -593-505
62-63
Cub6 root Consumption:
Effect on economy -7 Currants -712-713
Curtains, Nottingham, lace, maSee al8o specific commodity.

chine-made-905-908

Cords:

Flax yarn, etc-928-930 Cutlery -387-389
Hard fiber-934-936 Cyanide, sodium-162-164
282-285
-..
Cordials-847-849 Cylinder glass
Cork:

Raw-1285-1286 Damask, table:
Stoppers-1174-1178 Cotton-883-885
-60-684 Linen-941-942
Corn
1222-1224 Darning cotton -865-867
Corsets and allied garments.
---- --------- 706-709
Corundum ore -482-483 Dates
859-917 Dcalcomanias:
CottonCeramic -1110-1112
Bedspreads -886-888
Other-1113-1115
Bureau covers, plain-woven
888-890 Dental instruments-, 389-391
cloth867-874 Derris root -62-63
Cloth, countable
Crochet
865-867 Dextnine -119-121
Damask, table
883-885 Diamonds:
Damning
865-867 Gems, previous-1201-1203
865-867 Industrial -1286-1288
Embroidery159162
Fish nets and netting
.914-9171 Diatillates, coal-tarFloor coverings
908911 Distilled oils -84-88
698-699
Gloves, knit
893896 Dog food, canned -Hand-knitting
86-867 Dollies, plain-woven cotton
888-890
1inters824-826 cloth89899 Dolls -1178-1180
Hosiery
979-988
9-902 Donakoi Handkerchiefs, plain
Mittens, kInit
893-896 Dried blood -161-154
886-888 Drugs. See Medicinals.
Quilts 1272-1274
R rugs, hit-or-miss
908-911 Dry.platesRaw:
Ducks -53-054
808-811 Duties, assumptions -1
Long staple z-56
N. p. f
819823 Dyes------Rap (except paper stoc) _ 911-914
233-318
Table covers, etc., plainEarths and earthenware
69-72
woven
888-890 Edible gelatin-

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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M7-6
ssdrlecL..SZ ..tcl cp, incandescent.. -300 IU----.rz
Motion-picture ___*__
6
3
Eht cl~rpptus _81_ 8
.da:r.;d-r.d.
1212-1215
Fabrics.-- -Raw-1-37-------1219-1222 Hook>sHandkerreesf_
151.274
-----------~
Household articles 1212-1215 i For huannn consumption.-- 863-B73
Embroide r cotton
866-867 Boolcs-- 1261-1263
Meal-151l-154, es4-ens
E3mplomet:
914-917
_
11-12 Nets and netting. ---t on eonom
my- 161-464
Scrap __---- ____-Se also specific commodity.
37-73
E~nameled utenilsil
Flap, paper, lithographically :
Endives as crude chicory (nat- 790-791
ural)
printed_
l1X516
Engineering equipment (electri3 83
a t ) .
c
z~
__
- ---____
. _ 921417 Unaufactured
Engines, Diesel _
D
g
ot--.. 184-185 Yarn -r----------------- m
Er
53-6
168-189 Flavor; cal-taEwenees",floraL.ls
84-8 Flint and flint stones-314-315
Eentl oi
--Estmae:
6-1.,1, 2 Floats____ 514,192
floor coverings:
Limitations
___- 90"11
Margin of error.---_---- 14,17-18 Cotton-__-.
95.
-_
S c oe-5-14 Linoleum
Jute9566-497
957--959
3 N.e. 8_
Contro ntr ols---3 Floral essences and concretes. 168-169
__---Valulse
___----Flour:
2_----Section economy ..--- - 10-11 WoodSC .1o Starches.
So* a pcfic commodity.
Flowers:.
Artficial-------- 1 18-1 191
Fabrics:
1225-1227 Bulbs-_----_ 729-731
Ela
siccSeeds -___--_--___752-754
Ornamented with embroidery
250-254
c - 122-1215 fuorspar------------lace, etc
_-1131-1132
_Pile, wool or bair.-1011-1014 fly catchesFoil, uminum -----4--433
8.. speciflasber (Cotton, ec)4
Foowtear.
Fat oils, and oil-bearingma
Leather, etc. (except rubber) 1236-196-231
~~er~
-----s.
~
1242
Used in foods -211-218
Rubber-soled, with fabric
manuUsed in
uppers -______________1242-244
228-231
factured products. Fourdrlnier wire-36___
35_-359
Used in paint and arn
Tot furs .
1193-1196
__...
odicloth and linoleum and
727-729
Fruit butters -_printing inks-__-_____223-228
137-139
- i- 218-223 Fuel o----------------Used in soap ___

-

-

-----------

----------

_

t

-

-

.

Furniture:
Bentwood-652428
Fathers, crude, except os1186-1188 Rattan, red, willow, grass, or 19-622
trich fiber-____--_------Feeds:
52_3
Byproduct-694-698 WoodGrain-------6----690-68 Furs
Dressed or dressed and dyed
Felt-e floor covering----- 953-936
-r
(except silver fox). - _- - 1191in
Ferroua nese -----J3S-J40
Ferrosllicon -340-342 Plates, mats, clings, etc. - 1191-1193
Ferrosilleon aluminum - 34-345 Silver or bIac fox__-__1_
1-1196
diver fox) i28Undressed
(except
lwrL
Mixed -169171
.-- ----- " 473
-15-1W59
Phosphte
171-174
134-137
-----------Fiberboard -109-1094 Gasoin
6-72
Gelati,
edible-_
704-706
F
driod

Poert3V

-

Ff

-

-

------------------ 733-738
r-

Gee-e4
--

aid,

1d

MIS5

Sm

a
mwan
12044l21
x synthe
frlo And
a
;
.~U
20.
aI - r¶.,o
Anim
,S
,,,,
,~
~
Ga n.....
*Glas

ax~~~im_^^__;.-,s.,__'
.

.

.,

...

- 8040
33
Minos
Perfute bottles (hand-made),. e75.
a - - . .828S
Sheet- -~~~281-266
281
OSaswtr&J
;

Hgand-madeo-

279-.1t

!UuI-'COntlnta

nn
A'tAB

taLna.. i31_':_4960__ ___ > li
'~e'eand-

1011-1014
ieP. fabrics
UHO"SI4*m1 purpoa'r

Ditty-free -------------- _704
7-478

Knit-;ttinottons..

-

-

.0467

2
_inat_______ ' 273-274 ToctsnsnS. p. f., meohaulc _
st~Iu
Handbag leather
1241k8
Cttont ettj knit or
"C. tton' lain _-n-oo
IeAter,- women's -and old.'
45o
___
,____8
JIe, pain
- 120-1251
dr_.
_ 1048-WIG
_
_ _ __
Silk..c_
Rayon, knit or enohd_ 1978082
1261-16
Rsrdh~d' wons..h
Glucoic acid - ..t and cm-.I
r-----4, 5
126-12
~~~~~~72674Harmonicas
aie
-io-o
.
----- 76-79 EMmteriask:
Glycerin
-- _
'lo'Be, wool-foL
O tethan woo-ft1157-1W"
air- 1294-1SM "t
H
1227-1421 HAY..,
7*49?
oVern ent actions, other than
924-0
EaHi- 919-01,
duti, effect on tra:
Qu6oo
18i
-----

________

-------

asX,,

-----od

..
OIet
lI~j-r-~*-

71;~

Granite, hewn dreed, etc- 305-307
70*412
Oft
'P'
7-ill
s
p
Gr naua-269-27*
Graphite,
ed..
745a748
4
Grass, for paper ook- -110
Ofe peas (winter crop). 76*-tO?6
e

,k.

---

7*7
-~--~~~------

X__-

|

1227-1231

Bodyr - - -..1---1-

M;ss and tat

1291-1

Cotton, et c..-------- 3640W
151454
Gu
- 1 17
- .
Guinea----Gum:
-43
-Arabic (8enegP
a
Kd"a.
nt--- 1176-1
?rapea
115L41156
tes .and M -,rW..
176-1vi lo
Tr*ypsnh
_
.4.-...40'4fl.
J~te...
.
Sn ele Reins.
lltahaaIng
lamwar_
Effect~oeconmyo
- -------- 27874
Gunny cloth, for paper stock-- 1141144
1302-.1
CUtta perchs -, . ..4.4.
..4.
- -.- ,y....e
Oti tt-s---- --- - 1302-10
o

a

-

-

-----------

M
GYP
--

----

----

---

---31

body ,- 120_8IS
1_l
Kd____ __
-

Goat

_

flies is

-

--

St

_*_tbes, ipbbii
. .wa_ 1239\-i
ItS
340
n
IiendentdeiM mp
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i

-~~--~489-4,41
298400
electric lght
B.. Fats, ol, sand o4l- ma---teria.

Insulated wire and cable -

1OW-091
-----.-.--9429444
inter
lodit, c------- ITS-1SO
Iron:.
848-349
Barbed wie_..___
O
N_____-___.--. 488490
84-328
Pig_--_
;Plgztents ___ ____ -_ _- 348-5
Product.
326-329
crap
Structural shapes ------348-349
882-3
Tanks
-Vee_------------- 362-3M4
_
Rods
348-$49
35
8vG
:Rop~e
sm aho
1st). ---- 988-987
Ivory:
sks
1305-1806
Tu __1307-1308
Vegetable
-JaMS --727-729
727-729
_
Jel~ l- _ s-1804-180B
Jelutongt
Jewel bearings- 404-406
1199-1201
---Jowelrby,
.. 187-168
Jee'awpaw ----_
_
---- 919-975
Jute
949-951
....
BApa
.. - 971-972
.Fiber_..
968-g7b
Floor covering -----InterliIning . 942-94
. - 944946
:Webbing
Kadaya - -176-177
Kainte ....171-174
---------

-

--------------------

---------

-

----

3W67-5

&it-----t

-

-

-

n_-

W

-

--

-

Lath..-5_37~-58

ILegdz.-4----8--4"54
leaither-----------1232-1238
Gloves
and
. dren

women's

s_

-------

Lu

fLentilay dry fle ___-

chil1241261
1244-1248
7589-291
144-14

Lcorice: rootfightingg fixtures (electrical)... - 3
Lima freans (winter crop~p)-.- 574-758
Llen towels
-------- I9
41
.
Line
__coarse -----

--7
--Linit*, fur
1191-1193
Linoleu --953-958
Linseei og. Bee Fats, oils, and
oil-bearing material.
Linters, cotton -- __-___-_-824-826
847-849
Liqueurs
Lithographically printed matter. 1113Lithopone -9-98
--030
Livers Llaa981-988
,,

7347,87

Lobsters-

5 Sgt
cabinett wood. --6Softwood-- 4650
1441248
Lugage, leather .
Lumber:
Cabinet wood-_613415
Hardwood----- 542-545
Softwood-507-12

M 'caroni- tools - 247-2S0 Machine
-Machinery

a
Kit
B Goat.
;;
dneys -- 6306, 638
Kip skins .--- 1227-1231
Kirschivasser-47
387-389
-Kitchen:

388-71
*Utensil, silver-plated
Knit goods;
89
; Cotton:
Gloves .........- __... 3-896
896-899
Hosiery -.
9-Mittens -1017-1020
Wool hosiety .
387-7389
Knives, artIsaW -312-813
Kryolith -__-------------_

LAbelsPaper, lithographically

84-688
412-418
411-421
Agricultural
..414
_ _381-387
-lectricalMetal ork1ng--_., _ _ 412-413
Printing-----------4-1----Pulp and paper ....------.414
Sho..
-.- ---- 414-416
Textile417-418
41i
Tobaccoand packaging 416416
Wrapping
cr-8---662-673
Lagasines, fashion-- . 1113-1115
5238
__
-236-te
___
98-989
b~aguey---

678-680
.-Bar694-698
'Sprout and brewers'
grain
-- 331-333
s
M-npnese ore.
MftnWe:

Fiber-965-988
La
,
* _-------180-181
1208-1212 Otter-trawl nets-974-97*
~^^
~
Lace-_-*
_-305
1208-1212 Mae--3
ArticlesM-r-a-r-es727-729
Curtins, Nottingham. cotton
.etc-405-40"8 Mitche. -1183-1186
Fabrics ornamented with 1212-1215 Meat extract8635-630
439-441 Mechanics' hand tools, a. A.
LaIhn-- 400-462
Iamb skins-1227-1231 p.f -
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Qm
Meicinl:
ho-.
Cod,-tar. 58-6
Of animal origin
_ .___
871-88
Pflls, capsules, etp
4849
zMonthb~l_-t 9+
Mrcadlsin goods. (electrical). 888
M en__---------------~Z
Metalrking mch1nery..__ 412-418
Metals and manufacturert.... 819-503
Mic ___
268-258
Mineral:'..
Oil, white
102-144
Waters
- 857-868
Waxes
194-195
-Mfrrors, glass -- 00-308
Mitteh.;i See Gloves.
Moccasins. S.. Footwear.
Mohaitr'- 981-988
Edible.&-.Z__
___
581-586
;ITiedGbi-686-590
Monosoium glutamaote
. 84-86
Morphine adderivaives
-~8847
Moss, peat
i&J1264-1266
- 1306-1807
Mother-of-pearl
Motion-picture filn
1276-1277- .406-409
Motor vehicles
Motorboats
400-411
- 381-387
Motors, electric
Mufflers cotton (woven) - 900-902
of potash -.171-174
Nuriate
759-762
f-7hr5oms
'Music:
Boxees1266-1259
In books or sheet.
1128-1131
Musical instruments and
parts-____________ 1256-1259
Mustard-803-805
Nails:
364-366
Upholsterers --------368
Wift ------------36868
134-187
Naphtha - Nankins:
Cotton, plain-woven - 888-890
Linen -41-942
National income:
1,2
Assumtions
2
Deftin-Needles, hand sewing or darnin8_; -----I----494-498
974-976
Nets, otter tr*wl manilaNewspapers -1136-1138
44-448
NickelNitrogenous fertilizer materials
---161-154
Noodles68"86
Nottingham laoe-curtain machine manufactures-905-908
73-788
Nuts, edibleOats -88
84
6868Offal, edibleOfl-beadin mteral. See Fats,
oils = omlbearing materials.
- 94-- 98
Oil aamke and meal .-.---

------

--

-

36f

--------------

I

{N-Crd------------127-184
Distilled or essntial-84-86
Fuel.I-----------137-189
Medicinal mineral- .142v14
S alto Pats oils, and oil-bea.012;A0
t9l~
Oleomargarine
-8__
_ i_ 6441J44$
Olives, ed-ble713-715
Dry or fresh---767-780
Pickled, etc-_ 768-789
Ophthalmic lenses289-291
Opium, crude-8-87
Optical:
<Glass-_291_1-29
*Instruments
-__ 296298
-Lenses
289-291
Orhid plants 731-732
Ores:.
4
CObtaxe~ ----------- 490-491
^^.-C--lumIbiu---_--- 4744"82
:Coppper
Iron -_4884 90
-Maf ngsan~se-__
+,331-Sfl
Tin-498-500
VanAdium--491-493
Oriental rugs
1080-1032
-Ossein -.
154-16
- 7 4-975
Otter trawl nets, mnuila
Otto of roses-_-----_-_-_---84-86
Oxide:
Cobalt-. 6-fB
Uranium190-191
Zinc 98-98
____--__----_415-416
Packaging machinery Paddings:
Flax-9422-4
Jut -942-444
Hemp------_- 941-942
Pints -27-231
PaIdngs,
wood-68-6569
Palm-leaf:.
-9--- 71
Fiber, n. 8p. f -98--522425
Baskets nd bagPalm oil. See Fats, ois, and oil-r
bearing materil.
Papapn, crude-___7_9_
FAe---------1083-1,148
Bsrv~atoolt-1100-1102
:.
teowd
prininng,
un-orte
1088-1088
i,
Boxces, .covered or lined ---11007
tCigarette--1280-1282
1097-1100
Carbonizing -Coated embossed, or deco-.,
i
ratd ____-,__1--.-10--li)
1097r1100
-Condenser-__.q
-1611
Drawing
Duplex deolooomania-- 113*4140
1122-1125
Filtering-- 1103-1105
greaseprof
Gun ed
------1108-1110
------

-

-

-

_

131

S1-I

oI d
11
La;ftatlon prch nt (tra,
__
w_,,@,,_;,*_

r

.s
ap.:

w410

flnw_**_

. . . .

+Ltr*bfl4

*_71
3a

47

108-1110 Sjn, tobdD, brir *ood -. AI2713
-718
ah4
1144-4-140
NewsprlnC
--- :X1*96
Paamorwasae.. - 1t10105
ls6 v glans..
- 11102 e___s
Photographic
---105* fiethcs Ldsr--PriatUn uafoated, n. s. p. f.. pI.
;.;,
-1
1100410
Sensitized
N.;. P.f*
SUrhceBoated1108-4110OMM. gla---- 8---11M4196
Tisse--------_
1097-1100 a
Vqstable parchment- I 10&411U FMUb, etO. Of furi1¢.---- .48687
8046
WPdet
It---fl90
1804125
West.
11424144 Pontianak
1108-1105 Pork -k684
Wateiproof a-&
W sap ph- g- 1 18-14120 Potr
100-1094 Portlnd cment nta---- 288
Paperboard .
22-55Ps
mPa~zr
cs, lithographs
------------------ 111s,1115
-Baseb anld b
. 4-464
Boxes, covered or llned- 1108-1107 Pou--Paraffin wx
19-142 Fot-*sr short tam, dtned_ 14
--Pirihite46-47 Potb"-.
,
-17114
Pawpaw juice
171-174
167-168 Potasilfertllra
P-anuts
.74-738 Potawum:
Chleratt.--- -- - 96-101
Pearl:
Buttons --171-7
11-1170 Chloride
-dOus 1201-120
Frtilizer t
-- 171174
Gems, previous
Pear. 721-734 Nitrate:
ePe:
Crude -14---6
Refined
Canned
10-10
762-784
Green (winter crop) - 766-767 'Sbdlu nitrate mixtures.---- 181-164
Peat s--171,474
1264-1265 Sufate-77--77Pecans -738-738 PotatoesPencils:
Pottery:
Hair-1165-1166 Art27-24
Other.1266-1269 Tableware-262-266
Peps, metallic (except gold)--- 378-881 PoPItrY:
Pepper, cayenne
6ba-o56
801-8083
ie-----Per~o*s~on instrument.-125-1259 -Peparedor preserved - 6M-457
Perfume bottles, hand-made
Pibclpitated bone phosphate- 1169
es275-276 Prices:
6-7
88-0 Effec on economyPerfume
mrials - Perfumery-8802 International -3-5
Peiodials -1136-1 138 Unitd StAtes-2
Pelelkee236.238 Printed matter:
1_4113-1115
Petroleum, eude -127-184 Lithographed
11261127
Pewter utensils-371-373 N. s. p.machinery - 414
Philipne trade:
Printint
13 Production for the doieste marPos-on---Sie ai specific commodit.
ket- :
9410
Phophtic feiliser miterizl_ 166-169 Effect on economy'
16-25
Phbtogttphle chemicals -53-6 Summary.
Sce alo specific commodity.
Pick-et
-------- 58659
- - 16-167
-324-328
Psy--ium seed
Pig iron 400-701
PlientPuddings-:
-- 94 Pulp thinery
-- 416
-Blak
and hydroxide, --------108--1091
IronPpo
ardde
556,
i
;
n.i.
tp f_ _ _ Je __ __ _ _> 4 --96
Pyetrmlwe----------- 55 64
Pij-kol-7--3:738
187-183
Pilefabries, wool or hair -- 1011-1014 Pyr --i
546-548
Pling941-942 quarts cytl (BrasliacpePlFttwocas, linen--bl-)--310411
Pills, chemicals, drugs, etc
441-445
8-49 QuIcksIlver -put up inMWc--ov-red----
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Mow

~

81

.,~~ ------_----------
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"Izts -*
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.sal.

-

-

-

.ztd..

----

0

n~~~um-.
Vvp^um
;i

-

-

--

-

1

, -F
- --------

--- - -

---
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-t-

-

-

-

---

. "04,table n

5e
---------1-

burmu, opt.,
a.~~~------8

C

----------t

S .toD! O

tand steeL.

;Pile-1----t$-mIli ttn
knit
hr actured,p
fi-----------------fir

R

i

4

.4782
1

ubber

----

--

---

--7 454

*m nfcue

6
~i-------- _tOO,Opn, p, -------------

a;:

-

Gum.

,vet

..

[

fber --------

..

MaFuti

wa

S
-e--

-

114144

i

,h

v-----18

Mw,; Sn Footwear.

; cloths---

----

--

--c
--12

te

tt

.f

loor

Salmorcrude

.aw era, woven
Ribbons, velvet
1046
105%tt4,
-.W.
WnrlWng appae
1-i*1it
..-Won fI ric in the piece .'..1916
:-,5.p fmiv sp(c un
a
* 8
?f~lfcures- .--48-8
--------

-~ -;

e

--

U~P KPm

Mtn
s

-

2 8611

a-la------

*Ith4ars

1
1
Z

934

-

S0, ------- i------------4 9 °
Tresone-bearing
.,, 1212m
oemInert t-es
Rubber:
oopear

M

Ae~un*tlons
$
Int
tion.
B|vlr; for paperstoc
1
1144
e lp
t__ _-_-__--- ----.-f-Sheool sponges121 ii
l nen
----------- f},lQ&-Uo
8tll kttons
Bhpls ,mother-of-perl
-i-130
t
h621-625, 477

J M'~W_ e- Re nt_
S6.

----

t 341:
Bm*XW 5olutlon

coverng.

U

2-67130

alt-ws 29

I

0Strwarerl.:itqe

-3664

j terling, exceptt cutlery and:
-! ------ ---------- 110-11

Sirup:

5

,:

rgneo ---81-81-b86

Sorgo

-----------

Otngt

132

plain - woven '6oto
Skatesice, and parts1154-1155 PXv~rs,
4
ins
1227-1281
6-5 -Diic ---------Slide fasteners--;
Ten4s balls -_- .- 11W- 16i
BSn
Footwear.- B61" 5 iTablerre (except utisy):
snuff
-----------Soap----------410
1
rpatedive8
Sodium:
s 279-281
han
G---,
106-11
Chlorate
2612S
-106-107 PteyChloride
-162-164 tralcpounu
Cyanide
1807-1808
-- 259-262
-116-112
Fluosilicate
176-177
112-113 Tsite kum _____-_
ydiulfite ---609" 98
fitrate --------151 154
877-880
cotton116-119
ad
toca
flour.----114-116
Anhydrous.
S#ulfet,
*licbfluorideTartar materh orude - 146-146
Softwoot:
881-4382
Logs-*6548-560 TM_189
507-512 W -aste '
Lumber
Songbird652"53
884
806807 *Tbbphdn equipment
329-830 Te.n#sW:ls_ 1152-1154
B~iglewi
417-418
, 8&3-858 T~ttilemtachlnery
spirfsSn specific textile
Spirts of turpentine -122-124 Tqktlles,
fifber.
:
sponges -1261-1264
864-366
1038-1041 Thumbtacks
Spun silk .-..----Thytold glands- 166-16
Starches:
Chemically treAted -119-121 Pi;railroadcrosws 55--- -658
plate scr ap- 500-502
Vegetable -116-119 Tin
Tinsl products_-439-441
Stearc acid
1254-1256
:.
-' ' Tires,rubber
1097-1100
Barbed wire -348-349 Tissue paper (fne)
- 697-820
348-349 Tobacco
Bars..- 613-616
346-853 Chw -¶
Products326-329 C------er 607-613
Scrap
599-602
348-849 Cigar-wrapper
Seamless tube- - 602-007
48-849 Cigarette leaf
StripsStructural shapes -348-349 Machinery --415
1278-1280
Tanks, cylindrical -32-364 Pipes, brier348-349 Smoking --61315
Wire rods619-620
--Wire rope -53-366 Stems
1181-1164
Wire strand -363-356 Toilet brushes Toilet preparations-90-92
See obo Iron.
Stoppers, cork -1174-1178 Tomatoes:
779-782
Stout
855-857 Canned 125-259 Natural state -776-779
Stringed Instruments
Strings, musical instrument- 1266- Paste -782-783
1259 Ton uess-83-838
522-525 Tonka beans-125-126
Straw baskets and bags
~-- t &5-595, Tools:
412-413
5-5;78 MachineulBugax~~~
;K
593-595 Mechanics', hand, n. s. p. f- 460-462
Candy
588-578 Tooth brushes -1161-1164
579-581 'Towelslinen -938-941
Liqud1178-1180
Maple-590-592 Toys874-876
830-831
ITracng cloth nth176-177
Sugar sack cloth -959-90 Trg
176-177
Sulfate- o-potash -171-174 Tragaol-- ansparencies -111$-111i
Sulfur -187-188 Trees
1284-1285
Christms--1147-1309
Sundries
636-688
TrE
156-159
Superphosphate
Surgical instruments -89-391 Tubes, seales st348-349
66 73
36-838 Tunas-.------Sweetbreads
.
-86-338
662-873 Tungsten
Swordfish-

---887.4

------

-

#Rp

rB

-

-

.T

------------

.~~--------

--

110-112

-#

------------

----------

-7P

-

,

-----------

Cane-

-

-
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Tu rbine_
Tunips
_-

i. 416-417
784-785
Turpentine, spirits.
122-124
T1 ndIng (binder) twine-,, --- 961-962
Flax yarns, est o92_"30
Upholsterers' nails and thumbtacks
846-368
Uranium oxide and salt -- 190-191
- 151-154
Ursa, n. e. a
Utensils, base-metal 371-373

Pae

4-47
WhitingWFuniturl-519-522
Manufactures-8-619
W Windo gas"s__a----------- 2W2-285
-

Wine lees -

145-146
ggf~n---------849-851
852-854
--Wiping rag,
cotton
911-914
Wire:
Cable, insulated83
Cylinder-356-89
Vanilla beans
- 124-125
Fourdrinier-366-369
Vanillin
- 124-125
Stand-358-356
V
625-631 Tins 439-441
Vegetable:
WoveN cloth-5-3fl
Ivory-1307-1308 Wiring devices, electrical - 384
Seed _748-752 Wood
Waxes -192-193 Bags-6----------05683
-522-525
Velvet sponges -1261-1284 Bala-541-542
Velveteens -880-883 Baskets -522-525
Vermicelli -684-686 Flour532-34
Vermouth852-854 Pulp-1133-1138
Vetch seed.-742-745 Wind instruments --1256-1259
Vinyl acetate resins-32-34 Wool-977-1036
Vitamins -37-39 Blankets, etc - - _ 1014-1016
Vitasterol -37-38 Carpets, machine-made. 1014-1016
Volatile oils-84-86 Cloth1005-1011
Dutiable-981-988
Wafers-700-701 Duty-free
Wallboard-1089-1091 Hat bodies-979-980
-1027-1030
Wallpper1120-1122 Hosiery -1017-1020
Wd-lput733-738 Mixed fabrics-1035-1036
Waste:
t
Outerwear, knit-1021-1024
Bagging-959-960 Pile fabrics-1011-1014
Cotton mill 826-828 Rags------------------992-998
Fur-1283 Rugs
-1030-10s
Other than rags, for paper
Shoddy -992-998
stock
-1142-11
Top
-ggg999
Press cloth -1283 Waste -989-992
Rags for paper stock
1140-1142 Wearing apparel -1024-1027
Rayon -106-1069 Yarn -1000-1004
Silk-1054-1006 Works of art108-1309
Wool -989-992 Worsteds-1005-1011
Watches and movements- 397-404 Woven-wire cloth356-359
Waxes:
Wrapping machinery -415-416
Mineral -194-195
Vegetable -192-198 Yachts -409-411
Wearing apparel:
Yarn:
Cotton, n. s. p.f-908-905 Angora rabbit hair- 1004-1005
Corsets, etc-1222-1224 Coir-962-963
Embroidered, etc-1215-1219 Cotton861-885
Silk -1050-1052 Flax-928-930
Wool 1024-1027 Rayon -1062-1065
Webbing:
Silk, spun-1038-1041
Cane-515-518 Wool -1000-1004
Jut 944-94 Yellow sponges-1261-1264
----------Wheat:
Fit for human consumption. 690-693 Zinc:
Unfit for human consumpMetal455-460
tion
------- 680-884
Oxide6-98
Whisky-844-84 Zippers, metal
463-45
--

Wines:

-

-

-

-

